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TO OUR READERS.

"You are repotted. Take care you doii"t get overpotted!"

This was the address, not of our old friend Miss Penelope Pomeuoy, but of an old spades-

man who thinks he has known us long- enough to venture to Ije impertinent.

We kace been "repotted;" but, to continue the simile, it has not been a large shift—it is

only from a No. 162 to a No. 171 ; and the shift was not made until our increased growth had

rendered it absolutely necessary.

As to being "overpotted"—which our old curmudgeon friend meant as a professionally-

expressed warning not to occupy larger offices than Ave need—^we have a just pride, and a hearty

gratitude, whilst we record again that you, our Readers, do not permit that fear to restrain us.

" Overpotting," to resume the simile, results in the production of an excess of leaves ; but

our conservatory—for such we may call our warehouse—reveals no such excess. We go on

increasing oitr Numbers printed, but our Numbers remaining—our excess of leaves—is nowhere

apparent. We fear that Miss Pomeroy would be down upon us if we said that we are exactly

potted as we ought to Ije, and that this is shown by our Ijeing very fruitful—extraordinarily

fruitful indeed—inasmuch as that you, our Readers, as well a-s ourselves, are quite contented

with the produce.

To maintain that fruitfulness will be our continued effort ; and we promise that, as in times

past, so in times to come, no fear of cost, no fear of authority, will render us recreant from our

motto

—

"For Gardening and Gardeners."





INDEX.

Abkrdeenshike Poultry Show,
45

Accrington Poultry Show, 305

Achimenea, Purpurea elegans, Leo-
pard, 57

Acorns for planting, 21

Acrocomia sc.erocarpa, 201

Ada aurnntiaca, 235
Adunanthera pavonina, 202
^^chmea disticbantha, 455
Alexandra Park Horticultural Show,

469
Alocasia metallica deficient in leaves,

235
Alstroemeria CaUlasii, 397

Alyssum seedlings, 423
Am;iranthus melancholicus ruber,

208 ; culiure, 355
Amaryllis—culture, 49, 72; list of,

74; formosissima, 337

Amateurs, a word to, 401
American domestic fowls, 203
American blight, 462
Anemones in pots failing, 321
Annuals—with Saponaiia calabrlca,

82; for bedding, 113, 210; lialf-

hardv, 166, 192; hardy, culture,
225; 'list of, 226; growing tender,
270

Ants in hothouse, 271
Aphis destroying, 355, 452
Apples cracking, 133
Apricot blossoms falling, 256
Apricots failing, 337
Arabis, varieties of, 245
Aristolocbia leuconeura, 56
Arnott's stove—instance of inefB-

ciency, 155 ; and hot water,
172

Art, bazaar in aid of female school of,

349
Asparagus — culture and forcing,

20; beds, managing old, 117 ;

planting, 335
Asphalt walks, 81, 482
Atherton Poultry Show, 289
Athvriura Fills: - fcemina variety,

47"9

Aubrietia sowing, 3^8
Aueuba, the female, 211
Auatraliiin Poultry Show, 322
Azalea Forget-me-not, 397
Azaleas — in heat alter blooming,
200; after blooming, 222; grow-
ing prematurely, 321

Balm, variegated, 6
Balsams, compost for, 371
Bantam roupy, 46S
Bantams—breeding Game, 68

;
prizes

for, 87 ; size of, 124; eggs of Se-
bright, 144 ; breeding duckwingeJ,
206 ; for exhibition, 258; Buff-co-
loured, 324

Barkeria s^kinneri superba, 235
Basket plant, 235
Baskets—tlowering plants for, lij2

;

hanging, 195 ; plants for veraniah,
483

Bath and "West of England Poultry
Show, 462, 484

Beans v. Gooseberry caterpillar,^

379
Bedding plants — propagating, 80

;

turning out, 240; shilting, 270;
witbout artificial heat, 418, 477

;

and mixed borders, 476
Bee-keeping — practical, 184 ; in
Devon, 205

Bees-foul brood, 25, 47, 67,87, 105,

124, 141, 163, 186, 241, 273, 323,
374, 445; Australian, 46 ; keeping
inthe olden style, 27 ; as regicides.
Q7 ; flowers for, 68 ; first load of
pollen; do mice eat bees? 100;

BeeR—£6 ison commenced iiiScotland,

124; acclimatisation, 142, 164;

mice eat them ; travelling by i*ail

;

early pollen-gathering; swarming
extraordinary

;
premature drone

production, 143; Mignonette for,

144; supering stocks; autumnal
feeding, 161 ; Woodbury -hives,

164; removing; symptoms of dy-

sentery ; East Indian, 134 ; in L;»-

narkshire, 205 ; chilled brood, 224,

242; last season in Salop, 224;

drone-breeding queens, 242 ; stock-

ing an observalory-hive, 257, 274 ;

water for, 257; raid^, 25S ; induc-

ing to work in supers, in Oxford-

shire, honey - dew, 274 ; early

breeding, 290, 308 ; Dahlia flowers

for, 290 ; foal brood, and what has

been written about it, 306 ; unit-

ing weak stocks, 307 ; ariificial

swarms, 308, 322. 339. 357, 373,

425, 484 ; uniting, 308 ; in roof,

308; why they work in the dark,

324 ; artificial combs ; chilled

brood and wax-moth larva) ex-

pelled, swarm in place of stock,

transferring, 340, 358, 445 ; swarm
without drones, mode of driving,

372 ; fixing combs in box-hives,

accepting a foreign queen, S73,

403; early swarms, 589, 390;

artificial swarms; death of Ligu-

rian, premature drone expulsion,

cloves tor apiarians, 390; driv-

ing and preventing swarming, 407,

408 ; conversion of bar-hives into

frame-hives, Ligurian in Aus-
I

traiia, gloves, 408 ; artificial

combs, early honey, in Yorkshire,

426 ; artificial fwarm deserting

hive, 443 ; artificials warming, 444 ;

do young queens breed drones ?

444, 486; fed on unboiled syrup,

446; after hiving, 446; do tbey
prey on fruit? 455; f-upering

swarms, 466 ;
parasite, 466; young

queens, in Suffolk, 485 ; extraor-

dinary Liguvian swarms, second

swarms, 486

Beet, Red, for bedding. 208

Beetles, destroying in orchard-house,
101

Begonia — leaves cracking, 221

;

Mannii, 235
Beverley Poultry Show, 424
Birmingham Poultry Show, irregular

admissions, Capt. Ileaton, Mr.
Hindson, &s., 23; irregul;iritics,

44; Mr. Williams's Game fowls ai,

63; difficulties, 160, 161

Birmingham Rose Show, 330

Blackberries, Lawton & Dorchester,

139
Blossom thinning, 254
Boiler—wrongly fixed, 193; heating
a cylindric, 222; setting tubular,
255 ; for small fernery, 337

Boilers—lor garden structures, 5G
;

saddle, setting, 96; propo:?ed, 103,

139; requirmg no setting, 139;
consumption of fuel, 287

Bomarea rauUiflora, 393
Books for a gardener's library,

355
Border planting, 178
Botanic (Roval) Society's Shows,

229, 280, 295, 327, 376, 393, 429.

451 ; florists' flowers at, 295,

344
Botanical specimens, drying, 271
Bottom heit, 21 ; from hot-water

pipes, 53 ; deficient, 201, 222, .305

Bougainvillsea speciosa culture, 138
"Bouquet, the Illustrated," 236
Bonouets, 467

Bouvardia— triphylla culture, 138 ;

longiflora culture, 431

Brahma Pootra prizes at Birming-
ham, 442

Bridge Hill, Belper, 40
Brisbane— gardening at, 435; Bo-

tanic Garden. 478
Biosimum Auhletii, 201

Brussels Horticultural Exhibition,

310 ; Congress, 383
Buckingham, gardens worth seeing,

19
Buds — falling prematurely, 107

;

preserving from birds, 157

Buff Cochins, Captain Heaton's,

48
Bulbs—in pots, 235 ; and bedders

together, 255
Bull's Nursery, Chelsea, 262

Butter not forming, 48

Buyers and sellers. 44

Cabbage, how to cut, 491

Cabbageworts, their merit, 253

Cactaceae culture, 69, 94

Caladium roots decaying, S2
Calampelis scabra, 370

Calceolarias—bedding, 75, 132 ; win-
tering bedding, 171 ; shrubby, cul-

ture, 96, 174 ; wintering and pro-
pagating bedding. 194 ; white bed-
ding, 21G ; in cold pit, 271 ; for

pot culture, 304; shrubby, 424

Calla ffithiopica culture, 304
Camellias— cutting back, 21, 102;
Sarah Frost, 57; bloom not ex-

panding, 62, 120; buds falling, 82,

107, 138; leaves discoloured, 82;
leaves falling, 102; potting, 182;
Conte de Gomer, 397

Canary wheezing, 308
Canaries, teaching, 340
Cannas, some handaome-foliaged,
423

Canscora Parishii, 155
Caper bush, 196
Cape Gooseberry, 287
Carnation seedlings, protecting from

sparrows, 303
Cairots, keeping. 182
Cattleya Lindleyana, 455

Cauliflower culture, 386
Cedar seeds sowing, 440
Celery—in winter, 60 ; leafstalk

rooting, 255; culture, 480
Celosia culture, 25G, 342

Centaurea candidissima from seed,
321

Cerastiura tomentosum and Bieber-
steini culture, 355

Chain border, 304
Chamber slops, 138
Charcoal for manure, 255
Chelranthus sowing, 388
Cherries under glass, 449
Chickens — management of early,

222; lice on, 242; pecking their

feet, 274; dead in the shell, 374;
destroyed by crows and rats, 46G

Chitteprats, 466
Christ's Thorn, 160
Chrysanthemum cuttings and plants,

271
Chrysanthemums—twelve show, 21

;

Lord Clyde and St. Margaret, 155
;

stopping, 200; (Pompon) Firefly,

Viola, and Lizzie Holmes, 235

;

(larpe) Prince Alfred, and Princess

of Wales, 236 ; of last season, 246

;

dwarf, 321
Cinerarias—not blooming, 74; blind,

103; leaves injured, 241; sowing,
287 ; for seecl, 304 ; Flower of the

Day, Rembrandt, Eliza, 455
Circassian Beans, 202

Clematis Fortune!, 450
Clerodendron seedlings, 222

Clianthus—Dampieri seedlings, 121

;

seed sowing, 287

Climate affected by trees, 455
Cliveden, 416
Clover sterna, 103
Coccosypsilon discolor, 235
Cochin-Chinas—extra prizes for Par-

tridge. 66 ; combs black, 106 ; food
for, 144; Partridge cock's tail,

144 ; breeding, 164 ; white powder
on legs, 164 ; eggs not hatching,

186; extra prize for Buff, 372;
cock leg weak, 374 ; corns in, 408

Cockscombs-culture, 342 ; compost
for, 371

Cocoa-nut fibre refuse, 13 ; for Ferns,

354
Coleus Verschaffelti, 208

Colour, harmony of applied to

flower gardening, 395
Colours, harmonising and contrast-

ing, 71
Colletia bictoniensis, 477
Composts, materials for, 12

Concrete, materials for, 284
Conservatory — construction, 120;
on north aspect, 441

Cookery for the working classes, 206

Copper for garden structures, 112

Cordon training, 381

Cork Poultry Show, 66

Coronilla glauca culture, 103

Cotton Plant in England, 363

Covent Garden Market, 21, 43, 62,

81, 102. 119, 137, 158, 182, 200.

221, 239, 255, 270, 286, 303, 321,

336, 354, 370, 387, 404, 423, 440,

461, 482
Cow-house vinery, 222

Cow, produce from an Aldemey, 242

Cr^ve Coeurs, derivation of name,
124

Crickets on Vine shoots, 101

Crocus not flowering, lOJ

Crocuses, taking up, 388
Crowing an annovance, 46G
Crystal Palace, 366 ; Flower Show,

393; Bird Show, 162; florists"

flowers at, 414; bclding out at,

420 ; Rose Show, 472

Conifer seeds, sowing Japanese, 159

Cucumber and Melon-house con-

structing, 139; heating, 160

Cucumbers — useful sorts, 43 ; in

winter, 60 ; early, 63 ; in pots, 72
;

culiure in pots, 91 ; and Melons
in pots without bottom-heat, 133 ;

with Vines, 138; training, 222;
the longest, 288

;
gum-diseased,

321; for winter, 3S8; culture of,

441; withering when young, 442
j

E-hrivelling, 461

Currant from Malta. 43

Custard Apple, 193

Cutting?, management when rooted,

145 ; of bfdding-out plants, 181

Cyanophyllum magniBcum—propa-
gating, 159; culture, 201

Cyclamen—seedlines, 62
; persicum

in pot^ failing, 321; seedling cul-

ture, 441

Cypripediums, North American, cul-

ture, 355

Dahlia — Princess Alexandra.
317; flowers varying in colour, 420

Dahlias— starting, 43; list of pom-
pon, 139 ;

propagating, 239

Dairy produce and management, 185

Daicies failing, 256
Daiigstein. 9
Daphne odora diseased, 200
Darlington Poultry Show, entries at,

24
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DendroMum — Farmerii, 96; cilia-

turn, 155; Linawianum, 256; lu-

teolQiii, 317 ; macropbyllum, 321

;

harbatulum, intun'iibulum, 397

;

Farmeri rar. auieoflava, 455
Desmoiluioi Sk.inneii var. albo-line-

ata, 455
Deutzia — saDg-uinea, double, 75

;

gracilis not tiewiring, 139

Dielytni—speetabilis si-edling's, 287
;

cucullaria culture, 355

Dinner-table decoration prizes, 227

Disas, various, 222

Dog, giddiness in, 206
Dorliin^—CO k's comb frosted, 63;
with a tu(t, GS ; chickens, rearing
early, 164 ; cock, diarrhoea in, 290 ;

chickens dvmg, 462, 483
Dorkings, 206
Dormice, 143
Doves—Australian Bronze- winged,
274 ; small, 353

Dracaena anstralis, 63 ; culture, 256
Dropmore, 456
Dublin, Royal, Society's Show, 272
Ducks—breeding profitably, 88 ; dis-

ordered, 358
Dung, heating by, -162

East Isdian drake's bill, 242
Echinocactus scopa, 397

Edinburgh Botanic Garden, 392

Edinburgh Botanical s-ociety, 473

Egg — producers in winter, 398;
within egg. 339

Eggs, 356 ; hens not laying in win-
ter, 88; musty-Havoured, 164, 258

;

two laid daily, 258 ; ascertaining

tbeir fertility, 274; addled yet not

putrid. 374 ; a little more about,

38S'; liatched after being chilled,

443; chilled, 465
Endive culture, 256
Entomnlogicil Snciety's Meeting, 77,

155, 265, 368, 435
Enti-ies, relative, 24, 140; compara-

tive, 372
Epaciis not flowering, 222

Eranthemuni — tuberculatum, 155
;

crenalatum, v. grandiflorum, 317

Erythrina cafiVa culture, 304

Espalier rods, wood v. iron, 271

Espaliers, wire for, 22

Eucalyptus obliqua, 63

Eurybia corymbusa. 63

Evergreens-by sides of railways,

4; under Chestnut trees, 43
;
pre-

paring ground for, 240

EverlastinK-KIowers, yellow, 201

Exhibition—fowls, rule a-* to owner-
ship, 103

;
prizes and entries, rela-

tive, 257

Exhibiting fowls not the exhibitor's,

183, 134

Fairlaws, 432, 453
Fairy rings on a lawn, 41D
Fancier, recollections of an old, 204,

272
Feathers of white fowls, cleaning,

124
Fem—spores, sowinsr, 241; houses

and green glass, 297

Fernery—construction of hardy, 31 ;

manage;iient, 370 ; Hiand for, 371

Fetns—cultivation of, 10 ; for sunny
aspect, 92; for baslcets, 187 ; how
to raise them, 243; in cocoa-nut

shells. 483
Fig trees—repotting, 81 ; in pots,

management. 153 ; in pots, cul-

ture. 222 ; culture, oS'i, 3t>7, 369

Fires, how to manage, 199, 309, 326

Floor of propigaring-hou^e, 96
" Floral Illusi^rations," 19

Floral critiiiism, 328
" Flower Oardenmg, Spring and

Winter," 33

Flower — forcing, 61; garden, its

arrangements, 70
Flower-garden — management, 89

;

spring propagation, 1(J9
;

plan,

154,316, 348, 349,354; geometri-
cal, 266, 271 ; wmter decoration,

331 ;
planting at Luton. 404

'Flowers — inlluence of, 366; mis-

called forced, 395 ; misapplication
of, 467

Flue tiles, 15

Flues, joints cracking, 256
Flying, preveniing noultry, 106
Food for poultry, 288

Forcing flowers, 199

Forrestia hippida, 155

"Fowls," 67

Fowls—price of, 242 ; cannibalism
in, 258; polls pecked* 274

Frames, covering for, 132

Friends, i allure of some old, 153

Frosted plants, 137

Fruit—walls, aspect for, 14; room,
63; trees failing on gravel. 121;
trees dressing, 181; ia pots, 233,

254; trees, summer pruning, 399 ;

flavour of under gl'tss, 437 ; trees,

importation of, 461

Fuchsia culture, 231, 239 ; breaking
weakly, 240

Fuchsias-list of, 103; potting, 133;
in a cellar, 159

Fumigating, 138, 386; bellows, 318
Fungus on tan-plunged pots, 62
Furze obnoxious to caterpillars,

366
Furze v. Gooseberry caterpillars, 395

Game— FOWL, private mahicings at
Exhibitions, 84; Mr. Williams's
disqualified at Birmingham, 86

;

cock case, the, 104 ; fowls dis-

qualified at Birmingham, 121, 139,

141; fowls for exhibition, 124;
fowls, trimming, 161, 203, 223, 256,
338; mating, 164; condition of,

223, 241; hens and pullets, classes
for, 283

Gapes, 340 ; remedies for, 2fiS

Garden plans, picture>que, 393
Gardens worth seeing, 40, 52, 57
Gardens, villa, decorating, 219
Gardeners' Friendly Society, 255
Gardeners' Union, 21
Gardeners, overworked, 422
Gardening in England one hundred
years since, 16

Garibaldi and the gardeners, 316,
347

Gas -lime as a manure, 57 ; heating
a greenhouse, 159 ; heating bv,

388, 419, 476
Gate—a cheap, 299 ; posts, to fix,

430
Geranium — leaves spotte^, 63 ;

Chrisrine spotted, 200 ; cuttings,

striking in spring, 350 ; cuttings,

483
Geraniums—cuttings, pottin?, 102;

cuttings in spring, 103; Madame
Vaucher, and Cluistine. 120 ; ra-

riegated, cuttings of, 139; in a
cellar, 159 ; for the .lower-ffarden

and culture, 172; new, 179; for

bedding, 201; Mr. Beaton's seed-
ling, 265 ; in cold pit, 271 ; spring
treatmenc of scarlet, 278 ;

plunging
and propagating, 405; from eves,

441
Gishur^t compound, 200,420,434
Gladioli, planting, 239
Gladiolus — sericeo-villnsus, 155 ;

Handle Jackson, 155 ; culture, 300
Glass-sase—heating, 160; plants for,

271

Glass structure, a useful, 366
Gloxinias — Lady E. Villiera, Lady

V. Harcourt, and MademoiseUe
S. de la Eou7illerie, 57; double,

102
Godetia rosea alba v, Tom Thumb,

317
Gold fish changing colour, 390
Goodyera pubescens culture, 264
Gooseberry — trees on walls, 73

;

bush buds protecting, 93; buds,
preserving, H8 ; '-atcrpillars de-
stroying, 246, 284, 314; cater-

pillars, preventing, 214, 218, 232 ;

caterpillars, Furze as a pre"entive
for, 395, 421, 423. 430, 455; cater-

pillar V. Beans, Furze, and Alum,
479

Goose, how to roust. 258
Grafting mastic. 434
Grape— Duchet-s of Buecleuch, 250,

2S1 ; bunches becoming tendrils,

305
Grapes—dcrirable varictloa of, 30;

the Tokay, 43 ; Early Uumburghs,
57; in Camellia-house. 201;
rusted, 201, 423 ; shanking, 337 ;

spotted, 387; setting, 387; mus-
cat-flavoured for out-doors, 423

;

>;ew Frontignan, 453; choice of,

454; mildewed, 482
GrasM, sowing and liming, 159
Gi'asses— list of ornamental, 103;
ornamental, 201

Gravel walks, weeds on, 337

Green fly an wall trees, 424

Greenhouse—heating, 82, 461 ; beat-

ing small, 138; blinds, 159; paint-

ing, 16J ; use of cold. 201 ; stage

for, 2'9
; ceepers for, 2S7 ;

cliuib-

ers for, 305 ; heating from sitting-

room, 370; plants, list of, 441
Greenliouses, iron-framed, 271
Grotto, roofing for, 255
Grugrn nut'*. 201

Guano as a Vine manure, 287
Gymnogramma—pulchclla variation,

120 ; chryeophylla culture, 233
Gynerium argenteura in a pot, 82

HaMBORGHS — BaEEDIN'G SlLVER-
SPANGLED, 68 ; tails of Silver-

spangled, 124; Golden - spangled,
plumage, 224 ; single-combed pen-
cilled. 390

Hants {North) Poultry Show, 442,
433

Hardening-off plants, 181
Hatching- artificial, 164, 186 ; tem- i

perature, 274 I

Heating, 63, 220 ; horticultural build-
ings, 15 ; a plant-house, 222 ;

economic, 234, 267 ; by atove or
hot water, 281

Heckmondwike Poultry Show, 24
Hedge—by a wall, 440

;
quick-grow-

ing, 483
Hedychium—Gardnerianum, hardi-
ness of, 34; in a greenhouse, 424

Ilelichryf-um Mannii, 235
Hon^incubating on her back. 339

;

with cock's plumage, 446, 483
Hens- laying whilst perched, 258 ;

with swelled heads, 290 ; eating
eggs, 290 ; feather-eaters, 303

Hive, observatory, 324, 374
Hives, 206
Hollies — decaying, 192 ; removing

large, 221
Hollv hedge, cutting down, 255
Hollyh'Jiik culture, 369
Hollyhocks—not blooming, 82 ; of

last season, 293
Honey, obtaining from the comb, 224

Horseradish, planting, 198
Horticulture, honour to, 273
Horticultural structures, wood rer5HS

metal for, 91
Horticultural fRoyal) Society, 29.

189. 230, 247, 230, 375, 463 ; ex-
hibitions and prizes in 1864, 33;
Schedule for 1864, 90, 110, 151;
Fruit Committee meeting, 98 ;

illegal proceedings, 125; mistakes,
130 ; report of annual meeting,
126 ; comments on, 130 ; Dr.
Hogg's resignation. 147 ; Report
of Council, 151 ; adjourned mept-
inp, 165, 167; Floral Committee,
212. 261, 313, 350. 377, 413, 451

;

Show, 211. 260, 312, 411; en-
couraging fish-culture, 265 ; ob-

jections tothe two-dayaShow, 231,

296, 314; flowers miscalled forced
;it, 296; Exhibition on Queen's
birtbdav, 347; Floral Fete. 393

Horticultural Congress at Brussels,

383
Hotbed—making, 120; inflammable

gas in, 196, 217

Hotbeds, a gnssip about, 329
Hothouse buildmg, 363
Hot-water apparatus-safety cock

for, 196 ; an amateur's, 216

Hoya—carnosa decaying, 43; jmpe-
rialis cnUnre, 355

Huinea elegans culture, 431
Hyacinth-bulbs failing, 133; Show,
Cutbusb's, 249; Mr. W. Paul's

lecture on. 230
Hyacinths, 2U ; not blioming, 74;
bloomed in glasses, 221 ; done
blooming, 240 ; after forcing, 3S8 ;

Robert Fortune, 397
Hydrangeas— blue without artificial

applications, 135 ; blue, 197

Ice STOniNR, 42
Indian Corn, 338; for fowls, 340

Injects, destroying, 238
Ipomtca fiiicaulis, 155

Iron— for garden structures 92, 112
;

fountain corroding, 159

Ivy failing, 63

Japan, letter from, 74
Japanese—work on gardening, 266

;

plants, sale of, 293

Jedburgh Poultry Show, 85

JefFersonia diphylla culture, 264
John o'Groat's, a note from beyond,

18

Juniper seeds sowing, 410

Kale, ScoTcn, 370
Kales, various, 319
Kendal Ponltry Show, 64
Kerguelen's-land Cabbage, 301

Kew—some things to be seen at,

131 ; gardens, curatorsliipof, 314;
Royal Botanic Gardens at, 345 ; re-
tirement of Mr. J. Smiih from cu-
riitorship, 342

Kidney Bean— the longest, 237 ; cul-
ture, 438

Kirke, death of Mr. J., 277
Kirkcaldy Ornithological Show, 65
Kitchen-garden seeds for an acre,

120

Labels, 43
Lapageria—rosea, planting oat, 120;
rosea culture. 2S7 ; albi, 455

Lardizabala biternata culture, 461
Lawn—grass seeds for, 201 ; weedy,
treatment of, 461

Leaves—do they absorb moisture?
33 ; and flowers shrivelled in a
new greenhouse, 72; browned and
spotted, 120 ; browned, 304

Lemna minor. 240
Leroy N'urseries, 382
Lettcrwood, 201
Lilacs not flowering, 102
Lily of the Valley forcing, 304
Lilies, Japanese, 75
Lime-kilns, heating by, 15
Lincolnshire, gardens' worth seeing

in, 57
Liparis Loeselii, hibitat of, 400
Liquid manure, 337 ; applying, 322;
how to save, 439

Lobelia— speciosa for present vesr,
138: failures, 153. 191, 246, "282

;

specio^a culture, 231
Loiu.st tree, the red. 401
Lycaste Skinnen variety, 317

Lychnis Senno. 317

Lycopod cultivation, 409; list of,

411

Macaw"—BLUE and telt.ow, 124;
Palm, 201; disordered, 206

Magnolia Lenn^, 155

^lalay cock, lioiirseness in, 106
Manchester Poultry Show, Game

ptizes at, 25
Mauufacturine- towns, trees and
shrubs in, 433

Maranta and other leaves turned
brown, 441

Marks, private, on exhibited fowls,

103

Mcintosh, :\lr. C, death of, 54
Me;dy bug, destroying, 160

Melon- training, 222; culture, 320,

371, 405 ; home, 356 ; euUuro, seed-
ling bed ; sowing, 474 ; sjeiilings,

maintaining hi>at, repotting, fruit-

ing bed, 475, 482
Melons— late desirable, 63; in a

vinery, 210; Watei-, 271; elevat-
ing above the soil, 461

Menispcrinum planifolium, 63
Meteorology of 1863 — and eff'ects of

its autumn, 34 ; Ireland, 55;
Sligo, 72 ; Weston-super-mare, 95;
Manehe?ter, 99 ; Lancashire, 135

Metrosideros tlcribunda culture, 103

Mice, traps for, 176; pieserving Peas
from, 182

Midland Counties Canary Show, 78

Mildew on Peaches and Nectarines,
388 ; on Roses, 383

Jlilton House, 52

lliltonia Regnelli, 317

Mimulus-repens, 57 ; cupreus and
maculosus, 120 ; maculosas cul-

ture, 266
Mistletoe propagation, 240

Moss on grass land, 201

Moulting, change of colour in, 28

Mushroom — si>awn, raising, 135
;

bed management, 157 ; beds, 198 ;

covering, 265

Mu-;hroomfl, grnwing, 447

Muasett's hot-water apparatus, 221,

37 9

Nantwich Poultry Show, 122

Narcissus, extraordinary, 193
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Natal Horticultural Show, 478
Natural-liiitory speoiraeBs, collecting

and pres^ervine;, 22

JNeatnee'8 even in niiiiden*i, 51

Nectarine-buds frtllinfj, 21

New Year's-eve Dream, 1

Nierembeigia gracilia from seed,

13o
NightinEale, imitators oF, 426
Nortliamptonsliiie, gardens worth

seeing, 19, 40

Oak-stumps, plants foii, 371

Oleander treatment, 201

OnionB— lailiiip. 221 ; sowing, 237

Oracli, Purple, 208
Orange — trees, repotting, 200 ;

(Mandarin) seedlingn, 304

Orchard-house, controversy, 93, 143,

190; management, 158; my, 359,

415, 450; in the north, 34G, 420,

441
Orchard-honses, 213, 246, 261, 269,

294, 315, 381, 472; definition, 150;

pathway in, 219; at Sawbridge-
worth, '248; in the Channel
Islands, 325

Orchids — N. American Te"restrial,

263, 292 ; Mr. Warner's, 399, 420
'* Our House and Garden," 400

Paint, plants suffering from,
283

Paisley Poultry Show, 44
Paliurus aculeatus, 160

Pampas grasn pUinting, 43
Paniix dendroides, 63

Pansy soil, 287

Pansies, growing superior, 437

Parif, notes from, 473
Parrot — plucking cut its fenthers,

88 ; tail diseased, 164 ; having fits,

206
Parsnips, sowing, 238
Pasture improvement, 305

Pea—the largest, 287 ; culture, 335,

386
Peach -buds falling, 21, 108; trees,

pruning and managing olrt, 116
;

house heating, 121 ; trees, pruning
pyramidal, 233 ; culture,

,

236

;

trees, insect on, 270; tree blos-

soms, thinning, 278; ripening
wood, 285 ; house building, 355

;

tree lateral?;, 371
Peaches—under glass v. on open

walls, 37 ; trees in pots, and in wet
districts, 52 ; failures in culture.

55; bloom-buds falling, 62 ; in
pots out of doors, 02 ; American,
325 ; on open wall failing, 337

;

mildewed, 441 ; in orchard-house,
450 ; number a trep can bear, 461

Pea fowl, rearing, 4fj6

pears—on quince stocks, 81; crack-
ing, 1S3 ; grafting, 138; good late,

139; Easter Beurre ripening, 182
;

trees aC Trentham, 201 ; trees

blooming profusely, 304; diseased,

321 ; leaves blighted, 3S3 ; cause
of falling, 429

Peas— culture of early, 4; early, on
clayey soil, 113, 117 ; raising early,

157,268; sowing, 253 ; early, 422;
crops of late. 4^7; culture, 438;
selection of, 442

Pelargonium—Bowkeri, 57; Diadem,
455

Pelargoniums- of the season, 50;
list of Fancy, 103; management,
119; spot in, 119; stopping, 139;
frosted, 159 ; from seed, 370

;

blooming iiidifFerently, 383; in a
window, 441

Perilla nankinensi?, 201 ; manage-
ment, 405

Petunia, striking cuttings of double,
441

Pheasant, hen assuming male plu-
mage, 425

Philodendron fruit, 424
Phlox — frondosa culture, 160

;

Drummondi culture, 441
Phloxes—culture of perennial, 111

;

list of dwarf, 139
Pierce's system of heating, 59
Pigeon—why docs it tumble? 104;

retching, 308; disease, 374
Pigeons—breeding Barb, 68; new

varieties, 161, 272 ; Satinette, Ice-
lander, and Blue Brunswick, 204

;

Archangel, 241; Nuns, 425; dis-
eased, 466 ; Carriers not feeding
their young, 46G; diarrhoea in, 483

Pimeleas done flowering, 371
Pine for candy soil, 54

Pme Apples-culture, 259, 291, 341,

360, 428, 46S ; succession plants,

360; abortive, 4^3
Pines and Melons in same house, 304

Pinks (hybrid), Striatiflonis, Mmie
Par6, and Rosette, 236

Pipps— for hot water descending,
139

;
position of flow and return,

279
Pit, the cold. 298
Pits—of earth and turf, 134 ; formed

of concrete, 232 ; turf and con-
crete, 254

Plant—case, plant for centre, 102;
shrubs for, 120 ; distrioution,

mysteries of, 300 ; exchanges, 420
Plants—with dark foliage, 207 ; dis-

tribution of, 391. 430
Planting, 36 ; in March, 121

Plum tree on south-east wall, 102
Plums- dried, from Spain, 21 : dry-

ing, 54 ; in greenhouse, 336
Poinsettia — pulcherrima, propagat-

ing, 62
;
pulcherrima culture, 111

;

management, 146 ; alba, 139
;
pul-

cherrima, stopping, 221
Poisonous garden plants, 116
Polish cock's crest discoloured, 308
Pork, how much a bushel of corn
makes, 390

Potato seedlings, 252 ;
planting, 253

Potatoes — early, 43; and Greens,
growing conj'^intly, 351,364; cut
and uncut, 434

Pots, London sizes of, 405
Potted plants, soil for, 288
Potting, 320
Poultry — plumage mutilated at
shows, 24 ; market at Christmas,
25 ; fattening, 2S ; and refinement,

82; judging, 84; not injurious to

pastures, 106 ; for farm, 124 ; show
schedules, 122 ; breeds unsepar-
ated, 144

;
profitable layers, 144

;

fanciers, caution to, 162; food re-

quired by, 164; show improve-
ments, 161 ; shows, frauds at, 202 ;

schedules of, 202; relative en-
tries, 223, 338; straying, 224;
shows, long continuance of, 305 ;

relative merits, prizes, and entries,

305; and the poor, 306; average
day's food for, 324; keeping dis-

appointments, 338 ; shows, judges,
and exhibitors, 371 ; judging, rules
for, 406 ; yard troubles, 465 ; in

cellars, 466 ; poisoned by paint,

466 ; Club's Show, 484 ; exchanges,
486

Primroses, Japanese, 74
Primula— seed sowing, 240 ; sinensis

sowing, 287
Primulas — management, 336 ; cul-

ture of Chinese, 361; alpine, 391
;

alpine, culture, 430
Propagation of flowers in spring, 1 09
Fropaiiating-shelf for, 201

; pit,

with flue, 62
;

pit, heating, 82
Property, what is bona fide ? 389
Prostanthera lasianthos, 63

Protection—in winter, 42, 61 ; for

fruit blossom, 303
Prunus triloba, 420
Pullets strippinff-off feathers, 124
Puttr;dgebury,~^113, 176. 2t)0

Putty and paint, solvent for old,

324
Pyrethrums—and their culture, 130 :

Salter's double. 417
Pyrus japonica Iruit, 442

QUAHOCLIT Nationis, 235
Quassia water v. aphides, 481
Quick hedges, making, 244

Rabbits— LENGTH of ears, 164;
ejected, SOS

Raspberry training, 61
Red spider—does sulphur kill? 150,

194 ; destroying, 379
Reidia glaucescens, 317
Rochea falcata culture, 133
Rhododendron—Princess of Wales.

57; ponticum poisonous, 186; ja-

vanicum culture, 201 ; Nuttalli,

299 ; flowers spotted, 370
Rhododendrons—rabbits eating, 224

;

Sikkims and ludian, 402 ; at Fair-
lawn, 432

Rhubarb culture, 319
Khyncospermum jasminoides cul-

ture, 461

Ribbon-border, 19, 222, 271, 337
Kivina humilis culture, 221

Rooks, 372
Root-pruning, 7

Roots and leave?", 7, 36
Roses—catalogues for 1803-4. 33

;

protecting budded, 43 ; Baron do
Rothschild, 57 ; forcing, 138 ;

trees on their own roots, 193, 228
;

in the suburbs, 210 ; cuttings and
grafting, 287; on the briar, 296;
Beauty of Waltham, 314, 344. 362,
379, 399 ; flowering but not grow-
ing, 316; critiques on new, 378;
beetles on, 388 ; in pots, pruning,
388; notes on a few, 418j first

seed of Banksian, 419 ; leaves
falling, 440 ; with green centre,
441 ; Madame Victor Verdier, 455

;

in France, 473; mildew on, 482
Roup, 442; in Bantams, Zl-t

Rust.c arbours, &;c,, 57

Saccolabium Harrisonianum, 235
Salt and guano, 77
Sanri, sea, for cuttings, 201
Sandringham Gardens, 455
Sanvitalia procumbens as an edging,

304
Scarborough Lily, 356
Sciirlet Runners, 302
Schizostylis coccinea, 57, 155
Sciara pyri, 429
Screen—plants for a wall, 103 ; trees

fur a high, 182
Scutellaria Costaricana, 317
Sea-kale—on sandy soil, 139; blanch-

ing, 238; tough, 233; culture, 254,
302, 319

Season— flowers in bloom, 8 ; in
Devon, 33 ; Northumberland, 41

Seeds, tropical, sowing, 241
Sewage of house, 462
Shading, simple mode. 320
Shallots, planting, 238
Sheepdung from butchers, 221
Skeletonising leaves, 475
Skins—how to dress? 106; preserv-

ing hare and rabbit, 124
Slugs—trapping, 6 ; in Mnshroom-

beds, 100
Smith, Mr. John, retirement of,

342
Soapsuds and their utility, 113
Solanum anthropophagorum, 57
Solomon's Seal forcing, 271
Spanish fowls, breeding, 390
Statice profusa culture, 228
Stokesia cyanea culture, 43
Stove-heating a forcing-house, 97

;

heating by iron, 269; plantti, list

of, 441
St-^vee for small stractures. 43
Strawberries — mowing off leaves,

9 ; every month, 29; forcing, 61

;

Carolina superba, culture, 82 ; in

New Zealand, 267 ; forced, failing,

337 ; packing, 405 ; unfruitful,

440
;

protecting fruit, 460 ; for

forcing, 461
Strawberry—forcing, 303, 386; forc-

ing-house, 315 ; torcing, pit for,

35it; insects, 355; culture, 368;
unfruitful, 388 ; plants failing.

399, 405; house, temporary, 40;'.;

Princess of Wales, 473; Jcun
Powell, 479 ; failures, 4S0

Sulphur and rtd spider, 233, 23S
Summer-house, plants to cover under

trees, 22
Super-phosphate of lime, making,

340
Supple-jacks, 212
Swans, rood for young. 374

Table decorations, 461
Tacscnia not blooming, 271
Temperatures for forcing, 153
Testacellus haliotideus, 418
Thibaudia sarcantha, 455
Thorne Poultry Show, 464
Thorns—useful and ornamental, 243,

276 ; hst of, 277
Tobacco fumigalors, 136, 138
Todmord'en Botanical Society, 135,

299, 473
Tools, repairing, 250
Transplanting, 8, 36
Trellis for fruit trees, 303
Trentham, the small garden at,

63
Tricantha minor, 155
Trichinium Manglesii, 455
Triteleia uniflora culture, 222

Trltonia aurea frostetl, 388
Tropeeolum— canariense for beds,

139; not blooming, 222; elegans
sowing, 24ii ; azureum culture,
388; tricolor ai;d Jarratti, sow-
ing, 441

Tuberose—notes on the, 76 ; double,
culture, 139

Tulips— in flower-beds, 370; early,
Proserpine, Kelzerkoon, Roi Pepin,
455

Turf for composts, 12
Turkey sit'.ing without laying, 358
Turkey^n— crops enlarged, 124 ; nest-
ing witliout laying, 324

Turnip— tops, blanched, 219; cul-
ture, 439

Turtle Dove's eggs unproductive,
466

Ulverston PouLTiiv Show, 141
Utricularia, propagation of, 401

Vaccinium erythrium coltdrk,
256

Vallota purpurea. 337 ; culture, 43
Verbena and Calceolaria leaves in-
jured, 482

Vei'benas-planted out, 62 ; list of,

103; damping off, 121; new, 138;
for pots and cut flower;*, 182

;

green fly on, 287 ; Conspieua,
Mrs. Nichols, and Gen. Bazaine,
317 ; New Italian, 397

Veronica speciosa, hardiness of,

34
Victoria regia, growth of, 346
Vieui-sieuxia fugax, 317
Villa front gardens, evergieens for,

275
Vine-borders, 6 ; canion added to,

103; manure for, 120; tempera-
ture] of, 209; deepening, 271;
covering, 336

Vineries— heat'.ng, 21, 63; starting,

22; large v. small, 188, 215; on
east aspect, 159; roof, glass for,

255 ; wide without pillars, 282

;

construction of, 283 ;
planting, 287 ;

borders for late, 405; glass and
wires, 354; glass for, 357; con-
struction of, 457, 462 ;

ground,
469

Vines—causes of their exhaustion, 2

;

culture at Berkhampstead Nursery,
6 ; for greenhouse, 21 ; lifting and
inarching, 52; breaking, 62; in-

arching, 81 ;
planting in a green-

house, 82 ; in pots in greenhouse,
103 ; inarching, 120 ; cutting down
young, 120 ; in pots, 1 38 ; and
Cucumbers together, 138; leaves

rusted, 222, 266; failing, 240;
stock for grafting, 240 ; diseased,

271; artificial impregnation, 294;
in pots, planting out, 3C4 ; leaves
spotted, 304 ; not starting regu-
larly, 304; blistered leaves, 304;
flower-stalks falling, 317 ; border,
321 ; mildewed, 370 ; forced, 370

;

injured by guano water, 371

;

leaves spotted, 383; beetles on,

388; trellis, 436; leaves scorched,

441; leaves injured, 461 ; Peaches
and plants under, 482

Violet, the blue wild 305
Violets — culture of double, and

Neapolitan, 221

Waitzia corymbosa, 397

Wallis— keeping of, 353; weeds on,

371, 3S8
Wardian case, plants for, 305
Water Cress culture, 221
Water-fowl management, 160, 182

Watering — in gloomy weather, 76;
how to regulate, 459

Weather—the, 400 ; in June. 414
Weed volunteers, 218
Week, work for, 19, 41, 59, 78, 99,

117, 136, 156, 180, 197, 218, 237,

263, 284, 301, 318, 334, 352, 385,

402, 421, 437, 458, 479; Doings of
last, 20, 42, 60, 79, 100, 118, 136,

157, 180, 198, 212, 237, 253, 268,

285, 302, 319, 335, 353, 368, 386,

403, 421, 438, 458, 480
" We must draw a line somewhere,"
406

Wellingtonia giganlea, 195 ;
plant-

ing, 43 ; largest, 380
Wellingtonias, large, 434
Wharfdale Poultry Show, 322
Wigton Poultry Show, 289



Till

Wild plants, plea for, -iU
Williams's Nursery, 370
•'Window gardens for the people,"

367
Winsford Poultry Show, 2S
Wood— far garden structures, 92;
and iron for garden structures, 112

WoodbridRe Poultry Show, 406
Woodlice ia frames, 201
Worms—habits of, 6; ammoniacal
liquor for dcstroyins, 82 ; ia hot-
bed, 159 ; in walks, 321

Ykae, Review op, 22

Yew—trees, making hedge of old,

22 ;
poisonous to deer, &c., 28

;

are they poisonous J fiS ; green,

not poisonous to deer, 8S ; donkey
killed :ind sheep uninjured by
e;itlng, 106; not poisonous to deer,

100 • herbivorous animals among.

U4; propagating and grafting the

Golden, 159; green, fatal to oxen,
206 ; Irish and common, pruning,
&c., 271

Ynccai, removing, 287

Zinc for oAauES strutures, 112

WOODCUTS.
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JOUENAL OF HOETICULTtJKE AND COTTAGH GAEDENER. [ January 5, 18&4.

parchinent on which was written, " You, Wiltshire Eeetor,

are our chaplain for the coming year." Signed, "Editors of

JoTjKNAL OF HoETicuLTHRE." " N.B.—Address all present

from the words 'Good will to all.'
"

Before me sat in seats of honour the whole staff of the

Jom-nal, behind them occasional contributors, and then such

a multitude ! These were " our readers." The hall seemed
boundless. I could see far away heads growing less and less,

but I could not, so it seemed, see all, there were so very

many. I recognised shrewd Scotch faces ; plenty, too, of

young English gardeners. I saw old experienced gardeners

;

country squires not a few ; clergymen, dear me ! what a
numlier ! and many honest-looking faces whom I felt sure

were lovers of poultry, some of them having a pin in their

lx)soms with a head shaped like a game cock. There were
boys and girls, too, who looked very interested and whispered
something about "our pets;" but crinoline in point of

number, beat all to nothing. Some ladies had on beehive-

shaped hats, others chicken-coop-like bonnets, many mth
dove-coloured mantles, and a very great number, lar the

most, wore flowers by no means artificial.

I began to address the company, and I thought, nay, felt

sure, that my voice reached every one. My text has been
fixed for me, my friends ; it is, " Good will to all." I shall

speak on these words briefly, but I trust to the point. Fii-st,

I shall address all the writers of oui- Jom-nal ; secondly, all

the readers of the same. But, like oui- Jom-nal, my address

must have another division ; to the writers and readers of

the floral dejiartment, and to the writers and readers of the

poultry department.
Before anything special, let me say to my fi-iends all of

you, AVhat advantages are ours ! No differences of politics

affect us ; it is nothing to us what ministry is in or is out ;

wars matter not to us
;
quiet pursuits, quiet pleasures are

ours—pleasures that never tii-e, for we have to do with Nature,
and " Nature never did betray the heart that loved her."

How genuine ovu- pleasures are ! Everything in oui- Journal
aids pure wholesome employment or recreation. The pursuits

we love tend also to friendliness. I have begun acquaint-

ances by admii-ing a flower in a garden, which acquaintances
so made have ripened into friendships. I have introduced
myself to the Misses — (Oh ! dear me, no names), as a
lover of poultry, and I now spend long summer days with
them.
Tie subjects upon which our Joui-nal treats are calculated

to cause good feeling, to soothe tired minds, to make men
love hobbies which have given them pleasures for life still

more. But (I began to feel nervous, for sundry faces showed
a keener interest when I had pronounced that little word,
"but "), brother contributors to the flower department, oui-

subjects forbid ought but kindliness. The bee has its sting,

the cock will peck sharply at an adversary, the very hen wUl
scratch; but flowers only speak of gentleness and kindness.

So pray, dm-ing this coming yeai-, employ no words that

sound hard, perhaps only in sound. Kind, gentle criticism

should be ours, full allowance being ever made for dif-

ferences of opinion, and for different temperaments. Write
kindly, then. There are differently constituted minds ; let

none despise another ; " We are all of us human, and all of
|

us erring."

Brother contributors to the poultry department—for I am
one of you too—let us, if exhibitors, avoid the least approach
to dishonesty, evei-ything in the least degree opposed to
right principle—no ingenious sickle-feather-and-sealing-

wax-like tricks. And 'vvriters, though cocks and hens may
peck, and some on coming to the scratch prove themselves
game, yet, remember, oui- best game is the game of kindness.
If we sell or exchange let all be done in perfect fairness,

doing to others as we woidd others should do to us.

And, then (feeling my bands), you wi-iters in the bee
comer—a very large coi-ner sometimes—your fiivourites

make honey, how sweet-tempered then you should be ; how
gentle yom- buzzings

!

And now, lastly, readers of all classes, we work for you,
we laboui- for you, and we do not work (your numbers show
it), in vain. Professional reader or amateur, are we not
benefactors to you both ? Good will, good ivishes to you aH,
may you all be our readers for many years yet.

A Happt New Year to You All.
And here the silence seemed broken at once, by the many

" Happy New Year's to you. Chaplain." Amidst the noise I

awoke. There was Mettle watching me still. " Go to bed
old boy !" and so will I, this was added in a lower tone.

I rattled the fii-e out of the grate and upstaii-s I went.
" My dear ! I did not get fai-ther than the title page of

the fii-st January Number of ' our Journal.' " " That was
very good of you !

" Of my dream I said nothing, that

shall be read.

—

Wiltshire Kectok.

A FEW OF THE CAUSES BY WHICH TINES
AEE EXHAUSTED.

For the accomplishment of any specified object upon which
the inexperienced have set their mind, it is well to have a
directory which shall trace out the proper means and appli-

cations by which the object is most sui-ely to be attained.

Without some guide there must be many haphazard and
unsuccessful attempts which nothing but the experience

and close observation of almost a lifetime can prevent.

Whether it be a passage across the deep, or an excursion

along some unknown path, it is not only most desirable and
necessary to have a guiding chart to point out the right and
safe way, but it is also most important to have the hidden
rocks and shoals charted out, the precipices ;md deceiving

quagmh-es carefully noted, so that the dangers that beset

us may be guarded against and avoided. Success, even to

the most efficient, is not the work of a day, it is realised and
buUt up little by little like human character itself. True, the
most gigantic objects and puzzling problems are triumphed
over by time and perseverance ; but it is well when we can
shape our course and calculate our ends by the facts and as-

certained results of those who have gone before us. The
deductions of experience, and the results of reflection and
careiiil inference, cannot fail to be valuable to those who are

seeking the attainment of any given object. This is appli-

cable alike to the moral and physical world, and in no small
degree to the operations of the gai-dener.

The gardener has to deal with the most exquisitely or-

ganised bodies, possessed of a certain kind and degree of

life, which are as capable of being affected by every variation

of temperature and chemical change of atmosphere from
without, and by imbibing fi-om the earth and aii- ai-ound

them extraneous matter into their systems, as is the fear-

fully and wonderfully formed human frame itself. Indeed,
S0D"ie of the functions of the two forms of creation ai-e so

marvellously alike that it cannot be otherwise. The laws
by which the vitality of plants is governed ai-e so easily

deranged, and plants themselves so subject and sensitive to

all deteriorating influences, that it is most desh-able to be
thoroughly awiu-e of at least the most prominent of those
causes which produce iniurious influences that so greatly

aft'ect theu- health and longevity.

The attempts which are now so numerously and laudably
made to grow Grapes under glass by those who are entirely

without experience, and, to a large extent, ignorant of the
physiology and functions ofplants, renders it the more likely

that any remarks which may be made in reference to the
heading of this article, may be of some slight service in

helping the inexperienced to gain the pleasing and wished-
for object of sitting under their own fruitful Vine : therefore

it is that I have to offer a few remarks on some of the
dangers and mistakes into which the youthful Grape-grower
is most likely to fall. The excellent publications on the
Vine which have from time to time appeared, but especially

of late, are all that could be desii-ed. They were never in-

tended, however, to deal with every case which might
possibly arise, nor to supersecle the more desultory province

of the journalist. The two proviuces are so entu-ely distinct

that the one can never supply the place of the other.

The Vine is not naturally a short-lived plant. The con-

trary is just one of its chief characteristics, whether it gi-ow

on the slopes of a salubrious continent, or in the vineries of

our own island. To give proof of this would be mere waste
of words, 80 many instances being known of old Vines, which
are still bearing heavy crops of good Grapes .yearly. Never-
theless, the well-being and longevity of the Vino is so

largely affected by errors in management, combined with
local circumstances, that it is perfectly astonishing what a
number of Vines year by year pass off the stage in their
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very infancy. Indeed, if it were not bo, and all the Vines

grown in the kingdom were to take up new gi'ound, the face

of the country would soon be dotted over with vineries at a

rate which it would be naost desirable to see.

The causes which I purpose to enumerate are only a few

of the most destructive, and likely to be overlooked by
amateurs and others of the most limited knowledge and
experience of Grape-growing'.

1st, Too Rich Borders.—Gross feeding has too often been
supposed, and said to be, a chief feature in the nature and
requirements of the Vine. There never was a greater mistake.

If large and spongy wood instead of fruitfulness and good

Grapes were the object, then the border might safely consist

of large proportions of gross manures, such as animal ex-

crement and offal. But even with this object in view, such

a border would only answer while the organic part of the

mixture was decomposing, and tUl it had become effete and,

I had almost said, poisonous. True, we hear of sonic who
loot for an El Dorado of Grapes from one fat border, and
who boast of canes, at two or three years old, of such and
such a diameter, as if the chances of fine fruit wore in the

same instead of an inverse ratio. There never was a greater

day-dream. The fact is. Vines in such oii'cumstances are

very much like a man long accustomed to plain and whole-

some food, who is, under the mistaken notion of imj)roving

his health and prolonging his life, obliged to take to the

strongest food and noxious potions, by which the functions

of his body are overcharged and obstructed, and who at last

becomes the subject of speedy decline and certain dissolu-

tion, unless by some curative means his system can be
cleansed from such matters.

I know of Vines which have made great growths for several

years in such borders, the evil of which is now being pointed
out, but from which not a presentable bunch of Grapes has
been produced. This error, disastrous under any circum-
stances, is the more to be dreaded in localities where, from
damp sou and the greater prevalence of clouds, and vapours,
and heavy rains, the consequent evils are aggravated in-

stead of mitigated. To ripen such growths in the colder

and wetter localities a wasteful amount of iii'e heat must
be resorted to ; and even by such means the solidity and
ripened fr-uitfulness of Vines cannot be accomplished in the
course of our short summers. But this is not all. There is

no guarantee that such a strong growth will be upheld. The
consequences are the very reverse, because the assimilation
is unnatural ; and something like the premature development
of the youth who is growing into the grave at the expense
of a well-compacted frame, the Vine feasts on the over-rich
border, and makes an unnatural development of growth tUl

the border arrives at that stage of decomposition at which
it is reduced to a solidified mass of soU, efi'ete and pulpy, in

which the roots of the Vine can neither ripen nor live ; and
what else but the most und esirable results can follow such
a state of things ? Nothing can produce satisfactory results
but the entire removal of such soil from any contact with
the Vines, and if this pioceeding is not resorted to in time
their existence wUl soon be brought to an end.
The inexperienced cannot, therefore, be too urgently ad-

vised to avoid such border-making as one of the greatest
evUs, and one which cannot be weU counteracted by any other
points of management. Large bunches are the " wUl o' the
wisp" object of such borders; but a scanty crop of long
straggling, shanking bunches is the unavoidable reality. But
why this itching after large bunches of Grapes ? GeneraUy
they are the worst finished, and, when to be dished in a neat
and presentable manner for table, the least desirable. A
medium-sized bunch generaUy swells finer berries as to size
and flavour, and is much more useful. When large bunches
are craved after simply for their size, a Vine or two of some
of the several large-bunching sorts might be planted, which
would be a much more likely way of gaining the end in view
than by planting the smaUer and more useful Grapes in the
rich borders. There can be no greater delusion in connec-
tion with Grape-growing, than to suppose because Vines
have made enormously strong growths, that they will there-
fore produce enormous bunches. Beyond a certain point,
the reverse is the rule. This idea is especiaUy to be avoided
by those who have only a greenhouse vinery, from which
Grapes are expected without the least application of artificial

heat. In their case success is impossible fr-om borders which

produce that grossness of growth which cannot be made
fruitful by proper ripening.

2nd, Too Heavy Cropping.—This, if practised for a few

years, especially in the earlier stages of the Vine's existence,

is as certain to cause a break-down as is the overworking

of a young and undeveloped frame to be attended with

deformity and premature old age. To avoid this evU it re-

quires a deal of what may be termed moral courage to apply

the knife or scissors to the bunches tiU they be reduced to

that number which Vines can carry with impunity. A
heavier crop than is judicious may be and often is matured

to a wonderful degree of perfection, but not without taxing

the Vine to a degree which it cannot bear many years m
succession without suffering severely, and refusing to bear

even moderate crops. It is no uncommon case to meet with

Vines having the fruit-bearing spui-s much too closely set

on the main stem, with a bunch, and sometimes two, on each

shoot. This is the most cruel and suicidal treatment that

can possibly be attempted. A moderate bunch to every foot

of main stem is quite sufficient, and should not be exceeded

by any who wish to keep their plants in a vigorous and

fruitful condition. This is a rule which the inexperienced

can easUy apply and modify according as the bunches are

larger or smaller, and the Vines in good condition or

otherwise, and it wiU in the end be found much more profit-

able than the leave-all system so often met with.

3rd, Crowded Training and Close Stopping.—It is not required

to enter into any argument to show that vegetables or fruits

when crowded together, not only cesse to develope them-

selves properly and bear their respective crops in a satisfac-

tory manner, but that such a state of things proves, in many
cases, the utter ruin of aU that are placed under such cir-

cumstances. It is only necessary to sow a row of almost any

vegetable, and leave it unthinned, or not to thin it sufS-

ciently, or to allow a Gooseberry bush or many other plants

to become overcrowded with wood, to see the evU effects of

such a state prominently exemplified. This applies with

great force to the cultivation of Grapes. Failure from this

cause is not unfrequently met with in its very worst forms

;

and I cannot help thinking that the great majority of our

Vines would do vei-y much better if they were aUowed more

room. At least the main stems or rods of Vines should not

be closer together than 2J feet from rod to rod as the closest

that is compatible with successful management ; while li foot

more is a great advantage when the object is to obtain

the best possible development of fcoth foliage and fruit.

With the greater amount of room there would be no risk

in exceeding the weight of crop that has been named above

for a minimum or moderate space aUowed to each Vine.

The fru't-bearing powers of a Vine must be measured by

the amount of foliage and root-action which it is encouraged

and allowed to make more than by any amount of stimulants

which can be appUed when the action of the leaves and

roots is checked by overcrowding and close stopping. The
latter practice is one which generaUy and necessarUy ac-

companies thick training, which, in conjunction with heavy

cropping, will work the destruction of Vines as quickly as

anything that can be named, and all the more so, as other

evUs foUow in their wake. Train Vines 3 or 4 feet apart

from stem to stem, with fruit-bearing spurs not closer than

20 inches or, better stiU, 2 feet, and leave three or four leaves

beyond the bunch instead of only one, or, as I have seen

practised, stop at the bunch itself, and there is encouraged

the machinery that wUl soon estabHsh a Vine of a strength

that wiU throw far finer crops than when crowded and

pinched as I have referred to. Under such cu-cumstances

there is a scale of action going on which can make good use

of stimulants when they may be thought advisable. There

is as much difference in results between these two rules as

there is between the delicate seamstress who sits blanched

and pale at her needle, deprived of light, air, and exercise,

and the active out-door Amazon who is accustomed to the

muscular work and fresh air of the field. To establish

strong Vines there is nothing like room, light, and air.

4th, The Premature JOestrudion of Foliage.—As the pulmo-

nary arteries convey the blood to the lungs there to be

exposed to the air we breathe, and undergo changes, and

be diffused through the system for its nom-ishment, so is

the sap sent up to the leaves by the roots to undergo changes

necessary for the weU-being of the plant. Premature de-
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struction or injm-y to the lungs does not more certainly lead
to iatal and injurious results to the animal bo^y than does
the destruction of leaves before their proper time lead to
like results in a plant. This, in the case of Vines, cannot
be too carefully borne in mind, for it is impossible that
Tines should be subject to having their leaves destroyed
prematurely for years in succession by the ravages of red
spider, without being cox-respoudingly weakened and ren-

dered less ii-mtful. Tlds evU more generally arises fi:om the
ravages of the red spider than from any other cause. True,
soorehiug through negligent ventilation does sometimes
occur. The crowding of ^'ines and the tender foliage which
follovv-3 as a consequence, is a cause which predisposes to red
spider ; and, probably, too much fire heat, and too little fresh
air are the most likely to unite and bring it into activity.

I am not, however, forgetful of the fact that dry, light soils

in times of drought have to do with the presence of red
spider, and so have other collateral causes ia a minor degi'ee

—

such as sudden checks, inattention to scrupulous clean-
liness, and a few more that might be named ; but those
especially pointed out may be regarded as the principal
causes of the appeai'ance of this insect, which often does
so much mischief by destroying the foliage.

5th, Very Early Forciny with the Boots in a Cold Border.—
Very early forcing—that is, forcing in the winter months to
ripen Grapes in March, April, and May, without attention
to the temperatui'C of the soil, is sure to weaken and destroy
very quickly the constitution of Vines. Even under the
most efficient and favourable means tliis is a trying process,
as the gi'owth has to be made in the absence to a very
great extent of light. And hence the reason v/hy Vines
started in August and September to ripen Grapes in January,
do not suffer so much as those started in November. This
is, howevei', an evil which comes less within the range con-
templated in these remarks, and applies more to men of
experience who are supposed to be able to meet or avoid as
much as possible the evils dei^endaat on it. Comparatively
few amateurs, and others almost whoUy inexperienced,
attempt forcing Grapes at so early a season, and I there-
fore dismiss the subject by simply remarking that Viues
forced under such circumstances, unless the sod be heated,
and the vineries made so as to catch and admit as much
sunshine as possible, must not be expected to do any-
thing else than succumb to a fate which cannot be long
delayed.

6th, Too Limited an Extent of Border.—To make a narrow
border however v/ell of so many feet in width when the
Vines are planted, and to lep.ve them unheeded or uncared
for in this respect, is a matter attended with no smaU mis-
chief. More particulai-ly does this apply to localities where
the surrounding natui'al soil is not suited to the natui-e and
requirements of the Vine. Vine roots travel farther and
quicker than many imagine, and theh- inclination if left

to themselves is always outwards and onwai-ds, yes, and
dovmwards, too ; and X think I am correct in saying that it

is upon the farthest-off roots from the stems of the Vines that
their produce and condition depend more than on those
nearer home, however good may be the medium. The
nearer you get to the stem the fewer of those gTeedy, active

rootlets or iibres are to be found. They are to be met with
in greatest abundance at the extremity of the border, and
any one who has lifted old Vines to preserve their roots

need not be reminded how strikingly this is the case. This,

then, is the iilace whore nourishing matter ought to be
most applied to the roots. The jjlan of making a yearly or
biennial addition in v.-idth to a Vine-border is the surest
way of maintaining health and vigour. Hence it is strongly
to 1)6 recommended that borders should be made by degi-ees,

and to a greater width than is general ; and when circum-
stances render it imperative to cii'cumscribc the field, and
the sun'oundiug soil is bad, tlio border should be surrounded
with brick and cement, through which the roots cannot
escape. After this every encouragement shoidd be giveu to
make the roots multiply near the surface of tiie space to
which they are ultimately confined. In cases where there
was nothing more formidable than a path or wallf in the
way of the roots getting throu,f;h to a good wholesome soU,
where they could ramble without injury, I would say, Up with
the waUc at once, if its position cannot be altered, and re-

construct it by filling up with rough stones, good loam.

and bones, and let them feed under your feet for a while
and then pass on.

7th, Fungi.—These ai-e not only injurious to the Vines, but
are certain death to a great many. They are produced in
numberless instances by the liberal use of leaf mould, -vvith

bits 01 v.-ood, Beech-nuts, ic, intermixed with it, which in a
certain condition of sod, as to dryness, very soon fills the
border, particularly inside and under the ai-ches of fruit
walls, with fungi. These seize on the roots of the Vines,
a.nd work sometimes up the stem, rupturing the tissues, and
literally killing the Vines ; and when they do not prove
so fatal, it is considered that they so permeate the soU that
they exhaust it and render it less healthful and available for
the Vine. Everytliing in the shape of pieces of wood or
imperfectly decayed leaves should, therefore, be avoided in
any soil which is intended for Vines.
Such are what I conceive to be the most prominent

dangers which beset beginners and others of little practice
and experience, and who have not studied this subject to
any extent, and I trust these remarks will be found useful.

T>. THOiisoN.

GEOWIIS-G EAELT PEAS IX THE OPEN
CtEOIT:N'D.

The frequent failures in the early sowings of this much-
esteemed vegetable ;ire, in a great measui'e. owing to the
ground not having been properly prepared for the reception
of the seed. The ground in which Peas are to be sown
shoiild be trenched fully two sjjades deep, shovelling up the
bottom of the trench as the work goes on, and dug over
twice with a five-pronged digging-fork one month at least

before the Peas ai-e sown.
I will detail my own successful method of sowing. I

choose a fine day, and having at hand the following mrxtnre :

—One bushel of newly-slaked lime, half a peck of fresh soot,

and two bushels of hotbed manure almost in a state of dust,

the whole well mixed up together.— I stretch the line

where the Peas are to be sown, and spread this mixture at

the rate of three bushels and a half to every 20 yards, and
about li foot wide along the side of the Hne. I then fork it

in about 15 inches deep, mixing it thoroughly with thej soU.

I again stretch the line down the centre ofwhat I have dug,
and di'aw a di'ill 2 inches deep and rather wide, and sow
the Peas at the rate of 11 jjint to every 20 yards of drill. I

draw tie soil over the Peas with the rake, and then sprinkle

over the drill some sifted coal ashes, or some river or drift

sand having a little soot mixed with it.

Last of aU, I stretch a line of cotton along the drill

about 2 inches above the ground, not forgetting to apply a
few mouse-traps baited mth p)eas.

—

David Pratt, Gardener,

Ashleagh, Ireland.

EVEJRGREEjyS AS OENAMENTAL OBJECTS
BY THE SIDES OP EAILWAYS.

Thanks to railway travelling, the superior cultivation or

management of one district is not likely to be confined to that
locality alone ; for the inquiring gaze of some professional

traveller or of the pleasure-seeking tourist will be sure to

pounce upon it, and straightway it goes into print. If by
accident the writer's views ai'e en'oueous, he is quickly put
right by some one better versed in the matter, and the public

at large are in the main benefited by the publicity given;
and rapid .as ai'C the movements of these public conveyances,

the careftd looker-on has yet time at places to note down
some of the most interesting featiu-es of cultivation to be met
with in his way.

In the rich vaUcy of the Thames, for a few miles both east

and west of London, he will have time to see the great ac-

curacy with which vegetable crops are put in, and the good
quality of the produce. Celery, Aspar-agus, and Khubiu-b,

as well as the smaller crops of Lettuce, early Cabbage, and
the like are all good. Farther irom town fruits liecome

more tlie objects of cultivation, and mixed plantations of

Currants and Gooseberries, with Apple, Plum, or Peiu- trees

overhanging them, are succeeded in turn by acres of Peas
for market, or it may be Potatoes, for idl arc wanted; wliilo

longer journeys reveal other crops required for the supply of
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the great metropolis. If we take a journey on the Great

Northern line in the early part of Aug-ust, an home's travelling

wOl bring us in sight of some of the largest and loveliest

flower-beds in the kingdom—riclily scented, too, for several

acres of Lavender may be seen in bloom, presenting a mass
of flower which we vainly attempt to excel in the parterre.

Less gay, certainly, but not less useful, are the acres of

Onions grown in the same neighbourhood, and seed is ripened

also. A field of Cucumbers is not so interesting to look on

;

but if the day be hot a disposition to relish an article so cool

and agreeable is conjured up. Carrots and some other pro-

ducts are also extensively met with in the same neighboui'-

hood ; but the rapid movement of the ii'on horse leaves the

spectator little time to recognise them, and still less to notice

the nice little fronts some of the railway stations i^reseut if

he is borne along by express train.

Considerable advance has been made of late years in the

decoration of the waste plots of ground around railway

stations, and as tliis movement is stdl going on it ought to

receive every encouragement. Taking another line of rail,

the South-Western ; if the train is a slow one there will be
plenty of stoppages to see many features in villa gardening,

some elegant, othei'S less so ; but the general fertility of the
first dozen miles or so has much in it to admire. Farther
on a less promising country is met with, but all parts have
their beauties ; and although the enterprising improver sees

much on which he thinks a judicious outlay would be sure to

bring its reward, we wiU dismiss that subject. Retracing
our steps once more to the great centre of attraction, we wOl
take a short journey by the South-Eastern, and there see jf

within a very short distance of the starting-point there are

not extensive plots of waste ground by the side of the rail-

way itself requiring some one to take them in hand.
Neat, orderly, and even tastefally-planted and kept as are

some of the station fronts as well as the gardens which are

attached to the stations, especially a few m£es away from
town, there is, nevertheless, a large tract of waste land on
the slopes themselves, near London, that might assuredly be
made more productive, and in suitable hands remunerative.
This, however, is the alfair of the Company, not that of the
station-masters, whose efforts to make then' premises so at-

tractive deserve all praise. In tMs age of pirogTess, especially

in the decorative art, something move might be done by the
great raUv/ay companies in patronising gardening along then-

lines. Notvrithstanding the gay appearance of the creepers
and other flowers on the station fronts (not forgetting the
careful and intelligible way in which the names of many
stations are written down on the banks in large letters of

flint, a plan which I believe first originated at one of the
stations on this line), there is still ample room for some
further improvement, which it is obviously the duty of the
proprietors of such places to go into—I mean the planting
of shi-ubs as permanent features. Before discussing this

matter, however, I may say that many private occupiers

worthily emulate each other in their endeavours to present
a nice appearance to the railway front, and they may be sure
the thousands of passengers passing by applaud them for

it. The outskirts of most large towns present some good
examples of this.

I remember once noticing some very creditable garden
fronts by the side of the Great Western Railway, at more
places than one ; and by the side of the Midland Railway, at
Leicester, were some tastefully cultivated plots, which at
the time I saw them were all the more interesting by their
being in more cases than one evidently tended by ladies,

who were seen thus engaged. Certain localities, however,
offer insuperable barriers to much being done in this way.
The black country, as it is called, between Wolverhampton
and Birmingham, gives little hope of any success ; and the
cold, bleak districts of stiU more northern counties admit
of but little chance of a luxuriant vegetation, more espe-
cially when the atmosphere is tainted with factory smoke
or other nuisances.

Retm-ning, however, to the subject of planting evergreen
shrubs by the sides of railways, we think much might be
done by this means to enliven the monotonous lines of
naked cuttings and embankments. Evergreen shrubs are
now to be had in great varietj' and at a cheap rate, and
they give a clothed appearance to a place, which deciduous
shrubs or trees fail to do; in fact, as objects of decoration

they are more important than flowers, as they are per-
manent in their usefulness. Considerable variety in out-
ward form and appearance can always be had amongst them,
while some of them are second to no bedding plant what-
ever for the richness of colouring and abundance of their

flowers. No Calceolaria that I am acquainted with excels

the double-blossomed Gorse or Whin in brilliancy, wliUe the
Broom is scarcely less so. The Rhododendron also affords

many other tints, and in winter we have the Laurustinus,
which no introduction of late years has approached for

general usefubiess. Shrubs having fine, bright, and shining
leaves are too numerous and too well known to requii'e men-
tion. Ask any one having the management a,nd decoration
of private grounds, Wiiat could be done without evergreens ?

and the answer would be, that we should be very badly off

indeed for seven months in the year without tliese highly
necessaiy adjuncts ; for a pleasure ground without ever-

greens v/ould be like a house without furniture—very well as
far as it went, but deficient in the main essentials for comfort.

I believe some will argue against my recommending
the more extensive planting of evergreens by the sides of
railways, that they might increase the danger of fires from
the passing engines. This, I think, vi'ill not be the ease.

The outer foliage is always green and fresh ; and the old
leaves dropping in summer would not be in much danger
of receiving the sparlcs when the plants became old, for

they would then be covered by a living foliage, and while
the plants were young, the presence of grass or weeds would
prevent any serious conflagration. It would, however, be
prudent to inquire whether any accidents have occurred
from fii'e. We all know that herbage when dead and per-

fectly dry often enough does ignite and burn to a certain

extent in very dry weather ; but whether this woidd be the
case with the old cast-off leaves of Laurels, Holly, and other
shrubs is uncertain. Judging from the rarity of such occur-

rences amongst shrabberies kept by private individuals,

there is reason to believe that fii'e will not be likely to occur

;

or if there were any danger, it would be easy to avoid coming
near dwelling-houses, or other valuable property of a com-
bustible kind with such plantations. At the same time the
examples of such companies as have ornamented a portion of

their line, or at least the environs of their stations in this

manner, may be consulted ; and if the shrubs are not liable

to take fii'e, then let their example be copied if practicable.

That such examples exist need not be told, but they are
less numerous than they ought to be. The best that I have
seen are on the line of railvvay from Bu'kenhea,d to Chester
and some other places around the latter city, and the clothed
appearance which the evergreens gave the sloping banks
and outsku'ts of the station eerta,inly struck me as well
worth copying. The time I saw them being summer, there
was no lack of foliage elsewhere, but they looked well, and
doubtless appeared to still greater advantage when summer
flowers were gone and deciduous tree.^- were devoid of verdure
In the long winter months they must exhibit that lively

appearance which enhances their value so much in the
dressed grounds smToimding a private residence; and if

patches of them were more plentifully scattered along the
line of some of the important railway arteries, an impetus
would be given in a du'ection both useful and oi-namental.
Before closing these notes, I wi'il observe that some rail-

way citttings and embankments exhibit of themselves several
interesting specimens of indigenous plants. Some of those
through chalk present Wallflowers, Antirrhinums, and Va-
lerian in great abundance, the last-named very showy in-

deed. Heath and wild Thyme are also beautiful; while
some sandy districts are crimson with Poppies. The native
Heaths are also found in abundance in the proper localities

and ever and anon the Ox-eye Daisy jjresents its starry
front. But as there will still be ample space left for these
after the evergreens noticed above are aU planted, it would
bo only multiplying the objects of attraction to sow such.
And if the time should ever arrive when the good-keeping of
our railway embankments, cuttings, or waste lands equalled
that of our public or private gardens, and their products
though less numerous were likewise interesting, those who
were pioneers in such an ornamental work would deserve the
grateful acknowledgeufents of their neighbom-s. It is, there-
fore, to be hoped tliose railway companies having the
means wiU set apart a sum for this purpose, and at the
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end of two years they will find that whatever sum they may
have appropriated to this purpose wUl have borne better

fruit than double the same amount that may have been

expended in law matters, waged against some rival com-
pany for an object of little importance to any concerned

excepting, perhaps, to those learned gentlemen of the long

robe, whose actions, unlike those of the planter, become the

worse by being fully carried out, and in the end realise but

little of any importance excepting misfortune to those con-

cerned, and certainly nothing whatever to the outside public.

J. EOBSON.

VAEIEGATED BALM—TEAPPIKG SLUGS-
HABITS OF WOEMS.

I NOTICED a short time since in your Journal, that a com-
plaint was made that some Golden Variegated Balm had
become green, and I beg to say that I purchased a plant
from Messrs. Carter & Co., in September last, and the new
growth since then is more brilliant than the old.

I have tried iodine and starch for trapping slugs, as re-

commended in your Journal, and find that they are attracted,
but not more so than by slices of Swedish tm-nips. The
pieces must be examined in the evening between the hours
of eight and ten. I lately found twenty slugs of different

sizes on a piece of turnip which 1 had placed near a plant of
Stachys lanata which they were completely destroying. The
best plan is to throw the turnip with the slugs into a vessel
of water, which can be brought into the house. The turnip
should be then taken out and some lime thrown into the
water. The pieces of turnip will last a long time. No other
kind of turnip than the Swedish will answer.
Why do the large worms draw stems, pieces of stick, and

anything of the kind they can move into then- holes, and
gather all the small stones within theii- reach and pile them
in a heap over the entrance ?—J. L.

[We have always considered that worms draw vegetable
substances into their burrows to feed upon them whilst
decaying ; and the heaps of pebbles they collect over the
entrances of theii- biu-ro>vs we have similarly concluded were
to preserve a temperature agreeable to the tenants.]

VINE-GEOWING AT THE BEEKHAMPSTEAD
NUESEEY.

Will you inform me whether we are to understand Mr.
Fish as saying, in No. 142, page 472, when explaining the
manner in which Messrs. Lane plant Vines, that nine-tenths
of the trouble and expense of making Vine-borders is un-
necessary, and that by procuring a quantity of tan and loam,
just sufBcient for the roots to run in, success is as certain as
if the Vines were planted in a border thoroughly prepared ?

Are we also to understand that the natural loam of the
common wherein Roses, Rhododendrons, Portugal Laurels,
Deodars, &c., grow most luxuriantly, and where Araucaria
imbricata grows so compactly and beautifully " as to be
worthy of being photographed and engraved," is only to be
obtained in very few places in England ? If so, I think Mr.
Fish is not sufficiently plain in his article on that subject.

I also feel inclined to think that unless the above ques-
tions are answered, many gentlemen will feel disposed to
consider that they have been put to useless expense in the
preparation of theu- Vine-borders, although the situation,
soil, ic, may have been altogether very different.

I do not ask for these explanations in a captious spirit,
but because I think Mr. Fish is not so lucid in the state-
ment referred to as I generally find him.—F. D.

[We beg to assure " F D." and all other friends, that we
have a strong impression that the man w)io cannot beat-
even unfriendly criticism and make the best of it is tho-
roughly unfit to write for any periodical, and the best thing
he can do for his own comfort is to keep his opinions and
facts to himself; and this, too, will generally be best for the
community, as it is seldom that thin-skinned people have
much of value to communicate. Friendly criticism, on the
other hand, must ever be very agreeable, as it shows that
attention has been paid, and affords an opportunity of
giving explanations of matters that othei-wise might seem

obscui'e. Whilst pleased, therefore, with the approbation
as to our lucidity in general, we are sorry that the article

at page 472 is not sufficiently plain to oui' correspondent

;

and we regret this all the more, since, by looking over it,

we fear it is not in our power to make it plainer or more
lucid. However, we will try, and thus at least show that
we are willing to oblige.

The only error that we see worth noting is that made by
our own carelessness or a slight slip of the engi'aver, by
which the border, as shown on the south side of fig. 2,

is higher than it really is. As far as we recollect, it will
scarcely be two-thirds of the height there shown, and we
mention this just to show that the border made above the
natural soil was even more shallow than is there represented.
Now, before answering the two chief questions, our cor-

respondent will allow us to remind him, fii'st, that a critic

should be sure to quote correctly the opinions which he
chooses to criticise; and, secondly, that what is said of
these Vines is less a reference to opinions and recom-
mendations of peculiar systems than it is a mere statement
of the facts of the case.

In answer to the question if the loam of the common is to
be matched in few places in England, we should say decidedly,
Tes, in abundance of places, especially where a gardener
could get liberty to take the surface from upland pastures, or
even to skim the surface turf from the sides of some old high-
way in a loamy district. The loam on the common is very
good brown stuff; but there is plenty as good at no great dis-

tance from most gardens, provided the gardener can obtain
it. But in many places you might as well cut down some old
tree as obtain leave to move a sod of turf. In the descrip-
tion of the things that are grown at the common, a good
way off from the Vine-house, our correspondent speaks of
"Ai'aucarias growing so compactly and beautifully as to be
worthy of being photographed and engraved." Our words
are, "Among the large quarters of fine Araucarias, there are
two or three so compact and beautiful," &c. We think we
should have added " plants" after the word "three," as it

was these two or three specimens, and not the fine Araucarias
in general, that we deemed worthy of being photographed,
as being out of the common way.
To the second question, " Is the preparation of Vine-

borders unnecessary ?" we unhesitatingly reply. By no means.
Nor do we see that we have said a word to lead gentlemen
to grumble at the expense of a Vine-border, providing good
Grapes are produced from it. The making or not making a
border had nothing to do with our statement of the facts of

the case. As a rule, when we have said an3'thing on the
subject, we have recommended such borders to be elevated
and drained. We had just been describing how such borders
were carefully made at Keele Hall and Trentham, and had
we tlie chance it is such modes we would like to foUow, and
especially for Vines that were wanted to ripen fruit at all

early. But that had little to do with the propriety of
chronicling the fact of very successful Grape-growing with
but little of this careful preparation. No mere opinion, no
advocacj' of systems, will neutralise a fact. Of course, the
roots would not be confined to the narrow border. Measures
are even spoken of as in contemplation to secure continued
fertility to the Vines by making the inside border. There
can be no question, however, that there ai'e many positions

in which the Vine will flourish as well or better in the
natural soil than in any soil that can be given to it, unless

a pasture could be thinly jiared on purpose and all stagnant
moisture gu.arded against. The late Mr. Wilmot, of Isle-

worth, grew first-rate Grapes from Vines that were planted
in a path amongst clinkers and boulders. The late Mr.
Glendinning, at Chiswick, had fine Grapes that, as far aa we
recollect, seemed to have little better to grow in than a
rough gravel walk. No doubt mauy other instances may
be given. No doubt there is something in the natural soil

at Berkhampstead that suits the A''ine besides the little

fresh loam that was given to them. That can only be known
on trial. One thing such a fact as our statement proves
abundantly, and that is the impropriety of going down from
2 to 6 ieet and clearing all out to form a border, which will

be no higher, or perhaps below, the surrounding level, instead

of making the border much more easily by placing it chiefly

above the surface level. The Vines at Berkhampstead may
at least give us a lesson in the simple modes of treatment.
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We should also bear in mind that having fii'st-rate Grapes
in May and in September requires rather different conditions

for insuring success.—E. F.]

EOOTS AND LEAVES.
(Continuedfrom page 371.)

TiBKES are formed in proportion to the wants of the

stems and leaves; are increased by transplantation and a

poor sou ; and destroyed by transplantation, improper and
too rich soU, and stagnant water. There are many minor
causes of the increase or decrease of fibres, some of which
will, no doubt, be brought to light in the course of inquiry.

Transplantation has %'arious effects, and is resorted to, first,

to increase the formation of the fibres or mouths of a plant

;

second, to check vigorous and rampant growth ; third, it is

simply the removing of a plant from a place where it is not

wanted to one where it is desired.

Transplantation with the first-named object in view is

chiefly practised on Lettuce, Celery, and the Cabbage tribe.

Pricking-out breaks the radicle or perpendicular root, and
from it fibres are abundantly emitted close to the stem.

This enables the cultivator to transplant with a ball one

mass of fibres, the operation itself causing the emission of

more owiag to their extremities being cut oS; but there are

sufficient spongioles in the ball to absorb the copious water-

ings that follow transplantation, and to prevent the leaves

flagging, which would take place if the plant had nothing
but its leaves and the naked root-stem to absorb moisture.

The prioking-out of anything is simply robbing it of a few
roots to give it more, and to bring them nearer the stem, so

as to enable the plants to bear removal better. Trans-
plantation not only increases the number of mouths, but
induces sturdy growth, small stems, and lai-ge leaves. It

also enables the cultivator to place food in close contact
with the feeders, whilst if not practised it would be of little

use placing food near the stems, for the radicles would soon
ran through it, having the fibrils at their extremities : there-

fore, rich soil near the stem would yield no nutriment to the
plant. The aim of transplantation in this case is to limit

the radicle root-action to a minimum, and promote fibry

root-action to a maximum. It is the fibres that are wanted,
for they, give sturdy growth and large leaves with but little

atem, and the larger the leaves the more useful are vege-
tables.

Transplantation, however, in certain cases is not bene-
ficial. Tap, fleshy, or otherwise fusiform-rooted plants, as

Carrots, Parsnips, and nearly all toberous I'oots, are de-

teriorated by transplantation. Eoots, nevertheless, that
emit a quantity of fibres, and have the root for the most
part or wholly above ground, stand transplantation better

than those with the root underground ; but the efi'ect pro-

duced is not uniform in varieties of one species. For instance

:

White Turnips will not do well after transplantation, but
Swede Turnips transplant as freely as Cabbages ; Eed Beet
does not transplant well, for it is apt to become stringy
and woolly after transplantation ; but Mangold Wurtzel is

equally fine transplanted as when allowed to grow where
sown. Transplanting Potatoes, or any root crop, is not neoes-
saiy, except to fill up gaps in the main crops. Potatoes and
Jerusalem Artichokes transplant freely when the top is but
a few inches in height. In a cottager's garden last year I

saw a bed of Potatoes with the sets about 3 inches apart
every way, and was struck with the novelty of the system.
He had taken a plot of garden ground, and did not come into
possession until the 12th of May, and by transplanting the
Potatoes he was likely to obtain a prodigious crop, whereas
had he kept the sets out of the ground until he took pos-
session of the garden, he would not have had a crop worth
mentioning. The gardener does nearly the same with h.Vf

his crops. He raises his plants in small beds, and then
transfers them to their final quai-ters, very often ground
in which a few days before some other crop was growing.
If the seed had been sown when the previous crop came off

much time would have been lost.

Transplantation should be practised with everything that

vrill bear it. It saves space, insures a quicker and more
certain rotation of crops, and increases the vigour and pro-

ductiveness of plants. It also enables them to stand changes

of temperature better, increases their supply of nutriment,

for many mouths requne more than few, and enables the

plant so treated to derive the greatest possible ainount >

:

benefit from the food supplied. Transplantation is identical

with repotting a plant. We do not plant a cutting in a

No. 1 pot at once, but we put it in the smallest size possible,

and when its roots have run through the soil in the small

pot, we shift it into one a size larger, and not into the pot

which it vrill require as a specimen. We are not long before

we repot again, and so on. But what is all this repotting

and trouble for ? Why not put the plant into a large pot at

once ? Some will tell you that cuttings always strike more

freely when placed round the sides of a pot ; but what can

burnt clay have to do with the striking of a cutting ? Eeally

nothing. We are aware that if we at once place a small plant

in a No. 1 pot, it never makes so fine a specimen as a plant

which is shifted fi-om a 60 into a 48, 32, 24, 16, 8, and 1.

There may be no difference in the compost, either in quan-

tity or quality ; nevertheless, the once-shifted plant wastes

more than it collects, but the other uses every particle of

nutriment the soil contains. The roots of one are not con-

fined, those of the other are. Their case is the same as that

of two farmers, of whom one turned his cattle into his field

when the grass was grown a little, whilst the other would

not allow his to be turned out until the grass was fit for

cutting and making into hay. The first knew that there

was enough grass for his cattle to eat at once, and that by

the time they had eaten it more,would be grown or growing

but the other calculated that the more food there was the

more the cattle would eat ; and he, like many advocates of

the " one-shift system," forgot that they would eat their

fill and then waste the rest. The parallel between the case

of the farmers and then- cattle, and shifting a plant often

and but once, is exact. The one plant is supplied with food

to meet its wants for a certain period, and by the time that

is exhausted more is given as its necessities require. The

other is supplied with the food it is to have dui-ing its ex-

istence ; but, instead of husbanding its means, it lavishes it

away in gross growths, and very soon has run through its

allotted space from which there is no returning, the fibres

matting round the sides of the pot, and leaving the pon-

derous ball for the most part unexplored. Eoots naturally

never return to collect food once neglected or not wanted,

but theu- business is extension outwards from the stem

;

and much as some people talk about roots being attracted

by food to grow in a particular direct'on, they never yet

have told of one instance in which they knew it occur. We
always find roots most plentiful round the sides of a pot,

and this has led many to conclude that the pot attracted

the roots. If we dig round a plant and put in an edging

or division of stone we find them matted there as in a pot.

The sides of a pot simply prevent root-extension, cause the

multiplication of fibres, and act in the same way as trans-

plantation. They limit the roots to a given space, and the

food is given in a more concentrated form than when the

roots have unlimited space to run through and collect

nutriment from.

The second reason for transplantation—to check over-

vigorous growth—is of great importance to aU cultivators, and

is resorted to in order to induce fruitfulness. The operation

requii-es skill, and should only be done when other remedies

have failed. I have seen root-pruning practised where there

was no necessity for it. It is well to see that a plant is not

too highly fed, and what judiciously stopping the branches,

and exposure to more light and air will do towards removing

barrenness and promoting fertility, before such an extreme

measure as root-pruning is adopted. Simply draining the

land in many instances increases productiveness by freeing

the soil of the superfluous moisture which rendered it cold,

and induced late growths in autumn instead of the ripening

of the wood. Stopping gross shoots to a certain extent limits

root-action, and in many instances promotes fruitfulness, but

may also create a multiplication of rank growths. When,

however, any of the above means have been adopted and fail

to induce fruitfulness, root-pruning and lifting may be suc-

cessfully resorted to. SmaU trees may be lifted without

checking gi-owth too much. The operator will be careful to

retain all the fibres that are near the stem of the plant,

pruning only the thick roots most distant from it, with the

object of causing fibres to be emitted nearer the stem than
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hitherto, tiie aim in a case of this description being to pro-

mote the action of the fibrous roots, and thus cause food

to be collected slowly instead of rapidly as before lilting

took place. The operator must discriminate between a plant
with an umbrageous head and one which is of erect growth.
The fibres of the former ai'e situated at a greater distance

from the stem than those of the latter ; a greater root is,

therefore, necessary to be allowed the former than the latter.

The head of an umbrageous tree keeps oil the wet, and
so destroys the fibres near the stem, so that the fibres are

situated at the outside of the space sheltered by the head.

In lifting any plant to induce fruitfulncss too many fibres

cannot be preserved on the roots, nor can the roots that
strike perpendicularly into the soil or travel a great distance

without emitting fibres, bo brought by pruning too neai' the
stem. In the ahnost total absence of fibres root-pruning
should be limited to removing the thickest and oldest roots,

for these rarely emit fibres of any consequence, whilst the
young and small roots should be scrupulously preserved.

Very vigorous trees may be deprived of half their roots, but
weak growers and such as have naturally many fibres cannot
have too much root left on removal. The roots in all cases
should be spread out upon the surface, and be above rather
than below the adjoining gi'ound level. They will emit more
fibres by being near the surface, derive more benefit Irom
rains, and be inore under the influence of the sun than when
planted at a greater depth. Any one at all acquainted with
meteorology knows that the temperature of the surface of
the earth changes with that of the sm-rounding air ; and it is

only common sense to conclude that the more the roots of a
plant experience the changes to which the head is subjected,
the more uniformly will they be able to work. Eoots at a
great depth are not so suddenly influenced by the atmosphere
as those situated near the surface, and so continue to act
irrespective of the head : hence deep-rooted plants do not
suffer so much fi'ora drought as those with roots near the
surface. But this advantage is more than counterbalanced by
another circumstance—they axe continually transmitting
sap to the stems and leaves, and so force the half-ripened
buds into growth by a superabundance of food which the
leaves cannot fuUy elaborate, and so growth progresses;
whereas the whole vital enei-gies of the leaves are, when the
roots are near the surface, concentrated on the ripening of
the wood and the maturation of the buds at their axils.

Trees that are old and Large may be partially cured of
barrenness by digging round them at about half their height
from the stem, and cutting all roots that travel beyond that
distance. If the roots, however, are deep it is necessary to
lift them in order to promote fiaiitfulness ; but this opera-
tion, in many cases, cannot be performed. In such a case
ringing the stem, although a barbarous system, is often
very successful ; but caution is necessary, for an old tree is

sooner killed than a young one. Eingmg is simply taking
a portion of bark from the stem at its junction with or a
little above the roots. If about an inch be thus taken from
the stem halfway round it, leaving the other half unmolested
for the elaborated sap to return by, and a ligature of moss
is bound round the ringed part, it is not improbable that
a callosity will be formed there ; and if so. the moss should
be kept moist, so as to fiu'ther the profusion of roots. On
their appeai-ance soil must be placed for the roots to extend
in, and when these attain any dimensions the other half of
the stem may also be ringed, by which means many trees
might be provided with a new set of roots, and measures
taken to prevent these penetrating too deeply into the soil.

Peach, Plum, and Apple trees very often Ibrm large knots
or excrescences just above the surface soil; but this is not
a case of vigorous root-action, but the reverse. It is an
effort of vegetable life to provide new parts necessary to the
existence of the subject. If soil be placed around these pro-
trusions and kejit moist, in time roots wOl be put forth, and
the vigour and healthfulness of the tree will, as a necessary
consequence, bo increased. Many trees now prolonging a
miserable existence by growing in an improper soil or other-
wise lacking support, might thus become resuscitated without
the expense of making new borders and waiting for the pro-
duction of fruit.

Although these excrescences are mostly formed between
the roots and the origin of the branches, yet there are
instances m which they occur along the stem at some dis-

tance from the root, and not unfrequently along the branches.
They ai'e always more or less indicative of imperfect root-

action, and ai-e more common on the Apple and Plum than
any other fruit tree. If boxes be made to hold earth near
those piarts and the soil be kept moist, roots wUl be emitted
from the excrescence, and, if iifterwards duly attended to

with water and root-action encouraged, the box will soon
become full of fibres. The stem may then be cut below the
box ; the pai't above unnailed from the waU if ti'ained to
one, and lowered to the earth, when it may be planted, and
if watered in spring it will start into growth and make a
fi'uitftil tree in half the time that a young one would, and
have in addition the advantage of being on its own roots.

I cannot think any plant improved by gi'owing on other
roots than its own, though in this way wo are enabled to
grow many plants unsuitcd to the soU of the locality where
we happen to be situated.

Lifting is piractised on miniature or dwarf fruit trees

l^retty extensively, and has for its object the limitation of
root-action in propiortion to the demands of the head. It

causes the production of fibres, gives a plant many mouths,
but of an annual character : hence, the plant is fed slowly,

the growths are small, and the leaves and fruit lai-ge in pro-
portion to the size of the tree, and the wood short, close-

jointed, and well matured. The roots never travel far, but
are kept near the stem : therefore, an addition of rich soil

mostly accompanies the operation. It is seldom that trees

so treated need lifting oftener than biennially, and not
always then ; but whenever the trees shov/ a disposition to
make wood which does not by stopping yield fruit-buds, it

is an indication that they need lifting. A certain amount
of root-pruning is practised in such cases, but it should be
limited to thinniug and shortening the fibreless roots.

—

G. Abbey.
(To be continued.)

PLA^s^TS m FLOWEE AT CHRISTMAS I!N" THE.
ISLE OF WIGHT.

The climate of Great Britain is proverbial for its change-
ableness, yet in few countries is the popidation more healthy.
My present object, however, is not to speak of the inhabi-

tants but to make a few remarks upon the weather which
we had here last autumn, and to give the names of the
principal plants which are now in flower out of doors without
having received any protection. I do not remember any
Christmas-day so much like that which is just past as the
Christmas of 1837, wliich more resembled a beautiful day
in September than the time of Christmas logs, cheerful

blazing fires, and merry games iipon the ice. 1S37 was my
first year in England, and having come fi-oni a good way
north, where the frost generally comes on much earlier and
with more intensity, I was then much surprised, having
seldom seen the grass fields so green in the end of Seiitember.
We mowed all the short grass in the pleasure grounds during
last December, and some of it is now too long, and we must
be at it again with the scythe, unless frost visit us soon and
check its growth. I may remai'k, that it is far- from desirable

to mow short grass in December, for it wUl not stand well

against the scythe in many places from the thinness of its

growth, and the mowing machine is out of the question
while everything keeps so damp.
To return from this digression. In front of the greenhouses

are several sorts of Fuchsias, which remain in the border
all winter, being merely cut down to within a few inches ef

the soil, and then protected with old mat several times
doubled, so as to be some inches thick, with a few pegs
rcund the sides to hold it down. These Fuchsias are not
now generally grow n, but were considered good eight or ten
y>' irs ago. They grow up quite vigorous in summer, and
wiien neatly staked they present a very gay api>oaranee,

rising above the lower flowering plants. In the same border
are now in flower Tom Thumb and Christina Geraniums,
Virginian Stocks (very gay). Mignonette, several sorts of
Eoses, and the common Miirigold ; more in the open ground
there are blue Ageratums, Cujihea platycentra, Virginian
Stocks, Mignonette; Calceolarias Amplexicaulis, Eugosa.
Prince of Orange, Aurea floribunda, Latitolia ; several sorts

of Nosegay Geraniums; Veronica speeiosa, Lindloyana.
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and the variegated-foliagod one ; several sorts of common
Euclisias, such as the old and low-growing Globosa, and

Coocinea. No doubt many others would have been in

flower had we not destroyed them in order to dig the

borders and beds, those enumerated growing in a few of

the mixed borders.

Of more hardy plants now in flower, there are a good

many Koses, Wallflowers, and several splendid bushes of

Laui-ustinus—a siu-ub which tells well at this dull season. A
bush of Laurustinus of from 6 to 8 feet high, and fully as

much in diameter, having its whole surface about equally

divided between its open bunches of flower and the green

leaves, is a beautiful object, and the property which the

plant has of flowering in winter is to my mind a great re-

commendation. CoroniUa glauca is now nicely in flower,

its yellow blossoms contrasting very pleasingly with the

beautiful green foliage ; also many of the common yellow

hedgeside Primrose. Of Leycesteria formosa the flowers are

nearly over; they are never very pretty, but the racemes

of fruit clustering and hanging down from the ends ot the

slender curved branches always render the plant an object of

interest in the shrubbery, and the graceful curving of the

branches affords a pleasing contrast with the more stifi' out-

line of most other shrubs. Chinese Privet is another shrub,

which is much to be recommended from its flowering at

the dullest part of the year. Several plants of this have

been in flower for six weeks. The common Furze, from its

telling effect when in flower at this season, is well worthy of

a place in a shrubbery, especially if in a neighbourhood
Tvhere it is not to be seen growing natvu-ally in the hedge-

rows. Chrysanthemums have given a very good display

this autumn, some are very gay yet. Of Violets we have
had the single blue Eussian in flower for six weeks or more,

and now the light blue Neapolitans are in flower. The
<;ommon Daisy is plentiful.

I saw it stated in the newspapers, some time ago, that

green Peas were gathered, not far fi-om here, in the

middle of last month; and with reference to this, I will just

remark that these were ti'om old Peas which had stood over
from the month of August, when they had been sown to

give a late autumn crop, and that the dull, cloudy, and
rainy weather which followed prevented their yielding a fuU
crop ; at least such was the case at this place, where our
late-sown Peas were much torn about by the wind, otherwise
they would have yielded green Peas quite as late. We
pulled them up three weeks ago, and then they had many
flowers upon them, and about a teaoupful of Peas. I give
this little account of having green Peas in the middle of

December partly to rectify a popular error, many supposing
these Peas had not been sown any length of time.

Many winged songsters have been insjiiiiting ns all

through December with then- cheerful voices, reininding us
more of April than dark and dull December.—G. Dawson.

[Besides the foregoiug we have received the following :

—

"As a proof of the wonderful mildness of the season, I send
yon three flowers which I have just picked (Christmas-day)
in my open garden, and which I think will interest you.
They are Acacia (longiflora ?), Lardizabala biternata, and
Euryops punctata. The Lardizabala is nailed against an
east wall; the other two are in the open border, but in
rather sheltered places. The Euryops is a mass of blossom.—H. N. Ellacomee, Bitton, BHstol."}

THE STEAWBEEEY CONTEOVEESY.
A TOED IN CONCLUSION.

The strawberry controversy is terminated, and it is

•quite obvious that Mr. Eeid has fuUy made up his mind
to pursue his own course, and he is perfectly right in so
doing since the result is satisfactory to him. So. on the
other hand, I shall adhere to the system that has proved
very profitable here, and which system I have seen adopted
in other places, and always with success.

In the year 1860 I happened to be in Edinburgh, where I
saw the seythe in operation mowing off all the Strawberry
leaves, and in the following season the result was a very
good crop of fine fruit. AVhether it was the annual practice
there, or whether it was done merely as an experiment, I

am not prepared to say; but at aU events it was in the

Expei-imental Garden, Inverleith Eow.
A friend, the other day, wrote to me as follows :—" I have

read with much interest the Strawberry discussion between
you and Mr. Eeid. I must certainly coincide with your

statement, for it is the same system as I adopt, and it leads

to good success, so far as a good crop of tine fr-uit, strong

plants, and tidiness are concerned, and that is all we can

possibly wish for in that department. When at Thorndon
HaU we used the scythe for that purpose, after clearing

all the leaves off, and likewise the fern that was laid down
for the protection of the fruit against dirt, &c. The beds

were then manured and forked directly, and I am sru'e no
one could wish for finer fruit or stronger and better-looking

plants than those were. I never before heard of Straw-

berries requiring protection in winter."

I should be most happy if Mr. Eeid could make it con-

venient to pay me a visit in due season—say in the begin-

ning of June. I should feel a pleasure in pointing out to

him every plant that has been subjected to this treatment

in order that he might see and judge for himse'f : therefore

I give my name and address.

—

Jas. Beckett, T/ie Gardens,

Granbrooke Parle, near Ilford, Essex.

VISITS TO GAUDENS PUBLIC AND PEIVATE.
DANGSTEIN.

What lover of horticulture has not heard of the Lady
Dorothy Nevill ?—of her ardent love for and liberal encou-
ragement of all that pertains to a garden, and how she has
made Dangstein a household -word amongst the lovers of

flowers ? Could it be otherwise, then, when ministerial

work called me within eleven miles of her residence, that
I should desire to see both it and its fafr and noble owner ?

But how to get there was the difficulty. It does not lie

in the way of railways; omnibuses don't run there; and to

walk it was rather beyond my powers on a dull November day.
But a friend in need came to my mind, and, mounted on one
of Lord Leconfield's horses, and armed with a letter of
introduction from his lordship, I set forth ; and in truth
it was a ride full of many memories. The road lay through
Midhurst, where thfrty-three years ago I had been a school-

boy. And as I rode through Cowdray Park, then the resi-

dence of the Poyntz family, and now of Lord Egmont, how
many a spot came back to my recollection ! There, on the
hill, stood the grove which had been the scene of many a
storming party; here the avenue of noble trees under which
Easebourne Fafr used to be held ; and there, long before
Aunt Sally was invented, with a gusto, equal to that of
noble dukes and earls engaged in its modern rival, did we
undertake to knock over Jack-in-the-boxes, and other valu-
able and important treasures. There, before my eyes is a
clasp-knife, which, I remember at the time I considered equal
to the finest production of Toledo or Damascus, fell to the
prowess of my aim—alas ! to find out that it was only a bit

of soft ii'on. And then, as I passed the old school, with
what a melancholy feeling did I see its windows broken,
tOes off, "its garland fled, and all its halls deserted"—all

the more sad because, owing to the obstructiveness of one
trustee, who, worse than the dog in the manger, will not
consent to its passing into the hands of the Charity Com-
missioners ; but one feeling above all others predominated

—

thirty-three years had passed since I had been there. Of
my schoolfellows many, indeed the greater number, had
passed away from my memory. But one I had met last
year—a clergyman, with, of course, a flourishing family;
another is a major-general in the army; another holds high
rank in a highland regiment; and so on. But I myself?
Why, I had passed through many a varied scene since then,
not one of which I then cared to know; but I could say
that "goodne-:.= a-nd mercy had followed me;" and that,
however exaltea :.-.ight be the position in life of those who
started with me, I had that for wliich I would not exchange
mine, humble though it was.
WeU, I must not sermonise, but hasten on to Dangstein.

Let me, however, say a word about the gardens at Petworth
Plouse. I endeavoured to give some idea of them diuring
the summer, and when in their fulness of fruitfulness ; but
I lite to see what a gardener is doing dming the winter
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months, and what preparations he is making for a future

campaign. Here it was just as I expected. An abundant

crop of Mushrooms testified to the excellence of the plan

adopted here. The houses were all in good order. Some
had been improved since my last visit. In the pits Aspa-

ragus was being cut, and Beans were being gathered. Cu-

cumbers were abundant, while some fine Grapes were hang-

ing in one house, fuU and juicy as in August ; and altogether

there was just that order and care which one might have

expected from Mr. Jones's well-known practical and scientific

gardening. I found that he m.ade the same complaints with

regard to Apples and Pears that have appeared in your

columns already, and which " M. J. B." has descanted upon

in a contemporary. Specks appear- " without rhyme or

reason," and then away goes the Apple or Pear, while many
of the latter ripen months earlier than they ought to do

;

so that, notwithstanding an abundant crop and an admirable

fruit-house, he expected soon to run short of his supply.

Amongst Apples there was not one that tasted or kept

better than the Cockle or Nutmeg Pippin.

Some places celebrated in the horticultural world have

attained celebrity by the beauty of their situation, or the

picturesque character of their grounds, or by the extensive

character of the gardens. The fame of Dangstein rests on

none of these, it is situated on an eminence which, indeed,

commands a very extensive and beautiful view. Before it

are the South Down hills ; while on one side the valley of

the Eother on towards Midhurst and Petworth, on the other

the Hampshire downs, give great diversity and beauty to

the view. But there are no grand avenues of trees, no

noble specimens of the forest, no umbrageous valleys or

" bushy glens ;" the whole place looks new, and the most
interesting portion of it is so. To make it what it is has

been a work and labour indeed, but it has been one of love

;

and under the excellent taste and openhanded liberality of

its owner, and the scientific management of Mr. Vair, Dang-

stein has become a famous place—famous for a collection

of plants of such rarity and beauty as are seldom to be met
with save in public institutions. It would be useless and

uninteresting to transcribe the names of the various pro-

ductions that the numerous houses contained, for it would

be simply to copy out the most noticeable plants in a modern
catalogue, and to add to them some which never find their

way there. I shall, therefore, simply notice a few things

that struck me as exceedingly interesting either for their

raiity or excellent cultivation. To me the glory of the

houses, as far as the latter point is concerned, were the

AnoBctochUus and the Lattice-Plant (Ouvirandrafenestralis).

One generally sees the former in small collections, half of

which are in a moribund state
—" fogging off," as the tech-

nical and significant term is. Not so the Dangstein col-

lection under Mr. Vair's management : all were in good

health. Healthy and well-foliaged plants of A. setaceus,

petola, BuUeni, Veitchi, Lowii, Lowii virescens, xantho-

phyllus, and many others amply testified to the excellent

and skilful management which had led to such results;

and certainly nothing can well be more beautiful than the

rich and varied markings of then- beautiful foliage, but

these were exceeded even by the wonderful growth of the

Ouviraudra. Mr. Vair told me that when first received the

greatest difficulty had been experienced with it, that various

" artful dodges " had been tried, but all had failed until it

was determined to let it " gang its ain gait ;" and the

result was that, like most wilful things, it did well when it

had its own way. One plant had two hundred of its beau-

tiful and curious leaves on it, while a number of its progeny

were flourishing in small pots round it. Another plant

seemed to be equally vigorous, and, in fact, there was no

more trouble in growing it than a Water Lily. In the

same house were some fine Pitcher-plants : amongst them

Nepenthes Dominiana, the pitcher of which holds nearly

three-quarters of a pint of water ; Sarraceniaflava, pm-pm-ea,

and variolaris ; and some rare and beautiful Filmy-Ferns.

Amongst the plants remarkable for fine or curious foliage

were Ai'alia papyrifera, Cheirostcmon platanoides, Monstera

deliciosa(Philodendron pertusum), Sauro"us Gardneri flower-

ing from the axils underacath, Draca?:ia draco, a shoot of the

famous tree at Oratava in TenerifFe, supposed to be the

oldest tree in the world, presented to Lady Dorothy NevUl

by Mr. Skinner; Ananassa sativa vai-iegata, Ficus fen-u-

ginea and elastica, Ehopalas, and the plant which produce*
the vegetable ivory.

In the fernery were some remarkably fine specimens, as
well as many rare and curious varieties. A noble plant of
Cibotium Schiedei is in the centre of the house ; then there
were Cyathea medullaris, AlsophUas, Davallias, Lastreas,
Todeas. The silky-looking material which envelopes the
opening fronds of this fine Fern are extensively used as a
styptic, and much of it finds its way from here to London
for that purpose. Here, too, was a case of HymenophyUum
tunbridgense most beautifully managed. A sort of loose
wall was built up in a glass case in a dark part of the house,
and the Fern was planted amongst the stones, and had
thriven most admirably ; in fact we have never seen it in

such thoroughly good condition.
Most interesting, too, is the tropical fruit-house. Here

Passifiora quadrangularis, with six or seven dozen of large
and ripening fruit ran over the house ; while in it were
planted Loquats, Mango, Guavas, &c. The Loquats were
bearing abundantly, as do the Guavas. The Mangosteen
has proved to be a wrong kind, greatly to the disappoint-

ment of both the owner and the gardener ; for this is the
fruit of which it is said it is worth a voyage to Singapore to
eat it. There were, besides, the Nutmeg and Pimento,
Eose Apple (Eugenia jambos), and various other rare and
seldom-met-with fruits. Of course there was no lack of the
more ordinary things to be found in evei-y good garden

;

and a new vegetable garden has just been formed with
immense labour, but promises to repay the trouble and cost,

for everything looked in a most flourishing condition.

Nothing could exceed the readiness and zeal with which
Mr. Vair entered into the various subjects on which our
conversation turned—amongst others, orchard-houses, about
which I should like to say a few words; but I must re-

serve that for another opportunity. It is well known that
Lady Dorothy NevOl has been one of the enthusiastic pro-
moters of the Ailanthus silkworm culture, and has given
us the most readable book on the subject to be met with in

our language. She is still carrying it on ; and in her lady-

ship's museum in the Fern-house may be seen specimens of

the silk, and the perfect insects and other subjects connected
with its cultui'e.

Such is a hasty and most imperfect sketch of Dangstein.
I should have entered more into particulars about it, but
that a very lengthened and able description of its treasures

appeared in The Journal of Hokticultuee for December,
1861 ; and I hope that I have said enough to induce any
travellers in that neighbourhood to turn a little out of their

way to see it. It is now to be reached from Petersfield

(where the dii-ect Portsmouth line now runs), from which
it is distant five miles. The gardens and houses are open
to view every day except Sunday ; and visitors may rely on
having every coiu'tesy shown to them ; and it will be weU
for them to see how much the cause of English horticultui'e

owes to such liberal and discriminating patrons as Mr. and
Lady Dorothy NeviU.—D., Deal.

CULTIVATION OF FEENS.
There is no doubt that whatever is worth knowing in

horticulture is pretty sure to spread about among the wholb

gardening fraternity, and those amongst its numbers who
pretend to have any secrets by which they are able to com-

mand a greater amount of success than their neighbours,

may be stigmatised as either self-deceived, or willing de-

ceivers. From being accidentally possessed of some pecu-

liarly favourable condition of soU, climate, water, position,

or some other advantage, they either mislead themselves, or

would deceive others into the belief that their success is

owing to some particular process which they have been clever

enough to discover.

That such has been the case I have observed instances ;

and these kno\ving individuals, when asked how they manage
such and such a thing, give a very wise and complacent

shake of the head, and say, " they would not have known
how to have done it if they had not studied the matter,"

and would make believe that they could teU a great deal if

they had a mind. Such are jusl the persons who could tell

nothing worth hearing, and generally they lu-e extremely
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ignorant of the principles on which the most ordinary gar-

dening operations are performed, and, more than that, they

are not only ignorant of their own ignorance, but ignorant

of others detecting it.

In the various handicrafts of the mechanic and the artizan

there may be secrets profitable to conceal. Among those

classes there ai-e some who have amassed fortunes through
working out processes known only to themselves ; but this

is scarcely possible in a calling where Nature is not only the

motive, but the ruling power, and must be obeyed implicitly

or she wUl refuse her co-operation. Possibly nothing is more
simple than this obedience to the laws of Nature, so essen-

tial to successful gardening ; and still more probable is it

that their very simplicity is the cause of so many straying

from them, we being so apt to overlook the fact, that all the

operations of Nature are performed in a plain and simple

manner, with the strictest regard to economy, and that

however Art may assist, it cannot improve Nature.

Nature, it is well known, has many secrets, but she never

hides them fi-om observers, and they are only secrets to

those who do not iuquu-e after them. Those who do inquire

find her as wiUiug to teach as they are to learn. In no
place is this more evident than in the garden, for there

Nature specially presides.

But there are many people, particularly amateur gar-

deners, who give the professed gardener credit for a large

amount of knowledge he never jjossessed, and for keeping
secrets which never existed. That severe discipline and
perfect submission to certain natural laws are necessary to

the successful cultivation of plants never enters the head of

the inquirer. He attributes success to some artificial process

or peculiar handling. The latter may have had something
to do with the result, yet such art is but a secondary con-

sideration ; and those who fall into such mistakes would do
well to consider that aU plants and trees that the gardener
has to deal with, being possessed of vitality, wiU not bear to

be tampered with—that any deviation from the laws which
govern vegetable growth will soon show its unwished-for
results—and that whatever is implied by those laws can be
no secret, and belongs to every one, whether gardener or not.

It is some years since I was asked the secret of growing
Ferns. The questioner said both herself and others had
tried to grow hardy Perns without success. What could be
the reason of it ? There must be some secret in the matter,
otherwise how had I been so successful ? I replied that I
did not know that there was any secret in the matter ; I

planted the Ferns as I would any other kind of plants

;

probably the soil suited them, and certainly the shady spot
they were in was an advantage ; if anything more than
that, and the abundant waterings they received, contributed
to their well-doing, it was purely accidental, and I could
claim no credit for anything beyond what I had done.
Bat, then, I was told by my questioners, that " they had

planted their Ferns in loam and leaf mould, and both in

shady and open places, and all fared alike. None did any
good. What did I think was the cause?" Now, this was a
question I could not answer; first, because I had not seen
the Ferns or ferneries in question ; and, secondly, because I
had not given the matter a moment's thought, and so I told
my anxious inquirer, who went away as wise as ever.

I cannot say that I have given the matter much con-
sideration since ; but I have seen many valuable coUectious
of hardy Ferns in a dwindling, unhealthy state that must
give their owners anything but satisfaction, and certainly
there must be one or more causes for the failure. It is my
object now to point out, if possible, what appears to me to
be the cause of the frequent failure in the culture of hardy
Ferns. By "failure," I mean where they do not make a
free, healthy growth, for I consider that a plant merely
existing and making no progress is not worth its room, and
is no credit to the cultivator.

To look well Ferns ought to grow freely; and as their
beauty consists in the delicate outline of the fronds, both
individually and in the mass, their growth ought to be free
and perfect, otherwise their beauty is lost, for the season at
least.

In order' to understand the reason why Ferns do not
flourish, it is necessary to be acquainted with the require-
ments of this particular class of plants; and from what I
know I am enabled to state that they differ in no very great

degree from ordinary herbaceous plants, and that they are
not so nice as is sometimes supposed, for the more common
sorts take readily to any kindly garden soil, and will stand
almost any rough treatment.

I have found that equal poi'tions of loamy soil and leaf
mould, or loam and peat, make a suitable soil for almost
every variety of Fern, more particularly hardy Ferns, and if

certain essential points are attended to they wUl thrive as
well in such a soil as in any combination of ingredients that
could be brought together. What those points are I will

endeavour to explain to the best of my ability. Cocoa-nut
fibre refuse has been recommended by those who have had
opportunities of testing its value as a useful material in the
oultui-e of Ferns. Having used it myself in a small way, I

can confidently assert that it makes a sweet and wholesome
addition to Fern soil, and may be used with safety, and it

probably affords a gentle stimulus that repays its appli-

cation. But beyond this I believe it is a mistake to expect
any extraordinary results from it, since Ferns may be gi-own

to perfection without it, and this by simply bearing in mind
that they are often seen in a wUd state in the most flourish-

ing condition, and noting the particular soil and situation

in which they are found.

It wUl be noticed that a Fern in a flourishing state has a
great quantity of roots, and these are generally very thickly

matted about the surface : consequently if we wish to

establish a Fern we must give it ample space, and a soil

free and open, yet retentive of moisture. It should never
be cramped for room, as the roots extend much farther than
the leaves. By this it will be seen that the common practice

of inserting little bits of Ferns in small crevices, among
stones or burrs, is not the way to insure their well-doing.

In such places a mere handful of soU is thought to be
sufficient, because it is supposed that the Perns will establish

themselves there as they do in crevices of the natural rock.

This is a mistake, because the cases are very dissimilar. In
the natural state the Fern springs from seed, and although
the quantity of soil may be small, and formed of the crumb-
ling stone, it is to a certain extent incorporated with that

stone. In lifting the roots of the Pern it will be seen that

they have taken a firm hold of the stone, and very likely

extract a great deal of moisture, if they do not draw other

nourishment from it.

To illustrate my meaning still further, let my readers

imagine—if they have not the fact actually before their eyes,

for such sights are common enough around Loudon—an
ordinary brick wall covered with Antu'rhinums. I have
seen waUs so covered, the plants growing out of the old

mortar between the bricks looking as fresh and healthy as

could be, seeming to thoroughly enjoy then- elevated posi-

tion, and presenting a gay appearance when in bloom, and a

variety of colour. It may be that the remark that I heard

years ago has been often made. Whence do these plants

derive sufficient moisture to keep them in their flourishing-

condition P The most reasonable explanation I could give

then, or can give now, is that the wall absorbs moisture

from the air, and the plants extract it from the wall.

Now, it may be that some person, following a very com-
mon practice, after seeing and admiring such a sight as I

have described on the garden wall of a neighbour, may have-

conceived the idea of decorating his own wall in a similar

manner, and ordered a lot of young plants, and engaged
some one who is supposed to understand such matters to-

plant them. He goes to work in the most approved method ^

he makes holes in the mortar, inserts the plants, tills up
with good soU, gives a good watering, and leaves orders that

this is to be repeated daily ; but it is doubtful if any of tlie

plants ever take root in the wall, at least I never knew this

to happen. If he wants to grow Autu-rhinums on his gai-den

wall he must wait some time. The seed must be scattered over

the wall; it will lodge in little holes and crannies, and if the

weather prove dry it will not hurt ; but should moist weather
set in, here and there a seed will germinate, the young-

plants will bind themselves tightly to the waU, pushing
their spongioles and rootlets into every available cranny,

although the top grows slowly, until the plant becomes, as it

were, part of the wall itself. Those who examine this

natural process may form some idea of the manner iu which
plants in a wild state establish themselves among rocks.

Nor will ib be difficult to the observer to understand why it
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is that the Fern refuses to establish itself in the handful of

loose soil tlu-own into the small crevice. It would take two
or three weeks to do so under the most favourable circiim-

stacces, and what is to sustain the plant dm-ing that time ?

It can scarcely e3dst, and cannot grow, and very often it

dies in a day c r two.
If it is desu-ed to grow Ferns on the steep side of a fernery

or rookery, it wOl be necessai-y to have the stones or bui-rs

firmly liedded together in a co.xrse kind of mortar, and
places left so as to hold soil without the chance of its being
washed out by the rain. If these holes go right through
all the better, as the plants must be provided with some
kind of tirainage. The soil should be added whQe in a wet
state, or be ji'at in rather moist, and then washed into the
small crannies \rith water. If some fronds oi Fern with the
seed ripe be shaken over the soU whUe wet, and the soil be
afterwards kept moist, the seeds will in due time ger-

minate, and then if kept moist there need be no fear of the
Ferns not dclng well. This, however, wOl be a slow process

;

but if plfints are inserted they should be very young, the
smaller they are the better, and they wiU want to he kept
moist and shaded, for they very soon dry up past any hope
of recovery.

Where Ferns grow and flourish, the air in the autumn is

full of theu' .seed, and this is carried about by the currents
until it settles, I Lave known Ferns come up in the hollows
of trees, on walls that happened to be damp through the
leakage of a water-trough or other cause, on the waUs of a
cellar, or on the floor of a greenhouse, and where they once
make a start in that way they thrive according to the
amount of noiu-ishment they receive. In some instances
where this has been very limited, they live on for years
(vithout increasing in size. But this is not exactly what the
cultivator wants, for they are grown for ornament, and that
consists in the full development of the fronds.
The position and climate have an influence in a certain

degree on the well-doing of the Perns, as they do better
in some parts of the country than in others ; but, generally
speaking, there are sorts adapted for almost every part, and
there are few- places where a fernery might not be established
and the Ferns made to flourish. As far- as I have seen, the
cause of theii' failrng to do so may be traced more to the
management than to anything else. The cultivation of
Ferns on an extensive scale is of comparatively recent in-

troduction into gardens, and, like most novelties, is taken up
by many who have not studied the necessary treatment in
aU its bearings. They are seen to flom-ish on rookeries and
rooteries, and beginners take up the idea that they must be
so grown, and in working out this project rather over-do the
matter. Very often their only reason for putting Ferns in
a particular place is because they would like to have them
there, without consulting the requirements of the Ferns
themselves. This very often leads to disappointment ; and
though I have known many instances of the same kind with
regard to' other plants besides Ferns, yet the establishment
of a fernery is supposed to have something peculiar in it,

and receives a more than common amount of attention.
Unless on a small scale, it is not advisable to attempt to

gi-ow Ferns alone, but to associate them with American,
trailing, and alpine plants ; and, although the Ferns may
form the principal feature, yet, the addition of other plants
will give the fernery a more interesting character. Where
it is desired to make a small fernery, it would be as well to
exclude the lai-ger and coarser varieties, as the Male Pern
(Lastrea FUix-mas), the Lady Fern (Athyrium Filix-fcemina),
although there are more diminutive varieties of both that
may be introduced advantageously. Lastrea cristata and
dilatata, and Polystichum aculeatum, it would be as AveU to
leave out, although the latter forms a noble-looking plant;
but Polystichum angulare and lobatum, with their varieties,
look as well and do not grow so large. Any of the varieties
of Hart's-tonguo (Scolopendrium), may be well introduced,
also several varieties of Poljijodium, as dryopteris, phego-
pteris, calcareum, cambricum, and vidgaris, the two latter
being evergreen, the others dying down in the autumn. The
VScaly Hart's-tongue, Ceteraeh officinarum, makes a very
pretty Peru when it does well, which it will do if it is not
intei-fered with by other plants and is planted in sandy peat
and has plentj' of room. Asplenium trichomanes, vu-idis,

vuta-m\ir.aria. septentrionale, alternifolium, and fontanuni.

are all of vei-y diminutive habit, but make pretty little tnfts

when they thrive, which is not always the case, as I have
known them fail to do so very frequently. They should have
a good depth of sandy peat and loam, be well drained, and
have plenty of room, so as not to be overgrovm by other
plants. They ought to be in a rather shady spot, but not
under the di'ip of trees, and, if a bell-glass be put over them
in the winter they wUl be all the better. Asplenim marinum
and lanceolatum grow rather larger and sometimes do well,

they may be more elevated but sheltered. AUosorus crispus,

the Parsley-Fem, makes a beautiful little tult, but it is

sometimes apt to die off most unaccountably, and will be
better of a little shelter in winter to protect the crown from
excessive wet. Blechnum spicant and varieties are very
hardy and will stand any rough weather, and they sometimes
make fine patches. They requu-e a good depth of soil and
may be planted low down. The Maiden-hau- Fern, Adiantum
capillus-Veneris, is hardy in some parts of England, but I

have never seen it do well out of doors, although I believe
in the warmer parts of the country it succeeds tolerably

well. Adiantum pedatum is also hardy to a certain extent,
and is a beautiful Fern, but it dies down in winter. Asple-
nium adiantum-nigrum makes a very pretty plant, always
retaining a certain freshness, and is very hardy. Woodsia
hyperborea is a pretty little Fern, but requii'es a little pro-
tection from rain in winter. All these Ferns, and several
others of similar character which I cannot call to mind just
now, may be gi'own successfuDy in a small out-door fernery,

but let there be no stint of good porous soU ; let each plant
have plenty of room, be shaded but not covered, and have
plenty of moisture in spring and summer, but good drainage.
The crowns of most of them, as the smaller ones, will be the
better if a little elevated, but not too much, as some persons
are in the habit of carrying this point to the extreme.
There are several hardy Perns which ai-e well worth a pla<;e

if room can be spared. What I have named may be growTi in

a very small space ; but on a rather larger scale such as the
foEowing may be introduced, being lar-ger in habit than most
of the above, but less so than the Slale or Female Ferns. The
Ostrich Fern, Struthiopteris germanica, and j^ennsylvanica,

are handsome species, coming up rather earlier than more
strictly native Perns, and dying down earlier. Onoclea sen-

sibilis has creeping roots, which render it difficult to keep it

in its proijer place, but it may be sui'rounded with slates

which will have that effect ; the same may be said of Lastrea
thelyi^teris : these both require extra moisture, and may be
planted near the ground line. Lastrea rigida makes a very
handsome Fern, but if it grows too fr-eely it becomes too

large for a small fernery. The same may be said of Osmunda
regalis, although the roots may be kept within certain limits,

which wfll prevent the plant growing too large. They require

plenty of moisture. Cystopteris alpiua, fragilis, montana,
&c., are suitable for a smaU fernery, and sliould have been
mentioned in connection with Polypodiums, ic. Hymeno-
phyUum timbridgeuse and WOsoni may sometimes be seen
doing very weU out of doors when protected with a bell-

glass, but I cannot say that I ever saw them in such a
satisfactory state as I should like : however, I once saw a

mass of the former in splendid condition in a small green-
house, where no fire heat was ever applied, it having stood

all the fr'ost that ever entered there. I have gi'own both
these and the Filmy-Fern, Trichomanes brevisetum, very fine

under a bell-glass in a greenhouse. The bell-glass seems
necessary for the latter, and for both when grown out of

doors. They grow well in silver sand and peat, equal por-

tions, with plenty of pieces of sandstone broken up and
intermixed. I hope to retvu-u to this subject and say a word
or two on the consti-uction and ai-rangement of ferneries.

—

F. Chitty.
(To he contiwaed.)

MATEEIALS USED IN FOEMING COMPOSTS.
{Concluded from fage 511.)

TuFTS OF. Grass and otheb Herbage.—Like moss, this

substance is one that has taken years to mature before it

has become fit for use. Decaying turf or vegetable matter
having long been thought to possess the qualities necessary

to support a growing plant, turfy mould has l.)ccn invai'iably
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stated to be one of tlie indispensable requii'ements of the

potting-bench ; and in many cases the qxiality of the ground

was to indicate the kind of tui'f advised, that from a rich

pasture being preferred. Doubtless, this article is one of

the best that can possibly be employed for many purposes,

and it is not my intention to detract from the merits of one

of the most valuable materials which we possess ; but the

tufty sod from an ordmai-y pasture field of good land, and
regularly grazed, is not the only thing of its kind that is

valuable, a very inferior soil sometimes produces what is of

equal, if not of greater worth to the plant or fruit grower.

The tops of comparatively barren mountains furnish small

tufty pieces of herbage, with a little of the scanty soU

attached, which is not of less vakie in many respects than

the more enriched tillage ground of the plain below. The
herbage itself being of slow growth is more wiry or fibrous,

and contains less water than the more luxuriant growth of

the land below. It does not decay so soon, and, therefore,

aflFords a longer-continued storehouse of food to the plants it

is intended to support ; and attached to the little tiirfy bits of

herbage is often a soil consisting of the decomposed rock or

other strata of the place the plant occupied, a soil which has

taJien centui-ies to bi-ing to the condition it exists in. Now,
there are many plants which delight in an open, porous

soil possessing less density than that of the drifted sandy
composts of the valley or river side. Such plants relish the

open and slow-decaying material here spoken of, and with

very little admixture of foreign matters ; in fact, some of our

best growers of plants and fruits mix a very small amoixnt

of these with this and similar matters, and they are qiute

right, as it is often to be feared our mixtui-es of materials

opposed to each other lead to the neutralisation of theii-

peculiar properties. Thus, lime destroys all vegetation, and
the rooty or fibry portions of peat fall a prey to it when
the two substances are unadvisedly mixed together ; and I

have on more than one occasion seen sand mixed with lime

for mortal-, that evidently contained some mineral ingredient

diametrically opposed to the lime, as the latter almost dis-

appeared in the compound, and, of course, the mortal-, if we
might call it such, was worthless. Now, though turfy peat
and lime are rarely if ever used by the gardener, there is no
doubt that very often mixtures are compounded of siibstances

much opposed to each other, and, of com-se, a loss is the

consequence. They will not always be as bad as the mortar
mentioned above ; but as mixtures they will be unsuitable.

As, this, however, may be treated of hereafter, we will retui-n

to the subject of small turfy or benty tufts, with the little

scraps of sandy materials attached to them, and see in what
way they can be applied to the purposes of plant or fruit

culture. In the first place we will consider them as an
agent in the growth of fruits, and of the Pine Apple in par-

ticular.

It is many years since Mr. Barnes, of Bicton, astonished

the Pine-growing world with some exceedingly weU-grown
Queens, fruited by a process at once simple, and, as the
sequel proved, highly successful. Mr. Barnes, instead of

skimming the best part of the park or pasture field for rich,

fine,, mellow earth to grow his plants in, betook himself to a
waste common of very indifferent land, and collected the
turff pieces of coarse grass, with now and then small,

stunted growths of shrubby or woody matter intermixed,
and with no more of the surface movild than was sufficient

to make the other hang together. A heap of this used some
six months afterwards formed the principal part of his Pine
compost, which was aided afterwards by jiidicious appli-

cations of liquid manures. Here, then, was the secret of

using a material which did not so speedily decay : the wiry
nature of the hard grass or bent, resisted the perishing in-

fluences which a more watery herbage would have fallen a
prey to, and receiving and satisfactorily giving forth the
repeated draught of liquid manure without becoming sod-

dened, it proved the best possible medium to maintain a
healthy vegetation. Now, this mode of using the small,
tufty bits of turfy mould is by no means new or uncommon.
A friend of mine, and an excellent Pine-grower in the west
of England, collects all his materials for that purpose from
the rocky cliffs of the south-west coast, and he thinks the
saline matter such herbage must imbibe from the atmo-
sphere, when the whole surface is covered with spray, tends
to the well-doing: of the Pines. Be this as it may, his plants

and fruit are invariably good; and as the small, knotty
lumps of coarse herbage rooting into the fissiu-es of rocks

necessarily partake of the diibris of that rock, then- residue,

when decay has reduced all their fiVjry matter, is free from
the compactness of a simOar matter taken from the

clayey land of other districts ; and as I have attempted to

show that substances running quickly into decay do not in

themselves contain so many of the requisites necessary to

promote a healthy and vigorous vegetation, such materials

as moss, and the coarse but wii-y turf oibove alluded to,

cannot be too highly prized. Though I have only alluded

to its usefulness for the growth of the Pine, it may, doubt-

less, be employed with equal advantage for growing many
other plants, and I am far from certain but that the Vine
may be coaxed into attaining as high a degree of perfection

in this substance as in a richer compound. Enough, how-
ever, having been said on this head to call the attention of

the general cultivator to its claims on his notice, I wiU. now
pass on to another substance, the utOity of which as an
agent in cultivation is based on the same principle as that

just treated of.

Cocoa-nut Eibee.— I confess mentioning this -without

any personal expei-ience of its value as a material to grow
plants in ; but our late valued coadjutor, Mr. Beaton, spoke
highly of it, and his opinion seemed confirmed by that

of others who had tried it, arid a year or more ago it was
much spoken of. Very satisfactory results followed its use.

Orchids being said to grow well in it, and many other plants

requiring an open soil were said to succeed in a mixture in

which cocoa fibre formed an important item, and I am not

sure if some plants did not do well in it alone; but not

having tried it myself I cannot vouch for its good qualities

fru-ther than that the credibility of those who have spoken
well of it is undeniable. Its merits no doubt consist in its

being capable of absorbing a large quantity of liquid, which
it can part with to the plant whose roots interlace it in

various directions, and its powers of resisting decay enable

it to continue those functions longer than other substances

which so quickly turn into the mould of the neighbourhood,

and when they do so no longer retain that qiiality of sup-

plying the plants with any liquid that may be poured upon
them, but supply that liquid altered by its chemical action

upon the soiT itself. In other words, the soU, if it is an
ordinary garden one, to a certain extent filters the manure
water -that is poured upon it, siipplying the roots of the

plant with a liquid differing widely from that which was
poiu-ed on at top, and if this process is often repeated, the

soil becomes soured and unfit for healthy vegetation ; whereas

if the same thing were done on a bed of moss or cocoa-nut

fibre, these substances being more inert, part with the

liquid they are charged with in much the same condition as

they received it. To gross-feeding .plants this is a boon, as

the roots having ample scope to ramify, are, nevertheless,

excluded from air, and are so circumstanced as to benefit

by the artificial treatment they receive. Cocoa-nut fibre

I therefore presume to be of this kind, and as such is un-

cfuestionably a useful agent in the growth of many plants.

Ha-ving extended these papers to a greater length than

originally intended, I need add no more to the list of

articles the cultivator of potted plants requires to have at

hand. SoOs of vai-ioiis kinds are every one's wants, and
leaf mould and dung need not be mentioned further than

that they, too, are indispensable. My object has been more
especially to call attention to the articles less known, and
sometimes less used, and even this list might, perhaps, be

extended, by naming crushed bones, and similar substances,

not by any means forgetting stones, which, playing an im-

portant iiart on the surface of the earth, are also useful to

the potted plant. The amount of drainage given to a plant

necessarily obviates in a great measui-e the use of stones

among the compost ; but their utility as a necessary ingre-

dient in many soils is not sufficiently recognised, and we
every day see the evil effects of removing too many from

tniage lands. Even in places -where there seems a super-

abundance, removing too many impoverishes the ground ; but

as this is foreign to the present subject, it is only necessary

to again urge the claims of a spare piece of poor grovmd, as

affording a substance of great use in the cultivation of some
of the most delicate plants which the hothouse contaiBS.

Though other svibstancea may be added tottiose above given^
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sufficient has been said to call attention to the matter, and
hereafter it is possible the rich meadow land, so much
coui-ted Iny the ardent plant-grower, to sui:iply him with
mixtures tor his pets, may be less run upon when the value
of an enduring vegetable substance as a medium for roots
to occupy is more fuUy known and appreciated, and I expect
the day is not far distant when such will be the case.

—

J. ROBSON.

OBSEEVATIONS ON THE ASPECTS OF FEUIT
WALLS.

The most eligible aspects for garden fi'uit-tree walls is a
subject which, I think, may be with some advantage made
the basis of a few useful considerations, which, although
probably most applicable to the future, may yet on some
points call up fi-esh ideas at the present time. It has long
been my opinion—and as further experience has made me
more acquainted with the C|uantity and continued supply
requii-ed by most families of taste in the present day I am
confu-med in that opinion—that, for the general purposes of
early and late supply, the walls ought to consist almost
wholly of north and south aspects. On one or the other of
these may be brought to perfection every hardy fruit cul-
tivated in this country ; and what is ofmore consequence, the
season of most of them may be greatly extended. Indeed,
in cases where families are not accustomed to retire to then-
country-seats until the breaking-up of Parliament, or the ap-
proach ofthe shooting season, it is quite indispensable to have
a good stretch of north walls, in order to be able to retard
the ripening of some of the kinds ; and it will efi'ect this to
a greater extent than many would suppose. I have observed
that the difference in the time of ripening the same kinds
on south and north aspects is often as much as three weeks

;

and the length of time which fruit will hang on, and keep
fresh and plump, is greatly in favour of the latter. To
enter more into practical detaO, let us take Chen-ies as an
example, and I have no hesitation in stating that every kind
of Cherry may be brought to great perfection on a north
wall. They wiU crop there with more certainty, because
the expansion of the bloom is retarded, and ripen as well,
with as good a flavour as ever came from the sunny south

;

and, therefore, bearing in mind the utility of a late supply,
I would only plant—say three, or at most four trees, on a
south aspect, and all the rest on the north. I should thus
have a certainty of prolonging the general season of these

1

fruits greatly beyond the usual period. Again : the ad-
vantage of a north aspect for Red and White Cun-ants is

well known ; but it may not be so generally known that the
|

old Warrington Gooseberry may be had in perfection fi-om
a north wall long after those in the open quarters are all

gone. And this leads me to a still more practical illustra-

tion. I would recommend the adoption ofthe following plan
for furnishing some portion of the north walls :— Plant
Cherries with a clear stem of at least 6 feet, at the dis-

tance of 16 feet apart; these are to iill the top part of a
wall 14 feet high (and no garden walls should ever be less).

Next, at a distance of 4 feet from each Cheny (and on each
side of it), plant GoosebeiTy or Currant trees. The CheiTies
should be ti-ained in the horizontal manner, under which
system they will flourish and crop as well as any other, and
it affords the readiest means of quite filling the wall. Th e

first year after planting, the Gooseben-ies should be devoted
to obtaining shoots, diverging each way horizontally along
the bottom, at 1 foot from the ground ; afterwards, train up
from these a number of branches perpendicidarly, at 6 or
8 inches apart—a reference to the accompanying figure ivill

show my meaning better than I can describe it. The Goose-
beiTies will be found to fill their aUotted space sooner than
the Currants, because the latter wiU require closer pruning
and heading back to get a good stock of fi-uit-spui-s. The
breastwood should be kept well shortened in the summer,
as leaving it on until the winter pruning would soon ruin the
trees. As the wood gets old and unfruitful, cut it out and
train up young wood. Let me observe that this is not a
new plan. From a wall so anranged my father and I, twenty
years ago, gathered Morello Chen-ies and Red and White
Currants, on the 25th December. I mention this to show
what may be done under favourable circumstances ; but of
course it is longer than such fruits need be kept, because it

is done at the sacrifice of flavour.

But to retui'n to the subject of aspects. Who that knows
the wants of a large establishment can have too much south
wall or south borders for early crops ? or north wall and
north borders for summer crops ? And let me add, that the
other two aspects are of little comparative advantage with
regard to the summer consumption, because they fill up no
gap in the season which will not be filled to greater advan-
tage by those which I recommend to predominate. Their
proper tenants, therefore, will be Pears, which being prin-

cipally autumn and winter fruits, do not affect the general
consumption, and these aspects suit them well.

These considerations would seem to point to the great ad-
vantage to be derived from laying out our kitchen gardens
in paraUelogTams rather than square shapes, so that, if a
given space is to be enclosed, it will be better to have it in

two or three long compartments i-unning fi-om east to west,

so as to give nearly aU north and south walls. I think I

could show how the spaces between these walls woxild be
easier worked, and to much greater profit than large open
squares ; but that ought to have a plan to elucidate it, and
deserves more consideration than I can now bestow upon it.

I have said that the flavour of fruit fr-om a north aspect is

equal to that from the south; and, as many will be disposed

to doubt this, I will just state why I think so ; not, however,

that I can here enter into the merits and demerits of all

that bears upon the subject, for it is one that will beai- an
extensive examination, and involves more than would at first

glance strike a casual observer or thinker. The influence

of dii-ect sunlight is held to be of paramount importance to

the perfect maturation of both fruit and wood ; and in the

case of the tenderer kinds, as Peaches and Vines, it is un-
doubtedly so. But it is not so
to the hardier sorts ; nor would
it be to the others, if we had
higher and more equal tempera-
ture in spring and autumn. To
me, the perfect maturation of
wood appeal's to depend more on
a fine warm autumn than ever so
hot a summer; and on a long-
continued equal temperature,
rather than a great amount of
direct sun heat.

The temperature of a north
aspect is, on the year's average,
far more equal than any other,
and less liable to the exti-emes of
heat and cold ; this, then, is one

reason why fruit trees may be supposed to crop and flom-ish
well in the absence of the direct rays of the sun. And as for
the flavoirr, provided the trees are not over-cropped, it is quite
as good without the sun as with—nay, it is sometimes prefer-
able

;
for I have often seen Apricots and Green Gage Plums on

south aspects quite ripe on the side exposed to the sun, and
green and hard on the opposite side, whereas, at the same
time, I have found many fi-uits covered with leaves, and on
which the sun's rays have never shone directly, perfectly and
equally ripe—with a rather paler colour, it is time, but
flavour quite equal to the tit-bits of the sunny ones. Does
not even this show that direct sunlight is not absolutely
necessary to ripening and flavour ? In the case of Chen-ies
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from tlie May Duke to the most exquisite-flavoured Bigar-

reau, tlie flavom' is perfectly on an equality witli any other

aspect, if they are allowed to hang long- enough on the trees.

—J. Cox, Gardener to William Wells, Esq., Eedleaf.— (Gar-

deners' Magazine of Botany.)

THE HEATING OP HOETICULTUEAL
BUILDINGS.

As regai'ds economy, and the complete abstraction of heat

from the fuel, the common flue, when properly constructed,

is the most effective instrument ; and we think that if the

same amount of philosophy and hard cash had been expended
in improving the common flue as was wasted in Polmaise
experiments, a much more profitable and creditable end
would have been attained. Every-day experience proves to

us that much of the best fruit, and many of the forced

flowers and vegetables in Covent Garden and other markets,
are produced by the common flue, and that likewise in

structures so rude and apparently unsuitable, that, but for

the fact of the productions being before them, some of our
philosophical brethren would say it would be impossible to

grow them to such perfection in such places ; and it must
be confessed that the improvement in the quality of the fruit

has not been at all commensurate with the improvement in

the construction and character of the erections in which it

is produced. What have we gained by sheet glass and its

supposed and theoretically-established superiority ? The
large Pines at Gunnersbury—the magnificent Grapes at
Bishop Stortford — the immense Peaches of Buileigh and
Currahmore—aU originated beneath common glass. Has
hot water achieved any decided superiorities ? Speak, ye
market gardeners, whose early Grapes are celebrated for

splendid colour-, thinness of skin, and exquisite flavour, and
possibly we shall find that neither construction, nor glass,

nor hot water, nor superior acquirements, have attained
amy superior advantages ; but that common, plodding, and

ignorant men, in unfavourable situations with ordinary
means, have produced, and continue to produce, fruit as

good, and flowers as sweet, as those who have houses upon
which expenditure was never more lavish, or situations

better calculated to produce perfection. Thus do extremes
meet ; and thus do we see that persons of limited means,
with a small outlay, hiacked by good broad common sense,

may have fruit and flowers as fine as the man who spends
thousands in the formation of a garden, and hundreds
annually in the maintenance of the same.

In Germany, and also in other parts of the Continent,
the common flues are used in preference to hot-water pipes ;

indeed, with their intensely severe weather, vmless an
immense surface of pipe is used it is found impossible to
exclude the frost ; and we believe it is no unusual occurrence
to see these flues heated to a red heat, and that for weeks
together, without any material injury being done. It may
be urged as an argument against the flues that plants and
fruits are not so well grown on the Continent as at home.
This we grant; but at the same time we may state that
both plants and fi-uits are as well grown in this country by
the common flue as by the best-constructed hot-water
apparatus ; and it is not many years since Mr. S. Barnes,
one of the best forcing gardeners in England, stated that
he would rather have a good flue than a badly-constructed
hot-water apparatus, and we doubt not almost every intelli-

gent gardener in the country would say the same. Mr.
Orawshay—than whom no person ever produced finer Grapes
—always preferred flues for heating his vineries, facetiously

remarking in relation to the waste by hot-water heating,
" That he could not afford to cook a leg of mutton at the
top of the chimney," meaning that the heat wasted by hot
water was sufficient for that purpose. He was not far

wrong, for whoever will take the trouble to examine a
properly-constructed flue will find the fui-ther extremity
nearly cold ; but test the chimney of a hot-water appai-atus,

and you will in many cases find it exceedingly hot, and we
believe it will be found impossible so to construct or fix a
boiler as to enable it to appropriate and cai-ry off all the
heat or caloric generated by the fuel. Boilers differ in

this respect ; but we have never yet met with one so con-

structed as to be free from loss, or which could, imder the

best management, absorb aU the heat generated for its use.

It is not our wish to underrate hot water—its safety, neat-

ness, adaptability, and, when properly constructed and
managed, certainty of action, will always insure its use
with those who can afford it ; but it is the million for whom

V'W?\

The foroing-kiln.

we.wTite, and -it is right that they should know that flues
when properly constructed, wiU do aU that can be attained
by the best-constructed hot-water apparatus. Subjoined
IS a plan of heating flues by a very economical process—viz.,
the- burning of limestone, so that where fuel is scarce and

Flue tiles.

limestone plentiful a twofold object may be attained—viz.,

forcing-houses heated and lime for the use of the garden
manufactured.* For this plan we are indebted to Mr. M.

* Some Interesting details respecting a similar mode of heating, in
operation at Lyon!, tlie seat of Lord Cloncurry, will be found in Vol. IV.,
p. 278.
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Kelly, gardener to T. Conolly, Esq., JI.P., of Castletown,

Ireland ; and when we say that, without any other means
of heating, Mr. Kelly has for more than twenty years cat

Grapes, and good Grapes too, in April, we need say no more
as to the value of the plan. The following is Mr. Kelly's

description of the kiln ;

—

" The preceding is a section and elevation of the lime-

kilns at Castletown, the seat of Thomas Conolly, Esq., M.P.,

for heating the hothouses. One kiln is used to each house,

which is 30 feet long by 11 wide, and the kilns are close

to the back wall, and covered over by sheds. The exterior

walls of the kiln are built of stone 2 feet thick, and the

interior is lined with hard or fire bricks, and round the
mouth at the bottom there must be a fire-stove. The
bottom of the kOn is 10 inches square for a height of

10 inches, one side being left open for drawing off the Ume.
There is no grating or fire-bars, but about 3 feet from the

bottom in the front side of the wall, a round hole about
3 inches in diameter is left to admit air to assist or promote
combustion. These kUns only differ ii-om ordinary lime-

kilns in being smaller, and they require about two bushels

of broken stones and half a bushel of small coal in alternate

layers each time they are dressed or charged ; but the
quantity varies much as the kUns work well or iU, and, of

course, much of their working depends upon theu' being
managed by a person who thoroughly understands them.
The flue, which is of the usual form, must start immediately
under the cover of the kiln, and must rise towards and into

the house—that is, the mouth of the flue must be from
6 to 12 inches above the top of the kiln, and a damper must
be placed near the entrance of the flue to cheek the di-aught

in case of need. The kilns are drawn and dressed twice in

twenty-four hours, taking care to clear the mouth of the
flue each time they are di'essed, or the flues are likely to get
choked. In lighting a kiln a quantity of fii'ewood is placed
in the bottom and nearly halfway up the kUn, and the fire

is put to it at the bottom."
Flues are liable to accidents, but these more frequently

arise from imperfect construction and the bad management
of those who attend the 'fire than from any other cause. A
flue to be effective and certain should at the starting-point

or mouth be at least 18 inches above the fireplace, and
should rise gradually from the mouth to the chimney ; the
turnings of the flues shoidd be as obtuse as possible, and
wherever there is a turn it should, to insure a good draught,
rise considerably at that point. As regards size, that is

immaterial ; but a rather deep and narrow flue will, other
things being equal, generally have a better di-aught than a
broad shallow one. Some of the market gardeners about
London make it a rule to build new flues every fourth or
fifth year, using the old bricks for other purposes, and this,

where common bricks are used, is, no doubt, a good plan,
more especially where liard-forcing is practised ; but if flues

are properly constructed they ought to stand from ten to
fifteen years, and indeed we know some that have stood
longer. A few years back it was customary to use Gowen's
flue-bricks, figures of which may be seen in the " Ency-
clopaBdia of Gardening." The object of the inventor of
these bricks was to insiue the quick transmission of heat,
forgetting that they would be cooled as quickly as heated,
and, consequently, what was gained at one time would be
lost at another.

Pew bricklayers know how to build a flue properly

;

generally thej' use mortar in much too great a quantity, and
not in a sufficiently fine state. Flue mortar should always
be well ground—should be of the best kind, and used in the
least possible quantity. In building the mason's practice
of consolidating his work by striking the brick with a mallet
should be observed, as it is impossible to use too little

mortal', so long as there is sufficient between the bricks to
hold them together. The brickwork of flues is liable to be
deranged from the accumulation of explosive gases, and from
external injuries ; but to prevent these we have contrived a
flue, represented by the annexed diagram. The bottom
and cover tiles are made with grooves or chasings, into
which fit corresponding projections on the side tiles, and
hence the flue becomes almost a solid body, secure fi'om
everything but wilful injuiy externally, and from being so
strong at the joints, much less liable to be deranged by
internal explosions. In inanufactmingthor,o tUos the under

and cover tQes, in addition to the grooves represented, have
a groove at one end and corresponding projection at the
other, and the side tiles have one grooved and three pro.-

jecting sides, and thus fitting all together it is almost
impossible to disturb them, and the flue is consequently not
only very strong, but very safe. Flues constructed as here
directed would answer every purpose for horticultural heat-
ing ; and after the first construction would be found very

j

economical, as they would consume any kind of fuel, and
give off a great amount of heat.— (A., in Gardeners' Maga-

I

zine of Botany.)

I

I

GAEDENING IN ENGLAND A CENTURY

j

SINCE.
' The regular symmetry introduced into this science is at

I
present totally neglected by the Enghsh, and no longer to
be seen, even at the royal palaces, except at that ofHampton

I
Court, where the Stuarts resided. The kings of the Hanover
family have come nearer to London : George II. lived at

[

Kensington ; the present king, who was brought up at Edch-
mond, chooses to reside near that village, in a lodge situated
in the midst of a fine gai-den which formerly belonged to the
Duke of Ormond, and is only sun-ounded with i^alisades.

Charles II. had planted the gardens of Hampton Coui-t, and
King William those of Kensington, according to the plans
of the famous Le Wotre. The last of these princes had
added a grass plot planted all over with Tews and Cypress
trees, and sruTounded with arbom-s of the same sort, the
whole cut with the utmost regularity, but dismal as a chui-ch-

yard. This gi-ass plot is still to be seen under the very
windows of the palace, and is called King William's citaxlel.

This taste is no longer fashionable in England. In all

the gardens that I have seen I observed but one walk with
rows of trees on each side, cut and laid out in the French
manner. It is preserved only as a specimen of the ill taste

which now prevails in France.
The English taste is no less averse to our modern rows of

Lime trees, whose tops, cut exactly level with shears, form
one long portico, which, to the eye, appeal's like joiner's

work painted green.

It is from vrild and uncultivated woods—that is, from
pure nature, that the present English have borrowed their

models in gardening. The great avenues of theii' parks
kept in the best order, are roads cut through forests of

trees of all sorts and sizes. The footways imitate the little

paths of woods by theu' sinuosities, and theii' manner of in-

tersecting and communicating %\'ith each other.

Art scarce displays itself .at all in the different plantations

which separate and conceal these walks. It hes in the
choice of the trees and shrubs. Daisies and Violets, irre-

gularly scattered, form the borders of them. These flowers

are succeeded by dwarf trees—such as Eosc-bixds, Myrtle,

Spanish Broom, &c. The next rows are filled by Cedars,

Pines from different parts of America, and other trees which
rise only to a certain height, or whose growth is very slow.

The last stage consists of trees capable of forming the
highest and best-furnished stems. By means of thisai'range-

ment these plantations exhibit the trees in thefr several

ages, in the pyramidal form—that is to say, the form most
pleasing to the eye.

The paths which they separate, and by which they ai'e

bordered, ai'e little mnding alleys, that never run the space
of two fathoms upon the same line, or the same i)lan. In
laying out these giii'dens, the object of the first labour is

the inequality of the ground, wliich is g;uned even on the

levelest surface by digging into and removing the earth.

In this manner the gai'dens belonging to Lord Bm'-
hngton's house at Chiswick are laid out. A gi-ound very

flat by natiu'e turned up by the spade, has produced ten-aces

and hills, each of which is crowned by a little temple in the
antique taste. Finally, a river of an exti-aordinai-y breadth,

whose winding cc.urse, either cutting or skirting the sides

of the principal parts ofthe garden, nudtiplies the prospects

fr'om the house. The L.'raud walk wliich forms the fii'st

point of \'iew lieing planted with Cj-prcss trees,, intermixed
with urns and fimeral monuments in the antique taste, has
the appeRranoe <rf a burying-gi'ound. It seems to form iui

.ivenue leadin^^ to the temple of Melancholy. I have since
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seen in Prance a fountain wMcli appeared to be made for

this avenue, it is newly-built in what they call the Gi'eek

taste, and occupies the centre of a spacious grove. Its

octagon plan, divided into storeys, has for an ornament at

each comer a vase, veiy heavy of itself, and loaded with

crowns, or festoons of Cypress, which pi-esent to the view

nothing- more than the decoration of a funeral pomp of the

fii'st distinction.

The gardens which the Princess Dowager of Wales has

lately laid out at Kew, in the neighboiirhood of Richmond,

unite aU that the English taste has been capable of pro-

ducing, most magnificent and most variegated.

These gardens consist chiefly in thickets of a considerable

extent, laid out in such a manner, that each forms a whole,

from which we pass to another unknown to ourselves, and
without so much as suspecting that there was anything

farther.

In one of these thickets is a Gothic chapel, and which

forms a saloon as spacious as it is singular. In another, on

the summit of a hUl made by art, rises a temple in the form

of a rotunda, in the most p^ire taste of Grecian architecture.

This temple, which is consecrated to Victory, was erected in

1741. A grove of communication has an antique poi'tal as

an ornament, supported by the remains of an old building.

The whole appears the more natural, as the juncture of the

blocks, and the crevices of the building, are loaded with

those plants and ti'ees with which Natvire delights to over-

spread real ruins.

The principal of these thickets has a tower in the fonn of

an octagon, built entii-ely in the Chinese taste, 300 feet high,

and divided into nine storeys, which are distinguished by '

projecting roofs, adorned with bells, dragons, and other 1

Chinese ornaments. I

The middle of the garden round which these thickets are !

ranged, forms a very large platform, the ground of which,

unequally intersected, is watered by an artificial river.

Beyond this river we meet with a great wooden bridge, built

in the middle of the meadow, for no other reason but to vary

the prospect. This variety can result only from those foreign

objects, and the artificial ineqiiality of the grovind, which
presents to the view an extensive lawn of grass. The middle,

which is ill the nature of pastiire ground, is left to cows and
sheep, whose plumpness and good order, whilst they show
what house they belong to, add greatly to the beaiity of the

landscape. The borders of this pasture ground form like-

wise grass-walks, but the grass is rolled and cut. The labour

which this requires constitutes the chief employment of

English gardeners, whose time is amply paid for. In the

months of May and June it is repeated every week ; at other

seasons fifteen days of rest intervene. Their method of

working is this—about sunset the gardeners roU the grass

with enormous cylinders of cast iron, which are hollow, and
4 or 5 feet long, with about a foot diameter. The moving
these cylinders, whilst it levels the ground, flattens the

blades of grass, which the weight of the dew keeps in that

situation. The new day, before the sun dispels the dew,

and has put the grass into a condition to raise itself again,

they cut it down, taking it in a direction contrary to that

which it received fi-om the cylinders passing over it. Before

the scythe has mowed the broadest walks which the cylinder

has been rolled over, they appear to the eye like large pieces

of white and green mohair. Their verdure is the most beau-
tiful in natiu'e. At my departure from Paris the celebrated

La Tour, a great connoisseur in colours, strongly advised me
to give attention to the vivid hue of this verdure, which is

not so much owing to the operation I have been describing,

as to the goodness of the soil, and the abundance of the dews.

How agreeable soever these fine lawns of grass may be to

the eye, they are inconvenient and troublesome to the feet.

This we found by experience in walking through Windsor
Park at eleven in the morning in the month of May ; finding

no path where we could tread without moistening our feet,

we came away as wet as if we had passed the whole morning
in some marshy ground. Even in the afternoon these fine

lawns are scarce ever fi-ee from moisture.
The little alleys or paths, which are the proper places to

walk in, are secured from this inconvenience by the fine

gravel already taken notice of; being rolled over and
smoothed by the cylinder it has the level and consistence of

an excellent cement.

Amongst the curiosities to be seen at Kew Gardens, we
should not forget a considerable collection of foreign plants

of all sorts. A quarter is assigned to it in the neighbour-

hood of the Palace, which unites all the conveniences neces-

sary in a botanical garden.

Many of these plants or shfubs that cannot bear the open

air in France, and even in Italy, flourish in the English

gardens, which owe this happy temperature to the sea sur-

rounding the island. The garden belonging to the Princess

Dowager, that of the Duke of Cumberland, Richmond Park,

and many others which resemble them in the manner they

are laid out, and in their plantations, have no buildings

answerable to then- magnificence. The gardens have

swallowed up all the expense and attention of the pro-

prietors.

Kew is almost joining to Richmond, where the king resides

in summer, and it has a communication with Brentford by
means of a wood bridge over the Thames.

Brentford is situated in a delightful country. The Duke
of Northumberland has there a palace and gardens. It was
originally a nunnery, which went by the name of Sion. The
nuns being banished from England, went over to Poi-tugal,

there they buUt a monastery, where they stiU keep the key

of Sion, which they had can-ied over with them^ at the

time of their erile. The Earl of Holdernesse, who joins to

English solidity all the politeness of French behaviour;

and some other noblemen have then- country seats in this

neighbourhood, where art can scarce make any addition to

nature.

Lord Temple completed the demonstrations of kindness

with which he honoured me during my stay in England,

by giving me an invitation to pass the month of July with

him at his seat at Stowe. This house, which was begun by
Lord Arlington, is, at present, the most magnificent and
complete piece of architecture of the sort in England. The
greatest elegance is displayed, as well in the outside as

_
in

the spacious departments of this fine house, round which

you see a multitude of saloons, pavilions, grottos, temples,

and other buildings, all in different tastes, and enriched

with every ornament siiited to each. Amongst these the

most remarkable is the temple consecrated to the British

worthies.

Many English parks owe their principal beauty to the

extent and grandeur of their prospects.

Next to those of Greenwich, Richmond, and Windsor,

which unite aU that a landscape can offer, most spacious,

most gay, and most vaiied, we should place that of the pre-

sent Duke of Newcastle's seat near Weybridge.

Seated upon a considerable eminence, it commands the

prospect of an extensive and beautiful plain on the banks of

the river Thames. In the last centm-y this eminence was

very steep, and bordered with a teiTace which had cost a

prodigious sum of money. The present proprietor began to

fancy that a gentle declivity would make the nearest ap-

proach to nature. In consequence of this notion the teiTace

was demolished, and turned into a slope, which is covered

with perpetual verdure. The destruction of the terrace, the

digging and removing the earth, mrrst have been attended

with infinite labour and expense.

By these expenses, which may be compared to those with

which Horace reproached the Romans of his time, all the

country adjacent to London.

Sent it amorem
Festinantis hevi.

Nothing, however, shows more than these expenses the

wealth and splendour of a nation, especially when the several

classes of the people have an equal right to such fancies.

The meadow commanded by the Duke of Newcastle's

seat is laid out on the same plan as the slope leading to it.

It is bordered by different sorts of trees scattered irregularly

without either order or symmetry. The"bottom is planted

with trees of unequal sizes and of different ages, without

the least appearance of art, and which lead the eye to a

forest of high trees terminating the prospect. The whole

and the parts of this beautiful scene seem to represent in-

large, upon a ground of the extent of the TmUeries, the

original of the Elysian fields in the opera of " Castor and

PoUux " which I have seen at Paris just before my depar-

ture for London. Besides the advantage of size, the prospect
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of Weybridge was heightened by that of a sun, whose rays

piercing through a sky somewhat overcast aiforded a mild

and gentle gleam of light, which seemed to participate of the

freshness of the dew that was spread like varnish over every

part of this gaudy landscape.
This taste, which at present prevails among the English

in the manner of laying out their parks and gardens, is that

of the Chinese—that is to say, the taste which, like all those

of that eastern nation, has been established amongst them
from the most remote antiquity. It appeared ridiculous,

however, to the French Jesuits, whose eyes were used to the

symmetry and regulai- plans of the gardens belonging to the

royal palaces of France. The Chinese, said Father Le Comte,
neither lay out then- gai-dens with accui-acy, nor embellish

them with proper ornaments ; they, notwithstanding, take

pleasm-e in those places, and spend vast sums of money
upon them. They form grottoes, raise little artificial hOls,

and transport rooks by piecemeal, which they heap upon
each other; and all with no other view but that of imitating

nature.

The French would have been beforehand with the English

in adopting the Chinese taste, if they had followed the plan

laid down to them by the celebrated Du Fresni.
" Du Fresni," says the author of his Ufe, " had a predomi-

nant taste for the ivrt of gardening, but the ideas which he
had formed to himself concerning that art had nothing in

common with those of the great men whom we formerly

had and still have in this way. He never worked with
pleasure, and, if I may be allowed the expression, at his

ease, except upon an unequal and uTegular ground. He re-

quired obstacles to surmount, and when Nature offered him
none such, he procured them himself—that is to say, of a

spot of ground which was regular and flat he made one full

of risings, in order, as he said, to vary objects in multiplying

them ; and to prevent the effects of neighbouring prospects,

he opposed them with eminences, which at the same time
formed delightful vistas." They add that he arranged in

this manner the gardens of Mignaux near Poissy, two
gardens which belonged to biTu in the suburb of St. Anthony,
one of which goes by the name of The MUl, the other by that

of The Hollow Eoad; finally those of the Abbe Pajot near
Vincennes. Upon this account, Louis XIV. had granted

)

him a brevet of comptroller of his garden. He had presented
J

this prince with a plan for the gardens of Versailles ; and
this plan, in which he consulted only his own fancy, was
not approved of, on account of the enormous expense re-

quisite to carry it into execution.
Even upon a smooth and level siu'face, the English are

fond ofimitating the variety of nature. Such is the gai'den

of Sir Eichai'd Glynn at Chelsea, confined witliin a very
narrow compass. The square area or parten'e, on one side

of the bowling-green, which forms the prospect of the
house, presents to the eye a long gravel walk 6 feet wide,

with two parallel alleys of 3 feet in breadth, covered over
with short grass. Separated by shrubs and trees of various

sizes, they either skirt or intersect each other at random.
The great walk, of a sei'pentine form, is terminated by a
Myrtle bush, which you must turn round to see the alley in

front. This beautiful garden, which occupies but two acres

of ground, might be a model for planting groves of the same
extent in our gardens in France.
The dearness of the ground occupied by the parks, by the

fields and gardens, where the inhabitants of London go to

spend their Sundays, adds greatly to the astonishment
arising from the great number of these pleasurable resorts.

I shall here give the reader what I have been able to collect

concerning the high price of land.

The best grounds which I had seen in my journey from
Dover to London are laid out in Hop gardens, and let for

four guineas per acre.

An acre of the marshy grounds which supply London
garden stuff is s'aid to he let at fifteen guineas a-year,

and with the rent ^vill increase in proiiortion as London is

enlarged.
At Chiswick, a village about six mUes from London, as we

sail up the Thames, half an acre, occupied in pai't by a small
ruinous house, was let for fifteen guineas. This extreme
dearness of land must have increased, and has in fact in-

creased, the encroachments of the proprietors upon the roads,

whether public or private. If pai-t of the road is unpassable

to foot passengers, either on account of its narrowness or
for want of being kept in repair, the public has a right to

pierce through the hedge of the adjoining estate, and to

open a footway through it. This footpath, which passengers
ai'e bai-ely permitted to walk in by the proprietors, becomes
public as soon as ever a funeral has been obliged to pass
that way. This is an overt act of taking possession on the
part of the public ; the proprietor can no longer forbid it,

and if he should afterwards have a desire to wall his estate
round, he cannot do it otherwise than by placing the wall
3 feet from the road.

The wages of gardeners are in the like proportion. At
the same village of Chiswick, General Elliot laid out a park
in the English taste, which is now possessed by his widow.
It contains three hundred acres, forming an oblong square, at
the front ofwhich is a convenient house without magnificence

;

on the right is a very extensive terrace, close to which the
Thames rolls its silver stream.* On the left is an aviary,
as remarkable for the beauty as variety of the birds (I never
saw any Chinese cocks elsewhere) ; a park filled with deer

;

and a spacious field in which twenty cows find excellent pas-
ture, and whose good case commends thefr owner : this whole
ground is irregularly planted with trees of all sorts and sizes.

The middle presents to the view a spacious laivn, laid out
in the English manner, and terminated by a pond of an
frregulai' form, with island rocks and a grotto. The salary
of the gardener for taking care of the garden and the cows,
&o., is thi'ee hundi'ed guineas per annum.
Wages are proportionately dear for gardens of less extent.

I have myself seen a spot of ground, not exceeding an acre,

occupied partly by a small house, partly by gravel walks,
with two beds of flowers, where the gardener, who was
lodged in the house, had a salary of twelve guineas a-year.—(By a French Gentleman Resident here in 1770.)

A NOTE FEOM BEYOND JOHN O'GEOATS.
In this remote corner of Her Majesty's dominions, lying

about fourteen Scotch miles north-west of John o'Groat's,

we have at present in frill flower the Arbutus unedo and
Gan-ya eUiptica, and some six weeks ago we also had the
South American Pampas Grass. In our neighbourhood the
Hedera helix, or Ivy, is climbmg on the face of precipitous

rocks about 100 feet above the level of the sea. This plant

has been long introduced into most gardens to clothe old

ruins, old stumps of trees, and I read of its being much
used for decorations. It has leave to ramble to a great
extent, and it was only when it became an intruder that the
artist's hand was called into operation to check it. Whilst
the greater part of the plants that have been introduced

into our gardens have undergone a change by artistioal

arrangements, the AraHaceEe have been made but Uttle

use of. Winter gardens in the geometrical and Italian styles

have had thefr due share of attention fi-om gardeners ; but
there is still something wanted to make the scene complete.

What with coloured gravels, earths, broken bricks, &c., the
winter garden has a charming effect from a distance ; but
the mind is not so much gratifie I when a deception is used
as when Nature adorns, and man plants and dresses. When
the ground is disposed of in an artistic style, why not adorn
the walled geometrical garden in the same way ? The Ivy
tribe is capable of being trained in a thousand ways on walls,

if the training is begun when the plants are young—as in

festoons, sci-olls, piUars, panels, cfrcles, &c., that would cor-

respond to the ground plan of the geometric figures. All

that is requii'ed when the Ivy is trained to the design is to

cut it annually with a stone cliisel to the precise shape.

It might be carried further to make pUlai'S and arches

standing at a distance from the wall so as to form a com-
plete labyrinth ; and why not in these days of fashion

sprinkle the leaves with plaster of Paris to give them a
whiteness, and make rosettes in the middle of cfrcles, &c. ?

—J. F. Sinclair, Stangueill, Thurso, N.B.

*" Both ubove and below London Bridge thiH river rttfi>ril9 the cjunlry it

waters a con.'*tant and most deliglitful view ot burtfes, wherries, and little

boats. The prospect is not silent, littie vessels adorned with uleKance and
taste have rre*(uently musicians aboard them. It is a received cii'tom

upon the water to a'ttiiclc eacli other wltli scoffs and scurrilous language,
and he that is obliged to five over is looked upon as vanquished.
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A EIBBON-BORDER.
Should I do right in planting next season a bed 20 feet

long by 6 or 8 feet wide, first row with Variegated Balm

;

second row, Tom Thumb Nastxirtium ; third row, yellow

Calceolarias ; fourth row, Atriplex hortensis ; fifth row. Gera-

niums (vai'iegated or Scarlet?); sixth row, Perilla nanki-

nensis ; and when should I sow them ?—A Young Gardener.

[You will require strong-growing Geraniums for No. 5,

such as Punch or Trentham Rose. We should rather have
Perilla for 4 instead of 6, but it wiU not much matter. Sow
the Perilla in a slight hotbed dui-ing March. You might
sow the Atriplex at the same time out of doors.]

SOME GARDENS WORTH SEEING.
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

.

Name.
Fawsley Park
BrockhaU
!Floore House
Althorp JPark

Courteen Hall ...

Wakefield Lawn,
Ovetstone Park..

Castle Asliby
Easton Neston ...

Welton Place
Delapre Abbey ..

TyringhamPark,
WhaddonHall...

—S. KOGERS.

Proprietor.
Sir C. Knightley.Bart...

T. R. Thornton, Esq
General Cartwright
Earl Spencer
SirC. Wake

, Duke of Grafton
Lcrd Overstone
Mai'quia of Northampton
Earl of Pomfret
Major It. Trevor Clarke.
General Boaverie

Gai-dcner.
Mr. J. Hrown...
Mr. Kerridge...
Unknown
Mr. Smith
Mr. Gardiner...
Mr. Mcpherson
Mr. Thomas ....

Mr. Beech
Mr. Booth
Unknown
Ml*. Mackie

Station.
Weedon
Weedon
Weedon
Noithampton
Northampton
Northampton
Northampton
Castle Ashby
Northampton
Crick
Northampton

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.
, W. B. Tyringham, Etq. Mr. Mohbs Wolverton
W. S. Lowndea, Esq. ... Mr. Newman ... Wolverton

CAHTEE'S "FLOEAL ILLUSTEATIONS."
A TBtTLT beautiful group is this No. 14, of " Floral Illus-

trations." There is Godetiaroseo-alba, in the centre like a
blushing bride; with Tropsolum majus purpureum like an
Ethiopian guard of the zenana on one side, and Mimulus
tigridioides, like bright attendant damsels around ; Clarkia
pulcherrima integripetala, as a brilliant and brave bride-

groom as her supjjort; the blue GUia laeiniata, and Kaul-
fussia atroviolacea as emblems of constancy ; surmounted
by the standards of Lupinus albo-coccineus, and Swainsonia
splendens as ensigns of prosperity. The whole is brilliant,

excellently balanced, and artistically arranged, creditable

alike to Mr. Andrews, the artist, and to the proprietors,

Messrs. Carter & Co., the florists.

WOEK FOE THE WEEE.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

It is hoped that, in accordance with repeated instructions to

that eft'ect, the operations of wheeling manure and trenching-

up vacant quarters in this department have been regularly

and systematically followed up in all favourable weather ;

let this be continued as often as opportunity offers. All

green refuse and decaying matter when trenched in to be
strewed over with lime to hasten decomposition and to

destroy insects ; choose, also, dry frosty mornings to fork-up
ground previously trenched, so as to get the suriace in good
workiag order. Beans, embrace the first favourable opjjor-

tunity for sowing in well-prepared ground the second crop
of these, and also the second crop of Peas ; a few of the
latter should also be sown in boxes, pans, or flower-pots, to

be in readiness in case of any failure from such causes as

frost or vermin. Be careful to keep a good supply of figure-

4-traps constantly set, as there are none better for keeping
down mice. Peas and Beans appearing above ground to be
watched for the destruction of slugs by dusting with quick-
lime. Carrots, a warm border to be chosen for sowing Early
Horn, with Short-top Radishes in neat drills alternately, to

be covered with light sandy soil and protected with mats,
straw, or fern. Cauliflowers, the plants under hand-lights
require frequent attention, keep the surface stirred, dust
with lime or charcoal-dust. A good plan to catch slugs
among these is to split large Carrots, and to lay them be-
tween the plants. By picking them off on mild mornings
the number may be considerably reduced. Endive, see that
the hardy varieties of this and of Lettuce on sloping banks
or borders are properly protected and looked over in favour-

able weather, removing decayed matter, and covering up for

blanching when dry. FiU-up all vacancies in Cabbage and
Colewort plantations, and keep the surface about them con-

stantly hoed or stirred with the fork.

FLOWER GARDEN.

The absence of frost from the ground has permitted, and
possibly will continue to permit, a variety of works inci-

dental to this department. Borders not cleaned and dressed

should at once be finished. Fuchsias and recently moved
plants should be protected. In the pinetum a little pro-

tection may be afforded to Pinuses of doubtfril hardihood.

We repeat these instructions, assuming that the weather

has beguiled some of us into forgetfulness of winter, the

approach of which is unusually delayed. Dahlia roots to be

occasionally examined in order to counteract the effects of

damp.
FBUIT GARDEN.

Continue the operations of pruning and nailing the hardier

kinds of fruit trees at every available opportunity. Prune

espalier Apples and Pears, and fork-up the ground about

them in frosty weather to destroy insects. In the orchard

thin-out cross and crowded branches from Apples, Pears, and

Quinces ; scrape off moss and lichen from the stems, and

dress both these and the espalier trees with a mixture of

quicklime and clay brought to the consistence of thick paint.

If frost prevail stir up also the soil well with the hoe or fork

close under the walls and fences ; such places afford a ready

refuge for slugs and other vermin to hide in in security. It

is not a bad plan to shake a little quicklime over the earth

thus disturbed.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORT.

The nature of the weather at this season of the year

demands particular caution to avoid the iU effects of the

excess of artificial heat and the cold of the external atmo-

sphere, and to preserve in this department that happy

medium of heat suited to the habits of the plants. The
continuance of weather which may be termed mild still

allows the admission of abundance of air. The plants, when
the opportunities afforded by the late and present fa,vourable

weather have been and are freely used, will exhibit in the

deep healthy green of the leaves and their frequent demand
for water the favourable effects of such treatment. Keep
the conservatory at a temperatru-e of about 45° by night,

raising it to 55° in the day, with plenty of air at every

favourable opportunity, and the house may have 60° or 65°

by sun heat without injury. Keep the atmosphere mode-

rately moist, as much for the preservation of the flowers as

for the comfort of the visitors. Stove plants wiU take no

injury for a few days in this temperature ; but hardwooded

greenhouse plants, such as Heaths, should not be allowed

to remain for more than a few days at a time in such a tem-

perature. The greenhouse in the generality of places is a

mixed affau-, where hardwooded and softwooded plants are

obliged to be together. In such places a compromise must be
made in the treatment by keeping them a few degrees warmer
than Heaths and other Cape plants require, and yet suffi-

ciently warm for Pelargoniums, herbaceous Calceolai'ias, &c.

Arrange the plants in groups, so that air may be admitted

to the Heaths and other hardwooded plants at times when
it would be injurious to the softwooded plants.

STOVE.

The season is not yet advanced sufficiently to allow an

increase of temperature. A steady heat, ranging between
60° and 65°, may be sustained if the weather continues open.

The occurrence of frost will demand a reduction of tempera-

tm-e, and if it falls to 50° in severe weather no harm wiU be

done. Recollect always that stove plants as well as others

require fresh air in favourable weather. Some few Orchids

wiU now be in active growth, these must be fed with mois-

ture supplied as opportunities allow.

PITS AND FRAMES. '

These must be well protected in severe weather, and

abundance of air to be given to Intermediate Stocks, Migno-

nette, and Violets when the weather is favourable. Early-

potted Tulips and Hyacinths under ashes, tan, or leaf mould

will begin to draw, therefore remove them to the cold pit.
° W. Keane.
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DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEE.
KITCHEK GAEDEN.

Wheeled, trenched, and dug as opportunity offered, and
saved prunings for charring and biu'ning lots of weeds,

rubbish, and soil too old to be of farther use. Trenched up
in ridges the ground from which Asparagus had been taken
for forcing, and are sorry to say that we took up too much,
as we expected more company to use it than we have had.

No doubt the Asparagus will be useful, and be used, but in

small gardens and establishments it is something like waste
to have Asjiaragus too often, and this is one instance among
many, that for a house to be well and regularly supplied

from tlie garden, and extras at the right time, the gardener

should have intelligence of what is contemplated, as soon, if

not sooner, than either the managers of the farm, or the

kitchen. Much unpleasantness is often the result of the

gardener being obliged to guess in these matters, and often

thus judging wi'ong. For want of this information we have
known scores of eases in which there has been abundance
of forced vegetables in the garden a week or a fortnight

earlier or later than was desirable. This would make no
difference in estabhshments where little change is made in

the requii'ements, company or no company ; but it is un-
pleasant in all cases, and those seem to be the naturally

right ones, in which we would testify our attention to oiu-

friends, by placing before them things not in season.
AsPAKAGUS is not only one of the best winter-forced ve-

getables, but it is also one of the most expensive, when it is

raised from the ground, and forced in pits and frames, as

the roots are then useless when done with, except as forming
part of the compost or chai-ring-heap. These roots requii-o

to be three or four yeai's old before forcing, we mean from
the time of sowing or planting-out one-year seedlings. Y/^e

have had it pretty fair the second year, but that is not
general. The only consolation for such waste is the benefit
arising from rotation of crops, as we have tried no crop that
did not rejoice to come alter an Asparagus-bed when the
ground was weU trenched-up and mellowed. To escape
this waste, however, and in cases where much Asparagus is

required, it is better to have permanent beds to be forced
by dung or hot water, the tops being encouraged to grow
eai'ly, so as to ripen early in the autvimn. Had we a great
supply to produce we would take up a piece of an old bed to
force on the top of a mild hotbed in the usual way, so as to
have it in use about the beginning of November, and for
future crops would depend principally on permanent beds,
if we could have them, and could induce an employer to go
to the expense of making them.

Then, to heat such permanent beds with dung and tree
leaves, we wovdd clear out a space for a single bed—say
30 feet long, S feet wide, and 3 feet deep—saving the best
surface sod, and removing the under soil. We would build
a four-inch wall round this opening, or at least on the sides,
maJiing this wall not perpendicxdar but sloping a little to
the ground. We would then make a pit in the centre, also
with four-inch work, so as to have IS inches for linings ; the
walls of the pit would be 3 feet in height, and the lower
half should be pigeon-holed. Then inside the pit to the
height of the pigeon- holes we would fill in boulders, clinkers,
brickbats, &c., placed as openly as possible, and finish with
rough gravel, and then a thin layer of fine gravel to prevent
the earth going down. We would then fill up witli 15 inches
of fine, rich, hght soil, plant all over ^^ith nice young plants
about 7 inches apart, cover 3 inches, and encoui'age vigorous
growth. The linings to be fiUed with hot dung and 'leaves
when the plants are to be excited, filling only the lower
part of the lining at fii-st. The top of the pit to be covered
with a flat span roof, made of glass, or even one of boards or
asphalt. In the latter case the Asparagus would require to
stand in the sun before it is used several days after being cut.
If the one wall be a little higher than the other, common
sashes of the requisite width may be laid on from back to
front. For a bed to be so heated by linings the width should
not be more than from 3 feet H inches to 4 feet. We have
supposed that the pit should not be above the surface of t!ie

ground ; but if such a pit were 1 foot or 18 inches above the
surface the plants would thrive equally well, and all tlie
laboiu- of movhig the subsoU be avoided or nearlv so. The

rough stones in the bottom of such a pit permits the heat to

excite the roots gently before it is necessary to bank up the

linings to the top of the bed.

For succession early crops in the open ground, where
manure is plentiful, it is a good plan to have a raised bed
or two, with a pathway of from 2 feet in width, and sunk
2 feet at the sicles ; the sides supported by stakes and any
rough slabs left cqjen, and an edging-board or raU along
each side some 8 inches higher than the bed. These trenches

may also be filled with fermenting material, and be cleared

out cai'ly in summer, to prevent the roots running into it,

as they must be confined to the bed. As soon as the shoots

begin to move the earth above them, some spare sashes may
be laid across the beds, or a temporary rail or pole may be
placed down the middle, and a piece of calico stretched over

it, to keep out the frost. Additional covering can be given
in severe weather. We have not such a bed at jjresent, as

we are so short of fermenting material, but we have found
such beds most useful and economical. Sea-kale and
Khubarb may be forwarded out of doors by either of these

modes.
When early Asparagus, &c., is grown in permanent beds

and pits, with the assistance of hot water, the beds need not
be so deep, and they may be of any width up to 6 feet, so as

to be managed by two pipes for bottom heat. Glass would
be the best covering, and the same sashes would do for other

things in summer. Linings, of course, would be unnecessary,

2i feet would be quite deep enough, and half of that might
be above the sm-face level, if straw were tied on the exposed
outside wall. On the bottom we would place 2 inches of

concrete, so slojicd as to secure di-ainage ; on this two four-

inch pijies, so as to divide the space equally, and between
them, and over them for 4 inches, pack loosely with clinkers,

stones, &e., and over these 1 inch of clean jjebbled gravel,

and then the soil. Every 10 feet or so along the sides we
would have a narrow round diain-jupe of the smallest size

standing up, so that we could send ail- and moisture into

this chamber of stones at pleasiu'e, and stop the holes when
we liked, and by this means also regulate the atmospheric
heat.

To meet some other inqufries, w-e will advert to two modes
of managing Asparagus out of doors. Ffrst, in stiff clay

soils where the sui-face soil is very thin, the following plan

has answered very well. A space is marked ofi'—say, 5 feet

in width, during the winter, all the good surface soil is laid

aside in a ridge, a foot of the clay or nearly so is also taken
out and laid in a ridge, a lot of grass, prunings of hedges,

trees, &c., is placed in the trench, set fu-e to, and covered

with the clay, and when that is well shattered at least, if

not thoroughly bin-ned, it is thrown out as a ridge on the

other side, and then until the sjiring all the prunings and
rubbish are thrown into this trench, making a sort of rubbish-

heap for everything that has a little hardness in it. Then
aboutApril this is covered over with long litter and some dung,
and the two ridges with a little leaf mould mixed together,

are then thrown over the litter, making a first-rate bed for

ridge Cucumbers and Vegetable Marrows. In winter the

bed is ridged-up, the sticks .and prunings below keeping it

light and securing drainage. The Asparagus is planted
when from 1 to 2 inches in height, watered, and covered with
rich leaf mould and dung, and thus a bed or two are made
every yeai- to sujiply the place of the plants taken up for

forcing.

The other mode is more applicable wliere cii'cumstances

are more f.ivourable. Trench moderately deep in winter,

adding a fair portion of manure, loosening the subsoil and
allowing it to remain level. Mark out into two-feet ridges

m spring, sjjread the roots of the plants out on the ridges,

cover with rich light soil, and mulch and watei' when con-

venient in summer. We rather prefer these two or two-aud-
.1-half-feet ridges to beds. Plant one row on each. They
soon spread. In planting after the plants are growing, do
not let the roots get dry. From what cause we know not,

but in planting Asparagus the plantation succeeds better
when the plants are grown 2 inches or so, than when they
are not started. Some prefer sowing, but the seedlings
must be tliinued considerably, or the plants will be so close

together as to injure each other. On the whole wo prefer
sowing in nursery-beds aud then transjilanting. One-yeai'-

old seedlings are rather the best, though two or more years
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old do very well if extra care is given to them. Had a lot of

seed washed out and dried to be ready for sowing-. Some
mice are very fond of it, and so they are of Sea-kale seed

;

and fly and slugs will soon make inquiries after the seed-

leaves.

BOTTOM HEAT.

"We £ad we have little room, and, perhaps, as little oc-

casion to mention particulars in other departments, as last

week's work was so similar to this. A word or two on bottom

heat by hot water, as suggested by the above subject, and

the interesting article by "W. W.," at page 314, may be

quite as much in place, though we draw rather on our general

experience instead of the practice of the week. "W e quite

agree with "W. W.," that it is very easy to have tbe

heating-pipes too fai' from the material to be heated. When
we called at Crewe HaU, the very intelligent gardener. Mi:

Whittaker, was having- the pipes beneath his Pine-bed

elevated so that only a few inches of rough stone should

intervene between them and the plunging medium, or the

eaa;th in which the Pines were planted. In other respects

we do not agree with " W. W." Of the plans given, we
prefer A and c, and c will be most economical. In A, there

is no reason why the pipes should not be nearer the top of

the chamber. We Uke his plan d worst, not merely for

the reasons he hints at about the roots, but chiefly because

the earth round the pipes, just as it becomes dry and more
porous, will cease to be a good conductor. It will then

act much the same as dry litter, dry moss, or dry cocoa-nut

refuse round a warm pipe. It might seem out of place to

enter at length iuto this subject, and we hope that others

will meet " W. W.'s " views. We will just aUude to two
ideas, the first, instanced above, that moist heat will rise

more easily than dry heat ; a,nd secondly, confined air is a

bad conductor of the heat given off. A slight modification

of the chambers of Mr. Lane would prevent the confine-

ment of air in chamber A, and by means of a few small

open pipes between the earth and wall to be stopped at

pleasure, we could prevent stagnation of air and extreme
dryness round the pipes in c. That to us seems the best of

the four modes represented, but there is no necessity for

having the pit more than half the depth. All the brickwork

and the mass of rubble below the pipes are so much work
and expense for nothing. We would place the pipes nearer

the sides, so as to equahse the distances, fix them half an
inch above a smooth bed of concrete, fill the space between
with rough rubble, and cover with four or five inches of the

same, finisiug with small pebbles of gravel. Heat will

be absorbed in such circumstances according to the density

of the material. The stones and cUnkers are dense and
good conductors, aii- is light, and when confined and dry a
bad conductor ; make it movable and moist and it will carry

heat through every opening. Any simpler mode of doing
so than is referred to above we consider to be of importance.

We have known many cases in which by such a simple

mode failures have been made successes.—E. F.

COVENT GAEDEW MAEKET.-Jan. 2.

The market is still well supplied with vegetables ; but if ;he frost which
haa just set in continue, a frilling off may be lookifd for, more eypecially as

the less hardy kinds of vegetables are, fioin the unusual mildnesN of the
season, in a growing- state, full of juices, and consequently iLOve liable

to injury from frost. Pines are sufficient for the demand; hutoouse
Grapes may siill be hud iu good condiiion ; and Apples and Pcurs are of the

same kinds as named in previous reports, the latter growing daily UKjre

scarce, particularly the finer samples. Cobt; iu-e now bringing from 9U^. to

iOOs. per 100 lbs., and for those of very superior quality pi ices rule still

higher. Fresh importations have come in of French Saluda, Endive, uwi
Lettuce ; and some ^reen Peas troin Algeria are also to be_ haa. Cut
flowers prineipally contist of Orchids, Camellias, Ericas, Roses, Acacias,

Pelargoniums, a few Azaleas, Christmas Hoses, "Violet,-, Early Tulips,

and NurclsBUs.

FRUIT.

• s. d.

Apples J sieve 1 G t

Apricots doz.
Figs duz. e

Filberts .fe Nuts 100 ibe. 60
Grapes, Hothouse...^lb. 5

Foreign 1

MusclUS 6
Lemons 103 6
Melons.. each 3

s.

n
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Creepers to Cover a Summer-hocsb tuat is Shaded and Sur-
RODNDED WITH Trees ( W. E. 5.).—In your c;i«c there ia nothinc lo equal
Ivy, as it can be trained to any shape, and its appearance is always good.
You might try some Clematis, asC. vitalhaorC. monlanfi. or a Honeysuckle
or hardy Jasmine; but these plants would only endeiivour to reach the
boughs of the neighbouring trees, and from them push on to the light. By
planting some of the Variegated Ivy along with the green, so as to make
stripes or panels where there was space, a very good ett'ect would be pro-
duced. Yuu might, however, try a Rose or two, an evergreen Honey-
suckle, or a Cotoneaster ; but, with the exception of the last-named, we
have little hope of their succeeding well. Cotoneaster microphylla is,

however, a useful plant, and may, perhaps, work in.

Making a Hedge our of Naked Yew Trees {A Snhscrihey).~V^Q
fear it is hopeless to make a good compact hedge out of trees 12 feet high
that are naked at the bottom ; but if the trees have never been pruned at
all, it is possible that some of thp upper boughs may be bent down and
secured to their place firmly, and a tolerable face obtained with a Utile .good
management and patience. If, however, the tops have been cut into form
and the bottoms are naked for 5 or G feet, the above plan will hardly do ; and
it would be as well to remove much of the earth near the collar of the
present plants and replnce it with fresh soil, which, if possible, ought also
to be raised something like a ridge, so us to increase the quantity, and on
this plant some mere dwarf Yew trees. A careful attention to "mulching
and watering in early su nmer will enable them to start, though their pro-
gress will be slow, and it will be belter than depending on the old plants
breaking out at bottom. We are always uawilling to recommend the
destruction of a Yew hedge, otherwise it.-s removal and the replanting of
young plants in fresh soil would accomplish the formation of a nice hedge
of some 4 feet high or so m the least time, and appearance would be all in
favour of the latter mo le. Y'ew trees may be most successfully p' anted in
September, but any lime from that month till May will do. They may
also be cut almost at any time ; but it is often done in Augu.«t, as the
growth is finished then.

Starting a Vinert, &c. [A Young Giirdnier).—lo hove your Grapes
by the first week in June you must shut up your vinery and bpj^in forcing
the first week of January. Both the Vines and Peaches should be syringed
till the former burst into leaf, and the latter are opening their blooms.
Alter that you should discontinue the use of the syringe altogether, unless
red spider makes its appearance. While the Peaches arc in bloom you must
see that the atmosphere is dry till the pollen takes effect. We do not
approve of syringing Vines after they have formed leaves ; but keep up the
moisture by sprinklings of the floor, and gentle evaporation from tlia pipes
or flues, to ripen Black Hamburghs in SeptenH)er in your greenhouse
very little fire heat is necessary. The Vines should be allowed to start of
their own accord in a greenhouse temperature; and presuming that you
can clear out the plants by the end of May, and the summer be a fine one,
you need not use fire except when the Vines are in bloom, and in dull cold
weather, and as soon as the Grapes begin to change colour, when fire heat
is necessary to prevent a cold stagnant atmosuhere, which is not favourable
to the Vine in any stage of growth, but particularly when in bloom and
colouring. To enter fully into all that your questions embrace wonld require
a lengthened treatise, and we would recommend you to get a work on the
Vine. Figs require protection from severe frost, and it may be effected in
many ways by mats, or fern or straw, either of which materials will do.

Seedling Apple [T. ff. J?.).—Your seedling Apple is most excellent-
Let us know all about it, and tell us what is to be the name of it.

Wire for Espaliers (D. M. P.).-Yts, wire will suit admirably, and
look much neater than wood, and, of course, last much longer. But why
have stone pillars? Iron uprights and strainers, the same as for a wire
fence, would be much lighter in appearance, and be less in the way than
stone pillars. We should have the wires li) inches apart. There is nothing
gamed by hav;ng the shoots of the fruit trees any closer together.
_W0RK ON Collecting, &c.. Natural History Specimens ( TT'. C. C.).—
There IS no work known to us embracing the preservation of all kinds of
zoological and botaniciil specimens. Mr. Swainson's volume, in Lardner's
Cyciopa'dia includes the preserving of birds, insects, &c. The fourth
volume of Kirby and Spence's " Untomology " gives very full directions for
collecting, rcanng, and preserving specimens of insects. The paper vou
enclosed will do for drying plants, but we prefer a much thicker kind of
bibulous paper. Nothing is required for pre."erving pkns but 'o arrange
the specimens in a natural position, without one part overlapping anotber
part, to give them gentle pressure, and lo dry them quickly. The quicker
they are dried the better ate ihe colours preserved.
Na.iies op Fruits I,A Constant Subscriber. Baii:trn).—Yom Pear is the

Passe Colmar.
( r. O. II. ).-] , American fall Pippin ; 2, Toker's Incom-

parable; o, Gloria Mundi; 4, Beauty of Kent.
Names of Plants (P«ic/ope).-l, Polystichum angulare ; 3, Asplenium

adlantum nigrum ; 3, Lastrea Filix-mas.

POglTEY. BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

EEVIEW OF 1863.
The unwearied foot has again performed its joiu-ney. Days,

weeks, and months have fulfilled their appointed time, and our
yearly task is hefore us. We would begin, as is our custom,
by expressing our gratitude that we have been spared. We are
always thanlvful that our task is comparatively trifling, that no
weighty interests can euffcr by a weak advocacy at our bands,
and that our readers and contributors are all friends. We can
^ort with Bueh terms as the " Holy Alliance," wo can dilate on
the entente cordiale, and "Unhappy Poland" suggests to us
only a top-knotted fowl. Wc have nothing we can compare
to the " Congress" except the " Poultry Club," which seems to
be a sort of " Poultry Trinity House," laying down rules and
granting certificates of competency to the pilots of poultry shows.May It prosper according to its desserts. We wish well to any-

thing that can forward a favourite pursuit. There never was
time when less steeling was required. The whole pui-suit has
sailed peaceably during the year ; it has bom a halcyon time,

and when now and then a piratical craft—generally sailing from
Manchester or th r'abouts—has pounced on some good sleek

and prosperous exhibitor, cheating him of two or three valuable
pens of poultry, although we have been unable to get the birds

back, we have mostly given such publicity to ths proceedings,

and so described the ports from which the pirate hailed, that his

occupation was soon gone. If the victim has ever read " Little

Pedlington"—if he has not we advise him to do so—he will

recollect, at the soiree given by Eumniins, the antiquarian, that
Miss Enaj Sbburcs (to the initiated, Jane Scriibbs) let fall the

cup and saucer on the entrance of the stranger, and exclaimed,
"'Tis gone, 'tis lost; the fairy spell is broken!" " So are my
cup and saucer," said the indignant antiquarian, and " So are
my pens," will the victim say.

Our revicsv of the different classes will be a laudatory one.

Many have improved greatly. The least favoured have held
their own as compared with last year. Certain breeds would
appear always to be in favour, like some useful colours in dress,

as black, some shades of brotvn, and slate ; while others reign for

a time and then suffer eclipse, like mauve, magenta, cuir, iScc.

Dorkings are always looking up. They increase in size,

entries, and popularity. They contribute more than any other
breed to the amounts at the sale office. They are, more than
any others, an epitome of poultry shows. The bird that won
easily ten years ago, and was unquestionably roupy at the end
of two days, his disappeared to make room for the hardier,

handsomer, and heaver bird that now wins with difficulty.

Some breeds are intimately associated with names, and when
their support is withdrawn the classes suttlr. Spanish first

leant on Capt. il omby. They attained their apogee at the hands
of Mr. Davies ; they maintained it with 5[r. Puake, but since he
has given up they have not been so good. We look for their

revival.

The good old Cochins " keep on the even tenor of their way."
Through good and bad repute they have held their own, and
good birds make good prices. They are still favourites, and
they deserve to be so. The Bufi and "the Partridge are decidedly

better than the White.
Brahma Pootras are established, and maintain their right as

a distinct and very valuable breed. They fill good classes, and
are attractive. Our own opinion remains unchanged—they are

among the best fowls ever introduced.

Malays were never better than they are now; but their

entries hardly justify the amount given to them in a prize list.

We have been everywhere disappointed in the entries of

Creve Coeurs. There is no doubt they are a valuable import-

ation ; but the Various class must be their home until they can

show in greater numbers.
Among the Pencilled Hamburghs the (xolden are far in

advance of the Silver. The latter want the care and knowledge
of Mr. Archer. The Spangled have been very good, and the

Black a great success at Birmingham.
All tlie Polands have exhibited pens of undeniable merit

during the year. Mr. Adkins' Silvers are perfect, Jlrs. Pcttat's

Golden and Mr. Edwards' Black desjrve the same praise ; but

they are not sufficiently numerous.

It is only necessary to say of the Game that they are perfect.

Bantams are still great favourites, especially the Game. Their
numbers throw the Sebrights into the shade. All that can be
said of Ayk-sbury Ducks is, they have held their i.wn. The
year shows no progress. liouens have bcaton them in nuraliors,

and they tread on their heels in weight. The Black Ducks have
throughout the year been numerous, excellent, and attractive.

The average of Geese and Turkeys has been about the same
as former years ; but individual pens have not been so heavy as

they are sometimes. Wc ha^'e far more pleasure in chronicling

a large average than a few very heavy exceptions.

Poultrj' shows have remained popular through the year. Some
die annually, some start afrcf h, and others spring from the ashes

of their predecessors ; but it is become a pursuit. ]*oultry sales

have much increased all over the kingdom. There is every-

where a steady and good demand for average pcultiy. On one
point wc are stationary : tho quality of the poultry at country
markets ha,s increased, but the quantity is still small— not suffi-

cient for the demand in many places.

We believe some of the millions of eggs that are every year
imported might be produced at home by keeping the proper
breeds, and we anticipate good from the introduction of tho

Crive Ctcur and La FleoV* We havetc ied both, and they are
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wonderful layers of large eggs. Since the beginning of that

which -was called a mania, fowls have increased lilb., Ducks

2 lbs., Geese 4 lbs. each. If the numbers that have been con-umed

were multiplied by these figures, the result would be startling.

iVe have thus to he the historians of a year of peace, and we
hope to be the harbingers of another. We hare no disposition

to be partisans of those who like broils. We are not averse to

open our colimme to a friendly joust with blunted weapons, but

when the shield is touched with the shai-p end of the lance we
aie sorry. For these reasons year after year we congratulate

ourselves on the reflection that an address to "Our Friends"

includes all our readers. It is a satisfaction to all on our staff

to reflect that when this Journal is on the Tuesday morning-'s

breakfast table, 't has the smile and reception due to an old

friend. Its advent is looked for and wished for.

Our position in this Number is peculiar. Like birthdays, it

" comes only once a-year." Then, as now, we seem to be face

to face with our subscribers. Closing our eyes and giving the

reins to imagination, our oifice becomes filled with figures all

pressing forward to us, many well-known faces, tried friends,

but all full of kindliness, all anxious for our welfare. We thank

them for their kindness. We do not hesitate to tell them that

things have gone smoothly with us, and that our circulation

increases.

We tiy to go farther into explanation, but it involves too

much. We try to shake each and every one by the hand, but
it would take too long. We, therefore, leaning on the ex-

perience of the past, gratefully and warmly thank our friends

;

and, looking with confirmed hope to the future, -nish them
heartily, and will strive faithfully to render it,

A Happt and Peospeeous New Teab.

rREEGULAE. ADMISSION TO THE
BIRMINGHAM POULTEY SHOW, 1863.

With reference to a paragraph which appeared in our Journal
of la>t week, we are requested by the Secretary to state that,

in consequence of the reporters having to prepare for Monday's
papers, it was necessary to open the poultrj' bay for a short time
after the Judges had completed their awards, and that any
person who had paid 10s. to view the cattle-judging was at

liberty to enter, and that Captain Heaton did not enjoy any
special privilege.

Not any of the prize cards were put up on the Saturday
evening.

THE BIEMINGHAM DIFFICULTY.
Captain Heaton's explanation in j'our last paper is quite

satisfactory; and whilst it frees him from any suspicion of un-
fairness, it closes the correspondence as it regards himself.

Captain Heaton must, however, pardon me for quoting the
following words from his explanation, and dealing with them
as they regard the Birmingham Show. He says, ''I was one of
those who paid 10s. to see the cattle judged. About six o'clock

—the Judges having completed their awards—whilst I was
talking to one of the Committee, I heard him give an order to
the policeman in charge of the entrance to the poultry depart-
ment to admit all who wished to look at the fowls." What
right had any Committeeman to give an order of this kind ? If
he had the authority of the Committee generally, or a majority
of them, what right had they to give a privilege to those who
had the 10s. admission to the cattle show, when in the programme
of the meeting it is di.=!tinctly stated that this admission was not.

to apply to the poultry show ?

According to the statement made by you on the authority of
the Birmingham Committee, persons were not admitted to the
poultry bay " until some time after the Judges had given in
their awards in the Cochin classes." Is this a vagueness of
expression, or is it true that persons were admitted during the
award of the prizes to the poultry before all the awards were
finished, but after those of the Cochin classes had been given in .'

This requires an explanation.
I am sorry the communication signed "Game Cock" is

anonymous, but it is nevertheless deserving of notice. Taken
with Mr. Hindson's own statement, it must not be overlooked.
In that gentleman'^ first communication on this subject of the
last Birmingham Show he says, "I discovered from peculiar
Timrlcs, but not until after the prizes had been awarded, that the
birds in question exhibited by Mr. Williams were my own
property." The italics are my own. If the marks on the

nostrils, in all the three pons mentioned by " Game Cock," and
observed, I will say, by very many others, were by a like

accident to be found in any other pens in the Exhibition, then I

will ask. Were these the peculiar marks mentioned by Mr.

Hindsou ? If so, surely bis critical observation of these pons,

and his familiarity with the peculiar marks of his own birds,

must have struck him before he awarded the prizes.

Mr. Smith, Mr. Hindson's colleague, sends you a generous

defence of his fellow Judge, but his assertions are general and
not particular. He speaks throughout of what he believes and
not of what he knows. Mr. Smith, however, arrives at the gist

of the question as regards Mr. Hindson in these words, " Were
these fowls sent to Bu-mingham with Mr. Hindson's knowledge
or consent ? " That they were there, that they had peculiar

marks, yet that Mr. Hindson had awarded prizes to them, is

admitted by Mr. Hindson himself. It, therefore, rests with him
to show that the birds in question were not there with his know-
ledge and consent, and he must show how these peculiar murks,

by which he knew his own birds, escaped his notice until after

the awards had been given in and the prizes publicly declared.

I do not wish to doubt Mr. Hindson's word, I will not attempt

to pres-i even a suspicion of dishonesty upon him; but as I have

taken this matter out of the hands of anonj-mous accusers, I am
entitled to require an explanation.

Mr. Lythall, the Secretary to the Birmingham Cattle and
Poultry Show, tells us that Mr. J. H. Williams, in whose name
Mr. Hindson's Game fowls were exhibited, is ihe Mayor of

Welshpool. This last gentleman has not yet afforded us any
explanation. He must, therefore, accept aU the disgrace to

which he may or may not be entitled.

I shall await the answers to these remarks with some interest.

I am sorry that they are needed ; but as they are, I do not flinch

from them. I do not wish to do anything more than to secure

care and fairness both in shows and exhibitors.

—

George
Manning.

CAPTAIN HEATON'S CUP COCHINS,
MB. hindson's slip BETWIXT THE CUP AND THE LIP,

AND MS. FREDERICK HAKDY's COCK o' "WAS.

I FOEETOLD a diificulty concerning the Birmingham Show.
I said that probably you would hear from me again on the
matter. I withheld this communication that I might see

how the abuses which occurred there would be received by
others. I was not wrong in the prediction. I am, to a
certain extent, satisfied with the way in which the fulfilment

has already been attacked.

The Bu-mingham ten-shilling day has borne the fruit that
was to be expected. The golden key has been used. Con-
cessions have been made to the wishes of the few, and ad-

vantages have, of course, been taken to the prejudice of the
many. Suspicions have been aroused, and confidence shaken.
A war of words has arisen which necessarily weakens that
friendly feeling which should exist between rivals in a fair

field. One act of u-regularity and unfairness—the Birming-
ham ten-shilling day—a pandering to the wishes of a few,

has caused all the annoyance. The principle on which it

was founded was unsound and the application of it has been
necessarily mischievous.

Mr. Hindson, endorsed by Mr. Smith, shifts the charge
against himself to the shoulders of J. H. Williams, Esq., of
Spring Bank, near Welshpool. Then arises the question.

Who is this J. H. Williams, Esq. ? This is a query which
must be answered. Is he another " Josh. Goddard," or a
man of straw ? At present he keeps out of sight. This will

not do. It is only fair that a chance should be given for

setting this right. If it is not done soon by himself or the
persons most interested in his existence, some one else may
be found to do it. Who is J. H. WlUiams, Esq., of Spring
Bank, near Welshpool ? is a question which must not be put
aside.

With regard to that pitiful "cock o' wax," to use a
vulgar, but, in this case, singularly applicable expression,

Mr. Frederick Hardy, of Quan-y Gap, Bradford (who by the
way had nothing to do with the Birmingham Show), were it

not that the principle of honesty and fair dealing must be
upheld by the exposure of offenders, he would be passed
over with a sneer. I am glad my suggestion that exhibitors

should ventilate all cases of dishonesty and unfairness seems
to be well taken up. I shall never fail to contribute my
mite in the cause of honesty.
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I am, as I have said before, an exhibitor in a small way.
It is my intention to exhibit largely if I can, in the coui'se

of time. I mean to spai-e neither pains nor expense in the
production of first-rate birds, the qualities and descriptions

of which shall be above suspicion. Of course, with some of

your correspondents I shall be deten-ed from entering at

exhibitions where unfairness is practised, but I am deter-

mined to do battle for the right. Neither CouncU, nor Judges,

nor exhibitors, will smother iny determination ; and if Shows
and exhibitors ai-e not straightforward they may find that

they can be made so, or branded with a mark which all

honest men will avoid. I am willing to expend time and
trouble in the attempt. —Egojiet.

EELATI^'E ENTEIES.
DAELIKGTON SHOW.

Those who have at all examined the schedule of this Show
must have observed a peculiarity in its construction. The
entries vary according to the prizes oS'ered. This I have

on a former occasion noticed in your pages as a desirable

plan. At least, it is but fail- that where a small prize is

offered there shoi.dd be a smaller entrance fee required. I

am not at all prepared to say that the Dai-lington schedule

is perfection, it wiU bear much improvement, but chiefly in

the way of increasing the value of the prizes. Look at

the value of the prizes offered for Bantams; for a show of

the Darlington calibre, 30s. and 15s. are not of sufficient

value to induce breeders to send birds a long distance. We
find this even where larger sums are offered. Where are

the Bristol Spanish-breeders ? Mr. Eodbard exhibits one

sohtai-y pen, but Messrs. Lane and Parsley are absent. In

White Dorkings we miss well-known names. In Brahmas
I notice the absence of Messrs. Priest, Wright, &c. I do
not mean to say positively that with larger prizes this would
have been otherwise, but it is worth tlie trial; and the

entries this year at Darlington—more than 800 pens, give, I

should imagine, a liberal margin to the compilers of future

schedules.

The analysis of this Show as to relative entries, brings

out some cuiious results. In the first place, the nortli-

country breeders fancy certain breeds—to wit, Game and
Hamburghs. Both these classes enter well, especially the

former ; but I was not prepared to find that the diminutive

Bantam would be by far the most profitable to the Dar-
lington Committee. The prizes offered were piteously small,

but the eaiTiage of these pigmies is so light, that it com-
pensates for small prizes. As to certain classes where silver

cups were offered, I have in my calculations added the cup
in lieu of the prize that would have been obtained. It is

very probable that these additions, which every exhibitor,

of course, hopes he may be fortunate enough to obtain, have
influenced in the right direction the entries at this Show.

Let us turn to the figures, which are as loUows :

—

Frizes lieturni as per
ojftred. JEniries.

£ s. i. £ s. (I.

8 ... li 9
28 ... 32 la (I

20 ... 17 C

22 5 ... IS S
9 10 ... i; 13
(i ... 4 4
la 1.5 ... 12 17 II

3 ... 1 10

Order of
Merit.

Breed.
No. of

Entries.

Bantams 83

Game 140

Hamburghs J 71

Dorkings (80
Spanibh \'n

Brabmas V-^
Cotliins 01

Polish li

Plainly, then, at Darlington, the little Bantam had not
justice ; Dorkings and Hambm-ghs run very close for thh-d

place—indeed, they for all practical purposes may be con-

sidered equal ; and as much may be said for the Spanish and
Brahmas for fifth place, the latter, however, having prizes

of less value. Cochins are not so numerous as we might
have anticipated.

Taking the adult classes geueralty, the entries are scanty,

the Brahmas treading closely on the Spanish, and out-

stripping Buff Cochins, Any other variety of Cochins,

White Dorkings, Pencilled Hamburghs, and the Polish and
Laced Bantams, even when " any age " was allowed.

Although, then, the analysis of Darlington entries does
not tm-n out so good a case for the Brahma as tiie other

notes I have laid before yoxu- readers, yet it distinctly proves
that no show, arrogating to itself the title of " grand/'

ought to ignore them; yet, I have lately seen the prize

schedule of the Kendal "Grand" Sho..'. I looked In vain
for the Brahma classes. I presume the printer or some of
the officials have made a mistake.
There is one very ciu-ious point at Darlington. Although

the Show was so laige—nearly 600 pens of poultry, exclusive

of the " selling class," there was no class for Malays. This
splendid, long-estabUshed breed was absolutely unrepre-
sented !—Y. B. A. Z.

HECKJIOXDWIKE POULTRY SHOW.
The second annual Exhibition of Single Cocks took place

on December 2Gth in a large new warehouse kindly lent for

the occasion by Mr. Joshua Walker. The building is very
well adapted for the pui'pose, and was well Ughted and
warmed by means of lamps and fires placed in different

parts of the room.
The Show was a decided improvement on that of last

year, both as regai-ds the quantity and quality of the birds

exhibited, and the attendance of visitors was veiy good ; the

proceedings of the afternoon being enlivened by the excel-

lent music performed by the far-famed Heckmondwifce old

brass band.
A large number of sales were effected during the day.

We saw £o received for a Black Bantam cock, and five

guineas refused for a Japanese SUky cock, a good specimen,

to which the Judges awaj-ded the second piize.

The Game classes were well filled, and some really excel-

lent birds were shown, as the names of the different exhi-

bitors will testify. The Spanish, Hamburgh, and Brahmas
were equally meritorious, and the Bantams tirst-rate.

Game Cocks (Black-breasted Hecll. — Fir.-t, W. Whiteley, Liversedge.

Sccoriii. J. ^ T. SuQtleiland, Coley Hall, near Halilax. CJuiuniLntled, B.
Na\loi'.

(5ame (Brown Red). — First, H. C. Mason. Second, A. Hodgson, IlUng-
worth. Coiiiniended, J & T Sunderland. Coley flail.

Game (Duck\vinp:fi and Greys and li ues).— Fiist. A. Hodgson, Illing-

worth. Second, \Y. Whiteley, Liversedge. Commended, J. Alderson,

Halifax.
Gamk (White and Piles).— First, W. VVhite'ey. Liversedi;e. Second,

H. C. Masiin, Driijliligliton. Commended. S. Lnjhtowli-r, Koriliowram.
GA3IK (Black and Bras-y-winged^.— l-'irst, J. Biook, Gomersal. Second,

G. liobevtsliaw, Hartshead.
Ga.me Ba.stams (Red;.— First, Beaumont & Ineson, Heckmondwikc.

Seciiiid, W. Gretison, Dewsbuiy Monr.
Game Bantms iDuckwingj.-First, C. Lister, Mirficld. Second, Wallls

and tddroyd, Dewsbury.
Ba.vtams (Blackl.— First, T. P. Preston, Ueckmondwike. Second, S.

ScUofield, Ueckmondwike.
Bantams ( iV bite).— First, S. Scliofield, Hcckmondwike. Second, J. Brook,

Gomersal.
Spanish ( Black).— Fii-st, T. Greenwood, Dewsbury. Second, W^dlis and

Oldroyd, Dawsbury.
Poland (.\ny variety).— First, W. Giegson, Dewsbury Moor. Second,

J. V.'ilson, Dewsbury Moor.
Hambukgh (Si'ancled).—Prize, H. Hemingway, He:-kmondwjke.
Ha.mouruu (Pencilled). — First, J. Inesun, iieckmuudwikc. Second,

C. Lister. Jlirf.eld.

IlAMUURGn (Black).—Prize, C. Lister, Miriield.

Brahma Pootha.— First, C. Listar, Ahrlield. Second, J. T. Jackson,
Bolton.
Any other Disti.vct Variety.— First. C. H. Wilson, Kendal (Japanese

Silk). Second, C. Lister, Mirfield (Japanese Silk).

Mr. Wm. Marriott, of Dewsbury, and Mr. J. W. Thompson,
of Southowram, officiated as Judges.

PLUMAGE OF EXHIBITIOjN^ POULTRY
MUTILATED.

I EEC.KET to have to complain of a practice which I feai-

is being adopted by some person or persons frequenters of
poultry shows. I allude to the mutilation of the plumage
of birds sent to exhibitions.

I am induced to write in consequence of.my cockerel in

the second-prize jjen of Silver-iJenciUed Hamburghs at the
last Newport Show, being deijrived of his streamers, and
thus eft'ectuaUy prevented from being exliibited again this

season. I am also informed by a friend, that one of the
streamers of his cockerel in the Silver-pencilled Hamburgh
chicken class, at the last Islington Show, was nearly severed
in two, apparently by scissors.

If these practices ai'e allowed to continue there will soon
be an end to poultry shows, as no exhibitor who cannot
afford to send his feeder with his bhxls will expose them to
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the rist of the injury now complained of. I trust that your

giving ijublicity to this fact, may he the means of prevent-

ing a repetition of such dishonourable proceedings.

—

John
Holland, Worcester.

[We insert this as suggesting to the Committees of

poultry shows to be on the alert, but, at the same time, v/o

must express our conviction that such injuries are rarely

caused whilst the birds .are in the custody of the Committees.

The form and structure of the bastets the birds travel in,

and want of care by railway officials, are the usual sources

of injury. We have seen the sickle feathers of a Dorking
cock, projecting and broken through an opening in the canvas

which enveloped the basket the bird was journeying in.]

THE CHRISTMAS POULTEY MAEKET.
Thebe was this year the usual supply of poultry, but

hardly equal in quality to the ordinary provision for Christ-

mas. There was a good but vacillating trade, and the

railways do not appear to have had sttfficient strength to

carry on the increased trade. Tons of goods were delivered

too late for any but the fag end of the market, and the

senders will suffer in consequence. Prime goods sold readily

at large prices, but ordinary qualities met a hanging market.

It is impossible to give any quotation of Turkeys. Assuming-

all to be the same quality the heaviest are worth most ; but

one pound over nineteen is more valuable than four under

sixteen. They sold for all prices, from 6s. to ^£2 each. It

is impossible to give any detailed quotations of such a

market.

GAME FOWL PEIZES AT MA^N'CHESTEE.
I SEE from the prize list of the Manchester Poultry Show;

that one of the Judges of the Game classes was Mr.
ChaUoner, of Chesterfield. I observe also that a Mr. Chal-

loner, of Steetly Farm, WhitweU, Chesterfield, takes the
iirst prizes in Classes 82 and 86 at that Show. I hope these

gentlemen are not identical or related.—P.

[We believe that the prizetaker and the Judge alluded

to are brothers. This had better be avoided, bat we have
the assurance of a very competent and perfectly unbiassed
judge that the best birds won.

Such communications as this, others which we Ixave re-

cently published, and some we shall not publish unless
needed, are warnings to all concerned with poultry exhibi-

tions, that more than one "chiel's amang them takin
notes," and that they must not have even a thin place in

"a' theu- coats."]

FOITL BEOOD.
In every discussion it is of the titmost importance, nay,

an essential requisite, that we should not only know what
the subject really is regarding which we are to give our
opinions, but also that the terms employed to deiine its

nature or character be unambiguous and clearly understood.
This is the more necessary in regard to the question before

us, inasmuch as there is an evident want of concord betwixt
my opponents and myself as to what foul brood actually is.

Hence, if I were to argue the subject without clearly defin-

ing my position, I might in the end be accused, as I have
elsewhere been, of raising up a mere man of straw in order
to provide myself with the exquisite pleasure of knocking
him down again—in other words, my premises being con-

sidered false, my conclusions would necessarily follow as

worthless.

The primary question, then, in this controversy is—What
is foul brood ?

Foul brood I define to be brood which has become de-
composed and putrescent in the cells. It originates by the
young larvse and other embryos being in the fii-st instance
exposed to chill and neglect or other adverse extraneous
influences, whereby they become abortive and die, and ulti-

mately thi-ough the operation of natural laws, decay and
degenerate into ijutrescent, decomposed matter called foul

brood. These corrupt embryos assume a variety of appear-
ances according to age and condition. Those in the larvte

state exhibit during the first stages of decomposition a pale,

pulpy appearance, which gradually changes afeerwards into

a dai-k brown slimy matter emitting a most oflensive odour,

whilst those in the pupa; condition exhibit various appear-

ances acoordmg to age, the nearly matured embryo by reason

of its greater soUdity being least affected; and interspersed

throughout are a number of cells, which, though sealed over,

are found on examination to contain nothing but a little

dried up particle which apparently had once been an egg or

newly hatched grub.

This is my definition of foul brood, which I have pretty

fully stated in order to render it as intelligible as possible to

all. , .

Now let us see what is the definition of foul brood given

by my opponents, of whom I reckon Mr. Woodbury the chief.

"Foul brood (he says. No. 124, page 118) is, as its name im-

plies, a disease which attacks the young larvae in their

various stages of development. At first only a few die, but

as these putrefy in their cells the infection spreads,^ untd

very few bees arrive at maturity, and the stock dwindles

and ultimately perishes."

Now so far as these definitions are concerned, it does not

appear that there is much difference of opinion as to the

thing described, indeed we seem to be at one on this pomt.

The want of concord consists chiefly in the different views

assigned for its origin. In the former definition I have

assigned the origin of foul brood simply to the absence of

those conditions which Nature has provided as necessary for

the development and maturation of the embryo insect

;

whereas in the latter the origin is assigned by Mr. Wood-

bury to a disease which attacks the young lai-va3 m therr

various stages of development.

But here let me observe that it will not do for Mr.

Woodbury to interpose at the very outset of the argument

and say—" This foul brood which you describe is not the

same as I have written about. It may simulate some of the

evils and not a little of the appearance of actual foul brood,"

but it is not the "true disease"—and hint as he did at

page 343, that I have not yet had the misfortune to meet

with it in my apiary. For, if I can put into his hands a

piece of comb full of foul brood originating in the way I

have stated, and which he could not distinguish from that

which he found in his own apiary, but which he asserts to

be the result of disease, then, surely, it rests upon his

shoulders to show wherein the difference consists.

Assuming, therefore, as I am entitled to do, that we ai-e

at one as to the thing described—as to the identity of foul

brood—om- concord I admit here ceases, and we immediately

diverge into separate paths when we seek a solution of its

origin.

It would appeal-, however, that certain revelations have

recently been communicated to Mr. Woodbury from some

valued correspondent in the north, so as to shake somewhat

his former convictions on this point—revelations, "which

(as he says ) countenance the suspicion that an overwhelm-

ing quantity of chilled brood may, under exceptional cir-

cumstances, degenerate into actual foul brood, just as an

ordinary cold in the human subject may occasionally,

although rarely, be developed into malignant fever."
_
This

I take so far as a concession, notwithstanding the subjoined

caveat that it may be a " mere coincidence
;

" and I have no

doubt whatever that still fai-ther inquh-ies and renewed

personal researches on his part, will show that not only

exceptionally, but always, the like results may be traced to

like causes.

But there is one impediment to my opponents accepting

the views which I have propounded as to the origin of foul

brood, which, unless removed, I shall have little hope of

enth-ely convincing them by any process of reasoning what-

ever. This has reference to what I designated in my last

paper the subsidiary question raised in this controversy-—

viz., " Do bees remove decayed and abortive brood in all

stages from a hive in which it finds a place ?" To this

question, therefore, I shall now apply myself, for if I can

show that they do not, be the cause what it may, it matters

little, then I am hopeful that others ivill come to "see

things as I see them," and believe that foul brood is origi-

nated in the way I have stated.

On referring to one of my articles entitled " Weak and

Unhealthy Hives," No. 125, and at page 99, when pointing
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out the great evils sure to be entailed upon a hive of which
the brood-combs are allowed to get chilled and lifeless by
too long exposure to the cold air, I say, " Then is laid the

foundation of future evils, which it is scarcely possible to

overestimate. The unhatched larvae get corrupted in their

ceOs—the bees do not remove them if they can—the eggs laid

in contiguous cells are affected by coming into contact with
these cold putrid bodies, aad remain also unhatched. The
evils increase, and eventually, if these are not timely recti-

fied, the hive will become a complete wreck." Again in my
paper " An Experimental Apiary," No. 134, and at page 323,

I have repeated th^' substance of the words which I have
quoted above in italics, and to which particular exception

has been taken, when, in referring to the light manner in

which the presence of chilled or dead larvffi in a hive is

viewed by some parties, and the assertion that such are

always removed by the bees, I say " No! Decayed and abor-

tive brood in all stages are not removed by the bees, and
consequently must remain a permanent evU in whichever
hive they are unfortunately found."
Now no experienced apiarian, I should imagine, could fail

to understand the meaning and import of these words, and
accept them as true. Nevertheless, these averments are

met by Mr. Woodbury, " B. & W.," and Mr. Edwards by a
direct contradiction. That I am " mistaken with regard to

the general indisposition of bees to remove chilled, and
therefore abortive brood," in Mr. AVoodbury's paper, p. 342,
" my dictum," as he calls it, on this j)oint is classed among
many other " singularly erroneous assertions " which he
says he has refuted. Mr. Edwai'ds also meets my assertion

with a direct negative. He says in No. 137, page 380,
" Mr. Lowe charges us not to repeat that bees will carrj'

out of then- hives chilled and abortive brood. Nevertheless
I must and do repeat it." So likewise "B. & W." in

No. 136, page 3G4, meets my assertion in language of

immistakeable significance. In suggesting to me the neces-

sity of reflecting on the " eiTor of my ways," he says—" A
notable instance will be found in this very question of foul

brood. Very positively he asserts that ' decayed and abor-

tive brood in all stages are not removed by the bees.' " As
positively I assert, " from my own experience that they are
removed by bees."

Now as my views of the origin and natiu'e of foul brood
are based upon the facts contained in this question, it is of
the utmost importance to examine into it minutely, and see
how matters really stand. The question now to be con-
sidered then is, " Whether bees do remove decayed and
abortive brood in all stages from a hive in which it has
found a place ? " My assertion is that they do not, and I

will now endeavour to vindicate that statement by proofs
from my own experience and observation. This, no doubt,
is a question of experience, and I court the fallest examina-
tion.

The Eev. W. C. Ellis said, in his article on foul brood,
No. 12G, page 158, that Mr. Woodbury's experimental system
gave him a great advantage over me in discovering facts.

He will be sui'prised, perhaps, now to know that it was this

very experimental system which at fii-st unfolded to me the
evil eifects of allowing decayed and abortive brood to find a
place in any hive, and thus to discover the natm'e and origin
of what is called foul brood.

Dm'ing several years I was in the practice of preventing
as much as possible natural swarming in my apiary, by
having recourse, among other experiments, to the process of

artificialising. This practice was in a manner forced upon me
from considerations of convenience, if not of necessity, and
may be reckoned as one of the penalties imposed upon those
who, like myself, keep bees in town localities. In my etforts

to discover the best mode of accompli.;hing this object, I

was consequently led into a little experimenting. Two im-
portant facts were disclosed in these expei'iments to which
I have referred elsewhere—but both, strange to say, have
been equally unfortunate in securing in the pages of this

Journal a favom-able reception. The first and most im-
portant fact is, that foul brood is frequently introduced into

hives so operated upon unless due care and precaution be
taken to prevent it. And second, that artificial swarm-
making, unless performed in strict accordance with the
natural instincts and habits of the bee, and a due regard to

time, circumstances, and condition, the results will always bo

unsatisfactory and frequently productive of much evil. And
here, by the way, I would direct Mi-. Edwards's particular

attention to this last statement, inasmuch as I was pleased
to think that he appreciated its soundness, as he apparently
did in his remarks on "Experimental Bee Management,"
in No. 125, page 137 ; but I was disappointed afterwards

in observing, by a subsequent remark made by him on
"Forced Swarms," No. 137, page 381, that he had not after

all realised its full meaniug and significance. In my remarks
on inexperienced operators in one of my papers, I said,
" Keady or not ready he drives his swarm." With reference

to this Mr. Edwards exclaims, "Who, in the name of common
sense, wovild ever think of driving his bees ready or not
ready ? When the honey season has fairly set in, when the
population is overflowing, and drones have been reared, they
are always ready." From this it is evident that the idea

never crossed Mr. Edwards's mind that a hive though full

to overflowing with bees and manifesting all the exterior

symptoms of general readiness, may, nevertheless, not only
be unprepared to swarm naturally, iDut also unfit, and not in

a condition to be operated upon ai-tilicially ; and this latter

unfitness, not simply because it may not have any royal cells

formed or in course of formation, but because of the absence
of other essential conditions well known to the scientific

apiarian who is conversant with the mode in which the queen
conducts the 'ousiness of oviposition. Herein lies one of

the great secrets of success in artificial-swarm-making, a
want of the knowledge of which is productive of so many
failures in the hands of the novitiate.

But to return. In conducting the experiments before

referred to, aad in working out the various detaUs neoessaiy
as to driving, apportioning the number and kind of bees
requisite for each colony, and above all as to the arrange-
ment of sites, I noticed that when the old hive was removed
a short distance to a new site with a much-reduced popula-
tion, and when eveiy comb was literally filled with young
brood in all stages, and when the new swarm was placed in

the old hive's stance, that the former would fr-equently lose

a considerable number of its bees, more or less according to

circumstances, by what I would call involuntary desertion

—

that too few bees would remain, in these circumstances, to

preserve the necessary degree of heat in the hive for hatching

and maturing, and also for nursing and attending to the

immense quantity of brood in all stages in such a hive.

The consequence of all this was that portions of the brood-

combs were left uncovered and neglected by the bees, the

uncared-for tender larvce died, and not being removed by
the bees they decayed and corrupted in their cells, and thus

gave rise to those evUs which no future action on the part

of the bees was sufficient to remedy.
Now the plain questions to be put here are. What else

could we look for or expect in the case of a hive in such cir-

cumstances ? and what are these decayed and abortive

forms in all stages to turn to ?—What but decomposed and
putrescent matter, which we call foul brood ?

But why did the bees not prevent this state of matters
by immediately setting to work and extruding every chilled

larva and affected pupa ? Mr. Woodbury would answer the
question by saying that the " energies of the bees are

hereby entu'ely crushed under an overpowering mass of

chUled brood, and they sink despairingly under the incubus."

But while Mr. Woodbury replies in this way, let me recall

to his mind that according to the definition he has given of

foul brood, when the disease commences a few only of the
young larvai die at first. Now suppose (and I wish this to

be particularly noted), we are here dealing with a healthy

populous hive attacked for the first time by this so-called

disease, how happens it, let me ask, that the bees do not
themselves arrest its progress at the very outset by pulling

out from their cells every dead and diseased larva ? Why
is it, I ask ? Because if it is only when " these putrefy in

theh- cells " that the " infection spreads," why do not the

bees remove the dying and dead bi-ood before the infection

spreads, as they ai-e said to remove " decayed and abortive

brood" in other circumstances, and thus ai-rest the evil

at once? No plea can here be lu-ged that the bees are

crashed under an overwhelming quantity of dead brood.

They have here only to deal with a few, for " a few at first

only die." Then why do the bees not remove them ?

But to return to the consideration of the operations above
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referred to, wMcli gave rise often to such evil results, but

to whicli Mr. Woodbm-y would probably urge the objections

before stated. Well, by-and-by the hive in question becomes

pretty populous. The bees are numerous enough to hatch

a goodly number of the young brood, and these now spread

themselves over the combs and fill, it may be, every opening.

Do the bees now remove the decayed and abortive brood in

all stages fi-om the combs formerly neglected? No, cer-

tainly noc. But this hive might still be reckoned a weak

hive; and it is but fair that I should here state that
" B. & W." admits at page 364,, No. 136, that with respect

to weak hives, decayed and abortive brood " must remain a

permanent evil if not removed by the bee-master's hand."

This I think, however, seems irreconcilable with his former

assertion that decayed and abortive brood in all stages " are

removed by the bees," and certainly requires an explanation

;

for if it is contended that in this case bees do not remove

such by reason of the weak condition of the population, then

it follows that if those unfavourable conditions were altered,

and the weak hive were converted into a strong one, then

it is to be presumed that according to " B. & W.'s " tlieory

the decayed and abortive brood would, as a matter of course,

be speedily removed by the bees. Now is this the case ?

Let us see. Suppose I were to add to this not-very-

populous hive a whole swarm of bees, as I have done, what

now are the results as regards the decayed and abortive

brood wliieh have become putrescent in the cells ? Do the

bees remove them from the hive ? The answer must still be

the same—No. They still remain, and will continue to

remain a permanent evil in this hive, which nothing that I

know of can eradicate but a complete excision and removal

of the whole of the affected parts.

Now if experience shows, as I have again and again found

it does in such circumstances, that decayed and abortive

brood in all stages are not removed from a hive in which it

has found a place, even though that hive's population be

afterwards doubled or quadrupled, then it follows that
" B. & W.'s " admission is not only applicable to the case of

weak hives, but also to very strong ones ; and consequently

nullifies the strong disclaimer he made to my statement

that " bees do not remove decayed aad abortive brood in all

stages from the hive."

But suppose " B. & W." takes exception to these cases,

and falls back on another statement he made in that article

—viz., " But in strong hives the bees are fuUy up to the

requirements of the case, and remove all impurities as they

occur." Suppose he does this—what then ? If bees do
really remove all impurities as they occur, then I say it is

impossible that such a thing as foul brood, as understood

by "B. & W.," could find a place in a hive at all, for the

manifest reason that the very first symptoms of it would be

checked, as I have before said, by the removal of the

diseased and dead larvae by the bees as they occurred before

the infection spreads, and which only takes place, it is said,

when these become putrescent in their cells.

I wUl now give an instance of a recent case in which foul

brood has been generated in my apiary.

In a very populous octagon frame-hive I reared a young
queen which emerged from her cell on the 30th of July last.

On August 28th she stiU remained in a sterile condition,

and with the view of improving the declining strength of

this hive, I put the brood-combs of a hive which I had
broken up for another purpose into a suitable-sized top, and
placed them above the octagon. These combs were full of

brood in all stages. Though the bees were not very numer-
ous, yet considering that they had no brood of their own to

attend to, I anticipated that they would have taken posses-

sion of these immediately. I was not disappointed in this

expectation, though on examining the hive in a day or two
afterwards, I was surprised to find that the gi-eat majority

of the bees had again descended. From this it was evident

that the queen had remained below. Such a state of matters

informed me what the result would probably be. The more
matured pnpEe would most likely hatch, but I had but little

hopes of the neglected larvse. I was glad to observe, how-
ever, after examining the brood-combs about a week after-

wards, that a considerable number of young bees appeared,

while my attention was drawn to the fact that many of the

beea escaped from their cells were somewhat deformed and
imperfect. On the 11th ofSeptember I removed the top with

the intention of dislodging all the bees from it, and I now
found it, strange to say, well filled. On examining the comba
before doing so, I found fresh eggs and grubs interspersed

throughout, clearly indicating that the queen had now taken

possession and had, moreover, at last become fertile. I also

observed that the greater portion of the former brood had
become abortive in their cells. I allowed these combs,
therefore, to remain in this state as an experiment till the

25th September, when again examining them the peculiarly

disagreeable effluvium which was emitted from these but
too plainly informed me that foul brood in its worst form had
manifested itself. I drove out, therefore, all the bees and
replaced them in the hive below, the queen among the rest,

who appeared much swollen, and she had now apparently

become very prolific. On examining the combs a most
singular spectacle presented itself. Evei-y unsealed ceU was
occupied either with eggs, with fresh grubs, or with foul, the

greater portion, however, were sealed over. Of these, I

found a few containing live pupse, but the great majority

were dead. The putrescent larvae, also, were mostly sealed

over, also a number of seemingly empty cells as in most
cases of foul brood. Here, again, we are enabled to trace

like results following Hke causes—namely, chilled and
neglected larv^ degenerated into actual foul brood. I need

scarcely here repeat the question already so often put as

to the facts here elicited—^Why was this state of things not

prevented by the bees by the removal of the decayed and
abortive brood from the hive, if such be their practice ?

I will relate two other instances of foul brood originating

from chilled and neglected brood, which though not occurring

in my own apiary I was partly an eye-witness of.

In the autumn of this year I sojourned for a 'short time

with a near relative in Perthshire, whose knowledge of the

bee dates with my own—fi-om boyhood. During my residence

with him I assisted in uniting the population of a weak
hive to a young swarm of this year, domiciled in a Huber-

hive of pretty large dimensions, two leaves of which were

yet unfilled with combs. The brood of the broken-up hive

we fixed in these leaves. The Huber-hive being large and
its population not particularly numerous, we found on ex-

amination afterwards that the bees had but very sparsely

covered the combs, the outer one indeed was left nearly

neglected. They were nevertheless allowed to remain in

this position as an experiment, and what has been the

result ? Exactly simOar in character to the case last described

by me—the manifestation of foul brood. A specimen of the

combs was afterwards sent me which corresponded exactly

with that produced in my own apiary. I have had both sub-

jected to microscopical examination, to which I will after-

wards allude.

The other case also occurred in the same apiary. In

July last I sent to the gentleman above referred to one of

the most proMc queens in my possession for his use. In

his apiary stood a most powerful hive, weighing upwards of

50 lbs., full to overflowing with bees. This hive he deter-

mined to artifioialise, and accordingly drove an enormous

swarm from it along with the old queen. The young swarm
he removed to the distance of about a mile and a half, and
to the bees retained in the old hive he introduced the queen

I had sent him. In consequence of the large capacity of

the domicile, and the enormous quantity of sealed and

other brood, he discovered that he should have retained a

larger number of bees than are necessary in ordinary cir-

cumstances; and though this was rectified a day or two

afterwards by a fresh accession of bees, yet, as will be seen

from what follows, that accession was too late to prevent

the evil influences of chill and neglect. He writes to

me with reference to this operation :
—" I find on looting

narrowly into the glass hive which I had driven this season

there is a mass of foul brood in the centre comb. Now
though a strong hive, it has not been attempted to clear it

out."—J. LowB.
(To be continued.)

BEE-EEEPING IK THE OLDEN STYLE.

It is now several months since I ventured into print in

your impartial Journal, and felt proud of the honour of

being thought worthy to be a contributor. I had a desire
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to put on record my hiunble ideas on tlie subject of bee-

keeping, and cannot say I was muchi surprised that my
boraely statements did not meet with approbation from

scientific apiarians, who look down upon plain people having-

the old-fashioned notion that the use of bees is to gather

honey. It is true that in our cottage stvavi liive they often

work the combs rams' -horn fashion; but we care little to

pull these about to see whether they are sta-aight or crooked,

so long as they are well filled with the needful in season.

Notwithstanding the censures passed on me as an enemy to

improvement by one correspondent, and the fears lest I

should have no honey by another, I am happy to assure

them both that they are ^vrong, for my harvest was good,

and my prospects for the future are encouraging.

I must give my peace-loving wife credit for the gentle

Mnts she threw out that I would get myself into trouble,

for, said she, "Those experimental gentlemen are never

particular about calling one another ugly names, and think

one side of an ai'gument is aU that should be heard."

" Moreover," she continued, " what if we should spend more

money and time, and be rewarded by nothing better than a

sight of those queer-looking microscopic tadpoles lately

exhibited, I suppose as a warning, in The Journal of Hob-
TicnLTUEB?" Further, I was told to remember that the

difference between two shillings and two guineas for a hive

left a balance of two sovereigns—needful for new frocks and

boots for the baii-ns at Christmas.

Keally there seems to us plain folks to be a kind of con-

nection betiveen science, as intermeddling is called, and

stinting combs, the more suspicious when, as we are informed

in your pages, the great German model apiarian loses hun-

dreds of hives by disease, and the contagion seems to be

spreading in our own country amongst his followers. Let

us hope it wiU not extend north of the Thames, where we

are not indisposed to such inexpensive methods as conduce

to the health of the bees, and increased store of honey to

their owners.

—

An Old-fashioned Bee-keepee, Finchley.

their way to some 7»'ew trees in a cultivated condition. In

the latter case the love of mischief, doubtless, induces them
to eat more than they would do if they had access to it con-

tinually, and the consequent fatal result.

I am, however, not sorry to see the subject introduced to

your pages, as the matter is fai' from being well understood,

even amongst practical men ; for I have heard it aifirmed

that the yew is only poisonous when its boughs have been

partaken of after being cut and pai-tly withered. This I

hardly agi'ee with, but I should like to hear all sides of the

question, both as to the yew and rhododentb-on, the latter

being as dangerous as the former.

—

A Hill-side Man.

YEW POISONOUS TO DEEE.
We have had much correspondence lately on the question

whether yew be injurious to cattle or not. I consider it my
duty to state the following fact:—An old yew tree was
blown down in my garden; misled by Nicoll's statament

in his " Planter's Kalendai-," I had its branches thrown

into my deer park immediately after being cut from the

tree. The next day seven does were found dead.—N.

[We have now two unimpeachable witnesses that yew is

poisonous to deer. We shall be greatly obliged by com-
munications stating fi'oin actual observation the results to

animals from browsing on this tree.]

CATTLE AMONGST YEW TREES.
If your correspondent " P.," at page 491, has not had his

views confirmed by others having experience in like manner
to himself, I beg leave to say, that on the bare hdly districts

of Kent, where herbage of all kinds is very scant, sheep and
cattle, more especially the former, have unlimited access to

the yew and juniper, which the chalky liill is often dotted

over with, and they do not appear to take any harm, wliUe

there is evident token of both having been nibbled at.

On fu'st being made acquainted with this, I confess feeling

surprise, but the facts of the case led me to reflect on the
different conditions the animals are sometimes jilaced in.

Nature, ever kind and attentive to the wants of all her
creatures, never sends a poison without its antidote, and it

is quite possible the scanty picking the sheep and cattle

obtain on these bare pastures, contains some antidote to the

ill effects of the yew, or, which amounts to the same, the
acquired taste the animals possess by living on such herbage,
may induce them to reject any more of the yew than is

useful to them ; or, perhaps, the term instinct may be
applied to their knowledge of discerning good and evil. Be
this as it may, certainly cattle and sheep gi-aze amongst
yew trees without harm in such situations, while, on the
other hand, I have known lamentable cases of pioisoning,

when cattle grazing on richer pastui'os accidentally found

WINSFOED POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
This annual Show was held in the spacious Market Hall

on Friday, the 18th ult., and some beautiful specimens of

each class were exhibited in both poultry and Pigeons.

The following is the list of awai'ds :

—

SPAtTlsii.— First and Second, W. AVooHcy, Bunburr, CheHhire. Third,

R. Iliilse, Over. Highly Commended, G. Dean, Over. Conimenilcd, J. Uil>-

son, over.
Cochin.Chika.— First, G. AVilliamson, Kantwich. Second, J. Dodd,

BlinshuU Vernon. Highly Commended. J. Sheen, Tilston.

DoKKiNGS (Grey)— Prize, W. K. Court, Newton M^nor. HighlyCom-
mentiefl, — Wall ice, I^'ewtou.

DoiLKiNG (While).— Prize, — rlatt, Darnhalc.
Hambukgh (Gold or Silver-spangled).—First and Third, T. Dale, Mid-

dlewieh. Second, J. Sliecn, Tilslon.

HAMBunon (Gold or Silver-pencilled). — Prize, T. Dale, Middlowich.
Highly Commended, G. Williamson, Nantwicli.

I'ot'akd.— First, T. Sproson, .vluldlewich. Second, — Piatt, Damhale.
Ba>'Tajis (Game).—Prize, — Groucote, Wim-lord.
Eaktajis (Any variety}.—Prize, T. Butler, Jliddlewicli.

Bantam Cocks.—first, T. Butler, Middlewich. Second, W. Griffiths,

Nantwieb.
Gamf, 1 Black -breasted Fved).— Prize, A. Heath, Winsford. Chickens.—

First, W. Hodkins'in. Second, J. Willet, Nantwich. Third, J. Iloilinsliead,

jun. tourth, — Piatt, Ijarnhale. Highly Commended, Mrs. Perrin, Oak-
lands, Wharboronyh.
Gamj; (Any colour).—Prize, A. Heath, Winsford. Cluckens,—Prize,

J. Crimes.
Any VARir.TY NOT before Named.—First, J. Forster, Hartford. Second,

llrs. Cootc, Nonhwich.
Game Cock (Any colour).—First. G. Beavan, Marton, Second. C. Hope,

Nantwich. Tliird, T. .lohnson, Winslord. Commended, A. Phillips, Wins-
ford; E. Warburton, Winsford.
Game Cockerel (.^ny colour).— First, J. Willet, Nantwich. Second,
— Piatt, Damhale. Thud, J. L^-mb, Winsford.
Cockerel (Any breed).—First, T. Groucote, Winsford. Second, — Flatt,

Darnhale.
DvCK (Aylesbury).—Prize, — Piatt, Darnhale.
Ducks (Any breed).— Prize, S. F. Hicnett, Ouston.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.-First, Second, Third, and Highly Commended, W. Woolley,

Bunbury.
Tumblers (Any variety).— Prize, T. Barrett, Winsford.
DRAG0NS.~First and Stcond, W. Woolley, Bunbury. Third, S. .4sthury,

Over. Fourth, J. W. Wilding, Nantwich,
Owl s.— First, J. Hoole, Crewe. Second and Third, J. W. Wilding-,

Nanlwich. Fourth, J. Withensliaw, Nantwich.
TuKBiTS.— First, J. Hoole, Crewe. Second, J. Withenshaw, Nantwich.
Jacoelns.—Prize, W. B. Lea, Sproston.
Fantails.—First, E. Bur«ton, Over. Second, C. B. Davies, Eirdswioli

H.ill.

Babbs.—Prize, J. Hoole, Crewe.
Any variety.— First and Second, J. J. Sumner, Lea Green.

OUE LETTER BOX.
Supervision of Pon.TiiT at tiik Birmingham Show.—Mr. J, Douglas

informs lis tUut Mr. l'o'.vkc never was steward and bailiff to the Uon. W.
Vernon. The error is not ours ; but it does not dimini^h the credit due to
Mr. Fottkc for the groit care he had bestoweil upon the poultry.
Ch.vwge op CoLOt'R IS Moulting [Country Poult rtf-Fancier).—It is

not uuconimou for a Sputiish cock to turn partially white ; nor need it cause
uiuch wonder, as the chickens arc ]iied when hatched. We do not advise
you to breed from !im if you have another. If you have not, w<* think you
run little ri^U in usinj^ him. We Iiave had Ihem throw many white tealhers,
and moult quite bluck. again,

l-'ATTF-NiNO I'ouLTiiv {Subscriber in Connnught).—If you wish to make
your fowls very fat while younp, it can only b'e done by sl.uttlni? them up.
The coop ehould he made entirely of bars, allowing merely room for the
b.rds to stand up, none for exercise, hut just enough to move from front to
b.ick. There is a drn-wiu-; of such a coop in the new eilition of Baily's
" Book on Fowls," and full instruction for feeding. The best food is ground
oata.

Bantams at Darlington {A Constant Subscriber).—V{e cannot under-
take to siiy more thnn our reportor wrote, and wo have published—"The
Uantams were mostly.'* Of course, those which took the prizes may be
considered the best.

JvuGiKo AT Birmingham {77". iJrifcAO.—Wo ditfer so much from tho
opinions you express, and considering' that the declbioiis of the Jiid^fa wore
not only lor the far greater part perfectly *;atiBfnctory at Birnitngliam. but
that no set of Jud:;;cH should be thus aBsailcd, wu must decltne publishing
your communication.
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fruit intermixed with the flowers, which stand well up above
the foliage, offer a natural and Tery graceful appearance.
A few pots of this kind in fruit placed amongst flowering
plants in the conservatory will give a spring-like perfume,
and add much to the enjoyment of visitors to that structure.
The kind grown here was kindly sent some years ago to my
employer by the Duchess of St. Alban's, and is much prized
both as a good cropper and interesting vaa-iety.—J. Perkins,
Thomhttin, Suffolk.

THE DESIRABLE VAEIETIES OF GEAPES.
As a supplement to what has recently been advanced on

the question of Grape-growing in answer to several corre-
spondents, I have thought that a few remarks regarding the
most desii-able varieties of Grapes for planting might be
useful and interesting to the inexperienced who may be
about to plant Vines in this coming spring. In doing as is

proposed I have no intention of attempting to mystify my
readers with a long array of names, nor to deal with Grapes
of questionable meiit, but I will confine myself to those only
which may safely come within the province of the amateur
and others who may be o^vners of one or at most two Vines.
Of late years there has been such an unprecedented amount

of interest manifested in the different varieties of Grapes,
and such a scrutinising and sifting of them, as has never
been the case in the memory of the present generation of
gardeners, and many new varieties have been raised from
seed and otherwise introduced, giving rise to an amount of
criticism and controversy which neither the raisers nor any-
body else could have possibly looked forward to. The un-
deserving and worthless varieties will soon be consigned to
that position which they deserve, and nothing that has been
said in their favour can save them from a true verdict. The
good varieties, on the other hand, will creep into extensive
growth without any exaggerated recommendations. As an
instance of the rapidity with which a Grape of desirable
qualities comes into extensive cultivation, the Lady Downes'
is a very strilving one. TiU about six years ago it was a
Grape comparatively little known, and in that short time it

has worked its way and holds its place in almost every col-

lection, however limited.

In what are known as the old vai-ieties. a first place among
Blacks must be assigned to the Black Hambm-gh. Taking-
it altogether, and as an everybody's Grape, there is nothing
yet that can approach, far less supersede it, more particularly
as an amateur's Grape. It is of vigorous growth, a free
fruiter, and the most free of all in setting, and is large in
both bunch and berry. When presented at table it is very
handsome, fine in flavour, and more jjalatable to some epi-
cures than even the Muscat, on account of its being more
juicy and vinous. For a supply the whole year round, if put
in competition against any one variety, it is probably the
best. It can be forced to produce ripe fruit in January, and
late crops of it wQl hang till far on in Febi-uary. It is,

moreover, a Grape which can be ripened in England in the
orchard-house without fire heat, and it will bear the heat of
the tropics. As a Vine for fruiting in pots it is not sur-
passed, if equalled. All these points considered, the ama-
teur should always plant half his vinery or greenhouse
vinery with the good old Hamburgh. 'There are several
forms of it, aU are good. We have found the Champion
Hamburgh inferior in flavour, though very showy. The MiU
Hill variety is undoubtedly the best keeper after being ripe,

and, though not so large in b\uich, makes very large berries.
Doubtless a few of the more recently-introduced varieties

of Black Grapes are worthy of cultivation, but it is no dis-
paragement to theu- character to say that in point of general
usefulness they rank only second to the Black Hambiu-gh.
The Muscat Hamburgh is unquestionably a Grape of supe-
rior flavour, and when so well grown as it has been at Castle
Keimedy and Dalkeith Park, it is a very showy Grape. But
whatever position it may yet take, the uncertainty that has
hitherto attached to it has not been suiHciently dispelled to
make it of such importance to gardeners or amateur's with
one or two vineries as to warrant their planting more
than one Vine of it. Barbarossa has nothing but size to
recommend it. Certainly it hangs well, but in this latter
r^uality it is surpassed by Lady Downes', which is larger in

beny, more certain in colouring, and superior in flavour;

and berry and flavour in a Grape give a worth to it which
no other qualities, without these two, can make up for. Lady
Downes' is a vigorous grower, and ranks amongst the most
free fruiters. It is not so free a setter as the Hamburghs, but
sufficiently safe in this respect, with ordinary care, to make
sure of a crop. In bunch and berry it is all that could be
wished in both size and appearance, and it is one of the
best, if not the very best, of all known Grapes for keeping
after it is ripe : therefore, wherever a long season of Grapes
is required from one or two vineries. Lady Downes' should be
planted. But wherever Grapes are not wished for any later
than the end of the year, or even on through January, there
is no Black Grape without Muscat flavour that can up to
that time touch the Black Hamburgh for flavour, although
there is less difficulty in keeping Lady Downes' with the least

possible loss from damp than is attached to the Hamburgh.
A great desideratum among Grapes is a late-keeping variety
with a flavom- superior to any of the late Blacks yet in

cultivation. We have almost every other point that could
be desfred—such as size of bunch and ben-y ; but both the
Barbarossa and Lady Downes' are coarse as compared with
what could be desfred after finishing the different varieties

of Hamburghs. The same objection applies to the Alicante,
and the extra heat which it requfres does not bring it within
the range of the amateur with one cool vineiy.

The Black Hamburgh is what we recommend to be the
most extensively planted by those for whom these remarks
are intended. And where a long succession is requii'ed from
the same house, a Vine or two of Lady Downes' we consider
the most desfrable of the late Blacks.
Turning to White Grapes, and looking among those which

are suitable for a cool vinery, there is the old Chasselas
Musque, a very fruitful and early Grape of the most exquisite

flavour, which forces well, and ripens before the Black Ham-
bui'gh. It has, however, one drawback—namely, its tendency
to crack just as it takes its ripening swelling. 'This, however,
can be overcome by having the roots confined to the inside

of the house, and keeping the border di-y. This fault

can also be counteracted by cutting the stalk of the bunch
half thi'ough when it begins to take the last swelling.

This is just one of those Grapes which make one halt be-
tween recommending and not recommending a Vine to be
planted. In a cool vinery there is no White Grape that
can be ripened with anything like so good a flavour ; but,

on the other hand, the tendency to crack when its roots are

in an outside border and not under control is against it.

The safest course will probably be to say to those who can
have it with its roots inside. Plant a Vine of it, it is so well

worthy of a trial. The Early Saumur Muscat I believe to

be an excellent White Grape for a cool house, although I

cannot speak from experience. Mr. HUl, of Keele Hall, who
is no doubtful authority, recommends it as a good early

Grape, and for planting in outside borders it may take the
place of Chasselas Musque. Buckland Sweetwater is a new
variety of sterling merit for cool vineries. It is lai'ge in

bunch and berry, moderate in flavour, but fuUy better than
the old Sweetwater. Eoyal Muscadine is a Grape that we
are very partial to for cool work. It is a remarkably free

ft'uiter, moderate in bunch and berry, and hangs better than
any of the Sweetwaters after being ripe; and when just at

the shrivelling point is very rich in flavom-. In ordinai-y

cases, the Eai-ly Saumm- Muscat, Buckland Sweetwater, and
Koyal Muscadine are the best for cool houses ; and where
the Chasselas Musque can have its roots under control it

should not be omitted.
For a late White there is no Grape likely to succeed

so well as Calabrian Raisin. It ripens well with Black
Hamburghs and Lady Downes', is a very free fruiter, very
large in bunch, and medium in berry. In flavour it is equal,

if not superior, to Trebbiano, which latter requii-es Muscat
heat to ripen it. One Vine of Calabrian Kaisin should
be planted to match Lady Downes' as a AVhito for late-

hanging. We understand thei-e is something very line in

the hands of one of the large London fii-ms, as a White
Lady Downes' in point of hanging, but much larger in berry,

and better in flavoiu-, of a golden colour, and that will

ripen iu a cool house. Then there is the splendid Muscat
Champion, which was raised by Mr. Melville, Dalmeny Pai-k,

which, it is to be hoped, will ripen at any rate in the
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•warmest comer of the cool vinery ; and from its parentage

there is every reason to think that it wUl so ripen. The
Canon Hall, one of its parents, does well in Hamburgh tem-
perature with its roots inside ; and the other parent being

Champion Hamburgh, there is nothing in its parentage

that could hinder it from ripening along with Hamburghs.
In flavour, bunch, and berry it is a noble Grape, and any
little dinginess attaching to its colour may well be passed

over with such good qualities to make up for it. Among
the other new ones also raised north of the Tweed, there is

the Duchess of Buocleuch, a cross between Muscat of Alex-

andria and Chasselas Musque. What good qualities would
be too much to hope for from such a parentage, both of

Muscat flavour? This is a variety which fruits with

wonderful freedom, always showing three bunches, and
sometimes foxir to a shoot, a free setter, never cracks, and is

of the richest Muscat flavour. It took the prize offered

specially for flavour at the great Kelso Show against all

comers, Muscat and Chasselas Musque included. It ripens

from a month to six weeks earlier than the Muscat, and it

is to be hoped it will do well in a cool house. This will be
proved, no doubt, before it is let out. It is to be hoped that

Scotland will have reason to be proud of these two coming
Grapes.
To enumerate the Vines that are most suitable for cool

vineries, and that are at present available, we would recom-
mend where there is room for twelve Vines—six Black
Hambiu'ghs, two Lady Downes', one Calabrian Raisin, one
Buckland Sweetwater, one Royal Muscadine, one Early
Saumur Muscat. With the exception of Lady Downes',
these are all adapted for early forcing where such is desired.

While speaking of eai-ly forcing, it may prove interesting

and encouraging to relate what has been done by an
amateur close by here in the way of early-forced Grapes.
A few years ago he put up a small place with the view of

growing Melons, and succeeding so well with them, he
swelled his little place into a good-sized vinery, made a very
ordinary border, and heated the inside part of it by a flue,

which he carried thi'ough from the boUer under the path,

and from the flue ran drains under the border, which gave a
good supply of bottom heat. The atmosphere was heated
by hot water. The Vines he planted were Black Ham-
burghs principally, and a few Chasselas Musque. Since
1858 I had the pleasure of frequently looking in upon these
Vines, and in 1859 the crop was ripe early in April. In 1860
they were fit for sale in February, and realised high prices,

and, I believe, graced the tables of the Tuileries and Buck-
ingham Palace. The next crop was ripened in December of
the same year, 1860, and another crop was quite ripe in

October, 1861. Now this was not eflected by any premature
breaking of the Vines, but was accomplished on the ordinary
system, and with the regular routine of pruning and forcing.

The last crop referred to was the best of the four. The
house was 36 feet long, with 15 feet of a rafter. In this

space there were 380 bunches, some of which, as near^s I

could judge, would weigh about 2 lbs., and, taking the
average, they would weigh 1 lb. each, some more and some
less. This was accomplished by an amateur who never had
the care of Vines before, and these he planted, pruned,
thinned, and fired with his own hands. Such an example of
success may be considered an encouragement to beginners
to persevere, and proves that by close attention and obser-
vation much can be accomplished in the way of Grape-
growing by any one who can afford the time.
In the case of those who may have a warm as well as

a cool vinery, it may be safely affirmed that, taking all

points into consideration, there is no White Grape equal to
the Muscat of Alexandi-ia; and after growing a good many of
its varieties in the same house, I unhesitatingly recommend
those varieties known as the Bowood and Tynninghame
Muscats as the most desirable. These two set much better
than the old Muscat, and are larger in berry, and quite
equal to it in flavour. True, some affirm that these three
are identical. Here, however, the Tynninghame Muscat
from the Tynninghame stock, and the Bowood from the
Bowood stock, are not only quite distinct ft'om each other,
but also quite distinct ft'om the old Muscat when grown in
the same house and soil. So distinct are the two sorts from
the old Muscat, that any one on entering the house can
pick them out. The Tynninghame and Bowood Muscats are

very much alike when ripe ; but in some of their stages they

are very distinct, and all who have watched them here side

by side are well aware of this. This, however, does not

matter much. They are Doth excellent, and far less pre-

carious in the hands of beginners than the old Muscat,

which variety has been largely sold for Bowood Muscat at

least, and hence the reason why some say that the two are

not distinct. Every berry of the Bowood and Tynninghame
sets like a Hamburgh. In a moderate temperature they

make compact bunches and very large berries, and seldom
fail to colour exceedingly well j and, therefore, as a White
Grape for a hot vinery, these two Muscats we consider the

most desirable.

For Blacks there are Burchardt's Prince and Alicante,

both excellent Grapes for hanging to match the Muscats for

a Black dish. Where a large bunch is es>teemed, a Vine of

Barbarossa might be planted. Trebbiano has been omitted

among the Whites because it is not now presumed that

Grapes are required to hang after February, and till then
no Grape has a chance with Muscats ; and if size of bunch
should be a fancy with some, why then plant the Syrian at

once. It is a monstrous bunoher, and when well ripened

superior to Trebbiano in flavour; but it requires extra-

ordinary heat to ripen and colour it, and without this its

flavour is not good. For late Grapes requiring heat, a good
arrangement is to plant six Muscats, two Btirchardt's

Prince, two Alicantes, and presuming that a fancy exists

for large bunches, one Syrian, and one Barbarossa.
D. Thomson.

CULTIVATION OF FEENS.
CONSTEUCTION OF A HABDT FERNEET.

(Contiivued from page 12.)

The arrangement of a fernery differs from that of a flower

garden, inasmuch as in the latter order and neatness ought
to prevail, and the outline of beds and borders should be
clearly marked and defined. In a fernery, however, we
naturally look for a certain amount of irregularity and a

pleasant air of negligence, combined mth a tasteful dispo-

sition of the parts. Looking at Ferns generally, we find

that some are admired for the symmetry of the fr-onds taken

individually, others for the elegance of the plants them-
selves, others again for the dense masses of foliage they

exhibit when growing thickly together, while not a few unite

these points of attraction. For instance : the Lady Fern
(Athyrium Frhx-foemuia) makes a splendid mass when grown
thickly, and a most elegant plant when young, while each

fi-ond is in itself a most gracefril object. Polystichum an-

gulare, lobatum, and aouleatum are beautiful both in the

frond and in the plant, although they do not mass well ; pro-

bably this is the character of by far the larger portion of

hardy Ferns, and this circumstance should have its fttU

weight in determining their arrangement, those which are

adapted for the purpose being permitted to run together

into compact masses, the rest being only allowed sufficient

room to be distinctly observed.

Although in arrangement a fernery differs widely in many
points from a flower garden, still I do not think that a
fernery need be, or, indeed, ought to be, devoid of flowering

plants. Where Ferns grow naturally on shady banks, &c.,

we find many wild flowers growing with them, so that when
cultivated in the gai-den it adds to instead of detracting

from the character of a fernery to intermix various herba-

ceous, trailing, or alpine plants and hardy bulbs, especially

such as flower eai-ly in the spring before the Ferns send up
their new fr-onds ; and as this does not generally take place

before May, some bright masses of Snowdrops, SeiUas, Ane-
mones, &o., enliven the appearance of a fernery in the spring,

and I have had these doing remarkably well in a fernery.

In constructing a fernery the chief point is, I believe, to

give it sufficient area. In most instances where I have known
Ferns fail to do well it has been found that the ferneries

have been cramped into very limited spaces. The endea-

vour being to compensate in height what was wanted in

breadth, stones and burrs are built up nearly and sometimes

quite perpendicular, the smallest possible niches being left

here and there into which the Ferns are squeezed, and in

which they starve and die. However tliis rustic fancy work
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may answer to the designation of rockery or grotto work it

will never be a fernery, since it seldom happens that any
Terns thriva there. What is mainly wanted is length and
breadth, height I consider of but secondary importance.
Certainly Tai'ious pieces of rustic workmanship may some-
times be advantageously introduced—as the imitation of a
mined tower, mountain peak, or rustic ai-ches, projecting or
lofty cHli's, sxipposing any such imitations may be introduced
without being at variance with good taste. These may be
connected witli but cannot form part of a fernery. The
same may be said of au out-door aquarium, which, in my
opinion, forms a most useful adjunct to a fernery, and would
be in keeping with it. Such adjuncts, however, may be dis-

pensed with, and the fernery may consist of a number of
beds at various elevations—some may be sunk below the
ground level, although it would be better to have the greater
part above it ; but much will depend on the nature of the
sod and situation. In many cases where the soil is light
and the situation is exposed, it would be as well, both for

the sake of moisture and shelter, to have the Fern-beds
below or on the ground level. If it is desired to ha,ve rocks
and ruins of any considerable height, and these are covered
vvith Ivy, thej' wOl foim a very effective background, or
become a good addition ; but they should not be attempted
unless sufficient space is given. However interesting any
such fancy work may ax^pear when crowded into an out-of-
the-way corner, which may be considered useless for anything
better, it is worth while to remember that it will not
stand the test of good judgment. Let it be observed that a
small fernery may be constructed in any shady corner where
flowering jjlants would not succeed. If neatly done it may
be in every way consistent with good taste and judgment.
WhatI should object to is to endeavour to crowd imitations of
rains or natui'al scenery into insirfficient spaces ; and as few
suburban gardens can command a suitable site or position
for such, it would be as weU to confine au artificial rockery
or ferneiy to its true character, which may be apparent and
yet be in keeping mth good gai-dening, and, more than that,
with good taste.

Merely constructing a rockery or rootery in which to
grow Ferns is a very simple matter, especially where the
space is very iunited. A mass of good loamy soil to which a
goodly proportion of peat or leaf mould has been added is

put into the desired form ; the stones, roots, or buiTS are
fii-mly bedded into it in such positions as the taste or skill

of the designer may dictate, leaving proper spaces in which
to plant the Ferns, not the small niches formed by two or
thi'ee stones or blocks of wood meeting at angles with each
other, but good open spaces in which the Ferns will find
room to develope themselves. In arranging the Ferns it is

generally advisable to plant those which make large com-
pact masses in tiie most elevated and exposed parts, the
smaUer-growing sorts in the most sheltered spot, and such
as Osmunda regalis, Onoclea sensibdis, and Struthiopteris
germanica in the dampest position. This last should have
the collar standing up considerably above the sod. In other
respects I consider that the operator ought to di'aw upon
his own judgment; for I do not think that any rides can be
laid dovra for the v/ork, so much depending upon the aspect
or whatever may be in connection with it, let it be buUdings
or trees. Those who undertake work of this description
and do not take into accoimt such matters are entu-ely un-
fitted for its execution. If a pool of water is contiguous to
the spot it may be advantageously worked in \7ith tlie rest,

and may be used to grow hardy aquatic plants, or marsh
plants may be planted round it, and if well managed it will
make a great addition to the place. V/here a small rdl of
water can be taken advantage of, in addition to the pool, it

will afford facilities for making a musical waterfall or foun-
tain on which the taste of the owner may be exercised. I

have known instances in whicli tliis taste has exliibited itself

in causing a stream of water to gush out of a shell over
stones, flints, bui-rs, or broken pieces of sculpture placed
promiscuously together, showing, in my opinion, a want of
anything like sound judgment in aiTanging such an adjunct
to a fernery.

Where it is designed to make a fernery on a larger scale,
the situation and its sun-oundings being suitable, the fu'st

thing is to form a plan: if a model so much the better,
since it is of as much importance to know the various eleva-

tions as it is to understand the gi'ound plan. Having weU
conned the matter over, procure sufficient soil of a good
loamy nature, and if to this were added a thud of peat or
leaf mould it would be better ; but if either of these should
be scai'ce, a small quantity may be mixed with the surface

where it will come into immediate contact with the roots
of the Ferns, ox', at least, of such of them as do better
in a mixtui'e of the above materifJs than without it. I make
this observation because I have often planted some sorts in
nothing but a stiff loamy sod, and they have grown vigor-

ously; and as I have had them growing equally well in
light sod, I consider that sod is only a secondary considera-

tion with most of the stronger-growing Ferns. The next
proceeding should be to jirocure a quantity of stones, burrs,

or scoria, the refuse from the ii'on and glass works. In my
opinion nothing comes in better than rough gnarled roots
and blocks of ancient trees. I have myself used rough logs
of willow, and found that moss gxows fi-ecly on them, be-
sides a peculiar sort of fungus of a tough leather}- nature,

something of the form of various kinds of seaweed, and which,
in my opinion, is far from unsightly. Whatever material
is used the plan of operation must in some measm-e be in-

fluenced by it ; where sandstone or any kind of stratified

I'ock is used, it should be an-anged in the manner in which
it is foimd in a natural state ; while if bun-s or scoria become
tlie material they have to be formed into UTegular masses
after the manner of unstratified rocks. Eoots and logs maj-
be laid more formally together, for the only instance in which
a natiu'al accumulation of these can be conceived is where
they have been washed together by the stream or flood, and
it will scarcely be advisable to attempt to form a counter-
pai't of what appearance they might present. I have seen
more than one ferneiy in which roots and logs have been
fi'eely used, and the Ferns have thriven admu'ably, but the
area has been extensive and pilanted rather lai'gely with
American shiiibs and couii'erous trees. Some of these grew
most admirably, particulaily several Deodai-s, which seemed
to like their elevated site. In such a spot any one might
spend hours most agreeably, admii'ing at intervals laxge

patches of Ceterach officinarum, Allosorus crisjius, Poly-
podium dryopteris, or phegopteris, or a fine plant of the
Kegal Fern—anon a group of wdd plants, as Woodroof,
Enchanter's Nightshade, or Fumitory—here a coUeetion of

Saxifrages, there masses of such dwai-f plants as Campanula
pumda, blue Arabis, or scai'let and yeUow Helianthus ; and
it would be but necessary to lift the eyes to see and admire
the fine specimens of Conifers, masses of Ehododendi'ons, &.c.

The arrangement or planting of a fernery must be a matter
of judgment, and beyond taking a few useful hints the ope-

rator had better depend uijon his own good sense rather
than be guided by others. As a matter of com-se, where
American shrubs and plants, such as Khododendi'ons, Azaleas,

Ledums, Heaths, Knlmias, &c., ai-e used, it will be necessary
to plant them in peat. Coniferous and other trees will

require good sound loam. Ferns generally do well in loam,
but most of them do better if they have a httle peat or

leaf mould ; and many of those of very dwarf habit are

improved by having a little broken sandstone incorporated
with the above. Most kinds may be planted level with the
collar- or crown of the plant. Some few may be planted
so that the collar stands a little above the soU, but not so

much as to prevent them throwing out new roots, which
they mostly do fi'om the crown, while deep planting should
be avoided. Elevating them above the soil applies chiefly

to Ferns whicli ai'e planted in moist places, as the Royal
Fern, the Crested Fern, and the Ostrich Fern. Some re-

commend ijlanting smaller sorts, as Asplcnium fontanum,
A. trichomanes, A. vuidis, and others that ought to grow
in rather dry situations in like manner; but I think it ad-

visable to make a little mound of soil for each, as that would
keep them up, and at the same tuuc induce them to thi'ow

out fresh roots, which some sorts ai'e very toi'dy in doing.

It is only in favourable situations that some of the so-called

hai-dy Ferns can lie made to do weU unless some kind of
shelter is afforded them. The best way of doing this is to

cover with bell-glasses from October till May. Adiantum
capillus-Vencris, Asplenium fontanum, A. ruta-muraria, Al-

losorus crispuK. Asplcnium mariniuu, Cystopteris iragUis,

C. mojitana, ii\id a few others, ought to be so i^rotected

durini/ the wiuter.

li,
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The best time for making and planting a fernery is in

September, as then the Ferns are likely to root into the

soil and prepare to start freely in the following season. If

they make roots the same season and no fronds they will

grow strong, but if they make fronds as well they become
weakened ; so that it is as well not to plant till towards the

end of the month. Where any of the strong-growing kinds

can be planted in large masses planting may be done at

any period of the year, taking care to water freely if the

weather prove dry. With regard to watering, I consider

it a matter of the first importance to a fernery; for to

maintain that fresh and verdant appearance which Ferns

ought to exhibit it is necessary to nave a copious supply

of water, which can be abundantly applied in dry weather.

If a cistern were elevated to a considerable height, and the

water conducted to different parts of the fernery through
pipes, so that a stiong jet could be used when and where
it is desii-ed, the operation of watering would be both easy

and agreeable. The next best plan is, I consider, to have
a good garden engine. If watering is done with watering-

pots the labour will be considerable ; for it should be known
that Ferns make a great deal of roots, and absorb moisture

very freely and rapidly; and if the supply is not maintained,

the effect is seen, first in the drooping- of the foliage, then

in the spotted rusted appearance they acquire, and also in

the abundance of thrips that attack them. But in applying

water overhead it often happens, from the nature of the

soU or the sloping position, that sufficient moisture does not

reach the roots, so that the plants derive no real benefit

from it. To remedy this it is a good plan to sink ten-inch

pots into the soil in convenient places; these pots, being
inverted and filled occasionally with water, will keep the

roots moist as they ought to be.—F. Chitty.

EOSE CATALOGUES FOE 1S63-64.

Thebe are few things that more strikingly illustrate the
progress of floriculture and the taste for its pursuit than
the elaborate and well-got-up catalogues annually issued by
the great nursery firms. Many of them are not merely
trade lists, but display a great amount of scientific arrange-
ment and knowledge and a considerable degree of literary

merit, leaving little information to be desired upon the
specific subjects on which they treat.

In this i^aper, however, I purpose merely to notice those
relating to the Eose, and to point out such of them as in

my humble opinion present the most distinctive features of

interest and information. I shaU take them in the order
they came to hand, beginning with the catalogue of Messrs.
Wood & Son, Maresfield, which is usually the pioneer of

Bose-information for the season, being published in Septem-
ber, and immediately distributed to customers and others.

One important feature in this list is that the number of the
nursery tally is prefixed to the description of each variety.
Others are that the best kinds for exhibition or for pillars

are indicated ; and this season the Messrs. Wood have added,
for the use of amateurs, the letter T to such as are best
suited for cultivation in the neighbourhood of towns. It
may here be remarked that to all the catalogues noticed
there are valuable introductory observations, and cultural
directions afiixed to every section.
As might be expected from so accomplished a proficient

in Eose lore, Mr. W. Paul's catalogue is a valuable and
interesting work. He has adopted an improved system of
classification by the introduction of a section characterised
as Bourbon Perpetuals, and another for the kinds partaking
of the characteristics of Gloire de Eosemene. The collec-

tion is extensive and rich in the best old varieties as well
as the latest introductions, including Mr. W. Paul's own
seedlings, which are likely to take a high place among the
favourites of the day. Here also are found pointed out
those sorts most suitable for specimens, pillars, pot-culti-
vation, and for gi'owing in town localities.

Mr. J. Cranston has a most excellent catalogue, printed
in a fine type. The Hybrid Perpetuals are divided into
two sections according to merit, as also are the Bourbons.
The collection is very numerous, the descriptions copious
and accurate, leaving nothing to be desired on that point;
and the names of the raisers are specified, in which it is

alone, and recent introductions are marked as not proved
where they have not been grown and bloomed under Mr.
Cranston's own observation. The kinds, however, adapted
for suburban cultivation are not indicated, v/hich is a pity,

Mr. Cranston's list of such in his own capital little work on
Rose-culture not being brought up to the knowledge of
the day.

Messrs. Fraser's (Lea Bridge Eoad), list of Eoses is in-

cluded in the general catalogue, though of sufficient extent
and importance to form of itself a separate list. This ar-

rangement, however, affoi-ds amateurs an opportu.nity of

becoming acquainted with other objects of interest as well

as with the Eose. For instance : There is a choice collection

of Phloxes, with a new introductory ai'ticle upon their cul-

tivation, and a list of orchard-house trees, besides copious
selections of the best subjects for garden, stove, and green-
house decoration. The Messrs. Praser have improved their
Eose list this year by indicating certain beautiful kinds
likely to succeed in the vicinity of towns. The selection,

consists only of the best, and space is so valuable near the
metropoUs that only the most choice varieties are grown
in these grounds. Such, however, are cultivated in large
numbers ; and from the fine soil, joined with every apijliance

that skill and entei-prise can command, none but superior
plants are sent out.

Few other improvements, perhaps, could be suggested
upon the various featxu'es displayed in these catalogues,
unless an accomplished rosarian like Mr. William Paul or
Mr. Elvers were to divide the list of varieties really worth
cultivating into sections, placing at the head of each the
parent or type of the group, furnishing by that means a key
to peculiarities and characteristics which would indicate
adaptability to special circumstances and conditions. It

would require, however, an M.A. in Fiose-learning to do this.

Few amateurs could command sufficiently remote experience
or a wide-enough field for observation to execute the task
exliaustively.

With the assistance given by these valuable works, what
amateur with a few yards of garden at his disposal ought
to be deterred from becoming a rosarian ? There is a
further encouragement for all who desire to become culti-

vators or to replenish their stocks—viz., that a considerable
reduction in the prices of most kinds has taken place this

season.—W. D. Prick, Homerton.

THE SEASON!" IK DEYO]S'SHIEE.
The following were in blossom in the open ground of my

garden at Marychm-ch, Devon, on. Nev/ Tear's day, 1864:—
Laurustinus Viilcriana rubra
Kalvia Grahami Oxalis floribunda

fQlgens Tus^ilago fragran-s

Violet Gazania splordt-na
Kcseda UUeola Jaaiiiinuiu nudiflorum

(tdorata Act-nlh us mollis
Lobelia erinus Alyssum saxatile
rrimrose, yellow white

double lilac Verheua Defiance
hose-in-hoBe Aubrietia deltuidea

Polyanthus Eecallonia .macrantha
(ieniiana acaulis Hei^aliea (double pinlt)

I'entstemon Pampas Gtat-s

Coronilla emeriis Stalice macroc^phala
Helleborus viiidis , Spii tea filipenaula
Fudir^iacorallma ' Papaver braeteaiurii

clegans CEnothera lonsifolia
another variety Lamarckiaiia

Rote Gloire oc Dijon .'Snowdrop (in bud)
'i

G(?aiit des Batailles Veronica Andersoni
otber varieties Anchusa itdlica

Campanula rotundifolia (?) Berberis Darwinii
jtyramidalis titoetc, double Intermediate
peisieifolia Corchorus j ipunicus

Vinca major Lmaria cymba.aria
"Wallflowers (several varieties) Hydrangea fi>llis variegatis
Scarlet Geraniums (many) Godelia rubieimda
Double Daisy Corydalis lutca
Sedam cocruleum Iberis (purple)
Cbrjsantbemutn, Pompoues (several Strawberry May Queen

varieties) Carolina (?>

PotentiUa (sp. yellow) Ijlaclc Prince.

^P. H. GOSSE.

EOTAL HOKTICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITIONS IN 1864.
—It is proijosed to have a Hyacinth Show on the 9th of

March ; a Camellia Show on the SOtli of March ; an Azalea
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and Early Rose Show on the 20th of April ; the first Cheat
Shmi) on the 1st and 2nd of June ; a G-reai Rose Show on the
29th and 30th of June ; a second Great Shoiu on the 6th and
7th of July ; a Strawberry fete on the 13th of July ; an Inter-

national Fruit and Vegetable Show during the third week of

October. The following extra prizes are also offered :—By
the Duke of Buccleuch, the President, a prize of iE25 for

the best collection of twelve fine-foliaged and flowering
plants in equal proportions, the Council giving ^15 among
the unsuccessful competitors. By Mr. Bateman, a gold
challenge medal, or, at the option of the winner, its value,

^20, in money, for the largest number of marks obtained
for Orchids durmg two consecutive years at the Floral Com-
mittee meetings. By Lady Dorothy Ne\'ill, iilO for Sar-
racenias and other Pitcher-plants. By Sir 0. Wentworth
Dilke, three prizes for dinner-table decorations, consisting

of natural flowers, fruit, and foliage. By J. J. Blandy, Esq.,

a prize of ,£10 for Strawberries. By W. Wilson Saunders,
Esq., £13 for Tea-scented and Noisette Eoses, and for

hanging-baskets. By J. W. Kelk, Esq., £o for an Azalea,
and £o for a Eose, grown in a small-enough pot for dinner-
table decoration. By the Society, one silver and two bronze
medals for the three best collections of wDd plants from
each sepai'ate county in the United Kingdom. Also three
gold medals for the three best collections of the sepai-ate

county collections ; and further, a gold medal to every exhi-

bitor of a new species of plant growing wild in the United
Kingdom. An exliibition of ancient and modern bouquet-
holders is to take place on July 13th, at which the Society
will award a gold, a silver, and a bronze medal for the most
eifective and artistic bouquet-holder made since June 1861.

For the various conditions imder which the above prizes are
to be competed for, we must refer intending exhibitors to
the Society's schedule. A show of Messrs. Waterer and
Godfrey's gorgeous American plants wUl commence on a
day hereafter to be fixed, in the end of May or in June; and
it is to be hoped that it will be more securely protected
fi'om weather than the last.

HARDINESS OP GEEENHOUSE PLANTS.
HEDTCHIUJI GAKDNEEIANUM—VEKONICA SPECIOSA.

It may not be uninteresting to note, that two plants of
the Hedychium Gardnerianum, each of which stood out the
whole of last winter in this cold damp situation without
any shelter, made during the last summer some strong and
vigorous growths, and continued to grow the whole of the
summer, pushing up fresh shoots in succession, and giving
ample proof that no injury had befallen them. They were,
however, cut down to the ground by the first frost of last
autumn; but the roots, or crowns, are perfectly firm and
sound. We shall, therefore, give them a similar trial during
the present winter to see if they wOl stand a stiD more
severe frost.

The test of the past summer shows liow much better these
plants, even when at rest, are able to withstand cold and damp
combined, than cold alone. The Hedychium should at all

times when in its season of activity be treated as a semi-
aquatic, though even thus it is only with excessive heat
that you can obtaui fi-om it massive garlands of flowers. It
flowers moderately, however, upon the latest shoots of a
summer's growth, when kept fully exposed to the sun, with
abundance of air, and the roots cramped for want of space.
At times, also, the lateral shoots of a season's growth will
flower if the plant be turned out in a sunny situation in a
conservatory, though both gTowth and flower in this case
also give a very faint idea of the real size and beauty these
flowers attain.

Veronica speeiosa is a plant which is now generally dis-
carded, at least so far as our greenhouses are concerned. It
does exceedingly well when planted out of doors against a
wall in a sheltered situation, with occasional protection in
very severe weather. Wherever it does succeed in such
situations, it certainly is not to be surpassed, I think, by
any other plant in use for this pui-pose. Whether its many
beautiful and by no means common colom-ed spikes, or the
decided and constant green of its foliage be considered, it
is really a beautiful wall plant. We have against a wall in
a not very favourable situation as regards waa-mth or full

sun, a plant of this Veronica about 5 feet high and 4 wide.
It has stood there about two years, and has been from long
before midsummer until late in autumn beautifully in flower.

At this late season of the year, or even in ordinary
seasons it would be useful, as being the best of all plants
or flowers to assist in enlivening a vase or bouquet of Chry-
santhemums—say, an admixture of Aimee Ferricre, Julie
Lagravcre, Jardin des Plantes, and Hermine, with a truss of
Scarlet Geranium for the centre, the Veronica being used as
an edging, and the whole edged again with Pteris tremula
and Adiantum formosum, the best of aU Adiantums to stand.
I say by all means try this plant in a sheltered comer. It
is one of the most lively of our teUing-foliaged plants, and
the combinationof its flowers is beautiful.—WilliamEablbt.

METEOEOLOGICAL NOTES ON THE YEAE 1863,

A5D ITS EFFECT ON CEBTAIN PLANTS IN THE PAST
AUTUMN.

Month.
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of August. June was dull, cold, and wet ; and the absence
of sunshine in that month retarded vegetation, so that

instead of having what is called an early season, of which
there was every prcm'se from the advance made by the

Ist of April, the hay and corn hai-vest was not earlier, but,

perhaps, later than usuil. Fruit, however, especially Apples
and Pears, ripened sooner than usual, and the consequence
is they have kept badly.

The mildness of the autumn has not been without showing
some of its effects on the vegetable kingdom. Many tender
plants which are usually cut off by the middle or end of

October are stiU in a flourishing state. Even Geraniums,
where a little sheltered, look tolerably well, while Verbenas
and Calceolarias seem in more robust health than at any
period of the growing season. The mildness of the weather
has, however, not been without its evils, as some plants from
temperate climates have never yet ceased growing ; and the
probability of winter overtaking them leads one to expect
that they will receive a check more hurtful now than it

would have been in October. On the other hand, there

never was a more favourable time for transplanting ever-

greens and performing all kinds of out-door work. In
the kitchen garden, all the Cabbage and Green tribe have
made much progress, which has also been the case with
Tui-nips, Celery, Lettuce, and other vegetables. In the
slirubbery, however, premature advancement has placed some
of the choicest evergi'eeus in a perilous condition. A few
remai'ks taken casually on some of the species at this place
will, perhaps, interest the reader.

Tucca.—Few plants, even amongst the tropical inhabit-
ants of the stove, present a more noble appearance than this

when in flower. Its own rigid uniform outline is well re-

presented by the huge spikes of flower it sends up when it

is in a healthy and vigorous state, and the season favour-
ah\e for its doing so ; but, like some other plants from dis-

tant latitudes, it has not yet attempted to flower at any of
the stated periods native and kindred species of plants
have been accustomed to do ; but sometimes it has the ill

luck to burst into a flower-spike just on the eve of severe
weather, and the result is, the flower is nipped in the bud and
is useless. Such has been the case in the past autumn ; in a
border of plants of the various species of Y. gloriosa, aloi-
folia, recurva, &c., about twenty spikes in the various stages
ofunexpanded bloom may be now seen at the present season.
This is much to be regretted, as many of the spikes must
be abortive; and even if the mUd weather continue they
ivUl not grow to the same height and expand as they would
have done in summer, and the same heads do not flower
ajgain for two or three years. The flowering of Yuccas in a
capricious way is in some instances an advantage rather than
otherwise, as there is more succession; but the probability
is, that there will be few to flower in early summer, as so
many have done so now. If we had been visited with some
severe frosts in October and wintry weather since, it is

likely most, if not all, of those which have since that time
run into flower would not have done so till spring, and spikes
10 feet high and upwards would have been the result; now
they wOl be killed, or be at best only indifferent objects.

Ceanothus aauveiui.—In very fine summers this beautiful
shi'ub, trained against a terrace wall, flowers twice ; in 1859
both times abundantly. Since then it has only occasionally
presented us with a few of its lovely racemes of a beautiful
blue

; and during the past autumn sucoessional flowers have
expanded, and at the present time, the 30th of December,
as good flowers as at any part of the season may be had.
There are, however, only a few expanded, but the plant is
fast swelling its bloom-buds into the condition of bursting,
and unless checked speedily it will advance too far to endure
any severe weather that may foUow. As a plant to cover a
wall I know of none better than this, especially in favoured
situations, for I am not certain that it will endure every-
where. The winter of 1860-61 proved fatal to many plants
in different pai-ts of England, while here it was scarcely
injured, although C. papiUosus was killed, and some plants
of C. divarioatus or deutatus suffered also.

Veronica.— Fine autumns are invariably favourable to
plants of the New Zealand species flowering well, and, there-
fore, it need not be wondered at that its flowers are abun-
dant at the present time ; in fact, so long as the thermo-
meter does not sink lower than 27°, and the plant occupies

a sheltered position, it is likely that it will flower all the

winter.

Berberis Darwinii.—This is not generally in so advanced a

condition as it is this season, as some fuUy expanded blossoms

are on a plant against a wall. As a fit accompaniment to

the Ceanothus above alluded to, this plant deserves a place

eveiywhere, for, apart from the myriads of orange-coloured

blooms with which it presents us eai-ly in spring, the foliage

is at all times beautiful, and the habit of the plant all that

can be desfred.

Cassia corymbosa.—Tvro plants of this growing against a

wall are in full bloom, and one in a more exposed place was

in bloom also until some frosts in the early part of the month
injured it. This plant, however, is more tender than any I

have named—in fact, it may be said to bear no more frost

than a Scarlet Geranium ; but if protected fi-om frost its

foliage as well as its flowers present as handsome an ap-

pearance as anything weU can have. Last winter is the only

one I have ever known a plant endure out of doors, and mild

as it was, those we had suffered as much as the Scarlet

Geraniums did under the same circumstances.

Passijlm-a cteriifea.—Flowers of this pretty creeper con-

tinue to be supplied, and the plant is almost as interesting

as at any other season by the great numbers of flower-buds

with which it is studded over. Its hardiness, however, is

well known, and its free-flowering habit is, perhaps, better

exemplified out of doors than when imder shelter. Every

season, however, does not furnish us with expanded blossoms

at Christmas from an out-door unprotected plant, which has

been the case this year.

Heaths.—Early in summer some small Heaths that were

not wanted, being, in fact, superfluous stock, were planted

in a bed of leaf mould in which Indian Azaleas, Japan Lilies,

and some other things were grown. Not being attended to

immediately afterwards, many of them succumbed to the

dry weather that followed ; but of those which survived,

were two or three plants of E. hyemails which have flowered

beautifully, or rather they are now in full flower. One of

the beds where they are gTown has an edging of _E. carnea,

which is also rapidly coming into flower—in fact, it is partly

out now ; but it is not so early as the popular greenhouse

sort mentioned above. E. Wilmoreana is more backward.

Some plants of both kinds planted in the open spaces of a

bed of peat in which Khododendrons are grown have not

done so well, but this is, no doubt, owing to the bed being

previously occupied and partly shaded.

CoroniUa glauca.—Oi late years I have not planted this

out much, but some time ago I noticed a plant growing

in a cottage garden which was densely covered with bloom.

I should think where plants ai-e favourably placed they must

have flowered well the past autumn. This plant is more

hardy than many are aware of, for although it may occasion-

ally be kOled down to the ground, it sends up suckers aU

around, becoming, as it were, a weed on dry stony soUs.

Jasminum nudiftorum.—This creeper, which flowers every

autumn under ordinary cu-cumstauces,is only remarkable this

season for being more profuse than before, and at the present

time it forms a highly ornamental object in some positions.

Clianthus puniceus.—lt would be diflicult to conceive any-

thing more really beautifrU than was a plant of this during

the past spring. Growing against a south wall, but fuUy

exposed, its front was an almost entii-e mass of coral-coloured

blossoms. The summer's growth having also been favour-

able, the plant is now covered with innumerable flower-

buds hanging ft-om the shoots like an extraordinarily heavy

crop of Currants in the same condition, only much larger;

every shoot is laden with these embryo flowers, and some of
,

them in the interior of the plant are fuUy expanded, the

red claw-shaped blooms contrasting well with the profuse

and healthy delicate gTcen fohage, which in point of form is

also beautiful, being pinnated. Those who have only met

tvith this plant gi-owing under glass, rarely see it_m such

vigorous health as it enjoys out of doors, its liability to be

attacked with red spider rendering the foliage a sickly

yellow and impairing its beauty very much; while outside it

is all but entirely exempt from this, and in many cases is

entu-ely so. So gi-eat a liking has the red spider for the

foliage of this plant, that I can even find traces of it now

on the oldest leaves of a plant about 10 feet high, which is

out of doors. Some younger ones are exempt, but all are
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thickly clothed with flower-buds, which are quite as far ad-
vanced as I wish to see them. The plant, I need hardly say,

requires protection in severe weather, its hardiness being
about the same as that of some of the Acacias, certainly not
more so ; and as its growth is prolonged later in the season
it is more susceptible of injury from cold.

Gamja dliptica.—There is nothing particular in this plant
being in full flower now—in fact, its long, beautiful droop-
ing catkins only e:;pand and show themselves more to ad-
vantage in mild than in severe i\"inters, for the most severe
one does not prevent their being produced. With us blooms
of this fine evergreen are much less plentiful this season
than last : this, however, maybe owing to some injudicious
pruning.

Chimonantlms fragrans.—This, too, is a plant that flowers
almost in spite of the weather, thoirgh the bloom is then
neither so abundant nor so fragrant ; but its ordinary season
of flowering being in -winter, there is no particular interest
attached to it beyond the flowers being more fragrant than
in colder weather.

Roses.—Many of the Hybrid Perpetuals have continued to
furnish buds up to the jiresent time, while some of the Tea
and China section against walls may bo said to be almost
in full flower, or rather have been so, for they have in a
gi'eat measure been cut for decorative purposes. It is rare
indeed, that such a quantity of Eoses can be obtained at
Christmas as the present year Las favoured us with, for with
the exception of the Moss and GaUiea, most of the other
sections contributed specimen flowers of more or less merit,
and some that would have been regarded respectable-looking
even in June, made their appearance in December. What
will the poet and novelist say to this ?

Rhododendron.—The occasional flowering of some of the
varieties of Rhododendrons in autumn is not by any means
an unusual occurrence ; and I only mention it here to cor-

lect an error made elsewhere—that it is rare to see an
expanded bloom on this plant at the present season. This
place is not by any means suited to the Rhododendron;
nevertheless, a month or more ago I noticed one or more
Hooms on the point of expanding on some plants in a very
exposed position.

frimroses.—I believe that flowers of the wild one might
have been gathered every month of the past year. I cer-
tainly saw some plants in a half-cultivated condition that
were in flower in August, and have bloomed eontinuously
since. The wild plants in the woods and hedgerows are also
in flower in manj' places, and the gai-den vaiieties have been
flowering some time also ; but as this is not at all remark-
able it is only mentioned here in consequence of others re-
porting it as a singular occurrence.

In recording the above, the reader whose taste is search-
ing after things extraordinary will feel disappointed, as I

confess we have no Gooseberries fit to gather, Apple trees
in bloom, nor any of the other marvellous things I have
a-ead of as being seen elsewhere. A mild autumn simply
continues the growth of all annual and other plants as have
not a decided period of rest, and even amongst the latter,

long-continued mild weather induces a partial advancement
of the buds, but nothing to the extent we hear of as taking
place in some cases where, perhaps, the dealers in the mar-
vellous are glad of an opportunity to create a sensation.
Some few days ago I read in a newspaper of a Thorn tree
being in full blossom in the open air. I confess having
seldom seen any expanded blooms on this tree before the
1st of May, and sometimes not even then. I certainly
have known Mushrooms to be gathered at Christmas, but
of late years they do not seem to have been so ijlentifal as
they used to be. In the best of the season this district is

by no means a favoured one for them, and I do not hear- of
their having been found anywhei'e very late in the autujnn.
It would be imgi'ateful to allow the memory of the past year
to fade away without recording its merits, which certainly
have neither been few nor unimportant. A very favourable
spring was followed by a growing period in June, and this was
succeeded by fine weather for the hay and com harvest, and
subsequently as fine an autumn as any nurseryman or those
having extensive plantations of shrubs to make could wish
for. Let, therefore, due honour be paid to the memory of
1863, for, taking him in all his parts, " we may not look
upon his like again." J. Eobson.

EOOTS AiS'D LEAITilS.

(Continued from page 8.)

Transplantation in its third sense—that is, haring for

its object the mere removal of the subject, is understood by
all, but I must not pass it over without a few remarks.
Sfiu'serymen and gardeners practise it almost daily, but
more especially in the spring and autumn. The nm-sery-
man transplants most of his plants annually, and he does
this to keep the roots near the stem to increase the number
of mouths and fibres, and thus make his stock stiff and

! sturdy and insure their sale removal witii a bunch of roots,

and so make sm-e of their rooting on replanting. Great
i praise is due to our nurserymen for the pains they take to

j

transjilant their stock ; but I would wish them to ti-ansplant
' their large trees a little oftener. I have occasionally had
j

trees 10 feet and even 20 feet high sent from a fii-st-class

I
nursery, with less fibre at the root than the same trees had

i
when but 4 feet in lieight. On making complaint, I have
been told that such large trees are only kept to oblige par-

ticular parties, and that it would not do to keep ti'ansplanting

large trees, for they aa'e not in general request. Any person
wanting large trees will find it to his interest to intimate his

want to the nurseryman a year beforehand, when the latter

j

would dig round the trees and so promote the emission of

I

fibres, and insm-e removal with a better root in the following

j
autumn. Such trees would be a trifle higher in price, but
who would begrudge that when there was a greater certaintj'

I

of their groiring ?

All trees are best removed with a ball, but deciduous
trees can be moved readily without a ball, providing they are
not stubbed up. Trees cannot have too many fibres preserved

}

at the time of transplantation, though it is not necessary to
retain the extremities of these. The more roots left the
greater is the absorbing power. Roots absorb moisture in

proportion to the surface exposed : therefore, the more root a
tree has the better will the head be kept fi-om shrivelling in

c, dry spring, for it is certain that deciduous trees lose all or
greater part of then- spongioles in transplantation, and have
to rely on the moisture absorbed by the roots and young
wood for the moisture that sustains vitality from the time of
transplantation to the emission of spongioles. Deep plant-

1
ing is inimical to the formation of new roots, consequently
shallow planting is preferable.

In addition to the customary wateiing of newly planted
trees, in spring and early summer a sprinkling of the head
is preferable to too much watering at the root. It materially

assists the swelling of the buds and the formation of leaves,

on the presence of which the protrusion of roots in a great

measui'e depends. Such trees as have stems covered with

j

bark of many years' growth cannot, however, derive much
benefit from sprinkling the head with water ; but if the stem

1 be covered with moss and kept moist it vastly promotes the
formation of roots and the development of the head, besides
accelerating the flow and descent of the sap. I have shifted

standard Eoses as late as the beginning of May, and by
wrapping' a hayband rovmd all the available stem, moistening
it morning and evening, have not had a faUiU'C, though the
foliage was in many cases far advanced in growth, but that
did not prevent their flowering and doing well. The foliage,

I may add, was syringed morning and evening, and a shading
of tiffany employed during bright sun. I well remember
the time when I had this " wrinkle " put in my head. I was
but a lad scarcelj' in the teens when mj' mistress placed a
Standard of Marengo Eose in the gardener's hands. It was

I 7 feet high, and liad a head more than 2 feet in diameter,

I

with new foliage 3 inches in length, and, worse than that, it

j

had the char.itteristic root of the Dog Eose bad enough for

I

anything. Extra care was taken in planting and watering,

but despite all eftbrts the Stan.lard of Marengo appeared
destmed to live in memory only. One day, however, I es-

pied the coachman bandaging a sprained horse leg with a
wet bandage. "Why?" incpm-ed I. " To cool and strengthen
it," was the answer. Just the thing for our Eose tree,

thought I. Well, the gai-dener favom-ed the young idea; we
covered the stem with moss, and tied matting losely round
to keep the moss in its place. Water was poured on this

ligament twice daily, and shortly afterwards the stem shot
forth a branch of its kind, and the head began to flomish.

In removing large deciduous trees when only a small root
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can be preserved, it is a good practice to reduce the size of

the head in proportion to the reduction of the roots.
^
The

old and useless ramifications mil suggest the application of

the pruning-hook, but few tliint that the straight and long-

jointed parts are less tenacious of life than the crooked and
twiggy. The parts that have been fed slowly are more
likely to stand di'ought than those formed rapidly.

Puddling trees at the time of planting serves no purpose

beyond producing a soddened soil for roots to form in.

Mulching the surface round the stem is a far better practice,

providing it be done aiter a thorough soaking with water.

Trees of all kinds when of large size, should be prepared
for removal by digging round them in the previous autumn.
About half the diameter of the head is the proper distance

from the stem at which to open a trench, and all the roots

having been cut the trench should be filled in again. This

process encourages the fibres near the stem, and furthers

the emission of fibres where the roots were cut. Evergreen
trees and shrubs should be removed with a certain amount
of baU in all instances, especially such as have fibrous roots

as Ehododendrons, &c. ; and the whole tribe of Couiferte

ought to be transi^lanted with baUs fully one-third of the

diameter of the head, and as deep as the roots themselves
determine.
A little fine earth put under, around, and on the roots at

the time of planting, materially facilitates the emission of

roots, and a top-dressing of manure increases the vigour of

the trees after root-action has commenced. Manure, how-
ever, is said to poison some coniferous trees. Too much is

no doubt injurious to any plant, but used in moderation and
in accordance with the constitvition of the individual, I am
persuaded that it is highly beneficial. High feeding the
roots of plants causes extreme luxuriance, renders the parts

more susceptible of injury from wet, dryness, cold, and heat,

and consequently more liable to prevailing diseases than
when living in a less rich medium. Poor soil is equally pro-

ductive of disease, and then insects make their attacks and
suck out the juices. The business of the cultivator is to in-

crease or diminish growth by the exercise of his discrimina-

tion. He would never think of giving an extra supply of

food to a plant that did well without such assistance, nor
would he deprive a plant of nourishment because it was
weak. Manure may kOl a plant in one locality, whereas it

would invigorate the same species in another spot. It is the
judgment and experience of the cultivator that ought to

guide him in augmenting or diminishing the supply of food
necessai-y to secure the weU-being of the plants under his

care. Eich soil or manure placed on or around the roots at
the time of transplantation is detrimental to the formation
of roots, but a soil moderately rich nourishes the plant and
encourages the formation of fibres. Bedewing the head of

evergreen trees serves to keep the parts fresh, and furnishes
at once that which has been evaporated during the day ; the
wateiiug of the head should, therefore, be done in the even-
ing and early in the morning.

Evergreens must, as already stated, be removed with a
ball, for the head of an evergreen is more or less dependant
on the roots at all periods of the year for its nutriment

:

consequently, a ball having- a quantity of undisturbed fibres

is more likely to keep the head fresh, on which depends the
formation of new roots.

Deciduous trees are best shifted in the autumn, and fruit

trees are none the worse for being lifted whilst they have a
few leaves upon them ,- but the leaves should be falling off

pretty generally before any attempt at removing or lifting-

takes place. Evergreen trees and shrubs are best trans-
planted early in autumn, for the demands on the roots are
then less than in spring, and the leaves have an opportunity
of collecting more moisture from the atmosphere at that
time than in the dry spring and summer months. Besides,
there is the probability of the newly planted trees forming
new roots if the autumn prove mild and showery, and this
enables the plants to withstand the changes of a fickle

climate. The difference between autumn and sin-ing plant-
ing rests on a free use of the watering-pot. Plants moved
in autumn require nothing beyond a good watering at the
time of planting, whilst those planted in spring require an
almost daily application of water.
Some people have a notion that all a tree wants on trans-

,
plantation is the digging out of a hole and filling it in again.

The soil, however, should be loosened around the hole so
that the roots can run freely into it, and the head should be
well staked to prevent its moving to and fro with the wind.
Pu-mly treading the soil secures this as much as anything,
but in some cases staking is absolutely necessary. A hay-
band or some such material should be placed between the
stake and the tree, and the rope should be prevented from
chafing the bark of the tree. Some people also have a bar-
barous system of cutting the roots of trees at the time of
planting. Bruised parts may be removed with advantage,
but the wholesale reduction of the roots of a tree serves no
good purpose, but robs it of a quantity of root-forming
surface, destroys its absoibing power, and limits (for it is

certain that it cannot further) the piroduction of roots.

Eeduction of the head is a far better practice, and even
advisable where free growth is desu-able. We frequently
cut back wall trees to a few eyes, but if we left them their
fuU length we know that the tree would become stunted,
and make no growth beyond forming spurs, which is un-
desirable, as we want growth so as to cover the allotted

space m a short time. This I can very well comprehend,
bnt how any one can think that cutting- off the roots can
conduce to the weUbeing of a plant I cannot understand.
It is easy to make out why nurserymen strive to keep the
root small or near the stem, but not so easy to tell why a
root considerably reduced by lifting can be improved by
being reduced stiU more by the pruning-knife. It may do
to check vigour, promote the protrusion of fibres, and thus
increase fertility, but as for insuring success in transplanta-
tion I do not believe in the proceeding.

Having discussed the subject of roots at such length, I
must for the present defer saying anything about leaves,

but I hoije ere long to offer some remarks on their combined
action.

—

Geokge Abbey.
(To he continued.)

PEACHES FNDEE GLASS v. PEACHES ON
OPEN WALLS.

NoTHiNa has surprised me so much in reading- the
discussion on fruit culture, which has apjieared in your
pages of late, as the assumption that Peaches grown under
glass are less highly flavoured than those grown on open
walls. If those who hold this opinion mean forced Peaches
I could agree with them ; but if they mean to say that the
protection of a glass roof prevents the full development of
flavour in Peaches, I must beg very decidedly to differ from
them. Not only is the Peach crop on the open walls in

this neighbourhood a most uncertain one, but in a cool

summer the fruit is hardly worth having, whilst in no
season have I ever eaten a Peach from a wall equ.al to those
I can grow every year in an orchard-house. As bad fruit

may be grown under glass as out of doors if the trees are
unhealthy, covered with red spider, shaded by Vines, over-
cropped, overcrowded, or syringed up to the day the fruit is

ripe ; but the glass is not in lault. Of eom-se I take it for

granted the glass is of good quality, the panes of large size,

and the house properly constructed. It is possible to find

houses with small panes and heavy rafters, the plants ia
which are constantly shaded—no one ought to expect good
fruit of any kind in such a house.

Is it not strange that men who hold English house
Grapes to be the best in the world, believe house Peaches
must be inferior to the same kind of fruit grown without
protection ? Is it not equally strange that they shordd
think it essential to crucify a Peach tree to have good fi-uit ?

Is it copying nature so to distort a poor tree, that the fruit

can only be ripened on one side ? I would advise those who
hold these opinions to tie up their bunches of Grapes, so
that these may be above the foliage, and take off the sashes
to ripen them. Wlien they do this I shall think them con-
sistent. Whether Peach trees are in pots or planted out, let

them be healthy and not overcropped and I will guarantee
you may gather fruit within 2 or 3 feet from the ground of
fii-st-rate quality in every respect. There will always be a
great difference in the colom- of Peaches grown under glass
from those grown on walls, the latter being much darker

;

but in this respect I think there is nothing to regret. I
once took twelve Eoyal George Peaches from a standard
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orchard-house tree, which for size and beauty were aJl that

could be wished, to show to a gardener who grew the best

wall Peaches I ever saw. The garden he cultivated was on
the oolite, a thorough Peach soil ; the fruit was very large

and very dai-k-coloured. He gathered three kinds—Royal
George, Violette Hative, and French Galande—and a number
of friends were asked to say which were the best. In size

there was little or no difference, though mine were taken

from one tree, and his were picked from a large garden

;

but he insisted his were so much higher coloured. The
answer he received was, " A ruddy mUkinaid may be very

pretty, but a refined lady's complexion may be more beau-

tiful. We prefer the beautiful light red of the orchard-

house Peaches to the colour of yours, which is almost

black." "After all," I said, "we grow Peaches to eat, let

us taste them." I shall never forget his face when the

whole company said that his, in comparison to mine, were
mere Tvu-nips in flavour.

The time wOl soon come when to build a wall uncovered
with glass for the production of Peaches will be considered

an absurdity. I have always recommended orchard-houses

to be built in jareference to covering walls, because they

mate much more agreeable places to walk in, and can be

built to cost quite as little per foot square covered, as a

lean-to house, even when the wall is ah-eady in existence.

It apjjears a pity, then, to spoil a wall which could be made
to produce other good fruit in place of having a handsome
detached house. We are most of us convinced that the

proper way to grow Grapes is to have only one stem, and
yet Pears are trained in such a way that it takes years to

cover a high wall. Whenever Pears on C[uince stocks are

planted IS inches apart, and trained and stopped like a
Vine, the highest wall maybe covered in two or three years,

and he who tries the plan will not be inclined to waste an
open wall with Peach trees to obtain one or two crops of

second-rate fruit in four or five years. I think I hear some
one saying, " Plant Pears 18 inches apart ! A pretty lot of

trees it would take to fill a wall
!

" But if one-year-old plants

with a single shoot be purchased, they ought to be had for

say 50s. per 100, and considering the time saved in covering

a wall and the trees coming into bearing, this would be no
very serious matter. But this is a digression. I could not

help comparing a wall covered with a full collection of Pears,

which could hardly all fail in the worst of seasons, with
Peach walls as we generally see them, or rather did see

them, for the trees in this neighbourhood were all injured,

and many of them kUled in 1860.—J. E. Peahson, Chihcell.

DO LEAVES ABSOEB MOISTUEE .'

I HAVE to thank Mr. Abbey for his very full and able

reply to my rec^uest for further information as to the power

which leaves are said to have of absorbing moisture. I

think his arguments are convincing, and yet I hope he wiU

not think me too sceptical if there be still one or two points

on which I am not quite satisfied. As long as the spongioles

can derive any moisture from the earth, whatever cheeks

evaporation must have the same apparent effect on them as

if they had actually absorbed moisture from the atmo-

sphere. Is it possible to deprive the earth of aU moisture

chemically, without, at the same time, depriving the plant

of aU power to revive its drooping leaves, even when
syringed in a damp house ? They might revive temporarily

under such circumstances without absorbing moisture, for

evaporation being to a great extent prevented, the juices

still stored up in the stem and leaves might possibly enable

the latter to perform then- functions for a little while until

quite exhausted. Assuming, as I suppose we may, that

evaporation is influenced by the humidity of the atmosphere,

as well as by light, syinging a plant which has drooped for

one day and a night on the second morning may check

evaporation sufficiently to restore the balance between the

parched roots and leaves for a while ; but how long would

it be before they would droop again, the balance being once

more and finaUy destroyed ?

The experiments with the Gloxinia leaf and Calceolaria

cuttings are far more satisfactory ; indeed I can see nothing

wanting except the test of weight. Mr. Abbey proposes

that the leaf should be deprived of one-fourth of its weight

of moisture before trying the experiment. Has it recorered
its original weight after reriving under the bell-glass ?

If this could be shown I think the power of absolution
would be proved ; but this evidence is still wanting.

I sent "Mr. Frond" some ripe spores of the Osmunda.
If he intends sowing them I should like to know how he
succeeds. It is abundant in my neighbourhood—S. L. J.,

Cornwall.

[Admitting that a drooping plant prevented from ab-
sorbing moisture by the spongioles, may possibly re-
cover the freshness of its leaves when evaporation from
them is prevented by syiinging, or otherwise making the
suiTOunding atmosphere moist, and that the stored-up
juices of the stem are sufficient to enable the leaves to
restore the waste of the previous forty-eight hours, I am
at a loss to tell what takes the place of the crude sap then
impelled into the leaves. Presuming, fiirther, that the same
plant was exposed to light, the air becoming drier, the
leaves would presently droop. If syi-inged and kept moist
the leaves recover their freshness at night. The plant
would not endure this treatment long, and gi-owth would
no longer take place ; but the leaves might absorb suiEcient
moisture at night to enable the plant to assimilate its carbon,
and perfect the growths already made. Trees growing on
walls in dry weather absorb moistm'e at night, which is evapo-
rated in the day, and this goes on until the growths are
perfected, when the leaves are thrown off.

If we cause the leaves of a plant to droop from want of
moisture in the soil, and whilst drooping coat both surfaces
of the leaves with gum, which will partially hinder evapo-
ration and prevent absorption, and place the plant in a
moist atmosphere, it wiU not recover the freshness of its

leaves. When the moisture in the soil is not sufficient to
meet the demands of the leaves they must inevitably perish
if they are prevented from absorbing moistui"e through
their stomata.

Independently of this, fiu-ther take a plant in a pot, or

rather place it in one holding 7 lbs. of soil in a dry state,

and make it weigh 8 lbs. by watering the soU, the pot and
plant increasing the weight to 12 lbs. We have now to

cause the loss of a pound of water, but we cannot do this

without kiUing the plant. AVe wiU, therefore, reduce the
weight three-Cfuarters of a pound, and syringe the drooping
leaves, p-eventing water reaching the roots, and we have a
fresh-leaved plant in the morning, and some trifle heavier
than it was when the leaves were drooping.
Deprive a leaf of one-fom-th of its weight by evaporation,

and then place it in water with the footstalk in oil, and it wiU
weigh as much after it has absorbed sufficient water to fiU

its ceUs as it did when detached from the jilant in its fresh

condition. Were the leaf not placed in water, but simply
syringed, and put in the dark in a moist atmosphere, it

would recover its freshness all the same, but would not weigh
so much, because when in water it absorbs carbonic acid,

whUst if in the atmosphere it inliales oxygen and a sUght
portion of carbonic acid only, for the leaf cannot inhale
more than the afr contains, which, as respects carbonic acid,

is not more than one part in a hundred by weight. Car-
bonic acid is the heaviest of all gases ; therefore the differ-

ence in the weights of the leaf in water, and when absorbing
moisture from the air. I have not the least doubt that

leaves in an ordinary condition absorb moisture from the
atmosphere at night in dull weather, and especiaUy in dry
weather, when the roots do not afford sivfficient moisture
for the process of assimUation, for this cannot take place

without moisture, and thus plants are enabled to withstand
drought without perishing.—G. AsBEy.]

SPEING AND^WINTEE FLOWEE GAEDE>'ING.
Containing the System of Floral Decoration as Practised at

CliveiUn, the Seat of Her Grace Harriet Duchess of Siither-

la-nd. By .John Flemino, Gardener to Her Grace. London

:

Journal of Horticulture and Cottage Gardener Office,

162, Fleet Street.

One great element of success for any book is its timely

issue. Without this advantage the ablest compositions

may remain to weigh down the shelves of the publisher.
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With merit and appropriateness as to time, there must be a
rapid sale, and on both accounts we feel confident this will

be the case with the present treatise of Mr. Fleming.
There are two growing feelings as respects flower gar-

dening of the present day :—Fu-st, that the throwing the
whole strength of ornament into the summer and autumn
months has been robbing the other months of their due
attention; and, secondly, a yearning desire to see more

made of the old herbaceous plants that were huddled out of
sight to make way for their, perhaps, gayer but not more
beautiful rivals. This book tells how the simplest of these
old plants can be made to render the garden as gay in
March and April as any lady can have her parterre in July
and August. The fine coloured print of the large garden at
Cliveden, given in July, 1862, must have been regarded in
wondering pleasure by thousands.

The frontispiece of Mr. Fleming's book we here republish.
It is a view of this garden and surrounding scenery. There
are eight large beds on each side, each surrounded with
evergreen edgings 8 inches high and 9 broad. Each bed
is over 80 yards round. The centre of each is filled with
early Rhododendrons or Azaleas, then 3 yards of grass,
and then next the outside 3 yards for flowers. These out-
side nine-feet borders, as it were, make the cream of the
beautiful picture ; and yet how simply was the fine eifect
accomplished

! We use the word " simply" in no depre-
ciatory, but in the highest commendatory,' form possible.
Genius is generally severe in its simplicity. Everything
that is either great and grand is simple. For these sixteen
huge beds we find after Anemones, Jonquils, YeUow Tulip,
Tournesol ditto, Kex Rubrorum ditto. La Candeur ditto,
Rose ditto, and mixed Tulips, the whole efi'ect was pro-
duced by a happy combination and contrast of such plants
as Silene pendula, white and pink Sdene, blue and white
Forget-me-not, and Limnanthes Douglasii—plants that will
thrive by the side of every cottage home, as well as in the
domain of a noble duchess.

3 >

The Tulips in general are used thinly, the ground being
carpeted beneath with some appropriate bright-flowering
annual or herbaceous plant, which conceals so far the stems

of the Tulips, and thus takes away all stiffness. Simplicity,

elegance of style, and the using chiefly of easily obtainable

plants, that are easily increased, and may be had by any
one, are the great characteristics of the winter and spring

gardening at Cliveden. As an example to our readers, we
pi-esent them with the parterre. No. 10, copied fi-om Mr.
Fleming's book.
Mr. Fleming gives three modes of planting it. The follow-

ing is the third :

—

No. 1, beginning at grass edging :

—

One row of Crocus.
One row of white Daiwy.

One row of Cliveden Blue Pansy.
One row of yellow Alyasum Hrgenteum or saxatile, pegged.
One row of white Silene, and the remainder sinffle yellow Wallflower,

with three p'ants of Honesty, pink or white, in the centre,

2 and 3, Anemone, mixed single, and biiigle Jonquil.

4, pink Silene pendula, and a few crimson and white Tulips ; edging,

yellow Pantry and Crocus.

5, Iberis sempervirens ; edging, Sciia arvensis

ti, mixed single coloured Primulas; edging, Erantliis liyemalis and
red Daisy.

7, Alyssuru argenteumor saxatile; edging, Pansy M:igpie and blue
Crocus.

8, white Silene and a few Imperator Tulips ; edging. Dog's-tooth Violet

and light blue Crocus or Scilla bifolia.

9, blue Myosotis and a Few white La Candeur Tulips : edging, white
Crocus and Bulbocodiuin vernum.

10, white Iberis sempervirens ; and edging, blue Pansy.
11, mixed Oxlip or double Primula : edging. Aubiietia purpurea.
12, red Anem.me horiensis: edging, mixed Fancy Pjinsiea,

IJ, white Myosoiis aKd a few GIohh Soils Tulipi-: with edging, Clireden

Dark Pansy and yellow Crocus.

Besides several plans for winter gardens, lists of fine-

foliaged or fine-berried shrubs suitable for ornamenting
them, there are full directions given for all the plants so

used, moving them from the beds when these beds are

wanted for summer ornament, the summer treatment neces-

sary, propagation, culture, time to sow annuals for spring-

blooming, &e., for which the little woi'k must be consulted;

and we will only observe that aU these details are marked by
great clearness and brevity. No doubt the moving and double
planting and preparation of the soil will involve a great

amount of labour, but in cases where labour power cannot
be increased, it becomes a very proper question whether a

much greater amount of gratification would not be yielded
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by a smaller garden and rendered presentable at all times
with the labour which the larger garden now receives, and
which is next to a blank until June, except what may be
done m the way of edgings. We hope we shall be gratified
at some futm-e time by having a fii-st look of Cliveden in
April, and a second one in July. We might then be more
confident that the extreme of beauty could be attained on
the same beds in spring and summer ; and a look along Mr.
Fleming's back borders would give us a good idea of the
labour. The manner is sufficiently detailed in the book.

SOME GAEDEiS^S WOETH SEEmG-.
In the list of gardens worth seeing in A'orthamptonshii-e,

which appears in your publication of the 5th inst., I am
surprised to see no mention of a place, which for refinement
of taste and originality of design, is, although not on an
extensive scale, one of the prettiest gardens in England. I
mean Monlton Grange, the home of H. 0. Nethercote, Escj.

Sfor should your correspondent have omitted the gardens
of Sir Charles Isham, at Lamport Hall, which contain among
other attractions, a complete collect-ion of alpine jjlauts,
admh-ably placed on a most picturesque rockery by tlie
baronet.—S. K. H.

[We are much obliged by this communication, and the
more so because it enables us once more to explain that we
do not, and cannot, enumerate all the gardens worth seeing
in any county. We pubhsh the lists sent to us by corre-
spondents of the gardens they know to be worthy of a visit;
but they cannot know all the gardens deserving inspection,
and we shall be obliged by any one supplying the omissions.
But if " S. E. H." will refer to pages 293 and 33.3 of our last
volume he wdl find that the places which he mentions have
not been omitted.]

BEIDGE HILL, SELPER.
This magnificent residence of George H. Strutt, Esq., is

on the slope of a lofty hill, and commands a pleasing view
of the beautifi.ll town and neighbouihood of Belper. Hap-
pening to be in the vicinity on the 16th of November,
liavmg about an horn- to spare before leaving the town by
an early train, and being aware of the good keeping of these
gai-dens, I thought a hasty run thi-ough the grounds would
be the most profitable way of spending the time.
On approaching the grounds from the town we pass over

a neat and pretty bridge, which spans the river Derwent,
and the water scenery from the bridge, on a fine and sunny
day, IS truly beautiful; indeed I do not know of any cascades
among the romantic hills of Derbyshu-e, or in any other
county, which can compete with the water scenery at this
particular place. I entered from the Ashbourne Eoad, about
200 yards from the foot of the bridge ; and no sooner is the
visitor within the precincts of the place than he is at once
struck with its sublimity. In the ornamental grounds, as
I walked along the footroad which leads to the kitchen
gardens, I could not help admiring the beauty and luxuriance
of many of the trees and shrubs. The fii'st object wliich
meets the eye, after passing through the entrance gate, is a
lofty Cedar of Lebanon, which no doubt has maintained its
position for generations past, and undoubtedly will remain
there for generations yet to come. Here, also, there ai'e
some remarkably large Tews and Portugal Laurels. We
pm-sued this narrow walk, leaving the mansion a little to
the left; while to the right, at the extremity of the dressed
grounds, was the park, well studded witli representatives of
the various families of forest trees, venerable in their old
age. The mansion stands on the slope of the hiU, nearly a
quarter of a mile from the entrance into the grounds ; and
the kitchen gardens are about a quarter of a mile higher up.
The mansion is a large, massive, square building, with a

very pleasing exterior, partially covered with Ivy, nestled
amidst masses of luxuriant green foliage ; wldle the inside
possesses all the advantages of domestic comfort. The
principal entrance is on the south front, through a large
conservatory, with solid marble floor and steps, among vases
of flowers and sculpture. The carriage drive enters the
park from the Winksworth Eoad, by a commodious lodge,
in an easterly direction ; and another di-ive fi-oni the west

end of the grounds also tei-minates at the same place. On
the west side of the mansion is another, and the in-incipal

conservatory, always kept gay with flowers. On the east
side are large and convenient offices, stables, and coach-
houses, the latter well shut out by large trees. Behind
the stables are the fai'in buildings and all the necessary
appendages to so large an establishment. The pi-inoiijal

road for pedestrians is by the east side of the mansion ; and,
as I continued my pleasant walk through the upper pai't of
the grounds, I came to the kitchen gardens.
These gardens cover a space of about five acres, and the

ornamental grounds about seventeen acres. On entering
the enclosure I found myself in what is called the Melon
ground, amidst ranges of pits and frames, devoted during
early spring and summer to the growth of Melons, Cucum-
bers, eaiiy Potatoes, &c., but at the time of my visit they
were filled with bedding plants, Eoses in pots, &c. On the
east side they are well sheltered ii-oni the cold winds by a
high Tew hedge, and from the west by a stone wall covered
with Ivy. In addition to the above ranges of pits is a large
span-roofed house, with a partition in the centre, dividing
it into two compartments. The first was used for gi-owing
greenhouse plants, and the second for stove plants, to supply
the conservatories. It was here I met with iilr. Bui-ton, the
respected head gardener, and from whom I received a friendly
greeting. We at once entered this span-roofed house ; and

'

iu the greenhouse depaa-tment I found the various tribes

of hardwooded plants well represented ia good and weU-
grown specimens of Ericas, Ejjacrises, Pimeleas, Chorozemas,
Aphelexis, PhEeiioconia prolifera Barnesii, iVzaleas, &c. On
the shelves near the glass were immense quantities of
herbaceous Calceolarias in fine healthy plants. The col-

lection of Azaleas was large, and the plants handsomely
grown, many of them qnite equal to what we generally see
at exhibitions, the pyramidal or conical shape being chiefly

adopted. Some of the more choice varieties were Advancer,
Duchesse Adelaide of Nassau, Flower of the Day, Gem,
Louise, Marie, Perfection, Eosy Cu-cle, Sir Charles Napier,
Sir- H. Havelock, Sir James Outram, Perfecta elegans. The
Bride, Stauleyana, Optima, Louis Napoleon, Gloiy of Sunning-
hill. Due de Brabant, Admu'ation, and Criterion. Any one
wishing to possess a coUectiou of good Azaleas would find it

difficult to improve on the above first-class varieties. In the
stove I noticed some good Begonias, Marantas, and Gesneras.
Cissus discolor was very fine. There were also a fine healthy
plant of the fine-foliaged Cyanophyllum magnificum ; for

decorative purposes Colons Verschatfelti, Ardisia cremdata,
covered with red berries, and Dracaena terminalis. I also

observed some well-grONvn Ferns ; but what I considered the
chief attraction of the stove was a collection of SelagineUas.

Leaving- these places, and passing out of the Melon
gTound, we found oui' way to two large vineries, full to

overflowing with late Grapes. The houses are about
SO feet long, and 20 wide, and are heated by hot water.
The borders are all on the outside, and the floors are paved
with large flagstones. The crops of Grapes are all that
could be desired, and certainly reflect great credit on the
skill and ability of Mr. Biu-ton. The Muscat of Alexandria,

and the Canon Hall Muscat, were each in good condition,

lUcewise the Black Hamburgh and the old White Tokay,
which is one of the best latd Grapes grown; and I have no
doubt these wUl hang until the end of Pebruai-y or the
beginning of March. On the back part of the house was a
stone stage, running the whole length of the range ; and
this was filled with large Orange trees in tubs, Indiai-ubber-

plants (Fious elastica), Da.phnes, Camellias of various sizes,

&c. Some of the Camellias were extremely fine, and
among others were Camellia Marchioness of Exeter, General
Drouot, Colvilli, Chandleri, The Bride, Princess Frederick
William of Prussia, Lady Mary Labouchero, and others.

On the wall at the west end of the houses there ai'O some
excellent trees of Peaches and Pe.ars, which, during the last

season, have carried heavy crops. As we left these houses,
at the east end I saw on the walls some largo old Apricot
trees, M-hicli, notwithstanding their advanced age, Mr.
Burton informed rae still did well.

AVe now pass out of this garden and enter another range
of houses, about 300 feet long. The fii'st house we entered
was a late Peach-house, 100 feet long, the trees all trained

to the back wall, which is 11 or 12 feet high. Every brick
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from bottom to top was covered with well-riiiened short-

jointed wood; the buds, well swelled, covered the trees like

small Peas. The front benches were filled with Chrysan-

themums and Cinerarias of the best named sorts,'in count-

less numbers. Primulas, &o. The second house was a plant-

house, the hardwooded plants being chiefly such as before

enumerated. The back wall was covered with Cobosa soan-

dens. We then came into a lobby, through which there is

a passage into what is called the fruit garden—a large square

surrounded by walls, and devoted principally to the growth

of the smaller fruits, such as Gooseberries, Currants, Rasp-

berries, Strawberries, &c. The wall with a north aspect is

covered with Cherries of the Morello section, and the east

and west aspect principally with Pears and Plums. Re-

suming our journey through this range of houses, the thu-d

is an early vinery, the Vines trained up both back and front.

The fruit had long been gathered, and the wood was firm

and short-jointed, nearly as hard as mahogany. Here,

again, every available spot was filled with greenhouse plants.

The last house in the range was the early Peach-house,

100 feet long. This has been recently planted with young

trees, dwarfs and riders alternately. About fifty dozen of

fruit had been taken from it during the last season; and

Mr. Bm-ton believed that 100 dozen might have been taken

without iujm-y to the trees. They are in excellent condition,

with stiff short-joiuted wood, the buds heir.g very prominent.

The front of this house is also filled with plants to supply

the conservatories.

Passing out of these houses we came along the western

boundary, the walls being covered with Plums and Pears.

Turning round to the left we reached the south front of the

garden. The wall here, 300 feet long, was covered with

young Apricot trees, all coming to a good bearing condition.

The walls with an east aspect were covered with young
Pear trees, of such varieties as Beurre Diel, Beurre de

Ranoe, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Easter Beurre, Beurre

d'Aremberg, Ne Plus Meuris, <tc. Proceeding to the right

we pass across a shrubbery beneath the shade of lofty Elms
and stately Oats, and enter the kitchen garden. Here the

same order and regularity were maintained as displayed

over the whole doniain. The waits round the various plots

were edged with Strawberries. There were large breadths

of fine Broccoli, Kale, AsparagiTs, Brussels Sprouts, Savoys,

and Celery in various stages of growth.
Leaving this department we came to the pleasure grounds,

the kitchen garden being to the right, but entirely shut out

fi'om view by a broad belt of evergreen shrubs. On the left

I noticed large clumps of Rhododendrons of the most recent

introductions, Kalmias, Laurustinus, and other shrubs. Pur-

suing our coiu'se we came to a spot where two walks branch
off. That to the right, on the west side of the grounds,

commands pleasant views of the surrounding country, with

its undulating scenery, while in the valley below is the

crystal stream of the river Derwent. This waU: comes
down to the lodge at the west entrance to the grounds, and
thence on to the broad terrace walk le'^ding to the mansion.
The other wait, down which we passed, branches to the left,

the earth on each side being thrown up a considerable

height ; and at a moderate distance from eich other were
beds of Roses, clumps of American shrubs, and single

specimens of coniferous plants. There were fine specimens
of Cedrus deodara, Taxodium sempervirens, Pinuses, Golden
Yews, and some Wellingtonias, though rather small. There
were also some fine old deciduous trees, which have wit-

nessed the so-called good old times gone by, and stand
dignified in their old age. The walks were many of them
asphalted; and it undoubtedly saves a vast amount of

time and trouble in weeding and rolling, besides the ease
and comfort of traveUing upon them.
Prom this v/alk we enter the conservatory at the west end

of the mansion ; and here, notwithstanding that it was the
middle of duU November, a dazzling blaze of floral splendour
at once met the eye. In the centre was a fountain, around
which was a raised bed of ragged rockwork, in the inter-

stices of which were planted some of the different species of

Selaginella, creeping over the stones, and producing a very
cheerful and natural effect. Of the plants in bloom there
were CameDias of sorts, the old double white being com-
pletely covered with its pure white flowers ; Epiphyllum
truncatum. Chrysanthemums, Fuchsias,^ &c. The pillars

wore covered with climbers, and part of the roof, from which

they dangled with luxuriant ease and gracefulness. On the

back wall were trained Passifloras of sorts ; fine-fohaged

Acacias, such as afBnis and dealbata ; Habrothamnus
elegans, in fuU bloom ; and a large Heliotrope, covered with

its I'ght blue flowers, filled the house with its delicious fra-

grance. This conservatory is kept gay at all times by fresh

plants being introduced in bloom as others decline in beauty.

I think, for such a lovely situation, that one of the Passi-

floras or Acacias should be removed, and its place supplied

with the beautiful Lapageria rosea, which is the most
splendid of all climbers when in a blooming condition.

In front of the conservatory was a geometric flower

garden. The bedding plants being all removed, the beds

were filled with dwarf coniferous plants and evergreen

shrubs, such as dwarf Aucubas, Berberis Darwinii, &c.

Round the flower garden was a broad terrace walk ; and
that was again encircled with a row of standard Rhodo-

dendrons, giving the flower garden an elegant finish, and

they must be truly magnificent when in. full bloom. Among
the most prominent of the standard Rhododendrons were

Lady Eleanor Cathcart, beautiful rose ; Grand Arab, crimson

;

Catawbiense Album, waxy white ; Geranioides, rosy crimson

;

Atro-sanguineum, blood red ; John Waterer, glowing crim-

son ; Brayanum, vivid rosy scarlet ; Celebrandrum, dark

purplish-crimson ; Due de Brabant, yellowish-white ; Blandy-

anum, reddish crimson ; and Reedianum, cherry red.

On leaving the flower garden we passed by the end of the

consei-vatory, up a number of grass steps, to a walk that

commands many pleasing views. A little to the left was

the vforthy proprietor" s observatory, where he makes his

astronomical observations ; bat this I shall leave to those

who are better acquaiuted with astronomy than the writer.

Retracing our steps a little we pass by the back of the

mansion into the walk by which I entered the kitchen

gardens ; and here I must take leave of my guide. But it

would betray a want of gratitude were I to close these

remarks without acknowledging the exceeding courtesy and

attention paid me by Mr. Burton, and the pleasure I felt at

finding every part of the demesne in such excellent keeping.

The owner of this ample domain sustains the character

of the true " old English gentleman" in the strictest sense

;

for he not only devotes a portion of his immense wealth to

the progress of horticulture, but looks after the homes and

habitations of the working classes; for there is no town, I

should suppose, better suppKed with good and commodious

dweDings, at such extremely low rents, as the town of

Belper; and, in conjunction with his amiable wife, he daily

distributes alms and clothing in every known case of need

in the adjoining town, and the sick and destitute are

fen-eted out and their wants at once supplied—affording

another among the many instances happUy prevailing in

these times of kindly feehng towards our poorer brethren.—

QuiNTiN Read, Hiddulph.

The Season.—It may be interesting to the dwellers in

the south of England to know that in this (by many sup-

posed to be) frozen north, within seven miles of Alnwick,

my gardener has just called my attention to three Goose-

berry bushes in flower, and which he tells me he observed

about ten days before Christmas. Violets, Primroses, the

Hepatica, Wallflowers, and other sin-ing favoirrites have

been blooming for some time past here ; but a Gooseberry

bush in flower is, I fancy, a novelty anywhere at this early

date. I may add that 10° of fi-ost. which set in on the 3rd

and now continues, has nipped them in the bud.—R. O.,

Eglingham, Northumherland.

WOEK rOE THE WEEE.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

Anticipatikg the approach of winter, cautions have beea

given and directions repeated for the protection of vegetables

Hable to be affected by frost. The exercise of forethought

is a duty that our ch'mate renders imperative in order to

avert, by precautionary measures, the iU consequences that

accrue from unfavourable cfrcumstances of climate. Aspara-

gus, if the soil in the production-bed shouldbecome dry give
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a liberal supply of water so that it may reach the roots. The
neglect of attending to this particular is one of the causes
of unproductiveness, the soil at the roots being excessively
dry, while the top is kept moist by gentle watering. Can-ots,
where young ones are wanted early, prepare a slight hotbed
for the purpose, cover it with leaf mould to the depth of 6 or
8 inches, in which sow the seed. A little Eadish seed may
be scattered on the bed at the same time, but the Eadishes
must be drawn in a young state. Lettuce, if there should be
a scarcity of the autumn-sown after the severe frost, sow on
a slight hotbed, or in boxes in a forcing-house, to be after-
wards pricked into a frame.

PLOWEK GARDEN.
Should the present severe weather continue, the chief

operations vnH consist in giving additional protection, and
also in covering those plants which in ordinai-y seasons it is

not necessary to protect. Where a little attention wiU
secure from risk the plants which have been the objects of
care and expense, how censurable must be the results of
forgetfulness ! As it is probable that many returns of the
lowest temperatures of the present frost wiU be sent in by
correspondents, it would render reports much more valuable
if the statements be given merely in temis of the scale, as
it sometimes happens when the thermometer indicates 10" of
Fahrenheit's scale, that one calls that 10" of frost, another
sets it down as 22" of frost, and a thu-d as 10° below zero. By
giving the numbers of the scale it is easy to understand tha't
the numbers are considered above zero, except those having
the minus sign (— ) prefixed, as it should be to distinguish
degrees below zero where such occur. Now is an opportune
period to make and colour the plan of the flower garden, if

not ah-eady done ; by so doing an estimate of the quantity
and quality of the plants required may be made, and then
with all diligence endeavour to carry it out, and a surprising
amount of success is certain to follow.

FETJIT GARDEN.
During severe frost when the wood is frozen internally

pruning is injurious; the wounds afterwards exlubit a number
of small fissures, in consequence of which the branch or
shoot dies back farther than when cut when the sap is in a
fluid state. In moderate weather, when the frost is not so
severe as to produce the above eflFect, the Apple, Peai-, Plum,
Chen-y, Apricot, and Peach, may be pruned any time be-
tween the fall of the leaf and the beginning of February. If
the branch of a Plum or Cherry tree' has to be taken off from
the stem, it should be considerably reduced by summer-
pruning, and cut close to the stem in winter.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEEVATOKY.
A day temperature of 55° will be just sufficient for the

conservatory at present. If this cannot be maintained
without strong fires, be content with 45'= and moderate fires,

remembering that with this low temperature a very small
circulation or motion in the air will suffice. A higher
deg^ree of heat would both hun-y the beautiful Camellias
and other choice flowers past their blooming period, and
create a necessity for the application of more atmospheric
moisture, which, unless a warm roof is secured by covering,
must end in drip to the gi'eat injury of the delicate flowers.
Those who possess only one small greenhouse and are desii-ous
of a variety of early flowers, may now introduce from the
cold frame, or pit a few of the early Dutch bulbs, provided
their pots are full of roots, without which the application of
heat is vain. A plentiful supply of healthy heath soil and
fibrous loam should be prepared for the coming season ; also,
abundance of charcoal, chan-ed sods of earth, and other
articles, such as crocks of all sizes, and clear, gritty sharp
sand. The pots out of use should all be well washed, tallies
made ; also, all sizes of flower-stakes, and these should be
neatly pointed. Matting-ties should be bunched in con-
venient lengths. All such plants as requh-e staking, re-
staking and tying, or to have their pots or tubs washed,
should at once be attended to. The surfacing of many plants
that ai-e not likely to require shifting can also be performed,
for the season is fast approaching when the mind must be
busily engaged in attending to a multiplicity of operations :

therefore, every possible preparation that can now be made
for the future should be caiTied on during the continuance
of the present inclement weather out of doors.

STOVE.
Little or no advance of temperature may be permitted

here at present. Wait for the increase of light. Let 60"
without sun be the maximum, sinking 4" or 5" in the night.
Some of the Lajlias and Cattleyas wiU commence rooting,
let them have attention and encouragement. Examine the
various tubers and bulbs that ai-e dormant, and see that
they are in a proper condition, neither suffering from wet or
mouldiness. Achimenes and such plants will soon require
to be excited.

FOECIMG-PIT.
Keep the temperature, with a moderate supply of moisture,

at 60° by night, let the maximum be 65°. Get in JSIoss and
other Eoses to keep up a siipply. Anne Boleyn and other
Pinks may now be successfully forced. These and many
other things for forcing purposes must, of course, have all

been properly prepared, for it is vexation of spirit to force
unless due preparation has been made by having them
previously well established in pots. W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
" What a summer of a winter ! what April and May

weather ! " seemed the remai-k of evei-j' one with whom you
met. But the 2nd gave us a foretaste of the sh.arp fi-ost

that was coming, and which settled all our out-door work,
except wheeling, banking-up, and protecting, and taking in
a good store of ice. We were just a day too late with many
things for which we had made stowage room on the floor,

etc., of a vinery ; but not being finished in time, we have had
to protect them in cold frames where they stood, and Dhus
incur all the extra labovir.

The ice-carts were kept going for thi-ee days to fill our ice-

house, as we have to scour the ponds in the neighbourhood
for a supply, and dare not go to the same place a second
time, as even now there is some dread of the tU-ought expe-
rienced last summer, when water was a luxury. Our house
is a well of the old-fashioned egg-shape, built at fh-st, we
believe, with double walls, but the inner wall was removed
before we had anything to do with it. We have our own
predilections about different constructions—houses above
ground, ice-stacks, and all the rest of it, but we judge it

bad policy to turn our back on an old servant of any kind
who performs the duty assigned to him. We have used
the utmost simplicity in the filling of our ice-house for years.
We do not pound and smash half as much as some good
fi'iends recommend, and which is no doubt essential for

small houses. The little places are, we believe, the chief
mistake. A place that wOl not hold from fifty to eighty
good cartloads is almost sure to turn out a failure. If we
had smashed our ice to dust we should scai'cely have leen
able to find enough within some miles' circuit ; we therefore

contented ourselves if we had enough small to mix up with
the larger pieces, so as to form a iii-mish mass when beaten
down. We use no salt, no straw, but just let the ice look
after itself We obtained no ice in 1S62 or 1863, and the
ice of 1861—and the place not filled wholly—kept us going
to October, 1863, and then we had a block of Wenham Lake
ice from London. After October we began to breathe more
freely ; and the chief regret we felt was fi'om inability to

fill a little vessel or two for people who were dangerously
ill. Could we only obtain such blocks as those from Wen-
ham Lake, almost any one might keep ice in a dry place,

wrapped round with woollen cloth and covered with a mound
of sawdust, the outside of the moiuid being always kept dry.

PROTECTION.
There is little difficulty in keeping out frost if the pro-

tecting material is abundant ; but where there is much to

do in the way of Eadishes, Lettuces, Potatoes, bedding
plants, and not a great deal of material to go to, the best
plan is to change and tiu'n the surface of the covering
often to break thf lines of radiation and conduction. One
matter to be chiefly guarded against in cold pits, is to pro-

tect Ihe walls. The neatest and best mode is to tie 2 or

3 inches of straw against them in November. This will

keep out a great amount of frost, and wdl only require a
little litter thrown against it when very severe. A little

Utter should also bo placed on the ground for a foot at least

all round the pit, otherwise in severe weather the frost will

penetrate the walls and thus get inside. We recollect a
case in point, a brick pit, the earth outside rtvised to the
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front wall-plate, all was well protected, but the plants inside

were frozen, and on close examination it was found to have

come through the ft-ont waU, banked up as it was. The gravel

in front was fr-ozen, and then the frost found its way through

the wall. A few inches of litter for a width of from 12 to

18 inches in front of the pit would have averted the mischief.

Where there is heat below, or fire heat is used, the pro-

tection should be moved at all favourable opportunities,

though only for a few hours at a time. Where the inside

temperature is sufficiently low to arrest aU growth, dai-kness

will do the plants no harm. Our Calceolarias have seen no
light since Monday. It would only be waste of time covering

and uncovering in such weather.

In houses great care was taken not to give too much heat,

ae it would have added stiU more towards making the air

parched, and to water only when needed, and not to spill

a drop. Of coui-se where high temperatm-es are used the

moisture must be in proportion.

STOVES.

For a great portion of our readers who have their little

gardens that they wish to make the most of, we would say.

Instead of having- so much outside covering for youi- plants,

try and have a httle structure into which you can throw a
little dry heat, by an fron or brick stove, if nothing better.

Than the stove there is no mode so simple and economical
for small places. We have already detailed some of our
makeshifts with an ii'on stove we found standing about here,

and how it served us in 1860 and 1861. Well, it is at present
in a sort of oi chard-house 75 feet long, Hi feet wide, 11 feet

high at back, and 3J feet in fr-ont. We had a great many
bedding plants in this house, which were not removed in

time. Without any protection whatever, this stove, 2i feet

in height, nearly li foot wide—fii-e-box about 10 inches

square—has kept the frost out of this large space. As a
precaution the plants were moved from each end, but this

does not seem to have been necessary. We need not say
that a mere triSe of ftiel was used—less than a trifle com-
pared to what would have been needed for a flue or hot water.
—E. F.

COVENT GAEDEN MAEKET.-Jan. 9.

In consequence of Ihc severity of the weather there has been a con-
siderable advance in prices, particularly as regards out-door produce ; but
the condition ot this is much better than could have been expecled.
Filberts are not now to be had, and Cobs are bringing 90jf. to 110s. per
100 lbs. Good dessert Pears are extremely scarce, and soon will be not to

be had at any price. Hothouse Grapes have advanced in price, and are in
good condition for the season. Pines are sufBcient for the demand. Savoys
and Brussels Sprouts are in great demand, and the former :ire now in fine

order for iho cook. Of Potatoes there is a full supply, and prices remain
unaltered. Cat flowers are the same as last weelt, Chinese Piimulas and
Early Tulips being more plentiful.

FRUIT.

AppleB
Apricots
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Pampas and Eiephant Geafs [A Suhscrihcr).—Any London seedsman

advertijing in our columns cin supply you with Pampas Grass seed, and,

TVe think, could obtain fur you the Elephunt Grass seed.

Seedhno CiNERAniA U. P.)-—The colour is very bright, hut there are

many varieties superior in the points rcquiriid by tlorists.

Names of Fkuits (Marquis).—Tom Apple is a very fine specimen of

Gloria JIundi. (
SubscrUicr).—Yon have put no numbers on the fruit, and

we therefore cannot distinijuish one from the other.

Names of Plasts (J", P., EeersfiM P?«cc).—Abutilon striatum.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE-

rREEGULAH ADMISSIOISr to the BIRMINGHAM
POULTEY SHOW. 1863.

XJndek this heading- and at the request of the Secretary

of the Birmingham Show, you puLlished, last Tuesday, a

statement which is not satisfactory.

If it were, as it is stated there, necessary to admit the

reporters for the press on Saturday eTening, it was not

necessaxy and it was in every way -BTong to admit others.

A special ticket would have served this purpose, as it did in

the case of the Judges.
The programme of the Meeting distinctly states that the

ten-shiUing tickets were iiot to admit to the poultry Sliow

during the judging, and the same programme also states

that the private view would be on Monday. Saturday even-

ing after the Judges had completed their awards was neither

the one time nor the other. It is against consistency and
common sense to attempt a justification of what was done.

It would be better that the Committee, through their

Secretai-y, should at once acknowledge an act of unfau-ness,

if the order for admission came from themselves ; or if it.

was the act of an officious committeeman in his individual

capacity, they should let the censure fall where it is due.

If it was not an intended accommodation to those who,

having had their private view, did not care to remain in

Birmingham until Monday, I wish this to be noted—it was a

slipshod method of carrying out rules unworthy of any
body of men assembled for business.

Either an act of dishonesty on the part of a Judge, or an
act of dishonesty on the part of an exhibitor easting sus-

picion on the Judge, coupled with, to say the least of it, a

slipshod act on the part of officials, or an official, involving

another exhibitor in a suspicion from which he has been
cleared, wUl make the Birmrngham Show of 1S63 remem-
bered.

In my last communication I find a sentence in the second
and third lines of the second eokimn, where for " were by a

like accident to be found," read " were not to be found."

—

George Manning.

BFYER AND SELLER.
This matter, I think, can be easily settled. Let the

buyer turn to the back of a, post-office order, and a space

will be seen for his name, which, when written, tlie money
cannot be paid for ten days. During the interval the seller

sends his goods, and the buyer examines ; if not found to

his mind, let him return the goods before the order is duo,

and at the same time protest payment of the order, when
the money will be refunded at any oIBce the buyer wishes,

less the usual charges.

—

Thos. Shop.t, Glasgov^

THE BIRMINGHAM DISQUALIFICATIONS AND
MAI^EING POITLTEY.

On the discussion wliich has been taking place since the

Birmingham Show in the poultry press I had not intended to

enter, but several little points have occurred which appeal-

to me absolutely recjuu-ing notice. I cannot presume to

determine who Mr. Williams, of Welshpool, may be, nor do
I know Mr. Hindson ; but if these birds ai-e Mr. Hindson's,

how comes it that Mr. Williams advertises them for sale as

the "disqualified Game bii-ds at Birmingham." Ai-e they
his or Mr. Hindson's ?

It appears from your last week's paper that these fowls

had a mark in the nostril, -visible even to per-sons who were
strangers to them, and, as "Game Cock" remai-ks, Mi-.

Hindson ought to explain how it is that he did not notice it

when judging the birds, especially as I always fancied the

headof a Game bu-d is a noticeable point in awarding prizes.

Neither were these bu-ds in a single class, and, therefore,

somewhat more likely to escape notice.

The question, however, I wish prominently to bring before

my brother amateurs is this

—

JVhethcr birds tnarked in this or

any ot/ici- way ought not at once to have been disqualified, oecatise

niarJced ?

Birds marked with string or tape on the legs have fre-

quently been diiqualified, although it might have been acci-

dental. Now, it appeai-s to me that a small mark, as this

must have been, is a very dangerous, and, to say the least,

very disagreeable matter. One of our poulti-y Judges may
visit a fi-iend's yai-d, and may notice certain artificial mai-ks

on the inhabitants. He recognises these marks at the nerfc

show where he judges, and, consequently, he knows their

owner. True, it is quite possible they may have changed
hands. I have in previous notes on shows expressed my
belief that judges, as a rule, judge honestly ; but I consider

that this system of private marking is open to serious ob-

jections and ought to be discountenanced by all honest
exhibitors. It has no advantages that I can see ; for all of

us who care for our pets learn to recognise them : why,
then, these marks ? This Birmingham E-xhibition has, I

trust, sounded the knell of all private mai-ks.—Y. B. A. Z.

PAISLEY COMPETITION OF POULTRY,
PIGEONS, CANARY BIRDS, ETC.

The tenth annual exhibition and competition of the Paisley

Ornithological Association was held on the 8th, in a large

and commodious building to the west of the town at Wood-
side.

The following are the awards :

—

Spakish.—First and Third, J. C. Wakefield, Eastwood P.irk. Second,
.1. Crawlord, Eeith. Commended, W. M'Inlyre, Ayr.-'hire. Chickens,—
First, J. B. Keimarde, Helen^bur^^U. Second, li. Beldon, Yor'.ishire. Third,

W. JPIntyre, Ayrshire. Highly Commended, J. Elscworth, Campsie
Junction.
Dorking (Coloured).—First and Third, R. Logan, Netherton, Renfrew.

Second, J. B. Waketield. Tbe whole ot thi^ class Hifthly Commended.
C/;ir/.t?/is.— First, J. Linnin;;, Glasgow. Second, J. Elsewtirth, Campsie
Junction. Third, A. Cunningham, Craicends. HiKhly Commended, T,
Barrowman, Cumnock. Comuiended, H. Heys, Barrhi-al.

DouKi.vGs (Whitel.— Fir.-t, A. Kussell, Paisley. Second, J. -Walker,

Paisley. Third, H. Youup, Bisliopton.

Chinese, or Brahji.\ Puotra.— First, J. C. Wakefield, Eastwood Park.
Second, A. Mitchell, l\iisley. Third, T. Barrowman, Cumnock.
Old Scotch Beeed.—First, S. Young, Neilston. Second, J, Paul,

Glasgow. Third, J. Horner, Paisley.

Hamburghs iGolden-spangied).—First, J. Green, Cross Arthurlie, Barr-

head. Second, J. Reid, juii.," Kilwinning. Third and Highly Commended,
K. Cunningham, Stewauon.
HA:Muunons rGolden-pencilied).— First, J. M'Inues, Paisley. Second,

J. Lindsay, Stewarton. Highly Commended, J. M'Inues. Commended, T.
Neiison, Stewarton.
Hamboroiis (Silver-spangled).—First, A. Reunie, Paisley. Second, J,

M-luucs, Paisley. Third, H. Hi-ys, Springfield, Ki.rrhead. Highly Com-
mended, A. YuiU, Airdric. Commended, A. Glen, Er.skuie.

Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled). — First, K. Cunningham, Stewarton,
Second, A. YuiU, Airdrie. Third, H. Beldon, Yoik.-hire.

Topi'KD PoLANUs (Any colour).—First, A. YuiU, Airdrie. Second, R,
Murdoch, Ivilsyth.

Game (Black-bre;iftcd, and other Reds). — First, T. Clark, Glasgow.
Second, W. Martin, Banliead. Highly Commended, J. H. M'Nub, Barr-
head. Commended, H. Beidun, Yorkshire.

Game (Any other colour).— l-'irst, T. Clark, Glasgow. Second, J. Iving,

Paisley. Third, J. 11. M'Xab, Barrhead. Highly Commended, J. Green,
Barrliead. Commended, J. Duiilop, Ayr.

Game Baxtams lAny colour).— First, J. Green, Cross Arthurlie, Barr-
head. Second, W. Mtiriin, Barrhead. Third, J. Green, Barrhead.
Bantams [Gulden or Silver).— First, J. Taylor, Barrhead. Second, J,

Green, Burhoad. Third, J. Held, Paisley.

Bantams (Any other kind.) — First, A. Grant, Kilbarchiin. Second, P.

Allan, Killburnic. ThirJ, A. Andersou, Paisley. Comiaendcd, J. Gilmour,
Fulbiir ; J. Green.
Cross Breed (Or any other not included in the above).—First, W. "NYhite,

Paisley. Second, J. Lindsay, Stewarton. Third, J. C. Wakefield.

Ducks (Aylesbury).— Fii t,I, J. C. Wakefield, Second and Third, H. Keys,
SpriUKfield, Barrhtad. lliitlily Commended, J. Stevenson.
Docks (Any other kind).— First, A. Cuuninghaui, Craigeuds. Second,

and Commenoed, -A, Grant, Craigeuds.

SINGLE COCKS.
Spanish.'—Silver Medal and Pii/.e, J. B. Uennards, Helensburgh. Highly

Commended, H. BeMoii, Yorkshire.
Dorking.— Silver .Med,il and Prize, J. Linuirig, Glasgow. Highly

Commended, W. Bowley, Gloucestershire.

Hamburgh tSpanKled).—Silver Medal and First, A. Ucnnie, Paisley.

Second, J. Green, Cross .\rthurlie, Barrhead.
Scotch Grf.y.— Silver .Medal itfii Flr^l, S. Young, Neilston, Second,

W. Thompson, Glasgow.
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Hambdmh (Penollledl.—Silver Medal and Prize, J. M'lnnes, Paisley.

Highly Commended, J. Lindsay, Stew;irton.

Gamk (Any colour).—Silver Medal and Prize, W. Martin, Barrhead.

Highly Commended, T. Clark, Glasgow.

PIGEONS.
PowTEKS (Any colour).—First, Second, and Third, J. Miller, Glasgow.

Caeriebs (Any colour).—First and Stcoud, J. Miller. Third, J. Sharp,

Johnstone.
Fantails (Any colour).—First, J. JliUer. Second, J. Taylor, Johnstone.

Third, J. Grey, K.lbarchan.
Buffs (Any coloui-).— first, J. B. Rennards, Helensburgh. Second, A.

Mitchell, Paisley. Third, \V. Neilson, Johnstone.
TuMBLEES (Short-r.ced). — First and Second, M. Stewart, Glasgow.

Third, H. Beldou, Yorkshire.
Tdmblees (Auy other kmd).—Fil'st, J. B. Kctmards. Second and Third,

J. Sharp, Johnstone.
Any oiHEit DisriNCT Brekd.—First, J. Miller. Second, J. Sharp. Third,

"W. Iseilson, Johnstone
CoMMo.N PiGEO.Ns— First, B. Slirrat, Paisley. Second, J. Wilson, Paisley.

Third, M. M'Donald, Juhnsione.
Silver Medal given for the best three pairs of Fancy Pigeons, the first

five classes excluded. —Prize, J. Miller, Glasgow. Commended, H. Beldon,

Yorkshire.
CANAUIES.

Yeilow Coo':.— First, T. Buchanan, Glasgow. Second, W. Paterson,

Glasgow. Tliivd, U. S. VVylie, Paisley. Fourth, J. Sievewright. Hen.—
First, J. Adam, Paisley. Secoud, ij. M'Millan, Slevenstou. Third, P.
Hsrsburgh, Kilmarnotrk. Fourth, G. M'Alpino, Kenlrew.
Buff Cock.— First, A. Mitchell, Paisley. Sccood, J. Kelly, Johnstone.

Third, A. M'Gilvray. Fourth, A. Brown, Stcwarton. fie.i.—First, J.

Taylor, Glasgow. Second, T. Buchanan, Glasgow. Third, K. S. Wylie,

Paisley. Fourth, J. Wilson, Galston.

Piecald Yellow t- ock.— First, J. Watson. Paisley. Second, H. Fisher,

Glasgow. Third, II. S. Wylie, Paisley. Fourth, A Keid, Paisley, Sen.—
First, P. Allan, Kilbiruie. Second, J. Fultou, Beilh. Fourth, J. Kirklaud,

Beith.
PiEGALD Buff Cock.— First, J. Slater, Paisley. Second, G. Hamilton,

Beith. Third, J. Brown, Paisley. Fourth, H. Webster, Kilbarchan. Hen.—
First, R. White, -Paisley. Second, P. Allan, Kilbirnie. Three, P. Horse-
burgh, Kilmarnock. Fourth, J. Kirkland, Beith.

Yellow Goldfinch Mule Cock.— Prize, K. Cunningham, Stcwarton.
Goldfinch.— .\. Hunter, Paisley. BuUfiach.—S. Mason.
A Silver Medal, for the Best Pair of Canary Birds, the same to be Yellow

Cock and Bufl' Htu, or Buff Cock and Yellow Heu.— First, J. Tailor,

Glasgow. Second, R. S. Wjlie, Paisley.

A Fancy Cage, for ihe Best Pair of Piebald Canaries, the same to be
Yellow Cock and Buff Hen, or Buff Cock and Yellow Hen.—First, IS™ S.

Wylie, Paisley. Second, J. Fulton, Beith.

EXHIBITION OP THE ABEEDEENSHIEE
ASSOCIATIOIN'

FOR IMPEOVEMBNT OF DOMESTIC POULTRY.

This Association's tliird Annual Show was lield on the
31st of December and following day. Tested hy either

numbers or quality, it is a very excellent one. The entries

of poultry are 250, which is an advance of 100 upon tlie

entries in the same department for last year. And if we
compare the merits of the birds shown with those brought
forward three years ago at the first show, the advance made
by the Association is seen to be very marked indeed. Then
in many of the classes, birds that had little to recommend
them but mere bulk of carcase, were thought worthy of

being brought into competition. Such matters as matching
of pairs, and the " points " that reaUy decide a fowl's position
in the judgment of the connoisseur, were but little attended
to. Now Ul-matohed birds are the exception.
We do not by any means say, however, that the amateiu-

breeders in this locality have reached the point even yet at

which they ought to aim ; a glance at the prize list will show
that southern exliibitors have proved rather heavy opponents

,

for them. Ofcom-se the disadvantages in climate are greater
here, but we have no doxibt that such breeders as Messrs.
Taylor, Hay, Pope, and others, will, as they have done
hitherto, in futui-e years talce equally prominent places
against all comers.
With respect to the different classes. Darlings were con-

sidered the best show ; this useiiil variety mating really a
capital appearance. Spanisli were a very good show, and the
silver cup was taken by Mr. Seldon, Yorkshh-e, with a very
fine pen—the broad white face of the cock, and his strong,
erect, and sen-ated comb giving a good sample of what
should be aimed at ; the only local exhibitor successftd in this
class was Mr. Taylor, who stood thu-d with a very good pen.
The Cochins were a decided improvement upon former shows

;

the defect in the show to critical eyes was the prevalence of
twisted combs upon the male birds ; the comb in this
variety should be small and perfectly straight. Game birds

,
were a good show comparatively ; as were also the Sam-

hurghs ; and Polands were veiy good. The Brahma Pootras

were a fair show.
Geese were capital, especially the three prize pens ; and

the Aylesbury Ihidcs were fii-st-class—up even to the York-

shire standai-d, which is perhaps the highest in the kingdom.

The prize Turkeys were also magnificent birds.

The collection of Pigeons and Canaries is a very fine one

—

considerably in advance of last year-, and includes some

valuable birds, if we may speak by the catalogue, where we
find the modest price of ^100 attached to each pair shown

by Mr. Jobling.

The arrangements of Mr. S. Pope, the courteous and

active Secretary, and the other gentlemen of the Com-

mittee, were every way excellent.

Spanish.—First, Miss B. Redpath, Edinburgh. Second, W. Bruce, Perth.

Third, G. Taylor, Inverury. Highly Commended, Mrs. L. Carnegie, Red-

hall. CTiJctnis.—Fir-tand silver cup, U. Beldon, Bradford. Second, W.
Meff, Aberdeen. Tliiid, Miss B. Redv-ath. Very Highly Commended, W.
Hay. Highly Comaiended, Mrs. Blair, Kepplestone ; Mrs. J. Wallace; G.

DoBKiNos.—First, and winner of case of birds as the best pen of Fowls in

the Exhibition, Lord Kinnuird, Inchlure. Second, J. Gordon, Ruthneston.

Third, Mrs. L. CaiTiegie, Fordoun. Very Highly Commended, L. Chalmers,

Fraserburcrh. Highly Commended, A. F. Williamson, Blackburn; J.An-

derson, Meigle. CAicfoHS— First, .1. Ander.son, Meigle. Second, A. F.

Williamson. Third. Mrs. Black. Very Highly Cum.oen ed. J Anderson.

Highly Commenrter!, G. Taylor; E. Walker. Commended, Lord Kinnaird,

lochture; J. Wilson, M.D , Oldmeldrum; Mrs. Ironside, Keith Hall.

Cochin-China.— First, G. Murray, Aberdeen. Second and Ihird, Mrs.

Pyper, Belhelvie Village, t/tic/cfjjs.— First, Third, and Highly Commended,

G. Murray, Aberdeen. Second, S. Pope.
, „ „ , - u i

Game.— First and Third, J. Anderson, Meigle. Second, H. Belaon, Brad-

ford. Very Highly Commended, W. Hay, Aberdeen. Highly Commended,

W. Hay; J. Mjrrison,iun., Perth. C/i ictniS.-First, J. Anderson Meigle.

Second; H. Beldon, Bradford. Third, W. T. Hay, jun High y Com-

mended, Mrs. Rennet, Aberdeen : W. Cruickshauk, Woodslde. Com mended,

Hamborghs (Silver or Goldcn-pencilled).-First, W MefT Aberdeen.

Second, Miss E. E. WaUace. Third, Miss E. Wallace. Highly Commended,

Miss E. E. Walbtce. t. ,r ., ^ ^ itt

Hajiedeghs (Gold-spanglea).-First, H. Beldon, Bradford. Second, W.
Hay, Aberdeen. Third, J. Thorn, Culsh. Commended, A. smitn, Belhavie.

Hawburghs (Silver-spangled).-First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Milne, Port-

Eljihinstone. Third, W. Meff.
, „, . , „ t, ,

,

u- i,i„
Polands (Any variety).-First, Second, and Thu-d, H. Beldon. Highly

Commended, Mrs. W. Pyper. .. , c .j ii
Baktahs {Any variety).-First, W. J. Eoutledge, Aberdeen. Second, H.

Beldon, Bradford. Third, Mrs. Forbes, Strathdon. Highly Commended,

J. Anderson, Meigle ; J. M. Hay, Aberdeen.

Brahma Pootras —First, Lord Ross, Inchtare. Second, Mrs. J. H.

Barclay, Kinross. Third, Mrs. L. Carnegie, Fordoun. Highly Commended,

Mrs. Forbes, Strathdon. Commended, Mrs. J. H. Barclaj.
, „, . ,

Amy Otbes Breed.—First, H. Beldon, Bradford. Second and Third,

Mrs. L. Carnegie. Highly Commended, Mrs L.Camegi^.
o,f„.„^

GEESE.-First and Second, lord Kinuaird, Inchture. Third, A. Paterson.

Ducks (Aylesbui-y).-First and Third, Lord Kinnaird, Inchture. Second,

W. Forbes, Piicaple. Highly Commended, Mrs, L. Carnegie: Mrs. J. Wag-

starf, Huntly: Miss J. W. Ogilvy, Meigle : F. W. Gray, Aberdeen. Com-

mended, Mrs. J. Wagstaff. „ „ ,, „ ,, J o„„„„.l T
Ducks (Any other variety).-First, H. Beldon. Bradford. Second, J.

Anderson, Meigle. Third, G. D. Crab. Highly C-jminended, J. Anderson.

Turkeys (Any varietyJ.-First, Lord Kinnairo, lachture. Second, Mrs.

M. Stronach, Sun-oybank. Third, Mrs. L. Carnegie. Highly Commended.

Mrs. L. Carnegie : lilrs. J. Wagstaff.
. , „ -j i.,„:„

Spanish Cock -First, A. Smith, Belhavie. Second, J. Reid, FjTie

Third, G.Tavlor, Inverury. , ct -d „i»„
Dorking CocK.-First, W. Meff, Aberdeen. Second, Mrs. J. H. Barclay,

Kinross. Third, A. F. Williamson, Blackburn. Highly Commended, K.

Walker, Poitlethen: J. Gordon, Rulhrieston

Game CocK.-First and Third, Mrs. Rennet, Aberdeen. Second, M.

''Bp?iiijiA"^i>ooTRA Cock.—First, L. Chalmers, Frasersburgh. Second,

A. B. Milne. 'Ihird, W. Forbes, Pitcaple.
, , r,-v o i.i,

Hamburgh Cock.—First, W. Meff, Aberdeen. Second, J. Thorn, Culsi.

Third, Mrs. Rennet .„ ,. c. i it«
Selling Class (Any breed).-First, W. Bruce, Perth. Second, Mrs.

Barclav Third, J. Kiach. Commeiideil, Mrs. Kennet :
J. Anderson;

W. Meff, Aberdeen.
PIGEONS. .

TuSBLERS.-First, H. Beldon, Bradford. Second, M. E. Joblin, New-

castle. Third, J. Tocher, jun. Very Highly Commended, J. Gibb, WiUow-

''fantails.—First and Second, M. E. Jobling, Newcastle. Third, J. Simp-

son, Durris. Very Highly Commended, J. Simpson.
t,,.t,™.ij

PowTERS.-Flrst and Second, J, Hay, Guestrow. Third J. M'Donald,

Aberdeen. Very Highly Commended, J. Hay. Commended, F. MCrae.

CAREiERS.-First and Second, F. M'Crae. Third, J. M Donald, Aberdeea.

Very Highlv Commended, J. Tocher, jun. ,r „„o.«.
KuFFs^-First, J. Hav, Guestrow. Second, M. E. Jobling, ^ewcastIe

Third, J. M'Donald, Aberdeen. Commended, J. Blacklaw.

Any other variety.—First and Commended, W. Rezm.

CANARIES. „ ^ .^
Yellow Belgian Cock. -First. T. M'Tavish, Aberdeen. Second, W.

Donald, MannoHeld. Third, A. Donald, Mannoheld. Very Highly Com-

mended, S. Wilson, Aberdeen. Highly Commended J. Hunter, Bellevne,

Hardgate. Commended, G. Clark. J?«..-Hrst and Second, W. Donald

M^nnofield. Third, A. Donald, Mannogate. Very High y Commended

W. J. Kentledge. Aberdeen. Highly Commended, W. WUson, Aberdeen

Commended, J. M'Andrew, Aberdeen.

Yei«,ow Cock (Bird of IS63).-First and Wmner of Silver Medal as
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the best Yellow Canary in the Exhibition, "W. Garden, Aberdeen. Second,
J. J. GafSen, Aberdeen. Third, W. Jamieson, Aberdeen. Very Highly
Commended, W. Wilson, Aberdeen. Highly Commended, W. Donald,
Mannofield. Commended, J, Hunter, Hardgate. ^e».— First, S. Wilson,
Short Loanings. Second, W. Ogilvie, Cato Square. Third, J. Hunter,
Hardgiite. Very Highly Commended, J. M'Donuld, Lodge Walk. Highly
Commended, J. M'Andrew, College Street. Commended, W. Wilson,
Causewayend.
BOFF Belqiak Cock. — First, W. Donald, Mancofield. Second. K.

Campbell, Chapel Street. Third, W. J. Houtledgc, Gallowgate. Very
Highly Commended, W. Garden, John Street. Highly Commended, J.

M'Andrew, College Street. Commended, A. M. Mackie, City Hotel. Hen.
—First, T. M'Tavish, Gilcomston. Second, W. Jamieson, Catto Square.
Third, W. Wilson, Causewayend. Very Highly Commended, K. Campbell,
Chapel Street.

Buff Belgian Cock (Bird of 1863).—First and Winner of the Silver

Medal as ihe best Butf Canary in the Exhibition, Second, and Third,
J. J. Garden, John Street. Very Highly Commended, W. Donald,
Mannotield. Highly Commended, W. Roulledge, Gallowgate. Com-
mended, W. J. Koutledge. Eeit. — First, S. Wilcon, Short Loaiiings.
Second. A. Wilson, Crooked Lane, Third, W. Wilson, Causewayend.
Very Highly Commended, A. Donald, Mannofield. Highly Commended,
A. Donald.
Fleckf.d Belgian Cock.— First, M. Skinner, Canal Road. Second, J.

Falconer, North Broadlord. Third, J, Eawards. Union Place. Very
Highly Commended, J. Milne, Aberdeen. Highly Commended, J. Guthrie,
Canal Road ; J. Leeds, Rosemount Place. Hen —Veiy Highly Commended,
A. Middleton, Causewayend. Highly Commended, A. Wilson, Crooked
Lane.
Flfcked Belgian Cock (Bird of 1863).—Vei-y Highly Commended, J.

Falconer, North Broadford. Highly Commended, M. Skinner, Canal Road
;

A. Wilson, Crooked Lane. Ben.—Yu^.t and Winner of Silver Medal as
the best Flecked Canary in the Exhibition, A. Middleton, Causewayend.
Second, R. Buist, Albion Street. Third, K. Campbell, Chapel Street.

Very Hignly Commended, A. Wilson, Crooked Lane.
Mule.— First, A. M. Mackie, Aberdeen. Second, W. Garden, John Street.

Third, J. Hunter, Hardgate. Very Highly Commended, VV. Birell, Hanover
Street. Hii^hly Commended, A. Middleton, Causewayend. Commended,
J. J. Garden, John Street.
FOEEIGN Binns.—Prize, D. Baillic, Chapel Street.

The sole Judge /oi- the poultry was Eichard Teebay, Esq.,
Ftdwood, Preston, Lancashii-e. Mr. Teebay's awards, so far

as we have heard, have given general satisfaction ; and we
have based our remarks on his expressed opinion of the
Show. The Judges for Pigeons and Canaries were Messrs.
A. Gloag, Dundee; E. Sim, sen., Woodside; and A. Barnett,
Aberdeen.

—

(Alerdeen Free Press.)

THE NATIVE HONEY BEE OF AUSTEALIA.
I AM indebted to Mr. F. Smith, President of the Ento-

mological Society, for the following description of the native
Australian honey bee, a nest of which reached me through
the kind offices of Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea. Although
the bees were alive when shipped from Brisbane, in Queens-
land, but had evidently perished long before the termination
of their voyage. This fatal result is the less to be regretted,
since it is perfectly evident that their powers of honej'-

gathering are perfectly infinitesimal as compared with
those of either the English or Italian races.—A Devonshike
Bee-keepek.

" notes on the economy op tbigona carbonakia, a
stingless honey bee of austkalia, with a desckiption
of the insect and also of its nest.

"The beautiful example of insect architecture received

from Brisbane, in Queensland, Eastern Australia, is specially

interesting. Judging from its structure, it apparently indi-

cates the economy of a genus of bees intermediate between
the hive bee and the well-known humble bees.

" Hitherto we have possessed very little information re-

specting the economy of the genus Trigona. The females
are unknown ; the other sexes—male and worker—have been
received from Brazil. The closely-allied genus Melipona
includes, in the opinion of some authors, the species that I

separate and retain in the genus Trigona. Of the former
genus we possess a knowledge of all the sexes, and have
aBCertained that each community contains a number of

females, in which part of their economy they agree with the
humble bee. We may, therefore, expect to find the economy
of Trigona similar m that respect ; such, I have little doubt,

wUl prove to be the case. On examining the nest from
Brisbane we observe another particular in which the economy
of the species agrees with the genus Bombus. Numbers of

semiglobular receptacles for honey are found, some placed
side by side, others over each other, and some suspended in

the ramifications of the coral-like-shaped branchings con-

structed over and above the proper nest, that which contains

the combs of the hive. These receptacles may appropriately

be caDed honey-pots, and serve, I have little doubt, to con-

tain aU the honey collected for the requirements of the hive,

no honey, as far as I can ascertain, being stored in the cells

of the combs, these being apparently appropriated solely to

the rearing of brood.
" On making an opening at the back of the box that con-

tained the nest, and against which it was built, a sight of

the combs was obtained. They proved to lie arranged hori-

zontally, with the mouth of the cells downwai-ds, as in the
combs of wasps. The aiTangement of the combs, however,
cannot be compared in regularity and beauty with that of

the wasp, some being oblique, and the spaces between the
combs are u-regular in width. In fact, the nest is a rude
and imperfect imitation of the symmetrical beauty of the
nest of the wasp.

" No sign of honey in, or of there having been any in,

the cells could be traced. AU appeared to be appropriated
to the rearing of brood. Such I also found to be the case in

a large mass of comb from Panama. Much still remains to

be learnt respecting the economy of these bees. The nest
from Brisbane has thrown much additional light upon the
subject, and will, I trust, stimulate entomologists who visit

countries where the genus Trigona is found to investigate

thoroughly the economy of these bees. All that is at present
known amounts to little that is satislactory, being prin-

cipally founded upon conjectui'e.
" The nest of the Trigona from Brisbane cannot be looked

upon as a perfect example of the structure usually bnilt by
that species. It was constructed in a situation forced upon
the bees ; consequently, they had to contend with the
difficulties of the situation.

" The form of that part of the nest which contains the
combs is that of half a fir-cone, the flat side being placed
against the back of the box. The external surface is veiy
irregular, and consists of a multitude of flat overlapping
layers, some of the larger ones being upheld in their position

by upright supports or columns. Branching oif in various
directions from the external plates is an intricate ramifi-

cation closely resembling the roots of shrubs or plants ; or

perhaps most like the beautiftd branching of some corals.

As the nest is increased in bulk in the process of building,

the flat layers described serve as the foundation whereupon
to construct cells. Some of the honey-pots previously men-
tioned ai-e suspended on the branches above the nest, but
the majority are constructed in heaps, frequently over each
other, at the base and outside of the proper nest; others in

more regulai' order side by side. An orifice is always to be
found on one side, enabling the bees to obtain the honey
stored in each. The general colour of the nest is a reddish-

brown. A portion of the old nest, taken with the bees and
placed in the box, is nearly blaek.

" The Trigona carbonaria is a smaU bee, smaller than the
house fly. It is coal-black and shining ; it has on its face,

on the thorax beneath and at its sides, a covering of very
fine short down or pQe. The tips of its jaws are obscurely

reddish, the wings are clear and transparent, and the
abdomen is glossy black.—F. Smith."

FOUL BROOD.
(Concluded from page 27.)

As it is very desirable to have the opinions of apiarians so
experienced as the gentleman before referred to, I hope I

shall be excused for the following quotation I make from a
communication lately received from him on the foul-brood

controversy. He "wi-ites me, " I know quite well the meaning
you attach to foul brood, and I am at one with you in almost
all the doctrines you hold on the subject. I should like to

know in what way, or on what ground, Mr. Woodbury cha-

racterises this as a disease among bees. When it begins to

manifest itself are the bees so paralysed as to do nothing to

aiTCst its progress ? It is said bees can remove foul brood,

how then does it spread so as to destroy the hive ? Foul
brood, in my opinion, is caused veiy often in hives that have
little or no honey in this way :—There is a favourable spring,

the queen is a prolific one, the bees aa'c numerous. The
combs begin to be well fiDed ivith brood in all stages. A
change of weather takes place,—rain, damp, and cold. The
bees are confined, it ma,y be for a month. They have no
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honey, and no food can they get for the young, and besides

they give up all attention to them. The young larvae die

for want of food, and the sealed maggots die fi'om the re-

duced temperature of the hive. In this way a hive perishes."

I have alluded to weather influences of this kind in a variety

of instances, in No. 125, page 139. I make one more quota-

tion "Foul brood," he writes "is often produced by driving.

I can speak authoritatively on this point, and I believe, or

rather I know from experience, you may give such a hive a

change of queen or supplement them in any way you choose,

the bees will never prosper nor clear out the abortive brood

d-eated in such a case. Some of my hives that died abounded
in masses of foul brood, and I am decidedly of opinion that

this was the cause of their ruin."

I have dwelt thus particularly on those oases in which foul

brood is originated from experirnenting, because it was in

reference to such cu-cumstances that I at first alluded to it

;

but that it arises from kindred influences being brought to

bear upon the young brood from purely natural causes I

have also pointed out, as I said before, at page 139 ; but
inasmuch as my own experience and observations go to

warrant the expression which I used, that " after all foul

brood will be found to manifest itself generally in the hands
of the experimentalist," which expression is being considered

by some to mean more than was intended, or the words
tmder the circumstances warrant, I am, nevertheless, still

inclined to believe that this great evil will be apt to manifest
itself more fi-equently, other cu-cumstances being alike, in

such hands than in others.

Mr. Woodbm-y at the conclusion of his article,. No. 141,

page 464, taxes me with the habit of carefoUy ignoring all

evidence and facts which militate against my own theories

and opinions, and he recalls a few of my fallacies, and the
evidence by which they have " been demolished." The in-

dictment preferred against me is composed of thi^e counts,

and I have to deal with some half dozen witnesses who have
given adverse evidence on each. I have ah-eady explained
the meaning I attach to the three statements alluded to,

but I must not allow the form in which I used them to be
in the least degree altered. No. 3 coiint, " Chilled brood is

not removed by bees," is incorrect. I said that "decayed and
abortive brood in all stages are not removed by the bees."
Perhaps Mr. Woodbury does not mean what may be implied
in this curtailment of the expression ; at all events I must
insist that it remain intact to prevent any doubt as to my
meaning. "Chilled brood" is susceptible of more than one
interpretation, " decayed and abortive brood " is not. Even
" decayed and abortive brood " when not connected with the
important adjunct " in all stages " would fail to indicate the
views I meant to convey in the statement made.

I have already been represented by some as treating foul

brood as a disease, notwithstanding the plainest language,
and now I am called upon to alter the terms of my proposi-
tion as to the removal of brood. We must not now either
alter the terms or change the meaning of words regarding
which we have had a common understanding. My state-
ment is, " Decayed and abortive brood in all stages are not
removed by the bees."
Now, with regard to some of the gentlemen named as

evidence against me, we have only their simple assertion to
the contrary, supported by no evidence and based upon no
facts. I should like much to have " B. & W.'s" opinion, and
the results of his experience fuUy stated on this matter.
The two instances brought forward by Mr. Woodbury and
Mr._ Edwards ai-e not exactly the kind of evidence I shoiild

desiderate, the whole circumstances attending these ai-e

dififereiit from the cases in reference to which I made the
statement. Besides, it wOl be seen by referring to No. 125,
page 139, that I, at the outset, admitted that " the more
advanced piipse can remain for a considerable time iininjured
in such circumstances," but took exception to the tender
larvEe and the newly scaled grubs. I know well what bees
can do sometimes in the way of removing haJf-chiUed or
simply injured brood of a certain kind, as well as the comb
altogether when necessai-y. Indeed, in the former case, they
are assisted by a wonderful instinct on the part of the in-

jured or neglected pupa impelling it in such ch-cumstances
to its utmost exertions to quit the cell and make towards
the outlet of the hive. I speak of the nearly-matm-ed piipa
which outs through the cover of its cell and escapes in such

circumstances. AU this is in strict accordance with that
wise arrangement in nature which provides that deformed,
injured, or physically imperfect bees, being of no use in a
hive, are by universal custom expelled from the colony. In
the removal of drone brood also the same principle is gene-
rally observed. At the very time when advtlt drones are
being starved and massacred, I have observed the young
grubs liberally fed; but when they reached the advanced
pupa8 state and were ready to emerge from the cells, then
the bees by the simple process of withholding nutriment as the
cells were opened, induced the bees to voluntarily escape. It
is only when very unfavourable outward circumstances of
scarcity press haa-d upon the bees that anyofthe younger pupss
even are disturbed. Certainly they prefer to have the assist-

ance of natural instinct to force. But the circumstances under
which these and similar ejectments are made, are totally
different from the circumstances of a hive in which decayed
and abortive brood in all stages find a place as explained by
me. The removal of decayed and abortive brood is quite
another thing from that of live or fresh brood.

If I am asked to account for other gentlemen's experiments
because they appear to be different in results from my own,
I must beg to be excused. ' All I can do is to give my own
experience in the matter and leave others to judge according
to their knowledge. As I said before, this is a cxuestion of
experience alone, and I wish it to be tested by experience

;

but inasmuch as a universal negative is always more diffi-

cult to prove than a particular afSi-mative, the various proofs
I have given of my assertion that bees do not remove de-
cayed and abortive brood in all stages in the circumstances
detailed, must not be set aside by one or two opposing and
isolated cases of an abnormal and different character.

But let us examine the cases cited by Mr. Woodbury and
Mr. Edwards at pages 342 and 382, to show that bees do
remove decayed and abortive brood. Though these are
somewhat similar to each other in respect that the brood-
combs are represented as being all chUled, yet they show a
great dissimOarity in results. This circumstance throws
some little doubt upon the accuracy of the observations.
In Mr. Woodbury's case, the comb inserted in one of his

hives was "crammed" with "chilled and abortive brood in
all stages (principally sealed)." From this comb, he says,

the bees "dragged out every defunct embryo," and then
adds, "A few of the younger ones, were, I believe, even
hatched after all this neglect." Hatched ! after the larvsa

had become chilled and abortive ? Can this be ? In Mr.
Edwards's case, also, it was " a whole hive of chilled brood,"
and yet the reverse of all this took place, " only the most
advanced of the brood came to maturity, as did also the
eggs. The rest, by far the greater part, perished and were
carried out by the bees very gradually. Some remained in

the cells till shi-ivelled up to a mere skin, but were ultimately
removed when the colony got stronger." Now, in answer
to all this, I must simply refer to the results of my own ex-

perience in the eases already detailed by me, and court the
opinions and judgment of all practical apiarians who may
have tested this matter themselves, and say how fai' they
coincide with me in the general accuracy and truth of my
statement that " decayed and abortive brood in all stages

are not removed by the bees."

We all know the instinctive disposition which impels bees
to remove everything of an obstructive or noxious character

from the hive when they possibly can, and when not able

to extrude any decayed putrescent body—as in the well-

known case of the dead snaU—they have recourse to the
only alternative left them—to lessen as much as possible all

evil results, which also they adopt in the case of foul brood
of a certain kind, they cover up or seal over what they
cannot remove.
But I have to deal with other evidence in this controversy,

which Mr. Woodbury has again and again reminded me of

having ignored, and I am necessarily constrained to advert

to it. Foremost among the witnesses arraigned against me
who have spoken out is Mr. Shearer, whom Mr. Woodbui'y
looks upon as his strongest ally, as he has produced him as

a witness in every count of the Mbel ah-eady referred to in

page 464, to which my particular attention is accordingly

directed. Now, as Mr. Shearer, I find, has actually written

his article (No. 127, page 182) in some measure for the

especial benefit and " information of Jonas Jackson and Mr.
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Lowe," it is but very natviral that I, as a party interested,

and as Mr. Woodbury suggests, should see what this witness

has got to say. When I read that article, I must confess I

could not help feeling that it looked altogether very much
like a romance, written in the light of certain erperimeuts

made by Mr. Woodbui-y as to foul brood; while Jonas Jackson

himself is almost eclipsed by the wonders nan-ated iu it.

Mr. Shearer says—" I had a bar-comb of brood lately, in all

stages, which fell out whUe handling it. I put the ccmb
into a vinery on a shelf, where the temperature would be as

low as 50° at night, vnth full air on night and day." Eegax-d-

ing this comb he tells us that, " I used to amuse myself by

feeding the young grub with a little honey and bee bread

mixed, putting it into the cells on the point of a piece of

straw. These grubs lived for two weeks, and at last came

out of the cells altogether, crawling about on the shelf till

. they died*; and numbers of the young bees which were newly

sealed-up when put into the vinery, eighteen days afterwards,

ate themselves out of the cells." Now, there must be a

mistake here ; Mr. Shearer must, I think, have been mis-

understood by the printers. Then as to the " five cases
"

which are given as " undoubted fects " and as tending to

show that foul brood is a disease, I do not consider that, if

rightly imderstood, they would prove anything of the kind.

It will be observed that the whole details occurred not in

his own apiaiy but in that of his neighbour, who was dubbed

the "Professor," on accotmt of "his knowledge of bees and

their habits." " I am compelled, therefore (says Mr. Shearer),

to give his experience (the Professor's) on foul brood, as it

bears 'much against Mr. Lowe and his theoi-y, and may be

useful' to bee-keepers." This being premised, Mr. Shearer,

apparently as the Professor's amanuensis, proceeds to narrate

the five cases above referred to, all tending, " along with Mr.

Woodbury's experience," to prove that foul brood is a disease.

Now, I have little faith in observations of this kind which

come to me at second hand. I would infiuitely prefer five

minutes conversation with the Professor himself as to his

views and doings, than the most lengthened exposition of

these by the hands of another. I should like to know what
this said Professor's coiu-se of proceeding really was with

respect to his bees. He was an experimentalist too in his

own way. He adopted various processes of driving, cutting

combs, uniting swarms, lodging his bees in old hives, some-

times full of comb, sometimes not. I should desiderate

more particulars as to all this. Moreover, I should like to

know the Professor's own candid opinion during these ten

long years, as to what he attributed these evils which so

afflicted his bees. No doubt he had his own views, though
" he read few if any books on the subject." The only glimpse

we have of the Professor's views fi'om Mr. Shearer in detailing

the five cases (with the exception of a remark made in case

4th as to "robbing"), oocvu's at page 181, in these words,
" I believed it to be caused by chiU (says Mr. Shearer) to the

young brood. My neighbour, however, would never admit

it, having tried plan after plan to get clear of it, and all had

faUed." We ai-e told the Professor " would not admit it,"

then why not tell us what he did admit ? Towards the close

of his article Mi-. Shearer proceeds to say, "I had a bar-

comb of brood lately in all stages, which fell out whilst

handling it. I might have fixed it again, but my neighbour

(the Professor) being with me at the time, urged me not to

do so (why ?) as the brood might get chilled, and so propo-

gate the disease among mine." And so, Mr. Shearer, in

deference to the Professor's views, put the said comb con-

taining brood in all stages on the vinery-shelf instead. Is

this the evidence Mr. Woodbury accuses me of " ignoring ?

"

Why, this witness has evidently been put in the ," wrong
box!" He is most assru'cdly mine. It is clear he renounces

Mr. Woodbury's theory. He says to Mr. Shearer, nay, he
urges him, showing the intensity of his convictions, not to

put the bar-comb in question into his hive, "as the brood
might get chilled and so propagate the disease." Well done
the Professor ! I must claim this witness.

Mr. Shearer must not feel offended because I have thus
dealt with evidence which Mr. Woodbury has taxed me with
ignoring. The value of an experiment must always depend
"upon the accuracy of the observations and the knowledge of

the operator. All second-hand information of this kind,

* Surely Mr. Stiearer does not mean to 8ay that the larvaa actually undcr-
went ihe metamorphosiB into pup® without being sealed ?

therefore, must be received according to what it is worth. If
Mr. Shearer would confine himself, as he promises in his last
paper. No. 143, p)age 303, to his own experience, which he
has now an opportunity of doing in regard to foul brood (it

having at last appeai-ed in his own apiai-y), his evidence
would be usefid and satisfactory.

Another instance is furnished by Mr. Shearer in the paper
above alluded to, of the evil of receiving second-hand infor-

mation of this kind. I refer to the hive which had been
supplied ivith the bees of thi'ee separate stocks, and with
23 lbs. of honey and sugar dm-ing some ten days about the
beginning of October, and which had, after two or three
weeks interval as I read it, " increased 7 lbs. more thaE the
weight of honey and sugar he (his neighbour) gave them,
owing to the young brood which she is now rearing." It is

evident fi-om the simple perusal of this narrative, that an
error has crept in somehow or other. An increase of 7 lbs.

of young brood (which in the cu'cumstances may be safely
laid down at 10 lljs.), produced in October by a queen which
had ceased laying seven weeks before, is certainly most mar-
vellous. I repeat, there must be an error somewhere. At
a future time, perhaps, Mr. Shearer wOl enlighten us on
this matter, and explain it more satisfactorily.

I fear little benefit can be derived from microscopic ex-

amination of foul brood. No additional Hght, as it appears
to me, has been thrown upon the subject by Mr. Edward
Parfitt's ref)ort, inserted in No. 138, page 403. The results

are such as might be predicted in the circumstances—namely,
the discovery of animalculas in the decomposed animal
matter called foul brood. The discovery of these animalcules
iu the honey submitted to him might also be accounted
foi', though I am inclined to think this may have been a
mere accidental circumstance ; but in either case I do not
see that any light has been thrown upon the general question
by these revelations.

I have also had several portions of foul brood in all stages
of decomposition subjected to microscopic examination, as

also a portion of the honey by which these were surrounded

;

but the results were different fi-om those of Mr. Parfitt's,

showing that animalcules may or may not be found in de-

composed young brood.
An eminent professional gentleman did me the favour of

undertaking this examination at my request ; and after a
patient investigation of upwards of an hour-, during which
we tried and tested a variety of specimens of the decomposed
larvEe and other brood from several combs, not the vestige

of an animalcule could be discovered in any. The honey
and farina also were tried with the same results ; but observ-

ing some honey in the combs in a state of fermentation, we
discovered, on submitting a portion of it to the microscope,

innumerable fungi, usually found in all fermented liquors

—

even the beer we use at table—beautifully dispersed tlu'ough-

ont. These dotted the whole ai-ea of vision with numberless
little globular-looking particles, but the professional gentle-

man above referred to, did not think that the fungus could

have anything to do with foul brood, which, so far as he
could understand, was simply decomposed animal matter.

—

J. Lowe.

Captaik Beaton's BtrFF Cochins. — Admirers of this

valuable and fashionable breed of fowls will have an excel-

lent opportunity of acquiring birds li'om this celebrated

yard, as we observe from an advertisement that Captain

Heatou has decided to send a selection of sixty for sale by
auction atBingley Hall, Bh-mingham, on Tuesday next. We
understand that Mr. E. Adams's entu-e stock of Partridge

Cochins will also be disposed of on the same day.

OTIR LETTER BOX.
Cream {A Suhscribei-).—Your cream needs no test. It is either an artifi-

cial compound or the cows from wbence it is derived are diseased. The
first supposition is prubiibly the truth.

Butter not Tomnsr. (J. Simmons).—We cannot tell what causes your
failure. We should cliurn at from 65' to 70» during this cold weailicr, keep

the dairy at little below 60°, and we should cut the hay and oat-straw into

chafl', mixing it with mangold wurtzcl sliced.

TovLousE Ceese (C .4.).—State fully in an advertisement what you

require ; or write to somo of tho owners of this variety who are prlzo-

talicrs, and asli if they can supply you.
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temperature range from 55° to 60° it could not be "better.

The situation should be light and free from drip. No water
must be given until the leaves appear, for the concen-

trated juices of the bulb ai'e sufficient without the aid of

water, when they must be slightly watered, gradually in-

creasing the quantity as the leaves and scapes elongate.

When the scape has risen 6 inches give a plentiful supply

of water, and let every alternate watering be weak liquid

manure, or, what is safer for an amateur, 1 oz. of Peruvian
guano dissolved in a gallon of rain water, and with this

water the plant every other day, and the intervening day
with pure water. All waterings to be applied a few degrees

over rather than a few below the temperature of the house ;

enough to be given to run through the pot, and if it does
not do this without having to stand on the surface, or is a
long time in doing so, the soil is either dust dry or sodden,
or the drainage is choked. Examination being made, the
defect, whatever it be, must be remedied at once. The leaves
should not under any cu'cumstances be suffered to flag at

this stage, and the atmosphere must be kept moist by
syringing night and morning every available evaporating
stu'face with water of the same temperature as the house.
Ail' should be given on all favoui'able opportunities, but cold
currents must be studiously avoided.
When tlie plants come into flower we have another point

to consider. Is the plant wanted for conservatory deco-
ration, or to produce seed ? If the first no matter, but if

seed be the object it must not move an inch. Kemove the
anthers of the parent, and keep insects from its stigma.
As soon as the stigma becomes viscid choose pollen that
has been well afred and from a species or variety likely to
give a desu'able result, and on a line sunny morning touch
the stigma with the pollen, and something good or bad will

be the consequence. The air of the house should be kept
rather drier than usual for a few days prior to ;u-tificial fe-

cundation, as doing so is very conducive to its success.
The plants must be duly and copiously supplied with

water in whatever situation they may be in, and the tem-
perature should never be allowed to fall below 50°, or the
check win be such as to injure the growths now making, on
which depends the future flowering. Defective seed-pods
are often the result of sudden changes of temperatui'e. By
Jime the leaves wiU have attained thefr full size, but that
depends on circumstances, and cannot be determined with
certainty without actual observation. I mean no set time
can be given, for the bulbs do not all start into growth at
one time, nor do they all groweqvially—some are late, others
early in making tlieh- growth ; but when the leaves cease
to grow or elongate, everything being conducive to their
development, nothing is more certain than that the growth
has been made. Having settled this point the next con-
sideration is. Do the plants need potting ? If the drainage
be perfect and the soil anything but sodden, the best plan
is to let well alone. Never mind how full the pot may be
with roots, the plants flower all the better, and the bulbs
ripen more perfectly. If, however, the sod be sodden they
must be potted, and the following precautions must be at-
tended to :—Break the ball as little as can be helped ; taking
away about 2 inches of the surface sod, clear the principal
roots carefully and adjust them, and place a layer of soil at
the bottom of the pot. The pots best suited for the plants
now under consideration are bulb-pots, S inches in depth and
5 inches in width inside measurement. Not less than 1 inch
of the depth should be broken pots, a large piece over the
hole, and some smaller upon it, and 1 inch of the rougher
part of the compost over it. The soil should be composed
of hazel loam, and if it be turfy and not less than three
yeai-s old so much the better. It should not be silted but
chopped with the spade, for the roots run more readily
through it when it is porous, and a more ready passage for
water is thus prepared, and this is a point of great import-
ance. Abont one-sixtli of sharp sand should be thoroughly
incorporated with the soU, and in this mixtm'e pot the Ijulbs,

and if it be done well not a single root need be injured by the
»peration. The neck of the bulls should be level with the
top of the pot, and the soU carefully put roimd the sides
and pressed gently down, leaving a hollow of half an inch
for watering pm-poses at the top of the pot, the bulb being
covered to the neck with soil. Finish with a copious water-
ing, and gently syringe the leaves.

It is not advisable to repot plants producing seed, but
they should remain in the quartera which they previously
occupied, and receive only sufficient water after the leaves
attain their full size to prevent their flagging. The pro-

duction of seed never injures the bulbs if the foregoing
directions are attended to.

After potting, presuming that has been done when they
attain their strongest growth, and whether or not the leaves
are at their strongest, it will be advisable to keep the plants
in a shady place for a few days imtil the cheek likely to
result fr'om the potting is got over, and which the plants
will experience if placed in the position previously occupied.
When the danger of a check is over they may be removed
to a shelf in the full sun and near to the glass, and the
supply of water shoidd be gradually diminished, but fre-

quent syringing overhead must be given daily for a month
longer, and the supply of water but little diminished for

that period. A month after the strongest growth or full

development no more or but few syringings are needed, and
not a drop more water than enough to prevent the leaves

flagging. Take no notice of yellow leaves, only be careful

that whilst green the foliage does not flag from want of water.
Continue this treatment until October when most of the
leaves will have turned yellow ; but if they he gi-een do not
become uneasy about it if the soil in the pots is dry. The
plants at this time, October, should be placed on a shelf in

the stove, and not a drop of water given them until the
scape and leaves appear in the January or February follow-

ing. Any bulbs that appear disposed to remain evergreen
should not be forced to rest by witldiolding water so that
the leaves flag, but a little (and it is astonishing how little

wUl do it), should be given in winter to prevent theu' flagging.

The temperature trom January to June should range from
55' to C0°, and it may rise to 75° or 80° with sun and abund-
ance of air. From June to October from (30° to 65°, and 80°

to 90° with sun, will do them no harm. From October to

February a dry atmosphere never below 50°, nor exceeding
60° with fli'e heat, suits them. It not unft-equently happens
when the gi'owth is made early—say, by Slay, and water
gradually withheld after that time, that the plants will rest

at midsummer, lose a number of thefr leaves, and give a
fine bloom in autumn in addition to flowering in spring.

This the old gardeners termed good management, but not
all theh- bulbs even did this. It was only the strongest, for

weak bulbs are late in making thefr growth, and conse-

quently do not ripen rapidly. Should any gi'ower, therefore,

have bulbs that seem disposed to rest at midsummer,
encourage them to do so by withholding water instead of

promoting a second growth bj' giving more water than is

really necessary to prevent the leaves flagging just because
a leaf or two turns yellow. Plants flowering twice noU
make a second growth, which must be well supported by
liquid maniu'e and copious watering until the growth is

made, when they are to be dried off as after the tii-st flo^ver-

iug.—G. Abbey.
(To he continued.)

FLOWEKS OP THE PAST SEASON.
PELAEGONIUJIS.

Who is there that takes any interest in this beautiful

summer flower, aud who assists at those gorgeous displays

and banks of bloom that gladden the eyes and excite the
enthusiasm even of those " outer barbarians " who ai'e not
initiated into the mysteries of shajje, size, substance, margin,
blotches, spots, textirre, &c., on which the genuine florist

delights to descant H Who does not recollect that wonder-
ful banlc of seedlings, which, in June, 1862, puzzled the brains

and dazzled the eyes of the Judges who then had the light

and easy task ('f) of, in little more than an hour, deciding on
a century of seedlings, and to do so according to the usual
happy arrangements of the Kensington folks, with the
Fellows, thefr wives, and daughters, pressing round them,
and freely commenting on everything on which they were
called to decide ? It would not be wonderful, then, that mis-
takes were made, and that the showers of first and second-

class certificates which descended then in no sparing manner
upon the subjects brought iorward were in some instances

undeserved. It seems, I must own to it^ a cruel thing to
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have these poor innocents brought up for trial after having
been so highly praised, coaxed, and flattered; but still

justice must be done ; and although the hangman's ofRce is

not a very pleasant one, and one feels rather like those

wretches, Forrest and Dighton, when they murdered the
little princes in the Tower, yet the thing must be done, and
none the less so because the stamp of authority has been
placed upon them ; for thus the evil is increased, and that

which people wUl hardly buy on the mere recommendation of

the raisers themselves, they are more willing to do when
it comes winged with a first or second-class certificate.

It is then of these, sent out in the autumn of 1862 and
spring of 18fi3, that I intend to speak. Through the kind-

ness of those who sent them out I have been enabled to

grow them under my own eye, and as I have watched them
from day to day, have formed my opinions concerning them.
These mny be wrong, and in some instances may prove to

be so, but they are none the less conscientious.

1. Aedens (Beck's).—This flower seems to me to have
been overrated ; for although showy and brilliant in colour,

it has not that size and substance which is necessaiy for a
first-class flower.

2. Agamemnon (Beck's).—A showy purple variety, some-
what too long in the flower. Its habit is good.

3. Beacon (Hoyle's).—This cannot lay any claim to being
a show flower. Its shape is indifferent ; but it is very valu-

able for effect, being' quite as fine as many of the French
varieties.

4. Bellatbix (Beck's).—A very bright flower, but I am
not quite satisfied with its performance this year ; it may
possibly improve.

5. Censor (Foster's).—A fine bold flower, excellent for the
stage, but questionable as to its claim to being a first-class

flower, which I do not think it is likely to be.

6. Colossus (Hoyle's). — A very fine, fuU, rich rose-

coloured fiower, of large size, with light centre. Very striking.

7. EsPEKANCE (Beck's).—A very pretty light flower, the
white not pure, but still of very nice substance, and alto-

gether pleasing.

8. Illuminator (Poster's).—A very brilliant flower, open-
ing well, very smooth in substance, shape good, ground
scarlet, with intense deep blotch. Altogether an excellent
flower.

9. Improvement (Foster's).—A very fine purple fljwer of
good substance, the top jietals deep maroon. An excellent
flower.

10. Inez (Hoyle's).—A sort of painted orange flower, with
white centre. There is something very novel in its ap-
pearance.

11. Lord Palmbeston (Hoj'le's).—I am somewhat dis-

appointed in this flower. Its appearance universally excited
admiration from the novelty of its colom-ing, and for that it

must be retained ; but the substance and shape do not seem
to be what they ought, and these are just the points in
which mistakes may be made. A flower is shown oft' to its

best advantage ; just as an anxious mamma will see to the
appearance of her daughter when she first " comes out,"
so do these anxious raisers " titivate " their flowers very
often, so that they are sometimes thought to be better than
they really are.

12. Meeeimac (Foster's).—a fine large flower, opening
well, and displaying a white centre. The truss is large, and
the plant altogether showy.

13. Oeiana (Beck's).—a large and fine flower. The form
is excellent, and the colouring very bold. It is altogether
remarkably fine.

14. Ottavia (Hoyle's).—Light flowers, white not pure,
but pleasing as a greenhouse flower.

15. Pericles (Hoyle's).—White flowers, but not superior
to many out.

IG. EoTALTT (Foster's).—One of the best flowers of the
season. Good form, colour, and substance ; lower petals
painted purple, top petals nearly black ; white centre.
Altogether a very excellent flower.

17. EoYAL Albert (Hoyle's).—A very fine large flower.
Apt to crimple, I fancy, on the top petals ; but its size will
make it coveted by all growers.

18. Kegina Formosa (Beck's).—A very good flower, flne
form, dark maroon spot. A very fine plant for exhibition,
and I fully expect to see it largely used for that purpose.

19. EoSY Bloomer.—A showy flower for the stage, and
somewhat novel in colour, but not an exhibition plant. t

20. Souvenir (Poster's).—A painted flower of large size,

and very attractive.

21. Tycoon (Hoyle's).— Dark rich-looking flowers, and
very good shape. One of the best dark flowers out. - —-•—

;

22. Vesuvius.—A bright scarlet flower, but not very first-

rate in character.

23. Queen of Whites (Dobson's).—The best light flower

of the season. Ground colour the purest white, with a beau-
tiful spot. An excellent flower.

24. Butterfly (Beck's). — An effective flower, though
somewhat inclined to be loose and open. Spots on the three

lower petals ; top petals nearly covered with black blotch.

25. Caliban (Beck's).—Very free-blooming, with fine spots.

A very striking flower.

2G. Edith (Hoyle's).—White flowers, with lake spots.

Curious.

27^ Feu de Joie (Turner' r,).—Orange scarlet flowers, with

spots on all the petals, which some people call quiquevul-

neroviB ! save the mark !

28. Landseee (Foster's).—A very flne rich flower. Spots

on the lower petals, top petals neai-ly black. Very Iree-

blooming.
29. Monitor (Foster's).—Fine dark variety. Spots on all

the petals ; free-blooming and large. Excellent.

Of Fancy Pelargoniums I can say nothing, having had no
opportunity of proving them ; but of the above I sliould be
inclined to select as the best Colossus, Illuminator, Im-
provement, Royalty, Eoyal Albert, Eegina Formosa, Queen
of Whites, Caliban, Landseer, and Monitor. And if some of

our correspondents, who veiy frequently ask for the names
of the best new varieties, would bear them in mind, they

might save themselves the trouble of writing-.

Again do the raisers of seedUngs, Messrs. Hoyle, Foster,

and Beck, come forth to claim our attention. The flowers of

the two former are in the hands of Mr. Charles Turner, of

Slough ; and Mr. Beck's in those of Mr. Williams, of Paradise

Nursery, HoUoway. I have not seen many of them, but
think I am not far wi'ong in saying that two of the finest

flowers ever seen are in Mr. Hoyle's lot this year—I mean
Artist and Achilles.

The interest which attaches to this flower is by no means
diminished, its readiness of cultivation, freedom of flower-

ing, and hardiness of constitution making it a favourite

everywhere. Wherever the labourer's wife can put a flower

in the window it is pretty sure to be a Geranium ; and I think

that those who cultivate them could not do better than dis-

tribute cuttings of good sorts, which they would otherwise

throw away, amongst their neighbours, for it is desirable that

they, too, should have their eye formed to see what is truly

beautiful and good. I think, that aS with children so with

others—it is even well to accustom their eyes to good forms
and colouring. It seems to me to have no slight bearing on
the proverbial good taste of the Parisians, that their eye is

from earliest childhood educated to these things, especially

in the ready and free access that they have to works of art

of all kinds.

T have not entered on the subject of Zonale or bedding
Pelargoniums, but reserve them for a separate notice, and
here, as in Verbenas, a good deal of execution must be done.

—D., Deal.

NEATNESS EVEN IN MIDDENS.
" They manage these things better abroad," is a phi-ase

one hears frequently from travelled people, and in some
instances they are right. I have noticed that the manure-
heaps on the Continent are almost invariably more neatly

kept than those in EngUsh farmyards and gardens. Passing
along the Taunus range one is struck with the peculiar

tidiness of these somewhat ofl'ensive adjuncts to the garden;
the servants seeui to take a pride in making the heaps as

ornamental as possible. A sketch would, perhaps, be the
simplest plan to give your readers a con-ect idea of the way
in which it is done, but faiUng that, I will try to make it as

comprehensible as I can.

The men fii-st throw all the short stuff in a heap, and then
mark a line all round in which to place the long litter ; this

latter, having brought the ends some way over the proposed
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edofe of the heap, they double back neatly over the fork-

hsnd'e, in the same manner as om- gi'ooms do when they
niaki up the horses' beds. The straw, being folded back,
must be kept in its place by some weight, either a plank
or a few bricks, until the next layer is placed upon it. The
whole may be made more or less artistic according to the
fancy and capabilities of the jjerson who aiTanges it. In the
summer a little earth is thro^^Ti on the top, and Melons,
Gourds, or Pumpkins planted, which look well, and are

besides veiy usetil.

Without at all Mashing to "put down" our English gar-

deners, I must say I never yet saw a compost or manure-
heap that was either ornamental or even neat here at home,
and I see no reasonwhy they should be otherwise.

—

Patelin.

LIFTING AND INAECHING VINES.
PEACH TEEES IN POTS AND IN KAINT BISTltlCTf.

A COBP.ESPONDENT (" "W. E. M., Lancashire"), will find
the first question discussed in the Journal of November
10th, 1863, page 365, to which he is referred, in preference
to going fully into the matter again. With regard to the
instructions given in the two works to which " W. E. M."
refers, he must bear in mind that there is a great difl'erenco

between simply shifting a Vine, or any other fruit-bearing i

plant fi-om one pot to another, or in planting a young Vine t

with the object of getting the finest possible growth the
'

same season, fi'om lifting old Vines and renewing the border '

with the double object of both improving the Vines and not
1

losing a year's crop. To simply shift any blossom or fruit-

beai'ing plant late in autumn v.'ith the view of tavoui'ing its

fraitfulness, or to get it to set its fruit either more certainly
or strongly would be opposed to the experience of pot-cul-
ture in general, as well as to sound principles ; and it is, no
doubt, because JVIr. Elvers has found this out that he re-

commends the discontinuance of autumn potting, and in
the case of growing fi-uit trees in pots he is well entitled to
a hearing. To obtnin a. fine, healthy growth fi-om a j'oung
Vine the same year it is jilanted, there is no better time
than May to plant, pai-ticulaiiy if the roots are to be all

outside. To plant and force on sooner would not be pro-
ductive of so fine a Vine that same year, and can only be
recommended in cases where it is desirable to work the
Vines quickly round into early forcing, and then the roots
should he paitially, at least, inside. Hence it is, that, in a
general way. May is to be recommended in jireferenoe to
March or April, because by waiting there is more natui-al

warmth in the soil, and a greater disposition in the Vine to
growth without being forced by a greater amount of arti-

ficial heat. But where the object is to make Vines bear
fruit the summer after they are lifted, the case is very
different. To take the case of young Vines, even if they
are entirely shaken out, ten chances to one but every bunch
wiU " wii-e,'' or run to claspers instead of coming into
bloom. The same Vines, on the other hand, if planted the
previous autumn, woirld establish themselves and bear fruit

to a certainty the next summer. Therefore, it is, that
when the securing of a crop is an object we have recom-
mended earlj' autumn, before the leaves and roots cease
their functions, as the best time for lifting old Vines and
renewing the border. If left tdl spring there are ten chances
to one against a crop, as compared to autumn-lifting.
Moreover, v,'heu lifted in autumn the Vines will be in mucli
finer condition in the autumn of the following year, than if

the operation were delayed till spring. Of course, there are
cases where autumn-lifting cannot be carried out, and then
spring is the next best time, so that now our correspondent
must be guided by his desires as to the loss of a crop. In
the spring the chances are against a crop. In autumn he
may succeed in obtaining a lair crop the following season,
as many have done before now.
The top eye of your pot Vine mil, xmdoubtedly, give you

the finest shoot for inarching ; but if the fruit of the pot
Vine is considered of importance, wo would rather let one of
the lower eyes grow away without stopping it, and taJke it

for the inarch. The top eye, if allowed to grow away
vigorously, will considerably rob the fruit-beai'ing growths
below. To do the inarch the greatest justice the top eye
would be best; to do the crop on the pot Vine the lilce

justice, it would be best to take a shoot from an eye lower
down, and stop the top bud after it has gro^vn three or four

joints. There is no reason why you should not succeed in

getting a good inarch and a good crop fi'om the same Vine,
and we would recommend you, with that object in \'iew, not
to inarch the top shoot, but to keep it stopped close in to a
few joints.

To force your Peaches and Nectarines successfully, re-

member that you ai'e more likely to succeed in setting a
crop by forcing gently than by a high temi)erature. Do
not exceed 4-0° to 45° till the buds ai'e showing the colour of

the flower ; then if the weather is not very cold raise to 50° at

night, with from 5° to 8° more by day. Do not use the
syringe so fr-eely as you propose, rather sprinkle the path
than apply much water to your trees, and when opening
into bloom they must have a cu'Oidation of dry air about
them, without any application of moisture, till they have set

and are swelling thefr fi'uit.

It is difScult to give definite rules as to how often they
should be watered. Give it just often enough to prevent the
soil from becoming dry on the one hand, and not to keep it

too wet on the other. Either extreme must be carefully

avoided. For the production of early crops of Peaches and
Nectarines we consider the pot system a precarious one,
and no gardener who has an eai-ly and continuous large
supply of the finest fruit to furnish with the least possible
expense, and the gTCatest certainty, ever attempts to do so
from trees in pots. Pot fruit trees are well enough in their

own niche, but they have been far too much made of. We
would advise you, if you Avish for good early Peaches with
the greatest certainty and least expense, to plant your trees

out, and train them near- the light or glass.

With regard to the culture of the Peach in rainy districts,

it is our opinion that well-ripened wood will cai-ry a crop
through more severe spring frosts than wood that is badly
ripened. We have had striking proofs of this several times.

In the autumn of 1858, we transplanted a lai-ge tree from
one of our Peach-houses on to the open walls. It had well-

ripened wood and fine prominent buds, and it was the only
tree on the same wall that carried through a crop the follow-

ing spring. Finely-ripened trees Irom the neighbourhood
of London have frequently set then- fi-uit with greater

fr'eedom the spring after they were planted than others that

made their wood in a colder climate. To a certain extent,

if this be correct, the gardeners are right, inasmuch as your
trees are not in so good a contlition to bear with spring

frosts as others are in localities where the wood ripens

better, and where they have equal visitations of spring

frosts. The frost does its work aU the easier on account
of yoiu: blooms being weaker, and more likely to be cut off.

To remedy the evil you shoidd avoid rich borders, as

being productive of strong wood, which is less lilcely to be
ripened in autumn. Well-drained, shallow borders would
give less vigorous wood, which requh'es less sun to ripen it.

'This in such localities, in conjunction with protection at

night in spring, would be the condition most likely to insure

success. AVe are, however, of opinion that there ai'e but few
localities in Britain where coverings of glass would not in

the coui'se of j'ears be the cheapest in the end, and there

can be no doubt such are the most effectual remedy that can
be applied to the evil. Unless when subject to the grossest

mismanagement. Peaches are sure to bear well and regularly

under glass, and from our own experience and observation

it matters very little about the soil they are then planted

in, provided it is not grossly enriched. The finest crops of

Peaches that we have ever seen have been from trees under
a glass screen, growing in a poor, hungry, gravelly soil,

occasionally watered with liquid manure, ifour best panacea
for Laucashu-e, and all other cold, dull, wet districts—is

glass, glass.—D. Thomson.

MILTON HOUSE.
Among gai-dens worth seeing in Northamptonshire, it

would be unjust to omit that at i\lilton House, near Peter-

borough, the seat of the late Earl Pitzwilliam and now of

the Hon. George Fitzwilliam. The visitor will find the

gardener, Mr. W. Worraker, a most obliging cicerone and

^ a true lover of his profession. There is a grand old-fashioned
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stove with a coUectiou of Ovoluds and Ferns in the highest

cultivation ; Dendrobiiim nobile covering a piece of wall at

least 6 feet square, and Ltclia anoeps in so large a pot that

the next shift will take it into a tub. Alocasia metallica

has grown and flowered well here dui-ing the last sanimer.

Perhaps the most striking object is an immense and per-

fectly symmetrical specimen of Dicksonia antarctica, the

size of which may be gathered fi-om the fact that it takes

six men to lift it. Though one or two of the tree Perns at

Kew slightly exceed this in size, they wiU bear no compai-ison

with it in regularity of form ; a drawing alone could do

justice to it. There is also a good collection of hai-dyl'erns :

among which are prominent large quantities of Adiantum

pedatum, Onoolea sensibilis, and Struthiopteris germauica.

Milton was one of the fii-st places at which Orchids were

grown in England, and it is not now in the background,

although its means and appliances ai'e not in any degree

modernised.—W. T. Gates, Peterborough.

LATE MELOA^S.
We have our early and late-keeping Grapes, the same of

Peaches, Apples, Pears, and many other fruits, why not our
early and late-keeping Melons ?

A good-flavoured Melon at Christmas would not be other-

wise than appreciated, and it is a subject worthy of the

attention of raisers and importers of new varieties to secure
one of good keeping properties.

That the Melon season can be considerably prolonged I

had ample proof last year. We have three span-roofed pits

at tliis place of good-sized dimensions, from which pits I suc-

ceeded in furnishing my employer's table more or less for

seven months, commencing cutting in June, late in com-
parison to some growers, and sending up the last fruit on
January 12th, 1864.

I think it quite possible to have Melons nine months out
of the twelve with properly constructed pits, well heated for

the earliest crops.

I find a great difference in the good keeping properties of

Melons. Gem, a scarlet flesh, proved the worst keeper I

grew, splitting- open, and speedily decaying. The G;-een-

fleshed section were far the best keepers grown by me.
Some argue that a Melon is comparatively flavourless

except in summer and early autumn. In contradiction of
such an opinion I can state that the fruits furnished by me
in November and December were of good flavour, as my
employer did not fail to acknowledge.
He who succeeds in raising a really good-fla,voured Melon

possessing the desideratum of hanging plump until Christ-
mas would justly be entitled to as much praise as he who
gave us Lady Downes' Grape. — John Edlikstok, Crom
Castle.

"WHICH IS THE BEST WAY OE HEATING
BEDS BY HOT-WATEE PIPES?

The above is the title given to some remarks at page 514
by " W. W." Having had some experience in heating beds,

&c., I may at once state that it has been the reverse of

what " W. W." anticipates, and with your permission I will

give it in as few words as possible.
Thirteen years ago there were built here four pits, each

33 feet long and 4 wide, for growing Asparagus, Sea-kale,

and Rhubarb. They were situated two on each side of a
stove, and, together with other pits, they are heated fi-om

the boiler which heats the stove. There are two-inch flow

and return pipes in each on the same plan as " W. Tv''.'s"

section A (which he condemns), with the addition of wooden
shutters 4 feet high, hinged at the bottom, and opening
back from the top. The pits are partly sunk below the level

of the surrounding gi'ouud. The chamber where the pipes
are is 15 inches deep, being formed of Caithness pavement
2 inches thick, and supported along the centre with brick
piers. On the top of the pavement are placed broken bricks
to the thickness of 3 inches for drainage, and above this, soil

to the depth of 2 feet 8 inches.
The Asparagus plants which were, perhaps, twenty years

old, I Kfted when in full foliage in the end of June, taking
care to preserve good balls, and I planted them in the pits.

giving a good watering and carefully tying up the stems
to a stake. These plants did so well that, whenever I had
occasion to make new plantations of Asparagus in the gar-

den, I have always lifted the plants when in full foliage, and
I have never failed ; but whenever I lifted plants in winter

or spring I never was successful, almost every plant dying.

I would strongly recommend this plan to any one who finds

a difRoulty ni renewing beds of Asparagus.
The Asparagus was forced to come in during the first

week in March in the fu-st year, and at the same time every

year since. From each stool we cut five shoots, strong, and
of fine flavour and colour, as they are exposed to the air on
all favoiu'able occasions, by folding back the shutters.

The water is only allowed to ou'culate in the pipes for

two weeks, and this is all the heat which is requu'ed to

bring the Asparagus in at that season. There would be no
difficulty in forcing it earlier, but it would be at the sacrifice

of the plants every year. The shoots, which are left to

grow to form roots and stems for the following year, have
been on two or three occasions iniured by frost in May, when
they were IS inches high, notwithstanding that the shutters

were on.

The Ehubarb and Sea-kale were planted in the pits in the
autumn, and both did well ; but the Asparagus far exceed-

ing our expectations, the Khubarb was taken up and the pit

filled with Asparagus, and I found I could grow more Sea-

kale in the same space by taking up the roots from the
garden, and forcing them in the jiit, placing them so closely

together as to allow just enough room for the blanched
stem to come to maturity. When Sea-kale forcing is finished

the pit is filled with bedding stuii; and when this is planted
out the pit is used for growing Mushrooms during the
summer, and a better place for doing so I could not desire,

as we have complete command over the Mushrooms ; for if

the heat caused by the natural decomposition of the dung
should fail before the spawn has fully run, the hot w£,ter if

alloi^'ed to circulate for a short time soon puts all right.

Altliough the jjipes in these pits ai-e placed within 2 inches

of each other along the centre of the pit, there is no per-

ceptible dillerence in the earliness of the Asparagus in the
centre of the pit, right above the pipes, as compared with
that at the sides, and I imagine that it is only at times that

the Sea-kale and Mushrooms are affected by the pipes

below them, and the reason is that the pipes are not in con-

tact with the pavement. In the chamber the temperature
is the same in every part, except in elose proximity to the
pipes. I have no doubt whatever that these two-inch pipes
would heat a space double the size with ease.

On this plan, then, of having the pipes in a chamber, and
in no way in contact with the material to be heated, the
whol? width of the beds can be heated to the same tempe-
rature, with the exception of about 2 inches at each side of

the bed, where the soil comes in contact with the side walls

;

while the plan represented by "W. W.'s" section E would
only heat the soil right above the chamber, but would be
better than either section c or d, as I have proved by ex-

perience. Wherever the soil, clinkers, gravel, or any other
material comes in contact with the pipes, the heat is carried

upwards, and only extends horizontally to a very short dis-

tance on each side of the pipe.

I have a border inside a span-roofed house planted with
Vines, which was at fii'st chambered for the purpose of

growing Vines in pots ; but as the Vines were to be planted
out, and not having depth enough for soU above the pipes,

I removed the pavement, and covered the pipes with drain-

tUes to prevent the roots from being burned, making the
drainage with broken drain-tiles in the same way as shown in
" W. W.'s " section c. I find that the heat does not extend
more than 6 inches on each side of the pipes ; while the
roots in the centre would be burned if I were to attempt to

heat all the soil to the sides. And I can assiire " W. W."
from experience that the roots of the Vines do get into

danger, and are destroyed, while when chambered they are
in no danger whatever.
As to section D. numbers of gardeners will have experienced

that when a hot pi^oe passes through soil and a thermometer
is placed a foot away Itoui the pipe, it will not indicate that
it dei'ives much heat from the pipe.

If " W. W." turns to Tee Journal op Horticultuee,
Vol. III., page 216, he will there find a section showing how
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the vinery-borders are lieated at this place. The piping
passes from the boiler 32 feet out to the front wall of the
chamber, passing along within 2 feet of it to the further end,

and along the front of the outside wall of the vinery, 16 feet

fi-om the back wall, and then to the boiler, heating a chamber
with upwards of 1000 square feet of surface. Over the whole
of that surface there is not one degree of difference in the
temperature even if it is tried just above where the pipe
enters from the boiler, because the pipes are not in contact
with the pavement, and the wliole air is heated alike, and
parts with its heat equally under all the soil ; while, if on
any of the plans of " W. W.," with the exception of A, a
space extending, perhaps a foot on each side of the pipe
would only be heated, and all the rest of the soil would not
be affected in the least by the pipes.

I might enlai-ge on this subject at considerable length
were I disposed to enter into the theory, but I think I have
said enough to convince any one of the impropriety of at-

tempting to heat large surfaces of soil by any other means
than chambering. I am not surprised at the views held by
"W. W." and Mr. Fish, as I had the same myself at one
time, and many more equally erroneous. When those cham-
bers were made I had pipes inserted down through the soU
where I could pour water down and so wet the pavement,
especially above the pipes ; but I find this unnecessary, the
pavement being at all times kept moist enough from the
moistui'e within the chamber. — Alex. Sheakek, Yester

Gardens.

DEYING PLUMS.
Theke are some species of Plums appropriate for this

process, and a correspondent in Tasmania has selected the
best, and planted three hundred of them. He has in his
orchard Quetsche d'ltalie, Quetsche de St. Martin, Knight's
Late Green Drying, Coe's Golden Drop, Ang-elina Burdett,
French Prune, Black German Prune, Bed German Prune,
and Prune d'Agen. Our coiTCspondeut's family can make
fancy boxes ; and he thinks, and we agree in so think-
ing, that he can carry on a trade in dried Plums if he can
succeed in the process of drying them. The following is all

the information we can give on the subject :

—

"The Plums, gathered when ready to drop from the tree,
are laid separately on frames, or sieves made of wickerwork
or laths, and exposed for several days to the sun, till they
become as soft as ripe Medlars. When this is the case, they
ai-e put into a spent oven, shut up quite close, and left there
for twenty-four hours ; they are then taken out, and, the
oven having been slightly reheated, are again put in when
it is slightly warmer than it was before. The next day
they are again taken out, and turned by slightly shaking
the sieves. The oven is heated again ; they are put in a
tlm-d time, the oven being considerably hotter than it was
the second time. After remaining twenty-four hours, they
are taken out, and left till they get quite cold. They are
then rounded, an operation which is performed by turnin"-
the stone, without breaking the skin, and pressing the two
ends together between the thumb and finger. They are
next put upon sieves, wliish are then placed in an oven from
which the bread has just been drawn, and the door havinn-
been closed, the crevices are cemented round with clay. An
hour afterwards, the Plums are taken out, and the oven is

shut up with a cup of water in it for about two hours.
When the water is so warm as just to bear the finger in it,

the Prunes are again placed in the oven, and left there for
twenty-four hours, when the operation is finished ; and they
are put loosely into small, long, and rather deep boxes for
sale."-

—

(Thompson' s Gardener's Assistant.)

In addition to the above, we translate the following from
M. P. Tourrcs' " Notice sur Prune d'Agen :"

" The fruit begins to ripen in the end of July ; that which
is first ready being generally the most imperfect. Keed or
lath hurdles are prepared beforehand, and placed beneath
the trees at 2 or 3 feet above the ground, those made of
laths being covered with straw. As the fruits fall from the
trees they are carried away, and allowed to sweat for two or
tlu-ee days, after which they are placed in an oven, the heat
of wliich is only one-fourth ofthat which is required in baking
bread. This baking having been repeated thi-ee separate
times, the Prunes wiU be di'ied sufficiently for sale. Those

for home consumption should be stored in a rather dry and
weU-ventilated place ; and those intended for sale are placed
in cardboard boxes lined with tissue-paper. A few laurel

leaves put in the boxes wiU give the fi-uit an agreeable

perfume."

THE WHITE PINE (Pinus steobus),

FOE SANDY OS POOE SOILS.

We clip the following from the Massachusetts PJmvman, and
think it deserves a wide circulation. That the tree does
splendidly as an ornamental tree in the poor sandy soil on
the shores of Lake Michigan, there is abundant evidence.
When it is young and has plenty of room to expand its

lower branches, it also fonus a handsome tree, and will

grow finely where the Norway Spruce will scarcely exist.

The true way to obtain good thrifty trees on poor soils is

to plant them quite small. Especially is this true of those
taken from the wood, or >Yhere they have not been recently
transplanted.—E. S.

" In a recent journey through some parts of Plymouth
county, in this State, we observed numerous lots of thi-ifty

White Pines, of recent growth, which have ' come ' in upon
pastures that were old and worn out by neglect and over-
stocking twenty or thirty years ago. 'i'oo poor to pay for

keeping the fences in repair as a range for cattle, their
owners have ceased to use them for that purpose, and
Nature has resumed her primeval sway to good purpose. In
a few years these lands ^vill be of great value for the wood
and timber which can be taken from them, and they are
paying now, by the rapid growth which they make annually,
a profit to the farmer, if not as great as his best lands, at
least one that is far greater than when he half starved his

cattle by pasturing them, or wasted his manure by attempts
to raise corn. Eye, and Potatoes.

" Nature is a good schoobuaster, and if those whose life

brings them into daily communion with her would pay more
heed to her suggestions and teachings, there would be many
a baiTen spot made beautifid and productive, which now
yields nothing of any value, and is only a blemish to the
landscape. The lesson taught by these growing Pines upon
the sandy plains of the old colony is full of instruction, and
contains a hint by which all the possessors of such lands
may realise rich returns of pleasure and profit. Occasional
bare spots indicate, that though able and willing to work.
Nature is sometimes, like other good husbandmen, short

of seed, and it becomes those who can appreciate the ad-

vantages of a growing plantation of good timber, upon lands
that ai'e now utterly useless for ordinary farming purposes,
to furnish a supply. The present is a suitable time for

planting the seeds of all the coniferous family of the forest

trees ; but as the White Pine ripens in August, they can
only be obtained now at the seed-stores. A very slight pre-
pai'ation of the soil with the plough, or even with the haiTOw
alone, will reward the husbandman most abundantly for his

labour.
" Some of the enterprising farmers in that vicinity have

afready tried the experiment of giving Nature a lift, by
sowing plantations of Pines, and have met with most grati-

fying' success ; and we hope there are more who will be en-
couraged by their example, to co-operate with her in

clothing the waste places of the earth with beauty and
abundance."

—

(Prairie Farmer.)

Death of Me. Chakles McIntosh.—We regret having
to announce the loss of another distinguished gardener.
IVIi'. Mcintosh died at his residence near Edinburgh, on
the 9th instant. He was born in 1794, at Abercairney, in

Perthshire. After serving as head gardener to the Marquis
of Breadalbane, Sir T. Baring, Prince Leopold, and finally the
Duke of Buccleuch, Mi-. Mcintosh became a professional

landscape gardener. He has been long and favomably known
as a writer on horticultural subjects, his iii'st work, " The
Practical Gardener and Modern Horticulturist," being pub-
lished in 1828, and his last and longest work, " The Book of
the Garden," in 18G3 ; but as far back as 1825 he communi-
cated to the " Gardeners' Magazine," drawings and descrip-

tions of a new verge-cutter, and a tub suitable for the growth
of Oranges or other large shrubs.
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tree have been very seriously aifeeted ? Another evil which
Peach trees sometimes suffer from about the same period of

the season, is that the young wood, though it has grown well

and is to all appearance healthy, will suddenly become
covered, mere or less, with a white woolly substance which
adheres fiimly to the bark. Often, as in the former case,

this mildewed appearance will be accompanied by a partial

falling-off of the leaves. How do such evils arise 'i Are
they due to imperfect root-action, or to atmospheric causes ?

TTpon these questions I have no doubt a great variety of

opinions are held ; and without attempting to anticipate

•what others may bring fonvai'd, I will state that my ob-

servations and experience lead me to the conviction, that

in the successful cultivation of the Peach we have to con-

tend with more evils arising from atmospheric influences

than from imperfect root-action. In all the Peach trees

which have with me become unproductive and unsightly, I

invariably found the roots iu very fail' condition, so vigorous
in many cases that they could not well be kept from throw-

ing up shoots from the collar of the stock.

For the reasons which I have stated, I am an advocate for

Peach-houses, not upon any makeshift principle, but with
ample room, where the trees can be attended to satisfactorily.

—G. Davison.

BOILEES FOR GAEDEX STEITTUEES.
At the risk of appearing to contradict so good an authority

as " W. W." on the question of boilers, I beg to make a few
remarks on the subject. The boiler figured at page 410 of

last volume may, for aught I know, be the most efficient as
Tvell as economical one extant; but judging from its appear-
ance, and as far as I can understand the description given,

I should be very far from accepting- it as such. Besides,
there is no statement made of the amount of fuel consiimed,
or the length of piping, or quantity of water which such a
boiler would maintain at a given temperature. Too much
is left for mere conjecture for any satisfactory conclusion to

be arrived at. I have no doubt that as regards the ease with
w^hich the soot may be scraped off it has an advantage, but
then the surface i^resented to the fire is small, and the less

surface to clean the less to heat. Tubular boilers piresent

a comparatively large surface of water to the action of the
fire; and if from the construction or arrangement of the
boiler facilities are presented for readily cleaning off the
accumulated soot, they must naturally heat more rapicUj-

and keep up a more active circulation than boders present-
ing merely a jilain surface. If by any means a wu-e brush
—that is, a bmsh made of iron wii'e, not the handle merely,
but the brush itself^—can be made to work freely on every
part of the heating surface, so as to scratch off the soot, a
daily application of it for two or three minutes would keep
the boiler clean and in good working order, nor would this

be by any means a very foi'midable task.

Although the saddle boiler may possess qualities which
induce many intelligent gardeners, even now when boilers
are pointed out to them as being vastly superior both in
efficiency and economy, to give it the preference; it is certain
that something possessing all its good qualities and many
others added to them, is expected to turn up some day. and
it cannot for a moment be svipposed that it is to lay claim
to the title of best iu every sense, and drive all others out
of the field. In the ordinary form it has the very serious
defect of only intercepting a moderate part of the heat, and
allowing the main body of it to pass off; and this defect, I

should think, is shared by the one figm'ed at page 410, judg-
ing from its api^earance. That some great improvement is

to be made in some modification of the saddle boiler I have
no doubt—that of Mr. Messenger is one ; but this leaves
the impression of something being wanting, and so do aU
that I have seen ; so do the cannon, the conical, and the
cylindrical boiler. Yet these are all good in their way; each
has many advocates, but tliese are chiefly men who have
used them in a small way, and who take little note of the
quantity or value of the fuel consumed. This, however, is

not what thoroughly practical men want, especially those to
whom the consumption of fuel, amounting in cost to, perhaps,
a little fortune in the course of a few years, is an object of
consideration in relation to the results obtained. With the

practical man it is a matter of profit and loss, and he it is

who looks for and is able to give an impai'tial judgmeat, but
in order to do so he must enter into the minor details and
think nothing too insignificant to be noticed.
"W.W." says, that tubular boilers when new perform

their task in a most gratifying manner, but after a time,
when coated with soot, the consumption of fuel is increased,
and the result is less satisfactory ; but this is a property
shared in common by all boilers of whatever make, only the
effect is slower and becomes less apparent on those present-
ing a plain surface to the fri-e. A boiler, to be perfect, ought
to unite simplicity and efficiency with economy iu the con-
sumption of fuel. In tubular boilers simplicity is wanting,
but if this want is more than C'junterbaJanced by the two
latter qualities, they will yet hold their ground. This, how-
ever, will admit of some doubt ; and I have no hesitation in
asserting as I have asserted before, that a thoroughly good
boiler has yet to be i^roduced, and that it will eventually
appear in the form of a conical water-jacket, containing
within itself some means of breaking and dispersing, for
the purpose of intercepting, the heat that would otherwise
pass ofl' into the flue. A plain water-jacket is in itself in-

capable of doing tliis, although it naturaUy receives all the
heat that is given out laterally, and it is a gi-eat advantage
to let no direct heat from the iii-e come in contact with
brickwork. An apt iUnstration of my meaning is seen in

the flame of a lighted candle. When bui'ning steadily its

form is somewhat conical ; surround this with a jjiece of tin
or sheet iron tui-ned to the same shape, and it will give
an idea of a conical boiler ; if the top is open or a tube leads
from it to carry off the smoke, it will be seen that by far

the strongest heat escapes the same way. Now, to appro-
priate this heat it miist be broken and dispersed. In the
suggestions given some time ago by Mr. Abbey, this is to
be done by means of horizontal coils of pipes ; in those
given by myself, by means of perforated hollow plates, or

it might be done by means of horizontal hollow bars ; but
whatever means are employed in accomplishing this pui-pose,

and perhaps the more simple the better, it must be re-

membered that a sufficient draught for the fu-e should be
left, and that a ready means of clearing off the soot should
exist.

The kind of fuel emjiloyed must in a meas\u-e depend on
the locality. Where coke is cheaper than coal it would be
best in every case to use the former, since it makes little

smoke, and wiU not allow even tubular boilers to become
clogged with soot if a good fire is kept going ; but coke,

although better, is seldom cheaper than coal in the long run,

as it burns away more quickly. I have used foiu- bushels of

coke per diem, simjily to keep the frost out of a house of

about 300 superficial feet : this, at 6d. per bushel, woidd be
14s. per week ; a yeai-'s consumption at the same rate wovdd
amount to something like j£36, a considerable outlay for so

small a place. I have also used coal, which, at ^£1 5s. per

ton, I find on calculating the rate of consumption would
amount to about the same value ; this was by means of a
saddle boiler, which most probably for heating a small place

is as economical as a tubidar one, and perhaps much better

from its simplicity. In coal districts, where good coal can be
bought for less than half the price that it costs about London,
coal is generally used ; but even in such places the cost of

fuel is no trifle, and this test of a good boiler is as much an
object of interest there as anywhere else. To the amateui-

who cultivates fruits, flowers, Ac, under glass, the exact

quantity of fuel which is required to heat a given space may
be of small moment, but with nui serymen and others it is of

considerable importance. I feel assured that a few statistics

with regard to these various points would be highly in-

structive, for although glass structures are now cheap, the

culture of the Pine and most tropical fruits and plants still

involves considerable outlay, and whatever may tend to

reduce that outlay is well worth inquiring into.—F. Chittt.

PORTEAITS OF PL^mTS, PLO^^'ERS, AJSTD

FRUITS.
Aristolochia leuconeuka (Pale-veined Tree-Aristo-

lochia).—A'ai. i»-rf., Aiistolochiacea;. iimi., Gynandria Hex-
andi'ia. Native of New Grenada. The flowers ai'e produced
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in clusters on the lower part of the trunk ; limb of the
flower pm-ple, beautifully netted with yellow lines. Blooms
in the stove diu-ing September.

—

(Bot. Mag., t. 5420.)

Pelargonium Bowkebi (Mr. Bowker's Pelargonium).

—

Nat. ord., Geraniacese. Linn., Monadelphia Decandiia.
Native of the Trans-Kei country in South Africa. Graceful
in foliage and flowers, but the latter are devoid of striking
colour; they are tinted partially flesh-colour and partly
yellowish green.

—

{Ibid., t. 5421.)
ScHizosTYLis cocciNEA (Crimson Schizostylis).

—

Nat. ord.,

Iridaceae. Linn., Triandria Monogynia. Native of watery
places in British Caffraria. Flowers crimson, blooming late

in autumn.

—

{Ibid., t. 5422.)
MiMULUs KEPENS (Creeping Monkey-Flower).—ffa<. ord.,

Scrophulariacete. Limii., DidynamiaGymnospermia. Native
of extra-ti'opical Australia, and as far as Victoria, and then
in Tasmania. It is also common " in saline situations, and
muddy banks of rivers in New Zealand." It will probably
require the protection of a cold frame iu winter. Its flowers
are hlac, partially dotted with yellow.

—

{Ibid., t. 5428.)
SoLANUir ANTHKOPOPHAGOStJM (Cannibals' Solaniim).

—

This is one of the condiments eaten with human flesh by
the cannibals of the Fejee Islands. Such flesh they all

acknowledge is most indigestible; and the fruit of this plant,
called by them Boro dina, somewhat resembles the Tomato,
but having an aromatic smell, is employed to assist diges-
tion, and its leaves are wrapped round the flesh previously
to its being baked.

—

{Ibid., t. 5424.)
Rhododendeon, Princess of Wales. Prevailing colour,

dark mauve, shading off to a white throat. Its truss is

large, and altogether the variety is superior. Rais«d by
Mr. Young, MOford Nurseries, near Godalming.

—

{Floral
Mag., pi. 177.)
Rose, Baron de RoiTischild. Brilliant crimson, very large,

and very double.

—

{Ibid., pi. 178.)
Gloxinias.—Lady Emily Villiers, pink ground, darker

towards the throat, wliich is -white ; centre of lower seg-
ments have a band of white spots. Lady VictoHa Howard,
mauve, towards the throat brownish crimson, throat white ;

centre of lower segments have an in-egular band of white
lines. Mademoiselle Suzanne de la Bouvillerie, segments of
corolla dark lUac, throat white. They were raised by
Mr. Breeze, and are now in the possession of Messrs. E. G.
Henderson & Son.

—

{Ibid., pi. 179.)
AcHniENEs.

—

Purpurea elegans, claret colour,throat orange.
Leopard, pale crimson, throat orange, spotted with crimson.
Raised by Mr. Parsons, of Welwyn, and now possessed
by Mr. B. S. WiUiams, Paradise Nursery, HoUoway.

—

(Ibid., pi. ISO.)

Camellia, Sarah Frost. Said to be of American origin,
but now in the possession of Mr. Standish, of Ascot Nur-
series. Remarkable for the perfect regularity of the arrange-
ments of the petals, and the accurate circularity of its

entire form. Cillour pale carmine, substance good, and
retaining both form and colour for a long time.

—

(PloHst and
Pomologist, iii., 1.)

SOME GAEDENS WOETH SEEING.
LINCOLNSHIRE.

Belton Hall
SystonHall
StokeRochfordHall
Easton Hall
Denton Hall
Harlaxton Hall
€aythorpe Hall
Honingion House..
Amoldfield House..
StoneybridgeHouse
Willoughby Hall...

J^ewton Uoase
BoothbyHall

proprietor.

Earl Brownlow
Sir John Thorold, Bart.
Christopher Turner. Esq.
Six M. Cholineley, Bart.
Sir G. 1". Welby.Sregory
Sherwen Gregory, Esq.
Colonel Packe, M.P.
Miss Southwell
William Ostler, Esq
John Hardy, Esq
Chiirles Allen, Esq
Brook Turner, Esq
Whitley Bowman, Esq.

Gardener. Station.

Mr. InKram. Grantham 3 miles
Mr. Burr .... Grantham 4
Mr. Dell Gt.eonton3
Mr.M'DonaldGt.Ponton 3
Mr. Brown.. Grautham 3^
Mr. Wade ... Grantham 3~

Mr. Brown .. Hougham 4
Ml. North... Hoiiingtonl
Unknown ... Grantham 1

Mr. Bowman GianthamOj
Unknown ... Ancaster 2
Unknown ... Grantham 7

Unknown ... Gi-autiiain 5

New Hambukoh Grapes.— It will be seen from our
advertising columns that an opportunity will be offered to
competitors this season to show what they can do in the
way of producing early Black Hamburghs, by an Exhibition
"which wiU be held at the meeting of the Fruit Committee
on the 29th inst. It will be remembered that a similar

Exhibition last year excited a considerable amount of in-

terest ; but as the competition was confined to two exhibiters
only, disappointment was felt by several who had come with
the prospect of competing. On this occasion, however, the
competition wOl be open to all comers.

GAEDEN AEBOUES, SEATS, AND EUSTIC
VASES.

A CORRESPONDENT, some time since, made some inquiries

about rustic seats and vases for a garden ; and as no one has
given him the desned information, I will make a few remarks
on the subject, and also send you a photographic view or
two kindly furnished to me by my friend, Mr. Middlebrook,
manager of the Public Park at Macclesfield. He is an
artist in such subjects, and has designed and put up with
his own hand the arboiurs and vases from which the photo-
graphs were taken. I trust the views and my observations
will be acceptable and useful to many of yoiu- readers as
well as to your correspondent.

I shall divide my subject under four heads—viz.

:

1st, Garden seats : then' object or use.

2nd, The position they ought to occupy.

3rd, Their form.
4th, Rustic vases : their use, position, and form.

1st, Garden Seats : their Object or Use.—They should answer
two requirements—namely, a place to rest and a place to
find shelter in. In walking around and in a large garden
or pleasure ground the pedestrian may become weary, or
wish to prolong the pleasure of being in the open air amongst
the beautiful objects with which such a place abounds : how
pleasant, then, it is to find a seat placed conveniently on
which the pedestrian may sit down either to rest or to view
more leisurely the scenery. If the seat takes the form of
an arbour it is delightful in fine weather there to entertain
a friend or two.
Then, again, in our variable climate, the wanderer out of

doors may often gladly find in a covered arboiu' a doubly-
welcome shelter from the shower or storm much to be pre-

ferred to the Oak or Elm, because it is not only a sure
shelter from the rain, but also not so liable to be struck by
lightning as these trees. For myself I say I would rather be
thoroughly drenched in a thunder shower on a wide moor
than seek shelter under even a Beech tree, which some say
is not liable to be struck.

2nd, Their Position.—Such a place of rest or shelter should
not be too near the dwelling. It should be placed at a
moderate distance from it even in small gardens, and if of a
rustic character should be in a retired corner, rather concealed
than full in view from the windows of the house or from the
pubHo road. Quietness and seclusion should characterise

its position. More elaborate structures of the temple or
alcove character may be more exposed, but should not be
near the house. The garden arbour should not look to the
south, unless it is used as a seat in winter ; then on a sunny
day the seat will be enjoyed. It may, indeed, have the
floor of a solid piece, and be made to turn on a pivot;
it would then be useful for every season of the year, as
it could be turned to face any desired aspect. In a large
place the positions for seats will be more numerous: one
at the head of a piece of water, with the boathouse un-
derneath, another placed where there is an American
garden, another where there is a ruin, whether real or arti-

ficial, a fourth in a place commanding a fine view of the
surrounding country, and so on. On the side of a rocky
hiU a place might be excavated; and a cool seat, formed in

the gi-otto style, would be in a good position and in perfectly

good taste. The landscape gardener wotdd find it an easy
task to select positions for seats of various kinds for repose
and shelter, if the owner of sijch a place were disposed to
have seats so placed.

3rd, Tlie Fonns and Material of Garden Seats.—These are
very numerous. The most primitive, perhaps, is the mossy
bank or raised turf seat, useful, however, only in very diy
weather; next, trunks of trees, laid in convenient resting-

places ; also the stumps of trees sawn off level ; next, rustic

stools, chairs, and long benches with backs made of crooked
Oak branches. Then come chairs and seats made of cast
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iron, most of wliich are clever imitations of rustic seats made
of wood, and have the advantage of being more lasting than
are many ornamental
forms of seats made of
wood, particularly some
which I have noticed
with backs cast in imi-

tatiou of large Fern
fronds. Folding seats

are made of planed deal

with the backs hinged,

which fold down upon
the seat in rainy wea-
ther, and lift up in fair

weather when required.
Lastly, there is the
Chinese barrel seat,

made of earthenware,
polished, and painted
with Chinese figures

and scenes. All these
moveable seats, when
cold weather sets in,

may be placed in a dry
shed or room to pre-
serve them, and whilst
there they may, if thej'

reqiTire it, be repainted
or varnished.

The next garden
seats I notice are of a
threefold character

—

namely, the alcove, the
ornamental, and the
rustic. These are co-

vered seats, and gene-
rally permanent.
The alcove is now

seldom seen. By the
term " alcove " I mean
a half-circular recess
in a waO, the roof slated
and under-di-awn, and
the floor paved either
with smooth flags or
glazed tiles. In mj'
younger days I have,
in old-fashioned places,

met with many ex-

amples of this kind
of seat. In some in-

stances it was placed
at one end of a walled-

in Dutch geometrical
garden, and in others

in the centre ofthe fruit

walls of a kitchen gar-

den, where a view could

be obtained of the weU-
ordered garden.

Ornamental seats are
formed of stout timbers
and lattice-work sides,

the roof being made of
shingles, or even slates,

the lattice-work cover-

ed with creepers, and
the seats made of po-
lished deal, rounded at

the edges, and painted.

These seats are very
handsome, and should
be placed in highly-

kept grounds.
The workers in wire

make seats now of a
highly ornamental cha-
racter, and I shall have

I think, more valued and
mean rustic covered seats.

'^^A-'Jf.'-)'

"I'^V/' 1 r-~>' /r-"" .
—

'7r.
liU. 2.

more used than any other, I
The making of them is quite

a business, employing
throughout Great Bri-
tain a considerable
number of men. I have
often been inquired of

who make these seats,

but not knowing theii-

address I could not
give the desired in-

formation. I have no
doubt theii' business
would be increased if

they would advertise
in gardening publica-
tions.

It was seeing rustic

covered seats of this
kind in the People's
Park at Macclesfield

that reminded me of
the inquiries about
them ; and, as ah-eady
stated, it was the Su-
perintendent of this
highly interesting and
well-managedpark-gar-
den who presented me
with the photographic
views.

N"o. 1 is the more ela-

borate of the two. It
is eight-sided, 10 feet,

in diameter and 10 feet

high in the centre. The
seat is foimed of boards
fii'st, and upon them
peeled larch shoots of
uniform thickness ai'e

fastened. The walls are
of boards also : and
upon the boards, cover-
ing them entirely, aa'e

nailed panels of fir

branches with the bark
on, divided by lines of
the cones of the Stone
Pine. The roof is form-
ed by rafters meeting
in the centre and rest-

ing upon each support-
ing pillai', is in the
ridge-and-furrow style,

and is also covered mth
Stone Pine cones. The
outside is tliatchedwith
LiugorwUdHeath. The
floor is made of deal,

cross-barred diamond-
fashion. AH the panels^
scats, and cones are
highly varnished, giv-

ing them a clean and
tidy appearance, as well.

as preserving theni

from decay. When the
sun shines inside on a
summer's eve the effect

is very fine. The seat

is placed at ono corner
of the bowling-green,

and is backed by a
young rising planta-
tion.

No. 2 is a much
larger seat, open on
five sides. It is 15 feet

occasion to notice them more fully shortly.
I have now come to the kind' of garden seat wliich is.

in diameter, and 15 feet high in the centre, and is, con-

sequently, capable of holding a large party. It is placed
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on a platform on the side of the bowKng-green, and is evi-
dently meant for the company to sit and -watch the bowlers
when at play. I need not describe it minutely, for the pho-
tograph shows its form and character sufficiently. I may,
however, state that the roof was first boarded with shingles,
and then covered with Heath shoots fastened on with laths
and nails to the board, the laths being hid by the overhang-
ing Heath. T. Appleet.

(To be contimted.)

PIEECE'S SYSTEM OF HEATING.
Amono the many diiferent modes of heating garden struc-

tures and buildings, the system which has just been in-

troduced by Mr. G. H. Pierce, of Taunton Castle, is one
which commends itself both for its originality and its effi-

ciency. The object Mi-. Pierce had mainly in view in con-
triving this method was to economise to a much greater
extent than had ever been attempted the heat which in all

other systems to a greater or less extent passes off by the
flue and is thereby wasted. We conceive that in this respect
he has been eminently successful, and that by his system aU
the heat that can be serviceable in keeping up the tempera^
ture of the water is economised.
The plan may be seen in fuU operation in the nurseries

of Mr. Edward Pierce, of Yeovil, Somersetshire, where there
is a propagating-house 40 feet long and 12 feet wide, heated
on this principle, and another of larger dimensions is now
in the course of erection.

Fig. 1.

The principle wiU be understood by a reference to our en-
gravings. A, is a conical boiler placed inside the house, and
left quite exposed, so that all the heat radiating from it is

distributed in the house. It is fed from the outside at d,

and the door, e, is in the form of a damper which is raised
or lowered at pleasure. The clearing by the ash-pit, m, is

also done fr-om the outside ; so that while the entire surface
of the boiler is inside the house there is no possibility of
dust or sulphurous vapour entering to affect the health of
the plants. The furnace-bars are represented at l. Issuing
fr'om the apex of the boiler, which is in the form of a huge
retort, is a combination apparatus of flue and hot-water
pipe; B, being the flue or core communicating with the
furnace in the centre of the boiler, and c being the hot-
water pipe surrounding the flue and communicating with
the boiler surrounding the furnace. It is evident, therefore,
that the heat which must necessarily pass through the flue.

B, during the whole of its length must be absorbed by the
hot water, and given off in its turn from the surface of the
hot-water pipe into the house.

Fig, 2.

It will be seen by reference to fig. 2, that the flue, B, is not
continued round the whole length of the house but is con-

fined merely to one side, when it reaches the end of which
it penetrates the waU and is then carried up an ordinary

chimney-pipe, h, wMch is furnished with a damper, G, to

regulate the draught, f, represents the return-pipe which
flows in the ordinary way to the lower part of the boUer.

We have seen this system in operation, and we can state

that it is most effective ; the heat generated in the house
is such as to make the water boil v/ith violence, and that

from fuel of the most common waste—such as refrise from
the fires of the household, cinders, and dust. When we saw
it the fire was then quite bright at nine o'clock in the morn-
ing, and had not been supplied since six o'clock the previous

evening. The flue, b, is cleaned out by an opening at o,

where a brush attached to a set of rods joined together is

introduced and passed fr-om one end to the other. Any
fru'ther information as to the original cost can, we have no
doubt, be furnished by Mr. Pierce, of the Nuj-series, Yeovil

;

but as regards its efficiency and economy of fuel we have
ourselves been eye-witnesses.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

The manuring and trenching of vacant ground to be pro-

ceeded with in favourable weather, at which time the forma-

tion of new borders should be attended to, and all descrip-

tions of work requiring the removal of earth. Scans (Broad)^

where the soil is dry enough to admit of it, make a second
sowing of these, and also of Peas. The Eai-ly Mazagan and
Marshall's Early Prolific Beans are good early sorts. Prince

Albert Pea, although an early sort, is more susceptible of"

injury from fr-ost than the other early kinds, but it does well

when grown in pots and turned out early in March. CavM-

flmoer, sow seed of this, as also of Lettuce and of Cabbage, in

boxes, to be forwarded in a gentle heat and pricked out in a
protected situation. They will succeed winter plants better

than those sown in the open ground, and should the severe

weather have destroyed those sown in the autumn, they will

prove valuable as substitutes. Stir the soil amongst all

growing crops, and earth-xip young Cabbage to prevent

injury fr-om wind. Horseradish, make plantations in deeply-

trenched and well-manured soil if you wovild have it fine-

Onions, select for planting the small ones of last year's

growth, placing them a few inches apart on the surface of

the soil and covering them with earth ; they will be found

useful to draw early in a green state, while others wfll bulb

early for kitchen use. Now is a good time to sow a patch
of the Two-bladed Onion in a warm sheltered situation.

Sow very thickly, and protect with a mat or long litter only

in very severe weather. Shallots, a well-prepared situation
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to be chosen for these, some charred refuse applied, and the
roots placed on the surface of the soD. By such treatment
this useful bulb will increase most abundantly, no frost ivill

injure them, and if worms ai-e found troublesome at first,

by displacinor them, nothing more is required than a slight
sprmtling of slaked lime ; the roots soon push into the soil
and become fii-mly fixed. I would again advise' every one
to try to cai-ry on all his gai-den operations in a regular
systematic manner, by correctly naming till his crops and
keeping a memorandum of the time of sowing, planting,
coming into bloom, and when fit for use.

FLOWEE GAKDEX.
Make the most of favourable weather, to push forward,

while it lasts, new work and all out-door operations. Where
the turf is at all unlevel, time should be spared in the course
of this or next month to repau- it, as if left later than
February it might require some attention to make it take
quickly. Unlevel turf is an eyesore all the season, and it

makes mowing more tedious and difficult : hence it is worth
an effort to make whatever little repairs may be necessary.
Sweep lawns occasionally to clear them ol fallen bits of
branches, &c., and frequently use the roller here and on
gravel to secure a firm smooth surface.

FRUIT GAP.DEN.
Cut the dead w-ood out of Easpben-ies. Prune Currants,

and, where the birds are not destractive to the buds. Goose-
berries also. If any fruit trees remain to be planted they
should be looked after very soon. If it is worth while to
occupy the ground with fruit trees and incur the expense of
plantiiig them, it certainly is worthy of serious considera-
tion w-hether the gi-ound is in the best state of preparation
for being planted with fruit trees, and to incur any expense
and trouble which may be requisite in order to render the
groimd as suitable as can be made for the kind of tree
with which it is to be planted. To do this is seldom a work
involving much du-eet outlay, for if the ground is well drained
there is little else required except labour, rough materials—such as brickbats, rubbish, &c., for the bottom, and a
supply of good loamy soU, all of which can generally be
obtained about most places. It will prove a gi-eat disap-
pointment to plant trees when there is not a fail- prospect of
then: doing well ; and the necessary preparations for secur-
ing then- weU-doing can be more conveniently, cheaply, and
efficaciously made before planting than afterwards.

6KEENH0USE AND CONSERVATOKT.
As the present weather is not imating for out-door ope-

rations, advantage should be taken of it to regulate the
greenhouse and frame plants previouslv to their commencing
their spring gi-owth. That the health of plants is materially
influenced by cleanliness, is evident from the difterence
between the growth of the same species in the counti-y and
in the smoky atmosphere of cities and large towns. There
IS no doubt that the want of light and the dirty state of the
foliage are the principal reasons why plants do not thrive in
cities, &c. ; but the success that has attended theii- culti-
vation in Ward's and other cases, proves that they can be
grown in such situations provided they are kept clean, have
all the light that can he procured, and are not parched up
by an arid atmosphere, for it is to keeping plants free from
dirt, and to supplying them with an atmosphere containing
moistm-e proportionate with the temperature of their habi-
tations, that we may attribute their successful cultivationm glazed cases. From the above observations, the amateur
gajrdener who possesses a frame or a greenhouse, will per-
ceive the necessity of keeping the plants clean, and washing
the glass frequently, especially in dull weather. In regulat-
uig the plants it will be well to wash the foUage of Oranges,
Camellias, and other smooth-leaved plants with a sponge and
cleaji water, and the dust may be removed from Pelar-
goniums and other wooUy-leaved plants by brushing them
lightly with a soft brush. After the plants are cleaned the
pots should be washed and the sm-face in each replaced with
fresh soil, and, if they requii-e it, the shoots should be tied to
fresh stakes. A stick as thick as a man's finger is some-
times to be seen supporting the delicate stem of an her-
baceous Calceolaria, or forming part of a treUis for a Tro-
pseolum tricolormn, or some other fr-agUe and elegant
climber. This is bad taste, and it should be recoUected
that the more sleader the sticks are the better, jirovided

they are strong enough to sustain the plant. Stout green
thread and painted twine are good substitutes for matting.
Plants in rooms should only receive water when in actual
need of it—that is, when they begin to flag, and then only
in sutdcient quantity to recruit their strength, but they
must be kept as neai- the glass as possible. Pelargoniums
that are not so bushy as may be desired must have the
point of each shoot pinched out, and the same may be done
with other plants of loose habit.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Give air at all times when the exterior temperature is a

few degrees above the freezing-point, and remove the sashes
entirely on mild dry days. W. Keanb,

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Here little was done except in the way of gradually
removing protection, and gi\Tng a little more to such plants
as Globe Artichokes and Celery. As respects the latter,

the mild weather will call for its removal as soon as the
leaves and the ground are sufficiently thawed. The same
as respects CauliHowere under glasses. The litter has been
removed from the top and packed close to the side ready
for another emergencj-. The ground inside was stiiTed-up a
little with a pointed stick as soon as sufficiently thawed. In
such frosts as we have had we like the leaves of Cauliflowers

and Lettuce to be slightly frozen, and the ground just crusted
a little, before covering them up ; and then if the frost lasted
six weeks instead of six days, the covering might remain
on all the time, and for a day or two aiter the commence-
ment of the thaw, and the plants would look as well as if

they had been shut up for a night only. Where the tem-
perature is low and the atmosphere cfry, plants suffer little

or nothing from continued dai-kness. This continued dai-k

ness will not do where artificial heat is used. The plants
wiU then lengthen ; but there wiU be no appropriation of

carbon to give them strength.
We do not perceive that we have suffered in anything,

except as respects some Eadishes that were sown over
Carrots on a sUght hotbed. They have become much
drawn, and, if we let them stand, will be sure to have long
necks, which the gardener so much dislikes to see. The
bed ought to have been uncovered or air given, so as to

bring the atmosphere close on the freezing-point. A fine

bed of Asparagus is also just a shade too white, but is fast

turning gi'een. A little less covering might have done for it,

but then there was an anxiety to make all seciu'e. We had
thrown a nice heap of dung together to ferment for beds,

but every bit of it, and all comeatable material was used

;

and with the wind still full north and a rising barometer,
we must allow it to remain in heaps, in case it should be
wanted again.

Even as respects this litter there is a little matter worth
attending to, and which most men want a little looking

after to make them to do it : and that is to keep all such
litter as dry as possible, as the cfrier it is the greater its

nonconducting power. Ten to one the person who uncovers
%viLl bring it all down from frames and pits, and leave it in

a ridge in front of them as close as well can be. Every
drop of rain not only wets it, but all that runs from the

glass will soak into it and rise through it by capillai-y

attraction, and very likely when you want it you have
nothing to go to but litter frozen into hai'd unwieldy
masses. The remedy is to move it from the frost, and clap

it together in little cocks ready for use at any time. Of
coiu'se where there is notliing more required than to go to

a fai'myard for a load or two of litter as needed, such nicety

is not required, as the more wet the litter receives the
easier will it be to convert it into a good fermenting heap

;

but where litter must bo husbanded ixnd made the most of

this simple hint may be of use.

For all such things as early Cucumbers and Melons in

fi'ames and pits, where the heat has chiefly to be sustained
by fermenting material, the mode of covering in severe
weather must ever be a matter of importance. We have
found nothing better than a clean mat or cloth next the
glass, some clean dry hay or straw over it, and then a,
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wooden cover or a waterproof cloth to keep all dry. Care

must be taken that no pai-t of the covering extend beyond

the glass frame if linings are used for giving heat, as, by

mats or other material hanging- over, the steam from the

linings is apt to be drawn inside, to the injmy or destruction

of the plants. Such heated places must be exposed to hght

every day, unless indeed there were a dense fog or a heavy

snowfall. lu all such forcing, and if dull weather sets in,

dryness inside is best maintained by banking up the sides

of the frame or pit with fermenting material, as the greater

the heat fi'om it the more will the boards of the fr-ame or the

walls of the pit be dried. This plan wiU also insure a sweet

suitable atmospheric temperature without the risk of having

too much bottom heat, which is often more ruinous than is

generally imagined.
Pound plenty of stumpy Sea-kale, Asparagus, and Mush-

rooms, very useful in such weather. Swept over the Mush-

room-beds, and covered them afresh. A fresh piece with a

good many droppings in it, now forming, helps to keep the

house warm enough, and a slight covering of hay and straw

prevents any dripping, condensed from the moist dung, from

falling upon and distigming the Mushrooms. Kept some

Horseradish in sand, in case the li-ost should again get

severe, and as soon as the ridged-up ground is sufficiently

thawed will turn it over, and leave it in ridges again, as

frost is one of our best amehorators of soil. "VV e never saw

so much agricultural ground ploughed up early as this

season, and, no doubt, the frost would shatter it weU.
FKUIT GAEDEN.

Kept bringing on Vines in pots slowly. Moved a lot in

pots into a narrow pit, where they can have bottom and top

heat. Potted-off Cucumbers. Gave all the air possible to a

Peach-house stuifed with bedding plants, as the little heat

given to keep out the frost is swelhng the buds sooner than

we want them. The air wiU keep them back, and also Iceep

the bedding plants from damping, which had begun to show
itself in a few placed on the floor of the house. IVtoved a lot

of Strawberry plants from frame into first vinery, which is

also fiUed with plants, temperature about 50°. When it

rises towards 60"^ other plants wUi be introduced. Took
the opportunity in the dripping weather to fill another two-

light box with Strawberries, chiefly Keens', with a few leaves

below them, sufficient to yield a gentle heat. Went over aE
the rest of the Strawberry-pots now under cover, and ex-

amined them all, turning out plants that shov/ed signs of

worms, picking the worms out and placing them in a pot of

lime, replacing the ball, after seeing that the drainage was aU
right, removing a few withered leaves, scratching off a little

of the surlace soil, and I'eplacing with a little fresh loam and
cowdung firmly pressed. If such pots had been out of doors

we would have moved no withered leaves as yet. Stuck a
few short evergreen twigs among tender Strawberries in the

open ground. We notice a discussion that has been going on
as to the merits of mowing and not touching the leaves of

Strawberry plants after the fruit is gathered. There seems,
however, to be no principle left to guide us. Some years
ago that principle was cleai-ly and fuUy alluded to in this

work. In strong, heavy sods, so suitable to the Strawberry,
we should never think of cutting off leaves. In light soils

where the fr'uit comes early to maturity, and the foliage

comes long and slender, independently of manuring and
firm pressure of the ground, as recommended in such cir-

cumstances the other week, the cutting-over is often attended
with beneficial results. The man of general intelligence,

though he advocates one system for general use, wUl be the
first to acknowledge that circumstances so alter cases, that
quite a diflerent system may at times be advisable. Por
instance : the Strawberry will stand a great amount of

manure, and look for more ; but we think we detailed an
instance of a barren plantation last year, the plants in the
highest health and vigour, but no flowers—the result of
heavy maniuing and rich manure-waterings until late in
autumn.
As the weather permitted went on with pruning the

hardier fruit trees, and especially Easpberries. The modes
of training Easpberries are endless—so many stems to a
stake a yard apart, these stems brought to meet in the
form of an arch, or the plants placed equally along rows
4 feet apart, and the stems laid 3 or 4 inches apart to a
rough fence of slight bars of wood, or to an elegant fence of

strained wire. On the whole, we rather prefer the last

mode but it is of Uttle consequence how the jjlants are

trained if the stems are not left too thick. It is as well not
to shorten the canes until the weather is more settled,

especially if the canes stand upright, as the wet is apt to

get into the centre of the cane when shortened, and the

irost will then frequently split the cane. When the points

are arched over the cutting now is of less consequence. The
Kaspberry dearly likes cool manure, and applied chiefly as

top-dressings, as digging to any depth is sm-e to destroy

great numbers of the best fibres.

OKNAMENTAL DEPAETMENT.
After seeing that houses were warm enough to be safe,

our chief care has been securing comparatively hardy and
half-hardy plants from damp and frost. Our Calceolarias

were covered up for a week, and look as nice as the after-

noon they were first shut up. They have had air back and
front in these mild days, but we have not yet taken away
the protecting material from the neighbourhood of the pit.

Many plants in frames we have managed to remove to

empty vineries. Some Golden Chain Geraniums had lost

a number of their leaves from damp ; though in a drier

atmosphere, we have no doubt, the plants will break well

again. A lot of Chinese Primulas in small pots must have

a larger size to succeed those now in bloom ; and the same
may be said of Cinerarias. Had soil nicely aired ready for

repotting the earliest Pelargoniums, and also for starting

Gloxinias, Achimenes, &c., and made preparations for com-
mencing propagating- for the flower garden what we are

scarce of, and of which -;, e want a large supply. Auriculas,

Polyanthus, Carnations, and Pinks in cold frames, if much
frosted, should have been allowed to thaw very gradually.

A mat on the glass after the thaw commences is often of

as much importance as in the time of frost, and no sunlight

should beat at all strong upon them until all trace of the

fr-eezing- has gone. A sudden exposure to light even of

bedding plants, il' fr-ost has at aU penetrated, will do more
harm than even the frost has done. When plants have,

therefore, been shut up for several days, it is bad policy to

uncover them wholly on a very sunny day. If that must
be done a little shade should be given during the brightest

hours. Even bulbs and low shrubs coming on in hotbeds

without fii-e heat must have similar care. They must not

be left long uncovered after the tojis are growing, or they

will become sickly a-nd drawn; and in moving bulbs, such

as Hyacinths, from a frame to a house with abundance of

light, a little shade should be afforded at first,, that no check

may be given from the extra abundance of light. At this

season, when Hyacinths well rooted are moved to a light

warm place irom one more shady, the flower-stems will be
benefited by having placed over each a paper funnel some
S inches long, with a small hole at the upper small end.

The funnel wiU sufficiently shade the bulb ; and the stem
rising freely to the light through the hole in the top, there

win be room given for the little bells to expand themselves.

Neapolitan "Violets must be kept from ft-ost by covering;

but in all favourable weather there must be plenty of air, or

damp on the one hand, and red spider on the other, wiU be
apt to show themselves. All such plants as Stocks, double

Wallflowers, &c., will want plenty of air in this muggy
weather. The best way to give it is to elevate the sashes

back and front, and that wiU prevent any rain reaching the
plants.

One word more as to protection. One correspondent says,
" I cannot make out how the fr-ost could be kept out by
merely turning and knocking about a limited quantity of

litter. Would it not be better to pitch on the litter a foot

or two thick at once 't" That depends much on whether
the litter is to be had. Some yeai-s ago we endeavoui-ed to

explain the whole theory of protection from the phenomena
of dew, and the striking fact that dew is never seen until

the material on which it appears is rendered colder than
the surrounding an-. The shade or protection that would
prevent a body being covered with dew would also to a
certain extent prevent the entrance of frost, or in other

words arrest the fi-ee radiation of heat in straight lines.

Thus a mere covering of glass will save the plants beneath
it fr-om irost until, fi-oni continued radiation from the glass,

the afr within becomes assimilated to that without. Place
a mat over the glass, and the mat must be frozen before
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the glass is affected ; but if the frost is intense the whole
heat enclosed will soon be radiated through the glass and
the mat. Place some dry litter over the mat; and the
drier and the more porous the material—the more air shut
in, in fact, with it—the more difficult will it be for heat to pass
off or radiate in straight lines. We have often been siu-prised
to see what a keen frost would be thoroughly excluded by a
thin covering of dry hay. Of course the fi-ost would pene-
trate in time. In every case that penetration of frost, or,
more jiroperly speaking, the radiation of heat in straight
lines, will commence at the smface. Break and turn the
surface often, and the frost must just begin its work afresh

;

so that actually that fresh tm'ning of the outside litter is
the next best thing to throwing on a layer of fresh litter.
In both cases radiation must commence anew in order to
cool the interior.—R. F.

COVENT GAEDEN MAEKET.-Jan. 16.
The fruit market remains in nearly the same condition us in last week.

Hothouse Grapes and Feats are becuiiiiiiK' more sciirce. The principal out-
door vegetables now to he ohtained are Savoys aud Brussels riprouts, which
are tolerably plentilul. Lurge quautiiies ol' Corni>h Broccoli packed in
crates are now coming in. Excellent Undive and Lettuce are also brought
Irom abroad. Cut liuwers principally consist of Camellias, Pelargoniums
Acacias, Early Tulips, Hyacinth i, Violets, Koses, and Miguoue.te.

Apples ^ sieve
Apricots doz.
Figs doz.
i'Uoerts Ji ^ut^^HJ01bs.
Grapes, Hothouse. ...lb.

Foreign
iluscais

Lemons lOo
Melons each.

Asparagus bundle
Deans, broad bush.

Kidney luo
Beet, Ucd do/,.

Broccoli bundle
Brussels SproutS;^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots buncii
Ottulitiuwer doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive score
JFeuael bunch
Garlic and Shallots, lb.

Serbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle

s.
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Eakly Cvcuubebs {An Amateur Oardener) .—There are no better Cucum-
bers for early forciuff than Lord Kenyon's, or Sioa House, and for a large

alee the Volunteer. These are amooLh-skinned, and white-spinud if they

Jmve any. We have heard Ward's Great Western spoken of, but have not

grown It. For a Black cipine, few will equal CuthiU'a Early Black Spine.

We have seen the Snake Cucumber some yards long. It is very poisonous,

and is grown merely for ornament. Wo do not understand about the leak-

ing, but it strikes us that ilie leakage is not from the pipes but from the tank.

We Iiave never found concrete, or red or white lead fail. We think 4 inches

of water is deep enough in the tank.

Heatxno (C. J. Langley).—Vfe have carefully read^over your letter; and
though our impression is that you could carry out any of the plans you
propose, either by a boiler at c, or an Arnott's stove and a boiler nt u, still

we think all theeo plans are a departure from the simplicity of healing your
two houses separately, by juiit placing another furnace by the side of a for

heating the laiger house; and the extra expense of that furnace, nnd a
flue in the large house across to e, would be trifling in comparison to the

tronble of pulling your present furnace to pieces to iix a boiler, or the
building of an Arnott's stove inside, close to the chimney b. By that

aeparaie furnace you would heat each house independently of the other.

and more especially as in either case you will require a chimney at f. If

disposed, the flue in the large house, after reaching e, might be formed of

strong drain-pipes, S or 9 inches in dlaueter. On the principle of simplicity,

and letting well alone, the above is the plan we would recommend. Most
likely, however, you will prefer your own idea ; and people generally make
that plan succeed the best on which their minds are niost favourably set.

We will therefore add a few remarks which may be useful. 1. A small fire-

place will scarcely be sufficient to heat, by means of a flue, two houses
•56 feet by 14, and 34 feet by 14. To accomplish it at all, there must be a
careful management of slides and dampers at i> and e, so as to give the
desired heat to any of the two houses. A little carelessness as respects

these slides might be productive of serious results, which would not be so

likely to happen if each house had its own furnace. 2. The mere placing a
boiler over a furnace, so as to form as it were the top of the flue, will not
give the best position for a boiler absorbing heat, as the most of the heat
from the luel will pass along the fiuu. If the boiler la fiKed over and in the
flreplice in the usual way, so as to obtain the greatest iuoount of heat, then,

in proportion to the heat thus absorbed, the leas will be left to pass along
the flue. 3. If there is an absolute necessity for having only one fireplace,

then a small saddle-back, placed well in the furnace— not; on the top of it

—

or a Rivers* small saddle-back suspended in it, which you may procure
from Mr. Hughes, of Bishop Stortford, for from SOs. to 40a-., would enable
you to heat the smaller house by tank or pipes, provided you could draw
the slide at », and get the fine heat also, in cold weather, for the benefit of
your Muscats. It will generally be found that a little regulating of the
Jilides will be necessary when both flues are to be worked at once. We
think Mr. Rivers' boiler would suityou best, as, being so shallow, you would
need to elevate your tank very little. Three or four incbes of water would
be enough in your tank. Recollect that if securely covered with slate the
Leat from it will be almost as dry as from a flue ; but it will be sweet and
free from unwholesome vapours, &i;. The above would be the simplest,
and you would need no move furnaces ; and your proposed plan of a stove
close to the chimney at n would necessitate the lighting the fire in the
house, and the stove would require to be sunk a little, or else your tank
might be inconveniently high ; but so far as the heating by hot water
merely, without thinking of ihe heat trom a flue, that mode, as respects
luel, would be the most economical, as the heat from ibe stove would strike
at once on the boiler, and the block against the smoke-pipe would prevent
much conduction of heat into the chimney, though what went there would be
chiefly lost to the house. On the whole, then, according t'j your own plan,
we would fix such a boiler over your present fuinace, and still rtlain tbe
«se of the flue when necessary ; but as, according to your uwn showing, the
present heating answers well in the siualler house, wewould advise another
furnace and a separate flue lor the larger house. Were it not for the
expense, we would advise a 30-inch saddle-back boiler, take the flue as
DOW, and heat the large house by hoc water, with a couple of pipes in the
smaller one. If, with your contemplated arrangements, you wibh to have
moist heat from the tank, you must leave moveable spaces In the covering
to let out the vapour. In your late house, if you wish the Feaches to con-
tiaMe fruitful, the Vine-stems should not be nearer than 5 feet to eacli

other.

The Small Garden at Trentham {F. E. M.).—You will obtain no
satisfaction from such a figure in 5i feet on grass, which you are to sow.
^iravel would be much better. With grass you could only succeed by re-
ducing the size 01 the beds, and increasing the width oi tbe paths, so as
to have none under <i or 3^ feet. Then we would use turf at once, and
a great deal would not be needed, as you would only want it between thebedf.
A simpler figure would also suit you—thus : Make a circle in tbe centre of
19 feet in diameter, 5 feet from centre ; i3:en another circle 9 leet horn centre,
which will give 4 feet lor grass ; then another circle IS feet from centre.
Between these two circles of 9 and IS leet lay down eight clumps as pre-
viously advised, four heart-shaped witU the points to the outer circle, and
lour triangular-shaped with their broad ends oa the outer circle, and the
points ca the inner circle, and so managed that there shall be a regular
3 feet between each and all ot ;bese beds. Tlien run another circle ol 3^ feet

of grass all round these beds, aud tben you will have the outside boruer of
fi^ feet, which you may cut up into two, four, oi- eight divisions. iSothing
could be simpler, and no combination will sec off colours belter. If we
"Would make a change, it would be to make the outside pn'h round the eight
beds 4 feet as well. Nothing can tell worse or be more difficult to manage
than narrow strips of grass between beds. With gravel you may have the
paths narrower, but the beds will appear too much thrown together.

fORElGN Seeds (J. ^.).—Moon Creeper is pr.'bably Menispermum plani-
folium or M. amarissimum, both of which have yellow tiowe:^, being ever-
green stove climbers, growing 10 feet high, and may be grown in loam and
peat. Eucalyptus obiiqua is a timber tree in Van Diemen's Land, growing
100 feet high; the flowers are white, produced in July or August; it also
may be grown in loam and peat, ana is a cool greenhouse tree. Frostan-
thera lasianthos, an evergreen New Holland plant, grow s about 3 feet high,
nnd has purplish white flowers in June ; it is a greenhou^u plant, and re-
quires a sandy peat sod. Fanax dendroides we do not know. Eurybia
corymbosa, we presume, is meant by E. ramulosa— a hardy herbaceous
plant of the Aster tribe, growing 2 feet high, and has white flowers in
August. DracEoaa (CordjlineJ austraUs is distinct from C. indivisa ; it is a
greenhouse plant, aud grows well in loam aud peat.

Ivy Failing (J. S.).—A& the Ivy succeeds on three of the four walla

round your enclosed court, the cause of its failure on the fourth side must
arise either from the soil or the aspect. If the failure occurs on the wall

facing the south, and the soil is very dry, this may be the cause.

Heatino Vineries (TK. T. £.).—To heat two vineries, each 21 foet long

17 feet wide, and 11 feet high at the back, a saddle boiler from 26 to 30 iuchea

long would be sufficient. To have Grapes about August, you would require

for each house about 112 feet of piping. To have Orapea ripe in May. you

would require double that quantity. Good piping used to be had for about

3s. per yard, elbows, &c., extra.

Our Journal ( ir. TF.).- Our first volume appeared in 1849. There are

twenty-five volumes of the first series, and fire volumes of the second

series. They can all be had except Vols. I.. XV.. and XXI. of the first series^

and Vol. 11. of the second, at 8*. fid. per vo'.. ; Vol. III. of the second is Us,

The sentence you name alludes to some public sttcieties connected with our

objects.

Fruit-room {F.A. 6".).—Fruit does not keep well this year. Exclude

both air and light, and keep the room as cold as possible -35° is quite aa

high as the temperature ought to be. When you wish to hasten the

ripening of any of the fruit, bring the desired quantity iuto a warmer room.

Christine Geranium Leaves Spotted {E. IF.).—We think the leaves

sent are infested with mildew ; but we are not quite sure about it, for the

spots appear regularly dotted all over the leaves, and are nearly of an

uniform size. We do not remeiuber seeing leaves in the same condition

before. They have the appearance as if dotted and blotched with silver,

and must appear very beautiful, we should think, on the plant. We do

not observe any symptom of decay in the parts affected, and are, therefore,

inclined to attribute the spots to some freak of nature. We won d recom-

mend the leaves to be dusted with sulphur, and the plant to be placed in a

light airy situation in the greenhouse. If it be mildew the sulphur will

kill it. and the leaves will afterwanis come green unless the dots are

natural, when they may remain, or they may come all right as growth

progresses. We should like to know whether tbe leaves decay or remam la

tbe same condition as those enclosed, and if all the leaves are simUarly

afi'ected.

lIosEB (QKfcrol.—The whole of your Roses will do very well in the

orchard-house if the pots are plunged ; and if in extra severe weather a

little fern or dry straw is stuck in among the tops, and removed as tne

weather gets mild.

Garden Plan ( W. 0. (?.).-We think the plan will look very well, but

tbe four heart-shaped corners will look bare without evergreens; and we

think the ovals in the central figures for fiowers uro acarcely artistic

enough for the other groups or figures.

Names of Fruit (Subscriber).—ViYi&t became of the four Apples we

cannot now say. They were cleared out of our ottice with other truit we

had done with. Pray number any others you send, lE saves trouole.

Namks of Plants {A Four-years Subscriber).—U is Centaurea candi-

dissima. _„^.^,.„„«««.».,—

.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

ME. WILLIAMS'S GAME FOWLS AT THE
BIEMINGHAM POULTKY SHOW.

I MUST plead guilty to the fact of never having seen a

copy of your paper until a day or two ago, when, by the

kindness of a friend, my attention was di-awn to the corre-

spondence which has for some weeks been going on m your

columns relative to the Game fowls exhibited by me at

Birmingham, and disqualified by Mr. Hiudson, one of the

Judges, on the ground that they were his property.

I make no remarks as to the rather uncourteons way in

which some of your correspondents treat me. I refer them

to the Field newspaper of the 2nd inst. for my statement as

to my position in this matter.*

» The foUowirs is the communication to our sporting contemporary re-

fenerl to by Mr. Williums: " It is not my intention to ilisouss the guoa name

llr. Hindsoo has estaljlished as a Judje at various exhibilion.-, any more than

it is to question the fact of liis having been not only the first but the only

person ?o assert (not discover) • that the birdsexhiblted were his property

;

but I do mean to affirm that his endeavour to make the quesuon of his

bein" the iirst person to claim the birds exhibited the question at issue,

shows a sensitiveness upon and a desire to a ?oid the real question - Whether

the birds were or were not his property. Now, as to this qoestion, 1 most

emphatically deny that any of the birds belonged to Mr. Hincson and I

challenge him to enforce his claim to them. Of ihe whole number exhibited

he hai never seen but one before the Show ; and his having borrowed it

for exhibition some ten months ago at Liverpool gives urn no reason for

alleging it to be his own. In your advertising co.uinns last week I offered

the whole of the birds exhibited for sale ; and here tell Mr. Hindson that if

he believes they or any of them are his property. Ve will vindicate his

claim befoie some tribunal competent to decide the question. He may

have hart Game fowls at walk in the neighbourhood ot Welshpool, and may

have still, but he has not been applied to by -the person in charge ot

them to lend any of them to me, or I am greatly misinformed.
" The man alluded to above as • the person in charge' received a letter

from Mr. Hindson, dated the 7th ult., of which the following is a CPJ =—
*" Liverpool, Dec. 7, 1863.

' ' Mr Evan Pu"h—Sir,—I have no reply from you about tha pen Black

Reds for Leeds. Do you again prefer aacriacing the entrance-fee and

uavin" the fine, or have you found another dupe and entered some in his

name" I should think Williams feels grateful to jou lor hgnring in the

London papers in the way he has done. Yours, (ic.,__
_ ^^^^^^ Hindson.'

"Mr. Hindson will doubtless read this in print, and, pissing over the

tone adopted towards myself, will do'ablless considar it necessary to satisfy
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I may affirm that tlie birds are not, nor were they ever,

the property of Mr. Hindson.
The private mark so much spoken of is not Jli-. Hindson's.

There were other fowls at Birmingham simUai'ly marked,
one a winner.
Your coiTespondent " Egomet " may satisfy Ms pardon-

ahle cui'iosity as to me, my position or residence; and he
may at the same time see some fowls that have never been
exhibited as good as anything I had at Birmingham, and
1 caji show him probably as many in number and as good
a selection of Black Eeds and Duckwings as any amateui'

breeder in England. If he be the man he assumes to be
I should like to see him at my place.—J. H. Williams,
Spring Bank, near Welslipool.

THE KENDAL EXHIBITION OF POULTEY
AND PIGEONS.

Ekom the very institution of this Show, now dating so far

as nine yeai's back, Kendal has always stood well in the lists

of our annual poultry exhibitions. Year by year there have
been marked improvements both as to the number of entries

and also the high quality of the birds competing, but un-
doubtedly the Show just closed has far surpassed those pre-

ceding it. Under the guidance of so energetic a Committee
as that at Kendal svich a result may alwaj's be depended
upon, and we confidently believe that the failure of certain

other exhibitions of IDve character during the year 1SG3, has
rather to be attributed to the supiueness of their local

Committees than to any apathy on the part of either the
public or exhibitors. This year the Show was held in the
same building as last season, and for the purpose it presents
every necessary feature that could be desired, whilst its

close contiguity to the Kendal Railway Station is a great
boon to visitors from a distance. The first day of opening
was most unfoi'tunately exceedingly wet untU. about midday,
when the fog became so dense as to necessitate the imme-
diate lighting of the gas, which, however, at the best is but
a very poor substitute for daylight, and one that when
critically examining poultry, particularly the strictly fancy
varieties, can scarcely be depended upon. This unexpected
drawback naturally prolonged the arbitrations for some
couple of hours beyond the time required in former years, but
was in itself an exigence for which under all the circum-
stances no amount of foresight could provide. It is well

known to most of our readers also, that no description of

poultry can be shown to advantage under the influences of

tremendous fogs, for at such times poultry invariably

assume a sullen listless disposition from which it is more
than difficult to arouse them even temporarOy.

In the Spanish classes were to be found birds fi-om the
yards of almost all of our principal breeders. Mr. Cannan,
of Bradford, took the silver cup with cliickens ; Mr. Eod-
bard's excellent pen of adults standing first in tlie class for

old birds. The condition of the cup Spanish chickens was
nearly faultless. In Grey DorHngs the cup award fell to the
old bii-ds from Mr. Evans, of Prescot, but justice compels
us to add that the Grey Dorking chickens were far below
our expectations throughout the class. We must come to

Cochins, and again the old birds had it all their own way, for

the chickens were a defective class throughout. A silver

cup, value five guineas, the gift of the executors of the late

G. A. Geldard, Esq., of Aorigg End, near Kendal, for the
best pen of Cochin-China fowls proved a. mnch-coveted prize,

the Show Comniittei! and tlie v^iibiic that, notwithstandin'? such letter, in

d;squali^3i^f; the Mrds I exhibited lie was inakinp a liojxi jiile claim, and
not actuated by a desire to punish tlie 'person in charge' tor not sending;
fowls to Mr. Hindson himself, and so cau^n{^ him ' to sacrifice :m entrance
fee and pay a fine.' He cannot in the face of that letter aRsprt that the
man was his servant, and 1 cannot detect in it the langnaire of an owner of
the fowls asked for. My only complaint again.^t the poultry fomniittee is

on account of their not h:>vinp piven me some intimation ot I\Ir. Hindson's
claim before announcing that the birds were disqualified. As a larRc breeder
of Game fowls and a subscriber to the .Show, and having a " position " equal
at all events to Mr. Hindson's, and one which I would not "jeopardise" by an
act BO disreputable as that ot eshibi Iok any birds without the consent of
the owner, tlie dotnjf so to me would not have been considered as an excess
ot courtesy to mysell or aali^ihttoMr. Hindson. The Committee are anxious
that I should coRtcst my rijiht to the prizes with Mr. Hindson, and the
public win doubtless expect him to relieve the Committoe of rtsjji nsibility ;

and if he will cstablieh his claims to the fowls 1 will clieerfully exonerate
the Conimiitee from any claims I mayhaye against them.— J. H. >Villiams,
Sprlny Bunk, Welshpool, Brc. 23."

simply on account of the very peculiar circumstances under
which it was oll'cred. It will be remembered that the de-
ceased gentleman fir many years was one of the most
notable, and at that time the most successful of Cochin-
exhibitors, and, as he stated to oiu'selves, when at the meri-
dian of his success, " he had travelled again and again many
a long day's railway journey in the hope to obtaia better
fowls than his own, but always hitherto unsuccessfully; still

he would try again if he heai'd of any likely to be so." From
declining health, for some years past Mr. Geldard ceased to
exhibit ; yet the love of Cochins never wore out, and so great
was it, that even after death v.-e find a silver cup as the reward
ottered for the improvement of this favoured breed. It wiU
not be a matter of sui'iirise to om- readers to tlnd that this

cuj] will now belong to Capt. Heaton, of Manchester. This
gentleman's best pen of adult Bulls obtained their triumph
without difficulty. Such long- oont'lnued success wUl doubt-
less add much to the interest of the disposal of Capt.
Heaton's surplus stock of Cochins, which auction takes place
at Birmingham next week. The White Cochins were few in

number but good, and so were the White Dorkings. In
Game fowls the Kendal Show stood well. 3Ii-. Kobinson, of

Dlverston, exhibited a pan- of Brown Eeds that left little to

wish for as improvement, and to them the Game silver cup
was awarded. Their condition was unexceptionable. Mr.
Fletcher, of Manchester, showed some closely-competing
Black-breasted Eeds, and Mr. Chune, of Coalbrookdale, some
very capital Duckwings. Although we are now advanced to
about the middle of the first month of 1864, we confess the
two hens shown by the latter gentlemtm looked imcommonly
hke puUets of lSti3, and we think the time woidd have been
lost to look for them either as chickens or even eggs iu 1862.

Be that as it may, they were, either as adults or chickens, a
most capital pen, and such as are only rarely to be m.et with

—

the only impression being the two old ladies looked very
much younger than their reputed age justified, i'or length of

days certainly had left no footprints behind. The Eed Pile

Game fowls were better than common. It is e\'ident of late

this breed of Game fov.is is greatly improving. Mi-. Billings,

of Gravelly Eill, near Bii'mingham, showed some remarkably
good Game fowls. As before hinted, on account of the intense

fog, the Hamlurghs showed to the worst advantage, for they
proved almost indistinguishable, still, on very close inspec-

tion so good a collection was rarely to be seen. Perhaps the
Golden-spangled were the best variety as a class, though the
Silver-spangled pen won the Hamburgh cup. In the Game
Bantams there was not so high an amount of condition as is

indispensable for their successful exhibition, Ijut the Se-

brights were far better than in general, whether Gold or

Silver-laced. They seem to be stay-at-home pots in this

quarter, as thej' were entered at very high prices—even so

high as ^600 a-pen of three. Black and also ^Vhite Bantams
were in force, and very good throughout, but separate classes

should be appointed for them.
It is quite an " old song," to say Mrs. Seamons won the

prize for Aylesbury Duclcs ; but Mr. llem'y Worrall, of Liver-

pool, took the Duck cup with such a pen of Kouens as are

only very rarely to be seen. The Single Cock classes were
well filled.

In Pigeons the Show was excellent : but the pens that were
allotted to them v,-ere sadly too small, and must be enlarged

before another meeting—an alteration, we believe, which
will be joyfully acceded to on the part of the Committee.
We cannot allow a practice of late gaining groimd to go

unmentioned—the c.itting away of Almond Tuinljlers' bills,

with the view to make them shorter and more perfect. It

is a most cruel practice, and entails an amount of tortiu'e

that few would credit ; the bill of a bu'd when bereft of a

portion of its horny covering is of the most sensitive cha-

racter, closely resembhng a toe or finger naU cut into the

quick ; the agonj- of even a touch when thus cruelly operated
on, makes the birds wholly or even at best ptatially in-

capable of feeding, and annually many exctllent bii-ds ai'e

lost by absolute stan'ation from tliis unnecessary practice.

It is impossible to reprehend such cruelties beyond their

deserts, and if those in power will withhold theu' sanction,

it will no doubt be speedily abandoned. The Carriers,

whether Black or Duns, were the best ever yet exhibited

at Kendal. The Fantails were also very good. The Powtei'S

were prevented from showing favourably by the undue
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smallness of the pens. White ones were numerous and very
good. The Barbs were good, more paa-ticularly the Yellows.
The Any variety of Pigeon class was well tilled, Satinettes,

Icelanders, Brunswicks, Swallows, Magpies, Nuns, and
several others being well shown.
The Committee were very attentive to every requirement

of the birds under their cai-e.

Spanish (Black).— First, J. K. Rodbard, WriDgton, Bristol. Second,
R. Xeebay, Fulwood, Presiun. Third, S. Robson, riiotherton, auutli

Milford, Yorkshire. Higbly Commended, K. Teebay ; J. Shorthose, Shield-
field Green, Neweustle-on-Tyne. C'/mAwJS.— First tmd Cup, W. dnnun,
Bradford. Swcond, H. Ln^', lirialol. Tiiird, K Xeebay. Highly Coui-
mended, R. W. Boyle, Dmidrum, Dublin; J. K. Jrowler, Aylesbury,
Comnocndtd, S. Robson, Biotheitou, Yorkshire.
DoHKiNGS iColouiedj.—Firsc and Cup, \V. Evans, Prescot. Second,

J. Robins^on, Garstaut'. Ihiid, K. Sergencson, Livtrpool. iiighly Com-
mendeo, J. White, Wtnlaby, Northallerton; Kif^ht H^n. Viscount Temple-
town, Milnthorpe; J. Roiinson ; J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Chickens.^
First, W. EvuLtJ. Second, R. Seigencson. Tund, J. K. Fowler, iiighly

Commended, Right Hon. Viscount Xempletowu ; D. Parsuns, Cuerdeu,
Pre^ton.
Dorkings (White).—First and Second, J. Robinson, Gftrstang, Third,

D. Parsons, Preston,
Cochin-China (Cinnamon and Buff, or Brown and Partridge-feathered).
—First and Cup, Captain Heatun, Lower Broughtcn, Mancliesier, s-icond,

R. "White, Brouuihall Park, Sheffield. Third, Mibs F;. A. Agliuuby, Gra&-
mere, VVe.-tinorland, Higlily Commended, T. rfirttch, Oruisuiik; captain
Heaton ; Miss F. A. Agiiouby. Commended, F. M. Hindle, liaslmgden,
Lancashire. Chickens.—First, R. White, becoud, t'apiaiu Heaton. Third,
C. T. bishop, Lenton,

CocuiN-Cflir-A (White).— First, S. Taylor, Ibbotbhulme, "Windermere.
Second, G. C. vVtii- welt, Ivendal. Chickens,— Flrac, Rev. F. Taylor, Xirkby
Lonsdale. Second, F, W. Zurhorst, iiellville, Ounnybrook, Highly Com-
mended, G. C. Whicwell.
Game t\Vliite aiid Piles).—First, T. "West, St. Ann's, Eccleston, Lanca-

shire. Second, J. Fletcher, Stoneclougb, AianchL^oter. 'I'nirO, K. Wilson,
Straiuongate, Kendal. Chickcns.—ia'ivtty F. C. Ellison, Kendal. Secund,
J. Clark, Levens, Milnthurpe.
Gaue (BldCk-breubted aud other Reds).—First and Cup, T, Robinson,

Ulverstone. Sicond, W. Whiiwell, SLOctton. Thud, Al. JiUliug, jun..
Gravelly liill, Birmingham. Highly Ccmuieuded, J. Fietclier, stoneulougli,
Mancbestpr; 11. M. Julian, Beverley, "iurkshue ; T. Weat, Kcclesiun,
Lancabhire. Commended, J. Fletcher. Chicken.^.— First, J. Fletcher.
Secund, ii. Billing, jun. Third, W. Whitwcil, StuLkton.
Game (Any other variety).— Fir^t, J. B. Chune, Coalbrookdale, Salop.

Second, H. iJeldon, Bingley. Third, H. Worrali, West Deruy, Liverpool.
C'AicAeHS.-First, J. Fletcher, Stoneciobgh. Third, J. Hodgson, Bradlurd.
£^e»s.—First, J. Fletcher. Second, G. C, Wluiwell, Kemmi. Tnird,
J. Gelderd, Kendal. Highly Commended, G. W. Bmns, Darlington.
HAMnuRGns (Goldeu-peneilledJ.—Firat, a., Beldou, Binglej, Yorkshire.

Second, S. SmitL, ^ortuo^^ram. Tnhd, J. Roomson, Garatung. Highly
ConimenOed, J. B. Chune, Salop. Cummeudcd, J. oarrs, iimaiord.
Hamburgiis (Golden-spangled;.— First, L Davids, Harborne, near Bir-

minghum. secona, T. Burch, Shettield. Third, J. Newton, csilsden, near
Leeds. Hijihly Comiuenoed, G. Whitraker, Hurv.ich, near Bolton; R..

Farrer, BoIiun-le-Aloors ; !N. ilarlur, HcnLun, near Mancne^ier.
Hamuukohs (Silver-pencilled).—tirst, J. Kobiii:;on, Gurstang. Second,

W. Clayton, Keighley. Thiid, C. Moore, Poulion-le-Fyldc. Highly Coiu-
mendeu, H. Beldon, Bingley. CoiumenUed, T. K. Beetham, Keuual,
HAiiEUKGHs(bilver-spivngled).—Fust and Silver cup, H. Beidon, Bingley.

Second, T. Bavies, Newpuit, Mou. Tiiird, J. ;^e\vtun, Silsdcu. Highly
Commended, G. B. Hardman, l:awiensiall, near Muneoesier ; J. Robin^un,
Garetiiug ; j. B. Chune, Coaloruokdale, Salop. Commended, R. Ttebay,
Fulwoou ; J. Fielding, isewchurch, near Alancuester; J. RoOinsuu.
Hamuuilghs (Any variety).— First, T. Stuart, biaveley, near Kendal,

Second, T. H, AishtoiT, Tamworth. Third, R, 11. ^Nicholas, A'ewport, Mun.
Any iNEW OR Distinct Vaiuett.— rir^t, R, Teeoay, Fuiwoou. second,

H. Beldon, Bingley. Third, R. H, I^iehula&, Newport, Mon. Highly Com-
mended, VV. A. G. James, Kirkby Lonsdale; R. Ihompson, Keimal ; H.
Lacy, Hebdon Bridge, Yorkshire ; H. li: G.Newton, Gaiiorth. Commended,
R. Jl. Nicholas ; C. W. Wilaou, Kentla..

SINGLE COCKS.
Spanish.— Fire t, J. R. Rodt)ard, Wringtou. Second, H. Lane, Bristol.

Highly Commeudeo, J. Siddal, Halifax j B. Smiiu, Aliddieton, near Man-
chester; J. K. Fowier, Aylesbury.
Dorking-—First, J. Robiiiaun, Garstang. Second, J. Rowlandson, Win-

dermere. Highly Commeiideu, W. ^» . Rutihuge, Kejidal; R. D. Holi,
AVindermere.
Cochin-China.—First, E. Smith, Middleton, near Manchester. Second,

J. Shonhose, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Hignly Commended, Miss B. Aglionby,
Grasmere, Weutuiuiiaud.
Game.— First, M. Billing, jun., Binningham. Second, G. C. "Whitwell,

Kendal, Third, J. Flttchei, Stoneclough. Fourth, J. Hodgson, "Whiitiug-
ton, near Burton. Highly Commenaed, T. Siaiter, WUitetieid, ne.ir

Manchester; A. B. Djas, Maoeley, Shropshire; R. Partinaon, Pouiton-le-
Fylde. Commended, T. Siatter ; W. Bojes, Beverley.
Game Cockekkl,—Firs&, G. W. Binus, Datlingtoii. Second, SI. Billing,

un., Birmiitghaui. Third, K. Bowners, Nancwich, Highly Commeiidea,
W. J. Cope, Bamsley.
Game Baktau.—First, J. Shorthose, New cast e-on-Tyne. Second, J. W.

Morris, Rochdale. Third, T. Wiison, Kendal. Commended, J. Munn,
Newchurch, near Manchester ; Miss E. A. Crawford, Southwell, Notts.

Bantams (Game).—First, R. M. Stark, Hull. Second, G. Maples, jun.

-

Wavertree. Third, K Hawkesley, jun., Suuthweh. Highly Commentlcd,
Capt, "Wetherell, Loddington; J. Croslaud, jun., Wakelieid; J. Munn,
Newchurch, Manchester j J. P. Gardner, Rugeley; Miss E. A. Crftwiurd,
Southwell, Notts, Commended, C. Martin, Fairfield ; M. Leno, jua, Dun-
stable
Baktams (Any other -variety).— First and Cup, M. Leno, jun., Dunstable.

Second, F. L. Roy, juu., Berwickshire. Thud, W. J. Cope, Burnsley.

' Hixhly Commended, Capt. Wetherall, Loddington; W. T. Addison, Sunder*
land; R. hi. stark, Hull ; J. P. Gardner, Rugeley; G. Maples, jun., Waver,
tree; W. F. Eiitwistie, Ollcy, Yorkshire; T. Davles, Newport, Mon. ; M.
Leno, jun. Commended, J. W. Morris, Rochdale; O. E. Crtsawell, Han-
wonh, Middlcr'tx.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, Mrs. M. Seamons, Aylesbury. Second and

Third, withheld.
Ducks (l^ouen).—First and Cup, II. Worrall, Liverpool. Second, T.

Robinson, Ulverstone. Third, T. Statter, Whitetield, Manchester. Highly-
Commended, R. Sergencson, Liverpool; S. Shaw, Staiuland, Commended,
J. Munn, Sliawclough.

DucK.s (Any other variety).—First, D. Parsons, Cuerden. Second, J. R.
Jessop, Hull. Third, R. M. SUirk, HulL Highly Commended, W. Bowley,
Cirencester; F. W. Barle, Edenhurst; S. Shaw, Stainlalid; C. W. "Wilson,
Kendul.
Ducklings (Aylesbury or Rouen).—First and Third, Mrs. M. Seamons,

Aylesbury. Second, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Highly Commended, R. M.
Stark, Huil; F. M. Hiudie, Hasiingden; P. Longiou, Liverpool; T. Shaw,
Kivkkum.

PIGEONS.
Caeriees. — First, W. Towersun, Egremont. Second, J. Thompson,

Binyley. Highly Commended, K. Thompson, Kendal; J. Reeder, Preston;
H. Yardley, Birmingham; J. W. Edge, Birinuigham ; E. Horner, Leeds,
Commended, T. Bateson, Kendal; J, K. liubinsou, Sunderland; J. Filth,
Dewsoury ; H. Yardley.
ALMOND Tumbleks,—First, F. Key, Beverley. Second, G. R. FottB,

Sunderland. Highly Commended, F. Else, Bayswater, London ; J. Reeder,
Preston.
Tdmblers.— First, H. Beldon, Bingley. Second, R. Thompson, Kendal.

Highly Commended, "W. Towerson, Egremont; F.Else, Bayswater, London;
J. W. Edge, Biruiingham. Commended, H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Owls.— First, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, F. Else, Bayswater,

Londoji. Higbly Commended, K. Pickering-, Carlisle ; W. Towerson, Egre-
mont ; H. Siiowden, Horion, Bradford. Commended, R.Thompson, Kendal;
M. E. Jobling, N(iWcastle-»n-Tyne; J. Reeder, Preston.
PowTEua A.Nn CRuPrEKS.— I'irst, G. R. Potts, Sunderland. Second, H,

Eeldon. Highly Commended, S. Robson, South Millord, Y'orkshire ; E.
Brown, Shettield; J. W, Edge, Birmingham; £. Horner, Leeds, Com-
mended, F. Else, Bayswater, London.
Barbs.— First, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, R. Thompson, KeadaL

Highly Commended, J. Reeder, Preston,
Fantails.— First, H. Beldon, Bingley. Second, H. Yardley, Birming-

ham. Highly Commended, F. Else, Bayswater, London. Lommended,
J. It. Jessop, Hulk
TuiLEiTs.—First, 3. Shaw, Staiuland. Second, W. Jackson, Bolten-le-

Sands. Highly Commended, J. Robinson, Sunderland; F. Key, Beverley;
W. Towerson, Egremont; J. R. Jessop, Hull; J. W. Edfje, Bamingham.
Commended, M. E. Jobling, Newcustle-o-u-Tyne ; F. Eiae, Bayswater,
London.
TuuiiPETERa.— First, S. Shaw, Staiuland. Second, F. Key, Beverley.

Highly Commended, F'. El^e, Bayswater, London; H. Y^'ardley, Birming-
ham; J. J. Wilson, Darlington. Commended, F, Key; K, Thompson,
Ktnual ; J. R. Jessop, Hull; H. Beldon, Bingley.

JAC0BI^s.— First, R. Piciiering, Carlisle. Second, F. Else, Bayswater,
London. Highly Commended, R. Thompson, Kendal; H. Beldon, Bingley ;

H. Y'ardley, Birmingham.
Any other. Variety. — First and Second, H. Yardley, Birmingham

(Icelanders and Satinettes). Highly Commended, M. Irwiu, Whitehaven ;

H. Beldun, Bingley (Swallows). Commended, K. Thompson, Kendal
(Nuns); M. E. Jobling, Newcastle-on-Tyne (Swallows aud BrunswicksJ;
J. \S . Edge, Birmingham.

The Judges were Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage,

Sparkbrook, Biruiingham ; and J. H. Smith, Esq., of Skelton
Grange, York.

XIEKCALDY OEi^ITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S
SHOW.

This was held on the 4th aud 5th inst. The foUowing
were the awards :

—

DoBKiKGS.—First, J. Stocks, West Bridge. Second, T. Y. Craig, Galla-
town. Third, G. Spalding, Druaisturdie, Chickens.—'EivBl and Third,

J. Stocks. Second, Countess Flahault, Tullyallan Castle.

Spanish. — First, Miss ii. Ridpath, Euiuburgh. Second, P.. Dixon.
Third, G. Spalding, Drumsturdie. Chickens.—t'iTS% Miss B. Ridpath,
Kdinburgh. Second, W. Hay, Aberdeen. Third, J. Ste»vart, Berth.

llAiinuitGHB (Gold or Silver-spangled).— First and Second, W. Kiddie,

Cowdenbeath. Third, G. Spalding, Drumsturdie. Highly Commended,
S. Young, Abbotshall.
Hambukghs (Gold and Silver-pencilled). — First, G. Paul, Kirkcaldy

Second, A. Bratt. Tiiird, J. Ness, Pathhead.
Cochin-Chi.na.-First, Lord Loughborough. Second, R. B. Heggie,

Kirkcaldy. Third, C. A. Locbhart, West Bridge Ckirkens.—Yitst and
Third, Lord Loughborough, Second, C. A.Lockhart. Highly Commended,
Mrs. Oswald, Dunnikier.
GAME.—First, J. L. Anderson, Chapel House. Second, G. Spalding,

Drumsturdie. Third, W. Bouthron, jun., Kirkcaldy. Chic?cens.— First,

J. Anderson, Links. Second, A. Chalmers, Woodside. Third, T. WUliam-
son, Kirkcaldy. Highly Commended, A. Spalding, Kirkcaldy.

Bantams (Any variety).— First, Second, and Third, G. apalding {Golden

Sebright, Silver Sebright, GameJ.
Ducks (White Aylesbury).— First and Third, Col. Ferguson, M.P., Raittl.

Second. Mrs. ?Jormand, DysarL
Ducks (Any other breed).—First and Second, Countess de Flahault,

Third, Mrs. Oswald, Dunnikier.
. ^ t ^

Tde.':eys.—First, T. A.Konald, Kirkcaldy. Second and Third, J. L. Guw,
Southerton.
Geese.— First, Col. Ferguson, M.P., Raith. Second and Third, D. Miln,

Bankhead.
SINGLE COCKS.

Game (Any variety).—First, W. Hay, Aberdeen. Second, W. Bonthron,

jun., Kirkcaldy, Third, J. L. Anderson, Chapel House.
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DoRKlso.-First, J. Mensira, Kincardine-on-Forth. Second and Third,

'i^^^iZ"lTms. B. Ridpath, Edinburgh. Second and Third,

P.. SomerTille, Edinburgh.

CANARIES. „ a . ,,- , ,

Yellow Cock (Scotch).-First, J. Fdvrest.EdinburBh. Second. A. A\elsh,

Edinhurqh l^h rd, J Robertson, Kirkcaldy. Highly Commended J J

TTilson, Kkkcaldr. Bens.-fmt. D. Duncan, C.vron. Second, G. G>cis,

^B"'rScK™cot'chi S-h'l.^r'Hope. Kivkcaidr. Second, .1. MUcbeli,

Penh ThUd.'j ?Cerr, P^r.h, ' H^s.-Firrt, D. Duncan, Carron. Second,

I Kerr Third. W. Povett, Edinburgh. o„„„„j w
'y^low Cocks (Belgian).-First, W. Fore.t, Ert-nbnrgh Second ^^

M'Inlay, Lochee. Third, G. Spence, Dysart, T/fJis.-FirBt and inira,

A. Hope Kirkcaldy. Secon.1, J. Robertson, Kirkcaldy.
AI'Tnlav

RnvF Cocks (Belcian).-Fir>t, D. Talbert, Dnndee. Second, W.M Inlay,

LocSee TWrd A. Hope, Kirkcildy. /7™«.-F,rst, W. Forest, Edmburgh,

ifcond W. Bonthron, Kivkcakly. Third, P. ^l'-^™,-'^'''^'';*""',„„„. .

Yeuow Cocks I
Flecked).-Firs,, O Greig, E-lmhurgh. Second A.

Hooe Kirkcaldy. Third, J. Millar, Dundee. TTfiis.—First, J. bmitn,

Dundee Second V. Duncan. Lochee. Third, R. Hunter, Oakley.

Blff Cocks (Flecked Speckled).-Fir't and Third. J. Henisnian, Mrk-

cafdySeco^ud J Clark, Kirkcaldy. ir.«».-Fir.t, J M'Lennan, Perth.

Second S. Carnithers. Dundee. Third. J. Smith, Dundee.
o,„„„j

Gom,'f..;-ch Mo,.r. (Flecked Male-.-Firs., .T. Swunson, Wemys.. Second,

J Roberson, AberJour. Tliird, W. Bonthron, Kirkcaldy.

JUDGES.-Po«ttn/, Mr. W. Handle, Caii^n; Sir. D. Stratton,

Midcalder. CanaHes, Jlr. D. Stewart, Perth; Mr. M. Bell,

Glasgow.

PEOPOSED EXTKA PEIZES FOR PAETEIDGE-

COLOUEED COCHIN-CHINAS.

Allow me, as an amateur breeder of Partridge CocMns, to

make a suggestion respecting the proposed subscription ot

oae guineSeach, subject to trifling reductions, necessary to

raise a sum to award to subscribers' birds who shall exhibit

at the next Birmingham Show-namely, one prize only m a

cup or in money, for the best pen of Partridge Cochm-China

cMckens. I think a great number of breeders of this variety

will subscribe, and thus a large fund will be raised. It so, i

would suggest that there be more than one pi-fe, still having

the first"a handsome one, which I have no doubt the trs.-

prize birds wiU well deserve, but let there be a second and

thii-d prize if the funds will allow; if not, then have only

"""lS' that a second and thii-d prize ^iU l^elp to stimu-

late amateurs in trying their best; but should there be only

one prize, I think many amateurs will not and dare not show

Seii^bir-ds agahist first-rate breeders. This naatter touched

my own feelings, and from my making it pubhc there may

be many others who may fall in with my remarks, and it so,

I should be glad to hear a better suggestion from them.-

J. Wright, Woodbridqe, Suffolk.

DouKlNGS (Silver Grey).-Firs,, A. E. lasher. Second, K. P. WUliams-.

CTictens.—First and Second, T. O'Grady. „ „
DouKi.sGs (Whito.-Firs:, J. C. Perry. Second, Hon. Mrs. u-

^
DoKKtNos (Coloured or White).-Flr,t. F. Hodder. Second. MUs Dc

'^°CocLs:Cb;sa (Buff or Lemon).-First, R. P. WilUatns. Second. Dr. P.

"^Coris-CB,... (Partridge or Grouse).-Fir,t, Mrs. Bring. Second. G.

Gamk (Black and Brown P.eds).-First,G.Langtry Second, J. C. Perry.

^'^(^^J:.
-
-;!-:-^?r^S^ -ond. H. Creech.

Second, Mrs. Dims.
-First. R. P. WilUaras (Spanfiled

Hamburgus (Ruse Lomo, ou^e^,. xhol,

Phea-iant). Second. F. Hoader. , * r- n- vs«^

B^NTA> s (Sebrightl.-First, w. Corbett. Second A. E U»shcr.

'^^^^-:i^S'"k \S^i^ca^"Seiond. A. E. Ussher. Po,-»..-First,

""^i^-Yf^Tt'E^V^er (Toulouse,. Second, J. Brnce (^•hite

Embdeni. GoM.gs.-Si.^t, G. Langtiy (Toulouse). Second. A. E. T.»»her

'Tu'c°Ks",'Xyle.bury).-Prize, J. C. Perry. D„cW»,,..-First, Hon. Mrs.

''i^cKf;u;uenK-?^'br:'S^r. Second, T. Richardson. i),.c..

"':f:rS^5.rtr"^'S MtSi'r-c..ss...-Fir. and second, P.

Duerow.

Mas. rssHEu-s Cn*T.t,ENaE Mi^iiAL.-For best Silver-Grey Dorking

^°£s"-Lvo1s's 'co"°- For best pair of Silver-Grey Dorking PuUe.s.

""m.^'fUTc:; Hon«BK-s MEO.L.-For best Buff or Partridge Cochin

''">tH "s'"b 't^^IIxJifVf.u's^G^b MP.n....-For be,t pair of Game Bantams,

"iSGo^^^sii^orTin^rtV:;;cc^^^^^kr-S^.

^i:;SF:"!:S'r SolL^r^t^l-FSr^-C. perry. Second. F.

Hodder.

COEK POULTEY, PIGEON, AND CAGE-BIED

SOCIETY.

The foiu-th annual Show of this Society took place in the

Athenceum on the 13th, and was, both m point of numbei

and cpaMy of the bii-ds exhibited, by far the best that has

'In thfl^^ultfdepartment DorHn.s were by far the most

numerous'^ and of eitraordinary merit. ^'^ »'-' t^°"S^^ °°

so numerous as the Dorkings, were very good. In Ho.nbmgh^

a <n-eat improvement was also apparent, some very beautilul

Ws of dilLent varieties being exhibited. The extra variety

of fowls included some remarkably good spe<:imens of t.cve

C<.ur, which are an excellent t^^e bu-d and lay singularly

laro-e eggs. There was an extraordinarily fine c<)llection of

Si/s: both old and young birds ; ..nd coloured Ducks we e

exceed^-ly good and heavy. Mr. Corbett, of Castleconnel

,

was th^eiiibitor of a largi number of cage birds, for wdnch

he obtained the Society's gold medal. A most atti-activo

feature n the Show was a number (12) of Peregnne Falcons

(hooded), which were exhibited by the same gentleman, and

were mudi admired-in fact, they were, m themselves, con-

sidered sufficient to recompense a visit. P.flcon. made a

grand appearance, the Eotunda being entirely occupied by

them.
The following is the list of awards :—

SPANisn.-First, Miss De Courcy Di-cvar. Second, J. C. Perry. Cluchcs.

— Kirsr J C Perry. Second, W. R, Uourke. ,^.;„„

DOM.NOS (Colouted).-First. J. C. Perry. Seco:Kl, Mra. Dnng.

PowTF,«s (Tellov. Piedl.-First, ^r. Harvey. Second A. EUs.hei.

,Ued or M->>T ^;:;'\-^-^'uX.'''s«nn?, Dr^HaTvV. (Blac^ or Che-

^u^^^l neJir-Fi7:t,-and^Secoud. J. Perrot. (Whtte, or o,hers,.-F.i.t.

"'."""''/•
,l':,';:'k",''-Fir"o'\. Wherland. Second,!. A. Hare. (Dun)

-ni^flE' U-sher. ^Second. G. A. Wherland. (Blue, or other colour)

.

-Flrst'and^cc.md, G. A.WherlaudjBlue). j_
TCMU.KBS (Sbort-laced Aluiouds .-rir.< Dr. Harrey.

^^_ ^^,
Perrot. (Slioit-laoed ^^'fe^

--Jf"!^' /•
^'J^'.^a, L. M. E»aru (.shott-

(Short-faced 5l»""-^l--'^'I,"''/„?f%nd Dl Hirvey (Blue and Yellow

|:^;^!nhi;?c;;.ou„.-Pri.e,
^^^f̂ ^/'Vh^: n<V-(B,ack,. Second. A. E.

Us'sh^r ','a,; v'otlie? c:ioutf.-Fi-i,^6. A. Wher.lnd (Hed,. Second, d

.

'7I":,i^'Vurd or TelJow,.-First, ^-M. E^art^enc™-. Second. J.

Lloyd (Vello»). .'Any ^to colouO.-H.st J. erry .

^^^^^^,

co[ou^;T-i?irirDr.'7Mokw•iu^BlX Second,' W. Parker (Blue and

''^
(Blue or SilverV-Firs^^Uoy^ l^^^:^^ ^1^°' '"'"••

(Any otrier eoUmv).-Vust and seco.-id
^^'^^^ sLmU 3. Perrot. {Any

^'TcuBira-First, A. E. Ussher (Blue). Second, M. E. Jobling.

Mr. .John PKUaoTT's SlL\i.u .MfeD.M.. rui

(Any colour), M. E. Joblins.

SWEEPSTAKES.
PowTF.rt (Any colonrL-Piize, Ur. Hanuy.

Cakuikk (Kl..ckl.-Prize. P. Gouldme.

CAuiiiKUiDun).-Pnze, P.G.mlding.
Second, Mrs. Hodder.

Canaries (tireen) -Firs. J K- Bu^^^,
s™,nd Mr- 'l odder.' aoUIM<:»

Carbery. Second, ,1. Corcoran. i.v.«((.-l u", J. Cori.omn.

_(Co,-7; Dell!!/ Herald.)
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NEW BOOK.
Ihiols ; a Plain and Familiar Treatise on the Principal Breeds.

By John Baily. Fourth Edition.

" I HAVE endeavoured in tliis sixth edition of ' The
Dorking Fowl,' and the fourth of 'Fowls' in general, to

add the experience of the three yeai'S that have jjassed since

the last was published. That which I have printed is all

practical." Such are the author's opening- sentences, and
they contain nothing but truth ; yet not all the truth, for

we can attest that the additions are considerable, and that

all the "practical" details are sound and trustworthy.

Directions are given for the construction of the poultry-

house ; for the general management and feeding ; de-

scriptions of each variety ; the characteristics required for

each specimen to be exhibited; mode of fattening, &c.

It is a good little boot, and such as might be expected
from one so well practised and so capable of impartiag his

knowledge as Mr. Baily.

FOUL BEOOD.
I SHALL be as brief as possible in my notice of Mr. Lowe's

-articles in Nos. 145 and 146, confining myself as far as I can

to those points on which he has shitted his ground in the

vain endeavour to escape the complete refutation which
some of his fallacies have already received.

Let me repeat at the outset that Mi". Lowe's theory was
the first that presented itself to my own mind, and it was
not discarded by me without due consideration. It is also

by no means so novel as he appears to imagine, having been
promulgated years ago in America, where, after being very
ably advocated, it has been finally discarded by the best
transatlantic authorities. It is also scarcely possible that

so very obvious an hypothesis should have escaped those

keen observers the Germans ; and the absence of any refer-

ence to it in theit- notices of this disease, is to my mind
conclusive as to its having been long ago exploded by them.

If Mr. Lowe were to put into my hands a piece of comb
containing" what he denominates foul brood, and which I

found myself unable to distinguish from that which occurred
in my own apiary, I should immediately inquh-e if it were
contagious ; and ifhe assured me that it was non-contagious,
and that simple excision of the affected parts was sufficient

to effect a radical cure, then I should at once know that it

was not true foul brood which he had set before me.
I have never stated that foul brood is removed by bees

—in fact, I know full well that only a single cell would
continue in its foul state even in the strongest stock, and
if permitted to remain would, I believe, certainly destroy it

in the long run. This, therefore, is my answer to the string

of questions which have been addressed to me on this head.

I could frame a neat little theory as to why bees do not
remove foul brood although so prompt in their expulsion of

chilled brood, but I prefer confining myself to plain facts.

I note the taunt in page 47, but fail in appreciating its

point. Mr. Lowe asserted that twelve hours' delay in a
warm kitchen during July, would convert healthy into foul

brood—I demonstrated by actual experiment that four days'

•exposure in a fireless apartment and at a colder season was
insufficient to produce this effect. I believe a few larva?

—

probably not one per cent., and these all "tender little

grubs," which, aocox"ding to Mr. Lowe, should have been the
fii'st to suffer—hatched out after all this neglect; thus con-
tradicting him even more emphatically than I had expected.
But notwithstanding this, I still conceive myself perfectly
justified in designating the experimental comb with its

thousands of defunct larvae as a " mass of chilled and abor-
tive brood in all stages." I cannot, therefore, allov.r Iilr. Lowe
to ride off at a tangent on the hobby of his favourite phrase,
".decayed and abortive brood," &o., but take leave to recal

him to the real question at issue between us on tliis point.

He commenced by stating that when once " chilled brood
ocoui's in any hive, then farewell prosperity," &c. Next
followed the most -nnspai"ing reprobation of my proceedings
in allowing brood to remain twelve hours in a warm kitchen
during the month of July, coupled with the assertion that
under such circumstances foul brood would follow as a ne-
cessary consequence. On my stating that the actual mischief

done in this case would be very trifling owing to the few

chUled larvEe being speedily removed by the bees, he called

on aU the apiarians of this the nineteenth century, to say if

it reaUy were so, and wound up by himself replying em-
phatically in the negative, with the addition of the formula

which he has since so often repeated. If this do not amount
to asserting that chDled brood is not removed by bees, then

is the English language entu"ely without meaning. The
evasion of afterwards endeavouring to shift the question to

the possible interpretation of a semi-oracular phrase, when
severed from its context, is too transparent to merit serious

notice.

So also with regard to his assertion that " it is only in

the hands of the experimentalist that we find its presence

[i. e., that of foul brood] generally manifested." Finding

this position untenable, Mr. Lowe quietly slips out of it by
misquoting himself, and declaring that he said that "foul

brood wiU be found to manifest itself generally in the hands
of the experimentalist," thus altering his own language

and giving to it an entirely different meaning.

Some may deem these evasions exceedingly clever. Mr.
Lowe evidently thinks them allowable, or he would not

have resorted to them. I wiU not trouble him with my own
opinion on the point.—A Devonshiee Bee-keepeb.

BEES AS REGICIDES.
Whilst it may not be uninteresting to your apiarian

readers to know the after-history of the imprisoned queen,

of which an account is given at i^age 263 of this Joiu-nal,

it is proper and due to Mr. Woodbury, as a trustworthy and
accurate observer, to state that his predictions as to a fatal

termination were too soon accomplished.

That gentleman intimated that a succession of attacks

might be expected, and that the "mature and prolific"

queen would at last be destroyed, even at the expense of

the whole hive.

This result has literally been brought about ; for, although

the imprisoned queen regained her liberty on Sept. 23 and
all went on peaceably for a time, yet a second assault was
made on October 6, when, in cold blood and without any
apparent cause, the rightful sovereign was dethroned, and
either put to death or expelled.

Previous to the fii'st attack the queen had been very

fertile and laid eggs daily; but from the moment her sub-

jects rose up against her she ceased to deposit eggs, wh ilst

those that were unhatched were removed by the worker
bees and food substituted in then- room.
Dm"ing the second attack there was one bee very con"^

spicuous amongst the rebels. Once in particular, when the

queen regained her freedom, tliis deteriuined persecutor

maintained its ground alone. Whilst the queen fled in

perturbation over the comb and backs of the other bees,

it was seen following in her wake, and, on overtaking her,

to seize her by the leg and hold by it alone for the space of

a minute.
What struck me as somewhat remarkable was the fact

that—a week after the disappearance of the queen, and
when there were no eggs or larvce in the hive from which to

raise a new queen—the bees continued to can-y home pollen

and store up food as formerly. Perhaps the presence of

brood in t"ne pupa or imago state may explain this.

But from the instance here given, which just adds another

to the many cases of regicidal attacks which Mr. Woodbury
mentions he has related in The Jouknal of Hoktictjltttee,

we need no longer be surprised at finding hives in spring

without a single bee in them, though well stored with honey
and properly secured against the ravages of that most
destructive enemy in winter—the field mouse.
WOl Mr. Woodbiu"y say whether he has ever had any

reason to suppose that regicidal attacks might be first com-
menced by stranger bees entering the hive unperceived ?

—E. S.

[I have never had any reason to believe that regicidal

attacks originated with strange bees that entered the hive

unperceived; but nevertheless I deem this suggestion of

my esteemed correspondent well worth attention. I can
bear witness to the exceeding acciu'acy with which he has

described a regicidal pursuit and attack. Often have I seen
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the single bee following, lite an avenging Nemesis, in the
wake of the unfortunate sovereign ; but although I have on
more than one occasion secured and put to death the re-
morseless pm-suer, the respite to perseciited royalty has
been but temporary, since, Kke a Corsican vendetta, one or
more of her sisters have presently taken up the pursuit which
has ended in the imprisonment and ultimate death of the
hapless queen.—A Devonshire Bee-keepee.]

BEE FLOWEES AND BEE PASTURE.
One or two writers in The Jouknal or HoKTictri-TTjEE

some weeks ago were compar-ing the virtues of borage and
MelUotus leucantha. Mi-. Keys, an apiarian of the old
school, very properly designates the borage as the " kino- of
bee garden flowers." There is no flower which the hive
bees seem to revel more in, and for a longer period, than the
latter, and it has the property of lasting in a succession
of blossoms for several months, and it is a much greater
favourite than the melilotus.

Tkifolitjm kepens (Dutch Clover).—It may be weU to
mention a mode adopted by me on a piece of very bare
pasture land some years ago. The gi-ound had been fed by
sheep and young cattle in the winter, and a good deal
trodden down. The whole piece in AprU was sown, at the
rate of about l-jlb. per acre, with Dutch clover by my own
hand, and pi-oduced a beautiful sprinkUng of bee pasture
next summer. A neighbour met me who went by the foot-
path through this field, and when he saw me he mentioned
the appearance of the white clover as a remarkable occur-
rence. I then mentioned that I had sown the clover seed
in the spring myself, and he was surprised to think it had
succeeded, as he had never heai-d of such a course beino-
taken before. Take one-half of Great Britain, there is no
doubt that the wMte Dutch clover (creeping clover as the
Latin name gives it), is, after all, the mainstay of the hive
bees.

Salvia nemorosa (Wood Sage).—This flower is also an
immense favoiu-ite with the bees ; but it seems a scai-ce one.
I procured some roots fi-om llr. Baskerville, a nm-seryman
at Bristol. The flowers appeal- in June, and last a couple
of months. Although there are several large nui-series at
Cheltenham well stocked with flowers, I have searched and
never found a specimen of it. I can most strongly recom.
mend this pretty, spiry, puce-coloured flower to all bee-
keepers who cultivate garden bee flowers.—H. W. Newman,
Sillside, Cheltenham.

TEWS—AEE THEY POISONOUS?
I SEE there is great difference of opinion among your cor-

respondents, as to whether the yew is poisonous or not. I

should have thought there could have been no doubt on the
subject.

Some years ago, at the request of several persons inter-

ested in the subject, I collected a mass of evidence on this

question, and it resulted in a verdict of "poison." I am
glad to say that I have no direct personal e^ddence to give,

but I have not the slightest doubt on the matter, from the
indisputable cases that were brought to my notice. Tliei-e

is no rule, however, without an exception, and I think, also,

that under certain cu-cumstances yew leaves may have been
eaten with impunity.

I have often eaten the berries. They are the favourite
food of the missel thrush and blackbird, and I have noticed
this week that my tame pheasants eat them with gi-eat

avidity. The remark that a yew tree which bears berries
is deadly, and that a ban-en tree is harmless, is absurd—one,
of course, being the male, and the other the female plant

;

and a person who would make such a statement in earnest,
would ai-gue that a buck rabbit was poisonous, and the doe
not, or vice versd.

That there are different cases in ijoint tending to prove
the yew poisonous and not poisonous I freely admit. I

have known the whole of a lot of milk cows killed by eating
the clippings of a yew fence, and j'et I have seen young-
horses nibbling away at a j'ew tree without any bad effect.

This being so, may I offer the following remarks 'i

My opinion is, that it is the quantity at one time that

does the mischief—aji overdose of a powerful medicine, in
fact. Eminent and accui-ate naturalists inform us that
goats feed on several plants which are deadly poison to
sheep and other animals. I am a very close observer, and
am iii-mly of opinion that animals in a state of nature eat
poisonous plants, when occasion requu-es, as medicine. I
knew an old horse that was fau-ly eaten up with worms, and
was a most miserable object. That horse broke into an old
orchard where there were bushes of both sa^-in and juniper,
and having eaten of them voided an enormous quantity of
worms, and recovered in the most rapid and marvellous
manner. The clippings of the damaged branches were given
to some of the other stock, which were in a healthy state,
and those clippings poisoned them.

I am no homceopathist, but I believe animals are, and
practise it. There is no doubt about arsenic and aconite
being deadly poisons; yet what large quantities are ad-
ministered with benefit in certain cases ! The common
broom is acrid and poisonous to a considerable extent, yet a
decoction of it is used as a wash for cattle to prevent or
cure scab and vermin, and is as effectual as stavesaore,
which is the veterinary's specific.

There cannot be any dispute about the poisonous qualities
of the labui-num and mezereon, both plant and berry. A
few years ago I had a gi-eat quantity of broom, laburnum,
and some mezereon, gTowiug in my woods. Dui-ing the two
severe winters a few seasons back, I had a very great
number of hares wliich had no wholesome natural food for
many weeks, and during that time they ate and destroyed
every broom bush and labiu-uum on the estate. Where
the drifts of snow gave them any advantage, they got
into the forks of the larger laburnums, and peeled every
branch. The gamekeeper and I, who often saw them in the
act, thought they would all be poisoned, but strange to say,
I never saw hares winter better. I believe that they were
forced to eat aU sorts of indigestible stuff, and took this as a
corrective. It is not possible they could like it. I have
now no quantity of the said plants, and during the last two
open winters the hares have died of rot, just like sheep.
They are now all diseased, and I cannot get one fit for the
table. During the same hard weather I used to take them
yew and ivy clippings, and these were all eaten up before
the morning. In open weather nothing will tempt them to
eat any such bitter- fare. Finally, my advice to people in-

tending to give their cattle yew clippings, is—Don't.—
Jackson Gilleanks, WhitefieUl House, Cumberlancl.

OUP, LETTEE BOX.
Dorking CorKs* Comrs Blistered (E. Leech),—There is little doubt but

the cocks are suffering- from frost. The Malays and Haniburirhs are doable,
and consequeutly flat-comhed birds. They do not suffer like the upright
sinfjle comb of the Dorking;. The best troatment is to rub Ibr- pints
affected, and the whole comb, with strong camphor ointment. As hen^ iire

very prone to eat the cock's comb where it has begun lo bleed, or wl.erj the
skin is broken, they should be watched, and the cock removed in hucli a
case till the comb is entirely healed.

Dorking Cock with a Tuvt (Siihscriber, Royston).—The tuft a^ it exiet3

is unquestionably a Eireat der<ct ; but we have sfen it often, und it has not
been hereditary. We nre bound in trutli to statt? that in other instances

[
it has been so, thout^b seldom. This tufr. was criginaUy called a ** lark-
crost." It is sometimes produced by plucking the iVathers from the poll,

which seems to cause the skin to contr;ict, and thereby raise the feathers.

This is easily detected, because in that case the leathers are few, but are
numerous in the reg^uiar tutt. It is .ilways well to have perfectiim in a
stock bird ; but we stiould not hesitate to breed from a good bird, although
slightly lark-crePted.

BriEEDiNG Game Bantams and Barb Pigkons (W. J/Vissai/).—Tour
questions as to Pigeons and l^antams require the same answer. If your
birds are good and pure, they will require no mixture ot any dther breed ;

ihey will only want Irc-^b blond of anoiher strain. If they are the result of
a cross, they will require the constant use of the pame iupirrlicu's that
produced them iu the tirst instance. In Duckwings of uncertain origin,

the breast is apt lo become speckled; the pure black is then rcslorod, by-

having recourse to the Black Reds.

Br»:ding SiL\i:n-sPANGLcu PlAMBunGHS (A Toung Suhscrihar).—It is

held to be impossible to breed winning cocks and hens from parents of the
same strain. We should never bieed from a hen with litiht hackle. It is a
great defect in exhibition, and therefore a point which wt- t-hould not seek
to perpetuate. It is diflicult to have a bird too dark tf tlie spntsare regular
in size and position, li they are in patches it is a fat.ai f;niU—in fact a dis-

qualifieatioD. Holdinn this opinion, we advise the Lnncasiiiro breed, as the
Voikshires have bhick bnasts. Breed from a cock with a well Hplashed
(not spotted) breast, well burred and laced wing, and clear tail. The ben
should have sharp disUirci niaiking, good (lee() colours, clouded hackle, and
clear tail. You will seldom breed a chicken -ft'orth keeping from a light-

coloured hen.
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8 feet high, and this I would cover from end to end with

creeping Cereuses ; and about 2 feet from the top of the

back wall I would hare flagstones 6 inches wide and 1 foot

6 inches long, laid in the waU in building at a foot asunder,

and projecting into the house 1 foot. A foot above these

I would have another tier of stone shelves, but alternately

with the lower row of shelves. These shelves would each

hold a plant, and, unlike an ordinary shelf, the plants would

have three sides to spread their stems downwards, and in

such positions the drooping kinds should be placed to be

seen to advantage. I would also have a table 3 feet wide

all round the house, and 2 feet 6 inches from the floor.

Near the glass in front a shelf would be useful for small

plants. Next to this table there should be a pathway a

yard wide, and in the centre a bed 6 feet wide, and waUed
round to the height of 3 feet from the floor. Two foui'-inch

pipes all round would be necessary to maintain the proper

temperature ; and two more placed in the bed and covered

with tan would make a mUd hotbed of it, and render it a

flrst-class place for plunging newly-potted or sickly plants

to recover or gain strength—in fact, the tender kinds would

be no worse of being kept plunged in a mUd bottom heat

at all seasons. I may be told that this is an extravagant

mode of cultivation, for any cottager can grow them in his

window with very little trouble; but nine-tenths of the

Cacti at present in this country are not grown at aU—they

are barely supplied with enough heat and moisture to enable

them to live, and any out-of-the-way place is considered

good enough for them. There are no plants that will bear

more rough usage, endure a greater range of temperature,

and live longer without attendance than these ; but to

grow them they require as much care and skill as any other

description of plant. Like all tropical plants, they require

a season of growth and one of rest, moistiu-e being the agent

in the one ease and dryness in the other. Their habits are

nearly like those of Orchids—in fact, some of the Bpiphyl-

lums are occasionally found growing as epiphytes. E. spe-

ciosum is found as an epiphyte in Demerara, but is said

to be of stunted growth.
The most suitable soil is light turfy loam ; and if from

turves 3 inches thick laid in a ridge, with one-third of

sheeps'-dung, for twelve months, and oocasionaUy turned

over, a better compost could not be desired for the tall

Cacti, which are the varieties usually found in greenhouses,

and which are jH-overbial for blooming badly. After this

has lain a year it will be fit for potting purposes, but it is

materially improved by adding about one-third of sandy

peat, which should be well mixed with the loam. A sprink-

ling of sand may be added if the loam is deficient in that

substance. The soil should be in a moderately dry state

when used for potting.

The plants should be potted in April, unless they are in

flower at that time, when the operation must be delayed

until the flowering is over. After carefully tui-ning them

out of the pots remove the drainage, and such portions of

the soil as come away easily, and clear out all decayed roots

and soil as far as can be done without injuring the roots. If

the sou is fall of healthy roots the baU must not be broken

but transferred entire to a larger pot. The pots should be

clean inside as well as outside, and if the hole is small it

should be made larger. The drainage should be perfect, and

occupy about one-third of the depth of the pot, which should

be small in proportion to the size of the plant. Large shifts

are to be avoided; for a mass of soU at the roots only tends

to cause them to rot. The plants are always the healthiest

when the roots are matted round the inside of the pots, or

when potted so that the roots have an opportunity of soon

reaching the sides. Large shifts prevent the roots reaching

the side.^i of the pot for a long time, and the soU retains too

much moistirre when the plant is watered, and this is inimical

to free growth and maturation afterwards. Having the pot

ready, iiroceed with potting, and to prevent the drainage

becoming choked place a thin layer of moss or cocoa-nut

fibre over it. This done, put a little soU at the bottom, but

before doing so take a handful, squeeze it tightly, and, hold-

ins; it above the potting-beuch. let it fall, and U' it does not

faU like so much flour, it is too wet, and must be drier before

it is uaed. The plants ought never to be potted when the

soU about the roots, or that in which they are to be potted,

is wet. All being in the right condition, the plant should

be put a trifle deeper in the pot than it was before, and if

nothing be employed but the hand it is not possible to con-
solidate the soU too firmly. When the potting is finished

the soU should be about half an inch below the rim of the
pot, so as to hold water. After potting, place in a house
with a temperature ranging from 55° to 60'"' with fire heat,
with a rise of 10° to 15'' with sun and air. Water sparingly
untU the plants begin to grow, when they require copious
waterings so as to keep the soil moist; occasional syringing
overhead and a moist atmosphere will be found highly con-
ducive to the health and vigour of the plants. By July the
growth wiU be made ; the plants are then to be removed to

a light, dry, ah-y situation in the greenhouse, where they
are to be watered but seldom, and then only to prevent the
leaves or stems shi-iveUing. An occasional syringing of the
stems wUl be found advantageous in freeing them fi-om dust
and enabUng them to acquire fullness in their parts.

(To be continued.) G. Abbet.

THE FLOWER GAUDEN.
How swiftly speeds the circle of the seasons, bringing

with them their respective pleasures, cares, and duties

!

From the near approach of spinng we are reminded that if

a respectable appearance is to be made in the fashionable
way of flower gardening, which has so strong a hold on the
pvibUc mind at present, the next three months must be a
time of considerable activity in preparing the many plants
that are to produce those masses of bloom which our present
style necessitates. Certainly, if extent and brUliancy of
bloom have anything to do with the designation "flower"
garden, it never was more appropriate than now. And
there never was a time when it coiUd more exultingly be
asked with Boursault, "Who does not love flowers?" They
are the most cherished and conspicuous of our garden em-
bellishments. They make more lustrous our feasts and
festivals. They are now, perhaps, more than ever con-
sidered necessary to add pomp to some of oui' religious

ceremonies. They interpret oirr affections. They cheer
and soothe the sick and invalid. They are showered on
the bride, and strewn on the graves of relatives. The rich

can secure them in profusion every day in the year ; but the

masses, particularly of our city popidation, must be content
with seeing and enjoying them but for a limited portion of

the j'ear, and the enjoyment which they derive ii'om beds
gay with flowers is chiefly dependant on our parks and
public gardens, and many of our private gardens, which with
commendable generosity and kindness are occasionally, and,

in some cases, regularly, thrown open to public inspection,

and few are those by whom so pleasing a privilege is

abused. And it may safely be questioned if any previous

system of flower gardening will bear any comparison with
the present for impressing the minds of the masses with the
exceeding loveliness of flowers.

Whatever may be urged against the massing, blending,

and contrasting of colours as practised now, I think a great

many of the comparisons made and arguments lu-ged

against it are very ridiculous and one-sided, and not likely

to lessen the hold which the massing of flowers has acquii-ed

on the public mind. I have no wish to try and hide the

fact that the system has been abused and misapplied. In
some cases the area devoted to masses of flowers must be
allowed to be out of all proportion to its sui-roundings, and
as a consequence, when frost has put an end to the flowers,

there is a preponderating gap which if not otherwise fllled

up is anything but pleasing. But this only shows the

abuse of what, iu due proportion, is most pleasing.

In other instances lawns have been cut and frittered up
into beds which should never have had a flower on them,
and King Croquet may weU be praised for putting an end,

as he can, to flowers on many a green sward. On the other

h.Tiid, if we are to have beds on the lawns, what other sections

of flowering plants or manner of an-anging them would be
more tolerable than those now in vogue ? Certainly not the
mixed style of herbaceous plants.

The comparatively short-lived character of the display

produced is one of the most powerlul of the arguments
urged ag.ainst the massing of tender plants. It would be
much less objectionable could the season be greatly pro-

I
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longed. So much labour for four short months' bloom, a

good many say, is paying too much for the pleasure. It is,

' however, just questionable whether this be a well-founded

or philosophical objection. What would the gay picture be-

come to us if it were before us aU the year round ? Would
it not lose its charm, and cease to produce those pleasureable

emotions with which it is attended for a shorter period of

the year ? Besides, why should the same objection not be

urged against aU other styles of gardening in which flower-

ing plants play theii- part. Each season as it passes on

brings its own peculiar change over the face of Nature

;

and were it not so, and if instead we had one continuous

year of leafy woodland and flowery meadow, the year would

become a dull monotony, and be divested of many a charm.

True, a vacant, bare bed which is left after the flowers are

gone, may be pointed to as an eyesore for half the year.

Such an objection need not of necessity exist, although to a

certain extent it results from the massing system . The beds

can be relieved or entirely filled up with other materials ; and

where families are resident in the winter, this is now practised

very generally, and, thereby, a pleasing change is effected.

Undoubtedly the extent of flower-beds in some instances is

out of all proportion to the means at command for pro-

ducing good plants for filling them up properly. On account

of this the season of bloom is shorter than it would other-

wise be, and an enormous amount of labour is charged to

the system proper, which ought to be laid to the abuse of

it, in conjunction with the want of proper means for pre-

paring plants. If the question were, How much can be

done well and with comfort ? instead of How much can be
accomplished by hook or by crook after a fashion ? it would
do much to raise the standard of fiower gardens, and relieve

them from the complaints which are made against them.

There can be nothing more erroneous than to estimate the

merits of a flower garden more by its extent than by its

arrangement, or to dream that real pleasure is not more
dependant on the arrangement of colour and symmetry of

beds than on any amount of extent.

WhUe I have no wish to shield the bedding system from
any, or aU of the faults that can be legitimately found with
it, I at the same time think that those who have so totally

condemned it, smd recommend in its stead the old mixed herb-

aceous style, have done so without suf&cient thought. No
one can deny that there is ample scope in an herbaceous bor-

der, with a few annuals and tender plants mixed in, to gratify

the keenest sensibility to that which is interesting and
beautiful ; but to say that such plants and such an arrange-

ment would be tolerable in an Italian or any geometrical

cluster of beds in front of the drawing-room windows would
be simply ridiculous. For such a position we have yet to

learn that there are any other plants by which so pleasing a

picture could be produced, aud for so long a period, as with
the plants now used. It would be just as reasonable to

deny that there is not material in a well-arranged herbaceous
border to aiford an almost boundless amount of interesting

observation, as to say that a group of beds well planted is

not higlily calculated to have a most pleasing and healthful

influence on the mind. And who will say that each of those
departments of fiower gardening has not its desirable lull

like a pause in music ?

Some of our hardy herbaceous plants and annuals are

among the most glorious of all our flowers, and they have
the additional recommendation that they are available alike

beside the humble cot and kingly palace. But that does not
prove that for every purpose they are the best. Why, it may
be asked, have the managers ofour botanic gardens awakened
to the fact, that if they are to meet the public taste and
make their grounds interesting to those who visit them,
they must patronise the massing of colours by using our
popular bedding plants ? Just because the latter are in-

finitely better adapted for making up a lovely picture on
a closely-shaven sward, and beiag judiciously introduced
among ConiferEe aud evergreen slu-ubs.

Let any of those who have so ruthlessly assailed the
beddmg system step round into the herbaceous ground, and
iust consider what sort of a figm-e he would cut with the
best materials he could get there from July till the end of
October. These are very well in their proper places, but
not adapted for producing a high artistic eifect. Let this
rule be applied to the Crystal Palace for instance, and I

fancy we would soon hear the cry of " Give us back our

flowers."

I have wandered fax from the original object of this paper,

which was merely to make a few remarks preparatory to the

busy season of propagation, which is now close at hand.

The iirst thing that I would advise the inexperienced to do

is to arrange without delay the way in which their beds are

to be planted, and then make a calculation of the number of

the various plants that wUl be required to carry out their

designs. Unless this be done there must be a great deal of

uncertainty as to the respective numbers that should be

prepared, and changing of plans and delay at planting

time follow as a consequence. Old hands at this work have

generally by them a large store of notes made in former

years when the beds were in their prime. Every combination

aud its effects have been carefully noted, and long prac-

tice and study in the contrasting and harmonising of colours

make the planting of a garden a matter of comparative

ease and certainty to them. A few simple observations may,

however, be of service to those of younger experience who
have not given much thought to the science of colours.

M. Buffon a good many years ago made a very interesting

discovery in the science of colom-, the consideration of which

cannot fail to aid the flower gardener in the disposition of

the materials with which he has to deal, and will at aU

events make it less likely that any great mistake will be

committed. He discovered that if a wafer is placed on a

white sheet of paper and steadily gazed on for a few seconds

and the eye then removed to another part of the paper, a

spectrum of the same size as the wafer and of its contrast-

ing colour is seen on the paper. The spectra are, however,

rendered more distinct when the wafers are looked at on a

dark ground, and the eye then removed to a white ground.

This is probably the simplest and surest way of deter-

mining what colour wiU most nearly contrast with another.

This simple fact is just the reason why black type is more
comfortably and more easily read on a white ground than

would red type, for red would have a contrasting green spec-

trum floating before the eye on the white ground. White
being the contrast to black, the spectrum is prevented in

such a combiuation. By this simple process any one can

find out contrasting colours when it is desired to plant

according to the law of contrast.

When the harmony of colours is the object, the harmo-

nising colours can be determined by printing on a card the

prismatic colours in the order in which they are produced

by the prism. The colour that harmonises with any of

these colours is always that next to itself, and between it

and that which contrasts with it. These simple rules any

person can apply, and although they may not meet all the

wants of the flower garden, they wUl be found of very great

service.

It would be useless to attempt to give rules as to when or

where the laws of harmonising and contrasting should be

applied. Neither system can be applied with its original

rigidness, perhaps, but at the same time the arrangement

of flowers either way cannot be done effectively without con-

sulting these laws. Modification is forced upon us from the

colours and characters of the plants with which we have to

deal, consequently much mvist always depend on good taste

and long and careful observation in combining, them in the

most pleasing way. The contrasting of colours is certainly

very effective in certain positions and designs. It is to my
mind, however, not at all pleasing when carried out on a

wide extent close to the eye. It forms too gaudy a picture

to be agreeable, and it is doubtful whether the craving for

severe distinctness can be considered good taste. In some
cases contrasting becomes necessary—when, for instance, the

garden is most viewed from a distance, or in a long stretch

of border where anytliing approaching to a mixture would

in the distance lead to the neutralisation of colom-. When
it is necessary that the eye should take in and appreciate

the design throughout the whole length, there must be dis-

tinctness. For a design of this sort, there is, perhaps,

nothing better than the three primary colom-s, yellow, blue,

and red, as represented by yellow Calceolarias, blue Lobelia,

and Scarlet Geraniums or Verbenas—the Calceolaria in

the centre. Lobelia next, and on the outside the Geranium

or Verbena. With no other material that I know can a

better and more distinct effect be produced in a very long
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border than with these three colours ; and were I called on
to produce the finest possible effect with these, I would not
have the border nibbled up into little beds with small gravel
walks, but would plant the whole svirface.

For planting a geometric de.'ign in a position where it

has mostly to be looked at close to the eye, more of the hai-

monising principle may be applied. In such a position I

am very partial to a softer and more mellow arrangement,
the beauty of which becomes more apparent the more it is

looked at, and which is not so tiring to the eye. In such
cases I would avoid as much as possible the gaudy picture

produced by severe contrast, striking enough at first, but
greatly devoid of that pleasing interest to a mind better

trained to colour than the quiet beauty of softer combi-
nations. I would apply the same rule to a group of beds in

any quiet sequestered spot which is not seen tUl close to

the eye. Anything harsh and grating in such a position
would be quite out of place. In small designs particularly,

the warmest colours should be kept to the outside of the
pictm-e, and in match-bed-planting different tints of the
same coloiu' should, if jjossible, be avoided. The key or

centre bed should iu aU cases be soft and quiet, unless it

can be broadly surrounded with a harmonising tint, and
even then it is not so good as to start with a quiet colour.

Of mixed beds I am not generally an advocate, especially

in planting groups of beds, although some mixtures are ex-

ceedingly lovely. What, for instance, can excel a bed of

blue Lobelia mixed with Gazania, and edged with Cerastium ?

Or, stiU more exquisite, if you extend this mixture of blue
and orange into a groundwork for a panelled border, and
dot along its centre at intervals of 10 feet single specimens
of Centaurea ragusina, and belt the groundwork of orange
and blue ivith scarlet—say Little David Geranium, you
have a picture which I would just like the objectors to the
bedding system to see before they condemned it. The quiet
loveliness of such a combination must be seen to be appre-
ciated, and is something like the " Banks and Braes o' Bonny
Doon" well plaj'ed on the flute. The Centaurea and the
Gazania being harmonic colours, as also the scarlet belt and
the Gazania, the eye is agreeably conducted fi'om the one to

the other, whUe the Lobelia adds a polished lustre to the
whole. But to enter into details is not the object at present.
I hope these few hints may be of service to some who have
not given much attention to the matter, for the successful
planting of even a single bed, where two or three colours
are to be used, will be found dependant on the principles
here so faintly indicated. D. Thomson.

METEOEOLOGICAL IS^OTES OIN' THE YEAE. 1863,

TAKEN AT IIASLEWOOD, SLIGO, IRELAND.

THERMOMETER.

January 5
February .... 2i I 15
March..
April .,

May
June ...

July
August 4j
Sepiember... 64
October 3J.

November ... 3:J

December... 4i

3

i

Total..

22nd
27 ih

22nd
24 111

23 rd

18tll

28lh
Sib
14tll

14 th
ISItll

6tll

30
28
31
34
38
42
46
36
31
30
30

6th
13th
Sih
7ill

6th
llth
21st

30th
28th
6ih

5th
2lith

ANEMOMETElt.t

40
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without making a hofbed under them, and this after it had
been turned several times (for they took a pride in turning it

over on shaa-p frosty mornings), and all danger of overheating

past, was a mild hotbed. In this mild hotbed they plunged
the weak bulbs, first of all making the drainage act like a
sieve, and removing every morsel of sodden or sour soil.

The bulbs, as might be expected, soon recruited their in-

jured constitutions with such a gentle stimulant, and the

kindest of treatment, as gentle waterings. These old gar-

deners were too wise to give a sickly plant as much strong

food and water as a healthy one, and it is not surprising

that they brought this tribe of plants to a degree of perfec-

tion which has not been equalled since their day. Any one

that has seen but one of theu- seedlings will not wonder at

the seedlings of our day being called degenerate representa-

tives of a former floral world. Now this treatment is just

what is specially adapted for the recovery of' weak or sickly

bulbs. Any that are so should be carefully potted, and
plunged in a bottom heat of 75°, and but spaiingly watered
until growth has fairly commenced. When abundant roots

are made more water should be given, and after the strongest

growth water and every other enooui'agement, as a moist

atmosphere and a gentle heat, should be continued longer

than for healthy bulbs. Little water ought to be given after

the middle of August, by which plan weak bulbs become so

much strengthened as to be almost evergreen, and a quan-
tity of roots remain on the plants during the winter, and
this is always a sign of vigorous growth in the ensuing
season. If tliis be the case it is not necessary to plunge
them in heat in the following season ; but if any are still

weak they should be plunged in a brisk bottom heat (75°),

and continued in it until August again, when they are to be
dried off as before. A good practice is to plunge the bulbs
in the pots in a hotbed, and keep them there at all seasons
till they attain sufficient strength to bloom. Old cultivators

not unfrequently planted their bulbs out in narrow, shallow
beds, over flues or a closed hot-water tank, and subjected
them to the same treatment as those placed on shelves

—

that is, abundance of nourishment whilst growing, but no
more after the growth was made than to keep the leaves
from flagging. From October to March the beds were
suffered to become dry. But this plan did not answer so

well as plunging the bulbs in pots, for some would commence
growing early, and as these could not be watered without
wetting the dormant bulbs many of the latter perished.
Where, however, there is convenience it is advisable to keep
the pots plunged at aU seasons, and to maintain an almost
uniform temperature at the roots throughout the year, or
from January to June 60° to 65°, with abundant moisture
both in the atmosphere and at the root after growth com-
mences; and 65° fi-om June to January. Gradually reduce
the moisture so as to dispense with it altogether after Sep-
tember, when the cultivator should be as careful about
admitting a plant needing water, or wetting the floor, as if

Muscat of Alexandria Grai^es hu.ng from the roof and were
expected to hang uutfl. the new year. Contrary as this may
seem to good management, I am persuaded that it is the
best course to pursue, for within the tropics moisture is the
grand stimulus to vitality as increase of heat is in oui-

climate, and want of moisture the cause of rest, just the
same as cold is with us.
Having now disposed of the treatment of these plants

where every convenience is at hand for their cultivation, I
will treat of their cultivation where perhaps only a green-
house and a pit or two are at command. I will not say that
amateurs with these limited means can grow all the species
and varieties to perfection, for that would be leading them
into error ; but a great many of them can be successfully
grown, and siich kinds wiU, in the list to follow, be marked
with an asterisk. The treatment about to be described
is admirably adajited for bulbs on their being received either
from the seedsman or in importations from abroad.
Now is a good time to purchase stock, as the bulbs are at

rest, and those in hand will likewise be dormant. They should
be potted as soon as received, just in the same way as a
Hyacinth, in the pots and compost ah-eady named, and be
placed in a hotbed at once, under a flue, or in any dry place
where the temperature is seldom below 45° (the nearer to
50° the better). Here they may remain tiU the middle of
February or beginning of March, and receive no water after

potting until the leaves appear. By that time a hotbed of

tan, dung, or any fermenting material, should be ready to

receive them, and in it they should be plunged. The tem-
perature of the bed should not exceed 75°, 70° being more
suitable. The bulbs wUl soon show the scape and leaves,

when they must be slightly watered, gradually increasing

the quantity as gi'owth is Jhade. In a few weeks the plants

wUl be in flower, when they may be removed to the sitting-

room window, greenhouse, or conservatory, to bloom. After

the bloom is over place them in the greenhouse, and keep
duly supplied with water and liquid manure iintU the

strongest growth is attained—say July, then place on a
shelf near the glass in the fuU sun, and gradually diminish
the supply of water, so as to have them at rest by the be-

ginning of October. They may then be stored away in pots,

as near to the flue as not to roast them, and no more water
given during the winter.
Some of them need no hotbed treatment, for example,

Amaryllis formosissima (Jacobaia Lily), and Hippeastrum vit-

tatum ; these do well in the ordinary temperature of a green-

house, and are two of the handsomest of the family. All

growers of this beautiful tribe of plants will do well to bear
in mind never to water the bulbs until they show signs of

growth, unless they be plunged in bottom heat, but to allow

them a natural period of rest. They -ivill commence growing
when they are ready; and watering before the leaves appear
helps to cause the decay of the bulbs, and to destroy every
root they have.

Raising from Seed.—-Seed should be sown as soon as ripe,

which may be done in the following manner. Drain a 4S-sized

pot extra well, and fill it three parts full ofloam and leafmould
in equal proportions, and in a more than half-dry condition.

If the seed be ripe in the autumn, the soil in which it

is sown should be dry, and it will be none the worse if dry
at any season of sowing. The pots being prepared, placa a
seed in the centre of each, and just cover the seed with sand.

If sowing is done in spring or before June, place in a hotbed
with a moist heat of 70°, and keep the soil moderately moist.

After the seedlings appear above the soil, water more abun-
dantly, and keep them growing as long as they seem dis-

posed. It is immaterial whether they are kept evergreen
for a couple of years, only allow them a season of rest by
giving less water when they seem least disposed to grow.

After the second season they should be treated as for

established or old plants in order to bring them into a
blooming state. Under good management they usually

flower in the third season. If the seed is received in the
autumn it is a good plan to sow it as before described, but
to keep the pots on a dry shelf, and not place them in heat
until spring. The best of all plans for quickly bringing seed-

lings into flower is to plant them with the ball entire, and as
close together as a 48-sized pot will allow, in good hazel or

yellow loam 6 inches thick, with 3 inches of drainage below
it, and to place the pots over a hot-water tank capable of

heating the soil to 70°. This planting is to take place after a
season's growth in pots. Here the bulbs may be kept well

supplied with water in winter as well as summer, and this

will make them evergreen. Two years of this treatment
will give them strength, and in the third season they
will have much the appearance of Shallots, each bulb striving

to squeeze its neighbour out of the earth and make way for

itself. They should be allowed to become dry after the
third season's growth has been made; and the strongest
flowering in the ensuing season, they can be marked ifworth
anything, and potted after the growth has been completed.

Insects.—White scale frequently fastens on the bulbs of

sickly plants, and lodges between the scales. A soft brush
with a narrow blade-like yet pointed handle should be pro-

vided, and the insects dislodged with the handle, and
finally brushed out fr-om between the scales. This, repeated
from time to time as occasion may require, is the safest

mode of keeping the bulbs clear of these pests.

Mealy bug likes to creep in beneath the scales, where it

lurks while the bulbs are at rest, but when the leaves appear
it leaves its hiding-place and evidently enjoys the change.
A certain cure is to use a brush dipped in soft soap and
water, and to brush well into the scales or beneath them,
but too much soap should not be used : half a pound in a
gallon of water is the proper strength. On the leaves the
insects may be quickly dispatched by using a wet sponge.
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In drying or ripening the bulbs thrips is sometimes very
troublesome. The best remedy is to make a solution of

soft soap, 8 ozs. to a gallon of water, and having two pieces

of sponge to dip both in the solution, and with one in each
hand commence at the bottom of a leaf and pass the sponges
up both sides of the leaf at once. All the leaves of a plant

may thus be gone over in a minul* or two, and this is better

and more effectual than fumigating, in addition to saving so

many pounds of tobacco. Brown scale is readUy removed
by following the means recommended for destroying mealy
bug.

List of Sorts.—-The following list includes most of those in

and out of cultivation. The first twenty-five are species and
varieties, and can be had by importing them direct from
their native habitats, as but few of them are at present in

cultivation. Those mai'ked * are hardy stove plants (except

H. psittaciuum, H. vittatum, and its variety, which are

greenhouse perennials), and succeed with hotbed treatment

;

+ tender stove plants and must be kept rather warmer than
those not distinguished by a mark, which are ordinary stove

plants. The varieties enumerated are hardy stove bulbs
and do well under hotbed treatment.

•Hippeaatrum aulicura. Green and
scarlet. Brazil.

*aulicu(n platypetaluin. Orange.
Brazil.

*auUcumfflaucophylliira. Crimson
and green. Brazil.

*psittacinum. Green and red.
Brazil,

rt-solandritaoruni. White, &c.
Guiana,

tsolandjceflorum rubro-striatum.
Wliite and red.

Isolandneflorura purpurascens.
White and purple,

tcalvptratuui. Green and red.
Brazil,

tstylosum. Coppery orange,
Maranham.

*reginK. Scarlet and green.
Spanish Main,

treticulatuin. Purplish red. Brazil,

treticulatuni striatifolium. Purple.

Hlppea^trum crocatum. Saffron,

Brazil.
*equestre. Scarlet. West Indies.

*equestre major. Scarlet. West
Indies.

*equestre plenum. Scarlet. West
Indies,

fulgidura. Orange scarlet. Brazil,

ignescens. Bright orange,
rutilutn. Scarlet,

"^vittatum. White and red s'.riped.

Cape of Good Hope.
*vittatura m^jus. White and red

striped. Cape of Good Hope.
(The last two are almost hardy),
^ainhigaum longiflorutn. White

and red. Lima,
•dnomalum. Crimsoa and green,
organensc. Crimson and white,

Brazil-

pulverulentura. Orange. Brazil,
princeps. Scarlet. Brazil.

Brazil.

Varieties or Hijhrids of the Above.—For the parents of the
best raised by enthusiastic growers when Amaryllids were
the fashion, see Vol. III., New Series, p. 99 ; and Vol IV.,

New Series, p. 371, for a descriptive list of some handsome
varieties for the most part unpurchaseable. I shall confine
myself to those purchaseable, and only name a dozen of the
best.

Ackermanni, crinason, two flowers in a scape, large flowers, but indifferent
in form.
Ackermanni pulcherrima, deep crimson, form good, four blooms in a

scape.
Johnsoni, scarlet and white; an old but good variety.
Johnsoni stiiati, difi'ers but little from the last; the stripes, however,

are more conspicuous.
Brilliant, scarlet ; a fine showy flower.

Delicata, a stripe down the middle of the leaf, flowers scarlet and white
;

a fine tiower.

Baron von ileckeren, striped, good in shape, deficient in substance.
Cleopatra, very showy, and of good substance; dark red, margined with

white.
JIarginata conspicua, white, with crimson stripes, of good form and

substance, and a free bloomer.
Prince of Orange, large and showy; colour bright orange.
Ignea, brilliant scarlet, showy.
Crocea grandillora, orange scarlet dashed with white, good substance,

and very showy.

Probably the best collection in Europe at the present is

at M. L. Van Houtte's, Ghent, Belgium. Mr. Williams, Para-
dise Nursery, Holloway, has a good collection, and he is the
only one that has shown a seedling of note lately. Messrs.
Cutbush, of Highgate, have a fair collection, and most
niu'sery and seedsmen can supply bulbs enough for a
beginning. Only create a demand, and we shall soon be
inundated with numerous varieties, and there is no flower
that is worthy of more extended cultivation.—G. Abbey.

HYACINTHS AND CINEEAKIAS NOT
BLOOMING.

I SECURED a lot of what seemed to me to be fine Hya-
cinth bulbs last October. The moment I had them I

potted in the ordinary soil used for Hyacinths—viz., good
rich loam, a little leaf mould, and some well-rotted dung

with some sand, and gave them the same treatment I used
always to give the bulbs previously, when I used to have fine

spikes. I took some into heat about the beginning of

December with every promise of a fine bloom on them, the

young growth, or shoots, being fine and plump and about
1 i inch long ; but to my great disappointment they are not
throwing up their spikes at all, but flowering just as the
spike is seen when the leaves expand. The leaves are now
4 inches long, and the spike is so diminutive that it cannot
be seen. I examined them before taking them into heat,

and found that they had their pots nearly filled with fine

strong roots. I am quite at a loss to know what to do
with them. Any suggestion you will be good enough to

offer will much oblige.

I have also a lot of Cinerarias, some in six-inch, some in

nine-inch pots. These I cannot manage to get to flower to

my wishes ; they have always more leaves than flowers.

I may mention, that to try and prevent this I have grown
the Cinerarias in poorer stuif than usual—viz., loam and a
small sprinkling of leaf mould. The plants made fine growth
and looked promising, but to my disappointment they are

not better than in last and previous seasons,—A Constant
Keader, Ireland.

[Perhaps the Hyacinths were scarcely sufficiently rooted,

and, perhaps, the roots had been placed in rather too much
heat and too suddenly, whilst the top of the bulb was rather
cold. To counteract this latter evil, place some small 60-pots
reversed over the bulb, daubing up part of the hole in the
top, so as just to let a little light in, or what, perhaps, la

better, make little paper funnels with a very little hole at

the top and place these over the bulbs to help to draw the
stems iij), as described in " Doings of the Week," last week.
" E. F." used to be similarly troubled with early Hyacinths,
the flower-stems not rising sufficiently to aUow the flowers

to expand, until he tried the pot-and-funnel method, and
after that he was rarely troubled with a stumpy flower-stalk.

Cinerax'ias to bloom freely in winter should rarely be in pots
larger than from o to 6 inches, and these should stand on a
cool moist bottom. Whenever pots are crammed with roots

the flower-stems wiU rise. Poor soil is also best for winter.

To delay flowering give plenty of pot room.]

LETTEE FEOM JAPAN.
Kanagawa, Japan, Sept S, 1863.

The exclusion of foreigners from the great cities of this

country, where, as in other countries, the art of horticulture,

as well as other arts of civOisation, is to be found carried

on most successfully, and in the greatest perfection, renders
the means of observation and comparison very limited.

Those who pursue the business here are not cultivators to

any extent, having but small premises for the sale of plants,

all of wliich are brought fi-om Yedo. The demand is very
considerable for oniamenting the grounds belonging to

foreign residents, and must be a source of much profit

—

estimated at the value of things among themselves—to the
dealers. A large quantity are taken away in Wardian cases

by officers of vessels and visitors returning home, few of
which probably survive. In consequence of this demand,
and its natural result, to briug into the market a greater
variety, I have the impression that we are pretty well in-

formed of what they chiefly cultivate.

As I mentioned before, it is remarkable, considering their

isolated condition and past exclusiveness, the number of

introduced plants that are cultiv.ated. Gardenia florida,

G. radicans, Manettia cordata, Vinca rosea, Lagerstrcemias,

Pomegranates, Hoj'as, Oleanders, &a., are common.
Among the chief novelties I have met with the past spring

and summer are the Primroses, of which there are two
species (?) or very distinct varieties; one having flowers

about the size of a weU-grown Chinese Primrose, and in

colom- of various shades of purple, plain, and mottled with
lighter shades. The other species sends up a strong foot-

stalk, -with a crown of flowers on the top, after the manner
of a Polyanthus. This footstalk still continues its growth,
producing .another crown of flowers before the first fades,

and so continuing until a third and a fourth are produced in

succession. The flowers are also of a purple colour, but not
so large in size as the first. The leaves of both species are
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more nearly alike to the Polyanthus than to the Chinese
Primrose, and probably the plants require the same treat-

ment. They will doubtless prove decided acquisitions to the
list of early spring flowers.

Another novelty I have met with is a real Deutzia san-

guinea. This plant, you know, although long enumerated
in nurserymen's catalogues, has hitherto proved a horticul-

tural myth ; at least, after frequent endeavours to procure
it, I found it so. You may imagine my delight at finding

it, and with double flowers, at last. It is a double garden
variety of D. soabra, the back of the outer petals being a
decided pink colour. As an addition to the shrubbery, or

for early forcing for bouquets, it wUl prove invaluable.
While these and others in theii- turn excited my admira-

tion, the greatest of all was Lilium auratum, which I notice

has already been introduced into the States. Never having
read any description of it, I was surjirised, when I first saw
it, that so conspicuous a plant, and so easy of introduction,

had been passed over so long; and expressing myself so to

a friend who is much interested in horticultural matters, he
showed me a figure of it in Curtis's " Botanical Magazine."
It is a superb Lily, and deserves all that has been said in
its praise. It is plentiful among the hUls a short distance
from here. L. lancifolium I have not seen growing wUd

;

and on inquii-y of an intelligent Japanese gardener, was
informed that it is only cultivated. That it is only a
variety of L. auratum, as is suggested, has an appearance
of probability, only that seedlings from it retain all its

marked characters.

The many different varieties of Ai'disia, unknown with
you, are very attractive, not only for their peculiar variega-
tions, but also for their various forms of foliage. They are
considered rarities, and consequently are highly va''.ued, I

anticipated finding some new and distinct varieties of
Azaleas in the season of their bloom. In this I was disap-
pointed, seeing few or none equal to those cultivated in the
greenhouses at home. Those chiefly grown are of the Azalea
lateritia and A. punctata style.

One of the neatest variegated-leaved plants I have seen
is a small, low-growing Rose, the leaves of which, in the
spring and early summer, are distinctly and beautifully
margined with white, with occasional pink stripes. A low-
growing Euphorbia, with leaves mottled with red, white, and
green, is also a very neat plant ; and if, as I am informed,
it is a perennial, it wiU be an addition to the cold frame, if

it is not hardy enough for the herbaceous border.
The past spring and summer have afforded me an excellent

opportunity of tasting the fi-uits in their season. The first

that makes its appearance is the fruit of a species of Eubus,
apparently more nearly allied to the Blackberry than to the
Easpberry. It is of a light yellow colour, small in size, with
rather soft flesh. The flavour- is peculiar, and somewhat
insipid, but, eaten with sugar, it becomes tolerable enough,
and quite equal to some berries at home with high-sounding
names that require plenty of the same material to render
them palatable.

In the month of June, Apricots come in, and for two or
three weeks are very abundant and cheap. There are several
varieties, but all small, and about as deficient in flavour as
early Apricots are apt to be elsewhere.

Before Apricots are entirely gone the fruit of the Mespilus
japonica is brought into market. It is a favourite fruit with
the Japanese, and large quantities are brought m daUy.
When ripe, they are very juicy, and have a pleasant sub-acid
flavour, that may be compared to a fine ripe Harvest Apple.
Their size, when in perfection, is about that of a medium-
sized Gooseberry. Towards the latter end of their season
they become smaller, owing, probably, to the overbearing of
the trees.

Following these come Plums, which remain in abundance
several weeks. Of these, the variety is greater than of
Apricots, and some of them equal in size and flavour to
those brought into the markets of New York. None, per-
haps, equal the Green Gages, or Golden Drops, and other
first-rate sorts, but are quite so to some classed as desirable
second-rate Plums.
Somewhat reverse to the order with you. Peaches succeed

Plums. Although of fair size and appearance, they are in-
ferior in flavour. This may be partly attributed to the
practice of picking all their fruits in a very green state. No

fruit suffers more from this treatment than the Peach ; yet
it would hardly be possible, owing to the tenderness of their

flesh, to bring them to market as thoy should be eaten, ripe

from the tree. They are now nearly gone, and have become
almost worthless from the injury done them by an insect of

the Curculio (?) kind, that stings the fruit and deposits its

larvce as does the Cnrculio.

Musk Melons and Water Melons have also been abundant.

The former are very inferior, and would not be tolerated on
your table; the latter are fan-, and would be better, only for

premature jjicking.

Grapes and Persimmons are now making their appearance.

The latter, next to the Grapes, are, in my opinion, the best

fruit we have ; they certainly are the peculiar fruit of the

country, and take the place of Apples in our own. Whether
they would answer to make pies I do not know ; but as the

.Tapanese do not indulge in that home luxury, it does not

enter into the estimate of their value.

I had almost forgotten to include Apples in the list of

fruits brought to market for sale. Not many are brought in,

and their season is soon over. They are a very small, early

variety, and when eaten just at the right time are very

passable. Pears, too, are now coming in ; those hard,

granular, indigestible things you have seen, called the

Chinese Sand Pear. As an ornamental tree it has its uses,

but as a fruit it cannot be recommended. Lai-ge quantities

of them are consumed by the people. Different sorts are

cultivated, one of which keeps aU through the winter and
spring following.

Until the present season, nothing has been done by
foreigners for the introduction of finer fruits (except the

Strawberry) into the country.

Last spring, Prank Hall, Esq., and Col. George S. Fisher,

U.S. Consul, both made importations of trees from California.

Between them quite an assortment of the best varieties of

Cherries, Plums, and Pears has been introduced, and they are

now growing finely in their gardens. Their Peach trees.

Grape Vines and a few minor fruits, unfortunately did not

do as well. Others, no doubt, will be induced by their suc-

cess to follow their example, and the best results, by means
of private enterprises like these, may be fairly expected, and
the introduction of choice fruits create new desires, and lend

their aid in civilising a barbarous people.—T. Hoaa (m the

American HorticnliuHst).

THE BEDDING CALCEOLAEIA.
Some four or five years ago the utility of the Calceolaria

as a bedding plant appeared to be drawing to a close. In
some districts it had previously been one of the gayest

ornaments of the parterre, but a disease seemed to carry oft"

the plants suddenly, making many awkward gaps in the

beds they had been destined to occupy. This misfortune

was, I believe, most prevalent in the midland counties, and
fears were entertained that the last days of the Calceolaria

had come, especially as a few years before the Petunia had
ceased to be depended on as a good and certain bedding
plant, on account of its dying off at various times and
leaving a scanty and iiTcgularly filled bed. Some years

before the Petunia retired from active service, the Ana-
gallis had done so in a like manner ; and though both the

AnagaUis and Petunia are occasionally met with, neither is

regarded as the useful good bedder which it was held to be
some twenty years ago.
Now, those who remembered these two plants doing good

service at that time, and subsequently becoming uncertain

from some cause akin to constitutional debility, had theii-

misgivings that the Calceolaria was destined to follow them
at some early date, which the diseased plants, met with in

1858 and 1859, seemed to indicate was not far distant. For-

tunately, however, this anticipation has not been realised,

and the Calceolaria seems to have recovered its wonted
vigour, and it fuliils its duties in a more effective way than
before, in consequence of the improvement in some of the

kinds now cultivated.

It is, however, proper to state that the disease which
threatened to decimate the bedding Calceolaria at the time

mentioned was not by any means universal in its attacks. At
Linton we never lost a plant from the causes assigned else-
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where. The only evil to be complained of last year was the
lack of growth arisuig from the dryness of the weather, and
the consequent absence of flower in the latter part of summer.
This evil has been a constant one in dry seasons ; still there
must have been some other agent at work than dry weather
in the districts where the plants succumbed, but what, it is

difficult to say. It is, however, pleasing to know that the
evil has disappeaa-ed, and that the Calceolaria remains one of

the most useful and most popular flowers we have. It forms
an important bedder in every garden, and few i-ibbon-borders

are complete without it ; and when we take into account its

easy culture and adaptability to almost all situations, we
need not wonder at its general popularity : hence, there is

little likelihood so long as the plant shall remain healthy
of its falling into disrepute, especially when we consider
that one of the colours it represents is not met with in like

abundance in any other plant.

As the pilant may be now said to have recovered from the
disease which in some districts thi'eatened its existence, and
is again fully employed in the decorative department, it

would be worth while inquiring how much further its services
can be made available. Although the easy mode by which it

is propagated has been repeatedly explained in the pages
of this Journal, a further illustration of the ready adapta-
tion of this plant to its situation may not be out of place

;

and in giving this, I may observe that the accommodation
which the young plants requu-e in winter is within the reach
of many cottagers. I am not certain that glass in any shape
is absolutely indispensable ; for though with me glass is

often used, yet there have been cases where several hundred
plants have been struck and carried through the winter with-
out the aid of that important sheltering medium. In the
garden here we have a cold pit bricked at the sides, and
about 260 feet long by 6 feet wide. In this pit cuttings are
put in about the middle or end of October. About 3 inches
by 2 is the distance they are apart, and generally not more
than one in a hundred falls to grow. When glass lights
are not to be had wooden shutters are used as coverings in
cold weather, and very rarely indeed is anything else needed.
Certainly glass is better for the more delicate kinds, as
those partaking more or less of the herbaceous class—as
Sultan, Gem, Lady Havelock, and others ; and even Prince
of Orange is far from being a hardy kind. C. amplexieaulis
ought in general to have another place, as it will not endure
the same amount of frost the other varieties will do. Very
little attention is given until March, when the cuttings will

want thinning, which is done by taking up alternate rows
and planting them out on some warm sheltered border, to
be protected by mats or anything that comes to hand. Those
remaining are benefited by the additional room, and the
whole are ready to plant out in April.

The time of planting out Calceolarias will, of course,
depend on the condition of the plants and the amount of
cold air they have been previously subjected to. I have for

many years planted some out in April with more or less

success, and last spi'ing some of the best plants I had were
planted out in the places they were to occupy in the last

week in March, a few laurel boughs being laid over them
for a time, and for early flowering they never did better. It
must be borne in mind, that the plants were duly hai-dened-
off before that time ; a total exposure night and day had
inured them in a certain degree to the cold they would be
exposed to from side currents and other causes, and to
which, fi'om growing thickly in the pit, they were not used.
Fortunately, however, the weather which followed their
planting out was mUd, and they scarcely received a check—much less than I have known them sustain in other
years when planted later. The showers in May and June
induced both growth and flowering, while the dry weather
in July favoured the latter only; so that by the beginning
of August every shoot-end was furnished with flowers. But
the growth of the plants being stopped by dry weather, there
was no after-crop of flowers to succeed the first; and the
consequence was, that at the end of the month the beds of
Calceolarias that had been so gay previously were nearly
destitute of flowers. I need hardly say that artificial water-
ing might have done much towards saving the flowers and
furnishing more ; but water is often scarce in dry hot
seasons, and could not well be spared for the ijurpose. When
this is the case the Calceolaria as an object of ornament is

nearly over for the season. The beds of yellow Calceolaria
had to depend in a gi'eat measure for their colouring on
C. amplexieaulis. This, though not better than its neigh-
bour in withstanding heat and drought (in fact, it shows
greater distress under such circumstances than the shi-ubby
class), is of such utility for late flowering as to be often fa-
voured with a drop of water to prolong its growing powers,
and when rain sets in it rewards all previous care by its

abundant blooming.
To the general hardiness of the Calceolaria every one

vfiU beai- witness. Twice or thi'ice during the last dozen
years beds of the yellow shrubby varieties have withstood
the whiter here and flowered beautifully. But the first show
of blooms on such beds is the best ; for the ground being^
fuUy occupied by the roots of the plants, there is very little

or no after-growth, and consequently but little succession ;

so that I have generally found it advisable to destroy the
plants in autumn, and put in young ones in spring. Isolated

plants in a mixed border, however, frequently do better, as
they have more room, and grow and flower accordingly;
and in the winter of 1862 a row that had formed part of a
ribbon-border was left in its place, and fiowered admii-ably

last summei-, not a plant faihng throughout the season. I

will not discard the Calceolaria in consequence of its ceasing
to be ornamental so early in the summer, until some other

plant of equal merit is presented to us that will endure the
dry weather we are now and then subjected to. When the
Calceolaria seemed likely to fall a prey to the disease which
carried off so many plants some four or five years ago,

I suggested the TropKolum as the best substitute, and,
2:erhaps, with a little fvu-ther improvement it will be so;

but it yet lacks so many of the good properties of the

Calceolaria that we cannot well spare this favourite from
the parten-e ; the jioor cottager has enlisted it into his

service, and yellow Calceolarias ai'e as common as Stocks

once were, and it is a question if the one is not as hardy as

the other. The practice of neighbouring gardeners who
propagate and shelter then- Calceolarias in a homely and
easy way has taught the cottager to do so likewise ; and at

turning-out time he, too, at times, has plants to ornament
the garden of a less careful neighbour, or, perhaps, to

dispose of to some one able to recompense him for bis-

trouble in propagating and saving them through the winter.

It is not necessary here to go into the particulars of

varieties adapted to bedding pm-poses, as each district

possesses its own favourites, and now and then new kinds are

introduced, which only find then- way into a very limited

district. There is no lack of useful kinds of the yellow

section, but hitherto we have not been favoured with a good
white, those we have had being either bad in habit or

defective in some other way. I mil not regard the Calceo-

lai-ia as perfect until we have a white variety as good in its-

way as C. Aurea floribunda, and I hope to see a neaier

approach to a scarlet than has yet been attained. Assuming
we had a scarlet, white, and yellow all alike good, it might
then be time to inquhe after the other colours ; but it will

probably be considered that I have already asked enough ;

and I will merely express my hope, that I shall heai- of the

skill that has hitherto been bestowed on the improvement
of the yellow and dark varieties being directed to that of

the white, as we are far from being well supplied with

flowering plants of that colour-. Although the abundance
of white-leaved and white-edged plants renders white flowers

less necessary for distant display than they used to be, yet

I hope that the improvers of the Calceolaria will not be
discouraged at this, but -wiD persevere in their endeavours;

and the object aimed at wiU, I have no doubt, be attained

in time. J- Kobson.

NOTES ON THE TTTBEEOSE.
LiNN^TJs instituted the name " Polianthes." He wi-ites

it so in all the editions of the " Genera Plantarum ;" but it

is curious to see that in the index of the second edition it is

entered as Polyanthes, perhaps by some pupil who fancied

he was correcting au erroneous orthography. It should be
mentioned, however, that in one of the very earliest of

Linnasus's works, the "Hortus Chflbrtiamis," the orthography

is Polyanthes. Very likely this may liave been the work of

a proof-reader, correcting what he took for a typographical
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error. At any rate, Linnoeus ever after carefully wrote
" Polianthes." Altkougli he never explained the etymology
of the word, so far as we can learn ; yet, in the words of the

"Botanical Mag'azine," it is generally understood that it

was composed of Polis, a city, and anthos, a flower : the

flower for city cultivation, perhaps.
I notice that Link, in 1832, reverted to the name Poly-

anthes, and that Kunth, in 1850, followed him. But no
reasons are assigned.

This, the traditional explanation (which hy no means
originated with Sweet), may be " laboured and far-fetched

;"

but it seems to me mvich less so than that which derives the

initial word from Polios, and connects it with the plant called

Polion by Hesiod and Theophrastus, and Folium by Pliny.

For, in the first place, the normal meaning of that Greek
adjective is hoary ; and, in the second, Linnaeus implicitly

followed the old herbalist in identifying the PoUum. with a

hoary-leaved species of Teucrium, T. Polium, L.

In Dr. Pickering's volume I find (on page 144) nothing

which implies that the Tuberose has been cultivated in

Egypt " for a long series of years," and before it was common
in Europe ; nor does he discredit the opinion of its American
origia. The evidence in this respect, as adduced by Salis-

bury, is somewhat strengthened by the later discovery of

P. gracilis, which Link conjectures to be, perhaps, the wild

state of the Tuberose, in Brazil, and of a supposed third

species, P. mexicana, in Mexico.

—

Pkof. Asa Gray, Cambridge,

Mass.—^AmericoM, Gardener's Monthly.)

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The January meeting of the Entomological Society was

held on the 4.th inst., the President being in the chau\
A number of coloured drawings representing the cater-

pillars of several species of Moths of the genus Anticlea,

both of the natural size and magnified, executed by Mr.
Buckler, were exhibited by Mr. Newman. A large collection

of drawings of the transformations of British Lepidoptera,
executed by Mrs. C. Cox, were also exhibited by Captain Cox.

The investigation, description, and delineation of the pre-

paratory states of our native Moths has, indeed, become a
marked feature in the entomologists' labours at the present
time. Captain Cox also read some notes containing practical

hints for the collection, discrimination, and identification of

these larvae.

A communication was read from the Lords Commissioners
of the Admiralty, enclosing a circular letter fr'om the Gover-
nor of St. Helena, respecting the ravages committed in that

island by the White Ants, which, as was supposed, were in-

troduced into the island accidentally about twenty years

since, from the coast of Guinea, and that now almost every

dwelling, store, and shed in James' Town, containing nearly

4000 iniabitants, has been seriously injured by them, in-

volving in many instances complete ruin and abandonment,
and imperilling the lives of large numbers of the poorer

classes who are living in houses of doubtful secm-ity. The
Governor was especially anxious for detailed information as

to the most successful mode of finding the Ants' nests, and
eifectuaUy destroying these receptacles, as well as to the
description of timber which has proved to be the least sus-

ceptible of injury from the insect, and the average market
price of such timber at per cubic foot.

General Sir J. B. Hearsey gave an account of his own
experiences in India in connection with the White Ants,

which were exceedingly injurious in that country. He had
fcnown a lady who had been killed by the falling of a beam,
the ends of which had been attacked and reduced to powder
by the White Ants ; and in another case the flooring of an
apartment had given way, the inhabitants falling with it

into the cellar beneath. Ordinarily their nests were to be
sought for in the plains, but if they obtained a lodgment
in the walls of a house the walls themselves must be taken
down. He had found that placing timber into a trough
filled with quicklime, and water poured on it so as com-
pletely to saturate the timber, was an effectual remedy
against their attacks, having himself built a house worth
.£3000 with timber thus prepared, which was in as sound a
condition when he left India as when first built. Store-
boxes, furniture, &c., should, however, be painted over with
a solution of corrosive sublimate.

Mr. E. W. Eobinson stated that in India the sleepers
of the raih'oads were formed of kyanised timber, but it was
necessai-y that the blocks of wood should be thoroughly
satiu-ated with the creosote by hydraulic pressure, and not
merely coated over the surface.

Mr. H. W. Bates stated that on the banks of the Amazon,
the houses in towns were not much infested by the White
Ants, being generally built with Acapu, a very hard kind of
timber. Chests, &c., were also placed upon sleepers or
blocks of the same wood, which proved effectual. If the
Ants effected a lodgment in the walls of houses (generally
only composed of upright posts with cross laths filled-in

with mud and covered with lime and cement), he had always
found it effectual to fill up the holes in the walls with
arsenical soap. At Para he had used the oxide of arsenic,
but this was a dangerous process ; but arsenical soap being
cheap and easily used when diluted with water, the bottoms
of chests, &c., might be washed over with it with great
benefit.

Professor Westwood exhibited a small selection from a
collection of Coleoptera and Lepidoptera recently forwarded
to the Oxford Museum, from the Zambesi, by the Eev. H.
Eowley, one of the clergymen attached to the Oxford and
Cambridge Mission, containing many new and interesting
species, although many of them were identical with the
insects inhabiting Mozambique, described and figured in
" Peter's Voyage " to that country by Messrs. King, Ger-
staeeker, &c. He also read descriptions of three new species
of the singular Beetles of the family Paussidae, from India
and South Africa, as well as descriptions of several new and
interesting exotic species of Lucanidae.

SALT A USEFUL ADDITION TO GUANO.
Vamotts substances when added to liquid manure exercise

a preservative influence upon that article. Liquid manure
contains a rather large proportion of nitrogen, which is

gradually transformed into ammonia ; and a portion of this

valuable compound is usually lost by exposure to the air.

Sulphate of lime (gypsum), sulphate of iron (green vitriol),

sulphuric acid, and such like substances, when added to
liquid manure, prevent the escape of the ammonia ; or if

quicklime be employed when the manm-e is fr-esli, its nitro-

gen win be converted into nitric acid, and no loss will be
sustained.

Common salt affects guano in a manner somewhat similar
to the effect which gypsum exerts on liquid manure. It
prevents the escape of its most valuable (if it be Peruvian
guano) ingredient, ammonia. Some years ago M. Barral,

the well-known editor of the French agricultural paper,
the Journal d'Agriculture Pratique, performed an experiment
relative to this point, the results of which proved the great
advantage of mixing guano with salt. He left in the open
air, on plates, equal weights of guano : one sample was pure ;

the other mixed with half its weight of salt. At the expira-
tion of fifteen days the two samples were submitted to
analj'sis, when it was found that the pure guano had lost

11.6 per cent, of its nitrogen (ammonia), whilst but 5 per
cent, of that element had escaped fr'om the guano which was
in admixture with the salt.

Barral's experiments go to prove that highly ammoniacal
guano loses a portion of its nitrogen when exposed to the air

:

when the farmer purchases his stock of this article he should,

therefore, be careful not to expose it in open sheds. If it be
at all possible, the best plan would be to mix it thoroughly
with its own weight of salt, and keep the compound carefully

covered up until the time for its application arrives. Gypsum,
and even fine turf mould, may be employed as substitutes

for salt; but the latter is, we believe, the most desirable

adjunct. It wfll also be found to subserve other piu'poses

than a mere fixer of ammonia; it acts as a solvent of
the phosphate of lime of the guano, and of the fertilising

matter contained in the soil. It is a useful manure for

all kind of crops. Finally, it is valuable as an absorbent
of moisture from the air; and as it requires water to

bring out the fall action of guano, the addition of salt to it

will be found particularly beneficial in seasons of di'ought.

The kind of salt which is best adapted for mixing with
guano is the refuse article fr-om the fish and bacon curers.
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Tliis is coarse-grained and will keep the guano moist.

It may be purcliased at from 6s. to 10s. per ton.

—

{Dublin

Weekly Agricultural Review.)

GOOSEBEEEY-TEEE TEAINING OJf WALLS.
" A Theee-yeaes Subsceieer " has applied for directions

on this subject ; but as it will interest others, we reply more
fully.

Select for this purpose clean, healthy, and strong plants,

with a clear stem a foot in height, and having chosen two
shoots of uniform strength, the one diverging to the right

and the other to the left, cut away all the remaining shoots

;

and having planted the requisite member of trees 4 feet fi'om

stem to stem, nail them. If the sijace to be covered is more
than 6 feet in height the plants should not be so wide apart;

3 feet for an eight-feet and 2 feet for a ten-feet waU. The
following summer all the shoots on the horizontals are to be
rubbed off, except one to the right and one to the loft of the

stem, and 4 inches on either side of it ; and as many more
as the horizontals vrHl hold should be left at 8 inches apart
from these two shoots and the same distance from each other.

The horizontal branches are to be pruned to about half then'

length if weak, one-third if moderately strong, and left their

full length if very strong. The shoots from the extremity of

the horizontal branches are suffered to grow at their free-

dom, and, to throw more vigour into them, the perpendicular

shoots, if any, are stoi^ped to three leaves ; but when the
horizontal shoots have grown 1 foot 8 inches on each side of

the stem they are brought down to the horizontal line, and
all eyes and shoots rubbed off, except, as before stated, those

along them at 8 inches apart. At each of these distances a
shoot is to be encom-aged and trained upright. Sufficient

should be left in pruning or disbudding at
the places desired, in order to be pre- 1 / ,-

pared for emergencies. c ..

'— -^ ..jS:-^'-

At planting the freewill appear thus

—

|.i

No. 1. In the autumn following the tree —a^A^s^s^
wUl be pruned and trained so as to appear -^g^ j

like No. 2, if the shoots are trained 8

inches apart, or like No. 3, if left 6 inches distant.

In the second season the shoots are trained upright, and
allowed to grow at their free

will, only nailing them iip so
as to prevent their being
broken by winds ; and if any
side shoots appear they are
stopped to three eyes in July,

but the leaders must not be
stopped. They should, however, each be cut in the autumn
to a foot in length (No. 4), and so on year after year nntU
the space is covered.

All foreright or breast-

wood shoots should be re-

moved as fast as they ap-

pear in after years, retain-

ing the short spurs only;
for if the shoots lie allowed
to grow they will appropriate in the formation of useless

parts the sap which ought to be expended on the fruit, and
for the formation of

fniit-spurs. It is too
late to remove shoots
in autumn, for they
have then done all the
harm they can, and
thus ought not to re-

main on thetrees longer
than for two or three

leaves to form, when they should be stopped. This en-

courages the formation of fruit-spurs, and admits light and
air to the fruit and leaves.

When the old branches are worn out a young shoot should

be encouraged near the bottom ; and when the fruit is

gathered the old branch may be cut out, and the fresh one

trained in its place. Six shoots 8 inches apart are ample to

leave on trees planted 4 feet apart, or at most eight ; but

when the shoots are only G inches apart the leaves on the

spurs shade their neighbours too much, and the fruit is,

No. 3.

consequently, indifferent, in flavour. Three, or at the most
four, shoots from one tree are ample to train up a wall more
than G feet high, and even then the trees are apt to become
deficient of wood at the bottom. Six feet is quite high
enough to train Gooseberries ; and although I have growa
them as standai-ds to fr-om 4 to G feet high, I found that
they ai'c but bushes, and are not suited for growing as wall

trees, nor to be put on stilts to look at theii' neighbours
over the hedge.

—

G. Abeet.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Ir any part of the gai-den is wet, drain it effectually.

Make drains 3 feet deep and 20 feet apart ; use tUes and
soles, and place 6 inches of brickbats, stones, or clinkers

over the tiles, and before fUling in the soil shake a small
quantity of litter over the stones or other material, which
will render the drainage more perfect. Articholces (Globe),

sow seed in heat, and transplant when fit into boxes, to be
finally planted out in April on ground previously trenched
and manured ; by this means a supply of this vegetable may
be had two months later than can be obtained from the old

plants. Basil, sow a small quantity of this, and Marjoram,
in heat if they aie required green. B-mssds Sprouts, make
a first sowing of this useftil vegetable. Cmiliflower, give all

the air possible to the plants in fr-ames, and under hand-
lights. Watch the mice, and see that they do not injure the
hearts of these plants. Cress, keep up a regular succession
of this, and also of Mustard, and of Rape when the latter is

required for salading. Potatoes, where the ground is light

and ch-y a few Ash-leaf or other early sorts maybe planted.
Sea-]:alc, keep up a succession of this, and also of Ehubarb,
either by covering with pots and fermenting materials, or

by planting in pots and placing them under stages in the
greenhouse or stove. The latter has the advantage of being
much the less trouble, a great consideration in the busy
time which is approaching. Sadishes sown on banks and
borders wiU requii-e strict attention, the covering to be re-

moved every fine day, and dry sand, soil, or charre.! refuse,

strewed amongst them, for the prevention of damp, mildew,,

and shanking.
flower garden.

Proceed as rapidly as the weather will permit with the
removal and planting of large shrubs. Layering may now
be successfully perfoimed where the shrubs have become
bare and unsightly at the bottom. Finish the planting of
Box-edgings, and fill up all gaps in the old ones. In the
absence of frost prune hardy Koses, reduce the wood ac-

cording to the luxuriance of the tree, the late-planted tO'

receive that attention later in the season. Finish planting
the hardy sorts, and protect their roots. Prepai-ations should
be made in the jjinetum to receive any proposed addition to
the collection. Kanunculuses and Anemones may be planted
if the ground is in a dry ctate, and the weather mild. If

the soil in the bed be in a poor condition throw it out to the
depth of 1 foot, jjlace a layer 6 inches think of well-rotted

hotbed and cowdung, and fill up the bed with fresh maiden
loam from a pasture. Carnations and Pinks in pots to be
attended to, remove all damp, and protect them from heavy
rains. Keep Am-iculas and Polyanthuses tolerably dry at

this season, prepare a rich compost for top-dressing by fre-

quent turnings. Hyacinths may still be jjlanted; to have
them in perfection, apply plenty of rotten cowdung to the
beds ; the beds that were planted in the autumn to be
slightly stirred on the surface with a fork, and top-di'essed

with the same material. Prepare beds for Pinks, Carnations,

and Pansies. Look over the Dahlias, and remove all damp
and rotten portions from the stems and roots.

FKUIT GARDEN.
Continue pruning and uaUing wall trees. Weed Straw-

berry-beds, and fork up the soil between the rows, but not
more than 2 inches deep. Destroy all suckers that may
have made their appearance in Gooseberry plantations, and
finish making new ]ilantations. Where Filberts are grown
dwarf, which is the best method of cultivating them, let all

suckers be effectually removed, and some manure forked in

about the trees. Shorten all tlio strong shoots of last yeai''s-

growth, and do not interfere with the small ones.
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GKEENHOUSE AND CON3EEVATOBY.

Heaths have a beautiful habit of growth, and where a

tolerable collection is kept, some are in bloom every day of

the year. If any free-growing variety requires a larger pot,

repot it by all means, water with care, air freely night and

day if the weather is at all favourable, stop the strong

sloots of the free-growing vai-ieties, and always keep the

dead flowers cleared off. There are also some of theNew Hol-

Imd tribe of plants always in bloom. Even at this season

many species of Epaoris, Pimelea, Corraea, Polygala, Boronia,

lesohenaultia, &o., are in beauty; water with care and

moderation, air freely, and be particularly cautious with fire

far them and Heaths at aU seasons, even when frost occurs

fires must be very moderate indeed. While the Camellias are

in bloom keep the house free from damp, but do not let the

plants suffer from drought. Thin out the small spm-ious

shoots of Pelargoniums, and never aUow a decayed leaf to

be seen.
STOVE.

Select a few Gloxinias and Aohimenes in variety, shake

them out, and pot the former in open turfy loam, heath soU,

coarse charcoal, and sharp sand, well incorporated, and do

not pot too fixmly ; equal portions of the soil, and a fourth

paxt of charcoal, are what these plants delight in. The
Achimenes tubers to be fii-st placed in pans thickly, and

potted singly as they appear in leaf mould and light loam,

in a very coarse open state, with a fourth of charcoal added.

These two tribes' of plants delight in a moderate bottom

heat, and to be started in bottom heat.

PITS AND PKAMES.
Give i^lenty of light and air to these structures in fine

weather, inspect the plants at every opportunity, and pick

off all decaying leaves. Fumigate with tobacco if the plants

be infested with aphis. This ought to be attended to prior

to taking off cuttings, as the insect soon increases in number
when brought into a higher temperatui-e. Pot off the

autumn-struck cuttings of Scarlet and other Geraniums,
Fuchsias, Verbenas, shrubby Calceolarias, &c., that are still

in the cutting-pans, place them in a little heat until they
are well rooted in the small pots. Prepare to make a hot-

bed for cuttings and seeds by frequently turning over some
stable-dung uutil it gets well sweetened for that purpose.

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

A WEEK of dull, foggy, dripping weather has considerably

retarded out-door work. When at all dry removed the de-

caying leaves from old quarters of Cabbage, Brussels Sprouts,

Scotch Kale, &c., as what was decaying made the atmosphere
unpleasant. Cabbages and Broccoli seem to have stood the

severe frost well. When sufficiently dry, trenched and dug
up ground, and turned over the ridges of what was pre-

viously done, that the soil may have the advantage of the air,

and of being again well frozen if a second sharp frost should
come. Potted some dwarf Tom Thumb Peas for early work,
and sowed others in boxes. Transplanted Dwarf Kidney
Beans into pots. Looked after Mushi'oom-beds. Potted
Cucumbers. Sowed Chilis and Capsicums. Gave abundance
of air to Potato-beds, Asparagus fit for use, &c. Took up
a little more Sea-kale and Rhubarb to place in the Mush-
room-house. Gave abundance of air, by tilting the sashes
back and front, to Radishes, Lettuces, Endive, Cauliflower,

&e. ; and prepared ground for sowing out of doors Sangster's

No. 1 Pea and Mazagan Beans ; also prepared ground for

transplanting autumu-sown Onions, planting Shallots and
Garlic, and sowing a little of the Two-bladed Onion. Sowed
also a pinch of the Silver-skinned in rather large pots in a
frame, for drawing early for salads.

Threw a lot of horseduug together, most of it litter with
a little horse-droppings, and mixed a few hot tree leaves
with it to make it heat faster. This is not our general prac-
tice, as, if many leaves are used, they become too much
exhausted before the manure is sweet. Generally, therefore,

we throw the dung together until it is half made, and then
we turn it over and mix with the leaves if we wish the bed
to be uniformly made of dung and leaves. As we are always
short of fermenting material we often only half-work the

dung—that is, throw it into a mass, and, as most of it is

straw, water if necessary, keeping a little dry litter to throw

over aU. Then in ten days we turn it once, the sides to the

middle and the middle to the outsides, and cover again.

This win cause it to heat strongly ; and long before it is so

exhausted as to be sweet we make the bottom of the bed

with it, and then cover with a foot or 18 inches of leaves,

which if raked at all damp will be sure to be wai-m, and

the heat from the dung will be sweet enough before it passes

through the leaves.
FRUIT GARDEN.

Did a little pruning and nailing out of doors, but the

weather was rather clammy for that work. Syi-inged with

hot water the trees in orchai-d-house. Gave all the air

possible to Peach-house to keep the buds back, giving it to

front as weU as back ; and putting a slight fire on during

the day to get the damp off, as every inch, shelves for

Strawberries, &c., and every other available space is covered

with plants. Our house has trees on the back waU, and

on a low treUis in fi-ont, and the heating-pipes pass too near

the trellis and go beneath it near the front; and did we
not give abundance of front air, the little fire heat required

to keep out frost and damp fr-om the plants would excite

the buds over the pipes, and we should have them in bloom

before those towards the top of the trellis were little more

than started. If such should be the case many of the

top buds would be apt to di-op, and therefore plenty of front

air is necessary to keep the front trees in something like

an equal condition all over. When once the fr-uit on the

front trees is set aU over we give less front air and more

top air, and then the front trees come in considerably earlier

than those against the back waU, and thus prolong the

season of gathering.

In such dull weather all forcing should proceed slowly ;

and for early Vines, Peaches, Strawberries, &c., less fire

heat, and more air will be required than in sunny weather.

The most fire heat should in fact be used during the day,

that an extra amount of pure au- may be given, and the

temperature at night should be no higher than just to be

safe. Strawberries in bloom and swelling will soon feel the

effects of a high temperature in such weather. Plants that

would flourish in a bright sunny day in a temperature, with

a little ail-, of from 75° to 85°, and a night temperature

averaging 55°, in such duU weather as the last week, wiU

requfre more air during the day. If the temperature should

not range above fr-om 55° to 60°, very cold aii- should not

be admitted by great openings, and especially if the air is

fi-osty. Giving a little early prevents the necessity of ever

giving large amounts at this season, when there is a very

great difference between the internal and the external at-

mosphere.
In all forcing where the buds are swelling, as Vines,

Peaches, Pigs, &c., much less syringing or moisture wiU be

required in the low temperature and the foggy weather, than

would be necessary in bright weather and in a higher tem-

perature. When once the sun is looked upon as the best and
cheapest forcing agent, more care wiU be taken to econoraise

its heat, which is ever associated with the counteracting

agency of light. Provided care is taken by early air-gi-ving

to prevent scorching and burning, plants will not suffer

from a good rise from sun heat alone. Of course, if plants

have been long shaded, or grown in a gloomy confined

atmosphere, they wiU not be able to bear the fuU force of

the sun's rays at once, and a little shading or syringing may
be necessary to prevent too rapid perspiration, &c. But
with such attention the more sun heat we get the better will

plants succeed as a general rule. Early shutting up in the

afternoon so as to confine the sun heat is, therefore, desir-

able, and the economical forcer wM so contrive that the

heat from his furnace acts just as the sun heat escapes by

radiation. Mere heat acts on the tissues of plants by ex-

panding and lengthening them, much as heat acts on other

ductile bodies. SoUd additions are chiefly made under the

counteracting agency of light : hence the rapidity with which

plants become weak and drawn in close, warm, shady atmo-

spheres, and the necessity of light and air to make them
sturdy and strong. We have found great differences in

different tribes of plants, but as a general rule it wxU be
found that fast-growing shoots that by careful measurement

win have lengthened an inch or more during the night in a
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moist warm atmosphere of from 65S to 70°, will not lengthen
more than from one-eighth to one-fourth of an inch in a
sunny day with a temperatm-e of from 80° to 90°. By de-
ficient air you may scald or scorch such shoots in bright
siinshiae ; but ivnless your heat goes beyond aU boiinds, you
will be unable to make such shoots drawn, weak, or lanky.
The great rule, then, for the forcer is, to proportion heat to
light, and, hence, to give much less heat at night than
during the day. For instance : if we had had a Peach-house
in bloom during this last foggy week, we shoidd have
given a little au- and a temperatui'e of GO'? during the day,
and an average of 45° at night, which would keep the blooms
more robust than if we had also kept a night temperature
of 60". If a sunny day occm-red, we would, of coui-se, re-
gulate the au' according as the atmosphere was mild or
frosty; but we woidd let the temperature rise gradually
from 70S to 85", or even more, and ,shut up the house early
to retain as much as possible of the sunbeams. In such a
ease, to prevent a sudden check we would raise the night
temperature to an average of 50". We believe that the
want of setting in early Peaches and Strawbemes is fre-
quently owing to the weakness produced by a high night
temperature, or even a very high temperatui-e in dull foggy
days.

OENAMBNTAL DEPABTMENT.
The same principles as to heating apply to stove, con-

servatory, greenhouse, and bedding plants. The less excite-
ment from heat during duU weather the better it wOl be for
them. Less water will thus be required in all departments,
and, of course, there wiU be less vapour to rise and be con-
densed against the glass, and so fall upon the plants. Little
artificial moisture will be required so as to afi'ect the atmo-
sphere, unless what comes from the plants, so long as the
weather is mild and muggy. In sharp frosts, as more
airtificial heat is required, more moisture from evaporatiug-
pans or otherwise must be thrown into the atmosphere, and
more especially as the outside air in such cases is generally
dner than the warm aii- of summer. In giving air to pits
and greenhouses it should be given freely in mild days.
When very foggy only a little should be afforded, and a small
fire may be used during 'the day to prevent the fog appear-
ing inside the glass. In keen frosty weather the air should be
given in small quantities, and almost entirely at the top of
the house, that the fresh, dry, cold air may be moistened and
warmed before reaching the plants, by passing through the
moist warm au- that is going out. Of course, front air may
be also given if there are modes of heating it before ad-
mitting it ; if not, confine it to the top. Very small openings
at the top of a house wLU soon change the atmosphere over
the whole enclosed space.

_
We have examiusd a lot of Caladiums and find them all

right, and most of them beginning to move. They are apt
to suffer when at rest ft-om too much cold, and either too
much dryness or too much moisture. Our pots were placed
on the ground beneath the heating-pipes of a cool stove,
the pots being set in and slightly covered with moss, and
the top moss was sprinkled now and then with the syringe.
This seems to have suited them well. All such plants,
and Glosinias, Gesneras, Achimenes, Ac, that can be placed
out of sight when at rest, are very useful for smaU glass
houses.

Cleanliness in such duU weather is very important for
securing a sweet atmosphere. Not only should the sui-face
of the pots be stirred and freshened, all decaying leaves
removed, pots washed, &c., but the glass, shelves, and
stages kept scrupulously clean. In such cu-oumstances,
however, little water should be spilt or slopped about.
Even stages should be washed and di-ied as the work goes
on. Thus use water as hot as it can be borne, for the
hotter it is it wUl dry the quicker. Put a very little bit of
soap in it, use a ilaunel cloth, and damp and wash a piece of
the stage without spilling the water. Collect the dirt in the
cloth, pass it through the paU, wring it hard, and then dry-
inib that portion previously wetted. Some young lads will
soon learn to do this, so as not to require a lesson from the
best housemaids. Even when the floors of jjlant-houses and
conservatories, when extra ornamental, have to be kept very
clean, it is often better to have handy lads for the purpose
than to introduce females to do such work.
Having a few lights ia a pit at liberty, we have com-

menced propagating Lobelias, Ageratums, and variegated
Geraniums, taking some cuttings from those we stuck like

faggots in large pots in the autumn, and which were in a
vinery where a Uttle dry heat was used. These we put in a
cold pit in soil as thickly as they could be packed. A few
of them seem to have damped at the points left, but are
breaking nicely farther down, some of the most forward
having leaves about half the size of a silver threepenny-bit.
We would have liked as well if they had hardly begvm to

break for a month to come. The pit we are using for tha
cuttings has the present bottom fi-om 24 to 30 inches from
the glass—rather far off, but no shading will be needed, evea
in a sunny day ; and if we find the cuttings length-upwards
too much, we must elevate them nearer to the glass. As
for vessels for cuttings, we have found nothing better than
small 60-pots, well drained ; and for anj^thing rare that we
wish to root quickly we would merely place a row of cuttings
round the outside of the pot and the head of the cuttings
pointing inwards, and if very anxious we would place a
thumb-pot also in the centre of the 60-pot. We do not
place cuttings near the sides of the pot because we think
there is any peculiar vii-tue in burnt or baked clay, but
because we believe that a hard resisting substance coming
in contact with the swelling tissue (cambium) at the base
of the cutting will cause roots to be sooner emitted. For
general common bedding purposes we fill pots and other
vessels all over. It matters little to us what these vessels
are—wood boxes, semich-cular drain-tiles with pieces of clay
in the ends, old zinc evaporating-pans too worn to hold
water, old spouting of houses too much worn out. Of all

such vessels zinc is best. AYe never met with a plant that
refused to grow in zinc, and therefore nothing can answer
better for going inside vases or ornamental suspended
baskets. These vessels not only enable us to spare pots,

but also to save much time in moving. We have used old

spouting fr'om 2i to 6 inches wide, and the first comes in.

well for very small things. If there ai'e a few holes in the
bottom all the better.

We obtained a good quantity of old sijouting the other
day, partly tin and partly zinc. We knew a lot had been
replaced by new, and thought the tradesman must have re-

moved it, but found it at length placed out of the way as

useless among some high Laurels. Most of it was 5 or

6 inches across, and when setting about cutting it into

lengths we found it had originally been soldered in 2^ feet

lengths, just a handy size for moving about. A Lai-ch

pole was looked out of the suitable diameter, and cut across

in little circles about three-quarters of an inch thick, and
one of these split in the middle, did for filling the two ends of

these pieces of spouting, two tacks through the spouting at

each end keeping the pieces secure enough in theu- place. The
semicii'cles of wood were not placed too near the bottom of
the spout, so as to give plenty of room for drainage. Kough
stuff" was strewn along the bottom of the spout-box, a layer

above not so rough, and then light sandy soil to within half

an inch of the toi). A little sand was scattered over this

and the cuttings inserted. We shall thus have vessels for

many thousands of cuttings from materials which other-

wise would have oxidised into thorough decay, without doing
good to anybody. Such wrecks from plate ii-on, galvanised

iron, tin, &c., answer well enough for temporai'y purposes,

but, as stated above, every plant Ukes zinc. We ai-e unable

to say how long zinc vases^ pots, or propagating-vessels

would last if constantly used, as we have never used them
continuously ; but if those who have used them long would
give us the results of thefr experience, zinc in pretty shapes
might be more employed as vessels for growing plants.

As soon as the weather moderated we were epgaged when
at aU dry, in pruning and shortening Laurel bushes, boun-
daries, &c., as on this ground they ai-e apt to become bare
below, and to get stxmted at the top, when not so treated.

The shoots cut oil' wiU come in for many useful piu-poses

:

the smaller for protection-sticks, &c., and the larger when
the leaves have fallen from them, for pea-sticks, as anything
is better than nothing. The large cuts were all smeai-ed

over with a paint of clay and cowdung. Tliis is a good time
for planting, layering, turf, &o., if that was not done in the
autumn.

Crocus, Tulips, &c., in some cases may want fastening in

the ground, and mice must be looked after. AU things in-
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tended to be forced should be inured to extra heat gradually.

For instance: we have seen Eoses brought from being
plunged out of doors, and at once placed in a hotbed of 80"

to 90*', with a top heat of 60'^. If the plants had first been
moved to a temperature of 50"^, then in ten days, if well

rooted, plunged in a bed of from 70' to 75", and the top
temperature gradually raised to 55° and 60°, there would
have been more chance of good success.

On a border out of doors, as soon as the frost went, we
did what we should have done in November—forked it

sUglitly over, levelled the surface, beat it down, covered it

with half an inch of sand, beat that slightly, and then
dibbed in about l^ inch apart some thousand pieces (with-

out any attempt to make cuttings) of Cerastium tomentosum
and Biebersteini. These we think wUl yet root nicely before

they are wanted, and fresh-planted edgings always look best.

They wiU also fill up vacancies.

We intended ending with some words to window gar-

deners, but beyond m-ging cleanliness in pots, leaves, and
shelves, we find we must defer untU another opportunity.—
E. F.

On Thursday, Janviary 14th, Thos. Dean, a gardener out

of place, was taken before Mr. D'Byncourt, at the Clerken-

weU Police Court, chai-ged with stealing Camellias, Daphnes,
and other flowers, from Mr. Bird's nursery at Stoke New-
ington, and was sentenced to two months hard labour in the

House of Correction.

COVENT GAEDEK MAEKET.—Jan. 23.

la conseq^uence of the unusual mildness of the weather the supply of

out-door vegetables is very good, llroccoli tVom Cornwall, Savoys, Brussels

Sprouts, and Coleworts are plentilul and good; and there is an ample
supply of Endive, Lettuce, ana Taruip Kadishes from France. The
Potato market is still heavy, and there are many interior samples. Uf
Pines there is silU a regatai- supply. Hothouse Grapes, though becoming
more scarce, are sufficient; for the demand. Pears ai'e yet to be had, those
in best condition being Easter lieurre and Beurrd Ranee. Of Apples there
are some very good Newtown Pippins, I^onparciis, and Blenheim Fippms.
Cut flowers chiefly consist of Oichids, Camellias, Pelargoniums, Koiies,

Climese Primulas, Violets, Mignonette, Early Tulips, and. Azaleas.
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Abotiloh STRiiTOU AND BxooNiA FLORiBUNDi (A Constant Header).—
The plant ef which you send flower and leaf is Abutilon striatum. You
may thin It out and tie it closely in as you propose, in order to let in more
light to the plants belovir it. Your BeKonias -will be idl the better of a rest
for two months. Then, to do them j uetice, they ought to have stove heat.

BoiLEK FOR Garden Structures (A Constant Header).—When we
nave seen your boiler we shall be able to form an opinion as to whether the
praises are deserved.

Caiadidm Roots Decaviko (P. P.).—We have not the least doubt that
the roots had been kept too dry before you received them. This is certain
to cause them to become farinaceous, and the roots decay as soon as placed
in contact with moisture, for moisture is necessary to vegetable decom-
position. There is nothing singular in your case. The roots were dead
when you received them, but being dry they appeared fresh ; but their
vital energies were gone, and you only hastened decomposition by placing
them in soil. Caladiums, GIo.\inias, Cyclamens, and many others not
properly true bulbs ought never to become dust dry at the root, not even
when at rest ; but the pots containing them ought to be placed on a damp
floor at that period. Under no circumstances is it wise to take them out of
the pots and store them away on shelves. The keeping Caladiums in too
low a temperature will also cause their decay, and, like death from dryness.
It does not show itself until the bulbs arc placed in a mcister and warmer
atmosphere.

Camellia Bobs FALLiyo (^mn/rar).— Something must be very wrong
with the roots of your plants. The soil mav be sour for want of perfect
drainage, which will undoubtedly destroy the roots, and the buds conse-
quently fall for want of support. S;e to the drainage and make it perfect,
and i( the sou is sodden remove it and replace it with fresh. Have the
plants sufficient light in your large conservatory ? for, if they are made to
form buds in a comparatively dark house, these are inipeifect »nd drop off
because incapable of expanding through the imperfection of their parts.

Fern-s roR SuNNT ASPECT (.dmcrfcw).—We know of few Ferns that will
bear exposure to the powerful rays of the sun. Those most likely are
Polystichum vcstitum proliferum tnd P. angularo piolifernm, Lastrea
glabella and L. acuminata, Doodia (Woodwardia) aspera, Blechnum occi-
dcntale, Lomaria alpina, Pteris serrulata, and Asplenium bulbiferum.
FZEH Manual (Mem).—" The P.eader," the most impartial weekly

critical journal, says that this Manual is the best and cheapest yet pub-

^.^"^^"^ Directions (W. F. C. JT.).—Those who reiuire instructions
in the whole routine of gardening must buy some cheap work of reference
on the subject, such as "The Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary." If in that
there are directions not clearly explained, or if difficulties occur, we are
always ready to answer questions.

Heating a Greenhouse ( Tf-". S.-ooJe)._We are sorry for your dis-
appointment, and more especially as with your furnace and tank and flue
jou have gone to nearly m much expense for your house 19 feet Ion.,- and
6 wide as would have done for one six times the siie. Now as to the ditii-
culties about the tank. The runniog over of the water is owing to your
tank being so small, and too much water in it so as not to permit of the
expaneiou. If 4 inches deep we would advise you not having more thanirom Jg to 3 inches of water, and that will allow room for expansion. We
suspect that notv, alter running over and steaming, the water when cool
stands low in the tank. As to the steaming, you cannot prevent that,more or less, if you make the water very hot, unless you have a fixed top.
Toil speak of iron plate, and either that or slate three-eighths of an inc.-
thick would answer very well. We see no necessity for your laths.
Merely cover the top of your tank sides with re-l or white lead, daub the

tl f,u
"'^"™ °,' ,'^'"° in 'I'e s™e way, and then screw them firmly

together. You could leave a piece-say a foot-at the end, moveabla for ex-am n ing the water .nd taking a little hot when wanted-in gentral 3 inches
TviU be enough. If you put 4 inches, however, secure the sides. Your tank
IS so suiall that with a good fire the pressure must throw up the top. After

?J1 7a^ l'""' ^"^ ™ """• '"'" ""e" * i"'li" of s.nd. For cuttings

.,7^ ,f
""?''"" ""'''''=''= boxes, with glass tops, to set over this

f^„ } J:?^
"'' '""''' '"P ''^"' y" """ 'i'''>e more of the slate covering

tree, and then, to prevent vapour, it would be as well if the top were walerand vapour proof. If you still wanted more top heat you could increasethe B ze of your tank. We think that a small line brought irom the otherend a ong the front, and as now into the chimney, would have been ample
S^ 1,1 . ."'"Pv^'* •

*"" "' ""= '"'"'='• is "'«". ' will be best to use it. Wethink that by the means referred to, you will have abundance of top heat;

i^L„ IT Tk
"«'"' ", '='"'" '''^'' *""^™' ahering the size of the tank, yoilmight take the due along the back of the hou-e and return it to the chim-

liey, and dram-tiles 6 or 8 inches in diameter would do for it. Let us knowHow you get on and if there is anything we can advise you on.
Back Number (J F. W.).-tlo. 90 of our now series can be had by any

7^^\.l ? . ^'""l
'°",'' PMtage stiimps direct to our office, for which youcan have it postage free ?

^

=„^t""^';"*
L'=*\=» Discoloured (Juillee Cnmcllia).—The leaves enclosedappear to US to have been destroyed by an unhealthy atmosphere. The

tJL^"^ f-
''^'^^"^ ^^ ? ^"5' ""'"P- '^ol'i. ^"rt close atmosphere, or by^ater standing on the leaves, or the same dripping from the roof upon

ih! .;„ "'"^P- °' '""' ""^ '™" 'i'" lie^'inB appai atus would also produce

itctir^ .J'"," ' """^ * *"""' oudilion of the soil will, more or less, show

deMdenv „^ ff^
Without further particulars we are unable to speak

°he«niiL,S 1 ^ ""*' ''"" ""lys"?. see that the drainage is perfect,

^nh^ri „ ^1, '"u^'i
''°'' '<'" '^'•S'' "" thoroughly moist, and the atmo:

rf^S /, .r ^ abundant ventilation in mild weather. Keep the fo'iagedry at this season, and let the temperature range from 40° to la".

vo^r'^H^olw?"^,,''"''
^'•°°'"™ U. O. fl-.).-From the height to which

I,n
™'!"'»<^''8 Krojv It 18 evident that they are planted in a very rich

t.!.!,/ c^
°"'^,^"° '"' "'"PP'^'i '""B ''efove they reach 12 and 15 feet in

^M , SP ?''?"' "' ' ''^'"- The soil best suited for them is a deep, dry,ncn soil. Their being left in the ground all wmter should not preventf.em
™Zn'r',r^'T. T'' P'""'". e^iiiently do not require any guano or liquidmanure. Try how stopping them will succeed in making the flowers open.

•nl^lrjr^p ^'"'i'"'^~°*° ""^ °' ™'' readera supply a few fine and healthyplants or Primula farinoaa, scotica, nivalis, and marginata ? If they can,
tet them communicate with B. Uarpur Crewe, En-, Miekleoner, Derby.

Heating a Propaoatino-pit {J. IV. V.). — We presume you have
satisfied yourself as to the heating of the water. We would advise your
being satisfied with 3 or 4 inches of water instead of G. Y'ou will heat it

moro efficiently if an inch pipe from the gas-burner is carried through it.

Your simplest plan, after your proposed wooden supports for the top, would
be to place aacurely on them a plate or covering of galvanised iron, and on
that put 4 or 5 inches of sand for placing the pots in, or plnnging them
shallow or deep, according as you want or obtain much or little bottom
heat. Perhaps the best thing, alter all, would be small charcoal, cither by
itself or mixed with the sand. The dry or moist state ol the plunging
medium would give you dry or moist hcit as wanted, and you might divide

your frame into separate jiieces to secure that object. No doubt you will

find a frame out of doors very nsefnl for the purpose contemplated ; but
such a box, if of a suitable size, placed near a window in a room not nittch

occupied, and with a good aspect, would be found more useful still and
yield a greater amount of pleasure, as you could examine your cuttings,

&c., at all times.

Various {Dart/ord Reader).—Tho Sph£erostema will do well ia peat and
loam in equal proportions, with a little sand, and we'1-drained pota It

requires stove heat. We cannot make out which Puya you mean. Payas
are chiefly from South Americi, and therefore require a waroi stove. Ton
may introduce British Queen Strawberries now, but do not force Ihem
much. If you have any more easily forcing sort, leave out the Queens for

a month yet.

Gtnerium akgenteum in a Pot (A Constant Render) —It will flower

very well in a large pot or tubs, well fed as you propose. Pot it in March.
Large plants in full flower can be lifted in autumn, and are very pieturesque

objects in a conservatory, where it lasts in flower all winder.

Planting Vines in a Greknuousb {Alpha).— It is not too late to plant

the Vines— quite the reverse: April or early in May will be time enough.
Your arrangement will answer perfectly well, and the inside border,

though narrow, is sufficient lo grow strong Vines thi;, year ; and by letting

them out through the brickwork next year to fresb soil they will do well.

Keep the outsiae border lower than the inside one; roots have, especially

in so small a space, always a tendency downwards ; ano it insures the roots

against growing out too deep when the outside border is lower than the

inside one. Keep it a foot lower. For the warm corner plant a Vine of

Tynningliame Muscat; but be sure you get tbat sort true. You could

easily have Grapes this year by getting strong fruiting Vines, .ind planting

them without shaking the roots out of the soil; but, looking at the Vines as

permanent objects, we strongly advise you against fruiting them this

year. Shake them entirely out at planting time, and they will grow much
better than if planted with a matted ball ; and, in such an arrangement, you
need not buy expensive fruiting plants. Your arrangement will do very

well.

Annuals with Saponaria caladrica {Iffnoramus).—There is hardly any
plant of tho same habit as S. calabric i, and you say nothing about how you
wish to arrange them. The following we consider suitable :—Saponaria
calabrica alba, Lobelia speciosa or faxtoniana, Saiivitalia procumbens,
Silene p;ndula, Fenzlia diaiithirtoia, Myosotis palustris or azorica,

AMjioNiACAL Water for Killing Worms on Lawns (X Subscriber).—
One gallon of the water as it generally comes from the gasworks to three

gallons of water will be as strong as your grass will sland it. There is

nothing that we know of so safe and effective for the destruction of green

fly as tobacco-smoking, in the way in which it is usually done. For such

a purpose wo caunot advise you to resort to ammonia instead of tobacco.

The latter, if repeatedly applied, keeps thtips in check and destroys it too.

That ammonia is not only U\ curable to vegetation and destructive to insect

life is certain ; but its application requires great care, especially when the

foliage and shoots of plants are tender. Ammonia is so exceedingly volatile

that it is not necessary to be at much trouble to disengage it. The diffi-

culty is all the other way—to fix it. You have only to apply heat to it.

or strew a little guano on the border or floor of a hothou-e and you will

soom discover ammonia in the air. No doubt corrosive sublimate will kill

worms or anything else; but we would never recommend its use while

so much safer and certain an applicalion as clear lime waler will equally

eflTect tke same end. In all cases wc would advise against the use of strong

poisons while the end can be gained by simpler means. Con-osive sublimate

is too violent a poison to bring much into use among tender plants where
lime answers the same end without the slightest danger.

Carolina supkrba Strawberry Culture (J. jr. J'. A'.}. — The clayey

soil you name is very suitable for the growth of the Strawberry, but the

Carolina superba is lather a delicate v,iriety, and requires caieful culti-

vation to have it in jiertection. Kei^arding the imperfect ripening of the

fruit, that is not uncommon in this variety, for, under ordinary circum-

stances, the fruit generally comes green at the point. We should advise a
deeply-trenched piece of rich soil that had been well manured the previous

season. Plant in beds 4 feet wide, and allow the runners to fill the beds

moderately thick. Do not disturb the beds alterwards while they remain
in a good contlition, hut merely clean the plants in the spring, and top-

dress them with cow-manure. Tie-up the fruit-stems to small sticks as

soon as the fruit is set, which will greatly promote the colouring and
ripening of the fruit.

Names of Fruits (T. O. S.).— 1, Reinctte du Canada; 2, Winter Green-
ing or Flench Crab ; 11, Norfolk Bccting ; 4, Cox's Orange Pippin.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

POLTLTEY AND REFINEMENT;
OB, A VISIT TO A LADY POULTEY-FANCIBR.

Poultry and refinement ! I fancy I hear somo stray
reader of this part of the Journal (perhaps one who takes it

in for tho flower intelligence only) exclaim—" What possible
connection can these two words, ' Poultry and Eefinement,'
have with each other P Flowers and refinement I can under-
stand, but jjoiiWry and refinement ! Well, indeed, I wonder
what next !"
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Or, suppose a mere chance eye (eye to be caught and held,

good friend), glances at these pages, and sees the two words

at the head of this article, the eye of one who knows nothing

of the love of poultry—one of the uninitiated, who only re-

gards fowls as mere cooks and hens, or, perhaps, an absolute

hater of poultry—such a one, not very good in his ortho-

graphy, I heard exclaim, " Ah ! fowl, a nasty bird that will

eat any dirt. I believe the word ' fowl ' was given because it

is such a foul creature." Now, such persons would, doubt-

less, laugh the laugh of incredulity at the words " Poultry

and Refinement."
Wait awhile, please, until I have proved my case. But,

first, I am free to confess that a very great number of per-

sons in the world (so much the worse for them and it) do
consider poultry a mere affair of cocks and hens, with some
comfortable palatable thoughts of poached eggs and roast

chickens. As to the beepers of poultry, such people imagine
to themselves stout farmers' wives, themselves stout, shout-

ing with provincial accent to equally stout maids-of-all-

work, " Now, gals, have you sarved they troop of chickens ?
"

and, then they see, in thought, a motley lot of long-legged
fowls running and flying to the words " Chick, chick, chick,"

or here, in Wiltshire, " Coop, coop, coop."
These, I am aware, are barbarous ideas, which may well

send a quiver of horror through the Bingley Hall enthusiasts;

and, indeed, I apologise most humbly to my poultry peers

for unnerving them, but I believe they are true nevertheless.

However, let us hasten to something better.

One glorious day last summer I found myself, by special

invitation, on the road to a lady poultry-fancier's residence
a few miles from " the Queen of the West "—the fair city of
Bath. Every one who has once been in Bath can never for-

get its beauties ; no city or town in England, I venture to

say, can be compared to it. But it has another advantage,
in my eyes at least—viz., that the villages around it are
for the most part thoroughly primitive villages, not, as is

too often the case with villages lying near a large town,
mere inferior imitators of their great neighbour, abound-
ing often with shabby terraces, and, like humble people
irho ape their betters, only succeeding in making them-
selves look ridiculous. Give me the thorough English village

vmtownised (to coin a word), and, if possible, owned by large
proprietors, who are not so hard-up or destitute of taste as to
cut off all the lower branches, aye ! and sometimes the higher-
up branches, too, of the trees, leaving mere long poles with
a wisp of leaves at the top. These wretched trees look like

nothing so much as huge besoms stuck on end for the first

giant that passes by to take in hand and march off witli on
his shoulder. Indeed, I would venture, by the appeai-ance of
the trees, to decide at a glance in passing through it whether
a country belongs to large ijroprietors, or small and poor
ones. I was led to these thoughts by the pleasure it gave
me to see as I neared this village just t'ae contrary to all

this. A noble park stretched to the right, another to the
left, while elder and oak branches crossed the road I was
travelling by, forming Nature's gothic arches. A tug up
this hill, a quick trot on, and I am in the village, with its

true village (not town) street, with cottages here and there
lying farther back still and peeping at us through their
" nooks of leaves." There, before me, stood a true ivy-
mantled church tower ; there, to the left of me, the village
school—yes, and a troop of noisy girls and boys (G-od bless
them every one), just burst out of school (it was twelve
o'clock), for a good game of play. The house I sought, itself

rose-and-evergreen-covered, lay near. I knew it was the
right house ; lor, as the carriage entered the great gates, I
caught a glimpse of a large pigeon-dwelUng occupying half
the courtyard, wood-roofed, andgalvanised-iron-wired at the
sides, and I beheld a Dorking cock and his ladies heavily
walking about, as prize Dorkings are wont, an exhibition in
themselves.
But now, before you enter the house with me, good, I also

hope, in many cases, fair reader, let me tell the especial
reason which formed the attraction in my visit. The lady
owner, a well-known poultry-fancier and successful exhibitor,
had, I understood, been many years an invalid. One chief
cause of this was a want of constant employment—of a daily
object in life. "Every one needs an occupation," said Sir
Charles Napier, the conqueror of Soinde ; "a garden will do,
but better still if it has a hayfield next to it. I was never

,

so happy, no, not when a great man in India, as I was that

summer in England when getting in my hay." Man, aye,

and woman too, does needs an occupation. As a shrewd

doctor said to an idle man, full of imaginary complaints,

" Go home, sir, and earn a shilling a-day, and live on it."

And here was a lady, who, lacking constant occupation, was

an invalid; but twelve years ago she became a poultry-

fancier, and, of course, became also absorbed in the pursuit,

making a business of it, and she has now perfectly recovered

her health. Let no cynic say, "Were there no poor to visit?

no children to take an interest in?" There were, and they

were visited, and more, entertained summer and winter at

pretty out-door and in-door fHes according to the season.

But an active lady, let her be ever so active among the

poor, if living in a small village, cannot have her time fuUy

occupied. But a truce to argument, let us enter the hos-

pitable door. On the drawing-room table lay, amidst photo-

graphic albums and pretty books, the last Number of The
Journal of Hokticdltuke. A talk on its contents broke

the ice of strangership ; then, " Had I seen such and such a

work on poultry?" "No." Then "Would I like to have

a look at it?" "Certainly." A little time alone, and the

cooing in the coui'tyard was too attractive to let an old

Pigeon-fancier sit still, so I followed the sound, and was

busy deciding, to my own satisfaction at least, the respective

merits of a group of Fantails, when the dinner-bell rang.

The welcome meal dispatched, and then a stroU through the

garden, on a wide long lawn sloping away firom the house

and village, with a view of the well-wooded park on the

opposite hiU, whUe a river and railway ran along the dividing

valley. "What! Dorking chicks in a flower garden! My
dear friend, how do you manage?" "But, 'Wiltshire

Eectok,' do you not see that my beds are few and large ?

and see the galvanised wire surrounding them." "True,

and you have similarly fenced-in your borders too." " Yes,

and so no harm to my flowers ; and the standard roses are

high, so that the flowers may be gathered readily." I must

say the garden looked little the worse for its live stock or

its wii-e-enclosing. " Oh ! so you have Black Ducks in the

garden too
! " " Yes, and I was so vexed lately ; for, having

parted with my regular poultry woman, I left those Ducks,

which I wished to be very small, in charge of a new woman,

and I told her not to overfeed them. She, mistaking my order,

fed them constantly ; and when I returned home met me with

a smQing face and ' Please, ma'am, I have fed the Ducks up
well, and they are grown uncommon, and will be just fit for

the peas.' Fancy my vexation
!

"

A turn to the left brought us into the afore-twioe-mentioned

courtyard and to the Pigeons. The building containing

these birds was divided into compartments each with its

door, and afar, near the wall, its warm nest-boxes ; then a

space in each for exercise, with perches, round centre stone

table, and bath. One department contained Turbits, another

Nuns, another some of the best Fantails in Somersetshire,

thriving little Dorsetshire into the bargain; another Jaco-

bins, and so on.

In a vacant space in the courtyard stood a glazed little

building, or rather a large-sized chicken-coop, for rearing

very early chickens on, I believe, Mrs. Fergusson Blair's

plan. Then, it being now late in the afternoon, some Cochins

were parading for then- half-day's exercise, the Dorkings

having been shut up. We next crossed a road, came to-

another garden, poultry-yard, and paddock. Here we found

a large flock of prize Turkeys, monstrous fellows ; I should

not like to be the servant to carry such to table. Here,

also, were some Game Bantams. I had not seen all, but

was conducted up the village, then down a little lane, which

brought us to a pet of an old cottage, with its garden in

front and backyard, half-yard half-pasture. This was the

walk for the Dorking and Cochin pullets. By-the-by, was

not this a nice way of putting a little money into the hands

of a thrifty, careful, trusty cottage wife ? Surely it wae.

Back again thi-ough the village, taking a peep into the church,

recently and handsomely restored ; then a stroU round the

churchyard, in which were the monuments of the deceased

members of the family who had owned the manor for many
generations, and whose present head sits in Parliament, and

back again to the house of my hostess. On our way we met

the tidy little maiden, who is on the trot all day with food

for the different birds--these fed (for Miss breeds for
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weight rather than feather) at one time, those at another,

and so on. Here was an occupation for a deserving girl out

of a large and poor family.

The evening came on, a cup of tea, aad then, as the best

pleasures are seemingly most shortlived, away Bath-wards.
But not away until wai-m thanks for kind hospitality received,

and another invitation were given; then, indeed, farewell to

my good entertainer and her pets, and her pretty village.

And I said to myself, " Is there no other lady in England,
now an invaUd, who might not profit in body and mind by
becoming a poultry-fancier?" and on I went, repeating the

words of Rogers

—

" This day
Shall heDce be called a 2chitc day in ay life.'*

Now, stray reader, chance peruser, I ask in triumph after

reading this true narrative. Can you not understand the

connection between Poultkt and Kefinement P—^Wilt-

shire Kectok.

JUDGING POULTEY.
There has been much said and written of late on judging

in private or public. Of covu-se, we are interested in that
as on aU poultry matters. Placed in whatever light it may
be, we object to the presence of any of the public, or of any
one not necessarilj' present in discharging duty whUe the
Judges are performing theu-s. It was said years ago, that
the halcyon time for Judges would be when every man was
capable of filling that office, and of necessity would, when
aiU exhibitor, acquiesce in decisions that were plain to him.

But reasonable as that may seem, it is expecting too much
of human natiure. The spectator and the defeated exhibi-

tor standing side by side and looking at the same pen are

very diiferent men. One views it calmly, and looking at the
class approves the decision, qualifying his opinion by saying
he is not a judge. The other says, "He is a judge," and pro-

ceeds to canvass and impugn the decision that has been un-
fe,vourable to him. It is unquestionable that disappointment
is at the bottom of the dissatisfaction. Ownership is as

blind as love. It sees faults thu-ty leagues off, it views
merits through a microscope. " If you are weak in evidence,

abuse the plaintiff," were the instructions given to the de-

fendant's counsel. " Ifmy birds are not perfect," says an ex-

hibitor, "all the others are worse." Judges are not perfect.

We never impugn their honesty ; and unless proof can be
brought to justify an open accusation, an inuendo is an
unmanly slander. Nothing that is criminal or dishonest

should be concealed or sheltered for any reason or under any
pretence. But the best-intentioned Judges are not always
competent, and the most competent will sometimes make a
mistake. Both these occasion much iinkind comment. The
birds that were so highly spoken of, and won so easily at

Eudley-cum-Pipes, were not even commended at Eatanswill

;

yet the same Judge, or Judges, officiated at both. The
competition is not, however, spoken of. Very often the

previous triumph has much to do with the subsequent defeat.

The freshness and bright condition are strong points in

favour of the new antagonists. 3Iany of our readers will be
familiar with a quotation,

*' Here lies Bombastes, stout of heart and limb.

"Who conquered all but Fusbos ; Fuabos him."

And so even with the best bu'ds. There wUl be a time when
they must succumb to younger ones; and there will be
periods of fatigue in their career when they wiU be beaten
from sheer exhaustion. Judging is not easy under the cii--

cumstances, nor is the office sought after or coveted by
those most competent to exercise it. How much, however,
would its difficulties be increased if its duties were to be dis-

charged in the presence of the public ! If now at places

where every possible precaution is taken, some exhibitors

spare neither time nor trouble to find a peg to hang a charge
upon, what would be done when the presence of the public

in the immediate neighboui-hood of the Judges enabled
people to say they saw the successful exhibitor speaking to

or making signs to one of the Judges ? We agree with
Puff, it is a feature where a man like Lord Burleigh comes
forward and shakes his head, and it is impossible to estimate
the importance of a nod or a wink to a Judge at the critical

moment. It may mean " How d'ye do ? " or it may be an
answer to a look of inquiry as to the ownership of a pen.

The long discussion there has been as to the admittance
of the public at Birmingham has led us to make inquiry of

the strictest nature into the fact. We are enabled to state

positively :

—

There was no admission to the poultry while the

Judges were on the premiseSy and they did not leave till all theit

duties ivere over.

This does not alter our opinion that the admission of the
public under any circumstances is a mistake.

PEIVATE MAEKLSGS OP EXHIBITION GAME
FOWLS.

Whex public attention has recently been so strongly di-

rected to the markings of Game fowls, kept expressly for

exhibition, a few observations on the subject may not, at
least by a portion of your poultry readers, be deemed ill-

timed.
I am fully aware, by my own experience, that to object at

all to this practice causes very irksome feelings to those
persons who make it an invariable rule to mark all their

Game fowls, and that this objection, from one who like my-
self has so frequently officiated as a poultry Judge, only
makes any such remonstrances even the more unpalatable.

When, several years back, I publicly advised the discon-

tinuance of this practice, as laying the foundation of con-
tinuous disputes so far as poultry exhibitions alone were
concerned, I at once received a large number of letters from
various breeders, stating their private marks on Game cocks
it was impossible to dispense with, and assigning as the
reason, "when Game cocks' feathers had been trimmed for

fighting, if two such birds, after a long battle, happened to

be both of the same variety, the " cockers " who fought them,
would—if the slightest possibility of such a chance arose

—

each lay claim to the living cook, and deny the identity and
consequently the ownership of " the dead one." I do not
dispute the cogency of this argument, or want of honour as

to the "pit;" but I withhold any concun-ence whatever of
my own, when applied exclusively to the exhibition of Game
cocks. In the latter case, "private" marks, as they are

sometimes called, soon become sufficiently public to arrest

attention ; and to invoke the strongest after-remarks in too

many cases, among those exhibitors whose misfortune it

then is to be disappointed of obtaining prizes. It certainly is

not my desire to inveigh at all against marking Game cocks

for the cock-pit ; but I cannot, therefore, concede that the

more peaceable recreation of simply exhibiting such fowls, is

to be laid open to the most unjust suspicions in support of

praotioes the law itself declares illegal and punishable, and
which, however fondly looked for, is not, as yet, nearly

suppressed.
Again : if marked only, as some say, to prevent theft, or

to aid the recovei-y of such birds if stolen ; surely it will not
be denied, as out-of-the-way, in fairness to all amateurs,

that Dorkings, Spanish, in fact, every variety, should possess

a similar advantage. I weU know the public feeling of our

poultry exhibitors is, almost invariably, strongly opposed to

such an interference as to marking other breeds of fowls, so

as to render them recognisable when in the show-pen. Why,
then, this exclusive privOege to the Game cock ?

By a timely provision, just now, it could be easily so ar-

ranged, that Game cocks at a future fixed time sliould not

be available for compeiition as show birds, when openly

marked, as we so frequently see them at exhibitions. This

would be no infi'actiou of the rules of those persons whose
tastes incline to cock-fighting ; and I am assured it would
render om- poultry shows, in reference to the Game classes,

of an infinitely more satisfactory character than now appears

to be the order of the day.

My own opinions thus openly expressed, with all due
deference to those of others, have been more forcibly than

ever urged upon me by a paragrajA in yom- valued Journal

of the 10th inst., from the pen of an entire stranger to

myself, a Mr. Williams ; and although determined not to

enter into the disagreements of the Messrs. Hindson and
Williams, I feel I cannot let it justly pass unnoticed. Mr. Wil-

liams -wiites, "The private mark so much spoken of is not

Mr. Hiudson's." The matter to be regretted, both for the

sake of the best interests of the Birmingham Show and
also the parties themselves, appears to me rather that these
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fowls were marked at all. Mr. Williams proceeds to say,

" There were other fowls at Birmingham similarly " marked,
and one a winner." This is a mistake, if the rather vague
expression " similarly marked " really is intended to convey

the meaning commonly supposed. At the request of a large

number of exhibitors long prior to the cards of "disquali-

catiou " being put up, I rigidly examined every Game cock

throughout the Exhibition, and a second time by gaslight.

The fact was this : Many, very many, were " similarly

marked," so far as marking the nostril only, but none with

the same formed outs as those in the three disqualified pens

;

fcut those three cocks were marked all alike.

No amateur regrets more sincerely than myself that any
break of good feeling to the injury of poultry shows should

arise ; and it is quite foreign to my purpose to enter into

any discussion of whose marks those alluded to might be.

I only maintain what I feel to be the error—that such marks
should have been in a show-pen at all ; and I trust the day
is not far distant when visibly marked Game cooks will be
discarded from competition altogether.

—

Edwabd Hewitt,
E<ien Cottage, Sparkbrooh, Birmingham.

JEDBUEGH EXHIBITION OF POULTEY.
The Jedbui-gh Exhibition of poultry ranks among the

oldest of the Scottish shows. This year the entries of

poultry alone amounted to 398 pens ; of Pigeons there were
119 entries ; and of Canaries and other smaU birds, about
70 pens. This extensive entry was of course a great element
in the making up of a very good show ; and we need scarcely

add, the competition was far greater in the classes generally,

than has ever been met with in Scotland at any previous
show held within that portion of the United Kingdom.
The Show was well managed, and the fowls were carefully

attended to ; but if the awards could be entered upon at an
earlier hour of the day it would be a decided improvement.
We are told, however, that the arrival of the trains prohibits

so doing. Tie Jedburgh Corn Exchange is a building very
well fitted for the reception of some five or six hundred pens,

and the plans of the Couftuittee proved they had carefully

arranged their Exhibition so as to make the best display
possible.

Spanish were good, and the silver cup was obtained by
Mr. Rodbard, with a pen of birds folly upholding the world-
wide credit of that gentleman's strain. In Spanish chickens
the second prize fell to the lot of the same yard. Mr.
Cannan's fixst-prize Spanish chickens were a very superior
lot, and even the third-prizes in these classes were far

better than ordinary. In the Dorking classes, somewhat
Tinexpectedly, the Silver Greys were most numerous and of
especial excellence, so much so as far to exceed the late

shows of even Manchester in this particular breed, although
at the latter exhibition a special set of prizes were given
the Silver Greys, in classes exclusively d;voted to them. It

is open to serious question whether so many really first-rate

Silver Grey Dorkings were ever before present at any single
poultry exiubition. Besides being able to maintain their
position in mixed classes (for colour), these birds both in
size ajid purity of feather obtained a rather extensive
mastery on the pi-ize list. They appear to be general favour-
ites in this locality, and most deservedly so. In Cochins,

Mr. Shorthose, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, held the sway, so far

as to secure not less than three first prizes for birds of this

variety. Some very good birds belonging to local amateurs
were also prizetakers. In Game the competition was ne-
cessarily most severe, when we state the lact that Messrs.
Adams, BiUing, Boys, Fletcher, Julian, and several others of
our most noted Game-breeders were the rivals. Strange to
say, Mr. Smith, the well-known Turkey-breeder, of Breeder
HiUs, Grantham, took the sUver cup for Game fowls with an
admirable pen of Brown Reds, amidst the hottest competi-
tion. Each of the other named individuals were also winnera ;

wonderfully good pens could alone take even a remote chance
of winning. The Game fowls were quite a leading feature
of the Show, whilst not a few Scottish amatem-s were evi-
dently puzzled at the marvellous condition of most of the
English specimens, and the perfection in which the Game
fowls were placed before the pubHc. In this always-im-
portant respect we do not doubt our Scotch friends will, in

a few years hence, strive to enter the lists evenhanded.
The Spangled varieties of Hamburghs were decidedly supe-
rior to the Pencilled ones, the fo.'mer breeds of either colours

being unusually first-rate. The .Game Bantams were a good
class, but all three prizes were secured by Black Reds, the

other varieties of feather being badly shown. In the Ban-
tams for "Any other variety except Game," the Blacks

stood highest, though a better collection of SUver-laced

Sebrights are very rarely seen than those exhibited. This

leads to a brief mention of a " Sweepstakes for single Ban-
tam cocks," bringing out more than forty entries. Here a
splendid Silver Grey Game Bantam of Mr. Shorthose's, of

Newcastle-on-Tyne, easily won first place, while second and
third prizes were both taken by Silver Sebrights. We can

scarcely call to mind so good an entry in a Bantam cock

sweepstakes at any previous show we have yet visited.

Both the Turlceys, Geese, and Duels, were of a highly su-

perior character to those seen at most local shows. Mr.
Smith's Cambridge Turkeys were admirable, and were
universally noticed. The Geese were not less praiseworthy,

and here Lord Binning exhibited a pen of Toulouse Geese,

the first prize weighing upwards of 50 lbs. the coviple. By
a strange coincidence, all six jiens that composed the class

for Geese were Grey ones ; and not a pen otherwise than

superior could be selected. The White Aylesbury Ducks,

and the Rouens, were both very capital classes.

We must briefiy draw attention to Mr. Harry Adams'
Black Red Game cock, that was winner in competition with

a host of Brown Reds in the single Game cock class. Such
a bu-d is only very rarely seen ; and the other two prizes fell

to pai'ticularly good specimens of Brown Reds.

The Pigeons formed a good feature of the Show.
Among the Canaries were exhibited two male Linnets, en-

tirely white. In both these birds was a strange peculiarity,

when it is remembered they were perfect Albinos. Though
the bOls, feet, and legs, were wholly white, as we anticipated

they would be—and not the slightest admixture of colour

sullied the purity of their feathers—the eyes were entirely

black. In every other entire sports to wliiteness we have
yet met with, the eyes were either red or pink.

The Committee carried out their rules of exclusion of aU
intruders altogether regardless of personality in every

instance—a plan that always gives confidence, and increases

public favour. This rule cannot become too general.

Spanish.—Silver Cup, J. R. Rodbard, Aldwiok Court, Wrlngton, near

Bristol. Second, W. Bruce, St. Leonard's Bank, Perth. Tliird, J. Short-

hose, Shieldfield Green, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Commended, Sir J. Don
Wauchope. Bart , Edmonstone. Dalkeith ; Mrs. Fraser, Hartrigge, Jed-

burgh. C'/iicAcM.—First, W. Cannan, Bradford. Second, J. K. llodbard.

Third, W. MeSf. New Market, Aberdeen. Highly Commended, \V. Sime,

Orchard. Cambm ; Miss B. Ridpath, Causewayside, Edinburgh. Com-
mended, T. Ogilvie, Jedburgh.

DOE.'iiNG.— First, J. Curror, Comi'iston, Edinburgh (Silver). Second,

Lord Binning, Mellerstain, Kel'o. Third, J. Anderson, Ruthven House,
Meigle (Silver Grev). Highly Commended, J. Dalr.vrople, Wester Langlee,

Galashiels; Sir D. Baird, Bart., Newbyth, Preatonkirk; Sir J. DonWauchope,
Edinonatonc ; J. Macaulay, Edinburgh (Silver). Commended, W. Sime,

Orchard, Cainbus. Chickens.—Y\Yii, Miss Milne, Otterbarn, Kelso (Silvsr

Grey). Second, J. Anderson (Silver Grey). Third, J. Jardine, Arkleton,

EweF, Dumfriesi-hira. Highly Commended, J. Steel, Kelso; J. Jardine.

Commended, W. Sime ; Sir D. Baird, Bart. ; Sir J. Don Wauchope, Bart.

;

R. Kerss, Mounteviot, Jedburgh ; Lord Binning. Pullets.—S\rit, J. Ander-
son (Silver). Second, W. Sime. Third, C. i'ea>e, Darlington. Highly Com-
mcnde'l, J. Jardine. Commended, T. L. Jackson, Bush of Ewes, Dumfries-

shire ; Miss Milne (Coloured).

CocHiN-CaiNA— First, J. Bhorthose, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Second, C. A.
Loclihart, West Bridge, Kirkcalily. Third. E. Smith, Middltton, Manchester.

Highly Commended and Commended, Miss E. A. Aglionby, Grasmere.

Chiikcnu.—Vn-sX, J. Shorthose. Second, F. W. Earle, Edenhurst, Prescot.

Tiiirrt, Mrs. Kemp, Midcalder, Edinburgh. Highly Commended, E. Smith ;

Commanded, Mrs. Kemp.
Brahjia Pootka.—First, Misi Purves, Castlegate, Jedburgh. Second,

R. Story, Jedburgh. Third, Mrs. H. Barclav, Kinross. Highly Com-
mended, Mrs. H. Barclay; W. M. Painter, Jedburgh; J. Grey, Jan.,

Greenlaw, Berwickshire. Commended, W. Murdoch, Bonnyrigg; Mrs.

Purriom, Ewster Wooden, Roxbnrgiisliire.

Game (Black' or Brorpn Reds).—First and Cup, J. Smith, Breeder Hills,

Gr.intham. Second, H. Adams. Beverley, Yorkshire. Third, J. Fletcher,

Stoneclough, near Manchester. Highly Commended, H. M. Julian, Beverley,

Yorkshire ; A. Perkins, Darlington ; H. Adams ; M. Billine. jun.. Gravelly

Hill, Birmingha'-n. Commended, J. Brougb, Carlisle ; J. Wood, Moat House,

near Wigan ; Miss J. A. Akroyd, Bradford; Lord Binning, Mellerstain;

W. Boyes, Beverley, Yorkshire.
Game (Duckwing) —First, M. Billing, jun.. Gravelly Hill, Birmmgham.

Second, T. J. Charlton, Manningham, Bradford. Third, H. Snowden, Great

Horton, Bradford.
Game (Anv other varie)y\— First, M. Billing, jun., Birmingham. Second,

n. Adams, Beverlev (Pled). Third, J. Brougb, Carlisle (Black). Chickens.

First, M ss J. A. Akrojd, Bradford. Stcond. H. Adams (Bed). Third, J.

Ander.on, Meisle. Highly Commended, J. Cleminsc n. Darlington (Brown

Red). Commended, H. Wilsb, EJinljurgh (Black Bed); J.Wood, Moat
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Hoase, near Wigan ; H. Snowdeo, Great Horton, Bradford; H.M.Julian,
Beverley (Ked) ; A. Perkint, Darlinpton (Browu Red) ; M. Billing, jun.

Hamburgu (Silver-Bpangled).—Silver Cup, H. Belion, Gilstead, Bmgley,
Yorkshire. Second, F. L. Roy, Nenthom. Third, Mrs. hraser, Hartrigge,
Jedburgh. Commended, Mi^s Purvee, Caetlegatc, Jedburgh.
Hambuhoh (Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Beldun, Gilateiid, Biogley, Se-

COndf MisB E. A. Aglionby, Grosoiere. Third, Miss II. Scott, Ancrum House.
Hambuhoh (Golden-spangled).— Firtl, W. Cheyne, Selkirk. Second. H.

BeHon, Gilstead, Bingley. Third, C. Anderson, Nenthom, Keleo.
Hamburgh (Golden-pencilled).—First, W. Mvff, New JI;irket, Aberdeen.

Second, S. Sniitli, Northowram, Halifiix. Third, Miss E. E. Wallace,
Aberdeen. Commended, J. M'Innes, Paisley.

Bantams (Game).— first, K. M. Stark, Hull. Second, Messrs. G. T. Allan
and J. Johnston, Dcptford, Sundeiland. Third, W. J. Routledge, Aber-
deen. Highly Commended, E. Brown, Sheffield. Commended, J. Stainsby,
Sunderland ; J. Anderson, Meigle ; W. Mabun, jun., Castlegate, Jedburgh;
C. W. Brlerley, Middleton, Manchester.
Bantams (Any variety).— Fh'st, K. M. Stark, Hull (Black). Second,

J. Anderson, Meigle (Silver-laced). Third, F. L. Roy, Nenthorn, Keleo
(Silver-laced). Highly Commended, K. M. Stark (Silver-laced); C. A.
Lockhart, Kirkcaldy (Sebriglits). Commended, F. L. Roy (Gold-laced).
Geese (Grey and Mottled or Wjiite).— First, Lord Binning, Mollerstain.

Second, T. E. Boog, Tythehouse, Roxburghshire. Third, Mrs. Bell. Mareh-
cleugh, Roxburghshire. Highly Commended, S. Swan, Bush, Roxburgh-
shire; C. Pe-ise, Darlington.
Ducks (White Aylesbury).— First, MisR W. Oj^ilvv, Meigle. Second,

R. M. Stark, Hull Third, S. Swan, Bush. Hiyhly Commended, Miss H.
Scott, Ancrum House ; J. A. S. E. Fair, Gilliestongues ; Lord Binning,
Mellerstain. Commended, A. 0. Swan, Bush ; J. James, Samieston.
Ducks (Rouen).—First and Third, Mia. Elliot, Hyndhope. Second, Mi.'s

Purves, Jedburgh. Highly Commended, J. Andert^oii, Meigle; J. S.

Dudgeon, Spylaw. Commended, T. E. Boog, Tythehuuse ; G. Douglas,
Hyndhope ; C. Pease, Darlington.
DccKS (Any other variety).—First, W. Sime, Orchard, Cambus. Second,

Miss Purves, Jedburgh (Mallards). Third, K. M. Stark, HuU. Commended,
F. W. Earle, Prescoi (Black East Indian) ; J. K. Jessop, HuU (East Indian.)
TusKE'ss.— First and Second, J. Smith, Breeder HiUt, Grantham. Third,

J. James, Samiestou. Poults.—Fiistj J. Smith. Third, C. Pease, Darling-
ton. Second withheld.
Any otuer Variety of Poultry.—First and Third, J. A. S. E. Fair,

GiUiestongue (White Dorking). Second, R. M. Stars, HulUBlack Polands).
Commended, H. Beldon, Gilstead, Bingley (Polands).

SINGLE COCKS.
" Spanish. — First, H. Beldon, Gilstead, Bingley. Second, T. Ogilvie,

Jedburgh. Third, S. Corner, Fulwell, Monkwearmouih. Commended,
J. Shorthose, Newcastle-on-Tyuc.
Dorking. —First, Countess deFlahauU, TuUyallan Castle. Second. Mrs.

Elliot, Hyndhope. 't'hird, Mins II. Scott, Ancrum House. Highly Com-
mended, J. A. S. E. Fair, GiUiestongue.
Cochin-China.—First, J. Shorthose, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Second, Miss

Milne, Otterburn, Kelso. Tnird, li. Charters, Kalemoutb. Highly Com-
mended, Mrs. DickeoB, Kelso; J. Shorthose, Comnienned, E. Smith.
Game.— First, H. Adams, Beverley. Second, W. Boyes, Beverley. Third,

J.Anderson, Meigte. Highly C-mimended, W. Eiistun, Jedburgli; G. W.
Einns, Darlington; G. C. Whitwell, Kendal; H. Adams. Commended,
"W. Easton ; A. Perkins, Darlington; M. Billing, jun., Gravelly Hill, Bir-
mingham ; J. A S. E. Fair, Gilliestongues.
HAHBuRGn.— First, Miss Purves, Jedburgh. Secoud,H. Beldon, Gilstead,

Bingley. Third, J. U. Somner, Jedburgh.
Tdrkey.— Fii^t, C. Pease, Darlington. Second, J. James, Samieston.

Third, Lord Binning, Mellerstain.
Sweepstakes for Banta:m8.—First. J. Shorthose, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Second, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. Third, J. Anderson, Meigle. Highly
Commended, W. Oliver, Jedburgh; F. L. Roy, Nenthorn. Commended,
A. Hunter, Burnwynd, Jedburgh ; II. Cleaver, Melrose.

SELLING CLASS.
Ant Age OR Variety.— First, J. Shorthose, Newcastle-on-Tyne (Spanish),

Second, J. Barton, jun., Jedburgh (Black Red Game). Third, F. L. Roy,
Nenthorn, Kelao iSilver-epangled). Highly Commended, J. A. S. E. Fair,

Gilliestonyues, lioxbuighshire (Aylesbury Duck) ; H. M. Julliun, Beverley,
Yorkshire (Game); Mrs. H. Barclay, Kinross (Dorkings) ; J. S. Dudgeon,
Spylaw, Kelso (Dorkings); W. Gray, Darlington (Partridge Cochin-China)

;

E. Smith, Middleton (Cochin-Cbina) ; J. Henry. Mounteviot, Jedburgh
(Spanish J. Commended, G. J. Har\ey, Jedburgh (Black Red Game
Bantams) ; Miss J. A. Aykrokd, Bradford, Yorkshire (Game) ; G. RitcNie,

Selkirk (Silver-spangled Hamburghs) ; li. R. Tulip, MonkwearnioutU
(Golden-pencilled Hamburghs).

COTTAGERS' PRIZES.
Any Class,— First, R. Charters, Kalemouih (Cochin-Uhinaj. Second,

J. Scott, Ancrum (Manorkles). Third, D. Young, Canongate, Jedburgh
(Brown Red). Highly Commended, A. Henderson, Dunion, Jedburgli

(Dorkioes). Commended, W. Laidluw, Sharplaw, Jedburgh (Black Red
Game Bantams) ; J. Bell, WiUiescrook, Jedburgh (Spanish).

PIGEON'S.
Tubiblers (Almond).—Highly Commended, H. Yardley, Market Place,

Birmintihaiii.
Tumblers (Any other variety). —First, J. Bell, Newcastle -on-Tync (Kites).

Second, J. R. .Jcssop, Hull. Third, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Highly
Commended, R. Pickering, Carlisle. Commended, H. Beldon, Gilstead,

Bingley, Yorkshire.
Fantails.— First, Lord Binning, Mellerstain (White). Second, T. C.

Taylor, Middletburouah, Yorkshire. Third, H. Beldon, Yorkshi.'e. Highly
Commenaed. T. C. Taylor. Commended, J. R. Jesssop ; M. E. Jobling,
Barras Bridge, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
PowTERS.— First and Third, M. Sanderson, Edinburgh (Blue and White).

Second, E. Brown, Sheffield. Highly Commended, J. Luis, Edinburgh
(Blue). Commended, H. Beldon,
Ndnb.— Fust, F. Key, Beverley. Second, H. Beldon. Third, Lord Binning,

Highly Commended, J. U. Somner, Jedburgh. Commended, A. Goodfelbw,
jun., Wildcatgate.
Owls.- First, M. E. Jobling. Second, II. Yardloy, Birmingham. Third,

J, Bell, Nfewcabtle-OD-Tyne. Commended, M. E. Jobling.

TORBiTa.—First aud becond, W. Veiich, jun., Jedburgh (Red and Blue)

Third, T. C. Taylor (Blue). Highly Commended, F. Key. Beverley. Com-
mended, H. Beldon ; J. Luis, Edinburgh (Red). (A splendid class).
Jacobins.— First and Third, T. Ellrington, Woodmansev, Beverley.

Second, W. Veitch, jun. Highly Commended, Lord Binning (White). Com.
mended, J. R. Jesaup, Hull.
Any other Variety.- First, R. Pickering, Carlisle (Carriers). Second,

Misrt Purves, 48, Castle^ate (Black Barbs). Third, W. Veitch, jun., Jed-
burgh (Trumpeters). Highly Commended, Lord Binning (Blue Priests).
Commended, H. Beldon; M. E. Jooling (Swallows and MagpiesJ. (Extra
fine cla^s).

SELLING CLASS FOR PIGEONS.
Any Variety.— FiiKt, F. Key, Beverley (Turbits). Second, J. Riddell,

Keleo (Barbs). Third, J. R. Robinson, Sunderland{ YellowTurbits). Highly
Commended, M. E. Jobling (Helmits). Commended, J. R. Jessop, Hall;
Mies Collier, Jedburgh (Vellow Owla); J. Gray, jun., Greenlaw, Ber-
wickshire (.White Dragons).

CANARIES.
Scotch Fancy.— re^/oiw Cock. — First and Second, R. Ballantine, Ha-

wick. Highly Commended, T. Hope, Jedaurgh. Commended, M. Gray,
Jedburgh. i/('?i.— First, W. Lewis, S.rlkirk. Second. J. Kemp, Gahishiels,
High y Commended, R. Swan*ton, Jedburgh. Buff' Cock.—FiT:<U R Ballan-
tine. Second. T. Stoddart, Selkirk. Highly Commended, G- Hollands,
Jedburgh. Commended, J. Kemp, Galashiels. Me/i.—Fiv&t, W. Lewis,
Selkirk. Second, R. Bitllantine. Highly Com-nended, J. S. Smith, Gala-
shiels. Commended, W Easton, Jedburgh; X. Hope. Jedburgh,
Belgian Fakct. — Yelluw Cock. — First, J. Barton, jun., Jedburgh.

Second, W. Miller, Selkirk Highly Commended, J. Barton, jun. Hen.—
Firr=t and Setond, J, Barton, jun. Commended, J. Kemp, Galashiels,
Buxr Cor/:.—First, W. Miller. Second, G. Hollands, Jedburgh. Highly
Commended, J. Kemp. Commended, W. Miller. £'c;i.— First, J. Barton,
jun. Second, J. Hardie, Huddersfield, Galashiels. Commended, J. Hall,
Jedburgh.
Flecked Canaries.— IV//o!f; CocA-.—First, W. Cheyno, Selkirk. Second,

3Iis3 Cullier, Jedburt^h. Highly Commended, J. K;;mp. Commended, W.
Cheyne. i/t'^(.— Kirsr, J. Kemp. Second, J. Hardie. Highlv Commended,
T. Stoddart, Selkirk. Commended, Miss Collier. Buf Cock.—Yiv^l, J. W.A.
Collier, Jedburgh. Second, J. Bannister, Galashiels. Highly Commended,
T. Stoddart. Commended. J. Hardie, and W. Cheyne. i/^n.—First, J,
Hardie. Second, J. Cleghern, Galashiels. Commended, T. Hope, Jtdburgh.

Judges,—For Poultry : Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Birming-
ham. For Pi<jeo,is: G. J. Maclean, Esq., of Edinburgh.
For Canaries : Joseph Broomfield, Esq., of Edinbui'gh.

JsLR. WILLIAMS AND THE DISQUALIFIED
GAME BffiDS AT BIEMINGHAM.

Mr. "Williams has made a statement which we are "bound
not to disbelieve, unless anything can be alleged against its

truth. He does not, however, do himself justice. It is

possible to tell the truth ambiguously. In his letter in yoiu*

columns, aud in his statement quoted fi'om The Field sport-

ing journal, Mr. Williams emphatically denies that the bu'ds
are, or ever were, Mr. Hindson's property; but he does not
say they are his own. He says that Mr. Hindson had only
seen one of the bh-ds Tbefore the^' were exhibited at Bii'miug-
ham, and that this bu'd was borrowed at Liverpool for

exhibition some ten months since. Mi*. Williams does not
say from whom this bird was borrowed, nor that the bu'd
was then, or at the time of the last Bii-mingham Show, his

own. He says again, " The private mark so much spoken of

isaiot Mr. Hindson's." He does not say that it is his own
or whose it is. He says, furthei*—" there were other fowls

at Bii'uiingham similarly marked, one a winner." He does
not tell us whose fowls they were—to which pen, or to whom
thi.'? winner belonged. Finally, he says, " ' Egomet ' may
satisfy his pardonable cariosity as to me, my position, or

residence ; and he may at the same time, see some fowls that
have never been exhibited, as good as anything I had at
Bii'mingham, and I can show him, &.G., &q. It' he be the
man he assumes to be, I should like to see him at my place."

I admire Mr. Williams for his pardonable pride in his bh'ds,

and I thank him for his friendly wish to show them to

me; but his last sentences sound rather as a iiom-ish of

trumpets, which has nothing to do with the question before

the public.

There is nothing to show that the bu'ds disqiialified at
Bu'mingham were bon<Xjlde the property of Mr. Williams at
that time.

There is nothing to show that the marks iu question were
not the private marks of Mr, Evan Pugh, who is described

as of the neighbourhood of Welshpool.
There is nothing to show—as Mr. Evan Pugh did not ex-

hibit, at all events iu his own name—that tlio " other fowls

at Birmingham, similarly mai'kcd, one a winner," were not
hired or borrowed of Mr. Evan Pugh, by some nnprinciplcd
exhibitor.

I know notliing of Mi*. Evan Pugh, except from Mr.
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Hindson's letter, quoted by Mr. WUliams. Doutless he can

clear himself from the former gentleman's insinuations.

Without doiibt the obscure sentences and important

omissions in Mr. "WiUiams's statements are oversights of

haste, and he will be glad to have the opportunity of making

the one clear by supplying the other.—EaoMET.

MIDLAND COUNTIES EXHIBITION OF
CANAEIES

AND BRITISH AND FOBEIGN CAGE BIEDS.

An Exhibition of rare exoeUenco took place at the

Mechanics Hall, Derby, on the 15th and 16th inst.

The following are the awards :

—

Norwich (Clear Yellow).—First and Second, Mr. Walter. Highly Com-

mended, Mr. Maokley. Commended, W. Williams. „•,,„
Norwich (Clear Buff).—First, Mr. Maekley. Second, Mr. Walter. Higlily

Commended, Mr. Walter. Commended, Mr. Williams.

Norwich (Variegated or Marked).— First, Mr. Walter. Second, Mr.

Williams. Highly Commended, Mr. Walter. Commended, Mr. Bishop.

Bkloian (Clear Yellow). -First, Mr. Williams. Second, 0. Nicholson.

HiRhly Commended, G. Tuckwood. Commended, G. Corbett.

Belgian (Clear BufF).—First, Mr. Brown. Second, Mr. Williami. Highly

Commended .and Commended, J. Palmer.
, „ „ v n.

Belgian (Variegated Yellow).— First, Mr. Williams. Second, G. Corbett.

Highly Commended, J. Pool. Commended, J. Martin.

Belgian (Variecated Buff).—First, Mr. Williams. Second, W. Phillips.

Highly Commended, J. Palmer. Commended, G. H. Goodwin.

CrestedBeloian.—First, Mr. Williams. Second, Mr. Lingard. Highly

Commended, Mr. Wilson. Commended, Jlr. Wilson.

Ticked Belgian.—First, G. Corbett Second, Mr. Widdowson. Highly

Commended, J. Palmer. Commended, G. Corbett.

LizARUs (Gold-spangled).- First, Mr. Williams. Second, Mr. Buxton.

Highly Commended, B. Pointon. Commended, Mr. Williams.

Lizards (Silver-spangled).— First. Mr. Buxton. Second, Mr. Williams,

Highly Commended, Mr. Phillips. Commended, Mr. Pointon.

Goldfinch Ucles {.Mealy).—First, J. T. Wilson. Second, W. Phillips.

Highly Commended, G. 0. Barnesby. Commended, E. Coke.

GOLDFiscff Moles (Jonque).—First, G. Crocker. Second, G. J. Barnesby.

Highly Commended, Mr. Maekley. Commended, Mr. Walter.

Mules (Any other variety).—Prize, J. Lingard. Commended, T. Carrmg-
ton.
BoLLFTNCH.—Prize, Mr. Maekley.
Goldfinch.—Prize, G. H. Goodwin. Highly Commended, Mr. Knibb,

Mr. Walter.
LiNNHT.—Prize, Mr. Walter. Highly Commended, Mr. Cockayne. Com-

mended, Mr. Keys.
Skylark.— Prize, Mr, Walter. Highly Commended, Mr. Holmes.
Blackbird— Prize, H.Nioklinson. Highly Commended, Mr. Williams.

Commended, Mr. Holmes.
Thrush. — Prize, W. Holmes. Highly Commended, E. Coke. Com-

mended, J. Evans,
Parrots (Grey).—Prize, Mrs. Orme. Highly Commended, Mrs. Williams.

Stuffed Birds and Animals.—Prize, Sir J. H. Crewe. Commended,
W. Bishop ; J. Peach.

Judges.—Rev. H. Harpur Crewe, Drayton Rectory, near

Tring; Mr. R. Pearson, Durham; Mr. Stapleton, Notting-

ham ; Mr. J. Lord, Oldham.

PEIZES FOE BANTAMS.
I AM glad to see in your Journal of January 5th an

article treating on the injustice done to the breeders of

Bantams, and that in proof special attention is called to

the last Show at Darlington. Such has long been the
impression on my own mind, especially in reference to

Game Bantams, of which I am a breeder in a small way.
" Y. B. A. Z.," in giving the figures in the article alluded to,

states that the number of entries for Bantams was 183, and
that the prize money offered for the same was ^68. Now, of

the 83 entries 63 were Game Bantams, and all the induce-
ment offered to exhibitors in those classes was two first

prizes of 20s., and two second prizes of 10s. True, there
was a silver cup, but any of the exhibitors of Black, White,
or any coloured Bantams stood his chance of winning it.

I think there should be a reformation in this apportion-
ment, which I see prevails in many exhibitions ; and that if

the same rules which are applied to the larger classes
cannot be applied to Bantams, so far as the showing accord-
ing to age is concerned, some attention should at least be
paid to the colour of the birds ; and that there be separate
prizes awarded to Black Reds and to Duckwings—a change
which I see has been accomplished at the last Show at
Heokmondwike'. I am persuaded that almost any one
would prefer to compete for a smaller prize, if such were
necessary, or be willing to pay an increased entry, so that
the number of prizes might be increased.—Faie Plat.

FOUL BEOOD.
Aftek months of writing, at last we have Mr. Lowe's

views on " Foul Brood," and his accusations against me are

so serious, that I am compelled to ask for a small space in

which to reply to him.
He says, " when he first read my article it seemed to him

like a romance "—that is, a fiction, or, in plain English, it

is all falsehood—" written in the light of certain experiments

made by Mr. Woodbury as to foul brood." This is the first

time to my knowledge in which I have ever been accused of

stating untruths for the sake of advancing the opinion of

any one, and I think those who know me will have a different

opinion of my veracity than Mr. Lowe has, and I here again

repeat that every word I wrote is truth. I saw the grubs, I

might have said the larva ; but they, the grubs, lived for two
weeks, and at last came out of the cells, crawling about on
the shelf tiU they died. I said nothing about the grub

changing into the pupa, but that the grub or larva itself

crawled out of the ceUs, at that stage, I suppose, when the

bees would have sealed them up.

Mr. Lowe admits that, " the advanced pupa by a wonder-

ful instinct, makes wonderful exertion to quit the cells aad
make towards the outside of the hive." In the case alluded

to I saw them doing so—that is, the pupae, and at the

same time I saw the gTubs or larvae coming out of the cells.

Let Mr. Lowe accuse me of romance, fiction, or falsehood, as

he pleases, it will only be taken for what it is worth. I

.

cannot help believing what I saw. Is he to ignore what
others may have seen with their own eyes, when it is

against his opinions, merely because he might not have had
the opportunity of observing the same fact? It was by
mere accident that I observed it ; had the comb not been laid

in the vinery, but thrown away, I never should have seen it,

but having seen it I assert it to be true.

Mr. Lowe then says (see page 48), that the five cases

which I gave as "undoubted facts," "and as tending to

show that foul brood is a disease, he does not consider, if

rightly understood, would prove anything of the kind." In

other words, Mr. Lowe considers that he is the only one

who understands the subject.

He then objects to my having narrated what did not take

place in my own apiai-y, but in that of a neighbour, " and

that he has little faith in observations of this kind coming
secondhand, and would infinitely prefer five minutes conver-

sation with the Professor himself, as to his views and doings,

to the most lengthened exposition by the hands of another."

While it.was my neighbour's case I gave the details of, if it

is any satisfaction to Mr. Lowe, I may inform him that I was
an eye witness of nearly all that my neighbour did, or has

done. I see his apiary almost every day in summer ; I am as

conversant with all he does to his bees as I am with my own

;

we do very little to any of the hives of either apiary with-

out consulting each other; so that my evidence must be

equal with Mr. Lowe's in so far as he gives that of his

friend in Perthshire ; and I am surprised that while he has
" little faith " in secondhand evidence, he quotes that from a

letter from a friend. Might not Mr. Lowe justly complain if

I said that that letter was got up for the occasion, to help Mr.

Lowe out ofhis difficulty, and, if possible strengthen his case ?

I have no doubt Mr. Lowe is aware whom I mean by my
neighbour the Professor ; ii not, he is the person who was in-

troduced to Mr. Lowe, when he called at Tester to see the

Ligurian bees which I had fr-om Mr. Woodbury, when I was

from home. He will remember, too, that the Professor

showed him his own apiary, and at that time asked Mr.

Lowe if he had seen or experienced anything of what he

called " rotten hatch." Mr. Lowe at that time did not seem to

have seen much of it, or else treated it very lightly, at the

same time "he thought it was caused by a chiH."

Now, I ask Mr. Lowe, if he considered either my apiary or

that of my neighbour what he would caU an experimental

one ? He would see that there was only one stock, the

Ligurians, in my apiary, which was in a Woodbury-hive, and

one in a Neighbour's hive ; all the rest were in the common
cottage straw hive, as were those of my neighbom- also.

Since that time I may be called an experimentalist, if

making artificial hives causes me to be so ; but I deny that

my neighbour is one. All that he has done has been to keep^

up a stock of six or eight hives, by cutting foul brood out of

one, and adding bees to others, and suoh-Uke oper.itions

;
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and during the period of ten years lie has had two hives from
me, and purchased four from others, to keep up a stock,

otherwise he would have lost all; so that all his operations

were to keep up his stock.
Mr. Lowe wishes to know the " Professor's own learned

opinion during these ten long years, as to what he attri-

buted these evils which so afflicted his bees." If Mr. Lowe
would at any time pay us a visit, I am certain both my
neighboui' and myselfwould tell him all we know, much more
than what I have wi-itten, to " his amanuensis," although
it is secondhand; and I have little hope of Mr. Lowe be-

lieving me, when I tell him that my neighbour cannot
account for the disease. He has no positive proof in any
one case that it had been caused by chill ; but he has over-

whelming proof to the contrary. Had it taken place in one
hive or two, and had it appeared one year and not the
following, then he might have attributed it to chill ; but
when it took place in all his hives, less or more, and these
two last seasons in young hives, swarms of the same yeai',

he cannot imagine that they could all be chilled, when mine
were free from the disease, though having the same treat-

ment in every respect, and he does not hesitate to assert

that mere excision of the affected parts will not make a cure.

He has done so in numbers of cases, but the " foul brood"
always reappeai'ed.

The Professor's opinion about Mr. Lowe's erperience of

foul brood, has all along been that Mr. Lowe really never
had erperienced what it is, although his description of it is

correct, and he often wanted me to send on a hive of his to
Mr. Lowe, that he might see it, and try to cure it, for which
he would be really thankful. Mr. Lowe is welcome to tliis

witness whenever he wants him.
The case which Mr. Lowe seems to chuckle over, where

my neighbour advised me not to put in the broken comb,
as the brood might get " ehiUed," and so propagate the
disease, was just this. Neither of us can say what is the
cause, and when we saw such an authority as Mr. Lowe
asserting so positively that chill was the cause, it would have
been foolish to have run any risk v.-ith a hive we were parti-
cularly wishing to keep right, when it could be prevented
by such simple means. It was really out of deference to
Mr. Lowe's strong assertion, and giving him credit for more
than we knew ourselves, that we acted as we did.

Mr. Lowe may rest assured that I am not "offended" at
the observations he has made on my communication, seeing
the contempt he has shown to others, who were entitled
to more respect fi'om the courteous manner they treat every
inquirer in The Journal of Horticultttre.

I hope I am as well aware as Mr. Lowe is of the impor-
tance of the " accuracy and knowledge of the observer, and
that all secondhand information must be received for what
it is worth." At the same time I must admit, that there
are many who are as capable of observing in matters such
as the present as either Mr. Lowe or I, and were we to
object to all information but what had come by our own
observation, how deficient we would be of knowledge on
any subject whatever : in fact, knowledge would be at a
standstill ; and I have no right to doubt the veracity of my
fellow man when he narrates, without seeming contradiction,
his observations, merely becausel had never noticed the same.
My neighbour still adheres to the statement made as to

the weight of the hive which he was feeding ; it was weighed
when the bees were put in, and weighed again when they
got 23 lbs. of honey and sugar. As the queen had deposited
an egg in every cell in the eke which she was removed from,
and the hive being fidl of empty comb, we could not come
to any other conclusion than that it was brood. At the
same time, the weather being fine, it is possible that she
might have helped herself from some of her neighbours',
although it was not observed.
Allow me to tell Mr. Lowe that his " witness," the " Pro-

fessor," and I have been anxiously waiting to hear what
experience he had with foul brood ; and we are now rather
sm-prised that after all the writing about what it is and
what it is not, that he has only described one case of his own,
and that occun-ing, strange to say, nearly at the end of the
season. Trom his writings we were led to understand
that he had abundance of experience on foul brood ; but it

now seems he had to wait till this case occun-ed, and, more-
over, had to " sojourn in Perthshire " for his second.

After all, his own case to us is not quite clear. There is

a possibility that disease may have been in the top before
he put it on, and that Mr. Lowe had not observed it ; and the
cu'cumstance of the bees not taking to it is some evidence
towards the supposition. Moreover, we would like very
weU to heal' what has taken place with the bottom part ot

the same hive. My neighboui' asserts, from his experience,
that if the under part remained unaffected with the disease
it was not the disease at all that Mr. Lowe saw, and that he
has still to leai-n what it is. Such is the e-vidence of the
witness he claims, who is now beside me while I write his
own words.

—

Alex. Sheaker.

GEEEN YEW NOT POISO^yOUS TO DEEE.
In the severe winter of 1860 and 1861, some deer managed

to get into the shrubbery here nearly every night, and
cropped principally the yew bushes. Owing to some alter-

ations going on in the shrubbery, it was fenced round •with

some high hiu'dles ; but there was no keeping some old
bucks out, for they jumped over the hurdles at night, and
this went on for two or three weeks. These deer were
marked by the park-keeper, who expected to see them
poisoned, but there were no deaths amongst them, although
he thought they looked thinner than the others that had
not eaten the green yew branches. There is no doubt what-
ever, but that yew branches in a brown and withered state
are a deadly poison to horses and cows that eat them. One
farmer in this neighbourhood lately lost nine young cows
fi'om their eating some di'ied clippings of yew trees placed
incautiously in their way. I likewise knew a case where
some valuable carriage horses were poisoned in the same
way. Whether the yew woiild poison cattle and horses
when eaten in the green and growing state I am unable to
say, but it certainly does not deer.

—

"Willtam Tilleet,
Welbecl;.

Two thi'ee-year-old bullocks were killed by eating yew
that had been cut down at Blair Castle, the seat of the
Duke of AthoU, about' forty-three years since. I send my
address as a guarantee for the truth of the above.—A. S.

OUR LETTEE BOS.
Training Game Cocks (Cocker).—"Jolinson's Sportsman's Dictionary "

will atford the information you require, but we do not know the price.

Breeding Ducks Profitably (./. N. A)—A larg-e tub sunk, in the
grouDit is all th:it is necessary for Ducks in the way of water, but it should
be at least 18 inches deep. We doubt whether they can be profitably kept
where all the fi>od has to be bought Much that a Duck, eats, and that helps
in the formation of flesh, is absolute refuse, and lound in the neighbourhood
pf ponds, ditehes, &c., which do not exist in an amateur's poultry-yard.
The Aylesbury Ducks are fed on very stimulaiing food, and in tlieir early
days tbose intended for 'great size are largely supplied with horseflesh,

kept in-door.?, and out o( water.
He.-s kot Laying in AVinteh (A Constant Subscriber).—The reason

why your hens do not lay in the winter is because they are hcjis. Only
pnllfcts lay in the winter, and those only on condition that ihey attain a
certain age during that season. Unless they arr very old they should lay
before April. We have never seen white Br.ihina Pootras, and with all

deference we do not wish to. AVe should be sorry to lose the p'easine con-
trast of the black hackle, flight, and tail on the white plumage. When
these markings are correct they are, we think, among^t the prettiest fowls
we have.
Turkeys, &c. (Miss ion^&ourwc).—Write to Mr. J. K. Fowler, Prebendal

Farm, Aylesbury, for the information. Have a male biid from one yard
and the hens from another yard. You will never have fine birds of any
kind by breeding from closely-related birds.

Johnson's Modern Dairy and Cow-kf.epino (G. D., of ff). — The
publisher is Ridgway, Piccadilly. We do not know whether it is out of print.

Parrot Plucking out its Feathf.rs (A Three-years Subscriber).—Do
not give it meat or bones, or hempseed. Bread and milk, nuts, and other

fruits are less infiummatory food, and do not cause that irritation which
induces the bird to pluck out its feathers. Let it every day have a bath of
tepid water—a soup plate makes a cood one. If the bird will not go into

it voluntarily, pour the water over the bird through the fine rose of a
watering-pot.

LONDON MAEKETS.—Januaey 25

POULTRY.
Unfavourable weather is not Tvitlumt its effect on tlie market

trade dull, as buyers only purchase from hand to mouth.
d.

Largre Fowls 3 to 3

Smaller do 2 3 „ 2

Chicliens 1 (> „ 1

Geese 6 ,, 6

Pheasants 3 „ 3

Partridges 1

Hares 2
Rabbits 1

Wild do
G

I
Pigeons 1

It makes
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at all times prone to run to leaf instead of flowers, Tro-
paeolums, and a few other things, which only bloom profusely

in poor soil ; but to the great majority of flower-garden
plants the rule applies, and there are comparatively few
which do not fulfil the end requu'ed of them in rich and
deeply-worked soU. Few crops can be more exliausting to

ground than the tangled masses of Verbenas, Heliotropes,

Petunias, Calceolarias, &e., and the shabby appearance
which these often present in beds arises from the want of

more liberal treatment. Much of the abuse which has been
heaped on Gazania splendens has, in my opinion, arisen

from its not being more liberally treated in this respect.

There is no comparison between the appearance of this

plant in well-worked and manured ground, and on poor soil

that has merely had its surface scratched. The same may
be said of some of our very best Verbenas. They ai-e fii-st

starved, and then abused; but in spite of that they are
splendid when cultivated, and, instead of yielding a puff of
bloom as when not cultivated, they are the most continuous
bloomers. Let any one loot at Golden Chain Geranium pro-
perly treated in this respect, and compare it with the same
variety in a wretched bed of soil which may not have seen
the light of day to the depth of a foot for years. "Why, it

has often to my knowledge been declared to be a different

variety altogether. But it would be endless to multiply
instances of this sort. The experienced flower gardener
knows that he must trench his beds biennially at the least,

and that he must thoroughly pulverise and manure them,
if he has to produce a bold and lasting display of bloom.
Where this operation has not ah-eady been attended to, no
time should now be lost in having it done. The top of
the beds should be left rough, so that a greater surface
may be exposed to the action of the weather. This is more
especially desirable if these beds have not been trenched for

years.

Where the soil is of a light sandy nature, it would be
greatly improved by having a quantity of stronger soU mixed
in. The best manure for hot soils is cowdung which has
been in a heap for twelve months, and has lost its rankness ;

the next best is old hotbed manure— that is, stable-dimg
and leaves well decayed—and for heavy soils I prefer well-
decayed leaf mould. Where the staple is shallow it would
be most desirable to deepen it by entii-ely removing some of
the subsoil and replacing it with fresh soil ; care must,
however, be taken in doing this on subsoils of clay that a
drain runs from the bottom of the bed, or it will become a
mere receptacle for water to an injurious extent. Where
fresh soil cannot be had the next best 2>lan is to throw up
an inch or two of the bad subsoil to the surface every time
the bed is trenched. The action of the weather will pul-
verise it, and by mixing it with the surface soil and manure
the soil will be much improved as to depth in a few yeai-s.

The flower gardener, who has a fine, deeij, loamy, and
dry soil that he can trench two and three spits deep, has a
great advantage over others who have either a hungry,
gravelly, or a wet tenacious soil to deal with. I have had to
do with all three, and it is scarcely credible how gorgeously
most things do in a deep, dry, loamy soil, such as the Vine
would be expected to succeed well in.

Owners of small gardens have a great disadvantage to
contend with where their soil is naturally bad. Generally
they have great difficulty in getting their few beds either
entu-ely remade or ameliorated. I am satisfied that their
pleasure would be much greater if they were to restrict

their operations to a less extent, and make an eflbrt to form
half a dozen good beds of soil instead of having double or
treble that number in a bad state. This is, of course, pre-
suming that they cannot overcome the difficulties of having
all they would desh-e properly supjalied with soU.

Clay soil is, perhaps, more efiectually improved bj' burning
than by any other means. Eoad grit, or any light sandy
3oU added to the beds, is also a good way of imj^roving
them ; and, as has already been remarked, poor gravelly
soU can lie improved by the addition of a heavier staple, such
as the parings and scourings of ditches, or even clay spread
over the surface of the beds in winter. The rains break it

up and work it into the light soil, where it wUl be of great
benefit.

I hope these hasty remarks will prove useful by tiu-ning
the attention of some to one of the most important points

connected with flower gardening, and that they will see that
their beds are well worked, and that, at planting time, the
plants are not carelessly put into them. When beds axe
hard, and hungi-y, and poor, bedding plants cannot be
expected to grow and flower well ; but there is no class of
plants more grateful for liberal culture, and few more cal-

culated to give a larger share of enjoyment and pleasm-e.

D. Thomson.

THE ROYAL HOETICULTTJEAL SOCIETY'S
SCHEDULE FOE 1864.

Has the Society a motto ? for if not, might I suggest for

it " Vavium et niutahile semper ?" for, though onginally ap-
plied to the gentle sex, I think no fickle dame, not even
Dame Fortune herself, ever deserved the charge of ehange-
ableness as this most shifty Society does. We all know
what this would imply in commercial life if we saw Popkins,
the great tea merchant, or Stiggins, the sugar-boUer, not
onlj' altering but curtailing their arrangements. If we
saw the shelves, which were to be filled with the finest

assortment of Cathay, still unfilled, that several of the
assistants were dismissed, that the fine new brougham with
which Popkins used to astonish the weak minds of the natives
of Eus-in-m-be Ten-ace when he drove out of an evening to
liis country house was put down, and that he was to be
seen mounted on a threepenny 'bus, the inevitable feeling
would be, "Popkins is going down in the world. Depend
upon it, there'U be a smash there before long. I always
told you what would come of his lavish expenditure ; and
when a man opens his shop with borrowing money to pay
off his debts, rely on it he is in a bad way." What other
inference can we draw fi-om the proceedings of a society?
The arcades, which were to be filled with the treasures of

ai't, both foreign and domestic, still remain unfinished, and
in aU then' dreariness suggestive of rheumatism and other
little matters of a simUai' nature. The finest ojiportunity

that ever a society had has been thrown away, and now the
cui'taUment of the schedrde but too plainly shows that the
brougham is being put down.
When that nice little plan, of which we heard something

last year, of ciu'tailing the amount to be given for the prizes,

into which the endeavour was made to entrap the Koyal
Botanic Society and the Crystal Palace Company, fell

through, owing to the -n-ise and firm position of Mi-. Marnock,
I suppose the " ruling power" felt that something must be
done in the way of economical housekeeping, as the " coals

were burning too fast." And this is the result : No less

than three Exhibitions are abandoned this }-ear. And mark
the msdom that has actuated this movement : The first

might, indeed, very well be done away with ; for an Exhibi-

tion in February was a ridiculous notion at the very outset, so
one has nothing to say on that score. But no great Exhi-
bition takes place untU the 1st of June : consequently the
Botanic Society and the Crystal Palace folk wUl come in

with their Shows, and so take the keen edge off the appetite

off the flower-loving public before the Eoyal Horticultural

Society commence.
The Kose Show (and in this instance the reasonings of

some of the contributors to this Joiu-nal have been thought
worthj' of being listened to), is placed by itsell'as it deserves

to be ; bvit, then, imagine with what pleasvu'e this will be
haUed bj' country exhibitors. It is to be a two-days affair !

—a rule which seems to run through the arrangements
this year, and than which nothing can be worse as a rule,

especially in the hot months of June and July ; and what in-

justice, too. to the flower itself! We know what Eoses are

at the end of one day's exhibition ; what they wUl be after

two days can be easily divined.

But, then, there is to be a Strawberry feast ! Is this to

be a two-days afl'air like the others ? If so, how very nice

the fi'uit will be when the time comes for eating it; for

among the attractions whereby to allure the public to be-

come Fellows is that at the end they may be able to eat the

fruit ! WUl a notice be put up, I wonder, as at the Zoolo-

gical Gardens—"Feeding time at six o'clock?" And how
wiU it be decided ? Is the Dowager Duchess of Dumbletou
to have twice as many as Mrs. Tomkins, the stockbroker's

wife ? Are the members of the CouncU to be in attendance

to " wait on the ladies," and take away the dii'ty plates ?

\
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Will cream and sugar be served witli them ? KeaUy the

Exhibition Committee ought not to leave the matter un-

certain. Who knows how many new Fellows they may
have lost by this tantalising feast not being declared one of

its inviting features ?

Then the autumn Show is entirely done away with. This

I conceive to be a great blunder. It is true it may not pay

;

but when a Eose Show pays so well, sui-ely a Society esta-

blished for the encouragement of horticulture ought to be

willing to lose a little at another exhibition. Why it should

not pay I know not. If ever the gardens are to look well

they ought to do so at the early pai-t of September; and if

a shilling were charged instead of half-a-crown, the public

might be induced to come. The Crystal Palace autumn
Show pays well—and so used the Surrey Gardens.
There is one thing which, I am sure, is against the

"shilling public" going there; and that is the inhospitable

character of those regions. One might as well be on tlie

borders of Lake Victoria Nyanza, as far as the matter of

supplying the inner man is concerned. It was only last

summer that, with a few other exhibitors, I wanted to get

something more wholesome than ices and Bath buns ; and,

after considerable hunting about, managed to get into a

smoky coffee-room, where, after half-an-hour's waiting, we
were supplied with a scorched mutton chop.

Another notable scheme is, I see, set afloat. Nurserymen
are invited to see what they can do to save the Society the
expense of keeping up the gardens ; for, however it may be
smoothed ovei-, this is really the meaning of the last ad-

vertisement—" serve the cause of horticulture
!

" Save the
pockets of the Eoyal Horticultui'al Society ! Why not be
honest, and give the true reason ? Now, let all nurserymen,
before they venture to put in a tender, ask the Society to

furnish them with a statement of the number of persons
who visited the gardens last year in July and Aiigust, when
the bedding plants look their best, and they will then
determine whether it be worth their while to act on this

suggestion, so amiably woi'ded.

But stranger than aU, we read in the morning papers that
" A scheme is in contemplation by the Council of this Society,

for a series of competitions among volunteer bands. It is

proposed that prizes be offered during the ensuing season
for the best performances by bands numbering not fewer
than twenty-four players each. Five pieces are specified as
a part of the required test—namely, Kossini's Overture to
' Tancredi,' Meyerbeer's March in the 'Prophete,' Selections
from Gounod's 'Faust,' Mendelssohn's 'Wedding March,'
and ' God Save the Queen.' In addition to these, any five

pieces of quadriUe or waltz music will be at the clioice of
every baud. The fii-st prize v/iU be a sUver-hoaded band
staff, of the value of ^820, with .£20 in money ; the second
prize will be ^£20 and a certificate of honour ; the third prize,

£15 and a certificate of honour ; the fourth prize, ^10 and a
certificate of honour ; the fifth prize, £7 10s. and a certificate

of honour ; and the sixth prize, .£5 and a certificate of honoiu-.
Besides the above-mentioned prizes, one of £5, and another
of ^2, vriU be awarded among- the unsuccessful competitors
for the two best performances of each of the above pieces."
A grosser perversion of a society's funds never was attempted.
What has a horticultural society to do with nursing volun-
teer bands ? O horticulture ! horticulture !

In conclusion, are not all these shifts and contrivances
unworthy of a Society which ought to be the foremost one
of its kind in the v/orld ?

There is one other question that exhibitors would be very
glad to have an answer to—viz.. Where are the Exhibitions

.
to be held ? Are all the wretched contrivances of last year to
be repeated, and gusty arcades and dirty dining-rooms to be
the receptacles of the noble productions of our best gardeners ?

I have thus briefly touched upon some of the most salient
objections to the general aspect of the schedule. I shaU
next week point out some of the absurd details, which
evidence a sad ignorance of the state of matters in the hor-
ticultural world.—iVEGtrs.

CULTIVATION OF THE CUCUMBEE IN POTS.
Having in a former note given the produce by the above

mode of cultivation, and thinking that of little use without
describing the means employed, I now proceed to do so.

Two years since, the small house in which our Cucumbers
were grown was erected for quite a different purpose, but
not having at that time a convenient place for growing
Cucumbers in, pots wei'e plunged in the front bed close to

the pipes (two four-inch pipes, one above the other for top
heat), the bed having also two four-inch pipes for bottom
heat. The pots are about IG inches above the pipes, and the
temperature is generally about 80'^ to SS''.

The pots are plunged side by side, the rims touching each
other, and occupy a space of about 9 feet in length by
14 inches in width, or little more than a square yard. They
are 14. inches below the top of the pipes, but the plants do
not appear to suffer from the heat. The pots are well

drained, at least one-fiith being filled v.dth drainage, and
then filled about one-half or rather more, and allowed to

get warm before planting. The plants being small, I use
Ught soil at fii-st, adding, as they increase in size, more
sou of a dilferent kind—about equal proportions of horse-

droppings and fibi-y loam—till the pots are heaped up.

The plants are trained up without stopping till about
half up the roof, they are then stopped, and I consider one
of the means of success is not to stop much afterwards.

The T^ay I proceeded last year was to let the shoots gxo\r

pretty much as they liked, till they v?ere 3 or 4 feet long. I

then tied them in and stopped them, cutting out other

shoots that had done bearing. Tlie result was, 1 cut exactly

one hundred more Cuenmbers than the year before, when
the plants were stopped in the usual way a joint or two
beyond the fruit.

The next point is, as often as the top soil is matted with,

roots, to dig it out with a trowel to the depth' of 4 or 5 inches,

and to add fresh soO, perhaps four or five times during the
season. In a very few days the fresh soil is fiUed with a
new batch of roots. The plants now want something
stronger than plain water ; for this purpose I use nothing
biit sheep's-dung, and give it in pretty strong doses, always
warm, each pot having at least half a gallon per day when
the plants are in full growth.

I syringe fi-eely of an afternoon, and shut up closely for an
hoiu- or two, to keep red spider at a distance, leaving air on
at night, the temperature then rarely being more than 65°.

The plants never required smoking but once during last

summer, although the house was full of various plants.

The foliage of the Cucumber plant is never large, and i

never shade in any way, but give air freely.

The house has a fixed roof, with a wall hollow at the top,

and slides for ventilation. The front lights oi^en outwards
in the usual way, and are 3 feet 1 inch high, including frame.

—J. T. Ckeed, Gardener to F. Swaniviclc, Esq.

EELATIVE MEBITS OF WOOD AND METALS
FOE HOETICLTLTUEAL STEUCTITEES.

By the removal of the duty upon glass, and the admission
of foreign glass into general use, its increased consumption,
consequent on the reduction in pi-ice, is in no way more
manifest than in the multiplied number of glass houses
devoted to horticultural purposes.
Cheap glass no doubt has—in addition to the increased

wealth of the country, coupled with the growing taste for

gardening—produced this change; so that it is, perhaps,
not too much to afiirm that the number of glass structures

in gardens is fourfold what it was twenty years ago. Besides,

glass has been used in a variety of ways never before con-

templated, and its adaptability to other purposes for which
it has not yet been tried is unquestionable, but time will

,

demonstrate its utility in these respects. It has also been
used for purposes for which novelty, rather than utility, seem
to be its only merit; and oljjects in glass seem to vie with
those in metals as regards then- colossal proportions, while

in the decorative arts it plays an important part. My object,

however, is not to call attention to its value in the latter

point of riew, nor even to the question of which description of

glass is the best for general horticultural purposes (a subject

which is well worthy of being further discussed, and which
may with advantage be gone into on another occasion), but
to inquire which is the best way to use the glass so plenti-

fully supplied by our manufacturers, so as to combine beaiity

in design with economy and utihty ; oi', in other words, to
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endeaTOur to ascertain what substance in addition to glass
it is most prudent to employ to insure the result here
sought for.

Important as the subject is, I am far from certain that
it has received the attention it deserves from the general
public. Every one has, or is suspected to have, a bias more
or less strong in favour of the substance he advises to be
used in addition to glass, and it is only when the comparative
merits of opposing elements are duly weighed that a just
view of the matter can be arrived at ; for, like the shoe-
maker of old who declared " there was nothing in the world
lite leather," we may all of us be more or less prejudiced in
favoui' of one or the other of the matei-ials made use of to
give the glass structure the desu-ed form and consistency.
I, therefore, invite all interested in the matter to come
forward and record their views on the subject ; and if their
opinions be backed by facts bearing on the question, of so
much the more value wUl these be. I must confess that my
own opinion on the matter is far from being a settled one,
for I do not think that the material best suited for producing
an ornamental efl'ect has yet been sufBciently tried to allov.r

i,of a fair conclusion being arrived at ; but what I have seen
and observed of the eifects of the svtbstances used to give
form to glass structures, I will endeavour to state impartially.
Taking, therefore, the matter in its more confined sense, all

we want to know is, What is the best material to fix glass to,

so as to form a useful, good structure, adapted to horticul-
tural pui'poses ? and our inquiries wOl be met by those who
urge the various claims of timber, u'on (plain and galvanised),
zinc, and copper, with probably an occasional claim from
some one advocating the superiority of something else.

TijiEEE.—Commencing with this, I believe it is not too
much to say, that at least nine-tenths of the glass houses
now in use are framed of wood, and glazed in the same
material; besides which, all the oldest structures of the kind
are of wood, and I believe almost aU of the cheaper class of
iouses are so constructed : some of course are of indifferent
quality, and evidently not destined to last long, whUe others
iave done service for several generations. It is difficult to
say how long a well-constructed wooden house ought to last,
as so much depends on other cii'cumstances than the mere
build thereof. The oldest glass house that I ever recollect
seeing was an ordinary lean-to vinery, differing but Uttle in
outline and in other respects from the generality of those
erected at the present day, excepting, perhaps, in a greater
liberality in the use of timber, and an almost total dis-
regard of paint; yet this house was doing duty tolerably
vrell at the time I saw it, and was said to have done so for
a hundred and twelve years. The timbers appeared to be
all oak, and promised to last for fifty years more, excepting,
perhaps, at some of the mortices and other places where
the water lodged instead of running off. This was the oldest
house having a glass roof that I ever remember to have
seen or had an authentic account of; but I have known
older houses having only glass fr-onts. This, however, is

not bearing on the subject any ftirther than, as they also
were glazed in wooden frames, the durability of timber for
the purpose, when the work is properly done, is beyond
doubt ; but whether timber is reaUy more durable than iron,
zinc, or copper, remains to be seen. It will, however, be
advisable in the first place to record some ot the other merits
of glazed timber houses, as well as some of their defects,
more especiaUy when placed in juxtaposition with iron, or
houses of that class.

Taking, therefore, the qualifications of the best deal as a
substance in which to fix glass for horticultural purposes,
not the least of its merits is that such a house is cooler in
summer and warmer in winter. The nonconducting proper-
ties of the timber, as well as its greater bulk, give it this
advantage over metallic houses ; besides which, there is cer-
tainly less breakage of glass from natui'al causes, and the
necessity for annual painting is not so great as in the case
of a wrought-iron structure. On the other hand, it may,
perhaps, be said that a wooden house is never so ornamental
as an iron one, the latter being more light and capable of
assuming many shapes incompatible with wooden houses.
But in this view I by no means entirely coincide, as straight
lines in mechanical works seem to me as legitimate as curved
ones, and a gre;'' -ariety in form and feature may be secured
without departi;-;- from straight lines—witness the many

changes that may be effected by plain ordinary bricks ; and
a timber-glazed house may be so contrived in shape and
other features, as to produce an object as beautiful as ever
was formed of metallic substances. Although these have
certain claims on om- notice to be detailed hereafter, I must
not dismiss wooden houses without pointing out the great
advantages that timber possesses over metals in the way of
afi'ording easy and convenient ventilating contrivances, and
the facdity with which creepers and other plants can be
fastened to it, while it wiU endure with less harm the
neglect of paint which we often meet vnth, and which is

certainly attended with much worse consequences to an iron
house than to a wooden one.
Wkought Ikon.—As a material to form the framework

of a glass structm-e, this has certainly failed in giving the
satisfaction it was expected to do. I mean wrought iron
not galvanised. I cannot precisely state how long it is since
it was first employed to any extent in hothouse-building,
but it certainly was in higher repute from 1830 to 1835 than
it has ever been since. In the curvilinear shape thei'e was
much to admu-e in its light appearance, but the tendency
which it had to throw otf the putty, and the consequeijt
necessity for fr-equent painting, soon caused it to lose many
of its best friends ; and it fell into still greater disfavour
when it became known that an ordinai-y wear of some fifteen

years had completely destroyed, beyond the possibility of
repafr, a couple of the best-built houses of the kind in the
neighbovn'hood. Those houses were at one time looked on as
models in their way, being composed entfrely of fron bars of
moderate thickness, bent to the curve of a segment of a cfrcle

60 or more feet in diameter, and presenting, I believe, a
curved face of about 24 feet. There were no i-afters, the
bars being kept at proper distances apart by ordinaa-y fence
wfre passing through them longitudinally, and at distances
of 2 or 3 feet apart. The extreme lightness of this class of
houses gained them many friends at the time, but, as above
stated, the liability of the iron to corrode and throw off'

both putty and paint rendered it anything but an easy
matter to keep all in good repaii', and neglect for a time led
to the total destruction of the houses in question. This
rapid destruction of houses expected to last several gene-
rations, coupled with some other disadvantages attending
fron hothouses, led in a great measiu'e to thefr abandonment,
untU the process of galvanising that metal in greater quantity
than before again brought iron hothouses before the public.

Very great improvements in the construction of such build-
ings have taken place, and it is not too much to assert that
still further improvement may be made. However, as the
past and present rather than the future is the subject, let

us inqufre how far iron hovisas have superseded those made
of wood, and in what particular points the one article has
claims on om- notice greater than the other.

As stated in the early part of this article, u-on is seldom
used except in curves, domes, arches, and other forms
to which timber cannot well be worked ; and, in fact, there
are several ornamental forms in which this metal can be
used when the more common material would not answer ; but
it is occasionally employed straight, and sometimes even
moveable lights are made of galvanised u'on, but more
generally the roofs of such houses ai-e fixed and the ventilat-

ing contrivances adapted elsewhere. For sliding lights there

are some advantages attending galvanised iron—it does not
swell and contract with the changes of weather ; but these
advantages, are, perhaps, more than counterbalanced by the
greater extremes of heat and cold which it presents in the
summer and winter periods, and the difficulty which exists

in repafring any part that may be accidentally broken is

another drawback. I once knew a fine range of Grape and
other forcing-houses fonned of galvanised iron lights with
wooden rafters, and in which the whole of the fi-amcwork of

the lights was iron galvanised before it was fitted together ;

the consequence was that the ends of each bar' when cut
presented the plain iron, which after being soldered to the
head or end piece corroded, and in those lights which were
made to slide up and down some of the heads were actually

pulled off. Such a misfortune could not have happened to

a wooden light except when in the last stage of decay, and
even then the difficvdty in finding a person to repafr it v.'ould

not be so great as in the other case. I believe, however, that
a better class of lights are occasionally formed and subjected
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to the galvanising process after having been made : this

secures them from corrosion if the process has been well

done. There are some very good examples of houses made
in this way, and in appearance they are certainly lighter

than those made of wood. J. Eobson.
(^To he continued.)

THE OECHAED-HOUSE CONTEOVEESY.
The onward progress of every controversy (such is human

nature), inevitably draws with it some little bitterness and
hard words ; the friendly games of the " Heelanders " often

resulted in hard blows, and the conjugal questioning of

Mr. and Mrs. Naggleton resulted in open and undisguised

warfaxe. So it has been in this matter of orchard-houses

;

and yet ought not each side to have better thoughts of their

opponents than they seem to have ? Surely I may question

whether my neighbour Brown, who has run up a "gagabo"
on the top of his house, which looks like an overgrown
mustai'd-pot, is really the fii-st architect in Europe ; or

whether Tomkins, who has sent to the Exhibition a pre-

Eaphaelite drawing of a mouse-whisker, is equal to Millais

or Holman Hunt, without being myself considered a fool,

or without my considering the said Brown or Tomkins as

knaves. Therefore I hope that one may throw in a word or

two on the subject without exposing oneself to being con-

sidered such a character, or without laying any imputation
on those who differ from my views.

In all points of controversy it is ever desirable to fix

the meaning of terms. The old story of the two shields is

often enacted ; and after days and months of dispute it is

found that we are disputing about totally different things.

What, then, is meant by an orchard-house ? It seems
strange that we should have need to come to so simple a
question as this ; but that there is a necessity for it I am
qviite sure.

If I reooUect aright, when they were first started the idea
was that hedges were to form the back or sides, or both

;

and indeed I have seen them so constructed. This was
afterwards modified, and rough boarding or brickwork sub-
stituted ; but the idea was never, I think, entertained that
heating was to be used ; and I mention this the rather
because I have seen that where the greatest praise has been
given and the greatest success obtained has been where
heating is used. Thus I saw a paper the other day by Mr.
Quintin Eead, and I at once concluded we should hear
something upon the subject that might perhaps overthrow
one's opinion ; but when I came to the directions as to the
amount of heat, of course one saw that it was not an orchard-
house at all about which he was writing. Finding the
garden of a brother clergyman all at sixes and sevens some
months ago: "Ah, C ! are you building there ?" "Oh,
an orchard-house." " Well, you have got it tolerably high,
and I should think that it would hold a good deal of cold air,

and your blossoms will catch an early frost perhaps." " Ah,
but I am going to have some sort of heat in it." " And so you
caE that an orchard-house ? " And so I generally find it.

Then, I think, the original notion was that the trees were
to be grown in pots; but this I find to be frequently
abandoned and the trees planted out. So it was at Lady
Dorothy NeviU's. There the orchard-house was originally
filled with plants in pots ; but they were not found to answer,
and so Mr. Vair has altered it, and planted the trees out.
"And now," was my question to him, " what is your opinion
concerning it ? Would you obtain better fruit if your trees
were trained, and it were made more like a Peach-house ?"
" Unquestionably."
When, then, the success of orchard-houses is so much

spoken of, I think it weU that the question should be asked.
What do you mean by that term ? Is it one pwr et simple ?

or is it a make-believe ? Do you put heat into it or not ?

Because if you do, I venture to submit it does not merit
the term; and if this be so, then a great many instances of
their success may be quietly shelved.
Then comes the question, " Do they pay ?" This, I think,

ha,s been very- satisfactorily disposed of in your columns.
We have to recollect that there is not only the first cost
(no inconsiderable matter where so large a number of trees
is' required), but the continued care, the watering, the

pinching, the mulching, &c., that must take place, and the
fumigating, I presume, for the trees are very subject to

the attacks of aphides and other " monsters." Where it

forms no inconsiderable portion of one's business to seU
trees, of course the orchard-house will well repay any amount
of trouble that you may bestow; but where the amateur
undertakes its care, he must regard it, I think, as a toy, and
a very expensive toy too.

We have seen during the past summer orchard-house

trees brought to our various exhibitions, and I do not think

that their appearance was likely to make one single convert

to the system of culture. The fruit was small, and looked

stony, skinny, and uninviting ; and after all, " the proof of

the pudding is in the eating."

I was the other day at a nurseryman's, one of the best

fruit-growers in England—one who has enriched our gardens

with many new varieties of fi-uits ; and I said to him, " What
think you about these orchard-houses ?" " I will teU you,"

he replied ; " I have had no less than three collections of

trees grown by amateurs of large means to dispose of,

because the thing is a complete failure." I know myself

two other cases in which the "notion" has been abandoned.
" At one time," was Mr. 's observation, " I was strongly

tempted to go into their growth, and am veiy glad now
that I did not : but the thing is dying out. You may be
sure that at Chiswick was right when he said in the

beginning of the attempt, ' It won't do ! it won't do !' I
was amused," he said, " on saying to F at C , re-

garding some Apricots in one of these houses, ' Why, mine
on the waU are all over!' 'Oh!' was the reply, 'it is so

much colder under glass, and ours are later.' This may be
an advantage, but it does not seem to me to be one."

When I say orchard-houses are dying out, I dare say I may
be met by the reply, " Oh ! but how many persons are building

them ?" Yes, doubtless, especially my very dear brother,

to whom the notion is a tempting one ; but how long will

these new ones last in their present condition? for how
many years will the same persons continue their orchard-

house-growing ? or wiU they not find it neoessai-y to abandon
them one by one ? I tliink this is the point, and no strong

assertions, no hard names, will mend the matter. I have
never ventured to give an opinion from personal experience,

for I cannot afford an orchard-house ; but having an oppor-

tunity from time to time of seeing various gardens, and
of hearing the comments of practical men upon the subject,

one is surely serving the cause of horticiUture by letting

these opinions be known, and perhaps by so doing wiU save

the pocket of many an ardent amateur to whom the idea is

very tempting, but who wiU find the reality very disap-

pointing. A great authority has recently gone off into

raptures on Orange-culture and prophecies of the days

"when the Gardens of the Hesperides will be revived in

England." Being somewhat more practical and less imagi-

native, I venture to doubt the success of even less difficult

matters than Oranges, and am borne out in my view of the

case by many who have large experience in most matters

connected with horticulture.—D., Deal.

[Our correspondent is right in his definition of an orchard-

house, and we always have defined it as "an unheated
glazed structure for the growth of fniit trees as standards,"

whether in pots or planted ovit is immaterial. We entirely

differ from him in considering such structures mere toys.

We can refer him to amateurs who grow Grapes, and Peaches,

and Nectarines in large quantities unfailingly, whilst on
the open waUs the two last-named fruits are too uncertain

to be cared about. We have ourselves grown Grapes and
Apricots in a similar house unfailingly, whereas on the open

walls the Apricots rarely escaped the spring frosts.

—

Eds.]

PEESEEVING- THE BUDS OF GOOSEBEEEY
BUSHES.

As some of your readers may wish to preserve their crop

of Gooseberries in the coming season, I send you a few

hints which may enable them to do so.

To preserve Gooseberry bushes from the attacks of Bull-

finches, scatter slacked lime on them freely during a drizzling

rain, and should a heavy shower foUow and wash off some
of the Hme, repeat the process.
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I have tried cotton and threads of all sorts and colours,

pieces of paper, and feathers, &c., all to no piu'pose, but
always foxmd the lime effectual, and I have never missed
having a good crop of Gooseberries on about seven hundred
bushes, except when they have suffered from late frosts.

Peas ajid Beans may be preserved from mice, and Radish
and all kinds of Cabbage seed from birds, by being dipped
in moist red lead before they are sown.

Bullfinches live on the buds of CuiTant and Gooseberry
bushes, all kinds of Plums and Black Thorn buds, and on
Larch buds during the autumn and winter. What do
they live on in summer?—J. S. Kenway, Mo.rl:et Gardener,
Baiheaston.

CACTACE^ CULTUEE.
(Concluded from page 70.)

If it be inconvenient to place the plants in July in a
greenhouse they may be removed out-doors to a situation
not exposed to wind, and perfectly open to the south, so
that they may receive the sun's rays. They are best placed
about a foot from a south wall. It is desirable to stand the
pots on a bottom imiaervious to worms, and one may easily be
made by placing an inch of lime-riddlings on the soU and
beating them tir-m with a wooden rammer, and another
layer of the same made firm wOl prevent worms effecting
an entrance through the bottoms of the pots. If worms get
in, the di'ainage is soon choked, the soil becomes sodden, the
roots graciuaUy disappeai-, the wood never ripens, iiowers
cannot be looked for, and often the plant dies. Any pot,
therefore, in which the soU remains very wet for weeks with-
out being watered must have the drainage examined, the
soU, if som-, removed, and the plant carefully set in a fan-
way of recovery. The pots may be plunged in coal ashes,
or a little moss may be put between them, for the sun not
imfrequently heats them and destroys the roots.

Whilst out of doors it is only necessary to keep the soil
about the plants moderately moist, and if they are plunged
they will not need much water, in fact none if the weather
be at aU showery. They must not be exposed to heavy
dashing rains, otherwise they are sure to suffer : therefore
they ought to be protected from these, for which purpose a
boarded or felt roof will be found useful.
In September remove them into a greenhouse, and place

in a light airy situation. They tnxist not be huddled toge-
ther in a corner, nor kept in the darkest and vei-y worst
situation the structm-e affords. Such positions can be more
advantageously occupied with Begonias, and such plants as
need but little light in winter ; at aU events, it is the worst
place for Cacti conceivable. During winter they will not
need watering more than once a-week, and not at all if they
be on a moist floor. An ordinary greenhouse temperat\u-e
suits them in wintei-, or 40° as a minimum and 50° as a
maximvim from fii-e heat. After New Year's-day the plants
may be introduced, a few at intervals, into the forcing-
house, or any house ranging from 50° to G0° with fire heat.
Water must be given regularly twice a-week after the plants
show for flower, and an occasional watering with Ucfuid manure
will materially increase the size of the flowers. When in
bloom they may be removed to the sitting or dra-n-ing-room,
where the grandem- of the flowers is highly appreciated,
and more than compensates for the little trouble bestowed
in their cultivation. Unfortunately the majority of the Cacti
are not fragrant ; but I know not whether that is not an
advantage, for plants having strong scents are very un-
pleasant in rooms where the inmates are not of a strong con-
stitution. Judging from their effects on myself, I am per-
suaded that powerfully-scented flowers are prejudicial to
health when then- odour is long inhaled.

After flowering, the plants should be placed in heat as be-
fore, and gi'own on until July, when they are to be removed to
the greenhouse or out of doors, as circumstances may render
advisable. Prior to placing them in heat they should be
potted ; but it is not necessary to repot them eveiy year,
unless large plants are desu-ed, when an annual potting
and copious waterings with manure water during the pei-iod
of growth vnU insure fine annual growths. If, on the con-
trary, the object is to keep them small, prune after flower-
ing, cutting out most of the old shoots, so that there may

be an annual supply of young shoots for flowering in the fol-

lowing season.

Plants not placed in the forcing-house will flower in the
greenhouse in April or May. They will require to be kept
in a vinery at work for a month or six weeks to complete
their growth, after which they are to be put outside or
transfeiTcd to a light airy situation in the gi-eenhouse. This
mode of ti-eatment is only suited for the tail Cacti—i. c, the
flat.stemmed and the triangular, and of which the flowers
vary in colour from crimson to rose, pink, creamy white, iSc.

These may be had in bloom at various periods. Plants
which are requu-ed to flower in September are placed in a,

forcing-house, ranging from 55° to 60°, in the first week in
December, and receive very little ^fater the first fortnight,

the quantity being gradually increased as they advance in
growth. All the young shoots are stopped in the middle of
February, and these soon become matiire; for after stopping,
the supply of water is gradually decreased until they become
quite dry, which is done in order to bring the plants into a
state of rest. In March they are placed in a cool but not
shaded situation in the gi'eenhouse, keeping them dry at
the roots ; and in the first week in August they are replaced
in the stove, and duly watered as they come mto fiower.

For flowering in August the plants are placed in the stove
in the first week in January, treating them the same as
those for September bloom, only they ai-e put a fortnight
later in the greenhouse to rest, and again removed to the
stove in the last week in July.

Those flowering in August have the shoots perfectly
ripened, and are put to rest in the greenhouse in October.
These flower again in the spring. Those flowering in

September will also flower in spring, and may be had in

bloom a month later by placing them in heat a month
after the first batch, which, if introduced into the stove in
the last week in January, will flower in Mai-ch ; the others,

consequently, would flower in the end of April.

If plants with well-ripened shoots be placed in a house
having the temperatui'e above named in the middle of

January they wUl come into bloom in the beginning of
March. If these plants are removed to the sitting or draw-
ing-room to bloom, they must be kept in heat for a month
after flowering in order to ripen the youxg wood and dry
up the moisture, the watering being gradually diminished
until they are brought into a state of rest. They are then
placed in the greenhouse, and will flower again in October
if placed in heat flve weeks prior to that period. If more
plants be introduced in the middle of February they will

flower in the end of April, and if then prvxned, dried, and
put to rest they may be seen blooming again in November.
Plants thus ta-eated are potted at all seasons just as they
rec[uire it, always taking care to di'ain well, so that the
manure water may pass rapidly off, for they shoidd be sup-
plied vnth weak manure water at every alternate watei-ing'

after the flower-buds appear until the process of drying-otf

commences, when water only is employed.
The above mode of cultivation may by some be considered

troublesome ; but superior growth and abimdance of bloom
never yet were had without extra cai'e, and plants are
superior or indifferent flowering just as they receive good or
bad treatment. I have had plants of EpiphyUmn speciosum
and E. Jenlvinsoni producing one hrmtfred blossoms each at
two years old, and at three years they produced between
two and three hundred. In 1852 I saw a plant of E. Rus-
seUiauum on a Pereskia stem, three years fr-om the graft,

and it measured 2 feet 6 inches through, and had no less

than three hiindred blooms upon it, and a finer specimen
for dinner-table decoration could not be wished for, not,

indeed, for any decorative purpose whatever. The plant,

however, had been inarched and was a good plant to begin
with. It received the ordinary heat of a vinery after flower-

ing until the Grapes were ripe, when it was removed to the
greenhouse and kept there near the glass and dry until

March, when it was placed in the vinery and came into
bloom in .4.pril. It was potted in sandy loam with pieces of
charcoal intei-mixed.

This mode of treatment must not, however, be iiractised

with the smaller-growing kinds, being, as already stated,

only suited for the vigorous and free-blooming sorts. The
smaller species of Mammillarias, Echinocactus, &c., require

a freer soil, and, to do them iiill justice, more liberal treat-
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ment even than the others ; but as it is no 'more than is

given to plants in general, no one need cavil at the trouble.

They shoiild be potted in April in the following compost :

—

Sandy peat, light turfy loam, and Ume rubbish from old

buildings in equal parts, with a liberal admixture of sharp

sand. Perfect drainage ia provided for, and the soil used

in a moderately dry state, so that it will not bind with the

hand in potting. The pots used should not be larger than

are sufficient to contain the roots comfortably. After potting

the plants should be placed in a hotbed, plunging them in

tan, the heat being 85°. The temperature of the air should

range from 65° with fire heat to 85° by day with sun heat.

Little water should bo given until they commence growing,

and then copious suppUes may be afforded and gentle

syringings overhead every sunny afternoon. The atmo-

sphere should at all times be kept moist. Air must be

given early, and the house closed by 3 p.m. They should be

shaded fr'om bright sun, for strong sun at this stage tends

to cause maturation, instead of which the object now sought

for is growth. Continue this treatment until the middle of

July; then gradually harden them so as to be dried off by
the end of August, when they should be placed in a light

airy situation in a warm greenhouse, where they must be
<!arefully watered, giving no more than sufficient to keep
them fresh. By this treatment they grow amazingly,

making more progress in one season than they can do in a

lifetime when starved on shelves in conservatories and cool

greenhouses. The latter mode ot treatment is merely keep-

ing them alive, and shows the extraordinary powers these

plants possess of fittiug themselves to circumstances.

Now I wish it to be understood that nine-tenths of the

order Caotaoese are natives of the tropics, and so cannot be
starved into growing and flowering. They may and do
flower in a cottage window ; but does it not take seven years

for them to grow and to mature that growth before they
will flower ? It is possible to grow them in a greenhouse or

conservatory; but you must not expect them to advance
much, and if they flower once before the three score years

a,nd ten are past be satisfied. In such situations they shoiild

be potted in April, be carefully yet moderately supplied with
water whilst growing, and very carefully indeed in winter,

giving no more than is sufficient to maintain vitality.

Abundant light and close proximity to the glass are essential

at all seasons. The situation should also be fr'ee from drip,

and there must be a fair amount of ventilation.

I wiU make some observations now on their treatment
where there is a house specially devoted to them. The
remarks as to potting and other details apply equally in this

as in other cases. It will be borne in mind that the more
tender kinds occupy the pit, the less tender the front, ends,

and back stages, and the young or hardier kinds the shelves.

Here they should be potted whenever they commence grow-
ing ; but, as a general rule, in the beginning of April. Water
win then be more copiously given ; and when growth has

fairly commenced the soil is to be kept constantly moist,
and in addition to syringing overhead on iine days, the at-
mosphere should be kept moist by syringing the walls,
floors, &c., night and morning. A brisk heat should be
maintained of 65". by night and 75'! by day, with a rise of
10* to 20S with sun and abimdance of air. By July the plants
will have made considerable growth ; the lights of the house
may then be taken off. The plants wUl thus receive the
benefit of dews and gentle showers of rain ; but should
heavy rains occur the lights must be put on. It would also
be advisable to replace these in windy weather. By thus
taking oif the lights the plants receive more light, and the
gentle rains and dews are absorbed by them, for CactaceiE,
I am persuaded, derive the greater part of their support
ft"om the atmosphere in their native country, or drink in at
night the evening dew, and are thus enabled to bear the
intense dryness to which they are subjected; but however
this may be, plants exposed in summer attain a fulness of
theii' parts which they never obtain without this exposure.
In September when the nights are becoming fi-osty the lights
are put on, and from that time onwards through the winter
the plants are but sparingly supplied with water, the tem-
perature being kept at from 50° to 60°, a few degrees more or
less as the state of the weather may detei-mine. Air should
be given on all favoui'able occasions, and in no way must the
roof be made opaque, or the light diminished by creepers
up the rafters. The air of the house should be kept dry in
winter. Such are my ideas of a Cactus-house. There may
be readier means of growing them, of which I shall be glad
to hear through the columns of this Journal.

Many of the family produce fruit easily by impregnation,
and in this way some desirable varieties might be obtained.
Towards spring when the fruit becomes shrivePed the seeds
may be taken out and sown in a pan iiUed with sandy
loam and peat, covering them lightly with sand, and then
plunging the pan in a hotbed. If the soil be kept moist
the plants will appear in a month. They may then be grown,
on in the stove, potted when large enough, and when they
have taken good root treated as established plants.

Cuttings strike readily if taken oif about 6 inches in length,
placed on a shelf for a few days to heal over the wounds,
and then potted singly. Be cautious not to overwater
them. Mammillarias are best increased by offsets, with
which the plants are studded. Opuntias are propagated by
taking off the branches at a joint and placing the cuttings on
a shelf before they are inserted in the soil, where they soon
root. Pereskias strike readily fr-om cuttings, and these are
grown on for two or three years until they are strong enough
for stocks on which to graft EpiphyUums. They are grafted
in the spring, no operation being more easily performed;
it is simply putting in a young branch of the desired kind
by whip or tongue grafting, and coating the grafted part
with clay to keep out the air.— G. Abbey.
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FLOOE, OF PROPAGATING-HOTJSE—SETTING A SADDLE BOILEE.
What is the best material (economy and durability con-

sidered), for the floor of a propagating-house ? If concrete,

what proportions of lime and gravel, which are to be had
near at hand ?

In setting my saddle boiler is there any objection to the

flame, &c., after passing under the boiler, returning over

the top and sides, the chimney to be in front over the stoke-

hole? I propose to have soot-doors at the back, and, if

necessary, to create a proper draught on lighting the fires

by bm-ning a little straw in the soot-hole.

—

De Foix.
[We question very much whether concrete would suit

your floor, unless you were to mix with the upper part of it

gypsum or plaster of Paris. All things considered, we
think hard-burned flooring-tiles will be the best.

Tou cannot take the heat of the fire too much outside and
over the top of your boiler, as well as underneath it. A
man who can set a washhouse boiler in a properj manner
will make no great mistake with one intended for heating
houses. We do not think you will need your straw, &c., in

the ash-pit, but you will need a damper near the bottom of

the chimney, though much of this regulating may be done
by means of a valve in the ash-pit door, of course keeping
the furnace-door shut at all times, except when lighting the
fire.]

DENDEOBIUM FAEMEEIT.
The best evidence we can give " A Lover

or Orchids " that the club-shaped stem he
sent is not one of Dendrobium densiflorum

is by publishing the above outline engraving.

He will see that the stem referred to re-

sembles those in the engraving, which is

of D. Farmerii. This species was obtained
from the Calcutta Botanic Garden, as long
since as 1847, by W. F. G. Farmer, Esq.

Its specific characters are :—Stems elon-

gated, club-shaped, jointed, swelling at the

joints, becoming a pseudo-bulb at the base,

pendulous, leafy near the top. Leaves
leathery, oblong, pointed, nerved. Racemes
lateral, many-flowered, longer than the

leaves. Bracts at base of pedicels small,

ovate, concave. Sepals spreading, ovate,

blunt, delicate pale rose. Petals large,

similar in colour, ciliated. Lip broad, in-

clining to square, clawed, ciliated, blunt,

pale straw with deep yellow blotch. Column
very short. ,

It flowers in the stove dm-ing May.

SHEUBBY CALCEOLAEIAS.
Calceolarias are amongst the handsomest of scentless

flowers, and the conspicuousness of their massive flower-

heads renders them highly ornamental when planted in beds,

ribbon-borders, or as single plants in mixed flower-borders.

They are natives, for the most part, of Chili, and are only

found on the South American continent. Many of those

DOW in cultivation are hybrids, though some of the species

are still grown. In addition to their contributing to flower-

garden decoration, they form handsome pot plants for the

greenhouse and conservatory. I will, therefore, treat of

them in both ways.
1st, For Old-door Decoration.—For this purpose they are

propagated from cuttings. These cuttings are taken from

the growing points of the shoots, and are commonly about

3 inches in length. Providing the cutting has two joints,

or a pair of leaves with the growing point of the shoot

resting upon their axils, and another pair below them,
which are to be removed, and the portion of stem imme-
diately below them cut off, it is not only the proper sort

of cutting, but ready for inserting to strike root. The
cuttings should be taken from the least succulent shoots,

(avoiding strong growths), and such as are moderately vigor-

ous for the kind. Cuttings from gi-oss succulent gi-owths

flag more, and are more liable to damp off than those taken
from moderate but healthy-growing plants. They should
be taken off before the frost kills the bloom ; for it will do
this before it kills the foliage. No particular time can be
given for this operation. It may be done fi'om the begin-

ning of October to the middle of November.
The best place for the cuttings is a pit or frame, and if

there be a hot-water pipe in it it wiU be of assistance in

excluding frost and causing a circulation of air in close, wet,

foggy weather. Provide good drainage at the bottom of the
pit or frame, and on that place about 6 inches or so of rough
ashes ; then ay on 6 inches of soil consisting of rather

light loam, fresh, and by all means sweet, and leaf mould,
two-thirds of the former to one-third of the latter. Cover
the surface with aboiit half an inch of silver sand. When
thus prepared the sm-face of the soil should be about 1 foot

3 inches from the glass. The soil should be in a moderately
moist condition when put in, and only a gentle watering

is needed after the cuttings are inserted to settle the earth

about them. Make holes with a dibber little thicker than
the stem of the cutting 3 inches apai-t every way, and into

these drop or put the cuttings, letting the lowest leaves

rest on the sand. Having put in the whole, water gently

through a fine rose ; and we have a cutting resting with its

base on sand and the stem surrounded by the same, the
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whole in a condition to remain until near Christmas without

roots. It is not necessary to close the earth to the cuttings

after putting them in; the nervous cutting-strikers may-

do so to satisfy themselves, but the watering will fill the

vacancy round them with sand, and cuttings resting on and

surrounded by sand are not half so Ukely to damp off as those

with soil close to the stem. Put on the lights, andkeep them

continually over the plants, but admitting an- occasionally

to prevent damp and stagnant air, yet not so as to dry the

atmosphere and cause the cuttings to flag. The cuttings

wiU need a covering of mats in cold weather, varying in

thickness according to the severity of the frost. During the

prevalence of frost the cuttings should not be uncovered so

long as the external air remains below freezing, and when
it is above that point they should not be suddenly exposed to

the sun's rays or light, but be gi-adually inured to a change

of temperature.
By Christmas the cuttings will have struck, after which

admit air on all favourable opportunities; whenever the

external air is above 33° let air be given, and even when it

is not if a hot-water pipe running along the front can be

worked so as to prevent the internal temperature from fall-

ing below 32°. In case of there being nothing but the bare

frame and covering to rely upon in severe weather, the sides

of the fi'ame should be protected with straw to the thick-

ness of at least 6 inches, driving stakes at that distance from

the frame aU round and filling in the intermediate space

with dry litter quite up to the top of the frame. Litter of

any kind, as fern fronds, &c., wiU answer as well for this

purpose as the best straw. The glass will require to be

covered with straw in addition to mats in severe weather to

at least 6 inches in thickness, and this covering may remain
on day and night in very ft'osty weather, only taking it off

in mild intervals, and then doing so gradually that the plants

may derive the fall benefit of a gradual thaw without expe-

riencing that parboiling which results fi'om the sun sud-

denly thawing or striking plants inured to severe fi-ost, and
from which light has been long excluded. By March the

plants will be commencing growth, when the points of each
should be nipped out, and a little water given if they need
any, applying it in the morning, so that they may be dry
before night. Admit air on all favoui-able opportunities,

and all the light practicable to insure stiff sturdy plants.

In April the plants will require more room, when a place

should be looked out in the open garden in a sheltered

situation. Tate out the soU 9 inches deep and 3 feet wide,

leaving 2 feet alleys between what I will term trenches.

These trenches should point north and south, as they wUl
then derive more benefit from sun heat. Place 6 inches of

leaf mould at the bottom of the trenches, and fork this

neatly into about 6 inches of the soil beneath. If the soil,

however, be very strong and heavy, it would be advisable
to add 3 inches of rather light loam to the leaf mould, and
to well incorporate these two, mixing in about one-sixth of

river sand. Take the plants out of the frame (for most
likely it will be wanted for Melons or Cucumbers) with baUs,
cutting round each with a trowel ; but a more expeditious
plan is to cut between the rows with an edging-knife or
spade, and then the trowel, thrust in crosswise, wiU bring
each plant away with a ball 3 inches in diameter. Plant
them in the trenches 6 inches apart every way, but in rows
longitudinally. Press the soil rather firmly about the balls,

not planting them more than half an inch deeper than they
were before. Water freely and cover with mats, upheld by
hazel or other sticks hooped over the beds, the hoops de-
scribing such a portion of a circle as to allow the mats to
be placed lengthwise with the edges just reaching the soil,

where they should be hooked, or pegged fast with wooden
pegs, in order to prevent the wind blowing them off. In
about ten days this covering may be removed by day, and at
night too if the weather be mild, but it must be put on
at night, in frosty weather, augmenting the covering if the
nights are very severe. After sharp frosts the covering
should not be taken off untU the plants are thawed, and If

the frost continues all day leave the covering on, for they
will take no harm fi-om being kept in the cold and dark.
Should the plants become frosted for want of sufficient
covering, do not remove the covering and let the sun shine
upon them to thaw them, for it will assm-edly kill them, but
increase the amount of protection, and seek to exclude light.

When the weather changes the frost will leave the plants

uninjured.
The points of all the shoots are to be nipped off when

May day arrives, and copious waterings given, but in the

morning. By the middle of May the plants will be strong,

setting an example to those grown in pots. Then, with a

spade cut perpendicularly between the rows on every side,

having previously trodden the earth firm with the foot.

Supplement the operation with a thorough soaking of water.

By this strange operation we seek to cause the roots to be

formed nearer the stem, which enables us to lift the plants

in about a fortnight vdth a baU permeated by a mass of roots,

every point of which is a mouth, ready after transplantation

to collect nutriment from the soil, and nourish the plant to

which it belongs.—G. Abbey.
(To he continued.)

STOVE-HEATING A EOECING-HOUSE.
At page 43, under the head of " Stoves," Mr. Fish says

he keeps frost out of an orchard-house 75 by 11 feet. Will

he explain whether he has any flue, and whether the house

has brick walls ? I have an orchard-house 25 by 14 feet,

built from Mr. Eiveis' own plan, and which that gentleman

assured me would be perfectly secured by fixing an Arnott's

brick stove of the dimensions given in his book. I have

fixed one 4i inches larger each way, and my experience is

wofuUy contrary to his, for in the late frost the thermometer

was at 26° ; and in ordinary frosts, with the fire constantly

in, the place is secure only 6 feet on each side of the stove.

WiU Mr. Fish say how he manages ? Mine is a span-roofed

house, and in a sheltered place.—A. E.

[My house is a lean-to, the wall at back about 10 feet

above the level of the soil there, and the soil sloping about

15 inches to the fr-ont. The front of the house from

3i feet high, consists of 1 foot of glass, and the rest of one-

inch boards, part fixed, and part for ventilation. The stove,

of the size described, is set in the middle of the house as

respects its length, and nearer the front than the back as

respects width. It is about half sunk in the ground, but

with an open space all round it. A pipe 4 inches in dia-

meter and 7 feet long goes from it, a little raised from the

horizontal so as to pass out through a hole at the bottom of

the back wall. Outside the wall, opposite this pipe, a brick

cesspool-Uke place was made, say 10 or 12 inches square,

and a small iron moveable plate was fixed into it opposite

the pipe from the stove, so that a sweeping-brush might be

run through it at any time. Above this cesspool foundation

outside, the chimney, formed of hard-burned drain-pipes and

an iron pipe, respectively about 4 inches in diameter inside,

is taken up a foot above the height of the wall. It will be

observed, that, besides the stove, there is only the seven-feet

strong iron pipe inside the house. We could have had more

heat if we had placed the chimney inside, but the hole at

the bottom of the wall was ready for us, being, in fact, a

small ventilator, the rest of which, round the pipe, we bricked

up; and there were several reasons why we should make

no more holes or trouble about the stove than we could

avoid, and the more especially as this was only an experi-

ment from which a criterion might be drawn as to what

might be attempted in this house, and the success of which

would depend on the keeping out of fr-ost.

So far as known, the results were exactly as described at

the time. Unfortunately, during the severest of the frosts,

I could not examine for myself, but was told that the ther-

mometer, 2 yards fr-om the end, was neverj lower than 1" or

2° above freezing-point. The cursory look at the plants

made me believe this, and most likely it was quite correct,

as the thermometer stood about 3 feet fr-om the roof, and

from 6 to 7 feet from the back wall. On examining and

moving the plants, however, it was found that some half a

dozen boxes of young Geranium plants, and, perhaps, eight

or ten 24-sized pots filled with cuttings, were injured that

stood near the front of the house. Tliis, no doubt, was

partly owing to the open seams of the wood in fr-ont, and to

the heat from the stove not telling so much on the front as

the back. So far as I could observe, nothing was injured

that was not farther than 74 feet fr-om the back wall. De-

1 cidedly that wall gave a greao advantage when compared
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with, the span-roofed house of " A. K." Of course the stove
required a considerable amount of care and trouble. I am
perfectly satisfied, that without protecting the upright board
and glass fi-ont, and at least a pai-t of the roof, I could not,
with such a stove, keep out such a frost as we had in 1860
and 1861, but that it could be done with two stoves. I need
say nothing of what may be done by a small boiler placed on
the top of it ; because, though pretty well assured of what
could be done, I am not in a position to try it.

I shoidd like to know how the stove of "A. E." is placed.
He says the air is heated only 6 feet on each side of it.

Now, if I have a small fii-e on, you know it as soon as you
open the door at either end, which is close to the back of the
house. In walking along, you can discern but little difference
in temperatiu-e, and whenJ suspended three thermometers,
one near each end and one in the middle, they differed much
less than could have been erpected. I forget exactly how
little. Perhaps the wall helps this. I recollect poiu-ing a
little water on the stove when hot, to convince a sceptic how
hot au- diffuses itself. The morning being calm, the heated
vapour soon passed Uke a cloud along the upper pai-t of the
house to the extreme ends, and then returned along the
lower part or front of the house.
Much dissatisfaction has been caused both by iron and

brick stoves inside houses, by taking a pipe or a flue
from them for any length in a horizontal position, if that
horizontal pipe does not go into a high chimney. For stoves
in general, 2 feet is long enough for a horizontal pipe, if the
cliimney is not more than 8 or 10 feet in height. They
would all draw better if the pipe went perpendicular at once,
but then the draught might be too strong for our purposes,
though that could be regulated by the ash-pan or a damper.
Our experimental stove once was honoured to stand in an
entrance hall, and it had then some 15 feet of horizontal
piping, but this entered into one of the lofty chimneys of
the mansion, and there was no lack of draught. I find
our 7 feet of horizontal piping is rather too much, and I
purpose sinking the stove, so as to take the pipe more fi-om
the horizontal, as, if a fire is lighted for the first time after
several weeks, the smoke is apt to come back on the fireman
before the stove gets hot. We obviate all this disagree-
ableness by just ;moving the ii-on plate outside ali-eady
referred to, and placing a handful of lighted shaviugs or
straw in the cesspool-like place, which dries and warms the
chimney, and there is no smoke then that comes back from
the stove.

I mention this little matter more particularly, because
I know of several cases where u-on stoves and brick stoves,
especially inside houses, could not be worked satisfactorily,
because their owners with pardonable economy, wished to
have a long pipe or flue nearly horizontal before rising
perpendicularly, in order to give more heat to the house.
These stoves require in this respect different treatment from
a common furnace and flues with a rather high chimney at
the end. And once more : when pipes are used for "iron

stoves, it is best to have them of cast ii'on at once.—E. F.]

EOYAL HOETICULTITEAL SOCIETY'S
COMMITTEE.—January 29th.

Fruit Committee.—A meeting of the Fruit Committee
was held this day, Mr. Wrench in the chair. In the class
for the best dish of Adams' Pearmain Apple, Mr. Spivey, of
HaUingbmy Place, was the oidy exhibitor ; but the variety
sent was Pearson's Plate, and not Adams' Pearmain. In
Class B, for MargU, Mr. Spivey was the only exhibitor ; but
the fruit, though perfectly sound externally and of a beau-
tiful colour, was on being cut found to be decayed at the
oore. In Class C, for Old Nonpareil, Mr. Snow, of Wrest
Park, received the first prize, and Mr. Spivey the second.
In Classes D and E there were no entries. In Class F
Mr. Snow, of Wrest Park, exhibited fine large fruit of Berga-
motte Esperen, which, however, was deficient in flavour,
and it was awarded a second i^rize.

In Class G, for the best dish of new Black Hambui'gh
Grapes, Mi-. E. Budd, gardener to the Earl of Darnley,
Cobham HaD, Kent, received the fu-st pi-ize ; and Mr. .Tohn
Pearson, gardener to Lord Foley, Worksop Manor, received
the second prize. Both were "very excellent examples of

good cultivation ; but the berries on Mi'. Budd's bunches
were much larger, and equally well coloured with those
on Mr. Pearson's. As regarded flavour there was little

difference between them. Mr. TiUeiy, of Welbeck, sent
bunches of Black Alicante, Black Tripoli, and a seedling
from Barbarossa to compare with the new Black Hamburghs.
The Black Tripoli, which is the same as Frankenthal, had
large berries, very fleshy, and much shrivelled ; the flavour
was sweet and delicious. The Black Alicante was a little

but not much shrivelled, and the flavour was good. The
Barbarossa seedling was decidedly better in flavour than
the Alicante. It has a very close resemblance to the parent
Barbarossa—so close, indeed, that the difference is not dis-

tinguishable, evidently showing how fixed a -vaiiety the
Barbarossa is by reproducing itself from the seed in the
same way as Chasselas Musque, Muscat of Alexandria, and
some others do. The Committee were of opinion that, not-
withstanding the gi-eat richness and sugary flavour of the
Black Tripoli, they did not possess the fresh " grapey

"

flavour of the new Hamburghs.
Ml'. Fleming, of Cliveden, sent very nice bunches of Bar-

barossa, and of Oldaker's West's St. Peter's, both well
coloured ; but the flavour of Oldaker's West's St. Peter's
was decidedly superior to that of Barbarossa. These, also,

were sent for comparison, but all these long-hanging sorts

certainly lack the fine fresh flavour which the new Grapes
possess.

Mr. Sanders, gardener to Sir Henry Meux, at Theobald's
Park, sent a splendid bunch of Lady Downes' Grape, per-
haps one of the best we have ever seen exhibited. It was as
large as a veiy lai'ge bunch of Muscat of Alexandria, long
and tapering, with two very large shoulders. This was
awarded a certificate of commendation.
Mr. B. S. WiUiams, of Paradise Nursery, HoUoway, ex-

hibited a fine bunch of the Eoyal Vineyard Grape, the
flavoiu- of which appears to develope itself the longer it

hangs. On this occasion a decided Muscat fiavoiu' was ap-
parent, and the sugai-y flavour was more developed than we
have ever found it. This evidently appeal's to be a late-

hanging Grape ; the henries were quite plump, and showed
no signs of shiiveUing, and like Barbarossa and aU the
late varieties, its flavour appears not to be developed tUl

late in the season.

Mr. Spivey, of HaUingbury Place, near Bishop Stortford,

sent thirty-three dishes of as many varieties of Apples. They
were all coiTectly named, except one called Winter Pearmain,
a green Apple, which could not be identified. For this collec-

tion Mr. Spivey was awarded a certificate of commenda-
tion.

Ml'. Elvers, of Sawbridgeworth, sent specimens of Eed
Baldwin, Ladies' Sweeting, Jonathan, and Melon Apples,

aU of which are American sorts, but grown in the open air

at Sawbridgeworth. They were beautifully coloured, and
highly ornamental. He also sent another called Allen's

Everlasting, an Irish Apple of medium size, fiat and an-

gular, and with an excellent flavoui'. It is a very late

keeper, and wiH prove a useftd variety.

Dr. Sankey, of Hanwell, sent a seedling kitchen Apple,

accompanied by some of the same in a cooked state ; but
the Committee were of opinion that though a good kitchen

Apple, the fact of its cooking of a brownish colour de-

tracted fr'om its merit.

The Eev. Mr. AUeyne, of Eickmansworth, sent three sorts

of seedling Apples, neither of which was considered to

l^ossess any merit superior to many others in cultivation.

Mr. Tm'ner, of Slough, exliibited a fine large seedling

kitchen Apple raised by Mr. Joy, of Eoundway Park,

Devizes, and which has been called Eoundway Magnum
Bonum. It is roundish ovate, ribbed towai-ds the eye,

gi'eenish yellow, with a few broken streaks of red on one

side. It is remarkably solid and heavy ; ajad the flavour,

even as a dessert Apple, is not to be despised. It was
awarded a fli'st-class certificate.

Mr. Elvers, of Sawbridgeworth, sent specimens of Tange-

rine Oranges, which were well gi'own, liighly ripened, aid
of which the flavour was very fine. He also sent some
specimens of the Maltese Egg Orange, which, however, were

not cjuite ripe.

Mr. John Forbes, gai-dener to J. C. PickersgUl, Esq.,

Hooley House, Coulsdon, Surrey, sent a fine dish of forced
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Tomatoes, which were awai'ded a certificate of commenda-

Mr. Budd, gardener to Lord Darnley, Cobham, sent spe-

cimens of a tine variety of Beet, which has been grown at

that place for upwai-ds of forty years, and which never shows

any disposition to degenerate or "sport." It is a very

exoeUent Beet ; but the Committee were of opinion that it

is rather too Uke Castelnaudary to be considered a distinct

variety.

THE WEATHEE OF 1863 IN LANCASHIEE.
Jantjabt.—This was a very mild damp month. The mean

temperature was 40.65°. The lowest temperature during

the month was 23°, and on seven days only was it below

freezing. The amount of rain was 3.83 inches, being

1.35 inch above the average ; it fell on twenty days. This

large amount of rain was a very great contrast to January

1861, when only 0.39 inch fell. This month and tlie pre-

vious December were so remarkably mild that all the

spring flowers were in bloom. The prevailing winds were

from the S.W.
FEEKUAKY.^The temperatui'e of this month was remark-

ably high, averaging no less than 4,1.14'^, and it was only

twice below freezing, on the 11th and 28th, and then only 2" of

frost ; vegetation, consequently, was very forward. This and

the three following months were very dry. The amount of

rain was only 1.01 inch, which fell on fourteen days. The

prevaOing winds were fr-om the S.W.
Makch.—The mean temperature was 42.82°, which is

above the average. The amount of rain was only 0.94 inch,

which fell on foiu-teen days, and was the least quantity of

any month in the year, and a great contrast with the year

before, when 3.11 inches fell in March. The ground having

been so very favourable for the reception of seeds, vegetation

was progressing very rapidly. The prevailing winds were

fi-om the N.W. and S.

April.—This was a very dry warm month, the mean
temperature being 49.8°, or nearly 4° above the average, and
it was the warmest April we have had for many years. Vege-
tation showed the effects of the warmth, and was looking

very luxuriant. The amount of rain was only 1.17 inch, or

about half the average quantity ; it fell on tea days. The
prevailing winds were from the N.W. and S.W.
May.—This was the first month that the temperature was

below the average, but it was a very dry month. The mean
temperature was 52°, and the amount of rain was only

1.88 inch, which fell on ten days, and was a very great

contrast with May, 1862, when there fell as much as during

the last three months. The prevailing winds were from the

S.W.
June.—This was a very wet cold- month, and vegetation

received such a check that by the end of the month it was
later than the average. Eain feU on every day, except

two, fr-om the 5th to the 32nd, when we were blessed

with six fine days, which improved the gloomy prospects

of the hay harvest. It rained on eighteen days, the amount
being no less than 4.11 inches, or nearly as much as in the

previous four months. The mean temperature was only 50.53°,

or about 9° below the average, and it is many years since

the temperature of June was so low. The prevailing winds
were from the W.
July.—The temperature was again below the average,

but it was the driest July we have had for a number of

years. Rain fell on two days only before the 18th, and fi-om

the 5th to the 15th was the only hot summer weather we
had during the year. The hay harvest was secured in

splendid condition, but the crops generally were light. The
mean temperature was 58.53°. The amount of rain was
only 1.29 inch, and it fell on eight days, which was the least

number of days on which rain fell in any month dui-ing the
yeai\ The prevailing point from which the wind blew was
the N.W.
August.—The mean temperature was again below the

average, being 59.48°. Rain fell on twenty-two days the
amount being 3.77 inches, which is the greatest amount
that has fallen in August since 1860, when it rained on
twenty-five days, the amount being 5.33 inches. The pre-
vailing winds were from the W. and S.W.

September.—This was a very cold wet month, and the

corn harvest was very indifferently secured in many of the

northern counties. Rain fell on twenty-two days the amount

being no less than 5.02 inches, which is the largest quantity

coUected in any month during the year or m September for

a great number of years. The mean temperature was only

49 3°, or about 7" below the average. The prevailing winds

were fi-om the W. ,, .,

October—This was also a cold wet month, the mean

temperature being 46.13°, or about 4° below the average.

It rained on twenty days, the amount being 4.31 inches.

The prevailing winds were fi-om the W. and S.E.

NovEMEEE.—This was a mild month and a great contrast

to November 1862. The mean temperature was 41.57°.

The amount of rain was 2.62 inches, which fell on fourteen

days. The prevailing winds were from the S.W.

December.—This was again a remarkably mUd month,

the mean temperature being 41.13°. We read of Strawberries

bein"- c-athered and of quantities in bloom ; and at Malvern

a beaiTtiful bouquet of flowers was gathered.'composed of

Verbenas, double Daisies, Roses of various kinds. Gera-

niums, common Marigold, Fuchsias, &c., all grown in the

open air; and in Berwickshire, "Jasper Stands.tiU' col-

lected eiolity-five species and varieties of flowers (all gro-wn

in the open aii-) on the last day of the year, amongst

which were Polyanthus, Verbenas, Cowslips, Stocks, Violets,

Mai-io-olds, Anemones, Picotees, Mignonette, Candytuft,

Viro-Siian Stocks, Roses of various kinds. Daisies, Primroses,

Fuchsias, Wallflowers, Scarlet Geraniums, &c.
_

Honey bees

were busy collecting farina; and a strange visitant atthis

season of the year—no other than a wasp fi-esh and vigor-

ous, stung a woman that was employed in a warehouse.

The amount of rain was 2.70 inches, which fell on fourteen

days. The prevailing winds were from the W.

—

Wm. Cakr,

Clayton VoXe, Newton Heath, near Manchester.

WOBK FOE THE WEEK.
kitchen garden.

We would impress upon the minds of all who cidtivate

the soil with the view of receiving an adequate return for

the labour bestowed upon it, that a thoroughly efficient

system of drainage is the basis of all successful cultivation.

We allude, of course, to soils that do require draining,

because some do not. Callage, fill up vacancies in the

autumn plantations ; also, make fresh plantations of the

autumn sowing ifnecessary. Carrots, make another sowing

of Early Horn. CaAdiftmoers, those under hand-glasses and.

in fr-ames to be fuUy exposed during the present ndld

weather, or they wUl button-off in the spring. Celery, sow
seed in boxes, and place them in heat to produce plants for

an early crop. Peas, if the soil is in good working condition

put in now the first principal crops of Dwarf Marrow, Vic-

toria, and British Queen, in the open quarters, sowing-

Spinach between the rows. As this ground comes in well

for Celery, the Peas should have the full width of 6 feet from

row to row. The Spinach wiU come off in time for the

trenches to be made for Celery. Potatoes, where there is-

not the convenience of frames or pits, plant in a south

border for an early crop. Traps should be set in different

parts of the garden to catch mice, they will now more
readdy take the baits than they will when there is other

food for them.

FLOWER garden.
In planting shrubberies, those trees and shrubs which,

are intended to remain permanently should be first planted,

and at such a distance from the walks and fi-om each other

as not to interfere with either the one or the other for at

least ten years ; this would allow many of them to attain a

large size, and to develepe their proper characters. The in-

tervening spaces may be filled up with more common sorts,

and as they encroach upon those that are intended to remain

permanently, they should be removed. Such trees and
shrubs wOl not then require much pruning, and digging-

about their roots we consider to be the worst practice that

can be adopted. The beauty of pleasure grounds is much,

enhanced by a close, velvety laivn. It often, however,

requires much trouble to effect this object. On rich soils

the grosser grasses prevail, and are difficult to eradicate or
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keep under; while on soils naturally poor, and which have
been for some time under the scythe, the different kinds of
mosses are found to increase in a manner prejudicial to the
better sort of lawn grasses. As the present is the season
when the mosses attain theii- gi-eatest perfection, it will be
found the best time to eradicate them also. A sharp-
toothed iron rake or light drag will be the best implement
for this purpose, worked sufficiently to bring up the moss,
which should be cleared off, and the lawn left for some time,
when a second operation may, perhaps, be necessary. In
March sow thickly Sheeps' Fescue Grass and Crested Doo-'s-
taU, and apply a di-essing of sifted lime rubbish and fresh
soil, or the soU and fine bone dust, which with occasional
rollings to keep the land fii-m, will soon produce a good
sward. Sow hardy annuals in mild, dry weather in the
open ground and in frames, for transplanting. Plant Ane-
mones and Eanunculuses. Protect the choice autumn-
planted bulbs, as Tulips, Hyacinths, &c.

FBUIT GARDEN.
The pruning and nailing of Peaches, Nectarines, and

Apricots, may be followed up with vigour and perseverance
whenever the weather is favourable. Wall trees of any
kind that are getting crowded with wood near the top of
the waU should have some of the larger branches headed
back, and the shoots brought down lower. Do not crowd
the centre of fan-trained trees with too much wood, that
part will always HI] up enough.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
The a,dvantage of increased solar light and heat will be

rendered apparent by the increased brUliancy of colour in
the flowers and depth of verdui-e in the leaves, provided a
judicious admission of air and a just proportion of other
essentials be continued. The display of flowering plants in
the conservatory may receive additions fi-om various quarters.
The stove will afford the beautiful Euphorbia jacquiniajflora,
which may be removed without injury. Fragrance is a
quali^ always sought for in flowers; the most strikino- are
too often deficient in that charming recommendation" In
effecting an arrangement this must not be forgotten. How-
ever humble m appearance, the modest Violet and Mio-no-
nette will always be valued for their delicious fragrance. As
the general potting season is approaching, have everythino-m readiness to commence operations whenever time and
the state of the plants enable you to begin. As a matter of
course, where valuable plants are kept, a stock of the
various kinds of soil should always be in readiness ; good
sandy yellow loam, peat, shai-p sand, rotten leaves, and
dry well-rotted cowdung, are all necessary ingredients in
one form of compost or other. As it is not good practice to
water heavily immediately after potting, see that the roots
are rather more moist than dry when turned out for the
purpose. Plants should likewise never be potted and cut
back at the same time, but the heading-back should precede
pottmg by a sufficient length of time to enable the plant to
begin a fresh growth.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Make a hotbed for cuttings and seeds with fermented

dung, weU sweetened. Those who do not possess gi-eat
accommodation and yet are expected to have the flower
garden very gay in the summer and autumn months, may
do a great deal with a smaU supply of fermenting material,
by making a hotbed in the following manner :—Mark off the
size of a smgle-light-box on the ground ; fix a strong stake
at each corner, the stakes to be 3 feet high at the back, and
^ teet m front; upon these make a platform of strong slabs •

place the box upon it ; form a lining of weU-fermented dung
all round except in front ; then fiU up the chamber below
the platform with hot dung, make up the lining in front,
and fill up the box to within 6 inches of the glass with dry
leaf sod or old tan. It wUl be ready in a couple of days for
the cuttings and seed-pans ; when the heat declines open
the front hnmg, clear out the chamber, and fill it ao-ain as
before. Make a sowing of Phlox Drummondi, and place itm the hotbed, also Ten-week Stocks, Asters, and other half-
hardy

_
annuals for early blooming. Put in cuttings of

fuchsias for planting-out in June. Shift Petunias and
Verbenas into large pots; placed in the hotbed-frame they
will produce a succession of cuttings for the next two
mouths. Any new or soai-ce plants of which your stock may

be limited had better be placed in heat to produce cuttings
for propagation. Keep the stock well ventilated whenever
the v.-eather will permit, and the surface soil of the pots fre-

quently stirred. Dust with sulphur Verbenas and similar
plants attacked with mildew. Endeavour to keep the in-
terior of these structures as dry as possible.

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Almost entirely the same as last week. Tui-ned over the
ground as opportunity offered, gave abundance of air to
Cauliflowers, Lettuces, Eadishes, &c., and stirred the ground
a little with a pointed stick. Poisoned and trapped mice
which had shown their skill on Peas and in nipping out the
centre of young Cauliflower plants. Trapped also two or
three rats which have again begun to make their appearance.
Those trapped, poor things ! had been allowed to pine to
death before being found, or we would have made one the
scapegoat to frighten off the rest of the fraternity. A
number of years ago the rats giievously perplexed us. They
attacked the Grapes and pulled off hundreds of Peaches,
when these were as hai'd almost as flints, just securely
stoned. One was trapped by the leg at last and only slightly

injm-ed. He was singed with a little lighted straw and then
daubed in several places with coal tar, and let off' outside
the gardens ; and for a number of years, though near the
farm, we never saw a trace of a rat in the garden.
Commenced collecting a lot of tree leaves now that shoot-

ing game is over. They come in for many purposes, from
fermenting heaps on to leaf mould ; but on the whole, if

regarded only in the light of manui'e, they would be a very
expensive material, if all the trouble of raking and carting
were duly considered. When taken half-rotted to the
kitchen garden, if they do not produce monstrous vegetables
in size, they generally afford those that are sweet and weU-
tasted. When used for heating purposes, unless well fer-

mented, they are almost sure to give you a harvest of small
slugs. Even when used alone it is a good thing to have
them previously heated, by placing them over and inside

of a heap of hot fermenting dung.
Lately we have been rather troubled with lai'ge adder-Uke

snails and slugs of various sizes on the Mushroom-beds.
Some fine specimens, as large as the pretence for hats which
our smart young ladies now wear, had the membranous
pai't nicely scooped out, and others were half eaten, whilst
even clusters of buttons did not escape being nibbled. We
generally have less or more of them about this season
every year. We hardly know how they come, whether in

the earth for Khubarb or Sea-kale, or in the soU used for

later beds, or from the droppings of horses, which in winter
are sometimes used for a top-casing after spawning, without
being at all heated previously, which we think no bad plan
for good Mushrooms, though we are rather doubtful if the
enemy are not thus introduced. They might be either killed

or driven off by a good heat, though that, too, would diive

off some of the most nourishing properties of the manure.
Come how they may, when there they must be got rid of by
enticing them to congregate together by gi'eased cabbage
or lettuce leaves, or small heaps of brevifers' grains, and
then picking them up at night ; or taking a lanthorn before

bedtime and carefully examining the beds, walls, &c., and
picking up all that can be seen, large and small. We
know of no method of killing them in the beds that would
not also hurt the Muslu-ooms. Not one will be seen during
the day.

FRUIT GARDEN.
This slug pest has also annoyed us with some Black

Prince Strawberries just as they begin to colour. The plants

are at the back of a naiTow pit, and there is a u;utow deep
path at the back ; and thinking that they must have con-

cealed themselves in the crevices of the path, we threw some
salt along it, and have seen no marks since. The pots are

set on a thin layer of moss, and we were a little doubtful of

that, though we could find no traces of the enemy there.

To make sure, however, when moss is thus used, or where
layers of turf are employed, as alluded to last year, it would
be well to place the moss or the turf in a barrel, and soak
with lime water as hot as it could be used.
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A friend of ours lias suffered this season greatly from

crickets. Tliey have pretty well cleared off the young shoots

of his Vines; and in some gardens they are becoming a

perfect pest. Crickets on the hearth indeed ! it would be

well if they stayed there. Much as they like heat, keeping

a house cold, or even exposed, will not send them away if

there are other places to which they can betake themselves

and be warm. We have noticed two modes successful for

keeping them down, if not wholly extirpating thera. The
first is cutting bread into thin slices, sjireading a little

butter on one piece, powdering it with arsenic, putting the

two slices together, and then breaking them into pieces, and

placing these in the di-iest and warmest places. We have

been assured that when examined by a light at night not

only would the crickets be seen eating the baits, but the

lively and active ones would also be seen, cannibal fashion,

attacking and eating the sickly and the dying. The other

mode was sinking a beU-glass level with the earth, &c.,

of the bed, and filling the glass nearly half full with treacle

and water. Whenever the cricket got amongst the ti-eacle

he was done for. We also noticed an improvement on this

:

A small straw that went nearly half across the width of the

glass was fastened by a pebble close to the outside. It was
then bent repeatedly over the rim of the glass so as to form

a sort of flexible hinge. A little treacle was stuck on the

end of the stem. Whilst Mr. Cricket marches along to get

at it, his weight brings down the straw and he is precipitated

into the liquid, the straw rising again ready for another ad-

venturer. It is only of late years that this new enemy has

begun to be troublesome, and any better mode for destroying

crickets or keeping them out of hothouses would be very

acceptable to many.
Noticing in the orchard-hoxise some of the black and

brown beetles that gave us such annoyance last year, we
chose a damp duU day, piit a cloth along the top of the

house, and, as we had been cutting plenty of Laurels, had a

lot of leaves and shoots roughly bruised— pretty well a
barrowload—and used them for smoking the houses, taking

care, however, that no fiame was seen. The engine was
used at the same time outside over the glass, the water
helping to fill up the laps of the open glazing. Next morn-
ing we could find none alive, though they seemed through a
glass to be fat and plump. Unfortunately, next day was
sunny, so we were obliged to give air ; but the sun shrivelled

all the insects we could see into seemingly as much powder.
If tobacco, some two or three pounds, had cost as little as

the prunings of Laxu-els, we would most likely have preferred

it, as giving less trouble. We should like to give another
smoking before washing and painting, as smoke penetrates

everywhere, even the surface soil and holes in walls, &c.,

which the best and most careful washing might miss.

For Peaches in bloom, coming into bloom. Grapes breaking,

&c., see last week. Went over the late Grapes, picking out
a few berries. The heat necessary to Iceeji out frost in the
late severe weather has done them no good, the air being
rather dry, which wiU prevent them keeping so long as they
otherwise would.

OENAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Proceeded with praning, clearing, propagating, potting,

&c., much the same as last week. Removed the last of the
Chrysanthemums from the conservatory, fresh arranged it,

bringing in Geraniums and Cinerarias showing flower-stems
strongly from cold pit. These were kept in an earth pit with
sashes merely laid across without rafters. A few plants

close to the front were injured by the late frosts, but only a
very few. The rest were all right. They were covered up
about a week. Epacrises and other hardwooded plants were
placed in the conservatory, so as to have plenty of air and
light, but so that the air should not beat on them at once
in frosty weather. Tried the ring of pots frequently with
the knuckles before watering them, as over-watering is

every way bad at this season. In frosty nights it is better
to keep the house merely safe instead of at a high tempera-
ture, as the more heat the more dry will the air become.
When such artificial heat raises the enclosed atmosphere
above from 40° to 45° in cold frosty weather, then moisture
must be communicated to the atmosphere in proportion.
When not more than the degrees above specified, the floor

and the pots will generally yield enough of atmosphei-ic

moisture. When there is too much of invisible vapour it is

apt to be condensed against the glass, and drop upon and
disfigure the blooms of Camellias, Rhododendrons, &c.

Removed from the conservatoi-y also a lot of young plants

of Cassia corymbosa which were struck last summer, and
hitherto have bloomed in the conservatory. Did we want a

gorgeous large orange bed from August to November, we
woiSd keep these plants cool untU May, and then plant them

out. They are always very fine with us when so planted

out. It -would be difficult to get them early out of doors,

except in sheltered places, as the wind would be apt to tear

the young growths to pieces. We find the plants stand our

exposed places best when kept as hardy as possible before-

hand.

AIK-GIVINO AND REMOVING.

Some readers wish for more definite particulars on this

subject, but we would only repeat what has been largely

treated upon in previous volumes. Perhaps it would be as

well to give a few examples. Here is a cold pit fuU of Cal-

ceolai-ias. Geraniums, Verbenas, &c. It will hardly be safe

to leave that pit uncovered any night in this changeable

weather. In mild mornings take off the covering early,

and if the outside temperature is near 40° give air before

breakfast ; and if it continues so, and there are no signs of

frost, take away the air about three or four o'clock. If a

frosty morning, give a little air at the back only after the

sun tells iipon the pit. If there are signs of a keen frosty

night, take away the air early in the afternoon, and cover-

up also earlier. If there is a likelihood of a continuous frost

and dull black days, make sure that the inside temperature

has fallen to fr'om 35° to 38°, and then if you shut-up for

several days no harm will ensue.

In a common greenhouse the same rules will hold in mild

weather; but in frosty weather give air later, except a

little at the top of the house to arrest di-ipping, and take

away what air is on by two o'clock, so as, if possible, to

shut in some sun heat. Provided the average heat of that

house at night is 40° to 45°, the plants will take no harm if

the heat should rise to 60° or 70" with sun heat. Fires

should be put on to catch the falling temperature about 45°,

and if the fi'ost is severe the temperature had better fall to

40" or 37°, in preference to using very strong fires. The

same rules will apply to forcing-houses. For instance :
here

is a Peach-house pretty well in bloom, average night tem-

perature 45°. In duU days it would be well to have the

heat up to 50° and 55°, with air on. In a bright day, with

frosty air, provided a little air is given early
,^
the tempe-

rature from sun heat may range fi'om 70° to 85°. A bright

sun on a house with a steep roof, and no afr given, would

soon settle aU further trouble with the blossoms. The
gradual rise with a Uttle air does good rather than harm,

and the high temperature is better every way, if from sun

heat alo7ie, than admitting gi-eat blasts of dry frosty air.

We lay an emphasis on the above word alone, for the careful

furnaceman wiE do little with fire heat in a morning when

he expects the sun to come out. By the time the sun tells

much on the house, the heating medium should be rather

cool. Such a house if shut up at 70° at two o'clock in a

clear, fr-osty day, will rise perhaps a few degrees, but it will

gi-adually fall to 45°, by which time the heat from the furnace

should begin to teU and meet the frost.

HEATING.

The other week, when speaking of an iron stove in an

orchard-house, we stated then what we thought to be the

fact—that the frost had been kept out. We have found that

this was not quite correct, as a few boxes of cuttings, and

some pots of cuttings, near the front of the house were in-

jured. The front is about 3.^ feet in height, and consists

of glass and one-inch deal boards, and not very close to-

gether. All the Geraniums, 7i feet from the back wall,

were safe. This matter is alluded to more largely m reply

to a correspondent.
Several inquiries have been sent us as to the most econo-

mical modes of heating by hot water, the best boOers, &c.

Our reply to the last is, that almost all the boilers m use

are best, if well set, and well worked. To save the heat

that must escape from aU boilers, the best plan is to have a

flue through part of a house, and a damper to throw back

the heat on the boiler as desired. There is no boiler that

wm absorb all the heat from the fij.-e, much must pass away
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throBgli the smoke-shaft. Hence, in this respect, one
boiler is more economical than several. Where there is not
a flue, the getting the most heat to act on the boiler depends
on the setting, and the cai-eful attention of the stoker to his
damper and his ashpit-door, as fully detailed some time ago.
—R. P.

C0YI:NT GAEDEISr MAEKET.-Jan. 30.
Th9 supply of all kinds of fruit and vegeubles in season continues good.

Pines and hothouse Grapes are bufficient lor ihe demand, and though the
latter are more liniired in quaniity, the advance in price has rebtricted
purchases. Of Potatoes, better samples, especially of York Regents, hare
come in since our last report. Turnip-tops, Broccoli Sprouts, and all kinds
of coarse Greens are plentiful. Cut tlowers consist for the most part of
Camellias, Pelargoniums, Chinese Frimulas, Roses, Violets, Mignonette,
WallflowerSj Van Thol Tulips, Snowdrope, and oiher bulbs.

s. d. 5. d
Apples J sieve 2 o to 4
Apricots doz.
FigB do2. 6
Filberts & Nuts iOD lbs.

Grapes, Uottioa6e....lb. 8 12
Foreign 10 2
Muscats 6 10

Lenions i0.3 6 lO
Melons eacn 3 5

ilulbemes quart
Keclarines
Oranges 100
Pedches
Pears busli.

dessert ^ sieve
Pine Apples ."....lb.

Pomegranates each

F. d. a. d
to u

4

VValuuts

a
10 U

b 12 u

tj 10 u

5 8

u u

..DU3h. 14 6 20

VEGETABLES.

Asparagus bundle
Beans, Broad busb.

Kidney 100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brussels Sprouts^ sieve
Cabbage f. doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive score
Fennel bunch
Garlic and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle

s. d. 8. d

,

S to 12 '

3 6

1

»
1 t>

6

3

1 6

2
31

3

8
3

1 6

5
1 6

2

2 6

S

G

2

5

2 6

4

Leeks bunch
Lettuce scure
Mushrooms puttie
Mu.itd. <x Cress, punnet
Unions .,. iushel

pickling quart
Parsley bunch
Parsnips dox.
Peas bush.
Potatoes sack
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys per doz.
Sea-kale b^istet

Spinach sieve
Tomatoes ^ sieve
Turnips bunch

d. s. d
4 to

G

6
4
U

5

1 ti

1

1 6

1

1

4

1 tj

8
2
<i

2

2
4 U

0'

TEADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
E. Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting. Catalogue of Agricul-

iwral, Floiuer, and Vegetable Seeds, Fruit Trees, ^o,
Henry N. Bransby, Corn Market and High Street, Alton.

Spritig Catalogue of Select Vegetable and Flower- Seeds.

TO CORRESPONDENTS,
%* "We request that no one will write privately to the de-

partmental writers of the " Jom*nai of Horticulture,
Cottage Gardener, and Country G-entlemau." By so
doing they are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and
expense. All communications should therefore be ad-
dressed solely to The Editors of the Journal of Horticul-
ture, ^c., 162, Fleet Street, London, B.C.

We also request that correspondents will not mis up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those
on Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them
on separate communications. Also never to send more
than two or three questions at once.

^•-^-—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Plant for Centre of Plant Case (DubUn).—\\e have not found any
petter plant for a plant case than a large Dracosna terminulis. The Skimmiii
japonica has leaves as fine as an Orange when well grown, and is not more
hable to become blotched than a Camellia. A conrtned atmosphere does
not suit it, and wind and strong sun— the ontj heating the leaves and the
other scorching them— very often give the plants the poor grcon and
blotched appearance you compla'nof.

Potting Rooted Cuttings of Scaklct and Tarieg.\ted Geraniums
(B. T. M.).—If you have had your plants in a growing heat of oO°, and
after potting them have kept them some time in a stove, they will require
hardening-oif to the greenhouse temperature very gradually, and by all
means avoid giving too much water. By continuing to grow them on in
"Warmth you may obtain a batch of cuttings in March, which will increase
your stock, and still have tine plants left. You can do no harm by keeping
your plants warm and in a growing condition, provided that they receive
no sudden check. Most people keep their Geraniums as cool as possible in
winter more from necessity than choice, not havmg accommodation to grow
them on.

Camellia Leaves Falling (.4 Glasgow SK&.fcrj&er).—Evergreen trees
of all kinds cast their leaves annually, and of these the Camellia is one

;

but it is only the oldest that fall from the Utter, for it will retain \Xa leaves
for several years if iu good health— very commonly for a period of six years.
I'rjvidmg your plants have only thrown off the old leave.s, and are making
ample new growth, we see no ciuse for alarm. The teir.peratureyou placed
them in is at least 15' too high, and this would cause the old leaves to fall,

lor the roots would send up more crude sap than they could digest, and
ihey would consequently drop. A temperature of from 45' to 50° at night is

quite high enough lur ilie Caniellia to form new wood perfectly, and if the
wood is made slowly a profusion of buds is more certain than when the
growtbs are formed hastily in a store heat. Imperfect drainage and a cnn-
Ftquenily sour condiiion of the soil, because it destroys the roots, will

ciuse the leaves to be cast prematurely. AVatering a plant iu a BtoTe with
water little above freezing will aUo produce the same result.

CoTTiNG Back C\mellias {J. ^f. G.).—There is no better time to CTit

back Camelliiis than just when they are going out of bloom, and before the
growth tjf the season begins ; but we would not advise yoa to cut them in
severely. A Cj.me!lia generally requires no training, and merely cutting in

any ianky growth is alt that is "advisable. You will be best able to asceitam
it your plants Wcint potting by e.x.amining the balls. If the roots be closely

matted round the pot they are assuredly in want of more room, and it some-
times happens that the soil that is not so occupied becomes sour with
repeated waterings, and cunscquenlly ri^quires to be exchanged for fre^-h.

We would only advise liquid minure in, a weak and perfectly clear state

for your Camellias when in a growing state, as hardwooded plants require
less of this stimulant than herb.iceous oucs. The beat noW we know of for

Camellias is light sandy soil impregnated with iron. Where such exists

naturally no artificial mixture cau equal it for general uUlily.

Double Gloxinias [Rev. A. F.).—We know of no reason why Gloxinia
Sowers should not be obtained riouble, for other campanulate corollas are so

transformed- The accompanying is the com-nenccnient of such a change,
and is the portrait of one of sereral similar lioTers exhibited before the
Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society. We agree with the-

Committee in thinking it no improvement to the flower.

Lilacs not Flowering (_£*. Jf, 5.).—We fear ^he situation your plants
are in must be an unfavourable one indeed, as the plant accommodates itself

to most positions, and generally speaking receives ust uither treatment
than cutting back any portion that overtops or interferes with neighbouring
shrubs. It invariably Mowers in seasons when other deciduous shrubs and
trees do so; but in such a ye;ir as 18i3i, when few or no tlo\rer-buds had
been set the year before on acci"*nnt of the wet sunless weather, the blooms
were comparatively few, and as you say the sun never shines on your trees
the mystery is at once told. We fear under such circumstances that no
treatment you can give your plants will insure their tioworing; but if you
can remove anything that overhangs them so as to give them their due
share ol sunshine, you will have flowers. If not, you Iiad better encourage
the growth of evergreens or such other shrubs us adjoin them and look
better.

Plum Trek Against the South-east Wall op a House {J. C.).—If
the situation be free from stagnant water we know no reason w.',iy a Plnm
tree should not grow and do well ag.iinst such ft wall, even if the surface of
the ground is m.ide hard for a yard or pathway. If the natural (-oil is

moderately good and drainage perfect, we do not think that tint paving-
stones arc wanted below the roots, excepting, pcvli ip-. that one imme-
diately underneath the collar may prevent tap roo*« debcending there. If,

however, the subsoil is nnkinrt we would advise G inches of rubble, stonei
or something of that kind in the bottom of the hole, which might be of a
sort of horseshoe shape, and about 8 or feet over : and with G inches of
drain:ige materia)'^ at bottom, about 13 Inches of eoil fnr thr trees to grow
in will bo suthcicnt. If the situation is damp a rather light atony soil may
be used, but if dry, one somewhat stiff'er. It would be better if the soil

overlying llio roots could be kept lonpe and in tilhigo for one year, so as to
thoroughly sweeten it. Afterwards it may be troddi'U us hnrd as you like>

taking care, however, that this is first done in dry weather.
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Oehamental GR4S3B3C.4. i'O.-Tlie following twenty are about 2 fee

WkU and loss. Wo have not named any of the taller species. Agilops

cylindrlca; Agrostis dulcls, nebuloaa.pluiuoaa ; Briza major; Bromus bruce-

(ormis ; Cbrvsurus aureus ; Coix laohryma ;
Kleusme oligostaohya ,

Elymus

caput-Medusee ; Eragrostis elegans (Love Grass); Hordeum jubatum;

Lagurus ovatus: Panicum concinuum ; I'aspalum elegans ;
Penniaetum

longistylum; Setaria maoroch-ojta ; Stipa capUlata, pennata (Feather Grass);

TripsacuQi dactyloide s.

Ceocus not Floweking {rr!/c5i*0.-There are so many aorta of Crocus

that we really cannot guess which it is that yon refer to. The Crocus Ultes

aUght, rich, deep soil, and from the data given by you it would be diiflcuU

to surmise why it has ceased to bloom. Do not cut the foliage off it tiU it

decays naturally, for if you do the bulbs will become weak and leas likely

to flower. Try what a little rich top-dressing will do for it

De4d Pigs Boried in Vine-boedf.k {A. B. (7.).-The reading of your

letter has made us quite qaalmy. Twenty-mne pigs trom 6 to 10 stone

weight buried in a Vine-border within 3 feet of where Vines were planted

lastspring!!! Done wrong? Yes, most decidedly. Out with them all at

once, or your Vines will suffer for it. Nothing can be more opposed to .he

nature and requirements of the Vine than carrion of any sort. We do not

envy the person who is to be resurrectionist. Let the stinkmg mass be

entirely removed and the place filled up with proper T, ine-border compost

and never listen to any one who recommends dead animals to be put into

a Vine-border. How any one can suppose that the roots of Vines can make

use of such tilth is a mystery to us.

Fuchsias - PELAaaoNioils - Verhesas [A Novice, Mlddksbormgli-on

-

Tee3).-Six Fuchsias : Guidmg Star, Prince of Orange, auem of Hanovcl

,

SouvenU- de Chiswick, Minnie Banks, Comet, Six Fancj Pelargonmms

Acme Arabella Goddard, Cloth of Silver, Madame S-iinton Dolby, Sarah

Turner, Celestial, nix- Terlenaa: Geant des Batailles, L'Avenir de

Salient, General Simpson, Fairest of the Fair, II Trovatore, Madame

Maltras,
^

FaniTiNO ViKES in Pots i.-j a Gkeenhohse (ffyesiiJc). —We do no

think you will obtain a double quantity of Grapes, or anything like if, by

the arrangement you describe. Tou would obtain better Grapes and more

of them by making a border to your greenhouse and planting out the V ines

for a permanenev. Moreover, you would do this with far less trouble than

with two sets, or eveu one set, in pots. The arrangement we have recom-

mended is quite compatible with making the house a wintering place lOr

bedding plants. There is plenty of time to ripen the Grapes you name a.ter

May. The best time to apply fire heat to assist them is when the weather

is cold and dull, and when the Grapes are colouring and ripenmg. rjie

Vines would winter behind a wall as you propose, and you could easily pro-

tect them from frost with but little covering. The principal danger will lie

in spring, when the sap begins to flow, and Vines are then most susceptible

of injury from frost Vines in the Crimea and on the shores of the Caspian

are ripened under a hotter sun than here, and consequently are better able

to withstand frost than those ripened in a cool vinery. We do not UmK
you will be able to ripen your resting set of Vines well by the method you

propose. You might do so against a hot wall or in your orchard-house

;

but we do not recommend the arrangement you propose, and are certain

you would get better fruit, and more of it at less cost, by making a border

to your house and planting the Vines out. ^

Boiler [A Constant Header).—No advice was asked in your last Bote

—you only praised, in no measured terms, your newly-invented boUer.

We do not want a model ; but if a drawing of the boiler reaches us, we

flUaU give our opinion, favourable or unfavourable, without any reserve.

Weeping Walnut Trees ((?. Alhop).-Yoix had better write to some

leading nurseryman. The book you mention is not a safe guide.

METKOSIDEEOS FLCIRIBUNDA AND COEONILLA GLAUC4 (CTflKrfiP).—They

are very hardy greenhouse plants, and ought to hare done well in a tem-

perature not under 10=. The losing of the leaves and ftowers is a mystery

to US Perhaps an unhealthy atmosphere from something on the heating-

pipes, an escape from a flue, stagnant moisture, or too great a degree of

dryness is the cause. A little eitra heat may cause the piants to break

afresh ; but we would not hurry them, but give the increase gradually, um
the frost get at them in the severe weather? The Marie Louise Pear will

do in the greenhouse against the wall provided you place no plants in front

to shade it. Give plenty of air, and no more artificial heat m winter than

will just keep out frost. Why not try the Peach ?

CiNERiRlAS Blind (P. Di.i:o«).—Unless the plants have met with some

great misfortune, we should say that you will have flowers if you wait lor

them. Perhaps you have given them too large pots. For winter and spring-

flowering it is as well that the plants are not above 6 or 7 inches m
diameter. We except from this nile those plants that were grown strong

in autumn, shifted into large pots by the beginning of September, and had

the pots like a cheesecake with roots before the first ten days in October.

These would throw up strong and large heads, but for younger plants small

pots are best in winter.

Proposed Boiler (i?. 2).).—Even with your present upright cylindrical

boiler you will obtain most of the heat trom the fuel by carrying the flue

through or round the house, and, if the heat be too dry, use evapo-

rating-pans of water in the mode you most approve of yourself. Even in

that case it would be advisable to have a damper in the flue near the boiler,

in order by that and the ash-pit door to regulate the draught in the flue,

and concentrate the heat more about the boiler. We have known such up-

right boilers to do very well ; but we prefer them of the sugar-loaf conical

form, something similar to what you have shown by your inner lines, but

then we would have the outside to resemble the inside in shape. By your

proposed plan, with perpendicular outsides and conical-shaped inside, you

obtain what we consider two great drawbacks—a great body of water at the

top of the wedge-shape just opposite the flow-pipe, and no water at all at

the sharo end of the wedge-shape, where the boiler would rest on the fire-

bars. This with strong fii'es would soon cause the bottom to be bnrned out.

We have known boilers requu-e ever so many fresh sets of grate-bars, and

the boiler would burn out as well as the bars but for the water inside. You
should have given us the reference to Mr. Pierce's plan.

Stems of Seed Clovee (B. B. TT.).-We never but once knew these

use d for any other purpose than littering cattle. The exception was when
fod der was very scarce, and the stems were then cut up in making chaff.

Melbooene Heeo Potato (G. .4.).—We do not know where this can be

Obtained.

Spring Cdttinos op Geeaniohs (Agnes). — 11 your young GeranlamB

are so leggy and you wish to increase them, the sooner you top them and

put the cuttings in the better. This will cause the plants cut down to come
stocky, and enable the shoots to be strong before planlinu out. The larger

the cutting, other things being equal, the lar,;er will the young plant be,

and therelore the more show will it make oui of doors when planted out.

The larger the cutting the less nursing and growing will the plants need

after being struck. Six inches is a good si'.!e for a spring cutting. We
often make them of li inch when we want to increase the stock ; in fact,

every joint with a bud at the base of the leaf may be made into a cutting.

But these require more nursing to got them of a good size, and ({reat care

to prevent them damping. We have made spring cuttings of Golden Chain

very small indeed ; but if you have not had much experience you had better

not' have the cuttings less than from 2 to 3 inches long. As to the heat,

that must be as you can get it. All these now will strike quickest if placed

in bottom heat and the top of the cuttings exposed, with no covering

except the glass sas'h, and if the cuttings are 18 inches from the glass they

will need little shading. With plenty of light these Scarlet Geraniums will

stand any amount of heat, when striking and when growing too—say
80° bottom heat and from 60' to 75° top heat. They will not draw and

become lanky from mere beat, like the Pelargonium tribe, provided they

have plenty of light and air. Of course, when your variegated Geramums
are striking, you will need scarcely any air during the day, and if a skllr

from the syringe in a very bright day will prevent flagging, that is better

than shading. A little air should be given at night, however, unless when
very frosty. When struck, pot off and grow on in heat, for if you wish

those spring-itruck to be equal to the autumn-struck, you must get them

a good size and then harden them off before planting them out, and be

sure they are well watered before planting. The plants cut back will break

all the sooner and make fine plants sooner if they have a temperature of

from 60" at night to 70° and more during the day. The stragghug iom
Thumb will make fine plants for the greenhouse so treated. For cuttmgs

see last week's " Doings of the Week."

Back Number
( W., Cardiff).—\l you send four postage stamps with your

address yon can have No. 52 free by post.

Plants to Screen a Low Wall U Subscriber).—ks you only want

about thirty plants, and desire as much variety as possible, you might have

in your back row one common and one Portugul Laurel, and the same ol

Laurustinus, Green Holly, Common Yew, Ligustrum sinense. Arbutus,

Alaternus, and Phillyrea, with purple and white Lilacs, Ribes sangmneum, a

Laburnum, and one or two pillar Roses. In the front platit Cotoueaster

microphylla, Berberis japonica and B, aquifolia, Aucuba japonica, Gold

and SUvcr-edged HoUv, the Fan Yew, two or three kinds ot Rhododendrons,

common and Majorca Box, and Griselinialittoralls as evergreens; and Deutzia

scabra, Forsythia viridissima, and Weigela rosea as deciduous, -with a few

Koses If the roots of your shrubs find their way into the vegetable border

they may be stooped by cutting a narrow ditch or drain as deep as they

descend, and fllliug this up with a sort of rough concrete well rammed m.

We have shut out the roots of large trees from flower-beds by this plan,

and recommeud it to you.

Names of Plants (ff. Dicier).-It is Physalis alkekengi, or common

Winter Cherry. ____^_^

POULTEY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

PKIVATE MAEKS ON POWLS, AND THE
KULE AS TO OWNEESHIP.

The question of disqualifying fowls exhibited with private

marks, which Mr. HevTitt has suggested in your Journal, is

certaiitly deserving of consideration. As far as the Judges

are concerned I have no doubt these marks are a positive

nuisance ; for, although in the great majority ofmstances

they hare not the slightest influence on the decisions, yet

in some cases they afford a pretest for complamt, which

disappointment is only too willing to lay hold of. The real

obstlole to their aboUtion wiB be the reluctance of exhi-

bitors to give up the means of identifying their birds; and

most of us must have heard of cases where, by the aid ot

private marks, fowls misplaced or stolen at exhibitions have

been recovered by the owners.

There are various modes of marking fowls. Perhaps the

most fi-equent, especiaUy in the Game classes is a slit or

„„+ i„ +i,o „ns+,ril. So common is this method that it can
cut in the nostril. So common is

hardly be considered a distinctive mark. There may be

subtle distinctions in the outline of the cut, as Mr. Hewitt

asserts, although I cannot remember that I ever noticed

such to be the case. u r, „ •„

To disqualify for visible marks alone would be an in-

adequate measure, for on the assumption that a Judge is

base enough to act from coUusion or a corrupt motive, a

secret ma?k concealed by the feathers would be mfimtely

more dangerous than a visible one. If, therefore, a/-ule ^s

introduced on this point, let it be both comprehensive and

sti-ingent, extending to aU private mai-ks wherever they can

be detected. It il true they might often exist without

being discovered, but the knowledge that discovery would

inevftably lead to disqualification, might at last mduce

exhibitors to abandon them altogether.

Should the committees of poultry shows be disposed to

adopt such a rule as Mr. Hewitt suggests, there axe several
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diiEculties whicli they will have to encounter. In the first

place, it is not so easy as at first sight it may appear, to
define a private mark, as it might easUy be made so as to
present the appeai-anoe of accident rather than design.
Secondly, the practice of mai-ting fowls has become so
exceedingly common, that the sudden adoption of a dis-

qualifying rule would, at least in the Game classes, almost
amount to a degree of confiscation ; and committees, if at
all tender-hearted, will not forget the advice of old Izaak
Walton, who, instructing a disciple in the " gentle craft

"

how best to impale a living frog on the hook, expressed a
wish that the operation should be performed " as mercifully
as may be." Assuming, however, that all difficulties can be
surmounted, I think it will be generally acknowledged that
Mr. Hewitt's suggestion is a valuable one.
As I have my pen in my hand, perhaps your coitc-

spondent who writes under thenominis unilri-aot "Egomet"
win excuse me if I take the liberty of pointing out, what
appears to me, a misconception in his reply to Mr. WiUiams.
He seems to assume that the exhibition of fowls is unjustifi-
able, unless they are the absolute and bona fide property of
the person by whom they are exhibited. If I am not greatly
mistaken, the rule as to ownership has been rescinded long
ago, on the ground that practically it was found to handicap
the scrupulous for the benefit of the unscrupulous exhibitor.
At any rate the practice of hiring or borrowing birds for
exhibition is, 1 believe, quite notorious ; and if " Egomet "

stigmatises as unscrupulous all exhibitors who ai-e not the
absolute owners of the birds which ai-e shown in their names,
he is casting Ms net very wide, and would, I imagine, be
astonished at the magnitude of some of the fishes included
in his haul.

I am reluctant to revert to the exhausted subject of the
Birmingham disqualified pens, but the allusion to the letter
of Mr. Williams tempts me to a short reference to its bear-
ings on the original charges or insinuations against Mr.
Hindson. These insinuations were rather destitute of
meaning, or they amounted to this—that the birds exhibited
by Mr. Williams had been sent to Birmingham with Mr.
Hindson's knowledge and consent, and that they had been
exhibited in the name of a person under Mr. Hindson's con-
trol. To these chai-ges, I replied that Mr. Hindson's conduct
was entu-ely inconsistent with the imputation they conveyed.
With me this conviction has never been shaken, and if there
are any who still have a doubt on the subject, I would ask
them to read the letter of Mr. WUliams published in your
Journal last week. Whatever opinion may be formed on the
question of ownership, the strong assertions by Mr. Williams
that the birds are his own, and the tone of hostility to Mr.
Hindson which pervades his letter, must strengthen the con-
clusion, that whether it was justifiable or not in Mr. Wniiams
to send these birds to Birmingham, Mr. Hindson had no
knowledge, infiuence, or control in the matter. In fact, this
charge, deficient in vitality from the first, has now, I think,
totally collapsed ; and as I was, unfortunately, present at its

birth, allow me to assist at its funeral obsequies, and gfflv by
way of epitaph on its coffin, " Partunimt monies, nascitur
ridicidus mus."—J. H. Smith.

WHY DOES A PIGEON TUMBLE .p

In a former notice of new varieties of Pigeons, I adverted
to the propensity of some breeds to tumble or turn somer-
saults, and asked if any one of my readers could give any
description of the Lowtan or Ground Tumblers of India. I
then proposed to offer a few remarks on what I believe to be
the cause of a Pigeon's tumbling, and I shall now endeavour
to fulfil that engagement.

It may have been noticed by many, that Pigeons when
sporting in the aii' often beat their wings together in a
ioyous or excited manner, and rock themselves, as it were,
up and down by the force of their strokes. This seems to

be done in playfulness, in the exuberance of their happy
life, and in course of time those being selected and bred
from that moved their bodies most, a bi-eed was established
that turned quite over, or Tumbling Pigeons. This was my
first opinion, and I believed that Tumbler Pigeons threw
somersaiilts for their own satisfaction ; however, since I have
become possessed of a breed of extraordinary Tumblers, I

have seen reasons for thinking that they at least do not do
so for the fun of the thing, but rather because they cannot
help it. For instance : I have many birds that tumble so
often, and sometimes so consecutively, making from ten to
thii-ty somersaults a-minute, that they quite tu-e themselves,
and are obliged to settle from exhaustion, and when the fit

comes on they seem quite unable to stop. These are called
Air Tumblers, because they tumble in the air, and are valued
according to the regularity of their tumbling, each back
spring being separate and distinct. The highest number I
have had a Pigeon perform was forty-five clear somersaults
in a minute ; he was a large white cock with dark eyes.

Some Pigeons tumble within doors—that is, in flying from
one part of the loft to another, or in attempting to rise from
the ground : these are called House Tumblers, and I fancy
the Indian Lowtan or Ground Tiimbler must be something
of this kind. If any one stUl supposes that a Pigeon can
help tumbling, let him watch one of these birds attempting
to fly up from the ground or floor when suddenly frightened

;

how it tumbles in the attempt within a few inches of the
ground, and again tries two or three times, only to turn
over each time when it attempts to foUow its companions.
When they have been on the gi-ound, out of doors, and
desirous of flying to the roof, I have frequently seen one
rise about 2 feet, then throw a somersault, rise a little

higher, and, perhaps, again go over, all the time trying its

best to reach the loof; and often in the struggle between
the endeavour to fly on and the propensity to tumble, its

movement becomes retrogade, when at one time the pro-
pensity to tumble gains the ascendancy, and the sti-uggling
Pigeon is obliged to come down ; while at another, the bird
by a sudden exertion of will, overcomes the involuntary
turning, and the Pigeon rather out of breath reaches the
roof
There is a third manner of tumbling called rolling ; in this,

the Pigeon throws several somersaults, or back si>rings, in
succession and conjointly, thus falling considerably whilst
flying, sometimes rolling tDl they touch the earth, and not
unfr-equently killing themselves. I had two young cocks
which killed themselves on the spot in the past summer
from this cause, and I have one that cannot come down
from his perch except in a roll, and thi-ough this he often
raps his head, the remembrance of which causes him to
hesitate in coming down to feed. Of coui'se he would not
be sale to let out. He is a Kite, heavily feather-footed, and
a large bird.

From these observations, I think it may reasonably be
infeiTcd that tumbling is not under the control of the
Pigeon, that it is an involuntary act, and that excitement
increases it—thus they tumble most during the pairing and
breeding time, and if suddenly startled, are often unable to
rise at once fi-om the ground. It is probably owing to a
want of proper balance between the pai'ts of the brain, the
involuntary getting the mastery of the voluntary, and thus,
like a giddy person, they fall back, the movements being
similar to the action of a bird that has its neck broken, which,
in its death struggles, turns heels over head. These curious
Tumbling Pigeons are evidently the effect of careful breeding
and selecting for a long com-se of years, as a Pigeon in a
wild state would soon come to grief if it tumbled much.

—

B. P. Bkent, Dallington, near Robertsbridge, Sussex.

THE GAME-COCK CASE.
On looking over the different papers, letters, justifications,

and explanations that have appeared in yoiu: columns now
for some weeks past, I am utterly at a loss to discover one
single loophole that will throw a gleam of light on this very
questionable transaction. All is mysteiy and obscurity ; and
you may rest assured, that were you to -write tUl doomsday
you woidd never anive at the bottom of it, each succeeding
attempted explanation rendering it more entangled and un-
intelligible. I think, therefore, you may well let the matter
die and be decently buried out of sight, enough having been
written and published to make all parties concerned heartily
ashamed of themselves ; and although no one has been con-
victed, it may yet have the good ell'ect of deterring others
from trying on the same dodge (to use a homely phrase) with
impimity. No further good can be gained by keeping the
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matter open ; and harm is likely to arise by rendering ex-

hibitors suspicious and dissatisfied, injuring the coming

shows, and bringing into unnecessai-y and undeserved dis-

repute the poultry fancy generally.

—

Tom Tit.

FOUL BEOOD.
During the heat of the foul-brood controversy, ere yet

the "Calumet of Peace" had been puffed over it, I carefully

abstained from expressing an opinion on either side, feeling

convinced that such must necessarily be based more on

theory than fact. Subsequent events, however, summoned
me to come forward and take my place in the "witness-

box," which occupation with other matters alone prevented

me entering till now. Without further prelude I will pro-

ceed to give my evidence, or, in other words, detail some-

thing of foul brood as I have found it.

My long-looked-for Ligurian stock arrived at last in the

middle of AprU, but 1 was sorely disappointed to find on
examination, that instead of being, as I had fondly hoped,

from the earlier and salubrious chmate from which it came,

at least a month in advance of my own, and fuU of bees

with a good sprinkling of drones, it was by far the weakest,

having not a tithe of the inmates of even my poorest hive,

and what appeared to me—both novel and unaccountable
—a vast amount of sealed brood quite in advance of

the population. I of coui-se duly remonstrated with " A
Devonshire Bee-keepee" as to my bad bargain, but he
told me it was as good as he could send, and advised me to

strengthen forthwith with brood-frames from my strong
black colonies. To work I went, weakening the blacks by
robbing them of their best-filled brood-frames, only to find

on next examination that the yellows had receded into yet
smaller proportions. Finding my attempts to strengthen
with brood useless, I next bethought me of introducing in

abundance the adult element ; but any strengthening from
my own apiary could avail nothing, as the bees would only
return to their old stance. Most opportunely a fi-iend sought
my advice as to how he could remove two hives from his old

to his new residence, only about a gun-shot apart, without
weakening his hives by losing the bees. This was an enigma
which at that season he could not well solve, but which I

arranged to our mutual satisfaction by proposing to ex-

change a Stewarton and a square-frame hive of mine for his

two straw hives. As his residence was between two and
three miles distant fr-om mine, the exchange was effected

without loss of bees to either. His best hive, well stored

with brood, worker as well as drones, I at once broke up,

setting the combs into a frame-hive, and I subsequently
removed the queen, and then by a mode of union I had never
before attempted, although recommended in this Journal,

and to which I may again possibly advert in some notes on
the season, I added all to the Ligurian stock. The sequel
was the massacre of every unfortunate yeUow-jacket and
very rough handling to their queen, from which I saved her
again and again, finding her always equally obnoxious to the
blacks, till at last she expired in my hand.
A report of this sad catastrophe was duly transmitted to

Devonshire, when Mr. "Woodbury kindly proposed my sending
Mm a black stock to be Ligurianised. This was accordingly
done. The dwindling process meantime went on steadily,

till the beginning of June found me at the miserable zero of

one stock, and that but a sugar-fed "beat-out" of the end
of last season. How I nursed this my sole survivor into

seven may also be adverted to again. My next communica-
tion from Devonshfre was, that my unfortunate black stock
was on its way back not Ligurianised, but foulbroodised,*
my friend having at last discovered the clue to all his

misfortunes, as subsequently detailed in these pages. I

was to burn bees, combs, frames, and slides, and coat the
box with chloride of lime. Here was certainly rather a
rough remedy ; it struck me at the time if doomed, why not

* The stock in question was "foulbroodised" before it reached me,
owiner, doubtless, to its containing some combs taken from the unfortunate
LiguriaUB. It was also queenless ; and the royal cells it contained beinfi all

abortive trom foul brood, I supplied it with a blacli queen and returned it,

not liltinfij to perform the unthankful office of ezecutioner on my friend's
bees, and fancying also, what turned out to be the case, that he might feel

inclined to gire them a chance of recovery, if such a thing had be?n
possible.—A DeYONSHIUK 13EE-KEErKR.

light the fatal match in Devon ? "Was my good friend going
to add the refined torture to my misfortunes, of compelling

me, as it were, who had never tolerated the hated brimstone
fumes near my apiary, or ever wilfully deprived a bee of its

life, to thus become the executioner of a wbole colony of my
favourites ? Oh no ! while there's life there's hope, thought
I ; so stopping the hive in transitu, I had it dispatched

as a gift to a party, at a safe distance from my own apiary,

who had no bees but ample knowledge of their management.
Its receipt afforded him much pleasure, and he had a firm

determination to work out their thorough cure, for which
purpose I svipplied him with as many frames and empty combs
as he required, and he was only too proud to find ample
supplies of the finest sugar. Honey, too, abounded at the
time ; and he told me ivith no small exultation, that his

stock carried in more poUen and seemed to prosper in

advance of aU hives in his neighbourhood.

Thanks to the capital season, and a large supply of empty
comb, the 1st of August found my apiary all 1 could desfre.

In addition to the product of my " beat-out," as above men-
tioned, I had procured two hives, making in all nine most
promising stocks. The evening of that day brought the

climax of my prosperity—the receipt of a good strong Ligu-

rian stock from Devonshire, accompanied by the opinion

that I might yet propagate Ligurian s. Nothing loth, to

work I went at once on two very strong black stocks, hoping

yet to make up for my many disappointments. The Ligu-

rian stock wrought amazingly, the queen squaring off large

masses of brood to my great delight. My two black hives,

meantime, raised lots of royal cells ; but to my no small

disappointment no young queens emerged, and at last I

cut them up, finding aU abortive. Better luck next time

!

fresh Ligurian frames, then a period of anxious suspense

with the like result. It was now too late for further efforts,

and my black queens were safely reinstated. The yellow-

jackets were ever active ; but I need not now wait to detail

thefr proceedings, as that may form matter for another

paper; suffice it to say that those masses of sealed brood
which were the delight of admiring friends—" so late in the

season too "—were ever to me a source of fear and trembling.

I consulted my Devon oracle. " Are the cell-covers flattened,

with smaU perforations ?" " Do they on examination con-

tain thick brownish slimy stuff?" were queries I could only

answer in the affirmative. In short my prized Ligurian

colony was but a mass of putrifying corruption. The sequel

of the story is, my beautiful Ligurian queen "winters in

Devonshire," the monarch of a strong black stock, which, I

am given to understand, pays her due homage ; and for her

old subjects—shall I own it ?—my rusting fumigator was
looked out and charged, not with the contents of Messrs.

Neighbours' neat little packet as in days gone by, but with

the deadly brimstone, and they had hardly time to miss

their queen tiU they received their quietus.

Would that my misfortunes had here terminated. A sub-

sequent examination revealed that not only my two strongest

stocks, which I had attempted to Ligurianise, but every

hive, with the exception of a " beat-out " of stranger bees,

and even a virgin hive standing next the Ligurian, was in

the same sad plight. What was now to be done ? To deli-

berately brimstone all my poor favourites was not to be
thought of, my unfortunate yellow-jackets having already

been duly treated after the orthodox Devon fashion; why
not adopt the more humane mode of cure extoUed by the

Edinburgh school? I therefore examined comb after

comb in each hive, and carefully cut out every vestige of

brood, pure as weU as impure, then administered copious

libations of food—the finest " Greenock Crush." Late bind-

weeds, and skUlocks* abounded, from which lots of pollen

were carried in. After a time my anxious scrutiny was
rewarded by finding the large gaps in the frames duly filled

up with the most beautiful glistening white combs, and in

the central ones no mean display of sealed brood, with fine

swelling ceU-oovers all right. So satisfactory a result,

coupled with the last good report of the returned condemned
stock from Devon, induced the hope that however destruc-

tive this vile scourge might be to the half-acclimatised

Italians, still the good old black aborigines might after all

have stamina enough to overcome it.

Weeks passed on, when who called after a time but the

• Or " bee nettle," often so called hereabout.
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proprietor of the above returned stock to inform me that,

noticing several bees on the board he had raised the hive,

and fonnd its sole occupants 120 dead bees and their defunct
monarch, abundance of sealed honey, and still the unmis-
takeable proofs of the fearful malady to which they had
succumbed. We, rightfully I think, agreed that the tei-rible

dwindling vas ascribable to the adult population gradually

dropping oif at full age as the cold weather set in, and a lack

from foul brood of the youthful element to take their place.

My confident hopes having been a little shaken by this

Tisit, it was with no small apprehension I once again pro-

ceeded to make another overhaul of my entire stock ; and
the reader who has followed my narrative so far may judge
of my mortification at finding, although the brood in part
no doubt hatched, still in every instance my pure comb
largely centred by impure foul brood. Such, then, is my
melancholy experience of the bee plague. Twice in one
season, either directly or indirectly, has my apiai-y been
reduced to a single " beat-out ;" in the fii-st instance from
six, and in the second from nine most promising stocks,

and all my previous store of beautifully-combed frames,
which I had hoped to have turned to good account for

-Ligurian propagation, from having been in contact, as
nadirs or otherwise, with these stocks, I cannot now be
certain of the purity of a single fi-ame, and consequently
they axe only fit to be broken up and consigned to the melting-
pot.—A Eenfeewshire Bee-keepee.

(To he continued.)

THE FIRST LOAD OF POLLEN.
The first load of pollen that I have seen for the year v/as

brought home yesterday, Sunday the 24th. After morning
service I was taking a casual look at my hives, when I was
surprised at witnessing the return of a pollen-laden bee.
The forenoon had been warm and sunny, after a frosty night,
and doubtless numbers of bees had been disporting them-
selves, although, when I looked at them, aU were pretty
quiet ; but amongst the stragglers that dropped in was one
with a full load of dingy-coloured pollen, the produce,
doubtless, of the laurustinus, now in full bloom in our
gardens.—A Devonshiee Bee-keepee.

DO MICE EAT BEES?
Having three hives under my care, I found it necessary,

through the severity of the weather, to cover two of them.
The frost disappearing, I felt anxious to know how the bees
had fared; and removing the oat straw which I used for
covering them, I was surprised by finding a cxuantity of bees
at the back of one of the hives all lacerated. I thought mice
had paid them a visit inside, but found the remaining bees
with their combs all right.—T. E.

[A closer scrutiny would probably have revealed one or
more large spiders sheltered under the straw covering of
your hive. We think we recognise their handiwork in the
quantity of lacerated bees which you describe. The mouse
is probably quite innocent in this case. Remove the straw
covering more frequently in future, and destroy all spiders
and other vermin which you may find harboui-ing there.]

A DOWKEY KILLED, BUT SHEEP UNIN.JTJEED,
BY EATING YEW.

Having read in your Number for January 5th some re-
marks showing the yew to be poisonous to deer, and
observing you ask for communications as to its effects on
animals browsing on it, I give you cases in jioint. This
morning (January 26th), a fine and valuable donkey, the
property of my employer, was found dead in a small pad-
dock. From the suddenness of this loss, the animal being
in perfect health the evening previous, I was led to suspect
that it had partaken of something poisonous ; and knowing
a yew tree to be growing in the hedge, on a close exami-
nation of it I found the points of three or fom- small branches
had been recently bitten off; and further, on examining
the animal's mouth, there were found several small pieces

of the yew foliage unchewed, leaving not the slightest

doubt in my mind that eating yew had proved fatal to this

animal.
On the other hand, a flock of ewe sheep grazing by day

in the park have been browsing lai-gely, as far as in their

reach, on yew trees recently exposed to them by the removal
of a fence, and so far without the slightest iU effect having
been produced.—S. C.

GEEEN YEW NOT POISONOUS TO DEEE.
Your correspondent, "A Hill-side Man," corroborates

a fact of which we had evidence in this neighbourhood many
years ago, before the waste lands were enclosed, for I weU
remember many yews scattered over them, and the open
fields were depastured by every class of cattle.

During the forty years through which I have been a
practical farmer, I never had any accident from the cattle

eating yew. For your information, I wiU mention that on
the Monday following the day I sent my letter to you, I

turned fifteen stirks, or two years old, into a three-acre
field in which there are five yews, and as there was plenty
of grass I let them remain until New Year's-day ; as the wea-
ther was then beginning to be cold they were taken away.

I have heard of horses and cattle being made very ill

from eating box and laurel; probably they were famished,
as no doubt was the case in the instance which I mentioned
in my former letter. AU animals seem from instinct to
avoid poisons, but the cravings of hunger wiU force them
to eat what may prove dangerous.
A general prejudice exists against the yew tree, and to

some degree justly, from the well-authenticated accidents
that have occurred from its being eaten ; but the cause of

the cattle eating it has most probably been a positive waiit
of any other food.—P.

OUE LETTEE BOX.
*'Haiie Skins and Rabbit Skins '."—May 1 ask any of the readers of

The JoimNAL of HoRTicuLTunE for a receipt for the curing or preparation
of email skins for domestic use? Hare skins and rabbit skins are now,
during winter, in a good state, and there are few countrj' houses where
they may not be had, as also an occasional cat, polecat, stoat, or sqnirrel

skin, which, if a simple and effective mode of preparation were known,
might bo turned to useful account These skins, if nicely dressed, are very
comfortable to wear as socks or on the chest, and for the lining of waist-

coats, &c. They alao make warm tippet?, muffs, or gloves for children. The
receipt to be useful should he simple and free from deadly poisons; yet it

should be so effectual as to prevent disagreeable sm- lis if tlie skin gel
slightly damp. I find by sending a skin now and then to the country
tanners that they do not care to do such small articles, and often tear them
very much, not, however, forgetting to charge. I should, tlierefore, feel

obliged if any reader can supply the requisite information.— B. P. Brent.

Game Bantam Cocks at Kendal (A. T. BX— We have inquired, and
find that the card must have been put into your hamper accidentally. Your
birds were considered good, but out of condition.

Almond Tumblers (A Subscriber),—We cannot givo you any information
relative to Mr. Eaton's book.

Cochin-China's Combs Black (Cof/(/n-CAma).—Your cock's combs are
frozen at the points. It is a very common occurrence, and fur more so with
Dorkings arid Spanish than with Cochins. Strong camphor ointment is the
remedy. Some fowls suffer more than others, just as in tbe ward oJ a
hospital, out of twenty patients six die and fourteen recover when attacked
by the same disease.

Pkevbntihg Poultry Flying (5. J. T.).—There is no way of preventing

a fowl from flying without more or lees tof damage to the feathers. The
simplest plan is that adopted in Holland. A narrow htrip of parchment is

taken and twisted in and out of the flight-feathers of the wing and then
titd at the end. This being carried from the tip to the bottom, not a feather

is injured and flight is inipost^ible. Or they may be braced. Take a piece

of list and tie back wing when folded ; let the list paps over the back from
one wing to the other. This is the way Peacocks are tied to keep them
from gardens. They cannot fly over a wall 2 feet high.

Poi!LTF,Y HOT iNJOTtiouj^ TO pASTeRE (J. 7^.).— Poultry may do soTOC

damagtj in a corn htid by pulling down ears, or m a jrfiihs field when it is

laid up for hay, by trampling ; but we believe they nuke a jiood return by
the insects they uevour. They also kill mice. Any imimal will feed after

poultry. He was a wag who first siiid nothing would eat after a Goose.
The truth is, a Goose's bill cuts off the grass as closely as a pair of scissors,

and leaves nothing for any other animal to bite.

HoARSENTiss OF Malay Cock ((?. Jf. F. P.).— "Wc hiivo ccnornlly fonn
the crow of a cock returned with ihc warm weather, and ii will probably
be so in this instance. We know no treatment but coolinjj lood. JIalays

are subject to a chronic hoarseness, but it leads to no other result than
extinction of voice.

Williams v. IIindson (Diickiiitiff).~Vfe understand that Jlr. Williarrs

is now pressing his claim for the awards to his Gan^e iuwls at BiruuneliaBi

TJic Committee ought to publish the result foi the satistaction of the public,

ap well ae in justice to the right claimant.
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by the injudicious system ofplacing them outside, but forbear,

for I have enough of my own that have been so injm-ed.

The practice may do well enough in the south, but north of

the Hvmiber I am persuaded it does more harm than good.
The causes Hkely to occasion Camellias to cast their buds,

then, are in order as foUow :—1, The check given the plants
at placing out, which may hinder the ripening of the wood,
or the proper matui-ation of the buds should they not be
fully foi-med; 2, Dryness of the soil; 3, Wetness of the soil;

4, A sodden and sour soU thi-ough worms entering the pots

;

5, The change from an out-door to an in-door atmosphere.
Any of these wUl cause the Camellia to cast its buds.
To avoid the first cause, the plants, after the wood is

made and the buds set, should be gradually hardened by
admitting more air and giving them more light for about a
fortnight prior to placing them outside. They should be
placed on a hard and level floor imjjervious to worms, and
the situation should be shielded from winds, and not receive
the sun's rays after ten o'clock in the morning up to four
in the afternoon. They are to be placed so that light can
reach them on all sides, and the pots should be protected
from the sun and ah' by moss, cocoa-nut fibre from the
brashmakers, or some such material. They should be daily
examined to see that the soU is moist, and they should be
watered before it becomes dry ; but it should feel rather di-y

before any water is given, then enough must be applied to
thorouglily moisten the ball. In dry weather a syringing
overhead is advantageous, as it reli-eshes the leaves and
assists in keeping them cool. When heavy rains oocui- the
pots should be laid on one side, so that the soil may not
become sodden. They ai-e to be housed by the middle of
September, and all the air possible should be given, and
occasional sprinklings of the paths, so as to make the at-

mosphere as nearly like that from which they came as can
be until the plants become accustomed to their new quai-ters.
In the greenhouse they should have air daily, and be care-
fully watered, taking care not to make the soil sodden by
"regular" waterings, nor dry by failing to water them
when necessary. The soil in which a Camellia grows should
at all times be kept healthfully moist. The plants in winter
cannot have too much light. The further they are kept
from the heating apparatus the better. It is very common
for Camellias to cast their buds after severe weather. This
is only what we might expect ; for the dry heat generated
causes the leaves to evaporate at night more than is good
for them, and this continued night after night results in
their casting their buds. A few degrees of frost will do the
CameUia less harm than an hour's confinement in a dry
hot atmosphere. Where there is convenience Camellias
are liable to mishaps enough without being piit outside,
aiid rmder glass they occasionally cast their buds. Some-
times this is occasioned by di-yness at the root, or thi-ough a
deficiency of light, bad soQ, and defective drainage. This
applies equally to those planted out as to those in pots.
With a plant always under the eye it is difficult to say how
it does become 'fry at the root. Amateurs, however, are
always afraid of overdoing anything ; and they, seeing a
plant di-y, or because it has not had any water for a long
time, think it would be none the worse of a little. It is

little they give, and it does no more than wet the svu-face :

consequently, the boO. lower down becomes dry, and it is

there that the roots are situated, and they ai-e, therefore,
dried up and perish.
When a plant needs water it should have enough to run

through the soil and show itself at the di'ainage. If planted
out tlie constant attendance requk-ed by plants in pots is

not necessary, but the soil is more liable to become sodden
than when in pots. In whatever position a plant be, whether
in a pot or planted-out, perfect drainage must be provided,
for stagnant water lodging at the roots is certain death, and
the buds fall as a necessary consequence. There ai-e no
roots to supply them with food, and the buds fell from want
of support. When a plant remains for a long time with the
soil wet the drainage should be examined, and be made
secure

; l>ut should the soil still remain wet it would be
well to remove as much of the old soil as can conveniently
be done without injuring the roots, and replace it with fresh.
At all times the soil about a Caraellii should bo swuet, the
pot or border provided with perfect drainage, and be kept
moderately moist continuously.

The Peach.—This, unlike the CameUia, is a deciduous
tree ; but in nowise much better on the score of casting
its buds. Dryness of soU wiU cause this, so wUl immaturity
of wood, and the same may be said of wetness of soU. The
main cause of Peaches casting thefr buds is due to imma-
tui'ity of wood. This may be occasioned by insects sucking
out the juices of the leaves, or from a deficiency of light.

The red spider is very fond of the juices of the Peach, and
commences its attacks on the under side of the leaf. For a
time it is content to remain there, but when the leaf be-
comes enfeebled so that it does not perform its functions

proi^erly, then the red spider extends its operations to the
upper surface of the leaf, and takes an equal pleasure in
sucking out the crude sap as in feasting on the elaborated
juice at the under surface. Now, a Peach leaf infested with
red spider at the under surface is robbed of its elaborated
juice, and it is this elaborated juice that forms the fruit-bud
at the axU of the leaf. The buds cannot, therefore, be per-
fectly formed when red spider infests the leaves. I have
some trees in pots, and these were placed in a vinery last

season to force. During summer some of them became in-

fested with red spider through the impracticabUity of syring-
ing them where they were. There were others that had no
red spider on them, and they are now in flower, whUst those
attacked in the preceding year have cast thefr buds. To
ftu'ther prove that red spider is the cause of Peach-buds
faUing, I may observe that in a vinery where some Peach
trees are planted, one of them was attacked by red spider,
and a more desperate attack I never knew. Sulphuring
the hot-water pipes did not rid us of the pest, and it held its

own more or less thi'ough the summer. Its neighbour
iinder the same treatment was clear of the spider, and the
buds are now sweUing, and are everything that could be
desfred, but the other tree has lost fuUy nine-tenths of its

buds. More trees lose thefr buds through attacks of red
spider than any other cause, as it is next to impossible for

the buds to be properly constituted with red spider inter-

cepting the elaborated juice in its passage from the leaf to
the bud at its axil, and so destroying thefr future fruitful-

ness and vigour'.

Deficiency of light is another cause ofPeach trees forming
defective fruit-buds. It is chiefly in vineries, under the
shade of the Vines that the buds are not properly formed.
Trees on the back waUs of Peach-houses also form defective
buds owing to the trees in front shading them too much.
The leaves do not properly perform thefr functions, the
crude sap is not acted upon by Ught sufficiently in the leaves
to enable these to duly digest or elaborate the food, and the
buds are not properly fed. The food is spent in the for-

mation of new parts : therefore, trees in the dark grow
more than they flower, and are more gTOss than fruitful.

There is no remedy for this but more Ught, and a Peach
cannot have too much. If the buds of a Peach are dissected
when falUng from insect attacks, or through a deficiency of
Ught, the anthers will be found short, and of a brown colour,

and when the buds faU the inside of these wUl be found
brown and dead.
Another cause of Peach-buds faUing is dryness whUst the

leaves ai-e on the tree. AUowing the leaves to flag from
want of moistm-e, or keeping the soil dry so that they turn
yellow and faU, is inimical to the thorough riiiening of the
wood, and the buds I'aU. The soU in which a Peach grows
should never become dry, not even when the fruit is ripening;
for though too much water may make the fruit flavourless,

yet dryness oftoner makes it mealy, and nothing is so de-
testable as a Peach without juice. It is very doubtiiil

whether watering a tree whilst it is ripening has any effect

on the fruit in making it high or poor flavom-od ; but trees

are often kept so dry at that season as to place in jeopai-dy

the future bloom-buds. The leaves cannot form the buds
without moistiu-e, and if they bo badly fed they must fall in
the winter foUowing, for Nature casts oil' leaves and buds
when they are no longer wanted for the increase of the
head, or the propagation of the kind.
Again : Peach trees are often aUowcd to Ijecome so dry at

the root after the fruit is gathered, in order to ripen the
wood, that the roots are almost diied up by the practice.

The leaves feel this, and the immature buds too, and they
become "deaf" tlu-ough want of suppoi't. The soU in which.

a Peach g-rows should never become dry; and although trees
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in pots are recommended to be kept dry in winter, I am
certain, if I may judge by some I had in an orchari-house,

tliat a worse plan cannot be adopted. All through the

winter the roots of a Peach are more or less active, and
dtyness cannot either preserve the roots there are, or allow

fresh to form. The roots should be kept moist, but not wet,

and when water is applied it should be given in sufficient

quantity to wet the mass. Dribbling waterings do no plant

any good, but they very often cause the roots to become too

dry owing to the surface being merely wetted. Extreme
wetness is equally destructive to the roots as dryness, and
does a great deal of harm when the trees are at rest. If the

soil where the trees are planted out be watered when the

leaves are falling, the trees wOl need no more until the buds
begin to swell ; nor will trees in pots need any if the pots

be plunged in the soil, which saves the roots from frost, and
ia, to my thinking, a better practice than covering the pots

with hay.
Lastly : the Peach casts its buds when they are formed

too soon, and in too high a temperature. Last season I

had a tree that flowered from buds of the same year, and as

these buds set, no one can say they were not perfect. The
fruit became as large as beans, and then the leaves began to

fall. The fruit, however, did not fall then, but remained on
the tree until the middle of January. It then withered and
fell, and the greater part of the buds have followed its ex-

ample. The reason of buds being too liighly developed is

owing to keeping them in a temperature and atmosphere
conducive to their fiu-ther growth. After the fruit is ripe

the buds are then developed, and no good comes of keeping
the atmosphere hotter after that ; but air, and a lower night
temperature, and less atmospheric moisture, will do all that
is requisite towards inducing rest.

—

Geokge Abeet.

THE FLOWEE G-AEDEN.
SPEING PaOPAGATION.

The present generation of gardeners have annually to
get through an amount of propagation, which would have
sounded more like fiction than Uke fact to om- forefathers.

Plenty of gardeners, now in their prime, can remember very
well when the principal preparation for the decoration of the
flower garden consisted in putting up a bed for a one or two-
light box, in which to sow Stocks and Asters, and a few other
tender annuals, which, with a few Dahlias, made up the major
part of the tender plants that helped to beautify the mixed
beds and borders of hardy things. This, with the sowing of
a few annuals in patches in the open borders after they were
rafced the &st time for the season, completed a gardener's
labours in this respect. He knew nothing of the potting
and manufacturing, and otherwise caring for the tens of
thousands of tender plants which are the order of the day
now. If we could go back to what some call the good old
times, many of us could "take the play" more frequently
than we can afford to do now. Little did Mr. Caie think,
when at Oampden HUl he inaugurated the massing of
tender plants, of the amount of bustle, labour, and emu-
lation that he was entailing on a gardener's life—to say
nothing of the wakeful scheming and makeshifts which
many have had to encounter in order to be able to follow
the fashion.

Let us fancy for a moment a return to the system of
olden times—that some knight-errant should make a clean
sweep of the massing system, and reinstate ns in the ways
of thirty years ago, and some gardening conservatives pro-
fess that it would delight them to see this, I should get rid
of fifteen thousand Geraniums, as many "Verbenas, and a
similar proportion of the other plants which form the ranlc
and file of flower gardens. And I fancy I hear Mr. Pish
saying, "Why, dear me, we should be gentlemen—if free-
dom from bustle and thought to a large extent has much to
do with that denomination—we should scarcely know what
to do with ourselves for the next three months." I fancy,
however, that we would not like so sudden a change as a
return to the old speckled borders, with Geums, and hardy
Asters, Veronicas, and PotentiUas, lashed tightly in bundles
to stakes lite faggots. I expect we should as soon be found
in Eegent Street with swallow-tailed blue coats and gilt
buttons, thick enough for the sides of a steam ram, with

nether garments of "hodden grey " If we are to have such
a retrogression, let it be by degrees, step by step, or we
shall certainly be mobbed by the ladies for taking away
what may be termed the cosmetics of the garden. Into the
ladies' hands we commit the conservation of the massing
system to its proper place, and we have no anxiety as to its

fate, nor do we grudge the labour and forethought which it

demands, especially for the next few months.
It is now a well-established rule, that the majority of

bedding plants answer the purpose for which they are in-

tended much better when propagated in spring instead of

autumn. To this rule a few, such as Geraniums and Cal-

ceolarias, form aa exception, and are much better propa-
gated in autumn, although most seasons it is found de-
sii'able and necessary to increase some varieties by spring
propagation; and good plants can be so produced with
proper convenience ; but autumn-struck plants make far the
finest plants, and come earlier into bloom.
For a good many years I have made it a study how t&

compress spring propagation into as short a space of time
as possible, and have so far accomplished the object as to

greatly reduce the time occupied %vith that work, and at the
same time improve the quality of the plant. In the case of

Verbenas, for instance, whic'n form a large proportion of

spring-struok stock, it was a common practice to pot these
in autumn into thi'ee or four-inch pots, putting a few plants
into a pot. About the beginning of February, these were
shifted into larger pots and forced for cuttings. By this

means I have kept them in good condition, and obtained
very large numbers of plants, but not without much more
labour and attention than I can now winter a greater number
in much better condition, to enable short work to be made
of spring propagation. The plan now adopted is the best
that I have tried, and it is to strike a larger number in

autumn, and when rooted to prick them out into pans about
13 inches in diameter, and 7 inches deep, filled with rich

soil. These are struck and otherwise managed without any
artificial heat. Prom eighty to a hundred of these pans
occupy but a comparatively small space, require little atten-

tion in the way of watering, and in spring are found in

splendid health, yielding fine strong cuttings by the thou-
sand at a time. At the present moment we have some
twenty pans of Purple King—considered difficult to manage
well—that might be sheared with a hook, of a fine dark
green, without a spot of mildew. Reference to a note-book of
1863 shows that on February 2nd the first batch of this sort
was put in, numbering two thousand five hundred, a pro-
jjagation that I could never accomplish with so little labour
on the small-pot system. In a few weeks, by this means
we propagate from, eighteen to twenty thousand Verbenas.
The rule is, never to winter Verbenas in anything less than
an eight-inch pot. A given number of plants require less

room in these larger vessels, and are in far finer condition
than when put into little pots. Although plenty of fine

fresh cuttings could be taken before they are put into heat,
they strike much more readily after being in a nice, growing,
moist atmosphere of 60° to 65° for a while. They are
therefore introduced into a vinery, or any convenient place,

where they can have a good share of light to keep them
healthy. A very few "clips " soon give the desired number,
and the contents of the store-pans, though never planted
out by ourselves, come in handy for giving to cottagers
who look to us for a few plants for their gardens ; and, I

am happy to say, the Scotch are now fast wiping off the
stigma of not caring for beautifying their cottage fronts with
flowers.

These remarks are also applicable to the rapid production
of strong healthy cuttings of nearly all the other bedding
plants that are propagated in spring, such as Heliotropes,
Ageratums, Salvias, Petunias, &c. ; and having found gi-eat

advantage fr'om wintering a somewhat larger store stock in
larger pans and pots than are generally used, I would re-

commend a trial of the method to those who stiU adopt the
smaU-pot system. It has saved me time and labour, and
afforded a far healthier supply of cuttings than I have been
able to produce by any other means ; and the production of
fine cuttings quickly in spring, is the most important part
in the whole process of preparing the reqmsite number of
plants ; for if cuttings cannot be had in large quantities at
a time, the propagation is of necessity extended over a
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longer period, and much valuable time is lost in nibbling
over smaller numbers at many dift'erent times.
To strike cuttings of the plant now under consideration,

I am not certain that any appliance for the supply of heat is

better thaji a good old hotbed properly made up with stable-

manure and leaves of hard-wood trees. There is, however,
much less laboui' connected with striking in a more modern
propagating-house or jjit, where top and bottom heat can be
nicely maintained by means of hot w ater, and I would never
adopt the hotbed when hot water could be made available.
A regular propagating-house is one of the most useful and
necessary structures connected with a garden establishment,
and all gardeners who have much flower gardening to do
should be supplied with one. I cannot avail myself of such
a convenience, nor yet of an old-fashioned hotbed, and am
consequently obliged to make use of a succession Pine-pit
when it can be most spared from its legitimate purpose. The
extra bottom heat is obtained by putting in a gi-eater depth
of fresh tan than would be safe tor the roots of Pines, and
top heat is supplied by a flow and return four-inch pipe,
and in order to produce the top heat that is necessary to
strike with rapidity, coverings of mats are used at night
except when very mild. Circumstances will, therefore, in
many cases no doubt determine how the heat necessary for
spring striking is secured, when the operator unfortunately
has not a proper propagating-house always in readiness; but
those who cannot by some means command a smart top and
bottom heat need not attempt spring propagation. To do
it in cold pits or frames is out of the question. Those who
are so situated should not be expected to have a fine healthy
stock of bedding plants, and must depend on autumn-struck
plants, or have recourse to the nurseries in May. At the
same time, any amateur' or gardener who can make up a
hotbed large enough for a one-light box, and put a hot Uuing
to it when the heat declines, is in a position to turn out
many thousands of plants in the course of March and April.
Sawdust, cinder ashes, or sand to plunge the pots or pans
in, some nice sQver sand to put the cuttings in, and a little
Kght rich soil, are the principal materials wanted; and
there are few operations within the whole range of garden-
ing calculated to prove a more pleasing recreation than the
propagating and rearing of young plants ; and the fact that
the gay garden is the result of one's own handiwork must
enhance by many degrees the pleasure and enjoyment
derivable from such a source.
There are many ways of propagating so far as heat is

concerned, of wliich the possessor of an early vinery or
forcing-pit alone can take advantage. Take, for instance,
such a structure heated with a common flue. Let a box
15 or 16 inches deep be placed on the flue. FiU it up half
way with fibry soil, and follow with an inch or two of fine
light soU, and over all place an inch or two of pure pro-
pagating sand, leaving 2 or 3 inches of the box not fiUed up.
Cuttings inserted in the sand and covered over with a few
large panes of glass will enjoy a nice bottom heat ascending
from the flue, and the glass over the mouth of the box will
prevent evaporation, and the cuttings wOl root freely. Care
must, however, be taken that the box is not placed on a part
of the flue that is too hot ; 90" of bottom heat should not
be exceeded under such cu'cumstances. A space of two or
three square feet may m this way be made to produce as
many plants as wiU fill a good many beds.

It may not matter much so far as successful striking is
concerned into what sort of vessels—whether pots, pans,
boxes, or drain-tiles, &c.—the cuttings are put. In all of
these they will root perfectly well. But looking at the work
in the light of time, attention, and labour, I would give the
preference to large shallow boxes about 2 feet by l.J foot.
These are what, after trying all sorts of things, I have found
the best for dispatch. The crocking and niljbliug connected
with smaU pots and some of the makeshift receptacles is
dispensed with. In the case of these boxes all that is neces-
sary is to strew a layer of rough stuff (the fibry part of loam)
over the bottom of the box, blind this over with a little finer
mould, and then lay on a sufficient depth of sand for the
insertion of the cuttings. From 500 to 700 Verbena cuttings
according to theh' size are put into these boxes. After beino-
well watered they are placed on the surface of the tan,
firmly bedded into it, and they root without any attention
in the w:iy of watering, and in this way the work of the pro-

pagating-pit is simplified, no plunging or anything of that
sort being required. In this way a very few boxes and little

space are required to raise a large stock of plants.

Probably the most expeditious way of striking Verbenas,
in particular when a strong bottom heat can be applied and
steadily maintained by means of hot water, is to insert the
cuttings into water-tight saucers filled with sand, and just so

much water as to enable the operator to stick the cuttings into

the sand without a dibber. In this manner with a sufficiency

of heat they root in a few days. In my own case the appli-

ances are not of such a nature as to enable me to adopt this

method ; but all who have a propagating-house well heated
will find it an expeditious and excellent mode.
Although every joint of some bedding plants, and of Ver-

benas in particular, will root and make a plant, I have a
decided preference for good strong cuttings. They require
a shorter period of tender nursing, and that is no small cou-
sideration at a season when there is such a host of can-
didates for warm quarters. It is much preferable to have
to pinch theii' tops off than to be obliged to coddle them for

weeks in heat to make respectable plants of them.
No matter how strong may be my store stock from which

cuttings are furnished, I like the cuttings that are produced
in heat the best : consequently, propagation is not com-
menced till after the store-pans have been in heat for a time.
Such things as Heliotropes, Petunias, Gazanias, and a few
others that do not emit roots without some time to callus,

are best struck in a lower temperature than is desirable
for Verbenas. The plants refen-ed to if plunged in strong
heat become drawn and debilitated before they are ready to
pinch-out or pot-oft'. I seldom plunge them at all, and I place
them in the coldest part of the pit.

There is, however, no necessity for propagating the Ga-
zania in spring, for it does splendidly treated in the same
way as Calceolarias and put in late in the season, just at
the same time and in the same place as Calceolarias ; and
the Gazania well cultivated is one of the most gorgeous of
our bedding plants. D. Thomson.

EOYAL HORTICULTUEAIi SOCIETY'S
SCHEDULE.

Having given a general survey of the wisdom that has
aiTanged the schedule for this year, I, according to promise,
now enter a little more into detail.

I cannot, however, but admire the refreshing innocence of

those who question whether offering a prize for British botani-

cal collections be not exceeding the limits of the Society when
not a word is said about prizes for volunteer bands (it must
hefiowej'y music, I presume), or of another equally legitimate
object of expenditure, which The Times assured its readers
with much pleasure the Council had determined upon—viz.,

appointing an instructor to teach the lady Fellows skating !

Was it a joke or not ? for it was never contradicted, and
was asserted with great gravity.

Again have the Orchid-lovers in the Council carried theii'

way, no less thani£92 being offered in piizes for them at the
fii'st gi'eat Show, and £7^ at the second. The very question-
able plan of dividing them into families has been adopted
also. What possible end can be gained by this I know not.

It must tend to great sameness in these collections and shut
out small growers, for few would devote their houses to a
few genera, but would r:ither seek to have variety ; and it

is only from a la'ge coUectiou that a sufficient number could
be obtained for such a competition. Why not, as so much
is said in favour of the cool treatment of Orchids now (and
justly so, as it will put Orchid-growing within the reach of
so many), oft'er prizes for plants so treated? Prizes are
oifered for Hyacinths in windows, would it not be as legi-

timate to offer them for Orchids gTown in greenhouses ?

With regard to the prizes for Azaleas, the Council have
very wisely taken the hint given them last year, and instead
of waiting until Azaleas were out of bloom to ofl'er prizes
for the novelties, have offered them at the fii-st Show. But
now mark the wisdom : They offer a prize for three Azaleas
of 1862 and 1863, and a prize for Pelargoniums, three, of
1863. Now we very well know that, with three or four
exceptions, the Pelargoniums of 1863 were all sent out by
Mr. 0. Tui-ner, of Slough; and it is in effect putting the
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prize into his hands, because, as he holds all the old plants,

he must he in a superior position to any other grower.

Had they made it six of 1862 and 1863, then there might

have been some reason in it ; but as it is it is utterly mean-

ingless.

Then, again, look at the wisdom displayed about Ver-

benas. Prizes are offered for twelve kinds in pots on the

1st of June, and prizes for twenty-four cut single trusses on

the 6th of July—i. e., a prize is offered when a Verbena in

a pot can hardly be obtained without an amount of forcing

that would destroy its character ; while if reversed one

might get something really worth looking at. And single

trusses of Verbenas in July ! What will they be before two

or three hours of a July day pass over their innocent

heads?
In the Rose Show more wisdom has been displayed. The

hints ofthose acquainted withthe subject havebeen regarded,

although I notice that the fact of its being the National Rose

Show inaugurated by the Rev. S. Reynolds Hole is quietly

ignored. But those veryabsurd classes are still retained which

have been so often criticised in The Jouknal of Hobticul-
TUEE under the head of Fancy classes, while prizes are also

offered for six kinds of Moss Roses. What a charming box this

will make ! Or are they to be shown in bud, in a bouquet,

or how ? for how can one ever set up six Moss Roses ?

What a delightful knowledge of florists' flowers seems to be
possessed by the Council

!

On the 6th of July prizes are offered for Carnations and
Picotees. Well ! And also for Pinks ! If the former are

in bloom, which doubtless they ivill be, the latter will be
out of bloom—at least as far as metropolitan or southern

growers are concerned; and I presume it is for them that

the exhibition is intended.
And let it not be forgotten that aU these things which

I have selected are by no means the only blemishes. The
points of all others at which exhibitors have a right to

grumble are—1, The continual changes that the Society

makes; and 2nd, The two-days Exhibition—at one time
fixing the sizes of pots, at another doing away with them

;

making classes one year, and doing away with them another

;

selecting special kinds as in the fruits, and thereby stamp-
ing them with their seal as if they were the best, and
another year altering that again, so as to leave people to

fancy that blunders had been made. And I, moreover, think
that the growers of florists' flowers—of such, at least, as are

shown in a cut state, have much to complain of. Although
many prizes are offered for early Tulips, not one is given for

late-flowering kinds. The Ranunculus and Anemone are also

entirely left out ; while others, as in the case of Verbenas,
are entirely misplaced. Meanwhile, the other great exhibi-

tions hold on their even way ; and while all is dissatisfaction,

and grumbling, and annoyance at Kensington, aU is agreeable
and pleasant at the Regent's Park and the Crystal Palace

—

and so must it ever be until the whole affair topples.

Strawberry feasts, and volunteer bands, and all the other
contrivances to make an aristocratic tea garden of that at

Kensington will not be able to keep it up, and it wiU be
another instance of what " clique " and red tape can do to

destroy the flnest prospects.

—

Aegus.

I HAVE read the admirable article in last week's JotrENAL
OF HoRTiciTLTUEE ; and as there is an intimation of going
further into details, I hope you will have a word or two to

say of the most interesting feature of aU horticultural shows
—viz., new plants and the way their exhibition is encouraged
(or rather discouraged), by tiie Royal Horticultural Society.

There can be no doubt about their being the most at-

tractive feature of our metropolitan shows, and yet the
prizes awarded to them are of the most insignificant de-
scription. I have always been at a loss to know why a given
sum should not be fixed on the schedules as awards for
them, instead of the indefinite phraseology now employed,
which in the end proves itself to be a mere nothing.

Last year at the Great Exhibitions of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, I received as follows t

—
May 27.—Silver Knightian, Banksian, and Bronze Medals.
June 17.—Bronze Medal.
July 1.—Silver Banksian and Bronze Medals, besides no

end of honorary awards. For all this at the end of the year
I was sent the magnificent sum of £S> 6s.

!

The Horticultural Society is thus discouraging what
should be its legitimate object, that in_ which the public

take an immense interest ; and to do what in its place ? Offer

valuable medals for wild plants, which is scarcely justifiable

—certainly not what horticulturists or the public in general

would take much interest in.

—

William Bull, King's Road,

Chelsea.

CULTUEE OF PEEENNIAL PHLOXES.
Theee are few herbaceous plants superior to the many

beautiful varieties of Phlox decussata, combining as they do

fragrance, beauty, and size of flower, with rich variety of

colour. They are well known also as being late autumn-

flowering plants, gifted with a hardihood that enables the

most delicate of the newer varieties, with very slight assist-

ance, to withstand the assaults of frost with impunity.

They are, almost without an exception, readily propagated

by the young growths of spring, which growths are already

discernible above ground. These should be taken off when
with two or three joints, and struck like Calceolarias. Plants

are also readily multiplied by division of the old stool of a
.

year or more old, though I have a preference for pro-

perly-treated cuttings, which make very handsome plants

the second season. Phloxes delight in a light loamy soil,

especially if with a slight sprinkling of good decomposed

leaf mould intermixed. I would observe, more especially,

one marked feature in their successful treatment, attention

to which increases materially not only their large heads of

flower, but also the well-being of the plants generally.

They should at aU times be in a place shaded from the

midsummer sun between the hours of 10 and 3, as from the

very delicate testui-e of the florets these become very readily

scorched.

In such a partially-shaded border I would plant out a few

of the more showy and better varieties, having the shortest,

some of which barely reach 12 inches high, in front. What
a beautiful little plant as an edging, or for the front row,

would be the Phlox frondosa. Before planting it, it would

be advisable to form (slightly covered with the soil, and

slightly mound-shaped), a ridge with moderate-sized stones,

say four or five thick, upon which to plant them firmly.

This little frondosa I seldom meet with grown successfully j

its neat little branches are 3 or 4 inches high, and covered.

Heath-like, with pointed leaves ; and it bears, for its size, a

large and lively flower, in colour somewhat of a dark rose.

I add a few of the most showy sorts of Phlox decussata

—a collection of twenty-four.

WHITES, VAKIOUS-COLOITEED EYES.

Comte dc Chambord. Dwarf.
I
Julie Roussel. Bright eye.

Madame Duldeuiluok. Cnmson eye.

Dwarf.

IMadame Le Cerf. Purple eye.

Flies

OEIMSON AND EEDS.

Morel. Dark
,
Doux Beveil. Rose.
He'b«. Lilac peach, dark cherry eye.

Madame Girardeau. Blush striped.

Dwarf
TriomphedeTwickle. Kose striped.

James Veitch. Pink.

Madame Andry. Blush. Dwarf.

Madame Lebouchere. Rose violet,

dark eye.
Indispensable. Good.
Novelty. Singular.

Evening Star. Peculiar and pretty.

Souvenir de
purple,

Madame RivSre. Deep red.

Orientalis. Dark red. Dwarf.
Ji-em-Jee. Red. Dwarf.
Dr. Bois Duval. Eed, approaching

crimson.
Madame Lierval. Carmine violet.

Jacques Duval. Pink.

Madam e Durdan. Lilac carmine eye.

Alexandre Roussel. Dark rose.

Dwarf.
Alice AUain. White with pink eye.

The greater part of the above are show fiowers, or such

as might be used for that puiTpose.—William Baelet,

IHgswell.

POmSETTIA PULCHEEKIMA.
In answer to " A Stjesckibee " at page 62, No. 147, you say

concerning this plant, " About September give all the light

possible, and begin to cm-tail watering. After June there

must be no stopping of the plants, or, rather, after May, as

the flowers and floral leaves are produced at the points ot

strong well-ripened shoots."

This, I beg to say, is in direct opposition to my practice,

as we never think of curtailing water till the floral leaves

begin to fade, and we take the points off as late as Septeni-

ber. We also make a flowering plant the same year of each
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shoot so taken off. "We have had hundreds in 60's and 48'e

flowering in November and December, at which time they
are no mean objects ; for bright colours during these two
dull months are generally more pleasing to the eye than at
any other time. I never remember seeing a healthy shoot
refuse to flower at its proper time, although we have some
plants in a border of rich soil, where they make growths
5 or 6 feet long in a season, if not stopped ; in fact, if the
flowers are cut off early, the plants will attempt to furnish
fresh ones, showing plainly that they wUl bear stopping
later still. The object of stopping so often is plain enough,
as it multiplies the number of blooms every time by two or
three, whOe the floral leaves are neai-ly as large as on plants
not stopped at aU.

A vai-iety called alba is mentioned in some boots, does
any one know the plant ?—K. T. W.

[The object in the instance to which we replied was to
have a profusion of bloom in summer

; your object is to have
autumn and winter-flowering plants.]

EELATIYE MEEITS OF WOOD AND METALS
FOE HORTTCULTUEAL STEUCTUEES.

{Concluded from page 93.)

Cast Iron for Hothouses.—Some of the first houses
made of metal were of this material, the substitution of
cast iron for leaden framing for windows having led to
its application in lights for fi-ames and structures of larger
size. In my early days I had much experience with oast-
iron lights, but they were not favourites with me. One
quality they had—I never knew one blown off its place

;

but they possessed no other advantage over the wooden
sashes in use even at that time. I believe that they have
now fallen into disuse in all cases, excepting where fittings

of an extraordinary size are required ; pOlars, girders, and
such like being of cast iron, and, where very large curves
are wanted, portions of cast iron bolted together are occa-
sionally used. This, however, is a subject lying more within
the province of the engineer than that of the gardener ; and
as the utility of cast iron for small work is far exceeded by
that of wrought iron I will dismiss the subject, merely re-

marking that cast iron can only be regarded as an auxiliary
to wrought iron, and that as such it often does good service.

Zinc.—I cannot remember ever seeing this metal used
except as glazing-bars secured to a wooden frame, its want
of rigidity preventing it being employed alone ; but in com-
bination with wood it has many advantages, and some
practical men of liigh standing prefer it to any other
metal. One advantage which zinc seems to have over all

other metals is the affinity it appears to have for oil paints,
as paint and putty adhere to it better than to anything
else. I have seen some veiy simple and easily-made glazing-
bars of this metal that were merely formed by bending
portions of ordinary plate zinc into the requu-ed shape.
They presented a great degree of rigidity, and I believe
would be durable, but the fixing of metallic substances into
•wooden frames is more destructive to the latter than when
all wood is used. This, however, is not a serious objection.
In the form above zinc is often useful to the forcing gar-
dener, as the expense is not serious ; but highly ornamental
and costly structures are more commonly formed of u-on.

Copper.—The great expense of this metal precludes its

adoption in glass structures, excepting those of the most
highly finished character, and it is generally only found
in connection with plate glass and other expensive features.
Por glazing-bars it is certainly superior to any of the metals
above mentioned, but its costing lorn- or five times as much
is a serious drawback to its general adoi.ition ; in fact, it is

rarely found except in the more highly finished portions of
a grand conservatory or some such structures, or perhaps
in the framework of some decorated front; and I am not
certain that I have not seen more than one house in which
it was used for the roof, but that house was said to have
cost several thousands of pounds. Copper, therefore, must
be regarded as too costly for the general public; neither
need they regret the circumstance, for its superior quali-
fications are in no way equivalent to its extra cost—on the
contrary, its superiority, if any, is only over that of other

metals. As compai-ed with wood for houses it simply pos-

sesses the same advantages and disadvantages as other

metals, with the serious di-awback of being so very much
dearer than any of them.
Combinations of Wood and Iron are not uncommon,

and in many cases there is much to admu'e in them ; in fact,

there are comparatively few glass houses without more or
less of timber in their construction, and it must be admitted,

the latter is the more indispensable of the two. A house
composed of timber rafters, wall plates, and front lights may
have the glazing-bai-s of the roof of iron and be found to

answer well, and some houses are made to appear without
rafters, a stout purlin either of wood or iron, with sup-
porting pillars at intervals, being made to carry the roof,

and there ai-e some advantages in this class of house ; even
wooden-built houses are sometimes of this construction.

My object, however, being to place the merits of timber and
metal before the reader, the different forms which each is

capable of assuming need not be gone into here. Suffice it,

therefore, to say that by the combination of the two some
of the best-constructed housee are formed, and most assuredly

such a combination is better than a metallic house alone,

bat whether better than a \rooden one is a question requir-

ing a qualified answer.
As to the comparative cost of the wooden and metallic

framed houses, notwithstanding the gi-eat improvement in

the machinery used in the working of ii'on for many pur-
poses to which at one time people never dreamt of applying
it, there is no question that at the present day timber is

still cheaper ; and all the cheap class of houses are of wood,
excepting perhaps in the case of those who deal in the
other material, and who, having a staff of workmen skOled
in iron work, may be able to put one up for themselves as
cheaply as it could be made in wood by a less skUled body
of men ; but this is not a fail- example. The best test of the
relative estimation in which the two classes of houses are held
by the public in general is shown in their patronage of each
kind, and certainly nine-tenths ai'e of wood. The greater
cost of iron has something to do with this ; but there also-

lurks an idea amongst the many that iron is not so durable

as wood. Be this, however, as it may, it is certainly much
dearer; and notwithstanding the advantage it possesses

of being capable of assuming any fantastic shape that may
be desu-ed, it is comparatively little used excepting for these

forms. As a hothouse-building material it has not kept
pace with wood dm-ing the last fifteen or twenty years,

the proportion of iron houses relatively to those of wood
at that date back being quite equal to what it is at the

present day.

On the relative merits of wood and iron houses for horti-

cultural piu'poses, much information would be elicited if the

subject were freely discussed, each writer giving his opinion

on the matter. My own views of the case are certainly in

fevoiu' of wood, but I am by no means opposed in any pre-

judiced way to iron. I certainly think that wooden houses

have approached much nearer to perfection than those made
of iron; but that the latter may make great advances I

have no doubt, for it is only by degrees that such progress

is reaUy made ; and we are told that this is the age of iron,

and if we look at the many great objects attained by the use

of that metal, the justness of the observation is beyond a

question. Perhaps the advocates of u-on for hothouses

received a great repulse by the universal condemnation that

was passed on the large domes at the lutei-national Exhi-

bition in 1862; but on the other hand, they have the Crystal

Pal.ace as an example of a structure in which iron may be

used to advantage to a certain extent, but in that case very

little is used as glazing-bai-s. Some railway stations also

afford examples of the same kind, but on the whole the art

of building metallic houses for horticultural pui-poses is yet

far from being perfect. Perhaps some of your readers will

be kind enough to record their observations on the matter ;

and if backed by examples that tend to prove h-ou to be
better than wood I confess I am not so wedded to the latter

as not to be likely in the end to become a convert to the

same opinion, but the superiority ought to be shown, not

alleged. Even if it can be proved that ii-on houses can be
built as cheaply and as well as wooden ones a gi'eat point

will be gained, and assm'cdly this may be done. Iron is at

the present time competing successfully with stone and
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brickwork for bridges, and witb timber for ships and fences

;

why should it not do the same with timber also for horti-

cultural buildings ?—J. Kobson.

SOAPSUDS AND THEIR UTILITY.

Is it true that soapsuds when thrown down into di'ains

•cause the most dangerous sort of miasma ? and if so, what

is to be done with them ? Is there nothing for which they

would serve as manure ?

There has lately been a fearful outbreak of scarlet fever

turning to typ^hus in the house of a woman living at the

lodge of a healthy park, and it has been attributed to her

taking in a considerable quantity of washing, and naturally

aUowing the soapsuds to run away in the drains. The

father and thi-ee children have died; and although the

di-ains are not allowed to be discharged any longer into the

Thames, but into cesspools, yet the blame is not laid upon

this but upon the soapsuds. It is also hinted that one of

the neighbom-s, mshing to utilise the sewage of his cesspool,

spread it upon his field, and that this poisoned the air.

In short, there is a panic, which is as likely to spread the

epidemic as any bad smeUs.

There was a small pamphlet published a year or two ago

on the use of domestic sewage by mixing it with earth, but

the writer cannot remember the title, nor where it was

published. Surely there should be some inexpensive means

of using it without risk made known to the ignorant

public.—A. A. Y.

[It is a total fallacy that soapsuds emit any dangerous

miasma. Mixed with the other drainage from a house, and

kept stagnant for a lengthened time, the mixture would

become putrescent, and emit offensive gases, but not more

so than if the soapsuds were excluded. The contents of a

cesspool spread over a field would not poison the au- ; and

within a few hours after being so spread there would be no

smeU perceptible, so effective a deodoriser is earth.

Soapsuds might be beneficially poured upon any vacant

quarter of the kitchen garden, and over Asparagus, Ehubarb,

and Sea-kale beds when the plants are growing. The suds

may also be povured between the rows of any of the Cabbage-

worts dui'ing their growing season.

The pamphlet alluded to is published at our office. The
second edition is called "Manures for the Many."]

ANNUALS TO SUPPLY THE PLACE OF LOST
BEDDING- PLAjSfTS.

HAViNa lost aU my bedding plants with the exception of

Calceolarias, through neglect after covering from frost, I

shall be much obliged if you wiU inform me what plants

can without much difficulty be raised from seed, so as to

form distinct and separate beds. Would the Mimulus do
for this pm-pose ? Please also state when and how the seeds

should be sown. I can easily make a hotbed for raising

them, and have a very good cool greenhouse for growing the

plants in.—A Loteb of Plowees.

£As Hkely to come in with your Petunias we would instance

the following:—Prince's-Feather ; Love-lies-bleeding; Cal-

liopsis marmorata, Drummondi, rich orange, and seven or

eight varieties ; Chrysanthemum tricolor, aui'eum, Burridge-
anum ; blue Branching Larkspiu: ; Eschscholtzia californica

and others ; Tropsolum majus in varieties, as Tom Thumb
Scarlet, Yellow, Pearl, and others ; and Phlox Drummondi.
For foliage—Purple Spinach, PerOla nankinensis, and Ama-
ranthus melancholicus. All these may be sown out of doors
in March, with the exception of the Phlox, Amaranthus, and
PeriUa, which had better be sown in pots in a mUd hotbed
in the beginning of March, and be potted-off and hardened-
off before planting out. To make good beds of the others
we would make a slight hotbed about the third week of
March—say 1 foot of dung, place on it 3 or 4 inches of

rough leaf mould or rotten dung, then 3 or 3 inches of rough-
isU loam and 2 inches of fine, draw drills about 4 inches
apart, sow thickly, and plant out in the end of AprU or

beginning of May in small patches with the earth and dung
adhering to them. This is the best plan to insure regular
bedsj and we would also do the same with the following

low-growing things, suitable either for beds or edgings :

—

Alyssum maritimum, Oollinsia grandiflora. Convolvulus

minor, Kaulfussia amelloides, Lopezia racemosa, SanvitaUa

procumbens, Saponaria calabrica and varieties, SUene pen-

dula, S. Schafta, &c., Venus's Looking-glass (three colours),

Clintonia elegans. Lobelia speciosa, and Nycterinia selagin-

oides. The last three should be sown in pots, and pricked-

off and hardened-off before planting. Then there are Mari-

golds, Stocks, Asters, &c., that may be reared in a slight

hotbed or in a greenhouse, which will be very useful and
beautiful. Such annuals as Virginian Stock and NemophHas
may also be kept on by sowing in March, May, and August.

Not to enlarge at present, you will find much to suit you in

the first volume for 1863, Vol. IV., New Series ; and you
will find a paper just to svdt you in No. 110, page 321.

EAELY PEAS ON CLAYEY SOIL.
•

How to grow early Peas without the trouble of sowing
them under glass, transplanting, and coddling afterwards is

a problem, I think, many of your readers woiUd be glad to

solve. Even if they have plenty of room it could be well

used for other purposes, such as bedding plants. But the

few remarks I intend making are more for persons not
having the above-named conveniences, the saving of labour

being the principal object.

Many, I know, will dispute the utility of steeping seeds,

I differ in that respect. Not only steeping Peas, but many
other seeds, such as those of Spinach, Eadish, Turnip, and
Onion, is advantageous.
For the last three years I have adopted the following plan

with Peas. I steep them in warm water for twelve or four-

teen hours, drain-off the water, and mix sand or light soil

with them, and put them by for a day or two tiU. nicely

sprouted. I have sown them with sprouts an inch long.

1 then sow them in drills in the usual way, covering with

light dry soil or ashes.

I have tried this plan against Peas sown in pots and
turned out when 6 inches high, and I find little difference

in their earUness, the pot Peas having the most sheltered

situation, care in watering, &c., bestowed on them.
I usually sow during the fu-st fortnight in Februai-y, and

find after trying many kinds that the following three sorts

sown at one time form a good succession : Sangster's No. 1,

Auvergne, and Ne Plus Ultra.

The ground is well manured and thrown up into ridges

2 feet wide dvuring winter. The soil is very heavy and cold,

the subsoil, a stiff clay, having been brought to the top,

which is much against early sowing.—J. T. Ceeed.

PUTTEEIDGE BUEY,
The residence of Colonel Sowerby, three miles and a half

from Luton, has been several times described in our pages

;

and as we had heard much of the general gardening, and,
perhaps, more especially of the fiower gardening on the
bedding system there, we went down in the month of August
expecting to find everything burnt up, as Mr. Fish had been
writing most doloroiTsly on the want of water. "We endured
a good pelting from a thunder shower in going from Luton,
which put our coadjutor in the best possible spirits, as he ex-

pected to get an inch or two of water in his tanks, and little

cared he for our having the bloom taken off our costume.
Though we had evidences of the great drought in that

part of that country, we were surprised to find so little ap-
pearance of it in the garden, and, perhaps, least of aU in

the flower department. That was, no doubt, much owing to
the means adopted, as frequently described in our pages.
We were certainly surprised at the massive and effective

combination and contrast of flowers and foliage, and the
great variety produced by the stiU greater simpficity in the
an-angements. We did not notice a single bed or border in
which there was a blank : scarcely an inch of soil could be
seen anywhere for masses of bloom ; and such attention had
been paid to the natural heights and modes of growth of

the plants, that though the colom-s were distinct when meani;
to be so, there was scarcely a particle of training of any
kind at all perceptible, though no doubt that training had
been given, and hence in a great measure the economy witli
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•wMcli such a garden can be kept in comparison with one
where much pegging and training are resorted to. This was
all the more pleasing, as we were informed that, owing to the
force of the wind in such an exposed place, there was scarcely

a plant that was not secured, but the means of doing so

could not be seen without close inspection.
The entrance to the mansion is on the north side. West-

ward from it extend the offices, stable-yard, and then the

kitchen garden. On the east side are a terrace, beds, &c. On the
south side a verandah 370 feet long, going on to the kitchen
garden and stable-yard. Part of this verandah near the
•west end is formed into a large conservatoi-y. In front of
this verandah is part of the flower garden. In front of the
south wall of the kitchen gaa-den are placed the chief ribbon-
borders with a walk between them.
The following is a rough sketch ofpartof the ground:—

Olio
CRASS

• /

o /„o
o

//

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ /
/ /

y // /

Wewm glance at the east side of the house fii'st. Section 1 will give an idea of the eurface-outline.

1, Wall of mansion.
2, Stone pavement, 18 feet \^ide, as

far as tbe mansion goes.

3, Walk 12 feet wide.

4, Grass 20 feetTTide.

Section 1.

15,
Border 5^ feet wide, with broad

verce of prass.

6, Slope of turf.

This ground below the terrace, besides these beds, is

planted with Thorns and evergreens. Length of terrace

nearly 400 feet, most of it extending south of the mansion.

The stone pavement, 2, on section, is divided into three

parts, one in the middle, in front of a glass case or small

conservatory, communicating with an ante-room.

The other two spaces on each side have each 15 beds in

front of dining-room and drawing-room windows respectively.

Both sides were planted alike and in the low pincushion

style, so that all could be seen at once from the windows.

Two feet of stone separate the beds from the house, gravel,

and grass at north and south ends, and 1 foot separates the

beds from each other. The beds are 4.i feet square. There

IS nothing artistic in the arrangement, but the beds look

Ibeautiful when planted.

, Gronnd on which there are two-

groups of beds.
Walk.

They are ai'ranged in the following order :

—

9 6 3 6 9

8 5 2 5 «

7 4 14 7

The following is the planting of one side :

—

1. Geraniums Stella and Cloth of Gold.
2. Madame Vancher Geranium and Verbena Purple King.

3. Geraniums Stella and Golden Chain.

4, 4. Calceolaria Aurca flmibunda and Lobelia speciosa.

5,5. Geraniums Scarlet, Garibaldi and Bijou.

6, 6. Calceolaria Auraiiti t mulliflora. edged with dark Heliotrope.

7, 7. Geranium Brilliant, Varicpaled Alysaum, and Charlwoodii Verbena.

5, 8. Geranium Cliristinc and Tropiroluin elegans.

9, 0. Geranium Boule dc Feu, and Verbena Mrs. Holford, edged with

Christine.

' The border, 5, on section 1, is more than 500 feet long, as

i

it goes round the end of terrace. The circular dots along'
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the centre, about 8 feet apart, were planted alternately with

Chenopodium atriplicis, Lupinus Cruiekshanki, and Salvia

fulgens, and were grown into massive blunt pyramids of

5 feet in height and from 2i to 3 feet in diameter. The
body of the border was planted in straight rows, the centre

being a fine row of Aurantia multiflora Calceolai-ia, the next

dark Victory Calceolaria, with a broad band next the grass

of Cerastium tomentosum. The other side the same. The
tall plants along the centre were intended somewhat to

break the views of the ground below the terrace.

The groups, one of which is represented beneath, in front

of about the middle of the terrace, with steps and a walk

1. China Daisy Wliite, Lady Coiville I 2, 3, 2, 2. Bijou Geraninin, Tom
Geranium, Wtiite Ivy-leaf Gera- Thumb Geranium, edging Alys-

ninm, Crimson Ivy-leaf. 1 sum and Lobelia speciosa mixed.

between them, and the beds all surrounded with grass, there

being 5 feet between the walk and the beds, had a very fine

effect from the terrace, and also from the higher windows
of the mansion. The plants first named formed the centre

of the beds. Both sides were aUke.

3, 3. Aurea flnribund", witll Verbena
Purple King edging.

4, 4, Prince of Orange Calceolaria,
Willi Verbena pulchella edging.

"Whilst examining these from the terrace we have also
longed to look at more narrowly a sunk garden on the south
front of the mansion, with the terrace as the boundary on
the east and south sides of it. For the position see the
accompanying section :

—

Section '.

1, House.
2, Verandah, 10 feet.

3, Grass, 10 feet.

4, Walk, 8 feet. -

"

5, Grass, 8 feet

6, Sloping grass.

7, Ditto.

8, Grass,

This is so planted as to be seen all across from the walks
round the garden ; and though there was little difference in

the height of the plants, the tallest were placed next the
fountain, and the lowest at the four corner square beds.

This is the garden that our worthy coadjutor, Mr. Robson,
finds so much fault with, so far as the tameness of the figure

is concerned, as hardly anything can be more simple. But

11, Slope to ground beyond, which
pees on to park.

12 Is a fountam in cenire of sunk
garden, which is 100 feet square.

9, Walk.
10, Grass, on which are raised Ivy-

beds 10 feet in diameter, with
iron rods across.

the mere figure is little thought about, amid such a gorgeous

display in summer ! We heard an eminent connoisseur say

that he thought there might have been an improvement if

the four corner beds had been brighter. We may just add
that each bed was a mass of bloom, and pretty well level

all over.
{To is continued.')
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POISONOUS GAEDEN PLANTS.
Have any of the readers of this Journal had experience

in. the evU effects of Rhododendrons, Lam-els, or any other
shrubs, on the animals which have j)artaken of them ?

I know for a certainty, that in very severe winters hai'es

and rabbits are not paa-ticularly nice as to what they eat;
and I have seen scores of Hollies, Broom, Hazel, and even
quickset hedges, bai-ked as high up as the animals could
reach ; but at the place this was done there were no Laurels
or Rhododendrons. My purpose, however, is to ask more
particularly after poisonous plants or shiiibs, and whether
they are obnoxious or otherwise to cattle. The common
Laurel is certainly not a rank poison, although I by no
means affirm it to be harmless ; and I have known a rather
serious case of poisoning attributed to the Rhododendron.
Can your readers confirm this ?—J. Eoeson.

PEUNING AND MANAGING OLD PEACH
TEEES.

Othees besides "Ekin" may possibly have some old
Peach trees,_ and a few hints may not be unseasonable. Age
in trees, as in man, is characterised by decrease of vigour

;

but for all that the trees maybe possessed of vitality enough
to produce fruit. In fact, old trees are more fruitful than
those which are free-grovring, and are apt to produce fruit
to an extent that threatens their existence. Year after
year do those old trees continue to produce a plentiful crop
of finiit with but little pruning and attention. The difficulty
seems to be rather to induce them to gi-ow than produce fruit

;

and beyond the dying away of an old branch and but small
annual growths in proportion to the quantity of fr-uit pro-
duced, they present no sign of their- approaching end. Our
correspondent does not fm-nish us with any particulars; we
are, therefore, left a -svide field for surmise.
Old trees, as said before, are mostly weak in growth, and

a,nything tending to increase their vigour must necessarily
be of great service to them. No manui-e is so beneficial to
the Peach as that of a cold nature, such as cowdung and
rich compost. I have found stable, pigeon, hen, and other
hot manures too highly stimulating for old plants, and
liquid manure, especiaUy that containing a large proportion
of urine, destroys rather than renovates trees in health,
though weak and old. Hot manures decompose too rapidly,
and the matters they contain are washed down by watering
in too powerful doses to the roots, and these are consequently
destroyed by an excessive supply of strong food. Strong food
IS only suited for strong constitutions, it completely deranges
old trees, and those not strong by nature ; the roots cannot
absorb nor the leaves digest it, and the trees consequently
perish. The same food in a less concentrated form is more
suitable for them. The business of the root is to collect
the food in a diluted state, to transmit it upwards to the
leaves, where a quantity— au immense proportion —is
given off again ; but all that is necessary or requu-ed for
the constitution of new parts and the repair of the wastem the old is retained, and becomes part and parcel of the
trees. Old trees do not i-equii-e thefr food so strong as
young trees.

To improve Peach trees I have found nothing better than
placing cowdung in its fresh state, about an inch thick, over
the surface of the border, doing a foot at a time, and then
pointing the manure in with a fork, takmg care not to go
so deep as to injure the roots, and a neat finish is given the
whole by covermg the sm-face with an inch of ft-esh compost.
Strong but friable loam is the best for covering the surface.
This surface-dressing is best given either in autumn, for
then the manm-e is in a great measure decomposed before
spring, or in spring after the fruit is set. If aj^plied when
the trees are on the point of expanding their flowers, and
the soil is then watered, too much food is likely to be thrown
into the flowers, and they fall without setting. Maum-e
should not be given any plant unless there be leaves to
enable the plant to mjke use of it. The manm-e if applied
in autumn wiU have parted with a great deal of its vfrtue
by spring, and have passed into the soil above and below
it, and when watoi-ed in spring it is in a form cplcidated to
afford du-ect food to the trees, and, consequently, to in-

vigorate them. The same may be said when the manure
is applied after growth takes place. Water washes the
fertilising principles down to the roots, and the trees, there-
fore, obtain immediate support, and subsequent applications
of water mix the manure with the soil and can-y some part
of it to the roots, or these extend and reach it. Old trees
thus maniu-ed are not long ere they show a marked im-
provement in their foliage; in fact, they seem to become
reinvigorated.

In some cases where the trees are very old, and the soil

much exhausted, taking away a quantity of surface soil and
replacing it ivith fresh compost is of great sei-vice to the
trees. Good strong loam with about one-thfrd of cowdung
one year- old, and thoroughly mixed, is the best for this pur-
pose. The roots should not be covered more than 6 inches
with the fresh compost, and the operation is best performed
in the autumn, and it should be done without injm-ing
the roots. If these ai-e near the surface a top-dressing of
rich compost, of which frilly one-half should be cool manure,
as cow or sheep dung, should be neatly forked into the
border, so that its fertilising agents may not be evaporated
in the atmosphere before water is applied, and they are
washed into the soil and pass down to the roots. The next
best plan, presuming the above manures cannot be had, or
are inconvenient to apply, is to water the borders with weak
liquid manure during the summer—say at every alternate
watering, until the fruit changes for ripening, when it must
be discontinued. The manui-e water should be heated to a
few degrees higher than the temperature of the border, and
be much diluted with water, soft being the best for the pur-
pose. If it be as thick as mud it should be brought by
dilution to the appearance of pale ale, and that is strong
enough for anything. One ounce of Peruvian guano dissolved
in a gallon of rain water, and applied to the trees at every
alternate watering, will much improve theii- appearance.
In pruning old trees the cultivator should have in view

the supiilying of the tree with young wood, and the removal
of old useless parts, more than trying to form a handsome
tree. The small, twiggy shoots fr-om weak main stems,
especially if they are old, are to be removed, and a young
shoot brought up or down into its place. The main branches
should be distributed fan-fashion, and at such distances that
from 9 inches to a foot wUl be left clear between them. A
proper number of the shoots of the last year should be re-

tained at a certain distance fi-om each other along the main
branches to produce fi-uit, and not neai-er than 9 inches fi-om

each other, nor farther apart than 1 foot. The first should
be left as near the bottom of the branch as possible, and
the others 9 inches apart fi-om it along the branch, leaving
the last 9 inches from the extremity of the branch. It is

best to leave these fruit-producing shoots on the upper
side of the branch only, as when they are left on the lower
side the tree becomes too full of wood, and light and air

cannot reach to the leaves.

The shoots should be trained straight, and at an angle of
45° from the centre of the tree, and tlie fi-uit-producing

shoots at an angle of 4.5° from the shoots they spring fi-om.

If on a trellis they are to be neatly tied with matting or

Cuba bast. If they are not more than 9 inches in length
they should not be shortened ; or if there be nothing but
fruit-buds on them, but only the short branches with a wood-
bud situated at the extremity of the branch, they must not
be pruned, but tied-in their full length. On the other
hand, if the shoots have two fruit-buds and a growing bud
between them, they may, if more than 9 inches long, be
pruned to one of these, always taking cai-e to leave sufficient

buds below the pruning to provide for a crop. It is neces-
sary to leave a wood-bud at the extremity of the shoot to
draw the sap into the fruits that are presumed to be situated
below it. This pruning and training is best done when the
trees commence swelling thefr buds, for the uninitiated are
then better able to distinguish wood fi-om fruit-buds. All
shortening ot the shoots should be to a wood-bud either by
itself, or situated between two fruit-buds.

When the fruit is sot and the shoots growing, the process
of disbudding should commence. Tliis is removing all

shoots not wanted cither to draw the sap into the young
fruit or to form shoots for next year's bearing. The latter

should be left as near the old branch, or tho jilace fi-om

which the previous year's bearing shoot proceeded, as
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possible, and this shoot is to he trained to the trellis to

supply the jilace of the shoot now producing fruit. At

the extremity of the shoot producing fruit a shoot should

be retained, and when it has made three leaves it is to he

stopped to that number, or it may be allowed to grow if it

Toe wanted to fUl-up vacant space. Shoots with fruit at their

base are to be stopped to three leaves, and so on tlu'ough

the tree. No shoots are to be left but those wanted either

to extend the area of the tree, to draw the sap into the

fruit, or to form fruit-bearing shoots for another year.

Shoots not wanted are to be rubbed-off closely. It is better

to go over the tree twice or thrice at intervals, and disbud a

portion of the shoots each time. The fruit should be

thinned, leaving one to each shoot ; but to make sure of

a crop it is best to leave two or three to each shoot, but not

more than three, for that is as many as any tree can bring

to perfection. One fruit in every square foot is a good crop,

and quite as many as can be had consistently with size,

quality, and flavour. After this the trees wUl only need an

adjusting of the shoots occasionally. Any shoots not pro-

ducing fruit should be removed at once, and that springing

from the base of the bearing shoot should be trained in its

place to supply bearing wood for another year. The leaders

are to be shortened at the spring pruning to half their

length if weak, and two-thirds if very weak, and shoots left

along them in summer to supply fruiting shoots 9 inches

apart. If the leaders be very strong they should be pruned

back about one-thii-d of the'ir length. All pruning when
the leaves are off the trees must be to a wood-bud. No stop-

ping of the shoots is necessary, except in the case of those

left to draw sap towards the fruit, as doing so causes the

production of a quantity of useless spray.

In autumn the shoot that has produced fruit is to be cut

clean out

—

i. e., to the shoot destined or provided to supply

its place, unless it be a leader, or furnished with a shoot at

its extremity to fill vacant space, when it must, of course,

be retained. The short spur-like shoots left to draw the sap

into the fruit are to be removed soon after the fruit is

gathered ; for although these short spurs might yield fruit

the following season, yet they do not improve the appear-

ance of the tree, nor give fruit nearly so fine as that from
Tegular shoots.

All the air possible should be given from the time the

buds begin to swell, and the atmosphere must be kept moist
by frequently sprinkling the paths, &c. The air should be
kept rather dry when the flowers expand, to assist in airing

the poUen and distributing it. An occasional shaking of

the trellis when the trees are in full bloom also helps to

disperse it. The best plan, however, is to set the blooms
with a camel-hair pencil, and it is a good sign if the bees
are busy at the flowers. The trees having set their flowers

are to be syringed twice daily, morning and evening, forcing

the water against the under side of the leaves, and this is

the best of aU preventives to the attacks of the red spider.

A current of fresh air should blow upon the trees con-

tinually, lessening the quantity by night, but leaving a
little on even then if the heating apparatus be sufficient to

provide for their safety. When the trees are in bloom
the temperatm-e should be 45° at night, with a rise of 15°

by day with sun and abundance of ventilation. After the
fruit is set let it be 50' by night, and this should be gradu-
ally raised so as to have it 55° at night by the time the

fruits commence stoning. A rise of 5° on dull days, 10°

to 15° on cloudy with clear intervals, and 15° to 20? with
bright sun should be allowed the trees by day. The tempe-
rature may be increased to 60° at night after stoning has
been completedj and this is high enough for the Peach at

any time afterwards. The syringings are to be discontinued
after the fruit changes for ripening ; and beyond a syringing
after it has been gathered, to free the leaves of dust, no more
syringings are required. The soil of the border should at all

times be kept healthfully moist. Copious waterings must
be given whilst the trees are in bloom, and afterwards until

the fruit begins to ripen, when they must be gradually
diminished, so that they may be discontinued altogether
by the time the leaves begin to fall. After the fruit has
been gathered, air and every encouragement should be
given to promote the hardening and ripening of the wood,
on which depend the prospects of the ensuing season. In-

sects must be kept under, as these suck out the juices of the

leaves, and hinder the formation of perfect buds and sound
well-ripened growths.
At all times shoots springing from the base of the tree or

main stem are to be encouraged, and as these advance in

growth old branches may be cut away, and in this way old

trees may be resupplied with young healthy shoots.

Such are a few hints hastily strung together, but which

I hope may be of service to our correspondent and others.

—

G. Aeeet.

WOEE FOB, THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

The continuance of fair weather will permit the operations

that peculiarly belong to this month to be proceeded with.

Asparagus, prepare soil for new plantations when required.

This is an operation worthy of the greatest care, for if pro-

perly done the plantation wiU last for many years. The
principal requisites are good fibrous loam and dung. Where
the soil in the garden is what is technically termed " old,"

add a thu-d of the whole of maiden loam, and put 6 inches

of good rotten dung over the whole surface ; trench at least

2§ feet deep, and drain if necessary; then add as much
more dung, and dig it in as deep as is generally done for

general crops. Mark off the beds 4 feet wide and 2 feet for

the alley ; then mark the rows in the bed, one in the centre

and one at each side ; lay a ridge ofmaiden loam, leaf mould,

and sand in equal parts along where each row is to be

planted, and on these ridges place the plants. They may be
either one or two years old, but not more than two, and should

be taken up with great care, so as not to break the points of

the roots. When placed on the ridges with an equal por-

tion of roots on each side, cover them to the depth
_
of

2 inches with pure sand when it can be procured, which,

win induce the plants to throw out a number of young roots,

which, passing through the sand, wiU seize with avidity on.

the more nutritious food prepared for them. Above the

sand add 4 inches of loam over the crowns ; and should the

season prove dry, mulch between the rows, and give ooca^-

sional waterings with liquid manure. Give plenty of aji- to

these and all other crops in frames. Cauliflowers, plant-out

from the seed-pans aU the young plants before they become

too much crowded, and, if needful, make fresh sowings.

Carrots, sow in frames, and thin those already up; also

sow a crop in the open ground. Lettuce, sow a crop of Cos

in frames and in the open ground. Peas, to provide against

failures in vegetable crops ali-eady sown, or where the

cKmate or soU is too cold to trust to seeds for the present

in the open ground, we advise sowing these and Broad

Beans, &c., either in small pots for their more easy transfer

to the open ground, or when the quantity is considerable

cut fresh pieces of turf 1 foot long and about 4 or 5 inches

wide, turn the grassy side downwards, and form a channel

along the centre of the upper part, in which sow the crop as

you would in the open ground. Managed in this way they

wiU sustain but little check, and wiU root thi-ough the turf

into the soil, and grow away freely. Potatoes, plant for the

first crop in a warm sheltered situation, if not already done.

FLOWER GAKDEN.

Give lawns a good rolling after wet, and, as was stated

lately, if it be necessary to take up any of the turf for the

purpose of levelling the groixnd, the sooner it is done the

better. Proceed with cutting the edgings of walks, and

keep them clean, and roll frequently to make them firm,

and also to prevent the growth of weeds. See to even

small plants being secvu-ed against wind, for these are

often greatly injured by being blown about, especially if

recently transplanted : small stakes and a few minutes'

work would prevent the mischief. As before observed, see

that all planting is completed forthwith. Improve as much.

as possible all outlines. Plant fresh masses or gi-oups where

necessary, and introduce specimen plants where fittmg

opportunities offer. Do not plant single specimens in re-

cesses ; these as a general rule should be carefldly preserved

to give deep shadows, and to throw the prominent features

into bold relief. Finish pruning Eoses; in doing so thin

out the weak shoots, and shorten the strong and weU-

ripened to four or six buds, according to then- strength.

Strong-growing kinds, such as Brennus, Pulgens, Triomphe
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d'Angers, and others of similar habit, with most of the
Noisettes when budded on tall stems, make beautiful ob-
jects, if, instead of being shortened, the shoots are turned
down and tied to the lower part of the stem, so as to form
a balloon-shaped plant. In the borders sow Sweet Peas
and Larkspurs, and prepare for the general sowing of
annuals next month.

FKUIT GAEDEN.
Prune Easpberries. Any Gooseberries and Cm-rants not

previously pruned should forthwith be attended to. Make
aii-angements to procure a sufficient supply of pea-sticks,

and collect fir boughs to protect the blossoms of Peach and
Apricot trees. Gooseberry and Currant bushes occupy
much less space in a garden trained to stakes across rods,
as practised by Mr. Tombs, gardener to Major-General Pox,
Addison Eoad, Kensington, and afford a gTeater amount of
fruit.

GKEENHOTJSE AND CONSEEVATOKT.
As a general rule, when specimen plants require shift-

ing, the best time to perform the operation is from the
beginning ofFebruary to the middle of March. The advan-
tage of spring-shifting is, that you provide a good store of
roots for the summer growth, and hence you are almost sui-e

of the plants setting their bloom lor the following season

;

but ifyou shift them in the summer and autumn after they
have bloomed there is a great probability of their making a
late growth, and not setting bloom at aU. Hov/ever, it must
not be inferred that all plants are to be potted at the same
time, as, under favourable circumstances, it may be neces-
sary to shift certain plants more than once, twice, or thrice,
within twelve months. In potting, for all delicate-rooted
plants, such as the finest kinds of Heaths, Epacris, &c., use
turfy fibrous peat, with a liberal admixture of sand.

STOVE.
Some little increase of temperature may take place here,

and that chiefly in the afternoon, by shutting up early, at
the same time using a sufficiency of moisture. Look over
the fastenings of Orchids on blocks or in baskets, and re-
move the wu'es where necessary. Examine and shift aU
plants that require such attention, and cut back after
flowering such kinds as it may be desirable to increase by
cuttings, or to make more shapely.

rOECING-PIT.
This useful structure will now supply Hyacinths, Tulips,

Lilacs, Sweet Briar, Azaleas, Kalmias, &c., to give beauty
and fragrance to the conservatory. The rich yellow flowers
of Cytisus racemosus will add to the general effect. Take care
to keep up a regular succession, and fumigate occasionally
to keep all clean. Temperature 65° to 75^ by day, 55':' to
60" by night.

PITS AND FEAMES.
Alpines and other rare plants in pots to be looked over,

all decaying matter to be removed, and the surface of the
soil stu-red up. Sow seed of Salvia patens, and of Lobelia
speciosa, to be started in heat. Put in cuttings of Petunias,
Verbenas, &c., for bedding-out. Keep up a good growing
heat in the cutting-frame. The thermometer to be from
65° to 70". W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Dug and trenched ground. Sowed Peas and Beans, planted
some ea,rly Potatoes, gave plenty of air to those in beds, also
to Eadishes, Lettuces, Carrots, &c. Cleared dead leaves
from vegetables outside, watered Asparagus -in frames, and
washed the glass to give a,U the light possible that the tops
may be nice and green. Took up a little more Rhubarb
and Sea-kale. Swept the beds bearing Mushrooms slightly
with a hair-broom, and as no covering is on them, we have
pi-etty well conquered the snails and slugs. Potted-off more
Dwarf Kidney Beans, sowed some early Basil, &c., and per-
formed other work of routine.

FEUIT GARDEN.
PuU-pruued Currants, and more sparingly pruned Goose-

berries, so that something may be left for the birds, and
syrmged them all with a rather thick mixture of clay, cow-
dung, soot, and lime. We have used frequently in pre-

paring the above wash strong laurel water, made by chop-
ping laurel leaves and young stems with a bill-hook, or
bruising them with a mallet, placing them in a barrel and
covering them with boiling water, and putting an old sack
over the top. Such water may be used strong for this pur-
pose, and some sulphur lime water will also be good for

making the pecking of buds unpleasant. Ah'sady we have
had to net some Plums, on which the birds had commenced
in earnest. A few boys with bat-folding nets took twenty
dozen the other night from a piece of Laurels, and we
candidly own that we were so wanting in feeling as never to
ask the boys what they meant to do with them. NaOed and
pruned as weather permitted and opj^ortunity ofi'ered, our
chief strength just now being directed to rake leaves before
they aU blow away. We believe we could collect more if

we raked before the leaves were much more than half down,
as after the trees are bare the wind takes off a good share
before we can rake, as that might interfere with the game
for shooting parties. Where game is highly preserved and
no birds' nests are taken, and the garden is near the pre-

serves, it will, ere long, be found that the garden wiU yield
little unless everything is well protected by netting. When
that is done there will be a chance that the birds wiU only
get their proper share, instead of leading the gardener
scarcely the gleanings. This would satisfy alike the humani-
tarians and the utilitarians, as but for the destruction bii'ds

make few would wish to hurt or even curtail imreasonably
the numbers of the sweet little creatures, as there can be no
doubt that they do us good as well as evU. But say and
argue as we will, it is not pleasant to have the most of our
fruit-buds gnawed through, our Peas grubbed up, and the
best CheiTies and Strawberries holed or carried off. Nets
are of no use for the CheiTies, &c., unless they are kept some
15 inches from the wall, tree, or plant, and well secured and
no hole left. Even when small hooked sticks keep the net
from the wall, we have seen blackbirds fly at that part of

the net between the sticks, and the momentum thus given
would bring the net close to the wall, and enable the bird
to take a Cherry or a part of one thi'ough the net. The
very sight of a net is often an inducement for them to pry
and investigate what is underneath it. Difficulties, just as

in the case of a higher intelligence, seem only to whet the
desire to overcome them. Could the birds only keep cool

when disturbed and fly quietly to the hole by which they
entered, few would be caught by men or boys more fluiTied

than themselves.
Smoked an orchard-house again before pruning, washing

to make all safe. Gave a little water to Strawberries, potted-

off Melon plants, temperature about 60" at night, and a rise

from sunshine when it could be commanded. Peaches, Vines,

&o., much as in previous weeks.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Proceeded with pruning Laurels, making turf edgings right,

wheeling a little half-rotten leaves on some flower-beds on a
fi'osty morning; the beds being previously ridged up, the
manure will be spread over the ridges for a short time to be
sweetened and fi'ozen if possible, and then the ridges wUl be
turned over to be still further exposed to the air. Swept
and rolled walks, as on most gravel a greenish sUme is apt

to come on the surface after such dripping weather. In some
fi-osty mornings scrubbed the walks well with an old hard
birch broom, which removed a good deal of the gi-een matter,

and any small weeds that might be present, without moving
the smooth surface of the gravel in the least. This often

makes a walk more solid and firm in spring and summer, and
quite as bright as digging it over, treading, levelling, rolling

frequently, and all the rest of it. The walks here which have
been admfred by connoisseurs, arc too shallow for digging,

and the sui-face has been unbroken for many years, except

in shady places where they would become greenish, and such
parts were either scraped or hoed slightly, and raked when
di-y and sunny.
Looked over Hollyhocks and herbaceous plants : find the

fh-st in the little mounds of dry burnt clay and rubbish all

right, at least mostly so, and few things aie more effective in

fi-ont of a bank of Laurels. All such plants as Am'iculas, Poly-

anthus, the better Primroses, Cai-nations, Pinks, double Wall-
flowers, Stocks, &c., in pots, should still be kept rather dry,

which will be a great preservative against severe frost if it

should come. All the aii- possible should be given in mild
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weather. If dripping, elevate the glass or other covering back
and front that there may be plenty of air, and yet the wet be
kept out. The same rule ivill apply to all half-hardy things in

cold frames, turf, earth, and other pits, but even they must
foe treated according- to their natm-e. For instance : old

Scai-let Geraniums packed away in faggot-style beginning to

break, should now receive a little water at the roots if the
soil is very dry, but the tops cannot well be kept too di-y.

There is a bed of young Calceolarias as thick as they can
stand, and we do not want to move them into an earth pit

just yet ; they Uke moistiu-e, but were we to water much at

the root they would injure each other, and very likely get
yellow leaves, and insects too, of which they, owing to the
hardy cool treatment, are as yet free. A slight skiff with the
syringe is better, therefore, for them under the circumstances
than much watering, and even a slight dewy drizzle in a
mild foggy day so as to wet all the foliage and just the sur-

face of the soU, is also better in theii' present condition than
watering. The less water plants have at this season as a
general rule, provided they are not allowed to flag, the
better they will succeed afterwards. Of course an exception
must be made in the case of plants in bloom, and standing
in a high temperatiu'e. The temperature must regulate the
water-pot in a great degree. With the exception of the
AmplexicauUs Calceolaria, all other Calceolarias used for the
flower garden will thrive better afterwards if they never
have fii-e heat in any shape, and they are more easily kept
in cool places out of doors than most other bedding plants,
as they are not inclined to damping, but rather relish a
moist cool atmosphere when young, though they like a warm
bright atmosphere and coolness for their roots in order to
bloom well out of doors.
We may just mention that we have pruned a lot of

Fuchsias that have been kept rather di-y all the winter, and
placed them in an average heat of 45° to start them before
repotting. Thinned boxes of Scarlet Geranium cuttings in-

serted in the autumn, and which were becoming as thick as

Mustard-and-Cress-boxes, though where we are to find room
for the half of them before we turn them into earth and turf
pits seems a mystery, with all our knowledge of cramming.
We find that the cuttings we inserted in old spouting-
troughs, and placed in a pit a yard from the glass, are doing
well, and not drawing, owing to their needing no shade by
day, and no cover by night. We would have hked better if

they had only been 2 feet from the glass. To our window-
gardening ft-iends we would say. Keep aU plants clean, free
from dust, and except for bulbs, Violets, and other things in
bloom, water moderately. If Hyacinths do not rise freely
try the paper funnel over them, and keep them on the
chimneypiece for a few days. We must give them a whole
paper presently.

PBLAEGONIUMS.
We have just been giving a small shift to a number of

Pelargoniums of a rather large size, and becoming quite
pot-bound, and yet the pots are hardly large enough to
support large heads of bloom, without extra attention being
given. These plants had been potted in the autumn in
light sandy loam, with a little peat and leaf mould. Similar
soO, with a little more loam was again used, and after placing
a little moss over the drainage, sprinkled with soot, a hand-
ful of nodules of old dried cowdung was placed over the soot,
then a portion of soil, and then the fr'esh soil a,dded in the
usual way, with a few bits of the cowdung worked in as the
work proceeded. Some pieces of charcoal would have been
added, but we did not happen to have any. Of course, the
plants at aU dry had been watered a few days before repotting.
The cowdung had been collected in dry cakes in hot weather
nearly a twelvemonth ago, and was stored loosely, so that
the cakes were hard and as sweet as a nut, and might
be broken in bits by the hands of a lady without soiling her
fingers. We are thus minute because we have several notes
wishing for moi-e particular du-ections, and stating that we
ought to describe all operations as if to persons who had
never seen these operations performed.
The keeping plants comparatively dry in winter, has

brought to our recollection some half a dozen of inquiries
how to cure and how to prevent the spot in Pelargoniums,
and in a few words we will give the results of oiu' practice
on this subject.

1. When the brownish spots appear on the leaves of a

Pelargonium, we know of no means by which these spots

which disfigure the plant can be removed.

2. We hardly think the spot is infectious farther than this,

that other plants placed in similar circumstances wiH come
to be affected in the same way.

3. Though it is unadvisable to keep a tainted stock of

any plant, we do not think there is anything hereditary in

this disease ; as plants very much affected with the spot,

when set out of doors, well hardened in their wood, and

kept rather dry in summer, pruned in early autumn, potted

in fresh soil when broken, and differently treated, showed no

spotted leaves afterwards.

Now for the preventives of this spot, which appear to us'

to be as certain to keep it away as the opposite treatment

will be sure to bring it on.

1. Keeping the soil dryish instead of moist in winter and
spring, and, if possible, choosing a bright sunny day to give

what little water would be necessary, and spilling as little

as possible.

2. Setting the plants on a dry, solid substance, be it

wood, slate, or stone, with air beneath as well as above the

shelves, platform, &c., instead of standing the plants on

beds of earth, ashes, &o. For extra fine plants it is a good

plan to set the pot on the bottom of another pot reversed.

3. Keeping the atmosphere sweet, airy, and rather dry,

instead of moist, close, and stagnant.

4. Giving air so early that all the foliage should be dry

before the sun shines much upon it.

"In the multitude of counsellors there is safety," al-

though at times attended with a little distraction; and,

therefore, any friend who from his own practice can simplify

or improve on these modes of prevention, will confer a

boon on many Pelargonium-growers, and, more especially

on amateurs.—R. P.

COVENT GAEDEN MAEKET.—Feb. 6.

The market ia still well supplied with vegetables, Savoys, Brussels

Sprouts, and other winter greens being plentiful. These are rendered much
more tender if soaited in cold spring water for three or four hours previous

to cooking—a fact winch is not sufficiently known to the majority of cooks.

Of French Lettuce, Endive, and sirall salads there is a good supply ; and

in Apples large importations have come in from Belgium, which is a great

lioon to the poorer classes, home-grown fruit being scarce aud dear. A
few Spanish Melons may still be had, and some excellent samples of new
Black HamburgUs have this day made their appearance. Cut flowers are

the same as last week.
FEUIT.

Apples J sieve

Apricots doz.

Figs dos.

Filberts iS Nuts 100 lbs.

Grapes, aothouse....lb.

Foreign
Muscats

Lemons 10a
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*^* "We request that no one will write privately to the de-

partmental writers of the " Journal of Horticultui-e,
Cottage Gai-dener, and Country Gentleman.'* By so
doing they are subjected to unjustiliable trouble and
expense. All communications should therefore be ad-
dressed solely to The Editors of the Journal of Horticul-
ture, t^-c, 162, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

We also request that correspondents will not mis up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those
on Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them
on separate communications. Also never to send more
than two or three questions at once.

Leaves Browned and Spotted {Mose, Gucr}isey).^Tiie Azalea leaf is
much infested with thrips. The house should be smoked with tobacco,
filling it with the smoke. You will find the pest on tke under side of the
leaf. The Camellia leaf is spotted by keeping the air too moist and close.
Give more air, and in future omit the liquid manure in watering'- the Azaleas
and Camellias. Liquid manure, however, would not spot the leaves, but it
as not suited for Axaleas and Camellias. We fear the pent you employ is
not suitable for your plants ; but if it is sandy, and crumbles freely when
rubbed with the hands, without becominc a soap-like lump, it is all right.
See to the drainage of the Camellias, and be sure it is perfect. Wh;itever
you do, get rid of the thrips on the leaves, and whenever you see them
again smoke the house immediately. The foliage should be dry when the
house is smoked.

Flower-garden Plan (A. ^.).—With the materials you mention we
would hil the centre bed with Calceolarias, either mixed or bro:ul.edged hv
the Amaranthus, and the two side beds with Tom Thumb, and an edging of
variegated Aiyssum. The border we would phint with the Minmlns in dotsm the centre, and then with Lobelia edged with Cerastium. The lean-to
house would do best. The Verbenas were taken off too late, unless placed
in a close warm place.

Conservatory Alterations
( O. 5r/-7.'75).-No doubt it would be desiraMe

to have some of the sashes to open ; but as the house is lofty in proportion
to Its length and width, we would like to give it a f^iir trial before making
the alterations spoken of. If we understand the gable ends rightly, a great
body of heated air will pour out at these ends, and if opened to the full
there will be a great draught through the sixteen five-inch openings in
iront. Such lofty upright houses are less influenced bv the sun heat than
smaller lean-to houses. In the meantime we would have a ventilator at
back opposite the doorway, and then, if necessarv, increase the size of the
ventjlators in the gable ; but one more ventilator at back we should like to
try first. In such a house the door could be half open from April to June,
and again m autumn, and might be open all the summer months, and all
the ventilators also. If these ventilators are opened early in sprin"-,
autumn, and wmter, we have a strong opinion that the house will not
become so hot as you imagine. In the heat of summer the sun will strike
ohhauely on the upright glass. However, there can be no objection to the
iront glass being made moveable.

Camellia Flower-buds not Expandimg (A Suhscriher since 18561.—
You will see a detailed conpideration of the subject in our Journal to-dav.
The failure almost certainly arises from defective root-action ; but you must
judge for yourself after reading those details, what induces the defective
root-action in your Camellias.

Manure on Vine-border—Inarching Vines {An Amnteur).—Yoxiv
Vines will do very well without manure at this season; the roots being
inside the house, the soil temperature will he sufficient for ordinary forcing.
The best way of inarching Vines is to unite green wood to green. After
the Vines have grown 2 or 3 feet take a slice (about 3 inches Ion", and deep
enough to reach the centres of the growths) from the sides of both the
stock and Vine to be united to it, fit them nicely together, and tie with
a piece of soft matting. Stop the stock when this operation is performed.
In about a fortnight or three weeks the union will be sulficientlv formed to
allow of the inarch being nearly severed from its roots, and in a" week more
3t may be cut entirely away. Then the tie should be undone and tied more
loosely, and left on for a short time. The operation is so simple that you
cannot but succeed with ordinary care.

Supplement to Cottage Gardeners' Dictiokart ((?. Broic7i].—It wiW
contain various corrections and additions, and bring down the details of
gardenmg to the present time. It will not be able to give directions as to
pronunciation.

Peach Cl-ltuke ( Westmoreland).—Out " Fruit -Gardening for the Many "
contams what you need. It can be had free by post if you enclose five
penny postage stamps,

Lapaqkiua rosea Planting out (Ignorafnu3).-~lf the surface of the
border is some distance from the glas^ it would be better to plant it in the
"border after the shoots have grown considerably. On the other hand, if
the border has plenty of light, we thould prefer putting in the plant now,
There would be le^^s likelihood of giving the plant a check by planting now
than there would be when the shoots are considerably advanced.

Madame Vauchkr and Christine Geraniums (B. If.}.—These Gera-
niums are not more tender than many others, Thev are rather strong
growers, and bloom more freely when plunged in the beds or borders in
pots. In a cold exposed situation in Yorkshire they did moderately well
last season, and Lancashire is not colder than there.

Seeds for an Acre op KixmEN Garden {W. R. J/".).—A supply of
genuine seeds for one year is not dear at four guineas. A collection at that
price would contain everything needed all the year round, exccnt Potatoes,
Jerusalem Arti<:hokes, culinai-y roots, &c. Why not trust nucli matters to
your gardener 1 He would make out a list better than any seedamau can do
it, and although the seeds might cost a trifle more, you would ^ain by the
utility of the itrticles. Some seeds usually included in collections are not
wanted, and these yourgaidener would leave out, and he would substitute
others better adapted to the soil and your requirements.

Shrobs for Plant Case {Dubfin).—Desfontania splnosa would lire in
your plant cise, but you must; not expect it to flower. The small and
broad-Ieaved Myrtle, and -^'kimiuia japonica. would also keep green. There
are no plants so suitable as Fern?, and these we should advice you to employ
eselusively. Ho flowering pUnts will do any good in a plant case with a
north aspect, and the tame holds true of cliniburs. We know of none. All

plants want light to do any good, and that they uiust have.

Pyreturums—Pansie?, &c. {E. F.).—Yom will find Pyrethrums noticed
fully in our nest issue. The '* Garden Manual " published at our office,

price Is. Gd.^ contains particulars of Pansy culture. Pansies do well in a
shady situation, but not under trees.

Camellia Casting its Bubs {£ri>i)-—It may have been occasioned by
dryness at the root, wetness of the snil, sour soil, imperfect drainage, and
sundry other causes, which are considered in to-day's Journal. Yoar
other question is treated of elsewhere.

Regnee's Ivy.—An Old Subscriber would be obliged by being Informed
from whence, and bow long since, this Ivy was introduced.

Variation of Gymnogramma patcHELLA (G. Edwards) .—The golden
colour is not common, but has occurred belorc with G. calomelanos, which
in the Oxford iiotaiiic Garden has produced but gold and silver portions.

The other appears to be a sulphurcscent tartarea, or some tport coming
between tartarea and Martensii.

CuTTi.vtt-DOw:^ Young Vi.ses {/. D., Ifford).—Plant them in your house,
rub-otf all the upper buds except the lowest three, and when the lowest
shoot from these has become about 6 inches long, then cut the stem away
just above it.

Veree:jas {J. Sorton),—kny of the principal florists who advertise in

our Journal could supply Midame Jensow, Paul Tircas, Faust, and Made-
moiseLe de la Nalline. Wc cannot specially recommend any florist.

MiJiDLUs cuPBEUs AND MACDLOsus {A Subscriber, Cirencester).—There
is little doubD but plants of these raised from seed sown in February will
flfiwer during the summer, as they are fast-giowing plants and quickly come
into flower. The hybrids of the maculosus stamp like a rather damp or
sbady position, esijecially in the hot summer months; and plautad out^ the
north sidtj of a wall exactly suits them.

Hotbed Making {E. A. P.).—Taking for granted that horsedunj forms
the principal substince on which to rely tor heating purposes, we may, in

the first place, observe than it is better when it can be had without being
heated much, or rather before it ha3 heated itself into what may be termed
tlie scalding process— i. c, when it has heated and become ol a while musty
colour. Il is not spoiled entirely when in this condition, but is certainly
injured. It may, however, be used ; and mixed with other dung it comes
round again wonderfully. Procuring a quautity of this dung, with as large
a proportion of litter in it as may be, let it bs thrown into a heap, and on
the fourth or filth day it will require turning, and perhaps even butore that
time if it appear very hot. Turning four oi live days afterwards will also
be necessary ; and, if time will allow, a third or fourth luniing will like-

wise be of benefit; but as it often happens that a hotbed is wanted before
this can be accomplished, we may state that when the dung has a tendency
to overheat it would be better not to build the hotbed too high, and to
tread it well; not, however, too firmly, as we have known when this was
done that it would not heat at Ai. When, however, the time and circum-
stances will allow, it is better to well sweeten the dung by repeated turnings
before making up the bed, and a more lasting heat will be the result. Bear
in mind at the same time, that it the bed be wanted in the first instance to
raise seedlings, the time of prt paring the dung need nut be lost to them ;,

for by bome simple contrivance, which will readily occur to the operator,
a small box, if even without lights, but covered in, may be plactd on the
side of the heating material, and pots, pans, or boxes placed on it. The
seeds will be progressing towards germination during the few days In which
the dung is being prepared for iJie bed for their reception. Of course it is

necessary to take care that rank steam or heat above S-J'^ does not come in
contact cither with the pots or the germiniiting plants. This, however, is

easily guarded again-t ; and when once a hotbed is prepared of materials
pruperly sweetened, it is much better than when puttou hurriedly together.
Sometimes the a;linixtuve or a less active material than dung is of great
service in checking and prolonging the heat; such substances ought to
contain fibrous matter enough to resist decay for a time. For this object
leaves of certain kmds answer very well, especially the harder aud firmer
description, as Oak, Sweet Chestnut, Beech, and some others ; while soft
leaves, which in themselves contaui more water than fibre, heat quickly
aud as rapidly decay. Of this class Lime, Elm, and Sycamore are perhaps
the wort-t ; and mure rapid ^till in its haste to destruction is short fi'e-ih,

graRs. There are other substances to be had which have a useful heating
property, as tan, which, next to dung and leives, is perhaps the most com-
monly used ; but it certainly does not answer so well in that way as it used
to do belore so many improvements in the tjiining process were introduced.
Nevertheless it is a useful agent still, but most so when worked alone.
Certain kinds of factory refu.-.e liUewis^e ferment, and produce a heat more
or less lusting in proportion to the slowness or rapidity with which they
decay ; but a» most of these things have only a local position, hot dung in
villa and suburban places, and dung and lea/es in more rural ones, may be
regarded sis the most important heating substances we have at commsind.
For a brisk heat a mixture of dung aud leaves is to be preferred to either
alone ; while for a loug-contiuued heit—say to last one year or more—good
Oak or Bteeh leaves require no mixture, the heat they give oft" being gentle
and agreeable to everytning. If the ground be dry we mny say it might he
sunk a foot or more with advantage, us it would give tho manager moro
comm iiid of the inside. If, however, the place be wet, and an excavation
for the hotbed likely lo collect water, then by all means let the bed bo
above the surface. Hotbeds put up early iu tho season arc, however, not
unusually hcited by limngs of dung applied to their sides when part of the
bed bus subsided; and it may be observed that when hot dung has to be
applied against another substance of a like kind to augment ii.s warmth, it

may be as hot aud rank as convenient, taking care, however, that none of
the impure steam pas.s into the frame. We may also observe that some
hotbeds are worked entirely by linings, the frame itself standing over a
hollow chamber, or its foundation in tsome way being aceessible to the
heated vapour of the lernieutmg matcri il. One of the best founditions
which we ever had was a pile ul billet wood of the size and shape of the
box frame, to be placed upon ^t ; aud the inside being covered over
with turty litter, and soil put on, the box was set on tkat, and frequent
applications of hot dung around all its sides kept up the required heat.
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Pine Api'le (S. Wilson),—^ye have published no separate work on the

culture of ilie Pine Apple.

Cliantiids Dampieri Seedlings {A I'oung Amateur).—This capricious

plant is vevy difficult to manage, and we would advise you to treat your

two plants differently—say, let one of them be potted into au open mixture

of rough half-deoaved turf with most of the soil shaken out of i:, aad mix
some old moss and bits of charcoal with it. Let another plant be potted

in sandy peat in the ordinary way, and report your success. We have

tried plants in both ways, and for a time both went on well, but eventually

died. lu yov.r case, however, the plants evidently want repotting: ; this done,

we hope to hear of your successfully flowering this most handsome plant.

Planting Forest and Fruit Trees in March {A Young Amateur).—
You may do this in the early part of the month, but It would have been

better if done in the autumn. They may, however, succeed pretty well if

the ground has been in tillage, or is in a ffood condition. Much depends on

this. If it be all right we would mtlier plant now than lose a season;

but if it has been occupied by buildings, or otherwise denied access to the

sweetening influence of air, let it have a season's fallow before planting,

and you will gain by the delay.

Verbenas Daxping-off {Q. R.y a Lover of Verb e?ias) .—It -would be

better to remove some of the plants at once to a hotbed, where the increased

heat will perhaps create fresh growth and arrest decay; and cuttings taken

off afier th;s have plenty of time to become plants. A pit is not the best

place for Verbenas, still less so for Geraniums in the dull damp months

;

but as they are now receiving sun you will save what are left.

Fruit Trees Failing on Geavellt Soil {Idem}.—Some gravels are

very pernicious, containing so much mineral poison that trees often do
badiy in them. Neither will manuring prove a complete remed}'- with
fruit trees, although for vegetables it has much effect. The only remedy we
know of (and that is an expensive one), is to add considerably to the

existing thin surface soil by large importations of soil of a more suitable kind
for the growth of fruit trees. Perhaps, however, your situation is a bleak

esposed one : if so, we fear great success can hardly be expected. How-
ever, tiy u fevr trees by removing a cartload or two of the subsoil, and
replacing it with fresh loam from a rather stiff pasture, and in thi?, mixed
with some of that already in tillage, plant healthy young trees.

Tapeworm (G.).—If no one was troubled with this parasite until it was
introduced into his system by Strawbenies manured with horse-droppings,
we think that the tapeworm in the human intestines would be very rare

—

almost as rare as the unicorn and phtenix. It is a topic not suited to our
columns.

Heating a Peach-house (Barton).—Fot very early forcing, say to

commence about the end of October, it would be an advantage to have the
heating-plpts close to the front wall, so as to heat the front air as it was
admitted. This would not be neces.sai-y for forcing after January or Feb-
ruary, and, therefore, we would further propose having the pipes on a level
on the floor of the house, which will not at all interfere with the trees. It

would be as well to have a ventilator under every light in the front wall.

"Were you to force early you would require four four-inch pipes the length
of the house ; moderately early, three ; and to help on and keep out the
frost, two pipes. We would place the pipes on ^he same level. In the first

case, three flows and one return ; in the second, two and one ; and in the
third, one of each. In any case we would raise the pipes to the extreme
end, so as to be 3 or 4 inches above the level, insert a small open pipe there,
and of course the return would have a similar fall to the boiler. Train .as

you say.

Names of Plants {G. C, A. C].—It is Justicia speciosa. {Amateur).—
Your " gum " leaf is probably from Eucalyptus piperita, but we cannot be
certain. {R. ^.).—Daviesia mimosoides. ( fV. IT. ^.)-—^Ve cannot identify

plants from such seeds. {B. 5. ).—Apparently a very bad specimen of
Asplenium bulbiierum. If so, it is a freely-growing evergreen greenhouse
fern. {A Yuung (Jar^Zewer).— 1, Justicia calytricha; 4, Pilea serpylUfoUa.
The leaves we do not recognise.

poultry, bee, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

ME. WILLIAMS AND THE DISQUALIFIED
PENS AT BIEMINGHAM.

Hating aent you last week an epitapli for tlie Birmingham
controversy, I am afraid you will think me unreasonable ia
now asking you to exhume it for a post-mortem examination.
I unwillingly make the request ; but I have received to-day
a letter from Mr. Williams, and it appears to me the inform-
ation he gives, in conjunction with what is already known,
may explain this " Comedy of Errors" in a manner which
leaves no stain either on jMr. Williams or Mr. Hindson.

Mr. WUliams, of coui-se, considers the disqualifieation
Jinjust, and claims the absolute right to exhibit the birds
where and when he pleases. He says that he obtained them
•of Mr. Evan Pugh, who seems to be a breeder of Game fowls
in the neighboiu'hood of Welshpool, that Pugh was once in
the habit of supplying Mr. Hindson with birds for exhibition,
but that when he bought the birds in question he was satis-
fled fi-om Pugh's explanation that all connection between
iim and Mr. Hindson had ceased. He adds that the marks
on Ms bii-ds and Mr. Hindson's are probably the same, as he
thinks they have aU been marked by Evan Pugh. Of Mr.
Hindson he says he knows absolutely nothing except by
name, and that he never had any communication with him.

I will ask you first to allow me, by the light derived fr-om
Mr. Williams's letter, to review a few of those singularly
groundless insinuations which, fi-om some motive I cannot

understand, have been so persistently repeated. The firsfc

insinuation was that of collusion between Mr. Hindson and
the exhibitor. My argument, that this charge was utterly

inconsistent with the fact that Mr. Hindson himself insisted

on the disqualification before any complaint could possibly

have been made, apparently had little effect. May I, there-

fore, confirm it by the declaration of Mr. Williams, that he
never in his life had any communication with Mr. Hindson ?

As a sort of corollary to tliis insinuation, it was next sug-

gested that Mr. Williams was a kind of humble dependant
of Mr. Hindson's. When this remark was made I could only

express my disbelief. I now reply that Mr. WiUiams fills

the honourable position of Mayor of Welshpool. There is

another insinuation which I should not notice if it had not

apparently received the sanction of Mr. Hewitt, of whom I
hoped better things. After a rather elaborate account of

the examination of the nostrils of all the Game cocks at

Birmingham, with the result of which I am perfectly satis-

fied, he states the investigation was made " long prior to

the disqualifying cards being put up." Now, the marks
were the same whether the discovery were made before or

after. I am afraid, therefore, the words I have quoted were
introduced to suggest the groundless inference that the dis-

qualification was the result of the discovery, about which
he seems to have taken such great pains. How the delay

occurred might be shown in a perfectly satisfactory way if

it were necessary ; but this point is not now of the slightest

importance, as the present aspect of the case by no means
implies that there was any hesitation on the part of Mr.
Hindson, but rather that the step was taken with too great

precipitation, and without time being allowed for sufficient

inquiry.

But I return to Mr. Williams's letter, which really has an
important bearing on the matter. It is written apparently

with perfect frankness, and it is only just to say that he has

shaken the opinion I once had as to his right to exhibit

these birds. At the same time, I am not yet convinced that

the disqualification was wrong. As this may appear incon-

sistent, let me explain it. I accept implicitly his statement

that he bought the birds of Pugh, believing that Pugh had
a right to dispose of them. This, of course, would justify

Mr. Williams in sending them where ,
he chose ; but he

admits there had been some connection between Pugh and
Mr. Hindson. Now, if Mr. Hindson was the owner or had
an interest in the birds, and Mr. Pugh, suppressing that

fact, improperly disposed of them, Mr. Hindson was justified

in disqualifying them, although Mr. WiUiams was not to

blame. It is true Mr. Williams asserts positively the birds

never were Mr. Hindson's ; but, in making this assertion,

he is probably relying on the statement of Pugh, whose
interest it is to establish the validity of the sale to Mr.
Williams. Assuming that Pugh had a perfect right to

dispose of the birds, then the disqualification was a mistake;

and as the marks on Mr. Williams's and Mr. Hindson's birds

appear to be the same, it is just possible that those very

marks, the existence of which has been established with so

much care, and apparently for a totally different purpose,

may tend to show how the mistake was made. All that

seems necessary to make the question quite clear is sa,tis-

faotory evidence as to the ownership at the time the birds

passed into the hands of Mr. Williams. If Mr. Hindson had
an interest in them at that time, although the fact was sup-

pressed by Pugh, the disqualification was right ; but if Mr.

Hindson had no such interest the disqualification was a

mistake. I think this is presenting the facts quite fairly,

and in no light in which I can view them do they imply

anything dishonom-able either in Mr. Williams or in Mr.
Hindson.
One fact stands out clear and distinct, and beyond all

possibility of further doubt—viz., that between Mi-. Wfllisuns

and Mr. Hindson there never was, not only any connection,

but not even the most trivial acquaintance. AH the in-

sinuations, therefore, once indulged in on the hypothesis of

collusion are literally baseless. Let it come to the worst it

cannot amount to more than this, that three pens of Game
fowls were disqualified on gTOunds which were subsequently

discovered to be insufficient.

If I have succeeded in showing that there is no necessity

to cast aspersions either on Mr. WiUiams or Mi-. Hindson,

I am repaid for the trouble I have taken.—J. H. Smith.
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GAME-FOWL PBIZES AT BIRMINGHAM.
Can you inform me what has become of the question

raised in connection with the disqualified pens at the late

Birmingham Show ? What with Mr. Hindson's furious on-

set and Mr. Williams's spirited rejoinder, it bid fair to

become as "pretty a quai-rel" as one could desire; and
now that it should have been allowed to subside and evapo-

rate is not only very disappointing, but wears an air of

suspicion. Having felt a more than ordinary interest in

having this matter cleared up either one way or the other,

I naturally waited in expectation of at least seeing a reply

from Mr. Hindson to the rejoinder of Mr. Williams; and
none having appeared, the matter, I repeat, remains in a

very unsatisfactory, if not highly suspicious, condition.

Now, sir, the facts appear to be that the birds in question

belonged to neither Mr. Hindson nor Mr. Williams, but were
the property of Mr. Evan Pugh, Welshpool ; and when Mr.

Hindson exhibited them he, of course, had to borrow them.
I have in my possession a letter from the owner of the

birds (Mr. Pugh), in which he states that he sold and de-

livered them the Monday after the Bii'mingham Show ; so

that they never were Mr. Hindson's property. This being

the case, and Mr. Hindson having exhibited thsm at shows
where it is comijulsory for the birds to be the honrl fide pro-

perty of the exhibitor, it behoves him to refund to the

secretaries of the respective shows the prizes he has taken
under these circumstances.
Another point which I also expected would have been

noticed, and which requires to be cleared up, is the commu-
nication of Mr. Smith in your impression of December 22nd,

1863. It behoves him to explain where he oljtained his in-

formation on the subject on which he there speaks so posi-

tively. Where, for instance, did he obtain the information

that " it was perfectly true that some of the Game fowls to

which prizes were awarded belonged to Sir. Hindson," when,
as I have shown, Mr. Hindson had no proj^erty in them ?

Or where did he learn, as he stated to some of the by-

standers, that these fowls had been stolen fi-om Mr. Hindson,

to whom they did not belong, and that Mr. Hindson intended

to prosecute the delinquent ?

By the way, Mr. Smith states that Mr. Hindson was the

first to call his attention to the birds; whereas no notice

wag taken of the matter till public attention had been drawn
to it. But let that pass. It is, nevertheless, assuredly in-

cumbent on Mr. Smith to explain to your readers these

anomalies in order to set himself straight with that part of

the public wliich feel an interest in the question of poultry.

Under all these circumstances Mr. Hindson, if he value

the opinion of others, wUl feel it to be incumbent on him to

reply to the letter of Mr. Williams in your impression of the

19th ult., to say nothing of the facts in this communication.
I have been given to understand that he has visited Mr. Evan
Pugh, of Welshpool, and, therefore, ought to be in a position

to defend himself The portion of the public who exhibit

poultry are most deeply interested in receiving an explana-

tion of the reasons on which Mr. Hindson disqualified bii-ds

as being his own, when at the same time he had not, nor

every had, any claim to them as his property.—F.

THE SCHEDULES OF POULTRY SHOWS.
Having been considerably interested in the concise and

very interesting paragraphs which have appeared in your
columns signed " Y. B. A. Z.," I venture to make a few
comments and remarks both on prize schedules in general

and that of Darlington in particular.

In the article written by that correspondent in your
Number for the 5th of January, I notice his approval of the

system adopted of varying the entrance-money according

to the prizes. This system is one that seems so very fair in

its scheme, and so very advantageous both to the Society

and the exiubitor, that I am astonished that it has not been

more generally adopted.

In looking over the prize lists of our principal shows we
cannot fail to be struck by the unequal arrangement of

certain prizes. Thus, in the Duck classes at the Crystal

Palace, only two prizes, .£1 and 10s., are oiiered in each class,

with an entrance-fee of 6s. ; whilst for the same fee fowls can

compete for d65-prizes.

If we suppose an exhibitor living at a distance even
winning the fii-st prize, the expenses of can-iage in going
and returning, together with the aforesaid lee, would pro-

bably leave only a couple of shillings.

If in arranging our schedules we wish to secure the
largest number of entries for the money we have to oflFer,

we must not only adopt the varying state of entrance-fees,

which of itself is highly profitable, but we must take into

account the expenses that would be incm-red by exhibitors.

Thus, it is of but little use for many of our shows to offer a
d£l-first prize for Turkeys and Geese; and as a result how
seldom do we see good classes in either numbers or quality?

For Turkeys and Geese the prizes should be high, if a good
show is desired, as their weight involves heavy raOv.'ay dues

;

Cochins, Doi-kings, and Brahmas should be also well cared

for in the prize list because they demand it, both on account

of their weight and numerous admii'ers ; whOst a good show
of Bantams generally can be had for a JEl-prize.

I would not, of course, say that the heaviest birds should

necessarily be those that ought to be most encouraged ; I

simply v.-ish to remind those connected with the an-ange-

ment of prize lists that they should not forget travelling

fares if thej' wish for a good amount of entries.

Again : we are aware that our shows are formed for the

encouragement of domestic poultry, and that those varieties

which possess the highest qualities both for use and orna-

ment generally receive the most prize money. Thus, if the

Cochin is proved to be almost the most useful and economical

fowl in existence, and that the Bantam is simply kept for

fancy, let the Cochin have the lion's share of the prize. And
yet both "Y. B. A. Z." and "Fair Play" are crying out

against the jirizes offered to Bantams at Darlington Show.

The answer I give the former is simply this : If we can

have a show of Bantams from every part of the kingdom of

great excellence for £1, why should the prize be increased ?

Eather let us encourage other heavier vai'ieties which involve

more expense in carriage.

To "Faik Plat" I would say that I am afraid that his

interest in these " pigmies " hardly renders him an impartial

judge. The last two or three sentences of the article of the

5th of January did certainly a little surprise me. I was
astonished that any one should think of offering separate

prizes to a breed which brought in such " pitiful returns
"'

at Bumingham, and of which not even one pen appeared in

the class for " Any other variety." Surely Black Hamburghs
or Creve Coeurs ai'e more deserving than Malays.

In conclusion, I think that it is an unfortunate circum-

stance that there is so very indistinct an understanding as

to the comparative merits of various breeds, and such great

differences in the proportions of prize money allotted to each

variety. I think that if the question were properly dis-

cussed some improvement might be effected.—A Compiler
OF THE DaKLINGTON SCHEDULE.

NAIifTWICH POULTRY AND PIGEON
EXHIBITION.

The fifth annual meeting of this Society has just con-

cluded, and the resiUt has been that a better show has taken

place this year than in any one ot those preceding. So wel-

come a result arises, without doubt, from the earnest and
harmonious working together of the general Committee,

each member of which body evidently fulfilled his duties

as though the absolute success of the whole undertaking

rested exclusively with himself. At Nantwich aU the Com-
mittee " pull together ;" and certainly if any one cause leads

to success more than another, it is the cairying out of this

principle. From the very institution of the Show such has
been the happy state of matters at N.antwich ; and we feel

assured we cannot too strongly suggest its general imi-

tation, for memory easily recalls to us various instances where
little jealousies arising in Committees have ruined a local

poultry show beyond power of redemption. It is a feature

that speaks much for the immediate locality, that though
entries ai'e inadmissible except from witliin a circle of

tliii-teen miles of the place of exhibition, the Nantwich Show
quite holds its own among the best of our local poultry

shows, even where no such restriction prevails. The Nant-
f wich Town HaU is a really excellent and very convenient
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building for the holding of a poultry show, and the author-

ities very kindly allow its use to the Committee at these

annual riSunions. The pens used ai-e both light, airy, and

convenient, and, what is most important, any particular fowl

can be readilv taken out for a more searching examination

without the slightest trouble. It would be well for_ com-

mittees generally to give attention to this item in their ar-

rangements.
Spanish fowls headed the prize list. Among them were

many very first-rate birds, but as usual of late, the sharp

fi-osts of some six weeks back left evidences of how much
this beautiful variety of fowls suffer from such hardship.

This remark scarcely has a stronger application than in

the case of the second-prize Spanish cockerel; a better bird

need scarcely be, but the loss of a considerable portion of

its comb is now inevitable. The pullets shown with him
were marvellously good, and seemed not in any way to be

injured by being fi-ostbitten. Our readers who value Spanish

fowls, would do well not to turn out the Spanish cocks at

all during sharp cutting weather, their susceptibility of

injury being greater than with any other breed.

We next come to Aylesbury Duchs, following the prize list.

The first prize (three birds) weighed 23 lbs., and the second

prize 21o lbs. They were very good, as were also the Eouens,

so far as the prize birds were concerned. The weight of the

first-prize Eouens was, however, only 20i lbs. In the

Variety Duck class, were shown some capital Muscovies,

and a pen of Wild Ducks in a very fii-st-rate condition. Two
White Geese weighing 40i lbs., took precedence, the second
being Grey ones of 35 lbs. vreight.

The Turkeys (shown also in pairs), weighed respectively

34
J- lbs., and 33A lbs. An extra prize of well-deserved merit

was here given to a pen of very first-class White ones.

The White Dorkings were far beyond what we generally

and exhibited even at our largest shows, every pen shown
being most praiseworthy. In the Grey Dorkings want of

condition was evidently more than usually apparent through-
out, and, strangely enough, the best birds otherwise con-

sidered, were in this respect the most faulty. We must vrarn

amateurs from exhibiting wry-legged birds, as it is a fatal

shortcoming for prizetaking. We have very rarely seen so

good a display of White and also Partridge-coloured Cochins,

as took place this year at Nantwich ; but the Buffs were de-

cidedly indifferent. The selling class was not well filled.

In the Game classes, the Brown Eeds, for which breed
Nantwich has always been so famous, kept up theh' high
standing with faultless specimens ; the cup cockerel of this

colour being claimed within a fev.' minutes of the opening of

the Show by au amateur Aiho largely exhibits this variety,

and who travelled more than fifty mOes for this express
purpose. Some of the Black-breasted Eeds were also

very good, but not comparable to the variety first named.
It was a singular coincidence, that in the Game Bantams the
same observation as to Brown Eeds holds good ; and not
alone to a solitary pen or so, for more than a dozen lots of

this colour, all good, were exhibited. In Folands, Mr. Heath's
Silver-spangled placed all the rival pens quite out of the
reach of anything approaching competition. They wei-e

earefuUy bred, and very meritoriously shown. The Ham-
hurghs failed to hold so good a position as on some former
occasions. Imperfect combs were very general, and in con-
sequence, some of the prizes were withheld.
The Nantwich Show always deserves high credit as to its

Pigeons. The Carriers were capital, as were especially the
Barbs, and the Turbits also. We noticed some excellent

specimens of Black Magpies, Black Spots, Yellow Eough-
legged Tumblers, White Doves, and Black Balds.
The show of Caimries and Singing Birds, was quite a

feature of the Meeting; and a large portion of the jarize

biL'ds soon changed hands, for although very high-class
specimens, they were entered at very reasonable prizes.

We cannot speak too highly of the care and attention of the
Committee to the birds of all kinds ; and are happy to state
the Meeting was decidedly successful.

Spanish.— First, II. Ilulse. Winsfnrd. Second, W. W'ooUev, BnnlDury,
Chicl;en.i.- First, W. H. Etches, Whitckuicli. Second, \V, WooUey.
Commended, Miss Hill, Wistaston.
DoEKiNos

I
White).— First, J. Piatt. Sn'anloiv. Second. Mrs. Tolle:iiache,

Dorfold liiil!. Highly Commended, Mrs. ToUemache, Commenced, C. B.
Btvies, Eardswnrk Uitll.

DoBKiNGS (Any other colour).—First, T. Green, Stapelcy. Sctend, T.

Burgess, Biirleydam. Highly Commended and Commended, E. Tudman,
Whitchurch. Chickens.— First and Second, Mrs. Tollemache, Dorfold Hall.
Swtfijstahes.— Frize, Ker. E. Duncombe, Barthoraley.

Cochin-China (Cinnamon, Buff, or i*artridge).—First and Second, E.
Tudman, Wliitchurch. Chickens.—First and Second, E. Tudman.
CocniN-CHlNA (Any other colour).— First, J. Dutton, Bur.bury. Second.

J. Dodd, Minshull Vernon. Iliglily Commended, J. Dutton ; G. William-
aon, Nantwich. Chicken^.— First, G. Williams^on, Nantwich. Second, J.

Dodd, Mm^jhull Vernon. Commended, J Dutton. Sweepstnke.—B.. Slock'
Ion, Nantwich.
Sklltnq Class.—First, Second, Highly Commended, and Commended,

J. Heath, Nantwich.
Game [Black Reds).—First, J. Pedley, Nantwich. Second, J, Heath,

Nantwich. Third, K. Ashley. Highly Cummended, P. Falkner, ftlacelen;

J. Grocott, Nantwich. Chickens.— Fivat, J. K. Court. Second, "VV. Hodg-
kisson, Over. Third, J. Piatt, Swanlow. Commended, G. Williams, Acton

;

"W. Riiscoe, Rease Heath.
Game (Brown Reds).— First, H, Holland, Nantwich. Second, R. Ashley,

Nantwich. Third, J. Heath, Nant\vich. Highly Commended, T. Whitting-
ham ; J. Grocott ; J. Heath. Commended, S. i^dwards, Nantwich. Chickens.

— First, E. Bowers, Nantwich. Second, W. Furuival, Norton. Third, T.
Whittingham.
Gamk (Any other variety).—First, Miss Sadler, Whitchurch, Second, J.

Pediey, Nantwich. Third, 'i'. Burgess. Comraended, G. Grocott. Chickens,
—Prize, J. Pedley, Nantwich.
Gamk SwEEPsiAKE (Auycolour).—Prize, R. Ashley. (Any other colour

than Black or Brown Red).—Second, J. Grocott, Nantwich.
Gaue Hens (Any variety).—First, \V. Galley, Nantwich. Second, V/.

Fisher, Kavensmoor, Highly Curamended, T. Eaton, Audlem. Commended,
J. Sheen, Tilston.

Docks (Aylcahury). —First, J. Pljtt, Swanlow. Second, J. Grocott.

Nantwich.
Duoas (Rouen).— First and Third, T. Burgess, Burleydara. Second, J.

Piatt, Swanlow.
Ducks (Any other -variety). — First, Miss Hill, "Wistaston (Muscovy),

Second, E. Bowers, Nantwich (Wild). Highly Conimended, J. Bateman,
Choriey (Muscovy)'. Commended, .1. Dutton, Bunbury [East indian).

Geese (Any colour}.— First, J. Thursiield, Lightwood Green. Second,

T. Whittingham, Batherton.
Turkeys (Any colour).- First, W. Furnival, Norton (Brown). Second,

T. Burgess, Burleydam (Grey). Third, W. H. Hornby, M.P. (Brown).

SINGLE COCKS.

Game (Ijlack Reds).—First, J, l^edley, Nantwich. Second, T. Stanyer.

Third, J. Wilkinson, Korhury. Highly Commended, G. Hariock, Nantwich-.

Commended, J. Heath, Nantwich,
Ga.me (Brown Reds).— I irst, R.Ashley, N.intwich. Second, W. Drury,

Hurlestou. Third, J. Wilkinson, Norbury. Highly Commended, D. Bevin,

Marton ; W. Galley, Nantwich ; J. Grocotl, Nantwich. Commended,
J. Heath, Nantwich.
PoLANDs. — First and Second, J. Heath, Nantwich. Commended, G.

Williamson. Chickens. — First and Second, J. Heatli. Commended, T.

Sproston, Middlewich.
Hameorghs (Golden-pencilled). — First, G. 'Wihiamson, Nantwich.

Second prize withheld.
Hamblrghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, G. Williamson, Nantwich. Second,

J. Wainwright, Norton.
Hameurghs (Golden-spangled).—Second, T. Burgess, Burleydam. First

prize withheld,
Hambuughs (Silver-spaugled).—First, J. Kenyon, Maoefen. Second, T.

Dale, Middlewich. Sweepstake —Prize, J. Wainwright, Norton.

Victuallers Pri,-!e for Game Cockerels (Any colour).—Silver Cap,

P. Judsoii, Nantwich. Second, G. Williams, Acton. Third and Fourth,

W. Galley, Nantwich. Highly Commended, E. H. Martin; T. Burgess,

Barleydaiii; It. Ashley. Comn.ended, H. Vickers, Wybunbury ; E. Bowers;

R. Ashlev ; T. Eaton, Audlem ; J. Heath.

Bantams (Game;.—Firot. T. Stanyer (Brown Red). Second, T. Hassell

(Black Red). Third, — Wilson. 1-lighly Commended, T. Stanyer (Brown
Red); J. Walker, Crewe (Black Red) ; J. Grccou, Nantwich (Black and
Brown Reds). Commended, J. W. Haslem, Drayton (Black and Btowu
Reds).
Bantams (Other than Black or Brown Reds).—First, G. Williamson,

Nantwich (Gold-laced). Second, T. Butler, Middlewich (White). Com-
mended, G. Williamson (Gold-laced). Sweepstakes.—Vxize, G. Williamson

(Gold-laced).
Bantams (Game).—First and Third, T. Stanyer, Nantwich (White, and

Brown Red). Second, — Wilson. Commended, J. Walter, Crewe (Saddle-

back Grey).

PIGEONS.

Caerieks.—First, Second, Third, and Highly Commended, W. Woolley,

Bunbury.
Dragoons.— Fiist, W. Woolley, jun. Second, G. Nixon, Acton. Thud,

W. Hesketh, Nantwich. Fourth, W. Cliff, Nantwich.

Jacobins.—First and Second, J. Hockenhuli, Nantwich (Yellow). Third

and Fourth, W. B. Lea, Middlewich (Yellow).

PowTEES.—Prize, W. Crawlord, Nantwich (Buff). Highly Commended,
J. Wlthinsliaw, jun.

Barbs.-First, W. Woolley. Second and Third, J. Hockenhuli (Bli.ck).

Fourth, J. Wilding, Nantwich.
,

NONS.—First, J. Dutton, Bunbury. Second and Highly Commendeu,

J. Hockenhuli.
Fantails.— First, J. Withinsha-w, jnn. (Black). Second and Highly Com-

mended, C. B. Da-vies. Eardswick (While).

Beaeijs.— Prize, S. Cawley, Priestland.

TRUJiPtTEEs. —First, C. B. Davies, Eard.swick. Second, A. Garnetf,

Nantwich (White).
.

Owls.—First, J. Hoolc, Crewe. Second, J. Breaton, Eavensmoor. Ihirtl,

J. Wildin-, Nantwich. Fourth, J. Within^naw, jun. Highly Commended,

W. Venable.'*, Whitchurch. Commended, A, Garnett, Nantwich.

Doves.— First, J. Hughes, Audlem. Second and Tnird, J. Cooper.

Balus. Prize. W. Crawtord. Nantwich. Highly Con.mended, T. Barralt.

TuMBLEiis.—Prize, F. Cawley, Pnestland. Highly Commended, T.

Barralt, Winsford.
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TCRBiTS.—First, J. Withinshaw, jun. Second and Third, J. C, Within-
sha-w, Nantwich. Fourth, J. Hockenhull, Nantwich. Highly CoMraended,
"W. Crawford, Nantwich.
Ant other Tariett.— First, J. "Withinshaw, jun. Second, J, Hocken-

hull, Nantwich. Third, W, Crawford.

SINGING BIRDS.
Canaries (Yellow).—First, H. Prince. Second, S. Williamson,
Canaries (Buff).— First and Second, S. Williamson, Nantwich.
Canaries (various).—First, J. Lewis, Crewe. Second. S. Williamson.
Brown Linnets.— First, D. Robinson. Second, S. Williamson.

Ked Linnets (Goldfinches).—First, R. Williamson. Second, S. Wil-
liamson.
Sktlares.—First and Second, J. Willett, Nantwich.
BuiXFiscHES.— First, S. Williamson, Second, D, Poole.

Judges.—Poultry.— Mi-. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook,
Birmmgham. Pigeons.—Mr. Bowles, of Chester, and Mr.
Cotten, of Crewe. Canaries and Singing Birds.—Mr. Jolm
Grace.

FOUL BEOOD.
Mk. Lowe has altogether failed in his attempt to establish

the identity of chilled and foul brood. The malady he de-
scribes, though similar in appearance, is not infectious, and
would, if left to itself, terminate at the worst with the de-
struction of the colony in which it had originated. Foul
brood, on the other hand, is highly infectious, and would
generally be conveyed to many of the neighbouring liives

without any interference on the part of the bee-keeper, as
has been amply proved by " G. F. B.," and others to whom
Mr. Woodbiuy unfortunately sent infected hives before he
was aware of the existence of the malady iu his own apiary.

At the same time, even the minor evils described by Mr.
Xowe can only exceptionally arise, as they have never
appeared in my own apiary where the management has
been such as is exactly calculated to develope the mischief
on Mr. Lowe's hypothesis. The history ofone hive (one out
of several), will sufEciently illustrate this.

June 27th, 1860. I formed a swarm by di-iving an old
worn-out hive, and putting the swarm ui a new empty straw
hive on the old stand.

June 20th, 1861. I drove this hive and made a swarm as
before, and on the 4th of July again formed a second swarm
from the same stock.
May 29th, 1862. I made a good swarm by driving, and

placed the swarm on the site of the old hive.

June 19th, 1862. Drove all the bees with their young
queen out of the old hive, and put it on one side in hopes of
obtaining a late Italian swarm with which to people it.

July 10th, 1862. Italian swarm of May 19th sent out a
swarm, which was located in this old hive the same evening.
May 9th, 1863. This hive was removed from its stand,

and a swarm put on its old site.

May 27th, 186-3. Drove the bees and put them into a
unicomb-hive, which was put on the site from which the
stock had just been removed.

After this series of operations this self-same hive containing
the combs made in 1860, was again driven about the 6th of
June, and three royal cells removed to introduce into other
hives, and, finally, was di-iven after piping had commenced,
and a young queen captured, to prevent another swarm
from issuing forth.

This hive stiU exists, and contains a very numerous and
flourishing family of well-marked Ligiu-ians, and I do not
believe that a single cell is prematurely encumbered with
either a dead larva or pupa.—J. E. B.

Commencement or Bee Season in Scotland.—It may
interest your apiarian readers to hear that bees have been
seen working and caiTying pollen from flowers of snowdrops,
Pyrus japonica, and Jasminum nudiflonini, on Ssitnrday last,

January 30th, in the gardens, Gordon Castle, Morayshire.
These flowers are all in the open air in front of my house.
Garrya elliptiea, which was in flower early in December, and
a flower of Magnolia grandiflora, are still fresh, apparently
but little injured by the fi'ost, which was rather severe for

about eight days, the lowest point of the mercury being
14°, or 18° of frost. Hoses and most other tender plants being
well ripened and well prepared last autumn, seem to have
stood the frost weU. The past fortnight having been very
mild, buds are making rapid progress.—J. Whbstee.

PEESEEVING HAEE AND BABBIT SKIKS.
In your last week's Journal, Mr. B. P. Brent wishes to

know how hare and rabbit skins may be so thoroughly
tanned as not to smeU if they get damp. I have often
tanned them with success by the following receipt. " Put
nine ounces of alum into a saucepan ^ith a pint of hot
water, and let it boil gently untU the alum is dissolved, then
add a quart of cold water. "When the solution is quite cold,

put in the skins. It is necessaiy to wait till it is cold, because
if they are put in while it is hot the haii- would come off.

A rabbit skin may be kept in for about three days, the
solution being stin-ed and the skin ttu-ned every day. The
skin should then be stretched on a boai-d, or it wiU shrink."
—A Boy Natukalist.

Take your skin quite fr-esh, and with laoe-pius or short
needles pin the skins fur downwards on a strong mill-

board, stretching them as much as they will bear ; then with
a knife tenderly take off any remaining flesh or fatty
substance, and rub on chalk, flour, and black pepper weU
pounded together ; place the board in a sunny window or a
short distance from a slow Are. After twenty-four hours
remove this, and keep renewing the application until the
skins are quite di-y. They will remain soft. I have tried

this, and find it answers very well.

—

Fkedeeick G. Phillips.

OUR LETTEE BOX,
Prize for Eggs.—In the schedule of prizes of the West Cumberland

Poultry Show ie the following:—" Class 4.—A silver jug forthebe?t dish of
one dozen egfrs of one distinct kind, and the kind to be specified. Entrance
2.S. each." Should you consider cross-bred eggs between Gitme and Black
Spanish qualifled to compete or take prize 1—J. C.
[We think eggs from such a cross would not come within the definition

of "one distinct kind."]

Dorkings (A Subscriber, IreJajid).—The direction you ask for i? Mr.
Robaon, Gardener, Linton Park, Staplehurst, Kent. The vendor is not
bound to make up any failures in the eggs sold. If you wish to breed for
exhibition, buy two sittings of eggs from two distinct first-rate yards, and
mate the cocks from one brood with the hens from the other.

CRKVE-C(EDit (A7i Old Subscrihe^').—There is a town so called near Cam-
bray, and the French breed of fowls so called originated in that neighbour-
hood.

Pullets Plucking Cock's Feathers (Subscriber, F. W. ^>.—Renove
the two pullets immediately. Fowl-, like children, soon lenrn bad b;ioits,

and all the others will acquire thi;*. It is unquestionable it arises from a
disordered state of the stomach, generally a heated one. If they are very
highly fed, lessen the quantity of food, and avoid everything of a stimu-
lating nature, especially meat. Kub aU the bare places with compound
sulphur ointment.

Farm Poultry (B. ^.).—As you wish for good layers have puUets of
any of the Cochin-China breeds. If you have a Dorking cock with them
you will have good chickens for table al&o. In our No. 143 wa gave
recipes for dying moss green and blue.

Preparing Game Fowls for Exhibiting (C. C).—The bright face and
eye of the Game cock are due to judicious and careful feeding. Scraps of

raw beef, an occasional meal of pens, and frequent yolks of eggs, have
much to do with it. Cleanliness is also interetfted in it. The remov tl of
every feather and hair from the crown and face is very desirable. The head
should lofik hard and snake-like. Su'h is prevented if two rows of upright
bristly feathers are seen marking the comb's plac", or if feathery down
covers all the skin of the throat. This is considered legitimMte training
in Game classes, and every hair and feather should therefore be removed.
The head and face may be washed wiih cold water and vinegar. A Game
cock should have a sharp snake heai, strong-curved beak, rouud hard body,
narrow towards the tail, short thii;h, stout teg, low spur, feet not too much
webbed, hard plumage, rather drooping tail and not too much of i%
breast perfectly straight. These are the principal points, and we repeat it

is perfectly admissible that the head bu trimmed. A good specimen will

require nothing more.

Incubator— Size of Bantams (i7'('r5crM).—"We do not know of any in-

cubator at work in London. They have not been niucli in use for a long
time. Hatchiiii is easy, but a valid substitute is wanted for the hen us a
mother. It is ditficult to do without hev care and her warmth. liaatams
cannot he too small, provided symmetry is preserved. It will be plainer,

perhaps, to say they should be as small as possible.

Cleaning White Fowlb' Feah hfrs (A. P. Q.).—Wash the feather^! of
your bird with warm watLV and soup, and it very dirty a liitK> soila. M'ash
with a soft sponge or a fliinnel, and be very careful to wet unly ilie outside

of the feather, und to wipe downwards, not to rub. The inside is ne\t'r dirty.

"When clean put the bird in an open basket with clean solt straw, and place
it before a fire till dry.

Tails op Silver-spahgled HAMBcrcns [Old Sitbscriher), ~ By "clear
tail," we mean a white feather wiih a black tip or moou at its extremity.
A white feaiher withont this mark would be a capital fault The part under
the tail is, and should he always, dark.

TuEKETS (/. J/.l.—Give tlicse with enlarged crops a table-spoonful of
gin, and n'pe;it the dose each morning until ihe symiJioms abatr.

Bbue and Yellow !Macaw ( Tf '. Kinfj).—V/c arc not awnve of flny

Instance of the Blue iind Yellow Macaw, or any other Hpccios. having bre«
in this country. It is not uncommon for that chiss of bird occa-ionally to

dro]) iggci, but we never before heard of one laving nine eggs within ten

weeks.
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resigned. According to the charter these resignations are

to be accepted by the ttnnual Meeting, and five others balloted

in in their stead. In addition to these there were the three

retiring members, it being provided by the charter that

one-fifth of the Council sliall retu-e annually. This gave
eight removals fi-om the Council, and the Horticultural party

thought this a good opportunity of voting-iu a good pro-

portion of Horticultural members. This was an opportunity,

however, which the Council were not willing to allow ; and
instead of acting up to the requu-ements of the charter, they
had recourse to the unworthy expedient of treating only

two of these as resignations, and reckoning the other three

as the three retiring members to be " recommended " to the

annual Meeting. Now, instead of the five resignations

being accepted by the annual Meeting, the Meeting was
only permitted to have two of them, the letters read being
those of Dr. Lindley and Earl Ducie. "What came of the

letters of resignations sent by Mr. Yeitch, Mr. Cooper, and
Mr. Fleming ?

A strong party of the Horticultural Fellows were not to be
out-mano9uvi'ed in that way, and they came prepai-ed with
their own two schedules—one containing five names for

the five resignations, and one with those of the three retir-

ing members, according to the form prescribed in the bye-
laws. It will be seen, therefore, that the Horticultural party
conformed to the charter, while the Coiincil and the Museum
pai'ty violated it. A day or two before the Meeting it

became known that the Horticultural party were at work,
and were determined to save the Society from merging into

the hands of the Museum party if possible. This set the
whole of South Kensington in a state of agitation, and it

was amusing when the Horticultural body entered the room
a quarter of an hour- before the proceedings commenced to

see all the front rows of seats occupied and densely packed.
It was quite evident it was to be a trial of strength ; and
the Horticultural party would have been the stronger, were
it not that the others seeing the force that was arrayed
against them, sent out scouts in all directions. It was
amusing, too, to see the clerks of some members of the

Council, and a few aides from South Kensington Museum,
who had been sent for, rushing in as the ballot was proceed-
ing, with all the jollity beaming in then- countenances which
young men of buoyant spirits usually exhibit when they
think there is going to be "a jolly row." Lady relatives of

members of Council were also pressed into the service, and
came dropping in just in time to save the ballot, and with
all this exertion the Council's list was carried.

But, now, the question of the legality of this election is to

be opened up. The Council's list was unquestionably illegal,

and the lists of the Horticultural party were strictly in

accordance with the conditions of the charter. The Horti-
cultural party, we are informed, do not intend to let the
matter pass so lightly by ; and we learn that ere long
protests against their sitting on the Council will be placed
in the hands of all the members who were illegally elected,

and of those who were legaDy removed ii'om the Council.
The list submitted by the Council was

—

Major Trevor Clarke
Mr. Henry Cole,

Earl Grosvenor
Lord W. Lennox
Tames Bateman, Esq.

of whom two only are horticulturists. The lists of the
Horticultural party were—Eetiring members supplied by

Eael Gkosvenoe
Sir Joseph Paxton
Majoe Tkevok Claeke,

in place of

Sir Weutworth DDke, Bart.

,
Mr. John Clutton
Mr. John Lee.

The resignations to be supplied by

—

' Ml'. James Bateman Mr. William Paul
""' Mr. Thomas Kivers Mr. Charles Edmonds
'^" Mr. Eobert Fortune
in place of the following, who voluntarily sent in their re-

signation

—

Major Trevor Clarke, and Mr. Bateman are the only members
legally elected.

Now, seeing Major Trevor Clarke and Mr. Bateman were
both in the Horticidtural party's list, taking these names
out of the Council's, we ask all true horticiiltiu'ists. What
comparison is there between the Museum party's Council
and that put forward by the Horticultural party ? This is,

indeed, a parallel case to Punch's "Shakspere and the Pyg-
mies" HOETICULTUEE AND THE PtGMIES.

Dr. Lindley
Mr. John Fleming.

Earl Ducie
Mr. James Teitch
Mr. Eobert Cooper

The result is, that out of the Council's list. Earl Grosvenor,

ajs^]N"UAL meeten'g of the eoyal
hoeticlt^tueal society.

The annual meeting of the members of this Society was
held on Tuesday, the 9th inst., at South Kensington, Sir

Daniel Cooper in the chair.

Mr. MuKKAT, the Assistant Secretar-y, having read the
notice convening the meeting, it was proposed that the Hon.
Judge Des Bai-res and Mr. J. Bateman should act as scru-

tineers of the ballot for members of the Council and officers

for the year ensuing. It was stated, however, that Mr.
Bateman was one of the candidates for the vacancies in the
Council, and, therefore, Mr. George Godwin, F.E.S., was ap-
pointed in his stead. Mr. Murray then read the minutes of

the previous meeting, which were approved and confirmed.

Mr. Murray then proceeded to read the Eeport of the Council,

which we shall publish in our next.

The Chairman said that before formally moving the ap-

proval and adoption of the report, he thought it might be
more convenient for Fellows who had any remarks to make
that the ballot for members of Council and officers for the
year ensuing- should be opened, and it could proceed while

the meeting was being addressed. (The ballot was then
opened.) The Chau-man said that two of the Vice-Presidents

of the Society had sent in their resignations, which the
Secretai-y would read to the meeting.

The Seceetaey said that Lord Ducie in his letter said he
regi'etted that he could not attend the Council. The death
of his father-in-law had added to his business appointments,
and he trusted that he might be permitted to resign. Dr.
Lindley in his letter asked that he might be permitted to

place his resignation in the hands of the Council. His health

was so broken that he could no longer take part in any pubUc
matters, and, therefore, he suggested they should elect some
more active Fellow to fill the office.

Mr. A. F. Godson said that on the lists which had been
distributed there were five names down—the two Vice-Pre-

sidents who retu-ed, and Messrs. J. Veitch, Eobert Cooper,

and John Fleming. According to the bye-laws there ought
only to be three.

The Chaieman said the meeting could take the names
sepai'ately, and could write in the names of other Fellows
than those in the list if it was thought desu'able.

Mr. Hakex Chestee said that it was neeessai-y that they
should conduct their proceedings properly. If it was as

stated by Mr. Godson, then the ballot was not being properly

conducted.
Mr. A. F. Godson said the most serious consequences

might arise, as they weie not acting according to the 29th
clause of their charter of incorporation.

The Chaieman said if they were going to discuss legal

points they should frame them properly, and take them into

some court of law and have them decided. He w:is there as

Chairman of the meeting, but it was not his duty to hear

legal arguments and give decisions upon them.
Mr. A. F. Godson asked if the three names he had men-

tioned were resignations or removals.

The Chairman : I do not think that you ought to ask

that question.

Ml-. A. F. Godson : I do not think I am wrong in asking it.

The Chairman : As it comes before this meeting they are

removals.
Mr. A. F. Godson : I do not cai-e how it comes before the

meeting.
The Chaieman : They are removals—at least, they are

recommended for removal.

A Memeek thought that it w-as to the interests of all

that they should get good working men on the Council. It

was, he considered, a great pity that these questions should
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arise, when their great object should be to see to getting
the gardens improved, as they had pledged themselves to

the public to do.

Mr. Chestek said his only object was that the proceed-
ings should be valid ; but he did not think the qviestions

raised by Mr. Godson were of sufficient importance to detain

the meeting. There were five names proposed to fill the
vacancies ; but members could fill in any other names. They
did not have the reasons why the three gentlemen retired

brought before the meeting.
The Chaikman said there was no disunion whatever in

the Council leading to the resignations. They all alleged

press of business rendering their attendance at the Council
impossible. If members had any technical objections to

make they could be taken down, and the charter of incorpo-

ration altered accordingly if it was worth while [Ko, no].

Mr. A. P. Godson asked if he vrished to propose any
names in addition to those on the lists, could he do so

publicly before the meeting ?

The Chaieman said that any names must be written,

otherwise it would not be a ballot.

It was then decided that the ballot should proceed in the
usual manner.
The Chaieman said he would not detain the meeting

with any lengthened remarks on the Eeport in moving the
approval and adoj^tion of that document. It went very fully

into what the Council had done in the past twelve months,
and also as to what they hoped to do in the future. He
thought that any observations of his would weaken rather
than strengthen that Eeport. He would therefore formally
move the approval and adoption of it.

JMr. W. "VV. Saunders seconded the motion, and the Chair-
man invited discussion.

A Memekb asked whether the extra admissions to be given
to the Fellows would be in the shape of printed orders as

at the Botanical Gardens.
The Chairman : Those details have not been finally

adopted.
The Member suggested that the Gardens at Chiswiok

should be opened on Sundays. He regretted to see those
Gardens kept in such a bad state. The grass had not been
removed, and the palings required repairing. In one place
an old horse was grazing, and that was not one oi the
objects of the Eoyal Horticultui-al Society. He merely
threw out the suggestion, and without any disagreeable
spirit towards the Council.
The Chairman in answer said that the Council regretted

that they could not do more in improving the Chiswick
Gardens. They had only a limited sum of money at then-
command ; and, in fact, they had expended more than was
placed at their disposal, and if they spent more it would
have to come out of their own pockets.
The Member : It could be done for ^810 a-year.
The Chairman : We have not d£10 to spend.

_
Mr. Bateman said he had heard with regret the sugges-

tion for opening the gardens at Chiswick on Sundays. Many
of them might regret that their gardens at South Kensing-
ton had been opened on Sundays. If they ojiened Chiswick
Gardens on Sunday they must have a large number of men
employed to take care of the gardens. When speaking of
that he saw breakers ahead, which gave him grave doubts as
to whether the most injm-ious eilects would not result to the
Society. He should like to see the real objects of the Society
carried out ; but as to the suggestion which had been made,
he must enter a sort of caveat against it.

The Member said he was sure that it would add materially
to the position of the Society if they could have a series of
lectures given on the Science of Horticulture as were for-

merly given.
Sir Wentworth Dilke said that the subject was under

the consideration of the Council. They had remembered the
old Eegent Street meetings, and it was under consideration
to renew them by having a good Horticultural Show, and an
able lectm-er, like Professor Lindley, to explain the science.
It was in the minds of the Council to have a series of papers
read on the' subject.

Mr. Wrench vras afraid that the gardens at Chiswick
would be much interfered with, as there were schemes for

two railways to pass through them.
Mr. Chester said that there were so many things in the

report which either directly or indirectly affected the posi-

tion of the Society, as to lead him to believe that this was
the time when they should either go forward to prosperity,

or in a retrogade way to destruction. He had hoped that

some gentleman of sufBcient ability and skill would have
taken the Eeport of the Council and reviewed their active

proceedings, blaming them if blame were necessary, which, on
the whole, he thought they were not to be. He should, in the

absence of anj' person more competent than himself, offer

a few remarks. As to the Chiswick Gardens he agreed with

some previous speakers that they were in a most scandalous

and odious state. In fact, in connection with any Horticul-

tural Society, he had never seen anything so disgraceful.

In fact, it would bring disgrace upon them from aU foreigners

who had visited their gardens. He hoped that the feelings

which had been expressed at the meeting would have then-

full weight with the Council, and that they would take the

matter up and not allow so scandalous a condition of the

gardens to be continued. As to the opening of the gardens

on Sundays, the Parks were opened on Sundays and vast

numbers of people attended them; but there was never ,

any such conduct as might lead to the imagination that

a large body of men would be requu-ed to preserve order

in case of the gardens at Chiswick being opened. As the

gardens at South Kensington had been opened, he thought

the Council should decide on opening those at Chiswick.

The state of tlie gardens at Kensington reminded him of an
iU-planned and ill-kept cemetery, whereas if the original plan

had been properly carried out, the gardens would have been

most beautiful, but the fact was they were not half-finished.

He thought that they should substitute gravel walks for

grass. Every one must admu-e the beauty of the glorious

turf; but at the same time there were many periods in the

year when the ladies complained very much of the damage
done to their dresses by the gravel [laughter]. What they

wanted to do was to get rid of the " cemetery " appearance

of the gardens—to remove the many stone ornaments, and
plinths, and long lines of stone string-work, and then place

the flowers on the banks, the effect of which would be

most picturesque. He did not object to statuary, but

the floral aspect of the gardens should be made complete

before those additions were made. Horticultural gardens

ought to be gardens of horticulture, and the flowers should

have the precedence of the statuary. He could not help

thinking that the application of the Commissioners of

the Exhibition of 1851 of the annexes of the recent Exhibi-

tion was a mistake. By opening up those arcades the

visitors would be subject to the most horrible draughts;

and, therefore, for the sake of the public the plan should be
carried cut as originally intended. He was very glad to

hear from Sir W. Dilke that it was intended to have a series

of lectures for the study of horticulture. It was the duty

of this Society, as a scientific body, to promote the lectures

and give prizes for the best papers on the subject. Let
them not forget that they were originally a scientific body.

He had heard objections made to the use of the gardens,

but he thought they were most conducive for the growth of

choice plants, many rare specimens of which would never be

known or recorded but for the Society. His opinion was
that the gardens and large conservatory might be made
more attractive. He had heard with pleasure that it was
the intention of the Council to light up the large conser-

vatory dm-ing the dark evenings ; and he saw no reason why
there should not be a band there for the ladies to dance,

and tea and so on might be supplied [laughter]. He
was not quite sure that the fruit grown at Chiswick

might not be made profitable by sale at South Kensington.

The very fact of the assemblage of a number of ladies would
be conducive to the consumption of a quantity of Straw-

berries and cream [laughter]. There was no doubt that

many gentlemen were present who had subjects of more
grave import in their minds, but at the same time he felt

that there was much room for the consideration of the topics

to which he had called attention. He would not make any

amendment to the motion for the adoption of the Eeport;

in fact, he supported that document, believing that the

Council had worked well, considering the many difficulties

with which they were beset [hear, hear].

Mr. BoHN objected to some of the observations which

had been made by Mr. Chester. He thought that they had.
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too much casino already, and therefore they shordd not have
anything like dancing in the gai-dens. They should not be
conducted on the same principle as Cremonie Gardens, else
they would want croquetting-, bov.'ls, and skittles superin-
tended by Miss Skittles herself [loud laughter]. Ho then
proceeded to say that he had been very early in the Council
with the late Prince Consort, and he had had many oppor-
tunities of judging of the opinion of His Eoyal Highness
with regard to the manner in which horticultural gardens
should be conducted. He still advocated the amendment of
the gardens at Chiswiek, which new an-angement he hoped
to see carried out before long. He must say that there had
been some very shameful neglect. As to the suggestion
for tea and cotlee, he felt sure that if they were once intro-
duced that brandy and water would follow, with many other
delectables of a similar chai-acter, and the result would be
that that which was intended to be the medium of a gi-eat

science would be turned into a casino, and worse than toy
shop. With regard to the ^£13,000 offered to be advanced
by the Commissioners of 1851, he wished to make a few
observations.

Mr. Harwood Hakwood said the question was whether
there would be any interest on the d£1.3,000.

Mr. S. H. Godson said he was glad to see Sir W.
DiLke and Mr. Edgar Bowring present, as they could give
explanations on many most important points. He must
say that from having the ,£200 disallowed them by the Com-
missioners, and other things, he thought the Society might
have been more charitably treated. With regard to the ob-
servations which had been made during the discussion, there
was this to be said in favour- of opening the gardens at South
Kensington as against the proposition for opening those at
Chiswiek on Sundays, that the gardens at Chiswiek were
suxi-ounded with palings, and people made themselves moat
obnoxious to the visitors at those gardens, and it they were
open on Sundays the inconvenience would be still gi'eater.
In addition to this there would be great expense from the
number of police required. He would refer to the letter
from the Commissioners of 1851, in answer to that of the
Council of the Society. The matter stood thus : The Society
applied to the Commissioners for a sum of money, but they
did not say, " Let us have it free of interest," although tlie
Commissioners had di-opped them down considerably. He
had a great respect for the Commissioners individually,
but they all knew what Commissioners were as a cor-
porate body. Some gentlemen had spoken about the in-
terest on the ^13,000, but that was a matter which would,
perhaps, bo explained ; at all events the matter was in
the hands of the meeting. It would be for the meetinn-
to say what the Government—at least what the Commis°
sioners of 1S51—should do. There was also the question of
the Society having to give up certain privileges. It v.-as
said that it was a question which should have been brought
before the Council, and not before the members at a genei-al
meeting [hear hear]. But he had always been told that he
stood alone in the Council, and he told the meeting that he
should contmue to do so. He was determined to put the
matter before the members ; for he had no doubt that the
present meeting was quite powerful enough to come to a
decision as to what the Society was entitled from the
Government. The acceptance of the ^£13,000 would entail
additional expense by way of interest, and there would be
no advancement made in the cause of horticultural science.
The money would not be spent in advancing or promoting
the advancement of the science. He trusted that steps
would be taken that would secui'e for the Society fan- and
honourable treatment.

Mr. H. Harwood : The question is. Whether this .£13,000
is a loan or a gift 'i

Mr. Chester : There is nothing about it in the Report,
whether it has been asked for as a gift or not. It seems we
asked for a gift and we have got it.

Mr. H. Harwood : I believe that it is a gift.

Sir W. DiLKE said that as he had been pointedly alluded
to by previous speakers, he was desirous of giving any
explanation that laid in his power. He must, in the first
place, ask the meeting to bear in mind that the letter from
the Commissioners of 1851 in reply to that from the Council
of the Society was only agreed to on the previous Saturday,
and the letter itself was not received until much later. The

details had not yet been settled ; but, so far as he knew,
what had transpired at the meeting of the Commissioners,
and without any breach of confidence, he would state to
the members of the Society for their information. It was,
therefore, impossible for the Council to state what had been
the exact terms decided upon ; but he might say this—that
of the ^£13,000 there would be the two sums of i6000 and
.£3000, upon which no interest would be charged by the
Commissioners, and the remaining dElOOO would rank as
landlords' assistance, and consequently bear a small rate
of interest. But he must say that on the whole the
Commissioners had behaved most liberally to the Society.
The fact was that the Commissioners had been short of
funds, and they had in consequence to cut the coat according
to the cloth. Under all the circumstances he contended
that the Commissioners had behaved most liberally to the
Council of the Society in their respective positions of laud-
lord and tenant. He then went on at some length to explain
ivhy the gardens at Chiswiek were in the condition at
present complained of by members of the Society. With
regard to the grass land at Chiswiek, there had been no
attempt to preserve it, and no visitors ever went upon
it. It was most surprising to find that there was so
small a number of visitors at the Chiswiek Gardens; but
it would be still more extraordinai-y if the residents of
Hammersmith were taken out of the calculation. For
some years the average had been below 200 per day.
The attention of the Society had been directed to the
growth of Grapes in addition to the many other most im-
portant matters, and the result was, that the attend-
ance at the gai-dens had increased. In reference to the
remarks of Mr. Chester as to the gravel paths, he
thought that if the ladies were poUsd, they would be found
to complain in greater number of the injm-y to then- di-esses
and feet by the gi-ass than the gravel. He objected to open-
ing the gardens at Chiswicl: on Sundays, as it had already
been found that notwithstanding the number of men em-
ployed, even some of the Fellows of the Society had been
found to be picking the Strawberries.

Mr. II. Harwood thought that the explanation was very
satisfactory, especially with regard to the fact that the
money to be advanced would not bear interest with the
exception of j£4000, and in that respect the landlord must,
as in all other cases, expect some interest on the money he
laid out.

Mr. J. Clutton said that while, as the late Treasurer, he was
on the Expenses Committee, he had had ample opportunities
of judging the conduct of the Commissioners of 1851. He
had always found that on the part of that body of gentlemen
there had been every disposition to assist the Council of the
Society. The Commissioners had been without means, but
when they got them they had assisted the Society. As to

the success of the gardens, that very much depended on
their attractiveness, and they could onlj' be made attractive

by the money which had been offered to the Council bj' the
Commissioners of 1851. He believed that the gardens might
be made remunerative, and that they would be remuuei-a-

tive if they were made attractive. In addition to the gar-

dens being made remunerative, they would have a tendency
to promote the advancement of the Science of Horticulture.

With respect to the keeping of the gai-dens at Chiswiek,

there were no reasons why they should be maintained.
'J'he first was the promotion and advancement of the science ;

and the second was that Chiswiek could be made available

in supporting the South Kensington Gardens. Had it not
been for the gardens at South Kensington, the Society

could not Jiave kept those gardens at Chiswiek [no, no].

They must bear in mind that there were m.any sti-ong

opponents to the South Kensington Gardens of the Eoyal
Horticultural Society, and, therefore, they should impress
upon the Council the necessity of making them as attractive

as possible. They had a most formidable opponent in the
Botanical Society, also they had the Crystal P.alaco and the
Agricultural Hall, and, therefore they ought to meet the
requirements of the public, and make the gardens as attrac-

tive as possible. To do that they must have ample resom-ces,

and, therefore, they should at once accept the offer which
had been made by the Commissioners of 1851. His opinion
was, that the Fellows of the Society should exert themselves
to promote its advancement, and that the gardens at Chis-
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wick should be used for their original purposes. The pro-

posed outlay, if properly expended by the Expenses Com-
mittee, would make the Society prosperous ; but they
would never have prosperity if they fouled their own nest,

and cried stinking fish. He, therefore, thought that they
should not object to the terms of the letter of the Commis-
sioners of the Gth inst., but rather that they should accept

the offer in the same graceful manner in which it had been
proposed by the Commissioners.

Mi: H. Chester said he should be desirous of proposing
an amendment to the carrying of the Report, not out of
disrespect to the Council, but on the question of the .£13,000

offered by the Commissioners of 1851. He thought it would
be premature to adopt a Report of which the letter of the
Commissioners was a portion, without the members being
acquainted with some of the circumstances under which the
.£13,000 was offered to the Society.

The Chairman : I must repeat what has ah-eady been
said at the meeting, that the letter containing the proposal
of advancing the ^£13,000 was onlj' agreed to on the previous
Saturday, and the whole of the rest of the terms will have
to be settled. None of these negociations have yet been
made.

Mr. H. Chester said it appeared to him to be quite pre-
matui-e to adopt the Report in the present stage of the
negociations with the Commissioners of 1851 ; and he should
therefore, without the slightest feeling of hostility to the
Council of tlie Society, wish to move as an amendment

—

•' That this meeting do adjourn to this day month, in order
that the Council may have an opportunity of obtaining
from the Commissioners of 1851 the terms on which the
.£13,000 is offered to the Society—whether it is in all or in
part a loan." He thought that a great advantage would
result to the Society from having another meeting, and he
trusted that the Council Vifould receive from him the most
profound assiu-ance of his confidence in the Council, and he
hoped that that expression would prove the bona fides with
which he acted. It was with the best possible intentions
tliat he moved his amendment.
Mr. A. F. Godson seconded the amendment.
A Member said he thought the matter ought to be left in

tbe hands of the Council. Would any good result from an
adjournment ? Would the Council be able to give any
information in the course of a month as to the matter of
the advance of .£13,000 offered by the Commissioners of
IBol?
The Chairman : No, I do not think so.

_^Mi\ Chester : I am willing to make it a fortnight instead
of a month, if the delay is considered too great.
Mr. Haewood: I am perfectly satisfied with the ex-

planation which has been given, and therefore I think we
ought to adopt the resolution for the approval of the Report.
A Member : Do you think you can give us any more in-

formation in the course of a fortnight ?

The Chairman: No, I do not. The Commissioners wiU
have to settle the details of the offer which they have made
in answer to our letter. The adjournment might affect the
bargain as it at present stands—perhaps against us ; and
thei-efore it wiU only bo giving members a large amount of
additional trouble in coming here again.
Mr. Chester: We had better come two or three times

than have things in this state [hear hear].
Ml-. H. Cole, C.B., said that the meeting ought well to

consider the position of the Council with the Commis-
sioners of 1851. It had been said that the gardens were
like a cemetery, and, therefore, it was necessary to alter
that appearance to go to the Commissioners, who were the
landlords, and ask for assistance. They said they would
advance ^613,000, and they did not ask the Society for any
security or rent, but left that all to be settled hereafter,
merely saying, "You want money, we advance you .£13,000."
He advised them to accept the advance as it was made,
because he believed that if they objected it was very likely
that the Commissioners would not give them any money at
all, or, at least-, diive a very hard bargain. "Under the
present circumstances he asked them what they would do,
if they did not get the money which was now offered to
them by the Commissioners? It was very impoUtio to
haxter about how they should do it.

Sir Wentworth Duk^ shoiM like to bear from Mr.

Edgar Bowring, the Secretary to the Commissioners of 1851,
whether there had been any mis-statements.
Mr. Edqar BowRiNO said he had not intended to have

made any remarks, but he willingly responded to the appeal
which had been made to him. He had been much surprised
to hear remarks which had been made by some gentlemen
as to the "treatment" the Society had received at the
hands of the Commissioners. The very statements of the
gentleman next the Chairman (Mr. S. H. Godson), that he
had always stood alone in the Council, was an ample answer
to that part of the question as to the " treatment " of the
Commissioners [laughter, and hear hear]. The ^£200 spoken
of by Mr. Godson as having been disallowed by the Com-
missioners, was actually disallowed by the Expenses Com-
mittee of the Society themselves. It had been asked what
was meant by the word " advance ? " It was said that
that was the word of the Commissioners, but it was the
veiy word used by the Council of the Society themselves in

their letter to the Commissioners. It was true that the
Commissioners afterwards said, " That the terms are to be
agreed upon." He could say the Commissioners referred

the matter to the Finance Committee of the Commission,
and their whole instructions were to consider it in the
most liberal manner. He assured the Fellows that the
manner in which the Commissioners had acted towards
the Society in the relative positions of landlord and tenant
had been most liberal—in fact the liberality of the Com-
missionera was most unprecedented, for they had advanced
money which they had had to go into the market for, with-

out asking the Council of the Society for any security what-
ever. The Commissioners had also been most liberal in

their agreement with regard to the rent, for they gave the
Council five years without asking for rent, and another five

years would elapse before the rent would be enforced—

;

payments being made according to the position of the
Society, and an average being struck at the end of the ten
years. The Commissioners never looked upon the Horti-

cultural Gardens in a commercial aspect, but to make it the
centre of a great and important estate, and to aid the pro-

motion of science.

Mr. Chester said that to suit the convenience of members
of the Society he would alter his amendment, so that the
adjournment should be for a fortnight instead of a month.
Mr. Cole repeated that the Commissioners )iad behaved

most handsomely to the Council of the Society, and he
therefore strongly advised the meeting to accept the letter

as it was, and not drive a hard bargain with the Commis-
sioners, because if that course was persisted in the Society

would be found to be the sufferers eventually.

Mr. Kelk said that the Chairman had already told the
meeting that the letter had only been decided on by the
Commissioners on the previous Saturday, and they were
discussing the question on the Tuesday. It was most
necessary that they should have the money to carry out the
objects of the Society, and he should advise them to accept

the advance, as in the case of any opposition on the part of

the Society, it might be found that the Commissioners would
not be so willing to make the advance, but that they would
be found to hold a very tight hand on the bargain.

Mr. Chester, however, persisted in having his amend-
ment put tQ the meeting,
A show of hands was then taken, and the Chau'man de-

clared that the numbers were about 40 for the amendment
(for the adjournment for a fortnight), and 21. per contra.

Mr. Godwin asked for a division, but it was not per-

sisted in.

The result of the ballot was then reported. The following

members of the Council were declared to be elected : The
Earl Grosvenor, M.P., 28, Prince's Gate ; Lord Henry Gordon
Lennox, M.P., 51, Portland Place; Henry Cole, C.B., South
Kensington Museum ; James Bateman, Biddulph Grange,
Congleton ; Major Trevor Clarke, Welton Place, Daventry.
The following gentlemen were declared to be elected as

officers for the yeai' ensuing :—President, The Duke of

Buccleuch. Treasurer, Su' Daniel Cooper, Bart. Secretary,

William Wilson Saunders, F.R.S. Expenses Committee-
men, The Treasurer, The Secretary, Henry Cole, C.B.

Auditors, Jonathan Clark, Charles Edmonds, James Nichol-

son.

Ml'. A, F, Gop50N gaid that as there had been some other
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names proposed, would it not be as well to announce tlie

numbers ?

The Chairman said that this w«s against the principles

of the ballot, and therefore the report of the scmtineers

must be talcen as the result [u-onical cheers].

A vote of thants was then passed to the Chaii'man, and
the meeting was adjoiu'ned until the 23rd inst.

EOYAL HOETICTJLTUEAL SOCIETY.
I HEREWITH send you an extract from a letter written by

one of the first practical gardeners in tlie kingdom upon
the subject of the annual Meeting held last Tuesday, which

must be interesting to all the Fellows of the Eoyal Horti-

cultm-al Society who wish well to horticulture.—F. E. H. S.

" They [the gardens] are approaching that point when
they must be designated tea gardens. As we commence at

the bottom entr.ance, we find the only redeeming feature in

the way of grand effect in the garden cut up into fortifi-

cations or Dutch dykes, with old spent Khododendrons ijut

upon the top, excluding the fine outline of the shrubs behind
and increasing the labour of watering to an immense extent.

And pray what shade will they ever give ? AH this is simply

money wasted, and will have to be undone again. Go a

little further up, and you will find skittle-alleys introduced

without the least meaning ; and what is more, at most two
years will spoil all the grass near them fi'om the wind blow-

ing the drip upon it. On each side are signs of hedges to

make more expenditure and to be undone again. If Mr.
Cole, who, I understand, is now Jardinier-en-chef, knows but
little of that profession, he evidently knows less of taste, or

he would not have placed Her Most Gracious Majesty with
her back to the centre of the garden and its visitors, and
as a block to the view of the statue of H.E.H. the late

Prince Consort, which is the most redeeming feature in the
whole garden. There is a great deal more of this sort of

muddle. See the broad walk to the music temples. If

this had been too broad, siu'ely no one with any notion of

the rules of taste would have done more than reduce it to

the width of the steps. AU this will have to be undone
again ; and as far as the arcades are concerned, they will

never be of any earthly use to Horticulture, unless some
very different plan be adopted.

" There is one consolation : if we come to divide the

Fellows as they have divided the gardens (Kensington has
all now), Chiswick and Horticulture would take the better

half; this is what we are coming to, and the sooner the
better. The sooner it is known that Horticultvrre is dis-

gusted with the one-half who are dragging her down to

bankruptcy, the better will she stand with the world for

another independent combination. The Society will find

all this to their sorrow some day, when they wish that more
representatives of what the Society profess to foster and
encoui'age had been put upon the Council instead of s\ich

men as have been elected." [They are not elected.]

I WAS present at the annual meeting of our Society on
Tuesday last, and I was not surprised that the discontent

at the proceedings of the Council at length broke out. I

was not surprised that the financial statements were con-

sidered unsatisfactory. I was not surprised that the in-

fluence of the Commissioners of 1851 was regarded with
distnist. That body, to use the words of one bold-speaking

member of the Council, " have borne the Society down to

the ground ;" they have made it a means of improving the

value of the property which they hold in trust for national

objects ; they have made it a source of profit. And now
they agree to advance ^13,000 to the Society, but on what
terms that large sum is to be handed over we were not in-

formed, further than that these terms would be most liberal

—in fact, that the money would be almost a gift. " Timeo
Daiuiios et dona ferentes " say I, and this was the general

feeling ; for it was on this very point that the meeting was
adjoui'ued. What the Commissioners' ideas of Hljerality

may be I know not ; hitherto these seem to have been
limited enough. The Commissioners of 1851 are too much
alive to the interests with which they are entrusted to lend
money without security and without interest. " Nothing

for nothing" has been their guiding principle all along,

and it wiU be strange indeed if at last they are going to
blaze forth in a fit of liberality. They either know that the
security will be ample and the interest sufEcient, or else

they ai-e betraying then- trust.

The present condition of Chiswick Gai-dens was another
subject on which considerable feeling was manifested, the
general sentiment being that they should be kept in a more
creditable manner than they at present are ; but I do not
conceive that the speakers took a sufficiently comprehensive
view ofthe matter. It is true that according to the revenue
account thej' cost in the last year .£20(i4 Is. Sd., but then
the return which they made was by no means inconsider-

able ; it was i£549 8s. Sd., wliich reduces the expenditure to
.£1514 12s. 7d. But against this sum we have a set-off. They
are, it was admitted by some of the CouncU, the storehouse
and the manufactorj' of the materials lor Kensington; and
what merchant having a warehouse would seek to dispense
with his warehouse because it would not of itself pay its o\m
expenses ? He would know that a warehouse was indis-

pensable to his business, and he would charge its cost among
the general expenses of that business. That some store-

house and place where horticultural experiments can be
carried on is necessary we have the express declaration of
Sir Wentworth Dilke, who stated that the late Prince Con-
sort knew as well as any one that trees, &c., could no more
be grown at Kensington than in Berkeley Square, but that
he considered that the gardens at Kensington would be a
means of collecting money for the benefit of horticulture.

Prom all this I conclude that a garden as a feeder to Ken-
sington and for experimental purposes is necessai'y—whether
at Chiswick or elsewhere; but that it should receive credit

in the financial statement for what it supplies ; and, there-

fore, that the sum of J!;1514 12s. 7d. does not fairly represent
the cost of Chiswick per se.

I cannot close these remarks without adverting to a
proposition wliich was made by a Fellow of the Society

—

that tea and bread and butter should be sold in the gardens.

At fii'st I thought he was not in earnest, but I was deceived.

Why, this would be turning the grounds into tea-gardens,

which they are too much like already : and I suppose we
should see put up, as at subui'ban vOlages, " Tea at 9d.

a-head," and in the aicades that " parties bringing their

own tea will be supplied with boiling water." What a fine

field, too, would be opened, if such a proposition were adopted,

for the Council to invite Messrs. Sloe & Pluckweed, Messrs.

Hyson i Pekoe, and other great tea-dealers to enter into

a " gra,nd " competition (of course supplying tea gi-atis) ; and
how deUghtful and instructive it would be for our wives and
daughters to decide on the merits of the rival productions

of those eminent firms ! The Society has had too much of

such miserable shifts already—shifts discreditable to the
Society, to science, and to the age.

—

Eta.

PYEETHEUMS.
Double Pevehfew and the new continental varieties of

this genus are rather handsome, and make a fine display in

the border in summer. Double Feverfew has latterly been
employed in ribbon-borders, its pure white flowers, stiif

haljit, and profusion and continuance of bloom seem to fit

it for a place amongst the denizens of the flower garden.

The single and semi-double varieties are easily propagated

or raised from seed, whilst the double kinds are increased by
cuttings and division of the root. They are hardy perennials

(except some few, which ai'c greenhouse plants, coming from

the Cajiary Islands), and grow readily in any description of

soil ; but that which is of a light sandy nature and di-y is

most suitable for them. In strong rich soil they grow more
strongly and bloom less than on poor stony ground. Some
of the new varieties ai'o very handsome when gTown in pots

for the decoration of the conservatory, and all are highly

decorative for mixed flower-borders. The double Feverfew
(Pyrethrum piu-thenium flore pleno), is very suitable for

planting iu clumps, or in straight lines along with other

plants "that continue a long time in bloom. Pyi'ethi-ums

usually flower in June and onwards through the season.

Their greatest show of bloom is iu July, and they remain

a long time in flower—from six weeks to two months. The
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double Feverfew, as everybody knows, commences flower-

ing in Juno and continues to bloom untU the end of

September.
All the varieties strike readily by cuttings of the young

shoots. These when about 3 inches long are cut transversely

below a joint, and the leaves from the lower half of the
cutting are cut off. The cutting is then inserted up to the
leaves in a compost of sandy loam one-half and leaf soil one-

half, with which a sixth of sUver sand has been incorporated.

A shady place, as a north aspect, is best ; and after the cuttings

are put in as neai- each other as possible without touching,

a bell or hand-glass should be placed over them, a gentle

watering being given to settle the compost about them.
Keep the glass on for a fortnight, when it should be tilted a
little on one side, and the plants (for they will be rooted),

are to be gradually hardened-off. After the cuttings are

well rooted they may be transferred to the flower-borders,

and if the cuttings were strong they may afford a late bloom
—that is, if the cuttings were taken in May. In the ordi-

nary course, however, the plants are usually transplanted

into nursery-beds on an east or west border, putting them
in lines 6 inches asunder, and the plants 6 inches apart in

the row. In October or the April following they are planted

in the quarters where they are to flower. All transplanting

is done with a ball, as this materially facilitates their rooting

afresh and doing well. Cuttings made in August make
handsome and strong plants for blooming in the following

year. I have taken slips in September—a moderate-sized

plant to begin with—in the same way as is done with Sage,

planting them in lines 6 inches asunder on four-feet beds

with one-foot alleys between the beds, and the slips 6 inches

apart in the lines. Before putting in the slips a little leaf

mould was worked into the soil, and some sharp sand if the

SOU was in the least heavy. The beds were duly watered
and shaded by mats thrown over hoops, and in this way the

plants became well rooted before winter. They needed-

nothing more than transplanting to their final quarters in

the following Apnl or May. These sHps, which are cuttings

with a small portion of root to them or simply a small un-
rooted branch, may be made at any time ; but I find they

are more certain to succeed if put in in the spring. May is

a good time.
The new double-flowering varieties of Pyrethrum are

readily increased by division of the root, which is best done
in autumn after blooming, or in spring when the plants are

commencing growing. Cuttings of the young shoots strike

freely in a compost of light loam, leaf mould, and sand in

equal pai-ts ; inserting them in small pots and placing them
in a cold frame, shading, and keeping duly supplied with
water untU they are well rooted. It is better to winter the

new varieties in cold frames, for they are not exactly hardy
in cold wet soils and exposed situations. The roots divided

in spring flower well the same season, and a few potted then
in loam and leaf mould, with a sprinkling of sand intermixed,

make rather pretty pot plants, and are very useful. They
should be placed in a cool but not shaded situation until

July, when removing them to a sunny position wiU cause
them to flower well in August, and far into the dull months
of winter in a cool greenhouse or conservatory. If hali

the plants are stopped when the shoots are 6 inches long
they will flower about a month later than those not stopped,

and continue long in bloom. I have had fine bushy plants

,
inl8-sized, and some handsome specimens in nine-inch pots,

and they were most profuse and lasting in their flowering,

duttings of the double Feverfew struck in spring and grown
on through the siimmer are very useful for blooming in a
cool greenhovase in autumn. In any way all of them are

fine border plants deserving of more extended cultivation.

Seed is best sown in any light soil in pans, and placed in

heat until fau-ly up, when the young plants are hardened-
off, and pricked-oft' into beds, and finally transplanted into

the flower-borders in autumn, or in spring, and they come
into fine bloom in the second year. They grow from a foot

to 18 inches high in light soils, but rather taller in rich soil.

Some of them, as Pyrethrum carneum, a flesh-coloured

-species from Barbary, grow fi:om 2 to 3 feet high, and
P. roseum, the double variety of which is really beautiful,

attains about the same height ; P. atro-sanguineum, a dark
variety, does not grow more than 9 inches high ; but
3rilliant, Delhayi, and Duchesse de Brabant, grow to a

height of nearly 3 feet. There is a list of eight new varieties
in Dr. Hogg's " Gardener's Year Book," but these I have
not yet seen. There are none of the new varieties which I
know that beat the old double Feverfew for general useful-
ness; and although the new double varieties, with their
crimson, rose-striped, red, purple, and lilac flowers, are very
fine when viewed individually, I very much doubt whether
their colours are bright enough to be employed extensively

in ribbon-borders or flower-garden decoration in the highest
style of the art. They certainly are worth a trial ; but it

would be wise to try them on a small scale in the first in-

stance.

If we coidd employ moi-e of these plants for the parterre,

or others, lUce them, hardy, and so diminish the labour of

taking up and preserving through the winter plants that
make our houses more like nurseries than private gardens,
I am persuaded that it would te a boon to the employed,
and a saving to employers. I saw a border last season in
which a large-flowering variety of the double Feverfew was
employed, but I could not learn the name of it. The border
which abutted on an asphalted walk made white with spar had
an edging of Lobelia speciosa, then Cerastium tomentosum,
a foot wide, and kept about 6 inches high ; a foot of Sapo-
naria calabrica next, then Kayi Calceolaria, Tom Thumb
Geranium next, then a row of double Feverfew, behind it

Zelinda Dahlia pegged, then a row of i-ose-flowered Holly-
hocks, and a hedge of Laurel at the back of all. The whole
was materially improved, I think, by some fine plants of

Hnmea elegans placed 12 feet apart in the row occupied by
Scarlet Geraniums, their graceful plumes taking off a good
deal of the monotony, besides relieving the gaudiness of the
scene. In the same way beds of Cannas, specimen Pampas
Grass, and some of the Cupressus tribe, might advantage-
ously be employed in masses of brilliant colours, which are

too dazzling to look upon without the colours running one
into the other, fatiguing and distracting the eye. Such
plants would at once remove the flatness and monotony, and
act as rests for the eye, and make the study of the arrange-
ment a pleasureable instead of a fatiguing employment.

SOME OF THE THINGS NOW TO BE SEEN
AT KEW.

The principal features in stove No. 1 are the Aralias, of
which the collection probably stands unrivalled. Perhaps
the majority of these plants are not destined to be petted
by the gardening million, yet many of them are.well worthy
of notice. There is the Dumbcane (Dieffenbaohia seguina),

with its pretty spotted variety picta, which is not only very
ornamental when judiciously mixed with other plants, but
is highly interesting when its remarkable properties are

considered. When chewed it is said to swell the tongue
and destroy, for a considerable time, the power of speech.

It also is said to impart an indelible stain to linen, and to

be sometimes used in the refining of sugar. There are some
remarkably fine specimens here of the genus Philodendron.
The South Americans use the numerous species of these for

a great number of purposes. Some are said to be used
for cleansing sores or ulcers. Most of the order have a
strong acrid quality. Some Colocasias, Alooasias, &c., pro-

duce a violent burning sensation, accompanied by salivation,

as any one may prove by chewing a portion of the root of

Alocasia macrorhiza to cure the toothache.

Many of this order are of the utmost service to mankind,
independently of their beauty. For instance : a kind of sago
is manufactured from the corms of Arum maculatum, by
being crushed, steeped, and dried, when the remaining
powder is used for a variety of pru-poses. Amorphophallus
oampanulatus is said to supply the place of the Potato in

some parts of the East Indies, and is reckoned highly whole-

some and nutritious.

The flowers (spadix) of these plants have mostly a faint,

unpleasant smell, as those may have found who have
flowered Alocasia macrorhiza, or, perhaps, as a better known
example I may mention Arum dracunculus which is not
faintly but very highly iinpleasant. Indeed, I have seen

flies deposit their eggs upon it, more especially during

bright sunshine, at which time its smeU more resembles
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putrid flesh than anything I am acquainted with. Its

odour will produce headache, dizziness, and even vomiting.

There are some few Pandanuses here, the most beautiful

in a small state undoubtedly being P. javanicus vai-iegatus,

its beautifully vai-iegated arching leaves giving it a grace

peculiarly its own, and it might parade with advantage on

a dining-table.

In the Palm-house there is Monstera deliciosa, well

inown, undoubtedly, but not seen so fi-equently as its

handsome foliage wovdd render advisable. Here are Anthu-
riums by the dozen, of more or less merit. The pretty

spadix of A. Scherzerianum might remind one of a coral tea-

spoon stuct blade upwards in a tuft of small Ivy leaves.

Scindapsus pictus, of which there is a good plant, is useful

for certain purposes. Indeed, there are hosts of these plants

which are admissible in the collections of private growers

for their foliage alone.

As a relief to the monotony which might otherwise exist,

Pabns, Musas, and other stove plants are introduced. I

may especially mention the two magnificent specimens of

Angiopteris, the one eveeta, the other Brogniartiana. It is

somewhat diiEcult to believe that these gigantic specimens
Lave any connection vrith the delicate little Trichomanes, or

Hymenophyllum, but I suppose they hold the same relation

as the Patagonians do to the Esqviimaux in the human
family. The fronds of these monsters are about 20 feet

long, supported by a thick stem (rachis), radiating from a
large soUd crown, and having two thick fleshy appendages
at the base of each. The fronds are twice-divided (bipinnate),

the ultimate di%'isions being linear-lanceolate, and 5 or

6 inches long. They are inhabitants of the Indian Archi-

pelago, consequently requiring a stove and plenty of water.

They, unfortunately, cannot be grown in a Cucumber-frame

;

but where there is room certainly a specimen of these mag-
nificent spreading fellows is worthy a place.

We wlU now pass on to No. 2. This is the old orangery,
now thoroughly established as a museum for specimens of

wood, polished and otherwise. Of these there are fine col-

lections from the Australian colonies. New Zealand, Natal,

Tasmania, the East Indies, Trinidad, British Columbia, and
Canada. There are two splendid planks of the Indian
Cedar (Cedrus deodai-a). I believe these to be 4 feet broad,

and 20 long. On a table in the centre is a splendid batch
of specimens of Welwitschia mii-abilis, and curious tliey are.

There are also cases containing wax models of fruit. One of

Pears contains a specimen called XJvedale's St. Germain,
weighing 2 lbs. 11 ozs. Here on a table is a specimen of

Heme's Oak, presented by Her Majesty. On the same
table is a beautiful vase of artificial flowers, composed of

the red seeds of the Abrus prccatorius, and the brown ones
of Desmanthiis virgatus. Indeed, it would seem that the
old orangery could not be appropriated to a better vise than
the present, as it is not a first-rate plant-structure.

In the Palm-stove improvement seems to be the motto.
Four of the larger Palms occupying the centre have been
successfully stubbed, and as they lie on the floor prove what
conquests glass and iron make. Two are Caryota urens,

which measure i-espectively 57 and 59 feet long. Their
places have been filled by Bambusa gigantea, Acrocomia
selerocarpa, Astrocaryum lostratum, and Caryota urens. In
making these improvements, it must bo regretted that such
splendid specimens as the before-named Caryotas must be
sacrificed from want of space. In the south end of the house
are two specimens of Musa ensete. which are probably un-
rivaUed in Europe. Musa vittata has ripened fruit during
the autumn, but I understand it is not cf good quality. Sea-

forthia elegaus has ripened seed during the autumn, as have
Areca Baueri, and Cocos plumosa.

In the "Botanical Magazine" for January, 1857, it is

said of Seaforthia elegans, " Plants have been raised fi-om

seed transmitted by Allan Cunningham, and one of these
having attained a height of 21 feet fi-om the ground, pro-

duced its racemes of flowers, of a pale dull lilac colour, irom
the side of the dark green, graceful trunk in the autumn of

1850. These flowers wore none of them succeeded by fruit."

But in the autumn of 1863 it has produced fruit in right

earnest, and this is abundantly testified by the splendid
batch of young plants in the propagating-house her,?. There
are also thriving specimens of Corypha australis, Arenga
eaccharifera, Phcenix, Urania speciosa, Dractena draco, and

many others. Indeed, considering the ill-adapted house,
the collection has made considerable improvement.
The Orchid-houses are tolei-ably attractive in the way of

bloom, but the aim seems to be to produce improved speci-

mens ; and it must be a som-ce of congratulation to the
grower to find that his cfi'ortB are at last being crowned
with success.

It perhaps may not be out of place to append a list of
those which are in bloom, beginning with such as are under
cool treatment. Bletia acutipetala, B. gracilis, Dendrobium
osmulum, D. speciosum. Epiphora pubescens, Leptotes
bicolor, Lycaste cnienta, L. Skinneri, llaxillaria densa,
Monacauthus fimbriatus and species, Pleurothallis racemi-
flora, Polystachya luteola, Ponera sti-icta, and Sophi'onitis

grandiflora. Those under warm treatment are :—Ansellia
africana and varieties, Cymbidium sinense, Dendrobium
Pierardi, Epidendrum fuscatum, E. fragrans, E. Stamford'-
ianum, PhaJajnopsis grandiflora, P. SchiUeriana, Oncidium
bicaUosum, O. CeboUeta, and O. sphacelatum.
The Ferns continue to flourish. The new house built

some while ago, will soon be too small for then- require-

ments, as the tree Ferns not only get larger in size, but
are frequently receiving additions to their number.
The greenhouses are gay for the season with forced bulb?.

Primulas, Cinerarias, &o.
The Heath-house is very gay with Epacris.—J. Mo. P.

BEDDING OALCEOLAEIAS.
Thanks to Mr. Eobson for his paper on " Bedding Calceo-

larias," but I fear it may mislead many whose climate is not
so genial as that of Kent.

I, taking the advice of a fi'iend, struck in August last in

a common Cucumber-frame, cuttings of the fallowing kinds
of Calceolarias ; Aurea floribunda. Prince of Orange, Am-
plexicaulis. Superb, Gem, and Canariensis. They were
struck without heat, and dui'ing the frost of last month- tlie

frame was well covered with litter, but they were all killed

with the exception of Gem, which was not a leaf the worse..

I live in the centre of Ireland in a very damp county, and I

find the winters extremely fatal. I therefore put my expe-

rience on record, as I doubt whether Calceolarias will keep
safely in a frame, except through a very favourable winter.

I should mention that some cuttings of Calceolaria

Beauty of Montreal, under a cup glass, piit in also in

August, in the open border, have lived ; and likewise that

although the tops of Amplexicaulis in the fi-ame have been
killed, I find that several of the plants are shooting from
the bottom.

I am sorry that Mr. Eobson does not take any notice of

Canai'iensis. I had only two plants of it last year, but as

far as I can judge of them, it is in every way better than

Aurea floribunda—certainly it did not seem to lose its power
of flowering so early.

I find Beauty of Montreal, which is a very handsome
variety, exceedingly difficult to strike in a pot, but it strikes

with great fi'eedom in the open border under a cup glass.

—Q. Q., Ireland.

COVERINGS FOE FEAMES.
I SEE that "An Amateur" has been complaining of the

troulile of shifting litter off and on his frames for protection.

The following is a plan I adNnsed an amateur to adopt, and
by its means he kept his plants in a frame safe through the
hard winter of 1860-1. I do not say that it is more efficient

than litter, but it is nuicli cleaner. His frame was boarded
about 1 foot wide all round, i'.nd the space filled with saw-
dust. For top covering ho had a bag made so much larger
than the frame as to cover the sawdust also. This bag was
fiUed with oat chaff, about 1 foot thick. The bottom of the
bag or mattress was of canvas, as being more pliable, and
the top and sides, or parts exposed to the weather, were
of that cheap glazed cloth they make tablecovers of, which
kept all dry, .and has lasted him now fovu- yeara. When the
canvas became a little wet, which was seldom, a short time
in the sun or at the fire jjut all right. It was so light as
to be easily shifted about, made no mess, and always looked
well.—J. NORVAL.
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EOCHEA FALCATA CULTUEE.
This, tliougli comparatiFely an old introduction, is one

of the loveliest of the many succulents added to our lists

fcom the Cape : therefore it does seem strange that it is

not more frequently to be met with in our collections of

stove plants, esjjeciaUy when we take into consideration

the brightness of its flowers (bright scarlet and yeUow),
contrasting admirably with its semi-frosted foliage. From
the plant having a habit of growing with but a single stem
from the pot up%vards, it has the demerit of soon becoming
very lanky, which proves a great drawback to it, though it

win yield to a system of training and become a specimen
plant of moderate size.

With this object in view I have practised a plan of flower-

ing it from cuttings in small pots, thus iusiu'ing a show
of its flowers without encroaching materially upon space.

The cuttings should be taken from the heads of the plants

in eai'ly spring, and have three joints at least, taking care

not to make the wound too close to the joint. When they

are made every vestige of leaf fr'om around the lowest joint

should be removed, as when any of this very fleshy sub-

stance is left attached it has a great tendency to cause

rotting in the cutting.

The cuttings made thus should be placed two or three

around a 60-sized pot in an ordinary cutting-compost

;

abxindauce of sand, however, must be used with the cut-

tings when dibbling them in, which should be done firmly.

If placed in a position where they will receive abundance

of light and even a little suu they will root readily, espe-

cially if with a nice moist atmosphere.

When rooted pot them off into a mixtvu'e of good yellow

loam and sand, adding a portion of weU-broken potsherds,

thoroughly decomposed leaf mould, and peat. Pot them
into small pots firmly; place them upon the back or top

shelf of the stove, in the full light of the sun if possible, and
keep them well supplied with water, not forgetting their

comer of the house when the syringe is brought into requi-

sition in the afternoon, for a good overhead-sousing will be

very beneficial to them.
Wien potting, is required again, shift the strongest into

48' s, the lesser cuttings into large 60' s, iising the same com-
post as before, with the exception of the leaf mould, which
should be omitted, and again potting firmly. Afterwards
replace them in the corner originally selected for them, with

a repetition of the treatment, until, as the days become
shorter, the temperature is reduced ; then all moisture should

be gradually witliheld fr-om them untU the spring, when,
with the returning warmth of the sun, each plant should
produce a good strong spike of flowers.

As cuttings in any considerable quantity are difiicult to

obtain except when a correspondingly laxge number of old

plants are grown, the following means may be adopted in

order to obtain a supply for propagating from—viz., keeping
the beheaded old plant dry, or moderately so, until it

breaks, and then treating it as above directed for the
cuttings, and it will produce one or two pairs for the follow-

ing spring, with, perhaps, an occasional spike or two of

blossom also, though these will be small comparatively.

—

W. Eaelet, Digswell.

CUCUMBEES AND MELONS IN POTS
WITHOUT BOTTOM HEAT.

In addition to the contribution to your Journal of the 2nd,

aEow me space to detail my experience.

I wUl begin with a description of the pit. In January of

last year, I superintended the erection of a pit, according to

my own plans. It was made 40 feet long by 10 feet wide
(inside measure), 7 feet high at the back, and 3 feet high in

front, of nine-inch brickwork, divided into two compart-
ments, each heated separately, and having a path 3 feet

wide along the back. It was fitted up with a small cylin-

drical boiler, with two four-inch pipes around the front and
ends, and with one retxirn-pipe along the inner side of the
path, the front pipe being placed as near the glass as cir-

cumstances wotdd allow, and supplied with one trough-

pipe in each house for evaporation. I then built up an
inner pit of 4-^-inch brickwork (the pipes completely en-

closing it), 3 feet high in fi-ont, and 4 feet high at the back

part, near the path. I laid a drain throiigh the centre of this
inner pit sloping the ground on each side to the drain, upon
this I made a perfect di-ainage to the depth of about 2 feet,

composed of such materials as logs of wood, &c. I placed a
layer of stable-litter over the ch'ainage to prevent the soil

going down into it, and I then put on my soil, composed of
equal parts of good rich loam and leaf mould, to the depth
of 18 inches at the back, and 1 foot towards the front. On
this I placed my pots. No. 2's well drained, 2 feet apart
along the front and back. The fr'ont pots were for Melons,
and were filled with a rather heavj' loam, but not clayey,

and the back pots were for Cucumbers, and filled with a
mixture of one jiart well-rotted leaf mould, two parts good
turfy loam, and one part good rotten dung. Into these pots I

irat good strong plants of Turner's Gem and Wilde's Orion
Melons, and Lord Keuyon's Favourite and Stanley's Winter
Prolific Cucumbers ; and they were well watered, and shaded
when necessary, until well established.

I find them succeed well in a temperature of 70° by night,

increasing that to 80° by sun heat in the day, well syring-

ing them morning, afternoon at shutting-up time, and again
at 9 o'clock at night ; and at intervals during the day I

sprinkle the floor with a watering-pot.
The plants were trained to a wire trellis: 8 inches from

the roof, and divested of aU their strongest shoots to thirow

them into a fi-uiting state and to set a crop as soon as pos-

sible, when they were again pinched-in to form a new growth
for a second crop, and the result was that from the second
week in April to the first week in July I cut a hundred
and fifty' Cucumbei-s, and nineteen good Melons, at whixjh

time I followed my employer to another place, otherwise I

feel confident I could have cut Cucumbers until November.
I think growing Cucumbers and Melons under such a

mode of treatment with success gi-eatly depends upon hav-
ing strong plants before putting them into their large pots,

and, after the first batch of fruit is out, top-dressing with
rotten dung and a Uttle loam, taking care not to injure the
fleshy roots, and supplying manure water twice a-week.

The lights of the roof were made to run past each other,

therefore the frame is comfortably ventilated and of easy
access, either at the top or bottom.

—

Thomas Eegobd, Gar-

dener to T. Cave, Esq., Belmont Souse, Hendon.

CEACKING OF THE APPLE AND PEAE.
The cracking of the Apple and the blotches and soariflca-

tions frequently observed on its surface have been referred

to the attack of fangoid growths or mildew. Various ex-

amples have been cited where orchards, sheltered from
prevailing winds, have shown a decided exemption from
these attacks. In opposition to this supposed cause of

immunity it has been asked. Are our orchaards more exposed

now than they formerly were ? As a general rule, we think

it ciuite likely that they are, seeing that in all sections as

cultivation increases the forests are gradually thinned and
cleared. The effects of destroying the forests of a country

have already been noted ; and we have a partial recognition

of the importance of shelter in the precept of many intelli-

gent orchardists who advocate the planting of fruit trees

much closer than has formerly been the rule, and also in

the practice of encouraging the trees to branch quite to the

surface, instead of training to a clear stem 5 or 6 feet from

the root. Both these expedients have a tendency to prevent

rapid circulation of air through the orchard, and conse-

quently are so far a preventive against evaporation from the

soil as well as fr-om the surface of the trees. Examples are

not yet sufficiently numerous to warrant a decided opinion

;

but so far as they have been noted, the prospect of gi-eater

immunity by this mode of treatment is encouraging.

The cracking of this fr-uit has given rise to much specula-

tion, and various theories have been advanced with reference

to the cause. For a long period the opinion prevaDed that

it was owing to a deficiency of certain mineral ingredients

in the soU, and various remedies based on this assumption

were freely dispensed and tried, but with indifferent success.

It is not now doubted that it is the result of mildew, and

that the atmosphere, and not the soil, is at fault. In sup-

port of the opinion that it is governed by atmospheric in-

fluences, the fact may be quoted that the White Doyenne
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one of the finest Pears when perfect, rarely succeeds in ex-

posed localities ; yet, when gi-own in positions thoroughly
protected, it is still jjroduced in all its pristine beauty and
excellence. Keferring to cases with which we are familiar,

we have seen annual exhibitions of this fruit grown in the

bviilt-up portions of the cities of Philadelphia and Baltimore,

moat perfect of its kind, without spot or blemish, when those

from trees gi-owing in the more exposed suburbs invariably

proved defective. Again, it has been lately shown that,

fruited in the quiet atmosphere of a friiit-house, they attain

great perfection ; and fm-ther, we have seen a tree, one of a
row that produced worthless fi-uit, enclosed on all sides by a

small box, open at top and elevated a few inches above the

soil, produce perfect fruit, while the productions of the ad-

joining trees were, as usual, cracked and worthless. What-
ever may be allowed for protection in the above cases, it is

very evident that they were not influenced by the nature of

the soil.

—

Report of the Department of Agnculture {Ainenca).

EAETH PITS AND TUEF PITS.
In answer to " J. C. L." and other correspondents, I have

some large pits wide and deep, but they ar-e rather more
than earth pits. For instance : I have one some 3 feet below
the ground level, 1 foot above it in front, and some 3i feet

above it at back, to allow of some old wide sashes being laid

across from back to front. This pit does almost for any-
thing from Potatoes to late Cucumbers, <S:c. After the hole
was dug out some rough posts were driven in back and fi-ont,

and against these rough slabs and old pieces of wood were
laid, and earth banked up against them right up to the top,
the earth being left in a sloping position at back and covered
over with turf, leaving about 2 feet at top to walk on. The
front was not turved but finished with a coating of tar, and
then sifted gi-avel, to take off the water. The bank of earth
at back was rather more than 3 feet wide at bottom, and
fully 2 feet at top, and was well beaten and trodden. Such a
place, as a cold pit, is as secure as any brick pit. The
weight of earth at back would tend to press the back wall
inwards ; but this is counteracted b)' stout poles, at every
5 feet or so, being jammed in between the posts in front and
th e posts at back.

Pits from 6 to more feet in width may be made partly below
or wholly above the ground level by a similar plan of posts
and slabs, and the bank of earth wUl keep them secure

;

but, properly speaking, these should be called slab and earth
pits. If the outside banks are well tarred and gravelled
and a slope given to them no rains wOl pass through them,
and if a slight covering of litter is thrown over them no frost
will penetrate into the pit in winter.

Om- true earth pits are generally those used only for a
season. In fact, I make the trenches used for my Celei-y-
beds into earth pits. No. 1 wiU show a section of such a p'it

5 feet wide, and both sides of an equal height. This does
well enough for protecting hardy things for a few weeks,
but unless the protection is waterproofed, the plants mio-ht
ho deluged in the trench. No. 2 is, therefore, generally the

mode I a,dopt, which is merely throwing most of the earth
from the trench to one side, and then, whatever the protect-
ing medium, the rains wiU mostly be thrown oft' to the lower
side of the pit. When I have made earth pits for a continu-

ance, I have made the walls sloped, as in No. 3, and then they

would stand for several years. I once had such a pit made

above the gTOund level, as in 4, that it grieved me afterwards

to destroy. It was 21 Itet at back and 15 inches in front,

formed of clay and earth ; the clay, kept chiefly next the
inside, well rammed, and when finished smoothed with a
face like plaster-, and then covered with a thick brush of

lime and sharp sand, which from its reflection of heat kept
the clay from cracking. Unless for temporary purposes, all

pits of eai-th or turf are best made above the ground level,

as then there is less danger of plants damping. Dryness
will also be insured by having small drain-tiles at every 6 feet

through the front wall into the pathway.

No. 4 Is a section of simple tui-f pits, which have been
almost constantly in use for many years. The pit is

about 5 feet wide inside measure. The walls, about 3 feet

and 11 foot respectively, ai'e about 1 foot wide, formed of
layers of turf with soil between them, then banked-up with
earth and covered with turf. These turf walls hardly ever
get wet, however wet the weather. As above stated, some
of these pits are almost constantly in use. In winter they
come in for Endive, Lettuces, and Cauliflowers ; in spring for

bedding plants. Potatoes, &c. ; and in summer they have
been used for sowing seeds, for Cucumbers, Love Apples,
and salads. I should prefer wooden shutters in winter. I
generally use straw covers, or sometimes hurdles", drawn
thick with evergreens. For bedding plants I prefer calico

if I can get it, wide enough for the width of the pit, a
piece some 30 feet in length being fastened to two poles and
the calico having short strings sewed on along the sides at

every 4 feet, opposite to each other, which strings fastened
to wooden pins in the bank keep the calico as tight as an
open umbrella. I have tm'ned out bedding plants, watered
them at bottom, kept di-y soU for the surface, stretched the
calico, and scarcely taken it off again until to thoroughly
harden-off the plants before planting in the open ground.
In severe nights a little straw, or straw covers or evergreen
boughs, had to be laid over the calico. The calico would be
of little use in winter. As hinted above, wooden covers, as-

phalt covers—anything watei-proof—are best in winter, to be
taken off in fine days, and propped up in days not so fine

with notched sticks. I have chiefly straw covers which may
be propped up in the same way. I commend the No. 4 form
to " J. C. L.," as the most useful.

If there were posts and slabs for the sides the whole of

the rest might be rammed eai-th, made smooth, painted with
tar, and road drift thrown over it.

No earth pit alone will stand with straight inside walls.

Turf will stand pretty erect for many years. Sometimes I

lay glass sashes for frames over such pits ; but then I lay

poles lengthwise on the tui-f for the ends of the sashes to

rest on.

As to Trentham flower garden, page 434, the whole width
being 210 feet, the half width fr-om the middle of the centre

walk wUl be 110 feet, which will give close on 2 feet to the
one-tenth of an inch, or, in other words, 1 inch will be 20 feet.
" J. C. L." may, therefore, make a scale for himself.

The easiest way to lay down such intricate figures as those
in the centre, is by using plenty of straight st.iugs. I myself
am too much out of practice, to give specimens and du' >c-

tions for scroll and volute di'awiug, but I heartily commend
the subject to my coadjutor, Mr. Itobson, who is pecuhaily
at home iu such matters. Perhaps, also, some other friends

wiU be glad to oblige. E. Fish.
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HOW TO HAVE GOOD MUSHEOOM SPAWN
WITHOUT BUYHSTCt IT.

In the spring, in a four-light frame, I make up a bed for

Cucumbers, consisting of leaves, and dung fresh from the

stable. To eight wheelbarrowsful of good turfy loam I

add foul- of soil and di'oppings from my old Mushroom-beds,

in which is some spawn ; I well mix the whole together, put

it on the top, and plant my Cucumbers in it. The heat from

the dung and leaves causes the spawn to ir.n, and in five or

si.x weeks the bed is full and Muslu-ooms appear. I never

found that it injured the Cucumbers, ahvays having a good
crop. When they have done bearing, which will be in Sep-

tember, I throw them away, and fiU the frame with bedding
plants, which remain there till I want to spawn my &st bed

;

I then remove them, get a fork, push it into the bed, and
turn up a forkful of Mushroom spawn, such as you do not

see every day. With this I spawn my beds, and never fail

in having a good crop of Mushrooms.

—

Ignoeamus.

HYDEANGEAS PALE BLUE WITHOUT
AETIFICIAL APPLICATIONS.

I HAVE read in The Journal of Hokticultuke some
remarks about Hydrangeas, and amongst others those of

my friend Mr. Shearer, of Tester Gai-dens, who very kindly

offers to analyse small portions of soil should any person

send some to him for that pru-pose. Chemistry is of valuable

assistance to gardeners in many respects ; and should it only

settle this long-pending and much-vexed question as to the

cause of Hydrangea flowers turning blue, it will certainly

have rendered a very great service. I have for years, every

now and then, heard of first one person and then another
who had succeeded in making Hydrangeas produce blue or

pale blue flowers for one year, but could not do so the next.

About fifteen years ago I went to live in Cornwall, and
close to its south coast, where in general the seasons are

much milder than in almost any other part of the south of

England. In the shrubberies and home plantations there

a good many Hydrangeas were planted. I was agreeably
surprised to see so many planted about, having gone from
London where they cannot live out of doors over winter,

and likewise at the size which many of these plants had
attained. The Hydi'angeas generally prodiiced that most-
coveted colour blue, about which so much has been written

from time to time. One portion of the grounds produced
these pale blue flowers in greater perfection than any other
part. This part was under very large trees, principally Silver

Firs, and some of these were indeed noble specimens of theii-

kind, being, at about 18 inches above the ground, from 14 to

16 feet round the trunk, and as straight as they could be
grown. The Hydrangeas seemed quite at home. Some of

them had attained 4 or 5 feet in height, and were from

G to 8 feet in diameter, forming quite a Vjush. The soil was
for the most part a rich loam, somewhat inclining in places

to a bri^-k earth. The subsoil was generally composed of a
small friable sort of slaty stone, having in it a kind of

material approaching a clay, always commanding plenty of

drainage, and never suffering much from very di'y weather.

As I have ah'eady stated, under these high trees and
weU-sheltered amongst shrubs, the Hydrangeas grew in

the greatest luxuriance. I have often seen a plant pro-

duce from twenty to thirty large heads of bloom, quite a
ball shape over the top, and from 8 inches up to 1 foot in

diameter. Some of the larger bushes would produce fifty

or sixty heads of bloom, but it took an old plant which had
not been injured for years to yield so large a number. I

always observed they came of the prettiest and most de-

sii-able colour where they enjoyed the most shade under the
trees and shrubs. On the south side, and otherwise where
exposed to the full influence of the sun, they sometimes
yielded heads of bloom of a creamy dirty white, anything
but pleasing to see; and of course their foliage, instead of

being of a light green as it was where well shaded, was
very nearly the same colour as that of the flowers.

The length of time which these kept in flower was a matter
of gi'eat consideration, and especially so when their bloom-
ing pei-iod included some of the dullest months in the year.

Some would show flower by the end of July ; but from the
middle of August all through the autumn, as there is seldom
frost there to hurt anything tender until after Christmas,

those under trees would, in many instances, keep in toler-

ably good condition up to Christmas.
I often made use of the heads of bloom to mix amongst

evergreens in decorations at Christmas and on other occa-

sions. Visitors in the autumn generally admired them very
much, remarking that they seldom saw any of so decided

and pleasing a colour, and certainly never so many at one
time. I never knew frost there severe enough to injure the

Hydrangeas in the plantations dming winter, as the plants

wOi vrithstand a few degrees of frost without receiving any
injury.—G. Dawson.

ToDMOKDEN BOTANICAL SOCIETY.— Meeting, February
1st, the President in the chair. The following were noticable

among Ferns exhibited :—The beautiful Adiantum capillus-

Veneris rotundatum, and an admirably crested variety of

Polystichum acideatum, both Ferns having been recently

gathered in Devonshu-e by a correspondent of the Secretary

—Mr. J. Dadds. The Vice-President announced that he
had within the last fortnight the good fortune to discover,

near Todmorden, a Moss which previously he had not pre-

sumed to inhabit our valley; the Moss in question is Dicranum
Schreberianum. Mr. Nowell thought he had at least " sought
up " this neighbourhood ; but the Vice-President was mis-

taken.
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WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

The severe frost whicli set in last week in a great mea-
sare suspended gardening operations, and the perform-

ance of wliat is now directed to be done will depend on tlie

weather which may follow the thaw. Cahbaijes, a bed of

Early York may be sown on a warm border. Broad Beans,

this is a good time to plant a good breadth of them, they

will pi'oduce a greater weight if planted now than at a later

period. Dwarf Kidney Beans, sow a few Fulmer's, Negi'o, or

Eai-ly White Dwarf in boxes for planting oiit. Peas, earth-

up early sowings, and sow for principal crops. See that the

land for Carrots, Onions, and other keeping root-crops is

well wi-ought, and, if possible, trenched. Parsnips, this is

also an excellent time to put in a good breadth of these in

ground deeply trenched with the manui-e at the bottom ; it

is a very useful vegetable, and none pays better for extra

cai-e in cultivation. Potatoes, a few early sorts may now be
planted on a warm south border. SpiiMcli, run the hoe
thi'ough the Winter Spinach as soon as the gTOund is mellow,

and pick away all decayed leaves and weeds. As soon as

the ground becomes mellow let all the coming-on crops

have a thorough hoeing or sm'face-stirring. This is of the
utmost importance at this period. Let it, however, not be
done until the ground is somewhat dry.

FLOWER GARDEN.
When planting biennials and perennials the object should

be to have as much variety of colour and succession in the

borders throughout the season as possible, arranging the

plants for a striking effect by contrasting the colour's, those

plants which are smallest being in front or neai-est the eye,

and the others rising in height and niassiveness as they
recede from it. Flowers to be chosen which will be beauti-

ful when in bloom, however common, and which will bloom
at the particular seasons required. A pleasing effect

may also be produced by mixing the best annuals and
sowing them thinly, towards the end of the month, on the
borders. A selection of each sort most suitable as to colour

and height for the situation can be made, but a discrimi-

nating eye is necessai-y when hoeing or weeding amongst
them. A little rockwork made to hide unsightly, or to

hai-monise with sui-rounding, objects may be introduced in

many places, and planted now. Simple outUnes, and sur-

faces not too much broken, are j)referable to the imitations

of hills with high narrow peaks and fantastic forms that are
seen in some parts of the country where stones abound.
Many of the common hardy plants, such as Wallflowers,
Indian Pinks, Alyssum, Aubrietia, Cerastium, Ferns, Fra-
garia, Geum, &c., are suitable, some to be disposed in the
recesses and others in the more prominent parts, according
to their natvu-al habits of growing in the sunshine or shade.
As soon as an opportunity occurs of planting Eauunculuses
get them in, as it is probable, now that the frost has gone,
we may have some heavy rains, and after the last week in

this month they will be better in the ground than out of it.

Complete all new work and improvements which have been
retarded by the severity of the weather.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Proceed with pruning and nailing when not too cold for

these operations. If any planting stiU remains to be done
let it be performed as soon as the ground is in a fit state for

that purpose. It is a great mistake to induce by rich
manui'e the production of gross, long-jointed wood iu any
stage of the existence of a fi-uit tree. Wood of that descrip-

tion never becomes thoroughly ripened, and with Peaches,
Apricots, and other stone fi-uits gum, canker, and prematxu-e
death are frequently the results. Gi'ound intended for fi-uit

trees should be effioiently di-ained and then trenched to the
depth of 2 feet, and if the natural soil is found to be too
poor a sufficient quantity of fresh turfy loam should be added.

STOVE.

Increase atmospheric moistvu-e in proportion to heat and
light. Look shai-p after insects, the snails are fond of the
young buds of Orchids, &o., at this time. Some early Achi-
menes. Gloxinias, &c., to be set to work. The Gloxinias to
have the earth shaken from the bulbs, and to be repotted in
a mixture of half-decayed vegetable mould, and hali' good rich
loam, with the addition of a little eand or charcoal. In
planting press the roots gently on the surface of tho soil,

and give no water for some time. When potted place where
the temperature is about 60°, and give them a little water
when they begin to grow, the supply to be gradually in-

creased as they advance in growth. In May, when in
flower they should be removed to the conservatory. They
are readily increased by seeds and cutting?. Begonias
being of free gi'owth and delighting in fi-esh soil, equal
portions of sandy loam and leaf mould, it is necessary to
repot them twice ia the com-se of a year—viz., Februai-y and
August, as a general rule ; but exceptions must be made
according to the growth of the plants, as when the roots
become cramped or matted in the pot an injury is inflicted

on the whole system of the plant. The knife to be used
cautiously except with the taU-gi-owing sorts. Plenty of
water to be given during the gi-owing season.

GREENHOUSE A2<rD CONSERVATORY.
The sun will now be getting more powei-ful, when plants

win require more attention in watering : therefore, it is

necessary to look over them fi-equently to see that no j)lant

is suffering for want of it. In dull weather little or no
water wiU be required. Scarlet and other Pelai-goniums
which were taken up from the beds in the autumn should
now be placed in heat to start them into growth. Herbaceous
Calceolarias to be put in theii' blooming-pots and pushed
along in a gentle heat, keeping them fr-ee from insects until

they show bloom in April, after which they must be grown
in a cool airy place to prevent the flower-stems fi-om becom-
ing too much drawn. It is advisable to give all the air

possible to the plants by day unless cold cutting winds
Ijrevail, and to shut up early in the afternoon. In fr-osty

weather when fires are required the soil in the jjots, especially

over the fiues or hot-water pipes, is soon daied up, when
frequent waterings are necessary. The water to be kept
in the house dm-ing the night and given to the plants in

the morning. All soils intended for potting purposes to
be removed under cover, after having been exposed to the
pulverising influence of the late fr-ost, before the rains that
generally occui- at this season shall have saturated them and
made them unfit for potting pm-poses. W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

The frost having again set in severe, there has been little

work out of doors except raking tree leaves where there was
no snow, wheeling dung and earth on to spare ground,
giving a dressing of the former to Asparagus-beds, covering
up Cauliflowers under hand-lights after the ground was
frosted, and allowing the covering to remain several days
though sunny Protecting and yet giving all the air and
light the weather would permit to Asparagus, Eadishes, and
Potatoes under glass, and keeping up a good succession of

Mushrooms, Ehubarb, and Sea-kale. Protecting Potatoes,

&c., for use from fi-ost, and also protecting Celery, and
placing some evergreen boughs as the only thing we could

get, over and amongst Broccoli. Have delayed sowing Peas
in pots, boxes, turf, &c.; until the fr-ost shall have gone, and
because we have hardly a place to put them in. Put up a
bed that when warm enough wiU come in for Cucumbers.

FRUIT GARDEN.
The fr'ost being so severe, stuck some laurel boughs

among Strawberries in the open ground ; also, placed some
among the branches of Peach and Apricot trees, which will

alike keep the fr'Ost fi'Om injuring them much, and prevent
then' being roasted on such a bright day as Wednesday,
after such a frost the night before. Stuck, also, some
branches among rather tender Koses, and against Tea Eoses
on walls. Shut up the orchai'd-house at night, but opened
it as soon as it rose above fi-eezing, the great point as

to success where there is no artificial heat being to keep
the trees as late as possible. Some keen amateurs were
telling us a foi'tnight ago that their trees were coming into

bloom, and there was no little quizzing about the old slow
coaches. Well, unless they had some improvised stoves or

basins of chai-coal, we would rather be tho slow coach than
the fast one. In oiu' oi-chard-house at daybreak on Wednes-
day it was 11" below the freezing-point, but as the air was
still and dry, and the buds but slightly swelled, we ap-

prehend no danger. We have seen no trace as yet of our
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enemy the brown beetle after the second smoking, in which
we used a quai'ter of a pound of shag tobacco along with

the laurel leaves.

We notice that the farmers are to have malt duty free for

cattle-feeding, and we do not see why the gardener should

not have tobacco duty free for the destruction of his enemies.

It would be easy to mix it with something so that no lover of

the weed would ever be able to smoke it if he tried. Of all

means for destroying insects none beats tobacco when pure,

either as snuff or smoke, provided the latter is not too

strong and not presented hot, which is more than can be
said of tobacco paper and other means we resort to merely
on the score of cheapness. Let the gardener get good
tobacco, shag or roU, without duty, and most otlier assistants

in vermin-kUHng would be but little used.

Brushed over the blossoms of Peaches and Strawberries

in bloom to help to set them. Gave less air during the day
than usual on account of the cold, but let the fire out when
sunny, so that much air was not necessary ; and, also, let all

the houses beginning to move fall lower than usual at night,

so that less tire might be necessary. Unfortunately, we
have no dung as yet to go on with Melon-fi-ames, &c. Pines
in dung-frames and pits should be well banked up to the
top with litter, which will secure a nice atmospheric tem-
perature inside without too much bottom heat or too much
vapour. Where fire heat is used for top and bottom heat,

some of the forwardest successions will require ijotting as

soon as the weather is fine. Soil, meanwhile, should be
taken into a warm shed if possible where there is a furnace,

so that it may be nicely aired and warmed before being
used. Nothing is better than the top spit of 2 inches or so
of fibry loam, made dry and kept dry in a stack for a twelve-
month before use, and then cut down and not too much
broken. Though a Pine plant does not show sudden checks
at once, there is no plant more sensitive either as to its

roots or leaves.

OKNAMENTAL DBPAKTMENT.
Stuck a few laurel twigs among tender Eoses. Wheeled

some half-rotten leaves on beds, which was pretty well all we
could do through snow and frost out of doors. Potted some
Pelargoniums. Shook the earth from Lantanas, and gave
them smaller pots. Placed Fuchsias in a shed behind con-
servatory. Examined Dahlia roots to see if all were safe,

old Scarlet Geraniums, &c. Would like the weather to be
more settled before potting any hardwooded plants, as it is

always advisable to give a little extra stimulus after potting.
Winter-blooming Heaths now finished tloweriag may be
pruned according to their sorts ; the free-growing ones, as
hyemahs and Wilmoreana, &c., being cut pretty freely back,
and such plants should be set by themselves, and kept
rather close uutU they begin to break, and not soaked too
much with water. Camellias will want a great deal of water
if much fire heat is used. In such cold weather a green-
house will be better at 40° at night than at 50", as, in the
latter case, the air is apt to become too dry. The health of
the plants wiU much depend, if the day is sunny, on giving
air early rather than in great quantity : hence stove plants
have had little afr, and little shifting of pots has yet been
done among them. Except our late vinery and orchard-house,
we have not a bit of glass that is not crammed with plants.
Eor instance

: our vinery starting has the fioor covered, the
stage covered, a foot left for paths, and shelves back and
fr-ont, and shelves suspended from the roof besides ; and
that will ere long be the case with every house and frame.
When shall we ever see the day when a house shall be kept
to one pui-pose and one crop only? This bedding system
has been a rare rod for the gardener's back and one of his
own making. In all forcing-pits, to bring forwaa-d flowers it
wHl be better to cover a little, instead of using too much
fire heat. In an emergency a bundle or two of wheat straw
IB a capital thing laid thickly over the glass, and it can be
easily taken up and tied in straight bundles for future use.

FKOSTED PLANTS.
We have several inquiries on this subject as respects

bedding and greenhouse plants, and would merely say that
the drier the soil and the foUage, so as to be safe, the less
likely will they be to be frosted. When in that condition a
couple of degrees of fr'ost will rarely uijure Geramums,
Primulas, &c., if due caution is observed afterwards to

thaw them by degrees, and let light on them gradually.

When considerably fr-osted and these means will not cure

them, it is best to throw all away at once. A number of

years ago, in order to prolong the beauty of the flower garden
as long' as possible, if we wished to save a few Geraniums
we generally let them stand till November, and did not mind
though the leaves were several times crusted with frost, pro-

vided the base of the stems seemed hard and all right. But
as a rule we found a good number of these plants, however
treated, used to die in the winter ; and we verily believe that

one reason why so many faU to keep old plants of Scarlet

Geraniums over the winter is owing to the fact that they

have been frosted before taking up. We find it is safer

to take up these plants in October before they have been
frosted at all, and by that time a week or two wiU make
little difference in the general effect.

But now as to plants frosted at present. We think it is

no more than right to give the result of practice, be it

favourable or unfavourable. In fact, a mischance rightly

used is as instructive often as a success. Well, from causes

which we need not allude to, the frost penetrated into one
of our places on last Tuesday morning. Many of the

plants had been watered recently. At daybreak the glass

inside indicated 4'' below freezing, and some of the pots were

sticking to the shelves. The first thing done was to put a

fire on, and to raise the temperature gi-adually above the

freezing-point. Whilst this was being accomplished the

plants were syringed overhead with water as cold as it could

be had under the ice. In half an hour another syringing

was given. In less than an horn-, owing to the cold water

and the rise in the temperatm-e combined, the frost was
drawn out of the leaves; and on many of the Cineraria

leaves there were swimming plates of ice, which were be-

tween the thickness of a sixpence and a shilling, but which

soon melted. Fortunately, though the sun appeared the

rays were inoperative, owing to a deep red haze of vapour

round it, untU near midday, so that no shading was wanted,

as by that time the whole of the plants, with the exception

of a dozen of leaves or so, bore no trace of the mischance.

If such plants had been in a cold pit we would not have

uncovered for a day or two, or even longer, if the internal

temperature did not rise to from 35" to 40°. In such a
case there would be no necessity for using cold water. The
great danger in such a case is too rapid thaiving, and too

sudden exposure to light. We should think that if such

plants as Cinerarias and Pelargoniums had from 5° to 10°

of frost, no means would be available for their recovery.

We may state here what we have forgotten to mention
under orchard-houses—that as a precaution against insects,

when we expected the frost not to exceed from 2" to 4°, we
have syringed the trees, and left the house open that the

water might freeze on the trees. Of course that would not

be advisable at any time when the fi-ost was from 5" to 10°,

and would be particularly unsuitable after the buds were
swelling and opening. The drier the place then the better,

and the closer in proportion as the fr'ost is more severe.

Some inquiries have been presented as to the simplicities

in the managing of fires in stoves, flues, furnaces for boilers,

&c., and, if possible, we will meet these wishes ere long.

—E. P.

COVENT GAEDEjN" MAJBKET.—Erb. 13.

Notwitlistanding tlie late severe weather there is ao ample supply of out-

door vegetables, and especially of Savoys, Coleworts, and various kinds of

wprouts. Heavy iiupurtations have also come in of French Lettuce, Endive,

Carrots, and Radishes. New Grapes, the appearance of which in the

market was noticed in last week's report, are selling at from 15s. to 205,

per lb. Dessert Apples consist of Court Penilu-Plat, Golden Knob, and
American Newtown Pippins ; and of Dessert Tears almost the only kind

now to be had is the Easter Beurre. The best Cobs are bringing 120s. per

100 lbs. Cut flowers chiefly consist of PelarEonmms, Camellias, Azaleas,

Cinerarias, Acacias, Hyacinths, Early Tulips, Snowdrops, Koses, Violets,

Mignonette, and Chinese Primulas.

PKTJIT.

8. d. s.

2 (I to 4Apples 2 sieve

Apricots doz.
Fij;s dox. •

Filberts .feNutslOO lbs.

Grapes, Hothouse. ...lb. 10
Foreign 1 :i

Muscats 10 15
Lemons tOct 4
Melons each 3

10

d. s.

OtoOMulberries quart
Nectarines
Oranges 100 4 10 «

Pesiehos
Pears bush. 8 12

dessert /.sieve 6 10 U

Pine Apples "....lb. 5 8

Pomegranates each 9

Waluuts bush. 14 B 20
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s.

Asparagus bundle 8
Beans. Broad bush.

Kidney 100 3
Beet, Red doz. 1
Broccoli bundle U
Brussels Sprouts^ sieve 1

Cabbaf^e ~. doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz. 3
Celery bundle 1

Cucumbers each 2
Endive score 1

Fennel bunch
Garlic and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle 1

VEGETABLES.
d. 8. d

,

to 12 Leeks bunch
Lettuce score

5
j Muahroonis pottle

1 6
I

Mustd. & Cress, punnet
2 ; Onions t ushcl
2 6 pickling quart

I

Parsley bunch
I
Parsnips doz.

a
;
Peas bush.

6 ' Potuioes c^ack

2
I

Kadishes doz. bunches
5 Rhubarb bundle
2 G Savoys per doz.

j Sea-kale basket
! Spinach sieve
Tomatoes :^ sieve

4 [ Turnips Liunch

B rd. s. d
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Good Late Pkah (J. NichoUs).— Yon are'tolerably correct in sayinpr

that moat late Pears •*have the texture of a Pear with the flavour of a

Turnip ;" but we think you will find Bcunu Sterckmanns an exception.

Phloxes [G. M.).-~Vfe find it only a disappointment to name dwarf

varieties of Phlox, for they are all pretty sure after they are established to

run up. The foUowinjr are some of the best. Those marked * are dwarf :
—

Punch, La Comtesse de Bresson, *Liervali, Souvenir de M. Fries Morel,

Triomphe de Twickle, Madame, de Wendel, Madlle. Anais Aubert, Boule de

Niege, Madame Lierval, *Dr. Bois Uuval, Madame Fontaine. Mrs. Standish,

Mr. Rollison, Souvenir d'uu Ami, ApolUm, Madame Vilniorin, ^Victor

Hugo, •Madame Aubin, *Madame de Cliambry, *Madame Lucroix, Madame
Louise IngelreUt.

Double Toberose Culture (Q. Q.).—Pot the bulbs as soon as received iu

a compost of turfy loam three-fourths, well decomposed manure or leaf

mould one-fourth, with a free admixture of sharp sand. Water moderately,

and place in a hotbed until the pots become full of roots, which is best pro-

moted by keeping the atmospliere cooler than tbe heat of the hotbed. When
this is accomplished, remove the pots to the vinery, taking care to lift them out

of the hotbed by degrees, so as not to give the plants a check. Water more
freely as growth advances, and keep as near the glass as practicable. When
the plants flower they may be removed to a greenhouse or warm room,

where they remain a long time in bloom.

Pompon or Bouquet Dahlias f7(7c»0-—Meteor, fine yellow ; Pet of the

Village, buff; Star, orange, tipped with scarlet ; Goldlight, yellow, changing

to creamy white ; Dr. Webb, scarlet ; Crimson Beauty, maronn criinaon
;

Fireball, orange scarlet ; Bride of Saxony, blush, tinted and mottled with

violet purple ; Jeauette, crimson red, tipped with white; Little Darling,

rose; Little i?>ed, blush salmon; Pretty Polly, lilac; Snowrose, white;

Pearl of Liliputs, puce, tinted purple crimson ; Silver Pheas:int, sulphur,

tinted white; Master Dick, violet or puce cnmsou ; Peasant Girl, blush

•white, belted with rosy crimson; and Little Gem, buff or lich drab, the

beat shaped flower in the lot.

Lawton and Dorchester Blackberhi>:s (Idem).—The Lawton we have
grown, and can vouch for its producing line fruii, which makes excellent

preserves. It requires to be planted against a wooden fence or palings, to

which the shoots should be tied or fastened with nails and list. We have it

nailed to an east wall, and had some qunits of tine fruit from a few srattll

plants. It likes a rich Iriable soil, but will do weU in almost all soils. It

requires no care beyond cutting oui old shoots done beaiing, and supplyiijg

their place with young t^hoots ; this should be done in the autumu. The
fruit is produced on wood of the current ye;ir; but these shoots spring

from last year's wood, as with Raspberries. The Dorchester, as far as we
know, is only a larger variety ot the common Blackberry ; hut we have not

grown it, and cannot, therefore, speak decidedly.

Tkop^olum carariesse for Beds {A Novice).—We do not happen to hit

upon the place where the above plant is noted as a bedder. We have never
employed it as a bedding plant, but have had it in rustic baskets to cover
the handles, supports, &c,, and then, of course, its climl>ing habit was
called in requisiiion. In a bed a wire trellis should be provided for it to

run over ; and over this the shoots are to be trained so as to produce an
even or flat surface. Whenleft to trail over the ground and pegs are used to

distribute the shoots evenly over the surface, the heavy dashing rains spoil

it fearfully, and in some cases destroy it; but in all cases it is a sorry plant

for surface covering;. Coboea scandens makes an indifl"erent climber ouc of

doors in a pot, in -iuramer, in the north. Lophoirpermums do better; but
|

even they require a warm situation to grow and flower fineiy in Yorkshire.
Most climbers as Tropa>olums for beds are pegged down Uke a Verbena, so

as to keep the shoots m their proper position. We will treat of the culti-

vation of annuals in an early Number.
Hot-water Pipes Descending (Jf. D. and an Old Suhscribef).— It is

awkward having pipes for hot-water Iieating to descend. It will not do if

you take the pipes below the boiler. If you would give us a section showing
us the position of the boiler, pipes, cfcc., we should be better able to advise
you. You may rise from close pipes as mueh as you like. You may also

take a flow-pipe from the boiler to a cistern, and from that cistern you may
descend several leet, provided all is abo/e the top of the boiler. We have
taken pipes down under dof)r\vays, &c., but always attended to these condi-
tions, and had an upright air-pipe at the bend.

Proposed Boiler {F. D.).—Once more might we trouble our friends
not to refer to anything in our pages without giving us volume and page ?

"Will they allow us to tell them the reason? It is shortly this: When a
letter reaches us we give it the utmost consideration in our power, and if

we cannot answer it satisfactorily we at once say so ; but having done our
best, and kaving many other cares, we at once dismiss it from our consi-
deration, and pretty well (roni our raemory. It may be the subject of
subjects in our correspondent's estimation ; but then we have to deal with
hundreds of such pets, and scores of matters besides. Oar friends will

much oblige us, and serve themselves, by co-operating with us in this

matter. We perfectly recollected *' F. D.'s " communication, but so forgot
the time, that we had to look over five Numbers before we found the reference
to it at page 103. On reading over carefully his second communication, our
opinion as there expressed remains unchanged. Of course we do not
for a moment wish to set up our judgment a:id practice as superior to his

own experience, but we may agree to differ through our doing so. We say
that we see no improvement in the plans he suggests, except in his dis-

posiuR now of one objection we made, by bringing the water of the boilei

down to the bars.

PoiNSETTiA ALBA.—In The JOURNAL OF HORTICULTURE of February 9th,
"_K. T. W." asks (page 112) if any one knows the Poinsettia alba. I cul-
tivated it largely tor a number of years, and nothing could be more beauti-
ful than a basket tilled with the red and white Pomsetiia. I lost my stock
of alba through the negligence of a man who had the charge ot the plants,
and have never been able to obtain it again,—G. Smith, the Jlirsel, Cold-
stream.

Agrichltdral Chemistry {A Constant JReadei').—"Johnston's Lectures
on Agricultural Chemistry," pi ice 2-15., is the best work on the subject.

Stopping the Shoots of Pelargoniums (i^. K,).—By stopping the shoots
at the present time, the blooming period will be later, but it will not be in
any way inferior, and the plants if becoming tall, will be improved in shape
"by stopping. Generally speaking, small young plants rising up with only
one or two stems are stopped now, while older specimens that have formed
suitable heads are left to grow on and flower at the proper time.

Yarieqateb Gkraniums [L. S. i?.).—The loaves of the white variegated

Geranium were too much faded at the sides to enable us to determ.ine what
they were—whether Brilliant, Alma, Bijou, Mountain of Light, or a score

of others. In fact, it is next to impossible to say what kind they belong to

by a small leaf or two. The one with the yellow edge is, or like, one called

Golden-edged. If so, it is rather strong-growing, and though showy,

yet inferior to Golden Chain and Cloth of Gold. It would be well to lay the

cuttings you have received in a shady place, and sprinkle them with water

of about 60°. This is much better thun putting ihcm in water. Then to get

them to strike fast, you can make them in the usual way, and insert round

the aides of pots in sandy soil ; and us you have a tank, give them a bottom

heat of from Gj° to 8(t°, and a top temperature of 60"
; and though the soil

must not be dry, the plants should have little water before they begin to

grow. Much moisture alter a journey is apt to destroy them,

Deutzia gracilis not Flowering {Yorkshire).~\i is difficult to account

for your plants not flowering from any other cause than that they may have

been neglected after going out of bloom the preceding year, as we have

sometimes seen such plants thrown aside with very little attention; and,

perhaps, in very cold weather in early spring, taken from the plant-house

and put out-doors. If such has been the cause, their not flowering is easily

accounted for, as of all plants ttiis seems the best and surest bloomer

we know of. Ripen the plants well in the sun the previous year, and we
have no djubt but you will succeed in blooming it profusely. It; never gets

very large. The old wood seems to give place to the young something in

thesame way as the Raspberry.

Boiler Rkouiring no Setting (i^em).—We have seen one of the kind

you mention doing duty in a greenhouse in Kent, bat we did not notice

the name of the maker. It was a double cylinder, the water forming a sort

ot jacket, being between the two cylinders in a body about 2 or 1^ inches

tliicli, the inner or chimney part being about 8 inches in diameter. As

near as we can remember it stood uprl;iht in a back shed. A short iron

pipe connected it with a chimney the same as ordinary Arnott's stoves.

We understand it did its work pretty well. Certainly it heated the shed

also. Whether this might be so much heat wasted or usefuhy employed

must be left to the opinion of those who propose to erect such things.

Sea-kale dm Sandy Roil {An Old Suhscriber).--Yxom your description

your soil seems better adapted to the growth of Rhododendrons than Sea-

kiile, as the prevalence of iroa in the sandy subsoil is not by any means
favourable lo the latter. Nevertheless, if you have a depth ot lo or 18 ina.

of good working garden sail. Sea-kale may be made to grow tolerably well,

if a liberal allowance of good dung is afforded, as well as now and then a

dressing with salt, the latter being scattered on at various times during the

summer. If your soil had not been sandy we should not have advised much
salt, but being open and porous, frequent saltings during the growing
treason will be of service. Generally speaking, &ea-kale sufl'ers much from,

the careless treatment it receives after beiug forced. The plants are often

suddenly exposed to the cold frosty air of February or March, after being

confined amongst hot dung and leaves, and such sudden changes are suffi-

cient to account (or the deatk of now and then a root or two ; but we have

rarely found Sea-kale fail under any oidinary cultivation, while it is need-

less to say It relishes the good things of the manure-yards in tolerable

abundance, and that all the better when combined with salt.

Tree Onions.—We should be very pleased to supply a " Young Subscri-

ber" or any other lover of the curious witti a bulb or two. They can be

had by addressing— W. Earley, Diffswell, Welwijjt.

Ground Vinery [F. H. ^.).—You will find a drawing and description in

No. 28 of the New Series of this Journal.

Names of Plants [A Constant Reader).—VroyisColy Epacris nivalis aud
impressa ; but quite as likely to be some of the many garden varieties,

with white or pink flowers, and which it is impossible to name from fresh

{let alone faded) specimens, wuhout a collection at hand for comparison.

( Wm. Ii.).—\-, Damaged, apparently aTydtea; 2, Kranthemum nervosum;

3, Cyanotis vittata; 4, an iicheveria, but insufficient; 5, Cacalia articulata;

ti, Pilea seipy Hi folia.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

THE DISQUALIFIED GAME FOWL PENS AT
BIEMmGHAM.

Weee I to remain silent my motives for so doing might

be open to misconstruction, after the really imexpected and
equally vmdeserved imputation spontaneously cast upon my
good name by Mr. Smith, in his letter inserted in your last

week's publication.

I distinctly stated a simple fact, the truth of which Mr.

Smith is unable to controvert—viz., that the Ga,me cocks in

the Bu-miugham disqualified pens bore distinctive marks

—

that is, marks different in formation to those of their com-

petitors. I should have supposed my statement palpable

enough to bear no occult construction. It certainly was
my sole intention when writing, that it should be open to

none other than the expression of the one single fact con-

veyed. The suggestion in your last week's paper I repudiate

altogether ; it emanates exclusively li-om Mr. Smith himself,

it is none of mine. I am not aware that my examination of

the Game fowls m question at Birmingham (both on the

Monday morning, several hours before the prize cards were

taken down, and a second time later in the week by gas-

light, long after such prizes were removed), at the earnest

request of many amateurs then present, and whom I know
to move in positions in society equally respectable as Mr.
Smith or myself, had anything whatever to do with the "dis-
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qualifications " that eventually ensued. I must, therefore,
leave Mr. Siuitli to the fuU enjoyment of his own sm-mise, if
he really holds it to be the correct one ; for with these so-called
" Game fowl disputes," in which Mr. Smith seems to take so
active a part, I will personaDy have no connection whatever,
as it is no business of mine: consequently, it is useless of
Mr. Smith thus seeking to involve me in these proceedings.
Edwaed Hewitt, Eden. Cottage, Sparhhrool:, Birmingham.

EELATIVE ENTEIES.
MANCHESTEE POULTEY SHOW.

" 'Tis a long lane that has no turning." Some of your
readers, perhaps, think my yarns are like the long lane

;

but having promised an analysis of the Manchester entries,
I can only make it, post it, and leave you to commit it to
the tender mercies of the waste-paper basket if you think
the subject has been mooted usque ad iiauseam.
Manchester has had its fling—the prize-list liberal and

grand beyond the height of poultry grandeur. Has the
result equaUed the anticipations ? Not^being there to see I
cannot possibly say. I can only judge from the catalogue
and the remarks m the poultry papers. From the catalo^'ue

, ^.
?
"i . '^"S"' ^^^^' excepting certain classes, it wal a

decided failui-e. Fii-stly, in 129 classes we have oiilv thirty-
eight ooutaimng commended or liighly commended pens
excluding those obtaining prizes. From this I gather either
that theJudges were exacting, or that birds of inferior quality
competed. In several classes the bu-ds exhibited had " no
merit." In nineteen classes there was absolutely no entry
at all, and m the same number only one entryl wliilst iu
eleven others only two entries were made. Forty-nine
classes, in which tlie highest entry was two, would seem to
speak volumes. To me it says that there is something
either m the promoters, the situation, the season, or the
prmciple of the Show, which renders it distasteful to the
mass of exhibitors. The first two may be dismissed, as from
aU reports they are eminently satisfactory. The season has
been urged by some of your correspondents as a reason for
not entering at Manchester—the fact that Christmas day
occui-red m the middle of the Show. It may be the cause
ot paucity of entries, but i cannot think it is ; for my own
part I would much sooner my fowls had a day's quiet in the
middle of the Show, as would happen on Christmas day or
Sundays, than I w^ould have bii'ds started from a distant
show late on Friday evening or on Saturday morninc^ their
owners vainly looking for them on Saturday. seudin°o- some
miles, perhaps, once or oftener, as I have done my^self to
avoid, if possible, that work on the Sunday; and %Y'heu the
birds do arrive, and you fetch them from the station on tlie
Jiitter day, some kind friend wonders that you should so
desecrate the Sabbath. This point has been noticed in your
columns before, and I go hand-in-hand with all those who
urge on framers of rules, &c., the necessity of so arranging
the days that the sanctity of the Sabbath should not be
unnecessaii.y interfered with.
The principle of this Show is the last point, and, as I

^t «u «'^,'''^f^
1'°'"* ^^^^''1 l^'^-^ '"'ff'^cted the entries,

ihe Sheffield Sliow, which was a failure in many ways,
especiaUy to "successful" exhibitors, and the Manchester
bhow, have these two points in common—a redundancy of
classes, and prizes dependant on entries. I am disposed totumk success is incompatible with the junction of thesetwo principles. An abundant class list may be tolerably
failed when an exhibitor sees there arc prizes to be obtained

;out It the " prizes according to entries " are to succeed, it
strikes me the classes must be as few as possible. At this
time ot year young birds can often beat then- seniors, and iumany ot the classes they might very advantageously to the
prizetakers have competed together.
Few of us like to send our birds long distances to find that

tJiey are awarded fii-st prizes which only amount to thek-
owTi enti-y money. Moreover, prizes thus obtained place a
tictitious value on the bkds that win, yet it must be aUowed
tnat the principle is fan- and just. To make it, however,
Mally palatable to the great mass of the exhibitors some
alterations appear necessary. I would suggest two plans—
tu-st, to give a prize of small value, say £i, and to add to
It a share of the entries untU that is repaid; if there are

stiU more entries, the whole then to go to the prizes, but
not to limit the prizes to the number three as at Manchester
—much better have five or six. The other plan I would
suggest is to give a certain prize for any number of entries
under five, to increase the prize or prizes for any number
under ten, fifteen, twenty, &c. By the adoption of either
plan an exhibitor would feel that if these birds had merit, and
he was the only exhibitor, that his prize would pay expenses.
I know not how others feel, I answer for myself. I like my
hobby to be self-supporting. This it could not have been
to the sole exhibitor in Classes 48 and 49, who had liis entry
money returned, and all his carriage expenses on his hands,
yet your reporter says, these birds were very good.
While on the matter of carriage expenses I may add my

testimony to that of one of your contributors lately, that
the expenses of carriage by rail iorm a serious item in the
expenses of "Exhibitors in a Small Way," and one deserving
the careful attention of secretaries of shows.
But to return to Manchester. By the peculiai-ity of the

entries and prizes I must conduct my analysis in another
form. I propose to take the average number of entries in

a class as the order of merit. The various breeds then come
in the following order :

—

Oilier.

1 ...

'7
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birds, against the folly of making colour the most important

point.

I have now an-ived at the end of my tether or my promise

as regards these large shows. The result of this scrutiny

may be briefly summed up thus:—Firstly, that certain

breeds are treated too well—viz., the Spanish, Polands, and
Malays, the two latter breeds especially so. At the larger

shows it appears imperative that some alteration in amount
of premiums should be made.

Secondly, that Cochins, Game, and Hambtu:ghs, by the

number of classes and the prizes generally offered, have
sufficient justice. Black Hamburghs have earned and well

support a class of tlieir own. They appeal' a useful breed,

but of theii- purity I say nothing.

Lastly, the Dorking, although receiving large prizes in

competition, does not obtain its fair share. Neither does

the Brahma, fast becoming a very popular fowl. At the

larger Shows, as Birmingham, the Agricultural Hall, and
the Crystal Palace, they deserve more classes and more
prizes. The two varieties might be separated in the " cock

and two hens " classes, whilst fresh classes of " two hens or

pullets," or "cock and one hen" might be added, and I

feel confident the addition would be to the benefit of the

show. At any rate, the most impartial person must allow

that I have sufficiently proved that every " grand " poultry

show ought to have separate classes for this most valuable

breed.—Y. B. A. Z.

P.S.—Since writing the above it has struck me that a

simpler plan of prizes on the Manchester principle might
be adopted—that is, to let the prizes begin with £1, adding

each entry. The visitors at a show ought surely to pay for

something more than the feeding and attendants, and a

liberal return to the promoters—they ought to pay a little

to the prize money.—Y. B. A. Z.

ULTEESTOJ^ POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held in the Victoria Concert Hall on

Wednesday and Thursday, February 10th and 11th. The
following is the list of awards :

—

Spanish (Black).—First, Buich & Boulter, Sliefiield. Second. J. Gailick
Liverpool, liifihly Commended, T. Hannay, Ulveraton.
Dorkings (Coloured).— Fii'st, Capt. W. Hornby, K.N., Tvnowsley. Second

J. Robinson, Garstang. Highly Commended, J. F. Newton ; Captain W
Hornby.

tjAjiE (Black-breasted and other Reds).— Tirst, J. Eoulton, TJlverston.

Second, T. EastUain, Preston. Iliehly Commended, J Fletcher, ilan-
chester ; J. Boulton, Ulverston. Commended, it. Gelderd, Ulverston ; M.
Billing, jun„ Birmingh.am.
Gaue (Duckwings and other Greys and Blues).— First, W. Myers, Ulver-

ston. Second, H. Worrall. West Derby. Highly Conimended, J.Fletcher;
il. Billing, jun., Birmingham; W. J. (jopc, B^.rnsley.

Game (Any other variety).— First, J. Fletcher, Stoneclough. Second,
T. West, Eccleston. Highly Commended, Jl. Adams, Beverley ; S. Matthew,
titowmarket. Commended, F. A. Bretherton, Itainhill.

Cochins (Any colour).— First and tjecond, Miss F. A. Aglionby, Gras-
mere. Highly Conimended, T. Stretch. Ormskirk.

Haimboiighs (Golden-pencilled). — First, J. E. Powers, Biggleswade.
Second, J. Dixon, Clayton. Hijihly Commended, '1'. H. Ashton. Xannvorth.
Commended, N. Barter, Plymouth; T. Robinson, Ulverston.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).— First, 0. Moor, Poulton-lt-Fylde. Second,

S. Hagyas, Keighley. Highly Commended, W. Harvey, ShefEield. Com-
mended, J. Robinson, Garstang ; J. Dixon, Clayton.
Hamhurghs (Golden-spangled).— First, Burch and Boulter, Sheffield,

Second, N. Marlow, Denton. Commenceii, J. Dlson, Clayton.
HAjinuiiGHS (Silver-spangled).—First, J. Robinson, Garstang. Second,

J. Dixon, Cluyton, Bradford.
ANY OTHEit n.siiNCT BREED.— First, J. Dlsoh, BradTotd. Second. Mrs.

M. Seamons. Aylesbury. Hiybly Commended, W. A. G. James, Kirkby
Lonsdale; W. Hargreaves, Bacup ; G. Linguard, jun., Birmingham;
H. Lacy, Hebden Bridge ; J. Dixon, Bradford ; W. Harvey, Sheffield. Com-
mended, K. H. Nichobis, Newport.
Bantams (Game).- First, T. Eastham, Preston. Second, D. Parsons,

Cuerdtn, near Preston. Highly Commended, it. IVI. Stark, Hull; C. W.
Wilson, O.^enholme; J. Munn, Slanchester; J. Garlick, Liverpool.
Bantams (Any other variety;.—First. MissK, Charlton, Bradford. Second,

W. J. Cope, Barnsley. Highly Commended, R. M. Stark, Hull; G.
Maples, JUD., Wavertree, near Livei-pool ; R, Chase, Birmingham.
Decks (White Aylesbury).— First, Second, and Highly Commended, Mrs.

M. Seamons, Aylesbury.
Docks (Rouen).— First, T. Robinson, Ulverston. Second, H. Worrall,

West Derby. Highly Commended, M. Redhead, Kendal, Commended,
T. Robinson, Ulverston.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, D. Parsons, Cuerdon. Second, J. R.

Jessop, Hull. Highly. Commended, E. JI. Starke, Hull; T. H. D. Bayley,
lekwell, near Biggleswade.

EXTRA PRIZES.
Gami: Cocks (Any colour).—First, J. Fletcher, Stoneclough, near Man-

chester, second, M. Billing, jun , Birmingham. Third, J. Fjetcher, Stone-
clough. Fourth, J. Hodgson, Whittington, near Burton, Westmorland.
Highly Commended, T. Robinson, Ulverston ; M. Billing, jun., Birmingham.
Commended, J. S. Butler, foulton-le-Fylde.

Game Chickens (Any variety).-First, M. Billing, Jan., Birmingham.

Second, W. J. Cojic, Barnsley. Third, J. Fletcher, Stonecloush. Highly

Commended, A. B. Dyas, Madeley. U. Thompson, Milntborpe ; Capt.

Hornby, Knowsley ; .Miss J. A. Aykroyd, Bradford; G. C. Whitwell,

Kendal, commended, T, West, Eccleston ; J. Fletcher, Manchester.

Game Ba.ntam Cocks (Any colour).— First, J. Munn, Newchurch, near

Manchester. Second, G. Maples, jun, Liverpool. Highly Commended,
R.J. Kubinson, Ulverston ; J. W. Morris, Rochdale; J. Crossland, jun.,

Wakebeld- C B. Kennedy, Ulverston; R. Moon, Wavertree, Liverpool.

Commended, R. M. Stark, Hull ; T. Eastham, Preston; Miss M. Aukland,

Chesterfield.

ME. HINDSON AND THE GAME FOWLS AT
BIEMINGHAM.

In reply to your con-espondent " F.," I have to state that

the man Pugh has been my paid servant for several years,

as receipts in my possession will prove ; and I have no hesi-

tation in again asserting that the birds alleged to have been

purchased by Mr. Williams were my property; and the

Black Eed bird which he says I "borrowed to show in

1863," was exhibited by me, when a chicken, in 1862, and at

that time I refused to sell him for the sum of £6.

Beyond this explanation I do not at present purpose

entering, as it is scarcely likely any person really desirous

of sifting the truth of the matter would prefer writing

under an assumed, when his real, address ought to redound

to his credit.— Joseph Hindson, Barton House, JBveHon.

EOUL BEOOD.
(Concluded from page lOS.)

On the second outbreak of the malady I sought the opinion

of "A Devonshire Bee-keeper," and a most experienced

apiarian friend on whose opinion I can always place much
confidence. The former recommended me to destroy every

stock in which foul brood existed; the latter told me in

addition, that although " a prophet hath no honour in his

own country," still when once I had fairly been a sufferer

from foul brood I would never be entirely quit of it. In his

own case (I may mention he is no experimentalist, but

thoroughly practical, his combs all fixtures), he would have

been out of a stock long ago but for buying in swarms

annually. Now as to the first advice, it would certainly have

been much better to have destroyed my stock as recom-

mended by "A Devonshike Bee-keepek," and saved my
feeding. Still it has not altogether been thrown away,

I having in one sense had value for my money in being

thoroughly convinced of the malignity of the disease.^ This

possibly may save me from further losses in the time to

come. As to the second, I sincerely hope my friend may
prove a "false prophet" so far as regards the apiary of

Mr. Woodbury ; and sooner than be a continuous sufferer as

my adviser has been, and possess what of aU things I would

most dislike, " a dwindling apiary," I am quite prepared

to make a grand conflagration of my entire stock and whole

appliances in use during the late season (for the plague

infection, as it undoubtedly is, cannot surely be atmo-

spherical), and so shake off the disease, buy in a new stock,

and commence bee-keeping de novo.

Before proceeding to take a glance at the controversy

generally, I must confess to have been more nonplussed by

this foul-brood business than by anything I have met with

in my apiarian experience. Could it be that these interest-

ing insects which I always deemed, if properly looked to

and tended, proof against disease, were to become the

victims of a vii-ulent malady—bad enough, certainly, in

every individual case to the owner of a row of common
straw skeps, but fearful to contemplate in its results to the

proprietor proud of his scientific apiary ? I all along wished

for the sake of bee-keeping generally that Mr. Lowe's able

arguments were sound ; that our brother of Devon had

somehow been too experimental ; but then there were the

undoubted detaUs of that brother's painful experience, not

lightly to be explained away by any amount of plausible

theory.

Mr. Lowe was borne out in his opinion by Mr. Taylor,

that foul brood is simply another term for chiUed brood,

is not at all an infectious epidemic, and, like chiUed brood,

easily extirpated by excision. No doubt any opinion ema-

nating from so trustworthy a source as the respected author

of the " Bee-keepers' Manual' ' cai-ries with it its due weight
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SO, too, must that of Mi\ Lowe, one whose enlarged views on
many points of apiarian science and graceful contributions
tend so much to adorn The Journal op Horticulture.
But as to foul brood, the former, with that frank upright-
ness to be expected from such a quarter, admits that "it
never came within my own observation." As to the latter,

is it not possible he may have mistaken dulled for foul
brood? If we except such allies as "An Old-fashioned
Bee-master " and Jonas Jackson, Sir. Lowe stands alone
—at least, the mass of evidence is all aijainst his peculiar I

theory. The keystone on which he rests his argumenta-
tive superstructure is, that bees do not remove chUled
brood, on which point he invites the opinion of practical

apiarians, and on which I must beg most respectfully to

differ fi-om him. My experience taken negatively, if I may
use the exjjression, is that in all hives put down at the
end of the season after the cessation of breeding, or twenty-
four days after swarming—saving an odd sealed cell here
and there over the combs—I do not recollect of having met
with, in a single instance, masses of chilled brood at all

similar in extent or appearance to my diseased stocks of
this season ; and positively I have seen bees over and over
again di-awiug out chilled brood after frost, and fi-om different

causes, in various stages of development. Then, again, we
have the most marked contrast with foul-brooded stocks.

The bees make no effort towards removal beyond piercing
the cell-covers, as it were to satisfy themselves of its real

presence, and display considerable anxiety to free them-
selves of the sticky offensive fluid at once if brought in
contact with then- bodies.

That foul brood is a contagious disoase I have experienced
to my cost, as detailed in the foregoing nar-rative ; and what
is of the next importance to the bee-keeper, contrary to my
own hope and expectation, I have proved that it is incurable
hy excision of the infected parts.

I cannot draw these remarks to a conclusion without
joining in the protest of more than one correspondent as to
the peculiar "tone" of some of Mr. Lowe's communications
affecting the experiences of "A Devonshire Beb-keepee,"
although it is pleasant to observe in his last communication
he has condescended to come down from his theoretic emi-
nence to examine—not ignore—the experience of his
brethi'cn, where, I have no doubt, Mr. Woodbury will meet
him, as heretofore, with fair argument.
In particular, whUo deprecating, as much as Mr. Lowe

possibly could do, keeping combs-brood one instant longer
than is absolutely necessary fi'om their natural guardians,
stiU I do think he was a little too hard on our Devon
friend. Surely some little allowance ought to be made
for the peculiar position in which the latter was placed.
He certainly did not advocate such a procedure as a
rule ; on the contrary, I have formed the opinion that
he is far too enthusiastic a lover of the bee to adopt
the course alluded to but fi-om sheer neecssity—indeed, ho
had no occasion to tell us of it ; but he is fully aware that
details of apiarian operations are at all times more interest-
ing and useful to the reader than mere generalities. But
what would Mr. Lowe say, did I tell him of a case that once
came under the observation of one of the most practical and
successful apiarians in the West of Scotland ? Finding the
beauty of a valuable octagon-super mai-red by the presence
of brood, and fearing were he to cut it out some irregularitj'

might occur in the fiUing-up, he resolved, as the best plan,
to take it off till the brood perished, then replace it, trusting
to the known practice of the bees to carry out chilled brood

;

the cells subsequently to be filled with honey, the value of
the box being in no way deteriorated. Y\^hat was the
result? After the super had lain not "in a warm corner
of the kitchen for the night," but in a cool room for seven
days, did it transform agreeably to Mr. Lowe's theory, that
many-storied octagon tower into a mass of foulness ? No,
verily, but to the sui-prise and mortification of the bee-keeper,
the brood was hatched out in due course, leaving behind
them theu- dark impress, to the no smaU lessening of its

value.—A Kenfrewshire Bee-keeper.

most overwhelming mass of evidence in disproof of it. My
opinion upon the subject has been clearly put forward in the
pages of this Jom-nal ; and in aU the multitude of words
which Mr. Lowe has cleverly put together, I see nothing in

the shape of fact or evidence to alter it. As to foul brood
itself, I am hapj)}' to say that I have as yet had no experience
of it (very famuiai- as I have been with corrupted chilled

brood like Mr. Lowe), and I feel assured, begging his pardon,
that Mr. Lowe is as entirely ignorant of this disease as I am.
May he long continue to be so. My opinion has been de-
liberately formed on the abundant evidence detailed in these
pages. If that evidence is insufEcient to satisfy a reasonable
mind, then I am free to confess there is no evidence in all the
world, short of ocular demonstration, which ought to satisfy

a reasonable mind, and we may gravely read and allow the
"historic doubts of the existence of Napoleon Buonaparte."
I wonder what Mr. Lowe will say to the story given by
" A Eenfrewshiee Bee-keeper," in your Journal of Feb-
ruary 2nd ? Here is fact on the evidence of a most credible

witness, and fact most particular, and to the point. But
there has not been wanting fact on evidence quite as credible

before, yet Mr. Lowe maintains his theory.

He refers to a remark of mine at page 3(j4, No. 136, where
I say that " in strong hives bees are fully up to the require-

ments of the case, and remove all impiu'ities as they occur."
Surely this is no overstatement of the case. I must have
been understood to mean in all ordinary eases it is so. If

a sharp frost suddenly occiu's after mUd weather of some
duration, in early spring or late autumn, it kiUs in many
hives, both strong and weak, a quantity of larvje in every
stage of growth. On the return of mild weather all these
are dragged out of their cells and carried out of the hive,

till the balance of purity is restored. Who has not seen this

done scores of times ? Bees invariably do this if strong
enough, except of course when some epidemic visits them,
such as dysentery for instance, or this fatal new disease,

foul brood, which overmasters them. These are exceptional
cases, and prove the rule. But I feel it is time to stop

;

Mr. Lowe in the very paragraph which contains the above
quotation from my former communication argues entirely
from supposition. We may go on supijosing eases for ever
and ever, and " out of nothing comes nothing." So I lay
aside the pen in this controversy, content to abide the sure
progress of truth, which must ultimately prevaU.—B. & W.

It was not till my return home the other day, after an
absence of some duration, that I read over Mr. Lowe's
recent communications on " Foul Brood," in which he labours
to maintain his theory upon the subject in the face of the

ACCLIMATISATIOiS' OF BEES.
Much has been done and more is doing for the introduc-

tion of different species of honey bees both in this country
and in America. In the latter country, Dr. A. Gertsacker,
in concluding a very extensive memoii- on the distribution of

the honey bee, observes that the most valuable form for

Eui'ope would be the Egy^jtian, partly on account of their
beauty, and partly because of theii' unwillingness to use
theu' stings, which appears to be common to all Airican bees,
and is also one of the recommendations of the Italian bee.
The Syrian bee agrees so closely with tlie Egyptian that it

may prove equally valuable ; and next to these in value are
the bees of the coast of Asia Minor. In England measures
have been taken to import swarms of one of the East India
species. We wrote for some relative information, and the
following is an extract fi'om a letter we have received from
the ^-icinity of Myh^re.

" The natives call them ' makyan-flies,' and positively
assert that they move their homes every month at the full

moon, alter eating up all the honey which they have stored
during then- stny in that place. They alight in the centi-e

of a thick bush, a tree, inside the roof of a Jioxise—in fact,

anywhere, except on the ground. After clustering for a
short time they commence working, and soon got a comb
filled with honey and larva;. I took a nest yesterday in my
dhobie's hou;-c, but it was only a small one, and the bees
seemed to have laid themselves out for breeding rather than
storing honey ; for thougii the comb was about 8 inches
broad and G deep, there was only honey in the upper combs
to the depth of aljout 'J. inches, and the remaining cells were
mostly filled with the grubs. I kdled some of the bees as
specimens for you; but as I am out in the jungle I forgot
to bring them with me, so I vnR send some next time I
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write. They are about lialf an inch long, rather slender,

and striped black and white across then- bodies.
" The curious thing is, that though they have stings they

never use them when you take their honey ; and if yoii like

to rob the comb at night during tliis cold weather, you can
take the bees up by handsful without danger, for they are

completely numbed. I have not tried to hive them, for a
fellow engineer has told me that from experience he is

almost sure that the story about their eating their own
honey at the tuR moon is really true.

" I remember myself, that along time ago, a swarm settled

in a thick bush iu the garden, but we took no notice of it at

the time ; and afterwards, when you made inquiries, I went
to look at them, but they were gone, though the comb was
left perfectly empty. Two swarms have come within the
last fortnight, so that when the full moon comes again I

will watch and see whether they are really such improvident
gluttons as they are supposed to be. This kind, as I have
said, are harmless, but there is a larger and more savage
kind, which I have not seen. A fellow dare not go near
theii" nests, for they would instantly attack him most
savagely. Don't you remember the narrative of the two
young fellows near Jubbulpoor, which you inserted in the
Journal when I was at home ? They were hunted by these

. bees, and one poor fellow was drowned and the other nearly
stung to death. They are ten-ibly savage ; and I hear from
fellows I can rely on, that they have seen their combs hanging
nearly 6 feet from the timbers to which they were attached."

DO MICE EAT BEES?
Asks "T. E.," at page 106. Most assuredly they do,

combs and honey too, and are depredators much more to be
dreaded dm-ing severe weather than spiders.

They often form a snug nest in the apex of the hackle, or
even iu a corner of a weak- hive, gradually appropriating the
contents. The careful bee-keeper is at once apprised of their
presence by their excrements lying about on the hive or
board. They are easOy expelled from the hackle, and may
be caught in the hive by throwing a piece of cap net or leno
over it so soon as inverted ; a few taps dislodge the mouse,
which shows itself by darting against the net in its en-
deavours to escape.

Earwigs too are fond of nibbling at dead bees, but dui-ing
severe frost the worst enemies of the living ones are the
mouse, and that sly little marauder the tit-mouse.—A Een-
FBEWSHIEE BeE-KEEPEK.

BEES TEAYELLING BY RAILWAY.
Pebhaps the enclosed account of the removal of five stocks

of bees may not prove uninteresting at this slack time among
bees.

On the morning of January 6th, 1864, four stocks were
packed with their floor-boards in a crate, two being placed
on some straw at the bottom, and two above them ^vith
straw between ; straw was packed all round and at the top.
The fifth was packed with its floor-board and straw in an
American flom--barrel. They were then forwarded to a rail-
way station one mile on a goods van, thence a distance of
sixty mUes by goods train at night, and on the morning of the
9th taken by goods van a distance of twelve miles. The whole
reached their destination without damage. They were all
<!ommon_ cottage-hives. I took the precaution to remove aU
obstructions from the mouths of the hives, and prevented
the bees escaping by means of a piece of perforated zinc.
I also placed perforated zinc over the holes at the top,
thereby allowing a free draught through the hive. During
the night of the 9th one hive was overturned, detaching afl
the combs from the hive (this was a swarm of 1863, and had
had the bees &om another hive joined to it in the autumn,
andweighedsej lbs.), which wasextremely vexing. However,
I proceeded to remove the combs one by one, brushing the
bees back into the hive. When I had removed all the combs,
I inverted the hive containing all the bees upon the top of
another stock-hive, having previously removed the covering
ii-om the hole in the top of the stock-hive to make a free
communication between the two. By the evening all the
bees had descended very peaceably into the stock, when I re-

moved the empty hive, and covered up the stock again with
its perforated zinc. By-the-by, I cover up the holes in the
tops of all my hives during the winter simply with perfor-
ated zinc, and have found great benefit fi-om it ; I now never
know what damp in a hive is.

Let me also caU the attention of your readers to a hive-

stand I have iTsed for several years, which is very simple and
not expensive. It consists of a piece of 1 J-inch gas-piping
3 feet long, driven into the ground about 20 inches ; at the
top is a block of wood about 10 inches square, and 2J inches
thick, with a hole through the middle into which the iron is

fixed firmly ; about half way up the pedestal is a kind of

cup made of zinc, standing about 1 inch from it all round,
which I fill with water. I was obliged to invent this last

autumn, as my bees were infested and annoyed with earwigs,
spiders, and ants, and the cup quite prevents their gaining
the top.

The last two or thi-ee days there have been several drops,
about as large as a pea, of dark orange-coloured semi-liquid
stuii upon the alighting-board of some ofmy hives. The bees
seem prosperous enough. Can any of your readers inform
me what it is ?—P. W.

Eaklt Pollen-gathep.ing. — As many bee-keepers are

interested in the first indications of returning activity,

it may be desirable to record an unusually early com-
mencement this year. On Monday, January 25th, being a
bright and remarkably mild day, the thermometer in the
shade ranging between 51° and 56°, my bees brought in

abundance of bright yellow pollen, evidently collected from
the yellow crocus. The crocus is cultivated in large quan-
tities in this neighboiirhood as a field crop, and, therefore,

though but thinly in bloom at present, it constitutes a con-

siderable pasturage in the aggregate. We have also in the
gardens arabis, aconite, snowdrops, and primroses in bloom.
—G. P. B., SpaUiMg.

Bee Svtabming Extp.aokdinaet.—It is not always either

agreeable or safe to have a swarm of bees almost inside

your house ; in such cases efforts to remove or even get rid

of them may be deemed excusable. On Friday, January
22nd, a swarm, which for years past has taken possession of

the space between the drawing-room floor and the dining-

room ceiling of the residence of Mr. Buchanan, at Poulton-
cum-Seacombe, Wallasey, came out in vast numbers from
their winter quarters, and disported themselves in front of

his house as if it had been midsummer. The annual move-
ments of this swarm have long been a source of interest and
curiosity in the neighbourhood. On one occasion the en-

trance to their cells was closed up during the winter ; but
in the following spring the bees made their way out into

the light through the same aperture which had been barred
against them. And on another occasion, when it was thought
they had been eifeotually destroyed by the action of burnt
brimstone, great numbers of them were, nevertheless, un-
touched, and forced their way into the air in the following

spring, and the swarm has never since been disturbed.

—

{Liverpool Albion.)

Pkematitee Drone Pp.odtjction.—On the 2nd inst. I

was surprised to find a young drone still alive, and ap-

parently quite matured, turned out of my Bevan bar-hive.

This hive is very strong, but has no internal protection

whatever, and has been fully ventUated since the middle of

November ; hence it would seem that the queen was actually

laying, and that the bees succeeded in rearing brood in

spite of ventilation during most intense frost.—J. E. B.

DOEMICE AND OTHEE MICE.
In reply to your correspondent, "Mtjs," as to where he

may find some dormice, he must look along the hedgerows,

and in woods and coppices, among the bushes, and in hollow

stubs. They are frequently foiind by the hedgers and
woodcutters. They build a small round nest of dried grass

or bent, sometimes in a hollow stub or hole in a tree or
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bank, but also frequently in a hawthorn, blackthorn, or
gorse bush, at 2 or 3 feet from the ground. In these nests
they are frequently found curled up in a drowsy, half-torpid
state, generally two in a nest, with their taUs tm-ned over
their noses, lying belly to belly, but crosswise. My chUdi-en
often have them. They feed on nuts, corn, seeds of weeds,
and such like. Most persons who go nutting are familiar
with the empty nutshells, with a small hole scraped on one
side like what the squirrels make, only smaller. In confine-
ment they are very fond of bread and mQk. Some of these
mice seem very tame, while others display much wUdness. If
mice that are unacquainted are put in the same cage they
sometimes fight, and one or other will be killed. They ai-e

pretty little animals, with their bright black eyes, their
sandy-coloured backs, and white beLUes. Sometimes one
has a white tip to the taU, which difi'ers from the tails of other
mice in being hau-y, and slightly bushy. They seem to be
nocturnal in then- habits, as they become more lively and
generally run about at night, while in the day they seem
drowsy, from which cause they are commonly called sleepers.
I know no reason why they should not breed in cages, but
ours have generally escaped, or met with some accident
before summer came. The last the chUdi-en had was very
tame, and frequently made its appearance at the tea-table,
where it would sit up on its hind feet holding a piece of
bread in its front paws, or drink milk from a teaspoon,
and it seemed to enjoy cuddling in the childi-en's bosoms.
But poor "Benny" was not doomed to be a pet long; the
cage door being unfastened, he got out when no one was near,
and the tortoisesheU kitten cut short his existence.
When at school my schoolfellows were mice-fanciei's. The

common house mice we could do very little with, they were
so very wild and iintractable, and they gnawed our cages.
The general favom-ite was the long-tailed field mouse. This
handsome mouse is rather larger than the others and has a
jacket of a reddish grey and a white vest; the ears are very
large ; the eyes large, prominent, and lustrous ; the tail long
and slender, which gives rise to their name. These wUi
breed in confinement. We used to search for their holes in
the stubble fields, and dig them out with our knives. They
were easily tamed. The plan adopted was to drop the mouse
if it seemed to be wild, into a hand-basin of water, where it

was allowed to swim until quite tired, when it was taken out,
wiped, rubbed, warmed, and comfoi-ted tUl quite recovered,
when it seemed qvrite tamed, and a second ducking was rarely
required. It was not so with the common house mouse, as
no ducking would tame it.

The short-tailed field mouse differs from the long-tailed
field mouse in having a short tail, and smaller cars and eyes.
I do not recollect that we ever kept them, though I dug one
out on the common at Calais that was partly white, and I
kept it for some time as a curiosity.
The harvest mouse is the smallest which I know of the

mouse tribe. They are very pretty, gentle, and delicate little
things, of a light sandy colour', with a white belly and very
delicate feet. They do not seem very wild and are social,
being generally found in considerable companies.
The white mice so common in cages, and which may be

bought in London for Gd. a-pair, are also amusing little pets,
and if not so easily tamed as the long-tailed field mouse,
are nothing like so unmanageable as then- common grey
brethren. Mine used to climb a pole, swing on a string, or,

yoked like oxen, draw a little waggon.
Bread and milk is the best food for mice, with oats ; but

they wUl eat almost any kind of corn or seeds, and show a
gi'eat fondness for hempseed. They miist be kept clean, or
their cages smell offensively.—B. P. Bkent.

HEEBIVOEOUS ANIMALS AMONG YEWS.
The remarks under the above heading in your publication

of the 29th of December recalled a conversation I once had
with a most experienced forester as to the risk a gentleman
ran in aUowing his cattle to feed in a field centred by a
yew quite unprotected. He held there was no risk, against
which opinion I adduced the fact of a depredator having
some yeai-s ago sawed off a branch fr'om an old yew here,

throwing the spray over the gai-den wall to escape notice, by

eating which spray six valuable bullocks browsing in the
wood behind perished. He explained this after the manner
of " J. M. S.," that in a withering state yew branches were
rank poison, wliile in a growing one they were perfectly in-

noxious.

Some little time aftei-wai'ds half a dozen heifers broke
thi-ough a fence into the i^olioy of a neighbour, and fed on a
growing yew, and all died. This occun-ed about midsummer,
during the full growth of grass, when the animals, unlike the
famished deer, had no temptation to eat the yew to excess.
Next time I met the forester I duly apjirised him of the

exception to his rule in this catastrophe. He, however,
franldy owned there seemed to prevail a wide-spread diversity

of opinion on the subject, as at two noblemen's seats where
he had served in his young days, the yews were in the one
case quite unprotected, while in the other they were as
rigorously enclosed.

For my own part I can offer no better solution of the
difficulty than that there may exist a certain amount of fer-

mentation in the withering branches generating an amount
of gas in the stomachs of the animals pai-taking of it, similar

in effect io what may be expected from thefr eating ex-

cessively when either prompted by novelty or hunger, as in

the case of cattle breaking into a clover field. However, be
that as it may, those having yews would err on the safe

side by protecting ; and at the same time, it would be very
satisfactory could this diversity of opinion be properly
reconciled.—A Renteewshire Bee-keeper.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Poultry asd Piggeuy Dixry {Mrs. P.).—It was not remunerative to

the proprtetor, wlto lived in Essex, and it Is not now pubUs&ed.

Yariol-s Breeijs Unpeparated (Okl Coch).—We are not friendly to

crosses, bfCiupe tliey are always unsaleible; amateurs of crosses like to
make iliem theinsclves. Your cross would be a good oue for eggs, but for
nothing else. CrCive Copur and Spanish are botli non-sitters, but excellent
layers. The Dorking' are excellent sitters and mothers. It is probable the
mixture would in both cases lessen excellenciea. You can only tjet good fowls
by giving good pricL-s. If you -wish to know ihe points of the different

breed:?, you will tind them in the new edition of " Baity's Fowls ;" and
tbey have been repeatedly published in our columns.

Eggs of Sebright Bant.\ms [C G.).—Sebright Bantams Uy as many
eggs as any others. The eggs :ii-e as large, but not always as fertile.

Sebriglit Banfams are uncertain breeders.

Profitable Layers {Regular Header).—The hardiest hens are the best

layers in contiiiemcnt— Spanish, Brahmas, Cjcliins, La Fleche; especially

ttie tirst, because they are small consumers ot foud.

Food for Cocnis-CBiNA Fowls [H. i.).—Ground oats form the best food
for Cochin cockerels and pullets. The scrap-pail ol the kitchen is a very
useful a':ljuncL Any buff teaihers on the breast of a Partridge CochiD
cock are a. very grave fault if he h for exhibition. If only as a stock bird,

put tu dark hens free from the encroaching yellow tint, they may be got rid

of; but it is very preferable to have a purely black breast.

Partridge Cochin-China Cock's Tail {R. Webster).— It is no advantage
for a Partriage Cocnin cock to have white feathers in his tail ; but it is not
a serious detriment, nor a disqualification. There is no cure lur it. If yoa
pulled them out they would be winter. It is a common occurrence to find,

after every moult, rather more wbiie.

Foul Brood (/. W. ^.).~^Ye begin to think that we do not need any
more "opinions" upon this subject, and that we had better wait until

more researches hLive been made during the coming summer.

Bees {James J(itclin(/).—ThQ successful result sufficiently attests your
good management We think, however, you went for rather too much in

attempting lo gee honey Horn stocks which hid already given you two
swarms a-piece. Colonies that are to be united in autumn should either

adjoin each other, or should be a considerable distance apart; otherwise
many lives are lost from bees returning to their old stand. For this reason
bee-keepers might often exchange driven beea with advantage. We never
tried the mode of uniting which yo\i describe. Your partially-tilled super
nuiy be completed In the spring. We have not lound any advantage from
giving bees Hour iu the spring.

Mignonette (It. jY., Oxon).—It is one of the best of bee flowers wher-
ever grown. The luth instant was not very early for pollen-gathering
commencing In O.tfordt-hiie.

LONDON MAEKETS.—Febeuaey 15.

POULTEY.
The supply is moderate, and the trade very bad for any but the best

quality ol poultry

Larg6 Fowls
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in beds of earth, either in pits, frames, or artificial or make-
shift trenches, by Tvhioh means fine stock is very often
raised. Either of these two ways is better than cramping
such plants up into small pots, by which a vast deal more
labour is uicurred with less chance of getting a fine healthy
stock.

We apply this system to neai-ly all spring-struck stock,
such as Verbenas, Ageratums, Gazanias, Alyssums, Helio-
ti'opes, &c. Verbena venosa, that gem of all Verbenas for

steady autumn display, is managed in the same way. It
is sown in the first week of February, after steeping the seeds
for forty-eight hours or more. When ready to handle two
hundi-ed or thereabouts are put into each box. It stands,
or rather requires, more heat to make it grow quickly into
strong plants than the other Verbenas, and can do with
any amount of water. It is one of those plants that wUl
almost bear to be as wet as a bog plant if in a smart heat,
and wOl do all the better for it. Lobelia speciosa is sown
about the middle of February, and boxed at the rate of 250
in a box, and in that way it makes fine i^lants.

I recommend this general use of large boxes to any who
may stiQ be pursuing the potting-ofi' system, and with con-
fidence say that it will save them much time and produce
a healthier stock of plants. Even over the planting-out in
beds it possesses many advantages, and that chiefly from
the facility with which heat can be taken advantage of or
done without when no longer required. I have seen such
things as Verbenas and many other bedding plants struck
in heat, then hardened off in colder places to make them
fit for planting out in some makeshift frame, but not till

they were long and wu-y, after which, if they are to make
fine plants, it must be by coming away again from the
bottom eyes. I have had nearly twenty thousand Verbenas
in boxes placed close together in the month of May, pre-
senting the appearance of a surface that would give fine
scope for a green swath with a keen scythe. This year we
shall not have nearly this number, as the arrangements in
most cases are entu'ely altered every season.

_
It is generally found desu-able, if not necessary, to mul-

tiply the stock of certain sorts of Geraniums by spring jjro-

pagation, and fine plants can be had by the end of May from
cuttings struck in February and March. In the case of
scarce or newly-introduced varieties which it is desu-able to
multiply as rapidly as possible, propagation may be cai-ried
on the whole winter with success, ijrovided a tempera,ture of
60° with a rather di-y atmosphere is at command. Before
taking the cuttings from pilants that have been potted up
in autumn, I always like to let them have as much heat
this month as will excite them into growth, and have always
fovmd them do better than when taken from a cold house
while the plants were comparatively dormant. The method
I adopt is to put the store-pots into a temperature of about
60° early in February ; shady positions are avoided, if pos-
sible. They ai-e kept in a healthy growing state as to
moisture at the roots ; and by the end of February or first

week of March, all the longest growths ai-e taken from the
parent plants, first leaving two or three of last year's gi-owth.
If aU the cuttings were ready and taken from the plants at
once these would receive a sudden check, the young roots
would perish, and in the case of delicate sorts some might
die altogether. Whether in spring or autumn we like large
cuttings, consequently they are left on the plants tUl they
attain a good size. They are made in the usual way, and
put into well-drained pots, pans, or boxes, as is most con-
venient, in sand and finely-sifted leaf mould in the pro-
portions of two parts of the former to one of the latter.
They are then placed near the glass in any position where
they can have the full sun, and a temperatm-e of about 05°,

and when a little bottom heat can be afforded all the better!
The atmosphere should be rather dry than otherwise. Under
these conditions, and with a uniform medium state of mois-
tm-e at the root, they are ready to pot-oif in about three
weeks after they ai-e put in. As fine a striking of Golden
Chain as ever I saw, was effected by putting a few inches of
sand over a bed of hot leaves in a light, au'y house. About a
thousand cuttings were put in at one time in March, and
very few out of the whole batch were lost. I have, however,
given up the spring propagation of Golden Chain, finding
that cuttings taken in the end of Jidy or August, and struck
out-doors in the hottest and mo.'st sunny position possible.

root like weeds, and make much finer plants than spring-
struck ones. Besides this, other golden-leaved plants of
more than equal beauty, and much hardier, render it not
necessaj'y to grow Golden Chain so extensively.
When it is desired that any favourite new Geranium

should be increased into a large stock in the shortest pos-
sible time, the plants are not turned out of their pots when
put into the beds. They are shifted into six-inch pots, and
in these they are plunged into the beds, covering the pots
2 inches deep. In this way they, of coui'se, grow freely ; and
when removed fi'om the beds in October, they receive but
little check compared to what they always must endure
when planted-out and lifted and potted in the usual way.
They are, consequently, in a far better condition for yielding
cuttings throughout the winter and spiing, and it is asto-

nishing how speedily a large stock can be obtained in this

way. In the summer of 1S5S I procured about eighty plants
of Golden Chain, with which to make a start here. They
were treated as I have now described ; and all that could be
made of it in 1859 were plunged in their pots, and by May,
1860, 1 had more than two thousand plants. It may, however,
be remarked, that it grows with unusual vigour' here, the soil

and climate being most suitable for it, and, in fact, aU
Geraniums.
Where time and accommodation can be afforded, I would

recommend that all Geraniums be potted-off singly into
three or four-inch pots according to their size. They eome
much sooner into bloom than when planted out of store-pots

or boxes, or planted out into beds, and they are, moreover,
not so lil;ely to grow too rank for profuse blooming. When
planted without being potted-off they lose their foliage, and
look shabby for a long time, particularly if the weather
be cold and wet. When they do lay hold of the soU. they
ai'e apt to grow more to foliage than to flower, and the
season is far advanced before the beds have a respectable
appeai-ance.

There is one more point in the preparation of flower-

garden plants that I would here touch upon

—

i.e., the hard-
ening of plants previous to their being planted out. That
they should be well " hardened off," it is almost needless
to affiiTu. I am, however, of opinion, that in many instances
there is too much of it after a certain fashion, and that the
well-doing of the stock after it is planted out-^which should
be the end in view—is, to a lai-ge extent, defeated. It is

not uncommon to meet with plants in small pots ex-

posed to a flagging sun for some weeks before planting
time, with the idea of making them hardy. In this way
they are subjected to baking droughts and a ducking of cold
water alternately, in far too rapid succession ; and instead
of being called hardened, they should be called stai'ved or
roasted, for they become so miserably stinted and wiry, that
instead of increasing in size, they not unlrequently become
less. When planting time arrives then- tissues are dried
up and contracted, and midsummer is past before they start
into healthy growth.
While disagreeing with this method, I would not have it

understood that I disapprove of all plants being well har-
dened off before being tm'ned out into exposed beds ; but I

object to such an extreme mode of accomphshing it. If,

instead of so exposing plants in small pots all day for weeks
to hot sun, they were either slightly shaded for a few hours
in the hottest part of the day, or had their pots plunged,
they would look very differently, and would be properly
hardened, whUe at the same time they increased in size.

The full exposure should be allowed in the eaily and latter

parts of sunny weather, and on dull days. This is far better
for the plants, and saves time and labour in watering. In
large boxes, and in beds, plants can take care of themselves
in this respect, for scorching heats and di'ought do not
affect them as in small pots. Heavy rains are what must be
warded from them, and not hot sun, any amount of which
they can bear with impunity after the plants have met
together and covered the sod. D. Thomson.

PoiNSETTiA PULCHEKKiM.i.—In answer to " K. T. W.," I
beg to say that the white variety ofthe above can be obtained,
I beUevc, at most large nurseries. If he find any trouble in
procuring a plant, I shall be most happy to forward him.
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if he will send me Ws full address, a cutting of the wood when
properly ripened. There is no doubt but that the Poinsettia

may be flowered in both the ways spoken of in his letter and
yoiir answer; but I believe the best plan is to strike young
joints of the old wood. As soon as these have made shoots

of three joints nip out the points, and again nip out the

points if desired to be very large ; but this second stopping

will make the plants very late. By this means I have
plants in No. 12-pots with five or six heads of bloom, each

about 12 or 14 inches in diameter.—C. M. Major, Cromwell

Souse, Suppas Hill Terrace, Croydon.

EOYAL HOETICULTTJEAIi SOCIETY'S FEUIT
COMMITTEE.

EESIGNATION OP DE. HOGS AS SECEETAET.

We are requested to publish the following correspondence

between Dr. Hogg and the Council :

—

" 99, St. George's Road, Pim'.ico, S.W.,
" Februuiy lOih, 1SC4.

"Dbab SiK,
—
"When I accepted the office of Secretary to

the Fruit Committee of the Horticultural Society it was
under the impression that the Council intended to maintain
and develope the horticultural character of the Society.

For a time I believed the Council were in earnest in this

matter, and so long as I believed they were so I continued
to fill that office. Kecent events, however, have convinced

me that some other object than the advancement of Horti-

culture is that which a ruling majority of the late and
present Councils have in view, and I therefore beg that you
will have the goodness to lay this my resignation before the
first meeting of Council.

" I shall be glad if the Council wHl accept my resignation

at once, and allow it to date from the 25th of December last.

On hearing from you, I wUl send all books and papers re-

lating to the Committee ; and allow me to remind you that
there is a meeting of the Committee on the 23rd inst., and
it wiU be necessary to appoint some person to be present to

act in the capacity of Secretary on that occasion.—I am,
dear Sir, yovu's faithfully, Eobekt Hogg.—To Andrew
MunRAT, Esq."

*' Eoyal Horticultural Society, South Kensington,
" February 19th, 1864.

" Dear Sir,—I have laid before tie Council your letter of

the 10th inst., resigning your office (with salary attached)

as Secretary of the Fruit Committee, and requesting them
to accept it as from the 25th ot December last. I am directed
in reply to inform you that they readily accept your resigna-
tion as from the date of your letter.

" The CouncU see no reason for antedating your resigna-
tion, though they cannot but remark that your conduct
would have been less open to observation if your resignation
had been tendered before you took active measures in oppo-
sition to the Council.
" I am to point out that you are wholly in error in sup -

posing 'that some other object than the advancement of
Horticulture is that which a ruling majority of the late and
present CouncOs have in view;' and they direct your
attention to the fact that in the year jiTst before the esta-
blishment of the gardens at South Kensington the Society
had given up its shows at Chiswick ; had ceased to employ
a collector abroad ; had abandoned the publication of any
Journal or Proceedings ; held no ballots for plants or seeds

;

had sold its herbarium and library ; had also sold its pre-
mises in Kegent Street, and located itself in two small
rooms in St. Martin's Lane, whilst the Fellows had diminished
in number to 985. Whereas, after the establishment of the
garden at South Kensington, and whUe the management of
the Society has been in the hands of the • ruling majoi-ity of
the late Council,' the flower shows have been re-established

;

collectors have been and are employed abroad; theii- hor-
ticultural publications have been resumed ; Fruit and Floral
Committees organised ; ballots for plants have, been insti-

tuted ; and the Fellows have increased in number fr-om 985
to 3336. The present state of the experimental and practical
part of the Chiswick G-arden is in high efficiency, and •

greater advantages are derived from it by the Fellows than
at any former period of the Society's career. The Council
intend to resume meetings of the Society for discussion of
papers, similar to those held in Eegent Street, before those
premises were abandoned in 1858.

" In conclusion, the Council observe that they intend to

continue the successful exertions of their predecessors, and
hope, tlu'ough the means of the increasing prosperity of the
South Kensington Gardens, stiU further to promote the
science of Horticulture. The CouncU wiU publish your
letter and their reply in their ' Proceedings.'—I am, dear
Sir, yours faithfully, Andrew Murray.—To Dr. Hogg."

•' 99, St. George's Road, Pimlico,
" February 2U, 1864.

"Andrew Murray, Esq.

" Dear Sir,—In replying to your letter of the 19th inst.,

I have to thank the Council for the readiness with which
they have accepted my resignation of the office of Secretary
to the Fruit Committee.

" In asking the Council to allow my resignation to date as
fi'om the 25th of December last, I thereby meant to indicate
to them that I relinquished from then tOl the time my
resignation was accepted any claim that might be supposed
to have accrued to me for services rendered during that
period. If, however, the Council ' see no reason for ante-
dating ' my resignation, I can have no reasonable objection
to their adopting thefr own view of the case.

" The remark that, ' Your conduct would have been less
open to observation if your resignation had been tendered
before you took active measures in opposition to the CouncU,'
is evidently made under a misapprehension as to the rela-

tion that subsisted between me and the Council. When I
undertook, at their solicitation, the direction of the Fruit
Committee, for which they awarded me a small honorarium
(yet sufficient for the pm-pose), I did not by that limited en-
gagement with them sacrifice my privilege as a FeUow of
the Koyal Horticultural Society to criticise when opportunity
offered any act of theirs I conceived to be detrimental to
the Society's interest. In conducting the operations of that
Committee I performed aU that the CouncU could demand of
me; but if they thought by inviting me to accept the office

they thereby secured my allegiance to every act of theirs,

they misunderstood entirely the conditions under which I
accepted their terms ; for no consideration the CouncU could
have offered me shoiild have induced me to sacrifice my pri-
vileges as an independent Fellow of the Society, or to "en-
dorse any policy of theirs that I believed to be injmious to
its interests. Had the Council proposed such conditions I
would have rejected them.

" WhUst the CouncU direct my attention to the facte
'that in the year just before the establishment of the gar-
dens at South Kensington, the Society had given up its
shows at Chiswick ; had ceased to employ a coUector abroad

;

had abandoned the publication of any Journal or Proceed-
ings; held no ballots for plants or seeds; had sold its her-
hanum and library ; had sold its premises in Eegent Street,
and located itself in two small rooms in St. Martin's Lane,
whUst the Fellows had diminished in numbers to 985,'—

I

am reminded that it was the identicaUy same ' ruling ma-
jority ' or dominant influence in the CouncU then that has
descended to recent CouncUs, and under whose inspiration
theKensiugtonGarden was formed; the flower shows 'have
been re-established ; collectors Jiave been and are constantly
employed abroad; their horticultm-al publications have been
resumed ; Fruit and Floral Committees organised ; ballots
for plants have been instituted, and the Fellows increased
in numbers from 985 to 3336,' and all with results so un-
productive and disastrous to the interests of the Society
as to leave it with a debt of upwards of ,£50,000, exciting the
fears of all who are interested in its welfare, not except-
ing the member; of Council themselves. In 1h's I certainly
do not see any cause for so much self-gratnlation.

"When I see the purely horticultural objects of the
Society neglected; the old homestead at Chiswick im-
poverished in every way and kept hardly decent, its prin-
cipal approach closed, and the only entrance to it by a
miserable back lane ; v/hen I hear of £500 of the Society's.
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money sunk in the base of the memorial of 1851, and ^300
squandered for three successive years on a very ordinary
sculptui'e exliibition ; when I see it .announced that upwards
of ^100 is to be given away for the encouragement of
volunteer bands, and the prize schedules of the Society's
Exhibitions are reduced to the lowest possible scale tliat

decency admits of; when I am told that the administration
of the Society is placed under the control of a gentleman
who has no connection with and no knowledge of Horticul-
ture: and above aU, when I see the professional element all

but entii-ely discarded from the Council, I carmot but feel
justified in using the expression ' that some other object
than the advancement of Horticulture is that which a ruling
majority of the late and present Councils have ip view.'

As the Council have signified their intention of publish-
ing tl^e con-espondence, I request they will include this
letter likewise. I may mention that I also intend to publish
the whole of this correspondence.—I am, dear Sir, yoiu-s
faithfully, Eobeet Hogg."

"THE OECHAED-HOUSE CONTEOVEESY."
When I read the above heading to the article by "D., Deal,"

in Ko. 149. page 93, I felt some interest, thinking I should
find something new as to the mode of managing fruit trees
under glass. After reading it, I wondered what motive
could induce you to insert or " D." to write it, for not a
line of instruction or information could I find. I know the
autlior to be a florist, pur ei simple, to employ his favourite
phrase; and I could not help asking the question. Why
should he write a tu-ade against a species 0: culture of which
he has not the least knowledge or experience ? and why
does he give yom- readers the shop gossip of a brother florist,
reminding one of the classical language employed by two
rival chandler's shop-keepers in a country village ? Carping
and sarcasm are jjoor materials to use in discussing a sub-
ject purely practical. Aiu-icula-culture may be agreeable
and inteUectual. Some forty years since I was an enthu-
siastic Auricula-grower ; but the trouble they gave for
eleven months and a fortnight for, perhaps, a fortnight's
satisfaction when they were in bloom, fatigued me ; so°that
when my mind became strengthened by the lapse of years, I
left then- culture to ladies, lads, and quiet-minded clergy-
men.
As " D." has divided his article into convenient para-

graphs, pray allow me to notice them senatim.
Paragraph 1. I presume this is intended to be witty, as

" Punch " is drawn upon. It may be so. I have only to
notice one great error—no bitterness, no hard words, have
been employed in your columns in defence of orchard-house
culture; many inuendoes and small thrusts have been made
against it by your contributors.
Paragraph 2. I believe I may claim the honour of having

invented the term " orchard-house," a house adapted to
the culture of many species and varieties of Jruits.
Paragraph 3. "D." does not recollect aright. Hedges

did not form the back and sides of the first orchard-houses.
Anon I will give in a few words then- history.
The greatest success has not been obtained where heating

has been used—quite the contrary. I liave never employed
artificial heat, and yet my success has been perfect for many
years. The innocence (what other name shall we give it i'")

displayed by " D." when he visited a brother parson who
was building a rather lofty house, is really amusing. A
roomy orchard-house, owing to its containing a large body
of warm air, resists spring fi-osts much better than a low-
roofed one. I never employ even a pan of charcoal in my
large houses, 12 feet high and 24 feet wide. But in my
low houses, if a severe April frost comes on while the trees
are in full bloom, I either cover then- roofs partially with
mats, or place a pan or two of ignited charcoal in them ; so
that " Well, you have got it tolerably high, and I should
think that it would hold a good deal of cold au-, and your
blossoms wiU catch an early frost perhaps," tells well for
the knowledge of " D.'s " friend, who seems to have known
what he was about, but, I am inclined to think, not so well
for the " cuteness " of"D.'a" mind. I say this without
the least wish to be offensive : it is simply the truth, and
I have quoted the passage correctly.

Paragraph 4. The original notion was not that the trees
were to be grown in pots—quite the contrary. I had the
pleasure last year of seeing Dangstein. My only and great
disappointment was the orchai'd-house. I had pictured to
myself a fine span-roofed house with a promenade in the
centre and the trees planted in the borders, as I had heard
they were. I found a long, narrow, lean-to house, built, I
presume, in the earliest days of orchard-house culture, with
borders bricked up by far too high, so that the trees, cramped
in their upward growth by the roof, are not able to develope
themselves. Mr. Yaii', to whose courtesy and kindness I

bear most willing testimony, is too good a gardener to suffer
anything under his care to be out of health : consequently
they were clean and healthy, but sadly cramped. I sug-
gested to him that the house should at once be doubled in
width by making it into a span-roofed house. As far as
I remember, he agreed with me that it was quite necessary.
I think I may say that this house would not give better
fruit if the trees were trained ; for it is too narrow for a
trellis-house, too confined and narrow for an orchard-house,
and is such a one as, I think, Mr. Vair would not have
planned. It might do for Auriculas.
Paragraphs. An orchard house may be "one pur et

simple," and not " a make-believe," even if it be heated.
North of the Trent as a rule—no, the exceptions are too
numerous to make it a rule—we will then say in damp cool
climates in Ireland, Scotland, and a portion of England, a
four-inch hot-water pipe round an orchard-house is very
ben3ficial, for it brings on the ripening of both ft-uit and
shoots ; but this does not destroy the nature of the house,
for if it be heated even "with thi'ee or four hot-water pipes,
but still appropriated to the culture of vai'ious kinds of
fruits, either planted out or in pots, it is a pure orchard-
house. Call it a forcing orchard-house if you are rich enough
to have more than one. The most successful orchard-houses
I have seen have been without the least artificial heat, so
that we need not " quietly shelve " then' success. What an
odd train of thought must have prompted this paragraph

!

It is certainly from that now rare species of the " genus
homo," an original thinker. " Oh, that mine enemy would
write a book."
Paragraph 6. Do they pay? (This reminds me of the

nigger who. ou being shown a beautiful flower said, " Him
no no good. Somebody [meaning nobody] can't eat um.")
Do Eoses pay the amateur ? Do Auriculas pay ? Do Chry-
santhemums pay ? Does any garden, any mode of culture,

to use that " shop expression," " pay " the lover of his gar-

den 'i He may derive pleasure, and health, and other bles-

sings fi-om his garden ; and what a blessing it is to be able

to send a dish of choice fi-iiit from the orchai-d-house to a
sick neighbour or friend. " Does it pay " to do so ? Yes, it

pays the sender in the purest gratification the human heart
can feel. The care the trees requh-e in pinching and keeping
from aphides (I am not aware of any "monsters" in the
insect life of England; perhaps "D." is, and will teU us
all about them), is just about the same as required by wall

trees. Aphides, red spider, and the cm-1 are all to be fought
under a great disadvantage in the open air ; and then we
have the incessant disbudding, and pruning, and nailing,

without the gratification of a line climate in inclement
weather.
Paragraph 7. I am neither an exliibitor nor a prizeman,

but I will honestly confess I felt last July a strong wish to

show my trees to the public. On consultation with those
who knew their nature even better than I do, I reluctantly

gave it up, ibr it was hopeless to think of transporting

them unless in a handbaiTow. I must here tell " D." and
his friends, that no orchard-house Peach and Nectarine tree

should be shown in a pot till its fruit ai-e fully gi-own, ftiUy

coloured, and just on the verge of ripeness ; Apricots, not
tin their fine golden colour is fully developed. Now, all

orchard-house cultivators know that the least agitation of

the tree when its fiuit are in this state is fatal to their

holding on. Like Jack, they may msh to do so with
"fingers and toes," and you may wish them to do so, but to
a certainty all the finest wUl di-op if transported by road or
rail ; and this, friend " D.," sufficiently accounts for the poor
unhappy trees with their miserable green firnit which we
have occasionally seen exhibited.

End of the same paragraph. For "the proofofthe pudding,"
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please to read, the proof of a good mode of culture, be it agn
or horti, is in. the eifeots produced. If "X>." had visited me
last July with Dr. Hogg, he would have seen the most
glorious crop of Apricots ever seen or tasted, and Peach and
Nectarine trees in the most perfect health and fruitfulness

;

liut, oddly enough, he, like your contribut.or Mr. Kobson,
whom I invited, and who' publicly accepted my invitation,

did not come. I am not anxious about a visit fi-om " D.,"

because he is a florist "pur et simple," but I should have liked

to have seen Mr. Kobson, and to have convinced him against

-his will that my trees were not fi-om the " spirit-rappers,"

but real trees full of fruit and leaves. I found that he
visited Liverpool instead of performing his promise to me.
Doubtless he found the jovu-ney shorter and more agreeable

;

but I repeat, it is odd that these people will not look at

head quarters. If a new machine is invented and sometimes
fails fi-om the incapability of the users, they generally go
for advice and satisfaction to the inventor. Verily some
gardeners and florists are a little eccentric occasionally.

Pai-agraph 8. I presume this was written by the amanu-
ensis of " D." and was not corrected, for surely no gentleman
would ever think of repeating verhatim the gossip of a trades-

man. This friend it seems, "has had no less than three collec-

tions to dispose of because the thing- is a complete failure,"

and he knows of two other cases in which the "notion" has
been abandoned. This makes a total of five failures, bearing
but a very small proportion to those that have succeeded ; for,

taking the number of trees at two huadi-ed, what will " D.'s"
friend say to the startling fact, that from this place alone
upwards of a hundi-ed thovisand orchard-house trees have
been sent out within these few years, theii- after-culture

having been attended with almost unvarying success, the
exceptions, very few in number, having arisen fi-om incom-
petent gardeners and houses improperly ventilated ? In the
former instance it has, perhaps, not been so much owing to

incompetency as to the spirit of routine giving way with
difSculty to anything in the shape of innovation. It seems,
according to the informant quoted above, that " Mr. Blank,
at Chiswick, was right when he said at the beginning of the
attempt," and before he had seen and tried the experunent,
" it won't, it won't do

; " a powerful logician that Mr. Blank,
most likely a prizeman from one of our universities. I may
here mention that they have no orchard-house at Chiswick,
and never have had one. It is true there is a dark house in
a hole, in which Mr. Barron, the clever manager of the
louses, has done wonders, for finer Plums, and I think Pears,
I never wish to see than I have there seen, but Peaches,
Nectarines, and Apricots cannot succeed in such a confined
place. It seems that " D.'s " friend is very glad that he
" did not go into the growth " of orchard-house trees. This is

of com-se a very interesting fact to be recorded, as is that
most remarkable one that "it is so much colder under glass"
than in the open au-. Your readers wiU, I trust, try the ex-

periment, and give us the temperatm-e of their houses in
contrast with that of the open air.

Paragraph 9. This seems to breathe pure charity : the
writer is anxious to save the pocket of his "vei-y dear
brother," and prevent his friends being disappointed. He
•has had no personal experience, but he has gossiped with
gardeners in great places, where, as I have stated in a
former Number, orchard-houses are out of place. He has
not been to those who delight and succeed in their culture.
He has not been here, where for years past the trees, when
covered with their i-ipe fruit, have charmed all who have
seen them. I repeat he has had no personal experience,
without which no experiment in horticulture can be fah-ly

understood. He has gathered the information from persons,
like himself, without it. He has not gone to places where
orchard-house culture is a source of great enjoyment ; and,
above all, I repeat he has not been here to go over the trees
critically, to count their fruit, to taste their flavour, or even
to share in the enjoyment of the blossoming season, when,
to quote the words of one of our greatest philosophers, whom
I am proud to number among my friends, " A well-arranged
<n:chard-house is a paradise." He has not done this, and
yet he has -written a long tirade against a popuhir mode of
cultivating fruit, which in time will supersede all other
modes as certainly as that railways have superseded stage
coaches. At the end of the paragraph I am now noticing I
£sd a sneer—surely it looks Uke it—against dessert Oranga-

culture. This branch of fruit-culture is no new idea ; it is,

indeed, nearly two hundred years old; for Evelyn, in his
" Diai-y " for September 25, 1679, says, " Mr. Slingsby and

Signor Verrio came to dine with me, to whom I gave China

Oranges off my owne trees, as good, I think, as were ever

eateu." Sm-ely we can do this now with our improved modes

of heating and great advance in gardening skill. Tan-

gierine Oranges are now, and have been for some years, regu-

larly cultivated at Trentham and Welbeck for the dessert.

Mr. Henderson, who certainly ranks among our most accom-

plished fruit gardeners, had a large supply of fine fruit fr-om

early in last October to Christmas, in their flavour and aroma

far sujierior to those so abundantly imported at the latter

season, and forming a most charming addition to the dessert

after the Pea^h season. I have now lived some years, my
life has been devoted to horticulture, and I have always held

firmly one idea—that what one man can do well can be

done by others. This will apply not only to Orange and

orchard-house culture, but to everything connected with the

progress of mankind in science and art.

" D.," it seems, " ventures to doubt the success " of

Orange-culture, and knowing nothing about it, trusts to

hearsay evidence, being "borne out" in his view by expe-

rienced horticulturists. I should much like to know the

names of those who have tried Orange-cuitnre and faUed.

The truth is, we shall in the course of a very few years have

houses devoted to dessert Orange-culture in the garden of

every man of taste and refinement. Such large, uncouth,

worthless trees as we have hitherto imported from Prance

and Italy -n-iU not be used for this purpose, but nice English

trees, cultivated so as to show early fertility, which the

foreign trees do not. I can imagine nothing more delightful,

after the orchard-house Peaches are past, than an Orange-

house fiUed with trees of the most choice dessert varieties,

such as the Tangierine, Mandarin, Maltese, St. Michael's,

Silver Orange, and others, all in their different stages of

ripeness, supplying the dessert till Christmas. I " am borne

out " in my idea that all this will be done, because it h^.s

been done, and I do not trust to hearsay evidence.

I trust you will allow me to set " D." and some other

writers in your columns right with regard to the origin and

history of orchard-houses, which will prevent the repetition

of eiTOrs like those in the third paragraph of the article in

page 93. I pray your readers to pardon the unavoidable

egotism.
In the remarkably fine summer of 1843, I happened to be

making one of ray usual happy summer tom-s m the pro-

vinces of France, and I remember one day having a rather

lengthened rest at La Pleche. In rambling about its en-

virons I came to the garden of an amateur, who seemed an

enthusi.ast in fruit-tree culture; with the freemasom-y

peculiar to our craft, I forget hov.', I procured an intro-

duction, and had a long walk and a long talk. I never re-

member having been so struck as I was with the trees in

that garden, so nicely pruned and arranged; there were no

espaliers or wall trees. I could not get out of my mind

some rows of Apricot bushes nicely pi-uned and pinched,

covered with fine fruit; and, planted between the rows.

Melons with their fine fruit nearly ripe lying on the ground.

I fear I envied Monsieur his climate, ^^'ell, this picture of

what could be done in a fine climate haunted me, but it was

not till about the spring of 1846 that I thought of trying to

imitate it ; and so I built a lean-to house with larch poles

once cut down, half-inch boards, and asphalt felt, for, calcu-

lating that I might probably have to pull it down in the

coui-se of two or three years, I feared to build a more sub-

stantial structure (the house is still in being and perfectly

sound). In this house it was my intention to make my first

attempt at imitating the climate of Prance; so I excavated

a path in the centre, and in the two raised borders I planted

two rows of Peach and Nectarine trees (bushes), a row on

each side of my path. The second year after planting they

all blossomed gloriously, but fearing to make my chraate too

EngUsh, I kept the house closed. The blossoms nearly aU

di-opped without setting their fr-uit ; then came the young

leaves, and with them aphides of all sorts and colours, then

red spider. The season ended in my trees looking rather the

worse for their year's growth in a fine climate. The follow-

ing season aphides were killed with tobacco water and fumi-

gation, and spider by abundant syxinginga morning and
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evening, and although I lost most of my fruit from the
blossoms dropping, I had some fine Peaches ; but a full

crop of Pitmaston Orange Nectarines gladdened my heart,
and made me an orchard-house cultivator for life. In 1848,
my trees, now three years planted, became impatient, and
the roof of the house being low, I could not keep then-
shoots from sundry rude attempts to pierce it, so the next
autumn I root-pruned the trees, stDl they were like Joe's
sister in "Great Expectations," incUned to be "rampa-
geous " during the following season, and then, and not till

then—viz., three years or so after the first orchard-house
idea had sprouted, did I think of pot-culture. Now, please
Messrs. D, and E, and Co., not to write for the future "if I

recollect aright," but remember that hedge-houses were not
the first houses, nor potted trees the first orchard-house trees.

In December, 1851, at the earnest solicitation of my dear
friend, then the curate of this parish, now the rector of
another, I published my crude ideas in the shape of a
pamphlet. To my sm'prise this sold rapidly, and now the
eleventh edition (or eleventh thousand) sells well, for since
its publication in October, 1863, it has not once been ad-
vertised, and yet wUl soon be exhausted. When I wrote the
first edition I had no idea of the gigantic results to follow, in

the demand for orchard-house trees. In the autumn of
1851, I remember having a few hundreds, which I had
potted for my own amusement. They were soon disposed of,

many friends even begging me to supply them as a personal
favour. I was taken completely by surprise, for I thought
I shoidd find but few amateurs who would take the trouble
to cultivate orchard-house trees ; in fact, I had not half
comprehended the idea, or calculated to what an enormous
ertent it would go.

From 12,000 to 15,000 trees are now annually potted, yet
the demand is beyond the supply

—

i. e., for large weU-grown
trees. I calculate that aU this has arisen from the sound
basis on which the pot culture of fi-uit trees rests. If yom-
readers wUl refer to that most excellent article by Mr.
Ci-eed, page 91, in No. 149, they wiU see the rationale of
pot culture for fruit trees, and read as follows :—" As often
as the top soil is matted with roots, I dig it out with a trowel
to the depth of 4 or 5 inches, and add fresh soil, perhaps
four or five times during the season." With fruit trees we
take out the matted roots once a-year, in the autumn when
they have done theii- work, and feed the young roots the
following summer, either with liquid manure or surface-
di'essings. What can be plainer than that " the basis of all

pot culture is the renewal of food and consequent annual
supply of feeding roots ? " I feel, after reading Mr. Creed's
article, half inclined to try the effect of removing a portion
of the roots of one or two Peach trees about the end of June,
merely to see if more food can be taken up by inducing a
fresh growth of fibres—it is quite worthy of a thought.
The truth is, we have yet much to learn in fruit-tree cul-

ture. I have a fii-m belief that we are at the commence-
ment of a new era in fruit-culture, and that we have much,
veiy much, to learn. Depend upon it, fruit-culture under
glass is as yet in an embryo state, it is not yet in its infancy.
As to th-ades against any particular mode of cultm-e I am a
rhinoceros, my hide is so thick, but I like to use my horn.
Some thirty years ago I advocated the culture of Pears on
quince stocks for gardens, the " notion " was abused " hip
and thigh." A, and B, and C, and I daresay a "D" or
two, declai'ed that the trees would not live more than two
years, and that to plant them was an imposture, to sell them
was robbery. My magnificently tliiek epidermis carried
me through unharmed. I used my hoi'n now and then, and
what is the consequence ?—instead of Pears being worked on
oiu- common English quince, raised from layers by the
Surrey nurserymen, the proper sort of quince is employed,
and the most perfect success attends their culture. Allow
me to give an instance. Eighteen years ago I planted 2000
pyramidal trees of the Louise Bonne of Jersey Pear for

the purpose of supplying Covent Garden with their fruit.

I lost many crops by the spring frosts so prevalent from
1846 to 1853^' ; but I was amply rewarded by sending to
Covent Garden in 1855 and following seasons some hundreds
of sieves of the finest Louise Bonne Peai's ever seen in that
market.

I now come to the peculiar Ijeuefit derived from the use of

the quince stock for Pears. The roots of my trees in the

course of years gradually made their way through the loom
into a calcareous sand, which brought on " chlorosis," and
made them vrretchedly unhealthy. In the autumn of 1861,
and in the springs of 1862 and 1863, 1 had them all removed
to a deep loamy soU where they promise to do weU. Now,
although these trees are twenty ^years old, I have not lost
five per cent. If they had been on pear stocks, as some are
which were planted at the same time, not a tree could have
been removed with safety.

And, now, Messrs. Editors, allow me to correct what the
Yankees would call your " endorsement " of " D.'s " idea of
an orchard-house. I originated the term, and humbly con-
ceive that I know the idea I wished to convey. An orchard-
house is a house in which should be cultivated many kinds
of fr-uits. If, in the north, a four-inch pipe be necessary to
hasten the maturity of fruits, it does not take away its

character. A house for Vines is a vinery ; a house for
Peaches and Nectarines i« a Peach-house ; a house for the
culture of the above, and many other kinds, is an orchard-
house. Among our oldest houses of this kind are those at
Stornoway, in the Isle of Lews, erected by Sir James
Matheson, I should think nearly ten yeai-s since. I re-
member having some Pears sent here which were grown in
them, of a surprising size. Now, if in that damp, cool
island one four-inch pipe is necessary to con-ect the climate,
it does not take away the character of the houses. So I
pray you to reconsider your verdict.

I am inclined to think that the love of fruit-tree culture
is bred in me. I am the fourth generation living on this
"hill," formerly called "Bonk's Hill." The Mttle compact
estate was bought by my great gi'andfather in 1720, a florist

great in Carnations, and great in wine, if one may judge
by the wine-cellar he buUt, now a capital fruit-room. My
grandfather was a great planter and lover of fruit trees, my
father the same. I inherit his love for trees, and plants, and
flowers, and hope to continue to do so tOl the end. I can
safely say that I find the culture of fr-uit trees more en-
gaging than ever, and an unfailing source of quiet pleasure ;
still I feel that I am only a learner, and so I hoye to con-
tinue.

—

Thos. Rivers.

[We once heard a boy allege that " suit" was the way to
spell soot, because the chimney-sweeper so spelt it, " and he
must know," a logic not more coiTect than that of our es-

teemed correspondent's conclusion that "orchard-house"
must mean what he intended it to mean—namely, a glass
sti'ucture heated when the climate requires heat for successful

fruit-culture. That, doubtless, was his intention, but that
does not justify his definition. It is true that a heated
structure for Peaches is called a peachcry, and if for Vines a
\anery; so for a miscellaneous coUeotion of fruit trees it might
be called a fruitery. An orchard is a collection of standard
fr-uit trees cultivated without artificial heat ; and an orchard-
house, if the term be coiTCctly applied, means a house con-
taining a similar coUeotion similarly unheated.

—

Eds.]

DOES SULPHUE KILL EED SPIDEE?
In walking through fields where sheep ai'e constantly

kept, I have often been struck with the remarkably narrow
track these animals make in following each other. It

certainly is a strange propensity sheep have to keep one
beaten track, and we are all apt to wonder how quadrupeds
manage to make one so narrow. But in this respect are not
most writers a good deal like sheep ? Are not statements
made and remade by us all one after another—things taken
for granted and reasserted time after time, and acted on
too without duo proof of their truth ? As an instance, who
that has written on any horticultural subject has not recom-
mended sulphm- in some I'orm as a remedy lor red spider ?

I know I have, and yet what positive proof can any one
adduce that sulphur, except when burnt, will kill this

troublesome insect ? No one doubts red spider, and plants

also, can be kUlod by the fumes of burning sulplnir ; but
what proof, I ask, have we that red spider can be killed by
sulphur painted on pipes, flues, &c., or even applied as a
wash to the leaves of plants ?

My own opinion, after a number of careful experiments,

is that it is perfectly useless. Where sulphur has appeared
to do good it has been used in conjunction with clay, lime.
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soft soap, soot, &o., in wliicli case the insects have been as

effectually disposed of as a recusant nun carefully brioked-

up in a wall. But, I repeat, sulphui' alone or mixed with

water has never with me answered the end of kiUing' red

spider ; nor do I believe it will, unless the plants are killed

at the same time. I have often seen it carefully applied as

a preventive in houses where the luxm-iant foliage of the

Vines, &o., appeared to be enth-ely free from this pest ; but

am inclined to think the healthy state of the plants had
more to do with their freedom from spider than the so-called

remedy.
My object in writing is to ask if any of your readers can

give instances where red spider, after it has made its appear-

ance, has been killed by the use of sulphur ?—P.

THE EOYAl HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S
SCHEDULE.

When I brought my plaint against the Society I was
quite confident, not only that I had understated the case,

but that I had merely scratched the surface, and that there

was ample cause for fault-finding besides the instances I

adduced. This is abundantly testified to by Mr. Bull's

letter, which opens out quite a field of complaints ; and as

there are few persons to whom we are more indebted for

zeal and enterprise in endeavouring to introduce novelties

amongst us, his words are well deserving of notice.

There can be no cjuestion that one of the great charms of

horticulture is novelty : hence to have anything new is one
of the great desires of every possessor of a garden or green-
house. To cater to this taste is Mi-. Bull's especial object;

and any one who has witnessed the large amount of new
things that he has introduced in one season, and then to

be told that he received as an encouragement £5 6s., will at

once see what a "lame and impotent conclusion" this is

from such premises, and, as he jvistly says, this needs some
revision. It is all very well for the Council to endeavour
to shift all their failures and to lay all their jobs on the
shoulders of H.E.H. the late Prince Consort; but no one
would have more readily seen and acted on the knowledge
than he would have done, that the main primary object of
the Society is the encouragement of horticulture, and that,

if the other objects he had in view were not to be accom-
plished except by sacrificing that, he would at once have
given way. If, then, a society sends out a collector to pro-
cure novelties, and that to a part of the world where few
are to be had, and is so ignorant as to send him to look
for Orchids in a forest, which forest he finds has been all

cleared, surely it ought to encoiu'age those who endeavour
to do, and do effect, what it fails in. I do not think that a
sum of dS150 or £200 a-year would be too much for a society
like a nation's Horticultural Society to appropriate to this

object. " Oh, what a large sum ! " Yes, but I see that the
Council have appropriated ^£500 for a piece of sculpture (of
course H.E.H. is brought in to sanction this) ; and will any
one tell me that this is what can be called the encourage-
ment of horticulture ? Moreover, there is to be a bowling-
green and croquet ground ! (why not add " a dry skittle

ground ?") and so ducks and dxakes, as the common expres-
sion is, are made of the Fellows' money.

Imagine a distinguished foreigner, interested in horticul-
ture, entering the gardens for the purpose of seeing what that
which ought to be the foremost Society in the world is doing
for the encouragement of his favourite science. His first view
is not encouraging. The Cedars and Conifers generally
wo'n't grow ; and as he looks round he sees the garden
enclosed by a series of dirty brick galleries yclept arcades.
He goes up the centre walk, and on one side he sees a
number of yovmg ladies playing at the exciting game of
croquet. He is, perhaps, a Frenchman and a theoriser : he
Botes this, and concludes it has some mysterious connection
with his favourite pursuit which he must think out. On
the other side' elderly gentlemen, pufEng and blowing, are
hurling balls along the ground at no small exertion to them-
selves in the heat of a July day, while strains of martial
music, to encourage them as he supjioses, float along the
air. He wUl, however, look at the parterres. His eye first

catches a great label, " This parterre arranged by Mr. ,

of the Hooker Nursery : plants to be had at reasonable

prices." "Ah ! it is, then, what you call a joint stock con-
cern, I suppose." It would be difficult, I think, to explain
to him the real position of affau-s. Mr. Nesfield's floorcloth
gravel patterns then attract his attention ; and he not un-
naturally concludes that there is such a difficulty ia growing
plants in this miserable island, that we are obliged to have
recourse to stones and slates to make up for thefr deficiency

;

and then he rejoices to think that they " don't do things so
in France." He enters the conservatory. Here he expects
to find some of the noblest specimens to be seen of green-
house plants of rarity and beauty ; but in this he is disap-
pointed. Flunkeyism prevails here too, and to fill it with
plants given by this or that person, and of little or no
merit, appeal's to be the object; while aU is in confusion.
Stages are being put up for a great flower show which is to
be held to-morrow, and carpenters and joiners usurp the
gardener's place. He gives up the pui-suit ; and as he lights
his cigar and walks oat he mutters to himself, " Strange
people these English ! They have' their fifteen or sixteen
thousand a-year to spend in encouraging gardening, and-
these are their examples ofexcellence !" shrugs his shoulders
and exit.

—

Abgus.

EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
KEPOET OF THE COUNCIL TO THE GENEKiL MEETING,

PEBBtTAKY 9th, 1864.

{Postponed imttZ to-day for reconsideration.)

1. Aftee two years of inactivity with the works in the
Gardens at South Kensington, occasioned by circumstances
over which the Society has had no control, the Council are

happy in being able to announce to the Fellows that they
have now reason to hope that Her Majesty's Commissioners
for the Exhibition of 1831, are about to take important
steps towards the completion of those works, and also to

lend the Council their assistance in carrying out some ope-
rations not strictly falling within the landlord's province,

which the Council think of importance, but which they could
scarcely have undertaken without assistance.

2. The experience which has been acquired since the open-
ing of the Gardens has given rise to various suggestions for

the improvement of the original designs, and the Commis-
sioners and the Council have devoted much time to their

consideration. Some of these have appeared to them worthy
of adoption, and the Council cannot better explain their

natiu-e than by laying before the Fellows the letter which
they addressed to the Commissioners on the subject on the
15th Dec.

Letteb from the Council to the Commissioners fob
THE Exhibition of 1851.

" To Edgar A. Boioring, Esq., C.B. (Secretary to E.M. Commis-
sioners/or the Exhibition of 1851).

" Koyal Horticultuval Society, South Kensington
" 15th December, 1863.

" SiE,—I am directed by the Council of the Eoyal Horti-
cultural Society to inform you, that they have had under
their anxious consideration the present state and prospects
of the Society's Gardens at South Kensington, especially in
connection with those works which are under the control of

Her Majesty's Commissioners, and that they have arrived at
certain conclusions, which they request you to have the
kindness to submit to the Commissioners.

" 1. Since the foundation of the gardens by H.E.H. the
Prince Consort and the Commissioners, many unforeseen cir-

cumstances have happened, affecting the fortunes of the
gardens, which neither Her Majesty's Commissioners nor the
Horticultural Society could have controlled. It is not ne-
cessary to enter into an examination of these circumstances,
further than to poiat out that thsy have kept in abeyance
the realisation of the plans upon which the gardens were
projected, and upon the completion of which their success
depended, and still depends.

" 2. Whilst the Council are sensible that it may be diffi-

cult for the Commissioners to afford the Council any precise

information of then- future intentions in completing the
original design, particularly as respects the buildings form-
ing the central arcades, they cannot hesitate to express to
the Commissioners then- conviction that the present state of

' those arcades has an injurious effect upon the success of the
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gardens and the Society. The imperfect decoration of the

north arcades, in like manner, gives an air of poverty and
hesitation which is injurious. Moreover, the ground at the

east and west sides of the central arcades is a waste, which,

in any case, requii-es to be put in decent order ; and, certainly,

the operation of removing the Great Exhibition buildings,

Eo as to enable the Commissioners to dispose of their land
to the Government—an operation which is likely to last

ducring the present season—is not calculated to benefit the
gardens.

" 3. The Council conceive that a considerable amelioration

of these depressing circumstances is possible, and they sub-

mit that it is the duty and interest both of the Com-
missioners and the Society to promote it. They feel con-

fident that the Commissione.s will be prepared to discuss

the subject in an enlightened public spirit, and with the
desire of promoting the eventual accomplishment of the
original design in laying out the ground and devoting it to

public uses.
" 4. The Council have applied themselves to the consider-

ation of what it would be best to do at the present time, to

assure as well the Fellows of the Horticultural Society as

the general public, that the gardens and arcades are not
under a state of permanent ijaralysis.

" 5. The Council propose tliemselves immediately to com-
mence oi^erations in the gardens, for the pm-pose of obtain-

ing greater shade ; also, of providing exhibition space under
cover, and generally of adding to the decoration of the
gardens, and making them more attractive.

"6. The Council estimate that the cost of these operations
will be between ii;2000 and .£3000, which they propose shall

be borne by the Society.
" 7. But there are other most important works, the expense

of which the Council feel would be beyond the means of the
Society, and they seem to be works in which Her Majesty's
Commissioners have equal, or even greater, interest than the
Society. The Council strongly recommend that these works
should be put in hand immediately, so as to be completed
before the 1st of May. They are as follows -.

—

"a. The North Arcades should be glazed and plastered,

and certain carvings and decorations proceeded with. The
Conservatory should be strengthened and improved, and
lighted, so that it and the adjoining Arcades may be used
for flower shows, &c. These would be permanent works, and
would require the chief outlay.

" b. The Middle Arcades siiould be put into a suitable

state of repair, likely to last for three years, and openings
should be made between them and the adjacent waste
ground. Planting should be done, so as to make the whole
an attractive covered waj'.
" c. The adjacent waste plots of ground should be planted

and grassed, and the palings raised. I am directed to ob-
serve, that the decorative completion of the North Arcades
appears to the Council from a moral, if not a legal, point of

view, to be imperative on the Commissioners at some period,

at a very large cost, whilst the works in sections h and c may
be considered reaUy in the light of obligations on the part
of the landlord, whichfor the general value of the property
and its appearance, it is the landlord's interest especially to

execute.
" d. The Entrances and the South Arcades should be

made more attractive, and be suificiently protected against
the weather.

" 8. The Council estimate that these works, exclusive of

those in 5, could be properly executed for the sum of ^613,000,

and they will undertake that they will ask for no further

sum on behalf of them.
" 9. The Council are satisfied that this expenditure would

infuse new life into the gardens, and give confidence to the
public that the Commissioners' plan had not been abandoned.
The Council submit that the experience of the next three

years would be most valuable both to the Commissioners
and the Society, in determining how far the comprehensive
plans, as originally designed, should be prosecuted, modified,

or given up.
" Should the Commissioners be prepared to sanction the

outlay of the sum proposed, and advance the money, the
Council would be happy that its expenditure should be
carried on under the superintendence of the Expenses Com-
mittee, which represents the interests both of the Commis-

sioners and the Society.—I have, &c., (Signed) Andebw
Murray, Assistant Secretary."

3. The Council attach considerable importance to the tem-
porary loan to the Society of the ground on which the two
annexes of the Great Exhibition stood. It will not only
add to the pleasure-ground of the Society, and give ad-
ditional room for the recreation of the Fellows at a trifling

cost of maintenance, but will enable the middle arcades to
be opened at intervals, and thus tend to lighten and enliven
them. Perhaps it may be possible to aiTange for the erection'

of one or more glass houses in which a portion of the horti-

cultural operations of the Society may be carried on, and an
opportunity afforded to the Fellows and the public to see
them without going so far as Chiswick.

4. The chief alterations which the Council propose to make
upon the gardens are increased planting for shade and a
greater quantity of grass. They propose to plant and deco-
rate with flower-beds the walks in the ante-garden, &.C.

5. Some of the Fellows have proposed to establish inde-
pendent clubs for croquet and bowls, and the Council readily
lend themselves to the proposition, in the expectation of
thereby increasing the enjoyments of the Fellows and the-

attractions of the gardens.

6. It has also appeai'ed to the Council that increased in-

terest would be given to the gardens if portions of them
were set apart as exhibition grounds of bedding plaaits,

flowers, and shrubs, &c., let out to responsible nurserymen
and florists of eminence. They accordingly have invited
tenders for filling such spaces during the year 1864. The
selection and arrangement are proposed to be left entirely

to the taste of the exhibitors, provided that the same be in
keeping with the general character of the gardens. The-
beds so planted would be kept in order by the parties plant-

ing them throughout the season ; and t'ne names and ad-
dresses of the nurserymen and florists placed upon the beds
so filled by them.

7. The object which the Council have had in view in re-

commending the Commissioners to be at the expense of
glazing the upper arcades and lighting the conservatory has
been chiefly to provide a place in which the Society might
hold evening meetings. The want ot such a place has been
felt, and various plans have from time to time been proposed
for supplying it. They expect that the work wiU now be
undertaken without delay, and the Council look forward with
pleasure to being able to hold occasional evening nhmions
in the conservatory during the present season.

8. They trust also, by this means, to be able to have their

great Shows open on the evening of the fii'st day of the
Show.

9. On no point has the experience of the last three years
been more instructive than on the question of the admission
of the public to the gardens. On this point the two ex-

tremes have been tried, and neither of them found to answer.
In 1862, the public were admitted with as gTcat freedom as
was well nigh possible. For the greatest part of the week,
during the continuance of the Great Exhibition, the price of

admission could scarcely be said to be more than 6d. a-head;
and the Fellows, recognising the exceptional nature of the
year, good-naturedly submitted for the time to this practical

abrogation of exclusive privileges.

In the following year the Council went to the other ex-

treme, and excluded the public altogether. The new rules

were not long in operation before the Council felt that they
would not answer. But, although strongly pressed to relax

them, the Council adhered to the programme which they
ha.d announced, and maintained the exclusive chai'acter of

the privileges to the end of the year. The experience which
they have thus acquired, however, has thoroughly convinced
them that the right policy lies between these extremes

—

namely, in admitting the public at an easy rate on certain

days, and virtually excluding them on others. This was the
policy originally laid down by H.E.H. the Prince Consort, as;

President of the Society. It was the footing on which Her
Majesty's Commissioners entered into their agreement with
the Society. This also is the policy which has been found
most successful by a Society in a very similar position to that
of the Horticultural Society—viz., the Zoological Society,

and it is the policy which the Council now recommend for

the adoption of the FeUows.
10. The Council feel confident that it is quite possible to
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one group of the whole is concerned, we do not see how you
could do better. No doubt the broad grass walks or avenues

give repose ; but we question much if the garden would

not have been more telling if divided into three portions

—

a centre and two wings, with double widths of grass between

the centre and wings, even although there should have

been fewer clumps in the wings. Tie centre clump is also

rather large for the rest, but you have neutralised that

difficulty by your mode of planting, so that there is no one

overpowering colour in the centre. We think your group

would be improved by a raised centre in 12 and 13 as stand-

points for the eye as weU. as in 1. Your system of planting

is what is called cross-balancing, and we do not see well

how you could improve it, unless, perhaps, in richer mate-

rials. It wiU also enable you to crop your beds in rotation.

"We question if you wiU beat it by any other plan ; but we
liave no doubt that, having four of a sort, as 2, 3, 4, 5, if

well contrasted with 1 and the figures outside, would also

look remarkably well. The system of edging does away
with sameness, and simplicity of arrangement is often more
pleasing to the eye than mere intricacy. More depends on
the getting-up ofthe beds in these matters than mere pan-ing

or quadrupling of beds. For instance: in a group very

much like one of your wings, we have had the outside of

the centre, as 12, white ; and we have had the eight figures

round, in four crossed pairs, of scarlet, blue, orange yeUow,

and purple. Then another season we have had four scarlets

and four- yellows, with their suitable edgings. Last season

we had four pairs of Geraniums with suitable edgings, as

Kubeos, Stella, Christine, Boule de Feu ; and then of the

eight beds outside, four were purple and four yellow, with

edgings, and we could not say honestly what arrangement
was the best. We shall be glad to know how you decide,

and how you are satisfied.

We may just add that all arrangements that are not bold

enough to be seen from the window or the gravel walk are

hai'dly worth the labour bestowed upon them, and the same
may be said of all mei-e shades of colour. Your Scarlet

Geraniums we would advise to be planted shallow, and in

moist seasons disleafed freely.]

AN INSTANCE OF AUNOTT'S STOVE BEING-
INEFFICIENT.

In answer to Mr. Fish, page 97, I beg to say that my
orchard-house is divided do^vu the centre into two raised

beds, each supported by a brick wall 18 inches high. The
Arnott's stove stands in the centre, the face of the stove

being flush with the brickwork of the wall on one side. The
flue enters immediately into a brick chimney, which is

carried out about a foot higher than the ridge of the house.

There is a damper in this chimney.
On Tuesday night, with the thermometer out of doors at

14', there was ice on the surface of the water in a can not
above 6 feet from the stove, though a good fire had been
kept constantly burning for a week. The walls of the house
are of wood ; ventilators (closed) run longitudinally along
each side of the house ; above them runs a strip of glass
1 foot wide.—A. E.

[I am much obliged for the information conveyed in the
note of " A. K." I cannot conceive what causes the difl'ereuce

in results except the reasons already alluded to, such as

the house being span-roofed, and the boarded sides rather
open. Perhaps the laps of glass are also rather open, .and

the heat may pass too easily up the chimney. I saw some
of these stoves doing their work well at Mr. Kivers's, but
the houses were lean-to's. As ah-eady stated, the few plants
that suffered with me were near the boarded front, which was
rather open between the joints, but which I mean to remedy.
The rest are standing now in good condition in a cold
vinery. I removed them there after the first severe frost
was over, as I wished to keep the orchard-house cool. No
doubt our stove being iron would tell more quickly ; but
then the heat from bricks is more lasting and genial. I
presume '• A. E." has a block opposite the smoke-flue to
prevent the heated au- getting into it too easily. Two plates
of iron would be good for the purpose, and the smoke-pipe
should go horizontally for a foot or two before rising up-

right. I am very sorry that I cannot explain how "A. E."
does not obtain more heat ; but much %vill depend on con-

centrating the heat about the stove. If I understand him
aright, the chimney of " A. E." is inside the house, whilst

all ours, with the exception of the horizontal pipe, is outside

the house. In that respect he has the advantage, whilst I

have the greater one of a thick back wall. It is well that
aU these different results should be carefully noted.

A gentleman lately told me that with an alteration ad-

vised he obtained more heat from one hundredweight of fuel

than he used to have from half a ton. The fuel, previously,

acted almost entirely on the farther end of the boiler, and
then the heat rushed up the chimney, whilst from a doorless

ash-pit enough of light came in a dark night to permit of

reading the smallest print. The fireplace was altered, a
damper placed in the chimney, a close door proeui-ed for the
ash-pit, and then the beneficial results followed. I consider
" A. E." to be too experienced to be benefited by any
little changes ; but his example is none the less valu-
able.—F.]

POETEAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWEES, AND
FEUITS.

FoBEBSTiA HispiDA (Hafry-sheathed Forrestia).

—

Nat. mxl.,

CommeHnaceiB. Linn., Hexandria Monogynia. Native of

Malay Archipelago, and North-eastern India. Beautiful

from the pui-ple colour which pervades the whole plant.

—

{Botanical Magazine, t. 5425.)

Ipom^a filicatjlis (Slender-stalked Ipomsea).

—

Nat. ord.,

Convolvulacese. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia. Native of
" Asia, Australia, Africa, and even the warmer parts of the
New World." An annual; flowers cream-coloured, with
purple eye.

—

(Ibid., t. 5426.)

Gladiolus sekiceo-villosus (Shaggy-stemmed Cornfiag).
—Nat. md., Iridace^. Linn, Tiiancfria Monogynia. Native
of the interior of the Cape of Good Hope. Three to four feet

high; fiowers greenish yellow in a very long, densely-

flowered spike.—(Ibid., t. 5427.)

Tbichantha minob (Smaller-leaved Triohantha).

—

Nat.

ord., Gesneracese. Linn., Didynamia Angiospermia. Native

of Tropical America. Flowered in November by Messrs.

Veitch. "No Gesneraceous plant, perhaps, exceeds this in ele-

gance of form, and beauty of colom-s." It is a stove climber.

Flowers purple, yellow, and crimson.

—

(Ibid., t. 5428.)

Canscoka Pakishii (Parish's Canscora).—Jfai. ord., Gen-
tianacese. Linn., Tetrandria Monog-ynia. Native of Moul-
mein. Leaves orbiculate-perfoliate ; flowers white. An
annual.

—

(Ibid., t. 5429.)

Dendeobium ciliatum (Fringed-lipped Dendrobium).

—

Nat. ord., Orchidaceae. Linn., Gynandria Monandria. Native

of Moulmein. Sepals green, petals yellow, lip marked with
purple lines.

—

(Ibid., t, 5430.)

Chbtsanthemitms.—Lord Clyde, crimson, rosette form ;

Saint Margaret, orange, anemone-shaped.

—

(Floral Magazine,

pi. 181.)

Ebanthemtjm TUBBBCtTLATUii.—^Native ofNew Caledonia.

Exhibited by Messrs. Veitch, and obtained a certificate

fi'om the Floral Committee. Flowers white.

—

(Ibid., pi. 182.)

ScHizosTTLis coociNEA.—Native of South Africa. Pre-

viously pourtrayed in the "Botanical Magazine."

—

(Ibid.,

t. 183.)

Gladiolus.—JRandle Jaclcson. Raised by Mr. Standish.

Peach-blossom coloured, with dark crimson stripes.

—

(Ibid..,

pi. 184.)

Magnolia Lenne.—Believed to be of German origin, but
introduced by Mr. W. Pard from France. It is one of the

deciduous kinds. Flowers large, purple outside, inside

creamy white, and fragrant.

—

(Florist and Pomologist, ii., 25.)

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The Anniversary Meeting of the Entomological Society

was held on the 25th of January, F. Smith, Esq., President,

in the chair. Certain proposed alterations in the byelaws,

chiefiy with reference to the Publication, Cabinet, and
Library Committees, and the duties of the Curator, were

adopted ; but the proposed repeal of the byelaw excluding

residents in the United Kingdom from honorary membership
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ia the Society was rejected. The usual routine business of

the anniversary meeting then took place, and the President

delivered an addi-ess. The following gentlemen were elected

officers for the ensuing year:—Mi'. Stainton, President; Mr.

S. Stevens, Treasurer; Messrs. Edwin Shepherd and Dun-
ning, Secretaries ; and Mr. lanson. Librarian.

At the general meeting of the Society, held on the 1st of

Febi-uary, the Secretary stated that Mr. Stainton having

declined to accept the Presidentship of the Society, a special

meeting would be held on the 7th of March for the election

of a President, and that Mr. F. Pasooe had been recom-

mended by the Council to fill that office in the stead of Mr.

Stainton. Donations to the library were announced from

the Royal Society, the Royal Society ofMimich, the Entomo-
logical Society of the Netherlands, and the Society of Arts.

The continuation of the beautiful work on the Genera of

European Coleoptera, by M. Jacquelin du Val, purchased by
the Society, was also on the table.

The Rev. Hamlet Clai'k exhibited a photograph of the late

Rev. F. W. Hope ; and Professor Westwood stated that Mrs.

Hope had presented a beautiful oil portrait of her late

husband to the University of Oxford, to be placed in the

Hope Museum.
Ml-. Clark also exhibited a very interesting collection of

the Plant-feeding Beetles of Australia, belonging to Mr.
Wilson, of Adelaide ; and also those collected by Mr. F.

Waterhouse during his overland journey across New HoUand.
Mr. S. Stevens exhibited some very clever imitations of

gaUy coloured Butterflies, intended for the decoration of

ladies' head-dresses.

Mr. G. R. Waterhouse exhibited two elosely-aUied species

of Psammodius, and three of Onthophilus (minute genera
of Dung Beetles), and described their destructive character.

The Secretary exhibited some specimens of wood which
had formed portions of the head of a coffee-cask from Ceylon,
and which had been completely destroyed by the larvK of

some species of Coleopterous insect, most probably belonging
to the genus Anobium.

Professor Westwood exhibited a specimen of beautiful
wild sUk, pure white in colour, and very soft to the touch,

which he had received from Mr. Daniel Hanbury, being the
product of a colony of caterpillars, in St. Salvador, in

Central America, which were said to feed upon a wild species

of Oak. As the silk had been deposited in flat layers by the
insects working in company, it would be impossible to un-
wind it in the usual manner, and would, consequently,
require carding for economic purposes, supposing that a
sufficient supply could be obtained from the trees, or from
the insects if brought into a state of domestication. The
Professor also exhibited and described two very curious new
genera of Carabideous Beetles from the Hope Museum, at

Oxford, as weU as a fine new species of Moluri, to which he
applied the name of M. Rowleiana, in compliment to the
Rev. Henry Rowley, one of the clergymen attached to the
Oxford and Cambridge Mission to Central Africa, by whom
it had been taken at the Zambesi.
Mr. F. Smith exhibited a curious collection of nests of

Vespa vulgaris and V. rufa in different stages of formation,
the whole having been artificially obtained by Mr. Samuel
Stone, by making holes in banks, which the wasps sub-
sequently adopted for their abodes.
Mr. T. W. Wood exhibited a block of Honduras mahogany,

enclosing a number of cells of a veiy light and brittle
texture, apparently made of triturated and agglutinated
wood and earth, and somewhat resembling the honey-pots
of the humble bee, but larger in size.

Mr. Bates suggested that they might be the ceUs of some
species of Termes, although apparently too large. No other
satisfactory suggestion was offered as to their origin.
Major F. Parry read a paper entitled, " Further Remarks

on Mr. Thomson's Catalogue of Lucanidie."
General Sir J. B. Hearsey exhibited a case of Indian and

Chinese Coleoptera, some of the species being of great rarity.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The operations recommended here periodically cannot,
perhaps, always be performed with propriety at the precise

period indicated ; the position of the garden as well as the
nature of the soil must be conflidered, and if these circum-
stances are unfavom'able, they may be permitted, as ex-

ceptions, to modify our general rules. However, the pre-

paration of the various quarters designed for main crops
must be persevered in whenever the soil is dry enough to
admit of being trodden on without being too much con-
solidated. This is of great importance on heavy stiff soils,

and those who have such to deal with should take advantage
of every dry day that occurs. On such soOs it will be ad-
visable to defer sowing main crops for a week, and even a
fortnight. But on light dry soils the sooner the main crops
ai-e got in the better, because such soils are most Uable to
suffer from drought should it ocom-, and, therefore, the
sooner the crops are well established, the better will they
be able to resist its injurious effects If, on the contrary,
the season should be wet, they will stiU be in the best
possible condition to profit by it. Asparagyis, make new
beds with two-year-old plants, and fill up old ones. Beans
(Broad), plant out Mazagan from boxes and pots, and sow
Longpods for the main crop, regulating the quantity by
the demand. Broccoli, make a small sowing of Grange's
True Early White, which will come in useful by-and-by.
Cabbages, sow another batch of an early sort, and also of the
true Dnimhead Savoy, and of Red Cabbage. Cauliflowers,

prick out the young seedling plants of these, and also of
Lettuces, either on a warm border or a gentle hotbed, and
shelter them for a time with hoops and mats. Celery, the
first sowing to be pricked out as soon as it can be well
handled, and another sowing made of both 'red and white.
Onions, sow the principal crop. The best are the Deptford,
Old Brown Globe, James's Keeping, White and Brown
Spanish; to be sown in beds 4 feet wide, and in driUs
9 inches apart, and if you can procure it, sow some charred
refiise along tit; drills previous to covering-in. When the
beds are raked smoothly over, and the surface is a little dry,
pass a wooden roller over them, or tread the ground firmly,

as consolidation of the soil is especially favomable for their
healthy vegetation and growth. Potatoes, plant early sorts
in a warm situation. For earlier crops a few may be first

planted in boxes in heat, and transplanted to the open
ground when they have vegetated, afterwards let them be
protected from frost. Those growing in fr'ames to have air

given to them freely.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Continue the pruning and nailing of climbers; also, the

arranging and tying of such as are against trellises and
verandahs. The protection afforded during winter to tender
shrubs may now be removed, only have it in readiness in

case of a recun-once of severe weather. Proceed with the
planting of hardy Roses. If the plants are strong the knife

must be used with caution ; if weak, cut them back to two
or three eyes. Shorten all long and straggling roots, and
prune away such as may be bruised or broken. If the
ground has not been prepared as previously directed, we
would recommenij pits to be made, and to two pits give a
wheelbarrowfol of rotten dung and good loam well mixed.
By all means avoid deep planting. Have a quantity of stakes
and tarred twine close at hand, and stake each plant whether
it be a dwarf or standard. Many losses are incurred and
much injury sustained when this is neglected. If any of
the Polyanthuses in beds have been raised by the late frosts,

they should be fastened and a top-dressing of vegetable
mould given. Any vacancies in the Pink-beds should be
filled up, and new sorts requii-ed brought in, though it is

the best plan to procm-e them in the autumn. The beds of

Tulips, the beautiful favourites of the amateur, will now
requfre very great attention, the foliage being generally well

up above the surface, and, consequently, exposed to the
vicissitudes of our changeable springs. At this season a
rainy day is often succeeded by a sharp frost, or hailstorms

mercilessly pelt the rising plants. Some think it of but
Uttle use to cover, supposing the Tulips to be sufficiently

hardy ; but when the leaves form a kind of cup, which holds
a considerable quantity of water, and this on a ft'osty night
is turned into a mass of ice enveloping the rising bud, we
think it will be allowed that protection in this case, at least,

is advisable.

FBUIT GAEDIN.
Pruning should now be quite finished in every department!
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increase the privileges of the Fellows in the use of the gar-

dens, and at the same time, through the assistance of the

general public, to make them much more remunerative than

heretofore, and therefore auiiliary in promoting the scientific

objects of the Society.

11. As respects increased privileges of the Fellows, the

Council recommend that the evening meetings shall be con-

fined to the Society itself and to other learned societies.

12. They propose that the Fellows shall have the new
privilege of purchasing (previous to the day), any number
of tickets of admission to each great show at half-price

—

that is, 2s. 6d. instead of 5s.

13. They propose that at each of the minor shows the

Fellows shall have the ijrivilege of purchasing tickets at the

door for their friends at Is. instead of 2s. Gd. each (which

last price will continue to be charged to the general public).

14. They propose not only that the Fellows shall have

the privilege of visiting the shows at an earlier hour than
the general public, but also that they may bring then- friends

(who have tickets) at an earlier hour, although not so early

as the Fellows' hour.

15. They recommend that each Fellow shall have the

privilege of admitting two friends, personally or by written

order, on Sundays ; also on Mondays and Saturdays, on
which two days the pubhc will be admitted on payment of

Is. each person ; on Tuesdays, "Wednesdays, Thursdays, and
Fridays, that Fellows shall only be allowed to introduce

their friends personally as heretofore, and the public to be
admitted by payment of 5s. each person. The privilege of

introducing friends personally or by order will not extend to

show-days.
16. Another point which has occupied much of the atten-

tion of the Council is the publication of the " Proceedings "

of the Society. Several Fellows have recommended their

more frequent publication. The only objection is the in-

creased expense of delivery. It will be in the recoUeotion

of the Fellows that last year, in order to reduce the expense
of the " Proceedings," the Council dropped the pubUoation
during the four months of the year when most of the

Fellows were out of town. A considerable saving was thus
effected ; and a further saving will this year be effected by the
new form of printing in double columns and smaller type,

whichhas been adopted in the month of January. It is not the
expense of printing, however, which would deter the Council
from complying with the wishes of those Fellows who desire

a more frequent publication ; it is the expense of delivery

which is the most serious obstacle ; that is so great as to

form an absolute barrier to the proposition, unless it be borne
by the individual members themselves. This is done in

some other societies. Those Fellows who are willing to pay
the postage or expense of delivery receive the publications

at once. To those who do not choose to incur that expense
they are sent by parcel and at intervals when they have
accumulated sufficiently. The Council recommend that in
future this plan be adopted, and the " Proceedings " pub-
lished once a-fortnight, if possible.

17. Whilst the Council have thus had much of their atten-

tion directed to supporting the material prosperity of the
Society, and promoting the general comfort and enjoyment
of the Fellows, they have steadily kept in view the primary
object for which the Society exists—viz., the advancement of
Horticulture.
The operations of the Fruit and Floral Committees have

gone on effectively, and the reports of their meetings have
been published in the Society's " Proceedings." The results

of the experiments at Chiswick during the past year will

appear in them without delay. By means of these experi-

ments the most important garden flowers and fruits are by
degrees being reported on, and inferior sorts are eliminated
from the lists ; ttie Fellows and the public have thus a trust-

worthy report of the best kinds of each. Experiments have
also been made in regard to improvements in heating, and
on other horticultural matters, of which, when desirable,
account will be given in the " Proceedings."

18. The collector, Mr. Weir, was last year recalled from
South Brazil, that district having been sufficiently explored,
and not found very productive ; he is now collecting in New
Grenada, and already six boxes, collected in the neighbour-
hood of Mompos, have been received in excellent condition.

These will form the subject of ballot during the following

season ; and as the access to New Grenada is easy, it is ex-
pected that materials for several ballots will be received.

19. The seeds and plants which he sent home from South
Brazil were raised and propagated, and have been distributed
by ballot last year among the Fellows ; 5059 plants have
been so distributed, and a few still remain for ballot during
this season.
The total distribution of plants, seeds, &c., during the

year has been—8300 plants ; 78,065 packets of seeds ; 2000
bundles of grafts of fr-uit trees.

The value of the privilege of obtaining fnait from the
Chiswick Garden at wholesale price seems to be every year
better known and appreciated. The Fellows have availed

themselves of it during the past year to a greater extent
than they have ever done hitherto. The Garden at Chiswick
has, by means of its sales, contributed considerably towards
its expense.

20. The Accounts and Balance sheet of last year have been
already published. The different items of expenditure are
suggestive of vaiious alterations in the mode of management
of the subjects to which they relate. The Council feel that
even after three years they are still at the commencement
of a large experiment, and they recognise the necessity of

making alterations as experience suggests, or necessity
demands them.
The efforts of the Council have been chiefly directed to the

reduction of expenditure, and this they will continue to ke^
steadily in view.
The number of Fellows has been increased during the

past year by 23. There have been elected 245. But the
Society has to lament the loss of 86 by death.

The following is a comparative view of the number of

Fellows belonging to the Society at the respective dates

noted :

—

Fellows
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it. Many years ago it used to come true from seed, and

nothing could be more beautiful. Seed in a few years gave

a very mixed result. I then obtained the truest specimens

I could procure both in England and Ireland ; but found

it impossible to get a border that did not run to grass like

L. gracilis. The new varieties of Paxtoniana, and I might

say, or Gordoniana, had all the bushy dwarf character last

year that the speciosa had formerly. Some trees, such as

rare Pines, when propagated from cuttings seem never

(juite to lose the habit of a branch. Can it be that the

constant propagation from cuttings has produced a branch-

ing habit in the Lobelia? We cannot aiford to lose our

best blue bedder ; and I mean to try the effect this year of

cramping the roots either in pots or in a shallow border.

Mixing with Golden Chain or other ornamental-foliaged

plants which require rich food seems inadmissible, which is

a pity, with respect to our best yellow bedder the Calceolaria.

I suspect that the deep trenching and under-manuring

which saves late Peas from mildew, might keep the Calceo-

laria longer in blossom ; and planting thickly enough to be
able to prune, so as to keep up a succession of shoots, ought
to enable one to avoid the failure of blossom in September.
As to the Petunia, of which I deplore the loss as much as

Mr. Eobson, and have long abandoned the use, is there no
remedy ?

If the new rose-coloui-ed Geraniums enable us to find a
substitute for the lovely beds of Shrubland Eose Petunia
that we used to have (which I much doubt), what dark
pm-ple have we at all like some of the old Petunias ?

I think that although comments on the most effective

combinations in the bedding-out gardens have been made
through the last year^'s Numbers of this Jom-nal, it would be
a great boon to those who are now laying their plans for the
coming season if you were to pviblish a resiimi', not of the
plans, but of the combinations of colours and plants which
were reported upon by your best judges as having proved
most effective last season.—Chakles W. Hamilton, Ham-
wood.

FLOWEE-GAEDEN PLANTING.
The chief difficulty to contend within planting my garden

is to avoid the centre set of beds interfering with and over-

powering the two end sets. I have generally made the two
end sets of beds to correspond pretty closely one with the

other, although not actually using the same flowers. For
instance : Where I have used Lobelia in one set of beds I

have put Pvu-ple King Verbena in the other ; Gazania taking

the place of Calceolaria, Flower of the Day Geranium that

of Mangles' or Alma, &c. One point concerning which I

want to invite the opinion of your coiTespondents is, whether
the beds ought to be planted in sets of four, thus : 2, 3, 4, 5 ;

8, 9, 10, 11; 14, 16, 18, 20; 15, 17, 19, 21; or in pairs of

beds, as 2 and 4, 3 and 5, 14 and 18, 15 and 19, &.C.

The beds last year were planted

—

1, Outside row, CerasMura.
2nd row. Purple King Verbena.
Points of the quatrefoil, Yellow

Calceolaria.

Centre, Fuchsia standard.

1 row Calceolaria Sparkler.

2 rows Flower of the Day Gcra-
1 ditto scarlet Zinnia. [nium.

3, 4, Tropasolum Ciystal Palace

;

edge. Variegated Arabia.

3, 5, Phlox Druniniondi ; edge, Ge-
ranium Man<;les' Variegated.

6, 7, Geranium Trenthara Kose ; cd;;e

Lobelia speciosa.

8, 11, Verbena Mrs. Holford ; edge,

Lady V. Scott and Miss Trotter.

9, 10, 'Mixed Verbenas.
12, 13, Saponaria.
14, 18—14,:Alraa and Bijou; 18,

Mountain of Light.

15, 19, Calceolaria angustifolia.

IG, 20, Lobelia speciojia.

17, 21—17, Verbena Lady V. Scott;

21. Firefly.

22, 26, Geranium Flower of the Day.
23, 27, Yellow Calceolaiia.

24, 28, Verbena Purple Kin(t ; edge,

.^] angles' Variegated Geranium.
25, 29, Gay.ania.

30, 34, 35, 39— PctuniiiK. 30, Lady
Ellesmerc; 34, P.uUertiy; 35. Eliza
IVIatbieu ; 39, Madnnie Jacotot.

31, 36, Geranium Christine; edge,
Sedum carncum variegatum.

32, 37. Calceolaria.

33, Crystal Palace ScarletGeranium ;

edge, Sedum.
38, Geraniums Punch and Little

David ; edge, Seaum,

I have made a plan for this year, bvit should like to have
an expression of opinion upon the plan of last year, so as to

be able to compare notes with my own. The centre bed
No. 1 was planted with two rows round the edge, Cerastium
tomentosum and Purple King Verbena ; then, beginning
from the centre, a tall Fuchsia tied up as a standard, a row
of Sparkler Calceolaria, two rows of Flower of the Day, then
a row of scarlet Zinnia, and the space left between the row
of Zinnia and Puiijle King at the points of the cxuatrefoil

filled with Calceolaria canariensis. All the walks are grass,

of a uniform width, and easily mown by a twelve-inch hand
lawn-mowing machine. Immediately round the set of beds
is a broad grass walk about 9 feet wide. Then on the north
side is a broad gravel walk next to the house, with a border
of flowers between the walk and the house, generally planted
as a ribbon-border with three rows of flowers. Last year it

was Lobelia speciosa. Golden Chain, and the back row,

mixed plants of Calceolarias and Geraniums. The centre of

the garden faces the drawing-room window, and is due south
from the house. On the other side of the grass walk is a

raised border sloping towards the house, the garden having

been originally levelled out of a sloping field. This border

is of a uniform width of about 11 feet, with a low treUiswork

of larch covered with Eoses : this border and '.reUiswork go

round the cast end of the garden as well. The other, the

west end, is bounded by a gravel walk leading to a rocktry

and shrubbery. The broad border of flowers sloping towards

the house is generally planted as aribbon-bordtr, but chiefly

with annuals, such as Saponaria, Carter's Tern Thumb Nas-

turtium, Ageratum, and Petunias (traated as annuals).

Asters, Stocks, ic. I may state that the soil is a rich light

loam, very suitable for Verbenas and Calceolarias, but Ge-
raniums generally go too much to leaf; and conscqxtently

the Variegated class of Geraniums do better than Tom
Thumb, Trentham Eose, Ac, though the last is, as a rulo,

the best flowering Geranium of any in this soil.—X. Y. Z.

[We can easily fancy that the garden will look very well

from the gi'avel walk, and better still from the drawing-

room windows, as the colours will be reflected back firm

the slopin g border and the fence of Eoses. So far as making
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and whatever nailing is left undone must be finished im-

mediately. See that newly-planted trees are properly staked

and mulched, and after high winds it is necessary to look

round them and press the earth gently round the base of

the stems.
STOVE.

Some of the plants which have been blooming for some

weeks and which are exhausted, should be cut back and

removed to a moderate heat for slow breaking, such as the

Euphorbia jacquinifeflora, Gesnera lateritia, Geissomeria

longiflora, Eranthemum pulcheUum, Justicias, Poinsettia

pulcherrima, and others ; when breaking, which wiU be in

about three weeks, they should be shaken out and repotted

in flbry turfy loam, coarse sand, and a good portion of char-

coal, in which last all these plants delight.

GKEENHOXJSE AND CONSEEVATOET.
Stop any rank-growing shoots that are taking the lead on

the Camellias that are done blooming. A general dressing

of the climbers should take place immediately. "Where it

is desirable that they should bloom late in the autumn, it

will be advisable to prune late, even after the buds have

commenced growing, on the same pi-inciple that the Moss
amd other Roses ai'e successfully retarded by such a course.

Some of the forward Cinerarias and Pelargoniums may be
shifted as requisite, as soon as the blooming habit is suifi-

ciently brought on.

EOECING-PIT.

Continue to introduce plants of Hydrangeas, Roses in

variety. Pinks, Carnations, Rhododendrons, Kalmias, Le-

dums, Pelargoniums, Heliotropes, Azaleas, &c. Shake out

another batch of your best last year's young Fuchsias, Ery-

thrinums, and Salvia patens, and place them in bottom heat.

Sow Balsams, Cockscombs, Amaranths, &c.

PITS AND FEAMES.
Those who have not yet attended to the propagation of

plants for bedding-out, must now begin with aU possible

speed to put in cuttings of Salvias, Petunias, Fuchsias,

Verbenas, Scarlet Geraniums, Lobelias, &c., so as to have
good plants for bedding-out in May. W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST "WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

As soon as the frost gave way, and the ground was dry,

sowed Dickson's Favoui-ite Pea, and Mazagan and other
BroadBeans out of doors. Sowed also Beans and Peas, chiefly

Mazagan and Sangster's No. 1, on turves, to be transplanted
when well forwarded. The turves were cut in strips 4 inches
wide and 2^ inches thick, and a groove 1 inch deep cut out
in the centre. The turves were placed on a bed of leaves

just a little warm, with 2 or 3 inches of rotten leaves be-
tween the leaves and the turves, into which the roots might
run. We have employed leaves because we could not well
use anything else at the time ; but we would have prefeiTcd
half-circular drain-tiles, with a piece of rotten dung stuck
in the ends to keep in the soil, or even wooden boxes if we
had them at liberty, as, when planted out, there wordd be
nothing to interfere with the free growth of the plants.
We have succeeded very well with turves, but in peculiar
seasons the haulm of the Peas near the turf, if the latter is

at all stiff in consistence, is apt to become hidebound ; and
though there will be a good show of Peas at first, the gather-
ing is not likely to be so continuous as when the plants
have nothing to check their luxuriant development. How-
ever managed, these transplanted Peas are likely to come
sooner into bloom and pod, merely from the check given in
transplanting. Such plants follow a natural law, by which
the excess of luxuriance is ever opposed to the excess of
fruitfulness. If the check given to mere growth is too great,
then healthy continued fruitfulness is also lessened. Such
Peas and Beans, therefore, require to be well hardened off

before planting out, and to receive a little protection after-
wards from evergreen boughs, &c. When that can be given
them. Peas planted out in March from seeds sown from
the middle of February wUl generally beat those sown in
autumn, and the protection of them from slugs, birds, mice,
and rats during the winter is avoided. "Wlien, with autumn-
SOW5 rows, we have had them very luxuriant about the

middle of March, we hastened their fruitfulness by inserting

the spade obliquely as deep as it would go, so as to cut the

roots on one side, and prevented flagging by running a little

water along the rows.

Transplanted Kidney Beans and sowed more. The New-

ington is a good one for cooking whole, when the pods are

some 3 inches in length. By transplanting at this season

room is saved, and extra fruitfulness secured. After this it

win be best to sow in beds or pots, and nip out the stem

when it makes its first running leaf, which wiU make the

plants more dwarf and continuously fruitful. In early

winter we used to sow and plant rather thickly, and not

stop; and thus we obtained an earlier produce, but not so

much of it. Gave abundance of air on mild days to Potatoes,

Radishes, Asparagus, Lettuces, &c., and planted more Pota-

toes under cover, and have a good many moving nicely now in

pots, and which will require planting ere long. Those grow-

ing in large pots are doing very well. Some that were shut

up in the cold weather became rather lanky, and had the

terminal buds of the shoots nipped out, to prevent th'em grow-

ing too tall for the glass. Kept up successions of Radihes,

Sea-kale, Rhubarb, and Mushrooms. For constant supply,

we are stUl more convinced that the smaU-bed system for

Mushrooms is the best. There are two matters about

Mushrooms we would here allude to. The first is that

some artistes of the kitchen prefer having button Mushrooms
under their own care—that is, prefer receiving a lot at a

time and preserving them in their own way, and going to

their store when they like. We suppose this would not do for

everything ; but if more generally adopted it might save

many an annoyance ; for, when they are required it is un-

pleasant not to be able to send in a good handful of buttons,

when you could easily send a bushel of large Mushrooms.

The other matter is very thick fleshy Mushrooms. We some
time ago stated how, by a surfacing of oowdung, the Mush-
rooms came too thickfleshed to be easily cooked, and we
rather think we are approaching the same condition again

by another process, at least the man who has charge of the

Mushroom-beds thinks that is the reason for the thick-

ness as well as the extra fr-uitfulness. When putting on

the soil, not too damp, he watered with a strong decoction

of sheepdung that had been kept^in a barrel, before

squeezing and beating down the soil. PuUed a little earth

to Cabbage plants. Dug and trenched as convenient. It

is time to sow a little Celery and Cauliflower seed, either on

a sUght hotbed, or in pans and boxes, where there is a little

heat. Temperature for Cucumbers from 60° to 68° at night,

fully 70° during the day ; and if air is given early, the

heat may rise to 80° or 85° by sun heat. A few Chilis and
Tomatoes should also be sown, and sweet herbs, as Basil

and Maqoram, if wanted early.

FETJIT GAEDEN.
We have some trees stiU to plant and transplant, but the

weather has not been suitable for doing much in that way.
Proceeded with pruning small fruit, and dredging them with

the mixture described lately to keep the bu-ds from the buds.

Has any one tried nux vomica in moderation ? but that

would kill the birds if used strong. Beginners, in using;-

mixtures, should beware how they are made up. Lime and
soot, and sometimes nux vomica, are fi-equently parts of a
composition, and if mixed cool and used sparingly they wiU
do no harm ; but if boiled together, though used cool, we
have known serious consequences ensue. For instance : a

very good paint for many fruit trees may be formed by
boUing a quarter of a pound of tobacco in a gallon of water,

straining it, and when that water is nearly cool mixing it

with 1 lb. of lime, 1 lb. of sulphui-, 1 lb. of soot, and enough
of clay and more water to make a nice paint of 2^ gallons.

Boil aU these together, and use when cool, and unless soon

washed off we would be afraid that any plant would not be of

much use afterwards. When 1 lb. of lime, fresh, and llb.of

sulphur are boiled in a gallon of water, and the clear liquid

poured off and put away for use, we should not think of

using it for syringing a gi-owing plant with unless diluted

with at least a hundred times its bulk of water. Of course

plants in a state of rest, as deciduous fruit trees in wmter,

are less easily injxu-ed ; but even then such an acrid combi'

nation would be dangerous. We just throw out the hint

because many of the different effects of paints, &c., for de-

stroying insects maybe somewhat owing to the modes in
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whic}i they are appKed. The hotter such mixtures aie

used t'je more certain -will they he, if not to enclose more
thoroughly, at least to kill, the eggs of insects which the eye
cannot see ; but the more likely also will they be to iniure

the bark and youngest layer of wood : hence, as a general
rule, we dislike to use such applications much hotter than
new milk. As an example we might refer to tobacco smoke.
Used in moderation, and the smoke presented cool, it will

kiU aU sorts of green fly. Let the smoke be at all hot, and
you wUl thoroughly and quickly kOl the insects ; but if the
leaves are at all tender, you will blotch and kill them likewise.

Tobacco paper, fi-om the variety of materials of which it is

generally composed, requires even more care in this respect.

Pruned most of the trees in orchard-house. Discovered
no insects ; but, to make as sure as possible, washed the
trees in pots and against the walls with soap water and a
brush. Washed also the wall down, and then whitewashed
it with quicklime, toned down sufficiently dark with a
mixture of blueblack to lessen the reflection of heat and
light from the wall. This sticks so well that hardly any of
the last year's appMoation would come off when scrubbed
with soap and water. We might have left it alone, as it

looked clean, but we wanted to dislodge or smother up every
insect egg, if there should be any. When all is done we
will take away at least an inch of the surface soU, and
sprinkle that with hot water, before covering with fresh soU.

We are now painting the trees as the buds are swelling.
We have no gi-eat faith in any paa'ticular paint, provided it

will smother up and thus kiU all insects' eggs. For many
purposes clay and sulphur are as good as anything. This
season we are using for Peaches, &c., the following :—Half a
pound of shag tobacco, boiled in a gallon of water for twenty
minutes and then strained ; 2-i lbs. of flowers of sulphur

;

about the same of lime and soot, each made into a paste
before mixing cool; nearly 2 lbs. of soft soap, melted with
the tobacco water. To these were added enough of thin
clay paint to make eight gallons altogether. We would
have added a pound of glue, melted, only we did not have
it by us. The soap and the clay make it stick very well.

The Ume was used chiefly to lighten the mrxtui-e a little,

which wm keep the buds more backward than if the colour
had been darker; and, as said the other week, we would
rather have them as backward in opening as possible with-
out the trouble of shading.

Gave a little water to trees in pots that were dry, as
letting the roots become too di-y, and then giving them a
good soaking at once, is apt to throw the buds off. Eemoved
StrawbeiTy-pots from the floor of the orchard-house, where
they were in the way. A few of them had also become
rather dry, and this is as injurious to the fruit-buds as
keeping the plants too wet. Moved Strawberry-pots from
frames to shelves in houses; some on moss, others on
turf, and others in pans, where a little drip would be in-

jurious. Eemoved plants done fr-uiting ; and as it is rather
early to keep them, turned them to the rubbish heap, that
the pots might be employed for other purposes, as just now
we could use many thousands if we had them. Gave a
little manure water to the pots where the fruit was swelling,
and in sunny hours drew a dry feather among the flowers
of plants in blossom, and gave all the aii- possible, according
to the weather. For Strawben-ies alone, and Peach trees
alone, in bloom, fire heat is most wanted in dull days, in
order to give air without reducing the temperature. In
such weather fresh afr is more necessary than even in bright
sunshine. If the sunshine is attended by a frosty wind, we
give afr early but sparingly, and the sun heat wOl enable
us to dispense with fire heat dm-ing the day. Night tem-
perature for Peaches and Strawberries in bloom fi'om 50° to
55°, with a gradual rise in sunshine to 70°, 75°, or 80°.

Strawberries, when swelling, will bear a higher tempera-
ture ; but the higher the temperature, and the closer the
atmosphere, the less wUl they be distinguished for flavour.
To heighten flavoirr, no manure water should be given after
the berries colom-, and the soil should be rather dry before
gathering ; and if the aun shines on them in a di-y afr all the
better.

Melons in pots should have a medium temperatru'e of 68°
to 70°. Those in beds or pits will enjoy a bottom heat of
75° to 80°, and a night temperature averaging 65°; day tem-
perature from 70° to 75°, and in bright sunshine from 75°

to 85°. Vines breaking may be syringed two or three
times a-day. Those coming into bloom with roots out of

doors should have the roots carefully protected, a few hot
leaves near the soil will keep all right. About a foot of

leaves, or fern, or litter, put on early in the autumn, will

keep the ground hot enough in general cfrcumstauces ; but
a little more at flowering and setting time wiU be useftd.

Vines in bloom should have fi-om 65* to 70° at night, with a
rise from sun heat dui'ing the day. Vines breaking and
growing should average fi-om 55° to 60' at night; 65° at
night is high enough for Vines at all times, imless when
setting, with the exception of Muscats. Black Damascus, &c.,

which wUl bear 70°, or even more. We have, however, had
splendid Muscats that, except when in bloom, were never
kept higher than 65° at night, but afr being given early in

the morning, the houses would rise to 85°, or more, during
the day.

Figs in pots rarely do well as respects the first crop,

unless the pots are plunged La the ground, or supplied with
some vessel to stand in, so that the soU shall never be very,

di-y. Once let such soil be thoroughly dry, and t'ne young
fruit will drop off to a certainty. The same result will

follow if the pots stand long in stagnant moisture. Much
water, therefore, should never be in the pan, but it would
be well to have an eighth of an inch or so to prevent
casualties. When planted out. Figs should have little soU,

and be well drained, and then however liberally watered the
water will never remain long about the roots. When at
rest the soU should be rather dry. If very di-y the young
fi-uit will be apt to drop. When the tops begin to move it

is best to make holes in the bed or border, and fill these
with water first, so that aU the soU shall be weU moistened
in a fortnight or three weeks, instead of doing it aU at once.

Where the stumping system has not been adhered to in

summer, and the bare shoots are now from 6 to 12 inches

long, it is a good plan to cut through crosswise the green
terminal bud about half way fi-om its apex to its base. The
check to mere growth thus given has a helping influence

on the young fruits that come from the nodes or joints be-

hind. Thus the cut or pricked terminal bud wUl, instead of

one shoot, throw out several, and the most desfrable of

these can be retained, and pinched-in, as deemed necessary,

for the second crop. We generaUy prefer doing this after

at least half a dozen joints are made, for if done sooner in

many cases the joints wUl show shoots instead of fruit. For
out-door trees against walls where only one crop can be ob-

tained, it is best to secure stubby, short-jointed shoots, and
merely pinch or cut through the terminal bud in the spring,

and select the shoots that come fi-om it for the next season.

OKNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Much the same as last week.— E. F.

TEADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
F. BosheU, 86, High Street, Boroiagh, London. Catalogue

of Vegetable, Garden, and Agncultural Seeds, Jj'c.

Timothy Brigden, 52, King WiUiam Street, City. Select

List of Flower, Vegetable, Agricultural, Tree, Shrub, OmOr-
mental Fruit and Foliage Plant Seeds.

S. Stafford, Hyde, near Manchester.

—

Catalogue of Hard-
wooded Greenhouse Plants, Stove Plants, Palms, Orchids, and
Ferns. Catalogue of Forest and Fruit Trees, Shrubs, S^c.

COVENT GAEDEN MAEKET.—Feb. 20.

Noiwithstanding the frost which has again set in, the supply of all

kinds of vegetables in season continues unusually good, and iinportationB

from abroad of Lettucn, Endive, Ac, have been steadily kept up. Of
Potatoea there have been heavy arrivals, but prices havo a ivunced. Old
Grapes are now scarce, ami the new Blacli Hamhurghs are bringing from
20s. to 306\ per lb. Flowers are less plentiful and consisb of the same kinds
as reported last week.

PKUIT.
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s.

VEGETABLES,
d. t). d

Asparagus bundle 10 to 15

Beans, Broad bush. •
Kidney 100 2

Beet, Red doz. 1

Broccoli bundle
Bruesels Sprouts^ sieve I

Cabbage doz.
Capsicunas 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz. 3
Celery bundle 1

Cucumbers each 2

Endive score I

Fennel bunch
Garlic and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle 1

Leeks bunch
Lettuce doz.

Mushrooms puttie

Muatd. & Cress, punnet
Onions bushol

pickling quart
Parsley bunch
Parsnips doa.
Peas ; bush.
Potatoes sack
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys per doz.
Seu-kale basket
Spinach sieve
Tomatoes ^ sieve
Turnips bunch

H-
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Meait Bno (A Sutacrther).—\Ve have found nothing so effectual againtt
this pest as placiDK the plants in a pit where the atmosphere is surcharged
with ammonia from fermenting stable-manure. When this was not at handw have syringed the plants with water at 160° if the leaves were firm in
texture, or 140° if lliin. This, repeated whenever ihe insects show them-
selves, IS a cheap and effectual remedy. Next to it we have found the
linger and tliumb to be very serviceable, especially when suT)ulemented with
a syringing with soot water heated to 140°.

Heatiso a CucoMBEa-Bousc {J. W. Price).—For a Cucumber-house,
16 feet by 10, the best plan ol heating would be to have a pit on euch side,
a walk m the middle, and two pipes below each pit for bottom heat, and
two for top heat. The cheapest plan would be tuke a flue all round such
pite in a chamber, bed nbove, and slides from chamber to let heat out and
means for mastering such heat. If so done the first two vards of flue
should be brick on bed. Perh:.ps a still cheaper plan would be merely to
have the flue, and grow the Cucumbers in pots or boxes put on the top of
It. It IS very rarely we can combine the cheapest and the best.

Painting a GKEE.MnoesE (A Market Gardener).—\^' ben vour wood is
pretty dry, the best thing you can use is anti-coriosion paint, one good
coat, ^^hen moist, as you put it on, you might throw on as much dry
aand as It would take outside, and your wood would then look like ^tone.
It would not be desirable to do the same inside. We have no faith in
your several coats of whitewash outside, even though you put glue ia
the last coat; and inside it would always be coming off. We question
very much il the inside would not be better without anything for a

It^V^. '
"" " '" '"'''' f'""" '*>•= ™"'' "1'' painting such woods i« often

the best way to rot them. If the anti-corrosion paint is too expensive for
the inside, and you dislike the appearance of the wood, we would use
-", !l . V

"'" fl'^'b-slaked lime in preferenoe to anything else : and
If that be too white for the ba k wall, tone it down with blue or
lampblack (see "Doings of the Last Week"). To keep out the Iro^t a
small iron stove, with a smoke-pipe ihiough the roof, costing altogether
about oOj., ought to suit you. It will be best to have the sraoke-pipe from
one side, a flat head lor the stove, and then you can have an evaporating-
pan on it. ^

Phlox rao.NnoSA (^ Subscrilcr).-^lr. Earlev says that he obtained It
of -Messrs Hendtrson & Co, Pine Apple Place, Edgware Road ; but as our
correspondent resides in the vicinity of Dublin, we mar add that it isprocurable at the Mes,ns. Garaway & Co. Durdbam Down, Bristol. Mr
Earley says that rough stones 4 or inches in diameter must be placed

?ll? '"v
.°"" "P°" ""' ""face of the freshly-prepared soil, after that a

little better prepared soil between and over the stones, the object i-i viewbemg to keep them raodeiately dry during the damper winter months, and
to admit of the roots running down freely into the small crevices formed by

1

7™"- „"!''"'= '^P^'is planted with it, as before described, should beplanted pretty thickly.

Flowek Garden Planting (S. B.).-Much of the beauty of such a group
will consist in the heights of the bed-, the centre being a dial, with aborderrimnd It, then 4,J leet of grass, and then eight beds, in four crossed
Jpair5,thtts-Scarlet Geraniums, blue Lobelia, vellow Calceolaria, Purple

ir- ?,. ^f'^S""'
'y''"'^ "'" ^0°^ '">• ^''^l'. ™ly the Lobelia-bed must be theheight of the others. Then follow 4,} leet of grass, and other eight outerbedsm the circle, being as it were the continuation of the eight Bp.kes ofa wheel. These are also planted in pairs; but the singularity of theplanting is that these outer beds of the snokes are the same as the inner

Beds, only mixed with white. For instance, opposite Scarlet Geraniums wehave flower of the Day ; opposite blue Lobelia, bine Lobelia and Alv>sum
;opposite Calceolaria, the same and Cineraria maritima, mixed ; and oi.p..-

site Purple King, Purple King again, mixed with Alvssum. No doubt suchan arrangement will lo'.k well
; but we hardly see the reason for mawing

two rings of beds instead of one for such a style of .hadin" light. Most
people would prefer contrasting the colours in the different rings of bedsthus-S, blue Lobelia, &c. ; 6, Flower of the Day; 7, Purple King, ic.
o, Calceolaria, Ac. j i

»
i ot ,

Boiler EranmiHG so Setting.-At page 139 you mention a boiler asaoove in Kent. If your correspondent will communicate with Mr. Weeks
n^^l!'"'^'''-'' j"? '""'i!'-

Dartford, he will hear of the boilers he wishes for!

™f„=i„",
'* ."^ efhcient work in heating cods of pipe in house and the

conservatory, whicb stands in an exposed situation. The boiler is not ex-
pensive, and was supplied two years since by him.-KmospiELD.

^Zti"'^ .1" P^'^,
'^; Tr;(ter).-It is a subvaiiety of the Lucombe Oak,

apparently that called hctcrophylla, which, like most of the others, is nearly

Glass-case Heating (J;. M. lr.).-An oil lamp, as vou have found, isnot only a troublesome and dirty, but an ineflicient souVce of healing thehot-water tank We employ jets of gas f„r heating a plant case. This is
enective

;
but if you cannot use gas, employ three or four night lighis, andpst a woollen cover over the case at night.

CiNERAniA Skeulixos
( TF. ie/c/mrrf,!on).—They have no merit as exhibi-

tion flowers. They are pretty, but we see little difference in them ascommon pot flowers.

Ked-fleshed Pear (Bortm).-ThB only Pear which we remember
having red flesh when ripe is the Sanguinole.

Names op Plants {A I'oung ffarrfener).—Clematis balearica. IT B )

—

1, Pultensea subumhellata ; 2, Pultecxa stricta apparently
; 3. Convolvulus

cneorum
; 4, Hardenbcreia monophylla. (jlf, 7).).-Ornithogalura scilloides.

(fr.i/.).— 1, Niphobolus lingua; 2, Gjmnogramma ochracea ; 3, Adiantum
pubeecens; 4, Adiantum assimile. U. W. Wills). -So. 1 is Murraya
exotica, L., an East Indian plant; but introduced into and common in some
01 the West Indn.n Islands; and No. 2 is Pallurus aculeatus, Lam., one of
toe plants to whuh the name •' Christ's Thorn " i- given, from the supnosl-
tion that it afforded the "Crown of Thorns." It is a common Mediterranean
plant, and in Asia extendi to as far east a> the Punjaub. No doubt its
prickly flexlole branches might be easily plaited into a crown ; and us it
16 a common hedge plant in Syria, it was very probably the plant used. The
trench call the shrub Porte.iihapeau, from the fruit being hemispherical at
iDe base, and expanded at the top Into a broad thin horizontal rim, like aHead with a broad-brimmed hat on (/>. H. 0.).-Thc three leguminous

.>.f ""recognisable, and are quite likely to be common Pulses, not
TPortb house room. No. 3 is a Cucurbltacea, possibly a .Momordica. Very
Ilicly It bears a pretty Gourd like the M. balsamina grown in liolhouacs.

POULTRY. BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

MANAGEMENT OF WATER FOWLS.
" A Wiltshire Eectoe " has caused me to take pen in

liand—words seem to flow so kindly from him that I am
disposed to follow liis example, and put some of my expe-
riences on paper. I cannot say so much for poultry as he
can, his experience therein is far greater than my own, but
I can detail that which has been the source of great enjoy-
ment to me, and which stiU retains its charm after years of
experience. I also feel how much of pleasure there may be
if we all communicate through your paper, one to the other,
our enjoyments and our experiences in these interesting and
simple amusements.
My hobby for a long time .has been Water Fowl ; and as I

believe many persons who have the same taste are prevented
ii-om indulging in it by the idea that it must involve a great
expense, I have determined to note down my proceedings.

Neither a lake nor a river is required, nor a very largo nor
deep pond. I have in my garden a piece of water about
14 yards long by -1 broad. When I first took to WUd Fowl,
it had sloping grass banks on evex'y side. The consequence
was, my Ducks were often drowned. It may sound strange
to drown a Duck, and still more so to drown one in such a
small pond, but a Duck will drown as readdy as a fowl under
certain circumstances ; and as I wish to put my ideas in a
friendly and chatty way before my readers, I may as well
give my theory as I go. Ducks swim so long as the outer
feathers are firm, close, and weU oiled. The do-svn between
the feather and the skin remains dry, warm, and light ; but
when from any cause this down becomes wet, cold, and
heavy, the bird does not sink, but is like a water-logged
vessel—it floats about on the water, getting gradually deeper
and deeper in it, till at last its head droops under the surface,

and the body floats about with just the back above the
water.

I am quite unable to give any guess at the age of Ducks,
or the period in their lives when it may be said of them " It

cannot be expected they should last much longer." They
are gifted with tolerable longevity. I know an instance of

a pair of Dun buds breeding after being fifteen years on
a piece of water. Of course they die sometimes of disease
or of old age, but with painstaking death wDl seldom occur.

They sometimes quarrel, and then the beaten bii-d gets
drowned unless it can escape. It cannot if the banks ai-e steep
or beetling: every time the beaten bird tries to escape to land,
which it always seeks to do, the victor pursues it and puUs
it down. An oirtlet must be provided, and the proper way
is to cut ttt each side of the pond, through the bank, a slant

that comes rather below the level of the water at its end.

This will form a shallow 2 or 3 feet in length, and any bird
by its means can readily leave the water. If, further, it is

well gravelled it forms a scour, very useful as a feeding-

place. If Ducks are fed in deep water much of the food is

lost by sinking to the bottom.—B.

(To he continued.)

A LAST WORD ON THE BIRMINGHAM
DIFFICULTY.

As I was the first, at all events without a nom de guerre,

to write to you about the Bu'mingham difficulty, I am en-
titled to a last word.

Mr. J. H. Smith, one of the Judges at Bii-mingham, has
with a certain amount of self-complacency oft'ered to assist

at the " funeral obsequies " of this protracted discussion,

and he alfixes this epitaph, •' Parturiunt jiiontes, nasdtur
ridicuhis mus." If Mr. Smith had left the matter here, I
might have been content to bury the discussion, although I

disagree with him ou many points; but in the following
Number he disintered the poor mouse and gave it another
tossing. The result of the inquu'y has been far from satis-

factory I confess, but the question which is involved in it,

and which by a consequence is assaOed in the sneer implied
by this quotation, is neither ridiculous nor small. If Mr.
Smith thinks the quotation is applicable to the result, he is

taking advantage of honesty foiled by knavery ; if he thinks
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it is applicable to the question at issue, I have nothiug more

to say to him either as a judge or in any other capacity. As

I understand the matter, the question is between Mr.

Hindson, Mr. Williams, and the public, and except by a

generous but not successful interference Mr. Smith has

nothing to do with it.

Whatever may be allowed in some shows with regard to

hiring and boiTowing fowls for exhibition, I, for one, protest

against it, and will never enter a bird that is not bonAJide

my own property. Poultry exhibitions, 1 presume, should

be of birds and not of purses, of stiU and not of pay. l

fear that the groans now nearly forgotten of your corre-

spondent " Small Fry," with regard to the almost hopeless

chance of small exhibitors, have more of truth than he got

credit for.

Mr. Smith's last letter contains another sneer and as

many anomalies as his other communications. He is not an

able counsel, and would if possible damage his cause. I

must apply to him the " short and homely " words used by
Lord Derby the other day on our foreign policy, for the

whole of Mr. Smith's correspondence may be summed up in

the words "meddle and muddle."
Let the matter now be buried as Mr. Smith wished, but

without his epitaph, for no amount of writing will clear up
this questionable transaction ; and nothing will satisfy the

public but that the facts of Williams v. Hindson be made
clear to them by the Birmingham Committee, and that a

direct answer be given to the question put some time since,

"Whether collectively or individually they broke faith in

the matter of the Birmingham ten-shilling day."

—

Geobge
Manning.

Many besides myself, I daresay, have made the discovery

that it is much easier to enter into a controversy than to

get out of it again. The first step is clearly the "facilis

descensus Averni," and the difficulty of extrication is hardly

too forcibly expressed by " vestigia nulla retrorsum."

I thought nothing would have induced me to trouble you
with another word; but the letter of Mr. Hewitt, in your
Journal last week, seems to charge me with an unjustifiable

misconstruction of some remai-ks of his, to which I referred

in my last commiiuication.
Now, nothmg could possibly be more remote from my

wishes than any such intention as this. Even if Mr. Hewitt
can give me credit for no better motives than those which
spring ii-om ordinary prudence, he must see from the part I

took in the recent controversy, that I could have no desire,

needlessly, to attach the weight of his name and position to

the insinuations which I thought his words convej'ed.

The remarks which are the origin of this misunderstand-
ing occur in the concluding paragraphs of a recent communi-
cation of Mr. Hewitt's on the marking of Game fowls. I

read them with pain and regi-et, believing they were cal-

culated to suggest the inference of which I complained.
But I admit Mr. Hewitt's right to be the interpreter of

his own language and intentions ; and as I understand him
to repudiate all intention to suggest the inference I referred

to, I gladly accept his disavowal as perfectly conclusive,

and, had I known of it before, the remarks which seem to

have annoyed him would not have been written.

Under other circumstances I might myself have had some
eomplaints to make against Mr. Hewitt's letter; but as it

was evidently written under feelings of resentment, I will

console myself by the reflection that the words of an angry
man aie generally worse than his thoughts.—J. H. Smith.

New Varieties of Pigeons.—In a recent Number ofThe
JouBNAL OP HoBTicuLTUEE I noticed the names Satinettes,

Brunswicks, and Icelanders. May I again ask the breeders
or exhibitors of these Pigeons for a description of them ? as
I do not know- any varieties by those titles, and am in

ignorance if they are really new varieties or only old friends

with fresh names. May I again repeat my request for an
account of those Pigeons called Neapolitans ? Aid if any of

your numerous readers can help me to any information
respecting the Indian Lowtan or Ground Tumbler, or what
sort it is that the natives of India use for high-flying, it

will much oblige.—B. P. Bkent.

BIEMINGHAM DISQUALIFICATIONS.
TEIMMING GAME FOWLS.

I HAVE been expecting some of your contributors to notice

Mr. Smith's defence of his colleague, Mr. Hindson, as to his

having at some shows exhibited borrowed birds as his own.

What°are we to expect now when a Judge positively iipholds

such a practice ? How is the honest exhibitor to act ?
_
To

me it appears simply an act of extreme dishonesty—acting,

in fact, a lie—giving the prizes as a premium for the sharpest

practice. If such dishonesty is sanctioned by the promoters

of shows, there is an end to one of the great pleasures of

winning—viz., knowing that they are your own birds.

Somewhat bordering on dishonesty, " Our Letter Box '' of

February 9th contained a reply to "C. C." on trimming

Game cocks that perfectly staggered me. I can understand

that it may be quite fair to pull out a single stray feather,

but that " the removal of every feather and hair from the

crown and face is very desirable," and, according to your

reply, quite " legitimate," distances me.

To this I would siniply say. If this is allowable in Game,

why disqualify, as has been done for the same amount of

trimmino-, nay, a less amount, in Spanish, where such a

clean look is equaUy desirable ? Allow it in Game, and the

equity of refusing it to other breeds is certainly questionable.

I apprehend the process to the poor fowls is none the plea-

santer because sanctioned by authority ; and if some strains

are finer in the feather, and, therefore, better, it is depriving

them of an advantage in the competition which they enjoy-

naturally, and for which they ought to receive a certain

amount of favour in the eyes of the Judge.—Y. B. A. Z.

[Game cocks are an exception to the rule forbidding trim-

ming. They are to be exhibited in the condition they would

be if intended to contend in the cock-pit : hence the comb

is dubbed, and all superfluous hau-s, &c., removed from the

head.]

IMPEOVEMEjSTTS IN POULTEY SHOWS.
Several letters have lately appeared in your pages sug-

gesting improvements and reforms in the poultry world,

and some with special reference to exhibitions. Amongst

others " Egomet," "Y. B. A. Z.," and "A Compilek of

THE Daklinoton SCHEDULE " will havB done somethmg to-

wards rousing exhibitors from the state of apathy in which

they have lately been sunk respecting the management, or,

rather, mismanagement, of these pleasant reunions, and in-

ducing them to adont some decided measures in order that

they may be placed upon a proper footing. My object is to

offer a few suggestions in this direction, and to pomt out

what my own experience has taught me are great obstacles

to the extension and success of exhibitions, which are even

at present a source of recreation and pleasure to many thou-

sands of people, both exhibitors and visitors.

In the first place, I quite agree with your Darlington cor-

respondent as to the necessity of fixing the amount of en-

trance fees with some reference to the amount of prizes

offered. A case in point may be taken from the schedule

of the last Birmingham Show. I might have made four

entries in classes 1, 2, 7, and 8, the expense being ^1 for the

subscription and 10s. entrance fees ; I might also have made

entries in classes 33, 34, 39, and 40 at the same outlay; but

in the first case prizes to the amount of £20 might have

been won by my fowls, while in the latter the four first

prizes only amount to £8. In one case the total amount of

prizes offered in the four classes was dS52, and in the other

.£12. I would also suggest that either higher prizes should

be offered for Pigeons in proportion to those for fowls.or

lower entrance fees demanded. This is always an attractive

branch of an exhibition, and I am certain entries would be

astonishingly multiplied if fees were reduced, even although

the prizes were smaller.

Offering three prizes at least in each class, and more

whenever possible, would be a step in the right direction.

On looking over some recent prize lists I find that two

prizes in each class are a general rule, and in many classes

only one is offered. I think it would be much better policy

instead of £1 and 10s. to say 15s., 10s., and 5s., though I

would prefer adding 5s. to the entire amount, and making

the first prize never less than £1.
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The system of excluding all but annual Bubsoiibers from
the Birmingham Show, and I believe others, is a bad one.

Eveiy effort should be made to extend and not to limit com-
petition. Many hundreds of working men are possessed of

a few fine and well-bred fowls
,
and Pigeons, their names

may frequently be found amongst the prizetakers at the

local shows, and they are often desirous of entering for

higher honours in the feathered kingdom. Suppose the case

of a poor man who has a pair of Baldpates or Jacobins, which
he believes to be the most perfect birds of the kind in the

kingdom. His fi-iends are of the same opinion, but " to

make assurance doubly sure," he is advised to send his

household pets to Birmingham. Not being able to raise
" the needful," his friends offer to pay the entrance fee,

which they suppose wOl be about double the Is. 6cl. paid for

the same birds at their own Show, or, as Birmingham is

such a great Show, possibly it may be 5s. This and carriage

they will struggle hard to raise ; but on inquiry their hopes
are dashed to the ground by the receipt of the following inti-

mation:—"14, None but donors, or subscribers ofnotless than
^1 per anumn will be entitled to compete for prizes. Exhi-

bitors, in addition to their donation or subscription, will be

charged 2s. 6d. for each pen of poultry, and 2s. 6cZ. for each

pen of Pigeons. Exhibitors may enter as many pens of

fowls or Pigeons as they wish, paying a subscription of £1
for each four pens of fowls, and ^1 for each six pens of

Pigeons in addition to the entrance fees." His birds are thus

at once excluded from the competition, and his disappoint-

ment is none the less because he is told subscribers are sup-

plied with free tickets of admission ; for he is quite as Ukely

to take a trip in Mr. CoxweU's balloon as to travel from
Lancashire to the Birmingham Poultry Show, however much
he might long for such a treat.

One case in point will illustrate, perhaps, stOl better how
this rule works as far as Pigeons are concerned. A friend

of mine, who has been tolerably successful at various pro-

vincial exhibitions, was desirous that his stock should have

the opportunity of trying conclusions with the best bii-ds at

the last Birmingham Show. He thought of sending eight

pens of Pigeons, and, of ooui-se, was quite wUling, in addi-

tion to extra cost of carriage, &c., to pay a higher entrance

fee than usual. Fancy his surprise on being informed that

he must pay .£3 for the privilege of sending his bii-ds ! or at

the rate of 7s. 6d. per pair. If the object is to exclude all

small exhibitors, and confine the entries at the great Show
of the year to great people and owners of long purses, it

answers its purpose admh-ably, and nothing more can be

said; but if entries of good birds, whether the property of

rich or poor, is the object in view, some other plan must be

adopted than that of compeUing the latter to pay 22s. for

a single entry. Why not simply fix a certain amount to

be paid for each entry without any subscription ?

Many owners of poulti^ and Pigeons never enter their

birds for exhibition, because they have not confidence in the

Judges and judging, and this feeling largely prevails amongst
those who do exhibit. It is seen that men of no note or

standing in poultry matters beyond their own limited circle

are appointed Judges. Decisions as opposite as light and
darkness are given within a week respecting the same birds.

Thei-e are plenty of well-known men thoroughly qualified

to act as Judges, who are known and respected from one

end of the kingdom to the other, and on whose upright and
impartial discharge of their duties exhibitors and owners

could place perfect reliance. The engagement of first-class

Judges, even at an increased cost, and the announcement of

their names along with the schedule of prizes, would soon

effect a large increase in the number of entries, and bring

many new competitors into the field. Owners would then

see who were to decide on the merits of then' birds, and
would not hesitate about entering them, knowing that these

men are free from any influence but one—an earnest deter-

mination that the best b.'rds shall win.

There is one drawback to the success and increase of

poultry shows in the high rate of railway carriage. If some
united effort were made, I think the leading railway com-

panies might be induced to undertake to carry all fowls, &c.,

sent for exhibition, for a single fare, to and from the nearest

station, as is occasionally done on some lines at present. If

a general adoption of this rule cannot be secm-ed, an active,

energetic, and working Committee may often arrange with

the railway company to grant it in their individual case,

and so greatly increase the success of their show. The
mention of such a Committee reminds me that more care in

the selection of committeemen would be an advantage to

all pai-ties concerned. The best men for the work, and who
are ^villing to do the work, whether fanciers or not, should

be appointed on committees, and their names laid before

the public, as a guarantee of their responsibility and bona

fides.—Cheshibe.

CAUTION TO POULTEY-FAJSrCIEES.
Last "Wednesday a person called upon me, representing

himself to be Mr. Samuel Shaw, of Staindand, and endea-

voured to obtain poultry on credit, and wanted to exchange
some birds, which he promised to send; but would have
taken mine along with him if I would have allowed him.
When he was going away he wanted to borrow money, say-

ing that he had no change, and nothing but a note and
a cheque.

I have since seen Mr. Shaw, who informs me that his

name is Henry Carter, of Holmfirth, nephew to the exhibitor

of the same name.
In appearance he is rather stout, with sandy hair and

whiskers ; he wears a plaid cap and trousers and brown
coat, and takes snuff. Height about 5 feet 9 inches.

—

Chas.
LiSTEE, Braclien Rill, Mirfield.

CEYSTAL PALACE BIED SHOW.
It is again our pleasing duty to record the success of one

of the most interesting of Exhibitions—viz., the Crystal

Palace Show of British and Foreign Birds, which was thrown

open to the public on Tuesday, the 16th inst.

When the inclemency of the season is taken into con-

sideration we think that the Directors cannot be otherwise

than gratified at having had a fine collection.

That this Show probably is second to none in the kingdom

there can be no doubt, and we are glad to find that the untu--

ing exertions of those on whom the arrangements and carry-

ing out of the undertaking depended have been crowned with

success. The number and excellence of the specimens ex-

hibited proved that the interest taken in this annual Exhi-

bition had not abated since the last display. The goodly con-

dition of the representatives of our delightful little songsters

could not but have beeu pleasing to those who admire them.

The British birds were more numerous and in finer feather

and condition than on any previous occasion. The Black-

birds, Thrushes, Robins, Bullfinches, and Goldfinches fai-

sui-passed those exhibited at any former Show, and were

also very superior classes. Among the British birds we

noticed very imusual varieties of the Lark, the Linnet, and

the StarUnsc, the latter having a white throat.

The Pore'ign birds were not so strongly represented this

time, but were nevertheless vei-y fine in feather. A most

exquisite specimen of the Blue Mountain Parrot was shown,

and which deservedly obtained a first prize.

Among the birds which were not for competition we noticed

two most superb specimens, called the Minor or Indian

Crackle, which has the extraordinaiy power of imitating the

human voice, excelling all other birds in that respect. They

belonged to Colonel Abbott.

The Canaries were very beautifal and of excellent quality.

The Lizard variety was very fine, as also that of the Varie-

gated Norwich.
The Goldfinch Mules, too, were all that one could wish.

Among the latter was an extraordinai-y specimen—black,

with dark green wings.

The arrantremeut of the classes was admirably performed,

and the parties on whom this duty devolved well deserve the

thanks of the Judges.

The following is the list of awards :

—

NiiRWicn (Clear Vellow).— First and Third W., Walter, Hide Street,

Winchester. Second and Extra, K. WlUis, St. JMarlin's-ot-OaU, Norwich.

Very Highly Coraraeniied, W. Waller; J. W. Price, Wilmot Btiect, Derby j

J. Judd, NeninKton Kond, Surrey. Highly Commended, J. Ilanisoii, St.

George's Street, Canterbury; W. Barnes, Cannon Street, London ; .1. Judd^

J. Pullen, Club How, Shorcilltch; U. Macklcy, Inllrninry Road, Korwlch.

Commended, G.J. Ayie, Olive Street, Sunderland; R. Maekley, Norwich,

Ol'he whole class commendable.)
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Norwich (Clear Yellow).—First and Extra, F. Willis, Norwick. SecoDd,
*fi.. Maokley, Morwich. Veiy Highly Commended, W. Walter, Wincheeter;
J. PuUen, Shoreditch, Higlily Commended, W. Walter; G. Harrison; J.
Judd. Commended, J. W. Price, Derby. (A good cluas

)

Norwich (Variegated or Marked).— First, W. Walter, Winchester.
Second, J. Webster, Magdalen Street, Norwich. Very Highly Commended,
C. J. Ayre, Sunderland; K. Maokley, Norwich. Highly Commended, W.
Walter, Winchester; J. Judd, Newiiigton Road. Commended, J. W, Price,
Derby ; F. Willis, Norwich ; J. Judd, Newingion Road.
Norwich (Crested or any other Variety).—First, T. Banfather, St.

Martin's-at-Oak. Second, J. Reeks, Crosby Kow, Walworth Uoad. Very
Highly Commended, J. Keeka; T. Eanlather; R. Mackley. Highly Com-
mended, J. Keeks; J. Judd. Commended, K. Mackley.
Belgian (Clear Yellow).—First, W. Williams, Nottingham. Second,

G. J, Barnesby, Abbey Street, Derby. Third, H. Marshall, Sand's House,
near Durham. Very Highly Coraoaended, J. Lingard, Oid Street, Ashtou-
uuder-Lyne; G. Harding, Oldham Koad, Ashton-under-Lyne. Highly
Commended, T. Roper, Vine Terrace, York Road, Lambeth ; C. Pinchen,
Munor PJace, Bucklund, Poitsmouth. Commended, G. Nicholson, Fareham.
Belgian (Clear Buff). —First, T. Roper, Lambeth. (An extraordinary

bird.) Second, W. Phillips, Old Basford, near Nottingham. Very Highly
ComiKended, J. T. Wilson, Bristol. Highly Commended, G. Harding.
Belgian (Varitgated or Marked).— First, W. Phillips, Old Basford.

Second, W. Williams, Nottingliam. Third, H. Miirshall, Sand's House,
near Durham. Commended, O. Nicholson, Fareham.
Belgian (Buff, Variegated, or Marked).—First, W. Phillips, Old Basford.

Second, W. Wiliiame, Nottingham. Very Highly Commended, 0. Nichol-
son, Fareham. Commended, J. Bundey, Upper Whurf, Fareham.
Belgian (Crested or any other vaiieLyj.— First, J. Lingard, Ashton-

under-Lyne. aecoud, W. Phillips, Nottingham. (Class inferior.)

London Fancy (Junque).—First and Second, J. Waller, Taburnacle Walk,
Finsbury. Very Highly Commended, W. Arthur, York Road, King's Cross.
London Fancy (Mealyj.—First, W, Arthur, York Road, King's Cross.

Second, J. Waher, Tabernacle Walk, Finsbury. Very Highly Commended,
W. Arthur; J. Waller. Highly Commended, J. Waller.
German (or any other variety except Norwich or Belgian).—Fiist and

Second, T, Newmarch, Old Street Koad, London. Highly Commended,
J. PuUen, Shoreditch; T. Newmavcli. Commended, T. Newmarch.
Lizard (Golden-spangled).—First, J. Tarr, ThoiuhiU Place, Caledonian

Koad, Islington. Second, W. Phillips, Old B.tshlord, Nottingham. Third,
J. W. Price, Derby. Very Highly Commended, J. W. Price; J. WalK-r,
Finsbury. Pligbly Commended, W. Williams, Nottingham; C. R. Baker,
Spring Street, Landport ; W. De Blaquire, Lansdowne Place West, Bath

;

J.Waller; L. Buxton, Sadler Gate, Derby; F. W. Fairbrass, Canterbury

;

C- J. Ayre, Sunderlar-d. Commended, H. Marshall, Sand's House, near
Durham; J. Tarr; J. Waller; F. W. Fairbrass. (Very superior class.)

Li2AUD (.Silver-spangled). — First, T. G. Hall, Bashlord, Nottingham.
Second, W. De Blaquire, Lansdowne Pl-ice West, B.-:th. Very Highly Com-
mended, J. Lingard, Ashton-uuder-Lyne ; J. Waller, Finsbury ; T. G.Hall.
Highly Commended, J. W. Price, Derby; W. Williams, Nottingham;
VV. Smith, Star Street, Paddiugton ; J. PuUen, Shoreditch ; F. W. Fail-brass,

Ganterbuiy.
Goldfinch MnLE(Jonque).—First, G. J. Barnesby, Abbey Street. Derby.

Second, G. Crocker, Queeu Street, Plymouth. Extra, W, H. Morgan,
Lockyer Terrace, Plymouth. Very Higlily Commended, W. Walter, Win-
chester ; C. J. Ayre, Sunderland ; T. G. Hall, Basford, Nottingham. Highly
Commended, J. Doel, Union Arcade, Plymouth. CommtnJed, T. New-
march, Old Street Road, London.
Goldfinch Mules (Mealy).—First and Second, W. L. Chapman, Abingdon

Terrace, Northampton. Extra, J. Doel, Uniou Arcade, Plymouth. Very
Highly Commended, F. Hook, Amelia Street, Walworth Itoad; G. J.
Barnesby, Abbey Street, Derby ; H. Marshall, Sand's House, near Durham

;

W. Waller. Highly Commended, F. Hook.
Canary Mules tAny other variety).— First, H. Marshall, Sand's House,

near Durham. Second, R. Newmarch, Old Street Koad, London. Very
Highly Commended, J. Lingard, Old Street, Ashton-under-Lyne ; H. Mar-
shall. Comoiended, J. Judd, Newington Road ; J. Lingard.

BRITISH BIRDS.
Bullfimcbes.—Prize, J. Judd, iSewington Road. Extra, Miss C. Nichol-

flOH, West Street, Fareham. Very Highly Commended, A. P. Nicholson,
West Street, Fareham; T. Nfewmarch, Old Siieet Road, London. Highly
Commended, J. Judd ; W. Walter, Winchester; J. Palmer, Penge. (Avery
fine class.)

Chaffinches.— Prize, Miss A. Nicholson, Portland Street, Fareham.
Highly Commended, A. Herbert; Miss M. Simmonds, Chilcouib Rectory,
Winchester; J. Crew, Plumstead.
Goldfinches.— Prize, T. G. Hall, Basford, Nottingham. Extra, G.

Harding, Oldham Road, Ashton-under-Lyne. Very Highly Commended, J.

Judd, Newington Road ; F. T. Smith, jun., Dulwich; J. Crew, Plumstead.
Highly Commended, J. Judd; H. Marshall, Sand's House, nea- Dui'ham; J.

fage, Upper Norwood; J. Palmer, Penge. (A. very hne class.)

Linnets.—Prixe, J. Judd, Newington Road. Extra, J. Waller, Finsbury.
Very Highly Commended, H. V. Reid, Ewell; H. Jerrom, Upper Norwood.
Highly Commended, J. Judd ; Mrs. J. Chinery, Wooton, Hants.

Skylae.e,s.—Prize, J. Judd, Newington Koad. Highly Commended, W.
Walter, Hide Street. Winchester.

WoODLAEKs.—Prize, J. Judd, Newington Road. Highly Commended,
AV. Walter, Winchester.
Robins.—Prize and Highly Commended, J. Crew, Plumstead. Highly

Commended, A. P. Nicholson, West Street, Fareham.
BLACKBiEDS.—Prize, W. Newman, Crystal Palace Hotel, Upper Norwood.

Extra, C. W. Wass, Upper Norwood. Highly Commended, W. Walter,
Winchester ; E. P. Cuddon, Cadogan Terrace, Chelsea.

SoNuTHE,osuEe.—Prize, R. Simpson, Lungham Place Soutk, Camberwell
New Road. Extra, E. Body, High Street, Portsmouth. Very Highly Com-
mended, J. Gordon, Anerley ; W. Smiih ; Master C. E. Hutt. Highly
Commended, T. Simmonds, West Street, Fareliara.

Thrushes (Any other variety).— Prize, W. Walter, Winchester.
Starlings.—Prize, J. Judd, Newington Koad. Highly Commended,

W. Eicknell, Ebury Street, Belgravia ; Miss L. Fisher, Ravencrolt Lodge,
PepsQ; J- Judd.
Magpies.—Prize, A.Herbert, Hamlet Road, Norwood.
Jackdaws.—Prize, J. Mitchell, Gipsy Hill.

Any other vasiexy of Biutish Cirds.—Prize, H. Marshall, Sand's
House, near Durham(Piea Lark). Extra, J. Palmer, Heath Tei race, Peuge

(Bramblefinch). Very Highly Commended, W. Waiter. Highly Com-
mended, Mias A. Nicholson, Portland Street, Fareham (Redpole) ; F. P.
Cuddon, Chelsea (Mountain or Bramblefinch}; S. P. & H. Wilkinson,
ham Park (Ring Doves) ; J. Palmer, Penge (Kestrel Hawk).
H\BiiiDs on Mules, kxcepx CANAiUKy.—Prize, J. CoUings, Union Street,

Borough. (Aviary of twenty birds.)

BIRDS OF PASSAGE AND MIGRATORY BIRDS.
NiGnTiNQALES,-Prize, R. Wing, Price's Buildings, Borough.
Siskin or Abekdevine.—Prize and Very Highly Commended, J. Judd,

Newington Road. Very Highly Commended, W. Walter, Winchester.
Highly Commended, R. Simpson, Camberwell ; W, L. Chapman, Abingdon
Terrace, Northampton.
Titlark or Trre Pipit.—Prize, J. Judd, Newington Road.
Any other Variety.—Prizeand Highly Commended, C. L. Sutherland.

Coombe Croydon (Cross between Migratory Turtle Dove and Collared
Turtle Dove, Migratory Stock Dove).

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Cockatoos.—Prize, Mra. Emm, Queen's Arms, Watford Station. Second,

J. Judd, Newington Road : (Leadbeater). Very Highly Commended, Mts.
A. Massey, Church Roud, Upper Norwood (Australian Koae).
Grey Parrots.— First, Mrs. Stathani, X'enge. Second, J. Lingard.
Any other Vakiett except Greys.— First, W. H. Westbrook, Upper

Norwood. St'cond, H. H. Wilkinson, Sydenham Park. Third,.J. Judd,
Newington Road, Surrey.
Love Birds.—Prize, J. Judd, Newington Road, Surrey.

Australian.-Piize, J. Waller, Finsbury. Very Highly Commended, J.

Judd ; W. Turquand, Upper Brook Street. Highly Commended, T. New-
march, Old Street Road.
Bengal.— Prize, Hon. F. G. Dutton, St. James's Place. Very Highly

Commended, F. T. Smith, jun., Dulwich. Highly Co-nmended, J.Rose,
King Pakrots.— Prize, Mrs. H. Cooper, New Wandsworth.
Pennant's Parakeets.— Prize, Captain Payne, R.N., Upper Norwood.

Very Highly Commended, J. Judd. Newington Road.
Rosehill Parakeets.—Prize, J. Potter, Bermondsey.
CoctCATEALs.—Prize, J. Judd. Highly Commended, T. Newmarch.
Coral-nkcked Sparrows.—Prize, J. Judd. Very Highly Commended,

T. Newmarch.
Java Sparrows.—Prize, R. Mackley, Norwich. Very Highly Com-

mended, J. Potter, Bermondsey.
Indigo Blde Birds.— Prize, J. Judd, Newington Road.
Any Variety of Waxbills except Zebras.—Prize, W. Walter, Hyde

Street, Winchester. Highly Commended, J. Rose, Norwich.

Any Variety of Foreign Birds.— First, J. Turquand, Upper Brook

Street. Second, W. Walter, Winchester. Third, J. Judd, Newington Road.

Very Highly Commended, W. Turquand; W. Walter; T. Newmarch.
Group of Foreign Birds in One Cage or Aviary.—Prize, T. New-

march, Old Street Road.

Judges.—Canaries—Mr. T. Moore, and Mr. A. "WiUinore.

British and Foreign Birds—Mr. W. Groodwin.

FOUL BEOOD.
My experience of this disease was detailed at length, in

The Journal or Horticulttjke of the 21st July last, and

following Numbers. I have, however, much pleasure in

communicating the following additional particulars in reply-

to queries which have since been submitted to me by dif-

ferent correspondents.

Its appeai-ance in my apiary dates only from the com-

mencement of the breeding season in 1863, from which time

the disease continued in some of my hives until breeding

ceased in the autumn. I use only Woodbm-y frame-hives,

and small bar-boxes for queen-rearing in the season. The

latter are made entirely of unpainted wood ; of the former

some are wood (unpainted) and some straw, both kinds being

protected by painted wooden roofs and outside cases. All

have sufTered equally, whether old stocks or swarms, whilst

some of the diseased combs which infected my apiary were

taken out of a common straw skep.

I am as unable to suggest a cause for the origin of foul

brood among bees as I should be to tell how smallpox first

originated in the human subject. So fai- as I can at present

judge, its outbreak and diffusion appear to depend upon

some specific contagion by which the bees, combs, propolis,

or honey from a diseased stock, or the hive which it has

occupied, may infect any number of others. Using only

moveable-comb-hives I never resort to driving in my apiary,

and I am quite satisfied that artificialising had nothing to

do with the fii-st outbreak of the disease, although it had

the most pernicious effect afterwards in spreading it with

preternatm-al celerity to every stock I possessed (about

twenty) before I discovered what was really the matter with

them. The disease was propagated as rapidly among my
Ligurians as among common bees—in strong stocks as in

weak ones.

My opinion that one foul cell would infect a whole hive

and ultimately cause its entire ruin, is founded on observa-

tion of what takes place when infected bees are transferred

from their old hive, and compeUed to form new combs in a
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pure habitation without the requisite intervention of several

days of what has heen termed " penal discipline and in-

anity" in an intermediate-hive. As brood is reared in

the new combs, nearly all hatch out at first, with the ex-

ception of perhaps a few isolated cells; but this is quite

sufficient—every foul cell remains foul, the infection spreads,

and in course of time the new combs become as bad as

the old ones. The insidious manner in which this fatal

disease reappears is well calculated to baffle and deceive
any but the most practised observer. In fact, I have myself
been more than once deluded m this way, and I regret to

say that my friend, " A Renfrewshire Bee-keeper," paid
the penalty of one of my mistakes by receiving a second
liigurian stock which I beUeved at the time to have been
perfectly cured ; but in which, as it turned out, the fatal

virus had not been entirely eratlicated. These bees had
been transferred from their own to a hive of perfectly healthy
oombs and brood, but without what I afterwards found to

be the essentially necessary intervention of several daj's

probation in an intermediate-hive. It really requires an
education of the eye to detect the fii'st faint symptoms of

the plague, which is thus merelj' delayed, not stayed alto-

gether, whilst the activity and apparent prosperity of the

doomed stock under these circumstances are often such as

to render it apparently incredible that
" The fell disease which must 8Ubdue at length,
Grows with its growth, and strengthens with its strength."

On these facts and on these observations is founded my
conviction that a single foul cell is sufficient in the long run
to destroy the strongest stock of bees.

The stock which our Renfrewshire friend handed over to

his neighbour on its return from Exeter, was so reduced in

numbers from the want of a queen, combined with the fatal

effect of the disease upon the brood, that I doubt if it would
have ralUed after, even if it had survived, the severe treat-

ment which alone offered any chance of a permanent cvire,

since I have proved beyond question that, at any rate in con-

firmed cases (and these are all which I have had to deal with
since I knew what was really the matter), simple excision of

the whole of the combs and removing the bees into a clean
hive is but a temporary palliative, and is powerless to do
more than delay the iinal catastrophe. In two instances
which have come to my knowledge—one, that of "G. F. B.,"

related in page 181 of the last volume of The Journal of
HoBTicuLTtTRE, and the other, that of " A Renfrewshire
Bee-keeper," recently detailed in its pages—the distemper
spread to neighbouring hives, from a single infected colony
sent in ignorance from my apiai'y.

The queen and bees of an infected stock do not appear in

any way diseased. The fii'st pursues her duty of oviposition

to the very utmost of her power, often trespassing in her
extremity on those parts of the combs which in a healthy
colony are solely appropriated to storing honey ; the latter

work in all respects as diligently as others, and when strong
in numbers carry in as much jiollen as a healthy colony.

My opinion, therefore, is that/ottl brood is not a disease of the

tees hut of the irood. Adult bees merely act as vehicles for

the contagion. If they can be thoroughly treed from it and
compelled to make new combs in a pure hive, the malady is

at an end, unless the infection be again imported from
some diseased stock.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

SUPEEING STOCKS—AUTUMN-VL FEEDIIS^G.

Last spring I bought two swarms, and on September 1st

they weighed 30 lbs. and 28 lbs. respectively, and now they
are strong and healthy. As they are common straw hives

can I allow each to swarm once, then cut a hole in the top,

and put a glass on ? or shoidd I cut a hole at once, and put
a glass on ? Supposing I did the latter, would it prevent
my having a swarm ? Is it always necessary to feed a stock

in one of Neighbour's improved cottage-hives during the
autumn ?

—

Dumpling.

[If you allow your stocks to swarm there is little chance
of their filling supers afterwards. A glass capable of con-

taining only from 5 to 8 lbs. if put on in April will not pre-

vent, and probably not even delay, the issue of a swarm.
The necessity for autumnal feeding depends upon the stock

of food within the hive, not upon its construction. Other

things being equal therefore, bees domiciled in one of Neigh-
bour's improved cottage-hives are not more likely than
others to require feeding during autumn.]

OUE LETTEE BOX.
BRBr.DiNG Cochin Chinas (Cochin).— Breed your ch'.ckens in April or

Hay, if you want large birds, and do not spare the load when they are
young. We believe Mr. Daily thinks rain water produces gapes in chbkenu.
Mating Gauk Fowls.—Spdrs of Dorkings {Amateur j. dilute a brown

hen, with lij^hter breast, and yellow striped hackle, with your dark red,

blaek-breasted Game cock. It is not necessary that a Darkins pullet should
have spurs; but thev ofien have them, even when rery young, and it is nj
disqualitieation. It need not even be a disadvautagc.
Newly-laid Eggs MusTY-FLAvouurD (G. C).—Eggs are not naturally

mu.sly, nor is it possible they can be ; but they will take before they are
laid t'he flavour of any particular food. Thus, if a hen be ted en onions or
malt, in both cases the egRswiU have an obnoxious taste. If, when they
are first laid, and while the shell is eoft, they are laid in anything atrong-

smelling, they will acquire that smell or taste. As such ire not natural,

you must seek the cause, and remove it if it is a local one.
Whitk Powder ok Cochin-Chinas' Legs [Q.aero).—The appe:vrance you

mention is not uncommon in old birds, but it is seldom met with in young
ones. We have never teen it in a bird less than eighteen months old. We
have washed with soap and warm water, and rubbed with sulphur
ointment succeBsfully. As the cuticle of the legs is similarly affected in all

old birds, and the di-ease seems to increase according to age, we attribute

it to deficient circulation.

Keaking Early Dorking Chickens [H. F. Tr.).—We arc not friendly to

stoves or hot-water pipes for chickens. We will endeavour to tell jou what
you should do to rear chickens at ihis time of the year. You should let the
hen and chickens be under the rip or coop, iu a sheltered place on the
ground, but the ground should be covered with dry dust. There should
also be plenty of dust outside far the chickens. No du-t is so good as that

which is found under a hayrick, as it is mixed with sec-s. The hen should
never be at liberty at this time of year. The rip should be carefully covered
up at night. The chickens should be fed the very last thing at night, and
if by candlelight afterwards so much the betttr ; and. above all, at day-
break. They must be fed as soon as it is light enough for them to see to

eat. Their food should be ground oats, mixed with milk, bread and milk,

bread and beer, chopped egg, and cooked muat, especially fat, chopped very
fine. The rip should be day and night so placed as to be protected from.

draughts. They must have dust to keep themselves free trom parasites, of

which many chickens die. The hen sliould be fed as well as the chickens, and
allowed to eat as much as she will, because, during these long winter nights,

everything depends on the warmth of her body, and that depends on her
food. The chickens should have beer to drink instead of water, and be
constantly fed a Utile at a time. This system will rear chickens.

Dorkings [A. N. /f.).— Yon may safely let the hens from which the

feathers were taken run together. There is only a shade of difference

between them, and both are Grey Dorkings. You will llnd it difficult to breed

them niuch more alike; and if both run with the same c.ick you will not, if

you have only colour for a guide, know one brood from the other.

Quantity of Food ( Waste A'oO.—Two-thirds of a gallon of com should

last a fowl seven days in confinement, but if at liberty lees would do. It is

difficult to lay down any rule. A fowl fresh from a hungry walk would eat

more, and one from a pel run would eat less. The above should be the maxi-
mum average, and if other things are given the corn should bo decreased.

WooDBURY-HivEs ( Bi/icf/). — The queen bee is visible at all times on
looking over the combs of a Woodbury Irame-hive. Messrs, Neighboui-

and Sor-s, 149, Regtnt Street, and 127, Holborn, manufacture these, and all

other kinds of hives, and will give all particulars as to price, Ac, o»
application. Payne's improved cottage-hive is one of the cheapest and
best for ordinary purposes.

Oat-cri;suing Machine (F—d).—Apply to Messrs. Dray & Co., London
Bridge.
Death of Game Pullet {Cecil).—V^'e ghould think it was not death

from paralysis or apoplexy ; but as you did not open the head we cannot be
certain, the clots of blood outside the breast were enough to cause death,

and we do not think anv tieatment could have eaved the bird's llTe.

ANbALU'^iAN Rabbits (
/'. Fad*).—We do not know who has any for

sale. You had better advertise, stating how many you require.

West Cdmukrland Poultry Show {U. A. if.).—We do not know any-

thing about this show.
Poultry Book with Coi.oored Platks {O. BroHvie).—You can have a

copy at our oftice for 25*., of Johnson & Wingfields' Poultry Uook. Ic is

out of print and scarce. There is no periodical such as you name.
Extra Prize foii Partrihgk Cocuin-Chinas {Fluffy).— You will see

by an adverli.-eroent in our columns to-day that the subscription closes on
the 1st of March.
Artificial Hatching [R K.).—We know of no establishment for hatch-

ing, nor of any makt-r of the incubator. It was given up by every one
who tried it, being found to be both troublesome and expensive. It hatched
chickens with pprlect success, but no care ever succeeded in rearing them.
Rabbits (^. Jf.).—The ears aie measured from tip lo tip. Ureadth of

ear is considered as well as length. We cannot reply to your query about
weight, :ifl you do not mention the variety; nor can we guess whether an
advertisement wouM effect an exchange, but it is the best mode of tryiog.

Parrot wiin Dise^skd Tail {H. J. Fi>\'!soti).—Vim son.po the edtie of

the horny substance which has formed at the bottom of the P.irrot'a back
with a penknife, then lilt it slightly up by putting a piece of silver wire or
thread round the end, and with causiic touch the place underneath the sub-
stance, po as to burn it off. So long as the horny 6Ub^taucc remains the
bird will not be able to raihc its tail.

Di:ath of a HivK {N.F. Fr.l.—There is little doubt that the death of
the queen was the cause of the loss of your sto. k of bees.
AccLiuATiBATioN OF Bkkk.—Mr. Woodb\iry informs us that Dr. A. Ger-

tacker is a German, imd th;it he merely wrote about acchmatiaing bees more
than twelve month* after Mr. Woodbury had addressed himself to the
subject The American Journal to which we were indebted for the notice of

Dr. Gertacker, alluded, but. not spcclrtcally. to attempt-* at acclimaticing bees
in the formerly United Statei*, but, we believe, Mr. Woodbury is the only
one making u similar attempt in Europe.
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

Day
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MARCH 1—7, 1864.

Lungwort flowers.

Wild Goose departs. .

Pilewort tioweiB.
Mistletoe flowers.

Ash flowers.

4th or MidlENT StJ.NDAT,

Spring commeuces.

Average Temperature
near London.

Day.
47.5

48.8

49.4
49.1

48.4
48.7

49.4

Night.
34.0
36.5
32,3

31.3
31.7

32.5
32.8

Mean.
40.7

42.2

40.9
40.2

40.0
40.6

41.1

Rain in

last

37 years.

Days.
14

14

15

U
10
14

13

Sun
Rises.

m. h.

4Caf 6

Sun
Sets.

h.

39 af 5

Moon
Rises.

m. h.

Moon
Sets.

m. h.

10

55 10
after.

16 1

34 2

59 3

23 5

,,„„„.„ I Clock
M°»° s

I before
Age. c„„^

<
24
25
21)

27
28
29

12 29
12 17

12 4
11 60
11 37

11 22

11 8

Day of
Year.

61

62
63
64
65
66
67

From observatiuns talien near London during the last thirty-seven years, the average day temperature of the -week is 48.7°, and its night

temperature 32.9°. The greatest heat was 63% on the 7th, 1859; and the lowest cold, 15", on the 4th, 1852. The greatest fall of ram wns

0.62 inch.

THE KOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S

ADJOUENED MEETING
AT SOUTH KENSINGTON.

EVEE before, in our day,

liare tlie horticultural

= body united so closely,

or made so firm and
decided a stand as tbey

hare recently done at

tlie annual meeting of

tlie Eoyal Horticul-

tural Society. They
conceived, rightly or

wrongly, that the Coun-
cil of the Society were
about to enact mea-

sures inimical to the interests of horticulture, and the
close serried ranks which presented themselves to protest

against those measures might have induced a more suc-

cessful administration to pause and reconsider their plan
of future operations. This was not, as we heard whis-
pered, a mere party movement, although, in the heat of
argument, party spirit might have found utterance. The
leaders of the movement were not the instigators of it,

but merely the e.vponents of the horticulturists' views;

and to them the horticultural world has contracted a
deep debt of gratitude.

It is a foi'tunate circumstance when, even in a blood-
less fray like that which recently took place at South
Eensington, the contending parties retire from the field,

each satisfied with the result of the contest. In the
present case we sincerely believe that each has achieved
a victory ; and we gladly indulge the reasonable thought
that neither is anxious to renew the combat. The Council
have listened, weighed, and conceded what they doubtless
considered just concessions, with a frankness and good-
wOl which should go far to disarm opposition ; and hor-
ticulturists have retired with a praiseworthy generosity
and moderation, satisfied with the results, so far as matters
have at present gone. But we warn the Council that if

they wish for the support of the horticultural body.
Horticulture must be the chief end and aim of their

labours ; and we caution horticulturists, that if they wish
their cause to prosper, they must here, as in other matters
of business, look closely to it themselves.
Without attributing to the CouncU any ulterior views

likely to prove disadvantageous to Horticulture (which
if we_ had believed in we could hardly entertain after
the distinct disclaimer put forth by a prominent member
of that body), we yet think that Horticulture has not
been so prominent an object with them as it should have
been. This we attribute to no sinister designs, but
rather to the weakness of the horticultural element in
the Council, and which, consequently, found a difficulty

in making itself heard and felt.

When the late lamented Prince Consort conceived the
Eoble plan of uniting Horticulture with Architecture,

No. 153.—Vol. VI., New Series.

Sculpture, and Painting as sister arts, the idea^ was
hailed with delight by tlie foremost and most intelligent

of our horticulturists. The antecedents of the Prince

were taken as a sufficient guarantee that the idea would
be faithfully carried out. "The wisest could not foresee

that by his untimely death the fundamental idea would
not only be rendered abortive but positively reversed

—

that Horticulture, invited as a sister, would be treated

as a slave.

The gardens at South Kensington were to be the

means of obtaining money whereby these arts should

be united in a genial sisterhood, and find there and at

Chiswick a comfortable home. But what are the facts ?

The gardens at Kensington have been an incubus rather

than an aid ; and whatever Architecture and Sculpture

may have gained, Horticulture has gained absolutely

nothing. Taking the most favourable view of the matter,

we feel constrained to say that out-of-door gardening

can never be fairly represented at Kensington ; and this

view, if we mistake not, will be endorsed by every prac-

tical horticulturist. When viewing the miserable-look-

ing, soot-begrimed trees and plants growing (?) there

the other day, we could not bring ourselves to believe

that the Council ever seriously entertained the idea of

tearing the flesh off the bones of grand old Chiswick to

gratify the expensive habits of this audacious youngster.

No : gardening as a whole can never be fairly repre-

sented at South Kensington. Not less Utopian was the

idea of whitening the skin of the blackamoor by the use

of flannel and soap, entertained, imaginary or otherwise,

by a set of ioJ-feare< philanthropists, and so humourously
described by the immortal Hood :^

" In spite of all the tubbing, rubbing, scrubbing,

Tlie routing and the grubbing.

The blacks, confound them, -were as black as ever."

And again, as a dernier ressort to avoid the conse-

quences of failure

—

*' We've scrubbed the negroes till we've nearly killed 'em,

And finding that we cannot wash them "white.

But still their nigritude otfends the sight,

ire mean to gild 'em.''

It has been said, and doubtless with truth, that the

gardens at Chiswick do not pay ; but we ask, Were they

ever expected to pay ? For what purpose are the con-

tributions of Fellows ? Does the museum of the Geo-

logical Society pay .f Is it not intended that both and
other similar institutions should be schools for the nur-

ture and development of their respective arts, aided by
the contributions of those who take an interest in them ?

Let theoretical Horticulture and ornamental Gardening

(so far as circumstances are suitable), have full sway at

South Kensington ; but the home of practical Gardening

must be away from smoke and brick walls, whether at

Chiswick or elsewhere.

It was remarked by a Fellow at the adjourned meeting

that the Commissioners of the Exhibition of 1851 actually

control the Society. This may be fortunate or unfor-

tunate according to the nature of that control. We
believe that their control is part and parcel of the charter,

and we must take it as it is—we cannot alter it. The
N«. 805.—Vol. XXXI., Old Sekies.
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©Ely escape from this position would be to establish a new
Society of Horcicultui-e—a very grave step, which under

firesent circumstances does not seem to us advisable. A
fine .garden, full of horticuUm-al rarities, and with other

masiifest advantages, like that at Chiswick, should not be

lecklessly abandoned. It would take a lifetime to construct

another, and we ai-e not for forestalling the enterprise and
industry of the rising generation.

Another remark reached us in the council-room (although

we should hardly think it would be endorsed by the Council),

iighiy derogatory to the profession. The utterer seemed
to have gathered his ideas of gai-dens and horticultmists

in general fi-om the pages of Shakspere or of Scott. Now
Andrew Fail-service might represent the gardener of Scott's

day—a quiet, harmless, industrious, undemonstrative man,
with little in his head beyond gardening, and not enough in

Ms pocket to take much interest in questions of business

life. But times have changed. The gaa-deners and horti-

«5ilturists of om- day represent a large amount of intellect

and capital, and these will always make themselves felt in a

commercial country like England. Living amongst us is one

horticulturist who has been knighted by our most gracious

Sovereign, and another who is Lord Provost of Ediubui-gh

(what would Andrew Fau-service have said to this ?) ; and
thousands or millions of money are now invested in garden-

ing, in the place of former hundreds ! It cannot be expected

that the representatives of these wUl be content to act a

subsidiary part in their own immediate walk of life.

A Horticultui'al Society, to be weil governed, should be
governed by a CouncU composed largely of horticulturists,

amateur or professional. A Horticultural Society may exist

in name without horticulturists, but practical horticultiu-e,

or first-class horticultural exhibitions, are impossible without

them. With their aid are secm-ed the support and active co-

operation of that large class of Fellows residing in the

country, who take a pride and pleasure in theii- parks and
gardens, and who, in addition to their other and, perhaps,

more important spheres of usefulness, contribute to the

prosperity and happiness of the country as amateur horti-

culturists. Unless these classes are fairly represented,

the Society is a mockery and a sham, and will deserve and
meet with the neglect and contempt of those whom it

professes to serve.

—

Justus.

AJSTjNUAL gaeden flowees.
By the term, "annual " we mean a plant of one season's du-

Tation, and on the arrangement and cultivation of the many
annuals employed in flower-garden decoration I propose to

offer a few observations.

It is a pretty general oi3inion that the plants termed
annuals are all very well in their places, but are not ad-

missible in flower gardens for producing a brilliant displaj' of

Moom, and then' precarious continuance in flower prevents
their being employed in ribbon-borders, or in masses of one
colour. Now, I hold this to le an erroneous opinion, and
I hope to show that a most striking effect can be produced
by the substitution of some annuals requiring no attention
during one-half the year for some bedding plants re-

quiring attendance all the year round; and if I might be
allowed to call to my aid some of those neglected but good
old herbaceous plants, needing no care but that which any-
body would be qualified to render, I think a very fine display
of flowers might be had, not only for three or fom- months,
but at all seasons by the employment of annuals and hardy
plants alone.

I do not wish to convey an impression that the present
system of massing jjlants requii'iug protection in winter, or

the planting of them in ribbon-borders or otherwise to pro-
duce an artistic effect, is a lavish expenditure that could
well be dispensed with as unnecessaiy ; Ijut I do say
that many places are made to look ridiculous by a total

disregard of the architectural style and proportions of the
mansion, in the an-angement and proportions of the flower
garden.
How often do we see a garden with its geometrical

outlines, its terraces, slopes, statuary, and formal shi-ubs,

and the whole arranged so as to produce a most satisfactory

effect, the removal of any one part of which would destroy
the harmony and arrangement 'i

What is more unsuitably placed than an artistic flower

garden in front ol', or in close proximity to, a mean, patched,

or piece-built residence 'i The gai-den, as a garden, when
viewed individually, may be all that is desu'ed, the design
maj' be novel but symmetrical, the ijlauts well arranged for

producing an effective jjicture, but when viewed in connec-
tion with the mansion the contrast is too great to be pleasing
to the eye, and an impression is left on the mind that the
one or the other is out of place. A garden in close proximity
to the mansion should be in accordance with the arcliitectural

appearance of the latter. If it be plain, the garden near it

ought to be plain also, for nothing is a greater outrage on
good taste than to make a gai-den superior to the mansion in

its embeUishmeuts. The mansion shoiild be surrounded by
gardens that would lead any one to conclude they were
api^endages to the mansion, and not the mansion an inferior

appendage to them.
But is no one to have an artistic garden because he has

a residence of no architectural beauty ? Quite the contrary

;

but let that garden be so situated that the eye can view it

without anything near detracting fi'om the pleasurable
enjoyment of its artistic beauty and an'angement. Although
Loudon wrote much on this and other subjects connected
with the ai-rangemeut of gardens, with a view, as he said, of
enabling gai-deners to see things mth the eye of an artist,

yet I cannot discern that his writings on this subject have
borne good ti-uit, but rather that they have produced ill

resiilts ; for, in almost every place do we see flower gardens,
beautiild in themselves, in front of residences which, as fex

as then- architectui-e goes, might not inaptly be termed
barns when compared with the extreme fceautj' of the
flower garden. In many places do we see every inch of
available sui'face converted into receptacles for bedding
plants, affording a mere blaze of flower for four months out
of the twelve, and being for the i-emainder of the year a
barren wilderness ; wliilst those bulbs, herbaceous, alpine, and
annual plants, with a goodly assortment of flowering shrubs,

which combined make a gai-deu interesting at all seasons
(as it should be), ai-e not considered worthy of a place

within its precincts. There are, however, some lovers of

gardening who are not so enamoured of King Croquet
and his subjects as to despise the services of then- old

favoiuites and theu- numerous offspring ; and to these, but
with a view also of gaining converts, I wUl addi-ess myself.

To pass in review all the annuals worthy of a place in

flower gardens would take up more space than could well

be spiai-ed for the piu'pose ; but having grown most of them,
if not all, I win only name those most worthy of a place in

gardens. Annuals for bedding purposes ai-e few, yet a very
fine displaj' can be made with them.

HALF-HAKDV.
Ageratuni ine.\icanum, laveuder or

light blue, 13 luche?.

Cineriiria luariLium, silver foliage.

Lot)eliii speciosu. tjlue, 9 incliua ; lui'

small beus or eilyin>;s.

Ta^eles patulu nana (Dwai'f French
Mali^jolti;, striped and yellutv,

1 foot.

Tu;^ete3 6ig:nata pumila, yellow,

1 tOOL.

TeriLla nanUinen>is, metallic dark
brown loliaj^e, la iuclics.

Phlox Druiuinoadi alba; Leopoldiana,

rose, white eye ; tiueen Victoria,

rose, wlnte-slriped.
Cathopsis carnaTniuifolia, crimson
and yellow, 2 leet; C. ooronata,
orauge, 1 loot.

Stocic (Mathiol-i annua densiflora),

crimson, blue, violel, scarlet, rose,
1 foot.

Veutdium calendulaceum, a hardy
annual, but re:iuires sowing in
heat

;
yellow, i) inches.

Calceolaria scabiosmfolia, yellow,
1 foot.

These, with those to foUow, require sowing in March,
except the Stocks, which are best not sown until April, and
then they do not require one-half the " coddling " of the
others. The soil most suitable for them I find to be com-
posed of light turfy loam three-fom-ths, leaf mould one-

fom'th, v/ith a liberal admixture of sand if the loam be
deficient in that substance ; the whole to be well mixed and
choi^ped, or made fine with a spade. It should be in a
moderately diy condition when used, and is best kept under
cover a few days to tU-y and warm it jnior to using it for

sowing the seetls in. Having the seed-pots or pans clean

inside as weU as outside, pass the compost through a half-

inch riddle, laying the lumps on one side. This compost is

suitable for the largest seeds ; but for the smaller, half of it

should pass through a quarter-inch riddle or sieve. It is a
good plan to sort the seeds, placing the largest in one lot,

and the smallest in another by themselves ; and in sowing to

commence and go thi'ough with the largest seeds before
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beginning to put in the others ; for it very often happens
when the seeds are sown as the packets come to hand
that an oversight occurs, and the seeds are covered too

deeply with soil, and the seedsman drops in for an undue
scolding. More seeds perish through being covered too deeply

with soil than from any other cause. The pots must each be
well drained, say one lai'ge crock over the hole or holes, and
a few smaller upon it or them ; then place an inch of the

riddlings of the compost over the di'ainage, and fill the pot

with compost to within an inch of the rim for largo seeds,

three-quarters for the smallex-, and half an inch for the

very small, as Lobelia. Level the compost, and sow the

s.eed thinly on the surfoce, and cover with the finest compost
to a thickness or depth equal to the diameter of the seed.

Such seeds as those of Lobelia, Clintonia, &o., which are

scarcely discernible, should not be covered with soQ, but have
a little silver sand sprinlded over them, just sufficient to

prevent the first waterings carrying the seeds away.
A neat label should bear the name of each ; and the pots

being slightly watered through a fine rose, are to be placed
on or plunged in a mild hotbed of 70° to 75°, and within a
few inches of the glass. A dung-fi'ame or a frame on a
dung hotbed, or in a pit heated by hotwater pipes, is best
for this purpose. The surface of the bed should be covered
with sifted coal ashes or tanners' bark, and in this the pots
should be plunged to the rim.

Water of the temperature of the frame should be applied
with a fine syringe or fine-rosed watering-pot whenever the
surface of the seed-pots indicates any symptoms of dryness

;

and, as a rule, the water should be applied in the morning.
The temperature of the frame ought to range fi-om 65° to 70°

by night, and it may rise 10° to 15° with air and sun.
Air should be admitted early in the morning, even a little

is better than none in duU weather, and the frame should be
closed early in the afternoon. If the heat be mild the frame
may be kept close until the plants appear ; but after that an
abundance of light and air, with close proximity to the
glass, must be aiforded, so as to keep the plants from
becoming leggy or di'awn whDst in the seed-leaf, or they
will be of little value afterwai-ds. The soil should at sll

times be kept moist, biit no water ought to be given until
the Burfaoe of the soil indicates dryness.
When the heat of the bed begins to decline, so that the

night temperature faUs below 60°, the frame should be
covered with mats to keep in the heat ; and on frosty nights,
at any time, mats or a covering of some kind are necessary,
so as to preserve the proper degree of heat within the frame.
By the time that the heat of the dung is spent the plants
win have made a pair of rough leaves ; but, whether or not,
when the plants are sufficiently large to handle they should
be pricked-off into shallow boxes or pans about 3 inches
deep ; these are best about 1 foot wide, and 1 foot 6 inches
long, as they are handy, and take up less room than roimd
pans. If boxes are used a number of holes must be bored
at the bottom to allow of superfluous water draining away.
The compost most suitable is tvirfy loam and leaf mould

in equal parts, with a liberal admixture of sharp sand.
This should be kept under cover a few daj's to warm, and
after being chopped and broken with the spade, it may be
passed through a half-inch sieve. About an inch of the-
riddlings is placed at the bottom of the boxes or pans, and
the pans are filled with the sifted compost. The plants
are then taken out of the seed-pots carefully, and pricked-out
with a dibber in rows an inch apart, and the same distance
from plant to plant in the rows. A square foot wDl, there-
fore, contain 144 plants. They should be inserted in the
soil quite up to the seed-leaves, as most annuals emit roots
&om below that pai-t. The soil should be in a mode-
rately moist condition when used, so as to cause no necessity
for a heavy watering after the plants are pricked-out. Give
a gentle watering, and place in the frame again, or in a
house of any kind, with a gentle heat (60° to 65°) at night

;

but a frame is best, for the plants can be kept nearer the
glass, and that, with air on at all favourable opportunities,
is the immediate cause of stiff, strong, hardy plants. The
frame should be kept rather close and shaded for a few
days,_ until the plants recover the check consequent on
pricking-out; and nothing is so conducive to their well-
being as bedewing them overhead with aired water at the
time of shutting-up the frame or house.

In about a fortnight after pricking-out, or six weeks from.
sowing, the plants will be nice bushy stuff, and will need
copious supplies of water, and air on all favourable ocaa-
sions. Those having the convenience of a vinery will have
no trouble in raising annuals—only place them in heat to
forward them, or get them ready for pricking-out, when they
may be potted singly or three or foui- into a 60-sized pot, or
into boxes, and be placed in a position where they may have
abundant air when necessary to harden them off, and light
at all times.
The middle of March I have found the best time for sow-

ing half-hardy annuals in the northern counties, for if sown
earlier they are apt to become stunted, and I am certain
that annuals cannot be kept growing too freely from the
time of sowing until the flowers appear.
Ten-week Stocks I never could succeed vrith by sowimg-

the seed in pots as for other half-hardy annuals. They
invariably damped-ofi' at the sui'face, and in this way
whole potsful would go in a day or two, and that without
any apparent cause. My practice now is to make a bed
of dung (fi-equently turned and sweetened) about 1 foot
6 inches high, and about 3 inches wider than the frame
every way. The frame is then put on, and 4 inches of loam,
with a little leaf soil intermixed placed equally over the
bed. The lights being put on, the heat is up in a few days,
and a drill being drawn with the finger sufficiently deep t©
allow of the seed being covered lightly, the seed is sowm
thinly in the drills, which ai'e 2 inches apart. A run with
the hand over the drills is sufficient to cover the seeds. A
slight watering follows the operation, but if the soil be wet
the watering is omitted. If the heat in the bed is not more
than 75°, the lights are d;-awn on close, and kept closed
until the seeds appear, which usually takes place in a week
from the time of sowing. Immediately the cotyledons show
themselves, air is given by tilting the lights at the back.
The atmosphere about the plants is thus kept cold and fresh,
and the seed-leaves lie flat on the soil, or only a trifle above
it. Air is freely given on aU favourable opportunities, but
no water until the soil presents unmistakeable evidence of
being dry, when a moderate watering is given, and then
they are allowed to want more before they get any. Alter
the true leaves appear the lights are drawn off in mild
weather, but put on at night, and if frosts occur, a covering
of mats is placed on the frame. After May-day the lights
are let down in mild or fine weather, but drawn up at night
when frosty, and kept on by day in frosty weather, aad
when heavy rains occur. Towards the end of May the
plants are strong, with thick stems and large leaves, and
not weak with wire-like stems and narrow leaves, as those
invariably are which are sown in pots,- and forwarded in a
greenhouse or vinery. G. Abbosi:.

(To be conimibed.)

EOYAL HOETICULTUHAL SOCIETY.
On Tuesday, the 23rd ult., the adjourned meeting of tlic

Fellows of this Society was held at South Kensington. Mk.
J. J. Blandy, one of the Vice-Presidents, was in the chair;
and there was a very numerous attendance of members.
The Chairman opened the meeting, and said he had beem

called upon to preside, but he should have w-ished that some
one more acquainted with the proceedings of public meetings
had been requested to take the chair. He would endeavour
to do his duty properly, and he must ask their indulgence if
he should make any error in conducting the proceedings.
He was desii-ous of allowing the greatest possible latitude
to those who would take part in the discussion; but he
hoped they would not drift into anything contrary to the
bye-laws of the Society. He could not be present at the
last meeting, as he was detained in Paiis. He had seen,
however, Irom the journals, that the meeting was adjourned
for the further consideration of a resolution for the approval,
and adoption of the report of the Council. The amendment
to that motion upon which the meeting was adjourned, was,
that the meeting be adjourned in order that the Council may
have an opportunity of obtaining from Her Majesty's Com-
missioners of 1851 the terms upon which the proposed advance
of .£13,000 was to be made—whether, in all or part, as a gift
or loan. A letter had been received from the CommissioneiK,
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and would be read to the meeting ; and lie trusted that it

would be considered satisfactory to the members upon that
point. He might mention to the meeting that interest
would only be charged upon a portion of the amount, and
that the interest would not exceed dE38 5s. [hear, hear].
That was a circumstance which must be deemed highly
satisfactory to the Fellows [hear, hearl. A gi-eat deal
appeared to have been said about there being no intention
of carrying on the Society as originally intended, and that
the Society was not promoting the science of Horticulture
as they ought to do. He believed that they would hear,
from various speakers on the present occasion, sufficient to
satisfy the meeting on that point. With regard to the
allegations that had been made as to the non-intention of
the Council of carrying out the original objects of the
Society, he might tell the meeting that the members of the
Council had of themselves, at one time, subscribed de2000 to
save the Society from absolute collapse [applause]. He
thought, therefore, that they were entitled to some credit
forendeavouring to prevent a sacrifice of those objects for
which the Society was originally formed [hear, hear]. The
Council had fuUy considered the subject, and they stated
that they were fully prepared to carry out the suggestions
shadowed forth at the previous meeting [hear, hear]. He
would not detain them any longer, bvit would assure them
that he would give every gentleman who wished to address
them a fan- chance of making any observations which he
might be anxious to do, and of being heard and understood
[hear, hear].

Mr. MuRKAY, the Assistant Secretary, then read the fol-
lowing letter from the Eoyal Commissioners :

—

"Palace of Westminster, February 13tli, 18G4.
"SiK,—In order to explain the terms upon which Her

Majesty's Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851 are
iviUing to make the advance of a sum not exceeding ^£13,000
for the purposes of the Horticultural Gardens, as announced
in my letter of the 6th inst., the Commisioners feel it neces-
sary to revert shortly to the pecuniary relations now existing
between themselves and the Eoyal Horticultural Society.

" Under the agreement of July 2-lth, 1860, Her Majesty's
Commissioners advanced a sum of .£50,000. By the 14th
clause of that agreement, a rental of .£2145 per annum is
ressrved to the Commissioners, this sum being the exact
amount of interest paid by the Commissioners for the loan
of the money laid out under the agreement by them on the
gardens.

" In pursua,nee of a further agreement, dated March 1st,
1861, Her Majesty's Commissioners advanced a further sum
of £5100, exclusive of a much larger sum expended by them
on the Southern Arcades. By clause 4 of this agreement,
the Commissioners are entitled by way of a rent to a sum
of d£216 15s. per annum, being after the rate of 4^ per cent.,
making the total rent or interest now payable to the Com-
missioners under both agreements amount to ^62361 15s.

" The above rent is independent of the share of surplus
profits secui'ed to the Commissioners.

" With respect to the proposed expenditure of a sum not
exceeding £13,000, I am directed to acquaint you, for the
information of the Council of the Society, that it is the in-
tention of Her Majesty's Commissioners to charge interest
by way of rent on the sum of £4900 only.

'• The Council wiU observe that this sum of £4900, added
to the two sums of £50,000 and £5100 ah-eady alluded to,
completes the amount of £60,000, the expenditiu-e of which
was contetuplated by the above-mentioned agreement.
"Her Majesty's Commissioners have now much pleasm-e

in proceeding to inform the Council of the Society that,
having been recently enabled to pay off that portion of their
mortgage debt which bore 4J- per cent interest, they are
wiUing to reduce the rent or interest payable to them by
the Society to 4 per cent., calculated upon the outlay of
£60,000, being £2400 a year.

" The Council wiU therefore observe that Her Majesty's
Commissioners make the advance of ^£13,000, >vith only a
nominal addition to the rent at present payable by the
Society.—I have the honom- to be, Sir, your very obedient
servant, Edoae A. Bowking.
"The Secretary to the Eoyal Horticultural Society."

Mr. Harry Chester then said, that, having been the
mover of the resolution upon which the meeting had been

adjourned for a fortnight, he might be expected now to take
a certain course, and express an opinion as to the result of
the adjournment. He rejoiced to find that what had been
said by the Commissioners was so very satisfactoiy [hear,
hear], and he congratulated the meeting upon the very
clear and conciliatory address which they had heard from
their Chau-man [hear, hear]. If anything unpleasant oc-
curred on the last occasion he hoped it would now be avoided.
Nothing was further from his mind than to say anything
hurtful to the feelings of any gentleman, or to act dis-

courteously towards the Council. It was better to employ
their time in providing for a satisfactory futirre than in com-
menting upon an unsatisfactory past [applause]. He in-

tended to move certain resolutions, and he hoped they would
remove from the minds of the Fellows any wrong impressions
they might have, so that they might be in that satisfactory
condition of amity without which the Eoyal Horticidtural
Society could not be carried on [hear, hear]. Since the
last meeting he had received many letters from Fellows
containing certain opinions which appeared to prevail in
their minds. He did not desire to take so prominent a part
in the discussions but for those letters. By some it was con-
sidered that the report was not satisfactory with regard to
the advance of the il3,000, and also that the Commissioners
wished to take the gardens away fi-om the Society. If such
anopinion did exist it was the residt of some ambiguous state-
ments which had been made, and which could be cleared up.
At the last meeting a question was raised as to whether the
members of the Council were properly elected. Some of the
members of the Society had taken counsel's opinion upon
the point, and that opinion was to the effect that the pro-
ceedings were not valid. What might be the opinion of one
lawyer was not the opinion of another ; and if they were to
wait imtil aU lawyers agreed they would have no Council,
and the Society would come to grief [ hear, hear]. He
agreed that there might have been a slight irregularity on
the last occasion in the mode of election, but he thought
there might be much confusion arising from the bye-laws of
the Society. There appeared to be a doubt as to the proper
mode of election—the Council said they were right, and the
Fellows thought the elections were invalid—therefore, the

best course to adopt would be to have the bye-laws revised.

It wotUd be a clear course to adopt that in future they
should be revised [hear, hear], and he should submit a re-

solution to that effect. The question was raised by Mr.
A. P. Godson at the last meeting, and he knows best where
he had his information from as to the five gentlemen who
were retiring.

Mr. A. F. Godson : I had the information from a gentle-

man who had it from each of the five gentlemen.

Mr. Veitoh : I never gave any information to any gentle-

man whatever.
Mr. Chester proceeded to contend that the question

ought not now to be discussed. It was imagined on the last

occasion that the matter was settled, and they left the
room with the idea that they had done that which was valid

and correct. If it was to be disputed, it should have been
contested on that occasion, and not now. A revision of

the bye-laws would remove all difficulties in future [hear,

hear]. There wore two other questions which had occu-

pied his attention in consequence of what took place at the

last meeting. They were—first, the state of the gardens
at Chiswick ; and, secondly, the gardens at South Ken-
sington. He could not but feel sm-e that the Council must
have satisfied themselves that a very large j^roportion of the

Fellows of the Society were very much dissatisfied with the

state of the gardens at Chiswick [loud cries of hear, hear].

He thought that upon the last occasion they did those

gardens an injustice. They were then taken by smprise,

and those who spoke of the gardens at Chiswick ought to

have distinguished between the two parts of those gai-dens.

They would all agree with him, that that part of the
gardens where the experiments were tried and the kitchen

garden was situated, could not be kept in a better condition

[hear, hear]. That had nothing to do with the other part of

the gardens. The poet had said

—

" Where deaolation saddens all the green.*'

It was in that part of their beautiful gardens, where thoy

used to hold their great fStes, that the Council had allowed
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that condition of desolation to arise. They were told at the

last meeting that the Council had not the funds to keep

those parts in better condition. One gentleman said they

had not .£10 a-year to spend on them. He repudiated that,

as they ought to keep the whole of the gardens in good order

[heai-, hear]. The amount of money to be spent upon
them is to be regulated by the CouncQ. The resolution

which he had to propose on that subject was as follows :

—

" That the whole, and not merely, as at present, a portion

of the garden at Chiswick be kept up in good order; that

increased facilities be aiforded there for instruction in scien-

tific and practical horticulture ; and that the Council be re-

quested to prepare a suitable scheme for effecting this object,

and to submit their scheme to a general meeting of the

FeUows as soon as may be." He felt that it was desirable

that the gardens should be made available for the purposes

of the education of the gardeners, as was oi-iginally intended.

They must agree with him that it was desirable they should

have a school of soientifio and practical horticulture. But
it had been suggested that the term " school " should not be

used, as it mig'ht imply that a large oiitlay would be re-

quired to caiTy out anything like a collegiate institution.

He had, therefore, framed his resolution in the words in

which he had just read it to the meeting, and he hoped it

would be unanimously passed [hear, hear] ; for it was most
desirable that the whole, and not merely, as at present, a

portion of the gardens should be kept in good order, and
that there should be increased facilities afforded for in-

struction in scientific and practical horticulture [hear, hear].

He felt so strongly on that point that he hoped the Council

would deal with it as soon as possible, and bring before the

Fellows a suitable scheme for effecting this object. It was
with that view that he must say he felt bound to press his

resolution to a decision [hear, hear].

The Chairman : It may save the time of the meeting to

state that the Council have ah-eady passed a resolution upon
that subject. The resolution was only passed to-day. It is

as follows :
—" That a Committee be appointed to consider

how the present working of the gardens of Chiswick may be
made to conduce to the improved education of gardeners,

with instructions to frame a scheme, and the estimated cost

for carrying it into effect, having reference especially to the
experience of the past efforts of the Society in this direction.

The names suggested to carry out the scheme were Mr.
Chester, Sir W. Dilke, Mr. Fortune, Mr. J. Lee, Mr. Moore,

Mr. W. Paul, Mr. Rivers, Mr. Veitch, Sir Joseph Paxton, with
the^President, Secretary, and Treasurer as ex officio mem-
bers " [loud applause].

Mr. Chester said he was vei-y much obliged to the Chair-

man for the interruption upon that point, and he would not

say anything more upon the resolvition he had intended to

propose to the meeting [hear, hear]. Passing on to the

next point he came to the gardens at South Kensington,
and certainly a large amount of dissatisfaction was ex-

pressed at the last meetiug as to the condition of those
gardens. That had created dissatisfaction everywhere. He
did not wish to blame the Council, but he wanted to impress
upon those gentlemen the necessity of improving their con-
dition, and he thought it woxdd do good if the matter were
still further pressed upon them [hear, hear]. It was neces-

sary that the full and comprehensive scheme which had
been laid down by their late lamented President should be
carried out, and in that case there would be brought to the
Society a large number of Life Fellows, and a large num-
ber of debenture creditors [hear, hear]. He thought they
were obliged to caiTy out that scheme. Every large scheme
with which the much-lamented Prince Consort was con-

nected had suffered a great loss by his death, and the Royal
Horticultural Society especially so [applause]. They must
make the best of their position. He did not wish to impute
sinister motives to the Council; he gave them great credit,

especially as they had lost their " great head," and, in a
lower degree, their " heads" also. "With regard to the com-
munication from Her Majesty's Commissioners, he thought
it was not right that they should require ^2000 to be ex-
pended upon the annexes ; and he also objected to the plans
for the opening of the arcades. It was a great mistake, but
some thought it desirable. He should not oppose the report
af the Council upon that point. Whatever the difference of

opinion might be upon the advance offered by the Koyal

Commissioners, he thought that it would be very un-
seemly to refuse it, and cause the Commissioners to be
very chary as to how they offered the Society any assistance

in future. He was sorry for the proposed expenditure of

.£2000 upon the annexes ; but they now had .£11,000 to expend
in the improvement of the gardens at South Kensington,

and he hoped that the Council would see that it was well laid

out [hear, hear]. He thought that they should get rid ofaU
unnecessary stonework, and what were termed works of art

[hear, hear]. There was a great deal in the gardens that

had no connection with them, and had no business theret

If they had busts of great horticulturists and botanists it

would be a different thing. They might have the busts of

such men as Dr. Lindley, of the Presidents, of the late

Prince Consort, and the Duke of Buccleuch ; but they should

not have busts of men who had no connection with horti-

culture [hear, hear]. If they were to have works of art, let

them have works of art ; but some of the things in the

gardens were perfectly hideous [laughter, and hear, hear].

The grounds, which were already ugly, were made uglier stiU.

by those things [hear, hear] ; and in connection with that he

objected to the payment of J3500 a-year for the so-called

works of art. He felt quite sure that if they followed out

the original prospectus of the late Prince Consort, or if His

Eoyal Highness had lived, the .£300 would never have been

allowed for works of art. It was said that they had not ^610

to spend in improving the gardens at Chiswick. Would it

not be better to spend the £W for that purpose, and only

devote £A-90 to the works of art ? [laughter, and hear, hear.]

Sir Wentwoeth Dilke said he thought that some mis-

apprehension existed as to the agreement between Her
Majesty's Commissioners and the Council. It was not the

fact that the Council had to pay the sum of ^500 per annum
for works of art. The object was to get together as large

,

a quantity of sculpture as they possibly could, and as

cheaply; and it was thought that the best plan was to

get the sculptors to make exhibitions of their works of

art at certain periods of the year. It was pm-ely a pounds,

shillings, and pence consideration, and the Commissioners

had nothing to do with it. He was of opinion that there

was also great misapprehension as to the motives of the

Council in promoting the science of Horticulture. That was
their great object [hear, hear]. There was another question

upon which he wished to speak, and that was with regard

to the lectures as proposed on the last occasion. The
Council had passed resolutions upon that subject. It was

intended to obtain the services of most eminent men to

deliver lectures, and this arrangement would be found to

give great satisfaction [hear, hear]. His friend Mr. Bate-

man, had promised to give them his experience with regard

to cool Orchids [hear, hear]. There was one other point—he

wished people would not mutter and murmur but speak out

[hear, hear], and tell the Council what it was they wanted.

All their suggestions would be duly considered, but if they

were not made the Council could not guess what was wanted.

The other day a letter containing some suggestions appeared

in one of the journals, signed "An Old F.E.H.S.," a most
valuable member. At the next meeting after tha,t appeared,

notice was given that the subject would be discussed at

the next meeting. That was quick enough, surely! He
wished Mr. Rivers had spoken to the Council himself. The
Council were witlLng to adopt a dozen suggestions if they

were made to them [hear, hear].

Mr. Chbsxee was very glad to hear that the ^500 per

annum for works of art was a mistake. He objected to that

part of the report of the Council in which they doubted

the permanency of the occupancy of the gardens at South

Kensington by the Society. He did not like them inviting the

Commissioners of 1851 to abandon and modify their existing

arrangements at the end of thi-ee years. The question was,

whether the Council intended to go on with the Society, or

whether they had any secret scheme at present unknown to

the members of the Society. He hoped that, in adopting

the report, the Council would carry out the scheme as origin-

ally laid down by their late President, both as regards

Chiswick and South Kensington [hear, hear]. At the Ken-

sington Road the approaches to the gardens were nothing

more than miserable dog-holes, and resembled nothing so

much as those old woodcuts of Bewick's of the places where

the decoy ducks were put to lead the others ia to have their
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necks wrung [laughter]. Those who had read Pope would
remember that he described the gardens quite happOy. In

one of his essays Pope says—
" 'Tia all a labouied quarry ahove ^ound,

Trees cat to statues, statues cut to trees."

But they might slightly alter those lines and say

—

" Bust plares at bust, each fish-pond has its brother,

Each flight uf steps leads only to another."

[great laughter]. He would conclude by moving the follow-

ing resolution, and then if the Council did not object to it,

he would submit one relative to the revision of the bye-

laws :
—" That the report of the Council be adopted, and

that they be asstired, and requested to asstu'e Her Majesty's

Commissioners, of the cordial support of the Fellows in

realising as far as possible, both at Chiswick and at South
Kensington, the comprehensive scheme for the Royal Korti-

oultural Society, which scheme having been proposed by ovu'

lamented President the Prince Consort, accepted by the
Commissioners,by our Society, and embodied in Her Majesty* s

charter and the agreements founded thereon, has already

led to a large eipendittire, and has induced gi-eat numbers
of persons to become Fellows of the Society, Life Fellows,

and debenture creditors." He could not say that all in that

resolution was necessary, biit it would, perhaps, be as well

to submit it, as there was an opinion abroad that the Council
liad an intention of not cai-rying out the original scheme of

the Society. He hoped in the course of his remarks that
he had not said anything which had given offence to the
Council. Jifothing could be further from his intention, as

he believed the Council deserved a gTeat deal at the hands
of the Fellows for what they had done [loud cheers]. He
begged to move the resolution which he had read to the

meeting.
Mr. Harwood Haewood : I beg to second that resolution

;

but as to the revision of the bye-laws, I do not wish to

interfere with that.

The Hon. Judge Des Baeres said, before they passed that
resolution they ought to consider the manner in which the
Council had endeavoured to carry on this most important
Society. The Council had more to perform than was gene-
rally believed. He thought they were under the greatest
obligation to the Council, especially in this respect, for they
had done their best, and turned everything to the greatest

advantage. Everything tending to the prosperity of the
Society had been adopted by them. He thought that they
were very much indebted to the Cortncil for bringing forward
the correspondence between themselves and the Royal Com-
missioners, and espeoiaUy the letter of the 13th of February,
which they had heard that day, tending, as it did, to further

the carrying-out of the original scheme of the Society [hear,

hear]. Of coiu'se there was a class of Fellows who were
anxious to make suggestions to the Council ; but he thought
they should be carefnl in what they brought forward, as the
Council would adopt any valuable suggestion, and, there-

fore, it would only be creating confusion and a waste of

time by bringing forward unnecessary matters. As had
been stated by the Council, any Fellow could make a sug-
gestion, and. If practicable, it would be carried out. As to

the suggestion of the school at the Chiswick Garden, he
asked them where they were going to get the money fi-om ?

[hear, hear]. They talked of carrying out a school of Art,

when they were not able to keep the gardens in ordinarily

proper order [hear, hear]. The Royal Commissioners had
placed every assistance in their power in the hands of the
Council, and it was a most important thing that they shotild

now see that the gardens were properly improved. The
whole tendency of the acts of the Royal Commissioners ap-

peared to be, that they were doing their best for the success

of their property ; and he should wish the Fellows to bear
in mind that the Commissioners were only trustees of that
property, and must act accordingly [hear, hear]. They had
offered the Society an advance of the money—the i;i.3,000

—

only a poi-tion of which would bear interest, and that at a
low rate. He thought it would be to the interests of the
Society that these matters should be left in the hands of

the Council [hear, hear]. He must say that it would have
been better if the resolution had been somewhat shorter
instead of a dissertation. He felt very well satisfied with the
CouncU, and thanked them for what they had done [hear.

hear, and signs of impatience, upon which the speaker re-

sumed his seat].

Mr. A. F. Godson said, that with regard to the observation
of Sir. Vcitoh at an earlier period of the meeting, that he had
not given any information to any gentleman as to his retire-

ment from the CouncU, he would give Mi-. Veitch the name
of his informant in private. With regard to the gardens
at Chiswick he thought that they had behaved most un-
fah-ly to them throughout. They had had 150,000 plants
from Chiswick. Those plants were worth j£lljOO. In the
.accounts he found that there was no statement of assets
and liabilities given. It had been given in some previous
years' reports, and he should recommend that it be given
in future. AU mention of it seemed to him to be care-

fully avoided. Another thing to which he would direct

their attention vras the state of the " Journal."' Nothing
could be more disgraceful to a society than the " Journal

"

which he held in his hands. It could not be bound up, and
the postage for sending it about was double what it need
be. He did not want to send it to his brother in India or
China to let him know that " good white Turnips were to
be got at such and such a place." When he compared the
present style of the " Journal " to the " Transactions

"

which were published in 1843, he thought they ought to be
ashamed of themselves to have such paltry trashy stuff. In
addition to that there was a great loss upon the " Journal,"
which should be obviated, and a profit made by the sale of

the copies alone [hear, hear]. He tntsted that the Council
would take the qiaestion of the state of the " Jounial " into
their serious consideration, for he was sia-e that the only
use of the present "Journal" was to be put behind the
fii-e [hear, hear, and laughter].
The Chaiesian then put the resolution, which was carried

unanimously.
Mr. Chestep. proposed the next resolution, which was as

follows :
—" That the Council be requested to revise the

bye-laws and to s\ibmit a draft of amended bye-laws to
a general meeting of the Fellows as soon as possible." It

must, he said, be evident to aU that such a revision as that
he proposed would be productive of a deal of good, and
prevent much confusion, and, probably, unfriendly feeling in

future. The report could not be carried out unless the
bye-laws were revised. While he had this opportunity, he
would refer to another matter, and that was in relation to

the future election of the Council, whether the next va-

cancy should be filled under the present bye-laws or the
revised ones, if tiiey were to be revised according to his reso-

lution. There was a strong feeling that in future elections

they should select some of those men who might be called

professional horticultvu-ists. He sympathised with that
feeling, for he thought there was not a sufficient representor

tiou in the Council of that valuable class. He took it for

granted that there woiild be a vacancy in the Council before

long, for he did not expect that Mr. Godson could sit there

any longer, when he had stated that he stood alone in the
Council. When that vacancy, therefore, occurred, he hoped
they would select a gentleman belonging to the class of

professional horticidturists to which he had refeiTcd [hear,

hear]. They ought to have such men as Mr. Fortune, or

Mr. William Paid, in the Council [hear, hear]. He hoped
that the Council would not forget to look at the advantage
of having such colleagues [hear, hear]. In conclusion he
moved his resolution.

Su- Andrew Waugh having seconded the motion, Mr,
John Sidney Sjiith said, with regard to the proposition

that the bye-laws should be revised, he thought that such a

step would be fraught with much trouble to the Council to

make a general re\'ision. Was there any necessity for a
thorough revision of the bye-laws ? If there was anything
wrong it could 1)0 pointed out, and thus a large amount of

unnecessaiy trouble would be saved the Council. As he
agreed with nearly all that Mr. Chester had said, he
regretted that he should have to oppose him on this motion.
He would ask Mr. Chester to withdraw that resolution.

Sir Wentworth DQke had said that he objected to people
miu-muring and muttering, and said that thoy shovJd speak
out at once. He was sm-o that those suggestions so made
would be adopted if they were pertinent. As a young
member of the Society he made a suggestion on the last

occasion that thoy should have a scries of lectures in con-
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nection with the objects of the Society, and he was very-

happy to hear from Sir "W. Dilke that it was the intention

of the Council to carry out the suggestion [hear, hear].

He thanked the Council for the very ready manner in which

they had acted in that and other matters. His only objec-

tion was .to the carrying of the resolution, and he, there-

fore hoped that Mr. Chester would excuse him and accede

to his request to withdraw the motion.

Ml. Chester said that nothing was farther from his

wishes than to do anything disagreeable to the Council.

His aim was rather to meet their views and prevent con-

fusion. If the Council wished it, he would withdraw the

motion, but otherwise he must press it.

Several members ofthe Council said there was no objection

to the resolution.

The Chairman said he would read the first of the bye-

laws which related to their revision. It stated as follows :

—

"The new Charter provides that the Council, or any five

or more of them, may make bye-laws, and from time to time
vary, alter, or revoke bye-laws, and make .siich other bye-

laws as they may think viseful and expedient ; but in order

to be valid, such bye-laws must have been adopted, with or

without amendments, at some general meeting of the

Society ; the votes on such bye-laws to be by open voting,

or, upon the requisition of five Fallows, by baUot. In case

of open voting, the majority binds the minority ; the Chair-

man may vote, and in case of equality may give a easting

vote ; and in case of ballot (but not in case of open voting)

two-thirds of the Fellows voting are necessary to pass a

bye-law, or alteration or repeal of a bye-law."

The resolution was put and carried unanimously.
Mr. Stkickland, at some length, proceeded to address the

meeting, but was very inaudible at the table. He said that

it appeared to him that the chief conduct of the aifairs of

the Society was in the hands of the Expenses Committee.
They had the absolute control of the expenditure of the
Society in their hands, and yet that Committee was so

constituted that one-half of its members were not connected
with, or interested in, horticulture in any way whatever. If

that was allowed to continue, sooner or later the fate of

the Society must be apparent. He thought that the
primary object of the Society was to carry out the practical

portion of the science of Horticulture, and that could never
be effected so long as persons who were not at all connected
with, or interested in, the promotion of that science had
the expenditure in their hands. No doubt that was at the
bottom of all the dissatisfaction which existed in the Society.

He did not doubt but that it was for the benefit of the Royal
Commissioners—

—

The Chaibmah" said that unless Mr. Strickland intended
to conclude with a motion he was not in order [hear, hear].

Mr. Stkickland said that it was the very constitution of

the Expenses Committee that regulated the operations of

the Society ; and he would move a resolution to the effect

that such an arrangement would swamp the objects for

which the Society was formed.
The Chaikman said that the arrangement was according

to the agreement upon which they had obtained their charter.

The 15th clause of that agreement ran as follows:—"For
the purpose of regulating the amount to be retained by the
Society in each year for expenses, a Committee shall be
appointed annually; which. Committee shaU consist of six

persons, three of whom shall be appointed by the Commis-
sioners, and three by the Society, and any three of such
Committee shall form a quorum, so as one at least shall be
a person appointed by the Commissioners, and one a person
appointed by the Society. Seven days' notice of every
meeting of the Committee shall be given in writing to each
member of the Committee by a letter to be sent by the post.

As vacancies may occur in each year by death, incapacity,

or resignation, such vacancies may be filled up respectively

by the Commissioners or the Society according as the
original appointments were made by them respectively."

It was pla,in that the arrangement was an integral portion
of the charter, and, therefore, they must abide by it.

Sir Wentwoeth Dilke said there had never been any
difficulty experienced in working the arrangement. When
the Committee was formed it looked into what would be
the probable demands for carrying on the gardens. In
some years the expenditure might be iE20,000, and it was

for the Council to estimate what the expenses would be,
and if there was anything omitted the Society would have to
pay it. With regard to the ^£200 which had been disallowed,
that had not been included by themselves in going to the
Expenses Committee. A meeting wiU be held next week
for the estimates of the ensuing year to be submitted. AU.
the members of the Committee are members of the Society,
and he thought that many of them were debenture-holders.
He might state that the expenditure during the year of the
International Exhibition was .£17,000, which was asked for
in anticipation of the monies they would receive in conse-
quence of the Exhibition; but the average expenditure
asked for was only ^£10,000. If there was anything which
was not put down in the estimate, the Society were re-
sponsible for it. The composition of the Expenses Com-
mittee was a matter of necessity. With regard to the state
of the gardens, he might be permitted to state that they
were not in so discreditable condition as had been pointed
out. The practical part of the gardens at Chiswick was in
as fine a state—indeed in a much finer condition, than it was
under the old regime; in fact all the garden, except the
14 acres of grass, &c., was kept in very good order.

It was stated that the portrait of Dr. Lindley in the room
had been subscribed for by the past and present members
of the Council.

Mr. Bateman said that the guinea subscription for a tes-

timonial to Dr. Lindley had reached d£200, although so little

publicity had been given to it. They had a splendid epergne
now ready for presentation, and some additional subscrip-
tions were needed. He hoped, therefore, that gentlemen
who had not subscribed would do so before leaving the
room.
Upon the motion of Major-General Sir Andrew Waitgh,

a cordial vote of thanks was passed to the Chairman, and
the proceedings were brought to a close.

WINTEEING BEDDESTG CAICEOLAEIAS.
Allow me to give my testimony to the fact, that the

keeping of bedding Calceolarias in cold pits and frames
during severe winters is quite practicable in a less genial
climate than that of Kent. Having done so for several
years with entire success (but I need not detail the process,

as it corresponds almost entirely with that often referred
to by " R. F." in "Doings of the Last Week"), I venture to
say that, had your correspondent in Ireland attended to
the said directions, he would not now have to deplore the
loss of his plants. Of course no practical man teaches that
Calceolarias will bear fr-ost to an unliiuited extent in any
stage of their existence, but particularly when in a growing
state, as those of " Q. Q." must have been if put into a
Cucumber-frame during August. Had he delayed this ope-
ration until October he would have found less difficidty in
preserving them through the winter; although, had he
Covered them properly, I do not think that the dampness of
the climate would have aflected them, having known them
to be covered up for ten or more days together, and none
the worse of it.—L, G., Benwell, Northumierland.

At page 132 of The Journal op Horticulture, I notice
an article fr'om " Q. Q., Ireland," expressing a fear that
Mr. Robson's advice on the protection of plants in cold
frames may mislead the readers of this Journal in Ireland.

I have now been in Ireland four years, and can state from
experience that Calceolarias have given greater satisfaction

than ever I could obtain from them in England. For ex-

ample, in 1859, when at Shrubland Pai-k, nearly the whole
of the Calceolarias went off in the manner Mr. Robson de-

scribes.

The way I manage them is this. In the first week of

October I have the frames ready, selecting a dry position.

I then place the frames on some bricks to afford a suffi-

cient depth of soil and head-room for the plants as they
grow. Round the bottom I place a little litter to keep the
soil in, and then fill in to within 6 inches of the glass with
old Cucumber and Melon-bed soU, with plenty of sand inter-

mixed. On the top of this, I lay half an inch of river sand
and put in the cuttings, keeping them close and dark tUl
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they liegin to root. I do not keep the mats on in dull

periods, but only in bright weather, as I find that the cut-

tings never ought to flag, that being very much against

their well-doing.

As soon as they begin to root I give them a little air, and

increase it till, eventually, the lights are taken off on aU

occasions, except when frost and much rain occur.

With this treatment I never lose one cutting in a thousand

;

and aU the covering they have is one mat next the glass, or

shutters, with plenty of stable-litter on the top, not thrown

on loosely, but laid on well and closely by the hands, as

double the quantity laid on carelessly would be no more
effectual.

I have this morning, February 22nd, been examining my
cuttings after a severe night of 21° of frost, with only a mat
and 9 inches of litter on the top of the frame, and all in a

turf pit—(kinds, Amplexicaulis, Prince of Orange, Aurea
floribunda, Trentham Yellow, Prince Albert, Golden Cap,

Sultan, and Gem), and I find th^m perfectly safe, and
looking as though 8° or 10° more of frost would not have

reached them.'—E. Welch, Palate Gardens, Armagh.

P.S.— I think the cause of the Calceolaria doing better in

Ireland than in England is the dampness of the clim ate.

THE AENOTT'S STOVE.
From time to time I have read in this Journal complaints

of the ineffioiancy of the Arnott's stove in keeping out the

frost ; and having myself constructed one and proved its

efficiency dui-ing repeated severe frosts in this part of the

country (Manchester), I will describe its construction.

It is placed inside the greenhouse, and is formed of fire-

bricks, brick on flat or half brick thick, fire-clay being used

instead of mortar. It is 1 foot 6 inches wide each way, out-

side measure ; and 3 feet 6 inches high. The inside diam eter

of the fire is, consequently, 9 inches across each way.

l.FOOT G INT.HES

^ A Is the supply-door made air-tight. It must be so to

prevent any of the sulphurous gas from the burning fuel

escaping into the house. It is placed 9 inches from the top

of the stove, so that when you are supplying the stove the

gas may ascend above the feed-door and pass up the chimney.
B Is the ash-door for taking away the ashes. This door

has a hole drilled through it with a small slide across the

hole to enable me to regulate the draught so as to prevent
the fire burning too quickly.

The furnace-bars are, as in d, the two projecting ends
being built into the sides of the brickwork, so as to form a
pivot or hinge for them to turn upon ; and by placing a piece

of iron, as in e, to support them in front, by removing

this the bars fall down in front, and any clinkers, &c., can

be removed. The furnace-bars are placed above the level of

the door b.

L
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material for a superior order of things, and more particu-

larly in the beautiful varieties of Geraniums that are now
within every one's reach. From pure white, up through va-

rious shades of salmon, pink ^rose, cerise, orange scai'let,

and scai'let of various depths and shades, this one section

alone furnishes colour and style of bloom sufficient to make
it worth while to have gardens specially set apart for it.

Many important additions to it are soon to be made, among
the most prominent of which are Lucy Grieve, White
Tom Thumb, and a variegated Stella. It is to be hoped
that the White Tom Thumb has a bold, dark, horseshoe
leaf, for such would help greatly to make a white truss most
effective.

A great many of the more recently introduced varieties

have passed through my hands ; many have been discarded
as not suitable to the soil and climate, and some of these,

I observe from other reports, have done honoui- to then-

recommendations when jplaced under different circum-
stances. Tlie following is my experience of some of the
varieties on a deep rather light loamy soil, resting upon a
gravelly subsoil, and in one of the driest districts of the
kingdom.

Admiration.— A dwarf compact grower with horseshoe
leaf; the flowers are of the richest scarlet, produced on
strong stalks, in large bold trusses. Somewhat deficient in

bloom in the early part of the season, but makes up by a
profusion in autumn. Like many others it ought to be gone
over about the beginning of August, and have all the points
pinched out of the shoots. This has the effect of causing it

to develope its blooms more boldly, and checks the growth
of foliage. In pots this is one of the very best that I have
seen of its class. In beds scarcely equal to Vivid, but being
much more dwarf and compact, it can be used when Vivid
cannot.
Amy.—Soft pink, marked with white in the upper petal

;

well-formed large truss, throwing its blooms well up above
the foliage ; abundant bloomer. This is a peculiarly soft

shade of flower, and I think will take a high position. In
pots it is splendid.

Aiujustiiw, Nivelet.—^Pale salmon, mai'gined with white

;

large compact truss, lasting a very long time in perfection.
Particularly valuable for pot culture.

Aurora.—Salmon, with white eye, and very dark horse-
shoe foliage. Has been discarded, other salmon varieties
being preferred.

Baron H^igel.—Well-known variety. Has given place to
Little David, as being much superior as a dwarf scarlet, and
in all respects very fine.

British Flag.—Though a large bold globe variety, orange
scarlet, and a strong grower, this did not prove enual to
Glendinning's Scarlet and Prince of Wales of the same class.

Christine.—This esteemed rosy-pink variety has kept its

position well, and in Scotland it seems more at home than
in the south, where it has a great tendency to the produc-
tion of seed. It is likely to be superseded by Helen Lindsay
in aU respects.

Camte de Morny. — Eosy scarlet, ijretty ; but loose and
deficient in the truss. It has been discontinued as not being
sufficiently effective.

fVanjois Desbois.—^Wliite, with pink centre. A very distinct
delicate-looking flower ; splendid for pot-culture, and though
not extensively planted out here, yet it proved very fine in
the borders last yeai-. For soft combinations this will be a
fine variety.

Lady of Lorretto.—Bright cherry colour, with white eye

;

centre of leaves yellowish green, belted with a copper-coloured
zone ; flowers and trusses large. Very fine for vases and
pots. When planted out must have a poor dry soil, or it

win grow too strong.
LadAj Rokehy.—^This variety has not come up to my expec-

tations of it. Very good in a pot. Out-doors in the open
border it does not flower sufficiently freely to make it valu-
able as a bedder. It is a pretty rosy scarlet.
Madame Cliardine.—Salmon pink ; immense trusses in great

abundance. The finest of its class that I have seen either
in pots or beds. The soil should not be rich, and, as recom-
mended for Admiration, its tops should be pinched off. In
autumn it is most splendid. I have had rows of it lite a
row of Hydrangeas.
Madame Faitc/iej-.—White, with red stamens; fine truss;

dwai-f compact habit. In pots it is unique. Last year it

was very fine in beds here. It is peculiarly lively when
edged with Purple King Verbena. If White Tom Thumb
is better than this it will add a fine feature to our
flower gardens, for fine white-flowering plants for beds
are scarce.

Monsieur Paul I'Albd.—Very superior, with salmon scailct

globular trusses in great abundance, and thrown up wtil

above the foliage. I prefer this to Mons. Martin, wliicu it

much resembles.
Carmine Nosegay.—Did not prove worth growing here.

Imperial Crimson.—Very pretty. Carmine shaded with
purple. Abundant bloomer. Compact and dv.-arf, but on
account of the want of substance in the flowers it is so easily

spoilt with moistui'c in autumn that it has been discon-

tinued.

Stella.—What shall we say of this ? It cannot be too
highly recommended. No other of the Nosegay section

that I have ever seen can equal or approach it. At one
time I thought Triomphe de Paris was going to run the
race in favour with this, but last year Stella proved far

superior. A bed of this, last year particularly, was here per-

fectly wonderful from the abundance of immense trusses of

bloom. It is a fine hardy variety, easUy wintei-ed and
managed. Colour crimson, with dark horseshoe foliage.

Perfection.— Most brilliant scarlet; flowers and trusses

large and well elevated above a fine, rich, dark green foliage.

This I consider the best of its class, far surpassing Tom
Thumb and Frogmore, or any other of that style that I have
seen.

Prince of Wales.—Orange scarlet truss, very large and
globular; most profuse bloomer. Well adapted for back
lines and large beds.

Princess of Prussia.—Does no good out-doors here ; but
very fine as a pot variety. Out-doors the flowers, owing to

their dark colom-, turn vei-y much, and it does not bloojn

profusely enough except in pots.

Eosy Queen.—Much like Christine, birt rather lighter ia

colour and grows stronger. In dry seasons it is not so prone
to seed as Christine, and in this respect it is more desiraMe
and not inferior in any other point. In pots Christine has

no chance whatever with it.

Rubens.—Dark rosy pink; flowers and trusses large;

foliage beautifully and softly tinted. Suitable for large beds
and back lines.

Rubens Imjproved.—-liecently introduced, and not so much
lilced as the old Eubens.

Trentham Rose.—Salmon scarlet. Most wonderful bloorjer.

Perhaps no other Geranium of any other class has kept its

place so well as this. I do not know of any of the saiiie

colour to surpass it.

Vivid.—Deep scarlet with small white eye ; flowers very
large and finely formed. Most abundant bloomer. This is

altogether a magnificent bedding Geranium—quite a com-
panion to Stella in a different class. It is grand in this

locality. Fine for pots also.

Glendinning's Scarlet.—A most extraordinary Geranium I'or

size of truss ; orange scarlet with horseshoe leaf. In a diy
season this is just like a bed of scarlet Hydrangeas, so large

and bold ai-e the trusses. Fine for back lines and very large

beds.

Barnton Beauty.—Scarlet with large white eye. Eesembles
Vivid, but inferior to that fine variety.

Frogmore Impi-oved.—Does no good here, though a fine

variety in some localities.

Little David.—Cannot be too highly spoken of. Pine
scarlet, very free bloomer, very dwarf, which makes it most
suitable for small beds, front lines, and edgings.

Leoni.—Cherry colour. Eesembles Lady of Lorretto, b'.'^t

is a little darker. A very fine pot variety, fev^' better. Has
not been sufficiently proved out-doors to form an opinion ci

its bedding qualities.

Herald of Spring.—A soft rosy scarlet ; large well-formed

flowers and truss. Most excellent pot variety, but does not

bloom very freely planted out.

Emperor of the French.—Orange scarlet ; very neat, com-
pact grower ; leaves beautifully zoned. Fine pot variety.

Victor Emmamfel.—The largest truss ofany of the recently

sent-out ones. Bright scarlet, and splendid in pots. Not
yet proved it planted out.
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Ti-iomphe cle Paris.—In ths way of Stella, but not so good
as that variety.

Lord Palmersto}i. — A dwarf, compact-growing Nosegay
variety, with immense trusses of purplish blooms. I have
not proved this in beds yet, but will do so this season, and
have great hope of its proving a first-class kind.

Helen Lindsay.—This is a deep pink variety like Christine,

but much superior both in colour, truss, habit, and foliage,

and will, I have no doubt, jirove the best of its class yet

out. In pots I have seen nothing in its way to approach it.

Spread Eagle and Merrimac are two varieties that I have
not had so much experience of as to be able to give an
opinion of them. They are very pretty in pots.

I will now turn to the variegated section, among which
are some varieties of great excellence ; and some of t). e more
recently introduced sorts are really so pretty in pots, that

should they fail to prove all that is expected of them in

beds, they must stiU be looked upon as very desirable ac-

quisitions.

Argus.—Flowers bright scarlet, large trusses ; leaves

green centre, with dark zone margined with pinky white.

This, though a free-flowering variety and a good grower, is

too dtdl in the leaf to be effective.

Bijoit.—This is a beautiful and most useful variety, having
large margins of silvery white to the leaves. Is a vigorous

grower, and blooms with great profusion, which in con-

junction with a robust constitution renders it a most useful

sort. We plant two thousand of this.

Countess of Worwicl:.—This is a good old sort, and still a

favourite. There is, however, a dullness about the foliage

which makes it only a second-rate variety.

Cloth of Gold.—This is Golden Chain magnified, with

much larger and smoother leaves, with flowers precisely like
'

Tom Thumb, more vigorous than Golden Chain, and having a

more robust constitution. In places where Golden Chain
does not thrive I would recommend a trial of this. It is in

all respects fii'st-rate.

Flower of /S'yrimjr.—This is a great favourite. It is the

best variety I know for growing as edgings to the dark-

zoned varieties, as it has a peculiarly soft lovely appearance

from the flatness of the leaves, and their extra broad margin
of white. The flowers are a bright cerise. This is a very

fine bedder.
Golden Vase.—Leaves green, with a dark zone surrounded

with a broad margin of yellow ; flowers cherry red. This,

though lovely, is now completely eclipsed by the gorgeous

Mi-s. Pollock.

Homlei-soni.— J-iea.ves bi'oadly margined with silvery white ;

flowers bright scarlet ; trusses large, and produced in great

abundance. The habit is stiff and compact. I consider

this a great improvement on Alma and Annie, and one of

the very best.

Meteor.—A very dwarf and compact grower. Flowers
vivid scarlet. For edgings and small beds it is good, and is

very fine in pots, but not so generally useful a variety as

Hendersoni.
Mrs. Pollock.—This is the most striking and picturesque

Geranium yet out. If it never flowered its foliage is so

lovely that it could not fail to please ; but it has, in con-

ji«iotion with fine foliage, a fine truss of scarlet bloom. In
the leaf there are zones of beautiful bronzy red, bright

crimson, green, and gold. It is a fine, free grower, and
cannot fail to be a plant that wdl be generally and largely

grown both in pots and beds.

Queen of Queens.—This is one of the few gems recently

sent out, and is well named, for it is a queen among dwarf
variegated Geraniums. The leaves are margined with a
broad belt of clear white. The habit is dwarf and dense,

and the amount of bloom, of the deepest scai-let, it produces

is perfectly wonderful. V/e had it planted out last year,

and look for great results from it.

Hilver Chain.—This is the same as another variety grown
here as Mary Ann. The habit is sturdy and compact

;

foliage beautiful; blooms cerise.

Golden Fleece.—Discarded as being so mirch inferior to

Cloth cf Gold.
Tlic Bouquet.—Worthless here.

Variegoied Stella.—This is a sport from Beaton's Crimson
Stella. The foliage is splendidly variegated, whiter than
Bijou. Blooms, of course, the same colour as Stella, in im-

mense trusses. Both in pots and jjlanted out this is a
glorious variety, and wUl add a featui-e to flower gardens.

Siiitsei.—Very much like Mi-s. PoUock. The bloom is in-

ferior, but the fohage is about the same ; but it is a more
tender sort. JJ. Thomson.

SHEUBBT CALCEOLAHLi.
(^Concludcd from page 97.)

In the latter pai-t of May or beginning of June move the

plants to their final quarters. It will only be necessary to

take the soil out at one end of the bad to the depth of about

U inches, and then thrusting the spade under them 6 inches

below the surface, the plants will be raised with square
balls 6 inches on the side. The beds in vehich they are to

be planted should have been dug deeply during the previous

autumn, and laid up rather roughly for the winter. In the

spring following they should be dug or forked, and a few
inches of vegetable or fresh moidd worked in. If, however,

the beds have been occupied with early-flowering plants or

bulbs, some fresh soil should be added, and they should

then be forked over and the sod broken. In these beds

plant at 1 foot from the outside, and allow the same distance

li'om plant to plant, arranging them in quincunx fashion.

Water copiously and shade for a few days if the weather be
dry and hot, and gently sprinkle the plants overhead
towards night, which will restore the loss their leaves expe-

rience in the day time, when they have not roots sufficient

to collect nutriment to supply the wants oi the leaves.

However, plants raised in this way rarely experience any
check from transplantation, for having a multiplicity of

fibres they soon leave the baU and pass into the new soO,

and do in a week what it takes plants fi-om pots a month to

accomplish.
When the plants are established in their new quarters,

if you are desirous to attain several objects at once, give a
thorough soaking with water, and then cover the surface of

the beds with cocoa-nut dust, which will prevent evapora-

tion from the soil, improve the appearance of the beds

—

for red always contrasts well with green foliage—and by
autumn becoiue a manure, which, if neatly forked in, will

be very suitable for growing anything in. Two inches of

this covering will save an immense amouirt of labour; and
about an inch of old Mushroom-bed manure spread on the

beds answers the same purpose. They both decompose,

emit ammonia, form humus, absorb moisture because porous

like a sponge, and keep the jjlants cool, from being non-

conductors of heat. Alter this the plants wUl need regu-

lating occasionally, trimming off ii-reguhu- and gross growths

and spent blooms, and watering in di-y weather. All this

trouble to raise one of King Croquet's subjects ! Well, it

really is fatiguing, but not half so much so to carry out as

narrate. There are many other ways of raising Calceolarias

for the flower garden. Of these I wiU describe two.

Prepare some cutting or seed-pans 3 or 4 inches deep,

allowing an inch of drainage, and then liU with a compost

of loam and leaf mould in equal pai-ts, with an admixtm-e

of one-sixth of sUver sand. Insert the cuttings as near

each other as iiossible without cramming them in so closely

that the leaves lie one upon the other. In that ease they

would damp. Give a slight sprinkling of water to settle

the soil about the cuttings, and jjlace in a corner of the

greenhouse which must have the air rather moist but not

wet, and ventilation must not be given in that psu't, nor

should the sun be allowed to shine so powerfully upon them
as to cause them to flag. They will strike in about six

weeks, when they may be removed to a diy cool part of the

gi-eenhouse and kept near the glass, giving them water suffi-

cient to preserve them in a healthy state. The cuttings

may be put in from the middle of September until the latter

part of October. Some pot the cuttings immediately after

they have struck, but that is only so much lalxiur and room
thi-own away. The plants will keep just as well in their

cutting-pots untU the February or Mai-cli of next yeai',

when they arc to be potted into 48-sized pots in a compost

of loam and leaf mould in equal piu-ts, with a sprinkling of

sand. The plants lu-e to be watered sp;u'ing)y until growth

commences, keeping the ah- closer and moister for a few

days to encourage the formation of roots, afterwards they
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are to be well supplied with water at the root, giving all tlie

air possible, placing them near the glass, and syringing them
occasionally in dull periods, and morning and evening in

fine weather. The less fii'e heat applied the less subject arc

these plants to the attacks of green fly, all the heat required

beino' to dry up damp, to cause a circulation of air, and to

keep the temperature between 35° and 45°.

In April the plants should be potted into 32-sized pots in

the same compost as before, and if they have been duly

attended to they should be shifted into 2-i's or six-inoh pots

by the beginning of May. People complain of Calceolarias

dying off and going back after being planted out ; and well

they may, when we consider that for two months, and oftener

for six, tUe roots have been cramped in small pots, demand-

ing nothing short of an inch of rainfall daily to supply their

wants. In addition to this we have the water poured on the

stem, which is not the proper treatment for softwooded

plants. When such plants are turned out they take to the

situation very badly, they feel the cold of the soil, the loss

of the daily watering, and the spongioles receive so sudden

a check that they remain inactive for weeks if they do not

altogether perish; the leaves for the greater part turn yellow,

and some plants die off altogether, canker having attacked

them. More deaths result i'rom cramping plants in small

pots than from all the diseases to v.'hich Calceolarias are

Kable. Cramping is injurious to free growth, and plants

subjected to it rarely grow freely afterwards.

Another way is ts plunge some plants in six or nine-inch

pots quite up to the rim in tlie open border in summer, and
to take them up in the autumn, remove all roots that j)ush

outside the pots, and after washing the latter to place them in

the greenhouse. The plants wiU grow fi-eely in a tempera-

ture of 45° as a minimum, and 55° as a maximum, and by
February they wiU afford a number of cuttings. These are

to be taken off about the middle of that month, inserted in

pans or pots as described before, and the pots placed in the

warmest part of the house, covering them with a bell-glass.

Shade ii-om bright suu by a paper or some such covering.

The cuttings will strike freely without bottom heat—in fact,

better without than with it. Those who can command the

moist atmosphere of a propagatiug-liouse wOl not hesitate

to put the cuttings in there, and so obtain a plant in a few
days. Any leaves affected with damp are to be removed, as

they would, if allowed to remain, destroy the cutting. When
the cuttings are rooted they are to be potted into 60-siaed

pots, and kept close for a few days until fresh roots are

formed, when they should be gradually hardened-off and
removed to a liglit airy place in a pit, fiame, or greenhouse.
If there be such a convenience as a frame, by all means
plant them in it, the trouble of watering will be diminished,

and the certainty of then- doing well after planting out will

be increased fom-fold. If on the other hand it is impossible

to do this, shift them into 32-sized pots in April and plant
out in May, in cloudy weather if possible.

2nd, For tlie Conservatory or Greenhouse.—Select in March
some of the most forward and best plants from the autumn-
struck cuttings, and pot them into 24's, assuming them to

have been in 32-sized pots. Place on a shelf near the glass,

and as the shoots grow nip out the leaders ofthe upper shoots,

pegging the lowest down so as to feather the plant down to

the pot. A month after this pot into IS's, using a compost
of loam from turves one half, and leaf mould and cowdung
two years old, in equal proportions, the other half, chopping
the whole somewhat small with the spade, but not sifting it,

and add a liberal sprinkling of silver sand. Provide good
drainage. After potting give a moderate watering ; place

the plants in a pit, near the glass, syringing them lightly

morning and evening ; and keep eool, and admit abundance of
light and air, without exposing them to currents of air or to
frost. Fumigate on the first appearance of green fly, and keep
duly supplied with water at the root. In May transfer them
to 12's, and plant them out, or rather plunge the pots in the
open border. Some of the plants, however, are to be placed
in the frame, and a,ttended to as before, air being freely

given them, and the irregular and gross growths stopped or
removed; these will flower in July and August, and wiU
make quite a rich display in tlie conservatory. If the plants
have been kept cool and well ventilated no sticks ^vill be
necessary ; but if they are reciuircd, put them in so that from
a casual observer they may be hidden by the foUage.

The plants in the borders are to be duly supplied with

water, and the flower-stems removed as fast as they appeal'.

In the latter p)art of September take the plants up, and
place them in a close frame, and shade from bright sun for

a few days. When they have recovered the check consequent
on taking up, pot into No. G-sized pots, in the compost
mentioned before, securing perfect drainage, and place them
near the glass in a cool airy part of the greenhouse. Wa)ter

sparingly dm-ing the winter, and pick off all decayed leaves.

Peg down the lowest shoots, and regulate the others with

sticks if it cannot be done without, so as to admit air and
light equally to all parts of the plant. Weak or otherwise

useless parts ai-e to be removed. In February shift into

No. 4-pots, and after this sprinkle with water from a fine-rosed

syringe. Continue to peg down, and tie out the shoots as

the plants advance in growth. By the middle of AprU we
may expect the appearance of the fiower-stems, and even
before that time some will be seen, but all straggling blooms
are to be nipped off prior to the middle of April. After this,

water twice a-week with guano water, 1 oz. of guano dis-

solved in a gallon of soft water. By May v.'e shall have
plants little less than 3 feet through, 2 feet high, and when
well flowered, producing from fifty to a hundred flower-heads,

each of these having nearly fifty blooms. Talk about
" nothing like Geraniums for making a show," why one of •

these Calceolarias would not be eclipsed if placed beside

one of the very finest show Geraniums.
Shrubby Calceolarias are raised from seed to obtain new

varieties, they being treated in the same way as lately

described for herbaceous Calceolarias, only the seed is sown in

the spring.

There is also a new race of Calceolarias which have sprung

from a cross bet\Veen the herbaceous and shrubby species.

They have a half-shrubby habit, and are neither one thing nor

the other, and for my part I think little of them, for they are

of bad habit, and the flowers are far from being of a good form.

They require the same treatment as the herbaceous section.

The following is a list of some of the best sorts ; those

marked with an asterisk being the best for bedding purposes.

The others make handsome pot plants :

—

**.^ngustifolia Rlol>0'a or A. superba, bright primrose, dwarf liabit, and
excellent bedder.

Acbbar, vellow ground with brown blotch.

*Amplexicanlis, Ifnion or straw colour ; only suitable for large bed.s.

Aurea tioribuada, dwarf and compact lllbit, trusses large, of a bright

orange yellow colour. Slakes a fine bed.
"Canariensis, bright canary yellow, flowers large, produced in large com-

pact heads ; habit dwarf and compact. Very tine.

'Cloth of Gold, bright golden yellow, very dwarf, compact trusses, and
very free blooming.

Etna, crimson tinted with scarlet. Extra fine for pots, making also a good
bed.

Gem, orange brown, yellow belt. Fine for pots.

Comet, bright bronzy crimson. Best for pota.

Firefly, intense oranpe se;irlet, hauit dwarf, flowers large hat net of the

largest size, free-bloouiing.
Sl.ignificent, large deep orange flowers, borne on short flower-stalks.

JJwarf and aense habit.

Magniiieent (old varietyi, rich crimson, yellow cap. Large and fine flower.

Magnificent (Henderson's), crimson. Large and fine. What trouble such
a similarity of names causes!

Masterpiece, large, crimson, extra fine; habit good, anr-1 free-blooming.

•Integrifolia, sinall flowers in large trnsses ; habit dwarf, free-blooming,

foliage small.
Prince Loui^ of Hesse, rich crimson, very dwarf, and profuse-blooming,.

Flowers rather small but very showy. '

Princess Alesa'idra rich orange buff', dwarf and free-blooming. Quite a
novelty in the way of colour.

^Kentish Hero, orange buff. Fiee and effective.

Novelty, the first bedding variety that can boast of being a good-shaped
flower, straw colour, habit dwarf mid compact,

^'Kayi, a good old dwiirf earlv vellow.

•Prince of Otange, bright orange brown, fading to light orange; habit very
dwarf. An immense bloumer, theretore line bedder.

Sparkler, crimson brown, bright yellow cap. A very handsome variety.

*Vietor Emmanuel, flne scj'rlet, faintly spotted with crimson, h.abit good^

E.xtra good for pots or beds.

"^Yellow Gem, fine yellow. Dwarf and free.

*rellow Prnice of Orange, very bright yellow, and dwarf. Fine bedder.

^.Sulpliurea splendenp, fine form, bright yellow, good habit.

*Beauty of Montreal, bright crimson, small flower, but effective for bedding,.

Leopard, straw yellow, densely spotted with maroon.
Sultan, a tall but fine crimson.
L^r.i Clyde, cl iret, quite a novel colo'.ir. Dwarf and compact.

Sunset, yellow, blotched and spotted -with hrown. Very shoivy.

G. Abbey.

Mhssett's AppAEATtrs.

—

A.' L. C. would be obliged if any
one could give her, from his own experience, some informa-
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tioa respecting Mussett's portable hot-water apparatus. Is

it effectual not only for merely keeping out irost, but for

forcing purposes ?

TEAPS FOE MICE.
I AM rather surprised that Mr. Kobson recommends the

figure-4 trap as the best trap for mice. It is very good no

doubt, but the labour of resetting it after each capture is

considerable, whereas the old Devonshire plan, which we
adopt and which is by far the best I have ever seen, requires

but little attention. After we have sown our Peas, two or

three 10 or 12-inch flower pots with the bottoms well stopped
with clay, or better stUl made without holes, are plunged
between the rows, filled half fall of water, and well greased

inside about 2 inches below the rim. In this way I often

catch a dozen in one pot without the least trouble, except

adding fresh grease when the old is eaten away.

—

James
Haebis, Gardener, Machen Rectory, Newport, Man.

PUTTEEIDGE BUEY.
{Continued from page 115.)

The position of the avenue of beds '.will be seen from the

outline plan, page 114, only the avenue is straight for more
thau half its length at the][east end, instead of being bent so

soon as shown. The walk opposite the beds is flanked with
vases. The grass between the beds is more than 20 feet

wide.
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T\^e now give this bed-avenue more in detail. There are

twenty-four beds on each side, twelve large and twelve small.

The large are fully 10 feet in diameter of circle, the less

ones are from 5 to 6 feet in diameter. These were all

planted in the pyramidal style. The beds were considerably

raised, but the height in the centre was mostly owing to

taller and larger plants being used for the centre. The
height of the pyramids from the grass ranged from 5 to 10

or more feet, the lowest pyramids being at each end, and the

tallest in the centre of the avenue. The opposite beds were

planted alike. Most of them had several rings of colour

quite distinct, and yet close to each other. In some cases

different kinds of "Verbenas, Lobelias, Alyssum, &c., had
been used as ground colour, so that if an inch or two of a

break should occur, it would be covered by a sprig or two of

these things. These fine pyramids made a good contrast to

the more level planting in other places.

Beginning at the west end next the beds with chains of

Eoses over them, the following is the arrangement of plant-

ing, the plants first named being the centre of the pair of

beds, and the last named the edging. The first named is a
small ch-cle, and the second and the last are large cu-cles :—

1, Large mass of Belle de Florence
Rose, pdged and festooned with

,

Pearl Nasturtium.
i

2, White Fuchsia, Boule do Feu

'

Geranium, Golden Chain ditto,

Lady Plyraonth ditto, with a few
sprifis of Variegated Alyeaum. '

Very rich.
'

3, LatRe Pink Geranium Perfec-
;

tion, white-leared Geranlnm and
j

Pcrilla mixed, ForROt-rae-not, I

and (Enothera proatrata. :

4, Fuchsia Biinks'g Glory, Caleeo-

1

laria Mrs. Booth (rich blotched),
I

Calceolaria Robert Burns (like

Prince of Oranpe), Calceolaria,

Yellow Prince of Orange, edged
with Forget-me-not and Lobelia.

5, Acacia, Red Rover Geranium, and
dark Indian Pink.

6, Fink Nosegay Geranium, Salmon
Nosegay ditt», Mrs. Colville ditto

(purple), Old Scarlet VarieKated,
Huckuess dlttOf and Golden
Chain ditto.

1, Kicinus Obennanni, Dark Helio-

trope, and Verbena venosa mixed,
and Gazania splendens.

8, Cas?id eorymbosa, Rubens Gera-
nium, Cineraria maritima dotted
with Aly«sum.

9, Rose Belle de Florence, and
Eclipse Nasturtium.

10, Brugmansia suaveolens. Salvia
fulpens, Ageratum mexicanum
(tain, Calceolaria amplexicaulis,
dotted with Amavanihus melan-
cholicus, Calceolaria Prince of
Orange (yellow), Lobelia spe-
ciosa and Variegated Alyssum.

11, White-coloured Fuchsia, Calceo-
laria Crimson King, Verbena
venosa, and (Enotheraproslrata.

12, Geranium Excellence, Golden
Chain ditto with flowers off.

Forget-me-not, and Verbena
pulchella.

13, Ricinus Obermanni, with Ver-
bena Surprise growing through
it, Amaranthus melancholicus
and Manglesii Geranium mixed,
skirted with \ erbena Manetti.

14, Large Fuchsia (dark), Mrs. Col-

ville Geranium, Jackson's Va-
riegated, Scarlet Nosegay Ge-
ranium, Old Scarlet Variegated,
Hackness ditto, and Golden
Chain.

15, Cassia corymbosa. Geranium Red
Rover, and Gnaphulum laaa-
tum.

16, Brugmansia Knightii, Salvia ful-

gens, Agpratum, Calceolaria
amplexicaulis, CalceolariaAurea
floribunda, and blue Lobeba.

17, Rose Belle de Florence, old stronc
variegated Verbena, and Ceras-
tum tomcntosum.

18, Cassia corymbosa. Calceolaria
amplexicaulis entwined, Scarlet
Geranium, Cineraria maritima,
dotted withVariegatedAlyssum.

19, Ricinus, Cannas, Heliotrope, and
Troprcolum elegans.

20, Large Pink Geranium, Cedso
Unique ditto, Flower of the Day
ditto, and VerbfUaManettii.

21, Ciimson Unique Geranium, and
Gazania pplondens.

22, Fuchsia Banks's Glory, purple
Pent^lemons, pui-ple Calceo-
laria, Prmce of Orange Calceo-
laria. Aurea floribunda ditto,

and Verbena pulchella.

23, Acacia (fine ioliage), Maurandya
entwined with it, Geranium
Sidonia. and Verbena pulchella

for edging iind covering ground
below Geraniums and peeping
between them.

24, Light Fuchsias, lipht Pentatc-
mons. Scarlet Globe Geranium,
Bijou ditto. Cloth of Gold ditto,

and Nycterinia selagmoides.

The opposite twenty-four were exactly the same.
The planting of the circle at the end of the avenue was as

follows :

—

1, Pyrethmm grandiftoram, edged
with red Nasturtium.

.

2, 2, Mrs. Holford Verbena, edged
with Mrs, MUdmoy Verbena. j

3, 8, Purple King Verbena, edged
with Aurea fioribundaCalceolaria

4, 4, Lobelia Linton, edged with
Manellii Verbena.
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A BOEDEE BAID.
I SHOULD like now to say a few words upon the subject

of plantings flower-beds and borders, noticing the dilferent

opinions that have been expressed in this Jom-nal, and giving

my own views upon this very interesting subject. I would
approach this discussion in the best possible spii'it, and if

the knight (Chiu-ch militant, for once and once only) must
tnt, I would wish him to enter the lists mounted on that

worthy steed, " good nature," and having at his side a

sword of good temper. As our worthy commander-in-chief

has it, "Touch the shield with the blunt end of the lance

merely," for it would give me, as it woidd give him, pain, if

it were touched with the sharp end, indicative of mortal

combat. Mj' aim is far other than sharp waiting or fault-

finding. I wOl not thrust sore at my adversaries, or rather

and far better, friends who take other views. None shall

stand over the corpse of one, and moralising say

—

" AlaB ! the pitv,

Here lies F. Chitty."

Nor will it be necessary for me to telegrapli to the relations

of another

—

" Ha«tc and see,

ThoinBoa dee CD-)-"

In spite of our little differences, there is a gi'eat oneness
among us as writers in this Journal : who can doubt it ?

Thus we all love flowers, and we all wisli to uphold the
character of this periodical for gentlemanlifless. "VVe chiefly

differ as to the way of making the best of oui- favourites

—

whether in this way or that way they look to the greatest

advantage ; or at most we differ as to our love of one class

of plants, or whether our hearts talce in all kinds.

I was reading the other evening. Mi-. D. Thomson's plea-

sant paper entitled " The Flower Garden " (.January 26th,
page 70), and having done so, I next turned to my own
little jottings on the bedding and border subject. Upon re-

reading " King Croquet," and "Give us Back our Flower
Borders," I see that amid a good deal of harmless banter
(I love a timely joke), I took this position, that in small
gardens it would be better not to fi-itter away a whole lawn
in beds ;. still less was it desirable that the borders should,

as is often the case, be wholly filled with bedding plants,

all others having been given up—actually, as I have known
them to be, barrowed off to the rubbish-heap. I then in-

stanced a loroperly (so I thought, and still in a great degree
think) planted border, and svu'e I am that a well-arranged
mixed border is very interesting. I owned my great ad-
miration of bedding plants in their proper places. I noticed
the charming regularity and delightful order, extending
over the whole year, of the blooming of border plants, some
at one time, some at another, quoting a portion of Thom-
son's "Spring," in proof; other feelings also coming into
play, association with friends absent or departed, and per-
manency, hence love, of each plant. To talk of the trouble
of keeping, and room required for bedders, I know gar-
deners who are " bothered " for want of room. I still agi-ee

with what I wrote last autumn, but perhaps would add.
Give us back the lest of our old border plants.

But my scientific gardening friends, workers of hand and
head, I presume not to your professional knowledge or skUl,

but I stand before you as a representative of that large
class who love a garden, understanding, to a degree at least,

flowers, and mixing a good deal ivith the employers of gar-
deners. As the representative of this class, I would also be
the interpreter of their feelings. Now, I have seen during
the last few years what I have been very soiTy to be forced

to see—a falling-off' in the love of then' gardens in many
ladies and gentlemen.
The bedding system, at first a charming sui-prise—novelties

always charm—and being very beautiful for some four or

five months in the year, is now known, and its repetition
year after year is possibly wearisome. A wet or bad season
has, I do believe, made people grow almost indifferent. The
love of Hoses, in which there is novelty if not progress, has
increased, while the love of bedding plants has diminished.
The yawning observation, " The Geraniums are not so good
this year," answered by, "Ah! indeed, well very much the
same I fancied." Indifference, indifference, for long ago all

rapture has come to an end.
The reviewer of Mr. Fleming's book (page 39, Januai-y

12th, 1SG4). has thus put the case very fah-ly. "There ai-e

two gi-owing feelings as respects flower gardening of the
present day:—Fh-st, that the throwing the wjiole strength
of ornament into the summer and autumn months has been
robbing the other months of their due attention ; and,
secondly, a yearning desire to see more made of the old herb-
aceous jilants that were huddled out of sight to make way
for then-, perhaps, gayer but not more beautiful rivals." I
think, too, the bedding system, pm-e and simple, would
never have held on its way, unchallenged, for so long a time,
but for the fact that bedding plants are in perfection when
our Peers and M.P.'s return to theii' country residences ; and
Enghsh people are such imitators, that what Lords and
M.P.'s do must be the thing for Squire Stayathome, Parson
Fixture, Dr. Gallipot, and even for Mr. Hoggins the retired
grocer, not considering that all these worthy people are
brought face to face with their gardens from January 1st
to December Slst.

Again : I would say intensely beautiful as beds are—many
a time have I gazed upon them, even a quarter of a mUe
distant, and even there thought them very gems of the
earth, rising from the close-shaven lawn, catching and
gladdening the eye with their beauty—still, guy colour is

not the only object in gardens. The uncivilised negro girl

delights in a red cotton handkerchief; the English lady
asks for something less gaudy and more refined for her
head- covering. Nature even in South America does not, as
we might imagine, dazzle the eye ; but then we ask for
more than colour, we ask for perfume. Great as is the
gain to the gardener, by having pertbrmed for many years
work of hand and head, yet there is always a danger in a
mere professional view, and all have then- prejudices ; some
have trade considerations as well. If a sudden decrease in
demand of bedding plants come on this year, what would
the nurserymen say ? With aU resiject for the professional
man, I like also an opinion fi'om another stand-i5oint. I
cannot for one moment allow that it is a gain to gaze upon
mould for some, months ; no sense of di'cariuess may be
caused, indeed, by the approach of night, but a gai'den
should be a perpetual day, a day to gladden at all times. It
is the gardener's highest triumjih, by a perpetuity of bloom,
to have a perpetual summer. He must cruise against the
seasons, must fight a stout battle, against Nature, and en-
deavour to banish all seasons, save spring and summer, and
never rest until he can present flowers to the eye every day
of every year.

I hold that it would be a noble feat if the writers of this
Journal, the hand-and-head men, and we, extra-professionals,

who merely pursue gardening as a source of gratification

and pleasure, could inaugurate a new style of planting for

jjarts of the garden. Progress is always needed, sameness
palls the taste. I grieve to find that neither mistress nor
young ladies show any compunction at sweeping away whole
lawnsful of beds to make room for King Croquet, as they
would have done seven years ago ; but they have found the
bedding plants give them less and less pleasure, so they
l^art from them without pain. In Scotland the servants
used to bargain that they should not have even salmon
more than four days a-week. Sameness must tii-e. What
I would say in regard to beds is this—on most lawns
there will be fewer, let them be all the better, greater cai-e,

if possible, taken with them. They will be a cluster of
glowing gems, a brilliant picture toned down by the greater
space of lawn: hence they will be more beautiful than
ever.

As to the borders, I grasp heai-tily at the idea convoyed
in the expression, " It would be better to modify the old
style, and adapt it to the times in which we live." Gar-
deners do your best, you know the habits of all plants

;

gentlemen can point out the want, it is for gardeners to
supply it. Something new in the way of planting would
make a reputation.

If the be.=;t plants were culled from the old border va-
rieties, and new ones added, the sight of old friends would
be greeted warmly ; and new friends, of some people, ai'C

always welcomed, and both together would be solid "plea-
sant company."

Lastly, I would hope that no kind of plants will be per-

mitted to become extinct, or so r.are as to have to be im-
IJorted. It is surely a monstrous thing to cease to cultivate
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any flower. The advance made in spring gardening- ia a

wholesome sign, and brings prominently before us some old

favourites.

I now take leave of this subject, and beg to shake hands,

in type, with my friends who have taken a different view to

my own, and some future day I hope to say a few words

upon the legitimate connection between sentiment and

flowers.

—

Wiltshire Eectoe.

FLOWEES OF THE PAST SEASON.
BEDDINa GEEANIUMS.

The taste for "bedding-out" plants has led to a great

deal of attention being paid to the culture and increase of

Scarlet Geraniums, as they are called, although white and

pink flowers come under that head now-a-days. Many
hybridisers have engaged in supplying the demand ; and so

easily are they seeded that the number of sorts is legion

;

while the difficulty has been made greater of growing a good

selection, from the fact of the same soi-t having been sent

out under different names, or, what is just as likely, it has

been obtained in different places at the same time. In

o-iving, then, a few notes as to those v/hich more especially

came under my own notice last season, I shall state my own
opinion as to the most desirable sorts for general growth.

I have seen a pai-terre formed entirely of Geraniums of

various kinds and colours ; and although this may be perhaps

a questionable matter, yet where so many tastes have to

be considered, the greater the vai'iety to choose from the

greater the utility, though this vfill be considerably hin-

dered by a too great similarity. It may be said that in

these notes X am a little too late, that we want reliable in-

formation as to the kinds coming out and not as to those that

are past. I do not think so, for it is impossible to give

reliable infoi-mation on untried flowers. Look at the great

Snowball-White Tom Thumb controversy, for a proof of

this. When the plants come before the general public they

wiU be able to judge as to their merits. I may, perhaps,

here add that I saw in Paris last yeai- what seemed to me
a very superior white—Madame BarUlet, to be let out, I

believe, this spring by Kougiere-Chauviere ; and I think,

too, that the multitude buy not the very newest but those

which have come down a little in price, so as to be more
within theii- reach.

I received last year a goodly supply from Messrs. Hen-
derson, of the Wellington Nursery, and Mr. Bull, of Chelsea

;

and my own opinion of them was seconded and thirded by
my friend and neighbour Mr. Banks and his gardener.

Thus did we endeavour to arrive at some tolerably fair de-

cision concerning them. Of the others which came out last

year I cannot pronounce, having only seen them in other

places.
MESSES. E. G. HENDERSON & SON.

VABIEGATED-LEAVED VARIETIES.
Mrs. PoUoclc.—Oh, this is two years old! Yes, but its

price has been so high as to virtually exclude it from growth

;

while last season it came out at a lower price and many
grew it. Having now tried it for two years I have no hesi-

tation iu advising all who have a garden to grow it. It has
done well with me both in wet and cold summers, and is a
very attractive-foliaged plant.

Goldfinch.—Something- in the same way, but not so good
or vigorous in habit. It seems to me to have too much of

the Mrs. Milford. blood in it, and the fohage has not the
brightness which characterises some of this section.

Kenilworth.—A very dwarf silver tricoloured variety. The
flowers are scarlet, and the habit distinct.

Rosette.—This has pretty pink flowers. The pink marking
iji the leaves only shows in a young state. It is dwarf in
habit, and suitable for vases.

T?ie Emiiress.—Another dwarf variety. One can hardly
say it has tricoloured foliage, as it is only in its young state
that it has that character ; and aU these silver triooloured-
foliaged varieties are more suitable for in-door cultivation
than for beds.

PLAIN-FOLIAGED VARIETIES.
Ossian.—This is one of the last, and to my mind the best

of poor Donald Beaton's seedlings. He seems to have suc-

ceeded in throwing the tint of some of the Nosegays into

Punch, and thus to have obtained this plant. Its habit is

similar to that variety, but not so tall. The colour is orange
scarlet with a decided shade of purple in it, very similar to

the old Pelai-gonium known years and years ago as Dennis's
Perfection. I do not think any one wiU be disappointed iu

growing this flower on my poor recommendation. It is the
most distinct of its class that I have seen of late.

Sir William Wallace.—Rosy cerise colour. Habit good,

but no very great advance on kinds of the same shade of

colour.

Madame Eudersclorff. —This is one of those new French va-

rieties in the style ofFrancois Desbois and Henri de Beaudot,
in which the flowers are a bright salmon margined with
white. Habit of growth good and not too vigorous; nor
are the flowers, as might have been feared, easily affected

by rain. It stood well in my little garden, and was much
admu-ed.

Diadem.—Another somewhat similar variety. Dark zone
leaf; the colour somewhat lighter than the previous one,

but very good.

MR. Vf. BULL.

' Mr. BuU is so well known as a caterer of novelties, that
we expect to find him entering the lists for all sorts of things,

from the newest Orchids down to the latest Antu-rhinums ;

and so in this department of scarlet Geraniums we must
expect that he would be a competitor. He had selected

from many thousand seedlings (so he told me) the varieties

sent out last year, some of them being very meritoriovis

;

and I am therefore not unprepared to find him stating that
he has nov.r a set far in advance of any that he has before

sent out, and some of them novel in colour. I have, how-
ever, only to do with those which I have seen ; and must
again repeat that the opinions are not merely what I have
thought of them, but of other good judges also who have seen
thenr growing in my garden.

Visitor.—Bright salmon rose ; pip large ; truss well foi-med.

A good variety, of free-flowering and tolerably dwarf habit.

Caroline.—Like Herald of Spring, and no improvement
on it.

Alfred—A very bright scarlet. Free-flowering in habit.

Foliage good.
Commissioner.—A good bright scai-let flower, of good form

and substance. Dwarf in habit and free in flowering-. Likely
to be a desfrable sort.

Nora.—Not free enough in flowering to be of any use.

Persian.—^The same may be said of this.

Editor.—^Very free ; bright scai-let flower ; foliage quite
plain. A good variety.

Coral.—Plain foliage; truss very large and full, bright
scai-let ; pips round and of good substance. Altogether an
excellent variety.

Fairy.-—Too light.

Softness.—Washy.
Climax.—Very ii-ee-flowering, light scarlet, and in other

respects desirable.

Rosamond.—Salmon-coloured flowers. Dwarf in habit, and
free-flowering.

Enchantress.—Salmon ; large, weU-foi-med pip ; truss large

also ; foliage with a very beautiful dark horseshoe. A desir-

able variety, in fact better than any I have seen in the
same style.

Bomiie Dundee.—Very dark salmon ; foliage good, and
truss large.

Viceroy.—Too gross in habit and too scanty in flowering

to be of any use.

There may have been others sent out by other growers as

good as these ; but as I have not seen them I cannot venture
to give an opinion. And now let me add the names of those
which I consider amply sufficient for all purposes. I have
marked with an asterisk those best suited for bedding
purposes.

*Herald of Spring.
*Ossiy.n.

».\I. Mania.
'Perfection (called also

Attraction, Bou;e de
Feu, aLd Crystal Pa-
lace Scarlet).

•P':nc!i.

*Christine.

-D., Deal.

'Diadem.
"'.Vladame Rudersdorff.
Paul I'Abblj.

Prince of Hesse.
*AIadanie Vaucher.
IXosette.

"Cloth of Gold,
flower ot Spring.
**-B)jou.

*Golden Chain.
*Jane.
"Mrs. Pollock.
•Hotel de Cluny.
Pectinata.
Countess.

* Diadem.
Commissicner.
"Enchanti ess.
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WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

Should the weather prove fine, and the ground be found
in a condition suitable for sowing (when it crumbles beneath
the tread it may be said to be so), the following principal

sowings may be made : Beans (Broad), when sowing these

and Peas, if there is any fear of their being attacked by the
wireworm, it is an excellent plan, after they are sown in

drills, and previous to covering them in, to water them well

with spirits of tar diluted with water, in the proportion of

one pint to six gallons of water. It is also found that mice
do not take to them so readily when they are thus treated.

Advancing crops of the same to have more earth drav^'n

to them, and some branches of spruce fir- or other such
sheltering material stuck in on the windward side. Borecole,

make small sowings of this, and also of Brussels Sprouts.
Carrots, sow ; the most profitable for small families are the
Scarlet Short Horn, and the Short Orange or Intermediate.
A few of the Long Red may be added, as they keep some-
what better. Cauliflowers, prepare a sheltered border for

sowing a small crop. Leeks, sow for a main crop in the open
gi'ound, but to have them fine they should be sown under
glass in a little heat, and afterwards pricked out. Onionis,

sow the main crops ; the most useful kinds for general use
are the White Spanish or Portugal, Strasbui'gh, or White
Globe, with a few of James's Keeping for late use. Under-
ground Onions, as recommended to be planted some time
ago, are useful for atfording bulbs till the general crop is

ready, and the true SUver-skin for pickling. Ti:e autumn-
sown plants to be transferred to a warm, rich border to fur-

nish an early supply, and at the same time a few of the
smallest bulbs of last year for the same purpose. Parsnips,

sow in drills a foot apart for a main crop. Rhubarb, protect
the crowns by placing straw over them. Sijinach, sow a few
more rows. Winter Spinach and Parsley wiU be much im-
proved by a di'essing of soot on the first wet day. Sea-kale,

the crowns in the open ground should be earthed up to
blanch. When the soil is sandy and light, it may serve,

but should be broken fine before placing over the crowns,
that the heads may not grow crooked. On heavy soils old
tan, decayed leaves, or coal ashes may be used for blanching.

FLOWER GAKDEN.
Allowing and dressing lawns will soon require attention.

Lawns or portions of them having a hungry, sandy soil, and
liable in the summer to burn, should have a slight dressing
of some kind every spring ; even common soU will benefit

them, as it induces another tiex% if we may be allowed the
term, of svirface roots, of course increasing their number.
However, a dressing of marly or clayey soil in a highly
piUverised state would obviate the tendency to burn. Su-
perfluous suckers of Roses, Lilacs, &c., may be removed and
planted out for suocessional stock, and the old stools of

Roses well top-di-essed. All trained trees and plants should
receive attention. March winds are often destructive when
the precaution of renewing old stakes and strings i-otted by
the damps of winter is neglected. A pretty floral effect may
be obtained at an early season with Narcissus, Hyacinths,
and Heartsease, which may be planted for the purpose now.
Anemones, and the single Wallflowers, last summer's seed-
lings, will shortly bloom ; and in large masses, as in the
Green and other parks around London, the perfume is

agi-eeable, and the effect delightful. Plant Lily of the
Valley where requisite. Get out Carnations, Pinks, Picotees,

Sweet Williams, Canterbury Bells, Lychnis, AquUegias, &c.
Sow Wind Anemones for autumn-flowering, and attend
carefully to the sowing of hardy annuals, placing inverted
pots over them where Uable to be injured. Do not forget
Mignonette and Sweet Peas.

FRUIT GARDEN.
AVe must now begin to look for the opening blossom,

and be ready on the fu-st emergency to afford isrotection

;

Haythorn's hexagon netting, stout straw ropes stretched
upon poles, or branches of spruce fir 8 or 10 feet long, the
largest end being fastened to the coping of the wall, are
amongst the available materials for the purpose. For the
destruction of the larva of the caterpillar which was so in-

jurious to the Cim-ant and Gooseberry trees last season, now
is a good time to rake away the earth from their stems, and
to dress them with quicklime, soot, and wood ashes, rctui'n-

ing the earth as soon as it is performed. Prevention is

better than cure, and this will save much hand-picking by-
and-by.

GItEBNHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
The weather having become milder, fire heat may be dis-

pensed with for haidwooded greenhouse plants, unless the
night t<2mperature fall below 30°. At this time, however,
and for a few weeks to come, let the necessary waterings
and cleaning be done sufficiently early in the day for the
air of the house to become sufficiently dry before evening,
when less danger will arise to the plants by a low night
temperature than when they are exposed to it suiTounded
with a damp atmosphere. Pelargoniums, herbaceous Cal-
ceolarias, and similar plants of soft growth, to be kept in a

night temperature of 45", which may be increased a few
degrees if the plants are wanted to bloom early. Keep them
near the glass and at a sufficient distance apart to admit the
light fi'eely to theii' lower leaves, which otherwise will turn
sickly and fall off. The Camellias intended for bl'X)ming
late in the autumn should now be forced into wood, under a

temperature of 60° to 65". Shade is necessary while making
then- young wood. Those exhausted with flowering to be
cut back and removed to a cool greenhouse for about thi'ee

weeks. The same practice will do for the Indian Azaleas.
If forced into wood now they will bloom in the course of

November and December. Heaths may now be shifted, use
abundance of drainage and sandy heath soil full of fibres.

The ball must be thoroughly moist before shifting, for if

perfectly dry no after-watering can bring it right. Pot
Cape or other bulbs as soon as the foliage is getting strong,

chiefly in loam, leaf mould, and sand. Take a portion of the
Epacrises into a gentle heat as soon as they have done
blooming. By starting them into gi'owth about this time
and Iiaring their wood ripened early, they yviR be in full

lilossom in November, at which season their flowers retain
their beauty much longer than after the sun becomes power-
ful in the spring. Proceed as diligently as possible with the
repotting of such of the hardwooded greenhouse plants as

requh'e it, so as to afford them time to make a vigorous
growth. Be cai-eful, however, before jjotting to have the ball

in a nice moist state, and avoid giving lai-ge shifts to weakly
growers.

STOVE AND FORCING-PIT.

See that the plants in these structures sustain no check.

Increase the temperature gradually, a degree or two every
week, and take care to shut-up with 10" or 15° of sun heat

on clear days. Keep a moist growing atmosphere, and
look well to the watering and potting of such plants as

require it.

PITS AND FRAMES.
One of these structures may be prepared with ashes for

the reception of the thinnings of the greenhouse. Many of

the hardwooded plants may be removed here and matted-up
at night. This will make way for the increasing size and
number of Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, Fuchsias, &c. Con-
tinue sowing tender annuals in heat. Pc^t struck cuttings,

and exclude cold winds. W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

AVoRK much the same as last week. Finished raking tree

leaves, tm-ned up and reversed the ridges of ground pre-

viously ridged up, and took \ip several beds of Celery, lilt-

ing the plants with a ball, and placing them closely together

in ;m open shed, with old Mushroom-dung and earth

between the plants, as high up as they were previously

blanched, after giving a Httle water at the roots. By this

means the Celery will occupy little space, and we have

trenched and ridged up the ground crosswise, so that what
little dung was left below the' Celery could be equally spread

along the surface of the ridges. We gave a pretty fail-

dressing for the Celery plants, but we find they have left

little of it behind them. After such frosts, this lifting and
storing does much to prevent damping. Our Celery this

season has not been distinguished for size, but it luij; Ijeen

very sweet, and not a head was lost fi'om bolting, rotting,

or otherwise. Sowed Celery seed, Chilis, and a few Love

Apples, &c. The weather has Ijeen troublesome as rcgaa'ds
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aU vegetables under glass, the great -want being light, and

sufficient heat, and pure air. We have refrained from

making a fresh bit of a Mushroom-bed in the Mushroom-
house, as the weather was too cold for the door being opened

so long as would have been necessary to have removed the

worn-out bed, though the old materials are wanted for other

purposes, as potting Fuchsias, &o. A cold stream of air

over a bed exposed in fuU bearing, is apt to make the Mush-

rooms tough and leathery.

PRUIT GAKDEN.
Moved a few Peach trees, and made preparations for

planting a few more, as wheeling could be well done in the

frosty mornings. The frost will do good by keeping crops and

fruit-tree buds back. Finished painting all the trees in

orchard-house, with the mixture mentioned last week ; and

here we find we made a mistake in omitting to mention that a

pound of white hellebore went along with the other materials,

to make rather more than eight gallons of this mixture.

That and the tobacco water would be rather distasteful to

insects ; but for merely shutting up any eggs of insects it

might be left out, the clay and the sulphur are about as

good as anything. In pruning, though looking very carefully,

we did not see a trace of an insect. The buds thus painted

over are just beginning to move, and when about half

open we will be inclined to smoke again, whether we see

any traces of insects or not. We used pretty well to

laugh at the bugbear of insects in-doors, until this brown
beetle troubled us for the two years past. If one fat one
escapes to produce a string of young ones, there will be
endless trouble. We ought never to wait to see a second.

The supposed ruin caused by smoking, washing, &o., is often

owing rather to the plants being injured by the hosts of

insects before the means of cleansing them are resorted to.

Just fancy one of the gardeners of the olden time passing
his Cucumbers day after day, and seeing nothing much the
matter until every leaf on the lower side was encrusted with
insects. Then, smoking and drenching are little better than
labour and money thrown away. The most satisfactory

plan would be to burn the whole of the plants, burn sulphur
in the frame, remove the soil, whitewash all the brick and
woodwork, make a fr-esh commencement, and look sharply
for the first insect. Not long ago we were told of a wash
which had thoroughly cleared the plants in a stove, and by
one washing, too, though previously they had taken such
firm possession that one could not walk along the house
without having his clothes soiled by them. We presume
we looked a little incredulous, as we were repeatedly assured
of the reality of the fact. We have no doubt that our in-

formant believed thoroughly what he said. But we also

know that, long before plants could be so much infested,

every chink and cranny in the pots, in the soil, in the
walls, the woodwork, &c., would be well stored with young
bugs, and myriads of theu- eggs, and that no mere single
washing to the plants would remove the evil. Not only here
do we realise the truth of the proverb, " A stitch in time saves
nine," but when plants are so much affected as to need the
nine applications, it wiU often be most economical to give
none at all, but consign plants and insects to one common
destruction.

The weather with us has been so dull and sunless, that
Peaches and Strawbenies in bloom do not set so well and
quickly as usual ; but most likely this will save some trouble
in thinning, as generally they set too thickly. For general
particulars see last week. Went for the last time over the
old Grapes, now rather shrivelled.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
We could do little out of doors except turn over beds and

borders that had been previously dug and ridged, in order
that the frost might shatter and sweSten the soil. The
snow has been too slight to prevent such work, as we think
it injurious to turn down to any depth either frosted earth or
snow. We wish we had a good fall of snow or rain, as water
is rather soaroe with us, and this is uncommon at the
present season. Fresh planting shrubs should now be
finished as early as possible, and if large they may require
some extra watering and syringing in warm weather in
summer. The ground with us has not been in a suitable
state for doing anything among herbaceous plants. Pinks
turned out should have the soil firmed against the stems,

and a little fresh soil and lime laid against them, which will

protect them, and help to keep slugs at a distance. Pansies,

Picotees, and Carnations intended to bloom in pots, should

now be potted in good fresh soil ; and if the roots in the

small pots are much interlaced they should be gently disen-

tangled, as strong bloomingdepends much onvigorous gi'owth

before the flower-stem shows. Perpetual, tree, or winter-

blooming Carnations, if now in small pots, should have the

central bud nipped out, and be either repotted, or, what is

better, planted out in the middle of next month in fresh

turfy soU in a border, and be taken up and repotted in

August or September. Auriculas should have all the air

and light possible, and if mUd weather be anticipated, give

water carefully, and in a fortnight or so remove the surface

soil carefully down to the upper roots, and dress with rich

compost, in which old sweet cowdung should form the chief

part. Stuck some green branches among HoUyhocks that

were turned out in a border fr-om a striking last summer
and autumn. The old plants seem aU right in the front of

shrubberies, with each its little mound of burned earth and
charred rubbish.

Gave aU the air possible to the Calceolaria-bed, as the

plants are now a perfect thicket, hardly a cutting ptit in in

the autumn having missed, and we are as yet afraid to

trust them in earth pits without any glass over them.

Partly to this hardiness, and no starting in pots, we attri-

bute the fact that nothing with us beats Calceolarias for

blooming. We are sorry that Mr. Hamilton, of Hamwood,
and Mr. Eobson, find them so uncertain as to blooming in

autumn. At Linton they grow with great luxuriance at

that time, but do not bloom enough, and we know the plants

receive little coddling there in winter or spring.
^

We have

just put in a good number of cuttings of Calceolaria amplexi-

caulis, using semicircular drain-tiles for the purpose, and
setting them in a imld hotbed. We could put in a multi-

tude of others had we room. We allude to the AmplexicauUs

just now for the purpose of saying that we never like

topping that kind after the middle of March. There is no
other Calceolaria that has the same rich creamy yellow.

Most people complain of its lateness, but this arises

chiefly from late topping. If the shoots are little topped

after this they wOl bloom early.

We had intended saying something on propagating

bedding plants, but beg instead to refer to the article by
Mr. Thomson last week. What he says about hardening-

off is of great importance. With some people hardening

and kUling-off are very nearly the same thing. All such

changes should be effected gradually, as it is much better

to prevent rather than to retrieve a mishap. The young
man who becomes careful in this respect will also know so

much of the evUs of sudden changes, that it is hoped he

may escape the pains and penalties to which so many old

gardeners are subjected. We also adopt the wooden-box

system to a considerable extent ; but being near the plea-

sui-e grounds we also turn-out plants as soon as possible

into temporary bods, and raise and pack them in such boxes

to be taken to the beds. By this planting we save a vast

deal of watering. When Verbenas and such plants are

struck in drain-tiles, old spouting, &c., we do not transplant

the struck cuttings into temporary beds separately, but in

lumps or whole tUesfiil, and this keeps the roots near at

home. It is always a good sign when a man does the best

according to cfrcumstances ; and this is one of the advan-

tages derived from a fr-ee interchange of opinion and
practice.

Moved most of the cuttings that were struck in a deep

pit into a cooler place, and put some hot tree leaves in the

bed to raise it highei-, as we noticed a few of them inclined

to draw. The cuttings will now be 2 feet fr-om the glass at

back, and 16 inches in fr-ont, and at that distance at present

win rarely want any shading. Filled the space with Verbena
cuttings that were previously smoked, as on close inspection

a few green fly were seen. Turned a lot of Golden Chain,

Cloth of Gold, Bijou, and other Geraniums established in

smaU pots, into wooden boxes with roughish loam and leaf

mould round them, and had the pots thoroughly washed in

warm water, to be filled again with Stella, &c., which will be
turned out in a similar manner. Watered Gloxinias beginning
to push. Put in cuttings of Euphorbia jacquiniaeflora, and

Poinsettia pulcherrima. The first has a very fine effect when
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planted out against the back wall of a stove. The Poinsettia
we preter to be dried before the cuttings are made. Young
plants generally flower best. We have no doubt that there
are many modes of treating it successfully. For fine large
flowers, or rather floral leaves, on comparatively stubby
plants, we used to stop none after June, or even May, and
gave all the sun possible, with diminished water, but not so
as to distress the plants, in September and October, which
arrested extension and caused the flower-buds to form
earlier.—E. F.

COYENT GAEDEIN" MAHKET.—Feb. 27.
The supply of all kinds of out-door produce iu season continues good.

Fruit, howKver, is becoming scarce, except Pine Apples, whicli aresufficieut
for the demand, and Oranges and Lemons, which are plentiful, the latter
especially so. Old Grapes are now very scarce ; they now chieay consist of
Barbarossa, of which good samples are still to be had. New Black Hamburglis
are also to be obtained at from 20s. to 30s. per lb. Spanish Melons are now
over. Apples and Pears consist of the same kinds as those mentioned in
previous reports. Of French salads, consisting of Cabbage and Cos Lettuces,
Endive, Kadishes, and Barhe de capttcin, there is a good supply. Cut
flowers principally consist of TuUps, Hyacinths, Narcissus, Cyclamens,
Cinerarias, Pelargoniums, Camellias, Roses, and Snowdrops.
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have scope or the means of hiding. There is very little

covert on my pond ; but I have encouraged some flags and
rushes at one spot. These are duly appreciated. Being
thoroughly pinioned they cannot fly, and I am, therefore,

secure ; accidents or the acts of Ducks' foes excepted. I am
very particular in seeing that they are sufficiently pinioned.

The pinion, according to the generally received opinion, is

that which is also termed the flight, and is composed of five

feathers. When these are removed the bird can fly almost

as -well without it as with it. This flight, or these five

feathers, gTOW from the last joint of the wing; below this

and nearer to the body is another joint, this is not enough.
Below this will be found the spur of the wing, an exceed-

ingly hard and pointed bone projecting from the third joint.

If a sharp knife be put under this spur, with the edge resting

on the wing, and the back of it be struck a good tap with a
stout stick, the operation is complete. The amputated part

flies off, the woxind is protected by the spm-, and the bird

being thrown into the water the cold application stays the

bleeding. It feeds immediately, and except that its flying is

spoiled, it is not in any way affected by the operation. I

forgot to say the pinion must rest on a post or the corner of

a stool or table when the operation takes place. Two persons

are necessary. The real operator holds the bird by the
wing flimly close to the body with the left hand, and also

keeps the wing fuBy spread out by placing the thumb behind
the principal joint in the middle of the wing. The right

hand holds the knife so lightly on the wing that it does not
hurt the bird nor cause it to struggle, and the blow being
given the operation is complete. By way of warning, I

advise a judicious choice of the person who strikes the blow.

The knuckles of the right hand of the operator are in dan-
gerous proximity to the back of the knife, and if the stick

used as a mallet be a long one, and the blow awkwardly
struck, it often descends on the knuckles instead of the
weapon. My eyes even now flash fire at the recollection of it.

I have the beautiful Carolina Duck, with its variegated
crest, its white-spotted ruddy breast, its dehoately-barred
sides, rich with metallic lustre, its red eye and bill ; the jolly-

looking Red-headed Pochard, with its red head and neck,
black breast, grey body, and red eye; the Black-headed
with its graceful crest and sharp-cut division of black and
white plumage, with uniqvie colour and gloss of head, set off

by the bright golden eye ; the many-coloured Shoveller, with
his curious biU ; the pretty little Teal, only thought little

of because he is common ; the Garganey Teal, substituting
a white for the azui-e stripe on the head of the common, and
having its beautiful bine and white streamers ; the graceful
Pintail, with its taper neck striped with white, and its long
taU; the cheerful Widgeon, with his white-patched wing,
and men-y-looking head ; the grave tortoiseshell-coloured
Sheldrake, with his red bUl. All these I have, and save the
CaroUnas, they are the cheap sorts within the reach of
every one. I covet the Mandarins, but I cannot afford them.
They aU know me,' and I never tire of watching them ; but
if there be a time when I take more than ordinary interest
in them, it is on a summer's evening after a very hot day.
Even in a small place like that I have, and although they
are comparatively tame, they are yet true to instinct. They
hide as much as possible during the day, and they feed at
night. So, in a state of nature, flocks of Ducks are seen
asleep on the water in the midst of a large lake. They can
see the approach of danger on any side ; but at night they
come inland to feed. Half an hour before twilight all my
birds are on the qui vive. They rouse up from their sleepy
state, they seai-ch every corner, they chase every insect, they
thrust their bOls into every hole. I sit in the arbour with
my pets, a retriever, a terrier, very often a sandy cat, and
last, not least, two little girls. One is fond of everything
that has life ; the other does not know a Sheldrake from a
Blackbird.
The little girl who is an amateur carries the basket, and

it contains odd scraps of bread. The Ducks are holding
their conversation. None but those who have noticed it

aie aware of the continual cackle or calling of wild fowl, and
it is not addressed at random, but to each other. While
they are scattered about on the water, one at one end will
start across to the other, and commence an animated con-
versation, accompanied by strange " bobbings around," and
curious antics ; others will join at once.

The Carolina Drake sets out his feathers and drives on
the water like a Swan. The Widgeon throws up his head
and whistles as he goes. When all are fully occupied, we
throw in a few pieces of bread, then comes the scramble.

The pieces are purposely large, and thrown one by one. As
soon as one is secured, the fortunate possessor is chased by
every other bird, and what with losses by the way, and open
robbery by nibbling, seldom secures more than the morsel

held in the bill. This is kept up bo long as the bread lasts,

and then a few grains of com are thrown in, and the dun
birds and tufted Ducks dive for them, and at last the birds

leave the water and come up to our feet to pick up the

crumbs that have fallen.

These Ducks know every member of my famDy. They
are never iU or out of condition. They cost little to keep,

and are an endless amusement. There is one drawback

—

they do not breed, at least not with me.
Some years since a friend of mine had some Teal and

some Sheldrakes given to him. He had no pond in his

gai-den, and, therefore, put them in his rickyard where there

was a piece of water. The Sheldrakes bred at once, and
being unable to burrow (the Burrow Duck) in the clayey

soil, they did so into a hayrick, where they laid and hatched.

The Teal did the same in a small patch of rushes. This

was singular, as many try for years and never succeed ia

breeding a bird.—B.

EXHIBITING FOWLS NOT BELONGING TO
THE E5HIBIT0E.

SoKELT against my will I have come to the conclusion

that it is desirable to address myself to you once more. I

saw in your Journal a day or two ago certain misconstruc-

tions of some remarks of mine on the exhibition rule as to

ownershiji, which if not corrected may swell, perhaps, to the

dimensions of the recent controversy. I write with the

disadvantage of not having your Journal at hand to refer

to, and I am unable to recall to my recollection any passage
which would justify the interpretation which has been pxit

upon it. I wiU, therefore, make a statement which I hope
will put the matter in a clear and satisfactory light. Origin-

ally, I believe, the rule as to ownership was adopted at all

the exhibitions, but practically it was found the rule could

not be enforced, in consequence of the difficulty of detection.

The Birmingham Committee, and I believe many others,

decided, I think some years ago, to withdraw the riile ; and,

if I am not misinformed, they did so for the purpose of ex-

tending to all exhibitors the privileges which they could

not prevent an unscrupulous minority assuming for them-
selves. It may stiQ be more magnanimous for exhibitors to

rely on their own resources, and disdain all assistance from
others ; but whether they are bound to do so in cases where
the rule is cancelled, is a question of cauistry I am not
called upon to decide. At those exhibitions where the rule

is still retained, it is manifestly an unscrupulous and dis-

honourable act to exhibit birds of which the exhibitor is not
the real and honS.fide owner.—J. H. Smith.

[The former remark made by Mr. Smith wiU be found at

page lOi of our present volume, and is as follows :—•" If I

am not greatly mistaken, the rule as to ownership has been
rescinded long ago, on the ground that practically it was
found to handicap the scmpulous for the benefit of the un-
scrupulous exhibitor. At any rate the practice of hiring or

borrowing birds for exhibition is, I believe, quite notorious

;

and if ' Egomet ' stigmatises as unscrupulous all exhibitors

who are not the absolute owners of the birds which are shown
in their names, he is casting his net very wide, and would, I

imagine, be astonished at the magnitude of some of the

fishes included in his haul"
We have omitted the conclusion of Mr. Smith's letter

relative to Mr. Hindson, Mr. Williams, and the Game prize

birds, because we have had many letters sent to us which
evince beyond all denial such gross contradictions, that we
find it less and less likely to arrive at the truth, and we
think enough has been said to warn even the most dishonest

from similar practices. We demur to the logic that because
the unscrupulous will evade a rule, that, therefore, it should

be rescinded. If such logic were sound then the rule against

trimming should be abolished. The better course we con-
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sider is to render the rule more stringent, and to require a
certificate from some trustworthy party, that the fowls ex-

hibited have been in the possession of the exhibitor for at

least three months ; and any one detected in evading the
rule should have his name in connection with the attempted
firaud published.]

EXHIBITING BOEEOWED FOWLS.
It was not my intention to have entered into the Bir-

mingham Show Game-fowl controversy, but I think that
Mr. J. H. Smith's letter in your Journal of the 2nd of
February is calculated to do so much injury that I must
trouble you -with a few remarks. Mr. Smith assumes that
it is not necessary that the fowls exhibited at a show should
be the absolute property of the exhibitor. He says, also, if

he is not greatly mistaken, that the rule as to ownership
has been rescinded long ago.
Upon reference to the regulations of the last Birmingham

Show I find, " The discoveiy of any false statement as to the
ages of fowls, &c., will be followed by the exclusion of the
exhibitors of such specimens thus improperly described fi-om
all future Exhibitions." Svu-ely this must include exhibitors
entering fowls not their own. "What can be a gi-osser false
statement ? In the regulations of the last Crystal Palace
Show I find, " AU the specimens must be the boml fide pro-
perty of the exhibitor."

_Mr. Smith also states that he believes the practice of
hiring or borrowing fowls for exhibition is quite notorious.
If it be so, I trust the Committee of the Bh-mingham Show
win at once take proceedings to prevent a repetition of such
dishonest practices, and that in future they will have a
definite rule upon the subject.
Let us for one moment consider the practical effect of

allowing hiring or borrowing for exhibition. A has a pen
of poultry which he has entered for a show ; one of the hens
is not quite so good as he could wish, but he is honest, and
sends it. B has a pen of fowls not so good as A's, but he
rejects his defective bu-d, hires, and thus beats A ; wins the
prize, and obtains a greater sale for his stock. C has a
number of fowls all rubbish, but he hires all his bfa-ds for
exhibition, gains prizes, advertises his birds and eggs, and
defrauds the public.

I trust stringent measures will be taken to prevent such
frauds.—W. H.

[We entirely agee with our correspondent. He who
exhibits fowls as his own which belong, in truth, to another
person deliberately acts a falsehood. ISTor is that the only
bad phase of the wrong. That exhibitor cheats any person
who buys fowls from him, under the persuasion that those
fowls are the relatives of the birds exhibited; and that
exhibitor who wins prizes with birds not his own robs the
owner of the pens next in merit. We write thus explicitly
because we have seen those defend the practice from whom
we expected sounder judgment ; and because we would save
poultry exhibitions from the consequences arising from such
suspected dishonesty.]

PEACTICAL BEE-KEEPING.
"With no desire to depreciate the claims of real improve-

ment, I lean to the opinion that a large portion of the know-
ledge

_
promulgated by modem theorists on the subject of

bee-hives and bee-management is comparatively useless, im-
less to the few who have long purses and time at command
to devote to the superintendence of any but the simplest
kind of hives.

During some years' experience I tried many of the modern
devices

; but, apart from all considerations of mere amuse-
ment, I retm-ned to the conviction that nothing would super-
sede for popular use the economical straw hives of our fore-
fethers, properly made as to form and size, under protection
from_ weather, &c. Every experimental apiarian has his
particular crotchet; but setting aside mere fancy, lagi-eein
opinion with such instructors of the masses as Payne and
Golding, who, judging from their writings, preferred straw to
any other material.
Of course I leave to the theorists all the merely artificial

uses to which complicated hives are put ; but these do not

concern more than one out of some hundreds who have no
interest beyond mere utility, with neither time nor inclina-

tion to devote to troublesome operations, too often counter-

acting the natural impulses of these interesting mechanics,
if not fostering the diseases which have led to much recent
acrimonious controversy. So far as I can perceive this has
ended as it began ; for, in the din of words, no one has as

yet defined what the particular disorder, loosely called " foul

brood," if it be not dead putrid lai-vse, really is.

But I have no desire to engross more of your valuable

space beyond adding, that I am aware I am exposing myself
to a harmless shot or two, as one progressing backwards, but
that sort of thing is of little moment to—A Utilitakian.

EEMOVING BEES.
I SHALL be moving at the end of May fr-om my present

house to one about 100 yards oil', and I have, en a wooden
bee-stand in my garden, thi-ee bee-hives, which I must re-

move at the same time. Will you tell me whether to move
the stand during the morning or evening to prevent the bees
flying back to the old garden ? The new garden is on the

same side of the road as the present one.—L. E.

[Bees should be removed in the evening when all have
returned fr'om their labours. If in common hives, they should
be secured by being tied up in cloths of open textiu-e (cheese-

cloth is the best), and carried carefrdly by hand. When
the distance is short stocks will be much weakened by the
retiu-n of bees to the old spot. This may be obviated by an
intermediate transportation to a friend's garden not less

than a mile and a half off. At the expiration of three or

four- weeks they may be safely introduced to their new
location, and, if the ailair has been properly managed, will

rather benefit than otherwise by the excursion.]

PEEMONITOEY SYMPTOMS OF DYSENTEEY.
YouE correspondent " F. W." in page 143, says that for

several days he had observed large drops of an orange-
coloured substance on the alighting-board of his hives.

Bees in a healthy hive void no excrement in the hive ; and
if they are prevented leaving it by a severe fr-ost for any
length of time, they will do so on the first opportunity that

oifers, and the excrement they void is of a fetid smell, and
is that observed by " F. W."—T. S.

[Our correspondent's explanation is unquestionablycorrect.

The appearance referred to may be deemed the first symptom
of incipient dysentery arising from long confinement.]

EAST INDIAN BEES.
We have received another letter from our coiTespondent

near Myhere relative to the black and white bees of India.

The following is an extract from the letter :—
" I hope you have not said anything in the Joui'nal about

these bees, for certainly I think the statements made to me
are not to be relied upon.

" In the first place, we took a comb about four days ago,

when the moon was about its first quarter, and there was
not a particle of honey in it, but all the cells were full of

larvae in all stages of progress—some just coming out of the

cells, others just formed, and many evidently hatching.

According to the natives' ideas the combs ought to have

been full of honey. We were somewhat disappointed, for we
had watched the swarm for some time, and fuUy expected a

harvest of honey.

"A second idea I have found to be very incorrect, to my
cost ! It's aU very well to say that they don't sting, but I

hiow that they do. One morning I went very boldly to look

how large the comb of one swarm was, and, in order to see
' how they were getting on,' I poked them aside with a stick,

thinking them harmless ! but, bless me, how I had to run !

The little brutes came at mo most ferociously, and one

settling on my hand stung me. My topee (hat) and clothes

were covered with them ; but that on my hand fortunately

was the only one which penetrated the skin, for my hand
soon swelled considerably, and was very irritating. So, like

little Paul, ' I don't beHeve that story,' about these bees

not stinging."
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DAIEY PEODLTCE AND MANAGEMENT.
At a meeting of the Eye Farmers' Club, Mr. Horn read

the following- paper :

—

It wiU he within our province this evening to review only

those breeds most especially that belong to the class ofdaii-y

cows, which we may classify as follows :—the Yorkshire,

Ayi'shire, Aiderney, and Suffolk. The Yorkshire being the

largest and most numerous, we shall, therefore, take her

first.

The Yorkshire cow, as we term her, is descended from the

Holderness crossed with the Durham bull, but a different

animal to the Teeswater or high-bred Shorthorn. They are

held in high estimation in and around London for the quan-

tity of nulk they yield ; and if well kept, at the same time

making flesh for the butcher. An average cow of this breed

for several months after calving yields 20 quarts a-day;

while some have been known to yield 30 to 40 for months
together. Some cows are supposed to yield from 4000 to

5000 during the year. It must be borne in mind that the

food is of the most forcing description for the production of

milk without regard to quality, brewers' grains being a sine

quA non. These cows form all the dairies of the midland

counties ; their milk is not rich in cream, yet on rich pastures

or high feeding this is more than counterbalanced in qxian-

tity, and making beef at the same time, as we have the tes-

timony ef Ml-. HorsfaU, Braley Hall, Yorkshire, who so ex-

plicitly described his mode of management in his papers to

the Royal Agricultural Society's Joiirnal—papers which I

would strongly recommend every one interested in dairy

management to peruse carefully.

I must next advert to the Ayrshire ; and I believe, taken

as a breed, they are the most select as to mUking properties.

Ayrshire being a dairy county, the breed has been culti-

vated with the greatest care, and selected by distinguishing

points known only to the initiated ; and I hesitate not to

state that we have no other class of cows, taken as a breed,

that will produce the quantity of milk for food consumed :

hence the high estimation they are held in in cheese-making
districts. I shall give you one illustration. We have one
small cow in our dairy (of said breed), which is called

Victoria, now well up in her teens ; for one season (pasture

in the meadows only), for three months she averaged twenty-
six quarts a-day. We have records of much greater quan-
tities than this ; but she was a small cow, then only about
56 stones imperial live weight ; so that every twenty-seven
or twenty-eight days she produced her entire weight in

milk—in short, she may be termed a milk-giving maciiine.

I now come to the Aldemey or Channel Island cows,

which in their own island are most valuable, both for the

quantity and quality of butter they produce. They are not
much in favour in the eastern counties in consequence of

the high prices which have to be paid for them when in

profit, and their comparatively small value to the butcher

;

and, moreover, our sharp east winds rather tell on their

delicate constitution. When kept, it is mostly by private

gentlemen for family use. They yield a fair quantity of

milk, which is very rich in cream and produces excellent

butter. In their own island they are reported to yield from
10 to 12 lbs. of butter a-week during the summer ; that re-

sult is very seldom obtained in this district, unless under
very favourable circumstances. In the west of England they
are greater favourites than with us. However, W. Fisher
Hobbs, Esq., of Boxted Lodge, has favom-ed me with the
following account of two cows kept by him of the same
breed. He writes as follows :

—" At your request I send you
a correct account of the produce of two cows (Alderneys),
which I kept at my otra residence, Boxted Lodge, in 1861.
I had no other cows there during that time. You will

observe that the produce from these two cows was kept
separate from the period of their calving until the 12th of
July. After that time the cream was mixed. The total
produce of these cows in thirty-four weeks was 860 lbs.,

besides what cream was used in my house ;" this being
an average of 25i lbs. for the two cows during the thirty-

four weeks. You wUl observe Mr. Hobbs states that the
milk was kept separate from the period of calving until the
12th of July. For fourteen weeks previous to this date, one
cow averaged 174 lbs., and one week 20 lbs. loz., a quantity
(for the length of time be it remarked), I am not aware has

ever been obtained from a cow of any other breed. So much
for the Alderneys.

We shall now briefly refer to the Suffolk. There are

many gentlemen in this room who are better qualified to

o-ive an account of the Suffolk cow than I am, from the

short period that I have been amongst them, and I shall be

glad to hear them this evening. However, we have records

of a polled breed of cattle in Suffolk for about two hundred

years, but of what shape or form we are left to sm-mise.

In my opinion, at no distant period they have been crossed

with the old Aberdeen, to which the best animals of the

present day bear a striking resemblance. Blood red is now
the favourite colour, with little or no white, unless the tips

of the tails ; but they have been so indiscriminately crossed

latterly -with all sorts of brutes which could be caUed buUs,

that in consequence we have nearly lost the original stock.

In short, since the dispersion of the late Sir E. Kerrison's

stock, it has been difficult in this district to find pure animals

to breed from ; and I wish to impress upon my dairying

friends that it is just as essential, in order to obtain good

milkers, that the male should be descended from a good

milking stock as the female. Most people are careful as

to the milkiug properties of the cow they breed from for

the dau-y, but the buU is seldom taken into consideration

;

and it somewhat surprises me, considering the haphazard

manner in which they have been bred, how the Suffolk cows

have stai kept the milking properties for which they are

justly celebrated. We have obtained 24 quarts a-day from

a Suffolk cow when in full profit, and I presume^my dairy-

ino- friends wUl not term them useful unless they yield from

IS^to 20 quarts a-day when in fuU profit. They are better

adapted for the arid climate, rough and badly-farmed pas-

tures of the eastern counties than any other breed. They

yield a good quantity of m ilk, and when properly fed their

milk is pretty rich in butter. Taken as a breed, therr skins

are coarser than either the Shorthorn or Ayrshii-e; in con-

sequence, they are not so sensitive of flies ; and, moreover,

being without horns, they are more suitable when in yards.

Likewise, they are favourites ^nth the Society for the Pre-

vention of Cruelty to Animals, as they cannot inflict severe

torture on each other; and when crossed with a proper

Shorthorn buU, produce a good animal for fatting purposes.

And, further, we have the testimony of Mrs. Eainer, Thorpe,

confii-med by other eye-witnesses, of her poUed cow produc-

ing in one week 19 lbs. 15 ozs. of butter, and for weeks in

succession 18 lbs. 12 ozs., and for nine months 11 lbs. 4 ozs.

was the average. Mrs. Eainer had only this one cow; but,

to use her own words, she "treated her like a child."

Again, we have the late Mr. Lingwood's cow, at Brome,

which produced 16 lbs. 4 ozs. in one week, and for weeks

averaged 15 lbs. She was also a single cow, kept by a private

gentleman. The late Mr. Pusey truly said, "Books wUl

not teach farming, but if they describe the practices of the

best farmers they wiU make men think, and show when to

learn it."

We must next proceed to analyse the systems of con-

verting the produce into money. The most profltable is

when the milk can be sold sweet from the cow, which in

most localities will sell for about 8d. per gallon : and if we
take the general average of the Yorkshire cow, when well

kept, as being about 800 gallons, then we flnd the produce

wOl amount to something like .£26 annually. In turning

to our own country cows, they, on an average, may be sup-

posed to yield 500 gallons, being about 2 gaUons a-day for

nine months. Supposing these 500 gallons to be sold at lid.

per quart, we would then realise about ^616 10s., which, with

calf 10s., would make the result ^817 per cow. When the milk

cannot be sold, we must then convert the 500 gallons into

cheese: then we should realise something over 500 lbs. of

cheese, which at 6d. per lb. gives ^612 IDs., calf, and whey for

pigs 30s., which would make ^14 per cow. By converting

the cream into butter and the partly skimmed milk into

cheese, we would then realise 160 lbs. of good butter at Is.,

and 300 lbs. of part skim nulk cheese at 4,d. per lb., which,

with calf and whey at 30s., stands at ^£14 10s., and wi^
proper management, producing a good article, the price of

the produce may be raised, and these terms may be ex-

C66d6d>
We shall now find how this tallies -with other districts.

In Dorset and some parts of Somerset it is customary for
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dairymen to rent the cows from the farmer, the dairymen

doing all labour, and the farmer providing cows and keep,

for which the former pays lor produce of cows, .£9 10s. to

.£10 10s. The produce is mostly converted into butter and

skim mill.- cheese in Dorset ; while in Somerset some of the

best Cheddar cheese is made, now worth 9c!. per lb. A simi-

lar system prevails in the west of Scotland ; but the produce

is entirely converted into cheese, the cows ai'e better kept,

and the rents are hig-her, both to the farmer and dairy-

maji. A late employer of mine rented a farm in the said dis-

trict of 600 acres, his rent being .£1200. Ho kept a dairy of

100 cows ; and I have known his dairymen pay £,li lor each

cow, which covered the farmer's rent. The agi-eemeut was

the dairyman to do all labour attending the cows, unless

some milking the farmer had to provide. Keep of cows was

If acre for each cow of good grass for summer ; six tons of

swedes and two bushels of beanmeal for each cow, with

straw ad libitum. The dau-yman would realise about 41 cwt.

of cheese from each cow, and when properly manufactured

it would sell at about 70s. per cwt. The prodixce would run

from 14 lbs. to 15 lbs. per cow.

I have, thus, gentlemen, endeavoured to bring under your

notice the difl'erent systems that are practised in other

districts. I have stated results which have been and may
be reaUsed with proper management ; and one natui-ally

beolns to wonder why Suftblk. once so prominent in dairy

management, is now getting into the shade ; the complaints

are loud and long that no daii-ymaids are to be found. Again,

some maids maintain that there are no places for them to

leam, as no one will take the trouble to teach them. But
they are not easily taught who do not want to learn; and as

crinolines and feathered caps ai'e more in unison with

nursery-maids, table-maids, and house-maids, the washing,

scrubbing, working, rosy-cheeked daii'y-maid of old is no-

where to be found; so if the dairy is left to the maid, the

maid must have the boy to do it ; and if left to the boy, to

use a popular phrase, it soon must go to the dogs. "We are

told that cleanliness is next to godliness ; and in no case is

it more applicable than in daii-y management. Morning

and evening, Sunday and Saturday, twice a-day the dairy

must be attended to; for, be it remembered, it is only

a first-class article which commands attention in the

market.
We now come to the last branch of our subject, and one with

Tvhieh, I doubt not, aU of you are familiar—converting the

cream into butter—^a very simple, but at certain seasons, with

certain feeding, a very ticklish operation to make a fii'st-class

article. As we make a middling article, I shall give you an

outline of the system we pm-sue. During the winter our

cows are fed on roots and ehaii' in conjunction, the first part

of the season on Scotch yellow tm-nips or swedes; after

Christmas on mangolds. Those in full profit receive about

4 to 5 lbs. of cake or corn in addition. It is when fed on

roots that the care and experience of the daii-ymaid are put

to the test to produce a good article. Our dau-y people

maintain that if we send the milk into the dairy free from

taint they will produce butter agreeable to the palate:

therefore, when the cows are on roots we invariably use a

small quantity of saltpetre put into the milk warm from the

cow, in order to dispel any efluvium the roots may produce.

Care must be taken not to use too much ; if so the butter wUl

taste rancid—say an ounce to every 30 gallons.

We shall now go into the daii-y, and, to use an Irishism,

we do not allow the biitter to spoil before it is made—that

is, stale vessels taint the nulk, or stale nulk taints the

cream, and tainted cream will not produce first-class butter

;

and as our object is quality before quantity, our customers

being rather fastidious in taste, we must endeavour to

produce a sweet article. The miUc is first creamed at

twenty-four hours, and again at thirty-sbc; in so doing,

both milk and cream keep sweeter than if only once creamed

at thirty-six. We churn thrice a-week. We use no arti-

ficial colouring. Our spare butter goes to a " west-end

miss," at prices varying from lid. to 17d. per lb. There ai-e

many ifs and ands in order to make good butter where

cows are fed on roots ; but the dairymaid claims them as her

knowledge of the art, and which would be tedious to describe.

Gentlemen's dairies are in unison with " home farms,"

neither are proverbial for large profits. However, while

same time have an eye to profit. Our dah-y of nulk cows
consists of 24, and they cost us for dairying and attendance
24s., or Is. a-head per week ; and on examining our dairy-

book for 1802, after deducting the said labom-, I find a credit

of jSlO standing for each cow. Bo it remembered, we wean
a calf for each cow in addition.

In the foregoing observations I have endeavoured to
bring under youi' notice the breeds of cows best adapted for

daii'y purjjoses. Thus we find the Yorkshu'e the favourite,

where pastures are rich and quantity required ; and again,
in the western part of our island, where cheese-making pre-

vails, we find the Ayrshii-e the universal favourite ; and when
only cream and butter ai-e required, we find the Alderney in

esteem. It is said " Ireland for the Irish," and we must
say, " The Suffolk cow for Suffollv ;" for after a trial of all

the breeds I have named, it is found Ijy experiment in our
establishment that they are the cows best adapted for the
district. There is no doubt many of you have exceeded our
small profits ; but it may be equally true that on some farms,
from want of cai'e and attention in the management of pro-

duce and stock, they have not been obtained.

And now in conclusion, I woidd advise my dairying friends

to endeavour to improve our stock of Suffolk cows, and to be
a little more careful in the choice and selection of bulls, en-
deavoiuing to obtain them from good milking stock. Even
now they are, and with care and attention tliey might be
made, a very valuable animal for the district. I have
generallj' treated the subject with rt-ierence to the soil and
climate of this country. With more rain, less easterly

winds, pastm-es natui-aUy richer and better farmed, other
breeds might be found better suited than the Eed PoUs.—{North Britisli Agriculturist.)

EHODODENDEON POINTICUM POISOKOTTS.
Having observed in your Journal No. 150, page 116, that

information was requested as to the poisonous qualities of

any of oui' ornamental shrubs, I expected that before your
last issue Ehododendron ponticum would have been pointed

out to you as poisonous. As its efiects do not appear to

have been noticed by your ordinary correspondents, I now
beg to oft'er you my experience of this shrub.

Six 3'ears ago some of my sheep broke into a wood where
B. ponticum had been planted for cover, and on that occa-

sion three ewes died. This year the same thing again

occuiTed, and ten sheep showed symptoms of poisoning.

Immediately it was observed, mdk, in doses of a gUl, was
poured down their throat, and this produced vomiting, in

the course of which the rhododendi-on leaves were brought

up. The dose of miLk was repeated several times, and mne
out of the ten recovered. The other one died because the

miUc had not acted as a sufficiently strong emetic, a number
of the le.aves being found in the stomach.

I do not know whetlier other rhododendrons than ponticum
are poisonous or not; but I should judge that the poison

if it exists must be much less virulent in them, since rabbits,

which, as is well known, never touch ponticum, eat the finer

kinds with impunity.—A Nokthekx rirBSCKiBER.

OUE LETTER BOX.
Autificiai, Hatceing ( Odts).—Cmtello and Miua."! piiWished pnmphlets

on the .--ubjecl, and Iteaumur a work m French, but llley i.ie all out of

print. If you buy No. 321 of the lirsi series of this Journal you will find

directions on the subject.

Chkve Cosiiii Fowls (D. ^.).—Apply to Mr. Uuily, 113, Mount Street,

Gl^^venor Square.

^VHITE DoiiKisos {B. M. J.).— Itcfcr to our reports of shows, .ind write

to those who took |.rize» or are comniendeil. Wo fear that a coffee-mill

would not bruise oats, but if you try it you will have the proof at unoe.

CocniN-CaiN* Eocs not IlATcitiND (An Old Subscriber].—A» there were

embryo chicks in lliem they evidently were chilled duvins the recently

severe -weatlier. Probably you put too many eggs under the hen for her to

keep the whole sufficiently wurm. Nine is the largest number to be

placed under a hen in winter, and -uiany ipoultry-kecperu use a Btill loss

number at that season.

Foul Bkood ( T. S,).—This has been defined to be, as its name implies, a

dise.ise which attacks the young larvaj in their various stages ol devclop-

At Hrst only a few die, but as these putrefy in their cells thenient. ^ ...--. — . .

_ - infection spreads, until very few bacs alTive at maturity, aud the slool4

our injunctions are to produce a first-class article, we at the J dwindles and ultimately perishes.
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rhizomes will creep, having a beautiful appearance. I may
mention that the shell of the cocoa-nut makes capital baskets
for small Orchids and Ferns. Suppose we have two nuts in

the shell. If we cut one down lengthwise on two opposite
sides we have two baskets, representing thehalf of an ellipse,

or boat-like baskets ; and if the other be cut in the middle
we have two halves of an ellipse, but egg-shaped. Now these
make good and tolerably durable baskets for small-growing
Orchids and Ferns, and both grow well in them, which is a
point of some importance.
The finest object that I have yet seen was a pot of Platy-

cerium alcicorne suspended from the roof of a conservatory.
The plant was in a perforated pot, such as is used for grow-
ing Hyacinths to produce a pyramid. The plant had been
potted in the usual way, but some visitor told the gardener
that it wanted to be on a block of wood with the back to the
glass to be seen to advantage. The gardener had not the
wood or not the inclination, but determined to profit by the
advice. A piece of strong wire was run through the lowest
perforations in the pot, and hung to the roof with the plant
downwards—in reality upside down. Well, it grew amaz-
ingly; and when I saw it the pot was entirely hidden by
the sterile fronds, and the fertile extended aU round to a
length of 2 feet. I have tried Platycerium stemmaria in
this way, and have succeeded admu-ably ; but P. grande did
very indifferently, and that, I think, because it does not
form young plants along the roots like P. alcicorne and
P. stemmaria. P. biforme I have not tried, because I could
Hot obtain it in sufficient quantity to warrant my doing so.

For suspending in small baskets in Wardian cases it is

advisable to have such plants as quickly fill them, and aU
baskets should have plants in them proportionate to their
size. I win therefore name a few suitable for baskets of
various sizes, according to the diameter.

SIX-INCH OK LESS BASKETS.
Lomaria alpina, G. \V. 4 in.

AdiaDtuDi capiUus-Yeneiis, G. W.
6 in.

ABplenium flabellifolinm, G.W. 6 in.

A. pinnatifidum, G. W. 6 in.

Camptoeorua rhizophyllus, G. AY.
6 in.

Cheilanthes Sieljeri, G. 9 in.

Davallia pentaphylla, G. W. 9 in.

Of Mosses—
Selaginella densa, S. W.
S. obtnsa, G. W.

I Gonioplilebium rhagadiolepis (Pleo-
peltis pinnatifida), G. W. 3 in.

I
NiphoboUis liiRua, G. W. 9 in.

t N. pertuaus, G. W. 6 in.

]

N. rupestris, G. W. 3 in.

1 Polypodium rupulosum, G. "W. 9 in,

Pleopeltis stigmatica, G. W. 6 in.

I

P. sqamulosa, G. \V. 3 in.

;
P. (UrynariaJ pustulata, G. W. 9 in.

Selaginella flabellata, G. W.
S. uliginosa, G. \V.

ONE-FOOT BASKETS, OP. LAEGEK.
Adiantum tEthiopicuin, G. W. 9 in.

A. caudatum, S. 9 in.

A. aetulosum, G. "VV. 6 in.

Gheilanlhes chloropliylla, G. 2-3 ft.

Drynaria quercifolia, S. 2-3 ft
B. diversifolia, G. 1^-2 ft.

Davallia canariensis (Hare's-foot
Fern), G. W. 1 ft. (" J. J. J.," at
whose request we write ou this
subject, will prepare the basket,
and plant a etronff plant of this
kind in it as directed for the others.)

Davallia pentaphylla, G. W. 9 in.

D. dipsecta, G. 1 ft.

D, buUata (deciduous), G. G in.

Goniophlebium subpetiolatum, S.
2-3 ft.

G. subauriculatum, S. 6 (t. (This
is the finest drooping Fern known.
I have had it with lionds 8 ft. long.)

Goniophlebium fraxinifoliura, S. 1 it.

{Does moderately well in a green-
house.

}

G. loriceum, S. W. 1 ft.

Nephrolepis davallioides, S. 3-4 ft.

N. e-ialtata, G. 3-5 ft.

Pleopeltis phymatodes, S. 1^ ft.

Pteris scaberula, G. 1 ft.

Platycerium alcicorne, G. 2 ft.

Selaginella cassia, G. W.
G, greenhouse ; S. stove; W, kinds that do well in Wardian cases. The

Sgui-es relate to the height in feet which each kind attains.

Geokoe Abbey.

LAEGE VINEEIES teesfs SMAXL T'INEEIES.
Almost everything connected with fruit-cultui-e has of

late come in for considerable discussion. Warm contro-
versy has been freely entered into about some of the points
and theories advanced.
At the present moment the orchard-house controversy

rages the most loud and furious, and the veteran champion
of pot-fruit-cultiu-e stands ever ready with his sledge hammer
to pound any who dare oppose his pet system. Doctors or
divines may mingle in the fi-ay, but it is all the same to
iim; he is ever ready to defend and crush with the skUl
and energy of a Fabius all who dare be arrayed against him.
Of late years, too, every conceivable point of arrangement

eonnected with the cultivation of Grapes has been elaborately
discussed; and it cannot fail to have occiUTed to those most
ignorant of the state of English horticulture that the culti-
vation of Peaches and Grapes has attained an importance

which points them out as pre-eminent among those fhiits

which require the aids of glass and ai-tificial heat to bring
them to perfection. This is, perhaps, more applicable to
the Grape than any other fruit. If the Pine Apple can
legitimately claim to be the king of fruits, who will object

to let the Grape sit beside it upon Pomona's throne?
Hence it is that everything connected with vineries from
their foundations upwards through bottom heat, drainage,
soO, aspect, and shape, the description of glass and other
materials of which vineries are constructed, the best modes
of heating and ventilating them—in short, everything that*
can be named, except their size, has been the subject of dis-

cussion. Size alone seems to have been considered a matter
of very little or no importance, judging from the sOence of
the horticultural press on the matter ; at all events, I have
no recollection of seeing the matter either brought forward
as one of importance, or of any discussion having ever taken
place concerning it. This is not the first time that I have
ventured to call attention to this matter, and after long
observation and a considerable amount of experience with
different sized vineries, I am more than ever convinced that
the size or the volume of air enclosed is a matter ofparamount
importance, and that generally speaking vineries from the
"curate's vinery" upwards would answer their purpose
vastly better if they were more roomy and lofty. The size

of glass houses erected for the cultivation of the Vine is

(perhaps to some extent necessarily), decided by taste and
circumstances apart altogether from the consideration of
what mere size or room has to do with the requirements
and well-being of the Vine.

It has been my lot within the last fifteen years to have
had to manage Vines and produce Grapes under as great a
variety of cii'cumstances as has fallen to the lot of many
gardeners in that period. I have had Vines in plant-stoves,

over a general collection of stove plants, in greenhouses of
various dimensions, in mere glass screens not more than
9 feet high, and not more than 5 feet wide at their widest
part, and in vineries of much larger and more desirable
dimensions. Like most others I have also had the oppor-
tunity of watching the planting and growth of Vines in

houses greatly above the common or average run of vineries,

and I have come to the conclusion that in by far the ma-
jority of cases Vines would thrive much better, and bear
heavier and better crops of fruit with impunity in large
houses, that is, houses that are more lofty and enclosing a
greater volume of air, than in those which are of small
dimensions.

It is an established fact in gardening that, in a general
way, the more nearly the rules of nature ai'e approached
the more likely is success to be the restilt. Probably this

applies with greater force to the matters of air and its tem-
perature, in conjunction with light, than to any other con-
ditions which the cultivator has it in his power to apply and
control. If harmony with the nature and requirements of

a plant should be ovir guide in its successful cultivation,

surely, apart fi-om any observation and experience, it must
be very incongruous to envelope the Vine in glass cases of
such small dimensions as are yet the majority of vineries,

which are much more in keeping with the requii'ements of
plants that are most at home in the dank stagnant air of
the jungle. To confine the Vine—a plant which is most at
home and thrives best on the breezy slopes and in the clear

skies of continental and eastern countries—ia a sort of
black hole of Calcutta, with its leaves very often in actual
contact with the glass and timber of the roof, where it is at

one time subject to a damp stagnant atmosphere, together
with all the sudden fluctuations of temperature which, ia

spite of the utmost watchfulness, is consequent on there
being only a very small volume of confined and artificially

heated air, must be termed anything but the nearest pos-
sible approach to natural circumstances.

It may be argued that such a state of things in small
houses can bo overcome and properly regulated by the com-
bined appliances of an effectual heating apparatus and an
ingenious mode of ventilation. Doubtless the evils now in

question may be overcome or modified by great and assidu-

ous attention ; but it ia not in the nature of things that the
atmosphere of a low and naiTOw structiu'e can be regulated
with such precision as that of a larger—at least, such is

my own experience ; and I think that any attempt to explain
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tlie reasons why small enclosures of an artificial atmosphere

aie far more at the mercy of every external influence would,

to all experienced in the management of hothouses, be a

work of supererrogation. It is as easy to understand how
a small volume of confined air is more suddenly cooled down
and heated up by diii'erent changes in sun and wind from

without, as it is to understand how a thin sheet of hot iron

cools more rapidly than a thick one. It is simply because

the radiating surface is larger in proportion to the amount
or body of heat to be given off in the one case than in the

other. To expect a fu-eman to range the temperatui-e of a

house only 5 feet wide with the same steadiness that could

be attainable in one twice or thrice the width would be most
unreasonable ; hence in early forcing, particularly, this point

alone becomes one of great moment, and greatly deijendant

on the size of the forcing-house, yet it is not to my mind by
any means the most important of the considerations that

would lead me to prefer a larger and more roomy vinery.

When it comes to be considered that Vines are shut up for

a great length of time in a small house, it is not difficult to

suppose that, robbing as they do the atmosphere of gases

which support vegetable life, or food, and charging it with

others detrimental to its well-being, it would fare far better

with Vines were they treated to a larger volume of air and
a greater diffusion of light.

Then there is the neai-ness to the glass at which, as a

matter of necessity in many cases. Vines must be trained

in low and narrow houses, and which increases the evils

arising from the other objections already named. No pro-

per current of air can pass along between the surface of the

foliage and the glass, while frosting and scorching are far

more likely to occur.

I could give many instances where the size of the vinery

has wonderfully influenced the condition and progress of

Vines, but will only refer to one or two which, I think, must
have very forcibly struck others who have observed them
as well as myself. I wiU first refer to a very large lofty

vinery in the centre of the forcing range at Wrotham Park,

in Middlesex, one of the finest old ranges of houses any-
where to be met with. The vinary in question, to the best

of my recollection, is about 24 feet wide, 18 feet or more in

height at the back, and 7 or 8 feet high at the front. Let
any one go there and examine a set of Vines that were
planted some thirteen years ago, and say if there are any
in the same range in lower houses and of the same age, or

even older, that can approach them for size and vigour—at

least, there were none when I saw them last in 1861. Then
there is a similar lean-to vinery in the nursery of Mr. Kay,
at Finchley, five mUes nearer London ; there are to be seen

the most wonderful Vines of their age for strength and
heavy, crops of fine Grapes that can well be conceived. Then
north of the Tweed I may instance some vineries of more
than usual loftiness and width in one of the most magnifi-
cent blocks of glass in the kingdom in the gardens of Floors
Castle. "In these are Vines that are wonderfully strong of

their age. The houses are 20 wide and 8 feet high at

their lowest point in the roof. Without multiplying ex-

amples it woiild, perhaps, not be fair towards the poor old
lady at Chiswick, the Royal Horticultural Society, not to
name the large iron conservatory, now a vinery. The Vines
in this house, though I have not seen them since a few
years after they were planted, are, from all accounts, a
houseful of Vines that do the Chiswick Gardens credit. It

would be interesting to know if ever Vines at Chiswick in

smaller houses have attained such vigour and borne such
crops. I was impressed with the superiority of large houses
long before this conservatory was turned into a vinery, and
when at Chiswick one day, shortly after it was decided to
turn it to a different purpose from its original one, I re-

plied to a question carelessly put to me by my late friend
Mr. McEwen, that I would turn it into a vinery, and plant
a collection of Vines. Whether this had anything to do
with its present use I know nor care not.
These are some of the practical examples that I would

urge in favour of a larger rafter and a loftier house for Vines
than are generally in use. The worst of it is, that some are
not content with having their forcing-houses low and squat,
but must burrow into the earth besides, as the next greatest
evil to be inflicted on plants that like a high and dry eleva-

1(iPB, J have often thought that I should like to see a

summer vinery with front lights something like perforated

zinc, with a similar mode of ventilation at the top of the

house. This, in the dog days, would give aU the advantages

of an open air atmosphere, without the disadvantage conse-

quent on an opening here and there causing cross and

violent currents of air.

Perhaps some may be ready to object to larger houses on

the score of expense and extra heating power, but the

building of a vinery some 3 or 4 feet higher at back and

front, in these days of cheap glass and wood, would not in-

volve much extra expense, nor render necessary much more

heating power, while in other respects that might be named
economy would result from the arrangement I am advocating.

I should very much Uke to hear the opinion of others on the

subject.—D. Thomson.

THE EOYAL HOETICTJLTUEAL SOCIETY.
Poop, old Chiswick ! It is to be hoped that another flash

in the pan is not being let off' to deceive horticulturists by

forming a new Committee to report what can be done with

it. After four or five years' blundering with the concern at

South Kensington, and spending all the Society's money in

making a gigantic tea garden, the Council now fall back

upon the very thing which they ought to have done at the

lai-st—that is, if the advancement of horticulture had been

their aim.

From the late proceedings of the Council there is stJl

reason for fearing that the South Kensington Garden wiU

ultimately merge into an adjunct of the Royal Commis-

sioners, by forming a grand architectural feature on their

estate, and be partly under their control. There is reason

also to fear that, although things are bad enough now, worse

are yet to come. The sooner, therefore, that the HorticiJ-

tural portion of the members combine to save Chiswick, and

give the dear old place another fair stai-t, the better.

The forming of the new Committee is a step in the right

direction, and, from the names recorded as on it, some of the

men are of the right stamp, and will do their duty if not

unduly interfered with by the powers that be. Who knows

but that another Paxton may again be tutored at Chis-

wick in the new " school of horticulture " about to be revived

under then- auspices.

In the schedule of the Society's exhibition this year there

is a lamentable amount of omissions and commissions ia

the prizes to be awarded, showing the want of practical

men in the Council. What can be more foreign to the

objects of a horticultural society than giving prizes to

military bands, unless it be to bring a. tew more pounds into

the exchequer ? The changing every year the size of pots

of exhibition plants, and of plants likemse, ai-e sources of

great annoyance to exhibitors. So is the giving of prizes to

particular varieties of fruits, thus stamping them as the

best in their several classes, whilst a gardener may have

some very fine White or Black Grapes, Peaches, and Necta-

rines, of other varieties, ripe at the time, and not be able to

exhibit them. The Strawberry feast is one of the most

original ideas yet entertained by the Council; and I, for one,

must pity the partakers, for the state of the fruit on the

second day wHl be something to look at, unless fi-esh

supplies are furnished from the growers. If the Strawberry

feast is to be an accepted fact, and held annually, I would

humbly suggest to the Council to get a sunny sloping bank

at Chiswick prepared for growing Strawberries, and to keep

a few milk cows to furnish cream. They would then have

the fruit in perfection, and show what Chiswick could do to

minister to the wants of the cockney fruit-gourmands of

the Society. The medals for the best collections of British

plants, and for new species, are great mistakes, for there ia

quite enough of reckless destruction of our rarest wild

plants already, without being encouraged by horticultural

We do not see the Royal Botanic Society in the Park

resorting to any expedients unconnected with horticulture

and its advancement. Under judicious management that

Society keeps the even tenor of its way, and its exhibitions

are worth looking at, for exhibitors can depend upon the

schedules it issues each year being suitable for the season,

and for the plants and fruits then exhibited.
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It is impossible to say to what objects the funds of the
Royal Horticultural Society may be now applied after

the specimens we have seen in their schedules this year.

Perhaps they may give a medal for the discovery of a
•' Moa " in New Zealand, or one for a sample of the fossil

bones of the " Dodo " from the Mauritius. There is one
subject that would be well worthy of the attention of the
Council—viz;, to award prizes for the best essays on the
antiquity of gardening, as seen by the broken remains of
tools and flower-pots now to be found in the Chiswick drift.

The graphic report which was given in The Journal of
HoETicuLTTjEE of the late anniversary meeting of the
Society, furnished us country Fellows with some amuse-
ment, as well as matter for serious consideration respecting
the position the Society now occupies. The mustering of
the forces of the Horticultui'ists, and the hot haste with
which the Museum party sent ortt for fresh recruits to

strengthen their position, must have been as good as a play
or mimic battle, and suggests a parody on the Unes in

"Marmion "

—

" Charge, Chester, charce ! On, Godson, on !

Slop ILie sctiemeB of Dilke and Clutlun !

"

^A CouNTEY Member of the Royal Horticultural
Society.

THE ORCHAED-HOUSE CONTEOVEEST.
I AM sorry that Mr. Rivers is annoyed, and that he should

have written in the manner in which he has done ; for it is

surely unseemly in one who has never hesitated to express
his opinions very freely and strongly to be angry with those
who, like myself, desire to give an independent testimony
on the merits of anything in which many persons are inter-

ested. Had I i^ersonally attacked Mr. Rivers, or imputed
mercenai'y motives to his advocacy of orchard-houses, it

might have been different; but such a tiring was farthest

from my thoughts. I, of course, thoroughly believe that
he is convinced of the entire and complete success of his

orchard-houses. I know how much horticulture owes to
him, and I have too great a value for enthusiasm to be
angry with those who possess it. Nay, more ,- I do remem-
ber that not many years ago I was a visitor to Sawbridge-
worth, and received from its owner's hands a hospitality

which (notwithstanding that he says he does not want to

see me there again), I believe that I should again receive

were I to go even to spy out the orchard-houses, for I am
perfectly aware that Mr. Rivers's "growl is worse than his

bite ;" and although when he wrote that article he would
probably have liked to have got me into one of his houses
and fumigated me with sulphur and tobacco, yet I am sure
that when I meet him, as I hope to do next week, he will

have forgotten all about it, and be ready to regard the
" Cjuiet-minded clergyman " as a labourer in the same field,

even though " only a florist."

What, then, is the " head and front of my offending ?"

' 1. That I have given a d«&iits<sn of"orohard-house," which,
although you have endorsed, he pronounces to be wrong,
because he says it is so.

2. That I am only a florist, and ought not, therefore, to

write about anything so philosophical and scientific as fruit-

culture.

3. That I have given an unfavourable opinion on orchard-
house-culture, and that I had no right to do so, as, inde-
pendently of my opinion being worth nothing, it is opposed
to facts.

4. That I had detailed what he calls gossip of the shop.
Let me take these seriatim.

1. I said that the term " orchard-house " excluded the idea
of fire heat ; and that when we are told of the successes of

orchard-houses it is misleading the public when we find that
flues or hot water is employed in them. Without arguing
this point, I wQl do what is quite as effectual—appeal from
"PhUip drunk to Philip sober." I have before me Mr.
Rivers's "Orchard-house," 6th edition, published in 1857,
ajid in it I find the following. In the calendar (I naturally
looked to see what his plan was for the winter months), for

December, " If at any time this [the thermometer] denotes
a night temperature of 20°, some dry hay or litter should be
placed among and on the pots to 6 inches above the surface

:

this win keep their roots from injury by frost." In April

pans of charcoal are recommended, but nothing is said of a,

fixe ; in the builder's estimate no provision whatever is made
for either fine or boUer; and where, as in page 21, he enter-
tains the notion of a heated house, he repudiates the idea of

its being an orchai-d-house, but calls it " a fruit conserva-
tory,'' and asserts that fii-e heat, if ever applied, ought only
to be for " forcing the fi-uit." I maintain, then, that both
the Editors and myself were right in saying that the neces-
sarily expensive building in which provision is made for heat,
either by a flue or hot water, is not, nay, was not, by Mr.
Rivers in 1857 (whatever it may be now), regai'ded as " an
orchard-house."

2. I am somewhat surprised that Mr. Rivers should have
descended to the language he has used on this point. My
necessities, and not my inclination, have made me more of
a florist than of a general horticulturist ; but ho will pardon
me for saying that I believe it requires as ruuc'u care, fore-

thought, and knowledge of the principles of horticulture to
grow florists' flowers as hardy fruits. If, indeed, it is only
restless minds who can really cultivate fruit trees in pots, I
had rather leave them alone and settle down with a " quiet
mind " amongst my Auriculas and Roses. I can well
imagine some first-rate Orchid-grower or plantsman ridicul-

ing the idea of Mr. Rivers's high estimation of fruit-culture,

for there I do believe the skill, experience, and knowledge
of a man of first-rate abilities are requii'ed ; and as he
walked through his orchard-houses and heai-d him expati-
ating on his success, I fancy his thought would be, " Ah 1

' well enough for elderly gentlemen and country ' Hodges ;'

I

but you don't call that horticultm-e, do you ?"

I

3. The facts are simply these : It has fallen to my lot, as

I

a clergyman, that I am frequently called fr'om home on
I

matters purely connected with my calling, and that in my
wanderings I take the opportunity of visiting, as I can, all

gardens, great or small, that come within my limits ; that
I am quite as much interested in the plants, fruits, or vege-
tables I see, as by florists' flowers ; that I am in the habit of

"taking notes" of what I see, having learned to go through.
the world with my eyes and ears open ; and that I have
been anxious to obtain, amongst other things connected,
with horticultm-e, information about orchard-house culture.

I had no opinions formed on the subject (nay, the idea.

rather commended itself to my fancy) ; but fr-om all whom
I happened to converse with, and in all the places that
I visited, I found that orchard-houses were considered a
failure. I had seen houses 70 or 80 feet long, biult for the
purpose, converted into conservatories ; others on which
iSSOO had been expended by a nurseryman, which have never

paid one-half per cent, on his outlay; and one unvarying testi-

mony was given. I may have been unfortunate in not hitting

upon the successful growers, but that was my misfortune ; and.

I therefore felt that it was but right that one should express

the result of one's experience. I am told that the system is

successful ; and I can only say that when I see an orchard-

house ftUfilling its promise—when I see fruit, I wUl not say

as good, but even half as good, as those gi-own upon a wall

—I shall gladly chronicle it; and if these results are

general, shall gladly acknowledge that I am in the wrong.
Meanwhile, I must be permitted to have my oi^inion. I

have said that the results at Sawbridgeworth are not to he
taken as a fafr sample, because if the thing can be done, it

wiU be done there, and to that I must still hold.

4. With regard to this charge, Mr. Rivers must excuse me
for saying that, although we may honour him as a horti-

cultm-ist, we cannot submit to him as an arbiter clegantium,

or as to what constitutes that which is becoming a gentle-

man or not. I might pass this over in silence, but my
silence might be misapprehended ; and so I would desii-e te

say that " gossip," to my mind, conveys the notion of " idle

tales" concerning the characters, motives, and conduct of

individuals, and not of conversation touching a subject of

general interest; that the nurseryman of whom I spoke

stands quite as high in the opinion of the horticultnial

world as Mr. Rivers, though his modesty does not permit him
to bring himself before the public ; and that our conversa-

tion had nothing whatever to do with personal charaeter,

but with the success or failure of a pai-ticular system.

Might I not turn rouiul, too, on Mr. Rivers, and ask him,
when he records the opinions of his friend Professor , of

Mr. , in favour of orchard-house culture, whether he»
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too, 13 not retailing gossip ? But surely all this is very idle

talk. To obtain the opinions and views of others, to record

them where we have the permission to do so for the benefit

of others, is a duty laid upon us ; and when it does not

affect the personal character or standing of any one, I shall,

despite of Mi\ Eivers's reproof, still do so.

Another season is rapidly coming on us. I hope to have

Opportunities of visiting various localities in these southern

counties ; and I shall certainly more than ever be on the

iook-out for orchard-houses, and shall not fail honestly to

record what 1 see and hear.—D., Deal.

THE LOBELIA SPECIOSA AND ITS FAILTJEES.

I AM not sui-prised to heai- of the failure or partial failure

of this most important ornament to the parterre, and I fear

the letter of Mr. Hamilton, at page 153, will find many re-

spondents iu this country ;
perhaps, however, the evU com-

plained of may be met with a more certain preventive

than that which failed to retain us the services of the

Petunia and AnagaDis. The latter of these has in a great

measure passed into oblivion, while the former in most parts

of the country is only met with in a seedHng form, and, of

course, in that state presenting a miiture of colour. How-
ever, we must endeavoiu- to retain the Lobeha, which I

confess I had some doubts of doing in the hot summer
<rf 1858 and 1859, the plants of L. speoiosa which I had at

that time dying off in many instances before the end of the

Season, so that the following year I resorted to an older and
more robust variety, though much inferior in point of colour.

In the last two seasons, however, the Lobelia has done
better here than before. Whether this has arisen from some
difference in the atmosphere, or some other cause, I am
unable to say. I have paj-tly attributed it to obtaining- a
yaiiety possessing greater vital powers, as I depend mostly
on cuttings for a supply ; but every year I have a quantity of

seedlings, which, I need hardly say, are more robust than
the cutting plants, but flower a little later, are less erect in

habit, and in most cases of a paler blue. I am convinced
this plant does not flower in all places alike. Even cuttings
from an individual plant degenerate when transported to

some soils ; and it is possible, though I have not proved it,

that an improvement takes place when they are removed to a
soil of an opposite character, the improvement or the contrary
here alluded to being in the colour of the flower. Now, though
this is by no means so strikingly exemplified as in the case
of the Hydrangea, it is nevertheless in my opinion owing
to the same cause—the absence or presence of iron in the
.soU. The best specimens of L. speciosa that I have ever seen
were grown on soils which I know possessed that element
in a certain condition, while cuttings taken from that plant
and grown in a soil of an opposite character lost colour, if

I may employ the term ; and, as such a soil is the one we
have here, I can only attribute to that circumstance the lack
of depth of clear dark blue which I sometimes meet with
elsewhere. The endurance of the plant, however, dex^euds,

I believe, on other things ; and it would be well to consider
whether some of the causes which threaten to lessen the
value of this plant as a bedder cannot in some way be
remedied.
Most likely if the original home of the parent of Lobelia

speciosa were to be discovered it would be found to be some
damp situation, possibly a morass : consequently we need
not be siu'prised if it occasionally succumbs in the dry cal-

cerous soils it is often planted in. That it requires any
shade I have much doubt ; there are plenty of swampy places
fuUy exposed to the sun's rays, and very likely it may
have occupied such a position. Moisture, however, is evi-

dently a requisite : hence the failures in dry seasons, and the
comparatively better growth which it makes in wet seasons
or situations than in dry ones. But I am not certain
whether the swamp or wet hill side may have been its home,
and there is a wide difference in the two places : the one rests

on stagnant water more or less impregnated with foreign
matter, whUe the other has its moisture either fresh from
the clouds, or, if in the form of a spring, supplied fr-esh and
ftesh every minute. Now such a condition rarely c-jists in

the way the plant is grown with us ; neither is it likely that

with, us the plant would require so much water as it receives

in a country possessing a much hotter and brighter summer

;

still we may fattly infer (which I certainly do) that it re-

quires a good de:il of water to do well, and the lack of this,

after supporting a heavy croi> of flowers, may, in conjunction

with other reasons given below, account for the losses occa-

sionally met with in beds of this plant.

As the varieties of dwarf Lobelia originating in the

species erinus, ramosa, and others, seem to run into each
other when reproduced from seed, so as to render the parent-

age difficult to ascertain, have we not a right to suppose
that in Hke manner the admixture of the annual one has
imported much of its character into that of the hybrids ?

L. ramosa is mostly treated as an annual ; and though, like

some others, it may be kept through the winter, it is by no
means to be inferred that it will ever become the enduring
perennial plant which we might wish it to be; but when
allowed to flower continually, and, perhaps, ripen seed, the

purpose Nature intended it to perform being comi^leted, it is

likely enough to die and be succeeded by its progeny. Now,
in the cultivated condition the plant has undergone con-

siderable change ; and I believe I am right in saying that

L. speciosa is merely a variety of some of the species that

may have gone through various transformations. Assuming
speciosa to be a variety having the property of reproducing

itselfwith a greater or less degi-ee of certainty, or of coming
the same as its parent, stiU the greater the advance in im-

provement to which a successful cultivation is carried, the
greater is the likelihood of the seedlings being inferior or

more nearly approaching the condition of the parent ; and
it would certainly appear that a succession of plants from
seed would in the end return to the normal condition of

the original. As there are hopes of now and then obtaining

a good variety possessing the requisite colour, habit, and
perennial condition likely to prolong itself and afford an
inexhaustible source of multiplying the kind by cuttings, it

becomes a matter of consequence to make the most of such
a plant when it turns up. It would be well, if those who
rear a large stock of seedlings every year would preserve

such as possess the required qualifications, and retain them
in cultivation only one or two years, by which time it is to be
supposed another seedling may have taken the place of that

previously cultivated, and the result will most likely be that

we shall hear of fewer failures than before, and possibly a
further improvement in the colour, habit, and general cha-

racter of the plant ; for assuming the plant to be something
of a hybrid., partaking more or less of a biennial nature,

we may justly infer that it will requne moving oftener than
one having a more decidedly perennial parentage.

I am inclined to attribute the losses fi-equently met with
in the Lobeha more to the causes above stated than to any-

thing else, and am the rather inclined to believe so from
the fact of so many plants that have been gro^vn in pots

during the summer dying off in autumn. So prevalent is

this, that I am far from certain that the best mode of culture

has as yet been found out. In my own case I admit that
each year induces a change. Some seasons I have been
tolerably successful in keeping plants over the winter by
cutting off all then- flower-stems in September or before,

and especially fr'om plants that were in pots ; but, somehow,
most of the plants so treated died in the jjast January, so

that I should have been short of stock had not a good batch

of slips or cuttings been put in boxes early in December,
and these, kept in a cold pit, have all grown and promise weU.
I think the Lobelia requires to be kept cool and certainly not

too dry ; and even pans or boxes of seed vegetate almost

if not quite as well in a cool moist place as in a warm one,

for in the autumn it happened that two beds of Lobelias

in a garden that was intended to be altered were allowed

to remain undisturbed until Chi-istmas, when it was dis-

covered that the whole of the ground was thickly covered

with young plants that had been sown and germinated
there. Several of them had half a dozen or more leaves,

but the bulk were merely in the seed-leaf. By paring the

svu-face we secured a pan or two for a trial, but as we have
depended more on cuttings than on seedlings, we did not

save many.
No plant that I am acquainted with grows more freely

fr'om cuttings than does the Lobelia, and with the exception

of variegated Geraniums none is more popiilar at the present

time. I hope it wiU not fpUow the Petunia and AnagaUis
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Tintil a substitute equal if not better than itself is furnished

in its place. I have long thought that the Nierembergia might

be altered and improved ; and if we could but give it the

rich blue of the Nemophila, to which its flowers have a re-

semblance in shape, we might then congratulate ourselves on

having secured a desideratum. Flowers of a bright blue like

the Salvia patens and some others are far from plentiful in the

flower gai-den, and we cannot afford to lose any :
therefore,

I willino-ly throw in my mite of information on the subject

of the LobeHa, and hope others will accept Mr. Hamilton's

invitation to compare notes on it, and I trust your pages will

contain other cases suggestive either of improvement or, at

least, pointing out the way to arrest the failures we are

threatened with in this lovely plant. J. Robson.

HOLLIES DECAYmG.
In a large wood, forming part of the pleasure grounds

here, the Holly is almost the weed of the soil. It is of all

sizes—large, small, and seedlings.

Lately, I have observed that a gi-eat number of the

Hollies are dying—none of the large ones, and, I think, few

of the very small, but those which may be, perhaps, from

3 to 5 feet high,

I should feel much obliged to any of your correspondents

who coidd offer me a suggestion as to the cause of the

decay of these Hollies. In some merely a branch or two is

affected, the rest of the plant being healthy. The soU of

the wood is a rich alluvial one, gravel being underneath.

We are rather too much infested by rabbits, but the un-

healthy state of the Hollies does not appear to arise from

their having been injured by them,
—

"W". 3ferioncthsliire.

[Not having seen a similar instance, and having no know-
ledge whether any alteration has been wrought in the state

of the soil, so as to render it more wet, we cannot surmise

the cause of this partial decay. If the decay is confined to

the vicinity of the rabbits' bm-rows, we should consider them
the cause of the mischief. We shall be obliged by any cor-

respondent informing us if he has observed a similar decay,

and, if so, whether its cause could be traced.]

ANKUAL GARDEN FLOWERS.
{Continued from page 167.)

Half-hardt Annuals.—^To successfully cultivate these

they are best sown on beds, as advised for Stocks, the last

week in March being the proper time to prepare the bed,

which will be ready for the seeds to be sown in the beginning

of April. Asters, Zinnias, and aU half-hardy annuals do

better sown on beds than in pots ; and nothing is gained by
sowing them early, the plants being in that case delicate

and dwindling, blooming soon, and never showing the plant

in its true character. Of the annuals for bedding purposes,

Lobelia speciosa, Ageratum mexicanum, and Cineraria mari-

tima should be sown in the beginning of March, and be

placed in a Cucumber-frame, and grown on until they are

sufficiently large to handle, when they must be potted

singly into small pots, or pricked-off into boxes, and grown
on in a vinery, greenhouse, frame, or pit, until they become

strong bushy plants, when they are to be hardened-off", so

that they will bear transplanting to their final quarters by
the last week in May.

In addition to the half-hardy annuals suitable for bedding

purposes, there are some of those termed hardy that are far

more tender than many of the half-hardy, especially the

various Indian Cresses (Nasturtium), as Tropceolum nanum,
var. Tom Thumb Scarlet, Tom Thumb Beauty (blotched),

and Tom Thumb Yellow. These, with all of the Tropreolums,

are more tender than any Geranium, a very slight frost

indeed completely destroying them. I am aware that

plants come from seed left in the ground from the previous

year ; but they rarely show themselves before May, and if

the summer be cold they do not bloom until late—in fact

they only commence flowering before the autumn rains and
frosts completely spoil them. To obviate this it is advisable

to sow them in pots, three or four seeds in a 48-sized pot,

and bring thein on in a cold frame, so as to have them well

forward by the last week in May.

There are many half-hardy annuals that make effective

beds, but which, li-om their erect habit or shore continuance
in bloom, are not to be recommended for bedding pui-posee,

especially for foi-ming masses of one colour. Some of them,
however, are very effective in beds on lawns, though not
suitable for an arrangement of beds ; and these wiU be dis-

tinguished by an asterisk. Others make handsome pot
plants, for the decoration of cool greenhouses and conser-

vatories in autumn, and to supply blanks in beds or borders.
These "will be treated of at a futm-e time, and for the present
will be distinguished by the sign f.

SELECT HALF-HARDY ANNUALS.
'^Abronia umbellata, rosy pink, G in.

+Acrocliuium rossum, bright rose,

1 It.

A. roseum album, white, 1 ft.

tJBoth Everliisting-Flowers of great
beauty,}

+Alou6oa Warscewiczii, scarlet, l|ft.

+Amaranthus melaucholicas ruoer,
bronzy ciimson foha;;e, 2 ft. (This
does very indifferently out-dooio
Iq tlie north, but for greenhouse
decoration it is very desirable.)

Antirrliiimin, vara., 2 it. (There,
when Eown early, flower tinely

the first year.)
* tAsters, numerous varieties, all

handsome.
C.ilandrinia umbellata, crimson, 6in.
'Caliiopsis atropurpurea, dark red,

Oft.

*C. bicolor grundiflora, yellow, 3 ft.

*C. bicolor niijra specio$Li, dark red,
3 ft.

•C. Diumraondi, yellow, 2 ft.

*C. Burridg-i, crimson and yellow,
3 fc.

(These hardy annuals require sowing
in heat to have them flower
flnely in the cold hihy districts of
the north. They mate very flne

beds.J
+Clintonia elegane, white and blue,

G in,

C. pulchellu, blue, white, and yellow,
6 in.

Cuphea purpurea, purple, 1 ft.

*= fO. emineoa, bcarlet & yellow, 1^ ft
* fC. platyceutra, ecai-Iet, white, and

purple.
*tC. ocymoides, purple, 2 ft.

* tC. strigillosa, red ana yellow, l^i ft

(The last lour are half-hardy peren-
nials, flowering the tirsi ^ ear if

sown early.)

yDatura clilorantba flore pleno, yel-

low, 2 It.

+D. Wrightii, white, 2 ft.

•Delphiuiuui formosum, blue and
white, 3 ft.

*D. Hendersoni, blue and white, 3 ft.

(Hardy perennials, flowering the flrst

year if sown surticieutly early.

J

Ditinthus chinensis var., 1 ft.

iD. Heodewitii, various, 1 ft.

+D. hybridus flore pleno, Ij^ ft.

+D. laciniatus flore pleno, 1^ ft.

+ 0. atropurpureus flore pleno, l^ft.

[Hulf.hurdy perennials in the north,
but hardy in sumu loealities.

Charming plants for early flower-

ing m the Rreenhouse. They
flower the flrst year.)

'Gaillardia granditiora, crimson and
yellow.

*^G.*picta, crimson and yellow, 1 fc.

(These are, respectively, very flne

hardy and half-hardy perennials,

flowering the flrst year.)

TIelichrysum bracteatum, yellow, ift.

II. compositum nanum, red.

H. compositum maximum, various,

2 ft.

H. macranthum, white, 2 ft.

(Everlasting - Flowera, of great
beauty.)

+ •Heliotropium, vars. (Half-hardy
perennials, flowering the flrst

year if bown early.)

Liiiaria biparliia and vars., 1 ft

Liiium grandiflorum rubrum, 1 ft.

{Thia waa always poor with mc.
but it is one of the tiuest annuals
in cultivation.)

+ *Lobelia erioui alba, marmorata,
and Paxtoniana, have white, and
white and blue flowers respec-
tively, 9 inches.

L. gracilis, and its variety alba, 1 ft.

L. ramosa, dark blue, 2 tt.

tLotus jacobcous, ivory black, IJ ft.

Lupinus Hartwegi, blue, 3 ft. ; and.

varieties.

L. mutabilis, blue and yellow, 4 ft.

L. Cruicbshanki, vars., 4 ft.

L. various, 4 ft.

Lychnis chalccdonica, scarlet, 2 ft.

L. fulgcns, scarlet, IJ ft.

L. Haaijetina, bright red, 2 ft

(.The first of the last three is a hardy
perennial ; the last are half-hardy
peicnniats, all flowering the first

yenr if sown early.)

tMartjnia fragraus, purple, striped,

2 It.

+Mesembryanthemnm capitatum,
yellow.

M.pomeridianum and tricolor. (These
should be plauted on rockwork in

a sunny border.)
* TMimulus cupreus, scarlet and

orange, 9 in.

*tAI. bybridus maculosus, various,

1ft.
•tM. bybridus tigridioides, various,

1ft.

tM. moschatua (Musk), 9 in.

(The last is a hardy perennial ; the
others are half-hardy perennials,
flowering the flrst year.)

Nemeaia compacta, vars., 9 in,

N. conipacta alba, while.
N. compacta insignis, blue.

'JMycterinia capensi^, white, 9 In.

•Oinothera bistorta Veitchii, yellow
and onmson.

( The hsst two are suitable for edging.)
*tEnollieraDrumiuondi, yellow, 2 ft-

*Ui. Lamarckiana, yellow, 3 ft.

*LE. missourensis, yellow, 3 ft.

(The last rhree are hardy perennials,

flowering the flrst year if sown
early.)

*tPetunia, vara., 2 ft.

* + Phlox Druminondi, vars., 1 ft,

Portuljca Thellusoni, vars. (Require
sandy peat and potsherds, and a
dry situation, to do any good.)

fRhiidanthe raaculata, crimson and
yellow, 1 ft.

+ R. alba, white.
tR. atrosauguiuea, crimson,
+R. Manglesii, ro^o and yellow.
(Eveiiasiliig- Flowers, of great

beauty.)
tSalpiglossis Barclayana, red, 2 ft.

8. Barclayana, vars., 2 ft.

Salvia coccinea, scarlet, 2 ft.

+Schizanlhu3 gracilis Grahami, red
and orange.

+S. rotusus, scarlet and orange, 2 ft.

is. retusus albuB, white, 2 ft.

Senccio elcgaus, vars., la IL
* tTagetes putula (Frcncu Marigold),

vais., 1-2 It.

T. erccta (African Marigold), lemon
and orange, 2 ft.

*T. siguata, yellow, 2 ft.

*T. tenuifolla, yellow, 3 ft.

Tropa'olum minus coccineumi or-
ange, (i in,

(Tholastis very suitable for edgings.)
Zauschneria californica, scarlet, 1 ft.,

(A half-liardy perennial, flower-
ing the first year.)

+Zinnia elegans, vara,, 2 ft,

tZ. clegans (double;, 3 ft.

The above list contains all the half-hardy annuals that I

have found worth gi-owing. There may be others of merit,

of which I shall be glad to hear tlirough the medium of thia

Journal. I have included some of tho most showy hardy
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and half-liardy perennials because flowering the first year.

These, if hardy, may be left where planted, and they flower

much finer the second year. The half-hardy may be taken

up on the approach of frost, and wintered in a greenhouse or

frame from which frost is excluded.

For covering- -wire trellises, globes, &o., and to cover or

train up pillai'S, or to plant in rustic baskets, some of the

half-hardy annuals are serviceable, and of such the following

is a list :

—

Convolvulus aureus supevbus, yellow, 6 ft.

IponoEoa bona nox, white, iO ft.

I. Ferrandiana, blue, 10 ft.

1. purpurea, Burridgi, &c., divers, 6 ft. Require aowing in a strong heat
(80'; to 85°).

Loasa aurantiaca, orange, 15 ft.

L. Herberti, scarlet, 6 fl.

liOphospermum scLindens, purple, 10 ft.

L. Cliftoni, rose.

L. Henderson!, rose.

(All for warm situations only.)
Maurandya Barclayana, vars., 6 it. (Must have a sunny situation.)

Momordica elaterium, yellow, 6 It.

Thunbergia alata, vars.
(Charming plants for training up pillars in the preenhouse, round sticks,

or on a globe trellis in pots, and for covering trellises in warm situations

in the flower garden.)
Tropasolum Lobbianum, numerous varieties, growing about 6 ft. hijh.

(Handsome either trained on a wire trellis in pots, or trained up the rafters,

pillars, &c., of the greenhouse ; and no plants are finer in beds on lawns
and in the borders. They should have a stake driven into the ground
near them, to which they should be tied, or have a wire trellis in the
shape of an upright cone placed over them at the time of planting.)

Tropoaolum majus (Tall Nasturtium), crimson and orange. (Very tine plants,

and the seeds, when lull sized, but quite green, malce excellent picales.

A row of these planted 2 feet apait, and trained to stakes 6 feet high,

have so fine an appearance that it is very questionable whether as fine a
show could be produced by any of the vaunted ribbon-tiordei- plants.)

Tropsolum peregrinum (Canary Creeper), the cottagers' favourite, is one
of the handsomest of plants. It must have light, and will not do crowded
with other phmts, and does best in sunny situations.

Now, annuals do not deserve any hard usage, they re-

quire to have as much care bestowed on them as any other

plants. Water, air, and light, with a due regard not to keep
them crowded nor standing too long in the seed-pot before

they are pricked-off into pots or boxes, are points that must
be attended to with discrimination.

I shall have more to say about annuals after awhile.—
G. Abbey.

BOILER WEONGLY FIXED—CUSTAED APPLE.
I HAVE the management of a conical boiler set solid on

the furnace. The bottom of the boiler is 4 inches from the
furnace-bars, and the flue passes out at the front, then a
brick feather to cut the draught in half each way round the
boUer. The flue round the boUer is about 4 inches wide,

then brickwork about a foot thick. The boiler is 20 inches

deep, and about the same across the bottom. It does not
work satisfactorily. There are about 400 feet of three-inch

pipes and 200 of four-inch pipes. There is a vinery with
a flow and return pipe; also a forcing-pit with top and
bottom heat. The pipes in the vinery are level with the
top pipes in the pit. When they are all in operation neither
the bottom pipes are warm nor the top pipes very hot, even
with a good fire. The boiler is below any of the pipes.

Sometimes I think it heated better before the feeding system
was altered. It formerly warmed the water in the cistern,

but not now. The feeding-pipes formerly entered the return-
pipe near the boiler, but now they enter at the bottom of

the boiler, with a bend in the pipe below the boder, then up
again.

Can you give me any information about the Custard
Apple, of which I have some seeds ?—H. H. W.
[We presume your boiler is fed from below, but we are

left in doubt whether the top is open for such feeding, or if

the top is close and also filled with water. If the top were
open, and the fuel put in from above, the setting might do,

as the draught on the outside would be of less consequence.
If fed from below, like an ordinary furnace, the boiler is too
near the furnace-bars, as that 4 inches is the only opening
left for the heat to get out and go round the outsides of

the boiler, and as that opening would be apt to be choked
and stop the draught, which it would not be so likely to do
if the boUer were raised 8 or 10 inches from the bars. The
boiler itself, 20 inches in height, and about the same width
across the bottom and so much less at the top, would
have about 14 inches for fire-bars beneath it. This size

of boiler is scarcely large enough to heat to a high tempera-

ture, 400 feet of three-inch piping and 200 feet of four-inch

piping ; but we believe your boiler woiald do much more if

set as above, or if set as you propose, not on fii-e-bricks, but
on fii'e-lumps, some 6 to 8 inches above the bars, and the heat

allowed to act on the inside and outside of the boiler, with

a good damper on the flue or chimney, so as merely to have

an inch or so of draught after the tire was burning freely.

There must be, to heiit freely, fu-st, a good draught, which

you cannot have if your fuel is 4 inches in height, and fiUs

the space to the back of the boiler ; and then, to secure

the heat round the boiler, there mitst be a damper used to

prevent the heat going up the chimney, instead of being

mostly confined round the boiler.

When pipes are on dilferent levels the_valves or taps, or

whatever is used, must be regulated so as to obtain the

desired object. Have your air-pipes on the highest points

of the low pipes for bottom heat. If you cannot raise the

boiler, as indicated above, you must sink the furnace-bars.

The Custard Apple, of which you have received seeds from
the West Indies, is no doubt an Anona, and, as you remark,

the fruit is lozenged somewhat like a Pine Apple. The fruit

is generally the size of two fists, green outside, and full of

mucilaginous sweet flesh. There are a great number of

species and varieties, however, and in many the fr-uit is not

larger than an Orange or a Plum. Thus, Anona murioata,

the Soursop, is a low tree, bearing large lobed fruit ; squa-

mosa and reticulata are tall trees, with smaller fr-uit, and
lobed; glabra, also a taUish tree, has large fruit, but

smooth, more like a pointed Apple ; palustris is a shrubby
plant, with fruit about the size of a Plum. The wood is so

soft as to be used as cork by the natives. We think most
likely you have muricata or tripetala ; the Cherimoyer ; squa-

mosa, the Sweetsop ; or reticulata, the netted. AE these

are strong-growing, and unless you can give them a good
deal of room in a hot stove it will hardly be worth your
while troubling yourself with raising the seeds. With limited

room this is how we would proceed : Sow the seeds in a
hotbed, pot off when up ; select as many plants as wanted

;

keep potting-off until the plants are in large pots or boxes,

and then grow in a stove, where the roots can have a little

bottom heat, confining the roots in a brick pit or wooden
box to prevent too vigorous growth, and giving the branches

and shoots all the light possible. If you cannot do the

most of this, the rearing of the plants wiU be labour lost.]

EOSE TEEES ON THEIE OWN EOOTS.
Will some of your correspondents well versed in Eose-

culture furnish a list of such as do well on their own roots ?

Having a great aversion to worked plants, I have for some
years been trying to have them on thefr own roots, and find

some—as Jules Margottin, Caroline de Sansal, Souvenfr de
Eeine d'Angleterre, Baronne Prevost, Alexandrine Bach-

meteif, and others of that stamp—do remarkably well ; while

some, which in a worked condition resemble those named
in then- growth and other features, will not do so well,

mating scarcely any growth, and, after lingering on a year

or two, dying. The soil I have them planted in is dry, but

does not lack depth. I believe most of the Eose-growers of

the present day prefer them growing on the Manetti stock

;

but I am more anxious to have them on their own bottom,

and perhaps those who have succeeded with them in this

way win report the kinds that do flower and thrive well

when so grown. I am not sori-y to find pirblio opinion set

in against standard Eoses ; and hope, if the kinds most
admired can be grown on their own roots, to see an end

of the diEB.culty in discriminating between portions of the

stock and the worked plant, which, with inexperienced

growers, not unfrequently ends in the total destruction of

the latter. Some further remarks on the culture of the

Eoee on its own roots wiU be of great service to growers

li1-fl me, whose admiration of this beautiful flower is the

more increased by knowing that it does not owe any part of

its merit to extraneous help.—F. N. P.

ExTBAOEDiNAKT NARCISSUS.—I have a pot containing

three bulbs of Queen of TeUows Narcissus ; each bulb has

sent up four stems, each of which sports nine to thirteen
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flowers. The number of blooms at present is one bnndi'ed
and eleven, and, you may believe me, tke appearance is very
handsome.

—

Welkuow, Liverpool.

Wrs'TEEING- BEDDING CAIiCEOLAHIAS.
The following successful mode of treating Calceolarias

may, perhaps, be of service to " Q. Q., Ireland," and others.

On the 1.3th of October I put in about eight hundred
cuttings of Calceolarias, consisting of the foUowiug sorts.

The greater part were of Aurea floribvinda and Prince of

Orange ; but there vrere some of Sparlrler, liorma. Conqueror,

Eubens, Giant Gold Cap, Victor Emmanuel, Etna, and King
of Sardinia, the last eight sorts being included as an experi-

ment to ascertain if they would stand the same treatment
as the others. They have done so perfectly.

Having two fi-ames of tvv'o lights each that Primulas in

pots aniL Cinerarias had stood in, the bottom being hard,

I put in from 2 to 3 inches of soil which had been used
for potting, and old Mushroom-bed soil sifted not very
fine, miTi'rig in a oonsideraljle quantity of soot and linie.

This compost was beaten smooth with a spade, and the
cuttings were dibbled-in, not dropped in, as I find that
plan does not answer, the worms pulling them up in the
course of a day or two, and replanting them upside down.
To prevent this I use the soot and lime, which, together
witli the hai'd bottom, have stopped that effectually.

The frames face north-east, haring a high wall at the

bach, and are about G inches li-om it. They are made of

one-uich deal, and are 22 inches deep at the back, and
II inches deep in front, and have no protection whatever.

The cuttings were watered as soon as planted, and do
not reciuire any iurther watering whilst they remain in the
frames. The lights are raised at the front, the wall pre-

venting me doing so at the bact, and they were never closed

from that time till tlie iirst weet in January. They then
had a covering of mats, but not till the thermometer had
indicated as low as 13\ The mats remained on till the 11th,

the frost varying fi'om 14° to 24° during that time. During
the present month the frames were l;ept close for some
time, and they had no covering except about an inch of snow.

The soil inside was fi-ozen quite hai'd.

When the thaw set in the lights were opened as usual,

the snow being left on till it slid oif, and the plants were none
the worse. The lights are taken ofr' on all favoui-able oppor-

tunities, and never closed night or day, nor will they be tUl

frost sets in.

Again : Most of the plants have been stopped once, and
some 01 them twice, and are nice and bushy. The losses

will not be 5 per cent.

Prom the position of the fi-ames it will be perceived that

it is not the svinny situation usually chosen for the purpose
but the reverse. Kot a gleam of sun has shone on the

cuttings since they were put in, the j'ard in which the

frames stand being siu'rounded by walls and buildings that

are somewhat sheltering. At the same time the experiment

proves that the Calceolaria is capable of withstanding a

great amount of frost if dry, the temperature being low

before closing the frames; covering up more with the object

of keepiiug it so than to exclude fi'ost, and never uncovering

again till some time after the thav,' commences.
Such is the mode I find to answer, not in the genial

climate of Kent, but in the more ungenial one of North
Derbyshire.

—

3. T. Ckeed, Gardener to i'. Swanwiclc, Esq.

PEOPAGATING BEDDING CALCEOLARIAS.
The Jouknal or Hokticulture roaches me rather late,

so that the letter of your correspondent, "Q. Q.," from Ire-

land, uiny have lieen already noticed. At the risk, however,

of being behindhand, I will say a few words, with your per-

mission, respecting the subject of it—viz., Calceolaria cvdturo.

As an amateur -writing lor amatem'S, I will confine myself

to facts which I have proved by my own experience. The
plan for propagating bedding Calceolarias which I have
found perfectly successful for the last three years, is a modi-

fication of that repeatedly recommended in The Journal
OP Horticulture.!' To particularise this plan as pursued

by me in the autumn of 1S63, and its results as observable

at the present time :—towai'ds the end of October I took
cuttings fi'om Aurea floribunda and Kayi, I believe princi-

pally the former, and planted them in a cold fi'ame on a bed
thus prepared—a moderately light compost, with an admix-
ture of bm-nt rubbish and a sprinkling of silver sand, was
put into the frame to the depth of about G inches. This
compost being neither wet nor dry, was pressed down pretty

closely and covered thinly with silver sand. Into it the
cuttings, short, shi'ubby shoots, with then- lower leaves

removed, were dibbled in rows as close together as they
coiJd st.and TNdthout being crowded.

Above ten dozen cuttings occupied but a small space, less

than 3 feet square, in one compartment of a divided two-
light frame. On previous occasions I have used a smal
frame for Calceolarias exclusively, and I think it the better

plan ; but it is quite immaterial on theii' account. The
cuttings when planted were well watered, the water being
applied between the rows ; but they have had none since,

though they may have caught a few drops ii'om a sudden
shower. Eor a few days after the cuttings were put in the

light was kept over them ; but air was not whoDy excluded

dm-ing that period, and was freely admitted thi-oughout the
vrinter when not actually fi-osty. In severe weather the
frame was covered up not very carefully—not sufficiently

so for its other occupants, many of v.-hich have perished.

To-day (March 1st), the pilants of Calceolaria ai-e, without
an exception, alive and vigorous. The greater part of them
have been tojiped, and they will soon be wanting more
room, T/hich they will get in trenches under sHght tem-
poi-Eu-y shelter. By bedding-out time they will be bushes

.

We ai-e within a few mUcs of the Mendip Hills, on a some-
what lower range.

I hope your correspondent vdll find this note usefirl another
sen.son. And, now, that I am writing to you once more, you
will, perhaps, let me add a general hint as to the preser-

vation of bedding plants by those whose "appliances and
means" are limited.

There are some species which, with a little knowledge
and management on the pp.rt of their cultivator, may be
relied on for standing the trials of winter. I recommend
the appropriation of one Jrame or pit to these rather than
to those which are of doubtful endurance. Calceolarias,

Gazania splendens, and Alyssum vaiiegatuni, I find ;wiU
siu'vive the cold, damp, and darkness that ai'e fatal to so

many others. Of course, such things as Geraniums, Ver-
benas, and Lobelias may be tried, and success will be in

proportion to the skill and care bestowed on them ; but, at
the same time, it is well to know what we can depend on
and need not buy in May ; while from a good stock of such
plants exchanges may be made, and expense materially

diminished.

—

Geo. K. Taylor, HijTi 2iittle<on F-icaroje, Brisiol.

DOES SLTLPHTJE KILL EED SPIDER?
I WAS rather troubled with red spider in my vinery untU

I put flowers of sulphur- in my evaporating-pans, and the
pest disappeared.
When the fi'uit came towards maturity I ceased using the

vapour bath ; and some time afterwai'ds, though too late to do
injury, the spider re-appeared, but a heavy syringing freed
me fi'om it. I whiter ash the walls every year, and into the
whitewash I also put sulphur. I fear, however, that my
vapour baths have somewhat injiu'cd my eyesight when
thinning the bunches. This may be an error, and I should
like to he;u' yoiu- opinion thereon.

—

St. Omer.
[We do not think the fumes from siJphur subjected to no

higher temperatui'e than that of a hot-water bath, can have
any injurious efi'ect upon the eyes.]

"P" in pages 150, 151, asks, Will sulphm- desti-oy red
spider ? The undersigned cannot decide this. He can
testify to the ethcacy of soot applied to Strawberry plants
affected with red spider. It is an instant and sm'o cure.

Ammoniacal apphcations ai'e repulsive to and destructive of
insects. Yeai-s ago, as recorded in the " Florist," I visited
a.nd reviewed JIa-. Tiley's (Bath) ninety thousand Eoses. I
tlien looked over his Strawberries. I perceived ono soi-t

almost annihilated by rod spider—viz., Kitley's Goliath.

.4.ftcr this, I went over my old friend Mr. Earquliarson's
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garden, at Lang'ton, near liere, and saw Goliath as mucli

affected as at Mr. Tiley's. I determined to try an exi^eri-

nient. To enable me to do so, the " then " head gardener

gave me some plants as red as if they had been " cayenned"

—also some imaffected i^ants of Alice Maude. It was
thought useless to plant them, but I rememl^ered the words

of the first Napoleon, " Impossible is not French." So I ac-

cepted the Goliaths covered with red spider, and planted

them in highly manured and well tilled land ; and having

planted them, I sent my man for the soot of a recently-

swept chimney, and covered the plants and ground with

soot, till they were blacker than an African. I never saw
more of the red spider. The plants became healthy, and
bore fine crops for three yeaa's. This fine obtuse-coned Straw-

berry, which with Wonderful, long-coned, are both subject

to white tips, is the best hardy sure-cropping supply for

the Queen. Try it once more. Red spider drove it out.

Drive out the red spider, and you will find it, though not

equal to the Queen and Kitley's Carolina Superba, a very

fine and good Strawberry. When healthy the foliage is

strong and lanky.

As far as may be, let " P " try a strong dose of soot.

Sulphur is, I think, more highly commended for garden
miseries than is its due. Out of doors it is not by any
means a sure cure for white fungus, commonly, but er-

roneously called mildew.—^W. F. Radcltfee, Biishton.

YouK correspondent " P." has again raised the question.

Does sulphur kill red spider ? Some years ago I en-

deavoured in your columns to awaken the gardening world
from its delusion on this point, and to obtain the recogni-

tion of the fact, that sulphur in no form in which it is ap-

plicable had the slightest injurious efiect upon the lile of

this insect. I founded this conclusion on the exi^erience of

many years, during which I tried the so-called remedy in

almost every way recommended by the best treatises on
gai-dening entirely without eifect. Amongst my experiences

1 painted early in the season the back wall of a gTeeuhouse,
fully exposed to the sun, with a thick coat of sulphur and
clay, and trainei a number of plants closely to it. During
the following summer when the sun shone the odoiTr of the
sulphul- was very perceptible, yet the plants trained against
the wall continued as before, the victims of the pest. I

placed a pan of sulphur in a Melon-ii'ame. Those shoots of

the plants which were trained immediately over the pan
became neither better nor worse than those in more distant

parts of the frame, but remained in the same state as before
the remedy was applied.

I placed a plant covered with the insect immediately over
a basin of sulphur set on a hot flue. The following day I

found the sulphur melted and the insects as lively as ever.

The heat had not been sufficient to decompose the sulphur,
or plant as well as insects would have been kUled.
As a final experiment (and this completely satisfied me),

I placed a Peach shoot infested with red spider on a pan of
sulphur set on a warm flue and covered the whole with a
bell-glass. After thirty-six hours I examined under a mi-
croscope the leaves of the shoot, by that time reduced to
sapless tinder; I discovered that the majority of the insects
had disappeared—gone, doubtless, in search of a more juicy
pastm-age. I found none dead, but several apparently in
perfect health, hunting quickly about, evidently in the same
search as their fellows before mentioned.
Now, it is obvious, chat by no means in our 'power could

we produce in a house an atmosphere so charged with the
vapour of sulpur as that under the bell-glass. If this failed

in the desired effect, how could we hope to succeed with
the ordinary application of painting the pipes, &c. ?

I have found syringing with soap and water as efficient

;

in fact, the same as with a solution of the Gishurst com-
pound, this and other similar solutions suffocate such of
the insects as they may reach, but their effect is only pallia-
tive, not remedial. Observation seems to show that the
attack of red sjiider, though it aggravates the mischief, is

more the result than the cause oi disease. Apparently a
perfectly healthy plant is distasteful to the insect ; and if we
wish to preserve our trees fromits attacks, we must endeavour
to obtain a healthy root-action by planting in a suitable soil

and securing an efficient irrigation. Is it not found that

the pest is more prevalent on sandy and gi-aveUy soils than

on rich loams ?—E. T., Solihull.

My opinion is, that if carefully and contmuaUy applied

sulphur wDl kiU this insect, aaid without injury to the leaves.

Last season, having had charge of a Peach-house which

had become infested with this pest, and havmg heard of

sulphm- destroying it, I was induced to try it, but as no fii-e-

heat was used, I was at a loss to decide in what form, as it was

of no use to paint the pipes. I therefore put a small quantity

in a bag, say a pound, placed this in a common watermg-pot

of hot water, let it stand till cool, and then syringed the

trees with it early in the morning, and at shutting-up tune,

in sunny days. In dull weather I took the opportunity to

keep the leaves constantly moist with the sulphur wat_er,

which was readily done, as the trees which were most m-

fested were trained over a trellis.
_

The result was that the leaves were soon freed from living

insects, and by continuing the syringing the eggs which

were afterwards hatched were destroyed too, and before the

fruit began to colour the trees were perfectly free.

As hot water was easUy procured, this mode of appihca-

tion was very little trouble, as aU I had to do was to taie

the bag out when the water was cold and place it m another

pot. Of course in time the sulphm' wanted renewing, but

then it cUd for painting pipes afterwards. I do not attempt

to state this as anything new, but simply as the result ot

my experience la:st season.—S. R.

liANGIKG-BASKETS.
As every little contribution to out favourite pursuit has

a certain a.mount of value, I should just like to say a few
words on this point. Of those who write on such subjects

some make reference to one adaptation of thorn, a,nd some to

another. One thinks of the conservatory where they may
prove an addition to the other means of decorating it that
he has in view ; another, perhaps, thinks of the large and
noble hall which my lady likes to see decorated with her
favourite flowers ; while a thu-d has some handsome drawing-
room in which he wishes to place one; and so it happens that

we, who are but minnows amongst tritons, have but little

regard paid to our wants. Having made what I think a suc-

cessful hit in this matter, I should like to mention it for the
encouragement of others who may wish to try the same plan.

I received some time last year from Messrs. Barr <t Sugden
one of their Paxtonian baskets, which consists t)f an orna-

mental wire basket mth an inner lining of tin or zinc. This
is provided with a false bottom with holes, through which
the water runs off into a receptacle at the bottom. This is

supphed with a tap by which the suitIus water can be
turned off', and which is a great advantage. Well, I had
tiied various things with more or less success, but none of

them satisfied me. It hangs in my sitting-room window
fully exposed tb the morning sun, so that I was afraid

nothing in the shape of Ferns would answer. However, I
determined to try; so, having emptied all out, I filled it again
with cocoa-nut fibre, and planted in it a nice plant of Adian-
tum cuneatum. This was in August; it grew rapidly, and
although exposed dming the winter to the dust of the room
and the influence of the gas, it has continued grean and
fresh. It is now throwing up fresh fronds, and wfll in the

course of a few weeks completely fill the basket. Now, as

the Maiden-hair is a general and deserved favourite, this

may be a hint that others may feel inchned to adopt. Before

I tried it I thought the result would.be a failure, and am,

therefore, the more glad to chronicle a success.—D., Seal.

Wellikgtokia gigaktea.— On the 30th of J aniiary I

was present at the removal of a large Welliugtonia gigantea

from Mr. Barron's old nursery, at Elvastou, to some new
ground which he has iiurchased near the Borrowash station,

it was removed with Libout three tons of soil ; and there is

little doubt but it will do well in its ne\i' situation. This,

although not the tallest, is, perhaps, the handsomest and
most perfect plant in the country. The habit of this fine

specimen is so dense that several people can stand on the
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opposite side without being seen. The dimensions are as

follows :—Height, 14 feet ; diameter of branches, 12 feet

;

circumference of stem, 4 feet 6 inches.

—

Obsekvek.

SAFETY CODE FOR HOT-WATEE APPAEATUS.
I LATELY fitted up a small stove with a coU of one-inch

pipe inside of the fireplace, Perkins's system, as described by
Mr. Fish. This is connected by flanges to a 3.1-inch pipe,

going round a lean-to house 15 feet long. At the highest point

of the pipe I fitted a stop-cock to let off air and fill up the

water that might leak, but it strikes m e this cannot be free

from the liability to explode if too strong a fire be put on.

Would a communication with a tank ease the pressure, or

do you thiuk it is safe as it stands at present ?—A West of
Scotland Subsckieer.

[If the tap you speak of serves the double pui'ijose of
letting off air and letting in water, there might be danger
in such a smaU place, when a strong fii-e was used, if the tap
were neglected ; first, from the cold denser water, when there
was no fire, sinking towards the fireplace and leaving a
vacuum ; and, secondlj', from the heat in such circumstances
when applied turning the water in the coil into steam. It

would be safer to leave the tap oijen, and in connection with
a cistern large enough to permit of the water expanding
when heated, and stiU to have 2 or 3 inches over the tap
when the water was cool. Such a cistern could be so con-
structed with a metal covering as to form a nice little pro-
pagating-bed. A few inches of the lid might be left move-
able for putting in water, or even taking water out. Such
a cistern might be made to suit a hand-glass over it, or,

better stUl, a wooden box with a moveable glass top.
If you have any other mode of supplying the pipes and

coil with water, such as a cistern and pipe, the simplest
plan as respects au% would be to have an open gas-pipe
instead of the tap, the gas-pipe rising, and the open end
going outside of the house. So long as you keep your
present arrangements, you must turn the tap often. For
keeping the pipes full in such cu'cumstances, there is nothing
so simple as an open gas-pipe. The open cistern serves the
same pm-pose, and keeps the piipes full of water.]

INFLAMMABLE GAS IJSi A DUNG HOTBED.
I WISH to report the following strange and, to me,

unaccountable ck-cumstance as a caution to my brother
gardeners how they approach their dung-beds with a light,

and also to have it explained by yourself or some of your
correspondents.

On the 12th of February I had a bed made of weU-
tempered horse and cow litter. On the 15th a three-light
fi-ame was mounted on it. The frame and lights had been
lately painted, but were quite dry before being used. On
the IGth the liiUs were put iu for the Cucumbers, and about
3 inches of the mould put over the surface of the bed.

Feeling sure that a violent heat would not rise I jiut

some pots of Verbenas and other cuttings withinside in the
front, a little back air being left on night and day. Finding
the heat in it but 58°, I had it closed on the evening of the
21st, as a sharp frost was threatening. On going my rounds
that night about half-past eleven, I thought I would see how
the frame stood the severe fi'ost to which it was then
exposed.
Having ascended the steps at the back of the frame, I

had no sooner brought the lamp a little inside it than the
light was instantly extinguished, auil the inside of the
frame was lighted up with a bluish light. A blue flame, too,

rose for about 2 feet high over the back of the frame through
the upper light which I had pushed down a little in escaping
from the flames. As it was my eyebrows were a little singed,
and so was the wrist of the hand that held the lamp. The
flame lasted for less than twenty seconds.
On the following day I found the Verbena and Hollyhock

cuttings at tlie front of the end lights were singed consider-
ably, whilst those in front of tbe light that was run down a
little had escaped. Now I wish to ask what gas was this,

and how did it get into the frame ?

I am aware that some gardeners test the fitness of a hot-
bed to receive plants by placing a lighted lamp inside the

frame, and if it continues to bum they ridge-out, but if

it is extinguished they "wait a wee." This is guarding
against an excess of ammonia, I presume, which, though it

extinguishes flame, does not itself ignite. Light cai'buretted

hydrogen, whDst it extinguishes flame, is said to bum with
a pale yellow flame, but for which distinction I might have
supposed it had got into my frame to play its tricks on me,
as it does on many a nightly wanderer in our bottoms here.

Carbonic acid is, I believe, jiroduced by a fermenting dung-
bed. It, too, extinguishes flame ; but Johnston (my sole

authority on the subject) is silent as to its being inflam-

mable, so I presume it is not. I have asked myself. Could
the turpentine used in the paint have given-oft' an inflam-

mable gas ? But I can scarcely entertain this notion, for

there was not even a slight smell of tiu'pentine in the ft'ame.

I uray mention that the Cucumbers were ridged-out on
Monday the 23rd, and all goes on weU. The bed is quite

sweet, and so it ought to be after enduring such a fiery trial.

—J. K., Arch Hall Gardens.

[We never heard before of such an occurrence ; but we
have no doubt that the gas which had accumulated in the
closed frame was phosphorised hydrogen or sub-phosphuret
of hydrogen. It is produced during the putrefaction of

some animal and vegetable bodies. It has a slight garlic-

Hke smell, and bui-ns with a bluish flame, which pervades
the whole vessel containing the gas. It is suggested as the
probable origin of the 7i;riis faiuus, or wUl-o'-the-wisp.]

THE CAPEE BUSH.
We have been asked for some notes on the foreign plants,

the products of which are commonly in domestic use, and
we will occasionally render this information. It so happens
that we have an illustration of the Caper Bush, so we will

commence with this.

Capparis spinosa, the spined or common Caper shrub, is a
native of walls and rocks in the South of Eirrope, and espe-
cially those near the seaside in the Ionian Islands. On it is

founded the Natural Order CapparidetE, and it is included in

the Polyandria Monogynia of Linnasus.

" It is extensively cultivated in the south of Europe, par-
ticularly betsveen Marseilles .and Toulon, and in raauy parts
of Italy ; but it is from SieUy that the greatest supplj' is

brought. The flower-buds form the capers so nmch used as

a pickle and a sauce, but in some p.Ti'ts the fruit is also em-
ployed. In the early part of summer the plant begins to
flower, and the flowers continue to apjjear successively till

the beginning of winter. The young flower-buds are picked
every morning, and as they are gathered they are put into

vinegar' and salt ; and this operation continues for six 7nonths,

as long as the plants are in a flowering state. When the

season closes, the buds are sorted according to their size

and colour, the smallest and gi-eenost being the best; those

are again put into vinegar, and then packed up for sale and
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exportation. Capers are stimulant, antiscorbutic, and are

mucli employed as a condiment, but the medicinal virtues of

the plant reside in the root, which is slightly bitter, some-

what acrid and sour, and is diuretic.

" The Caper is, according to Dr. Eoyle, the Hyssop of

Scripture {esob or esof), ' which springeth out of the wall,'

of which Solomon spoke. It produces long trailing branches

of sufficient length to be used as a stick, on which the sponge

filled with vinegar was offered to our Saviour when on the

cross. ' They filled a sponge with vinegar and put it upon

hyssop,' says John (chap. six. verse 29), and this accounts

for the seeming discrepancy which some writers fancy they

detect between John's and Matthew's account of the cruci-

fixion, because the latter says they 'put it on a reed.'

It is the same plant which was used by the chUdreu of

Israel to sprinkle the blood on the dooi-posts at the insti-

tution of the Passover."— (Hogg's Vegetable Kingdom.)

Each bush yields annually about 1 lb. of buds for pick-

ling. About 6000 lbs. in weight are imported into this

country every year. They have been used as a culinary

adjunct for more than three centuries, for Gerarde in the

reign of Queen Elizabeth speaks of them as common. He
says " The knoppes [buds] of the floures before they open

are those Capers, or sauce, that wee eat, which are gathered

and preserved in pickle or salt. They stir up an appetite to

meat. They are eaten boiled (the salt first washed off) with

oil and vinegar, as other sallads be, and sometimes are boiled

with meat."

BLUE HYDEAJfGEAS.
AiLOW me to furnish the following as supplementary to

what appeared in The Journal of Hoeticultuke on the
above subject, a few weeks ago.

Dnder the steep brow of a hill in my parish, looking due
north, stands a cottage on which the sun never shines for

nearly three months in the year, and in its garden is a
Hydrangea, which for the last twenty-five years at least has
never borne any but blue flowers. Last summer it was a com-
plete picture, having nearly twenty fine blooms upon it at the
same time. Several cuttings have been taken from it at
various times, all of which bore blue flowers.

The history of this plant, which I obtained from the cot-

tager who lived in the cottage above thirty years, and who
first planted the Hydrangea, is interesting.

About forty-five years ago a child of the above cottager,
then ten yeai-s of age, picked np a flower in the road, where
it had been thrown from a gentleman's garden, and took it

lome to her mother, who stuck it in the ground, not in the
least thinking it would grow. It did grow, however, and in
two or three years bore a pink flower. The cottagers were
pleased with their pet, and for its special benefit gave it

some horse-droppings, to keep the frost from the root, and
to make it grow faster. " Presto !" The flowers were blue
in the succeeding summer, and nought but blue flowers
hare grown on it since. I have seen it with blue flowers for

the last three years, and have always greatly admii-ed it.

I was mentioning the cu-cumstanoe of the blue flowers to
a lady friend of mine, who smiled at my ignorance, and said,

J

" What ! do you not know that plumbago applied to the
root of pink-beaxing Hydrangeas will make them bear blue
flowers ? " This was something new to me, and seemed fea-

sible. But it win not help me to account for my friend
under the hiU becoming a turncoat through such an appli-

cation to its root as I have mentioned. It is very hardy,
too, never having received any attention during the many
winters of its Ufe.—T. E. Dbake, Fittleworth Vicarage.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDBN.

We have now arrived at a very important part of the
season, and those who have not yet commenced to make
proper preparation for their crops must now lose no time,
as it is mainly upon that that their future success will
depend. We may talk of artificial and other manures, of
bad seasons and blights, but most certainly the grand
secret lies in the proper preparation of the soil by deep cul-
tivation and good drainage. Manure applied to land in an I

unhealthy, ill-drained condition, is very frequently, through
the sudden Changes of our climate, the cause of disease, and,
therefore, the crops become the prey of insects. Asparagus,
if it was not done in the autumn, dress the beds with
light decomposed manure, and fork them lightly over,

taking care not to injure the crowns. Some persons apply
salt at this time in the proportion of about lib. to the
square yard, but it is more advisable to postpone giving it

untU the cutting is over, and the plants are in a growing
state, because they are then in the best condition to receive
the benefit of the application, and the crowns are greatly
strengthened for the following season. The beds intended
for new plantations to be frequently turned, to be in readi-
ness for planting the young roots as soon as they have
started 3 or 3 inches in growth. ArticTiokes (Globe), to be
now di-essed, superfiuous shoots removed, and fresh plan-
tations made if required. As this is generally a permanent
crop, the ground should be well prepared by deep trenching,
and a plentiful application of rich manure. Cauliflowers,

give attention to the plants under hand-lights by surface-
stirring and giving air on aU suitable occasions ; tilt the
glasses on the side away fr-om the wind in cold windy wea-
ther, and remove them entfrely on the occurrence of genial
showers. Do not let those in pans, or the young seedling
plants that are now pricked-out, suffer from exposmre to the
cold north-east or east winds so generally prevalent at this

period of the year. While the present favourable weather
continues get all the principal crops of early summer vege-
tables attended to, whether it be the sowing of Peas and
Beans, Eadishes, Spinach, Onions, Leeks, Lettuces, or any
of those respecting which instructions have lately been
given, and which may have fallen into arrear on account of
the late unfavourable weather. Spinach, when picking over
the Winter sort, if the plants were left standing pretty
thickly it is as well to remove every alternate one entirely,

as it gives a greater facility for stirring the soil, and induces
a larger growth in those left.

ELOWEE GAEDEN.
Cut in all coarse evergreens and shrubs before the buds

become too mucli advanced. This is a good time to cut in
Holly-hedges. Whatever ornamental planting still remains
should be brought to a close as soon as possible, as planting
done after this time very frequently requu-es much atten-
tion in watering, and that at the very busiest season of the
year, especially if large plants are removed. Look over beds
planted with bulbs, and where necessary stii' the surface
soU, to keep it open and meUow, and also to give it a fresh
appearance. Let all grass edgings, the margins of lawns,
&c., be rolled well preparatory to a general edging. This
operation may be performed dii-ectly the ground has re-

ceived a good soaking of rain. When edged the roller

should be again passed up and down the edges several times
in order to destroy the harshness of the line, and to make
the grass incline gently to the walk. Sow Auricula, Poly-
anthus, Ranunculus, and Pansy seeds. Make up any de-
ficiency which may occur in beds of the latter. Annual
plants, such as Ten-week Stocks, Mignonette, Balsams,
Cockscombs, Amaranthus, &c., should be sown on a slight

hotbed, and brought forward in pits. Eanunculuses, if not
already planted, should be put in without further delay.

FETJIT GAEDEN.
Where it is intended to head-down old trees for grafting,

this should be done at once, and young stock shordd be
grafted as speedily as circumstances will admit. All opera-
tions in this department should be completely finished, and
nothing remains to be advised at present but to watch for

the first occasion when the blossom will require protection.
For the protection of the blossom any substance, which keeps
off cold and admits air and insects freely, answers the piu:-

pose. The inverted shoots of spruce fii's tied to the branches,
strawbands, woollen netting, birch twigs interwoven amongst
the branches, are the materials most commonly in use.

Fruit trees in general appear to be well supplied with fruit-

buds, and the recent cold weather has had the good effect

of retarding the expansion of early bloom rather beyond the
usual period, so that with favoiu'able weather we may expect
a bountiful supply of fruit.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEEVATOBY.
If not already completed, proceed vigorously with the
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sliifting of specimen plants, and if they are vrell rooted and
in good health, do not be afraid of giving them a liberal

shift. Place the plants together after they are shifted, and
teep that part of the house rather close and moist for a
time until they begin to take root, after which they will

requke to be freely exposed. Apply water very sparingly

at the root until the growth of the plant indicates that it

has taken to tlie fr'esh soU. The employment of soil con-

taining a considerable portion of decomposed vegetable fibre

must obviously be most suitable to dwarf-growing plants,

whose natural habit leads to the supposition that such soO,

existing on the surface of the earth, must form, fi'om its

being readily available to them, their congenial and natural

food. Climbers will soon want frequent attention. Prune
off all siiperfluous shoots, stop or pinch oiit the points of

luxuriant leaders in order to induce a flowering habit in

those which produce blossoms fi-om the axils of their leaves,

and keep them neatly trained and tied. See that soft-

wooded plants, as Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, herbaceous
Calceolarias, iSrc, are allowed plenty of space, and that tliey

are regularly supplied with water, and occasionally with
clear weak manure water, and kept perfectly clear of insects.

Give air fi-eely to these on every favourable opi^ortunity,

but do not allow cold winds to blow over them and disfigure

their foliage.

STOVE.
Increase moisture and temperature. Let 60' be the mini-

mum temperature for the future, except the weather is very
severe. Complete the shifting of all specimen plants here
as soon as possible, and keep a sharp look-out for insects.

Keep a brisk, growing, moist temperature during the day,
and shut up early.

FOECING-PIT.
Continiie to remove forced flowers the moment a bud

begins to open. Stop the barren shoots of Perpetual Koses.
These rob the blossom-buds. Take care that no plants
suffer for want of water. This pit as well as the houses
should be examined daily. Increase atmospheric moisture,
and syringe on most afternoons. W. Keaije.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEE.
KITCHEN GABDE?J.

The weather has become much milder, but is still very
foggy with drizzling showers, and this heavy ground is not
in the best condition for working well. As the barometer
stUl continues to fall, and the season is advancing, we sowed
another lot of Longpod and Windsor Beans, and Perfection
and Jeyes' Conqueror Peas ; also two rows of Peas called i

Sebastopol, of which we heard wonderful accounts as to
j

then- prolific bearing. To prevent anything like potching
the ground, we covered all these with coal ashes, which will
also heliJ to keep mice and other vermin fi'om them. Gave
more aii- to those Peas sown on turves under protection for

transi^lanting. Sowed, also, more of Tom Thumb in boxes
for a similar purpose, and gave plenty of air to those for-
warded in pots. Sowed, also. Dwarf Kidney Beans in boxes
for transplanting, as this economises room more than wlien
sowing in pots at once, or even in beds in rows. After
this time a hotbed of tree leaves with fr-anies would grow
Dwarf Kidney Beans well, if not transplanted before the
middle or end of the month. Before March it requires much
trouble to grow Kidney Beans with the heat fi'om ferment-
ing material alone. Prepared a piece of ground for Turnips
and sowing some early vegetables ; but the ground is still

rather greasy to be laid down for Onions, Carrots, &,c.;

Pai'snips shoidd be put in without delay ; but on ground at
all heavy Onions will be soon enough sown hj the middle
of the month, and the main crop oi' CaiTots by the 1st of
April. Where there are no crops of Carrots and Turnips
coming on under glass, it will be well to sow a piece of the
Early Horn Carrot and White Dutch Turnip, or the American
Eed-top, on a warm border. If a little protection can be
given to the Turnips they will tuber better, as a verj' little

frost will cause them to bolt into flower-stems. As soon as
the ground is drier will proceed with planting Potatoes now
mostly sprung ; but a few days wiU not be lost if the ground
is more mellow and in better order. Where a warm position
cannot be had and a glass spared to put over it, it would be

well to sow a little Cauliflower on a slight hotbed, for

l^lants to come in after those saved over the winter. Where
a continued succession is desu-ed in a small space, it is a
good plan to sow a pinch of seed rather thinly every three
weeks up to the middle of July, and to sow for plants to

stand over the winter in September. We have stin-ed up
the earth amongst the Cauliflower plants under hand-lights,

sprinkled the ground with soot, and left oif the glasses when
there was a mjld drizzling rain. Our remaining stock has a
protection of a few laurel boughs stuck round the plants,

and the lai-gest will be tm-ned out as soon as the ground is

a little di'ier. Our first crop of Eadishes is nearly over.

Gave them plenty of aii- and successions also. Some that
have been sown between rows of Potatoes in frames will

have a struggle to obtain enough of light. Those sown in
beds in the open border wiU come in early if they are covered-
up with straw or litter at night. We should have mentioned
that the White Turnip Kadish answers for many of the
purposes for which early Turnipis are most wanted and can
be had much earlier, and as the leaves are small a great
quantity can be pulled from a small space.

Put more Ehubarb and Sea-kale in the Mushroom-house.
These, protected with close boxes and pots, and a little

litter over them, vrill soon come fast enough out of doors.

Cleared out a bed fr-om the Mushroom-house, or nearly so

;

for, as it was the elevated bed, and the bottom spai-red, and
the bed below in beai-ing, if we had taken it out to the
bottom the Mushrooms below woidd have been iujm-ed.

At tlus piece we left a part of the old bed remaining, which
also suits our command of horse-di'oppings. On the other
half the bed below is just ready for spawning, and therefore
what fell thi'ough the spars would do no harm ; and here we
emptied the bed. The spars of wood have openings of more
than an inch between them, the spars being 2A inches in
width. On these spars turt was placed; then some spawn,
and the prepared dung above, in the usual way. When
thus done we have often liad plentiful gatherings from the
bottom as well as the top of the bed, the Mushi'ooms coming
down freely between the spars. As horse-droppings are apt
to be too wet at this season, the material used consisted of

horse-di'oppings with about a thu'd of dry short or chopped
litter, and another thfrd of very dry fibry loam, all being
well mixed together.
Now is a good time to plant Horseradish ; the smallest

pieces wiU grow, but we think the crowns or tops of the
Ijlauts are rather the best. The ground should be weU
trenched, and then make rows of holes 15 inches apart, and
6 inches in the row, the holes being from 15 to 18 inches
deep, and drop a crown or a piece 2 inches long into the
hole, and then fill the hole mth ashes. Though Horse-
radish will, remain a long time on the same ground, to have
the sticks fleshy and good a plantation should be made
fr'equently in fresh soil. The same may be said of .Terusalem

Artichokes. We have known them remain in the same
place for a score of years; but when they are much in

demand they should be planted every year, like Potatoes,
only allowing more space between the rows. Pheasants
used to be very fond of them ; and therefore they might be
valuable in preserves. For Cucumbers, dung-beds, &c., see

previous weeks.
FEUIT GAEDEN.

A few heavj' showers so washed our Pear trees, ic, from
the lime and soot that the bfrds made sad havoc, and, as a
last resort, we have been obliged to cover with nets dwarf
Pear trees, the thinnings of the fruit from which we sent to
the pigs last season. Even enthusiasts for the comfort of
the feathered tribe would be apt to scratch their heads on
observing the heart nipped out of every nice plamp IVuit-bud.

Some people find strings of cotton, &c., etl'eetual lor keeping
them away ; but I am sorry to say om' visitors seem to have
been instrncted in a wiser school. Even nets arc no pre-
servatives, but rather a temptation to them to exercise their
inquisitive bumps if a single opening is left. Apricots and
Peaches will soou want seciu-ing and protecting out of doors.

As a general rule, if the buds have jilenty of air, the longer
they are kept li-om opening tho more likelihood will there
be of a crop. When moveable protection is given it is well

to keep it on during sunny days, and to expose on cool nights
until the buds are nearly hah' open. This will keep the buds
later, and the sun will not heat them so much against the
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walls, and cause tliom to come into bloom before tliero is

much lieat in the soil at the roots. Nearly innished tying

Peaches in orchard-houses, the buds moving but little as

yet. Washed the trees ag^ain with thin paint, such as do-

scribed the other week, where any places apiJcared as if

rubbed oli with the hand when tying. Disbudded a little in

the Peach-house. Gut the remainder of the Grapes in late

house with a piece of wood attaclied to the bunch ; sharp-

ened the pieces of wood to a point, and stuck them into

turnips, and suspended the turnips in a dry place. Pruned
the Vines, washed the stems, woodwork, stages, walls, &c.,

with soap and water, then painted the Vines with the mix-
ture referred to in the last and previous weelcs, and tied

them an along the front of the house horizontally, so as to

be out of the way till they break ; altered the wu-es for train-

ing them to, which were too near the glass ; and as soon as

the floor and walls are thoroughly cleaned, will cram the
whole space, shelves, stages, and floor, with bedding and
other plants for a couple of months or so, taking out the
hardiest iii'st. Gave air to Vines breaking, and tied others

farther advanced. Temperature much the same as detailed

the other ^veek. Potted-oif Melon plants ; di'ew a dry hand or

a feather over Strawberries in bloom, and fear those ripening,

even with air and keeping the soil rather dry, will not be of

fine flavour, as we have scarcely seen the sun for a fortnight.

OENAHENTAL DEPAKTMENT.
Gave all the air possible to cold pits. Proceeded with

putting in cuttings of Verbenas, Geraniums, Salvias, Agera-
tums, (Src, using tiles, pots, old tin spouting, and wooden
boxes. Put several hundreds of bedding plants, that were
previously weU rooted in small 60-pots, into moveable
wooden boxes. Cleaned the pots and filled them with
variegated Geraniums, to receive a little bottour heat from
leaves, and when established to be tm-ned out into boxes
or beds, and the same course again proceeded with. We
intended using pieces of turf, hoUowed-out in the middle,
instead of small pots, but we have not any quite fibry
enough. Of course, in such a case, the turf would go to
the beds with the plants. Prepared for sliifting Fuchsias,
Geraniums, &o. Pretty well emptied the vineries, breaking
and coming on, of all the hardier plants. Wni prepare for

j)utting Calceolarias, &c., into earth pits before long; but
would like the weather to be a little more settled. TfiU also
ttu-n out the common Geraniums in the same way, where
a little protection can be given to them. Thinned-out
Pelargoniums in Vine-houses, by taking laa-ge plants to the
conservatory. Bulbs in small pots will require a good deal
of water where fire heat is used. Other things being equal,
bulbs, fi'om Hyacinths to Crocuses, bloom rather the best
when the pots are rather small and crammed with roots.

A little manure water may then be given. It is as well
withheld when particularly bright and clear colours are
wanted in Hyacinths. When Hyacinths are grown in glasses,
a feviT bits of charcoal in the water will keep the water sweet.
Even then, however, it is well to change the water every
three or four days, and replace with soft water at about 60".

There will be little difficulty now in keeping up a succession
of bulbs with the help of a slight hotbed.

All shrubs as Weigelas, Deutzias, Lilacs, Kalmias, Eho-
dodendrons. Azaleas, &c., are easily forced now, if started
gradually at from 45° to 65°, and more especially if the roots
have a bottom heat of 5° to 8° above the atmospheric tem-
perature. Eoses, to do well, should be started gradually

;

they do not like much bottom heat, but a nice regular heat,

such as they would have when plunged in sawdust, would
iust suit them. Insects must be looked after. Azaleas and
Bhododeudrons, and Camellias finished blooming, should be
kept growing in moist heat, to set their buds eai-ly for nest
winter. Heaths, in greenhouse and conservatory, must now
have abundance of air ; Epacris, Croweas, &o., wiU do with
much less. The fii'st will now be mostly in bloom ; and one
advantage of the tribe is that they wiU grow in a house
with softwooded plants, and be aR right, when Ericas would
be almost sure to be covered with mildew. Cinerarias, to
bloom well and be free from insects, can scarcely be too cool

and moist at .bottom. Heil:>aceous Calceolarias do best when
treated in the same way. If the pots stood on damp moss,
and the temperature averaged from 40" to 45° at night,

there would be little chance of green fly paying them a
Tisit : hence, when in bloom in May, they will do better in a

shady house, or better stUI in a house with a north aspect,

because there they will have light, and yet bo comparatively

cool. Not but the pretty colours wiU be as fine, or finer, in

bright sunshine under glass, even if the temperature should

be higher, if the roots are cool and moist. Let these become
di'y and hot, and we will guarantee that ere long the fly and
the thrips will attack the plants in shoals.

FIEING.

We are just reminded of a promise to say something of

the simplicities as respects the management of stoves, fui--

naces, boilers, &c. The first essential to success is suitability

in materials. Not so long ago a poor fellow was nearly

smothered in trying to light an iron stove. On examination

it was found that the wood and the fuel were dripping wet,

which made the damp chimney stiU damper, and this caused

the smote to come back instead of mounting the chimney.

For all sucli stoves where the least back draught would be
undesirable, the materials used for lighting the fire cannot

be too dry—such as dry paper, dry shavings, and dry straw

—

to send a volume of heated air through the smoke-shaft.

The v/ood for stoves should also be thoi'oughly dry, and the

coke or coal used also dry and in rather small pieces, not

much larger than walnuts. When forethought is used it is

just as easy to have wood, &c., dry as otherwise.

The same rule applies to furnaces of all kinds, but in a less

degree. SmaU handsful of wood tied together are useful

for this purpose, and most gardens supply enough from
prunings and other sources, and the chopping and preparing

them is a good job in a wet day. Where willows and string

are uncomatable, a small band of straw is a good thing to

tie these small bundles with; and a little bit of straw tied

with each gives you all the materials for ligliting at once,

and if stood in an airy shed they will always be in good trim

for use. Even with this care when flues are very long and
have several turnings in a house, or through a back wall,

and the flue is damp from disuse, the fire may refuse to

draw nicely at fii-st : hence, it is useful to have a moveable
soot-door between the furnace and the chimney, and by
opening that and having some dry material in the flue all

will go on well and comfortably, as the heat there not

only sends out the heavier air and warms the shaft, but
acts like a pump-sircker in pulling up the heavier aii- near

the furnace. When we had no such openings in the flue and
were troubled by the want of draught, we have gone to the

top of the chimney and lighted a wisp of straw and jjut it

down there. Unless where flues are very long, such ex-

pedients need scarcely ever be resorted to if dry material is

used for lighting.

Fuel.—For all iron or brick stoves that stand in plant-

houses, the best fuel is clean cinders, or coke pretty well

broken. Neither of these wfil clog the soot-pipe like coals.

No fuel will be safe where there is no escape by a smoke-
pipe. For furnaces in general anything may be burned.

For making up fu'es a few ashes are often useful for banking-

up furnaces the last thing at night. For setting the fire

again, at first small coals are very useful—such as those

called riddle-nuts. After that it matters not much what is

burned, only the better the fuel the more the heat fr'om

it. When such things as ashes from the mansion are

used and not much screened, they should be put on 'in a

damp state. Of course, that will be after the fii-e is fairly

lighted. When thus used nothing will be left of such ashes

but a thin vitrified clinker. There is seldom any advantage

in too small a fm-nace, if the heat from it goes freely into a

flue, acts on a boiler, &c. If very large some heat would be
lost, and the fuel bm-ns better and gives out more heat

when compactly placed instead of being sprawled over a

large surface.

Regv.latiiig the Draught and the Amount of Heat.—In stoves

and flues this is best and most safely done by means of the

air admitted by the ashpit-door through the grate-bars.

The doors of u-on stoves, and even furnace-doors, cannot be
made to fit too tightly, and it always denotes imperfect

management when they are seen much open. Thus, when
lighting an iron or brick stove inside of the house, the ash-

pit door should be open to secure a good draught through the

bars. As soon as the fire is established, and ftiel is added
which you wish to burn slowly, the ashpit-door should then

be shut as well as the feeding-door. If the smoke-shaft is

J short and straight the fuel wiU get enough of air by that
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means ; if long or bent it will be necessary to have a small

opening in tlie ashpit-door, though not often more than a

quarter of an inch. The doors for common furnaces cannot

often be kept so air-tight, and therefore an opening in the

door is less necessary. A very small opening in the feeding-

door above the fuel will greatly diminish the volume ot

smoke. When it is neoessai'y to concentrate the heat about

a stove a furnace, or a boiler, a damper in the smoke-vent

should also be provided. This damper must be used care-

fully when the stove or furnace stands in a house among
plants. To avoid injury by the inexperienced in such cases,

it would be well to have a common damper with a few small

holes in it for draught ; and then the damper should always

be in, unless when tue fire is being lighted. If the ashpit-door,

however, is properly attended to, dampers will be of compara-
tively little use, unless when a furnace is used chiefly for

heating a boiler. Then it is necessary to concentrate the heat
from the fuel about the boder. Instead of the unpleasant task
of attempting to settle differences of view, let us tell how
such a furnace should be managed. On lighting a fire pull

out the damper, so as to give ti'ee vent. Clear the furnace-

bars, and as soon as lightedshutthe feeding-door, and open the

ashpit-door. See that the ashpit is aU clear. Place clinkers

in one place, ashes and cinders in another to be wetted, and
sweep the place round the furnace. If there is an old broom
there it wiU all be done in a very short time. Never let the
feeding-door be open unless when necessary for fuel, &c.

We have known such doors stand open night and day, and
as much fuel burnt in a day as would have served a week

—

a good idea for those who are generous enough to heat the
atmosphere of then- neighbourhood instead of the atmo-
sphere of their houses. When the fire has fau-ly taken hold,

put the damper in half way, and shut the ashpit-door. If

it shuts very close, leave a quarter of an inch open. When
the pipes and water are pretty hot, shut the damper farther

in, so as to leave from a quarter to half an inch. As a
general rule, then, after a good fii'eman has his fire esta-

blished, he will have his fui'nace feeding-door, and his ashpit-

door shut, and the damper pretty weU in. Even if the fii'e

goes out, and he wants no more heat, he will let well alone,

because the opening of either of these would let cold au'

round his boQer ; whilst economy says. Keep that cold air

from it. True it may be necessary to open the feeding-door,

and even take out the fire, or damp it with ashes when the
heat is too strong^when, in fact, fuel is to be wasted ; and
this waste wUl take place viith. aU haphazard stokers, who
just make a fii-e as a matter of course, without any reference

to present or anticipated circumstances. Such a thing wUl
rarely occur with a thoughtful manager of furnaces. ShaU
we tell how he manages ? Before he puts a fu-e on he
examines the thermometer out of doors, looks to the heavens,
and tries to prognosticate what the weather wiU be, goes
into the house, notes the thermometer there, whether rising

or falling, feels the pijies or flues with his hand, and forms
an idea whether such heat will be sufficient, or if more is

wanted, and then, and not tUl then, he goes to his furnace
and does what is requisite. Such a man would never pitch
on a barrowload of coals when a peek would be sufficient.

We' have known first-rate gardeners decline to take a young
man merely because they saw how he mismanaged his foi--

naoes.—E. F.

COVENT GAEDEN MAEEET.—Maech 5.

The supply of Greens, such as Brussels Sprouts, Savoys, and the various
Kales, continues j,'©od j but in Cornish Broccoli there is a f.illing off. A
few Green Peas have come in from the continent, and importations of
French salads, Carrots, und Kadishes are well kept up. Old Hotliouse
Grapes are now nearly over, and the new are improving in quality, but are
short in quantity. Pines are still sufficient for tbe demand. In Pears some
good sumples of Easter BeurrC, BeurrC Kance, and Ne Pias Meuria are still

to be had. Apples mainly consist of Blenheim and American Newtown
Pippins, Keinette Grise, and some nice Winter and Golden Pearmains. Cut
flowers are the same as last week.

FEUIT.

Apples J sieve
Apricots do/,.
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Grapes in Camkllta-house, &c. {J. B'.),—B\eLCk. Hamburghs will be the

"beet lor such a house as you name. Camellias will stand, and be beEter

when making their wood and forming their tlower-hads, that degree of

heat suitable tor Black Hamburgh Grnpea—namely, a maximum tempera-

ture of 70° to 75° at nlgbt, with 10** or 13*^ more when shut up with sun
heat. You will require four rows of four-inch pipes along the front and both

ends of the house you describe.

Olkander Treatbient (Rebecca Hey).—A. temperature of from GS*" to 70°

is too warm for the Oleander, and must be very much too high for a conser-

vatory, even if it be filled with stove plants in winter or at this season.

Nerium Oleander being frum the south of Europe, where it is found on the

borders of rivulets, requires only a greenhouse temperature in winter. We
advise you to have cuttin<;s taken at once of the halt-ripened shoots or such
as are not old. Take them off with three joints, cutting them immediately
helow the lowesr, and removing the lowest pair of leaves. The cuttings

are then to be iniieited singly in small pots and placed in a gentle heat of
70° to SO'"", where they scon root. They will strike if placed in a bottle of

water, but we prefer puttmg them in small pots at once in tuity loam one-
half, and leaf mould ouc-Iuurth, wiih a liberal admixture of sand. The
cuttings are potted as soon as the pot gets full of roots, and a fortnight

afterwards the shoot is cut to three joints. This encourages side-shoots.

When the shoots are a few inches la length the plants are shifted Into

larger pots (.IS's), and the soil kept wet. The plants are grown on in a
vinery, and tue pots placed in a saucer of water kept full. In July, or when
the growth is made, the saucer is removed, but the plant is kept well

supplied with water, anil placed near the glass and in the full sun. This
tends to ripen the wood, and The buds lormmg uc the ends of the shoots.

After August the soil is just kept moist, so that the leaves may not Hag,

and in October the plants are removed to a greenhouse, wh;;re they only
receive water when the soil is dry. In April tbey are placed in a vinery at

"Work, or in any light house wito a gentle heat. Wheu the buds begin to

swell the pots are placed in saucers of water, and these are kept full until

such time as the blooming is past and the gruwtli made. Afttir blooming
the plants are pruned-in, and potted when td.e shoots have grown a couple
of inches. This is our treatment of this plant. By compariog it with
your own you will be best able to tell whether your plant is properly
treated or not.

WooDLiCE IN Cucumber and Melon-frame {S. A, C).—Your plan of
placing some hay in a hower-pot to catch woodlice is a paralltl case to the
sportsman that took his gun and went out, leaving the puwder and shot at

home. Had you wrappeu the hay loosely round a boiled potato, and placed
it in a flower-pot, and then laid it on its side ut night within the frame, you
"would have done terrible execution by going in the morning and shaking
the hay over a pan of boiling water. As it was, you ottered no inducement
to the insects to enter the hay. Our plan is to wrap a boiled potato loosely

in a little hay, place it in a dower-pot, and lay the pot on its side within the
frame in the evening. In the morning we take a pan of boiliug water and
shake the hay over it, and the woodlice fall into the boiling water. The
potato is then again wrapped Ut) in the hay and placed within the frame jt
night. This plan persevered in will soon rid frames of woodhce. Two baited
pots are enough for a one-light frame, one at back and another in front. A
toad or two in frames will also be found very serviceable. We alw.jys have
one in each frame, and sometimes two, and we have no trouble witli wood-
lice. A lean toad weighing I2 oz. we put in a frame last season on the 2lst
of March, and it grew so fast, und fattened so rapidly, that it couiU scarcely
crawl about on Mia&ummer-aay, when it weighed 6 ozs. 12 dwts. We make
a practice of employing these auimals largely lor the destruction of wood-
lice, and have had tliem so tame that th.y would feed from the hand. We
had in a fernery a frog which had lost the use of a leg lor five jears, and
this gentle animal was always ready for its meal of worms, but woodlice it

refused to take. We advise you to put a toad or two in your frame this

season, and you will have no further trouble. The Bean straw could not
have anything to do with the woodlice.

KusTON Grai'ES {A Three-years Subscriber).—T\\Qi rust on your Grapes
may be caused in various ways while the tierries are young and the sKiu
very tender. It is generally considered that it is caused by the berries
coming in contact with the skin of the hands while thinning them, as well
as by contact with the hair of the head, the oil from the skin and hair tilling

up the pores of the skin, and preventing the pare of the berry so affected
from swelling or expanding naturally. Cold currents of air, while in this
young state, are said to, and may no doubt, be productive of the same
effect ; but by far the must common cause is rubbing the pine with sulphur
any time after the Grapes are coming into bloom tiU after they are atoned.
This will produce it with a certainty, if the pipes are heated to make the
fumes strong enough, with the object of keeping red spider in check. We
know of no remedy alter the berries are affected.

Use op a Greenhouse without Heat (^An Inquirer).—Yom can have
nothing in your greeuhouso that will not htand a pretty severe frost. The
uses to which it may be applied under such circumstances must be limittd
to things that are perfectly hardy. We know of nothing that will make
your house mure interesting than some of the many hardy shrubs that fancy
or taste might select. It will take much more money to make your green-
house look respectable by furnishing it with haruy things, if you have ihem
to buy, than would sultice to ti,t up a common stuve in ic, and so keep the
frost out, and save many of the plants with which you furnish it in autumn

;

and a few shillings would suffice to put up a stove to keep the frost out of a
small house.

Geranidms for Bedding (J?eyo^^le;iJ^i).—Helen Lindsay and Lord Pal-
merston are two very line Genaniums, of recent introduction, and have
proved fine sorts under ordinary circumstances; but whether ibey will do
well on your wet soil, in a cold late district, remaius to be proved. They
are, however, plants of a good hardy constitution, and unless your soil is
very wet, we should say they will succeed. Lady Eokeby, we fear, will
grow too strong to bloom well with you, unless you plunge it in pots
instead of planting if out in the bed. Treniham Rose flowers well almost
everywhere. Herald of Spring is not a very free-bloomer when planted out,
but is fine in pots. Admiration is a very hue free*flowering sort. Crystal
Palace Scarlet is so much like JSew Frogmore in all respects that it matters
little which of the two is grown. Doubtless it will do well in your heavy
soil.

_
Heating a Gheenhobse (P.).—We think the heating will be quite suffi-

cient, but you will need evaporating-pans on the top pipe (3). The im-
provements we would suggest would be to widen the path 3 or 4 inches, and
to keep the glaas at top a loot from the wall.

Cyanophyllum magnificuu {E. p.).— Do not cut it down. At any rate,

I'epot the plant into a large pot, giving it some nice sweet soil, and good
drainage, and place in a moist, growing, warm stove temperature. Shade
from very bright sun, and avoid syringing the leaves, and prevent drip
falling upon them. Your plant is either cramped at the root, or the leaves
cannot unfold through too low a temperature or a dry atmosphere.

Rhododendron javanicum {E. S.^ Sants).—TiiiB Rhododendron does
well out of doors, or in cool greenhouses in suraiuex', and needs only a cool
house in winter. There is a coloured drawing and description of it in the
fifteenth volume of *' Paxton's fllagazine."

Shelf or Propagating Purposes [U. P.).—We have no recollection of

the circumstances in which the advice was given to reserve the top shelf of
a greenhouse for prop:igating purposes. A good gardener will make any
place suitable for such purposes; and such a place as a top shelf may be
very suitable for Scarlet Geraniums in the autumn, and for succulents at

any time. For general purposes, however, we should never think of com-
paring such a shelf with the advantages ot a bark-bed, You should give
more definite references.

Deficiekt Bottom Heat (J. ^. Wallace).—So far as we can mate out,
you ought to have heat enough to scorch and burn the roots of anything ;

and so we think we could secure tor you were we present. We see no
necessity for the way you have placed your slates ; they might have been
level on the burs, and close or open, as it pleased jou. We do not quite
understand the broad openings at each end of your chamber; but we tliink
that it is something owing to them, and the upright pipes from the chamber,
that the heat gets iuto the house without passing through your plunging
material. Stop these boards securely; plug up these pipes also securely;
put 4 or 5 inches ot sand or ashes on the slate, and then let us know if they
do not get hot. You must remember that even then the surface of your
plunging medium will be much the same temperature as the atmosphere of
the house, unless you prevent radiation of heat by covering the plunging
medium with glasses, &e. When once the plunging medium is hot enough,
it is easy keeping it so by regulating the plugs and openings. Unless Kome-
thing of this is the cause, we confess ourselves nonplussed.

Moss ON Grass Land (5. W. (?.).—We fear It is almost too late in the
season to do much to your grass land, as you mention having well harrowed
it ; but a dressing of lime—say three or four chaldrons per acre—would do
good. But a more effectual way is to give the land a good dressing of com-
pust, in which mould in large quantities is used—say twenty or tw6nty-fi.ve
loads to the acre. Lay this on as early in the autumn as you can ; of course
taking care not to spoil any great quautity of grass feed. A good harrowing
previously so as to tear up much ol the moss will be of service. The dressing
being put on in autumn gives It time to be well mellowed down in winter,
during which it may be gone over with the brush or ring-harrow. We have
found this the best remedy for mossy laud ; but after a lapse of years it is

necessary to repeat it. Lime is good for a time, but it is quantity that kills,

or leather uvei'comee, the moss.

Seasand for Cuttings (./. C).—We do not know the composition of the
seasand on the Somersetshire coast ; but if ic is siliceous, and thoroughly
washed to remove the saline impregnations, it would probably answer.

Yellow Everlasting-Flowers [Inquisitive).—The most common are
Helichrysum (Gnaphalium) arenarium and Stoechas.

Ornamental Grasses {A. B.).—No. 1 we do not recognise ; 2, Lagurus
ovatus; 3, Briza maxima; 4, Airopeis pulchella, or the top of some slender
Agrostis. In addition are recommendaole—Avena stcrilis, Bromus jubatus,
Briza minor, Brizopyrum siculum, Eragrostis abyssinica, Agrostis nebulosa,
Lamarckia aurea, Setaria m-icrochceta, Setaria auricoma, Panicum capiilare,

and many more.

Flower-garden Plan {A. E. X.).—We think your centre, and the eight
beds round it formed of four pairs, will look very nice. We do not think
having the next ring of eight beds all planted alike would look so well, and
more especially as the beds will be all one-sided. As you have commenced
pairing we wuuld continue it, either by crossing or having the figures
opposite, even if you used the same materials. Tlie four opposite ti, or
crossed, of Perilla centre, row on each side of Calceolaria, and the edging
all round of Lobelia. Then four, Trentham Rose for centre, Perilla or
Amaranthus round, and the edging of Alyssum round. The rest as
proposed.
Pear Trees at Trentham {A Subscriber frojii the Beginning).—As far

as we recollect, the Pear trees with many sorts at Trentham were grafted,
the scions being slipped in at the sides of tlie branches at the usual time,
and often with frhit-buds. Budding is best done in summer.

Grass Seeds fok Lawn (P. P.).—You do not tell us whether your soil is

heavy or light, nor whether the grass now growing on the lawn is coarse
or unobjectionable, how then can we advise you with decision! We must;
suppose the soil ot medium quality, and the grass not coarse ; and if these
data are correct, then we advise you to rake the lawn now, and sow it at
the rate per acre of 8 lbs. Crested Dog's Tail (Cynosurus cristatus), and
4 lbs. Small Yellow Clover {Trifolium minus). You may prune your Roses
now; but remember that different kinds require different pruning. You.
will And full directions in the "Garden Manual," which you can have free
by post from our office for twenty postage stamps.

Camellia {Ignoramus).—The emphasis is on the e.

Tea Plant, &c. (P. Daly).~YQu will require a stove to cultivate some of
the plants you name. Write to any of the chief nurserymen who advertise
in our columns. If you send a post-offico order for 175. 4rf., with your
address, you can have this Journal frea oy post for twelve months.
Names op Plants {Orchidophilus).—1, Grugru nuts. These are not

"nuts" in the true botanical sense, but the stones ot certain Palm fruits.

More than one species affords them, though generally they are obtained
from Acrucomia sclerocarpa (Marc), a very common West Indian Palm
usually known as the "Macaw Palm," or in Guiana and brazil, where it is

equally common, by the names " Macoya," " Macahuba," &c. The perfect
ft'uits are about the sise of Orlean Plums, quite globular, smooth, and when
fresh of an olive green colour. They have a ttiia woody rmd, underneath,
which is a layer of fibrous gelatinous pulp or fiesh i^urroundiug the hard
stone or '• Grugru nut," and this again contains a single seed. The fruits

of several species ot the alhed genus Astrocaryum also contain hard black
or dark brown stones, which the natives of many p .rta of South America
polish and carve into various rude forms, or use for the knobs of their knit-
ting or weaving pins. 2, Letterwood, is the heartwood of an Artocarpaceous
tree, Brosimum Aubletii (Poepp. ec £ndl.;, formerly called FiratintrA
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guianensia by Aublet. It is a very beautifuUy-murked and estremely hard
wood, but unfortunately ia obvuinable only in pieces of small size ; for
although the tiunk attuiiia a dijmeter of 2 or 3 feet, it does not afford a
greater thickness of heaitwooi than 4 or 5 inches. Moreover iL is very
liable to flaws, which bpoil its utility as a turnery wood. 3, Supple Jacks,
are the thin flexible stems ot climbing; plants belonging to tbe genus
Paullinia, and perhaps to Seijaiiia also. Probably several species produce
iheoi in the diflferent West Indian Islands. We have seen capital ones
from Paullinia curassavica (Jacq.), one of the commonest Jamaica species.

4, The red seed brought from the West Indies is the seed of Adenanthera
pavonina (Linn.), a small East Indian tree affording a heartwood, which is

one of tiie red sandal woods of iBClia. It is nut a native of any pai t of the
western hemisphere, but was long ago introduced into Jamaica and other
of the West Indian Islands, in some of which it has become so thoroughly
naturalised, that persons noL acquainted with its history \vould suppose it

to be really indigenous. In Jaiuaica the seeds are known by the uumes
** Ciicassian Beans," ' Lady Coote Beans," and '* St, Ymcent Beans." Their
chief ufce in the west seems to be for stringing together and making various
small ornamental articles, such as work-bags, horses' necklaces, bracelets,
&c. ; but in the east, in addition to this use, they ate used by the native
jewellers as weights, each, ic is said (we will not vouch for the tact),

weighing almost mnformly tour grains.—A. S. (. jr. £., Amateur).—^o
one from a single flower can teli the name of a Cineraria or a common
Pelargonium, the vaiieties being myriads, scarcely differing from each
other. (Tho7nas].~l, Abies (or Picea) Dou^lasii taxifolia ; 2, Lamium
maculatum. Your Grapes aro attacked by " the spot.'* Probably tbe roots
of the Vines are too cold. [A. IK C'.).—Scilla tibirica. Prop^igated by
offsets of the bulbs, and succeeds ia a light dry soiL The offsets may be
planted in autumn. Ic is a hardy plant. {G-. i).}.— 1, Pteris cienata;
2, Pteris serrulata; 3, Lastrea acuminata; 4, Aspidium tiifoliatuin. {J. 7r.,

JLff/riV/i?).—Specimens very insufficient. 1, not identified; 2, Adiantum
afiine; 3, Pteris serrulata apparently; 4, Pteris hastata macropfiylla.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHEOEICLE.

KOTES BT A CEOSS-GEAIiS'ED CaJS-TEIBUTOE.
It is, as said by La Socliefoucauld, or La Bruyere, or La

Somebody else, that "no man ever lieard of the misfortune
of a friend without a secret feeling of satisfaction." People
deny this, and say as they used to say of clever, straight-
forward Thackeray, " It is painting us too black, and human
nature is not so bad as it is made by these writers." Look
within, good fiiend, and if the " accusing Byers " has oc-
casion "to fly up to Heaven's chancery" every time we are
guilty of the above, he will be backwards and forwards aU
day. How many console themselves under a misfortune by
the reflection, they have only neighbotu-'s fare ? Are we
quite sure when we profess to have only "justice and the
good of the pursuit in view," in writing about malpractices
at shows, that it is strictly true ? Is there nothing personal in
it—disappointment of self, jealousy of, or hatred to another?
And, again, the desii-e to see all marks done away with,
moonshine aU, my merrie masters. Do you recoUect Kob
Boy's leather purse? It was contrived so that if any one
tried to open the lock a pistol erijloded to the great danger
if not injiu-y of the thief; but the goodly freebooter forgot,
when he prided himself on the security it afforded, that any
sorry knife would divide the leather without risk or trouble.
Just so. Marks on the eyelids, the beaks, the nostrils, et

hoc genus omne, are guides for dishonest judges, or they are
nothing. A German proverb says, " If you want to throw
a stone at a dog, you can always find one ;" £,nd if an ex-
hibitor and a judge are dishonest enough to play into each
other's hands, what prevents one from giving the other the
numbers of his pens ? If they keep their counsel, detection
is impossible and marks are unnecessary.
The success and pleasure of a poultry show depend entirely

•on the conviction entertained by exhibitors that the judges
are men of integrity. Having them, let them be satistied

and support them, not damn them with sUence, and seek to
injure them with a shrug or a shake, but treat them as those
who deserve well of theii' friends. There are some who have
once or twice officiated as judges at small shows, and who,
therefore, think they can speak with avithority. Compai-ed
with experienced judges they are tyros ; and when tliey put
themselves in opposition to such as officiate at Bfrmingham,
they always remind me of the guard of a coach many years
ago. I had occasion to go into Norfolk by coach, the horses
ran away and the coach was upset. I needed a conveyance
and a guide to go some distance into the country on the
morrow. The guard of the coach offered to provide the
former, and act as the latter. He was a burly man, and he
brought a very small pony. His manner was very civil and
somewhat amusing in the morning; but he knew every one
and stopped often. In the afternoon I could say as it is

•often said in police courts, "Couldn't say he were drunk.

your Worship, but he smelt strongly of beer." His speech
was fast, his utterance thick, while he explained he had been
sixteen years guard, and spilled three times, counting the
night before. " He only wished he drove. He'd like to see

the horses nin away with him. Look'ye, sir, this is the
way I'd serve 'em!" and with that he woidd pull the poor
little tii-ed pony fr-om one side of the road to the other. " I

have 'em imder command. Look now ! " The whip was
apphed tiU it caused a rieketty spasmodic gallop. " Whoa! "

shouted my Jehu, and piuUed the poor little animal on its

haunches. "There, I should keep 'em in hand." I mildly
said I was satisfied, but ventured to remark there was a
difference between four- first-rate horses and a pony. A smile
went across his face, when he said, " Ho, ho, err I the dif-

ference is in the men."
The Game classes at Birmingham, compared with other

shows, are the four horses to the jjony. The coachman
represents the practised judges, the three " spills " in sir-

teen years the mistakes that must occtu- in the "best re-

gulated" shows, and the guard driving the pony is the
section of the public looking on at the decisions, and ex-

plaining how thexj would have judged. Many, I do not say
all, have Uttle idea how different it is to judge judgments
rather than large classes ; and of the remainder, few know
the difference between judging a local show (where the most
partial reporter can only say, " The Game were not nume-
rous, and it is evident exhibitors have something to learn

in dubbing and matching. Nevertheless, if the legs had
been alike, if the hens had matched the cocks, and the birds

had been better, the Judge would have had more trouble"),
and the array at Birmingham. Hundi-eds of pens without
a glaring fault, and twenty alike almost to a point or a
feather. Twenty thousand spectators would pass a pen of

marked birds •ndthout seeing it, and nineteen of them would
not find it unless it was shown to them. Do you shake
your head ? Did you ever search for Peewits' eggs ? Guided
by a practised hand, you soon spring a screaming bird, flying

in curious figures. He says she has three eggs. He ad-

vances a few steps. " I can see them." "Where?" "There."
" I can't see them." "Look." You walk about, and strain

your eyes tiQ a crunch under yom- foot tells you you have
stepped into the nest. If you doxibt, try. The two are very
much alike.

I would much rather criticise the judgments of the judges
than do their work for them.

SCHEDULES OF POULTEY SHOWS.
"A Compiler of the Darlington' Schedule," in your

Journal of February 9th, vei-y naturally defends his off-

spring. In my analysis of the Darlington Show entries I

said that the schedule was very good, requiring simply in-

creased prizes in some classes. About this jjoint I can now
speak practically, having received for a prize obtained there

a few stamps, the carriage which the Darlington Committee
had paid having swallowed up the remainder ; consequently,

the retm-n journey left me wofully out of pocket, save in

honour-.

"A Compiler" must not imagine that in giving my
opinion that at Darlington the diminutive Bantam did not

receive justice, therefore I am mterestod in these pigmies

of the poultiy line : far from it. I have endeavom-ed in my
various analyses, in which he kindly says he has been in-

terested, to point out certain breeds which are not, even at

GUI' leading shows, treated as they deserve. I have striven

to do this impartially, though many of your readers could

see the drift of my arguments. Indeed, I have advocated

the diminishing of prizes offered to some breeds in which I

am particularly interested.

But, " i. Compiler" asks, "Why should the jirizes be

increased if we can get a good show for prizes of .£1 ?

'

Well, I reply, simply on the gi'ound of justice ; and I aak

the winners of the second prizes, 10s., how much the prize

was worth, deducting expenses. I presume that exhibitors

in a small way (and I certainly speak for myself), like to

believe that they wOl win, and they like to calculate that after

this pleasure there will be a tangible something on the right

. side. I am certain that for distant exhibitors this was im-

( possible, as regards the second prizes in many of the classes
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at Dai-lington ; neither do I think that the Bantam classes

would have filled so well but for the silver cup. He rightly

argues that the larger breeds, as more useful, should receive

greater encouragement ; biit Bantam-breeders wiU tell him
that they are not only ornamental but useful—that they are,

though small, very nice on the table—and that for their size

they, eating less, retm-n as great a weight in eggs as some
of their large brethren.
Nor can I agree with " A Compilek," that the Darliagton

Committee received their very good entries of Bantams
fi'om aU parts of the country. I should say that a very small

proportion came from a long distance. Have I, or have I

not, discovered the reason ?

As to Malays, every true lover of poultry woiild conside^

any show of the proportions of Darlington incomplete with-

out them. I hope " A Compilee " will mark my words.

All compilers of schedules ought to recollect that one of the
great points in a good show is to have every breed repre-

sented ; and that to the general public as well as to fanciers,

a great charm is the variety of breeds.

Now, at Darlington, a Malay was absolutely unknown,
actually unrepresented. A very old breed, a peculiarly dis-

tinct species of fowl, having characteristics common to no
other breed was entirely absent.

Do compilers retort that there is the Any other variety

class in which exhibitors can enter ? Toxi may call, but
win they answer ? The Darlington entries answer. No

!

Possibly Malay-breeders reason as I do with regard to

Brahmas. When I receive a prize schedule I look for the

Brahma class, and if it is absent, as a rule I should not give

the show a second thought. If fair prizes are offered, then I

reflect on the propriety of entering. Perhaps we are both
agreed that we will not consign our pets to such Variety
classes. From this rule I might exempt small and local

shows which personally I might desire to help.

Moreover, all compilers of schedules ought to recollect,

that as they gain largely on the entries of some breeds—to
wit. Bantams at Darlington, they must be content to lose

on others if they would make their show comprehensive of the
different varieties of poultry. I do not consider that Creve
Coeurs and Black Hambxirghs are more deserving of separate
classes than the Malay. The Malay is a true breed. My
own experience of the Creve Coeur would class it as a dege-
nerate Pole ; whilst of Black Hamburghs, what shall I

say ? Well, I will say this, that one of the earliest and best
pens of the sort I ever saw in a locality, now famous for

prize specimens, had very resjDectable Minorca parents

!

The owner entered them in the Spanish class as Eose-
combed Spanish, and received, of course, nothing, while an
inferior pen of the so-oaUed Black Hamburghs were prize

birds in the Any other variety.
On the ground of purity, then, a class for the Malays

!

and then, perhaps, the Darlington public may see with
pleasure birds that I lately saw in their several runs—birds

that for plumage and condition would have added to the
^clat of any show.

I gave all credit, and, indeed, it is justly due, to the Dar-
lington Committee for making the entries proportionate to
the prizes offered. May some of the leading shows, the
Crystal Palace for instance, be disposed to acknowledge
their wrong doings and act in accordance with justice for

the future !—Y. B. A, Z.

I

DOMESTIC FOWLS IN AMEEICA.
The variety of fowls which has been of late years most

extensively disseminated throughout America is the large
Asiatic, the original type of which is supposed to be the
great Malay or Kulm fowl of India. In an article by
D. S. Heffron, published in the " Eeport of the Department
of Agriculture^' it is said :

—

"The stock of our large fowls called Shanghai, Coohin-
China, Chittegong, Brahma, &c., came from the south-
eastern part of Asia, in the vicinity of Shanghai, and
hence the propriety of calling them all by the general
name ' Shanghai ' or ' Asiatic' The first were brought to

this country about forty years ago, 'and their descendants
gave size and character to the fowls of a part of Eastern
Penneylvania, which have long been known in the New

York market and elsewhere by the name o/ the ' Bucks-

County fowl.' But numerous importations that were
made about twelve years ago awakened a new interest

for large fowls, and they have since spread all over the

country. Of these Asiatics, some have feathered shanks,

some smooth; some have dark-coloured legs, some yellow,

and others greenish ; some have long legs, others short

;

most have single combs, while a few have combs more or

less double. Theiplumage is of various colours."

The date which MJr. Heffron assigns to the first introduc-

tion of the large Asiatic fowls into Pennsylvania is too

late. In 1S51 the writer of this article learned from Mr.

Adrian Cornell, of Bucks County, Pa., who was then upwards
of seventy years of age, that the so-called " Bucks County"
fowls had then been on his farm fifty years. We saw the

stock, and having seen many other specimens of the kind

in various places, of course readily identified them. Mr.
Cornell's fowls were well known, and his son Adrian Cornell,

jun., an enterprising farmer and poultry-breeder, kept up
the old stock.

It is upwards of forty years since the large Asiatic fowls

were known in Massachusetts. Before 1820 they were in

the hands of various persons here, some of whom boasted

that their " roosters " could, standing beside a fiour barrel,

eat corn fi-om its upper head. Among this stock were

specimens of all the varieties of plumage, and feathered

and smooth legs, which have been seen in the later importa-

tions. Some exactly resembled the so-called "Brahmas," or

"Brahma Pootras" of the present day—a name originated

by a somewhat notorious individual ten or twelve years ago.

The peculiar markings which chaa-acterise fowls thus called

frequently appear in the common Shanghai, to which

breed, of course, they really belong. It is true, however,

that by careful selection from generation to generation, a

tolerable uniformity of colom- may be attained, and so it may
be with any other colour.

Mr. Heffron says some of the Shanghai fowls have long

legs and others short ones. This is true, although imported

fowls are generally long-legged and rather gaunt-bodied.

But their form seems generally to improve in this country,

and where proper judgment is exercised in the selection of

breeding-stock, the faults of shape may to a considerable

extent be got rid of.

Mr. Heffron says the large Asiatics " are large feeders ;

have coarse-grained flesh, which becomes quite oily and
rather rank-flavoured in old fowls." All who are familiar

with these fowls know that these are prominent faults, and
that they also produce but a small proportion of white meat
compared with the dark. It is true, as we have intimated,

that these defects may to a considerable degree be " bred

out," but we have rarely seen this object properly accom-

plished without more or less departure from the original

blood. The principal advantage of the breed has been in

crossing the common stock of the country, sometimes im-

properly called "native." The cross-bred stock, if not

carried beyond three-fourths Asiatic, is generally free to

a good degree from the leading defects of that breed, wiile

the size and laying tendencies are increased.

It is not advisable to produce the largest fowls, as they are

not so saleable in market. Dealers in dressed poultiy tell

us that they do not want fowls weighing over 5 lbs. each,

as above this weight Turkeys are preferred. A gentleman

remarked to us that he regarded a chicken weighing 6 or

7 lbs. or upwards as only a "poor Turkey."

—

{Boston CnlU-

vator,

TEIMMING GAME FOWLS.
In yom- note to my communication on this subject you

say, "They- are to be exhibited in the condition they would

be if intended to contend in the cock-pit." Have you not

said more than you intended ? Would any Game cock, how-

ever good in shape, condition, &c., be successful if presented

to the Judge's eyes in " the condition" you have spoken of?

I never yet saw the Game-breeder who dared to try it on.

If your note holds good at all, why is not the beautifal tail

docked, the flowing brilliant hackle shortened, the natural

spur shortened, and then, as a compensation for all this,

barbarism, a steel spur attached ?

You have certainly failed to convince me that it is legiti-
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mate to " trim " Game ; and I repeat, " If some strains are
finer in the featlier (and this is undoubtedly true), and
therefore better, it is depriving them of an advantage in the
competition which they enjoy naturally." I should much
like to know the opinion of Game-exhibitors on this point.

—

Y. B. A. Z.

[We certainly did not intend to include all the trimming
adopted by cockfighters, but to confine it to the bird's head.
Our columns are open for the expression of<iny one's opinion
on the subject.]

NEW VAEIETIES OP PIGEONS.
I WOULD infoiTu Mr. B. P. Brent that the Satinettes which

I have exhibited so successfully are much smaller than a
Turbit, and of about the same build. The head is round
without cap, beak short ; fiTlled down the breast. The head,
nect, and breast white; wings spangled beautifully with
black, on a deep flesh ground, with two transverse bars;
flight-feathers inclining to black ; taU black, with a spot of
white about the size of a shilling on each feather, near the
tip. Muff-legged, flne carriage, and a beautiful bii-d.
The Icelanders are of a silver colour on the head, neck,

and breast; the wings are marked like a Pencilled Ham-
bui-gh's, and the taU plain. In size and build they resemble
the Dove-house Pigeon without warts.
The Blue Brunswick is a very showy bird. It is capped

and peaked like a Trumpeter, the skuU and peak or turn
on, and the upper portion of the beak are white, lower por-
tion of beak blue; and to be good, the line should just clear
the eye and pass to the base of the crown, which, with the
other portions of the bh-d, is blue. On the wings are two
double bars, the more prominent one inclining to white,
with a smaU black line running at the base of this bar.
The taU has a black bar at the tips of the feathers.—Henky
Tabdlet, Birmingham Marlcet Hall.

-No. 1.
EECOLLECTIONS OF AN OLD FANCIEE.-

Inteodtjction.

THE WHO, WHEN, AND WHEEE.
Being confined to the house with a sprain in some part of

the foot, my wife's maiden sister says "it is gout, of
course ;

" but her opim'on is not to be trusted concerning
anything relating to me, since the day I pointedly stated
that I did not approve of marriage with a deceased wife's
sister.

No, it is not gout, although there is a good deal of swell-
ing and pain, and my grandfather died of it, so that I have
aright to that aristocratic complaint. It is not gout, but a
bruise or sprain, owing to the frosty ground. It is not
gout. Miss Malicious—I dare call you so on paper, for I
know you wiU not read this, as you sneeringly say that
"flowers and fowls are never the hobbies of strong-minded
people."
WeU, bruise or sprain (not gout, mind), I am here in my

study, and am deban-ed out-door exercise. In these, I
will not say sad, circumstances, for nothing of that kind is
sad, unless people are grumblers, I have been thinking of—
following m thought, as it were—each event of very far gone
years, not in penitential mood, although it is Lent, but,
rather, looking back because of the pleasure it gave me.
Now, my boy, before you get to your Vii-gU, for it is

past nme, just wheel round my writing-table, and set my
chair so that my feet are to the fii-e, and I will lean on my
stick till all is done. By the way, yes, do get that letter T
st°°l

•

^°'^ *^^'''^ y"*^ '^^^ ^^ " g°"* stool," you young rogue,'AH right, thank you ; I am vei-y fau-ly comfortable now.
Next, go to my paper-di-awer and bring me some Jom-nal
paper. Do not mistake : the thick with no lines is sermon
paper, for it is dm'able, and my divinity wUl go down safely tomy great-gi-andson ; the thin, that flimsy stuff, on that
you know I wi-ite to the county paper; the straw is for
people I don't care cai'e a straw about ; the satin and ivory
are for my lady friends. Mind the blue with Unes is for" our Jom-nal."

It is a fooUsh fancj-, perhaps, but I like to associate my
Ollterent correspondents with different kinds of paper. Eely

upon it, this plan assists thought. I am grave at once

when I have sermon paper before me, but when a bit of

this blue-lined gets into a blank sermon I almost forget my-
self, the lighter air being about to take the place of the

graver strain. Blue-lined for " our Journal." I began with

it, and I always use it—I feel I ought out of consideration for

the eyes of my friends at 162, Fleet Street, for London
offices are so dai-k. Pens, paper, all ready my boy, now sit

down to your Vu-gil ; but first remove fi-om the table your
" White's Selbourne," your " Wild Sports of the Highlands,"

and yesterday's " Jom-nal," for though you are " Boy
Naturalist," yet peeping for ever after Mr. Brent wUl not
help Latin and Greek. Work whUe you work, that's the
plan, lad, to succeed.

" EecoUections of an Old Fancier." First, I wo uld
what I mean by the term " old," for nothing an author dis-

likes more than misconceptions regarding himself. I think

the reader should know as much about the writer as wUl
conduce to the former's understanding, and enjoying, or, at

any rate, entering into the meaning and spirit of what is

written. By the term " old," I do not mean that my re-

collections reach back to the days when George III. was
king, for I was not even alive then. I have no remem-
brances either of those sad days when " the fii-st gentleman
of Europe," as George IV. was most improperly caUed, was
upon the throne of these realms. I have only a faint re-

collection of the " saUor king's " days, and of nursery
enthusiasm about

** The sea, the sea,

T^e wide and oiJen sea."

Indeed of the times of " BUly who 'bated the tax on beer," I

have little to say, they seem so dim, so far off. When our
good Queen began to reign, I began properly speaking to

live, for childhood is, after aU, a very chrysalis condition;

but the cricketing, skating, riding, reading boy, has a life, a
life of keen and sensible enjoyment.

I must say that those of us who were boys in the pre-

railwayite age possessed some advantages over those whose
boyhood has been since that era ; for though raUways had
been laid in some part of England when I was a boy, they
were quite unknown in my part, so that such districts were
almost what they were in the days of Queen Anne. Now
everybody travels, and the whole of England, to use a
schoolboy handy phrase, is " much of a muchness." Then
one part was famed for one kind of sport, or for one breed of

fowls, and hence there was a marked characteristic in each
county, and in this there was an advantage, at least—it

made certain points of special interest. Not that I am
sentimental enough to think the past better than the
present ; but the individuaUty of a county is less marked,
so that some features of interest are now gone.

I was, when a boy, a resident in that district in the east

of England which lies near to the Wash, a part abounding
mth birds of a particular- class. Thus I was perfectly

familiar with Euffs amd Beeves, Plovers, Redshanks, and
such-Uke. I grieve to say among that wild population of

fenmeu, badgers were drawn, bulls were baited, cocks were
fought, though a careful training kept me not only out of

these brutal sijorts, but filled me with detestation of them.
I speak of things now past, education as well as legal enact-

ments have for some years been equally opposed to sports

of this barbarous character.

Perhaps, to make this sketch more complete, and my
nominis umhra more graspable, I should add I was a country

doctor's son, a doctor whose memory is stUl clierished in

many a cottage in the bleak fen country, and in the water-

miUs beside the deep black fen drains. Why cherished?

Because he did many a professional deed of kindness with
the knowledge that he never coiUd be jjaid for it, save paid

by the blessings of the miserably poor people. I was not

a vUlage boy, but rather a town-vUlage boy. A long,

straggling, populous place was my bii-thplaoe—scai-cely a
town, yet numbering some thousands of inhabitants of the
substantial fanner class. No squire lived in that cheerless

country. The place had, too, a very large counti-y district,

with a house or water-mUl, or farm, and groups of cottages

every mile or so. Oh ! -the vast sweep of horizon, black flat

earth, and such a sky ! The poplars in fi-ont of a farm-house,

with their stiff forms, alone broke the monotony of the ^ew.
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for the pollard willows at the edge of the drains were,

though many, too low to catch the eye.

With my good father who loved all living things, horses

and Game fowls especially, I was wont to ride my pony by
the side of his stout cob. A can-iage was almost an im-

possibility in those roads, green and rough in summer, but
black and halfway up to the girths in winter. Peat, peat

everywhere : hence a peculiar as well as an extensive district

was made known to me from my earliest years, and I had
many friends, especially among the humbler classes, who
petted and gave their pets to the son of their kind doctor.

Who were my friends, what my pets, future Numbers
shall show ; as yet I have chatted to you, good reader, of the

Who, When, and Where.

—

Wiltshibb Eeotob.

BEE-KEEPING EST DEVON.—No. XXII.
A EETKOSPECT AND AN EXAMINATION.

Fkom the numerous inquiries which reach me from various

quarters, the majority of which relate to subjects which have
long ago been treated of in these pages, it is evident that

thgre is a large and increasing body of readers of The
Jo'uENAL OF HoKTicuLTUKE, who take great interest in api-

arian matters, but who have not read and are not able to

refer to articles in the back Numbers. For their informa-
tion, therefore, I may state that, although I commenced bee-

keeping so far back as the year 1840, 1 consider my career as a

strictly scientific and experimental apiarian dates from 1859,

when I succeeded iii naturalising in this country the Ligu-
rian species of honey bee. From this time my apiary has
been emphatically an experimental one, and in contravention
of the dictum that an experimental apiary can never be a
prosperous one, it became and continued eminently pros-

perous and successful, until by the use of some infected
combs, purchased iu ignorance of the malady, and taken
out of common straw hives, I introduced into it a disease,

which, although unnoticed by most, and very imperfectly
described by any English wi-iters oh the subject, turns out
to be by no means uncommon in this country, whilst it is

identical with "foul brood," well known and much dreaded
both iu Germany and America, as a fatal and virulently
contagious scourge. From the commencement of the breed-
ing season until the end of June, I failed in identifying the
malady, but, beheving it to arise ii:om chilled brood, laboured
hard to eradicate it by various means, whOst I attempted to
strengthen my weak colonies by exchanging brood-combs
with such as remained prosperous. The only result of these
"manipulations was spreading- the disease with preternatural
celerity, untU at the end of June, when my eyes became
opened to the true state of the case, I found I had not one
healthy stock in my apiary, nearly every comb in every hive
being a disgusting mass of foul brood.

I will not enter upon the various expedients I then re-

sorted to with the view of extirpating this fell disease, all of
which were duly chi-onicled in these pages at the time, but
will briefly repeat the description of the only means by which
I succeeded in effecting a radical cure, and for which I am in-

debted to the Germans. The bees and queen of an infected
colony having been driven from their own domicile, must be
placed in an intermediate-hive for four days,* during the
whole of which period of penal discipline and inanity the
queen must be kept imprisoned in a queen cage. At the end
of this term they must again be transferred to a new domi-
cile, in which they are permanently to remain, and which
should, if possible, be furnished with a few pure combs. It is

well even then to keep the queen confined for the first day
or two untU comb-buUding has commenced, and upon her
release she will proceed to lay eggs, which, if the matter has
been properly managed, will probably hatch into healthy
brood. AH honey from an infected hive should be carefully
kept out of the reach of bees, the combs melted down, the
hive itself burnt if a straw one—carefully scrapedf if wood,
and washed over with a saturated solution of chloride of
lime, which in its turn may be washed off in a day or two
with clean water.

After perusing the above brief description of the only
remedy which I have found effectual, I fancy my readers

* Any combs made in this hive musl bo destroyed,
t The refuse scraped off should te scrupulously burnt.

wiU be disposed to concur with me in endorsing the German
opinion, that except under vei-y special circumstances it is

unadvisable to attempt the doubtful cure of a foul-breeding

stock, but far better to consign the bees to the brimstone

pit, melt the combs, drain the honey, and let the proceeds

go towards the purchase of a new stock; whilst the hive

itself is either burnt or carefully purified as above recom-

mended.
Thus much by way of retrospect ; but iu taking what I

hope may be a final leave of foul brood, and the discussion

which it has originated, I cannot refrain from again expres-

sing a wish to shake hands with my antagonist over our

little difference. I need scarcely say that I estimate Mr.

Lowe's abilities as an apiarian writer very highly, and I

should indeed regret if any mere difference of opinion

should interrupt the friendly feeling which has heretofore

subsisted between us.

Monday, the 29th February, being fine and mild, I devoted

to the examination of my remaining stocks, with the view

of ascertaining what mischief had resulted fr-om the effects

of a rather prolonged winter upon a number of colonies, few

of which had their hives more than half filled with comb,

and which were consequently but iU prepared to withstand

it. The fii'st five turned out aU right, and my spirits rose

as I viewed queen after queen in full health, and hive after

hive containing more or less of what I believe to be perfectly

healthy brood. In particular, the queen returned from our

Eenfr-ewshfre fr-iend was seen at the head of a populous

colony which she bids fair rapidly to increase; but the

sixth hive presented a far different scene—from this the

queen had disappeared, and the disturbance produced by my
examination exercised its usual effect in setting her forlorn

subjects upon a hopeless search after their missing monarch.

Next came the strong and healthy stock presented to me
last autumn by my kind friend "J. E. B.," and which had
been Ligurianised by the substitution of a young Italian

for its hybrid queen. Here again disappointment awaited

me ; the bees and queen were indeed in good health, but the

latter had failed in her matrimonial excursions, and her

virgin state was evidenced by the number of young drones

which the hive contained, as well as by the fact that every

sealed cell containing brood was elongated, and had received

that extremely convex covering peculiar to the cradles of

the male sex among bees.

It would be tedious to particularise the examination of

every hive. I may, therefore, sum up the result as follows :—

•

Of nineteen stocks two were entirely defunct, three were

queenless, and one was a drone-breeder, whilst thirteen

possessed fertile queens, and more or less of apparently

healthy brood ; so far as I could perceive there was not a

single foul cell. Of these thirteen surviving and perfect

queens, ten are Ligurians. The monarchs of the three

queenless stocks had succumbed, as I verily believe, to

regicidal attacks by their own subjects, since comparatively

few workers were defunct in either hive; whilst in one I

found the sovereign but recently deceased lying just within

the entrance. The instinct which prompts bees to these

suicidal acts appears to me the most extraordinary, anoma-

lous, and unaccountable of any which guide the actions of

these wonderful little creatvu'es.

The next day being also fine, I sucoessfoUy united my
three queenless stocks to their immediate neighbours in the

manner described at the conclusion of my article in page

523 of the last volume of The Jouenal of Hoeticultuee.

Such, then, is the present state of my apiary. Looking

at the half-fm-nished condition of nearly aU my hives, and

the difaculties with which I had to contend in order to bring

them into anything like a healthy state, I do not think I have

much cause to complain. I have every reason to believe that

I am free from fovd brood, and if we are only blessed with a

moderately favourable season I have little doubt that my
apiary wUl once more attain its wonted prosperity.—

A

Dbvonshibe Bee-keepee.

Bees in Lanabkshiee.—Notwithstanding the leafy and

flowery December, bees have been greatly checked by the

late frosts of January and February, consequently they did

not appear sooner than the 26th of February, that being

the first day on which they carried pollen, and being about
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three weeks later than in the preceding year. From the
mild weather which prevailed in December they are greatly
reduced in weight but strong in numbers, so that feeding in
many cases will have to be resorted to.—A Lanaekshiee
Bee-eeepee.

BEE-HIVES.
If " A Utilitarian " would order a hive-maker in liis

neighboui-hood to work him a flat-topped hive with a hole
in the centre of its top about 3 or 4 inches in diameter, as
hive No. 1 ; a capping-hive exactly the same shape as No. 1,

only considerably smaller, as No. 2 ; with another capping-
hive with a round top, as No. 3, a size less than No. H, so
that they can stand one upon another in the order of then-
numbers, he would then possess a hive he could work with
ease^ and one not open to the objections which he seems to
harbom- against those comm only used by experimentalists.
When used, bees must be hived into No. 1 ; when that is

fuU No. 3 must be put on ; and again when No. 3 is " chock
a block," it must be lifted up, and No. 2 placed between.
In due time, if the season is favourable, either or both of
these capping-hives may be removed, and when the honey
season is over, or in the autumn, may be broken up or
restored to the stock-hive should it be weakened too much
from the deprival to stand the winter.
With regard to the foul brood question, I desire also to

have the matter determined satisfactorily whether it be an
infectious disease or merely the result of chiUed larviE.
Cannot we prevail upon the Editors to nominate a bee-
master to settle this cxuestion for us ? Let a subscription be
raised to purchase the first swarm that can be obtained this
season. Let this swarm be driven or destroyed from its
Idye (a new straw cottage one) after a week or fortnight's
sojourn therein; then let this hive be placed where the
brood will become perfectly chOled, and in a week's time, or
more, be again filled with a strong first swarm. In due time
the readers of The Journal of Hoetictiltuee may be in-
formed of the result of this experiment—whether bees can,
or cannot, remove dead and putrid larvaa, and whether Mr.
Lowe's theory, or "A Devonshiee Bee-keepee's," be the
better one to rely upon. That no shots, harmless or other-
wise, may be fired on our territoiy, is the constant wish of

—

A Hampshire Bee-keeper.

several animals eat a lot of foxglove plants, but we know
what a dead leaf or two wonid do.

—

Jackson Gilleanks.

GEEEJN^ YEW FATAL TO BULLOCKS.
This morning (February 22nd), a lot of young cattle

(about two years old), belonging to the Earl of Oai-lisle,

broke into a little slu-ubbery at Coneysthoi-pe, where there
are a good many yew trees, and these showed plainly that the
cattle had eaten of them. In about two hours afterwai-ds two
of the beasts died, and in less then six houi's ten out of the
fourteen were dead, and the remaining four looked more
dead than alive. The vetei-inary surgeon arrived in time to
gave the fom-.

He (the surgeon), gave it at once as his opinion, that
eating yew was the cause of death. I saw him open and
examine the stomachs of eight of them, and found large
quantities of yew in pieces fr-om 1 to b and 9 inches in
length, very little chewed, a few ivy leaves, and, in one of
them, a small piece of Arbor vitse. They swelled very much
after they died.

I have had frequent opportunities of seeing the deer eat
yew during the jjresent storm, but have not seen any die
from eating it, or which have been in any way afi'ected.

—

Gbobqe Sutherland, Castle Mowaal, York.

Since I wrote you about yews, our veterinaiy surgeon
called in last week, and told me that two lots of milk cows
had died this winter, one in Lorton and the other in But-
termere, about ten miles from here, from eating yew dip-
pings from the garden fence. He is a very intelUgent man,
•and is quite of opinion that clippings which have lain some
time are the most dangerous form in which yew can be taken.
AH the poison then seems concentrated, and some chemical
change takes place which intensifies its power. I have seen

The Cookeet of the Woeking Classes.—""When we
criticise the cookery of the poor man's wife, one item of con-
sideration should be the many things she lacks. She has
no hatterie de cuisine from which to take at the moment the
utensil most convenient for the thing in hand. Decent
cooking apparatus for thevery simplest dinner we can sit down
to could not be bought for a working man's whole week's
wages. She has no store-room or handy cupboard stocked
with spices, flavoui-ings, and condiments. Whatever her
dish requires must come out of her not-over-iilled pocket at
the moment, and tax it at once with the full cost of the
dinner, to the detriment of the fund requu-ed for many other
things to the end of the week. I have often thought that
at apoulti-y or flower show a plain, good, well-made, useful
set of kitchen utensils would form a capital first prize in the
cottager's class. It should begin with a lai-ge strong ser-

viceable meat-kettle, followed by saucepans, or stewpans of

various sizes, and include an American oven. A prize like

this and others of nice home conveniences would be appreci-
ated, and become very useful in aiding the good wife with
her cookery. The want of good cooking appai-atr.s often
stands in the way of ihe housewife's wiUingness to ma'ne
soups and stews, and many concoctions, which would very
wholesomely and very pleasantly vai-y the monotony of fry
and bake ; and there is nothing better in the whole range of
kitchen fm-mtui-e than stewpans of convenient sizes, nor
anything better fitted to the often-not-very-oonvenient fire-

places of humble homes."

—

(Standard.)

OUR. LETTEE BOX.
PovLTRY ANI) Piggery Diary {A. Prcscott),-~0\\r corresponJent Irishes

to know w'bere oiie u.ui be purchased. We bay li cask boon, auU ruie iiinM
aUdUional columns i'or ourselves.

Dorkings {T. H. T. Z.).—^.uy colour is correct encept "black or -white.
Grey it< tne imiit udiijired. and, therefore, mo^t saleable. Double spurs are -

not only not i-itjns of true breed, but they are objeclionuble. |

Breeding Dcckwinged Bantams {Bantam}.—Vi^ believe those -wbo
have tuM you lo liave i-ccoarse to the BUck Kei;s to breed or keep up Duck-
\Tingtt) liuntams ^a-e right. It you can at auy time secure a Ductwir.ged
cock, the tiist cross Jrom the Blaek Ked, you muy salely use him with
Duckwinped hens, but yon must be certaiu. For "want of the cross you
will lose ihe penectly black breast, ihe black tail, and the copper saddle.
They will wenr out or become lumty. Ducliwiuys are birds of colour, and
therefore any cetect is a disqualification. Aa "ir is very difficult to breed
winning- cocks and hens from the same strain, T\"e udvtso you to put the
Duck\vin/,'ed cutk to some hens, and a liUck Ked to oihers. These willnot
only probably keep you a winner, but the produce of the two runs inter-

mix.ea wilt bau^ g.od colour ami good binis.

Parrot having Fits [S. G. -i.).—Try a te^i 1 bath once a-day, through
the ro^e of a watering-pot, but do not make the bird too wet, and place it

before a tire at a short distance from it to dry. Give it three peppercorns
oaily tov a week ur two; and, in addition to itii usual food, chilis and
hempseed, and bread soaked in w,.ter, tqueezed dry, besides water to drink.

Macaw DisorderjiD {U. 5.).—The cause of your Macaw not throwing off

the pens Ircaii the feathers is weakness. Place the bird in the sun when
warm ; and if yuu find the pen loobc, you might try Mith a bdisU =oft brush
to clear it oil, but care must be taiten not to irriiate the leather so that ic

bleeds. Give it bread and milk for a short time, boiled rice, chilis, builad
Indian corn, btmp and canary seed, at.d discontinue the capsicums. If the
looseness uues not abate, try dry bread, ciuinmed, and a pan of water
with a small piece of chalk in it.

Vertigo or Giddiness in a Dog {W, C.).—We cannot give a decisive
answer, not knowing the dog's condition. 'Ihe turning round for a length
of time, and the drowsiness, indicate a pressure on the brain ; and if this
arises trom fatness and con6ttpat.io:^, a tabiespoontul of a mixture of two of
olive oil and one of castor oil given for two or three mornings succeesively,
less animal food, and exercise, will be the best trentmenr. iour bookseller
ouyht not to charge you more than 17s. !'/. lor a yeai'*8 supply of this
Journal. We pay him a commirtsion. You could have it lor that sum if

you send us a post-office order for the amount.

LONDOISr MAEZETS.—J\lAKcn 7.

POTTLTEY.
"^'c are driftiup into our spring bui)ply, and Du;khngs, Guinea fowls, asd

Go^Ungs tell uf the dit-appfrarance of Game. All our winter poultry shOTV^
by their cutidiiion, they have had muck to suffur from the weather.
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simple enough if it could only bo impressed on those who
iaTe the duty to perform of saving the seed, which, it is

needless to say, ought only to be saved from plants posses-

sing the finest and best-coloured foliage. To do this is

simply foUowing the rule that has been laid down for ages
with plants of other kinds. Vegetables of all kinds would
speedily run into theii' weedy original condition if care in the

selection of plants proper for seed were not unceasingly exer-

cised, and why not expect the same thing with the PerUla ?

I am partly led into the above observations on the PeriUa
from having noticed plants with different hues in the same
plantation. Even the foliage differs, some plants having
quite a plain leaf, others one very much curled at the edge, the
curl amounting to a fringe. Now, as it would be advisable

to improve rather than allow this plant to degenerate, the
above hints may perhaps be of service to the seed-growers

;

and if they do not attend to the matter, as I have no
doubt but they will, private growers wfll have to do so

themselves, the same as they have done at times with other
things which they have not been able to depend on as always
genuine. With this request I must leave the matter in

their hands, as they know quite well which are the plants
most admired and suitable to save seed from.

Before, however, quitting this subject, I may relate that
for winter decorative purposes this plant is useless ; for last

autumn I sowed a batch of seed of this, and also of Amar-
anthus melanchohcus, and reai'ed several plants, which I

kept in heat, gi-owing them on to try if they would assume
anything like their summer garb, but they only attained a
dirty pale hue, scarcely recognisable as belonging to the
plants met with out-doors in August, although they had
the best place that could be had under glass ; they gi-ew on
pretty well, flowering and seeding, however, at a less size

than usual, and were altogether plants diflering widely from
the summer-grown ones outside of the same sijeoies.

Amakahthus MEiiANCHOLicus p.TjEEE.—When I called at-

tention to this plant in the autunm of 1862, as being likely

to prove a great acquisition to the flower garden, I said no
more in its favour than has been fully borne out ; for when
seen at its best it would be difficult to conceive anything
really more beautiiiil, and at a particulai- time last summer,
two long rows which we had of it were certainly the most
admired object in the garden. Nevertheless, with all its

"beauties I feai' I cannot recommend its general adoption
excepting in very favourable situations, or in very hot
seasons, as it cannot be called an early plant; neither is it a
late one, for it succumbs to the autmnn rains long before

any of the Geraniums, or even before the Coleus Verschaf-
felti mth which it is sometimes allied : therefore, to the in-

experienced who have a series of beds to plant, forming in
some respects a whole and compact figm-e, I would not
adWse this plant to be used, as it might create a great and
fatal blank in the picture impossible to remedy at the time
wanted. Nevertheless, in desultory planting where a faUiu-e

is of less consequence, and where experiments are excusable,
nay, even recommendable as aftbrding vai-iety, this plant
13 cei-tainly deserving attention, and if the season should
prove hot, it cannot fail to be one of the greatest attractions
of the garden. Its delicato character would indicate that
it must have come from the warmest districts in Japan,
as many plants from India and the tropics endui-e the cold
and wet of our eai-ly summer and autumn better than it

does, although none seem to be more really at home during
August and the early part of September. It is hardly
necessary to say that it ought not to be planted out too
soon, the middle of Jime being in many instances soon
enough. It seeds freely when grown in pots, but from my
experience of it in the jsast season it is of no use as a winter
plant; but to those having a'circulai' bed on grass in some
favom-ed comer, a centre of this plant with an edging of
Ceutam'ea is, perhaps, as fine an object as can well be con-
ceived; but for general pui-poses PeriUa is unquestionably
more to be depended upon, and, bearing cutting and trimming
better, is preferable in all cases where certainty rather than
experiment is the order of the day.
Ked Beet.—Common and not very refined as this plant

may appear, it has found its way nevertheless into the flower
garden, and 1 by no means find fault with it there. Of coiu-se,

only the variety with Beet-coloured foUage is admissible here;
but when it is good its appearance is far from despicable—on

the contrary, in bright sunshine there is a glossiness on its

leaves which the other dark-foliaged plants do not possess.

As its culture is easy and we all know that its adaptability

to all situations where flowers of any kind wiU grow is such
as to insure its succeeding, perhaps the only di-awback is that
it cannot be got so easily as the Perflla ; for by sowing it too
soon it runs to seed, and nipping ofl' each seed-stem as it

rises is a tedious job, and the plant ceases to have that
spreading foliage it has when grown without showing the
flower-stems. In the north of England the lied Beet is

oftener met with in flower gai-dening than about London

;

but I am told it is used in some few instances near the
metropolis. If the foliage were somewhat smaller and less

plain it would be better ; but it is abundant enough, and
rising all from the collar or crown of the plant there is little

or no stem until it begin to rim to seed, which it ought not
to do. In places where PeriUa wOl not succeed, a suitable

variety of Beet may be tried, and will be found far from de-

ficient in merit, and possibly may deserve a higher meed of

praise than some more costly productions.
Coleus Vekschatfelti. — Some difference of opinion

exists on this, the general impression, however, being that it

is too deUcate for aU but very war'm fine seasons. This is

my opinion, and my experience with the plant last year
confh-med it. If it would really grow and prosper out of

doors, and assume the rich maroon it presents when in the
hothouse, we should have nothing to wish for, as the plant
possesses every qualification in the way of habit, adaptability

to soUs, &c. But when it is known that in ordinary seasons
we must not expect it to look weU except in the month of

Avigust or later, we are naturaUy unwilling to place it in

the front rank of useful bedding plants ; and the mere fact

of its being a stove plant does not give it more claim to

notice than the last-named plant has, which has been in

cm- kitchen garden for a century or more ; nevertheless, in

line hot seasons it may do better. One thing, however, I

may say in its favour, it withstands the autumn cold and
rain better than the Amaranthus, as a bed we had here,

which was planted about the middle of May, and made
scarcely any progTess luitU August, except getting jDaler and
more dii'ty-looking, took to growing then, and for a time
looked weU, and the plants withstood the cold imtU frost

destroyed both them and the Geraniums. For general pur-

poses, however, I would not by any means recommend it

;

but for experimental beds it may be used and may create a
feeling in its favom- ; and if we have such seasons as enable

the Begonia, or Torenia asiatica, Pentas carnea, and other

stove plants to do out of doors, then we may expect this

to succeed also. Probably one season in ten may afford a
few weeks of this kind of weathex', and when our prophets

in such matters are better able to tell us than they are now
when such a season may be expected it mtU be a good time
to try these things. As it is, I fear that they can only be
recommended to experiment upon, leaving the other more
certain servants to do the work of the important beds.

PuEPLE Okach.—I cannot say I ever was successful with
this, but I have not tried it much ; its UabiUty to run to

seed, even when pinched back to struggle and put forth

fresh stems, gave much trouble wliich its short-lived charac-

ter did not by any means assist in compensating for. How-
ever, in some places it is much thought of, and I am told

it does weU in cool situations, and in such is a favomite

;

but since the other plants named above have been more
plentiful this has faUen into disrepute. To those who still

patronise it, I may say it is certainly liable to degenerate

in point of colour, and is often met with of a pale washy
pink colom-. It is, however, not by any means to be de-

spised when good, and when at its best leaves little to wish
for; but its short dm-ation detracts sadly from its value,

and its jjopnlarity h;is been on the wane some time.

Love-lies-Bleeding and Prince's Feather.—Though
not included in the list heacUng this article, these plants are

certainly worthy of more attention than they often receive,

the fii-st-named being certainly a useful plant in many places,

and it lasts the season better than almost any other annual I

know of It has, however, faUeu into disuse in a great

measm-e in the highly-di'essed lieds ; Ijut for surrounding
clumps of shrubs, or where taU plants ai'e grown, it is un-
questionably useful, and deserves more attention than it

often receives.
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I by no means assert tliat tlie above exliansts tlie list of

plants of this colour; on the contrary, I expect each year

will bring to notioo new ones, and it is not unlikely that the

ensuing summer tvUI find some one ti-ying" some of the

Dracffinas out of doors, which, if found to succeed, will drive

many of their predecessors out of the field. Without par-

ticularising, I will only add that certainly, now the subject

has gained so fast a hold on public attention, the remotest

corner wOl be searched for novelties, and the public being-

more fastidious than formerly, a plant must possess more

than an ordinai'y degree of merit to meet aU that is required

of it now-a-days. That such are forthcoming I have no

doubt, but until something better does appear I am con-

strained to give the preference for general purposes to

PeriUa. J- Eoeson.

TEMPEEATUEE OF VIJNE-BOEDEES.
The importance of warming Vine-borders for the siipply

of early Grapes, and for the proper ripening oftender varieties

such as Muscats, has of late years assumed a practical form.

Where vineries have been erected, especially in the gardens

of the more wealthy, for the object of ripening Grapes early

in spring, many of them have been supplied with hot-air

chambers underneath the borders; and it may safely be

assumed that all who are fortunate enough to possess such

an advantage ought, all other things being equal, to out-

distance those who have stiU to struggle against cold and
imgenial borders. It is admitted by all, or nearly all, gar-

deners, who have to produce eai'ly Grapes from Vines the

roots of which are in borders outside the vinery, that it is

a desideratum to warm the border by some means, so as to

overcome, to some extent at least, the gi'eat discrepancy

which exists between the temperatures of the mediums in

which the roots and leaves have to play their respective

parts. It is easy to say that where the advantage of

bottom heat from hot-air chambers directly underneath the

border is not enjoyed, the next best thing is to have all, or

nearly all, the roots in an inside border. But this, even
admitting its correctness, does not meet the case of many
who are compelled from circumstances to cut their earliest

Grapes fr-om Vines in the Pine-stove, or in company with
something else which prevents the possibility of having
even the smallest extent of border inside. On the other

hand, it is a fact that if the border be made both, inside and
outside, and the Vines planted inside, three-fourths of the

roots find their way into the outside border. Such, at least,

has been my experience, and on this account some have
questioned the utiUty of an inside border at all. To coun-
teract this outward tendency of the roots, I have in some
cases built up the arches for a year or two, and so compelled
the Vines to take possession of the inside before being
admitted to the outside ; and I would strongly recommend
the plan to those who have to force early without the advan-
tage of a properly heated border. Our business at present
is with Vines, the roots of wluch are of necessity all in

outside borders with no means of applying heat to the soil

from beneath. The method practised in the majority of

cases is to cover the border shortly before forcing commences
with stable-dung and leaves in a hot state. It may, perhaps,
be justly questioned whether such an application, after the
border has been exposed to the drenching rains and chiUing
winds of autumn, does much towards the end in view. At
all events, it may be questioned whether this be the surest
and least troublesome way of supplying warmth to the
border. It appears after all very much Uke locking the
door after the steed is stolen ; and I have known very suc-

cessfnl forcers abandon the application of fermenting ma-
terial, and in its stead to merely cover the border with a
tarpauling to throw off the rain.

One thing in connection with this practice must appear
Y&cy evident to the most inexperienced— i. e., that it is

decidedly an error to leave the border totally and entii-ely

exposed to all weather up, perhaps, to Christmas, and then to
cover it with fermenting or any other material a week or a
fortnight before forcing is commenced. Tet this is no un-
common practice. The well-known fact that in early autumn
the temperature of the soil is higher than that of the atmo-
sphere, ought to demonstrate how much more politic it

would be to take the precaution of by some means prevent-

ing the radiation of that natiu'al warmth, whether or not
fermenting material be afterwards applied. Further, it even
becomes a- question whether, if this natural earth heat were
jjroperly taken care of, any appboation of material with the
object of throwing warmth into the soU be at all necessary
or beneficial. My own impression is, that it is not.

If the border were covered early in autumn with a foot in
thickness of some dry, loose, nonconducting material—such
as hay or straw, and over aU a thatching of 8 or 9 inches of
good wheat straw, so as to entirely ward off rain and prevent
the escape of the heat, I am warranted from my own ex-
perience in saying that the temperature of the soil at mid-
winter will be more than equal to that secured by the appK-
cation of manure and leaves just before forcing commences,
and a deal of dirty work will be avoided. In the winter of

1856 I tested a border which had been thus early covered
in autumn, and found, in the first week of February, that a
thermometer plunged into the middle of the border to the
depth of 15 inches, quickly rose from 40° to 60°. Now, with-
out entering into the question of how far heat applied from
above will penetrate into a mass of wet, cold soil, it may be
questioned whether, when such a temperatvire can be secured
through the winter by merely taking care of the natural
heat of autumn, it be worth while to have all the mess and
labour of a heap of fermenting material. Of the two sys-

tems I think the former is quite efficient in seouiing the
end in view, and has besides many other points to recom-
mend it.

The qviestion of how to induce Vines to make as many-
roots as possible in the inside border, is one of very great
importance to those who have to lipen Grapes—say in.

April, and who at the same time have no means of bottom
heat from beneath. That Vines start more kindly and
mature their crops both better and more rapidly when the
roots are warm and comfortable, is a fact which admits of no
dispute. It is, therefore, of vast importance that all the
roots from them should be under the same roof, secure from
wind and weather, and acted on by the same temperature
as that to which the Vines are subject. As has already
been remarked, the tendency of the roots is to go outwards
through the arches into the outside border, and every pre-

caution and means should be adopted to induce them to
multiply inside. There are many Vines now subjected to

early forcing that have not at first had their roots confined

to the inside border, and a coaxing system is the only one
that can be applied to their case. There is a vinery here
which was planted in 1860, and its present crop will be the
thfrd which it has ripened in April. The inside border, even
up to the back wall, is one mass of active rootlets close to
the surface of the soil, while the Vines have all along had
the run of the outside border as well. There is no bottom,

heat from any appliance whatever, either outside or from
beneath the border. I attribute the abundance of roots

inside to the annual application of some light open soil over
the siirface of the border close to the roots, and over all a
sufficient depth of hard wood leaves to keep up for several

months a nice genial warmth, and more especially to the
leaves being left on aU the summer. By this means the roots

are enticed upwards to the top layer of soil, and the leaves

being left on all the summer there is no chance of the roots

being checked, as might otherwise occur if the leaves were
removed when the crop was cut. To this plentiful inside

root-action I attribute the ease with which the Vines are

started. In itself the vinery would by many be pronounced
totally unfitted for early forcing, it being very fiat and con-

structed after the fashion of the olden times with timbers
fit for a frigate. Yet the Vines, though weak owing t»
thefr having been early forced from the very first year they
were planted, always show plenty of fr-uit that colours well,

which must be attributed to the amount of inside roots

more than to anything else. I know of nothing that will

entice roots in any direction required more quickly than
a light, rich, open top-dressing, and the application of a bed
of leaves sufficiently deep to moderately warm the dressing,

and I would recommend the plan to all who are desirous of

inducing their Vines to make more roots in inside borders.

The great expense which has been incurred in some cases

in chambering below Vine-borders, and warming them by
means of hot-water pipes, together with the very poor results

in some cases, has done much to deter many from heating
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Tine-borders. Nevertheless, the advantages of bottom heat

from beneath is a great fact, especially in the case of early

forcing, and in the proper cultivation of some of our tenderest

and best sorts of Grapes. It is, however, by no means
necessai-y to have borders expensively chambered under-

neath to heat them eiEciently with hot-water pipes. It is

only necessary to tate out the bottom of the border a little

deeper than would otherwise be required to lay the hot-

water pipes, and then honeycomb them with bricks. This

is much cheaper, and quite as efficient as any expensive

chambering- requu-ing to be all strongly paved over with ex-

pensive stone ; and the amount of fii-ing or piping needed

to keep up a warmth in the soil is suxijrisingly small either

way, and is all saved in time by the ease with which the Vines

are started, as comjiai-ed with those to which such an effi-

cient mode of supplying bottom heat has not been ajjplied.

In making a border for a Muscat-house here, I took the

advantage of a pipe which ran through the border to another

house, and connected it with a quantity of rough rubble in

the bottom of the border. The result is, that the Muscat
Vines are started with surprising ease, even at midwinter,

and I find that they ripen theu' crops in nearly the same
time as Hamburghs, to which no bottom heat is applied.

They, moreover, attain to a pitch of amber colour which I

cinnot produce in houses without such aid. D. Thomson.

EOSES IN THE SUBUEBS AND THE PAST
WINTEE.

Hardiness of constitution and power to withstand in-

clement weather are, undoubtedly, among the essential
properties of Eoses for general cultivation; but, tUl the
past %vinter, there has been little opportunity of testing
the merits, on tliese points, of the varieties introduced since
1861. It will, however, now scarcely be denied that they
have undergone a satisfactory test, and that Eoses that
have passed unscathed through the atmospheric trials since
Christmas may be considered capable of enduring the
rigoui-s of our ordinary winters. The fii'st period of frost

caught the plants almost iu full gi-owth, and the second
again came upon them after an interval of moist oi^en

weather, the ground saturated, and the branches wet. Any
one who bears in mind how much more deeply frost pene-
trates into wet than into dry sod, and how much more sus-

ceptible to its influences wet branches are than dry, wiU be
able to realise the severity of the ordeal the new comers
have passed through at last, and the valuable addition they
form to our established favourites.

As far as my experiments extend, it may be laid down as
an axiom that the finest Eoses of 18G1-G2-63 are decidedly
hardy—an opinion, I believe, corroborated by that of Jlr.

John Eraser, whose opportunities and authority few wiU
dispute ; and I have no doubt the same has been remarked
by others of the leading nurserymen. It may happen that
from fortuitous cii'cumstauces, all kinds have not behaved
alike in every pai't and under every condition ; but, as a
general principle, recent acquisitions rival, if they do not
sui'pass, older kinds in vigour aud endurance.

I shall now proceed to remark upon the varieties that
have fallen under my personal experience this winter. Of
1861, I find H. P.'s Colonel Cambriels, TeiTe Noire, Jean
Bart, General Washington (is apt to spUt), B. Catherine
GuiUot, H. P. Due de Cazes, are aU hardy. Due de Cazes
is the best of these, for though Madame Fui-tado is, perhaps,
the most perfect flower of the year, it is an unsatisfactory
grower, and by no means suited for suburban rosarians.

1862 has been the most prolific season on record for sterlincr

Eoses. Ml'. Elvers in his select list of seventy-seven of the
choicest kinds, enumerates more than twenty introductions
of the above-named yeai'. Among them are Charles Lefebvi'c,
Fran9ois Lacharme, and Madame Charles Wood, three of
the finest varieties in cultivation. All of tlieso appeal'
thoroughly hardy. The smooth Bourbon-looking wood of
Charles Lefebvre, in particular, seems impervious to frost.

Louise Darzins, Aljihonse Damaizin, Madame Boutin,
Madame Clemence Joigneaux (a splendid robust kind),
Maurice Bernardin, Souvenir de Comte Cavom-, Triomphe
de Caen, Vicomte Vigier, Henriette Dubois, Prince Camille
de Eohan, John Hopper, Notre Dame de Fourvriures, are

likewise untouched. Marechal VaOlant, L'Eblouissante, and
Turenne, are, perhaps, a shade more tender, and also Monte
Christo, a slender grower—that is, the shoots are more cut
down, but the buds appear aU right.

The novelties of 1863 must be chiefly judged by the be-
haviour of the dormant buds and stools from France ; the
comparatively few plants in the ground being early-grafted

plants on the Manetti, hun-ied on to send out in the spring,

and which, consequently, rarely thrive in the first season,

though afterwards they succeed well. The following varie-

ties appear to be as hardy as any kinds grown, and are, I

suppose, the best of the year. H. P.'s Alfred de Eougemont,
Baron A. de Eothschild, Le Baron Eothschild, Deuil de
Prince Albert, Madame Wdliam Paul, Jean Goujon, Le
Ehone, President Lincoln, Soaiu- des Anges, and Vainqueur
de Goliath : most of these kinds are dark or high coloured,

and of unusually robust and vigorous growth.
I have had a glimpse of the "debutantes" for 1864.

B. Eev. Heni-y Dombrain, I have already seen in flower at

the Lea Bridge Eoad nurseries. It is pretty, bright, and
promising, and, I should say, a free bloomer; every shoot out
of some score or two of young grafted plants displaying a
flower-bud. Others of the new kinds appear likely to tiu'n

out well, and Mr. J. Fraser's clever Eose foreman told me
they never had a better lot. I may just remai'k, en passant,

that these nurseries have passed eutu'ely into the hands of

Mr. John Eraser, under whom they axe not likely to be con-
ducted with less spmt than heretofore. Several acres have
been added to the home ground, and a large plot has been
taken in fi-om "the Forest" as an additional outlying nursery,
chiefly, I believe, for purposes of experiment. There is still

time to put in Eoses if done at once and with due precau-
tions as to planting, the chief of which are to place the roots

carefully in weR prepared soil, with some fiie leaf mould
and loam immediately in contact with them, and a good
deep mulching of warm manvu'e above to encourage imme-
diate root-action, not forgetting secure staking if standards.

I had a few excellent dwarfs iu first-rate order from
Messrs. W. Wood & Son (Mai-esfield, Sussex), a few days
ago, so that I conclude the supijly of fine plants at the first-

rate nui'series, though late in the season, is not yet exhausted,

except as to certain kinds sold out everywhere at the begin-

ning of the season. I mention this, as I have often found
that Eoses planted when just on the move have taken
better, and turned out more satisfactorily, than many put
in earlier. Those, however, who do not complete their re-

movals before the middle of the mouth wiU have to wait
and furnish or replenish thefr Eose-beds with plants out of

l^ots, if they wish for success.—W. D. Pkiok, Homerton.

ANNUAXS FOE BEDDING.
In answer to " A Lovek op Floweks," whose communi-

cation .appeai-ed in yom- Number of Februai-y 9th, I would
state that, having for many yeai's bedded-out a rather large

flower garden ivith nothing but annuals, before I had a

greenhouse or any means of wintering bedding-out plants,

I can safely recommend the following, some of which were
named in your answer to the inquu-y :

—

Tropajolum Tom Thumb (scarlet and yellow). Petunias,

Ao-eratum, Lobelia speciosa. Phlox Drummondi, Asters,

Stocks, Zinnias, Linum kermesinum, Oenothera Dinimmondi
nana, Saponaria (pink aud white), Mesembryauthemum
tricolor (edging), Perilla naukiuensis, Amaranthus, Cineraria

marituua. All these ai'e better sown in hotbeds and pricked-

out ; and where there is an opportunity. Petunias, Phlox
Drummondi, Amaranthus melancholicus ruber, and Lobelia

speciosa ought to be pricked-out into a slight hotbed covered

with 4 or 5 inches of good soil, sufliciently tenacious to take

up in balls. Such annuals as CaUiopsis, Eschscholtzia cali-

fornica, Collinsia, Kaulfussia, Venus's Looking-glass, and
some few others, though very showy for a time, do not last

long enough. Sileno pendula may, however, be gi'own with

advantage by sowing it early, and haviug a supply of

Saponaria CfUabrica to take its place when it has dona
blooming. In tho same way Virginian Stock, Collinsia,

Nemophila, and Alyssum mai-itimum can be planted for

early blooming, keeping baclc plants of Asters, Petunias,

Stocks, Lobelias, or other late-flowering annuals to be trans-
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planted from store-beds or pots to supply their places. I

used to find Tom Thumb Nasturtmms, grown in pots and
kept in a cool place, very useful for this purpose.

Numbers will bloom very early and well from seedlings,

but requii-e to have their seed-pods picked off as soon as the

blooms are over, and very liberal watering if a dry summer,
otherwise theii- time of flowering is very short. Pansies, if

sown at once, will also make good beds and good blooming
plants for late work.—X. Y. Z.

THE EOYAL HOETICULTUHAL SOCIETY'S
FIEST SPRING SHOW.—March 9th.

The Society has had many a wet and cheerless show-day,
but never for many years one on which the weather was so

wi'etohed as on this occasion. In the early morning it was
difficult to say whether rain or snow predominated, but as

the forenoon advanced a fall of half-melted snow took place,

and continued with but little intermission till late in the

afternoon. Everywhere there was slush, the roa<ls, the foot-

paths were covered with it, and even in the large conser-

vatory it was there, for the snow sliding ofl^ the lofty arched
roof broke the glass at the sides and fell through. Few who
could stay at home would venture out on such a day, and
the attendance of visitors was consequently very small, a
fact which is more to be regretted because the display was
unusuaEy good, particularly the JHyacinths, which formed
the principal feature.

As the Exhibition building is now being rapidly taken
down to obtain a covered space, the Entrance-hall and the
Council-room were temporarily fitted up for the Show, but
owing to the communication with the adjoining arcade being
open, the place was cold and draughty.
Hyacinths were even finer than in previous years, and

those which Messrs. Cutbush and Mr. WiUiam Paul ex-

hibited in the class for eighteen distinct kinds, could hardly
be sui'passed. Here each put forth his best flowers, and the
result was, that each received a first prize.

Messrs. Cutbush had of Eeds, Macaulay, Princess Clo-

thilde. Von Schiller, Florence Nightingale (very fine, dense
spike), and Duke of Wellington. Of Blues, Laurens Koster,
Argus (bright blue, with a distinct white eye, a very eifective

kind), CharlesDickens, Mimosa (very fine), and BleuAimable,
(a splendid spike). Of Whites, Gigantea, Grandeur a Mer-
veiUe, Mont Blanc, Seraphine, and Queen of the Nether-
lands ; and of other classes, Haydn, lilac mauve ; Ida,
yellow ; and General Havelock, a splendid black.

Mr. W. Paul exhibited of Eeds, Howard, Macaulay, Von
Schiller, and Princess Clothilde. Of Blues, Argus, Baron Von
Tuyll, Charles Dickens, Grand Lilas, Mimosa, Marie (fine

spike), Peruck Khan, which being very dark might, perhaps,
more properly be classed as a black ; and King of Blues (a
new and beautiful dark blue). Of Whites, Mr. Paul's col-

lection contained Snowball, a beautiful kiud with large and
fine beUs ; MiraudolLne, and Queen of the Netherlands. Of
other classes there were General Havelock, Ida, and Due
de Malakoff (fawn).
The only other competitor in the Nurserymen's Class was

Mr. Treen, of Eugby, who received a third prize, and whose
flowers were far behind the two splendid collections just
referred to.

In addition to the above, Messrs. Cutbush and Mr. W.
Paul contributed finely-grown collections, each consisting of
about a hundred pots of the best varieties, and for which
they respectively received extra first and second prizes.
In the Amateurs' Class for twelve Hyacinths of six kinds,

Mr. Young, gardener to E. Barclay, Esq., Highgate, had
some very fine flowers, the kinds shown being Von Schiller,

Howard, Duke of Wellington, Mont Blanc, Grandeur a
MerveiUe, and Charles Dickens (large and fine spike). Mr.
A. Carr, gardener to B. Noakes, Esq., Highgate, was
second; and Mr. G.. Taylor, gardener to C. Hanbury, Esq.,
East Barnet, third.
In the next Class, 3, for six kinds, Messrs. Cutbush were

first with Princess Clothilde (very close spike), Von SchiUer,
Elorence Nightingale, Grandeur a MerveiUe, General Have-
lock, and Ida, aU of which were fine examples. Mr. Young
came in second with Grand Lilas, Ai-gus, Solfaterre, Madame
Van der Hoop, General Havelock, and Ida. Mr. W. Paul,

who was third, had among others. Lord Palmerston, a new
and striking variety, clear blue, with a white eye, and which

win, doubtless, be much sought after.

Hyacinths grown in windows, either in pots or glasses,

formed the subject of competition in Class 4, where the best

six came from Mrs. Noakes, of Highgate. These were ia

glasses, and were much the finest of those grown in this

way ; among them were excellent spikes of Von SchiUer,

Grand LUas, and Macaulay. Mr. Young was second, and

Miss Fortune, of Gilston Eoad, Brompton, third.

In the next Class, for six new kinds of 1863 and 1864,

Messrs. Cutbush had the fii-st prize, Mr. W. Paul the second,

and Messrs. Barr & Sugden the thh-d. In Messrs. Cutbush's

six was Josephine, an intense crimson, the tube shaded with

orange crimson ; it is distinct in colour from any other kind,

and is unquestionably of first-rate merit. Eobert Fortune,

reddish mauve, and having a large spike and beUs, wUl also

take a high rank. The others were Sohwarzwald, a new
blact; Henrietta Elizabeth, delicate pale lUac, new and

very attractive in colour ; Queen of Denmark, bright rose

shaded to crimson in the centre of the segment ; and Die

Jung Frau, white, with large beUs. From Mr. W. Paul came

King of Blues, a splendid dark blue, i^roducing a very fine

spike ; Lord Palmerston, clear blue with a white eye, and

of first-rate merit ; Emma Livry, and L'Or d'Australie, both

yeUow; Alba Nova, white ; and Leonidas, a bright blue, the

outside of the tube approaching to cobalt. Messrs. Barr

and Sugden received the third prize for King of Blues;

Lady Morgan, crimson ;
Queen of Beauty, white ; Dr. Lmd-

ley, mauve; Lord Shaftesbury, white flushed with pink;

and Flag of Truce, striped rosy crimson.

Tulips made a good display, but the competition was

chiefly confined to Messrs. Cutbush and Paul, both of

whom exhibited splendid examples of these highly-decora-

tive spring flowers. Messrs. Cutbush, who took the first

prize in the Nurserymen's Class for twelve pots of six

kinds, had Fabiola, Vermilion BriUant, Duo d'Aremberg,

Keizerkroon, Cramoisie Eoyale, and Florida ; while Mr. W.
Paul, who was second, had White and Yellow Pottebakker,

VermiUon BriUant, Keizerkroon, Coleur Cai-dinal, Proser-

pine, and Van der Neer. Messrs. Cutbush and Paul had

also extra prizes in the MisceUaneous Class for numerous

and fine coUections of the same flower. Among the Ama-
teurs the best coUection came from Mi-. Young, Highgate

;

Mr. Taylor being second, and Mr. Carr third.

Crocuses were also shown in large coUections by Messrs.

Cutbush and W. Paul, to whom first and second prizes were

respectively awarded. Albion, Sir W. Scott, Bride of Lam-
mermoor. Calypso, Lina, Prince Albert, Marie d'Ecosse, and

Golden YeUow, were a few of the most striking. In the

Amateurs' Class Mr. Young had the flrst prize.

Miscellaneous.—There being little, and in some cases

no competition in the remaining classes, it will be most

convenient to include them all under this heading. The
only exhibition of AmaryUis was from Mr. Parker, Tooting,

who had Formosa, Johnsoni psittacina, and Aokermanni pul-

chen-ima, which were very brilUant. Of Epacrises, though

prizes were offered, it is surprising that none made theic

appearance. Of LiUes of the VaUey, the only exhibitor was

Mr. Bartlett, of Hammersmith ; and of Chinese Primulas,

the best came from Mr. T. Todman, gardener to E. Hudson,

Esq., Clapham Common, and Messrs. Dobson, of Isleworth,

who were second. In Camellias, Mr. W. Paul had first

prize for a fine stand, and Mr. Treen, of Eugby, second.

Messrs. Paul, Cheshuut, received an extra prize for pot

Eoses; and Mr. BuU, Chelsea, for new and rare plants,

among which were included a finely-grown specimen of the

curious Cephalotus foUicularis, the SUver Palm of New-

Grenada (Ceroxylon niveum), Asplenium rachirhizon, Adi-

antum cardiochlisna, CameUias, and Azaleas. The last-

named were also shown in good bloom by Mr. Todman ; and

near them was a nice coUeotion of Narcissus fr-om Messrs.

Cutbush.
By far the most interesting feature of the Show, however,

was the green-leaved female Aucuba, loaded -with a pro-

fusion of its orange-red fr-uits, and thus reaUsing the ex-

pectations which were formed of it on the introduction of the

male plant into this country. It came from Mr. Standish,

of Ascot, who states that the fruit consists of one hard

globular seed covered with a thin skin. When the male
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plant becomes plentiful enough, there can he little doubt
that the Aucuba will be planted as extensively for its orna-
mental fruit as it now is for the foliage. Mr. Standish also
contributed a cui-ious Azalea from Japan, having the petals
cut into long naiTOw pink strips.

A SPRING Show ! alas ! what a day for it. The storm that
raged in the Council-chamber a few days ago was nothing
to the storm that raged without on this the fii'st day of the
new campaign of the Eoyal Hortieultiu'al Society ; and, if an
omen of the future, we might well despair. The whole of
this season, so fertile in changes of temperature and dis-

appointed hopes as to the departure of winter, has not wit-
nessed a more unseasonable day than this was ; and albeit
the arrangements were excellent, displaying far more con-
sideration for the comfort and convenience of the public
than on any previous time since the revival of the exhibi-
tions of the Society, yet never did one feel less inclined to
look at flowers than in the cold wintry day that marked the
Hyacinth Show ;—to the Society, to the public, and to the
exhibitors it was a loss : to the Society, because of the funds

;

to the pubhc, p.s they missed thereby a great treat ; and to
the exhibitors, who, of course, hope to see their flowers
admired and criticised.

Well, we must make the best of it, and take a few rough
notes with a florist's eye of the principal objects of merit.
With regard to Hyacinths, I do not think they were ever
exhibited so fine, the principal points of interest being
undoubtedly the vai-ious collections of Messrs. Cutbush and
Paul; the former regaining the ground he lost last year,
and coming off first in every encoimter. More splendid
flowers could not be ; whUe it is but justice to Mr. Paul to
say that he was not much beliind, and in eighteens was
considered by the Judges as ec[nal to his competitor.
The class for New Hyacinths naturally attracted one's

chief attention; and here some really meritorious flowers
were staged. I may mention, as amongst the best there,
Bohert Forhine, a fine flower of great distinctness of colour

;

it was of a delicate mauve, with dark stripes of the same
colour; the bells were small, but in considerable numbers,
and the truss remarkably iine : altogether it was a very
excellent flower. Schioarzicald, a dark pui-ple flower, promised
well. Henrietta Elizaheth was curious, a flower marked not
unlike Striata perfecta Verbena, light lilac with dark stripe
in it. Queen of Denmarlc was too small, and Die Jung Frau
too large, having some of those large, thick, Mont Blanc
bells, which, I do not think, lorm the best spike of Hyacinth.
Josephine, the last of the sis, not the least, was a beautiful
flower, the colour an intense orange scarlet, and the spike
good. It will be noticed that all these are single flowers.
Amongst Mi-. Paid's sis Alba Nova, another of the large-

bell class, and Sh- Charles Napier, a large blue, seemed
to be the most promising. In looking over the various
stands the following caught my eye as fulfilling most what
one looks for in a good Hyacinth. I will give them promis-
cuously fi-om Mr. Cutbush's and Mr. W. Paul's stands :—La
Dame du Lac, Lina, Macaulay, PeUssier, Eeine des Jacinthes,
Eobert Steiger, Solfaten-e, Von SohOler, Princess Clothilde :

these were Single Eeds. Of Whites there were Gigantea,
Grandeur a MerveUle, Madame Van der Hoop, Mirandoliue,
Tubaflora, and Mont Blanc. In Single Lilaos L'Unique and
Haydn were both good : whUe in Blues, Ai-gus, Baron Von
TuyU, Grand Lilas, Charles Dickens, and Marie were excel-
lent. In that intense dark shade of purple which is very
nearly black Genetal Havelock is undoubtedly Al; while
Von Humboldt with its white, eye is distinct and good. In
Single YeUov/s Due de Malakoff and Ida were the best and
most generally shown.

I almost wonder that there are not more growers of the
eai'ly Tulips. As decorative plants they are most effective

;

and it was only this day that in the wonderfully gay conser-
vatory of Lord Lecontield's, at Petworth House, I noticed
how gay they looked. There are some exquisite colours
amongst them, although their shape is not up to the true
florists' model. Amongst the best in Mr. Cutbush's very fine
collection were Bruid van Haarlem, Coleur Cardinal, Due
d'Ai-emberg, Marquis do Wessenrode, Pottebakker (white),
Prosei-piue, Fabiola, Florida, Keizerkroon, Eose Luisante,
and Eoi Pepin. Messrs. Paul & Son quite charmed the

few visitors there with half a dozen nice plants of the dear
queen of flowers, well bloomed and, for the time of the

year, excellent. They were—Anna Alexieff, Triomphe de
Paris, Madame VOlermoz, Marquise de Foucauld, L'Enfant
Trouve, and Souvenir d'uu Ami. In cut blooms of Camellias

there were only two stands. In Mr. W. Paul's I noticed

La Eeine, fine ; Princess Bacciochi, dark red ; and JubUee,

pink. As I know you have fuller notes of other matters I

shall not add any further remarks.—D., Seal.

Floral Comjiittee, March 9.—The first Meeting of the
year was held on this day in the CouncO-room at South
Kensington, and, it being a special Hyacinth Exhibition, a
Sub-Committee was appointed to report on the plants sent

for examination.
From Messrs. Veitch came Gymnogramma sp. ChUi, a

very handsome erect-growing Fern, with long, broad, finely-

pinnate foliage, not unlike an A^liantum—fii-st-class cer-

tificate ; Asplenium palmatum cristatum, having the appear-

ance of one of the Scolopendrium monstrosities, and which,

when seen in better condition, wUl doubtless receive some
notice ; and Lycoplesium pubrflonmi, a hardy wall climber,

which has stood the test of the thi-ee last winters. It pro-

duces dark purplish beU-shaiied flowers, scattered over the
branches, which bear but little foliage. This wOl be found
a useful plant at this early season of the year. It received

a second-class certificate. The same firm sent Azalea Stella,

a very finely-formed, promising variety, with bright orange
red flowers, the upper petal spotted on a puii^lish ground;
but there were not sufEoient flowers oijen to justify an
award, which it will doubtless receive if shown again in

better condition. Also Ehododendron sp. nova, Mouknein,
producing large, white, loose, rough flowers, a plant of dwarf
habit and useful for decorative purjjoses—commended ; and
a seedling Dendrobium, one of Mr. Dominy's raising, inferior

to nobUe and moniliforme, which it somewhat resembled.
From Mr. Bull came Gymnogramma pliimaria (?) ; Lomaria

cycadiflora, exhibited by Messrs. Lee, 1861, a handsome
tree Fem, known also as L. gigantea; Chameranthemum
reticulatum, a dwai-f flne-foUaged plant; Lastrea erythro-

sora, which received a second-class certificate in 1863, and
which much resembles L. opaca, but is distinct, fi'oni the

bright red sori; Aspidium pinnatum, better known as

Lastrea patens ; and Pandanus furcatus.

Mr. Short, Clewer Park, sent a small branch of Pycnosta-
chys urticifolia, bearing teiininal heads of dark blue flowers.

If the habit of the plant were suitable for bedding ptu'poses

it might be useful.

From Mr. Todman came Azalea Lord Derby, flowei-s bright

rose, deeply spotted on the shaded upper petal ; not equal

to many varieties Of its class, stUl, as a decorative plant,

very useful—it received a label of commendation; also.

Azalea rosea plena, and a white variety.

Among the new Hyacinths the Committee selected four

as worthy of special notice as distinct and good :—From
Messrs. Cutbush, Eobert Fortune, a very conspicuous flower,

fine large spike, with pale Ulac-striped beDs on a whitish

ground—first-class certificate; Josephine, very bright ver-

milion, perhaps the brightest of its class, medium spike,

very showy—second-class certificate ; Henrietta Elizabeth,

a pale silvery lUao, novel in colour, medium spike, very dis-

tinct—second-class certificate ; and from Mr. Wm. Paul, Lord
Palmerston, a light blue, %vith white centi-e, after the style

of Argus, large spike, exhibited last season among the

novelties, .and much admired—fii-st-class certificate.

Mr. Standish, Ascot, sent a fine specimen of tho green-

foliaged Aucuba, inti-oduced from Japan by Mi-. Fortune, a
female plant, thickly studded with bright scai-let ben-ies

the size of sloes. This was considered the greatest novelty

of the day. It is a most valuable addition to om- present

hardy shrubs, and will be found, being perfectly hardy, an
indispensable plant for winter decoration. In adilition to

the first-class certificate awarded, to stamp its excellence

and value, the Committee have recommended it to the notice

of the CouncU as a plant worthy of the Society's Medal.
Mr. Standish also exhibited a very singular specimen of an
Azalea from Japan, with long strap-shaped pale rose petals,

which seemed to be entwined among tho nan-ow foliage.

This was a botanical curiosity, and, when compared wiUi
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the modern florist's idea of a perfect well-formed Azalea,

was very interesting.

Mr. Dobson sent five seedling Cinerarias, but none of

them in advance of well-known varieties.

OECHAHD-HOUSES.
It is now six years since I became practically acquainted

with orchard-houses, though well, I hope, let into the secret

of cultivating trees in pots by a frequent perusal of Mr.

Eivers's " Orohard-Hovise " some time prior to becoming
practically acquainted with them. I never doubted that fruit

could be grown equally fine in pots as from trees planted

out: in fact, I had seen trees so grown long ere the idea

occurred to Mr. Elvers, and which has received so practical

a solution at his hands. The idea of growing fr-uit trees in

pots is not new, as any one may prove by a perusal of Aber-

crombie, and that it was practised by the gardening com-
munity long after his time I have not the least doubt ; but
in only one instance do I remember to have seen that

system followed, and then only for the purpose of obtaining

early fr-uit.

Mr. Paxton (now Sir Joseph) in the "Horticultural

Eegister" for June, 1833, gives a very full description of a
Cherry-house, with a section of the same, and from it we
leai'n that the trees were planted out. In the same article are

directions for the cultivation of the Cherry in pots and tubs,

and that under various cu-cumstances ; so that the idea of

growing fr-uit trees in pots was by no means new at that

time, for Sir Joseph speaks or writes of it as a thing accom-
plished, and not prospectively.

Mr. Elvers, however, was the first to grow fruit trees in

pots in a cool house without any artificial heat. He was
the 'first to show that by the aid of a glass covering our
climate might be made more suitable for the growth and
perfection of some fr-uits, which without it were a precarious

crop, and the cause of much annoyance to all concerned
from their failing. He was the first to promulgate a prac-

tical code of regulations by which miniature fruit trees were
to be formed and managed, and, I believe, first succeeded
in bringing to perfection a greater variety of fr-uits in one
house than any cultivator before him. His practical views
and common-sense writing as embodied in his work, " The
Orchard-House," have obtained for him many adherents to

his system, and I doubt whether there is either a work on
gardening that has reached so many editions in so short a
time since the appearance of Abercrombie's " Every Man His
Own Gardener," or a system that was ever more generally
adopted than his of growing fr^^it trees in pots, in houses
with little wood and large panes of glass.

The system, as a system, is in every way sound, because
based on the strictest regard to the laws of Nature. It is a
weU-dii-ected effort at assisting her, ijroviding means to

enable us to contend against the vicissitudes of a cold
climate, and enabling us to bring to perfection some fruits

which otherwise would not be enjoyed in anything like

proftision.

Of aU subjects that have engaged the attention of horti-

cultrurists, none have shown or brought out greater literary

ability ; but in the midst of this there has been too little of
the simple desu-e for ascertaining the truth of the matter.
I do not say that men who had no experience in growing
trees in pots in orchard-houses have no right to offer an
opinion on the subject ; for those with eyes, and who travel

about from place to place, and there see the practical work-
ing and results of the system, are fully entitled to give their

impressions equally with those that manage them. There
are some, however, that conceive a notion that a practice

newly introduced is wrong, and they go about with a desire
to find experience in harmony with their notion, more than
to ascertain the merits or defects of the system.
Now, I have done a little in one of these ways myself. I

shall not say which, but leave that to the reader. I have
a house some 50 feet long, and 14 feet wide, and span-
roofed. In the centre is a bed about 3 feet wide for Peaches
and Nectarines, and a bed or border aU round the inside

of the house a yard wide. One side is occupied by Plums and
Cherries, the other with Pears, and at one end are a Fig and
four Apricots. A pathway 2-j feet wide runs round the
house. The path is sunk in the ground, and the borders are

upheld by flagstones set on edge. The sides of the house
are boarded with half-inch deals to a height of 4 feet, and
then comes the glass roof. The second board from the
glass opens by the means of hinges. The roof is formed of
lights, which we had by us, bo that there is a departure from
the original. These lights, however, formed part of a house
in which Peaches had been grown, and Grapes, too ; so that
it was reasonable to conclude, that what had answered for

the growth of a certain thing would do so again under
similar circumstances. It may be as well to state that the
house was heated fr-om which the lights were taken. We
put up the house thus for about ^£13 7s., and the trees were
had from various parties, for we experienced a difficulty in
obtaining them. The trees cost .£12 10s. They were in pots
or potted, and were purchased in October.

"We now come to the management. In every partiorJar

the directions given in Mr. Eivers's "Orchard-House" were
followed, and the ti-ees managed by my own hand. There
was no fruit, except some Pears, and these were moderate
fr-uit, and some Cherries. The trees being potted was con-
sidered the cause of failure. There was a fau- amount oi

work with them, but no more than in any other house with
plants in pots in it; and as for insects, I do not know
that there was any more trouble with them than with plants

in general. The trees were duly toi3-dressed in autumn,
and put to rest, and the house crammed with Endive, which
was very useful in the February following. Dviring the
summer some Strawberries had been prepared in pots, and
these, put on a shelf, afforded some fine fruit in the following

season. The trees were attended to as directed, and in spring

we had a desperate attack of brown aphis. Smoking the
house was of no avail, for the smoke could not be kept in, as

the boards had shrunk so mtich with the dry weather, and
as a last resource Gishurst compound was used. This kOled
the insects, and the bloom of some trees also, so that we
had little fruit again, and the Peaches were as mealy as a
stewing Pear in January. The Plums, however, were deli-

cious. In autumn the aphis again attacked the trees, but a
coating of Gishurst' compound settled it. The wood, how-
ever, was not ripe, and it was plain our notion of an orchard-

house was a failure.

After all we did not give in. "We have enough smoke here to

turn a white man black, and to remedy this evil some netting

was procui-ed and pulf over the ventilating openings. Hopes
again all disappointed ; but, not to be beaten, another move
was tried—that was to plant the trees out. This, like many
others, was a retrograde step. The wood ripened all the
worse, and the fr-uit (and it was meagre), was as late as we
might expect it from walls in a dull inclement season. From,
that time to this things have become worse, and it now
seems a struggle between animal and vegetable existence ;

for the trees are no sooner clear of insects than they swarm
with the pest again. The cause of failure must be due to

two things—viz., the house or the management. The house
was made according to the originator's directions, except the

roof, which was formed of lights no darker than in houses
of ten years' standing in general. They afforded sufficient

light for the perfecting of Peaches and Vines when the space

enclosed was heated, but not when the space was kept cold.

As for the management, it was such as the fifth edition of

Eivers's "Orchard-House" gave directions for, and these

were followed according to the best of myjudgment. Peaches
and Nectarines could not be grown in this house with more
certainty of a crop than on walls without the protection of a
glass covering. It was warm enough for Plums, but not for

Figs, Peaches, Nectarines, or Vines. Our situation is high
and exposed, and the ground slopes fi-om the sun. The soil

is a very strong loam, with a clay subsoil. Our mean annual
temperature is about 47°. It is evident that the house did

not raise the temperature sufficiently to produce the fruit

said to be grown by the aid of orchard-houses. That it did

increase the temperature considerably I am aware, and
that to an extent of several degrees. By keeping a register

of the highest and lowest temperatures, as shown by ther-

mometers in the house, it was certain that the temperature,

on an average, was 5° higher than that of the external air;

but this augmentation was not sufficient to be suitable for

the growth of the Peach and Nectarine. If it were not warm
enough, why not heat it ? That would make a forcing-house

of it, and the name of " orchard-house" would be a misnomer.
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We do not propose heating it, but to keep it as it is. I

confess to having proposed a trial of the system on a smaU
scale, with a view to test its merits and defects. Not an-

swering expectations I put myself down as against the sys-

tem in cold localities, but not against it where the Peach

can be grown on walls, the Apricot on cottages, and Vines on
house walls. There, I say, an orchard-house would obviate

much of the uncertainty of obtaining a regular produce,

and, besides being a pleasing recreation, would yield a fair

amount of profit; but in cold localities like this, if you
expect Peaches, Grapes, Apricots, and Nectarines li-om

orchard-houses these must be heated, or nothing short of

disappointment will attend your efforts as it has mine.

Plums, Cherries, and Pears can be grown in them without

artificial heat, and in that respect they are of value to

occupiers of cold wet localities. The last three are a more
certain crop; and a finer and higher-flavoured produce is

secm-ed by employing a glass house as a protection than by
trusting to walls.

Turning from the subject as it afi'ects oneself, I will state

how my neighbours have fared with their orchard-houses.

Within the last six years a number of these structures have
sprung up round here, and all have had more or less of

success and failure. By one and all it is said, " Orchard-

houses are humbug." To grow Peaches and Nectarines we
must have the houses heated. Were it that gardeners did

not mind telling publicly of then' failures, depend upon it

we should soon get at the bottom of the subject. I have
invited several gardeners to keeiJ an account of the quantity

of fruit gathered from the orchard-houses under their care

;

but although they promised to do so the returns are not
forthcoming. I bespoke returns from six orchard-houses

and the same number from the managers of Peach-houses,

and the last only have come to hand. I know too well what
human nature is, and I could tell what hindered the former
giving up (for I have reason to know returns were made),
their records, and what made the others so prompt in doing
BO. In aU the houses in the north that I have seen, I never
yet saw a crop of Peaches or Nectarines where the house was
independent of a wall and unheated. At one place there were
three orchard-houses side by side on the ridge-and-furrow

principle. They were occupied by trees in pots, and the

Pears and Plums were loaded with fruit, and I understood
a good crop of Cherries had been gathered. The Peaches
and Nectarines were a failure ; but in a vinery close by were
some Peach trees in pots caiTying on an average three dozen
fruits each, some of which measured 8 inches round, and
these trees were taken at random from the orchard-houses

aforenamed, and put in the vinery which was heated in the

spring. Who can wonder that the proprietor of thege houses
has decided on heating his orchai'd-houses ?

Another gardener of my acquaintance h.is an orchard-

house with the trees in pots. He, too, obtained a plentiful

crop of Pears, Plums (I never saw finer). Cherries, and
Apples ; but the Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines were in-

different In the vinery there were also some Nectarines

in pots bearing a splendid crop of fruit. Who could be
surprised at the owner heating one half of his orchai'd-house

for Peaches and Nectarines, and devotmg the other half un-
heated to Plums, Pears, Cherries, and Apples ? A third

faOed when the house was unheated ; but planting the
trees out they did well, especially after the house was heated,

but not so well that the proprietor could see he was getting a
good return for his expenditure, for at his desire the house was
converted into a vinery. I could multiply cases of this kind
but will tiu-n to another branch of the subject. My friend,

a baronet's gardener, had a glass case erected against an
ordinary garden wall, the fruit trees on which did not yield

a crop oftener than once in seven years. He tells me he
had a splendid crop from his one hundred yards of covered

waU, and that withoirt artificial heat. Again : another had a
glass case put up against a Peach-waU, and the result was
a good crop of fine fruit. "What do you term a good crop?"
" Well, six trees, covering a space 100 feet long by 10, gave
eighty-eight dozen." No heat again in this house, and a

crojj of fruit when the trees were uncovered could only be
depended on once in four years. A third showed me a tree

(Peach), protected by a glass covering, merely some old

lights patched up, and on it I counted thirteen dozen of

fruit, but these were not aU, for the gardener cut me short by

saying there were twenty-one dozen upon it. It covered a
space of 2i feet by 12. On the remainder of the wall there
was a vei7 fair crop, but the fruit were neither so fine nor so
early as those in the glass case. I need not say no heat
beyond that of the sun was enjoyed by this tree, and there
is less reason to say the whole of the wall is to be covered
with glass. More instances of casing waDs with glass are at
hand, in which Peaches and Nectarines have with certainty

been obtained without any artificial heating. In orchard-
houses about here these two last-named fruits are a pre-
carious crop. One individual has had such a house three
years, and he has had nothing for liis trouble, because he
grows nothing but Peaches and Nectarines, and they will not
fruit until the house is heated : therefore, a flue is to be put
round it. I think I may now sum up.

Orchard-houses in cold wet localities are useless, and do
not enable us to grow Peaches and Nectarines without arti-

ficial heat. Glass-covered walls do ; and for this reason I

contend that a covered wall is far preferable to an unheated
orchard-house for the growth of the Peach and Nectarine.
I, therefore, beg to differ from the dictum of Mr. Pearson :

—

" The time wUl soon come when to build a wall uncovered
with glass for the production of Peaches will be considered
an absurdity. I have always recommended orchard-houses
to be built in preference to covering walls," &c. What is the
practical use of an orchard-house for the production of

Peaches in a cold district ? None at all, unless it be heated.
Why not build a wall and cover it with a glass case ? It

affords good Peaches in cold districts without having to be
at the expense of a heating apparatus, and an annual
increase of wear and tear in addition to the fh'st cost. It

must be absurd to recommend a useless article, and speak
disparagingly of walls, which are at once shelters for the
remainder of the garden, and only needing the expense of a

glass covering to render them all that is required for the pro-

duction of Peaches. What would our gardens be without
then- walls ? Put np glass houses instead of walls as
shelters for om* gardens ! "SVhy you might as well send for

a lump of ice from the Wenham Lake Company and see if

that would increase the temperatirre of your sitting-room,

as expect glass houses in the place of walls to shield a
garden fi'om cutting winds, and be the agents in forming
warm south borders, or a north one, in which to retard
certain things requu-ed late. A writer not long ago made
the remark in a contemporary that he had seen Cabbages
blown out of a garden enclosed by ten-feet waUs in York-
shu-e, and to remedy this he recommended glass houses in

the place of walls to shelter gardens. Did it ever occur to
tliis gentleman that, if walls did not hinder Cabbages being
blown over them, his glass houses would stand a likely chance
of being taken up like an umbrella, and if he happened to be
upon them he might obtain a cheap ride into an adjoining

county ? If walls are no protection, I am sure orchai'd-houses,

unless made stronger than any I have seen, ai'e the last

things in the world to think of for affording protection to
gardens. Every tub has enough to do to stand on its own
bottom, and the less orchard-houses are kept fi'om intruding
into places where they have no right the more popular are

they likely to become. I do not run down orchard-houses,

they are very good in their place. Fine, lai'ge, well-flavoxu'ed

fruit can be grown in them, as I have seen and tasted ; but
they are utterly valueless in cold districts for producing
Peaches, Nect.arines, or Apricots. They are a boon in those
localities when heated, and of great service unheated for

Plums, Peai-s, and the hardier fruits. G. Abeex.

PREVENTING THE GOOSEBEEEY
CATERPILL.4U.

On looking through your Journals of the last year I find

in the Number for February 17th the question. Whether
any of your readers know the eff'ect of spent tanner's bark,

or any other mode, of preventing Gooseben-y caterpillars ?

On fm'ther reference I find only two methods suggested

—

viz., soot and white heUeboro ; but I think if any of your
readers would try the expeiiment of sowing Broad Beans
between the rows of Gooseberry bushes, or as near them as

convenient, they woiild not be troubled ivith tliis unwelcome
visitor. My reason for thinking so is as follows :—Some
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few years ago I occupied a small garden, adjoining otiiers,

and noticed that whUe my neighbours' bushes were greatly

infested with the caterpillar, mine were perfectly free. I

could in no way account for my exemption, but thought

possibly it might ai-ise from the close proximity of some

Broad Beans ; and ia the following year I sowed some more

near the same spot, and with similar results. The third

year I, and those of my neighbours who adopted the pre-

caution, were free, whilst others suffered.

I have no Gooseberry bushes in my present garden, so

cannot speak of recent experience; but as the remedy,

whether effective or not, is very simple, I offer it to such of

your readers as may think it worth the trouble of trying.—

Amateur.

LAUGE VINEEIES vebstjs SMALL VINEEIES.
I AM quite of Mr. Thomson's opinion in this matter; and,

as he invites the opinion of others on the subject, I venture

a few remarks, and wiU give the principal reasons why I

consider large structures superior to small ones for the

cultivation of the Grape. :j.u«^Uig.h!i"ft,i'isS<<'-i.'''.'r'i»

I need not say anything about the natural habits or

climate of the Grape Vine, as Mi: Thomson has ah-eady

deai-ly shown that in its natural state it does not grow in a

close, damp, confined atmosphere, but, on the contrary, in

an exposed and open aspect, with plenty of dry fresh air

floating about it. I wiU therefore commence with early

vineries, as, in a general way, they are the smallest. I wUl

divide the time occupied from when the Vines are started

until the Grapes are ripe into three periods. First, then,

I will take the period from starting the Vines till they come
into bloom, and will suppose the Vines are to be started in

the end of October or early part of November. Now, for

five successive months, commencing with November, the

amount of sun we get in England is not much, there being

often many days together without any ; the consequence,

therefore, is that we have to depend almost entirely upon
artificial heat for keeping up the proper temperature neces-

sary for the well-doing of the Vines. Now, aU gardeners

who have had to produce early Grapes know how necessary

it is that something like a uniform temperatiu'e with a

moist atmosphere should be maintained whUe the Vines are

in this stage of forcing ; and I hold that these necessaries

can be more easily maintained, with more beneficial effects,

in a large house than in a small one ; and to illustrate it I

will, as far as I am able, endeavour to point out the dis-

advantages I have found attending a small house for early

forcing.

I believe the principal plea for small houses for early

vineries is that they are more quickly heated than a large

one. Granted such to be the case, is it not also a fact that

they more quickly cool, just as hot water in a vessel con-

taining five gallons wiU cool more rapidly than it would in

one containing twenty gallons, because the bulk is so much
smaller in the one instance than in the other ? So, the air in

a house holding only a small quantity must naturally cool

more quickly than it would in a house holding four times the

amount, and is therefore more liable to any sudden changes

in the external atmosphere, and must involve almost con-

stant attention, and constant firing, to keep up the required

temperature ; and this extra attention required is a dis-

advantage in more ways than one. For instance : it involves

more labour by the person who has to attend to the firing of

such a house, as wefl. as the extra anxiety it gives the gar-

dener himself, when he knows how any sudden change in

the course of a night in the external atmosphere will affect

the temperature of the house. Take, for instance, one of

those changeable nigits we frequently have in the months
of November or December, and suppose the person attending

to the fires should leave such a house at ten or eleven

o'clock with-the temperature aU right, and the fire properly
" banked " vip, and perhaps before morning either the out-

side temperature has fallen several degrees, or else a rough
wind may i-ise, and scarcely anything affects the temperature
of a house more than wind. What is the consequence ?

Down comes the temperature of the house also ; and when
you enter the house in the morning the evil shows itself in

the condensed moisture you see falling from all parts of the

roof, and if the Vines are in leaf it will be hanging about

and dropping upon them, doing more damage than is often

thought of at the time. Now, who can be blamed for this

state of things? Certainly we cannot blame the person

who attended to the fii-e; for young gardeners cannot be

expected to be always able to foretell at night what the

weather will be next morning.

Another and in my opinon a great disadvantage attend-

ing small houses is in giving an-, pai-ticularly in early

forcing, for, as I before stated, we have to depend so much

on artificial heat in the absence of sun. Now, the want of

sun natui-aUy causes the external atmosphere to be such as

to require great care in admitting air into a house when

forcing is going on ; and, on the other hand, the use of so

much "artificial heat makes it necessary that fresh air should

be admitted, and that nearly constantly ; and I maintain

that unless the means of ventilation are very good indeed m
a small house, there is a greater likelihood of cold draughts

coming in contact with the Vines than there is in a large

house," as there is not the space below the Vines for the

fresh air to cu-culate and mix with the ah-eady heated atmo-

sphere in the house before coming in contact with the Vines.

These, then, are, in my opinion, and what I have found to

be, some of the principal disadvantages attendant on smaJl

vineries for eaa-ly forcing, up to the period of the Vines

coming in flower.
.

I will now take the period when the 'Vines are m flower

and setting theii- fi-uit. I do not know that I need say

much on this point, as the advantage of a large house in

this instance speaks for itself, for all good Grape-growers

know how beneficial a nice cii-culation of warm, dry, and

pure fresh air is to the setting of the fruit, and they must

also know how contrary are the effects of a close, damp, con-

fined atmosphere, or cold di-aughts as well, while Grapes are

in bloom. The latter are likely to rust the fruit, and the

other to prevent the fruit setting at aU.

I now come to the third period—namely, when the Grapes

have arrived at matirrity. The advantages derived from a

laro-e house in this instance—viz., the keeping of the fruit

after it is ripe will, perhaps, be more applicable to late than

early Vines, for it is seldom that early Grapes are requu-ed

to hano- lono- on the Vines, the demand upon them is

o-eneraUy too "great for that; but while the fruit is colourmg

there is a great advantage in having fresh an- constantly

circulating about them, and in a small house it is a difacult

matter to have this without admitting cutting draughts,

which, although it may not materially affect the Grapes at

that time, may be injm-ious to anything else that a gardener

may be obliged to have in the house at the time. Such

then, are some of the disadvantages of small houses for

early forcing . , , i

The advantages, therefore, which may be gamed by lai-ger

houses for forcing Grapes than are very often used, may be

summed up in a few words. In the fii-st place they are not

so hable to sudden changes as smaU houses are, conse-

quently a more uniform temperature can be mamtamed

when required. Secondly, a more constant and steady

circulation of purer aii- can be kept up, which is more con-

genial to the habits of the Vine than a close, confined, and

stagnant atmosphere, and paa-ticularly so wnen the Vmes

are in bloom; and thu-dly, when the fruit has arrived at

maturity a drier and cleai-er atmosphere can be depended

upon with more certainty than in a low damp house ; and

this is a great consideration in late vineries where Grapes

are required to hang for several months after they ai-e ripe,

and pai-ticularly where, as is very often the case, the house

has to be crammed fuU of plants of various descriptions,

wHch are not only feeding on the pm-e aii- contained m the

house, but are constantly giving off an amount of moisture

that in a small house is more likely to settle upon the

Grapes before it has a chance of being carried off by circu-

lation. , . , ,

There is yet another reason why I think early ^'luenes

should be lai-ge and lofty. In most places where Straw-

berries are forced the early vinery is one of the prmeipal

places used for the purpose; for it is not eveiy place that

can boast of a house devoted to forcing Strawberries—-i

often wish I had one here—and every gai-dener who has had

to produce early Strawberries knows how difacult it is to

get them to set in duU weather when in the most favourable

position. Much more so is it the case when he has only an
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early vinery to use for the purpose, aud that, perhaps, a

small one. Now I am not going to say that in a large early

vinery Strawberries would always set their fruit, but I am
sure they would have a better chance of doing so than in a

small one.

No vinery, in my opinion, should be less than 15 or 16 feet

high at the back, the same in width, and about 4 feet high

in ii-ont. Of ooui-se, the length can be carried to anything,

and such a house as this would be aU the better if it stood

a foot or two above the ground level. That good Grapes

can, and have been grown in small houses, no one can deny ;

but the question is. Cannot better be grown in a large house

with more certainty of success, and with more pleasure than

in a small ? For how much more pleasant is it for ladies or

centlemen to walk through a fine, lofty, roomy house (par-

ticularly in these days of wide-spreading fashion, if I may
use such a term), than to have to squeeze their way along a

narrow walk through a house some 7 or 8 feet high, and as

much wide, and, perhaps, the walk sunk a foot or two in

the ground.
I have not seen the old conservatory at Chiswick since

the year the Vines were planted, but I can quite imagine
what a magnificent sight it must be when the Grapes are

ripe, for few sights in gardening are more satisfactory to

look at than a fine house of Grapes. All honour, then, to

Mr. Thomson for the idea, whether his reply to Mr. McEwen
led to the Vines being planted or not.

In conclusion, I will state that I do not think Vines only
would be benefited by being grown in larger structures, but
that nearly every descrijjtion of fruit and plants would be
the better for it ; and as to the expense in heating, I believe

a large house, where a high and uniform temperature has to

be maintained, can be heated at as little expense as a small

one, because when once a large body of air is heated, it

retains the heat longer than a small body. But I find I have
run on to a farther length than I intended when I com-
menced, aud will finish by expressing a hope that the sub-

ject will be discussed by those who are more capable of

doing so than myself, and that gardeners of long experience

in Grape-growing wiU state then- views.—J. H. Mason,
Stom-ton CastU Gardens.

THE NEED FOR A WHITE BEDDING
CALCEOLAEIA.

I AM glad to see the subject of bedding Calceolarias taken
up by your correspondents in the sister isle as well as by
others in England ; and in regard to the hardiness of most
of the ordinary varieties, I beg to correct what might appear
asserting too much—that my article on the Calceolaria was
written before the severe frost we had in the second week in

January, so that the allusion to quantities of old plants
withstanding the winter referred to those of the former
year ; and I may say the frost we had at the time mentioned
being unaccompanied by snow, and so rapidly succeeding a
long period of mild weather, when the plants v.^ere in a
gi'owing condition, proved too much for the old plants, which
were entirely killed. This, however, was not of any conse-
quence, as they had outgrown their proper proportion for the
place they were in ; but I also found that a batch of about
four thousand plants of C. Aui'ea floribunda that were in a
cold pit with no other covering but single lights, were much
injiu'ed. They had grown a good deal since they wore put
in as cuttings, each plant, or nearly so, being knotted with
flowers. Some other kinds that were near them had a
wooden shutter plaoed over the lights, and took not the
least harm, excepting C. amplexicaulis which is a little hurt

;

and a very little precaution, as a couple of mats thick, or
such-Uke covering, would have saved the kind above-men-
tioned, which, as it is, is not seriously injured, aud only a
small proportion killed.

My purpose, however, is not to call attention to the hardi-
ness of the plant, nor yet to the fact of its now aud then
failing to supply us with flowers in the autumn months, which
evil I fear arises from causes over which we have no con-
trol ; but what I want to draw the attention of your readers
to, is the want of a good white variety. Yes, a good white
Calceolaria. Yellows and dark colours we have in aljundance,
and very good many of them are ; but I want to see a good

white kind. More than once during the last twenty years
this has been promised, and some eight or more years ago
one was introduced, but its habit was bad, and it fell into

disrepute. What I want is one having the habit and profuse-

flowering qualities of C. Aurea floribunda, but with clear

white flowers. Good white flowers are far from plentiful;

perhaps the best pm'e white we have as a bedder is the
Double Pyrethrum. Petunias are rarely or never white ; and
from what I have seen of Geraniums, they also fall short of

what I want. Either the petals have a faint trace of flesh

colour in them, or the stamens are another colour, or some-
thing else detracts from their merits. Verbenas have the
same fault, and I never yet saw a Dahlia or a Eose that
could be compared to the Camellia for purity in whiteness ;

but I am far from detracting fi-om the merits of these valu-

able flowers. What I want florists and hybridisers to turn
their attention to is colour- not hitherto obtained in the
plants in question; and if we could get a good white
added to the other colours which we have in the Calceolaria,

we would possess a gem which would place many who have
not the means of winteiing delicate plants in a position to

enrich their gardens in a way they are not able to do at

present. By degrees I trust this will be done, and whether
it be so by gi-aduaUy coaxing the now golden yellow kinds
to fade into primrose or canary colour previous to becoming
white, or whether the change be effected all at once, it is

needless to say the plant will be acceptable in any way.

—

J. EOBSON.

AN AMATEUE'S HOT-WATEE APPAEATUS.
I STILL observe from time to time inquu-ies as to heating

small structui-es, and I shall be glad if you will allow me to

occupy a portion of yoiu- space with the results of my
experience.

Although only an amateiu-, my plants have been one of

my chief amvxsements for more than twenty years, during
which time I have had to deal with numberless methods of

heating ; and as I hold with the saying that " If you want a
thing well done you should do it yourself," I always made it

a rale to understand the work from the beginning ; and often

have I been obliged on a winter's night, or rather morning,
when returning from a party, to run down to my greenhouse
to look after the fire. Under these circumstances, I am
anxious to enable others to participate in the advantages of

my present arrangement, as I have never found any system
so generally efiScient in its working. I will give at the end
of this note a sketch of my houses and mode of heating,

with the number of plants that I have under glass, which
will of themselves be sufiicient to enable many of your
readers to judge of the work done ; but before doing this, I

win briefly mention what I consider the chief features of

my plan.

First and foremost is the portability of the whole ap-

paratus, gained by the use of the water-tight collar joints

patented by Mr. Truss, of which I cannot speak in too

high terms. The fapilities that they afford to the gardener

to obtain a temporary flow and return if required, to take

out a defective piece if any flaw should be dSscovered, and
to make any alterations that he may wish without the em-
ployment of skilled labour, must render them a great desi-

deratum to practical working men, whilst the saving in

expense wUl be of, perhaps, more than equal importance to

the employers, more especiaUy to those who only rent then-

premises, and might wish to be able to remove their gai-den

structures. The whole of my pipes and houses can be re-

moved at very short notice, without leaving a trace of their

previous existence ; and I do not believe that any portion of

the apparatus would be in any way injured, with the excep-

tion of the collars and washers, some of which might require

renewing. The boiler that I use is an upright one fur-

nished by the same party, although, doubtless, any kind
of boiler would do the work. I believe that the effective

working of upright boilers mainly depends on the height

and width of the fire-space. In mine it measures about 2 feet

6 inches by 1 foot 8 inches, and throughout the summer, from
May to September, the boiler is almost entirely kept at work
with the cinders from the house fires ; during the past severe

weather with hard forcing it consumed about a chaldron

of coke in fifteen or sixteen days.
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When the fire ia made up at night about 11 p.m., it

requires no further attention until the morning about seven

or half-past, when there is often a good fire stiU burning,

and the result is that in my houses, made of thin boards

with glass sides and top, situated on a terrace on the top of

a hill, and exposed on all sides to the wind, I have been able

to maintain a temperatui'e of 7S or 8° above ireezing, whilst

the thermometer outside registered 7°, or 25° below freezing-

point.

I should not have ventured to trespass so mucli on yovu-

space did I not know how much doubt and trouble are

experienced before deciding on any particular mode of

heating a plant-house for the first time, and the serious loss

and disappointment caused when the plan adopted is found
either defective or, at the best, unequal to the expectations

formed of it. And now, on just leaving my httle house fuU

of flowers and their fragrance, and in which every plant

appears to be thriving to its utmost, I shall be heartily glad

if I can be the means of helping others to enjoy a like

gratification.

,-~s-~-.-..,.-^x->^sv-.^.^^sv..\>.^^^NS

A Boiler house,
B Cold house.

c Cactus house, formed -when re-

quired with a moveable partition

at dotted line.

D Greenhouse.
E Stove.

F Propagating-tank.

G Open-air bottom-beat tank.
H Wall of terrace 12 feet high.
The return-pipes are slightly shaded.

The lower house b is a lean-to 28 by 10 feet, with ven-

tilating sashes in the back wall, and intended to keep

plants from frost. It contains, in addition to a quantity of

beddiQg-out stuff, about four hundred plants, many of them
specimens in large tubs and boxes more than 2 feet square.

The upper house is 36 by 10 feet, with a two-foot shelf all

round, thus giving the largest possible accommodation to

ladies' dresses in the free centre. At the end marked c

the return-pipe from the stove makes an extra turn, and

by fixing up a moveable partition along the dotted Une

I obtain a most genial temperatm-e for large specimen
Cacti whilst making then- annual growth. The middle
portion is now one mass of bloom, and there are ia the
whole length, including the stove, 510 plants, many of them
in No. 1 and No. 2 pots. Should any of your readers vnsh
for more definite information I shall be most happy to
afford it, or they are freely welcome to call and inspect my
arrangements by sending theh cards to—C. M. Majoe,
Crmnwell House, Ihippas Hill Terrace, Croydon.

INFLAMMABLE GAS IN A HOTBED.
TnouaH the circumstances recorded by "J. K.," No. 154,

are rare, yet- they are not without precedent. In 1840 I

saw a similar thing happen in a garden hotbed belonging to

Dr. Holmes, of Linton, in Cambridgeshire.
As I was at that time studying chemistry, I there and

then made some T)ractical inquiry into the cause of the
phenomenon. I collected several beU-jars of the gas, and
after washing, &c., found the inflammable portion to be car-

bonic oxide, which bums with a lambent blue flame.

After all, there is nothing more strange in the event than

that it is not more frequently observed. The fact is, a
portion of the bed had become almost hot enough to fire,

and, like a heated haystack before it actually burst into flame,
evolved carbonic oxide, a compound very generally generated
when vegetable bodies are subjected to a destructive heat.—Septimus Piesse, F.C.S., Chiswick.

[We are much obUged by this communication, for it is an
answer based on experiment. The blue flame seen on the
top of a clear coke fire arises from the burning of the car-

bonic oxide formed during the combustion of the coke.]
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WEED VOLTTNTEEES.
One heaa-s of Eifle Volunteers in all paxts of the country,

but I do not suppose any of your readers ever hear of Weed
Volunteers. Well, I beg to tell them that we have had such

a corps here for eight years, and, if you will give me space

in your practical Jom-nal, I will tell you aU about them.

In this neighbom-hood there are many orchards, which

invariably produce abundance of fruit, which is a sore temp-

tation to many of the school-boys on their Saturday holidays

;

so it occuiTed to one of the ladies, that if some light employ-

ment could be found for them iu the garden it would keep

some of them out of harm's way

—

" For Satan finds some mischief still

For idle hands to do."

The thing was proposed to me ; I was quite agreeable, and

when it was intimated in school I shall not soon forget the

forest ot hands held up to be enrolled ; foui- of the oldest

and best-behaved were chosen to commence with, and next

Saturday, when, the garden bell rang after breakfast, in

mai'ched our new stafi', each ai-med with an old knife, deter-

mined to deal death amongst the weeds. They were set to

work on the walks, and by night it was surprising what a

deal of execution had been done. As the season advanced

some were set to work on the terraces of the flower garden,

others m the kitchen garden to thin crops, but it was prin-

cipally weeds anywhere and everywhere which they were to

do battle against.

If a wet Saturday set in, and a lot of bedding plants are

to be potted-off, it is siu'prising how many a good man at

the bench can pot with such little feUows to crock pots,

write or number labels, &c. Again : if a shortness of jjegs

is found towards the middle of summer, give them a lot of

old brooms and a penny a-hundi'ed, and the deficiency will

soon be made up. In the midsummer holidays they work
every day tQl dinner time, generally washing pots which

are then empty by thousands. After dinner our little band
is provided by their kind patroness with all the appliances

for cricket, and are joined by the major part of the school,

when they repair to some open green for the afternoon's

game. When autumn comes, and weeds are becoming scarce,

they are turned on to the lawn, armed with an old table-fork,

to root out daisies, plantain, or whatever weeds are in the

grass : the best way in this case is to pay so much per bushel

according to the scarcity or plenty of weeds. At the age of

fourteen they always leave us. Many go to the great nursery

firms of Messrs. Veitch, Chelsea, and Osborne, of Fulhani,

where they find that their early training is beneficial.

I have only mentioned a few of the things which our boys
do, but what I have said will, I hope, induce others to try

what we have found to answer here ; and I am quite sure

most gardeners wiU be only too glad of the extra assistance

rendered by their services. Our wages are 4cl., 5d., and 6cJ.

per day, depending on the industry each displays. Perhaps
I may just mention that the girls are in like manner em-
ployed in the house to assist in the Satm'day's cleaning, and
this fits them for becoming useful domestic servants.—J.

EusT, Gardener to the Sight Hon. L. Suliixm, Broom House,

Fulhmn.

To Prevent the Eavages or the Goosebeekt Catee-
piLLAK.—It is a well-known fact that the Gooseberry cater-

pillar, larva of the Nematus or Gooseberry Saw Ply, is most
destructive in light di-y soils, where it reposes in comfort
during the winter months. It is my misfortune to have to

do with a soil of this kind, where caterpillars were notorious
for their depredations. Nearly twenty years ago I adopted
the by no means new, but very reasonable i^lan, of removing
the soil round each plant for 3 or 4 inches in depth, and
about 2 feet in diameter, and with the soil the chrysalis, the
agents which supply the guests for the feast Nature pro-
vides in due season. The whole should be buried at least

18 inches or 2 feet in depth—the bottom of a deep trench
will be found a convenient place—and fresh soil added in

place of that which has been removed, which will assist in
renovating the plants. If carefully done, this process need
not be repeated oftener than every third or fom-th year.
Having long adopted this plan, I can confidently recommend
it as being both economical and successful ; and if any of the

numerous readers of yom' valuable Magazine are suffering

from the ravages of the Gooseberry caterpillar, I would just

say. Try it.

—

Akchibald Powxee, Castle Kennedy, Stranraer.

{West of Scotland Horticultural Magazine.)

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
kitchen gaeden.

The late heavy falls of rain and snow have brought aU
out-door gardening operations to a complete standstill.

As soon as fine, open, and sunny days arrive, there wUl be
an accumulation of work to be attended to without delay.

Asparagus, in favourable and early situations the beds may
be slightly forked over ; a little Lettuce seed may be sown
upon them at the same time; also, sow Aspai-agus seed.

Broccoli, make a sowing of the Eai'ly White for autumn use.

Cabbage, transplant from the autumn-sown beds. Eaith-up
the early crops when the weather is favourable. Cardoons,

a sowing may now be made if they are required early. Cauli-

floviers, as soon as they are thinned out to three plants under
each hand-glass, loosen the soU about them, and draw it

around the stems of the plants. Chervil and American Cress

may now be sown. Leeks, sow in a box or in a border for

planting out, or sow where they are to remain. Parsley, a
good sowing should now be made. Clean and loosen the soil

between the rows sown last season. Peas, two or more crops

of different kinds should be got in. Knight's Marrow is a

fine-flavoured Pea, and also Hairs' Dwarf Mammoth; Pota-

toes, the main early crops to be planted as soon as the
weather will permit. Sea-kale, beds may now be made.
Turnips, make a sowing of Early Dutch, or Stone, or Covent
Garden Snowball. The last is a very early and juicy sort,

of excellent quality, small, and compact, and a fine vaiiety

for successive sowings.

FLOWER garden.
When the weather has taken a favourable change any re-

arrangement necessary amongst the herbaceous plants to

be made. Overgrown specimens of Phloxes, Asters, Aconites,

Eudbeckias, Pentstemons, and Monardas to be gone over

and reduced, and as many of them throw up too many
flowering-shoots, it is advisable to thin them out, so as not

only to obtain fine heads of bloom but increased strength in

the remaining shoots, and to enable them to need less assist-

ance from stakes. Sweep and thoroughly clean lawns, and
give them a double roUing with a heavy roller to render the

turf smooth and solid. This is sometimes put off until dry
weather sets in, after which the roller makes comparatively

little impression ; whereas if done at once while the turf is

in a wet spongy state, it will be greatly consolidated and
improved for the season. If Briai-s are wanted for budding
Eoses on they should now be collected, trimmed, and planted

in a reserve garden, or where they are wanted to stand for

summer budding. All turfing, &c., should now be finished

as soon as possible. Continue the pruning of shi-ubs, Eoses,

&c. Where bulbs are making then- appearance the surface

should be carefully loosened if the weather is dry and fi'ee

from frost. Tulips considering the severe weather are look-

ing well, stiU every precaution ought to be taken in order to

insure a good bloom. Cover at night as usual. Eanunouluses,
those who did not take advantage of a fine day or two about
the 25th of Februaa-y, have, of coui-se, their collections still

out of the ground. No time, however, ought to be lost if

they are to be grown in proper season.

FEUIT GARDEN.
As regards fruit trees, operations recommended a month

ago may be performed without being deemed out of season.

Proceed with the grafting of Plums, Cherries, Pear, and
Apple trees.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
The continuance of winter and an almost totally obscured

sun have had very injurious effects upon many valuable

plants. When shifting plants it is generally recommended
to use the soil in a rough state—that is, not sifted, but
made fine by rubbing it thi'ough the hands, picking out the

small stones, &c., and also to use plenty of drainage at the

bottom. If plants were treated on the one-shift system

—

that is, removing them at once fi-om a smaU to a very large

pot, such drainage would be neoessaiy to keej) the mass of

soil in a dry and healthy state, as it would othermso
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become sodden after waterings, before the roots had made
much progress in acting upon it by absorption. But accord-

ing to the general practice of shifting them from the size

of pot in which they had been growing to the next larger

size, so much drainage with a porous soil is unnecessary

;

and at this season in sliifting plants at the approach of

warm weather it is adisadvantage and an injury, because with

such free drainage and rough porous soil the watering-pot

must be in frequent use, and almost at the same time that

the water is applied to the top of the pot it is seen or heard
to fall out at the bottom. When plants are shifted in the

autumn a porous soil is then more necessary to keep the
roots in a dry healthy condition during the many dull and
dreary weeks of winter ; but now so much porosity is not
necessary, and, therefore, this should be considered and acted
upon during the spring and summer potting of plants.

Fuchsias should now be making free growth in the warmest
part of the house ; to be syringed overhead every fine

afternoon, stopped, if long-jointed, to form compact bushy
plants; but if intended to be planted along the sides of

walks, or as single specimen plants on grass, they should
be grown with one main stem, from which the branches will

spring all round, and thus they will form fine pyramidal
specimens for pleasure-ground scenery. After the Camellias
have done blooming examine the roots, and, if necessary,

shift the plants, using equal parts of good tui'fy loam and
peat, with the addition of a little sharp sand ; to be placed
in the warmest end of the greenhouse, and kept close and
moist, both roots and tops, vmtil they have set their flower-

buds, when they may gradually be exposed and hardened-
off by giving air more freely.

STOVE.
Proceed with the repotting of such plants as require it,

and give all necessary attention to those in active growth.
To secure strong short-jointed wood keep up a vigorous
root-action, and let the plants occupy a place as close to
the glass as possible. Specimens started early may require
rearrangement. Ixoras, Clerodendi-ons, Allamandas, &c., that
have become well rooted may be supplied occasionally with
liquid manure, but to be given in a tepid state and not over-
strong. Look sharply after mealy bugs and thrips.

FORCING-PIT.
This will now be found a useful structure for encouraging

the growth for the young stock of various stove plants,
such as Ardisias, Brunsfelsias, Clerodendrons, Echites,
Euphorbias, Gardenias, Gesneras, Gloxinias, Gloriosas, Poin-
settias, Thunbergias, &c., the whole of which delight in a
humid atmosphere with a nice bottom heat.

PITS AND FEASIES.
The cuttings of Verbenas, Fuchsias, Petunias, AnagaUis,

Lobelias, Ageratums, and other such half-hardy things to
be put in now. They will strike in little more than a week
if plunged in a sweet bottom heat of 75". W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The seeds sown last week were scarcely in before we had
a soaking rain, which, followed by fog and drizzle, has pre-
vented operations in the open ground. On Wednesday we
had a heavy fall of snow, which lay on ground previously
soaked; and on Thursday morning a very sharp frost,

which would have injured many things but for the covering
of snow. We think it just as well that the weather has
prevented us sowing the main crops of Onions, &c. There
is little injury from frost to such seeds, or even young seed-
lings, when well up—the time of danger is just when the
seeds are sprouting in the ground, and the seed-leaf has not
appeared above ground : hence many seeds of half-hardy
and tender annuals wiU remain uninjured in the ground all
the winter, and will often come better in summer naturally
than those we sow with care, because the frost has little

power on them so long as they are in a dormant state, and
the germination of the seed is not likely to take pla^e until
the ground is suiEciently heated as well as moistened. If
the wet cold weather continue, it would be advisable for
those with heavy cold soU to contend with, to sow Onions,
Leeks, Lettuces, Cauliflowers, &o., under protection, and
transplant for early crops. This wiU be better than tramp-

ling about on clogged wet soU. Such ground will have a
tendency to keep stiff and cloggy all the season, and seeds
covered by it are often so coated over with matter impene-
trable to air, that germination is next to impossible ; and
thus seeds are often blamed for not growing when the real
fault lies with the sower. Waiting a week or ten days, to
get the ground in a nice dry friable condition, is often in
reality time gained. Through such grounds future rains
will pass freely, and leave their virtues behind them, which
potohed and clogged land never will allow. All work con-
nected with vegetables has consisted in keeping up a regular
succession of forced or protected things, as mentioned in the
previous week, the only novelty being Swedish Turnip-tops
for the table, blanched yellow by placing some good tubers
in a shady place in the Mushroom-house. If not more than
one or two cuttings are taken from these, the tubers are but
little injured, if the tops are not more than 6 to 7 inches in
length. These make a very palateable and healthy dish,

and may be had all the winter where Turnips are comatable.
The Swede is the best for this purpose ; the blanching in

the dark removes the extra acridity of tlie Tiu-uip-top,

and leaves enough to tempt the appetite. We have re-

ceived thanks from some farmers who have thus supplied
themselves with these tops in winter, when other vegetables
were scarce, by making a slight hotbed in a shed, covering
it with earth, placing the Turnips in the earth, and a close

wooden box over it. If they preferred the tops green, they
opened the lid of the box diu'ing the day. One gentleman
farmer has also managed to have a good supply of Mush-
rooms from a bed in an unused stall in a stable.

FEUIT GARDEN.

Very much the same as last week. A little sun on Thurs-
day will keep the Strawberries in flavour and setting, and
give a start to Melons, Cucumbers, &c. The snow on Wed-
nesday having covered the orchard-house roof, we took the
oi^portunity, merely as a matter of precaution, to smoke the
house with bruised laurel leaves. Removed also some of

the surface soU as the weather would permit, to be replaced
with fresh after the dry places were watered ; but dislike

wheeling or moving soil in wet weather. Finished clearing

out the late vinery. At the back of the house some Vines
were planted, to relieve a little those planted in a border in

front outside, which have long borne rather heavily. Scraped
off the surface soil; watered, as the ground was very dry
for keeping the Grapes, and top-dressed with cowdung and
a surfacing of fresh soil, and then filled the fioor, stages,

shelves, &c., with bedding plants. Tied and regulated Vines
in fii'st house, disbudded Peaches, &c.

In our orchard-house there is a gravel path at the back,
or within 15 inches of the back wall, which we have wished
altered, and now will have it to our mind. Last season we
were very scarce of water, and that path required a great
deal, and even then the soil beneath it was kept moist with
difficulty, so great was the radiation of heat and evaporation
of moisture from it. Then we had frequently to prick the
surface to give it a good soaking ; and thus, however tan-
talising the crops, no one could walk through it comfortably
for several days. As the most economical plan for a pathway
which would afford a passage at all times, and permit of the
soU beneath being open and moist, we are preparing narrow
wooden trellises ta seven-feet lengths, width 16 inches,

formed of oak cross-pieces of that length, and 2J inches
square, for supporting five longitudinal pieces of deal 7 feet

long, 2^ inches wide, and 1 inch thick. This wOl leave
rather less than an inch between the pieces, so that the
tiniest lady's slipper wiUrun little chance of getting between
them. These are very old-fashioned paths, but they are

very useful, can be easily moved, the ground stirred, &c.,

and then placed in a line ; they are also economical, if care

is taken that arrangements are so made as not to have an
inch of waste in the cutting of the timber.

In preparing for this, we have also altered the position of

our u'on stove, previously alluded to, by sinking it all the

deeper tu the ground, so that the smoke-pipe shall pass
through to the back wall, beneath this wooden gangway, as

previously it was some 18 inches above the gravel path, and
it was necessary to step over it when at work, which was not
pleasant at aU times. To keep the earth from faUiug in

round the stove, we have placed a brick on bed and on edge
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SO as to have a cleai- space all round the stove. If the iron
stove should burn out, for it is now an old one, the cleared
space will do nicely for placing a brict stove in. Not wish-
ing to lose the length of this horizontal pipe that crosses
the house to the chimney outside the back wall, and yet to
secure a good draught, we raised the back of tlie stove so

as to be 2 inches above the level, and the pipe sloping all

the way, the draught is now very good, and can easily be
regulated.

HEATING.
For all large affaii-s, and heating many places from one

ftu'nace, there is nothing like hot water. To heat smaU
separate places, and yet show no means of heating, the
simplest plan is to have a narrow flue, the cover of the flue

to form part of the floor of the house. Where economy in
heating such small separate places comes in as the first

consideration, or when, even in a rather large lean-to house,
it is wished merely to exclude frost in spring, then as to
economy there is nothing equal to an iron or a brick stove
iaside the house, each having its appropriate smoke-funnel.
Ko other plan wiU yield the same amount of heat from the
same amount of fuel, so as to tell upon the temperature of
the enclosed space.
We cannot help it, if our go-a-head friends caU out about

retrogression, vandalism, and all the rest of it. We only
speak as we practically know. A gentleman told us lately,
that acting on our advice he had a small sis-inch flue taken
round and beneath the paved floor of his little greenhouse,
and the expense of the flue, fiu-nace, and fuel for eight years
has just been half the sum of the lowest tender he received
for heating it with hot water. Another teUs us he can do
anything in his little lean-to house with an Ai-nott brick
stove against the back wall, concealed by the sloping stage,
and that he needs no regulator, except a moveable opening
in the ashpit-door, and that fi'om a large metal pan on the
stove top, and some vessels of water near the side of the
stove, he can have as moist an atmosphere as he pleases.
To obtain moist as well as di-y heat from siich stoves, in
other words, to get hotbeds as well as an increased atmo-
spheric temperature, we have seen nothing, so far as the
economical and useful are concerned, equal to the stove and
small boiler of Mr. Elvers, eicept the plan represented at
page 172, by "M.," ot Liverpool. The distinguishing
features of the stove of "M.," are the coiled pipes instead
of a boiler, and the moveable grating, or sash-bars, first
described, so far as we know, by Mr. Allen, in Vol. XXV.,
page 134. Were we building a brick stove to morrow, we
would have such a grating, and follow the plan of " M.,"
in having the feeding-door well raised. This will fui-nish
the best answer we can give to some half dozen of inquii-ers,
as to whether we think such a stove as "M.'s" would do
for a lean-to of from 15 to 25 feet in length, and from 9 to
11 feet in width. jSTo doubt it would in any ordinary cii'-

cumstances, and under ordinaiy careftil management.
We use the last three words advisedly, because we believe

that many systems " cannot answer," because they cannot
get a fan- trial. We are not now alluding to the appliances
in large establishments where the saving of labour may be
the chief consideration, and where the turning of a tap or a
valve may be nearly all that is requii-ed to give what is
wanted in any one department, farther than to remark, that
the vei-y use of the thing may so blunt the faculty of at-
tention, that for the want of moving the valves there may
be dji'e havoc, either from extra heat or extra cold. We
allude chiefly to those numbers of our readers who aim at
domg much in little space, and who can better give theii-
attention and a little labour than spend much money, even
on the most improved system. We fiud many of these friends
have a hankering after heating by hot water, as if that could
do everything for them, and sad are their complaints that
they can do nothing with the hot-water establishments, the
charges being so enormous. Now, we have not a word to
say against our hothouse-building or hothouse-heating esta-
bHshments, quite the reverse, and in most large jobs that
we have seen the workmanship and the expense were every-
thing that was straightforward and honourable. But we do
think that our heating men have until lately acted as if
they thought it beneath them to do a little job for the en-
thusiastic amateur-, for in many cases the price asked for a
little job bore no proportion to that charged for a large one.

Now, however, even from our advertising pages amateurs
may know for what they can have small houses heated;
and if even that were too much, knowing the price of pipes,
they might buy the pipes and form the joints with Portland
cement, which wiU do admii-ably if not in direct contact with
the fire. AVhat we wish to do however, is to state the
simple fact, that hot water wUl not do everything. Here we
have a lamentation, "That for years I kept my plants
nicely with an old flue ; I had hot water last year and now
all my plants are gone, the frost has got in." The truth is,

the worthy man who helped at the fui-nace required ex-

perience to find out that when the fire went out, the pipes
were not such a lasting reservoir of heat as the old flue.

Then as to the brick stove in a small house : its efficacy on
such a morning as Thursday is not to be tested so much by
the fi'ost getting in as by the management given to it. But
for the snoTT the frost that morning would have been likely to
have produced havoc under glass, as well as in the open air.

Though it snowed the whole of Wednesday, and, therefore,

the atmosjihere was cold, it was late at night before the
thermometer fell to near the freezing-point. In such circum-
stances prudence would say. Put at least one sharp fire ia

your stove. But supposing that on looking out between
10 and 11 P.M., after we had put our slippers on, a combi-
n.ation of laziness and security from frost, omng to the hazy
atmosphere, and the snow still faUing, determined us not to

trouble oiu-selves with the stove for that night, would we
have any right to blame the inefficiency of the stove, because
the plants on the front shelves had the earth about them.
pretty well as hai-d as cannon-balls, or if even the plants on
the back stage had been in the same state but for the
friendly covering of snow on the glass ? We have already
heard of instances of damage done where the friendly snow
had been blown oif the glass. We have heard of instances

where the plants were frosted, where nothing was done
until six or seven in the morning, and other instances where
no fire was made at night, but where, there being some
anxiety, there was a look out between four and five in the
morning, and a fire put on immediately prevented aU
harm. Where such extreme watchfulness is too u-ksome, it

is prudent to use a shovelful of coke or cinders, if not abso-

lutely required at the time. A little &i-e will cause a cir-

culation of au- in the house, and make all comfortable, and
wOl generally keep out all such sudden fi-osts as occurred

on Thm-sday morning. Now, the simple principle we wish
to convey is, that no system however good will make up for

want of w.itchfulness and cai-e, and these given, it need be
said of no simple system, it cannot answer, unless a great

deal too much is expected from it.

The seasonableness of these remai-ks must be the excuse for

thus hurriedly making them here. Wo are just reminded

of one great advantage we have not alluded to, as respects

heating small greenhouses by means of a flue beneath the

floor, the top of the flue forming part of the floor. A
gentleman told us last -nnnter that his flue is 5.V inches wide

inside measure, covered fii-st with thin tUes, and the joints

crossed with brick on bed, and the floor thus formed of such

bricks. He thought but little of no means of heating being

observable ; but he looked upon it as a luxivry to walk round

his house in cold muggy weather in vrinter and smoke his

cigar, with the nice di-y warm bricks beneath his feet, and

the bricks were nice and comfortable some 15 inches from

the cover of the flue.

OKNAMENTAl GARDENING.
Here, except in-door work, potting Fuchsias, Gloxinias,

&c.; we have done little. Care must be taken to have the

soil in good order, .nnd to let the plants have no check after

potting. The weather being uncomfortable for out-door

work, tender annuals have been sown, and lots of temporary

clay pots for bedding stufl' have been made, and numbers of

Geraniums taken from boxes and planted separately in

pieces of fibry tiu-f 31 inches square, with a large hole

scooped out of the centre.—K. F.

TEADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
Bruce & Co., 52, King Street, Hamilton, Canada West.

—Descriptive Catalogue of Seeds for the Fann, Kitchen Garden,

and Floicer Garden, <5'c.
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Charles Turner, Eoyal Nurseries, Slougli, and Salt Hill.

—

General Spring Catalogue.

John Salter, Versailles Nursery, William Street, Hammer-
smith.

—

Descriptive Catalogue of Chrysanthemums, Dahlias,

Paionies, Phloxes, i^'c.

John Morse, Nurseries, Dursley, Gloucestershire.

—

Cata-

logue of Cuttings of Dahlias, Chrysanthemums, Pelargoni%i,m,s,

Greenhmtse and Stove Plants, cfc.

COYENT GAEDEJSr MAHKET.—Mahch 12.

Tlie supply of vegetables in season continues good ; but Cornish Broccoli

comes in less freely than in pasl weeks. Hothouse Grapes are sufficient

for the demand, H-hich has been brisk in the course of the week. Some

very good Pines are now to be bad. Apples and Pears consist of the same

kinds as reported last week. Cut flowers are more plentiful, and chiefly

consist of Orchids, Camellias, Koses, Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, Azaleas,

Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, and Violets.
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BoiLEE AND Flue ( Tr. Brooke).—You may do as you propose with the
boiler, but it will be us troubleeome as continuing the flue in the way we
indicated, or it might ro a part of the way and return to the same chimney
as now ; but we think you must have a deal of heat as it is. Do away
-With the damper in your flue enthely under the circumstances, or use it

Tery carefully. Get a door for your ashpit by all means, and from an
(^ening in that regulate your draught. See '* Doings of the Last ^Veek,'*

pp. 199, 200.

Cow-HODSE AND ViNERT COMBINED (F. C.).—We never advocated this
combination, for the dust and other inconveniences we felt sure would
frustrate the plan. Mr. Law!=on, of Tiryriail, near Llandillo, tried the
plan, but he came to grief and emigrrated. We leconimend you, as glass is

now so cheap, to have a viuery separate from your cow-house. We shall

be glad to see the photographs you mention. " Are not the fowls White
Cochins? We can show you a coloured drawing of these.

Heating by a Cylinder Boiler [B. J).)—Such cylinder hollers are best
^rhen fed from the top ; if not, the heat should go round the outside as well
as inside. In either case the boiler should he from 3 to G feet below tlie

pipes to be heated. We presume your pipes run at once on the level from
the boiler to a cistern :ts large aa the boiler at the other end. We can easily
conceive the waste ot fuel from the heat at once going up the chimney.
Before making the proposed alterations, just lessen the opening at ths top
of the boiler by two-thirds, and put a clo!=e-fitling damper in the chimney,
a couple of feet or so from the boiler, and, as soon as the fire is fairly burninK,
shut-m the damper, so as to leave about half an inch finally for draught.
You will find this will cool the chimney and send the heat back on the
boiler. Mend the ashpit-door also. See "Doings of the Last Week" a
fortnight ago.

Heating a Flant-house {Lone P(?rtA).—Amiddle-sized conical or saddle-
back boiler will suit you. If otherwise suitable, it will be best to fix it at
the end of the house, next the proposed vinery. We would have eight
small ventilators at ihe apex of the roof. For eight sashes on each tide
you might have strong sash-bars. Use 21 oz. sheet, and in squares 13 inches
long, by 9 or 11 in width, according as you had five or four ruwa of glass in
a saah. For economy we would prefer a fixed roof, with a moveable sash
18 mches wide along the top, and ventilators also at the sides. A good
arrangement for such a house would be 3^ feet beds all round, a path 2h feet,
and a bed or stage in centre 8 feet. To keep such a house secure would
require two four-inch pipes all round. To force much, would require, in
addition, two or three more down the middle. To give hotbed treatment you
could either have the front or centre stages heated bv nipes in a chamber
beneath, and if confined in a chamber, with slides to "let out the top heat
Deficient Bottom Heat (71^. Wanace).~As Lord Dundreary would

say, your case is just one of tliose that no fellow can understand. A few small
openings next the paihway, near the bottom of the chamber, might be
tried. If you cnn make the chamber so hot, and neither the bed nor the
enclosed atmosphere can be made hot, there must be a means for the heat
getting off somewhere. In such circumstances as you mention, and the
pipes hot enough, with or without a chamber we have never found any
difficulty. Try a clorfe hand-light over your bed. We use a good de;il for
propagating, small boxes of wood, G inches deep in front, 9 inches deep at
back, 18 inches square, and the sides sloped like those of a common frame.
A slight frame holds a single square of glass for covering it, and when
moisture condenses agaijist its lower side we just reverse the glass top.
Some of these little bottomless boxes over your bed would be useful, if you
wished for more than 75* to 80° of bottom heat. We think there must be
some little thing that has escaped notice. We would as soon have the
slates solid and close as not, just as another correspondent finds the
advantage of making slate close and firm over a lack, with the water some
inches from it.

Epackis not Flowering ( TT'i^an).— We think that the buds of the
Epacris do not open owing to the plant's rude health of which you speak,
and the wood not being ripened enough in the autumn. You can have the
Number you mention by send ng lour postage-st;imp3; also covers for Vols,
at Is. each. We have no covers to suit two volumes bound together.

BiBUON-BOKDEii {Idem).—You do not tell us whether your border is to
be ndged, slopes one way, or is bordered by grass or graTel. We will suppose
that it slopes one way. We would plant it with the flowers you name, as
follows, beginnmg at the back :—Trentham Rose Geranium, Ageratum,
Pentstemons, Feverfew and white Verbena, Tom Thumb Geranium, purple
\erbena. Flower ot the Bay Geranium, Lobelia, Gazania. To have your
scarlet Verbenas as a row you could mix them with Flower of the Day. or
make a tenth row of it. Were the outside front Box and gravel, then after
Tom ihumb we would place Flower of the Day, with the flowers oil', then
purple Verbena, Gazania, and Lobelia.

Seedling Clerolendronb {A. J/.).—Take cuttings from the half-ripened
shoots, and make plants of them, grow these on as you have done iho
seedlings, and they will most likely flower next year. Grow in rather light
poor soil, give alt the light possible, and keep them, under rather than erer-
potted The old plants should be kept cramped in small pots, and be re-
peatedly disrooted so as to take away most ot their vigour. They cannot
have too much light and sun in order that the wood may be well ripened.

Azaleas done Blooming {Idem).—Ahonl a fortnight after blooming they
should be repotted, giving but a very small shift-that is, just suflicient to
let some fiesh compost be put between the ball and the pot. The ball .-hould
not be disturbed, only the drainage being reniuved. Perfect drainage must
be provided for in the new pot. Employ a compost formed of sandy brown
peat three-fourths, and turfy yellow loam one-fourth, with a free admixture
of silver sand. In potting the crown of tlte plant should be kept rather
high. After potting place in a moist and rather shaded pit or house with a
minimum temperature of CO", and a rise by day of from \y to 2o^. They
should be well syringed morning and evening until the growth is made,
when the plants should hnve abundant light and air, with leas moisture,
until the buds are set, when they should be removed to a light, well-venti-
lated, cold house. In thi.s Hituation thev will need watering when neceesary,
and a little fire now and then to dry up damp and exclude frost. If you
nave a vinery just now starting that will be an admirable place for the
Azaleas

;
for when the Grapes are ripening the Azaleas will have bot their

buds, and that is the time to remove them to a cool, light, well-ventilated
greenhouse, where they should be wintered.

Small Deep-red KHUUAun (C. J. 7/.).—Either the Tobolsk or the Elford
(aometimeB called Buck's) answers the description. Any nurseryman can
supply them.

Trop-eolum (Tdberocs) not J'loweeing {G, p. S.).—We think your
plants have been too highly excited by too much heat during the dull

winter months, and thkt with, perhaps, little root-action. We have had
plants tliat grew vigorously in winter, but when the days became longer
and the light stronger, the slender shoots began dying off at the points, and
the flower-buds withered without expanding. We hivc invariably found
such plants had but little root, and in some cases none atall. This we thinfc

Is occasioned by potting the tubers late and growing them in a warm situa-

tion afterwards, and without sufficient light and air. The tubers should be
potted before the wiry shoots rise from the crowns and be placed near the
glas« in a rather warm greenhouse, so that they may have all the light

practicable, and air on all favourable opportunities. A temperature of from
45*^ to b\P is quite warm enough for them iu winter. Very perfect drainage
should be provided, for, should the soil at any time become too moist the
roots perish aud the flower-buds die. as in your cise, especially when watered
with cold w;iter instead of that of the same temperature as the house. The
soil should be kept dry rather than wet, but it should not be so dry as to

cause the plants to turn yellow, nor so moist as to have the appearance of

being very wet. In t-hort, let it be healthfully moist.

Training Cucdmbers and Melons (C. i*.}.—You will need a trellis in

your house to train them to. It should be flxed 1 foot from the glass and
should cover the whole of the roof. One pla.nt in the centre of each light,

not under the rafter like a Vine, is sufficient to cover a tolerably large roof.

The leading shoots should be trained up the cenire of each light, and be
allowed to grow a considerable length before they are stopped—say Z fees

on the sloping part of the roof. This will cause side shoots, and these are

to be trained at an angle of 45° from the main stem, and stopped at a joint

above the fruit. The shoots should not be left nearer than 1 foot. All

which are superfluous are to be removed, aud the shoota stopped at a joint

beyond each fruit. A wire trellis is the btst and modt durable ; but a wooden
trellis will do if it is not made too strong to obstruct light. The fruit will

require support, and this is best done by tying a piece of bast round it loosely

and fastening the other end to the trellis. We are not acquainted with any
small treatise on Uie subject.

Figs in Pots {J. H.^ Bow).—If the trees have some young shoots with
embryo fruit near the bottom, we should certaialy cut those shoots 4 feet ia

length down to 1 ft. G iu. You must, however, bear in mind that all the

shoots cut back will not aff'ord a first crop of fruit. We advise you to

shorten some of them considerably, but to leave a number of young shoots

to provide for a crop. If you could obt.iiu permission to have them cut

down to within a foot or so of the ground, it would be the best plan in the

end, for 4 feet of nuked stem is worse than useless. In future stop them at

the fifth leat or joint, and be careful not to overcrowd the trees with wood.
Keep the trees well syringed on the under aide of the leaves, to keep down
red spider, except when the fruit is ripening, and give good supplies of

water to the roots. They require the hghteat, warmest, aad most airy

situation. For further particulars consult "Hints on Orchard-Houses," by
Mr. Pearson.

Triteleia uniflora (Idem).—This is an elegant little blue-flowering'

bulb from Buenos Ayres. It is almost, if not quite, hardy, but does well

under greenhouse treatment. Keep it well supplied with water whilst

fiowcring, and when the weather becomes warm, in the latter part of May,
turn it out, plunging the pot in a dry sunny border. Take the pot up ia

September, ; and repot the plant, disturomg the ball as little as possible,

taking care to secure good drainage. It does well wintered in a greenhouse
near the glass. It usually flowers in June, aud we should therefore fancy

your plant has been kept rather warmer thau is requisite. It will flower

next year if not made weak by too much heat. We should like to know it

any others of ij^e Triteleias are in cultivation at present, especially the

North American species.

Black Hamduroh Vine Leaves Rusted {An Amateur).—The leaf

enclosed appeared injureil by some gas as that from fermenting materials.

A current of cold air will also produce the same eifect, and so will syringing

the Vine with water holding lime in solution. There aie, in fact, so many
causes that will produce the condition apparent iu the leaf you enclosed,

that we are unable to assign a remedy without further particulars. State

your case more fully, and we will gladly assist you.

DisAs iOrchidoj}hiliis).—The seven species you are promised from the

Cape of Good Hope, unnamed and uncertain, we cannot ai i you about.

We applied to one well versed in bulb-culture, and he replies:—"I
never came across the Disas but once, many years ago, and have almost

forgotten the particulars. One, 1 know, was prasinata, coruuta another : I

had only two or three. They were little tubers, like those of an English

Orcliis, and grew rather kindly with slender thread-like loaves. They
perished, as far as I recollect, during a long absence from home on my part—
the common fate of delicate bnlhi and tubers when the cjt is away. I

doubt if they resemble cither in habit or beauty the splendid granditiora,

which shines—
* Velut inter ignes,

Luna minores.'

Careful cold frame treatment will probably give the b?st chance. Drawings

of some of the species raav be found as follows:-D. bracteata, Bot. Keg.

vol. iv., 324 ; D. coruuta, Bot. Mag., vol. Ixx., 4091 ; D. fevruglnea, Hooker
Icones, plate 3, 214; D. graraimlolio, vol. i,, Journal Science and Arts;

D. longicornu, De la Marck Eucyclop. ; D. porrecta. Journal of Science and

Arts; D. priismata, Bot. Iteg. 3, 210; U, pu-chella and ^cutellifera,

spatbulata tBaucrj, llichard Teutamen, Flora) Abyssinicro.- B. T. C."

Names of Plants (T. i2. Dra/i-e).— 1, Dicranum scoparium; 2, llypnum
purum; 3, H. proliferum ; 4 and s, H. prajlongum ; b, H. oupressiforme;

C, H. triquctrum; 7, H. loreum ; ;>, H. rutabulum.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

MAJTAGEMENT OP EAKLY CHICKENS.
EvDN in North America, where the belligerents seam dis-

posed to realise the tale of the Killccnny cats (more the

pity), there is a pause during the winter. Drilling recruits,

casting cannons, making gunpowder, and supplying depots,

fill up the period of inactivity, and enable the contending
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\ iosts to he strong and well-appointed when the spring cam-

I
paign opens. This is said to be a weary time for the men,

' the " winter of their discontent," and they long for the risks

and excitement of active service. The master mind of the

E Duke of Wellington was aware of this, and knew that even

B the security and .the comparative ease of the "lines " would
' pall on the minds of men accustomed to be on the stretch,

and a pack of hounds was shipped to Portugal, and the

meets advertised as regularly as those of the Quorn. Shows
are now over, the winter has been a dreary one ; snow, the

poultry-breeder's b^te noire, has covered the ground for days

;

hens have laid badly ; sitters there have been none, and all

seemed dark and dreary among the feathered tribes. Biit

there is comfort : Kooks are building ; birds are paired

;

they do not doubt there is a good time coming. Snow is a

bitter nuisance whUe it lasts, but it feeds the springs, and
we have been told, and we believe, that it is a powerful agent
in renovating tainted ground. Well, then, while we write,

the earth has put oif her vii-gin's mantle, and everything is

springing up. The surface is fresh, insect life begins to

appear, herbage is putting iip small blades, days are getting

longer, nights shorter, the sun gains strength, and the fowls,

crouching no longer in sheltered corners or filling every out-

house where the door stood open, spread themselves abroad.

The egg-basket will be daily better filled, and some that

have persevered in laying, in spite of weather, will give un-
mistakeable signs that they intend to rest, and to take on
themselves the pleasures and responsibilities of maternity.

Progress is the order of the day.
It is indisputable that new ground is an advantage to

chickens : we do not mean by that moving from one farm to

another ; but it is an advantage to ptit hens and chickens,

if possible, on a spot where none were reared last year.

There wiU be bad weather yet ; the wretched east winds
and black-thorn winter have to come, and it is well now to

settle what is to be done then. An empty barn is invalu-

able ; we have one now full of chickens, and have not lost one.

The flooring is hard and di-y, covered with dust, dry road
sand, and scrapings. Large sods of grass are cut and thrown
in daily. If there is sun the chickens are allowed to run
out and enjoy it ; if there is not, the doors are open, but bars
prevent their egx'ess. At night not only is all closed, but
the rips in which the hens are with the chickens are closed
up. We feed on bread steeped in milk, sometimes on beer,

on ground oats slaked with mUk, and on boiled suet chopped
very fine. They have beer and milk to drink. We have
marked out the place where we intend to put them as soon
as the weather permits. We always choose a slope, it is

always dry, not only superficially but tinder the surface ; the
rain runs off, and if the hen scratches down several inches
deep it is still dusty. If this can be found under a hedge so
much the better ; a shelter behind is a good thing. Chickens
thrive wonderfully if the rips are put iinder hayricks, thrust
as far back into them as possible ; the dust and seeds that
cover the ground some inches deep are capital for them.
With these helps we look complacently even on easterly
winds and morning frosts, on March winds and April showers.
It is our drilling time; we look on our growing chickens,
and " hail in our hearts the triumphs yet to come " when we
gaze at one particiilar brood that came into being January
14th. There are few as early, and in most yards all the
hens wOl be broody at once ; and for that cause the season
of dulness, so far as shows are concerned, will not be one of
inactivity.

CONDITION, &c., m GAME FOWLS.
As we have heard so much lately about Game, I think it

not out of place to seek for information relative to the con-
dition and tightness of feather that these birds are generally
shown in. Now, I am led to believe, that condition is of the
utmost importance, for if a bird be ever so good in points,
yet faulty in this one feature, he is at once passed over by
the judge. First, then, I would ask. What is meant by the
term " condition," &c. ? and, secondly. If any special manner
of feeding, and kind of food is requisite for accomplishing this ?

This makes the Game classes most difficult to win in, as there
are many exhibitors, who have been at it aU their days and
perfectly well understand the mystery, always competing
with amateurs, and who carry olf prizes solely from this

cause. Perhaps some old hand will be kind enough to put

us amateurs up to the mystery, C)r at any rate start the

subject, as I am sure it ought to re eive as much discussion

and attention as the Birmingham matters.

—

Amateue.

TEIMMING GAME FOWLS.
This question having been raised, I take the opportunity

of saying a few words. That it is pei-feotly right and
legitimate to trim the head of a Game cock for exhibition

piurposes—that is, to pull or shave all the feathers or hairs

ofT the top of the head, under the jaws, throat, &c.—no one

can attempt to deny ; but anything beyond this, such^ as

cUpping or pulling the hackle, a very common practice,

cannot but be denounced by every right-feeUng or honest

exhibitor. With regard to head-trimming, " Y. B. A. Z."

wiU, I have no doubt, grant that it is in eveiy way an

immense improvement to the appearance of the bird; it

shows his long snake-like head and his eyes to advantage,

and gives a general appearance of "pluck." The long-flow-

ing hackle has now quite given place to one of a moderate

length, in fact, the thinner and shorter the better, as it

shows the shoulder-poiuts and the width across the back

much more to advantage ; and this being the fashion we see

cause for the pulling system, as before mentioned, by the

dishonest exhibitors, who are, I am sorry to see, much on

the increase.

I was glad to find an instance of this dishonesty detected

at the last Ulverston Show. It was in a pen of Black Game
from Bh-mingham. The cock's hackle had been a little over-

done, and, as my informant described, had been literally cut

off by the handful ; the pen was, as a matter of course,

disqualified.

—

Westmorland.

EELATIVE ENTEIES.
Sevebal communications on the subject ofthe comparative

entries of the vai-ious breeds of poultry have appeared in this

Journal of late, and as that subject seems to be creating

some attention I will offer a few remarks.

I would suggest that fashion has, undoubtedly, a great

influence on the relative entries, much more, I think, than

the value either of the breed or the prize offered. Each
variety has its time ; and if a sort, as for instance, Malays,

or White-crested Blacks, is for the present out of fashion, I

do not think that it should be excluded on that account.

Spanish and Dorkings are at this time, perhaps, the most

fashionable, and I agree with " T. B. A. Z." " that Dork-

ings, although receiving large prizes in competition, do not

obtain their fair share." Why, I ask, should Dorkings be

confined to one variety, while Game have four or more
acknowledged in most shows ? Surely it woidd only be fair

to set apart separate classes for White, SUver-Grey, and
Cuckoo Dorkings. The class for Colom-ed might stOl be

retained for those competitors who think size aU-important.

Pour varieties of Dorkings are no less than they deserve,

and are no more than are awarded to Game, Shanghai, &o.

As to those aristocrats, the Spanish, why should they be

restricted to one sable hue ? Why should not Blue and

White Spanish each have a class ? I consider them quite as

eligible as the four varieties of the rosy-combed breeds

commonly called Hamburghs, not that I would curtail them,

as I think them quite entitled to their classes.

Shanghais, I think, should always keep their four classes

—

namely. Partridge Brown, Buffs, Grey or Brahmas, and
Whites. I consider that the so-called Brahmas have now
become entitled to a separate class ; but it woid.d be too

much to give them more, for they are only a variety of

Shanghai, and however fashionable they may become, it

would be unfair to other breeds to divide them again on

such a score. The Pai-tridge and Grouse, or Buff and Silver

Cinnamon Shanghais would demand to be separated. In-

deed, it would be far more just to give separate classes to

the York and Lancaster Boses, alias Pheasants and Moomes,

than to divide light and grey Shanghais.

Black Hamburghs are making for themselves a place, but

ought not they to take rank as a fom-th variety of Spanish ?

They certainly look like Eose-combed Spanish. The La Fleche

might join them as Cupped-combed Spanish.
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As to Creve Cceurs, tliey are the same breed as oui'Wliite-

rcested Black fowls commonly called Black Polands, only
with this difference—oui' crested breeds ai'e in few hands, and
their owners have bred them of marvellous beauty ; still

they have suffered rather in constitution and fertility, while
the French breeders have looked to hai-dihood and fecundity,
without taking notice of the fancy points. I have no doubt
if the good qualities of these two extremes of the same breed
could be combined the result would soon be a very fashion-
able and poijular breed, and there would no longer be any
complaint of empty classes.

But to return to the Dorking. May I ask. Why is the
Dorking class to be made the repository of a medley of
shape and colour ? Ifjustice is to be done to a good breed
give them their due, and sej^arate classes for "Whice, Grey,
Cuckoo, and other coloured Dorkings ; not until then will
the Dorkings obtain theu- right.

The same holds good of Spanish ; let there be separate
classes for Black, Blue, and AYhite. Fashion is ever fickle,

and, doubtless, some day the good C|ualities of the Malay
and crested breeds will again find favour with that change-
able goddess. Do not, tlierefore, blot out their places, but
meet even justice to all. Our poulti-y shows should not
descend to petty partialities.—B. P. Beent.

OBTAIIS-INCt H0]N'ET FEOil THE COMB.
"Will you inform me of an easier method of abstracting

honey &om the combs than that laid down by Huish ? In
his dii-ections there are so many vessels used that I conceive
there must also be a great waste of the honey, and having a
friend who took a glass off last August, he finds a difficulty
in taking the honey from the combs.

_
I would also ask, if it is too early for me to remove my

hives from their winter quarters, as I am anxious to cleanse
the floor-boards.—T. S.

^

[The mode of draining honey described by Huiah is prac-
ticable only in the case of combs newly taken from the hive,
and in which the honey retains its fluidity. A small quantity
may be manipxilated in this manner by the aid of a single
sieve and an earthen pan. In the case of a super taken off
last August every cell containing either pollen or brood (if

any), should first be carefully removed, and the combs then
put into a covered jar wliich must be stood in a saucepan or
boiler of water and placed on the fu-e. This should boU
just long enough to liquify both honey and wax, and when
this has been accomplished the jar and its contents should
be placed on one side to cool. When perfectly cold the wax
may be removed in the form of a thin cake from the top of
the honey, which will be found exceedingly pure and per-
fectly liquid underneath.

It is quite time to remove your bees from their winter
quarters and give them their liberty if confined.]

PEOPOSED EXPEEIMENT WITH CHILLED
BEOOD. I

Permit me to remind our Hampshire friend that Mr.
J. P. Edwai'ds related, in page 3S2 of the last VoUmie, an
occurrence almost identical with his suggested experiment
on chilled brood. Most experimental apiarians could, doubt-
less, narrate similar accidents and their results, and thus
supply the requu-ed information. In particular I remember
my esteemed friend, " B. & AV.," relating to me an instance
in which all the brood of a hive perished fi-om putting the
first swai-m in the old stock's place, but I do not know what
became of the combs. One thing is at any rate certain, that
this misfortune did not produce foul brood in his apiary.

—

A Devonshike Bbe-keepee.

THE LAST BEE-SEASON IN SHEOPSHIEE.
The following observations on the season of 1863 may,

perhaps, interest some of your apiarian readers.
The early part of the year from the commencement of

February was remarkably mild and dry, and bees where

they did not iim short of provisions were in a forward con-

dition. During the month of May a moderate quantity of

honey was collected from the blossoms of vai-ious kinds of

trees; but in the beginning of June the prospects of the

honey harvest appeared very gloomy, as the pastures and
clover were almost burnt up by the long-continued drought.

Fortunately, about the middle of the month heavy rain set

in and the gi-ound was thoroughly saturated. The Dutch
clover immediately sprang uj) and blossomed most profusely,

affording fh'st-rate pasturage vmtil near the end of July, and
rendering 1SG3 one of the best honey seasons on record.

The weather subsequently was, on the whole, unfavour-

able, and I found my hives lost at least fr-om 5 to G lbs. each
between the end of July and the middle of September.
Those sent to the moors pretty well held their ground, some
gaining 1 lb.

A few words on honeydew may, perhaps, not be out of

place. Your esteemed correspondent, " B. & W.," seems to

doubt if bees ai-e much benefited by this secretion. I have
frequently, indeed generally, found my bees busy aboi^t the
common laurel at the end of spring, and have seen them col-

lecting honeydew from little spots on the under side of the
leaves. I have also on several occasions observed them busy
upon beech trees when affected with honeydew.
Again : last summer, tow,ards the middle of July, I ob-

served that the bees were unusually active, but on examin-
ing the clover I could only see very few engaged upon it, and
wondered what made the bees so busy. In the evening,
walking out, on passing an oak tree I heard a loud humming,
and looking up saw that the tree was covered with honey-
dew; and although I cannot say that I actually saw the
bees at work upon the oak leaves, I consider that their

absence from the clover, taken in coujunction with the hum-
ming in the oaks and the great activity of the bees, is strong
negative evidence upon the subject.

In August, 1856, my bees were very busy until after the
middle of the month, the oak ti'ees at the same time
abounding with honeydew, and tliis is fully a month later

than the usual honey season in this district.

Once more : Golding affh-ms that he has seen a field of
beans covered with bees before a single blossom had ex-

panded, collecting honey from sm.all spots on the leaves,

and I have noticed them in like manner gathering honey
from spots on the stems and leaves of vetclies, leaving the
blossoms untouched.—J. E. B.

BABBITS EATING- EHODOPENDEONS.
Can you or any of yoiu' readers inform me how far, in their

experience, the statement of "A Northekn SrmscKiEER,"
in your Journal of the 1st inst. holds good—viz., that while
rabbits will not, in the greatest scarcity of food, touch the
Ehododendi'on ponticum, they will eat fr'eely the hybrid and
finer sorts ? I am about to plant a qirantity of hybrids, and
an answer to my query is of some importance to me.

—

Clekicus.

OUE, LETTEE BOX.
Disappointments from Bouuut Eggs (7/^/t'?<x).—You Imvo been very

unfortunate, but as you do not tell us iho \'hricty, nor the seller, nor any
particulars of the number of cp:g^^ phiceft under each hen, nor indeed any
guiding particulars, it is nuite impossible fov us to form au opinion aa to the
cause of failure.

Spangleii Liz.^rd Canariks (R. Goldfinch\—^r. Judd, Eh'd Fancier,
nrar the Elephant and Castle, Newington Causeway, would give you, pro-
bably, the best information.

Straying rocxTuT (Cof/jm).—Since the Judges have determined that a
dop may be shot to save the hiire ho is coursing-, we seo no reason why you
might not shoot tlie poultry that invade your {garden, field?, and hen-yard.
The better way would be to ^ive notice to the owners of the cocks which
injure your crop^ and cmss-breed with your poultry, that you will shoot
them ; after which, if the birds still trespass, shoot them and bury them.
There is no need to wait for a month after notice given.

Golden-spangled HAMiiDuon.s {U. Jr. D.).—Aa the cock has a black
breast, any change in the colour of liis pi"offeny must be from the hen.
You should then choose his mutes with very distincr. raarkinps and llghtisb
breasts. There is a great dlftVrencG in the breast and belly feathers of hens.
Some are nearly black—do not choose them. Our impression is you will
breed both black and spangled from him.

Sheep.—.4 Subscriber^ Mnhtdcc, wishes that *'Thf. Doctor's Boy**
would write on the management of sheep as he did on the management
of cows and pigs.
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some, snails prey on the young leaves of others, and mis-

haps of various kinds may thin them considerably. Whilst
providing for a good patch it is advisable not to sow too

thiclcly, though it is better to have to thin than resow or

transplant. When sown very thickly it is hardly possible

to thin tho patches without injuring the remaining plants.

When the seeds are sown draw the earth over them,
covering them no deeper than their own diameter. It is

better to cover thinly than deeply, for annuals do not re-

quire to be Ivejat or placed in so much darkness as fari-

naceous seeds. It is sufEcient if the seeds are just covered
with soil, or kej)t in the dark, so that the chemical changes
which take jjlace in germination may go on. If the ground
is dry, it is a good plan to water the patches, and cover
them with inverted flower-pots, so as to secure uniibrm
moisture in the soil, and obviate the necessity of repeated
waterings. The sun's rays, consequently, wiU not bake or
dry up the surface, and the pot will absorb heat by day,
and radiate it at night, so that the seeds will not be roasted
at one time, and frozen at the other. When the plants
appear the pots should be removed, but they may be re-

placed with advantage on froaty nights, taking care to
remove them by the time the soil is thawed.
Where the soil is of a tenacious nature, and at all rough at

the time of sowing, it is a good practice to cover the seeds
lightly with some light soil, which shovdd be fine, or made
so by sifting. Care should be taken in open soils to well
pulverise them before sowing the seeds, for it not un&'e-
quently happens that the seeds run down the openings, and
ai'e lost for that year at least, by being buried too deeply in
the soU. Where any danger of this is apprehended, a small
portion of sifted mould should be placed on the soil for the
seed to be sown on. The seeds of some annuals are so small
that it is scarcely possible to cover them too thinly, but
none will take harm if covered to no greater depth than its

own diameter.
When the seedlings are fairly up a ring of dry soot should

be placed round each patch to ijrevent the nocturnal visits

of slugs, which will in a single night devour a whole patch.
If these pests are at all troublesome some fresh Cabbage
leaves, laid at night near then' haunts, and examined in the
morning, will collect a great many; and if they be brushed
off the leaf into a fiower-pot, and a little salt sprinkled over
them, they will not trouble the cultivator any more. This,
repeated for several nights, will soon rid a garden of slugs.
Where ducks are kept the slugs unsalted form one of theii'

best-relished meals. Should the weather be di'y the annuals
should be watered, and the ground between the patches fre-

quently stirred with a hoe ; but a rake cannot be too little

used, for the surface shovild never be made fine, so as to
thr-ow off rain into the hoUows. On the contrary, it should
give free access to air and moisture. The aim of the cul-

tivator should be the well-being of his plants, and not that
neatness which is secured at the expense of their healthy
growth. The longer the soil is kept open tho more satis-

factory will be the results. When the plants are a few
inches high they should be thinned, if too thick. Those
which attain less than a foot in height should be thinned to
at least an inch apart, and those growing to a greater
height ought to be at least 2 or 3 inches clear of then- neigh-
bours. The thinnings may bo planted to fill up vacant
spaces, or to supply the place of failures. Showery weather
is the best time for thinning annuals.
As the plants advance in gnjwtli care should be taken to

stake such as i-equii-e support, and to place wire trellises for

climbers, or sticks for them to cling to, before the one be
broken by the winds, or the other spoiled and leggy from
creeping on the sirrfaoe. In dry weather the borders should
be well watered, and the surface between the patches ft-e-

quently stirred to keep down weeds and keep the surface
open; and this stming is best done before tho plants feel

the effects of drought, or tho surface becomes baked or
smothered with weeds. It is too late to water annuals
when they have become stunted in gTOwth, and vain are
turfaoe-stirrings after this has taken place. They may, in-

deed, improve, but the best plan is to act so that there is

little to wish for. When they are in flower they should, if

the weather is dry, be well supplied with water. It will

much prolong their period of bloom, the flowers will be
larger, and the pleasure derived from them wiU bo ten times

greater than when they are grown in places altogether un-
suited to their proper development.
In sowing annuals due regai-d must be paid to the habit of

each kind and the height which it attains. Those of trailing

and dwarf-growing habit should be sown in &ont, and the
others distributed at such distances from them as their

heights may determine. Half the height which any variety
grows to is the proper distance to leave between the
patches or rows. The tallest should, of course, be sown at
the back, and the height gradually diminished towards the
front.

Although an early bloom is very desirable, this cannot be
obtained by sowing early; at least if it is, the flowei-s aie
not worth the labour bestowed on them. An early bloom is

best obtained from autumn sowing ; but I have been in the
habit of sowing some of the most showy annuals in 48-sized

pots early in March, and plunging them in ashes on a slight

hotbed to forward them, and when well up and established
they are planted out. The contents of a few hundreds of

such pots planted in April add materially to the gaiety of

the herbaceous borders in June and July.

The following is a list of the best annuals, those marked
with an asterisk making good beds, though not suitable for

massing with others.

SELECT HARDY ANNUALS.

Alyssum maritimum, white, 6 in.

*Aster (anacetifoUus, blue purple,
babit dwarf and branching, fLoiver-

inj; all the summer, 1 ft.

.\triplcx horttnsis rubra, crimson
purple leaves.

Bartonia aurea, golden yellow, li^

ft.

Beta brasiliensis, ornamental- foliaped
plant, well adapted for shrubberies
and uilxod holders, 3 ft. tiome have
broad pilvery central ribs, mar-
gined with green ; others criuisnii,

resy, and violet ribs, with coit-

traating' colouied margins.
Blituin capitatuin, scarlet-fruited

Strawberry-blight, 2 ft.

Catmdrinia apeeioaa, deep crimson,
1 It.

Calendula, vars., well adapted for

town cardens, 1 ft.

*Car;iopsi3 atiosansulnea, dark red.

*C. Dnmimoudi, yellow and red, 2 it.

*C specioaa, ricli maroon ciirason,

3 ft.

-C. nana Intca, very dwarf, yellow.

Callirlioe pedata, rich rosy crimson,

with white eye, 2.^ ft.

C. pedata nana, rich purple crimson,

1 ft.

Campanula Lorei. blue, 1 ft.

C. pentag<mia, purple, 9 in.

^Candytuft, Lars'c White (Iberis

eoroiiaria), 1 It.; Large-flo*s-ered

White {T. grandiflora alba), effec-

tive, 1 ft. ; New Dark Crimson,

1 ft. ; Wliite Sweet-scented (I. odo-

rata), 1 ft. ; Purplo {I. uinbellata),

1 ft. ; Large White Rocket (I. a:n-

ara), 1 ft. (These are the most
useful of all flowering plants (or

the summer decoration of the

liower g.inlen.)

Chenopodlum atripliois, oinamentil

coloured foliage, line for borders,

3 ft.

•Chrysanthemum Bnrridgcaiuim,

white, yellow, and criinaoii, one of

the finest annuals jrown, 1\ ft,

''C. CLirouarium, New Dwarf Yellow

very line, of dwarf habit, and
most pioUise in blooinim:, 1.^ ft.

•Clarliia elegans, vara., 1 It. to l.J.

(.\ bed of Clarlilas, mixed or sepa-

rate, is a fine sight, .Vll the varie-

ties are very ornamental.)

Collinnia hartsimfolia, purple, 9 in,

C. hartsirclblia alba, white, 9 in.

C, bicolnr, purple and while, 1 ft.

C. bicolor candidiasima, pure white,

1 It.

<";, BvandiHora, purplo, 1 ft.

•C. nuiilieolor, crimson, litre, and
white, a neat branching varietv,

lit.

Colloiula coccinca, scarlet, 1 ft.

Convolvulus miijor, vaia., climbers,

C. minor, blue, purple, &o., I ft.

Cotula aurea, golden yellow, neat for

small beds or margins, G in.

Delphinium cardiopetulon, blue, 1 ft.

•Delphinium chiuense, rich blue ; a
very fine Larkspur, flowering the
firit year ; of branching habit, 2 ft.

Ervsimum arkansanum, pale yellow,
U ft.

E feroff-'kiauum, orange.
Kschscholtziacilifornica, yellow, 1 ft.

K. crocea, orange, 1 ft.

E. crocea alba.

E. tenuifolia, straw-coloured, 9 in.

Eucbaridium grandidorum, crimson,
1 ft.

Eatoca viscida, dark blue, 1 ft.

Gilia achilleffifoiia, blue, 1 ft.

G. laciniata, blue, 1^ ft.

G. nivalis, white, 9 in.

G. tricolor, three-coloured, 9 in.

Godetia rosea-alba, rose and white,
IJ ft. rar. Tom Thumb, white,
with a rich rose blotch on each
petal, Hue.

G. The Bride, white, with crimson
ling, IJ ft.

Heltsnthusargyrophyllusflorepleno,
double yellcv flowers, flue.

H. macrophyllus giganteus, 6 ft.

H. striatus Uore pieiio, 4 ft., fine.

*LarSspur, Branching, blue, rose
striped, and white, Hue border
plants, 2 It,

L. Dwarf Itocket, flowers various,
lift.

L. Dwarf Slock, 1 ft.; Hyacinth-
flowered, 1 ft. ; Pyramidal Rocket,
1.4 ft. ; Tall Stuek-flowered, mixed,
li ft.

(Mi the Larkspurs are fine in lines

or groups.)
Lasthenia ealifornica, yellow, 1 ft.

Laihyrus alatus (Winged Pea),
scarlet.

L. alatus luteus, yellow, 3 ft.

L. luagellaulcus (Lord Anson's Pea),
blue, 3 It. ; and L. magellanlcus
albus,

L. oror.itus (Sweet Pea), vara., 6 ft
L. tingitanus (Tangier Pea), red,

3 ft.

(A row of Sweet Peas is a fine sight.)

Leptiisiphon androsaceus, lilac, 1ft.

L. dcusitlorus, purple, 1 ft.

•L. hybridus, vars., G in.

L. luteus, pale yellow, in.

Limnanthes Duuglasii, white and
yellow, I ft.

L. Uouglasii alba, white, 1 ft.

Linaria specio^a, purple shaded, 1 ft.

Linum granuldorum, biilliant crim-
son, 1^ ft,

•Love-lies-bleeding (AmaranthuB
caudatus), red, 2.^ ft.

•Lupinus luteus lYullow Lupin), 1ft.

L. albo-coccincus, very tine, 'White,

with rose spot on the base, IJ ft.

L. Dunnetti suporbus, red, brown,
and yellow, 2 ft.

L. Hartwegi albus, splendid white,

2 ft.

•L. Hartwegi cujlosllnus, light blue,

shaded with rose, free blooming,

2 ft.
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*Lupinu3 Hartwegi ruber, purple
and red, fine, one of the best, 2 ft.

L. hybridus, nigricans, rich violet,

very showy, 2 ft.

*L. Menziesii, line yellow, 2 ft.

'^L. nanuE, tilue and tvhite, 1 ft.

*L. nanns flore albo, white, 1 ft.

L. subciroosua, rich blue, fioe, 1^ ft.

L. vanuatus, lilac and white, 1^ ft.

L, venustus tricolor, purple, white
and blue, prefty, 1^ ft

Malope griindiflora (triflda), bright
crimson, fine, 3 ft.

M. grandiflora alba, white, 3 ft.

Mignonette (Reseda odoraLa), green-
ish yellow, 9 in,

M. grandiflora, large-flowered, fine,

1ft.

'*Nolana atriplicifoUa, blue, white,
and yellow, 6 in.

*N. prostrat-j, blue, 6 in,

N. paradoxa violauea, vi'ilet, 1 ft.

Nemophlla atomaiia, white spotted,

1ft.
"^N. atomaiia oculata, white, rich

dark spots, with lacerated mar-
Kins, fine, 6 in.

*N. in-^ignis, blue, a universal fa-

vourite, 9 in.

N. insignia alba, white, 9 in.

N, insifiuis margiuata, blue, edged
with white.

N. maculata, white, with large purple
spots, 1 ft.

Oxalis corniculata foliis atro-pur-
pureis, ornamental foliage, suitable

for margins of beds. Ac, 3 in.

O. rosea, bright ro=e, 9 in.

I*oppy, Carnation, various coloured
flowers. 2 ft.

P., Fimbriated, varions colours, 2 ft.

P., French, fine, 2 ft. (A large bed
of these is really splendid.)

In the above list my endeavour has been to esclade those

unworthy of a place in flower gardens. Some of those named
do not succeed weU in all soils, nor alike in all seasons;

but they wiU well repay any trouble bestowed upon them.
—George Ajbbet.

Poppy, Double varieties, 2^ ft.

(All are tine for borders or woodland
walks in sunny Bituatinna.J

Saponnria alba, white, 9 in.

S. calabrica, pink, 9 in.

•S.maiginata, pink, margined white,

fine for beds.

*Silene barbata, rich pink, fine.

*S. pendula, rose, 1 ft.

*S. rubella alba, white, fine, 1 ft.

Sphenogyne speciosa, yellow, dark
centre, 1 ft.

Sweet Sultan (Centaurea moschata),

Purple, 2 ft. ; White, 2 ft- ; Yellow,

2 fc.

Tropa?'>lum majus (TallNasturtium),
various, 6 ft.

T. majus purpureum, plum, with
purple tint.

T. nanuin, Tom Thumb. Vars.^

Beauty, orange spotted ; Crimson ;

Crystal Palace Gem, sulphur, with

red spots; Scarlet; Pearl, cream
colour J

Yellow; Yellow Spotted.

(Charming plants for beds or bor-

ders.)

T. peregrinum (Canary Creeper),

yellow, 10 ft.

Venus's Looking-gla'is (Campanula
speculum), blue, 6 in.

Venus'a Navelwert (OmphrilodfS

linifoli.i), white. {A nice plant for

margins of beds.)

Veronica syriaca, blue and white.

(Makes a good edging early in the

season.)
Virginian Stock (Malcomia maritima),

red, 6 m.; white, b in.

Viecaria oculata, rose, with dark
eye, 1 fc.

*V. oculata nana coccinea, deep rose,

6 in. ; .iplendens, rosy-red, C in.

In No. 154. Mr. G. Abbey gave a list of annuals which he
has found worthy of cultivation, and he also expressed a

wish that any one knowing of other kinds would name
them. I therefore submit the following to his notice ; and
I believe that, if he give them all a fair trial, he will find

not a few of them up to his standard of merit.

I jotted down the names enth-ely from memory, and no
doubt I have omitted several good things; but, as the

worth of a plant is to a great extent a matter of indivi-

dual taste or opinion, I leave the list in the hands of the

public, merely marking with an asterisk such as I consider

really good.

Adonis autamnalis.
Erachycome iberidifolia.

Cenia turbinata.
*Centaoridium Drummondi
*ChryB inthemum coronarium.
•Commelina cosicstis.

Cryptostemma calendulaceum.
Cuphea silenoides.

•Datura ceraiocanlon.
^Dimorphotheca pluvialis.

•Erysimum PerofTskianum.
EBchscholtzia calilOrnica.

*Eucharidium concinnuni.
•Fenzlia dianthiflora.

Gilia capitata.

G. tricolor.

*Helipterura Sandfordii.
•Iberis unibellata.

•lonopsidion acaule.
*Leptosiphon lutcus.
L. densiflorus.

•Limnauthes Douglasii.
Lopezit coronata.

—G. L.

Madaria elegans.

Ulalcomia maritima.
*Malope ttiBda.

M. triKda alba.

Moricandiu arvenais,

Morna elei^ans.

Nigella damascena.
Nolana tenella.

Polygonum orientale,

*S;uivitjlia procuinbens.
*Saponaria calabrica.

S. caUbrica alba.

SchiKopetalon Walkeri.
Scyphanthus elegans.
Silyne intefc^'ipetala.

*3. pendula.
Specularia speculum.
Sphenogyne versicolor,

S. aionidifolia.

"Veronica pyriaca.
Viscarii oculata.

*\Vahlenbergia agrestis.

THE DINNEE-TABLE DECOEATION PEIZES.
Amonost the many subjects of discontent wMcli tiie pro-

mulgation of the prizes offered by the Eoyal Horticultural
Society has caused, it is satisfactoiy to be able to turn to

one in which they have certainly given satisfaction, and
that is by again offering prizes for dinner-table designs.

Let the credit due be paid to the gentleman who has in-

stituted and still supports these prizes, and who, in the

present season, has laid down some useful limits to the
flights which Fancy in her caprices is wont to take.

I believe it is not too much to affirm, that at the Show of
last June when the prizes so offered were competed for,

nothing attracted so much attention. Ladies of rank ae
well as gardeners and others crowded to the tables con-

taining the various designs, and all freely criticised the re-

spective stands in accordance with the view each individual

took of what constituted " the beautiful." "Without, how-
ever, reviving the now long-since withered specimens of iioral

beauties or incongruities, it is almost needless to say that one
or two examples were so generally disapproved ofby the criti-

cising public that tliey wiU not again appear. But amongst
those respecting whose claims to attention various opinions
were expressed, there were one or two examples which I
trust hereafter may receive more notice than has been
hitherto bestowed upon them ; and as the judgment of last

year seemed open to grave objections, and by the conditions

laid down cannot be acted upon this season, I am not with-
out hopes that one plain rule, strictly bordering on utility,

which I have ou more than one occasion urged in these
pages, will eventually obtain a chief place.

On former occasions when I have given an opinion on this

subject, I have urged that everything of an ornamental
character put upon a dinner-table should be so low as to be
under the line of vision between one person's countenance
and that of another when seated at table ; or, if in a very
few instances such things as candlesticks, lamps, and the
like be of necessity higher tlian the point given, let them
present as little obstruction as possible between the guests
at table. This, however, is the department of another class

of decoration; but once establish the rule that the present
policy of making a tower up the centre of a dinner-table is

bad, and a general cut down or rise up wUl be the result

;

for, notwithstanding all the advances the decorative arts

liave made in the last twenty years, those only promise to

be of a permanent kind which embrace something of the
character of utility. Even in the vagaries of the costume
at the present day, utility has been more considered than of

yore, especially by the rougher sex, and possibly the gentler

one will say they also derive more comfort from the more
space they now occupy ; and I need hardly add, that the

ardent purveyor of ornament in whatever Torm he may pre-

sent it, is most anxious to add the term " useful " whenever
he can do so, and even give it the prominent place.

As before stated, I therefore do not despair to see those
beautiful designs of fruit and flowers which grace the dinner-

table so much reduced as to come within the dimensions
given above. To be mox-e plain, let nothing be higher than
14 inches, measuring from the tablecloth ; or if suspended
do not let anything bulky approach nearer than 24 niches

from the table, thereby leaving a clear space of 10 inches,

and as much more as can be given, free of all obstruction.

In advocating this I am by no means insensible to the
claims of flowers and other ornaments ; but assuredly these
can be seen as well and even better when below the eye than
when on a level with it or above it. Most people, if not
every one, reads with most comfort when the book or paper
is below the eye, and in examining any object when more
than ordinary observation is required, this is invariably

the case if it can be managed so ; besides which there are a
greater nitmber of flowers opening upwards than in a pen-
dant direction, and fruits of all kinds present their most
showy sides to the sun. More might be said to urge the
validity of the position which I have taken, but it is needless

to follow it up farther. I hope in the present year, however,
to hear of more examples embodying my views than last;

and as the schedule very wisely prohibits birds and fishes,

it is evident that the turn taken in the direction of utility

has only to be pushed a little further, and all the top-heavy
objects will topple over; and this is the less to be regretted

in consequence of their fragile character giving in many
cases a feeling of iusecurity.

Before closmg my notes on^this siibjeot I would remind
the admiring public, or tliosewlio act as censors on such
occasions as at the Show alluded to, that merely walking
along and looking at the various designs is hardly a fair

way of discerning their merits. The designs are or ought
to be prepared to give the best possible effect to company
seated at table, and not standing ; and supposing a bulky
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plant or bouquet in the centre of a long table, that screen
alone hides several persons at the right hand of one end of

the table from those who sit at the left of the other end;
this assuredly is never meant to be the case at a social meal,
besides which, however beautiful the design may be, it is

questionable if any but those in immediate contact with it

regard it otherwise than with indifference; whereas a well-

selected stand of flowers of glowing colours that contrast
well with the tablecloth is admired by all, and the nearer it

approaches the tablecloth the better the contrast.
As an accompaniment to dinner-table decorations in the

way alluded to, I wdl add that the cultivation of plants for

the purpose has received much attention, and many are the
claimants for distinction. Unfortunately, however, the neces-
sity of showing them in small pots prevents a large number
of flowering plants from competing ; but in the class where
foliage is the predominating feature the list of those avail-

able for the purpose is by no means a meagre one ; but as I

may return to this subject, I will only conclude by caUing
attention to the view I have given of the matter, and if

any have objections to the laws I woiJd lay down, let them
state them at once, giving the reasons for their objections.

J. EOBSON.

STATICE PEOFUSA CULTUEE.
The Statice family is one well worthy of more general

attention than has hitherto been bestowed on it. Many of

the varieties are most useful for conservatory and cool green-
house decoration for several months in autumn, when bloom-
ing plants become rather scarce. They are also exceedingly
useful for sitting-room stands and vases, more especially the
one which my present object is to bring more prominently
before youi' readers. There are many plants which are
brought into notice and general cultivation with a bound,
and which with an almost equal rapidity fall into the shade
and are forgotten, except whore collections of plants are the
object instead of useful selections. They never deserved the
characters with which they were brought under pubhc notice.

Other plants, again, raised by comparatively obscure indivi-

duals are at first treated with carelessness, and, perhaps,
disregard, though of sterling merit, but they slowly and
surely work their way into general cultivation and favour,
and ultimately become permanent tenants of almost every
greenhouse or stove.

I have no fear of being contradicted by any one who is

acquainted with the exceeding usefulness of Statice profusa,
when I assert that it is one of the most useful pot plants
that have been produced by hybridisation for the last ten or
fifteen years. Its utility as a decorative i)lant cannot well
be overestimated, nor is it likely to be fuUy appreciated for

some years to come. As far as my taste and judgment goes
it is unrivalled by any of the other members of the Statice
family. It was raised by Mr. Rattray, late gardener at
Saltoun Hall, and is a cross between S. Holfordi and S. pu-
berula. It partakes of all the compactness of the latter,
with a good s;iare of the vigour of the former variety, is

highsr in colour than either, and yields an immense crop of
l/loor.i. An individual plant wOl continue in bloom from the
beginning of -Vv.gust till the end of November in a green-
iicuse tempeij.t;ire. By keeping a few sets of plants in dif-
lorent stages there is no difSoulty in having it in bloom every
II onth in the year. It partakes of the hardiness of S. pu-
l.rula, and consequently keeps in health in a greenhouse
t<:.iiperature all the winter, although to grow it h-eely and
r^_;ckly into large plants it likes an intermediate tempera-
ture during the spring months.

It has the additional recommendation of striking more
freely fi-om cuttings than many of the Statice. Cuttings made
in the usual way, and placed in a gentle bottom heat about
the end of July or beginning of August, root with certainty
in from four to five weeks. I have sometimes cut a notch
at the base of the small side shoots, and split them up a
little, fixing a small wedge in the opening, and allowed the
cuttings to remain on the parent plant till the wound healed
or callused over, and then removed them to the propagatin"-
pit, where they very soon emitted roots. When well rooted
they are_ potted, if strong cuttings, into four-inch pots.
They delight in a compost of two parts loam, one part peat,
one part leaf mould, and one part silver sand. To obtain -

large plants quickly they should be grown in the coolest

part of the stove all the winter, where they will have a heat
of from 55" to 00°, and they should be kept close to the
glass. They are ready for a shift early in February, and
will require an eight-inch pot, and the same soil as that
already named, with a slight addition of old cowdung and
pounded charcoal. In these pots they make fine flowering
plants, forming a compact and dense head of bloom 20 inches
to 2 feet across. If required for late-autumn blooming, the
fu'st flowers must be pinched off as they appear. The first

that appear are, however, the finest heads of bloom. During
the spring months after they have been shifted, they should
be grown in a temperature of 60°, and be syringed over-

head once or twice a-day. In a moderate degree of bottom
heat their progress is still more rapid and \'igorous; but
bottom heat is by no means indispensable. As they throw
up for bloom they should be hardened-ofi', and ultimately
placed in a light, airy house, where they form beautiful
objects among autumn-fiowering plants.

After the flowering season is past the flower-spikes should
be removed, and the plants must be wintered in the green-
house. In spring they requu-e to be turned out of their

pots, the b.alls reduced, and potted into larger-sized pots.

If a little bottom heat can be afforded them it will greatly
assist them in making a fresh start. The size of plants
desu'ed must regulate the size of pot into which they are
shifted for flowering. In twelve and thii-teen-inch pots they
make large plants with an enormous profusion of bloom,
fuUy justifying the name the plant bears. Few plants are

more subject to green fly at all seasons ; and fumigation
with tobacco must be often resorted to in order to keep
them free from this pest.

So highly appreciated is this plant for decorative purposes,
that it is grown by the dozen by those gardeners who have
known it the longest. In some instances it has been planted
out in summer, and has succeeded admirably. I would
strongly recommend it to those who have much to do in

the way of decoration with pot plants. D. Thomson.

EOSES ON THEIE. OWN BOOTS.
A distinguished rosarian writing to the "Florist" some

time ago, stated that if any amateur horticulturist took up
a gardening periodical and found nothing in it about Roses,

he or she would certainly lay it down with a feeling of dis-

appointment or something akin to it. Now, if this is not
exactly a truism, it expresses a very general sentiment—for

an obvious reason: the Rose is everybody's flower, evei^ybody

admires it, and it is found in nearly every garden, public or

private, from that of the peer to the peasant's. Tender and
choice varieties may be seen in almost every conservatoiy of
the wealthy. The old vigorous Sempervu'ens, Pelicite,

White China, and others cover the walls of the cottage

;

whUe the Damask, Cabbage, and Moss, are conspicuous in

the tiny flower patches wherever one is permitted to exist.

Very many, too, have theii- standards and " collection," and
where the flower garden is an object of care and culture, the

Rose forms an important item in its decoration. But the

rosarian, however kindly he may look upon a Rose plant

when he sees one, is far from satisfied with planting a

number of varieties, more or less, and then leaving them to

the cai-e of Providence, excelling, perhaps, an occasional

pruning. He soon discovers that they require attention to

bring them to the perfection they ai-e capable of attaining

—

in other words, they must be cultivated. Something about

them, whether it be information on their ciilture, what new
varieties are likely to turn out well, or, indeed, any Rose
intelligence, is siu-e to be acceptable to a large number of

the readers of any gai-deniiig journal. The readers of The
JouKNAL OF HoKTicuLTURE have not, for some weeks past,

seen any articles on this favourite flower, but an inquiry by
a correspondent in No. 154 has suggested the remarks
which I am about to make, and wliich I hope may induce

other rosarians to give their experience likewise.

I know of no flower more susceptible to differences of soil

than the Rose, more especially the class of Hybrid Perpctuals.

A very casual observer of the gi'eat Rose shows that have
of late years been held at the Crystal Palace, and at the

Royal Horticultural Society's Gai'den at Kensington, could

not fail to notice how different the same kind appeared ia
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different boxes from different parts of the country. I have

seen Eoses in the greatest beauty with little aid from man,

after they have been planted in soils so well adapted to them
that they may be said to be almost indigenous there. I

have also been so fortunate as to see them in the garden of

the distinguished rosarian alluded to at the beginning- of

this article, where the soil is indeed anything but favour-

able, and where many contingencies adverse to Eoses happen,

but where every difficulty has been contended against with

a perseverance and intelligence which have not failed to call

forth the warmest admiration of all who have been there.

I have seen them again, dragging out a brief and miserable

existence most piteous to behold, where from neglect or

other causes they have been suffered to pass a wretched

time of it, without being able to produce a single flower

fine enough to attract notice.

I am sanguine that Eoses can be grown, even on poor

soUs, not good enough, it is true, for exhibition purposes,

yet beautiful and attractive for the spot. I have here great

difficulties to contend with ; the soil is very light and sandy,

the situation much exposed to winds, particularly from the

north, north-east, and east ; and my disappointments have

been great and ft'equent. Many good varieties which flourish

in soUs favourable to Eoses cannot exist here. There are

many, probably, who, like myself, have had grievous mishaps,

their soil being like mine very light ; but let not such des-

pair. A great deal depends upon the form which they adopt

for their Eoses—^that is to say, whether on their own roots,

on the Manetti, or on the briar; these ai-e three most
distinct .modes of cultivation in use. Now it is evident that

where one mode may succeed another may fail, and in some
places all may succeed, or some better than another; but I

know of no ordinary place where they all fail, unless by
very perverse planting and selection of kinds. I have for

some years past tried all three of these forms on many
varieties, including Hybrid Perpetuals, Bourbons, Noisettes,

Teas, Gallicas, and Hybrid Chinas.
Eoses on their own roots take time to become strong

plants, but miioh may be done to help them on. If the
plants are obtained in jDots from the nursery in the autumn,
it is advisable to keep them so through the winter in a cold
pit or frame till April, when they may be turned out and
planted in the spot designed for them. In planting, I have
found it useful to take out a few spits of earth, and fill the
vacancy with about one half of turfy loam, and one half of
heavy manure, chiefly night-soU that has been buried for

some months, or pig manure when it can be obtained,
mixing the two well together, and placing the plant in the
middle, not too deep, and being careful that it is left

firmly in the ground (I am speaking of light soils only). As
the summer advances it will soon be apparent whether the
plant win thrive. If it is a vigorous, healthy-growing kind
it will send out strong shoots from the bottom. In dry
weather water must be afforded and the surface mulched.
Eain water is to be preferred ; and manure water, not too
strong, may be occasionally given while the plant is young.
If in November the plants have made but little progress, it

will be best to take them up, pot them, and keep in a pit or
frame for the winter. Should they fail to grow in the suc-
ceeding summer after being again planted out as before, it

may be concluded that the kind wOl not do. It is also to be
noted, that good shoots of the first year's growth should be
tied, to prevent injury by the wind.
None of the Hybrid Perpetuals naturally dwarf, or of only

moderate habit, will flourish on their own roots in a light
soU. They will live on for a year or two and then die. I
have had many such, so that I no longer attempt to grow
any in this way, but such as are of vigorous and robust
constitution.

The following Hybrid Perpetuals may be depended on,
when grown on their own roots, for light soils, and although
I have not myself proved all of them, I can speak of them
with confidence.

lAgU.—Caroline de Sansal, Duchesse d'Orleans, Mademoi-
selle Bonnaire. Madame Vidot is a failure here ; and Louise
Daxzins and Soeur des Anges I have not yet proved.
Pink and Rose.—^Baronue Prevost, Comtesse de ChabrH-

lant, Anna Alexieff, Anna de Diesbach, BeUe de Bourg-la-
Eeine, Glcire de Vitry (one of the best), Corate de Nanteuil,
La ViUe de St. Denis, Madame Boll Madame de Cambaceres,

WiUiam Griffiths, Souvenir de la Eeine d'Angleterre, Victor
Verdier.

Carmine and Crimson.—Baronne Hallez, John Hopper,
Jules Margottin, Madame C. Crapelet, Madame Louise
Carique, Triomphe de Paris, Triomphe de TExposition.

Scarlet and Purple Crimson.—Duchess of Norfolk, Eugene
Appert, Geant des Batailles, General Jacqueminot, Senateur
Vaisse, Lord Eaglan, Lion des Combats, Triomphe des Beaux
Arts. I have not yet proved Due de Eohan, Maurice Ber-
nardin, and others of recent introduction.

Dark.—Cardinal Patrizzi, Empereur de Maroe, and pro-

bably Prince Camille de Eohan.
Bo^irbons.— Acidalie, Souvenir de Malmaison, Madame

Despres, Louise Odier, Sir Joseph Paxton, Docteur Berthet.
—Adolphus H. Kent, Bletchingley, Surrey.

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S FIEST SPEING
SHOW.—Maech 19th.

Moke fortunate than its predecessor at Kensington, this

Show was favoured by one of the brightest of spring days.

The display though small was good, and principally con-

sisted of Hyacinths contributed by Messrs. Cutbush and W.
Paul. The latter took the first prize in the Nurserymen's
Class for twelve, with Argus, Marie, the beautiful new Lord
Palmerston, King of Blues, Bloksberg, Von SchQler, Macau-
lay, Koh-i-Noor, Duo de MalakofT, Ida, Mont Blanc, and
Snowball. Messrs. Cutbush, who were second, had Bleu
Aimable, Argus, Baron Von TuyU, Nimrod, Macaulay, Von
SchiUer, Florence Nightingale, Grandeur a MerveiUe, Mont
Blanc, Seraphine, Ida, and the almost black General Have-
lock. The spikes in both these collections were, almost

without exception, remarkably fine, and the merits of the

two stands very nearly equal. Both the above-named ex-

hibitors showed, in addition, in the Miscellaneous Class,

coUeotions of one hundi-ed, comprising nearly all the best

kinds in cultivation. Here Mr. W. Paul again took the

precedence; but Messrs. Cutbush ran him very closely.

In their collection we noticed two new kinds, Josephine and
Eobert Fortune, described last week. Messrs. Barr & Sugden
were the only other exhibitors in the Nurserymen's Class,

and received the third prize.

Among Amateurs the best collection came fr'om Mr. Young,
gardener to E. Barclay, Esq., Highgate, in which were fine

examples of Leonidas, Charles Dickens, Baron Von TuyU,
and other kinds ah'eady named. Mr. CaiT, gardener to

B. Noakes, Esq., Highgate, was second. Special prizes were
also offered by Messrs. Cutbush for Amateurs' collections of

twelve, for which Mr. Young and Mr. Carr were also the

competitors.
In Camellias, the only collection in pots came fi-om Mr.

Yoimg, who consequently took the prize. Among them
were Alba plena and Baron de Proney (white), Imbricata

rubra, and Woodsii.
In Cut Blooms Mr. W. Paul was first, Mr. Treen, of Eugby,

second; and in the Amateurs' Class Mr. Todman, gardener

to E. Hudson, Esq., Clapham Common, had a first prize.

Among the varieties shown were beautiful examples of Alba
plena, Eximia, Princess Bacchiochi, Countess of Orkney (a

charming sort), Eubens, and Ochroleuca.
Of Cyclamens, excellent pots were shown by Mr. Holland,

gardener to E. Peake, Esq., Isleworth, and Mr. Wiggins,
gardener to W. Beck, Esq., of the same place, and who
stood in the prize list in the order in which they are named.
Mr. Holland had also a remarkably fine single specimen

—

such, indeed, as is rarely seen. Messrs. E. G. Henderson
likewise exhibited a numerous collection of Atkinsi and
Persicum seedlings, for which a prize was awarded. Chinese

Primroses were shown by Mr. Todman and Messrs. Dobsou
and Sons, and the Fern-leaved kinds by Messrs. Henderson.
They were well grown, and of good colours, and their exhi-

bitors all had a place in the prize list.

Of early Tulips, collections came fi-om Messrs. Cutbush
and W. Paul, consisting, for the most part, of the kmds
shown at Kensington. Eoi Pepin, Proserpine, Vermilion

BrUliant, Yellow Prince, Fabiola, Tournesol, and New TeUow
Tournesol (very large), were some of the most showy.

Mr. W. Paul also exhibited Crocuses, of which David Eizzio,

Sir "W". Scott, Ida Pfeiffer, Albion, Marie d'Ecosse, and
Mammoth, were a few of the best.
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Amaryllids came from Mr. Parker, of Tooting, the most
sliowy being Ackermanni pulchen-ima ; well grown Lilies

of the VaUey from Mr. Howai-d, of Balham.
In Eoses Messrs. Paul & Son had a good stand of out

blooms, among which were Amiral Gravina, Franijois

Lacharme, Catherine Guillot, Professeur Koch ; and Teas,
Vicomtesse de Cazes and Devoniensis ; and the same firm

had also some fine specimens in pots. Victor Verdier and
Jules Margottin were in fine bloom ; Mesdames C. Wood
and Julie Daran, Lord Canning, Souvenir de Comte Cavour.
Teas, Louise de Savoie, President, and Madame de St.

Joseph, were also very good.
From Mr. Bull camo a collection of flowering and fine-

foliaged plants, among which were Hebeclinium atrorubens,
a very good Azalea Triumphans, and the showy Imanto-
phyUum miniatum ; and collections of a similar nature
were contributed by Mr. Treen and Mr. Cross. Pourettia
pungens, with a spite of scarlet flowers, bright in colour, but
not sufiiciently developed, came fi-om Messrs. P. & A. Smith

;

and from Mi'. Hill, Keele Hall, some excellent old and new
Grapes, consisting of Lady Downes' and Black Barbarossa
of 1863, and West's St. Peter's and Black Hamburgh of
the present year. Certificates of merit were awarded to
Mr.' Bull for Chameranthemum verbenaceum, also for Ca-
mellia Comte de Gomer, a deep rose and white-striped kind,
very full and fine—a fii'st-class ; to Messrs. Veitch for Azalea
Stella, orange scarlet, spotted on a violet crimson ground on
the vipper petal ; also for a white Ehododendron from Moul-
mein, ali-eady noticed at p. 212 ; to Messrs. F. & A. Smith
for Cinerarias Eliza, bright crimson margin, with white
ring round the disk, and Flower of the Day, deep mulberry,
with narrow but distinct white ring ; and to Mr. Wiggins
for Nonpariel, broad bright crimson edge, and white ring.

Several other seedlings were also shown by Messrs. Smith
and Wiggins, but were not considered worthy of special
notice.

EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
If the observations and assertions of great men and

philosophers ai'e worthy of being received, we must look
upon the science and art of horticulture as among the most
important occupations that have engaged the attention of
the human race. If a country's greatness and welfare be so
largely dependant on the intelligent pursuit and develop-
ment of agrictiltixre, then we cannot do otherwise than place
gardening in the front rank of all that is important to and
connected with the productiveness of the soil; for most
assuredly it has been the cradle of agricultm'e. The two
are often called twin sisters. The one should be looked
upon as the parent of the other ; for it has been in the lap
of gardening that agriculture. Hie a young Hercules, first

tried its powers, and jirepared like him to overrun the world,
speedily clearing it of monsters, and bestowing on man the
lolessings of its civilising effects.

The recent efforts of modern mechanism to bend the
powerful application of steam to the tOlage of the soil must
look for their reward chiefly from a deepened staple in the
farm field, in imitation of what has long been practised in
cm' garden quarters. If the productiveness of our fields is

to be greatly increased, it must arise from leai-ning and
practising the lesson which shares so great a part in the
success of the gardener. In fact, gardening may be justly
regarded as another name for the perfection of rural or field

culture.

Looking at horticulture in such a light as this, it becomes
invested with an importance it would be difficult to over-
estimate : hence a National Society, established with the
express view of teaching how better to develope the resources
of oiu' gardens, is greatly to be desh'ed. It is, however, a
notorious and lamentable fact that the gai'dens which have
been attempted by these societies with this end in view
have, after a career of the most lavish expenditure, done
little else besides get into debt, and ultimately, in some
cases, die a natiu'al death.
We need soai-cely call attention to the enormous sums of

money which have recently been raised and spent by the
Eoyal Horticultural Society of London, with the commend-
able object of placing itself in a position worthy of so great
and wealthy a country with its unrivalled private garden

establishments. It has had poured into its lap a very river

of gold ; it has shared tiie patronage of our gracious Queen,
and every conceivable kind or form of encouragement has it

received. What would be unreasonable to expect from a
Society so highly favoured ? It has had tributaries almost
equal to that of Solomon when he made orchards, "de-
lighted to dwell in gai-dens," and " planted the vineyard of
Baalhaman."
The supporters of this Society have been dazzled now and

again with a flourish of trumpets and the most flattering

accounts of what has just been going to be done, while all

are agreed that its most successful performance has been
the spending of a revenue enough for a respectable prince-

dom or kingdom. Some of our contemporaries have shown
with great force the vast extravagance with which it has
been attended, and shown at the same time that it has not
been able to provide even a proper place for a flower show,
in which plants and fruits could be either comfortably or
effectively arranged. They have shown how a tent was
attempted, but that the merciless element of wind blew it

over, and that—ridiculous to teU—it has managed to get
through .£2000 or ^£3000 sterling for music alone ia one
season

!

After such unprecedented extravagance the country which
has supplied the funds has a right to look to the Council for

something substantial in retm-n. It certainly is nothing
more than reasonable and right that in some one particular
branch of gardening, at least, examples of culture or arrange-
ment should be looked for. The mere holding of shows for

flowers and fruit is all very well, but there are other societies

which know how to do this part of the business of the Eoyal
Horticultural Society much more effectively than it has yet
deserved credit for. The gardens at Kensington have been
the o'ojects of the severest criticism, and we have no inten-

tion of dealing with that question. We would submit, how-
ever, that, as compared with the Eoyal Botanic Society's

grounds in the Eegent's Park, those at Kensington are a
mere toy, while the other is allowed by all to be a master-
piece of beautiful and chaste design. In the Eegent's Park
you may fancy yourself a hundred miles from town ; in the
Kensington grounds brick and mortar hang an incubus on
the mind, while the merest schoolboy might improve upon
the whole concern with a compass and scale.

As far as taking the lead in gardening is concerned, it

would appear, from a recent advertisement, that the Council
are not ambitious of exerting themselves. They are more
wQUng to make others pay into then- treasury for the privi-

lege of teaching the nation how to garden. They have
advertised a portion of the grounds at Kensington to be
let out in the allotment system to what they call responsible

nui-serymen (we thought all nm-serymeu were responsible),

to be filled with bedding plants during the yeai' 1864.

Nurserymen are surely to be highly honoured that they are
to be made to pay for doing what the Society has failed to
do itself. This is qirite a brUliant idea ! The next step

should be to let the privileges of cutting the grass to Messrs.

Shanks, Green, & Co., in order that those mechanists might
themselves be shaved for shaving the lawns of the fancy

gardens at South Kensington ! This would get the Council

into a fair way of increasing their revenue, and at the some
time decrease the work they have undertaken to do.

It is quite new to us that nm-serymen are the most likely

parties to be able to show the highest styles of flower-garden

arrangements, or that this is a department that they have
made their pecidiar study. Judging from the attempts
generally made in their own grounds, we should say that

the very reverse is the case. However, we have great faith

in the energy and skill of nurserymen in the accomplish-

ment of any task that they propose to themselves. It i»

very questionable whether many of them will be siUy enough
to jump to such a ludicrous bait. If they do, it is to bo
hoped they wiU manage to treat the members to a little

bloom and well-covered beds before they leave town in

August.
This Society is altogether curious in its workings, and it

would not be at all surprising if the scheme which the

London papers have reported them to have in contemplation

should be brought to maturity, and also advertised in due
time. We refer to the offering of prizes for the most skilful

performances of volunteer bands. The morning journals
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surely took it upon themselves to prognosticate tMs as the
next most likely thing which might be expected from this

Society, on the principle that it is most difficult to divine

what some parties may be expected to do next ! ^£40 for a

single prize to a volunteer band for the best performance of

a quadrille or waltz ! It is fortunate for the feelings of

those to whom the munificent sum of 30s. has been awarded
for a dish of Grapes ripened in January, that they find no
mention of this burlesque in the Eeport just issued. It

seems, however, that croquet and bowling clubs are to be
encouraged for the " attraction and enjoyment " of Fellows.

How would it do to engage a troop of Blondins and colum-
bines, and so merge at once into the Cremorne style of doing
things ?

Eeference has already been made to the thirty-shilling

prize awarded to a dish of Grapes ripened in January. It

would be instructive to our dull minds in the north to know
why so paltry a sum is offered for Grapes ripened at such a
season, when it is problematical whether there are more
than half a dozen gardeners in the kingdom in a position to

compete for it ; wlule double the amount is offered for a dish
of the same sort in July, when growers can count then-

Grapes by the hundredweight—still more instructive to know
why flavour should be made the only test of merit in January,
while at midsummer flavour is not taken the least account
of, and the award guided entu-ely by appearance.

Altogether the workings of this Society are most novel.
The Council tell the Fellows that ^£13,000 more are requu-ed
to complete and beautify the toy gardens at Kensington, and
the Fellows tell the Council that the real horticultural de-
partment at Chiswick is kept in a most " wretched " manner

;

another describes the state of afi'airs at Chiswick as "most
disgraceful, and calculated to call forth the opprobrium of
foreigners," and in this statement he is warmly supported
by a large number of the Fellows. And yet, in the midst of
the filth and weeds of Chiswick, the Council talk largely of
being the exponents of horticulture in the world. It may
be all very well and i:)roper to " enlarge the circle of foreign
societies with which they are in friendly relation," but better
stiU would it be first to at least keep their garden tidy if

they do fail to practically expound the important science in
which they ought to take the lead. Unless there be a rapid
turn in the tide of affairs, it is much to be feared, that if

foreigners are to see high and advanced examples of horti-
culture, they must look somewhere else than amid what one
of the Fellows describes as the " wretchedly kept " wilder-
ness of Chiswick.

If such be the state of affairs at Chiswick, it would appear
to be nothing better at Kensington, for in the discussion
which followed the Report, the gardens there are described
-as resembling an " ill-planned and Ul-kept cemetery." When
is aU this muddle, and mismanagement, and misspending of
funds to come to an end ? Would it not be much better to
deliver up the whole concern at Kensington to the Commis-
sioners of the Exhibition ? And would the cause of horti-
culture not be much more benefited were Fellows to give
more encouragement to local societies and leave such a
water-logged concern to its fate ?

—

[Scottish Gardener.)

LOBELIA SPECIOSA CULTTJEE.
In a communication from Mr. Eobsou on the Lobelia

speciosa he stated that he thought the best mode of culti-

vating it had not been found out. I do not know whether
my mode is the " best," but I have for a long time managed
sticcessfully according to the following plan.
With loam, peat, leaf mould, and sand, well mixed toge-

ther, I fill boxes nearly full, add some fine-sifted peat and
sand, and press evenly aU over the boxes. I then sow the
seeds, and with fine-sifted peat soil cover them lightly,
settling all down with water from a brush. This is done at
the beginning of June. I plunge the boxes in coal ashes,
and put a little whitening on the glass, inside of the frame,
to keep the rays of the sun off.

When strong enough to handle I prick out the seedlings,
three together, in thumb-pots, and when done plunge the
"whole in coal ashes up to the rim. They remain there till

October. All light-coloured and wh'y-leaved seedlings are
rooted out, and those only of the erect and true blue Lobelia

speciosa are retained. These, also, are trimmed off, and all

flower-stems are out closely in. They are then placed near
the glass where air can be freely given.

I keep them in a cold place all the winter, free from frost
and damp. At the end of March I shake them out, pot
them singly into thumb-pots ; cut back and place them in
a mild hotbed till the pots are full of roots ; I then harden
them off, and plunge the pots in coal ashes under a frame.
By planting-out time they make nice close plants, and I

can always depend on having them in great perfection by
this plan. Spring-sown plants are not fitted for regular lines,

and cuttings grow weak and straggling. I have grown the
Lobelia speciosa each way, and find the plants repay all the
trouble which has been taken with them when kept in the
way I have stated. It will be the opinion of many that this
method gives a great deal of unnecessary trouble ; but if

they try the plan they wOl find all that is required in Lobelia
speciosa from year to year.— G. Hollackey, Gardener,
Crofion Sail, Salop.

FUCHSIA CFLTmiE.
Thotjgh not so showy as many of our greenhouse plants,

and though possessed of no sweetness, yet from the very time
of its introduction few plants have become such favourites
as the Fuchsia. It is ever welcome in the conservatory, and
is generally to be met with in some form in the window of
the humblest tenement. Its adaptability to very varied
systems of treatment, its gracefulness, and the beauty of its
flowers, have secured to it this general patronage.
There are two or three distinct modes of culture prac-

tised with this genus, each proving satisfactory in the end.
For example : some grow their plants each season from very
early or autumn-struck cuttings, whilst others prefer storing
away the old plants of one season for the use of the next;
but in advocating the latter of these modes, I will state
some of the principal details of each.

In the first place, then, I will refer shortly to the manner
in which plants are successfully grown from cuttings, though
only advising those to follow this mode who have abundance
of spare room, except when in possession of a new variety,
and occasionally when it is necessary to recruit the old
stock by additions of younger growth.
The cuttings should be struck in October, or early in No-

vember. Choose tolerably strong, well-matured wood, or
shoots of the current season's growth, and such as have
been well exposed to light and heat. As they will require
whOst striking to be placed in a sKghtly-shaded and close
atmosphere, it will be necessary to strike them as quickly
as possible, otherwise their vigour will be greatly impaired
by a too long deprivation of light and air. As soon as
rooted pot them oft" singly into 60-sized pots, taking care
not to injure the tender young roots found at their base.
This can be performed the easier by placing not more than
four cuttings in finely-sifted soil round the edges of a 48-pot.
Having been properly hardened off, place them in a light,

airy situation in the greenhouse, to be properly watered and
kept in a like position until about the second week in
March, or a little earlier if the plants are vigorous and
appear to require a shift, especially if large specimens are
required. Then they should each have the leading bud
pinched out to induce them to form side shoots, and when
these are properly formed the plants should be encouraged,
first by a Uttle manure water, and afterwards by a shift into
32-sized pots. When shifted ftiey should be removed into a
higher temperature, with more moisture, &c.

It wiU be advantageous at the time of potting to tie the
upper shoot to a stick, and as it advances it wUl then take
the place of the leader previously pinched out.
A temperature commencing at 55°, and gradually advanc-

ing until the maximum of 70° or 75° is attained, slight
shading being given in the middle of the day as the sun
gains power, will suit them well. Pinch the side shoots back
to about four distinct eyes each, but permit the shoots to
become tolerably strong in each instance before this is done.
Use the syringe fi'equently when the growths appear after
each pinching-back, but sparingly immediately after pinch-
ing back.

When it is supposed that the roots have pretty freely
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reached the sides of the pots, by which time the plant will

have become a tolerably compact specimen, give another

ehift. The size of the pot must depend upon the time at

which it is requisite to have the plant in flower, and the

size of the plant ; at any rate endeavour to so pot the plant

as to have the last shift well filled with roots before flower-

ing commences, when it will be necessary, as the first

blooms expand, to gradually harden the plant oif imtil able

to endure the draughts of the greenhouse or conservatory.

The soil I think they do best in is a compost of one part

of rather decayed turfy loam, one of sand, one of leaf mould,

with a little sifted peat. I was once very successful with the

Fuchsia, when potted in one part loam, and one of decayed

heather, and with Cucumbers in boxes especially, laying

the least decayed portion at the bottom in place of crocks,

around which the roots clung amazingly. AVas it attribut-

able to any distinct properties which the heather possessed ?

During the whole period of flowering a little weak manure
water applied often will be beneficial to them.

I omit purposely the practice followed in the growth of

those huge specimens which have almost invariably been

exhibited at our leading metropolitan shows. The ground-

work in their case is furnished by cutting away at the base

the entire growth of a strong plant of one year old, and

afterwards encouraging but one shoot, which, aided by the

mass of ready-formed roots at the bottom, makes a prodi-

gious plant. I consider well-grown well-flowered specimens

of smaller dimensions far more suitable to the generality of

gardens, and, indeed, of greater merit generally than those

monstrous half-standards formed as above.

I will now confine my remarks to a more general mode of

practice in the growth of the Fuchsia—namely, keeping

plants of last season's flowering for use the next season.

When these have done flowering place them in a cool, dry

situation, and if partly dark it does not matter ; then by

withholding all moisture from them they wfll soon shed aU

their leaves, which should be carefully removed. Leave the

plants thus until about the middle of February, but in this

be guided by the season at which they may be requii-ed to

be in flower; then they should be properly potted and

pi-uued, first cutting away all superfluous, misplaced, and

decayed wood. In pruning it wiU not be necessary to leave

more than two joints if well placed upon the wood formed

last summer, excepting it be the best-placed shoot chosen

for the leader, when a little judgment wUl be necessary in

cutting it back to secure a proportionate top to the whole.

The pruning having been performed take the ball carefuUy

out of the pot, remove the soil from around the roots, and

pot the plants again, placing them in as small a sized pot

as they can easily be put into without undue pressure.

The soil, half leaf mould, half sand, with a little sifted

loam, must be properly placed around and between the roots

so that no emnty space may remain. To prevent this

take hold of the plant firmly with one hand and continue to

jerk it slightly up and down whilst you continue to supply

loose soil with the other hand, after which stamp the pot

gently down wpon the bench.

The plants should then be placed for a time in any cool

dry situation where they will receive light. The fresh soil

in which they aa-e potted should be moderately moist : con-

sequently no water should be given until the soil is becoming

dry, when it should receive a good soaking. The main

object should now be to induce the plants to root as freely

as possible, using at the same time every means to retard

any corresponding activity in the stem, and thus prevent

the pushing forth of the buds. By this means, if the rule

is properly observed, the plant is enabled to coUect strength

for a vigorous growth.
The moment signs of activity ai-e discernible in the buds

expose the plants fiilly to the light. AVhen well started

give them successive shifts as they may reqnu-e into a soil

similar to that advised ;
previously adding, however, in this

instance, as the plants increase in vigour, more loam and

less leaf mould and sand. Give the necessary attention to

pinching-back and to syringing, as these old plants wiU be

especially benefited by having their matured wood kept soft

with moisture.
As a climber, at least so trained to rafters in a conser-

vatory or greenhouse, the Fuchsia forms a very pleasing

artistic object ; indeed in this position it would seem to be

quite at home. The good and usefiil old Souvenir de Chis-

wick does admirably when so grown. If planted out, plants

are readily induced to grow tolerably early by giving them
water in February and an occasional fresh supply until

about midsummer, when, if water be altogether withheld,

they will shed their leaves naturally, and, lake Vines, remain
dormant during winter.

As a bedding plant the Fuchsia has also figured in our
gardens, the variety Tom Thumb having been used for that
purpose, but I think the plant is not very applicable to our
present system.
The Fuchsia is readily grown from seed, which should be

sown in a pot or pan of finely sifted soU, covering it but
very slightly, and making the surface even and firm by
pressure with the bottom of another pot. Place the seed-

pot in the full sun, and then take care to shade it by a piece

of painted glass, brown paper, or other handy material

whenever the sun shines too brightly, and carefully keep
the soil moistened. A moderate temperature will be best.

The seed does not at aU times gei-minate very readily, taking
sometimes from six to ten weeks to show signs of growth.

The after-treatment varies little from that required by most
tender greenhouse seedlings. Care should be taken, how-
ever, not to give them, under any circumstance, too large

a sliift during the first season.

I add a few of the varieties which I think have the^

merit of good habit, and average good blossoms combined.

Comet Minnie Banks
Count Cavour Fair Oriana
Lord Elcho Senator
LordMacaulay Mudaine Cornelissen
La Crinoline Princess Alice
Dr. Livingstone Lord Clyde
Fairest of the Fair Schiller

Little Bo-I'eep Floorer of France
White Lady Annie—

"W. Eabley, IH^)sweU.

. PEEVENTING THE GOOSEBEEEY
CATEEPILLAE.

Some eight or ten years ago I obtained a complete victory

over the Gooseberry caterpillar in my garden, by adopting

a hint given in the then Cottage Gaedenek, and covering

the surface of the soil with spent tanner's bark or "tan,"

as it is usually called, to a depth of 2 or 3 inches. By adopt-

ing this precaution about this time for two or three seasons

I entu-ely got rid of this pest, but, having neglected it

during the jiast few years, the nuisance has returned. I
have, therefore, just laid a thick coating of tan under my
Gooseberry and Currant bushes, and doubt not that it wiU
again prove a " perfect cure."—A Devonshire Bbe-keeper.

PITS FOEMED OF COISTCEETE.

In a recent Number Mr. Fish gave instructions respecting

turf-pits, and I write not to find fault with him, or with
anything that he has written, for I regard him as an au-

thority, but to mention an idea that a much better pit

might be made, at a trifling cost, of concrete, especially in

some districts where the materials are cheap.

It may be doubted by some that such cannot be done,

but I know of some cottages where the party-walls are of

concrete. AU that is necessary is that some boai-ds should

be placed on each side of the intended walls.

My first reason for thinking concrete pits would be better is

that they would be more lasting. Secondly, there would not

be the trouble of the grass and other weeds growing on the

walls, and, if not constantly kept in check, dai-kening the pit

and harbom'ing myriads of slugs, snails, &c. Thu-dly, you
might whitewash the inside, which would be preferable to

the dark damp walls of turf. It may be objected by some
that they have not room for pits of this sort, as, of course,

they must be permanent to pay ; but I see no difliculty in

the matter, as they might be built so that a common box

might be put on, and fiUed up with hot dung, previously

prepared, for a hotbed, and the pit itself be entirely out of

sight.

I would recommend di-ain-pipes to be placed in the walls,

as they would help to keep the pit dry when used as a cold

pit; and, on the other hand, when in use as a hotbed they
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would oommnnicate the lieat from the outside lining to the
inside bed, only in the last case I should say that a greater
number of pipes would be required.
Where boxes are plentiful the pits might be made large

enough to take a bos inside with about 8 inches clear space
all round, to be filled in winter with sawdust or dry tan,

which would be much better than the trouble and the litter

of putting a lining of cold dung.

—

James Glasscock, Bed-
dington Parle.

[Of what materials and in what proportions is the con-
crete made ?

—

Eds. J. of H.]

FETJIT TEEES EST POTS.
As to the flavom- of fruits grown in pots and in the open

aor, I tried the other day some Apples—CalviUe Blanche,
St. Sauveui', Northern Spy, and Melon Apple—and esta-

blished a juiy of my children, who are the best judges in
these matters ; but they preferred unanimously those grown
in pots. It was quite the same with Peaches and Necta-
rines last summer. But I confess that I turn out my pots
into the open air for a month or two in summer in a
sheltered place, and consider this to have a favourable in-

fluence on the colour and flavour of the fruits.

I am very much satisfied with the result of grafting
Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots on the Sloe for pot cul-

ture. The trees are of a healthy growth, and fine roots, and
are more easily managed.—H. B.

PETJNING OE PYEAMIDAL PEACH TEEES.
Some few years since, being much charmed with the idea

of cultivating the Peaoh tree as a pyramid (suggested, I

think, by the gentleman who figuratively thrusts his horn
into the little heaps of gossip collected by your friend " D.,"

and tosses them about to amuse himself), I commenced
that description of culture by having some trees potted

—

i. e., planted in pots—^for that is the correct way to describe
it—and others planted in the borders of my orchard-house.
I am delighted with my perfect success in both modes of

culture; and, as a matter of course, I have gained some
experience which I am happy to communicate to those who,
like myself, thoroughly enjoy the culture of fruit trees under
glass.

I found pinching-in the young shoots of my pyramids in

the first year of culture to answer perfectly. The second
year it was equally so with the trees in pots—in^ short it

continues so with them to this day. This is the fifth year
of their culture, and I can see no reason why it should not
go on for many years, for no method can be more beautiful

and satisfactory. With my pyramids planted in the borders
of my orchard-house I have had some little trouble, owing
to their vigorous growth (in spite of occasional root-pruning),

and constant " inclination of sap to the head."
When pruning them to-day I found their stems pretty

well furnished with branches full of blossom-buds ; but they
aie weakly and vei7 unlike the crowns of the trees, which,
from being pinched-in all the summer, are masses of well-

ripened, robust, blossom-bearing shoots, by far too much
crowded. I have, therefore, felt called upon to perform
some desperate amputations with my strong, sharp, pruning-
knife, done in this way : I have cut out the central or crown
branches of every tree, so as to leave it with almost a flat

head. This wiU tend to give the lower branches more
strength, and the sun will have more access to the fruit.

I have indeed reason to believe that with trees planted out
in orchard-houses, either half-standards or standards, this

open flat-headed style of pruning wiU be found the most
eligible. I have tried another way, besides summer-pinch-
ing, to restrain the too vigorous growth of Peach trees
planted out. This is described iu the " Orchard-House,"
11th edition, p. 82 :

—" In 1862, and again the past season,

1863, buds of some kinds of Peaches and Nectarines were
much wanted for propagation. I therefore allowed some of

the trees to make thefr first growth without being pinched.
The shoots they made were most vigorous, many of them
from 4 to 5 feet in length. About the middle of July these
were aU cut off to within 4 inches of their base. The trees

were loaded with fruit, and I thought that this sudden

decapitation would put the crop in perO, and cause it either
to cease to grow or drop off in its then immature state. To
my sm-prise the fruit has grown to its full size and ripened
well. The decapitated shoots have put forth numerous
young shoots, which this day (August 30), have been pinched
to within three and four leaves of theu' base, and the trees
look as they did last autumn—healthy, promising, and
capable of bearing a good crop next year. I observe that
their gi-owth seems much more under control than those
planted in the same border that have been under pinching.
aU the summer." I have slightly deviated fr'om this method,
and have pinched aU but six or seven strong shoots, leaving
them to grow without control. Their vigour is most re-
markable, and they exhaust the tree of much superabundant'
sap. About the third week in July they are cut down to
5 or 6 inches; the buds at the base of each shoot break
immediately, and form short spurs which ripen well during
the autumn.
By this method my planted-out pyramidal Peaches and

Nectarines have formed themselves into fiat-headed half-

standards, slightly feathered down thefr stems with branches
rather weakly, stiU ft-uitful. These will in the end die ofT,

and leave the trees half-standards with open heads inclined
to horizontal growth. As far as I can see this is a most
excellent mode of cultivating Peaches and Nectarines under
glass. Among these trees, i£ there be sufficient room, trees
in pots may be placed r and these, if pyramids, may be
formed into perfect fruitful " cordons " by summer pinching.

I have to add something rather curious, and which I con-
fess is at present a mystery. In 1860 and 61 the fruit

fr'om the trees in pots in the same house was much superior
in fiavour to that from the trees planted oiit. This I ac-

counted for from the roots of the trees in pots being in a
warmer medium surrounded by the heated air of the house.
In 1862 the fruit from the trees planted out was decidedly
superior to that from the potted trees ; but to my surprise,

in 1863, although we had a bright warm summer, it was
just the reverse, for the fruit from the potted trees was
infinitely richer than any gathered from the trees growing
in the borders, and I felt at a loss to account for it.—D.,
Devon.

TOTJ&H sea-e:ale.
It is not my intention to speak of the culture of that

useful vegetable. Sea-kale, but only to offer a few remarks
on the cause of its being sometimes tough, though dressed
by an experienced cook. When this is the case the gardener
is blamed, and he on his part very naturally thinks that the
Sea-kale was not projDerly boiled. Both parties may main-
tain that they are right, though they may be equally igno-
rant of the real cause of the fault. UntU lately I was so

myself, but having paid some attention to the fibre of

several plants, I was somewhat surprised to find so much of

that useful material in Sea-kale. This may be easily per-

ceived by the quantity of fibre in the stem of a Sea-kale
leaf, which I have sent with this paper. I now consider-

that tough fibre is the sole cause of the oomjilanit, and that
the only remedy is to try as much as possible to have the
fibre in Sea-kale brittle, by forcing less of the crop at one
time, otherwise it wiU strengthen with age, although well

secured both from light and au\ Supposing the pulpy sub-
stance to be separated from a dish of such Kale, what re-

mained would somewhat resemble a handful of wet tow;
certainly not an agreeable mouthful.—J. Wighton.

[The bundle of fibres sent by Mr. Wighton are certainly

most strikingly hard and tough.]

STJLPHUE TEEsus EED SPIDEE.
I HAVE tried the effect of sulphur on many occasions

with a view to the destruction of red spider and have never
found it effectual. Even if placed upon heated flues or

mixed with hot lime, so as to injure the foliage of plants,

the most that it has' done is to stupify the insects for a
time, but they soon recover their vitality, as wasps do when
exposed to the atmosphere after suffocation by gunpowder
and sulphur.

I have also tried impure or unrectified naptha, whick
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tiviiokly destroys the insects brought into close contact with

it ; but it is injurious to vegetation, very disagreeable, and
not effective in a large house or where the Vines ai-e at a

distance from the vessel which contains the spii-it. Tobacco
smoke is useless.

The only remedy known to myself is gas tar, and applied

in the following way it will annihilate the pest. Cover about
18 inches square of the hottest part of the flue with the gas

tar at night, and if the weather is cloudy keep the house

closed the following day, if not, cover the roof with mats,

and most of the insects wQl be destroyed, and if the flue

is well heated the second night and the house kept shut up
the next day they will be all killed, and the foliage of the

Vine win not suffer. Another and, perhaps, a preferable

plan is to put a small quantity of the gas tar on a slate or

piece of iron, or in a vessel, as it can then be removed fi'om

the house when done with, and no smell wiU remain.
This remedy must not be used when the Grapes are nearly

ripe, or their flavour will be affected.

—

Nemo.

ECONOMIC HEATING.
The winter, now over I hope, has been, perhaps, one of

the most trying that we have had for several years past

;

for, although it has not at any time been very severe, the

absence of any sun for such a length of time, with a thick

heavy atmosphere, made firing both night and day a neces-

sity, and, no doubt, has caused many besides myself to study
the economy of heating, pai-ticularly where fuel is expensive.

I was led into considering and also trying to make a prac-

tical use of the system I am about to explain fi-om the ap-

plication of a friend whom I was particularly anxious to oblige.

He was desirous of heating a greenhouse, and also to derive

from the same fii'e by some contrivance sufficient heated
air to supply a Turkish bath adjoining. This could only be
accomplished by some modification of the Polmaise system,

and knowing its successful working at Dropmore, I made
application to Mr. Frost to allow me to take plans, which
was not only readily granted, but Mr. Frost himself gave
eveiy explanation I could desu'e. These explanations, with
the plans, I have much pleasure in placing at your disposal,

if you consider them sufficiently interesting to the readers
of youi' Journal.

It may be as well at once to state] that I feel convinced
that it is utterly impossible to find any other system of

heating more economical, and at the same time affording

such a complete command of almost any amount of heat in

the houses with a very small consumption of fuel.

One of the houses heated in this way is a large early
vinery; the other a span-roofed plant-stove ; they are both
exactly on the same construction of flue, &o., and I have
therefore sent a di'awing of the stove as likely to be the most
usefid.

again at e, and dropping under the path, go outside into

the chimney.
We will now com-

mence again at a ; and
in the woodcut No. 2,

on each side of the fur-

nace-door, is shown on
a level line with the
grate a ventilator with
either a sUde or some
other contrivance to shut or reduce the air to be admitted
at pleasure. This flreplace is outside, and, therefore, the

ah- passing in is always pure ; but although there is an
advantage in this instance, there is no reason why it should
prevent others fi-om adopting other methods of securing the

an- pure where it does not, as in this case, exist. For
example, the au' may be brought from the outside of a shed,

the top of a house—in fact, from anywhere most convenient

;

the fire vnU soon di'aw it in very forcibly.

No. 3 is the flue going right across the
house, underneath the bed, from which it

will be seen that the flue e, except at the
bottom, is wholly siu'rounded by the air ad-
mitted by the ventilator shown in No. 2.

This ail- as it passes along becomes tho-
rouglily heated, and in this consists! the economy. First, it

will be readily admitted by any one who has put up flues

that to carry this across the house as sho\vn, would, in any
case, be the best way to make the flue di'aw, because when
hampered with a rise near- the fii'e all draught is stopped.
If this is admitted, we must also admit that aU, or nearly

so, of this heat is lost in the gi'ound. Or suppose, for the
sake of comparison, the flue to be raised to the level above
the path h in plan No. 4, stDl the greatest amount of heat

N°3
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Again : if the weather causes a brisk fire, the plugs nearest

the fire may be left in, only taking those out where the air

has further travelled ; but this can scarcely occur, for the

small amount of fire required makes the greatest caution

necessary at all times to prevent the house becoming over-

heated. For example : if I do not mistake the date, on the
22nd of February, I found the thermometer outside at 12",

whilst, with a very small fire, the house was at 50°. Mr. Frost
removed a few of the plugs, and in twenty minutes the
house stood at 90°. The dry heat is also soon reduced by
pouring water down one or two of the pipes.

Of coiu'se, this is Polmaise simplified; but I have no
hesitation in saying that amateurs applying this system to

their small houses would find that with a small fire and a
shortened damper, the bricks once warm would only require

attention once in twenty-four hoitrs whatever severe weather
might occur.

Again, for large orchard-houses, suppose we even say they
enclose Tualf an acre, if the tubes were carried up to the

bottom of the rafters, the air rushing into this house would
keep up a circulatory ventilation, and the amount of heat

required in that air would be vei-y small indeed to keep out

any amount of frost.

Great care is necessary in making the fire part of the flue

to prevent any smoke escaping into the air; also, ai before

mentioned, to make the dampers 2 or 3 inches shorter than
the frame, so that the vent cannot at any time be entirely

stopped.—F.

BULBS m POTS.
Ant of your readers happy enough to possess an orchard-

house, may make it " beautiful exceedingly " by doing as I

have done. In November I had some large pots (11-inch),

filled with loam and rotten maniu-e, equal parts, to which I

have added a little sand. In filling the pots the compost
was made fii'm by ramming it with a blunt stout stick,

and previotis to filling some crocks or pieces of broken
pots were placed at the bottom for drainage. When filled

to two-thirds of their depth five Hyacinths were placed in
each pot something after this manner

—

The edge of each bulb was about 1 inch
from the inner edge of the pot. In the
centre I placed a score or so of Crocuses
(their position is shown by the smaU dots),

and then the pots were filled nearly to the
i-im with the compost which was pressed
down with the hand. The central gi'oup

of Crocuses has been in bloom the last

month or so, and now that the Hyacinths are showing
their grand spikes of flowers, the effect is quite charming.
With some of the pots I have made a little variation, having
planted the centres with some dwarf double and single

Tulips. These will bloom about the same time as the
Hyacinths, and I can see the effect of the whole will be very
gay. It is, of course, too late to do aU this now, but your
readers must " make a note," and do it nest autumn. Owing
to the mild and most agreeable climate of an orchard-house,
the bulbous flowers referred to continue in full beauty for

weeks.

—

Htacinthxts.

ALOCASIA METALLICA "WITH MOEE
FLOWEES THAN LEAVES.

Allow me space in the columns of yoxu: Journal to offer a
few remarks as to the management of the well-knoT,rn and
liighly-esteemed Alocasia metaUica.
Some ten days ago I had occasion to visit a few of the

leading gardens in this neighbourhood, and at two places I
observed a plant of the above, and was very much surprised
to find the two plants running to flower and not producing
foliage. One glance was sufficient to indicate that they
were not properly potted, but if the following materials and
mode of proceeding had been adopted the result would have
been satisfactory. Select a good clean pot according to the
size of the plant, allowing a liberal shift, crock fully one-
third, but take great care not to throw the crocks in
wholesale, as some gardeners do. Having that done break
good fibry peat as large as eggs—say one-third, the same

quantity of good, fresh, fibry loam, and one-third sphagnum
cut as short as you possibly can with a wool-shears. Add
a lot of broken potsherds, mix well together, and if a little

silver sand can be given so much the better. The compost
must be rough and open. Place the plant about 2 inches
lower than it was before ; pot firmly ; and the last inch of

compost should be nearly all sphagnum, a little silver sand,
and small potsherds mixed, this will encourage svackers to

start. Place the plant, or plants, in a warm moist stove,

syringing occasionally. Shade for a few days after potting
if the sun is bright.—J. B. M., Co. Duhlin.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWEES, AND
FEUITS.

Hblichbtsum Mannii (Mr. Mann's HeUchrysum).

—

Nat.

ord,, Compositee. Linn., Syngenesia superflua. Who does
not even in his nursery days remember the " Yellow Ever-
lasting " on the mantle-shelf? and Sir W. Hooker says

that " the present noble species, if it can be retained iu our
gardens and increased, may revive the taste for the genus."

It is a native of Fernando Po, and the Cameroon Mountains,
at heights from 4000 to 13,000 feet above the sea's level. The
numerous globose flowers, each an inch in diameter, are in a
large corymb, the involucre or " everlasting " part is white
tinged with green.

—

{Bot. Mag., t 5431.)

QuAMOCLiT Nationis (Mr. Nation's Quamoclit).

—

Nat.

ord., Convolvulacess. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia. A
tuberous-rooted perennial. A native of the Peruvian Cor-

dillera. Flowers scarlet, stems run the whole length of the

rafters of a greenhouse. " It may possibly bear our sum-
mers in the open air."

—

(Ibid., t. 5432.)
^,

Saccolabium: Habeisonianum (Mr. Harrison's Saccolar.

bium).

—

Nat. ord., Orchidacete. Linn., Gynandria Monandria.
Native of Pulo Penang, in the Chinese seas ; imported by
Messrs. Stuart & Low, of the Clapton Nursery. Flowers
white.—(Ifcid., t. 5433.)

Begonia Mannii (Mr. Mann's Begonia).

—

Nat. ord., Bego-
niaceae. Linn., Monaecia Polyandi'ia. One of the Begonias
with wingless flowers. Native of Fernando Po, at an ele-

vation of about 1300 feet. Flowers rose-coloured.

—

(lUd.,

t. 5434.)

Ada aueantiaoa (Deep-orange-flowered Ada).

—

Nat. ord,,

OrchidaceiE. Linn., Gynandria Monogynia. Native of New
Grenada, at an elevation of 8500 feet. Flowered in January.
—(Ibid., t. 5435.)

Babkeeia Skinneki supeeba, a cool-house Orchid.

—

(Floral Mag., pi. 185.)

Pompon Chktsanthemums— Firefly, Anemone-flowered,
bright orange scarlet ; Viola, very double, violet lilac ; Lizzie

Holmes, very double, canary-coloured. AU raised by Mr.
Salter.—(ZMci, pi. 186.)

CoccosTPSiLON DiscOLOB.

—

Nat. ord., Eubiaceae. Linn.,

Tetrandria Monogynia. Introduced as long since as 1793,

but now re-introduced to notice as a very effective plant for

hanging-baskets. It is so employed at Farnham Castle

and Dangstein. It is a native of the temperate mountains
of St. Domingo and Jamaica. Its blue, berry-like flowers

are in clusters on its creeping stems. We recommend it as

a basket plant, and quote the following from the "Floral

Magazine :
"—"We have been supplied, through the kind-

ness of the Bishop of Winchester, with the following direc-

tions as to its cultivation, by Mr. Lawrence, his Lordship's

intelligent gardener :
—

' It is,' writes Mr. Lawrence, ' as

most of our most beautiful things are, very easily cultivated.

I find from experience that diu-ing the summer months it

win do better in a close greenhouse, near the glass, and
fully exposed to the light and sun's rays than in a stove, as

might be supposed from its being a native of the West
Indies ; but on the approach of autumn it requires more
heat, both to bring its flowers and its beautiftd ultramarine

berries to perfection,—the latter lasting in their brilliancy

dvuring the whole winter. It wUl thrive during the winter

in any house where heat is used, such as a Cucumber or

Pine-pit, or intermediate-house. The propagation, also, is

very easy, as it grows equally fr'eely by seeds or cuttings.

When planting it in the basket, I first line it with moss,

then fill it up with an ordinary compost of loam, leaf mould,

and sand ; when the plant begins to grow freely, I peg the
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shoots over the surface until it is thoroughly covered, then

it win throw enough shoots over the edges to xaake a fine

mass, otheiTvise it will look straggling and poor. '
"

—

{Hid.,

pi. 187.)

Hybrid Pinks. — Striatiflorus, crimson flakes on rosy

crimson ground ; Marie ParS, white ; Rosette, salmon pink.

—

{lUd., pi. 188.)

CHRTSANTHEMinas.

—

Prince Alfred, pearly white tinged at

the base with peach blossom ; Princess of Wales, rosy purple

—both first-class flowers, brought out by Mr. Salter.

—

(Florist

and Pomologist, ii., p. 49.)

PEACH TEEE CULTURE.
In open-air Peach-culture many things have to be con-

tended against, and, like many other things even in general

practice amongst professional men, opinions differ very

greatly upon this subject; and the more it is kept before

the public, the more likelihood is there of this important
subject being thoroughly ventilated. Ever since I made
my flrst acquaintance with Peach-culture, which was in the

north of Scotland, I have had a deep impression on my mind
that atmospheric influences are to a very large degree at the

bottom of aU the failures to obtain good wood, without which,

as the foundation of health and vigour, and consequently
productiveness, no good results can be obtained.

Where I obtained my fu'st lessons upon Peach-culture

there was a Peach-house in the old style. A flue went
round the house as the means of heating. Some trees were
planted about a foot from the flue, in the front of the house ;

these were trained backwards upon a low trellis, which
almost formed a quarter of a circle. A few riders were
planted against the back wall; and overhead, under each
rafter, was a single Vine-rod. I never knew this Peach-
house come short of a very fair crop of Peaches, and it like-

wise yielded a very fair croj) of Grapes. These trees never
attempted to throw up suckers from their roots, and no
doubt this arose from the healthy atmosphere in which the

trees were kept. In the same garden there were a few
Peach trees close by this house, without any glass protec-

tion. They were fastened to a trellis against the wall, and
always presented a miserable look. Mildew seemed to be
their constant companion, even with all the washings and
syringings which were bestowed upon them, and yet their

roots were active and healthy enough.
We have on record much about the attempts which have

been made in this country in order to cultivate the Vine in

the open air, sometimes as a profitable speculation, at other
times as a private experiment. Well, the question is. Do
results justify a continuance of this practice as regards the
Vine ? True, we have a few sorts of Vines which will, in

favourable positions and in good seasons, yield some very
creditable fruit; but because of this, who is there bold
enough to advocate its general adoption as a means to

supply the general demand for Grapes in private establish-

ments, besides the ever-increasing demand which there is

in London and elsewhere for hothouse Grapes ?

Now, whether is the Peach tree or the Grape Vine a native
of the warmest counti-y ? We are told the Peach is a native
of Persia and its ac^joining covintries ; and is not the pre-

sent race of our most delicious and useful Grape Vines
natives of countries much colder than the subtropic, hot,

and often arid Persia p And yet it has been conceded long
ago, if we are to have a regular supply of good Grapes, and
worthy of the name, we must build houses on puipose for

them—even admitting the greater encouragement which
there is to do this, arising principally from the accommo-
dating qualities to position and circumstances which the
Vine, it may be, has over evei-y other fruit-bearing tree.

It may be said. Even with glass you cannot extend the
season of Peaches to one-half the length of time which the
very good Grapes are to be had. There can be no serious

objection upon this point, as of course there would not be a
corresponding amo\mt of expense. And, again, it is a vei-y

short-sighted policy and argument (if argument it may be
called), to set a Peach-house down as not convertible to any
other use than Peach-culture alone. Why, in the majority
of gardens, especially where flower-gardening has been en-
tered upon with zest, where can plants for flower-garden

decoration in summer be more conveniently sheltered and
hardened-off, as it is termed, pi'eparatoiy for theii' summer
situation ? While you are regulating your peachery as
to air and moistm-e you are attending to the very things
most conducive to the health and proper development of
yom- flower garden, both agreeing well with the same treat-

ment. I have no hesitation in saying it would soon repay
any nobleman or gentleman in the course of a few years
for the bringing forward and protection afforded to the
flower-garden plants diu-ing the spring months, and this

would more especially be the case where early effect is desir-

able. From a Peach-house eight or ten thousand good plants

in thi'ee or four-inch pots, such as will start right away
at once might be kept. I have said eight or ten thousand
plants, but many establishments throughout the country
wiU turn out from three to six times as many in number

;

and for want of proper convenience to bring these plants

forward and to harden them off are obliged to resort to

aU manner of conceivable makeshifts. To do this in a well-

arranged Peach-house would not be the least injurious to

the Peach trees, as by the time the Peach trees were in full

leaf these plants would have made their growth, and, again,

many of them would be able to be placed out of doors in

favourable positions.

I have spoken of Peach trees ; although often presenting

a very unpromising look, yet, when their roots have been
examined, they generally are found pretty good. In a garden
where I was some years ago, they had a row of very high
Elm trees at about 6 yards off behind the wall. Before I

went there they coiUd not get the Peach trees to do well.

I found those Elms had intruded their roots under the
garden wall, and then rising up almost close by the wall to

just imder where the Peach tree roots were, and at other

places in this border these Elm roots were in quite a net-

like mass |along just below where the spade dug down to

;

of coxu'se, no Peach tree could do well while situated so. I

had all the roots of the Elms cut, and got some of the trees

down at one end, but the other portion were not permitted
to be thus dealt with.

I had some young Peach trees planted, and I kept lifting

them every year during some time in winter for seven years.

They had quite a web-like appearance of roots, nothing could
be healthier. They had a very good border weU drained. . I
covered or mulched their roots during the heat of summer,
kept syringing them well, sometimes with weak tobacco
water, and sometimes with weak manure water, whenever
it was thought any of the small pest were Kkely to appeal,

but with all my cai'e I was doomed to disappointment. I

could obtain excellent roots, and by my Ufting them I

secured their being near to the surface, so they might
derive as much atmospheric influence as possible, and thus
assist, as far as could well be done, the early and well ripen-

ing of the young wood; but I am sorry to say I was often

sadly grieved to witness all my care and anxiety of no avail,

mildew and blister would sometimes in a few days lay fast

hold upon several branches, then good-bye to fruitfolness.

So long as I could manage to get any of the young trees to

grow away pretty well, just so long would the stocks keep
from throwing up suckers, and no longer. I tried some
Peach trees in the same garden upon trellises at about
18 inches on the south side of the walk running in front of

the Peach wall, and much the same results were obtained.

One season, perhaps, they came off pi'etty well, but in

general the next season following would make sad havoc
upon them. Such disappointments and annoying results I

have not yet witnessed take place under glass.—G. Dawson.

"THE ILLUSTEATED BOUQUET."
Pabts 16 and 17 of this very beautiftil sei-ial are fully

equal to their predecessors, and ai'e creditable alike to the

artist, Mrs. Withers, and the proprietors of the publication,

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Koad Nursery,

St. John's Wood.
We can but glance over the contents. Double dark-rosy

Chinese Primrose, beautiful, and its flowers available from

November to the end of Febinxary. Fuclisias.—Princess of

Wales, sepals coralline red, coroUa violet blue ; Emblematic,
sepals crimson, corolla lavender blue; Mademoiselle Tietjens,
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sepals white, corolla bright rose—all specially adapted for

conservatory decoration. NewBeddingPelargonivms.—Madame
Kudersdorff, salmon margined with white ; Beauty, white

with salmon centre ; Alexandra, magenta-tinted rose. New
Pompon Dahlias.—Fireball, orange scarlet; Meteor, golden

yellow; German Daisy, shaded rose; Fairy Child, crimson

with white tips ; Crimson Dwarf, red crimson. These vary

from li to 2i feet high. New Ixoras.—Acuminata, white

and fragrant; Crocata Superba, salmon red. Alocasia Lowii,

now so well known by its glossy bronzy-green leaves, and

large white nerves. JEarly-floioenng Bedding Tulips.—A group

accompanied by a very full list of them, olassiiied according

to their colom-s, with directions for their culture. Methonica

grandiflora and Plantii, the first yellow and the second orange

red. Agapanthus wmbellatus albiflorus, white-flowered. Dip-

ladenia Houtteana, flowers rose-coloured, and the whole plant

slender and graceful, of twining habit, and suitable for pot

culture in the stove.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Have the edges of walks made good throughout ; and the

walks themselves, if the gravel is of a loose texture, should

be turned and raked about in dry weather, for the destruc-

tion of weeds and moss. The operation of surface-stirring

amongst advancing crops must be persevered in while the

present dry weather continues. Asparagus, see that the

ground is in readiness for this, as also for Sea-kale and
Khubarb, which should be planted soon. These require a
deep rich soil, which should be trenched 2 feet deep, with
plenty of rotten manure well incorporated with the bottom
spit. Indeed, the ground can hardly be made too rich, par-

ticularly for Asparagus. This, when planted in well pre-

pared SOU is very productive, yielding a vast quantity of fine,

strong shoots every season; whereas if planted in poor,

shallow soils, no after-attention in the way of surface-manur-
ing and watering with manure water, will serve to secure
first-rate heads, and it is so much esteemed in most families

that the trouble or expense necessary to properly prepare
the ground should not be complained of, particularly as

beds well made last for many years. Beans, earth-up grow-
ing crops, and continue sowing for succession. Broccoli, as

the time for sowing the principal crops of winter and spring
sorts, and also Greens, is now at hand, select, if possible, an
open piece of ground, rather poor than rich ; let the seed be
sown thinly, and when large enough to handle prick out on
a similar soil. As the future growth of the Cabbage tribe

depends much on not being drawn when young, some at-

tention should be paid to this point when they are in a seed-

ling state, for the best after-culture barely compensates for

the first neglect. Celery, that sown early in boxes will soon
want pricking-out. The old plan is very good—viz., some
very rotten and mellow dung on a hard bottom. On this

the plants, prioked-out 3 inches apart, wOl produce many
fibres, and will remove with the trowel in balls with the
most trifling amount of check. The chief reason why Celery
" runs," is when sudden luxuriance is succeeded by sudden
checks. The buttoning of the Cauliflower is also most pro-
bably traceable to the same cause. Capsicums, pot oft' as

soon as they are fit. Herbs, sow seeds of them and other
vegetables that may have been omitted during former weeks.
Eemove all litter and weeds. Earth-up early crops, strewing
a little soot about them to prevent the attacks of slugs.

Protect recently-sown seed from the ravages of birds by a
covering of nets or twine.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Now that the ground is sufficiently dry, hardy annuals

may be sown, and ifjudiciously distributed about the pleasure
ground they will materially aid in its embellishment.
IJightly fork and rake the surface soU of herbaceous borders
to prevent the growth of weeds, and to give them a fresh,

neat appearance. Make new plantations of Russian double
blue and double white Violets ; for this purpose select the
young runners, but give the preference to seedlings of the
Eussian Violets,, they make stronger plants, and flower more
abundantly than offsets. Eemove aU litter and covering
that have been used for affording protection during the
vrinter. Neatness should now be the order of the day.

Bring speedily to a close the laying-down of turf, and the

planting of deciduous and evergreen shrubs.

FRUIT GARDEN.
The season for disbudding fruit trees is fast approaching.

The importance of this operation is generally acknowledged,

and upon its proper performance mainly depends the pro-

duction of clean healthy wood of proper quality. Ta,ke, for

instance, a single branch of the Peach tree : when it first

starts in the spring, if in a healthy fruit-bearing condition,

it will throw out probably fifty wood-buds ; if the whole of

these were left on, it is probable that some two or three of

the leading shoots would take the lead, and, drawing all the

nourishment to themselves, would become rank and over-

luxuriant, whUst the remainder would be weak and the fruit

small or abortive, hence the necessity and importance of

disbudding. Supposing the trees to be operated upon to

possess from eight to ten branches of young wood springing

from the centre, the object proposed to be obtained is that

the branches may not only elongate themselves to a greater

circumference, but also produce healthy branches from the

centre, and this is attained by removing at four different

thinnings every shoot but the terminal one, and the one

nearest the base on the upper side of the shoot ; if this

were done all at once, the trees would be injured, but from

being done at intervals, the shoots to be left acquire suffi-

cient strength to absorb all the nourishment the trees can

give, and the sap being thus equally distributed, no shoot

wUl be able to take to itself an undue amount.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORT.
During the continuance of cold easterly winds which we

are now experiencing, air must be admitted with caution,

opening the ventilators on the sheltered side of the house,

and avoiding as much as possible the passage of cold drying

currents over either plants in bloom or those commencing

growth. Climbers beginning to push should after this time

be frequently examined to prevent a confused growth; Ken-

nedyas, if crowded, to have their shoots thinned. Ipomoeas

and Thunbergias being subject to red spider should be well

syringed to prevent that pest gaining ground. Continue a

steady supply of heat and moisture to Azaleas out of flower.

Sliift and stake out Cinerarias and herbaceous Calceolarias

as they advance. Shift Camellias out of flower, and keep

them warm. Shift Fuchsias and thin the branches ; put in

cuttings of choice sorts. Heaths and New Holland plants

to be regularly shifted as they advance, tie out and regulate

the shoots. Propagate Pelargoniums for autumn flowering,

shift them; stop and tie out the large plants.

STOVE.

Both heat and moisture may now be increased, and have

shading in readiness to ward off sun-bursts which sometimes

occur at this season. Shift Achimenes, Gesneras, Begonias,

&c., and keep them in a moist warm situation ; fumigate

regularly, and use all means to check the increase of insects.

PITS AND FRAMES.

The cold store-pits will now be in readiness to receive those

plants which have been wintered in other structures, such

as late vineries, &c. ; the only protection they wiU require now
will be a slight covering with mats or straw covers. Those

who do not possess pits of this description should form some

with other materials, such as turf, which makes a durable

and excellent substitute, or a few boards may be nailed

together, or some stakes driven firmly into the ground, and

others nailed to them in a horizontal position, against which

dry fern or straw should be placed. W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The weather having dried the ground a little, took
_
the

opportunity to sow part of the main crop of Onions, chiefly

White Spanish. The ground which had been used for Celery-

beds was well cross-trenched, so as to divide the dung in

the bottom of the trench, was then ridged, north and south

some weeks afterwards, and when frosted was turned over

again. A few days before sowing the ground was levelled,

slightly dug over, and when well mellowed on the sm-face was-

trodden and then raked ; diUls were di'awn 1 inch deep, and

10 inches apart, and when sown the seeds were covered with
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rather dry soil riddled. This came from beneath the polting-
bench, and some soot and rather mild lime were mixed with
it. This covering would not have been necessary if the
gBOund had been di'y enough for covering nicely ; but it was
rather wet and cloggy for the pui'pose, and in such a case
the dry covering prevents the seeds being smothered up
from air, whilst the moist ground beneath will give the
seeds moisture enough to swell them, and bring on the ger-
minating process. The sealing-up seeds, as it were, in wet,
stiff soil, is one reason why many good seeds never ger-
minate. Where such slight diy covering cannot be given,
it is sound policy to wait until the ground is in first-rate
order. There need be no pai-ticular hurry. Some of our
best Onion crops were sown in the end of March. The back
of a rake drawn over the ground left all in good order. A
great point in good culture would be gained, especially in
heavy land, if we would ever remember that in such land,
when potched by working when wet, neither air nor water
win pass fi-eely through it for that season, whilst if worked
di-y the water fi-om rains, however heavy, will pass fi-eely

through it, and leave its nourishing properties behind. Took
the same opportunity to sow the main crop of Parsnips, and
a piece of Early Horn Carrots. The Parsnip seeds were
set in patches 7 inches apart, in rows 13 inches apart, and
the Carrots a little thicker in the rows. We think the
placing ii-om three to five seeds in a patch permits of moving
the soil about the young plants, and thinning them to one
plant in a patch more easily than when they are sown regu-
larly along the row. The Hollow-crowned and the Student
Parsnip produce, perhaps, the largest roots, and these will
come straight in old, rich garden soil, where CaiTots, except
the Early Short Horn, would be apt to come crooked and
forked.^ This ground was trenched three spits deep, the
poor soil at the bottom being brought to the top, ridged to
make it mellow, and a lot of burnt'clay and charred refuse
thrown over it. This was in better order for sowing than
the Onion ground, and, therefore, needed little extra dry
stuff for covering.

Planted out some Potatoes that were previously sprung

;

also, a piece of antumn-sown Onions, besides the piece of
Onions sown, planting them about 5 or 6 inches apart in
the row. These are taken up carefully with all the roots
possible, and are dibbled in so as to catch the roots, but
scai-cely a bit of the neck of the Onion. Thus treated they
bulb much better than those left where they were sown.
We have obtained large bulbs earlier by leaving the Onions
where sown ; but scraping the earth away from the necks.
The transplanting, however, we consider the best plan.
Those sown early in September, owing to the mildness of
the first part of the winter, are too large to do much good
in the way of bulbing, but they will come in well for some
time for some sorts of soup, for which bulbed Onions are
seldom used, if young ones can be had, even if long necks.
Sometimes when young Onions were scarce in winter, we have
put large bulbs in a little heat, and as they grew stripped
the scaUions to the necessary size. We recollect a gentle-
man saying that he never tasted such beautiful Onions for
salad, they were so sweet and mUd. In such a case we do
not think a little deception at all vfrong. Started also the
remainder of the Slmllots not likely to be wanted for use.
In such a case we take a well stm-ed piece of ground, fii-m
it on the surface, draw shallow di'ills 10 inches apart—say
half an inch deep, break the bulbs into their separate parts,
fix them in the drills 4 inches apart with the thumb and
fingers, and then cover the lower part of the bulb, and
sprinkle over all with a little soot and Ume to prevent worms,
&o., pulling them out. So treated they wUl thrive on the
stiffest gi'ound.
Put more Sea-hale in the Mushroom-house, and placed

some pots and boxes on some rows out of doors with a little
litter over them, just to keep the frost from the pots. It
may also be obtained very early vrithout forcing, by placing
mounds, 8to 12inehe3 deep, of ashes, &c., over the crowns, and
cutting the shoots when from 6 to 8 inches in length. Wlien
the ashes are thrown up a little they may want firming
around the plant to prevent the light entering and greening
the produce. Not but that the green heads, or green and
white arc not good, or even the green flowers a delicacy
worthy of an epicure, but so long as the produce is prefen-ed
white, it must not be sent to table gi-een. Put, also, some

Ehubarb-roots on the floor of a vinery, and wUl also put a

hand-light over some to forward them out of doors, as other-

wise the markets in the little towns round here would be

inundated with Ehubarb fi-om London and farther south-

wai-ds before we should have it naturally many inches above
the ground.
Gave abundance of air to early Potatoes, Peas, and Beans,

some on turves for transplanting ; run three cotton threads

fastened to sticks 2 inches above the rows of Peas just

coming through the ground, which seem as yet to frighten

the bu'ds from pulling them up. Saw some trace of mice,

and sunk some pots half filled with water, and a little grease

rubbed inside the pot an inch from the rim, as recommended
by a correspondent the other week, but as yet have had no
mice drowned. Perhaps the eight of the water has scared

them. We have caught them the same way in houses, by
sinking bell-glasses mth a little water at the bottom, and
slightly covered v/ith scorched chaff.

FKUIT GAKDEN.
Finished most of the pruning out of doors, and dug

between the bushes in most of the small fruit-quarters.

Those near a tanyard will find no plan better for keeping the

caterpillars from Gooseberries, than placing a layer of fresh

tan round the bushes ; this seems to settle all the hordes in

their incii^ieut state of growth. In default of this, we have
found it to be a good plan to scrape the soil all round the

bushes 2 or 3 inches deep, into a ridge between the rows,

fork over the ground thus scraped, and add a little more
from the trench in the centre ; if this scraped-off ridge is

well buried, from 15 to 18 inches deep, it wUl pretty well

settle aU that may have life. Applied some thin paint made
of clay, cowdung, soot, and lime, and laurel water, to help

to keep the birds from the buds, and we shall be tempted to

try threading the bushes over. Some Pear trees have pretty
well had every bud picked off.

A lean-to orchard house did so well that we can hardly let

well alone, but want to see how we could manage a few late

Grapes planted out in it. We have therefore taken out a
trench in front, nearly 4 feet wide, extra drained it, and
filled with fresh sod, and v/ill plant so thinly as not to in-

terfere much with the standards, &c., on the floor of the

house. With large squares of glass, and a common amoxmt
of sunshine, there need be no want of heat in summer and
autumn, and provided air is given early, the strong heat
will do little in the way of scorching or burning. In cold

northern districts, we should decidedly prefer lean-to to span-

roofed houses ; but, in respect to both, we believe that much is

yet to be learned by us as to making the sun do most of the

heating work, whether we have a simple means of heating

or not. We should certainly object to the name of orchard-

house being retained, if supplied with any regular system
of heating. Such a house is then a forcing-house, however
constructed.

We are in hopes that we shall conquer the brown aphis

or beetle this season, though it is yet too soon to say much
about it. Eelative to insects, a correspondent wishes to

know why we put sulphur among clay paint for washing
Vines, Peaches, &c., if we merely wish to clog up the

eggs of insects; and he says that he has seen red spider

as hearty and active among sulphur, &c., as if there was
nothing on the shoots whatever. Well, we must say that

so have we ; and so far as the killing of insects is con-

cerned, we do not believe that powdered stilphur has any
effect whatever when at a temperatur'e not higher than oxu^

common atmosphere. One use, however, of sulphm- is that

it is one of the best antidotes against all kinds of mildew, and
even on this account it is worthy of a place in such mixtures.

To act injuriously or unpleasantly on animal or insect life

the fumes must be raised from sulphur by heat, and that
heat must not approach the burning point of sulphur, or

all vegetable life will likewise suffer : we shoidd never like

to have a higher heat given to it than 160° to 170° when it

was at all fresh. Have hot-water pipes below rather than
above that heat, and sulphur mixed with water at that tem-
perature wUl send off fumes distasteful to all insect life.

Thus it is that for warding off red spider the painting of the
top of the back wall of a lean-to house and other parts

directly exposed to the sun will do far more, in unison with a
moist atmosphere, to keep off rod spider than any pointing

of stems and leaves with the sulphur. Painting the back of
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frames -mth a mixture of sulphur and a little soot and size

will also be useful in keeping Jlelons and Cucumbers clean.

When once the rod spider gets hold it is very difficult to

eradicate without injuring the crops. You may kill no end,
but there will be fresh generations produced to mock you. We
have sometimes thought that even burnt sulphur that settled

the plants did not kill the insects ; but in many cases closer

inspection confirmed us in the opinion that most, if not aU,

of those we noticed alive had come into the world after the
fumes of the sulphur had become weak. The vast numbers
of the generations of these insects, thrips, aphides, &c., are
frequently overlooked when we find fault with some general
recipe not being effectual. First let green fly get a-head,

and you may smoke at;d kill every one then alive, and yet
in a few days you may have plenty more.
Washed a few shoots in Peaoh-house with quassia water,

made by boiling a quarter of a pound of chips in a gallon of
water, for killing- a little green fly that had made its appear-
ance. The same chips may be boiled several times. Tliis

liquor when used is as clear as pm-e water, and very bitter.

At an eighth part of that strength it might be nsed mode-
rately as a stomachic, and is supposed to form an ingredient
in bitter beer, instead of an extra quantity of hops. We
should think it as effectual for green fly as tobacco water
weals:, and not so unpleasant to handle. Disbudded Peaches,
regulated Vines, shifted Strawberries in pots, &c.

OKNAMENTAL GAKDEN.
Planted out a number of Gladioli that had begun to move,

placing them in trenches about 6 inches deep, firming them
in a layer of sand and leaf mould, and covering up carefully.

Others will be planted as they shoot. In looking over the
bulbs toot off any smaU bits : if these are not larger than
peas, and are set in shallow drills in the reserve ground,
they wiU. make tidy bulbs before the end of the season.
Some changes and alterations in the pleasure ground must
be delayed until the grass is fij-mer and drier. The same
must also be the case as respects what remains to be done
with herbaceous plants. As soon as time and weather
permit will have all the edgings of beds, borders, and walks
cut straight. This renders them easy to clip and cut for

the season. No raw edging, however, should be long seen.
Commence hardening-off all plants under protection as
soon as possible. We are having a lot of prunings, &c.,

burning, so as to biu-n a lot of earth, clay, and char a lot of
small rubbish. As soon as that is done and the ground is

a little drier, we shall commenae turning out our Calceolarias

from the striking-pit into earth pits. We generally make
up a heap of this burnt rubbish, leaf mould, and light loam,
and it is thus made comfortably warm. When planting in

rows we place a little of this along the rows and the roots,

give a little warm water, and then finish with the common
soil on the top. The little warmth sets the roots a-running
directly.

Many are now in trouble how to thin their small houses
of bedding plants, and perhaps have some scores of pots fuU
of little cuttings all struck, for which they have no room
were they to plant or pot singly, and yet they will occasion
no end of bother if kept in pots as they are. The best
plan under the circumstances is to water the pots well
the day before, and then turn them out into a temporary
bed with the balls pretty well entire, but surrounded with
an inch or two of rough leaf mould and sandy loam. The
roots wOl run nicely into this; and at planting-out time
you may divide your plants, each well supplied with fresh
roots, and demanding from this time to the middle of May
a minimum of the attention they would have required when
in pots. In mere cold temporary pits they will also do
better than if planted out separately, as that might give
too great a check just now. Of course all bedding plants
thus turned out must be protected from frost. As often
stated, but for the price, next to glass, the best thing is

calico. Prigi domo is aU very well, but it soon rots, and
then it does not let so much light through as unbleached
caJico, as the brownest of it soon gets bleached, and in its

natural state we believe it lasts longer than whan dipped or
steeped in some composition for preserving it But for the
appeaiauce we believe we often paiut wood to cause it to
decay all the sooner.

_
We must get on with Verbena cuttings, thinning Gera-

niums, &c., as fast as we can, when other work will let us

get at them. Now, we could use more than double our con-
veniences and strength, and must cram a little, such as
putting little pots on the surface sou of lai'ge ones. It was
by such means and no end of attention and labour that our
late lamented coadjutor, Mr. Beaton, filled the large flower

garden at Shrubland, when the glass houses there were small
in extent compared to what they are now. Will get Dahlias
on the floor of a Peach-house or a vinery at work, to bring
them a little earlier. A correspondent wishes to know how
he can get a lot of dwarfs, crimson, yellow, and purple, as
Zeliuda, with the least trouble, and with no help but his

greenhouse. Well, as fine rows as we ever saw were thus
managed. The tubers were placed near the flue in the green-
house, and covered slightly with leaf mould in the middle of
March, and being damped with water at about 70°, soon
began to push their buds and shoots. By the beginning of
April the tubers were all out up into pieces, each having a
shoot an inch in length, or so, attached. A hard piece of

ground was procured, an inch or two of leaf mould thrown
on it, and the roots of the Dahlias, with one or more shoots
each, were placed regularly over it from 3 to 5 inches apart,

6 or 7 inches of rough leaf mould and loam were then thrown
over them, and by the middle of May the points of the
Dahlias were appearing above the surface, and each lifted

up with a ball of roots attached ready to go anywhere. Pro-
ceeded with shifting Fuchsias, greenhouse, and stove plants
as we could get at them. Some of the Fuchsias just budding
will go into the second vinery, some into the cold vinery, and
others into the cold shed which can be shut up. From all

the old soil will be mostly shaken away. If the soil had been
dry the roots wiU be soaked before potting. This is better

than watering much the new soil before the roots are running
freely into it. In flne days extra evaporation fr-om the young
shoots is best prevented by a syringing, instead of much
watering. A window gardener told us the other day his

Fuchsias were moving, but all the young leaves dropped as

soon as formed. The soil was waterlogged like a marsh.
The plants ought to be turned out of their pots, the ball

worked in a tub of water with the hands until all the earth

is gone, the roots pulled through and stood five minutes in
clear water, and then potted in much smaller pots, weU
drained, using sandy loam. In a week the new rootlets will

be working and the new leaves stand up, with the help of a
sprinkle of water from a clean hair brush in a sunny day, and,

in three weeks or a month the plants may get a lai-ger pot
and richer compost to bloom in. When plants have stood
rather dry all the winter, but not so dry as to injure the
plants, the soil wfll come away freely and not injtire the
roots. Even in their case dipping in water is better than
saturating the new soil at first. The following as respects

potting are essential to success:—See that the roots are

moist, and if a ball is retained that the ball is moist before

repotting. Give such plants a closer and a warmer atmo-
sphere until growth is progressing freely, and neither over-

water nor shade, if a skiff from, the syringe will prevent
flagging.—E. F.

TEADE CATALOGUE EECEIVED.
Ambroise Verschaffelt, Eue du Chaume, 50, Ghent, Bel-

guim.

—

Catalogue of New Plants, Stove and Ch'eenhxnise Plants^

COVENT G-AEDEN MAREJ3T.—Maech 19.

In consequence of the fine weather the supply of vegetables i3 excellent,

and the demand is also good. Greens are good and plentiful; Radishes
have come in from Cornwnll, and consignments of Broccoli ft'om the same
quarter are kept up. White Paris Cos Lettuce of excellent quality are

araong the importations from France, and are bringing from 6d. to Srf. each.

Endive, Radishes, &c., are also sent in sufficient quantity for the demand.
Some good dessert Pears are still to be had, though both these and Apples
are scarce. Forced Strawberries have begun to make their appearance..

Cut flowers are the same as last week; some fine Roses, however, are now
to bo had.

FETJIT.

8. d. s. d
te4Apples ^ sieve 2

Apricots doz.
Figs doz. •
Filberts &NutslOO lbs.

Grapes, Hothouse. ...lb. 15 25 »

Foreign 16 2

Muscats
Lemons 100 4 10

Melons each

Nectarines «,.

Oranges 100 4
Peaches

d. s.

too
10

Pears bush.
dessert ^ sieve

Pine Apples lb.

Pomegranates each
Strawberries oz.

Walnuts .bush. 14
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VEQETABLES.

AsparagTis handle
£^8, Broad bush.

Kidney 100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brussels Sprouts J sieve
Cabbage doz
C&4)sicums

.

d.

to

Carrots bunch
Caidiflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive score
Fennel bunch
Garlic and Shallotj^, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle

,100

14
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DiON^A MU8CIPDLA ( W. ^O-—It 18 Dot a natiTG of Great Britain, and any

specimen found out of a garden must have escaped from it. We wish you

would write more biiefly and use every-day words.

Tropical Seeds (J. P.).~l, Barbadoes Pride, is Poinciana pulcherrima,

probably the variety lutea, or yellow-flowering variety, from the West

Indies. The flowers are sometimes beautifully variegated ot spotted. It

grows freely in any rich soil, and is an evergreen shrub. 2, Ochro (Hibiscus

esculentus), is a stove annual, and kidwb freely in a rich loamy soil. It

should be grown the same as a Kidney Bean, and it is the pods that are

edible. 3, Christmas Pop, we do notloiow. 4. Guava, the common Guava of

the West Indies, is Psidium pyriferum, and it thrives well in any deacrip-

ticn of rich soil. 6, Ipomoea—should sow the seeds in a strong heat, in

loam and leaf mould. 6, Arnotta, is Bixa orelluna, with pink flower?, and

is a plant used in medicine. Requires the heat of a stove, and a compost

of s;mdy peat, with a litile loam. 7, Indian Creeper, is unknown to us.

8, Datura, sow in loamy soil, and place in a strong heat, 85° to 90". 9, Four-

o'Clock, is Mirubilia dichotoma, a fusiTorm-rooted perennial, growing well

in loam and leaf mould ; the seed to be sown in heat, and ihe plant to be

grown in a greenhouse. 10, Pumpkin, grow in rich loam, and treat like a

Cucumber. You say rightly they are West Indian, except 9, which is

Mexican—one of the Marvels of Peru. Sow them all in a hothouse, and

place in a hotbed if possible ; and when up gradually harden-off and grow
on, potting them singly when large enough, and so on, as necessary.

Ferw Sporks [Idem).—Sow the spores from the Mauritius at once, as

follows;—Drain a pot well, and flil it to within an inch of the lim with

rough peat. Fill the remainder with fine soil, composed of peat two-thirds,

learn one-third, and a free admixture of silver sand. Water so as to

moisten the surface thoroughly, and whilst the surfaae is wet scatter the

spores evenly over it. This done, place over them a bell-glase, which
should fit and rest on the soil within the pot. The pot should then be placed

in. a saucer of water, kept full, and in a atove with a good heat. The pot

should be shaded from sun and strong light. Be cautious about watering
on the surface; but should it become dry itmustbewateied lightly through
a fine rose. When the surface becomes green, tilt the glass a little on one
side, and wipe the inside occasionally, still keeping the pot in a moist
shady part of the stove, and taking care not to allow the surface to become
dry uuder any circumstances. When the plants are sufficiently strong to

bear handling, they should be prepared for potting-off by removing the
glass by degrees, so that they may stand the somewhat drier atmosphere of
the stove. They should at all times occupy the darkest and moistest part of
he stove. The grass you enclosed is an Isolepis.

Cineraria Leaves IsjoREn (A Reader and Subscriber).— The leaves

appear to us to have been frosted. They may, probably, have saffered for

want of water ; but as you say there is a trace of mildew upon the plants,

that is sufficient to account for the present condition of the leaves. Duat
the parts affected with sulphur, and admit air freely on all favourable op-
portunities, keeping the plants near the glass. We think the atmosphere of

your house is muoh too moist and close, and that you did wrong to pot
plants so near flowering. That alone would have a prejudical effect on the
flower, and for the future always have the pots full of roots when the plants
are going to flower.

Name op Apple (7*. B.)-—The Apple you have grown for the last thirty

years, without being able to ascertain its name, we believe to be the London
Pippin, but we could be more certain if we knew where and on what soil it

is grown. If it is that variety it is one of our oldest, for in 1580 it is in-

eluded in a llet of Apples cultivated in Somersetshire. See Hogg's *' British
Pomology," The Apple, page 123.

Names op Plants {Zeta),—YoMr Brazilian Orchid is Notylia tridaehne.
(J. Fearso7i).—l, Cornus, probably sanguinea ; 2, some Cypress, pro-
bably Cupressus lusitanica. Both specimens are insufQcient. Pinsapo is

said to be Spanish, peihaps from pino and sapo. We never plant ; we only
criticise proposed planting. We cannot state positively about the Supple-
ment. (W. 5.}.—Acacia dasyphylla. {A Clerical Sztbscriher) .—Afier
reading the description we guess the plant seen by the lady is Petrea Sta-

peliffi, or P. volubilia. (J. ^.).—It is not safe to name Umbellifers from their

leaves only. Yours appears to be the common Anthriscus vulgaris, or Wild
Chervil, and if so is poisonous.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

POULTRY SHOWS.
April 7th. Accringtok. See., Sir. J. Dngdale, Dutton Street. Entries

close March Slst.

Mat 26lh and 27th, "Woobbridge. Sees., Messrs. Dallenger and Whis-
stock, Market Place.

Junk 13th to 17ih, 1864. Bath and West of Ekglahb, at Bristol.
ateivardy S. Pitman, Esq., Bishops Hall Manor, Taunton. Entries close

May 9th.

July I4th and 15th. Eastern Counties. Secs.y Messrs, Eanson and
Simpson, Stowmarket. Entries close July 1st.

GETTING GAME EOWLS INTO CONDITION.
I WILL, in reply to " Amateur's " letter on tMs subject in

last -week's edition, endeavour to enlighten him on several
of the points named.
There is no denying that condition is almost, if not quite,

the first point.- What is a Game cock in bad condition?
In a pen he looks dull, loose in his feather, showing none of
that brightness on the feather that a cock weU up shows,
and, as a matter of course, is not noticed by the Judge.
Now take a bu-d weU. up in condition. He is hard and close

in his feather, handles firm as a board, has a bright lustre

on his feathers, a bright clear eye is red and healthy-looking
about the head, and stands proudly and erect.

As regards feeding to obtain this condition, I am very

happy to inform " Amateue" of my method, which I have

rarely, if ever, found to fail.

It is absolutely necessary that Game fowls have a good

grass run. Three weeks before sending to the show I feed

as soon as it is light in the morning, giving the birds good

wheat. At noon I feed them on bai-ley, and the last thing

at night I feed them on oatmeal paste, made up with a

little warmed ale, a few eggs being broken into it. This

paste must be made quite firm. The birds will eat heartily

of this. Feeding must occur regularly, care being taken

not to miss a single meal.

I should not take the birds up, as is commonly done, a

week or ten days before the show, but let them have the

run of their walk tUl the night before sending ; and I am
fully convinced that, if the birds are in condition, they will

show to a greater advantage in the pen than if they had

been previously withdrawn from their grass run.

For the benefit of "Amateub" I have entered rather

fully into details which wiU be " stale" to most exhibitors.

I shall, nevertheless, be glad to see this question fully

discussed.

—

Westmokland.

AECHANGEL PIGEONS.
I AM an old fancier of Pigeons, and an especial admirer of

Archangels, and am extremely sorry to observe they have,

with the exception of being allowed a place amongst the

"roughs" in the "Any other variety," been hitherto en-

tirely" excluded from exhibitions. The Bath and West of

England Society have, however, within the last year or two,

had the good taste to open a special class for these lovely

pets ; and although at first, on account of their rarity,_ the

entries were not numerous, still evei-y succeeding year brings

increased numbers of candidates into the field.

I hope stewards of poultry shows, who are now arranging

their Usts, will foUow the good example of the Bath and

West of England, and devote a class specially to Archangels,

thereby giving fanciers an opportunity of exhibiting this

lovely but hitherto neglected Pigeon.

Were the Crystal Palace and Birmingham Committees to

adopt this course they would be astonished at the satisfac-

toiy way in which they would be supported.—E. M. Piebson,

FOUL BEOOD.
It is not, perhaps, necessary for me to make any farther

comment at present on the foul brood controversy. I am
unwilling—indeed I am not in a position—to add anything

material to' what I have ah-eady said upon the subject. I

have described foul brood as known and experienced by me;

and aU I can say is, that if there be any other kind of foul

brood (as to which, perhaps, I may be accused of too great

scepticism), I feel confident it has never found an entrance

within the domains of any apiary with which I have been

personally conversant.

I have again and again carefully perused the very graphic

account fiunished by Mi-. Woodbui-y of the rise and pro-

gress of this evU in his apiary, with his opinions, comments,

and treatment regarding it, as well as the details given by

others who followed in the same track, and it must be ad-

mitted that there is much in the character of these com-

munications calculated to produce a strong impression, and

to stimulate reflection and investigation.

In my own case the considerations to which I have formerly

alluded, and a review of the whole cii-cumstances of the case,

have outweighed aU such impressions, and stamped the foul

brood described by Mr. Woodbury as, in my estimation, the

same with which I myself have been familiar. I was the

more induced to take this view of the subject from the ad-

ditional consideration, that the evil in question was pro-

mulgated not as a new disease, as "B. & W." has desig-

nated it—not as a foreign import introduced and propagated

by means of the Ligurian bee, or any such agency, but as a

home, wide-spread, indigenous disease, the hitherto unsus-

pected cause of the ruin of numerous apiaries throughout

the land.
, ,,. ,j

In thus viewing the case, I reflected how such a thing could

be. Had my own knowledge of the bee been indeed so de-
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fectivo, my powers of observation so lacking in aeviteuess,

that an enemy so malignant in its character, so devastating
in its ravages and efl'ects, should lurk unnoticed like the
cankerworm in the bud, or like a spirit of evil stalk unseen
and unsuspected in the midst of our apiaries, working out
slowly but surely the work of death ? Moreover, how
happened it that some of our eminent English authors
should have been so mesmerised, so blinded, so unaccount-
ably unobservant as not to notice it at all ? This appeared
to me a mystery, and so I reasoned; and so I have no doubt
Mr. Taylor reasoned when he characterised it as an entu'eiy

artificial disease which never came within his oljservation.

In reference to Mr. Woodbury's remark in contravention
of my statement, that an experimental apiary can never be
a thoroughly prosperous one, I v.-ould remind him of the
fact, that it is generally in such apiaries we find the fre-

quent recurrence of such abnormal phenomena as drone-
breeding vii'gin queens, and prolific workers, and such-like
strange anomalies, which are but the precursors of ruin.
And I would also further repeat as a sincere conviction
deeply impressed upon my own mind, that as a general rule
in whatever apiary the system of natural swarming is care-
fully and systematically excluded from the programme of
proceedings, sooner or later—^it may be months, or it may
be years, according to circumstances and conditions—but
the time wiU assuredly come when violated Natm-e will

vindicate and assert her legitimate rights, by exhibiting
throughout the apiary in the contr.avention of her laws,
symptoms of physical disorder, erhaastion, and decay.
In giving forth my views upon this or any other subject,

I need not say that I have no wish to provoke angry dis-

cussion, for dift'erences of opinion however firmly supported,
are not incompatible with the maintenance of sincere good
feeling, and, therefore, it is with very great pleasure that I
avail myself of this opportunity afforded me cordially to
reciprocate the kindly sentiments to which Mr. Woodbury
has given expression in his last article, and to assure him
of my continued good v/ishes and high esteem.—J. Lowe.

[Here, then, ends our controversy; and I hope that in
future whenever our opinions diverge, as happens to be the
case with regard to the possible prosperity of an experi-
mental apiary, we shall know how to " agree to differ, and
differ without disagreeing." I have now only to add that
I most warmly reciprocate Mr. Lowe's kind wishes, and beg
to assure him that he is, and always has been, held in very
high esteem by—A D^vosseise Bee-keepek.]

CHILLED EEOOP.
"I KNOW it, my brother, I know it," but the cpiestion is,

Will Mr. Lowe and his disciples be convinced from what has
been already written that "foiil brood" is a disease? "I
trow not." Now, if I understand Mr. Lowe aright, he takes
his main argument against one side from a belief that Ijees

will not or cannot remove a mass of dead larvte. Let the
experiment be fuUy tried and reported. Let the larvje be
one mass of putrefaction before fresh bees are added to the
deprived comb, and if this will not settle the question some
other plan may be thought of. It is too expensive a job for
a single apiarian to take in hand, but I should not object to
subscribing 2s. Sd. or 5s. towards the purchase of a couple of
swarms, if Mr. Johnson, or any one whom he may delegate,
would undertake the experiment.— A Hampshike Bee-
KEEPEB.

DEONE-BEEEDING QUEENS.
Can my brother of Devon inform me whether, in the case

of a drone-breeding queen (such as he describes as having
been so lately discovered amongst his stock), male bi-ood
ever made their appearance outside the hive ? I have often
had hives with queens which did not breed, but I never
remember seeing di-ones emerge from those hives in early
spring. I have often read his article No. XXII. with mucli
pleasure, and no one rejoices more that himself and apiaiy
flourish than—A Hampshire Bee keeper.

[The male offspring of my drone-breeding queen disport
themselves outside their hivo every fine day, and must have
commenced doing so in Februp-ry, since the first hint I had

of the actual state of affairs was finding a chilled drone on
the alighting-board on the 29th of that month, before my
examination commenced. On bringing this unfortunate into
a warm room he recovered sufSeiently to tal^e wing and fly

to the v.-indow. Is my Hampshire brother certain that he
has really had hives with queens which did not breed ? Were
they not in reaUty altogether queenless ? In all my ex-

perience I never met with n, queen bee that did not breed
more or less in the spring, either workers or di'ones, and a
total absence of brood as spring advanced has only occurred
when the queen herself has been wanting. I may be per-
mitted in conclusion to assure him that his kind wishes are
most heartily reciprocated by—A Deyonship-e-Bee-keepeb.]

GOOD PKODUCE FE03I AIn" ALDEEXEY COW.
The foUo'vving is a good account to give of an Aldemey

cov/ which I pia-chased from Mr. Fowler, who imported her
in 1853 :—
My cow calved in August, 1S51, and proved barren after-

wards. She continued in milk until September, 18G3, when
unfortinaately she broke her leg and was klUod, much to the
grief of my children. The fii-st item of milk sold in my
wife's housekeeping-book is August 1.3th, 1S61, Is. 6iJ;

and the last is dated September 27th, 1S62, mUk, 2s.,

butter 14s. id. The sum total received dui-ing the sixty

weeks as above is £19 lis. 7 id., or 6s. G^d. per week; butter
used in the house, say lA lb. per week, at Is. per pound,
£i 10s. MiUc used, at the very least two quarts per week,
at id.., or 2s. 4d. per week, £7. This makes a sum total of
.£31 4s. 7id., or 10s. ijd. per week. Besides the above there
was cream i^sed, and we were never sparing of that, espe-

cially during summer time, and it v.'as alv.ays used at tea-

time. I think your readers will allow this is a good account
for a cow tv/elve years old. At the best, and during the
early summer, I have known 19 lbs. of butter made from
her in one week.

—

Hesey L. Essoe, The Shrullery.M^oodviUe,

J3urton-on- Trent.

OUR LETTIiE. BOX.
l.iCT. OX CiircKLNS [R. 5.).—Wo h;ive no doubt ths chickcnR die from the

cause yipu assign, and ihere is no reason why they shoulJ sult'.;r froiu it if

you aiiopt pioiier meLins to ket-p thoin IVee from tliu unpleasant visitors.

Uunf.Uira! w::iinrli, cut-fv si*.lin;;-hoxcs and iil;iccs, have much to answer
for. I'heah^iints unci paitrii.'iresnL-vtirr.iij iruin veruun, unless it is a very wet
season, anil there is no cliistinf;-p).icc to be foaiitl. One i^reat reason for the
immunity ip, tiiey sic an tlio ground. lien'* should do the same. Pheasants
f*o not h;ive iv bundle of stnnv turned ronu'l and round to matte a neat, till

they s'.t Willi only their litads Y!>i!ile; nt-ilher sbuuld liens, A little straw,
in a Kiipht hollow on the prouitd. v: all t!int if. necessary, and rt sod at the
b'Jtrom is uii impiovemetit. A ceop or box turned over Uio heu protects
her Ironi interference nr aiino^an -e. Iloth hen and chickens require dust

—

indeed thciy e;uUiOt do without it. Co^U-ashes are not so pood as wood-
ashe>:. The l:itter are as tine as flour, but the former are made up of
lans'ible mid sharp p;irciclcs. J'Mnc road dust is good. If ihe chickena
have ariiticial floorin;? to run upon ihcy shnuld be muved. They should be
on the ground in a <;i y place ; and it Uiis bo done, and the dust suppliedi
there will he no more vermin.

East Indian Drake's r.iu. (/?. X.).—The bill of u black drake must not
be bright yell'sw, und should ho us uurk a» prssible. It is prenerally like a
yellow washed with soot. The duck't; bill should bs black. You m^iy, if you
will, bind parchment round ihn llrst Bis feaihers of each wing tightly and
sew it. or ytm may pas- h th'e >i{ thrnURh eacii of the feathers and tie them
tightly. This is no injury lo bird or leather, and prevents flight in a great
meusure.

Pnicic OF Fowls (A. K. C).— If the birds were very young, they should
have broujiht jou a h'.r^e price. From their weight we Phould fear they
weic too old for the London market. November and December birds

wcigliing, being fattened, from 2 lu 3 lb;i. each, readily make 4s. each in

Leiidcnh,ill market. The imperative m.'ces?;ty for the London market is

absoluie youth ; it covlis uumy cetceis. To mate gooa prices the age
muftbel.om twelve to eii.'lueeu weeks.

AusTR.^MAN' GitAss Parociuet [7*. Z.).—TTe cmnot recommend any
bcttL-r irtaiment lor the bir<l than wlmt you are doing. Continue the
hiithlng in warm Wtiter. Give a littlo hemp anu hard-boiled egg with the
c tnary seed.

LONDON MARKETS.—Maech 31.

POULTBY.
dnil the dcinr.n'i increases; biRher prices are theThe supply becomes

rebult.

». (1. a. (I.

Largo Fowl.s . -1 to -i (1

Siiiuller do 3 „ 3 6

Chickens 2 5 „ 2 U
Geese G ,, 7

Ducklings a „ 3 C

Partridges „

6. d. 8. d
rhcasiints to
(iuinca fowls 2 6 „ S
harea „
KilbbiW 1 4 „ 1 5
Wild do _ II 8 „
Pigeona a e 9
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hint that there is no necessity to plant the fence crooked in

the first ijlace, nor to make a ditch unless di'ains falhng into
the old one need an outfall, and not even then if laying
di'ain tiles or jjipes will answer quite as well. In many
cases nothing is needed but stubbing-up old fences and
filling in old ditches, and so, by throwing two or more fields

together, doing away with what are very often harbourers of

weeds, the seeds of which are scattered far and near. In
this way an increased acreage would be gained, as well as
a good interest on the expense incurred.

However, setting such matters aside, my present subject
is the formation of Thorn hedges. The making of ditches
and planting of Quicks is mostly done by piecework, the
price of which vaiics with the character of the land and
the depth of the ditches. It is usual for the landlord to

undertake aU improvements of this kind himself. Posts and
rails he mostly has by him in the shape of the thinnings of
Larch and Spruce plantations. These are mostly prepared
by his own men at regular wages, therefore no estimate of
the cost can be given, far conveyance and other matters
have to be taken into account. The posts ai'e usuaDy three-
holed, the rails about 3 yards long, and the posts are set
so that the first or lowest rail is 1 foot from the ground, and
the others 1 foot apart, which, reckoning the thickness of
the rails, leaves nine-inch openings between the rails. These
posts and rails are placed 3 feet 6 inches from the fence, and,
in some cases, at 4 feet from it ; ditches 6 feet wide have no
posts and rads on that side, therefore there are posts and
rails on one side only, and these are set 4 feat from the
Quicks, so that cattle may not nip the young shoots off.

The Quicks are placed about 1 foot from the edge of the ditch,
and eight plants are put in one yard. The Quicks should be
18 inches high, and be three or four years old, and they are
pui'chasable at from 8s. to 15s. per thousand. The cost of
making a ditch 6 feet wide at top, 1 foot at bottom, and
5 feet deep, is about Gs. Gd. per chain of 22 yards. Such drains
are deep enough for land drainage purposes, and are the
smallest open drain required. Nevertheless, there are open
drains 3 feet wide at top, (J inches at bottom, and 3 feet deep,
which cost OS. per chain in making. A foui'-feet drain can
be cut, pipes laid, and filled in, for less than the amount
necessary to cut a three-feet ditch ; and instead of holding
water half the year, and needing an annual clearing-out as
in the case of a ditch, it would give something like half an
acre of good land ; and, if the drain were cut, not close to
the fence, but in the place where it would be most wanted
as a main for the arterial drainage, it would act as a di-ainer

of the soil, and not be what all the shallow open drains are
at present—retainers of surface water, feeding the natm'al
snbsoU water-channels, and making the land as wet again
as it might be.

The ground in which the Quicks are to be planted should
be dug a couple of spits wide and one deep, which, with the
planting of the Quicks, is done at Sd. per chain. Posts and
rails are set at 'Jd. per chain—for a six-feet ditch, on one
side, 4 feet Irom the Quicks ; and under 5 feet, on both sides
of the hedge, those on the ditch side being placed close to the
ditch, those on the hedge side 4 feet from it.

The fences are cleaned annually, the cleaning consisting
in hoeing, or otherwise removing all weeds that interfere
with the growth of the Quicks, and it is done at the rate of
Is. per chain. This cleaning is imperatively necessary to
secure a good bottom, and the free growth of the fence.
The work is best done in spring. I'he ditches are also
clea,ned out annually in early ivinter at the rate of 'id. per
chain. The Quicks are allowed two years' free growth, when
the sides are cut slightly, and the top cut off' to 1 foot
G inches higii at Id, per chain. In the following year the
Quicks shoot vigorously, and are cut in the autumn, and the
fence formed. It is cut so as to be 1 foot wide at bottom,
and gradually reduced upwards to 10 inches wide at top.
Landlords mostly form fences for their tenants, and bear

all expenses for throe years, after which time the tenants
are expected to attend to them. The cost of making a fence
varies with the soil, the prices stated being tliose where the
land was strong heavy clay, and therelbre difUoult to work.
In foai- years irom planting the hedge will bo strong enough
to resist cattle

; but this also varies with the soil, &c., foiu-
years being the shortest time in which it is possible to form
a good Thorn fence.

Fences when foimed need trimming annually, and the
ditches cleaning out. Very few people, however, do this.

They allow the fences to grow into trees, and they cut off

the top to " stake the huntsman's horse ; " but the bottom
of the fence is gone, and instead of the Thorns shooting
afresh there they push very little below tlie place where cut
off. Thus, for want of trimming and proper attendance
hedges in many farming districts are nothing but land-im-
poverishers, and the dimensions they assume by the un-
checked growth of Brambles and other plants is something
wonderful. I know many farmers that chuckle over winning
blue ribbons for cattle, and gi-owing sixty bushels of Wheat
per acre, whose fences and ditches have not been trimmed
for years, nor a labourer been in their ditches for an equal
period.

A fence 5 feet high is high enough for any purpose, and if

it be trimmed annually it wiU remain a good fence for a
generation ; but when it once, from want of trimming,
attains the size at wliich haws are produced, the fence is

worth very liitle afterwards. It may shoot from the root if

it be laid as such fences ought to be ; but some parts will

die, and then the farmer seeks to obtain a new fence by
putting in branches of the old to repair it, which is making
a rent widei', for weeds of all kinds spring up in the dead
fence, and these very soon kill the live part, and the result

is a fence alive here, dead there, the live portions appear-
ing like bushes on a common. It would be better to replant
such places with new Quicks, wluch properly tended would
make good fences, and save an endless renewing of dead
Thorn fences.

But we have a fence four years old which will need trim-
ming, and how is it to be cut ? Some say the shears are
best, others prefer the slasher. Either will do; the one,

however, is an implement moi'e suited for a gardener's
hands than the other, for most peopile work best with that
to which thej' have become accustomed. AVhatever instru-

ment be used fences should not be cut until the year's
growth is completed. Very strong fences may be cut in

August and September, for such cutting hniits root-action;

but fences which ai-e old cannot have too much encourage-
ment to grow in summer, for every increase of top gives in-

crease of root, so that by cutting the fence in autumn and
winter greater food is stored up m the root— i.e., the root is

stronger than the top, and that causes increased vigour of

the head in the succeeding summer. The young shoots

should be cut close, and the surface made oven and regular,

and not cut in and out, and the top should be as level as a
bowling green. The fence may be of any shape, but it

should be wide at the bottom in proportion to the width of

the top, for it is easy to obtain growth at the top, but
nothing short of cutting d; wn can give growth at tlie bottom
when it once becomes naked. Thorn hedges are most ex-

peditiously cut by the slasher, and the vei-y nice appearance
such fences have when cut hogmane-fashion and about
4 feet high, makes them ornaments to any estate. They
are, however, too low for cattle, hedges, 5 feet high being
better, for under them cattle seek shelter.

Fences that are thin at bottom can easily be made thicker

by cutting them down, but this can only be done in arable

lands. Such fences, however, may be cut close on one side

one year, which will induce new shoots, and when these ai-e

sufficiently grown the other side may be cut, and the fence

formed over again. Very old fences requii-e laying, which

is cutting the stems about G inches or ii'om that to a foot

from the bottom slantingly downwards three-parts through,

and then bringing the top down to the required height,

putting in stakes to keep the whole in its place, and finish-

ing by binding the top of tlie stakes with hazels. The loose

twigs ai-e then trimmed off, and the fence will be good and
neat for years to come.
In using the slasher the stroke should be upwards, for that

cuts the branches oif clean, whereas a downward cut leaves

splits on the brancli ibr several inches below the cut. The
former mode of cutting keeiis off the wet so that the wound
soon heals over ; but the other admits moisture so that the
stem ; decay, in many cases fully 1 foot of the top dying,

and this, unfortunately, a year or more after the now growth
is made from it.

The branches of the Thorn of three years' growth make
very good pea-sticks, and when firmly stuck in fields hinder
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poacliers from doing just as they please with partridges

;

they also make good firewood. In addition to these uses

the White Thorn makes a very good stock for Pears on

light soils. Pears crack and are otherwise very indifferent

on sandy land, but when budded on White Thorns these

defects are removed. Cr. Abbey.
{To be continued.)

FLOWEES OF THE PAST SEASON.
CHBYSANTHEMUMS.

As the growers of this flower (and they are, perhaps, more
numerous than those of any other florists' flower), are now
reminded by advertisers that the time for adding to theii-

stock has arrived, it may be useful to say something as to

the varieties whicli were sent out last year, and to mark
those of them that are likely to be desirable acquisitions.

With few exceptions they are to be found with Mr. Salter,

of Hammersmith, as very few seedlings seem to come before

the public save from his weU-kuown establishment. In

speaking of them I may as well state that the object for

which I grow Chrysanthemums is not for exhibition but for

the home stage, and that, having neither the time nor incli-

nation to enter into the mysteries whereby those wonder-
fully large flowers are produced which we see at th$ metro-

politan shows, I rather look to general effect, though at the

same time one may make a tolerably shrewd guess as to

what flowers will with care come out as good exhibition

flowers; There must be a certain amount of fullness, or

they will show a hollow centre ; there must also be a breadth
of petal, or the flower wUl look jagged and rough ; and
the incurved varieties are those which are especially desired

for this purpose. Some of those in the following list I have
seen at the exhibitions, and where that is the ease I shall

refer to them again. While the general notes that I have
made are entirely from those which I have grown myself
there may be other kinds equally good, and their exclusion
from this list arises simply from the fact that I have not
had them under my own eye.

- LAEGE FLOWERS.
Ahhi Passaglia.—A shining amber, the petals broad and

well incurved. It is, as Mr. Salter says, somewhat like

Little Harry in shape though differing in colour, and also

much larger. This I saw at the Islington Show, as also

. AntonelU.—A bright salmon orange, well incurved, some-
vyhat novel in colour. A well-habited plant.

Beverley.—A large blush white flower, well incurved, and of

great depth ; in fact, the deepest flower I know. It seems
also to be very free, and is decidedly a first-rate variety. It

was largely exhibited last season.
Cardinal Wiseman.—Those who admire those old flowers

Bob and Julie Lagravere, will gladly welcome this addition.
It is of the same character, early in flowering, bi-ighter in
colour, and very free. As a decorative plant it is especially
valuable.

Cleopatra.—A well-inourved flower of a delicate blush
white, and one of the freest-blooming varieties I am ac-
quainted with. The plants that I had were literally a mass
of flower.

Crmsus.—A bright orange. A dwarf-growing plant, and
most desirable for greenhouse cultivation, its bright colour
making it very effective.

DiKhess of BucninrjJiam.—White, the centre of the flower
having a sulphur tinge, and at times a slight tip to the
petals. A very beautiful vai-iety.

Her Majesty.—Well deserving of the title, for as a light
flower it is one of the very finest, if not the finest flower in
growth. In shape it cannot be excelled, and as its size is

large, it forms one of the best exhibition flowers we have.
Jane.—Silvery blush, incurved, and has the peculiarity of

blooming late. The habit of the plant is good, and although
the flower is not large, it is a very fi-oe-flowering variety.
Lord Palmerston.—A distinct dark rosy red flower, some-

times coming with a tip. It seems to be somewhat incon-
stant, the flower not always filling up. It is, however, a
fine variety.

Princess Alexandra.—Delicate lilac blush, and a very beau-
tiful flower, very free in its habit of flowering, and most
desu-able.

Princess Louis of Hesse.—Rosy pink, incurved, dwarf in

habit, and a good pot plant.

Queen Manjaret.—A large anemone-formed flower, the
guard petals rosy lilac, and broad, the centre well filled up
with small fiorets of the same colour.

Talbot. — A well-incurved, rosy red flower, sometimes
tipped with bhrsh, large in size. It was exhibited freely at

the Islington Show in November last.

Of the above, then, the cream I conceive to be, AntoneUi,
Beverley, Cleopatra, Her Majesty, Princess Alexandra, and
Talbot, but I think that they are all well worth growing,

and that they must displace some of the older varieties of

the same colour.

POMPONES.
These have been for some years more limited in numbers

than the larger-flowered varieties, but each year sees some
desirable addition to those already in cultivation ; and of the

half dozen sent out by Mr. Salter last year, four of the

number ought, I think, to be added to our collections.

Danaii.—A bright gold, medium-sized flower ; very abun-
dant bloomer, and very double. It makes an admirable
plant.

Fairest of the Fair.—Lilac blush, with whitish tips ; very

distinct indeed when it comes in character, but like all

tipped flowers it sometimes disappoints by not showing its

peculiar character.

Helen Lindsay. — Blush "white, very globular, early in

blooming, and very free in habit.

Julia inglebach.—Bright yellow, tij) of petals brown, very

double, free-flowering. Excellent in habit, and a first-class

plant.

Lilac Cedo Nalli.—Another sport of a very favourite flower.

We have already had a white and golden sport, and this

will, doiibtleas, be equally prized.

Mary Lind.—A peculiarlj'-shaded flower, the ground being
blush, with a shade of purple on it. Very free-flowering.

Of these, then, DanaC-, Julia Englebach, Fairest of the
Pair, and Mary Lind, I consider to be decided acquisitions

;

and as Pompones are almost universally admired, I am glad

to say that the present season has produced some tine

flowers, which, with a large number of the large-flowered

sorts, Mr. Salter, of Hammersmith, will let out immediately.
And here may I add a little item on another point ? Most

of those who ever make up a bouquet, know how attractive

the Maiden-hair Ferns are for this purpose, but they also

know how very soon they shrivel up and lose their beauty.

Talking the other day with Mr. Jones, the intelligent gar-

dener at Petworth House, he told me that if the fronds are

gathered, placed between paper, and dried, they wiU retain

their freshness, and may then be used in bouquets without
any fear. It seems a hint on a small matter well worth
noticing, and accordingly I give it here for the benefit of

our fan- bouquet-makers.—D., Deal.

FLOWER-GAEDEN PLAN.
VARIETIES OF AEABIS—LOBELIA SPECIOSA CULTURE.

I AM much obliged for the insertion of my flower-garden
plan (see page 154), and the remarks upon it ; and as you
expressed a wish to know how I decided, I send a plan of
the way in which I am going to plant it this year. I have
determined to try the method of planting it in groups of

four, my chief difficulty being with Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, which are
rather large for highly-coloured sslf-beds when contrasted
with the smaller beds at the two sides. I think I shall get
over the difficulty, however, by filling them with mixed Ver-
benas, which in my opinion always form a very effective

bed, and edging them with variegated Arabis.
By the way, your correspondents generally state that

there are two varieties of this variegated-leaved Arabis, but
in reality there are three. One, Ai-abis lucida variegata,

as its name implies, has a shiny leaf, and the green is of a
darker colour and cont-'asts better with the golden edge,
and the other two are really sports from the Arabia alpina,

to which they often return. In these tiie variegation is quite
distinct, one being cream colour, about the shade of Flower
of the Day ; the other yellow, nearly the colour of Golden
Chain. Some persons may say that they are the same
plants only grown in different soils or different situations

;
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but I have them planted side by side, have struck them
both in the same way, and yet can tell evei-y cuttinj^ and
plant apart at all times of the year ; but in summer, especially,
the foliao-e is most distinct. The cream-coloured variety I

have had for nine or ten years ; the golden variety is a more
recent introduction, but is not A. lucida variegata. But now,
to return to the beds, I propose to plant them as follows:

—

1, Centre. Humea. three plants.
2nd row Afjeratum.
Tropfeolum Crystal Palace.

Edge, CeraRtiam, 1 foot.

2, 3, 4, 5, Mixed Verbenas; edge,
Arabis variesata.

6, 7, Calceolaria ; edffe, blue Lo-
belia.

8, 9, 10, 11, Geraniums Cryslal
P.ilace and Li»tle David; edge,
Bijou and Alma.

12 & 13, Centre, Humea. one plant;
Calceolarias.

14, 16, IS, 20, Tropa?oluni e'' gans.
15, 17, 19, 21. Lobelia speciosa ; edge.

Golden Chain Geranium.
22, 24, 21), 28, Petunias.
23, 25, 27, 29, Pu-plc King Verbena;

edi e, Munglts' Vaiicgated Gera-
nium.

30, 34. 35, 39, Mrs. Holford Verbena.
31, 33, 30, 38, Gazania ; edge. Lobelia

Paxtnniana.
32, 37, Treniham Rose Geranium;

edge, flower of the Day.

Ribbon-border next to the house

—

1, Mesenibryanthemum tricolor. l 3, Amaranthus.
2. Bijou Geranium.

| 4, Calceolaria.

Border round the garden reckoning from bottom
1, Arabis v.iriegata and Aubrietia
purpurea, plant for ))lan[.

2, Pansie.*, and seedlings from
Dean's Fancy Pansies.

3, Large circles, filled with bedding
plants, all edged alike with Cera?-
tium. The si);iees between the
circles filled with Lobelia at the

btjttom and Tom Thumb Nastur-
tium at the top. Circles filled

with .Scarlet Geranium, Agera-
tuni, Cliriritine, Calceolaria, Sapo-
n^ria, ,!fcc.

4, Perilirt nankinensis and Prince's
Feather, plant for plant.

5, Variej-'ated Kibbon Grass.

The cu'cles are to be just large enough for nineteen plants
a foot apart every way—one in the centre, six at a radius
of 1 foot, twelve at a radius of 2 feet from the centre. I
have several plants, of which I have not enough for rows
or larger beds, but which I want to try as self-beds—as
Calceolarias Victor Emmanuel, Sparkler, Cloth of Gold, and
I thought this might be a good plan to enable me to give
them a trial in my soil.

I see that several of your correspondents complain of the
Lobelia speciosa failing. Last year it did particularly well
with me, except a few plants which were potted-oif, and
which did not do so well as those which had been pricked-
oif into a spent hotbed the same as that which I had used
for striking Verbenas, and which all lifted with good balls,
and never once flagged after bedding-out, though we had
dry weather and cold nights, the thermometer three nights
running being at 33°.

I attribute the failure of Lobelia speciosa in a great mea-
sure to striking cuttings from the points of the shoots which
have begun to run to flower and are showing their flower-
buds : these never make such good plants, flower with little
or no leaf, dry up soon after flowering, and run to seed. All
cuttings from Lobelia speciosa should be made from shoots
with the broad leaf on ; if ever the plant begins to show the
naiTower leaf which comes on the shoot when it is running
up for flower, the ends ought to be stopped, and fresh shoots
allowed to start from the roots to make cuttings from.
Lobelia plants are very impatient of drought, and will not
stand harclening-off in pots in the manner in which so many
bedding-out plants are treated.

I am very glad to see in your pages an opposition raised
to this hardening-oif system, by which plants are too often
checked in tiieir growth, their roots dried up, and nearly
a month lost in the garden. I am not an advocate for
plants being taken out of a vinery or stove and planted
out at once in the open air in the middle or end of May

;

but plenty of pot-room and moisture are necessary, and
plants should be Uept in a growing state up to the time of
their being bedded-out, and the higher their state of growth
the better tiiey will stand it. A plant-house fticing south
without any fire heat for the last month, but with plenty of
water and syringing, and sun ad Hbituvi, is by far the best
place to transplant bedding stuff from. I am speaking more
especially of such things as Verbenas, Geraniums, Tropajo-
lums, Ageratums, &c. Calceolarias, Gazanias, and a few
others do as well or better from cold frames and sod-pits as
so often described in your pages. Verbenas, more espe-
cially, suffer from tlie hardiming-off system. If ever they
become dry at tKe roots, green fly, red spider, and all their
attendant evils begin, and if plants have green fly or red
spider on them when they are bedded-out they seldom, if

ever, recover it. Last year my garden was at least a month

more forward than most in this neighbourhood, especially
the Verbenas, which were planted out direct from the house
where they had been grown after being struck in a hotbed,
and they were never checked, except being stopped to make
them bushy, from the day they were first potted-off; and al-

though, as I have before said, for the first three nights they
were out the thermometer was only 1° above the freezing-
point, they never suffered in the least. I gave them each
a trowelful of good manure (ashes, hen-manure, and well-
rotted stable-manure mixed) at the roots, and a watering
once a-week for the first three weeks, not at night, but in
the morning, which I think is the best time for watering,
as it prevents the beds from getting too hot in a scorching
sun, and the evaporation from the beds keeps the leaves fi-om
flagging ; whereas watering at night very often causes too
great a chill if a cloudless night comes immediately after it.

Allow me to correct an error which appeared in a letter of
mine in No. 155, upon bedding annuals. The word " num-
bers " in the last paragraph ought to have been " Mimulus."
It was in answer to the question made by "A Lover of
Plowebs," whether Mimulus grown from seed would do to
bed-out the same year.—X. Y. Z.

DESTROYING GOOSEBEEEY CATEEPILLAiRS.
I was to-day telling a friend the Broad Bean cure for

Gooseberry caterpillar, as noticed in No. 155, when he in-

formed me of an effectual remedy for this pest. It is 1 J lb. of
soda and 1 lb. soft soap to 5 gallons of water, applied with a
syringe ; and he states that it is also a famous wash for Rose
trees affected with green fly. I hope to test it this season ;

but am confident of my friend's veracity.
I have tried hellebore with success, and know others who

have also done so. It is very extensively used in Scotland
for this purpose ; but it would be well to remind your readers
that it is a virulent poison. A family in my native parish,

in Scotland, nearly lost their lives last year through par-
taking of it in mistake for pepper.

—

Goosebeket.

OECHAED-HOUSES.
It would add to the interest of your correspondents' com-

munications if they would in addition to their names give

their places of abode. For instance : Mr. G. Abbey leaves

us quite in the dark as to where he writes from. He says

all the houses he has seen in the " north." I certainly

infer it is not anywhere near the north pole, because he says

he has smoke enough to turn a white man black ; but from
his account it appears to be a cold, wet, smoky district.*

He says he can grow fine crops of Plums and Pears, the

former, he says, were delicious. From his account I really

think he has been quite as siiccessful as he had a right to

expect. A house only 14 feet wide, with sides 4 feet high,

made of half-inch boai-ds (these much shrunk), with sunk
pathway, and covered in with old lights, in which the timber

is probably out of all proportion to the glass, and under
which he has a shelf lor Strawberries, and this in a cold-

wet, smoky district, with his plants dreadfully attacked with

brown aphis, what could he expect ? If his house had been
built with glass sides to nearly the ground level, the house

and paths above instead of below the surface of his cold

wet soil, the construction such as would have enabled him
to kill the aphis by fumigation before the blossoms expanded
on his Peach trees, is it not possible he would be more satis-

fied with the result ? If his climate requires it by all means
let him heat his house, and if he get as good Peaches as

others do without artificial heat he may (after the descrip-

tion we have had of the " north" lie lives in, wherever that

may be), be quite content, and need not mind whether his

house is entitled to the name of orchard-house or not.

Mr. Abbey goes on to quote, not quite fairly 1 think, from
my little book, " Hints on Orchai-d-Houses "—at least, the
inference he draws from it is not qtiite fail- ; I never proposed
to enclose a garden with glass houses in place of walls, or

expected a glass hoiise to protect an enclosed space. I said,

and stUl tliink, that to build walls for the growth of Peaches
uncovered with glass would bo considered an absurdity.

• Bradford, Yorkshire.
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But surely there are other fruits besides Peaches and
Nectarines which would be the better for being trained to
a wall. Pears on quince stocks, trained to one shoot like a
Vine, will, I am inclined to think, soon be extensively planted.
Many of our finer Apples are quite worth a wall, and are
rarely produced of good quality without some protection.
A gentleman, who has been very successful with an orchard-
house ft-om the first year, wi-ites me word that his Apples
are so good that it is worth having a house for them- alone.
If good walls were planted with Apples, Pears, Plums, and
Cherries, would it not be better than trusting to Peaches
and Nectarines in most localities ? and in a decent neigh-
bourhood is it not better to have a handsome wide house
with a span-roof than a narrow covered wall to walk in ? I

do not say I might not cover a wall already furnished with
fine beai-ing trees.—J. R. Peakson, Chilwell.

If "D., Deal," has never seen one of these houses in per-
fection, it would be, perhaps, worth his while to see one
managed by Mr. C. Powell, gardener, Ticehurst, Sussex.
The trees in this house bear large crops every year ; in
fact, I always remark that the larger the crop a tree pro-
duces one year, the larger it will be the next season.
This year many of the trees will bear twenty dozen of
Peaches and Nectarines, and no wall fruit has yet equalled
them for flavour.

If one person can produce the finest crop of fruit in these
houses without any difficulty, why should not others do the
same ? My gardener succeeded the first year in growing a
very large and well-flavoured crop of Peaches, Nectarines,
Apricots, and Plums, in pots.—A Constant Reader.

THE HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
What is a horticultural society ? It is sometimes neces-

sary to ask, and therefore to answer, a foolish question.
And there are conditions under which it becomes necessary
to deflne very elementary notions. A horticultural society,
one would think, is, or ought to be, an associated body for
the encouragement of the cultivation of trees, fruits, and
flowers. It ought to confine its work to the improvement
of our woods and forests, our orchards, and our gardens. It
ought to have a collection, scientific and ornamental, of
exotic plants and trees. It ought to present a model of
the best modes of cultivation in forcing-houses, stove-houses,
and green-houses. It ought to ransack the world for new
varieties of the vegetable creation, and it ought to include
within the range of its efforts a scientific pursuit of botany.
Further than this, and it is sufficiently far, a horticultural
society cannot be expected to go. And, to do it only justice,
till within these few years the Horticultural Society steadily
pursued these objects. It is given to societies, as to men, to
deserve, but not always to command, success ; and it cannot
be denied that the Horticultural Society was not a success.
But its failure at Chiswick was mainly in proportion to the
degree in which it deviated from its legitimate functions.
The ruining expense at Chiswick was the fites. By a strange
law, which Admiral Fitzroy has not investigated, it was as
certain to rain on a Chiswick fete day as it was certain to be
fine on a Queen's day. Meteorological laws, constant in

nothing else, set themselves against the Chiswick fetes. The
consequences were disastrous ; the funds fell off, the members
dwindled away, and the Society tottered on the verge of

bankruptcy. As with other folks in difficulties, retrenchment
was the order of the day. The library and herbarium were
sold, the town house was given up, the foreign collectors

were dismissed, the Journal was abandoned, and the Society
lost everything but its name. A gentleman in difficulties

will catch at any pretext for keeping a position in the world.
The Horticultural Society was not superior to the tempter,
and the tempter came in Royal guise. The late Prince
Consort had, as is well known, a plan for establishing all

the Muses, and all the Sciences, and all the Arts, and all

the Graces on one sacred site. An oi-namental garden was
wanted for aesthetic and artistic purposes. Given the gar-

den, or given anything, the rest, it was thought, would be
sure to follow. If you could get a centre fixed and settled,

yoQ must have some buildings or institutions to set off your
centre. A middle implies and involves the extremities. So,

in the darkest hour of its poverty, the Horticultural Society

was applied to. It was resolved to set the Society on its

legs, not for its own sake, and not to further its chartered

objects, but as something likely to be useful to the great

South Kensington scheme.
Those who think that Royal patronage and Court favour

are the highest objects for whicli public societies ought to

live, are not to be blamed for having thrown themselves into

the hands of the Commissionerr. of the 1851 Exhibition.

And as far as the Horticultural Society was concerned,

having nothing to lose, it lost nothing except honour and the

very purpose for which it was founded. As to the arrange-

ments entered into between the Society and the Commis-

sioners, we do not pretend to explain, because we do not

understand, them. It will be enough generally to state

that the Commissioners leased a large plot of the South

Kensington estate to the Horticultural Society, on condition

that both parties should expend large sums on Ijuildings,

most of which, strictly speaking, had nothing whatever to

do with horticulture, and that the Society should lay out a

garden which might be ornamental, but which laboured

under the little difficulty that nothing would flourish there.

Hence grew the arcades, and hence did not grow the trees

which the Society planted, and the flowers which the Society

sowed. But something grew, and that is a very pretty

debt. As we understand the Society's position, it stands,

or in a few weeks will stand, indebted to the Commissioners

in the sum of ^£60,000, for which it is bound to pay ^£2400

a-year interest. This ^660,000 has been or is to be sunk in

the decorative arcades and other ornamental works, the

Society having on its own part spent large sums in erecting

greenhouses and in laying out the gardens. Whether the

Society pays any rent for the gardens over and above the

^2400 a-year we are not quite certain. It may be said, per-

haps, that the Society, after all, has not made a bad bargain

;

because, although the Commissioners have a right of re-

entrance if the ^£2400 interest is not paid, yet, the Society

having no property, the loan of .£60,000 is only fictitious,

and has been advanced by the Commissioners on no security

whatever. But the question is not whether the Horticultural

Society has made a good financial bargain, but whether all

these transactions with the Exhibition Commissioners come

within the legitimate scope of I he objects of the Society.

We are prepared with an unhesitating negative. Not one

shilling borrowed by the Horticultural Society from the

Commissioners has been expended on the legitimate objects

of horticulture. The subscriptions and entrance-fees of the

two thousand members whom the Council claims to have

acquired since it began to deal with South Kensington are

absorbed for purposes which may be good or bad m them-

selves, but which are not connected with legitimate horti-

culture. The South Kensington Gardens may be very orna-

mental, though we own to a positive dislike to Mr. Nesfield's

chalk beds and coal alleys and pounded-brick pai-terres.

We think that his little ditches are mean and his ribbon-

beds barbarous. But let this pass. In a garden—that is,

in a horticultural society's garden—we want to see things

gi'ow and flourish. At Kew and Chiswick trees and flowers

grow ; at Brompton they do not. "No doubt it is a great

thing to get something of a gai-den in the midst of London

smoke. The flowers in Hyde Park, and in the Regent s

Park and the Green Park, are a triumph of the art ot gar-

dening under difficulties. So is the Temple Garden; but

nobody would think of quoting these as instances of what a

healthy flourishing garden should be, especially a horticul-

tural society's garden. It would doubtless be a benefit to

the public if the Horticultural Society were to take Lincoln s

Inn Fields or Finsbury Square in hand ; but these are not

the sites for the model Pai-adise of the model Society of

England. If anybody wants to see a melancholy signt, let

him look at the starved, stunted, soot-begrimed Conifers at

South Kensington ; and if he is a member (or, as it is sono-

rously termed, a Fellow), of the Horticultural Society, let

him ponder in his mind whether for such cultivation as

this—a cultivation which every year with its mcreasmg

buildings makes worse—his subscription is well laid out.

The Council, with a laudable zeal to " increase the enjoy-

ment of the Fellows and the attractions of the gardens,

have just announced the formation of independent clubs for

croquet and bowls. The same reasons will probably lead to
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tlie introduction of an estaminet and smoking-saloon ; and
the promised Evening Meetings axe almost certain to deve-
lope into music and dancing, fireworks and tlie tight-rope.

For ourselves, we do not pretend to be purists. The aristo-

cratic world has long been hankering after a Cremorne of a
genteel kind. The arcades present remarkable facilities for

the matrimonial mai'ket, and for other pursuits cultivated in

fashionable life. A Jardin MabOle under the patronage of a
chartered Society and Royal Commissioners will eclipse not
only Vauxhall, but the traditional glories, and traditional

other things, of Eanelagh; but the question remains—Is

this Horticulture ?

There are at least some people who are answering this
question, pertinent or impertinent as it may be. The
Council, as they admit, "are still at the commencement
of an experiment"—that experiment being to maintain a
fashionable lounge, under the pretence of encouraging hor-
ticultm-e. They have buOt arcades, they have erected me-
morials and monuments, they are encouraging the scientific

pursuit of bowls and croquet, they spend some money on
prizes which read like a recurring decimal, and, somehow or
other, seem always to be taken by the same market gaj-deners.
The Horticultural Society's prizes are as good as an annuity
to Mr. Turner of Slough, and to Mr. Lane of Berkhamp-
Stead, and to Mr. Paul of Cheshunt ; and in order further to
identify th mselves with tradesmen, the Council propose to
set apart, as " exhibition grounds of bedding plants to be let

out to respectable nurserymen and florists," portions of the
Kensington garden. That is to say, they intend to lease oif

their gardens as advertising-boards, just as Messrs. Mappin
line the foot-boards of the Hansom cabs. But we ask again.
Is aU this Horticulture ? Some recent cu-cumstances seem
to show that horticulturists at any rate are beginning both
to ask and to answer this question. At the February elec-

tion, in the place of Lord Ducie and Dr. Lindley (resigned),
and Mr. James Veitch, there was elected, among others not
known to horticulture, Henry Cole, Esq., C.B. The exchange
from Dr. Lindley resigned to Mr. Henry.Cole is very signifi-

cant. The horticulturist and botanist of European fame cuts
the Eoyal Horticultural Society, and the presiding genius of
South Kensington jobbery reigns in his stead. Again, we find
that Dr. Hogg, a scientific gentleman of great practical
attainments, ibrwaj-ded last month his resign.ation of the
ofSce of Secretary to the Fruit Committee of the Horticul-
tural Society, on the avowed ground " that some other object
than the advancement of horticultiu-e is that v/hich a ruling
majority of the late and present Councils have in view ;"

and, therefore, he gives up an office accepted "under the
impression that the Council intended to maintain and dc-
velope the horticultural character of the Society." Dr.
Lindley and Dr. Hogg are practical men, tried and valued
horticulturists. This is their opinion of the present objects
of the Council. Of course, if ladies aud gentlemen are to be
found ready and willing to spend their money on grounds
close to Rotten Row, where they can exhibit spring bonnets,
polished boots, and their skill at croquet, with its connected
pursuits of flirtation and every other 'ation, the ,£00,000 gai--

dens at Brompton are a very good site for these noble pur-
poses. Love deities haVe always had their votaries in
gardens. But people who wish to encourage science will not
cease to regret that the Horticultural Society has gone to
Court, and has admitted Henry Cole, Esq., C.B., on its

Council.

—

{From the Saturday Review.)

OECHABD-HOUSES AT SAWBBIDGEWOETH.
The orchard-houses at Sawbridgeworth are now in their

glory ; and those who are desirous of forming an opinion as
to the advantage to be derived from this system of fmit
culture, should seize the present opportunity of seeing the
first stage of the process, and judging as to whether it is a
success or not. For our own jiart we believe that it is tlie

only way by which Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots can
be grown in this country with any degree of security, or
with any assurance of a crop, short of the usual syst(jms of
fruit-forcing ; and all that has been for so many years said
of the diiiiculties attending it, mnst have been gained
fro-a cases in which the required amount of skill has been
deficient.

When we see venerable old Apricot trees, luxuriant even
V nder their weight of years, covered with masses of bloom

;

and when we consider that these same trees have occupied
tie same pots for a period of ten years, we cannot but
acmu'e the beauty and advantage of the system. In one of
tie largest of the orchard-houses, which is 100 feet long by
24 wide, there is a perfect forest of Peaches, Nectarines, and
Apricots in full bloom, while many of the last-named have
already set then- fruit, and axe perfectly safe and uninjured
by the severe frost of 11°, to which those out-of-doors were
subjected on Thursday last. How many of these have
escaped ? and what prospect of a ci-op of fruit is there from
those that have been exposed to such a trial ? "We would
advise all who are fruit-growers to take the present oppor-
tunity of visiting Mr. Rivers's nurseries, and of forming an
opinion for themselves as to what may be done, and how
easUy, in this, one of the most captivating branches of
horticulture.

FEED'S HAEPY AND EXOTIC.
HOW TO RAISE THEM.

In 32-sized pots well cleaned and crocked, place on the-

surface of these crocks a thin layer of the sittings of peat,
if wholly fibrous all the better, with another layer of weU-
sifted peat. Upon these two layers of peat place some small
lumps of very fibry j'ellow loam ; but first, after they are
broken into unequal pieces of the proper size, place them
one thick in a sieve, pour water from a rose over them, turn
them over, and again water, until all small detached par-
ticles have been washed oif the lumps. When dry enough
to handle place them in the pots, leaving the surface as
h-regular as possible, then place them aside for a day or
two until they become tolerably dry.

Gather a frond of each Fern you wish to propagate, placing
each in a sheet of paper, naming, and cai'efully folding it up,
the wliole to be put in a dry place for two or three days.
Kub each frond well upon the paper, throw the roughest
refuse away, and sow the particles left evenly over the
u-regular surface of the soil. In doing this care should be
taken that no wind enter, otherwise the sporules may be
blown aside. When sown give one slight sprinkling with
water, and place a sheet of glass over the top of each pot.

Put each pot in a pan, and place it in a temperature of
about 70° in a shady situation. In a day or two liU the pans
with water, afterwards never let them remain any length of

time without being replenished.

The pieces of glass ai-e essential to the proper growth ot

the seedlings, and should be used, even if a good supply of

bell or other glasses may be at hand, and there should be
just a sufficiency of space between the piece of glass and the
pot to admit the outer air in sufficient quantity without
robbing the soil of moisture. Keep the glass clean, and
this with an occasional weeding, and washing the exterior

of the pots should they become green, is all that will be re-

quisite for nine or twelve months, by which time the youngr
I'erns should be of some size.

As soon as they are sufficiently large to handle (over-

anxiety in potting them too soon is fatal to them), prepare

a compost of peat, leaf mould, and sand, and a good
sprinkling of potslierds broken very small. Should you
not have a house of a proper temperature for them when
potted off, they will be greatly assisted by being placed

under common hand-lights. Perhaps it may be best under
all circumstances to remove the glass trom the pot whea
the second and thh'd fronds show pretty generally. Soon
after this let the pots be taken out of the pans, placed at

the coolest end of the liouse, and gently watered overhead.

Though I have fixed the temperature at aljout 70° as

being the best and most effectual one, yet most greenhouse
and British Ferns will come up in a much cooler situation,

though all will stand a high temperature. I have at the
present time ironds of Gymnogramma orchracea, Platy-

loma rotundifolia, Pteris ti-emula, and Gymnogramma tai'-

tarea, growing out of a brick wall, wliich supports the

front of a small stove, wholly exposed to external weather,

and yet while I write they are pushing forth fresh fronds.

They have fronds some of them sufficiently large to place

around a moderate-sized hand-bouquet.
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Some of our rarer exotic kinds are very difficult to treat

so as to succeed in raising young plants, though they will

all grow under treatment as above until they attain a certain

size! Among this class I find the Platycerium grande. The

difficulty may often be overcome by procuring some of the

oldest and most decayed substance from a plant ot £• ilci-

<:orne, and well mixing it with a little peat and loam. Where

successful leave the plants in the pot until they are quite

strong, and seem to requii'e removing. — Wm. Ilaeley,

Digswell.

MESSES. CITTBUSH'S HYACINTH SHOW.
Pine as Messrs. Cutbush's Hyacinth Exhibition always is,

that of the present year sui-passes their previous displays.

Some of the spites are of marvellous dimensions, one
measured 9i inches in height by 11 in circumference, and
there are many others little, if at all, inferior in size. As
asualthe Hyacinths are ranged along the front of the house

;

Tulips and pot Eoses fill one end, whilst at the bacic a bank
of flowering plants, consisting of Eoses, Azaleas, Heaths,

Epacrises, Cytisus, Dielytra, Cinerarias, Mignonette, &c.,

has a gay appearance.
Selection and not collection is the order of the day, and,

therefore, out of the multitude of varieties which Messrs.

Cutbush place before the p..blic we have picked out a limited

number of those which appear to be possessed of the highest

merit, adding some others which are higlily to be recom-
mended.

Single Beds.—Macaulay, Von Schiller, Princess Clotliilde,

Florence Nightingale, Pelissier, Solfaterre. Next in merit
Cavaignac, Howard, Mrs. Beecher Stowe, La Dame du Lac,

Princess Charlotte, Queen Victoria, to which may be added
Amy and Eobert Steiger.

Double Jieds.—Duke of Wellington and Koh-i-Noor. Noble
par Merite also very fine; Susannah Maria, good salmon
rose.

Single Blue.—Argus, Charles Dickens, Blue Aimable, Grand
Lilas, Marie. Next in merit Leonidas, Baron von Tuyll,
Pieneman, Couronne de Celle. *

Double Blue.—Laurens Koster and van Speyk. Sir Colin
Campbell, Comte de St. Priest, and Bloksberg, also very
fine.

Single TT^/itie.— Emmeline (beautiful blush), Gigantea,
Grandeur a Merveille, Madame Van der Hoop, Snowball,
Queen of the Netherlands. EUrida, Alba Maxima, Miss
Burdett Coutts (very large bells of great substance), Sera-

phine, Paix de I'Europe are also of high merit.

Double White.—SirBulwer Lytton and Prince of Waterloo.
La Tour d'Auvergne is also excellent.

Single Black.—-General Havelock and Von Humboldt are

the finest. Mimosa and Prince Albert are also fine and less

expensive.
Single Yellow.—Ida and Duo de Malakoff appear to be the

best. Aurora and Heroine are also very good.
For a lilac mauve Haydn should be in every collection

;

its colour is most beautiful.

Among new varieties Eobert Fortune and Josephine have
already been noticed in our pages as taking a very high
place. Thorwaldseu, with very large bells of great substance
and fine outline, blue suffused with lilac, is very striking.

Jilademoiselle Eachel is a fine new yellow. La Jeunesse is a
very pretty pale lilac, and Fanny, another pale lOac, has
large bells and a fine spike. Admiral Coligney may also be
noticed as a fine azure blue ; and Lamplighter, which has
improved in the size of its spike since last year, is con-

spicuous from its white eye contrasting with its otherwise
dark coloui-.

The early Tulips when we saw them were in splendid
condition, and are evidently deserving of more extended
cultivation, on account of their highly decorative cha-
racter. The best were Cottage Maid, rosy pink, bor-
dered with white; Proserpine; Cramoisie Eoyal; Due
d'Aremberg ; Vermilion Brilliant ; White Pottebakker

;

Fabiola ; Uoi Pepin, pure white and crimson ; Monument,
bright crimson ; Keizerkroon ; Tournesol, and Yellow Tour-
nesol. Coleur Cardinal, scarlet ; Eouge Luisante, deep rose

;

Marquis de Wessenrode, Bizard Pronkert, yellow and red

;

Florida, purplish violet ; Imperator, double crimson, and
^several others were also well deserving of mention.

The Exhibition wiU continue till the third week in April

;

but we would recommend those interested in Hyacinths to

lose no time in visiting it, as most of the flowers are now in

perfection.

DECOEATING VILLA GAEDEJNS WITHOUT
PLANTING DECIDUOUS TEEES.

Why should not a subui-ban garden in winter present a
comfortable and well-furnished appearance ? But this can-

not be given so well by deciduous trees and shrubs as by
evergreens.

If there were but few evergreens, and we were, therefore,

obliged to use whatever could be had, there might be some
show of reason for planting so many taU Poplars and other

strong-gi'owing trees. Surely it cannot be that English

families are afraid of their neighbours seeing over and
beyond the next gardens to their own ; but the possibility

of doing so is to a certain degree done away with v,here the

situation is almost a dead level, by the unneighboin-ly practice

of planting trees which are better adapted for park or forest

scenery, than for the confined space of a villa gar-den. By
way of illustrating what I mean, I wiU state what I have

seen adopted in a somewhat fashionable neighbourhood for

villa residences. Most of the gardens are small—from a

quarter to half an acre in extent ; some may be more, but

the majority are of the size which I have stated.

Many of the divisions between these gardens are of strong

iron wire, almost completely hidden by the evergreen shrubs

which are planted against it. This partly prevents the

cramped appearance which the limited extent of the ground

would otherwise give. When a wall is used and deciduous

trees ai-e planted close to it, of course, evergreens cannot

maintain then- proper character, and, as a consequence, the

boundaries of the little garden have a mean, naked, anything

but cheerful appearance; but in the gardens to which I

refer nothing of this kind is detected. Sweet Bay, Laurus-

tinus, common and Portugal Laurels, Evergreen Oak, PhiUy-

reas. Hollies ot sorts, tree Box, Arbutuses, and sometimes

Arbor Vit^s are planted. I may observe that many of these,

with careful and judicious handling, can be pruned and kept

to almost any shape suitable for villa garden decoration.

Whilst I am passing some of these cottage and vUla

gardens in winter, I often think how charming and com-
fortable they appear, although they may not have any
gay-coloured flowers in their beds and borders, and, of

course, these are not looked for in winter; but from the

absence of tall deciduous trees and shrubs they have a good
deal of the appearance of a winter garden. In some in-

stances the Laurustinus is pretty largely used, and when
this shrub is pruned at the proper time it will grow again

and ripen its wood and produce its charming clusters of

flowers in the following season. When this slirub succeeds

well it will soon gi-ow sufficiently high for any purpose for

which it may in ordinary cases be requu'ed in viHa, gardens.

In the gardens to which I have referred, you will not see

corners here and there of siokly-lookiug grass struggling for

an existence, as is too often the case under deciduous trees.

Most of the shrubs which I have named wUl, in ordinary

cases, soon grow quite high enough, if desired, to screen the

ono garden-promenade from being seen by the next-door

neighbours ; but to my mind no deciduous trees in these

small gardens can ever give that charm during the long

winter months which those evergreens will do when well

managed.
I had almost forgotten to name the Aucuba japonica with

its pleasing green and yellow-blotched leaves, and a few
others which will readily occur to many persons. However,
I must not forget the Cotoneaster microphyUa, a very hardy
plant, and one, too, which of late years I see is being made
use of, and which is, in many cases, very ornamental.

Now with the aid of the evergreens which I have here

enumerated, a nice selection and variety of foliage may be had.

These judiciously arranged and well attended to, along with

good grass, good yellow gi-avel, and fresh-dug beds and bor-

ders, give to a vUla garden even in winter a comfortable and
pleasing aspect, which no amount of tall Poplars, Limes,

and Elms can ever produce. I would advise all persons who
may be interested in these matters, whenever they are pas-

sing any of these vflla residences to observe and note for
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themselves the different characters which are to be seen in

different neighbourhoods, then let them compare these at

different seasons of the year, and take them as representing

the whole round of our seasons.
I have already remarked that I know some of these gar-

dens where the dividing fence is iron, in some it is of strong

wire, in others of upright iron paDisadings hidden amongst
the shrubs, which assist in removing the too often stiff and
formal outline ; but, i rf course, here one must always expect

to meet with stiffnesL: to a certain degree—the confined space

necessitates this.

The shrubs which I have here spoken of, with the excep-

of two or three, will bear cutting and keeping in formal

outlines, but always, if possible, let them be cut-in at the

proper time. By this I mean they should be cut-in about
the early part of the summer, just allowing them sufficient

time to make a little young wood before axitumn sets in,

which greatly relieves their stiff outline. Some of these

shi'ubs, I know, are so managed that they never grow beyond
S or 4 feet high ; but, of course, they may be allowed to

grow to 6, 8, or 10 feet, or even more just as the position

may render advisable.

I have often thought how very graceful the Deodar Cedar
looks, even while in its young state, upon a small piece of

grass. Plants of it are now by no means dear, and a more
beautiful and graceful evergreen can scarcely be found. For
adorning the outlines of a border, or even as single speci-

mens upon the grass, whether in small or large gardens, I

also would strongly recommend Rhus cotinus and Euonymus
japonica, the former for its beautiful plumage-like clusters

of half feather-like flowers, which it produces, and which
hang upon it in the latter paa't of summer and autumn. The
Euonymus may be had with both green and lightly-spotted
foliage, and bears cutting-in remarkably well. Gari-ya
elliptica, from its very graceful clusters of pendant catkins,
which are generally produced in great profusion, offers a
pleasing contrast amongst other things, and is likewise
suitable as a single specimen. Nothing is better as a variety
than a few Yews—the common Yew, the Irish Yew, and the
Golden Yew, together with a few of the Variegated Hollies.

The nearly white-leaved section, and the yellow or golden-
leaved section, as weU as many of the green-leaved kinds,
are all in their way very ornamental, and afford a beautiful

variety.^G. Dawson.

THE DUCHESS OF BUCCLETJCH GEAPE.
Being at DaHceith a few days ago, and having an hour to

spare, I embraced the opportunity of callinc at the Palace
Gardens there. I was fortunate in finding Mr. Thomson at
home, and still more so by seeing this new variety of Grape
in an early stage of growth. I was shown into a lean-to
house, where there are a number of plants of it 'fruiting in
pots. There are also some Black Hamburghs in the same
house, but entirely eclipsed by the Duchess. On entering
the house I was truly delighted, nay, astonished, by the
profusion of bunches showing upon these young Vines. The
rods are about 8 feet long, good stout Vines, though not
extra strong, they having been gro\vn under the shade of
Vines last year, consequently not so weU matured as they
•would have been under more favourable circumstances ;

Bevertheless many of the shoots are showing large bunches
a': the third and on to the fifth leaf, proving to a certainty
its fi-ee-beai-ing character as an early Grape. I had the
curiosity to measure some of the bunches, which, though
Ji5t yet in flower, measured 14 inches in length exclusive of
the stalk ; bunches tapering, lightly shouldered. Some
idea may be formed as to what they will be when fully

grown, and this, be it recollected, from pot Vines, and
started on the 1st of January last. I had also the pleasure
of seeing it in another house a stage later, but here they
are planted out. The bunches were just showing, and the
bads had the appearance of being literally packed with
banches, indicating still more fully the free-bearing character
of this new Grape. The flavour partakes of that fine Grape
Chasselas Musquo, which is the parent crossed with Muscat,
hit free from the cracking nature of that variety. It was
exhibited last year at Kelso, where it carried off the first

prize for the best-flavonvQd Grape from aU comers.

I would thus early in the season draw attention to this

new Grape, that one and aU may observe and judge for

themselves, as I understand it is to be sent out in the

autumn of the present year; and amongst the many new
Grapes of recent introduction I am convinced the Duchess
wUl secure a place in the foremost rank. Trusting you will

give this a corner in your valuable Journal.—A. Anderson,
Oxenford Castle.

EEPAIEING TOOLS.
By good management the labour of repairing tools is

much lessened. Selecting the strongest and best made,
and using them with reasonable caution, breakages would
rarely occur. We do not mean to say that tools could be as
perfectly constructed as Dr. Holmes' " One-horse Chaise,"
which lasted a hundred years, and then fell to pieces in a
moment at every part, so perfectly was its strength equalised
throughout ; but a careful selection fi-om the best manufac-
turers will prevent many of the accidents which happen to
implements and machines made by bunglers. Kepairing
forms a considerable part of every business. Some of this

may be done at home with little trouble. In other cases

it is best to employ at once a mechanic, especially for

repairing all large ai'ticles, such as thrashing machines,
waggons, ploughs, &c. A little skill will often be very
useful, however, in winter, and on stormy days, in repairing
smaller tools and implements, and for this purpose a supply
of proper materials should always be at hand. One of the
most useful articles is copper wire. It should be kept of

different sizes. It is one of the strongest metals, except
iron, does not rust through, and is almost as flexible as
leather, allowing it to press closely and fit the parts, and
twisting in a close coO. Wherever portions of wooden tools

are split, a few bands of copper wire will effect a substantial

repair in a few minutes. Next to copper wire, in value, are

strips of sheet copper. These ai'e very useful on larger

pieces of wood, split plank, or split timber. Lay the strips,

of copper across the fracture, or pass them around in the
form of bands, and then secure them to their places by
driving in small nails, and great strength will be imparted.
If the wood is very hard the points of the naUs should be
dipped in grease, which will cause them to drive freely.

When copper wire cannot be had, very strong bands may
be placed around fractured rods of wood as follows :

—

Procure the smallest-sized annealed iron wire (not much
larger than horsehair, which, although so small, is very

strong), and use it so as to form a neat band around the

fractured rod ; then heat the wire in the flame of a lamp»
turning it over, so as to warm every part alike, and then
apply a stick of burning sealing-wax to the band, afterwards,

heating and meltmg the wax thoroughly into the wire by
turning it in the flame. The iron and wax thus become
thoroughly incorporated together, and form an exceedingly

hard, strong, and durable band. This is an excellent mode
for mending canes, umbrellas, iSrc.

Prepared glue is a very useful substance to keep on hand
for mending all small wooden tools and vessels. It is easily

made by dissolving good glue in alcohol in a large-mouthed

bottle. In a few days the glue will be perfectly diffused'

through the alcohol, and the mixture ready for use. If too,

thick add more alcohol ; if too thin allow it to evaporate.
—(Ammcan Country Gentleman).

PUTTERIDGE BUBY.
{Concluded from page 176.)

Nearly opposite the chain-beds of climbing Hoses on
the other side of the walk, and sheltered from tho west
wind by three fine specimens of Elms, is a cii-cular group,

extremely simple as to figure, but very beautiful as to plant-

ing. The centre circle has a plant of Scarlet Geranium in

the centre, 8 feet high. The other eight beds round it had
each a plant in the centi-e of Pearl of England Fuchsia, from

5 to 6 feet in height. The four lai'ge outside beds had each

a large Scarlet Geranium in the centre, 4 feet high, these

plants having been in the same pots about sixteen or more
years, and near each end a daik Fuchsia about 5J feet high.
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The four smaller outside figures had each a Honeysuckle

in the centre, and this in autumn is covered with the cmary
Nasturtium. The accompanying engraving shows the out-

line of the beds in this group and the planting.

\

I, Defiance Geranium; EnqLind's I 2, Christine Geranium; edging,
Glory Fuchsia ; Madame Vauch'r Alma.
Geranium and Mrs. Holford Ver- 3, Kubens Geranium ; edjjinR, Bijou,
bena mixed ; Lobelia specioea ; | 4, Stella Geranium ; edging, Ciuth
edging, Cerastium tomcntosum.

{ of Gold.

Between this group and the ribbon-borders there is a nice

piece of lawn with single shrubs, &c., on it.

The border next the wall is about 330 fset long and 14 feet

wide. The wall is covered with Roses, Ceanothuses, &c.
A space has to be left between the wall and the front row in

the border. It was planted so as to slope to the walk in

front, from which it is separated by 18 inches of verge. This
year this border vj-as planted in straight lines. We may
mention that the beds and borders are generally cropped
diflferently every year. There were eight lines, beginning
at the verge—1, Cineraria maritima ; 2, Brilliant Geranium;
3, Calceolaria Aurantia multiflora ; 4, Perilla nankineusis

;

5, Pyrethrum grandiflorum ; 6, Trentham Rose Geranium

;

7, taUAgeratuHL; 8, Salvia fulgens. The opposite border is

a little shorter on account of the shade of the Elm trees,

and was made double to face both ways, so that next the
walk there was a sloping bank of flowers on each side down
to it. The planting was the sam'j, the Salvia being the
centre row, and then each side alike. In this border there
were pillars along the centre, some 18 feet apart, connected
with festoon chains for creepers. Last year these borders
were curved in various forms. The walk being straight the
lines were seen distinctly and yet were close to each other from

5, Boule de Feu Geranium ; edging,

Clotli of Gold.

6, Aurea floribunda Calceolaria;

edginfr. Ch-irlwoodii Verbena

7, Aurantia floribunda Calceolaria;

edging, Purple King Verbena.

8, Very dark seedling Petunia

;

edging. Tropaiolura Triomphe
de Hy^rep.

9, Countess ef Spencer Petunia

;

edging, Tropteolum elegans.

end to end, and there did not seem to be a plant wanting.

Mr. Fish, however, told us of a failure though not noticed.

In fact, owing to the inability to give water in the dry

weather, the Pyrethrum, beautiful at first, had failed or not

at all equalled the others. We saw only seven rows instead

of eight, as the Perilla and Trentham Rose were made to

meet over the Pyrethrum. Mr. Fish, however, thought the

border was not so fine without the white Feverfew. The
season before it did remarkably well.

_

' T'

We might go on describing ribbons and groups in front of

shrubberies, in which fine effects are produced by extreme

simplicity in planting and the use of common materials,

but must conclude, merely mentioning Dahlias, Hollyhocks

fronted with dwarf Dahlias, the total absence of weeds and

littering leaves, the beautiful condition of the walks, and the

fruit trees, both in houses and out of doors, loaded with

fruit.

Though we did not go through the village of LiUey, we
saw enough of the cottages on each side of Putteridge, to

know from their appearance where the property of Colonel

Sowerby commenced, cottages in which neatness, comfort,

and picturesque eflect were studied, rather than any re-

munerative per-oentage in the shape of rent.
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POTATO SEEDLINGS.
A GENTLEMAN signing himself " John Ward," and wi'iting

to the Yovhshire Gazette, gives the folloiving recipe as an an-

tidote to the Potato disease :—" Procure as many Potato-
apples as you can get, dry them in ihe sun a few minutes,
cast out aU the bruised ones, place them in strong earthen
jars or boxes, and bury them deep iu the eai-th, secure fi-om

frost. In spring have ready a plot of ground the same as

you would prepare for Onions. Sow the Potato-apples
thinly on the ground, covering them thinlj' with fine rich

soil. Prepare a second plot of ground, and when the plants

are strong enough to pnll up without breaking, transplant
them into your prepared ground, as they spring up in

myriads and are liable to become entangled. Have yoiu-

ground ready in the usual way, and when the plants are
strong dibble them in, not too deep, taking care they get
at the manure at once. When they have begun to grow
a top-dressing of diluted liquid manure is the best thing
that can be applied.

" The result is curious and gratifying. The plants grow
strong and vigorous ; they flower, apple, and potato ; and are
ready for taking up quite as soon as those produced in the
usual way. You wUl have three or foiu' distinct specimens
of new vai-ieties, a better crop, oae-iifth heavier in weight,
a fine clear skin and shapely appearance, and, in fact, quite
a new and regenerated vegetable."
Now, I have always understood that the tubers of Potatoes

grown from seed do not come to ijerfection for tliree yeai-s,

and I am not the only amateur who holds that opinion. But
I may be wrong. I shall take it as a favour if you will let

us know the effect of sowing the seed of the Potato-apple
as far as regards the time the tubers requu-e to mature. I
do not dispute the assertion of Mr. Ward as to the sowing
of the seed staj'ing the disease, but that is not the point in
question.

—

Calcaeia.

[Mr. Ward is quite wrong. The first year the tubers of
seedling Potatoes are very small, and never fit for table use.
The second year some of the tubers are of a size about that
at which forced Potatoes iisually are cooked ; but not until
the third year are tubers produced of an adult size.]

WOEK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Sowings may be made early in the month, on weU-situated
beds, of Brussels Sprouts, Chou de MUan, Broccoli, early
Cabbage, a small quantity of Cauliflowers, Green Kale,
Leeks, Savoys, and Turnips. Sow more Broad Beans, and a
succession of late Peas; the Blue Prussian, and Knight's
Dwarf Marrow, are varieties well adapted for general pur-
poses. It is advisable to sow them wide apart with other
vegetables between, and not to huddle them together iu
masses, as is the usual practice. Early Peas should be
staked, and well attended to, fir or yew branches put on the
outside of the stakes will shelter them from withering winds,
which are more to be dreaded than frost. Prick-out early-
sown Celery, Cauliflower, and 'Walcheren Broccoli in a wai-m
border, and protect them a little. Tliis Broccoli, when true,
is the best ever introduced, as it produces fine heads in tue
driest summers. The main crop of Onions may be sown
when the soil is dry and well prepared, a week or two's
delay on account of unfavourable weather is of little con-
sequence if the above particulars are observed. The Silver-
skinned variety should also be somi for piclding pm-poses ;

under the shade of trees, or where the ground is hard and
dry, is the best situation for them. See that a good breadth
of second early Potatoes be now planted. Protect Ash-
leaved Kidneys, and other early varieties as soon as they
appear above ground. Sawdust is as good as anything, and
it can be raked off when all danger of frost is over. Make
frequent sowings of Lettuces, Eadishes, Horn Carrots, Mus-
tard and Cress. It is a good rule to sow successions ofthese
when the last is fairly above ground. See that fresh beds
of Thyme, Mint, Sage, Winter Savory, and other herbs are
made, they generally want renewing every year. Plnnt
-Jerusalem Artichokes, Sea-kale, Rhubarb, Horseradish, and
Shallots, if not already done. Clear off the old stumps of

Coleworts, Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, Broccoli, &c., if not
wanted for sprouts.

FLOWEB GARDEN.
Nothing adds more to the beauty of a place than fine

Emooth turf; and where there is sufficient laboiu', it is a
gi'eat improvement to extu'pate daisies, whose flowers mar
the effect of a lawn very much. Eetouch the grass edgings
of the walks with all care and precision, and turn old or add
new gravel where necessary. Complete any planting which
circumstances compel you to do, but otherwise do not choose
this season. Eemember there is no time like early autumn.
Complete the pruning and training of Clematises, Jasmines,
Bignonias, and other creepers on trellises. Sweeji and roll

the lawns well, taking care that they ai-e closely cut down
now, thus laying a good foundation for the season. This is

of great importance. Well-managed rockwork is very
pretty, but it is difficult to hit the happy medium between
the picturesque and the confused. Study to do so.

FKUIT GAEDEN.
See that recently-transplanted fruit trees are not suffering

for want of water—a circumstance which, however, will

hardly happen, except on dry, jjorous soils, and in such cases
the ground should be mulched with decayed manure or
leaves, to jjreserve it in a unitbrmly moist state. Toi)-di-ess

Strawberry-beds with rotten dung or leaf mould, if not done
iu the autumn. Plants forced one year, and planted out,

produce the largest and finest crop of this delicious fruit.

The British Queen, and Myatt's Pine, and other more shy
sorts, neve-r fail to produce a crop. Tie down the branches
of the Pear trees, trained en qucnouille, before the buds swell
too far. Prune and nail Figs.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Orange trees whether in tubs or the open borders must be

examined. Eemove the surface soil down to the roots, and
after giving the plants a good soaking of tepid water, top-
dress them with rich compost—such as good mellow loam
and leaf mould, to which may be added about one-thii'd of
sheep or pigeon's dung perfectly decayed. This is a good
time to start Leschenaultias of kinds, giving them a liberal

shift into decayed tui-fy peat and saud, to which, if it be not
rich, some good leaf mould may be added. Boronlas delight
in a similar' soil, as do most of the free-growing hardwooded
plants. Examine the balls of those plants closely which.

have not been shifted, and see that they are in a proper state

as regards moisture, for as the sun is gaining power those
plants which are dry at the root will soon begin to droop
and may ultimately perish. Young Heaths which are grow-
ing on should have theu" flowers removed to give strength
to the plants, and see to stopping loose growth as soon as

the plants have recovered then- shift.

STOVE.
Stimulate the young growing plants as much as possible

—that is, consistently with the state of t)ie weather ; and
while you give plenty of air at all times, guard against
sudden changes and cold cutting winds. The tan-bed, where
the good old plan is followed, must also be attended to.

Add some fresh material and turn it over, but guard against
inducing violent fermentation. Increase the atmospheric
moisture gradually, and syringe on clear mornings. When
the weather is changeable and the sun glaring it will be
necessary to shade some of the free-growing plants slightly,

but as a general rule it is advisable to dispense with shading
as much as possible.

FORCING-PIT.
Introduce fresh phants for succession as fast as others ai'e

removed to the conservatory. Pinks which have trussed up
wUl be better in a mUder heat, and Lily of the VaUey should
1« removed to a lower temperature as soon as the first

flowers are open. Keep a brisk growing temperature with
plenty of air and moisture in clear weatlier, and avoid
crowding yoiu' plants as much as possible. Sow in a wai'm
corner a pan or two of Cliinose Primulas for next autumn,
and those who delight in Balsams and Cockscombs, &c.,

should make a sowing if not done already.

FITS AND FRAMES.
Propagate diligently what you are short of Divide and

pot Lobelias. Take up some old plants of Oenothera ma-
crocai'ija to propagate in a gentle heat. W. Kbane.
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DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Kept on planting Potatoes, as the ridged-up ground_ is

nice and mellow ; placed the dry surface soil over the spring

sets of Potatoes, planting rather shallow, and leaving a nice

ridge over the rows, forking the ground nicely over as we
proceeded. We have, at times, in siich ridged ground placed

the Potatoes in the trench, and levelled the ridge down
upon them, tut do not like this so weU as spading and fork-

ing the whole ground over as we proceeded, so as to leave

the whole in an open friable state without the compression
of a footmai-k. Here, as is often the case, the saving of a
little extra labour is not all gain. For such small-topped

kinds as Frames, Asli-leaved, &c., we generally leave 2 feet

between the rows, which permits of planting vegetables

before the Potatoes are taken up, and the moving of the

ground then gives a good chance of assisting the vegetables.

In order in a small space of ground to get room for Peas
we generally leave a space of 4 feet between each six rows
of Potatoes, which we wiU sow with Peas some 3 to 4 feet

in height, which will come in about the same time as the
Potatoes, or shortly afterwards. The Peas will thus stand
14 feet apart, and thus will produce more than when sown
in rows in a quarter—a fact of some importance to amateurs
and cottage gardeners, a single row of staked Peas always
producing more in proportion than three or four rows that
are only 4 or 5 feet asv\nder. The outside rows of such
a quarter will thus in general be the best. Planted-out
Broad Beans that were sown in turves under protection.

The Peas so sown we will defer planting for a few days, as the
winds are stiD cold, and the nights, as on Thursday, have been
frosty. The roots have now gone through all the turf and
into the rough leaf mould and soil beneath, and, taken
carefully up, will get sufficient check to bring on the bloom-
ing process sooner. Peas in pots just beginning to show
bloom have been moved to the back of the orchard-house,
the forwardest part of which is now arranged and in bloom.
The earliest Peas out of doors have been unmolested by the
birds since the black string of old cotton was run along
a few inches above them. Other crops of Peas and Beans,
not yet above ground but beginning to peep, have also been
little interfered with by either mice or birds, owing to being
covered over with ashes from the furnaces. When they
were sown and planted the ground was rather moist, though
weU stu-red, and the seeds were deposited in drills from
3 to 3 inches deep, rather wide at bottom, and then the
driU iilled with these ashes. The seeds kept so sound and
are coming up so strong and clear, that for early sowing we
will repeat the practice : no vermin seemed to go near them.
Sowed another piece of Onions of the White Globe and
James's Keeping, and will sow a little bit more in a fort-

night, and then once a-month all the summer for salading
and soups. The two or three sowings of the main crop
render the thinnings more useful than if sown all at once.
Wid sow the main crop of Carrots next week and a little

Beet, reserving the main sowing of the latter and Salsafy,
Scorzonera, &c., to the middle and end of April.

Regulated herb-beds, and made a fresh piece of Sage, &c.
Chives are a most useful little vegetable for soups, and are, we
think, for many purposes superior to small Onions. Chervil,
Carraway, Parsley, Thyme, Borage, &c., should now be sown.
Mint should be divided, and planted as soon as the young
shoots are an inch in height. It is safest to make a fresh
bed every year, where green Mint is in demand all the
summer. The high winds had unsettled the collars of the
quarter of Cabbages ; firmed the earth about them, and
forked over the ground between the rows, and gave the
plants a little manure water, keeping the water from the
leaves. If the dry weather continues, will water again,
and then give them a final earthing up. We lost a few of
our fii-st planting from rabbits getting at them ; and, there-
fore, though the quarter is filled, the fresh plants put in to
supply deficiencies are not so large as the others, and the
plantation does not look so level all over as we like to see
them. To keep ou b the marauders we were obliged to place
a net all round the Cabbages. Stirred the ground amid a
quarter of Broccoli, and gave the plants a good watering with
manure water. The plants were put out after Strawbenies
were dug down, and were short and not very large during

the winter, but strong and bushy. They had a few Laurel
branches laid over them in very severe frost. Much stronger

plants, though laid down with their heads to the north or

the west, and a little protected too, have sufl'ered much
more—in fact the comparatively hardy Pui-ple Sprouting in

this forward lot was pretty well killed off. Such results make
us more anxious to fall back on the Scotch Cabbaging Kaie,

Cottagers' Kale, and Variegated Kale and Brussels Sprouts,

which hardly any of our winters will injure. A very dwarf
Curly Kale, sent out by Mr. Veitch and others, is very hardy,

and may be planted thickly, but it does not give cuttings

like the Scotch Cabbaging and others. After a good frost all

these Kales are truly delicious when boiled well, with a little

sod.a in the water.

When any of our cottage friends get anything very good
in the Kale way and wish to be more certain of the variety

than they might be from seeds, and at any rate to have a
plantation in before the seeds are fit to sow, a good plan
is to nip off the side shoots close to the stem, when the
shoots are some 4 inches in length, and plant them firmly

in rows like young plants. A few may show bloom which
must be nipped back. By this means all such hardy plants

may be continued without sowing seed and give a good pro-

duce, which will be true to the kind. Have any amateurs
tried the heads of Brussels Sprouts after being slightly

frosted? The cutting theia off causes the sjirouts on the
stem to come faster ; but nice as they are they are not so

delicate as the top or crowns. If the crowns are cut off in

damp weather, it is well to place a piece of earth on the cut

with the hand, or clay, to prevent moistm-e entering, which
might burst the stem if severe frost followed. We never,

however, saw above a score of plants so injured in aU our
experience.

Dining at a farmer's market table some time ago, we
were rather amused at heraing one farmer giving the name
of Brussels Sprouts to three or four neighbours who had
never seen them before ; and after telling them quite rightly

how to sow and plant, he gave an account of the derivation

of the name almost as good as a fai-ce, though we suspect

he drew ou his own fancy for most of the details. On our
last visit to Scotland we found cottage gardening very much,
improved ; but were we to look back some thii-ty years we
should find little worthy of imitation by cottagers except

one thing. Then, in cottage gardens, Scotch Kale was
sown in beds in the autumn like Cabbages, and if not trans-

planted in autumn, was transplanted in the first days of

spring, instead of being sown then as in England. From
these Greens, early in summer, stewings were taken—that

is, the plantation was gone over and, perhaps, the half of
the largest leaves was nipped oii' with a knife. The cuttings

thus procured were next to endless before good-hearted
Cabbages came in, and even afterwards. This docking of
the leaves when nice and tender did nothing to prevent the
plants becoming large in summer and autumn for the winter.

Thus treated there would rarely be a want of Curly Greens
for the Scotch brose, for which the north is famed. Whether
thus treated or not, we wish that the Scotch Kale, Cottager's

Kale, and Brussels Sprouts were more commonly met with
in our cottage gardens, as something to fill the pot with in

winter. For labourers who have dry food chiefly for their

dinner, a cooked mess, in which vegetables form a part, is a
capital thing when they go home.
Eemoved the stumps of last season's Cabbages to the burn-

ing and chaiTing-heap, and cut the ground out into beds

4.i feet wide, and 4 feet between the beds, which will come in

ultimately for Celery. We wanted to get rid of the material

of an old hotbed, and made the trenches, that the dung, &c.,

might go there at once. We used to sow Peas on the top of

such ridges, which so far shaded the Celery, but these wide
trenches we think we shall want chiefly in the first place for

bedding plants. We have, therefore, made them into tem-
porary earth pits. As the beds run north and south, the

west side will be about 6 inches above the natural level, and
the east side about 18 inches. The ground as thrown out

being well trampled at the sides, the sides are cut straight

and firm with a line, and a little litter thrown over them, to

prevent the frost crumbling the sides down. A little litter

over all enables a person to go about clean in any weather.

These wiU answer the purpose as well for the time as the
best pits. Mind, however, we would rather have regular
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pits of brick or wood for all that is wanted, and we would
prefer glass to any other covering ; but still these make-
shifts are very useful, and add very little to the labour that
would be otherwise required. We notice Mr. Glasscock re-
commends concrete pits. Of course, they will be better than
earth, or even than turf. However, we may mention, that
our turf pits never trouble us with the grass growing inside,
or but little, and the heaviest rain seems unable to make
them damp if there is a sloping bank of grassy turf from
them. In a recent article the inquiry was how to make
earth pits and turf pits, and not other more expensive kinds.
We presume that Mr. Glasscock will take away the boards
as the concrete firms. We join in the request of the Editors
as to the proportions of the concrete. To be firm the lime
will cost something, and the gravel, sand,^or ashes, would
requii'e to be clean. Where wood is to be used as a lining,
we know of nothing more cheap and lasting than placing
the fair side of slabs inside, leaving the outside, and making
a waU round it outside of gravel or earth, well tarred and
gravelled on the surface. Such a pit, however, should be
made a few months before using it for anything.
Took up a bed of Sea-kale, and put it''in the Mushroom-

house for the last lot this season. Put pots on some
rows out of doors, and covered with a little stubble to
prevent frost acting on the pots. Put also a cone of ashes
over other rows. When the ashes are raised up will either
cover with pots or a little litter. We noticed what is so well
alluded to by Mr. Wighton, page 233, as to the fibrous matter
left as the remains of leaves that had not been removed.
We have never noticed it so strong before ; it seemed as
if it would have done for ropes or cordage. The peculiarity
of the water may have had something to do with it. To
prevent anything like stringiness in the plant when used,
we_ agree with Mr. Wighton that the chief remedies are
quick, not too quick, gi-owth and quick consumption. This
holds also with forced Asparagus. Take a bundle out of a
frame where the temperature is just high enough, and not too
much au- given, thoroughly green for 6 to 8 inches in length,
and it will be sweet, soft, crisp, and juicy almost to the
bottom. Take a dish from the same place, where, owing to
having too much at once, you expose or give a great amount
of au-, even in cold weather, and though the stems be equally
green and nice to look at, they will eat much harder and be
more stringy. If forwarded in a cool place, and only the
pomt exposed, the point wiU be almost the only part tender

:

hence the importance of successions, and not too much at a
time. Here the market gardener, and the gentleman's gar-
dener, and the general farmer must act difierently. A crop
IS what is wanted in the one case ; in the other, the crops
must be numberless

: hence those who crop market-garden-
fashion m a gentleman's garden are apt to give gluts to
the estabUshment. The great point is never to give too
much of any one thing, and to do this there should never be
too much of any one thing at a time. The gi-eatest rarities
become distasteful when presented in too great abundance.We have known luxuries and scarce things disrelished merely
because they had been too abundant and common.
Thinned Turnips under protection ; sowed these and

Radishes on a sloping bank. Will spawn in a day or two
the last Mushroom-bed in the house ; and strewed a little
dry hay on the sides of the beds in bearing, as, with all
our care, the woodlice generaUy assail us about this
season. We move the hay in the morning, and run some
boUmg water over the woodlice. Boiled Carrots, boiled
Potatoes, &c., placed in the bottom of a small pot, laid on
its broad side and fiUed loosely with dry, hay are also a "-ood
trap for them. The pots may be emptied in hot water, hot
enougjh to scald them at once. There are few old o-ardens
in which these woodUce do not take up their abode? and, if
not kept down, they would soon make havoc with every-
thing tender. Planted out Cucumbers in frames. Sowed
i rench Beans for succession in beds, &c. Will try and keep
them out of the forcing-houses, for thrips are easier propa-
pagated than destroyed. Sowed Cauliflower under o-lass.
Planted out Cauliflower, and stuck a few pieces of Laurel
along the rows.

FEUIT GARDEN.
Very much the same, as to generalities, as last week-

pruning Apples, and pruning, washing, and nailing Peach
trees; and wiU protect with a few Laui-el branches. Apricot

trees are thus protected whilst dangling from the walls,
which keeps them back. Will prune, nail, and slightly
protect again, as soon as we can. Moved Strawben-y plants
done bearing, and brought in others li-om frame. Have
long proved that, after being set, Strawben-ies wiU swell
and ripen in a high temperature, and even in a shady place,
but they will be fai' inferior in flavour to those gi'own in the
full sun, with plenty of air, and a temperature of from
55° to 60'^' at night, GO" to 65° in duU days, and from 70° to
So" in bright sunshine. Watered Figs and Vines iu-doors.
Eegidated Vines, as mentioned last week. Potted-off
Melons, &c. Disbudded Peach-house, not doing too mucli
at a time, and thinned out the blossoms in the earliest

orchard-house, as on some trees they are as thick as ropes
of Onions.
We have found this thinning of flowers not only easier

than thinning fruit, but also one of the best means of
securing fruit to thin. We recollect of some Noblesse Peach
trees that used to set their fruit badly untU the blossoms
were well thinned, when they set well. Some of oui- trees
against the back wall are old and present no good appearance,
as they had suffered from frost before the wall was fronted
with glass, but there is no want of healthy blossom. Several
inquh'ies have reached us as to the growing of fruit trees
in pots in these lean-to cheap houses. We can say little

agamst them ourselves. Last season, and slightly the
season before, we were worried with the brown beetle aphis

;

but stiU the pots did fair, and would have done better had
we thinned the fruit more, which we shall do this season.
We suspect the plague came with a few plants we pur-
chased. Green fly is nothing to it. However, we trust we
will get rid of it this season, and will keep a sharp look-out.
Now as to this growing in ]>ots. We think it ,is pecu-

liarly fitted for small places where much variety is wanted
in little room, and where every bit in that room will give
something useful. We see no difiiculty in getting fine fruit

if there is enough of heat and plenty of thinning ; and if

the pots are set thinly enough for air and light to go all round
them, there will be nothing so much amiss in flavour. There
will be no comparison in the labour requii'ed for such plants
in pots and plants turned out, either as standards or trained
to a trellis against the glass, but about 15 or IS inches below
it. To take such a trellis up the roof all the way, the back
wall would then become useless for fi'uit-bearing ; to take
it up half way would leave the back wall for a crop except
at the bottom. To have one of these trellises and the trees

turned out would be, perhaps, our favourite mode. But we
wanted to try this pot-system, and we are sure it will answer
where the necessary trouble and care are given. It is an espe-

ciaUy good plan for obtaining much in little room fi'om Plums
and Cherries. Most of our plants were obtained as dwarf
maidens, were potted, pruned, and nipped -in the first

season, and bore the second, and on both Peaches and Nec-
tarines we had just two heavy crops, and out of the lot some
two or three Golden Drop Plums produced so heavily as

pretty well to prevent enough of wood being made. Some
Pears were also covered with fruit-buds the second season
after being grafted, as well as Plums, Cherries, and Peaches.
If not overcropped, this early matui'ity as to fruit-bearing

does not seem to exhaust the vital forces of the plants.

To save trouble, most of our pots were half plunged in the
ground, and the roots were allowed to go a little beyond the

pots in summer, but were stopped in the autumn, to insure

the stoijpage of mere growtli and the ripening of the wood.
One cliief reason, however, for having these plants in pots,

was not making our mind quite xip as to a trellis, and
the want of material, and the want of tune, for making a
fresh border. Could we have made a border in the same
way as we made a piece for Vines the other day, in iront of

this house, it is most likely we would have had tlie plants
planted out and trained to a trellis ; and that most likely

will be the ultimate result, if we should have the chance
long enough. The ground below the trellis would be more
useful to us for many purposes than it is now, as there
would be no large pots to interfere with it, .and the water-
ings, &c., in i^roportion. would be trifling. At the same
time, we believe there will always be something very fasci-

nating in the pot culture of fruit trees to amateurs and
enthusiasts with but little room. In many such cases the

frequent attention to nipping, watering, &o., wiU be a
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recommendatory consiJeration, as the greater the trouble

the greater the interest. With gardeners in general, in

these days, always having more than they can get at on

their hands, extra labour will always present something

antagonistic. Last season, with our scarcity of water, we
were even obliged to mulch the surface of the pots to enable

us to do with less, and still prevent the leaves drooping.

On the whole, though planting-out and trellisiilg will give

less trouble, and perhaps, on the average, finer fruit, we
have no doubt that, in all cases where there is heat enough,

very good plants will be had in pots if sufficiently thinned.

ORNAMENTAL DEPAKTMENT.
Much the same as last week. Potting, moving, harden-

ing-off, and making preparation for tui'ning out bedding
plants.

—

'R. F.

COVENT GAEDEN MAEKET.—Maech 26.

The supply of all kiiitls of vegetaltles in season continues ample, and
importations of French Lettuce, ijlutUve, Hadishes, Ac, are well kept up.

Dessert Pears and Apples are scarce. Cut flowers principally consist of

Azaleas, Hoses, Camellias, Cinerarias, Geraniains, Primulas, and Violets.

FKUIT.
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Double and VARiBOATKn Daisiks (A(I»).—We fear vour soil is wet and
cold, and the situHtion bleak. We advice j-ou to have a suliicient quantity
plaiited in nursery-beda. in a dry sitnation, in a compost formed of any
light loamy soil, e irly in nuturan, and to plant tUcm with balls, in their
final situations, in March following Shtfrs can be kept from earini? them
by scattering t^oot round the plants, or a little quick.ime over Iheni occa-
sionally in dry weather.

EsBivE (7i(em).—We usually sow tlic Batavian and Curled Endive—the
first sowing the last week in June, and this comes into use in October and
November, some being placed in dry sand in a dark shed or cellar to
blanch, and a frame or two tilled with the remainder, which is blanched by
placing in sand at intervals of a fortniKht, or by tying the leaves of tlie
Batavian, and placiofj a pantile or inverted flower-pot over the Curled.
^Ve sow again the sec nd week in July, and, attei- transferring into beds,
transplant into frames early in November, and po':ect in severe weather
with mats or olher covering material. The last sowing is made in the first
week in August, and this is planted tiie second week in September, cloce to
a south wall, and it comes into use in the February and March following.We know of no belter protection than planting in frames, and covering
them in frosty weather with mats or diy litter.

Celosias andMiwulusmaculosos (7'. C).—These do well in a compost of
tnrly loam two-thirds, and leaf mould one-third, with a liberal admixture
of sand. Pot the seedling Mimoluses into small pels when large enough
to handle, and when the plants have made four leaves pinch out the points
of the shoots, liepot when tlie iiots become filled with roots into 4S'b, and
when these btcnine filled with roots, Hansler themto24'£, or 5i.\-inch
pots. The conipost recommended for tlie Cclosias will grow them well.
You may flower them in 4S.sized pots, hut Hie floweis will be poorer, and
the plants proponionatcly smaller th.in they would he in larger pots.

Vine Leaves Ri'stisg (,An AmKUur).—V,'e think the steam generated by
the fermenting fresh manure ai.d leaves has been rank, or ihe materials
not sufficiently turned over to sweeten before putting in the house. We
cannot see anything beyond this that could possibly cause ihe leaves to be
injured as yours are, unless they were wet from svringing overnight or
moisture from the fermenting materials ; and the sun's rays fal.ing suddenly
upon them in the morning wou^d cause the water or moisture to be heated
considerably and the leaves to be scorched. We do not think the age of
the Vires can pos.-ibly aii'ect ihe foliage in the way complained of; and if
other Vines do well in the same house an<l border, we cannot discern why
the Black Hamburgh should not do well also.

OEcnins-DKAr.ijKA ausi kalis—Vaccinidm EnTTnrtiifi'M (A Sidscrilier).—Your Oichid is the plant known in gardens a< Dendrobiuiii mondiforme,
and the ore flcured under that mmc bv I.indley, in "Botanical Register"
(vol. XTi., t. 1314), and by Hooker, in •' Hotanieal Magazine" (vol. Ixxi.,
t. 4153)

;
but, according to lleichenbach fil, none of these plants is the true

Dendrobium monilifoniie ol Swartz, and he therefore coins a new name
for them— viz., Denilrobiuiu IJnawianum, which will be the name for your
plant. Dracteua australis grows well in a compost of turfy loam, irom
rotten turves a year old, with cne-lhird of leaf mould added,' and a liberal
admi.tlure of sand. It requires the heat of a cool stove or warm green,
house, and does well in a vinery in summer. Perfect drainage, plenty of
pot room, abundant water when glowing, and a mo^^t atmosphere to keep
the foliage Iree of red sinder, wirh abundant Pght and ventilation, are
essential to its healthy devthipmcnt. Vaccinium erythrinum n quires cool
greenhouse treatment, and a compost of sandy peat two-lhirds. light loam
one-third, with a little silver sand intermixe i. Abundant li^ht and ven-
tilation at all seasons, copious waterings when growing (hut it re uires to be
kept rather dry at the root when at rest, hat not so dvv as to affect the
tohage), and keeping rather nndei-potted, will do all that is necessary to
bring this plant into a blooming state.

Pojipox Dahlias (T. Jmlijc).—These and dwarf Dahlias are the same.
They have small flowers, anu vary in height from 18 inches to 2.J feet. In
rich soil they grow higher than in poorer soil.

Trejs for Brisbake (E. T. llntcliffj.—t,lr. Beaton is dead. Messrs.
Low, of theClapton Nursciy, could gi>e you the information you ask for.

Apricot Blossoms Fallino (.5. F., J'ori!.—The blossoms are perfect;
hut the small spray with tliusj you have sent intimates that the wood last
autumn was very imperfeclly ripened. Notwitlistanding this, you may
have enough set to give an average crop.

Beittain's Threefold Netting (J/. iT.).—We do not know where it
can be now obtained. It hjs not been advertised recently.

Cracking the Joints of Fi.ues (C, Lilchnm).—\o\x must have had
strong fires so to crack the joints, or else you must have allowed the flue
to get dirty, and the cracks have been caused bv explosions. One thing is so
far good, that a crack in a flue can be easier filled than a crack in a pipe of
metal. The beat mortar for flues is lime puny, which every bricklayer
knows how to make. This .sets Inrder and firmer than common inorlar.
Portland cement does very well if not close to [he furnace. We some tine
ago saw nice flues at Linton Park, formed of pipes of Portbind cement,
which Mr. Kobson considered both efficient and economical. \\ your flue is

very shattered it had better be taken down and fresh built, using linie putty
or Portl.ind cenicnt, lime putty and brick on bed for a yard at least from
the furnace. The Troptcidum will grow much higher than the Lobcdia.
We would prefer the Variegated Alysaum, Cerastium, Cineraria manliina,
or Cenlaurea ragusina. rwund the bedsof Scailet Geraniums.
Names op Pla.vts {A ruuiu/ Hc>jhmer).~Yovi are correct, and your

employer mistaken. It is the Vai iegaied Mint used in fl.iwcr gardens,' and
its roots run freely, (ylrteri). — 1, thachys lauata; 2, llBlleboru^s fu:itidus.
((?.).—Limnanthcs Douglasii.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

POULTRY SHOWS.
April /ch. Accuington. iScc, Mr, J, Dugdale, Dutton Street. Entries

close March 31st.

May 201I1 iind 27th. "Woohduidgi:. Sees., Messrs. Dallengcr and Wliis-
stnck, Market Place.

June Int. BKVKni,iy. iSccs., Mr. 11. Adams and Mr. J. Kemp, jun. En-
tries close May 21at.

June 13th to 17th, 1861. Bath and West of Englanb, at BnisTOL.
Stewnr<}^ S. Piuuan, Ksq., Bishops Hall Manor, Taunton. Entries close
May 9ch.

JuLT 14th and 15th. Easteen Counties. Secs,^ Messrs. BaoBon and
SimpaoD, StowDtarnet. Entrie« close July 1st.

TEIMMING- GAME COCES FOE EXHIBITION.
There are divers opinions as to the fairness of trimming

Game cocks for exhibition, and "tve have many communi-
cations on the subject. Some say it is a pity they should
fight. To that ive can only say it is their nature, and it

cannot be prevented. Certain animals ai'e brought into the
n'orld with certain gifts, talents, or propensities. We have
often laughed to see the gravity with which a pointer puppy
will stand and draw the chickens in the yard—no tuition is

necessary. "VVe do not think we are cruel, but wo confess
we have no objection to see an occasional fight in tlio yards.
We do not interfere till the combatants are draggled and
exhausted by the weight of their wet and dirty feathers.
With every breed but the Game the question of mastery is

soon decided, and the beaten bird submits. He generally
shows he has a system in his submission. He knows the
crow of his master ; he seems to have an intuitive perception
of his approach, and, calling a hen or t^wo, he walks, some-
times struts away. He seldom ventures to crow. He takes
a revenge on a young or a new bird, but the truth is these
are not fighting cocks.

Much has been said lately about Cfesar's liking for stout
men (good easy souls), and his mistrust of lean ones (hungry
fellows). The same holds true of fowls. Fat Dorkings,
plethoric Cochins are good for a skirmish, but they have no
wind, they take up a deal of time in sparring, and often end
by a parley. Not so the Game, they will fight in their own <

slogging way—hard fighting and no surrender. They have
'

no spare fat.

Men who have worked all their lives and made or saved
no money, will believe anything of those who have—that is,

as to the way in which it has been made. The lower classes

will believe anything of the upper. Stonehenge, or the
village bridge, or any other erection that is rather beyond
the mechanics of the place, must have been built by Julius
CsBsar or the devil. If man could have built it, they could.

It is said and believed by many (fancy Earl Eussell giving
up politics, and sitting at the feet of The Journal of Hor-
ticulture, to hctir the legends of his family), that a certain
Duke of Bedford showed in his youth such a decided pen- ^

clmnt for gambling, that his guardians, wise men, seeing he
must play, determined he should win. They accordingly
put him under the tuition of some of those wlio, strange to
say, always turned up an ace, told the king, and threw
double sixes. It is said that owing to tliis knowledge,
Russell, Bedford, and Tavistock Squares, Woburn Place,

&c., became his property. Jttst so, seeing that Game cocks
will fight, tlie operation is made as comfortable as possible

to them. Imagine a soldier going into battle witli a huge
comforter round his neck, thick gloves on his hands, and all

his pockets full of stones, he would be quite as well equipped
for fighting as a Game cock with all his feathers. His wings,
tail, and hackle become wet and hea-vy, ami exliaust him-
For this reason he has been bred with as little feather as

possible, and for this reason he has his comb, gills, and
wattles removed. Such trimming as this is not only justi-

fiable, it is essential for sitccessful exhibition. No feather

or hail' should remain on the head, or- face, or throat of a
bird intended for competition, but pulling out tail-feathers

or trimming body-feathers should not be allowed. A cock
is not trimmed I'or figliting, but " cut out," which is a very
different process. Even a badly dubbed cock shows at a
disadvantage ; and those who exclaim against all prepara-
tion for showing would themselves, if .acting as judges,
decide against slovenly and heavy-feathered bu-ds. In this
Game fowls stand alone. No prep.Ti'ation of the sort is

tillowable in any other breed, but it is impossible to look
at a Game cock as .any other than a fighting bird, and all

his points are those that fit him for it.

HENS LAYING TWO EGGS DAILY.
A FRIEND of mine has a hen of the Cochin-China breed

(not pure), which ho says laid two eggs a-day for a fort-
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night. Sometimes the eggs were slightly different in coloui-,

vtu-ying from cream colour to white. Would you he kind

enough to let me know if this is an uncommon circumstance,

as it has led to a discussion ?—P. McI.

[Our experienae of these extraordinary layings is, we have
known a hen lay twice in twenty-four hours. We have
never known such to continue even for two days. Our only

instance was a hen which laid at 4 a.m., and again at 8 p.m.]

EELATIVE PEIZES AND ENTEIES.
The articles in your Numhers of the 8th and 15th inst.,

concerning the schedules of poulti-y shows, I hope may
produce the effect I desired—viz., the encouragement of dis-

cussion on this subject, in order that we may more clearly

ascertain what are the prevailing sentiments by which we
should bo guided. Let this matter, then, be further con-

sidered, and rendered more uniform throughout the coimtry.

To contribute to this result I oifer a few explanations and
remarks, more particularly in reference to the recent com-
ments on my former communication.

In the first place, "T. B. A. Z.," not having sent to

Darlington bhds deemed sufBciently good to win the first

prize, seems to imagine that either our Committee was to

blame for his being " out of pocket," or that his experience

does not agree with our theory. We never committed our-

selves by saying that the second prize should pay expenses,
when we knew that all our first prizes at Darlington would
leave a margin over exTjenses, whatever the distance, from
within a few mUes of the railway; and if this margin in

some cases is but small, we explain that we have not the
funds of a Crystal Palace, and must therefore an-ange our
prizes proportionately. Nevertheless, on account of the
prosperity of our recent show, our prizes will be materially
raised, and even in the Bantam classes, though not dispro-
portionately, as some seeni to wish.

" Y. B. A. Z." is entirely mistaken if he considers that we
imagine him interested in these pigmies ; but nevertheless
we admit that we have noticed the drift of his arguments,
and do not consider him impartial : on the contrary, he has
decidedly, in almost every article, shown a marked leaning
towards Brahmas—a variety so much doubted, that even
Mi: Tegetmeier remarks that they never were anything but
either Grey Cocliins, cross-bred Cochin and Dorking, or
cross-bred Cochin and Malay, or Chittagong. And yet
what a decided and distinct breed they have now become!
Yes ; and what distinct breeds Black Hamburghs and Creve
Cceurs have become, whatever origin they may have had.
"Whether they were Polands or Spanish it matters not, the
question now is. Can they be reared true to their acknow-
ledged points ? for, if we are going back to the origin of
fowls, " What is applicable to Brahmas, or any other breed,
applies also to Dorkings, Spanish, and IPolands."
We are then asked whether a reason has been discovered

for Bantams not coming from all parts of the country ? In
the first place, we must say that our entries comprised
many from a distance; and, secondly, we admit that if we
could have afforded higher prizes birds would have come in
larger numbers from greater distances, but this applies no
more to Bantams than to all other varieties in the show.
In reference, howevei-, to the communication of Mr. Brent,

vre think he cannot fail to see that the money at the dis-

posal of committees is not unlimited, and therefore they
must consider how many classes they can afford, and then
divide the money proportionately among the most fashion-
able and useful birds ; and as a loss wOl undoubtedly be
made on many of the heavier varieties, some of the most
fancy varieties must pay for these losses.

It is quite unimportant by what names new varieties may
he called, whether' it be a Eose-combed Spanish or a Black
Hamburgh, or anything else. We must confess, however,
our pity for the poor Malay-breeders if they have sunk to
so low an ebb that they are afraid to compete in a class in
which they could only meet a few of the despised Black
Hamburghs, Creve Cceurs, or other dubious varieties.
There is a suggestion we would offer, which, though not

immediately corfaected with the subject, we think decidedly
needed. Many shows do not advertise tni their entries are
nearly closed, and some not at all; whilst others do not.

issue their schedules till near the show time, and these

materially injure their entries. We would advise all shows
to give at least three months notice.

Before leaving this subject we must express our obliga-

tion to " Y. B. A. Z." for the candid and handsome manner
in which he has aUvided to our show. We are aware
that it is impossible to attain perfection ; but we have no
doubt that the improvements he wUl notice in our next

exhibition will show him that, however much we may differ

in minor points, we shall strive by attention to the pttbUc

opinion to merit a large increase on our former entries.

—

A COMPILEB OF THE DakLINGTON SCHEDULE.

STOCKING AN OBSERVATOEY-HIVE.
I HAPPEN to have an observatory or unicomb-hive in the

form of a cross, with glass sides, holding four combs. Last
spring we were unsuccessful in getting the bees to stop in

it. Can you tell me how to reconcile them to it ? The
glass sides have zinc covers to darken them, so that they

are not exposed to light, but I did not give extra warmth
by flannel. Is this necessary ? In putting some comb in,

I suppose it is no use placing it at the bottom—it must be
fastened to the top ?—H. W. T.

[An observatory-hive, with zinc shutters, is so very chiUy

and ungenial a habitation, that we are by no means sur-

prised at bees refusing to remain in it. Additional pro-

tection, by means of flannel or other non-conducting ma-
terial, should be afforded, and the hive ftu-nished with combs
if possible. If these are suificiently deep to touch the top,

there is no objection to thefr resting on the bottom; but

means should be adopted to prevent their coming in contact

with the glass on either side. If small, they should be

suspended at the top by melted wax, or by some mechanical

contrivance, which may be removed as soon as the bees have

firmly seciu-ed them.]

WATEE FOE BEES.
The consumption of water by a stock of bees commences

so soon as the queen begins to lay, which occurs in some
colonies early in January. This, however, varies, depending

on the vigour and favourable condition of each several swarm.

The most critical period is during March and April, when
the rapidly increasing amount of brood causes an increased

demand of water.

The particular use or uses which bees make of water

remains one of the " mysteries of the hive." In the raisiag

of brood, however, its agency is that of a diluter, indispen-

sable in the forming of honey and pollen into jelly for feeding

the larviE.

The amount of water consumed by a colony dtiring any
given period has not been definitely ascertained by the

writer in his own experience. This point, however, has

been duly determined by that prince of modern apiarians,

the Baron of Berlepsch. The Baron says, " That in 1856,

during a protracted period of unfavourable weather, we gave

all ottr bees water, and they remained at home in qiuet,

while those of other apiarians were flying briskly in search

of water. At the beginning of May our hives were crowded
with bees, whilst the colonies of om- neighbours were mostly

weak." " One hundred stocks required eleven Berhn quarts

per week to keep on breeding uninterruptedly." " Dysen-

tery is one of the direct consequences of water-dearth, the

bees in dire need of water consuming honey immoderately,

and taking cold by roaming about the combs."

It is said that " in the 'isle of Wight the people have a

notion that every bee goes down to the sea to drink twice

a-day." Thus it will be seen that bees are unable to pro-

gress with the raising of brood without the daily consump-

tion of water for that purpose. Indeed, the commonwealth
of the hive, in consequence of a dearth of water, are brought

to the verge of ruin. Furthermore, that the Creator did not

arrange for the storing-up of water by bees ; therefore they

are not susceptible of being naturalised to cold cUmates

:

hence it ought not to be expected that they should thrive

and flourish in a regular prosperous degree except it be

by culture from the intelligent supervision of the apiarian.
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Bees, when confined by stress of weather after breeding

has begun, can obtain the water they need only (if duly

ventilated) from the watei-y particles contained in the honey.

A knowledge of these facts reveals not only the truth and
nature of a natui-al obstacle to success, but also the mode
of counteracting it. Thus by feeding bees with limited

quantities of honey and sugar, largely diluted with water, at

short intervals during March and April, they promptly

store-up a very dilute honey, from which they get adequate

supplies in ordinaiy contingencies. This affords them all

the facUities needed to multiply and replenish the hive.

Herein consists the means by which, and only so, the ulti-

matum of success is attainable.

Bee-keepers who have given any attention to feeding

colonies, unite in affirming that stocks thus fed swarm ten

to fourteen days earlier than they otherwise would. This is

of paramount importance, as the few days thus gained in

the honeymoon secures to first swarms some fifty per cent,

more stores, besides affording after-swarms like benefit.

The cause of these advantages has generally, through mis-

apprehension, been ascribed to the incitement produced by
the saccharine contained in the feed, while the water, though
overlooked, is evidently the chief cause, as judicious feeding

wiB produce the like effect with colonies having an excess of

honey as those possessing limited stores of it.

Many bee-keepers still manage bees according to the

popular notions, which consists in hiving the swarms when
they issue, and giving them a careful letting alone, thus
expecting to follow natiu-e by counterfeiting wild bee-keeping.

Those who persist in this, of course wOl not be benefited

by experience, or anything which might be published.

Indeed, the sooner these traditioners' bees run out, the

sooner will this wild crude practice become extinct, and a
new era of a rational system of culture will be the happy
result.-—C. J. EoBiNSON, Richford, Tioga Co., N. Y.—(American

Country Gentleman.)

[Water drought is much sfioken of by the Germans

;

and, in a country which is generally so far removed from
the sea, and in which the atmosphere is robbed of its

moisture by traversing large tracts of sandy soU, it is

doubtless much to be dreaded. So also in North America,

where, in some cities, buildings and churches are roofed

with tin plates, which remain perfectly bright for yeai-s,

whilst in England they would be dimmed with rust in a

week, and totally destroyed in a year or two ; and, where an
axe may be left in the forest for weeks without a speck of

rust appearing on its surface, it may very probably be of

great importance to furnish bees with a supply of water
within their hives during cold and backward springs. In
this country, however, we have generally to contend with

the opposite difficulty, since it is well known that, in wooden
hives especially, internal moisture, produced by the watery
particles of a humid atmosphere, condensing ou the top

and sides of the interior of the hive, is the parent of some
of the worst evils that afflict our apiaries. The idea that

bees always visit the sea is not peculiar to the Isle of

Wight, but is also very prevalent in the West of England.
I have often astonished our rustic apiarians by informing

them that I had kept bees successfully in one of the mid-
land counties, a hundred miles from the seacoast, which was
therefore quite out of the reach of my little winged excur-

sionists.—A Devonshire Bee-keepee.]

BEE RAIDS.
It is well not to be too certain of anything, and the rule

holds good with regard to the natural history of bees.

Last year, in early spring, I had a hive (the bees can-ying

at first), whose inhabitants frequently got " small by degrees

and beautifully less." I fed them li-om the top with honey ;

they would not take it down. One day when the sun was
shining I turned the hive up, and tried to beat out the few

bees within. On returning to the apiary to see how many
bees had returned to the stool, I fouud in the front of one

ot the hives on the ground a small cluster of bees encircling

a queen. There was no brood in the hive that I could see,

and I preserved the comb, to which in due time I added
two second swarms. They gathered honey, and appeared a

good keeping stock. A few weeks ago I examined and found

them Hght. I fed them, and found they would neither

accept honey at the top nor bottom, yet they appeared to

work, and certainly carried a little. On Sunday last there

was a terrible row amongst my bees, and an onslaught was
made on this unfortunate hive. They fought hard. I could
not attend to them, but in the evening, when my work was
done, I examined the hive, and found that all the bees were
gone. The next day I broke up the hive, found plenty of

honey, but not in good condition, about thirty larvse, with a

few cells sealed up, the contents dried up, evidently the
remains of last yeai-. What became of the bees and queen
I cannot say. I have no doubt she was in existence the
previous week, and I should imagine on the Sunday morning,
or the inhabitants would not have fought as they did. There
is a belief amongst bee-keepers in this region that the rob-

bei's entice the bees away with them. Oue hive appeared
to contain the culprits, for they were hard at work going to

and fro in the evening when all the other hives were at rest.

Very late last autumn, almost into winter, one of my hives

alone appeared to rob a neighbour's. On examining the

latter all the bees were gone, although the owner of them
had not missed them.—A Hampshibe Bee-keepbk.

HOW TO EOAST A GOOSE.
Geese seem to bear the same relation to poultry that pork

does to the flesh of other domestic quadrupeds—that is, the

flesh of goose is not suitable for, or agreeable to the very

delicate in constitution. One reason, doubtless, is that it is

the fashion to bring it to the table very rare done—a detest-

able mode !

Take a young goose, pick, singe and clean well. Make the i

stuffing with 2 ozs. of onions (about four common-sized) and
1 oz. of green sage chopped very fine ; then add a large coffee-

cup of stale bread crumbs and the same of mashed potatoes

;

a little pepper aud salt, a bit of butter as big as a walnut,

the yolk of an egg or two ; mix these well together and stuff

the goose. Do not fill it entU-ely, the stuffing requires room
to swell. Spit it, tie the spit at both ends, to prevent it

swinging round and to prevent the stuffing from coming out.

The fire must be brisk. Baste it with salt and water at first,

then with its own dripping. It wUl take two hours or more
to roast thoroughly.

A green goose—that is, one under four months old, is

seasoned with pepper and salt instead of sage and onions. —
It will roast in an hour.

Sauce fok a Roast Goose.—Put into a saucepan a table-

spoonful of made mustai-d, half a tablespoonfal of Cayenne

pepper, a glass of port %vine, and a gdl of gravy ; mix, and
warm, aud pour it through a slit in the apron into the body

of the goose, just before serving.

—

(American Country Gentle-

man).

OUE LETTEE BOX.
Cannibalism of Poultry (fi. it.).— DiBConliime the meat feodini;. Do

the hen^ pick the feathers Irom the cock's poll, or are the hens only bare?

MesTV-FLAvooR>:i) Eooe {A Si'bscrilicr).—A« .ill the fiiod you give tho

hens is free from mustiness, the flavour must arise from the place iu which

the egRS are store 1, or frooi some plant they eat in their two-acre run.

Gapk.s (TC. C.).— Makinir the chickens frequently inhale tobacco smske,

and the vapour of spirits of turpentine, is eaid to be curative. We
scouW try " Day's Game Paste." It may be had of Barclay * Sons, 90,

Farrinpdon Street, through any patent medicine vendor.

Hens Layino whilst Pekciikd ( J» Ignoramus).—Tills habit and their

eatinf; their eRtrs, arc intimations of morbid irritatiun. and we believe

caused bv their lieins; too tat from over- feeding. Give to e.ach a dessert-

spoonful of castor oil ; Kive them no whole corn, but feed them lor a month
on boiled potatoes with very little barleymcol mixed wilh them.

Book on Poultry for Exhibition—Bantams for Eximrition {J. B.).

—Mr. Haily's book treats at lenstth on cxhlbitinu poultry. The best breed

of Bantams for prizetakint; is the Black-breasted Hed. They breed more
trulv to colour than the o.hers Cochin Bantams as gooil as Uiosc shown

last year at Birmingham and the Crystal Palace would be sure prizeukers

anywhere.

PniZfB FOR D0MF.STIC Produce (yiii Inquirer).—Om correspondent will

be obli^'cd by beinn told the names and addresses of some societies which

offer prizes to coltai;eis' and f.rmers' wives for home-made articles. Wc
know that many agi icultural .societies offer ijrlzcs lor butter.

Yki.low Canaries (^ Suhscrihcr).—^fM& to llr. W. Walter, 29, Hyde
Street, Winchester.

Work on Bei.s (P. //.).-" Bee-keepinu for the Many" you can have

from our oftice free by post for live postaRC stumps. Mr. Taylor's and
" A CofNTRV Curate's " works are latter and excellent.
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in part lean-to ; but I am well aware that there are few places

indeed where such varied accommodation is at command,
nor is such absolutely necessary for ijroducing a very credit-

able supply of Pines, although various structui-es render
variety necessary in some jDoints of management.
The Pine Apple being a fruit which during the greater

portion of the yenr requires a high temperatm-e, particularly

in some of its stages of growth, there should, therefore, be a
good command of heat both for top and bottom.
The atmospheric heat I should always prefer to be given

by hot-water pipes. For bottom heat many have yet a pre-

dilection in favour- of a fermenting bed of leaves with a suffi-

ciency of tan on the surface to plunge the pots in, and would
not prefer either the tank or hot-air chamber for any other
reason than that of cleanliness and economy of labour—very
important points certainly in most forcing establishments.
Some of our very best Pine-growers produce the finest Pines
even at the dead of winter, as well as at all other seasons,
where bottom heat is dei^endant entirely on the old leaf-

and-tan-bed system, and find from 3 to 4 feet of oat leaves

srrffieient, with slight surface-dressings of fresh tan, to main-
tain the proper heat for several years. Some extraordinarily
fine examples ofPine-growing have been produced on the Con-
tinent, by supplying bottom heat fi-om heaps of fermenting
stableyard manure applied in chambers underneath the beds
in which the Pines are grown; and the fumes from these heaps
have, no doubt, much fertdisiug power. The same benefit to

some extent may be attributed to the old English system of
filling the pits with fermenting leaves alone. I believe the
heaviest Pines that have ever been produced were grown
without the aid of fu-es for either top or bottom heat : and
although in a cultural point of view I have a warm side to

the old fermenting-bed, and am obliged to carrj' it out in

practice, at the same time I am far from recommending it

in preference to the more modern and far more manageable
system, which gives the grower the command of temperature
with a tithe of the trouble connected with the old bed
system. To supply both top and bottom heat in the present
day from linings alone would most certainly be a mis-
application of labour to an extent which scarcely any con-
sideration would waiTant. On the other hand, where top
heat is supplied by hot water I have little objection, beyond
the greater labour that it entails, to a bed of leaves for

supplying bottom heat, although it necessitates greater
watchfulness and anxiety on the score of heating to an in-

jurious extent, especially after fresh material has been
added ; but notwithstanding these objections I am inclined to

believe with some of the very best Pine-growers, that Pines
of the very finest quality are quite as likely to be produced
over a bed of fermenting material as over a tank or hot-
air chamber ; but for ease and regularity of temperature I

would most certainly recommend the latter.

—

1). Thomson.
(To he continued.)

EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S SECOND
SPEING SHOW.—Maech 30th.

It had been announced that Her Majesty intended to
honour the Society -with her presence on this occasion, and
the result was a large attendance of the PeUows and theii-

fiiends, notwithstanding a hea-s-y fall of snow in the morning.
This made even those most confident in Her Mnjesty's
proverbial good fortune as to weather fear that the Exhibi-
tion would not be favoui-ed with a " Queen's day;" but a
westerly wind soon melted the snow, and the after part of
the day was tolerably fine. At H o'clock Her Majesty and
H.E.H. the Princess Helena arrived, and were received hy
Mr. Wilson Saunders, the Secretary, and other members of
the CouncU. The Eoyal party, having inspected the Show,
proceeded to the conservaloi-y, which is now extremely gay,
and, after having remained in the gardens for half an hour,
took their departure by the north entrance.

This Show was held in the same place as the previous
one—\iz., the Entrance-hall, Council-room, and a jiortion of
the adioining arcade ; but as the heating apparatus had
been set early to work, and precautions had been taken to
exclude draughts, a comfortable temperatm-c was secured.
And now to speak of the Show itself. It was styled the
"Camellia and Ehododendron Show," and there were six

Camellias and four Ehododendrons—a sad deficiency in what
was set forth as the primary object of the Show ; but Eoses,
Hyacinths, Tulips, and rare plants, made up a good display
for the time of year.

Camellias and Ehododendrons.—The otdy exhibitor of
these wa,s Mr. Young, of Highgate, who received a second
prize for six Camellias, which had been previously exhibited
at the Eegent's Park, and which were past their best ; and
a first prize for four Ehododendrons — Columbus, rosy
crimson ; Barclayanum, in fine bloom ; Lucidum ; and Macu-
latum, lilac crimson. Mr. Treen, of Eugby, had a first prize
for twelve cut blooms of CameUias ; and Mr. Todman a
similar award for a stand of six. The most conspicuous
kinds were Angustina superba, and Eubens, rose ; Matho-
tiana, deep rose ; Bealii, crimson ; Fimbriata ; and the old
Double White.
EosES both in pots and as cut blooms made a moat

attractive display. Of the former there were three fine

collections, one furnished by Mr. Turner of Slough, to
whom the first prize was awarded, and two from Messrs.
Panl of Cheshunt. In Mr. Turner's collection John Hopper
was an object of general admiration fi'om the size and
beauty of its blooms ; General Jacqueminot, Vicomte Vigier,
Frani;ois Lacharme, and Teas Gloire de Dijon, and Madame
Bravy, were also fine. Messrs. Paul, who were second, had
Charles Lawson, with seven fine blooms ; Beauty of Waltham,
Lord Eaglan, Noisette Celine Porestier, the pale yeUow
flowers of which set oft' well with the colours of the others

;

and Teas Souvenir d'un Ami, Madame WrUermoz, and
Vicomtesse de Cazes, all of which were excellent. Messrs.
Paul' & Son had a second collection in the Miscellaneous
Class, for which an extra prize was given. In it were
included Lord Clyde, John Hopper, Madame de St. Joseph,
Victor Verdier, Francois Lacharme, and some others. Of
Cut Blooms Mr. W. Paul and Messrs. Paul contributed
several boxes, including a multitude of varieties which it

would be tedious to enumerate. A few of the most striking

were Maurice Bernardin ; Eed Eovei', noticeable fi'om its

glowing colour ; WUliam Jesse, Lord Herbert, Victor Verdier,

splendid ; Lord Clyde, one of the finest of dark Eoses

;

General J acqueminot, Madame Alfred de Eougemont, a very
desu-able white Hybrid Perpetual ; Senateur Vaisse ; Teas
Glou-e de Dijon, and Louise de Savoie.

Hyacinths were a principal feature, Messrs. Cutbush and
W. Paul again tlu-owing all other exhibitors completely into

the shade. Messrs. Cutbush were first in twenty-four dis-

tinct kinds, and Mr. Paul second, but from both the spikes

were splendid. Of Eeds, Cavaignac, Macaulay, Von Schiller,

Princess Clothilde, Florence Nightingale, and Pehssier were
the best; of Blues, Van Speyk, Laurens Koster, Marie,
Charles Dickens, Grand Lilas, Thorwaldsen (noticed last

week), King of Blues, Argus, and the truly beautiful Lord
Pahnerstou, which was seen in even more striking perfection

than on former occasions ; and of Whites, Snowball, Mont
Blanc, Queen of the Netherlands, and Grandeur a MerveUle.
Ida, j-ellow, and Prince Albei-t, Mimosa, andGeneral Havelock
of the Black class were also in great perfection. Due de
Malakoft', buff, with a rosy crimson streak do-wn each seg-

ment, was more true to colour than we have yet seen it this

year. Messrs. Cutbush and Paul likewise exhibited in the

Miscellaneous Class collections of upwards of a hundi-ed,

for which they each received jn-izcs ; and Messrs. Barr and
Sugden had a third pirize for twenty-four.

Among Amateurs the best came from Mr. Young and Mi-.

Cai-r, Highgate, who were first and second respectively.

Tulips of the early kinds, as shown by Messrs. Cutbush
and Paul, were very sho^vy, and the collections of both ex-

hibitors were of such equal merit that to each a fii-st prize

was awarded. The varieties were Pabiola, rosy violet and
white ; White Pottebakker ; Colour Cardinal and Vermilion
Brilliant, scarlet ; Keizerkroon and Bizard Pronkert, red
and yellow ; and IJride of Haarlem, red and white. Moliere,

purple ; and Proserpine, violet rose, wore also fine. Mi-.

Young and Mr. Cai-r took the second and thii-d prizes.

Pelargoniums.—The only forced Geraniums, as they were
termed, were from Mr. Turner, of Slough, whose plants were
far better than could have been expected at this early season,

and though not equal to what he exhibits at the summer
shows, were quite equal to those which many other exhibi-

tors bring to these meetings. The kinds -were—Clarissa,
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vei'y pale rose with a small dark blotch ; Sir Colin Campbell'
orange scarlet with dark maroon upper petals ; Dr. Andrei
salmon rose ; Pescatore, salmon scarlet ; Phcebe, light pinkj

upper petals rose with dark blotch ; and Pamela.
Lilies of the Valley.—Some fine pots of these came

from Mr. Howard, of Balham ; and Mr. Bartlett, of Ham-
mersmith, to whom were awai'ded the first and second prizes.

FoKCED Floweks.—Ouly two collections of these were
shown—a circumstance which is rather surprising, consider-

ing that there are so many plants offering resources for the
spring decoration of conservatories. The best and most
varied collection was that of Mr. Treen, which included
Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Deutzia gracilis, Cytisus race-

mosus. Acacia armata, Dielytra, Tea and Hybrid Perpetual
Roses, Clematis Sophia, Cinerarias, Tulips, and Lily of the
Valley. Mr. Young, who was second, had Kalmia latifolia,

Pimelea spectabilis. Acacia Drummondi, common LUao, a
Rhododendi'on, Hyacinths, and Tulips.

MiscELLANEOtrs.—Here Mr. BuU exhibited six fine Azaleas,

ofwhich one. Queen Victoria, white flaked with purple, was
a beautiful pyramid of bloom; Concinna, violet crimson,
was also very showy, and in the background a large plant of

Triumphans, rose spotted, was a mass of bloom. For this

exhibition Mr. Bull had an extra prize ; also for a large col-

lection of new and rare plants, including Dracaenas, Cordy-
Hnes, Lomaida, Cephalotus, Chameranthemums, and several

others, which will be found in the report of the proceedings
of the Floral Committee. Mr. Williams contributed a similai-

collection, in which were several Amai-yllises ; Aulioa major,

bright scarlet ; Vivid, deep scarlet ; and Marginata grandi-

flora, scarlet, margined and streaked with white, being the
most showy. Mr. Todman, and Mr. Turner, were awarded
extra prizes, the former for Chinese Primulas, the latter for

four pots of Bougainvillsea speciosa, in better bloom than
it has hitherto been seen when cultivated in that manner.
Mr. Moss, of Bentley, Brentwood, sent among other flowering
plants. Azalea Iveryana, so densely covered with bloom
that scarcely a leaf could be seen; and Miss Maling's plant
case tastefully fiUed by Mr, Bull, completed the list of note-

worthy objects.

After all, the fairest exhibition was in the conservatory,
for about four o'clock there were not less than four hundred
ladies seated and promenading there. This is a hint which
the Committee will do weU to be guided by. Let all the
arcades be converted into one continuous conservatory walk,
and then there will be a winter garden worthy of what
ought to be the first horticultural society in the world,

and the strengthening of the subscription list would soon
tell how it was appreciated.

Floeal Committee, March 30.—The second meeting of
this Committee was held in connection with the Camellia
and Azalea Exhibition. There were but few plants for ex-

amination, and none of any particular merit. The greatest
attraction was a plant sent by Mr. WflUams, Holloway

—

Sarracenia Drummondii, having one of its singular forms of

flower and curiously mottled pitchers in fine condition. Not
being a new plant, though rarely exhibited, a special certi-

ficate was awarded it. Mr. Williams sent also a beautiful
variegated specimen of Phormium tenax, the New Zealand
Flax, which is a very handsome plant—first-class certificate

;

Lomaria zamiasfolia or cycadifolia, a fine form of the tree

Ferns; Amaryllis Leviathan, a free bloomer, but deficient

in form and colour.

Mr. Standish exhibited three Japanese plants—Corylopsis
spicata, a flowering tree, producing small pale yellow bunches
of flowers, but not much to recommend it as seen at pre-

sent; Skimmia species, which received a first-class certifi-

cate last year; and Forsythia species, with larger flowers
of a deeper yellow than other known Forsythias—second-
class certificate:

Mr. BullhadAnaectochilus speoiosus, a new kind, with deep
red-veined foliage—second-class certificate; Ansectochilus
zebrinus, an erect-growing variety, with pale green mottled
foliage ; Asplenium feriilaoeum, a delicate and beautiful
Fern— first-class certificate; Chamserops stauracantha, a
noble-foliaged plant, extremely useful among decorative
plants—fii'st-class certificate ; Lastrea varia, a Fern much
resembling L. opaca, the young fronds of a dull red coloui-,

and when older not so stift' and a glossy green—second-class

certificate; Pandanus cuspidatus ; Hebeclinium atrorubens

;

Dielytra spectabilis alba, an imported variety— (should this
produce its white flowers as freely as D. speotabOis it will
prove very useful ; the plant was not in condition to judge
of its full merits) ; Amaryllis Spark, a very bright red variety,
flowers undersized and of bad form.

Mr.Earley,Digswell, sent Cineraria Gipsey Queen, a bright
purple, not differing from many other seedlings; also Be-
gonia DigsweUiana, which was thought useful as a decorative
plant, and, being in much better condition than when last
seen, was awarded a label of commendation.
Mr. W. Paul, Waltham Cross, sent Hyacinth King of the

Blues, a fine spike with very deep blue beUs—first-class cer-
tificate.

Mr. Cutbush, Highgate, had Hyacinth Thorwaldsen, a fine
deep porcelain-coloured flower, distinct from any other ; the
bells of great substance and good form. A stronger bulb
would doubtless have produced a much finer spike—first-

class certificate.

The Secretary announced that the Council had awarded
the silver Flora medal to Mr. Standish for the beautiful
specimen of his fruit-bearing Aucuba exhibited on the
9th ult.

OECHAED-HOUSES."
Mk. Abbey's temperate .and excellent account of his ex-

perience given at page 213 is well worthy of attention, and
I feel real pleasure in endeavouring to explain why the
sub-smoky atmosphere of Bradford, Leeds, and some other
manufacturing towns in Yorkshire, is unfavourable to un-
heated orchard-houses.

It cannot be owing to the diiferenoe in latitude, for in
places much farther north Peaches and Nectai-ines ripen in
such houses freely and well, as the following extract from a
note from Seggieden, Perth, N.B., dated March 3rd, 1864,
wiU. show.

" As I see that the orchard-house controversy is still going
on, I may conclude by informing you that my orchard-house
was a corjplete success last year, as it always has been.
Many of my Peaches fr-om trees in pots were even 9 inches
in circumference, and weighed just under the half pound. I
had two crops of Figs, and the Grapes were ripe by the first

week in September, and all this without one particle of fire

heat, and that in a part of the country where neither
Peaches nor Figs will ripen in the open air, and much less

Grapes. This year everything looks well for another large
crop. I may also state that I never ate finer Beurre Diel
Pears in my life than those I grew last year in the same
house."
That is the report of a gentleman well known for his love

of fr'uit-tree culture, and is quite conclusive as to the possi-
bility of unheated orchard-house culture being successful
upwards of two hundred miles farther north than Bradford,
Can it be, then, that the sun's rays, so often obscured by
smoke near the large towns of Yorkshire, have not force
enough to heat such houses sufficiently to ripen Peaches
and Nectarines ? It seems probable. Mr. Abbey would do
well to visit the neighbourhood of Nottingham, it is only
a joui-ney of one hundred miles or so, and then he would see
a score of houses, and be able to judge correctly.

As to this neighbourhood, and the south and east of Eng-
land, they rarely fail if they are properly built and not too
much confined in height and width. This leads me to an
illustration of this statement. A few miles fr-om this place,
at the seat of W. P. Maitland, Esq., is an orchard-house of
roomy dimensions, 12 feet high, and 15 feet wide, in which
the gardener, a self-taught man who has worked himself up
to a good practical knowledge of fraiit-culture, has had the
greatest possible success in producing from his trees in pots
Peaches and Nectarines of the finest size and flavour.
Two or three miles from this place is another seat, the

gardener at which is well educated as a gardener, and is a
careful, good man. He was recommended to the situatioa
by "D.'s" friend. At this place there are two houses, one
30 feet by 9 feet, the other 14 feet by 8 feet. They are, con-
sequently, narrow. In those houses Peaches and Nectarines
in pots were a failure, and consequently the gardener de-
claims against the system. In the large house first named
they are a complete success, and both employer and gar-
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dener ai'e delighted with them. What, then, must we say ?

There has been no want of skill in the gardener who has the
narrow houses under his care ; it must, then, be that the
cun-ents of air in such narrow houses are too sharp, and
thus the trees standing in the middle of the house would
suffer. I have more than once seen a failure in small low
houses. One friend in pai'ticnlar told me that the insects
were such a jjest that they beat him. In my large houses
13 feet high and 24 feet wide, I have really no insects, the
trees have not been dressed, and yet not a brown aphis is to
be seen, and this is always the case. We have then to find
out why, as in Mr. Abbey's case, insects should be such a
pest in small houses, and not in those that are lofty, wide,
and well ventilated.

From a note recently received from the author of " Cordon
Training," living at Guernsey, I quote—" Yom- opponents
have much the worst of it. I wish they could see my trees.
It is now seven years since I began, and they bear more
every year." I may, in like manner, say I wish Mi-. Abbey
could see my trees. The Apricots are now (Mai-ch 21) in
full bloom; and they are the most perfect specimens of
successful culture ever seen—far more so than those I saw
in France in 1842, which first excited my ambition. The
management of these trees is very simple. Towards the
end of October their filirous roots are ' dug out" (as Mr.
Creed recommends for his Cucumbers) to 4 or 5 inches deep
round the sides of the pots, some compost (tenacious brown
loam and good rotten manure in equal parts) is then filled in,

so as to be some 2 or 3 inches above the rims of the pots.
This is left for say ten days to become partially dry—the
trees are never removed from the house—and then it is

rammed down very fii'mly with a stout stick. When finished
the compost is as nearly as possible level with the rim of
the pot, and formed into a concavity round the stem of the
tree, to retain some water. A gallon or so of water is then
poured graduaDy into the sod, and no more care, except
protecting the pots from severe fi-ost, and no more water
is given till early in March. The trees had theii' shoots
pinched-in all last summer, and now they are covered with
short spurs that are masses of finely-developed flowers.
Many of these trees are capable of, and will bear, a peck
and up\yards of fruit. The house being large, 12 feet high
and 24 wide, has resisted the frosts we have had lately (on
the 24th and 25th instant), the thermometer registering 31°

v/itbout even a pan of charcoal, whUe in the open air it has
registered 21°. I can scarcely give an idea of the comfort of
looking at these line trees—no j^rotection required, no being
in fear and trembling for two entire months, and even
more ; for not till the beginning of June are young Apricots
free fi'om injury by spring- 6-osts. Why should not this be
done by hundi-eds ? There is no extra skill employed here

;

all is done by nursery laboiu-ers. Why should it not be
done in Yorkshire ?

If I were a j'oung man, with some capital which I wished
to employ advantageously, I would settle in Yorkshire, and
grow fi-uit for the niLUionaii-es of the county. If I found
the climate too cool to ripen fruit in orchard-houses without
heat, I would take advantage of the cheap coal, and use
artificial heat to bring forward the blossoming- jieriod in

spring, and to ripen the fi-uit and wood in autumn. As to

the idea that heating a house containing various fi-uits

destroys its character as an orchard-house, we may as well

.say that I have destroyed the character of one of mine
because I placed a pan of charcoal in it last night (the 29th),

to prevent the possibility of injury li-om frost. The idea

must be discharged. I hesitate to give it a chai-acter.

Mr. Thomson ripens Grapes in January, so that they
ripen without much assistance from the sun. Surely, then,

in Yorkshire any kind of fruit may, by a little artificial

heat, be made to ripen towards the end of summer. Light,

rooiuy, span-roofed houses, not less than 12 feet high, and
not less than 24 wide, with a ventOating shutter 18 inches

wide on each side, the roof fixed, glass large (20 inches by 15),

rafters 20 inches asunder—in short just such houses as are
so successful here and elsewhere, would surely conquer the
difficulties of a Yorkshire climate. If such houses would
not ripen fine fruit in the murky atmosphere near the large

towns, then the cultivator must take advantage of the
cheap coal, and introduce one or two foui--inch hot-water
pipes, and thus " make assurance doubly sui-o." Failure is

a word that should not be found in a gardener's vocabulary
in this orchard-house business more especially, for scores of
cultivators are successful. Why, then, should Yorkshiremen
be beaten ? We southerners reckon ourselves rather inferior

to them in stm-dy perseverance ; they must not, then, allow
us to hold them in low estimation as to this branch of
gardening.
My attention within these few days has been drawn to

my beautiful pyramidal Cherry trees, in large pots, just
coining into bloom—no fruit tree succeeds better under
pot culture, for, when planted out, the lai-ge kinds of

Bigarreaus grow far too vigorously—and I thought, " were
I a wealthy manufacturer in the north, I w-ould have a
Cherry-house, 100 feet long and 24 wide ; to a certainty,

no artificial heat would be requu-ed for that." And then,
again, I would have a house of the same size for my Golden,
liibston, Newtown, and other Pippins. It is scarcely credible

how well they succeed in pots under glass. My Apple trees

of these sorts stand in the house all the yeai- ; not a spot of
canker or any other disease is to be found on them. The
same may be said of Pears and Plums ; then- beauty, health,

and fertility, under glass, is something to think about, and
I wonder that wealthy persons in the north can neglect
such delightful culture, or be persuaded by incompetent
persons not to go fully into it.

It may be said that in this article I recommend lofty

roomy houses, whereas, in the " Orchard-House," I mention
that small houses are equal to large ones in then- products.
This is quite true as far as regards the climate here (Saw-
bridgeworth) ; for I have several small span-roofed houses,
12 feet wide and only 7 high, in which Peaches and Nec-
tarines are grown successfully and largely, and very rarely

is an aphis or spider-infested tree to be seen in them ; but,

in writing this, I have had Mr. Abbey constantly in my
mind, his failures in small houses, and the capability of

building large houses by wealthy Yorkshu-e manufacturers ;

also their greater fitness for cold climates, as they resist

rapid changes of weather better than small houses, and give

a far more equable, and consequently a more favourable,

climate. 1 have never been. more convinced of this than I

have during this month (March) ; for in the morning the

register of the thermometer in my lai-ge span-roofed house,

12 feet high, stood at 31°; that in a small span-roofed house,

7 feet high, stood at 2G°. If the blossoms of the trees had
been as forward as they are in the large house, they woidd
probably have been injured by 6° of ii-ost. As a rule, the

trees in my small houses are from ten days to a fortnight

later in blossoming and ripening their fruit than those in

the large houses, and this seems to point out the latter as

being- better adapted for cold climates.

I have made this article, I fear, intolerably long ; but I

have felt anxious to clear up the doubts expressed to a
certain extent by Mr. Abbey, and because he is not a

describer of other men's descriptions, nor one of those who
decry books they have not read simply for the sake of

annoying the authors.—T. E.

VISITS TO GAKDENS PUBLIC AJNTD PEI-^'ATE.

ME. W. bull's, king's EOAD, CHELSEA.

If the old saying " Novelty is pleasing " be correct, Mr.

BuU ought to live in a perfect elysium ; the " twdet me vitw
"

should never escape his lips, and ennid be for ever banished

from his domains. But then novelties will die. Some of

them are worthless, and others cost more money than they

are ever likely to bring him in, especially in the way of

prizes ; so that I dare say he has, like the rest of us, found

out that the wheels of life do not run in so smooth a groove

as he woidd like ; but certainly a more indefatigable caterer

to the wants of the novelty-loving public than he is cannot

well be, and I have little doubt if a plant wore to be dis-

covered -wliieh grew with its head into the ground and roots

in the air, he would ferret it out. Long-threatened had

been my intention of visiting him ; for although I am " only

a florist " (by-the-by I was auuised to see Mr. Elvers desig-

nated in an advertisement the other day as an " eminent

florist"), yet I have some love of novelty, and know a little

about stove and greenhouse plants. It was a snowy wTctched

day when I fulfilled my thi'oat, yet I saw much to interest

I
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me ; and although I cannot give an idea of the tithe of the

novelties which I saw, yet I will jot down a few notes of

those which more especially struck me at the time.

Any one who reads the advertisements in gardening

periodicals will see that there is hardly a branch of horti-

culture in which Mr. Bull does not endeavour to introduce

novelties. Such being the case, it will and must happen

that many things new but not good are introduced ; and

indeed it has ever seemed to me questionable whether it

would not be better to attempt less and so to have fewer

failures. The reply will doubtless be. People will have

them, the demand creates the supply. But tlien, again, it

may be said that were a different course adopted people

would soon fall into it ; and I believe they would not object

to pay a higher price provided that the subjects were really

good.
The large conservatory or winter garden is a fine span-

roofed structure, and is Med with a collection of tree Ferns

and other ornamental-foliaged plants, and with new varieties

of Camellias and Azaleas. Among the Ferns was a fine

plant of Cyathea serra, reaching nearly to the top of the

house, with a stem 14 or 15 feet high. There were also fine

specimens of Dracaena australis latifolia, Cordyline indivisa

and others ; and amongst the Camellias a fine new striped

variety called Comte de Gomer, the colour a bright red with

dark crimson stripes. The roof of this house is covered

with Grape Vines ; and Mr. Bull assured me that when in

full bearing it had a very striking appearance, but even in

the dark and dreary days of February it was very agreeable

to see both green foliage and flower in tolerable abundance.

On either side of this winter gai-den are two stoves, in

which are to be found a larger number of new jilants than

I can well record even the names of ; but among them were

Palms (of which Mr. Bull has a choice collection). Ferns,

Orchids, &c. Areoa dealbata, the Silver Palm of Madagascar,

is a very elegant-foUaged plant drooping over the sides of

the pot. Then there was a variegated Pteris, with much
better foliage and habit than the old variety, and with ser-

rated edges; and splendid plants ofGleicheniadicarpa andAs-
plenium flabeUatum. Amongst Orchids I noticed some nice

plants of Angrasoum sesquipedale, the beautiful species from
Madagascar, and which Mr. Bull is enabled to sell at fifteen

guineas. Then there were Vanda Griflithii and violacea,

.SIrides Schrcederi and Fieldingi, Cypripediums Veitchii and
Lowii. Then amongst those dear Uttle beauties, the AuEec-

tochilus, were to be seen some apparently most desirable

kinds—such as spectabilis, with large leaves like Lowii and
the colom- of cretaceus ; magnifica, with leaves 6 inches

long ; speciosa, very pretty ; and many ofthe better varieties

of the older sorts. Of course at this season Caladiums, Be-

gonias, jEchmeas, and Gloxinias (of all of which Mr. Bull

has a numerous collection), were at rest, and nothing could

be seen of them. There were, however, nice plants of Alo-

casia zebrina and alba violacea. Then there were the curious

Australian Pitcher-plant, Cephalotus follicularis, and several

varieties of Pandanus, among which were elegantissimus,

with serrated leaves, and cuspidatns ; and also a very fine

variety of Dracaena—viz., terminalis latifolia pendula, like

terminalis, but with broader leaves, which are pendulous

;

also Ehrenberghi, a fine species from Mirador, Chameran-
themum retioulatum and marmoratum, and a host of other

new plants. There were also fine plants of the valuable

ImantophyUum miniatum, and cyrtanthiflorum, like the

former, only of a lighter shade of colour, with drooping

instead of erect flowers. Nor must I omit Clerodendron
Balfom-i, which is said to be better than the very handsome
C. ThomsouEe. Then there was Calonyction sanguinea, a

beautiful-foliaged hothouse chmber, with large heart-shaped
leaves measuring 10 inches across ; and also Corysanthes
limbata, which one of our most distinguished botanists

has called a perfect gem, and declared that in a lithograph

it was impossible to do justice to the transparence of its

stem, the vivid green and white of its delicate undulated
and variegated leaf, or the si^arkling beauty of its ame-
thystine flowers. I had almost forgotten amongst Ferns the

pretty small tree Fern, Asplenium pinnatum, from Brazd

;

and the beautiful stove Fern Asplenium ferulaceum, on
which, although the fronds are IJ foot long, yet the parts

aie of that delicate and fine character as to have suggested
the name of Fennel-Hke; as also Adiantum Feei, of haJf-

climbing habit and Gleichenia-like growth ; and Cionidium

Moorei, an Australian species which was exhibited before

the Horticultural Society last year, and which is remarkable

for producing its fructification in cup-lUce appendages on
the margin of the leaves. Amongst the hardy subjects was
a nice stock of Ai-aucaria Kulei, which is described as being

without exception the grandest and most beautiful tree in

existence. It is somewhat of the character of A. imbricata,

but with denser foliage and a larger number of branches. It

is not BO hardy as imbricata, but will make a good plant for

the large conservatory or winter garden.

Mr. Bull has several houses filled with those plants in

which I am more at home—Fuchsias, Petunias, AntixThinums,

Verbenas, Pelargoniums, &c. ; but at the season of the year

in which I was there it was impossible to form any opinion

concerning them. Of the Horseshoe or Zonale varieties of

Pelargoniums he has an immense collection, one house being

completely filled with them. I have already stated that I

think he has obtained a very good strain fi-om which we may
expect occasionally some good things. Of those which he

sent out last year I have reason to speak favourably ; and

I can therefore readily conceive that those of the present

season are an advance upon his previous varieties, and no

doubt the house would be a blaze of most dazzUng beauty

when all were in flower together.

It were utterly impossible for me to convey an idea of the

multitude of objects of nove'ty and interest which Mr. BuU
has collected together ; for not only has he the novelties

which he himself introduces, but also those sent out by
other growers, so that any one desirous of knowing what

new things are is pretty sure of having his curiosity grati-

fied, and wOl be certain to meet every attention from Mr.

BuU.—D., Deal.

NOETH AMEEICAJT TEEEESTEIAL OECHIDS.

YoTJK correspondent, "A. R.," asks for information on

the cultivation of these rare and curious plants generally,

but specifically as regards Calopogon pulcheUus, Goodyera

pubescens, and Jeffersonia diphyUa, one of the order Papa-

veraceae. Yom- correspondent, however, does not furnish

any special data to act upon, and I am, therefore, left to

surmise a great deal, and specialise very little. Were cor-

respondents to study their own interests, they would confer

a boon on those who answer queries, and would receive

answers more suited to special cases, by stating the present

state and previous treatment of the subject to which the

query relates.

Calopogon pulohellus is an elegant purple-flowering,

tuberous frame perennial, growing 14 foot high, and flower-

ing in July. It is increased by division of the root.
_
It is

synonymous with Limodorum tuberosum. To grow it suc-

cessfully it requires a compost of tm-fy yeUow loam one-

half, sandy brown peat one-fourth, and leaf mould partially

decomposed the remainder; the whole to be well mixed

and chopped with a spade, but not sifted. This kind re-

quh-es the protection of a cold pit or frame, and so in fact do

most of the hardy North American Orchids, not so much
on account of the severity of our winters, which are nothmg

compared with those of North America, but to shield them

from the vicissitudes of our climate, especiaDy its drenching

autumn rains. It shovild be repotted in spring, just as the

buds begin to swell. The soil should have been well exposed

to the weather for at least a twelvemonth, and must be

kept under cover a few days to have it in a proper condition

for potting. Having a clean pot of a larger size in readmess,

drain it well to at least one-thii-d of its depth, and on this

place an inch of the rougher parts of the compost. Turmng
the plant out of its pot, pick away the old soil and drainage,

being careful, very careful, not to injure a single root or

tuber, and if any increase is contemplated it should be

taken. Having taken away as much of the old soil as can

be done without injuring the roots, place a layer of the

finer soil over the rough, and then introduce the plant,

placing it so that the crown may be in the centre of the pot,

and a little higher there than at the rim. The crown should

be covered about half an inch with compost, placing the

compost solidly round the ball, but not too fii'mly, and the

operation is completed by a gentle watering.
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After potting pliiiige in coal ashes in a cold pit, and water
sparingly until growth has faii'ly commenced, when a liberal

supply will he required, especially when the leaves attain
their full size, and the blooms are expaudiag. It wiU much
refresh the plants to take off the lights dui-ing the preva-
lence of gentle showers, but they must be sheltered from
heavy rains. From the time that the leaves appear air must
be given in all weathers, for a close confined atmosphere is

extremely pernicious to these plants. When the flowering
is past the quantity of water should be gradually diminished,
so as to leave it off altogether by the time the leaves decay.
Dm-ing summer the surface of the soil in the pot wiQ

require to be frequently stirred, otherwise it wiU become
covered with Marchantias or Lichens, excluding air from
entering by the smiace. In winter the pot should remain
plunged in the situation previously occupied, and beyond
the admission of air in uiild weather, and protecting the
plants from frost by means of mats placed over the frame, no
more attention wiU be requii-ed untU the time of repotting
in the spring. In very severe weather, however, a layer of
leaves should be placed over the pot in the frame, for the
frost not uncommonly passes thi-ough the frame-covering,
and so might freeze the plant in the pot ; for though our
winters are milder than those of North America, we must
bear in mind that the remains of the summer's grass and
the falling autumn leaves afford a protection to these plants
in tlieir native habitats which is denied them in cultivation.
It is also worthy of remark that tuberous-rooted plants bm-y
themselves considerably deeper in the soil than the cultivator
considers advisable, and that a thick covering of snow
shields them from frost and the vicissitudes of climate.
GooDYERA PUEESCENs.—This is a fibrous-rooted plant,

rarely growing more than 9 inches high. It has white
flowers in June and July. A strong chalky loam, and sandy
peat is a good compost for it. It should be potted in the
same manner as recommended for Calopogon pulcheUus

—

that is, just when the young shoots are starting fi-om the
crown, and the pot plunged quite to the rim in coal ashes
on an east border. Water should be spai-ingly given at
first, increasing the quantity as the plant advances in
growth ; and if drenching rains occur whilst the gi-owth is

young, a large flower-pot inverted will throw much of the
rain off, and keep the plant from being deluged with it.

By May the plant wUl require abundant watering, and
onwards untU the blooming is past, when water must be
^aduaUy withheld, so that it may be discontinued by the
time the leaves turn yeUow. After this the potj should be
shielded from drenching rains; and when severe weather
sets in it would be wise to remove the pot to a cold frame,
where it could be protected from severe frost and an excess
of

^
moisture. The pot should be plunged to the rim. The

soil should not be allowed to become dry, for this is quite as
injurious to terrestrial Orchids as too much wet. It should
neither be allowed to become dust dry nor very wet, but be
kept in a moderately moist condition whilst the plants are
in a state of rest.

Jeffersohia diphtlla requires a compost of loam two-
thirds, leaf mould one-third, with a liberal admixture of
silver sand. It is best grown in a pot, for it is one of those
pretty little things that are soon smothered in the neglected
herbaceous borders. It should be potted in the spring, prior
to starting into gi-owth, and then plunged to the rim in a
cold frame until May, when it may be plunged in the open
garden in a sunny situation, where it must have a due
supply of moisture in dry weather, and be allowed to go
gradually to rest by withholding water. In autumn the pot
should be removed to a cold frame, and the plant protected
from fi-ost, and kept dry at the root diu-ing winter. In
severe weather a few inches of di-y leaves placed over the
pot win be sufficient protection ; but this should be removed
in mild weather, so that the roots may not become unduly
excited, and air being given on aU favourable opportunities,
the plant will fare much better than if left in the open
border. Towards spring it should be examined, and potted
when just moving, removing as much of the old soil as can
be done without injui-ing the roots, and potting it in the
compost already named, and in a clean pot, larger in size if
the plant has increased in growth, or in a smaller one if it
be at all sickly. Any small divisions of the plant should be
removed at the time of potting, for these only rob the main

root. The small roots should be potted to increase the
stock, and will in time become sufficiently strong to flower.

General Treatment of North American Orchids.—
They are all reduced at one period of the year to a complete
state of rest, and at another period are excited to a continuous
state of growth. The summers are hotter, and the winters
colder than in this country. When once the snow begins to
melt the American summer rapidly approaches. There is no
fickle weather there, but an uninten-upted period of growth
and another of rest. We must bear in mind also that, al-

though the winters are much more severe, yet these plants
grow for the most part in meadows and in the open glades of
forests, so that they are protected in winter by the dead
grass in the one case, and by the fallen leaves in the other,
in addition to which the ground is covered with a thick
coating of snow. Here, under cultivation, there is no dead
gi-ass to protect the plant from sudden changes of tem-
perature, no leaves to prevent frost reaching the fibrous
roots or tubers, and very seldom indeed is the ground
covered with snow when severe weather sets in, at least it

is as often absent as present.
It is the extreme changeability of oui' climate that tells

most seriously against the successful management of these
and other pilants which pass one-half the year sealed up
from the changes of the atmosphere by a coating of snow.
With us the temperature varies fi'om mild weather to severe
in a few days ; and many times over, during the period of
rest, is the weather warm enough to excite these plants
into growth during ivinter, and quite as often the reverse.
This has a tendency to waste the vital energies of the roots,
and these, year after year, get weaker and at last perish.
This is very commonly the case where hardy Orchids axe
grown in boi'ders, where the soil may be not only unsuit-
able, and the situation lacking that protection which
Nature affords these plants in their native habitats, but
devoid of that summer shelter afforded by gTass and the
verdure overhead.
Now, it is a generally acknowledged fact that success in

the cultivation of this or that plant is dependant on the
cultivator following out, as nearly as possible, the conditions
of its natiu-al requirements. Terrestrial Orchids require a
protection from the rigom: of winter, and shelter from the
bui'ning rays of a vertical sun. Extremes of heat and cold
are not endured by them : hence they do not do well when
grown indiscriminately in borders ^vith other plants, but
they requu-e special treatment, and particular conditions of
soU, shelter, and protection, and these I will briefly allude to.

The North American kinds are the most easUy cultivated

of the hardy Orchids—that is, they will well repay the pains
taten with them, and seem to thrive better than oui' native
species under artificial treatment. To do them justice they
require more than ordinary cai-e, and ai-e best grown in
pots and in cold frames. The situation most suitable is an
open east border, protected from the north and west, but
not to the extent to cause shade or prevent a fr-ee cfrcula-

tion of ail- from all points. The ground should be di-y, and
the soil taken out to the size of the fi-ame to a depth of

2 feet. The bottom should be covered with lime-riddlings

to a depth of 6 inches, and made higher in the centre to
throw the water to the sides. This concrete should be
rammed until quite hard, water being added to make the
lime set more closely. On this a single brick wall is built

to a height of 1 foot 6 inches, the fii'st row of bricks being
laid with the ends 3 inches fi-om each other, to allow of

water getting thi'ough, the ends being previously dipped in
gas tar ; and a sprinkling of that substance being smeared
on the bricks and concrete at all the openings, worms wUl
not Kke to enter by them, and they cannot come thi-ough the
concrete, so that the pit is impervious to worms ii-om the
bottom. Six inches of rough rubble placed at the bottom,
and 3 inches of coal cinders on that, will leave S) inches to

be filled with sifted ashes, in wliich the pots are to be
plunged. The frame is then set on the brickwork ; it

should be G feet wide, 2 feet high at the back, and 1 foot in

front. Ashes should be piled against the frame all round,
to within 3 inches of the lights, and this will prevent frost

entering by the sides of the frame.

If it be cheaper to build walls instead of a wooden frame,

that may be done, only if a frame bo employed, the ashes

round it may be removed in summer, and the frame raised
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on a brick at each corner, thereby securing a circulation of

air when the weather necessitates the lights being kept over
the plants. It is on this account that I prefer a frame to a pit.

We have now a dry site and means of shelter suitable for

those which requii-e frame treatment ; and 1 may as well say
at once that all the kinds of hardy Orchids are well worthy
of a frame, but in some localities, and for some kinds, a
border will answer moderately well.

The bed or border is best with an eastern aspect, and the
spot should be concreted and well drained—in fact, made
equal to a Vine-border. It would be weU. to grow them in

raised beds made by taking out the soil to the depth of a
foot, concreting the bottom if worms were at all likely to be
troublesome, and placing 6 inches of rubble upon it, but
before putting it on building a brick wall without mortar,

so that the beds would be 4 feet wide with two or three-feet

alleys between, which should be filled quite down to, but
better a little below the concrete with lime-riddlings or

materials of any kind impervious to worms and slugs. WTaen
the surface level is reached the bricks should be set in

mortar and canied up 9 inches higher, so that there will be
3 inches of concrete, 5 inches of rubble, and 1 inch of

charred turves upon it, leaving 9 inches in dej)th for pre-

pared compost in which to grow the plants. G. Abbey.
(To be contiiai,ed.)

FISH-CULTUEE AND HOETICIJLTIIRE.
We observe that the process of fish-hatching is now in

fuU operation in the garden of the Eoyal Horticultural
Society at South Kensington. It might be worth the while of
the Fellows to ask the CouncU at the next ordinary meeting
what are the terms upon which the operator has undertaken
this business ; whether it is a gratuitous exhibition on his

part as an indii'ect advertisement of his profession, or

whether any sums of money have been placed at his dis-

posal to enable him to carry out his experiments ? If the
latter, from what source are those sums derived, and is any
portion of the funds of the Eoyal Horticultviral Society
devoted to this purpose ?

Efforts are now being made to establish at Chiswick a
School of Horticultiu'e, which, from all we can hear, will be
begun, if begun at all, on a very second-rate scale, because
of the want of necessary funds. Is it possible that the
Council will raise obstacles to the development of such a
plan, which is essentially one of the Society's missions, on
the ground of want of means, while at the same time we
hear they are paying Mr. ¥. Buckland ^100 for such a
discordant object as fish-culture ? It is perfectly monstrous !

Where will this foolery end ?

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
The meeting of the Entomological Society, held on the

7th nit., was made special for the election of a President in the
stead of Mr. H. T. Stainton, who had been elected President
at the anniversary meeting in January, but had declined

to accept the office, whereupon P. Pascoe, Esq., F.L.S., who
had been proposed by the CouncU as President in his stead
at the February meeting, was unanimously elected.

Amongst the donations to the Society's library received

since the last meeting were the publications of the Eoyal
Academies of Brussels and Munich, the Natural History
Society of Brunn, the Entomological Society of Vienna, the
linnaean Society of London, the Society of Arts, the Liver-

pool Philosophical Society, Messrs. Dano, Zeller, Gerstaecker
Schiner (Fauna Austriaca, Diptera), &c. Copies of the
President's address delivered at the anniversary meeting
were distributed amongst the members.
Mr. G. E. Waterhouse exhibited two new British species

of minute Staphylinidte, belonging to the genus Aleochara,

one of which, taken near Eeigate, considerably resembled
an Ocatea.

Professor Westwood exhibited specimens of both sexes of

the magnificent Eanzania splendens, Thomson (Eamphor-
rhina Petersiana, Gerst), a species of Goliath Beetle, recently

brought home from the Zambesi by the Eev. H. Eowley;
also, a number of Lepidoptera from the same country, in-

cluding a new Butterfly of the genus Charaxes, to which he
applied the name of C. Axgynnides, from its resemblance to

some species of Fritillary Butterflies. He also read the
description of a new species of the true genus PapiHo, from
Borneo, under the name of P. Hewitsouii, belonging to the
singular group typified by P. paradoxus, and also of two new
Beetles, Syntelia indica (a new genus of the Trogositides),
and Apatetioa nitiduloides ; insects which illustrated the
theory that very wide geographical range was not incon-
sistent with extreme divergence from the family type of
former. Professor Westwood also exhibited the larva and
cases of a common English Moth, Eudrosis fenestreUa (Tinea
sarciteUa., Linn.), which he had received from a correspondent,
who attributed to them the formation of numerous holes in
a carpet recently laid down, the cases having been found in
large numbers in the crevices of the floors and beneath the
joists. He also exhibited specimens of Ptinus hololeucus, a
small Beetle imported about thirty years ago from Eussia,
in a cargo of leather, which has subsequently spread widely
over this country, and which had caused considerable damage
to the leather binding of books in the library of one of lus
correspondents.
Mr. S. Stevens exhibited a number of interesting Beetles

and Moths recently received from Old Calabar, Western
Africa, including specimens of the interesting Asthenorrhina
Turneri (one of the small Goliath Beetles). Among the
Moths was a remarkable white semi-transparent species of
which the veins of the wings were singularly distorted.

Mr. J. S. Bales communicated a memoir entitled " A Cata-
logue of the Cassididas (Tortoise Beetles), captured by Mi.
A. E. Wallace, in the Eastern Archipelago, with descriptions
of the new species."

Mr. Pascoe also contributed the first part of a paper
entitled " Longicornia Malayana, or a descriptive Catalogue
of the species of the three Longicom families Lamiids,
Cerambycidte, and PrionidEe, collected by Mr. A. E. WaUa,ce
in the Malay Archipelago." Not fewer than a thousand
species of these fine insects were collected by Mr. Wallace
during his residence among the eastern islands, of which
number Mr. Pascoe estimates that at least eight hundred
are new to science. In the introductory observations, Mr.
Pascoe passes under review the systems of classification

recently proposed by Messrs. Leconte, in North America

;

Thomson, in Paris ; and Baly, in England.
Mr. G. E. Waterhoirse read an elaborate paper on the con-

stniction of the cells of insects, especially those of a hexa-
gonal form arranged in regular- layers or combs, with the
view of i^roving that the hexagonal was not the typical form
of the cell, which was normally cylindrical, but when the
cells were formed in close proximity the bees were compelled
to give them straight sides arranged hexagonally. Mr.
Waterhouse passed a well-deserved eulogium upon the col-

lection of insect-structures exhibited in the nest-room, in
the north zoological gallery of the British Museum, and
divided the insect-nests into—1st, those formed singly in
burrows in the ground or in wood; 2nd, isolated cells at-

tached to extraneous objects, and of an oval form ; and 3rd,

cells arranged in groups or layers surrounded by a common
envelope.

Mr. John Young made some remarks on the beneficial

effects derived from the employment of Dumont's insect-de-

stroying powder, which were confirmed by Mr. H. T. Stain-
ton, who had used it in his garden at Lewisham.
Mr. F. Smith, the Chaii'man, stated that the introduction

of the small, troublesome. House Ant into the metropolis,

was, probably (in part at least), owing to the recent intro-

duction of large cargoes of Pine Apples into London, he
having observed this insect swarming in great numbers on
a truck laden with this fruit offered for sale in Oxford Street.

Me. Beaton's Seedling GEKANitniis.—We are informed
that the entire stock, consisting of some thousands, of the
late Mr. Beaton's seedling Geraniums have passed into the
hands of Mr. William Paul, of the Waltham Cross Nur-
series. We congratulate Mr. Paul on adding to his already

well-earned reputation that of becoming the possessor of a
stock of plants so unique and remarkable. These were the
result of Mr. Beaton's last efforts in the work in which he
was so great a proficient, and we look forward with interest

to see some of those charming novelties which we know
Mr. Beaton himself prized so highly.
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GEOMETRICAL FLOWEE GAEDEN.
I SHALL be mucli obliged if yoiT will give me some advice

respecting the planting of the centre of my flower garden,
a plan of which I enclose.

At the two ends there are sixteen small flower-beds, but I
do not send a plan of them, as it is only the planting of the
centre pai-t that puzzles me. I have hitherto had it filled

with herbaceous plants, but this year I want to try it with
masses of bedding-out plants. Will my proposed plan of
subdividing the beds do ? and will the dwarf blue Age-
ratum be a suitable compaidon for Christine Geranium?
or can you suggest anything better for a light blue bed ?—
X. y. z.

No, 1, Tom Thumb Geranium, -with a border a icot wide of Lobelia
spcciosa round it.

2, 4, 11, 13, Dwarf Ageratum.

[If you fill the centre with SSarlet Geranium, we would
give it a broad band of such white-leaved plants as Alma
or Bijou Geranium with the flowers removed, or of Cineraria

maritima, or Centaurea candidissima. This ivill lighten up
the whole group. The dwarf Ageratum will suit admirably
if you obtain it true. You should use plenty of it so as to

discard tall plants, or those with bad coloiu-. When a good
stock is seom'ed it is best kept up by cuttings, as then you

No.e. 3 and 12, Christine Geraniuno.

5, 7, S, 10, Aurea floribunda Calceolaria.

6 and 9, Purple Kiug Verbena.

will be more sure. Wo mention this because there has
been complaint of seeds at times giving not true dwarfs.

We would, however, change your an-angements, and make
2, 5, 13, 10, Ageratums ; and 4, 7, 8, 11, Calceolai-ias ; the
rest as you propose. In another year we would edge all

these four large beds, and plant still more simply. The
four vases would be improved if they were from 35 to 4 feet

in height, and draped with hanging plants.]

A JAPANESE WOEK ON HOETICULTUEE.
Dk. Hall, who, during a long residence in Japan, collected

and sent to America many of the most remarkable plants of

that country, has lately received a horticultural work in

twenty-five volumes, which he has kindly given the writer

an opportunity of examining.
The volumes are tliin, containing fi-om eighty to a hundred
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pages, of the form and size of a very large octavo. The paper

is of silk ; and the title, as is the case in various oriental

languages, is at the extreme right instead of the left of the

volume, so the book, speaking from our standard, is read

backwards. The letter-press, as well as the engravings,

seem to have been struck off from a plate, and not from

moveable types. The character is in the usual vertical

columns of Japan and Cliina. There is very little of it, how-
ever, nearly the whole work being occupied by the engravings,

consisting chiefly of representations ofan astonishing variety

of plants, and in number not less than two thousand. A
few of the plates are coloured by hand, but for the most part

they are line engravings, admirably dra,wn, and perfectly

characterising the variety. Many, however, are designated

by wooden or paper labels, represented as attached to them,

and bearing their names in Japanese character.

After looking through these volumes, the conviction is

forced upon us that the floral treasures of Japan are far

from being exhausted, and the art of horticulture has been
there cultivated with a skill and assiduity which has resulted

in the production of an immense number of seminal varieties,

full of interest to the horticulturist if not to the botanist.

The work seems to have been issued as a serial, for there is

but a very partial attempt at systematic arrangement,
though a few of the volumes seem to have a character dis-

tinctly botanical, containing representations of plants of

little interest in any other regard, accompanied with coloured

dissections of the vital organs and other parts of the flower.

Among the genera represented, are Magnolia, Rhododen-
dron, Azalea, Vaocinium, Salisburia, Palma, Aj.-alia, Sophora,

Ardisia, Acacia, with a host of herbaceous plants, including

many varieties seemingly new. But one of the most in-

teresting and characteristic features of the work is to be
found in six volumes filled with illustrations, hundreds in

number, of variegated-leaved plants, some of them of extraor-

dinary beauty. Among the rest we observed a variegated-

leavedEose, a variegated Passion-Flower, Sagittaria, Amndo,
Iris, Sempervivum, Dianthus Heddewigi, Ai-um sauroma-
tum. Orchids of many sorts, Acacias, all distinctly striped,

spotted, or otherwise marked upon stem and leaves. There
is also a vast collection of vai-iegated Camellias.
In another volume, fifteen distinct sorts of Lily are repre-

sented, several of them new to the writer.

Another volume is devoted to water plants and Cacti ; biit

one of the most curious of the whole series is that devoted
to the instruments and appliances of floriculture. And here,

more than ever, we found cause to lament that the abundant
notes and explanations in Japanese, which accompany all

these plates, were worse than Greek to us. No doubt, useful

hints might be drawn fi-om some of them, for no one can
examine these volumes without being satisfied that the
Japanese are adepts in the arts of cultivation. A multitude
of appliances are figured for shading, protecting from cold,

and forcing by artificial heat, some of them quite inoompre-
hensible without the explanation. There is also a multitude
of flower-pots and vases of every variety of ornamental
device, together with pans and supports, some of them in-

genious and tasteful to a high degree.
A volume, companion to the last, is filled with illustrations

of the various methods of propagation, accompanied with
copious descriptions, causing us more than ever to lament
the defects of oru- Japanese education. First, there is propa-
gation from the single leaf, as modified in its application to

different species of jilants ; then from cuttings ; then from
layers, in many different forms ; then from inarching. In
the last case, the plant to be propagated is sometimes lifted

with a ball, bound round the roots with wet moss and mat-
ting, and in this manner applied to the stock, or a large
number of stocks planted near together. The book closes
with the grafting of Conifers and deciduous trees ; but
strange to say, there is no illustration of budding.

—

(American
Gardener's Monthly.)

ECONOMIC HEATING.
Please refer to page 234, second column, and nearly at

the bottom, where it says :
" In section No. 4 it wiU be seen

that between the flue and the four-inch wall of the plunging-
pit is a cavity." Now, as the flue is not shown in the

section No'r 4, may I trouble you to tell me where it should

be. The reason I wish to know is, I am building a small

vinery or useful house, 21 long, 14 wide, and am desirous of

heating it, and the flue would also heat the pit. As I am
desirous of forcing the Vines early, I hope there would be

heat sufScient.—W. W.

[In reply to " "W. W.," I beg to explain that an error of

small importance in the section of the flue prevents the

explanation being so clear as it ought to be. I say small,

because if the cavity for the air were made on the top of the

flue, as there shown, it would answer equally well. Above is

a section of the air-drain and flue, as intended for No. 4

section. The bottom of the pit, inside, is on a level with

the flue that goes across ; and there is a great amount of

rough rubble, as old brickbats, &c., and over this a plunging

material.

"W. W." need be under no apprehension as to deficiency

of the heat. The Grapes in the vinery I mentioned close

to this are now stoning, and that vinery would make at

least two of the dimensions mentioned by "W. W." The
only difference between my flue and a common flue is, it

gives out double the heat, and takes less fuel by one-half.

I may add that I visited this house a short time ago with

a friend learned in those matters. His only objection was,

that if the fire were getting low in a cold night, the air

would come into the house without being heated, and con-

sequently do great injury to the plants. Mr. Frost not

being present, I mentioned this when Isaw him next. His

reply was that it could not occur when once the bricks were

heated. He had known the fire let out for twenty-four

hours, and, although a cold wind outside, the air in the

tubes was at 85°.—P.]

STEAWBEKRIES IN NEW ZEALAND.
Seeing in your Journal last received the extraordinaiy

weight of Strawberries—namely, fourteen to the pound of

16 ozs.—I write to say that I have this season seen some
here in New Zealand of ten, eleven, and twelve to the pound,
l^roduced in a bed of extreme proliflcacy. The bed is

14 yards square, and was planted in February, 1863 ; it is

a stiff loam, well dressed with old manure from the Cucum-
ber-frames, and was top-dressed in the spring, about August.
Gathering commenced on the 15th of October, and has con-

tinued from that time until now (January 12), averaging

two gallons per day ever since. The plants have now thrown
out a second set of blooms as vigorous as the spring blooms.

The bed lies facing the west, with a slight inclination to the

north, on a gentle rise. One Strawberry, gathered in my
own garden yesterday, was 2 inches long. If inch broad, and
1^- inch thick.

The owner of the garden I have spoken of is Mr. Mansel),

and lie has had many much larger than the Strawberries 1

have thus described.
The weather has been very unsettled this summer. We

have had but a few days of heat, but vegetation has gone on
rapidly in consequence of showers every three or four days.

This day (January 12th), is equal to about the 21st of Jvily

at home ; and I have planted Ash-leaved Kidneys for next

spring seed, and sowed Peas for autumn picking to-day.
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The Potatoes -were in the same ground they were taken
from three weeks since. I placed them in trenches as we
do Celery, laying beneath them a mixture of road sand, bog
eai'th, and brush weeds, and i-ubbish, with a slight addition
of rabbit-dung.

—

G.Edwaeds, Commission Agent, Willis Street,

Wellington, New Zealand.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

Aptek the late rains it will be advisable to pass a heavy
roller over the gravel walks, to set and bind them weU for

the season. Trench-up aU spare ground, placing all green
refuse at the bottom ofthe trench, and strewing it over with
lime to hasten decomposition. Take every opportunity to
destroy slugs which the recent rains have brought out fi-orn

their ivinter quarters in abundance, the use of quicklime
repeated several evenings after showery days is generally
an effectual remedy. Seeds are now coming up fast, and
the hoe must be set to work as soon as they can be distin-

guished, never wait for weeds ; take cai-e not to tread on any
ground after it is surface-stirred. Broccoli, make the in-in-

cipal sowings of favourite sorts to stand the winter ; a sow-
ing of the dwarf hardy Eussian made a fortnight hence often
bears frost better than those sown earlier. Beet, sow a little

of the Eed sort, but not much, as the chances are that it wiU
run to seed. The Green and White sorts may be sown for

the stalks. Caxiliflowers, continue to plant out the strongest
plants li-om the stock kept through the winter, those which
have been brought on under hand-lights wUl be getting
sufficiently advanced to be benefited by applications of liquid
manure, to keep them in a free-growing state, otherwise we
may expect some to Iratton. Let the soil be constantly
stirred about them. Kidney Beans, sow a few in pots or
boxes, also a few dwarf sorts in a warm corner. These will
require shelter fer a short time when coming up. Peas, con-
tinue to earth-up and stake them as they advance. Sow
successions of late varieties, and take care that those just
Comiag vip do not want for surface-stm'ing, which will be
the more necessary after heavy, dashing rains, wliich conso-
lidate the surface of the soil. Thin and transplant where
desii-able all seedling crops sufficiently advanced. Radishes,
make suceessional sowings of these and Salads. Small sow-
ings are best, each made as soon as the other is up.

ELOWEB GAEDEN.
As grass lawns wiU soon requii-e mowing, they should be

well swept and rolled, in order to be ready for the scythe.
Plant out from the reserve garden Pinks, Cloves, Picotees,
Carnations, Canterbury Bells, Sweet "Williams, Lychnis, &c.,
into borders and beds, taking care to lift them with as
much earth to the roots as possible. Vacant beds should
now be dug up roughly, to be sweetened by the sun and air
before planting time. Attend strictly to the neatness of the
shinrbbery borders ; rake and clean off everything ixnsightly
before the more busy time aiTives. Go over the Kose stocks
budded last season, rub off all the suckers and buds that
are making then- appearance on the stocks, that the whole
of the sap may flow into and strengthen the Eose-buds.
Cut away aU the ligatures that may have been left, that the
shoots may have room to swell. Am-iculas wUl require
gentle waterings as they are growing fast. Take great care
that the advancing blooms are not drawn up weakly, as
hardly anything looks worse than to see stems unable to
support theu- trusses. Polyanthus seed may now be sown
either in pans or boxes, or on a border with a north-east
aspect; the soil to be composed of decayed leaves, loam,
and a Uttle sand. Tulips will be benefited by having the
surface of the beds loosened, all the cracks fUled up, and the
soil brought close round the neck of the bulb. Eanvancu-
luses ought now to be all in the groimd ; where this has been
delayed, their planting should immediately be attended to.

Propagate Pansies for succession, and fill up vacancies that
03cur in the beds.

VEXni GARDEN.
The disbudding of Peaches and Nectarines must be com-

menced forthwith, removing all the foreright wood-shoots,
and a portion of those on the lower side of each shoot also.
As blossom-buds are very tliiok this year, it will be proper
to take off a portion of those where Ul placed. As the trees

advance in age and acquire a full complement of wood, and
circumference according to the space allotted them, it will

be found necessary to pursue this system of disbudding, in

order that the trees may be maintained in a healthy, fruit-

bearing condition, and not weakened by crowding with too

much wood ; for this end we must encourage only the young
shoots nearest the base of the fr\iit-bearing shoot, but as the
terminal shoot will be necessary for the proper maturation
of the fi-uit, it must be closely stopped at the last thinning,

and any attempt at growth afterwards to be carefully re-

moved. As soon as the fniit is gathered, it is advisable to

remove these stopped shoots down to the young ones, which
are greatly strengthened thereby, and it also exposes the
young wood more to the influence of the sun at a season
when the exposure is most needed for its ripening. After
high winds, freshly-planted trees in the open quai-ters should
be finally looked over, and the earth pressed firmly ai'ound

them.
GEEENHOUSE AND CONSEEVATOET.

As the season advances heat and moisture should be
gradually increased ; but in aU cases avoid a high night
temperature. Let Fuchsias for summer and autumn display

have due attention, repotting them as may be requfred, and
occasionally watering them with liquid manure. Look well

after the Aialeas for next year's flowering ; .use heat liberally

to forward their growth, and if any overluxuriant shoots
ai'ise pinch them in directly. In shifting, di-ain thoroughly;
use chiefly a sharp sandy peat, or, rather, heath soU, adding
a small amount of leaf soU. The leading shoots of Epacrises,

Chorozemas, Heaths, Con'jeas, together with as many other

choice plants as produce the best effect in a bushy condi-

tion, should be frequently pinched or stopped, in order to

form good specimens ; also those of Calceolarias, Verbenas,
and other young stock intendecf either for decorating the
flower-beds or for succession in pots.

STOVE.
If former directions have been attended to the plants in

this house will now be making rapid progress, and some of

the young plants which are growing on for specimens will

probably require a second shift. See to these in time, and,

if they are in good health, treat them liberally by giving a
large shift, especially to plants of free growth. Nothing is

more interesting than a house of healthy stove plants at

this season ; for if weU managed you may almost fancy you
can see them growing. Give plenty of air at aU favourable

opportunities, and satiu'ate the atmosphere with moisture.

If not attended to before, it is now time to put in cuttings

of the winter-flowering plants—such asEranthemums, Bego-
nias, Justicias, Gesneras, and Euphorbias. Should the mealy
bug make its appearance among the plants no time should

be lost in endeavoiiring to eradicate it : brushing it off is,

we believe, the most effectual means.

PITS AND FKAMES.
The plants to have jjlenty of air in favourable weather to

harden them for' turning out. Verbenas, Salvias, &c., may
stiU be propagated for the flower-beds. Tender annuals to

be shifted as they requu-e it ; give them plenty of air, but
let them have a moderate bottom heat. "W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Planted out the remainder of the winter-saved Cauli-

flower, which consisted of the smallest plants. Stuck a few

twigs of laurels on each side of the rows. Thinned those

under glasses, watered and top-dressed them, and shut the

glasses early to bring the crop eai'ly to maturity. Kept
planting Potatoes as the gi'ound could be had. Have had
good gatherings from those forwarded in pots. Planted
out the Peas, Sangster's No. 1, sown on tm-f, but with rough
leaf mould and rough rotten dung below, iuto which they
had rooted. These were put on a south border, and to make
the most of it the rows were little more than 3 feet apart,

which is contrary to our usual plan with Peas. These trans-

planted Peas, however, as they bear earlier, do not in general

grow so strong as those sown at once. In turning them
out the turves and the leaf mould below them were little

broken, and the driest mellow suface soil was trundled in
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about them, and each row was staked and finished as the

work proceeded, every row having also a few laurel twigs

stuck on each side of it. This mode of finishing as you go

leaves the ground mellow and loose behind you without a

single footmark to be seen—just one of those little things

in such cii'oumstances that do so much to insure neatness and
success. Only think of the mess, especially if the ground were
damp, which would be caused by planting out such a border,

and then walking up and down for the ijurpose of staking

untU the ground were left pretty well as hard as a macada-
mised road. In staking Peas it is difficult to get men to

leave an old beaten track, more especially when the work
done in the old way looks the neatest. The stakes are

generally put in so as to meet or cross each other at the

top, resembling when finished a triangle with a narrow base.

WTien so done the haulm at the top falls through the stakes

and is broken by the wind. It is a much better plan to let

the stakes stand iipright or nearly so—say with a base of

24 feet at bottom, and an opening at top of some 18 or

20 inches. The tendrils will cling to the stakes equally

well, and as there is more room inside will be less likely to

fall outside the stakes. Stakes are so difficult to be had
and last such a short time that cheap light wire hurdles

would in many cases be a great advantage for amateurs
and the possessors of small gardens, who have come to

the conclusion, in which we cordially agree, that to realise

the fine flavour of a Pea it ought not to be long gathered

before it is boiled, and, also, that the pods should have
light and air around them, instead of being huddled near
the ground. But for this latter fact, good crops of the
general kinds of Peas—that is, those of not very high
growth, may be obtained by the haulm being allowed to

rest on the ground, with tMte exception of some short stakes,

and a line ou each side, being placed to prevent the wind
sweeping the haulm into bundles. Scarlet Eunners do very
well when grown in this way, even without any strings, but
topped as they grow and with a little litter over the ground
to prevent the pods being dirtied in showery weather. The
transplanted Peas are growing freely and putting out their

tendrils healthily, though they have had several frosty morn-
ings, and 3 inches of snow on Wednesday morning. Planted
out a few of the dwarf Tom Thumbs into the late orchard-

house, which may come in a few days before those planted
out of doors, and succeed those coming into bloom in pots
in the first orchard-house. Prepared a border for sowing
the Cabbage tribe in a week or so. In noticing the fibrous

matter in the remains of Sea-kale leaves last week, we meant
to say that it might be owing to the peculiarity of the
"winter," which has been printed "water." TMs fibrous

matter was so strong the other week that we are con-

vinced that if it had been noticed sooner, it would have
made a nice material for tying small plants, quite as good
as the China Grass now coming into vogue for that purpose.
Other matters much the same as in i3re\'ious weeks.

PRTJIT GARDEN.
Planted out some of the Strawberry plants that have done

bearing in the houses, and which we expect will give us an
autumn supply. Squirted Gooseberry bushes with a thickish
mixture of soot, lime, clay, and cowdung, to render the
buds unsavoury to the birds. Pruned and nailed Peaches.
Find that we are rather late with Apricots, and, a sharp
frost being expected the other night, covered with laurel

boughs, and stuck in some to stand out horizontally for

2J feet from the top of the wall. Will uncover as we can
fasten the trees, and if the weather be very cold, will let

the fastening alone untU the weather clear up and be fine

aad mild. Painted Cherry trees over with such a mixture
as was lately mentioned, to keep birds from the buds, and
to keep insects down, if there should be any larvae of them
left. These trees had been painted previously, but the
rains had washed-it off considerably. A good many of the
Apricot buds have also been pecked off, though we do not
recollect of the birds meddling much with them or with
Peaches. We have not noticed any Peach trees interfered
with as yet. Our own impression is that, where covers are
very securely kept near gardens, the gardens will cease to
be of much use, unless they are netted over at certain sea-
sons of the year. Under such circumstances small birds
win increase amazingly. Set out and arranged the second
division of the orcfmrd-house, with Peaches and Nectarines

on the back wall, and the front border filled with plants ia
pots, chiefly CheiTies, Plums, and Pears, all of which are
swelling their bloom-buds freely, with which they are well
supplied. Had the shallow gravel path removed from such,

houses, and after stfrring the ground added some manure,
and fresh surfacings of soil. Placed down a latticed gang-
way of wood 16 inches wide, which will save a great deal of

trouble so far as giving the roots aii- and moisture is con-
cerned. After clearing away all the litter which protected
the pots in winter, we scraped off and removed about a
couple of inches of the surface soil ; and after the pots were
fresh placed, the whole was forked over, and then sprinkled,

as well as the pots and the bottom of the trees, with strong
sulphur water. We have merely watered the pots in a
sunny day, and the back part of the border below the
trellis, where it was driest, and wiU leave the rest of the
house rather dry until fine sunny weather set in, as if we
should have a sharp fi-ost, it will be less felt in proportion

as the soil and air of the house are dry. The Plums
and Cherries, as well as Peaches, &c., in the first of these
houses, are in full bloom, and setting or beginning to do so;

and this house receives a little less air than the other, and in

a cold night, and more rarely in the morning if fr-osty, a fire

has been lighted in the iron stove.

Several people, rather sceptical as to the effects of such a
stove in so large a house, have come to see if they could

be convinced against their will ; and what has puzzled some
of them is how the ends of such a house are heated as weU
as the centre^that is, within a couple of degrees or so of the
same temperature. This is so different from what some of

our readers and correspondents have found, the air being
heated only to a short distance fi'om the stove, that we
regret very much being unable to assign a satisfactory

reason. We may, however, mention two circumstances that
may possibly have something to do with it. The first is,

the stove is sunk for the greater part of its depth, with an
open space round it. The second is, there is a small open
space all the way at fr-ont between the rafters and wall-plate,

which we generally daub up in winter with hay or moss,
but which is open now; and the large squares of glass,

20 inches across by 12 in depth, are open-glazed—^that is,

have no putty, &c., in the laps. Judging fr-om analogy, we
think there may be something in these facts as tending to
diffuse the heat more regularly from a common centre, and
which might not be so effectually done in a close-glazed

house. We have made no other alteration, except having
a good-sized vessel of plate-iron to stand on the top of the
stove, painted with red lead inside and of a black coloui-

outside ; the red being the best to resist rust. This vessel

win hold several pailfuls of water, and has had a pound of
sulphur mixed up in it. This will give off vapour slightly

sulphury, and when quite clear the water will be pretty
well as much influenced by the sulphur as that obtained by
a correspondent by pouring boiling water over -sulphur con-

tained in a bag. We have more faith in such water, and the
lime and sulphur water which we have several times referred

to, for keeping insects away, than in any painting or using
the sulphur in a raw state. There is only one objection to
the moderate use of such water, and that is that it will

taint the hands and clothes where it drops. This might
not be objectionable to some people ; in fact, we have been
told by a good authority that for keeping off and driving off

cramp in the limbs nothing is so effectual as holding a piece
of stick sulphur ifrmly in the hands. Other fruit-houses

much the same as before, with the exception of drawing a
di-y hand over bunches of Sweetwater Grapes in bloom.

In the last line of Fruit Garden last week the word
"plants " should be " fruit."

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
The weather being unsettled, opportunity was taken to

pot lots of stove and greenhouse plants. The lawns were
rolled in fine weather, but the ground was not in a first-

rate state for doing much there. When fine, and the groimd
is light, hardy annuals may be sown. Where there are
plenty of pots, it is a good plan to cover the tenderest of
the patches with pots, and thenedge these up on one side,

when the seeds are above the ' ground. Sweet Peas and
Lupines sown now iu good rich soil, wUl bloom a long time
if the most of the pods are cut off. Beds of aU the hardy
annuals may now be sown. In general, however, to produce
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a fine, regular eflect, it will be best to sow under protection
at first, and in light soil over rough loam and leaf mould,
and lift ivith balls, and plant in regular patches. Sowed a
second lot of tender annuals, and will sow in a week or ten
days Stocks, Asters, Nasturtiums, &c., for transplanting.
"When mice ai'e very plentiful it is well to sow Sweet Peas
and; Lupines on turf, and transplant. A few feet can be
better looked after than a whole garden.
In sowing tender anmuds now, and more especially small

seeds, as Lobelias, &c., we like to drain the pots weU, put
some rough material over the drainage, then finer, then
finest, within three-cxuai-ters of an inch of the rim, press
equally all down, and then water well, and let the pots stand
for a day. Then sow on the smooth surface, cover with a
sprinkling chiefly of fine sand, press slightly, put the pot
where there wiU be heat, cover with a square of glass, and
shade with a cloth or a piece of ipaper, or a green twig, and
the seeds will mostly be up before watering will be needed.
Then, of course, they must be inm-ed to full light by degrees,
and the water given should be carefully applied with a spout
at the sides of the pot, so as to sail the surface with water,
or the pot should be dipped in a pail within an inch of the
rim. No plan can be worse than watering such small plants
overhead with a rose or syringe. If at all thick the young
seedlings mH be sure to fog-olf and damp-off at the bottom.
Our chief work, however, out of doors, has been preparing

earth and turf pits, and getting out lots o{ heddinfi plants.
A quantity of variegated Geraniums potted into 60's three
weeks ago, and encouraged with a Uttle bottom heat in a leaf-
bed, have made good balls, and have some of them been
transferred to cutting-boxes, the balls sun-ounded with loam
and leaf mould, and others of them to an earth pit, to be
covered at first with oldsashes, and then with laurel branches,
straw hurdles, or what is most comatable. Pai-t of the Agera-
tums will be planted out under old sashes, and part under
calico, frigi domo, and other covers not so good; Salvia
fulgens mostly in earth pits under a httle protection. The
difficulty now is, to find places for the quantity, and protect
them a little as economically as possible. As a sample of
the numbers we may instance Ageratums of the best mex-
icanum tail kinds, the plants are nice and stubby, S inches
long, and in boxes 2i feet long, 10 inches wide, and 3.', inches
deep, and we find the average number in each box is from 100
to 110. To give these plants a chance to rise with good balls
at planting time, we ought not to plant now at less than
3i to 4 inches apai-t, and if the distance were 4 to 5 inches
apai-t it would be all the better for the fineness of the plants
about the 18th of May. Such fibry-rooted plants do far the
best when planted out, and will not need a tithe of the look-
ing after they would demand if in pots. Sometimes the
Ageratum when standing in a cool house all the wiuter,
shows some sign of thrips, and, therefore, before planting
out the boxes were turned on one side, and then the other,
and weU syringed with sulphiu- water, and then after three
or four hours weU syringed with clear water. Our turf pits
had all the winter vegetables cleared out, the ground
slightly forked over, a layer of an inch or so of rough leaf
mould added, and an inch of sandy loam and burnt rubbish
thrown over that. As Calceolai-ias, &c., are turned out 3 or
4 inches apart, the planter stands upon a board and worksm the new surfacing about the roots, fii'ms them a littlem the rows, which will be half filled, waters them, and
covers up with the drier soil on the surface. Before com-
mencmg, if hurdles are not used, but a stretched covering
of mats, calico, frigi domo, bunting, gauze, netting, ic, the
material is fastened to a pole at each end—say in 30 or
50 feet lengths, DaWia stakes are laid across the beds to
keep the covering from touching the plants, the two ends
are then stretched tight with the poles, which also do for
rolling the cloth on, and then, both back and front, along the
sides of the cloth struigs are sewed on some 7 feet apart,
and the ends of these strings being looped to pins in the
bank, back and front, the cloth is held as tight as an ex-
panded umbrella, and is pretty well as good for throwing
off a cold shower. Frequently we begin now with such
cloths, even for Calceolarias, and then, perhaps, iu three
weeks or less, remove the cloth for something more tender,
and defend at night with wattled hiu'dles. Unless A'crbonas
are veiy strong, they do not do much in such earth pits,
except when covered with glass until the middle of April is

past. All pots now emptied, as in the case of the Gera-
niums mentioned above, are washed with warm water, and
as soon as dry are filled again, to go through a similar

process. Most Scarlets do well pl.inted out in a temporary
bed at once, only when grown strong and then transplanted
they are apt to lose a few leaves, but they soon recover.

Most of the variegated kinds if planted out in these inter-

mediate-beds are the better for having had a small pot and a
ball previously. They also do very well when foui- or half a
dozen have been established in a small pot, and then with-
out dividing are planted out in the temporary bed. The
roots do not go far from the ball, and they divide nicely at

planting time, and do not feel the change like those tiu-ned

out singly without a ball.—E. F.

COVEKT GAUDEN MAKEET.-Apeil 2.

Owing to the lute cold weather, the supply at this day's market was not
so great as last week— i^tiU it was sutticient tor the deraaml. Good Piue
Apples are soinuwhiit scarce; but Strawberries are pleutiiul and tiood, not-
witiistanding the gloomy weatlit-r which we have recently experienced.
Pears are nuw' nearly over, almost the only gdoi ones tor dcs^^crt beinc
Easter iieurrtf and Ne plus Meuris. In Oranges there is a falling-off in

those from St. ilichael's ; Valentias, however, are very good and plentiful.

Importations of Sjlads, iic, from abroad are kept up. Of Greens there is

a good supply ; and :piin'r Cabbages have atbo begun to mate their appear-
ance. Cut flo'.vers chiefly consist or CduieUi-is, Orchids, Pelargoniums,
Heaths, Kose::, Tulips, Hyacinths, and there is an abundance of Wallflowers
and Violets.

FKiriT.
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Tacsonia sot Blooming (A. H, J. L.).-~li appears to be T.isconia
pinnatistlpula, which requiies to run freely, and to bb pruned very little, it

u^t all. Your conservaiory ia too warm, peihtipa, for this Tacsouia is almost
hardy, and requires abundance of air.

Vine Diseaser {R. J?.)-—We differ from you, for we think the Vine has
not ;been "well kept in the hothouse." It has been kept too hot, and too
little air has been admitted. The bunches that would have been have co7i-
sequentiy become tendrils and shanked, or ulcerated, the roots not beinp
sulflciently active to supply sap for the rapid upper growths.

Drying Botanical Specimens {Inquirer).—Mv, Brocas, 25, Hart Street,
Bloomsbury, suppUts botanic.d presses lor this purpose. Until you obtain
one put the specimens between sheets of blottiag-paper, placing a stout
even board upon that, and a weight.

"Wood verstis Iuok Espalier-uods (S. W. 0.).—li is nonsense for any
one to say that iron espaliers cause canker in the Apple and Pear tree stems
trained to them. If tlie branches are left so that tliey are moved by the
wind, then they may be injured by the friction, otherwise we consider
iron espaliers fur preferable to wood -where expense ia no ohjoct, or
"Where wood stakes are difficult to obtain. We have not loand anything
better than stout oak stakes, 4 inches square, firmly fixed in the soil to a
depth of 2 feet, the lowest end having ueen previously charred for 2 feet
6 inches of its length. Place them perpendicularly 4 feet apart, and 5 feet
out of the ground. Along these,;quarter-inch galvanised wire is strained
tightly and horizontally, the lowest wire at 1 loot from the ground, and
the others 9 inChcs apart above it, and these form the rods to -which the
oranches are trained. The wires will be secured in their proper places by
small staples driven into the oak posts. These are not expensive, and
very serviceable espaliers, it is immaterial whether the supports are
fixed horizontally or perpendicularly, but we prefer the former. We con-
sider iron far preferable to wooden espaliers. They last longer, and do nob
harbour so much filth.

Calceolarias— Geraniums, «fcc. (J^Hes)-—Calceolarias now -nut into
earth pits will require to be covered with oiled calico, or old lights, to
protect them from heavy rains on sunless frosty days ; imt all the air, light,
iind sun po.-sible should be admitted in mild weather. When severe weather
occurs (and we may have some .^evere Iro&ts yet), in addition to glazed
lights, some mats should be thrown over them. Geraniums sliould, by all
means, have the prottctiun of glass fur. a month yet. We fear a CllIIco
covering would not answer your purpose. It is now thought a good plan
to put them in moss, and we have tried the plan and find that it answers
admirably. We plant dut Geraniums, Verbenas, iS:c., with the b^ll entire

;

aud we advise you not to follow such a plan as disrooting when planting
9ut, for plants feel the effects of the change sufficiently without positively
injuring thfem by such a process.

Seedling Primijla (--1 Four-years Subscriber),—The pipa, with but one
exception, have become entirely white by fading. From the appearance of
that one, and the defective form of all, we think ttie Viiriety woultl not be
of any marketable value.

Water Melons [A Mountaineer).—Wt do nob think you will do much
With siich a monster Water Melon in a two-light box. You miy succeed
by giving it little earth to grow in, and curbing the roots. If you kept
your pUnts in the box, and shifted them singly, until you had each of them
in 15-inch pots, and then took them to the vm'ery you speak of, and trained
them some 18 inches from the glass, you would be more likely to succeed.
vVe would stop the IVlelons, allow them only one shoot to a plant, train that
shoot on the vinery for 4 ur 5 feet at least in lengtb, pick out all the buds
from the axils of the leaves for 3 or 4 feet, nip out the point of the slioot,
say at 5 feet, which will leave several side shoots to come from the part
not disbudded, and then take one or two fruits horn a plant. A Melon as
big as our two hsis is as large as we wish them to go to table. 150 lbs. is
certainly a mon&ter. You may invite the village to a feast. The Feverfew
will do very well.

EiBBON-EoituER [J. C).— Selecting from your list and beginning at the
back, we would have Ageratum tall, Trentham iiose Geranium, Perilia,
Calceolaria aurea, Tom Thumb Geranium, Variegated Mint, Yellow Tansy,
Lobelia tpeciosa, Cerastium. The white Alyssum sown would be too coarse.

Iro.n-framed Gkeenhoobes {P. Hiinter).—There is no objection to cast-
iron houses or wiougbt-iron houses, if tliey are kept well painted, and
there are sufficient rebates for the glass to permit of easy glazing, so that
the glass shall not be broken by contraction in cold weather, &c. The
chief objection is their greater coldness in winter and warmth in summer,
where much iron of bulk is used; but when the sash-bars are small, and
well painted, the difference between them and wooden houses is not great.

Plants for Glass Case {An Old Subscriber}.—Tqu do not tell us where
you place your case. For this season you might have Primulas, Violets,
and a hangin^-bLisket of the Tradescautia zebriua, or some of tlie smaller
and rarer alpines ; but we would know better if you repeat the question,
and tell us where the case is to be placed. A little miniature rucKwork,
with a few small alpine plants, such i.a the nearest nurseryman, if tasteful
in these matters, could furnish, would be intereitin;;. We have a glass
case just now lookinj; very bright, having the soil clothed with Lycopodium
denticalatum, witb some of the upright-growing Ferns, sucb asNtplirolepis
peetinata, Cyperuses, and Hyacinths.

'Ants IN Hothouse (^ Constant Suhsr.rihcr).—G-ii^no\n\iO-<ff(\eY, sprinkled
about the pots of Strawticrnes, and over the haunts of the an s, will be
effectual. Water with the ammoniacal liquor Ironi the gas works,
applying it as we have directed the guano to be applied, liopeat the
applicaiion until the ants are extirpated.

CBKTS\NTiIKMUJl CCTTIMGS AND PLANTS f-4£/«CS}. — The bulk Of OUr
Chrysaijthemuuis are managed thus :—After flowirring they are turned out
of doors into a sheltered pl.ice. not cut down, tnd m severe weather a few
bouglis are stuck in amoncst them. In the beginning of April the pUnts
will havK ihjuwn up suckers, all the beitei- for the dead tops being still on
them. Thei.e cuttings are taken off and put under a hand-li^'ht in the open
ground, and when they are rooted a lew dre taken up and potted, and the
remainder are planted out in tlie open ground, about IS inches or more
apart. ThcBC are stopped once in July, and taken up and potted in Sep-
tember, and become nice bushy plants. All our plants stand in the most
exposea situation, to prevent anything like drawing, the pots only being
shaded either by being placed inside another, or plunged in mo;a. Most
likely, however, you will see some notes on thtir culture by some of our
departmental writers.

PRUNINO AND PLANTING COMMON AND IbISH YeWS {A Suhncriber).—lt

the Irish Yews are large tine plants, and open and spread at top, it would
be better to put a strong wire round them in two or three places than cut

them too severely. Some little cutting away might be done at the same time ;

but unless plants have been begun to be pruned when young, and kept

pruned, thev are very apt to get open and loose at top, and cannot well then

be cut into shape. The Yew thrives best on a dry stony soil, and trans-

plants well, only trees that have been self-sown in a wood or waste, and

grown some years, can seldom be moved with advantage. If you want

them as a screen, prune very little, until they acaomplish the object wanted.

After this they may be cut at will.

Solomon's Seal Forcing {U. (?.).—We confess not being acquainted witli

the forcing capabilities of the different species of this plant, as mentioned

in "The Cottige Gardener's Dictionary," our own forcing that way having

been all directed to that of the Lily of the Valley, a plant irauiensely

superior to any of the species of Solomon's Seal we have met witn ;
and it

only forces well by being grown well tiie preceding season. It, however,

thrives well on most sandy soils, and we have seen it taken up from such a

place in turf-like lumps, and produce flowers abundantly ;
while in other

places it eimnot be made to do so by careful artificial means. Solomons

Seal is no doubt capricious in like manner.

Destroying Laurels ill. Gedifis).—Vie should think a strong dressing

of gas lime -would kill the roots of Laurels, as well as rocksalt. If not

strong it will ultimately add to their vigour. Unless this can be procured

near at hand why try either mode in preference to grubbing them up ?

This, after all, we think would be the cheapest plan
;
and we should like

bstier to hear of our Irish brethren getting good wages for such work thaa

hear of their going to be shot at in Jonathan's quarrels. Laurels must

indeed be an eyesore when there is such anxiety for their destruction.

Most people would rather cut and prune. When faggotted they maka

capital firewood, when old and dried.

Geometrical Garden {Lilina).-Cait\nss of Gazania may be made to

blonin in autumn. Seeds of Lobelia sown now (see "Doings of the Last

^^ eek "1, and pricked-uff and hardened-off, will bloom from the end of June.

Your Lapageria is most likely deficient as to drainage; it must have moisture,

but not stagnant. The arrangement of colours in the garden will look well.

The seeds sown now in a slight hotbed, though pUnted out in patches,

will not all be in full bloom in June. If sown in the autumn all except the

Nasturtiums would have been so. The Nemophila and Clarkia will be the

best; andSilene pendula, white and pink, would be fuller than Saponaria

calabrica. This latter, sown in the end of April or the beginning of May,

would keep on for the year. Yellow Heartsease, or Erysimum, or Lsch-

schoUzia, would be better yellows In June than Tom Thuinh Nasturtium.

Then for August and onward you may have the Siaponiirias, pink, and

treated as above, blue Lobelia, orange Gazania, scarlet Verbena, Purple

King Verbena or Verbena pulchella; and the Nasturtiums will be at their

beat h*nm July to frost.

Deepening Earth of Vine-border (TT. -S.).—In the case of Vines not

doing well we should not think of placing a twenty-inch new border on the

top of the old one and expect them to do better. The ceasing to crop the

border with flowers is all right. If that were done, and part ot the old

surface soil removed, and a few inches of fresh added, the roots might be

coaxed to the surf<.ce, and an inch or so added every year. It we thougtit

of 2U inches of a new border we would have lifced the Vines, drained U

necessary, taken away as much of the old border as would have given a good

loose bottom, and then replanted the Vines in the new material. If thestems

of the Vines are covered this 20 inches deeper roots may be emitted from

them, but this is not a plan to be advised. The work being done, ij av&in.

a-'e is all right we would plant fresh Vines in the new border, and let the

old ones remain as they are just now, cutting them put as the young ones

take their place. The flat root will do tolerably for Grapes to ripen in the

beginning of autumn, but not at all well for early Grapes or Grapes to hang

through the winter. Your Hydrangea will do best in a box m a sunny

place and the surface soil enriched.

Rose Tree {J. C).—We believe the mass to have been a nestful of

spiders' eggs ; but it was entirely smashed by the post office punch.

Ribbon-border {A Yoimg Beginner).—Whith of the following arrange-

ments would be best? 1 should like seven rows if they would not be too

thick. No. 1. -Christine Geranium (top row), Penlla, Flower of the Day
Geranium, Scarlet Tom Thumb Geranium, yollow Calceolaria, blue Lobelia,

Cerastium (bottom row). No. 2.—Old Scarlet Geraniums, Flower of the

Dav ditto, Perilia, vellow Calceolaria, Christine Geranium, Lobelia, Ceras-

tium. No. 3.— Pe'rilla, Scarlet Geraniums, Flower of the Day ditto,

Christine ditto. Calceolaria, Lobelia, Cerastium.

[ We like No. 2 best : the Peiilla and Amaranthus will shade each other

nicely if mixed. We do not know the best edging to Christine. We
have seen Alma with the flowers otT look charming, and so have we seen.

Verbena Purple King very telling, but we should not like to decide which

was best.]

Names of Plants {C. J*.).—The specimen is too much shrivelled for us

to be ceitiin, but; we think it is Arthropodium cinhatum, a New Zealand

plant. There is a drawing of this species in the 9th volume ot the

* Uotanical Register."

POUITSY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHROKICLE.

POULTRY SHOWS.
April 7c1i. Accringion. Sec, Mr. J. Dugdale, Dutton Street. Entries

close March otst.

Mat 2Slh and 27th. WooBEiaDOE. &C5., Messrs. Dallenger and Whis-

stock, Market Place.

June 1st. Bevkrlet. Sees , Mr. H. Adams and Mr. J. Kemp, juu. En-
tries close May 21st.

June 13m to 17th, 1364. Bath and West of England, at Bristol.

SUward, S. Pitman, Esq., Bishops Hall Manor, Taunton. Entries close

May 9th.

July 14th and 13th. Eastern Codnties. Sees., Messrs. Eanson and

Simpson, Stowniarket. Entries close July 1st.
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NOTES FROM A CEOSS-GEAINED
COBEESPOINDENT.

I KEAD your paper last week ; but in yom- article on
Trimming Game Fowls, although I agree with it all, I

could only say when I got to the last Hues, which, like a young
lady's " P.S.," contained the gist of the whole, " What

!

all this sack to one hall-pennyworth of tread ?"

I have been breeding Hambiu-ghs, and had a bu-d so
beautifully pencilled, that I determined to overlook a single
comb. None of her chickens are as well pencilled as herself,

nearly all are single-combed. Ask yoxu- last week's corre-
spondent why I may not dub them as well as Game. I can
answer for their pugnacity. My best bu-d was killed by his
sou about a fortnight ago. Can any of your readers tell me
why faults are transmitted niore certainly than merits ?

Can they tell me why prize birds cannot be bred, both cocks
and hens, from the same paa'ents ? We do not sufficiently
communicate om- experiences. The bee-keepers put us to
shame. I do not like bees or I would keep them. AU my
hens have laid badly, and I have no sitters. I can hatch
them artificially, but cannot rear them. Can any cne teU
me anything about it, or give me any hints on the subject
likely to be useful ?

I have found more pleasure and less loss in poulti-y than
in any other pursuit, but I have not only not made it pro-
fitable, but it is not self-supporting. My greatest satisfaction
is, I eat really new-laid eggs and wholesome-fed fowls.
Other people make profit, why is it impossible for me to do
so ? There seems to be a law that as soon as a man has an
independent property every pursuit shall immediately be-
come profitless. I do not mean legitimate trade or com-
merce, but hobbies. I am quite prepared to have my writings
criticised, but I am tired of reading smooth articles. It is

one of the chai-ms of the " Spectator " that papers of all kinds
were admitted, and I have derived more real pleasure from
some of the grumbling articles in that periodical than from
others of great pretensions. Give me space, if you please,
and some reader may derive satisfaction from the fact that
he is not alone in his ideas.

India ? or what vai-iety it is of which we read that the natives
of that country train them for high fliers ? By so doing they
wlU confer a favour- on—B. P. Bbent.

EOYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY'S SHOW.
This was held in the Society's show-yards on the 31st

ultimo. We can only record the prizes awarded to the
poultry, of which 130 pens were exhibited.

DoEKiKos.—Firpt, Col. Leslie, M.P., Glasslough. Second, G. Langtry
Malahide. Chickens.—First and Second, Col. Leslie.

Spahish.— First, B. W. Doyle, Dundrum. Second, C. E. M'Clintock,
Randalstown. Chickens.—'FirBt, R. \V. Doyle. Second, C. H. Peacock,
Palkey.
Cochin -China.—First, F. \V. Znrhorst, Donnybraok. Second, P.. W.

Doyle. Cliiekens.— First, R. W. Doyle.
Game.—First, G. Langtry, Mal.ihide. Second. C. FL Peacock, Dalkey.
Hamburghs (Spangled).—First and Second, Mrs. Kemmis, Maryborough.

Chickens,—Fiiit, Mrs. T. Kemmis, Portarlingtou. Second, Mrs. Kemmis,
Maryborough.
Any other Vamett.—First, E. P. Williams, Hollybrook ; Mrs. Kem-

mis; and F. W. Zurliorst. Second, J. Lafarelle, K. W. Boyle, and R. P.
Williams.
Tbekets.—First, Capt. Cole, Hamilton. Second, Mrs. Murphy, Streams-

town. Toults.—First, K. W. Boyle. Second, J. Tulte, Mullingar.
Geese.—First and Second, R. W. Boyle.

NEW VAEIETIES OF PIGEONS.
I AM much obliged to your con-espondents who have

kindly answered my inquiries about some varieties of

Pigeons, and from their replies I recognise the Bruns-
wicks as a Blue variety of the Priest Pigeon, so common
in Germany ; the Icelanders are evidently the German Ice

Pigeons ; and the Satinettes are a spangled-shouldered va-

riety of Turbits.

While thanking those who have given me the explana-

tions respecting these bii-ds, may I ask for an account
of the Neapolitan ? I rather fancy they are a variety of

the rare breed called Laughers, on account of then- peculiar

coo.

I hope I shall not be thought troublesome if I again ask,

Can any reader of The Journal of Hoeticultube give any
nformation respecting the Lowtans or Groimd Tumblers of

EECOLLECTIONS OE AN OLD FANCIEE.—No. 2.

HUMBLE FEIENDS AND SMALL PETS.

There seems to be a brief period in the life of us all when
pride of position is unknown. What man is there but re-

members, when he was just emerging from childhood to

boyhood, not as yet the smart youth wholly taken up with
his appearance, not grown to the aristocratic age for carry-

ing a gun, and talking of " oiu- feUows," that he had a
strong friendship for some humble mechanic, some ingenious
artisan, or small tradesman ? How he half sighed that he
could not renounce his place in society, and be bound ap-
prentice to that dear old tinker, in whose shop—ra little back
place it was—he sat and watched the soldering of old kettles,

or looked on admii-ingly at the rounding of a sheet of tin

into a pot-lid ; how the very smeU of the old shop was plea-

sant to him, and how much he really learnt of life's expe-

riences, picking- up many a bit of knowledge to come into

use some day—perhaps in the colonies when tlu-own upon
his own resources.

Or, perhaps, it was not the brazier, but the carpenter, a
little wizened-faced old man, ehQdless, and therefore fond

of children, who was the friend, the chum. Well do such
humble fi-iends know how Short and uncertain is the tenure
of their fi-iendship. " Ah ! Master Harry, you '11 be a fine

gentleman soon, and you '11 be above I and my old shop."
" No, John, never." " Yes, but you will, though ; I knows
the time will come, and you 'U not make Mends of the Ukes
as me."
Now, at this no-pride age, my great crony was old Will

Eead, the shoemaker. I believe I could mend shoes now,
for I watched Will so often cobbling.

Will was famed for possessing the best singing birds, and
the fattest of fat dogs. " What makes yom- dog so fat ? '

'

asked everybody. " Well, master, I fry the odd bits of

leather, and he lives on them. There's nothing- like leather,"

was the stereotyped answer, and this was all the information

he ever vouchsafed on the subject.

Now, one day I became possessed of a young skjdai-k ; a
fenman, a grateful patient of my father's, brought it as a
present to me (larks abound and superabound in the flat

districts), and I nearly broke its beak in trying to feed it;

so, in despau-, I took it to old WiU. " This is a sulky bird,

WlU, and wo'u't feed." " Leave liim with me. Master
Harry, and I'U make him feed, and take the sulks out of

him. You come and see him to-morrow morning."
To-morrow came, and I hastened to see my bird, and

found him sitting on a perch in a blackbird's cage looking
very lively, the cage on a chaii- close by old Will. " Now,
Bob) show the young gentleman how nicely you can eat j"

and presenting some food to him on a long spoon-shaped
stick, to my surprise Bob ate it with greediness. Here was
a lesson to show that even a bu-d does not like to be violently

forced to eat.

My next pet was a goldfinch (a red-cap Will called it),

whose leg the cat neai-ly pulled off, and which Will and I

mended with split straws for splints, and cotton for bandages,
to our great satisfaction, but not to goldy's, for he at once
unpicked the cotton, took off the splints, then nibbled off

his leg, and hopped about on the other, cai-rying about his

late limb in his bill with a triumphant an-.

Next, with five sliillings—oh ! how rich I felt myself to

be— I went into the canai-y trade. There was a knowing
old lady, five miles dist.iut, who v/as famous for gi-een

canaries, and old WOl and I thought that a cock bu-d of her
strain would be the very thing. So, at five o'clock one
summer's morning, I mounted my pony and went off,

bringing back, in a pajjer bag, a fine young cock, as I was
assured it was. Having produced my pm-chase to fi-iend

Will, he whistled shrilly and said, " Master Harry, yoii. are

the young bu-d, this is the old one, for the old lady has
cheated you !" Back I went full speed, " nursing my -wrath

to keep it warm;" but the wary dame beat mo again, for,

at the first word from me, she broke into sobs, and " Oh!
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my dear old cook, to think that I shoiUd have sold you by
mistake ! Oh ! dear, deary me." I retiu'ned with a young
bird this time. "Two young 'uns," Will said. Poor old

Will—soon after this he took to his bed and died. He did

not live tQl the time when he prophesied " I should be too

high for him." My good father doctored him for love, and
I went to see him daOy from the same motive ; but love

could not save him—he soon di-ooped, and disappeared.

And the fat dog gTew thin, and whined, and died ; so that

the legend about the leather diet was devoutly believed in.

Another acquaintance—I never admitted him to friend-

ship—was asthmatioal Tom Stacey, the bu-dcatcher. I did

not much believe in his asthma, but thoroiighly believed in

his bad temper. As to the former, when my father said,

"Well, Tom, how's your asthma?" "Lor, sir, very bad,

sir," wheezed out Tom, in the lowest and huskiest of voices.
" By the way, Tom," added the doctor, " can I have a nice

canary for a crown, fit for a lady?" " Oh! yes sir," was the
reply, in a much louder and clearer voice. " Good morning,
Tom. Glad to hear you speak so well; not much asthma
now," said the wily doctor.

Tom and I went out together bird-catching ; took our
cages for the decoys, our snap-trap cages on either side of
them, our clap-nets, and, where the thistles grew abund-
antly, and were in bloom, we caught many a poor goldfinch.

But I did not like Tom ; he was rough with his birds, and
had no love for them—he never kept a pet, as old Will did.

A few concluding words about " Humble Friends." If a
father reads this, let him be assured that I, a father and a
clergyman, let my boys do as I did. I am sure no harm
comes of humble friends if they be grown men and women,
especially if they are old. It is the iDOor boy that teaches,

and loves to teach, blackguardism ; the low company that
injures is by companionship of many of the vulgar of a
similar age to a boy.

Also let not Miss Augusta Canariensis, that tall maiden
lady—^Augustas are always of lofty stature—sneer at this

paper as childish—every look back upon childhood makes
one feel a child.

Further, and lastly, I give my word that the boy whose
mind is taken up with his pets, has not time, if he is also
well worked at school, to get into evil. Bar the mental and
moral door with wholesome employment and recreation,

then the devil cannot well get in.

—

Wiltshire Eectob.

INDUCING- BEES TO WOEK IN SUPEES.
Please tell me how to induce bees to work in a beU-glass

on the top of a common straw hive.

Last April I put some glasses on the top of some common
hives, covered the glasses with flannel caps, then put a smaU
hive over them. The old hives were well stocked with bees.
The hole at top was about 1 J inch diameter. Now and then
a bee went into the glass, but nothing more. The whole of
them swarmed in May as usual.—J. B.

LWe believe that much depends upon a happy knack of
hitting the right time at which to give bees access to a
super. If the communication be opened too soon

—

i.e., long
before the stock-hive becomes inconveniently warm and
crowded—scarcely a bee will enter, and they often seem
ultimately to regard the empty apartment as one with which
they have nothing whatever to do. If, on the other hand,
giving additional room be too long delayed

—

i.e., until royal
cells are formed and tenanted—it is frequently impossible
even to delay the issue of a swarm. When the right moment
is happily selected the bees frequently take possession -ndth

a rush, and if swarming can be delayed or prevented, do not
again quit imtil expelled by the apiarian. Nothing attracts
them so readily into a super as finding it ready furnished
with as much clear worker-comb as the bee-keeper can
appropriate to the purpose. Failing, or in conjunction with,
this, it is well to smear the inside with a little liquid honey.]

BEE-KEEPING IN OXPOEDSHIEE.
One ofyour correspondents wants to know how to manage

his bees so as to have as few swarms as possible? Last
spring I wanted the same advice myself, as I had then two

strong stocks in common straw hives. In Aprd I out a hole

in the top and put a six-inch glass on each hive. At the

beginning of May one stock commenced work in the glass,

but before they filled it they swarmed, but kept on with the

glass. When it was fuU I took it off and put on another

the same size. This they filled in sixteen days, then I put

on a third which was fiUed in eighteen days, so that I had
from this one stock one swarm on the 27th of May and three

glasses of honey (about 13 lbs.), and to-day (25th March),

the old stock weighs 22 lbs. The other stock did not wort

in their glass, but threw three swarms, the first on the 27th

of May, the second on the 7th, and the third on the 9th of

June.
The two swarms that issued on the 27th of May came out

both at the same time and settled together, so I put them
into a large tub just to see how much they would get in a

season if they had room. Well, to work they went quite

peaceably, worked well for eight weeks, and then left off.

There was only a bee to be seen now and then outside the

tub. I waited a fortnight and then took them. They had
collected 38 lbs. of honey and comb. There was comb
2 inches thick and 18 inches long, brood of all ages, and a

young queen nearly full grown, but the tub was not half

frill.—R. N.

POUL BEOOD, AND WHAT HAS BEEN
WEITTEN ABOUT IT.

In compliance with the wishes of divers esteemed corre-

spondents, I have much pleasure in fulfilling the promise

given in page 118 of the last Volume of Tee Jouknal of

HoETicuLTUBE, and taking a brief review of what has been
written by such English and foreign authors as I am
acquainted with on the subject of foul brood.

In thus fulfilling the promise above referred to, I wish it

to be understood that I entirely deprecate any revival of

the discussion which has been recently concluded. My
intention is fairly to quote all the authorities on the subject

which have come under my notice, and if omissions be dis-

covered, I shall be obliged to any one who wiU kindly supply

what is wanting.
That eminently practical Scotch apiarian Bonner, who

wrote in 1795, appears to have been the first British bee-

keeper to notice this disease. He says, page 128-—" Some-
times in spring I have found, in particular cells in hives, a

considerable number of yoimg that, from some cause or

other, had decayed and never come to perfection. I have

sometimes observed the number of bees so great that in

one comb, containing perhaps six hundred young bees, the

one-half would have been in this state in the cells. The
efiluvia proceeding from these abortive productions gave the

hive a savour by no means agreeable to me, and which must,

doubtless, have been very disgusting to the bees. I have

often endeavoured to investigate the cause of these phe-

nomena, but am as yet unable to satisfy myself, unless,

perhaps, it be owing to extreme cold. But against this

supposition the objection natm-aUy arises, that some eggs

in the same hive, and in the same degree of cold, produce

bees which arrive at fuU maturity ; and, therefore, in reply,

it must be taken for granted that some eggs are naturally

more able to bear cold than others ; and, indeed, it is most
commonly in hives that are but thinly inhabited that such

misfortunes take place."

Huishwi-ites in 1815 as follows :—" The abortive brood,

although it cannot be classed as an epidemical disorder, is

still of very injurious consequences to the bees. It arises

from the two following causes :—Pu-st, when the bees have

given the larvse vicious food ; and secondly, when the worm
is placed in its cell with its tail towards the orifice. In

this state the young bees, incapable of extricating them-

selves fr-om their prison, die and putrefy." This whimsical

idea of the young bees having " their heads where^ their

tails should be," appears to be adopted from the Abbe deUa

Rocca, who, as we are informed in a footnote, " speaks of

an epidemical disease which, from 1777 to 1780, attacked all

the hives in the island of Syros in the Archipelago, and was

very nearly annihilating all the bees. He attributes it

entirely to infested combs, or to the brood being placed in

the cells in an inverted manner."
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Next we have Dr. Bevan, who, in the second edition of
" The Honey Bee," speaks of foul brood under the name of
" pestilence, or faiuc couvain," by which latter name it appears

to have been described by the celebrated Schu-ach, the first

discoverer of that greatest of Nature's marvels, the power
possessed by bees of raising a perfect queen or mother bee
ft'om a worker egg. Dr. Bevan discredits the hypothesis of

the Abbe della Rocca and Huish, thinking the disease more
likely to arise from a deficiency of suitable food ; and relates

a case which occurred in the apiary of the late Dr. Dunbar
in the summer of 1835, which, it appears, was checked so far

as to enable the bees to lay in an ample store of honey by
means of partial excision, accompanied by the removal of the
old queen, and the addition of an after-swarm. Dr. Bevan
also (probably in this respect following Schirach), appears to
consider the disease contagious, since he concludes lus notice
of it as follows :

—" In all such cases it will be prudent, in

order to prevent contagion, to have the infected combs
burnt or bm-ied."

Dr. Dunbar, writing iu"The Naturalist's Library " five

years after the occurrence of foul brood in his apiary, as
related by Dr. Bevan, appears quite to have overlooked its

existence, since he says—" After long experience and atten-
tive observation, we are satisfied that this insect is subject
only to one malady—viz., dysentery." Then tracing it to
results, he says of the ofl'ensive smell :

—" This last circum-
stance, no doubt, contributes to augment the evO, for the
bees and brood inhaling only an unwholesome air must be
fatally aifected." Here I coincide with the suggestion of a
valued correspondent, a personal fi-iend of, and fellow work-
man with, the lamented writer, who believes that in this

allusion to the brood " he passes from dysentery proper,
and seeks to bring within its compass abortive or fatally-

affected brood "—or foul brood, as it has more recently been
named.

I am also indebted to the correspondent above referred to
for the following extract from " Chambers' Information for

the People," in which foul brood is thus described :
—" There

is still another distemper which sometimes makes its appear-
ance among bees, for which the continental agriculturists
administer Spanish wine, as in the former case. This is a
kind of pestilence by which many of the insects are cut off.

It happens when the ciueen bee has placed the eggs care-
lessly in the comb, so that the larva: perish in the cells, or
that they are kUled by the cold, or otherwise when numbers
die and infect the rest. The only attention requisite in this

case is to remove the infected combs, perfume the hive with
aromatic plants, and give them wine to sip, as already
mentioned, in order to strengthen and restore them from
their sickness."—Article "Honey Bee," page 655.

Having briefly recapitulated all that I can find related
with regard to foul brood by British apiarian writers, whose
crude ideas on the subject appear to have been mostly copied
from the continental authors of the last century, I propose
in a future paper to transcribe what the most reliable

German and American apiarians of the present day have
written about it.—A Devonshike Bee-keepek.

(To be fontinued.)

APIAEIAN NOTES,
HoNEYDEw.—Your con-espondent " J. E. B." has made

some observations on honeydew which ai-e important. He
mentions this sweet exudation being on beans, which is new
to me. An apiarian m Oxfordshire, who has kept a number
of hives for many years, stated to me that when wheat
was going into blossom about the early part of June bees
collected a good deal of honey fi-om our bread plant. The
bees referred to were close to a large field, which was every
fourth year sown for wheat. I tried several times to verify
the assertion by going into wheat fields in June, but never
could see any bees busy on the blossom of the wheat. Pro-
bably some of your numerous coiTespondents may be able
to throw some light on this.

Foul Bkood.—I am glad that this controversy has nearly
come to an end. I can say with our immortal bard, " He
laughs at scars who never felt a wound." I have never
suflered from this scourge, but I have a neighbour who keeps
generally twenty stocks and has kept bees for many years.

Having asked him if he ever noticed foul brood, he said
that he has suffered at various times from foul brood, but
does not consider it an infectious disease, having constantly
within a very short period hived swarms into the same hives
which contained the foul brood after removing the combs,
and in no instance has infection taken place. My neighbour
is quite certain on this point, and I consider Irim one of the
most intelligent bee-keepers in this parish. I may probably
send a few observations of his to The Jotjenai, of Horti-
culture.

I conclude my observations with only saying, on this last
tiresome subject, that I lean very much to the opinion of
mj' brother apiarians, Gelieu, Mi-. Taylor, and other practical
men, who say that they have not observed this scourge.

—

H. W. Newman, Rillside, Clieltenltmn.

STOCKING AN OBSERVATOEY-Hn'E.
As I have very successfully used an observatory-hive (one

constructed liy my neighbour, the late Mr. Nutt,) of the
same cruciform construction as " H. AV. T.'s," a hint or two
may be useful in reply to his queries. If one of these be
placed in a circular or octagonal case, at least G inches
greater in diameter than the glass fi'ames, and 16 to 18 inches

higher, so as to hold a large quailtity of air external to the
glass sides, he will, I think, have conquered the chief

difficulty. If a swarm is used to stock it, it will require pro-

viding with guide-combs along all the four wings ; but even
these will be useless unless some of the cells contain honey.
Although this form of observatorj'-hive is unquestionably

most ornamental, especially when neatly made, and con-

structed on the rotary principle, it is mth equal certainty

far inferior in practical utility to the " unicomb observatory-
hive," such as exhibited by Mr. Woodbury in the Inter-

national Exhibition, and described, with illustration, in

The Jouen'al op Horticulture, Vol. IV., page 160. In
the cruciform-hives, even with tlie aid of guide-combs, it is

a work of the utmost difficulty to prevent the new combs
being made in two of the wings parallel to the other two,
instead of at right angles to them, which, of com-se, quite

prevents anything like "observation" at times; and the
great diiBoulty in stocking them, with the much greater

difliculty of "unstocking" again for winter preservation,

induce me to very strongly recommend " H. W. T." to
abandon the attempt, and to provide himself with one of

the more serviceable "unicombs" referred to.—G. F. B.,

Spaldiiig.

OUE LETTER BOX.
Australian Bronze-winged Ground Doves {H. il/".).—These have, 1

believe, bied in this country. They require to he kept in an nviary, and
iiiake their nest on the cround. I have not. heard ol their crossing with
domestic Pigeons

; and if they did the produce would certainly be a mule,
as iliey are u dill'erent species to our tame Pigeons. Calil'ornhin Quails are

of the niiture o( Quails and Partridges, and have notiiing to do with
Pigeons. Their eggs may be set, and the young reared under Bantams.—
B. P. B.

Hatching TEHirERATunE {NnMtilHs).—YTovr[ 100° to 105° of Fahrenheit's

thermometer. We have not the book you mention.

ASfEFtTAIKING IRE FKRTiLITY OF EgGS {E. IV, F. P.).— We knOW Of HO
melhod of ascirtdning whether egt?8 are iecundated save trying to hatch
them. It is s;iid the germ m^iy be detectefl, but there is no certainty. In
our opinion eerffs are sealed books as to life and sex. The tedium of the

process may te lessened by taking them from under the hen after five days
and examining them from a dark phice oa a ounny day, closing the door
tfll but a narrow space, taking the egg in the hand closed telescope fashion,

holding it in a line with the sun, and looking through it. It the egg is

tertile the first formation of the embryo chick will be distinctly seen— it

appears as an irregular dark streak. If the egg is clear there will be
nothing nf tlie sort, nor would there he if the egg remained under the

hen three months.

Fowr.s' Polls Pecketi [R. J5.).—The best thing we know for naked polls

1r to rub ttiem with compound sulphur ointment. It is a strange taste, but
it is not less true, tliat cocks will call the hens and stand still while their

heads, faces, and polls are eaten by the ladies of their harem. It is the
only Instance we know of voluntary submission to being hen-pecked,

Chickrns Pecking tiii-ir Feet {Rush wick).—The chickens would only
pock their legs becnuse they trod in something tluit adhered to them, and
was cither palateabic to eat sr made them itch. It Is not natural for them
to do it.

Heat for, Eoo-nATCHiNO [G. II.).—Wc cannot tell you "the maximum
and minimum heat at which an epg hatches ;" but you will see by an answer
to another correspondent the requisite temperature.

Chinchilla Rabbits (Garr/mm).—We are not aware that the skins of

these Rabbits ore at pi-escnt of the value you mention. Mr. Baily deals

largely in these Rabbits, and would doubtless buy them.
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a sort of ciu'ved wait to the fi-out door, taking care to avoid
abrupt turnings ; for tliis reason the outer gate need not
necessaxily be in a line with the fi-ont door, and if at or near
one corner of the plot so much the better. In forming a
curve between two objects which ai-e visible from each other,
a reason must be apparent for doing so; a tree, a shrub, a
smgle plant, or some other object ought to project, so as to
give a just reason for departing fi'om the straight Une.
This, however, is often an advantage in a villa front, as it

may be made the means of hiding the fi-ont door from the
^aze of those in the street or highway, and if the curve is

«a8y and agreeable, it will look better than a straight walk.
If the plot be small, there will not be room for any flower-
beds, perhaps, between the walk and tiie boundai-y of shrubs,
hut a g<X(d frontage of the latter may be made available for
the g-rowtli of flowers ; and if the intervening portion of grass
lave a few specimen plants, as Irish Tews, Yuccas, and
perhaps an Ai-aucaria scattered thinly and unevenly over
its surface, it will do without beds, and on the whole be
made to look well all the year.
There ia one other mode of making a viUa front of limited

dimensions not only interesting, but highly attractive;
aad that is by covering the whole of the central path with
glass, making, in fact, a sort of span-roofed house the
-whole way from the entrance-gate to the front door. In
this case a straight pathway is advisable. This covered
way need not, hovi-ever, be heated ; neither is it necessaiy
to have glass at the sides, if objectionable, as a plain brick
wall with a glass roof wiU afford all that is wanted by a
iost of the finest plants we possess, including Camellias,
several New Holland plants, many creepers, &c. To the
invalid such a promenade wiU be invaluable in bad weather

;

aad as the cheapness of glass affords such facilities for the
erection of structui-es of this kind, I hope to hear of examples
of them being constructed ere long. Be it remembered,
also, that many plants will do well under glass in situations
where they will not, thrive out of doors, the artificial
assistance they receive counterbalancing, in a gTeat measm-e,
the impurities of the atmosphere and other da'awbacks.
Entrance porches of this kind might, therefore, become
eseoUent situations for many highly-ornamental plants, and
jaight be diversified in many ways. For instance : assuming
the passage to be a long one, if there be space at command
Tight or left of the central avenue, a sort of cavern might
he formed of a side chamber, in which Ferns might be
grown, as many handsome species require merely shelter.
Sueh. a recess would requii-e but little Ught, and it might be
made a very interesting feature. The central line might,
in addition to CameUias, contain some of the best specimens
of fihododendi-ons, and many of the Acacias wiil be found
to do wen in such a place ; and, assuming the front door to
iaea this floral avenue, nothing could look better from it when
thrown open. I may add that there is no necessity for the end
aearest the highway being in a du-ect line with the rest of
the avenue, as that might invite the rude gaze of the multi-
tude ; but it is easy to effect some central screen or turning,
eo as to stop idle ciu-iosity. Even if the outer door did open
m. a line with the centre of this avenue, there might be an
upright boai'ded screen near it, while such screen, on the
other side, might be ornamented in any manner that might
be thought advisable, or might be a miiTor, if such were
thought proper. Once let ingenuity be exercised on the
matter, and the means of making the most of such a feature
will quickly present itself; and, as gardening at the present
day has assumed a higher position than it ever did before,
it is not likely its votaries will be deficient in the necessary
inventive power.
The above notes were merely intended to give a roiin-h

idea, capable of being extended and improved, of wlmt
might be done in the covered avenue way; while in the
matter of evergreens, as forming agreeable features in villa
fronts, I can but simply echo Mr. Dawson's views; and
assuredly plants which do good service fi'om the 1st of
January to the last of December, are deserving of a higher
jxisition in the scale of ornamental worthies than those
which merely present a gay appearance some two or three
months at most. That the public will no doubt be brought
to do full justice to the most deserving there is no doubt.
In the meantime, therefore, it behoves all those who cater
ior the public taste to be prepaa-ed with novelties in the

way of evergreens ; for they may rest assured that, whether
such plants produce berries of an ornamental character, or
in some way present us with tints we have not hitherto
possessed, the plants will be eagerly accepted, if such merits
be of a lasting kind. This much I urge and ask for as re-
gards evergreens; and, with respect to the covered porch
or villa entrance, I have no doubt that the idea wSl be
taken up by some one. Be this as it may, the idea is well
worthy of the attention of practical men. J. Eobson.

THOENS, USEFUL AND OENAMENTAL.
(Concluded from page 255.)

2nd, Thorns as Decokative Plants.—For ornamental
pm-poses Thorns ai'e mostly budded or grafted on the com-
mon kind, and as near the soil as possible. Some work at
6 feet to obtain standards ; but such trees are not half so
good as those budded or grafted near the soU. No Thorit
makes so fine a tree on other roots as on its own ; but it is

scarcely possible to propagate some kinds without a stock.
Such species as produce haws are best raised from seed ; for

seedlings make handsome trees, and are more free in growth.
The Cockspur Thorn (Cratsgus crus-galli), makes a good
stock and the Black Hungarian (C. nigra), with the Heart-
leaved American (C. cordata), are vigorous growers, and so
make stocks. For general piu-poses, however, none is better
than the common Hawthorn (C. oxyacantha). Budding is per-
foiined in the beginning of July, and grafting in the begin-
ning of March, whip grafttag being preferable. It is a good
practice to gi-aft them close to the root, and to cover the
grafted part, or the union of the scion with the stock, with
earth, in addition to the usual clay coating, as the soil keeps
the parts moist, and thus promotes a more rapid flow of

the sap.

Seedling Thorns intended for stocks should be clean atid

strong, thi'ee-year plants being the best. They should be
planted in autumn in well-trenehed ground, cutting the
roots back about half their length, and trimming off all the
side branches of the head, leaving nothing but the bare
stem with its leader untouched. The operator wiU decide
whether he will train the stock up to a certain height and
bud it there, and if so, he will be studious to preserve the
leadei' ; or if it be determined to bud or graft near the
ground, he wiU cut back the head and retain some of the
side shoots to draw the sap past the graft or bud, which is

to be inserted in the July following if a bud, or in the March
of the second year if a graft. The stock may be grafted at

6 or more feet from the ground and the head formed at once
or common Thorns growing in pleasui-e grounds or parks
may be gi'afted, and a variety will thus be obtained with
but little trouble aud expense.

G-rafted or budded plants should be ti-ained with a single

stem until the required iieight is attained, M-hen they must
be topped, and all the side shoots and bxids except five at

the top removed. The top should not be taken oil' uutU the
autumn, and if the leader be a few inches longer than the
requii-ed height it wiU shoot more fr-eely in the spring.

When the eyes break remove two of the weakest shoots,

and let the others grow at fr-ecdom untU July, when the

leader is to be stojiped back to six leaves, and the side

branches the same. They will shoot again and need no
further pruning beyond cutting out all rampant shoots to

strengthen those which ai'e weak, and removing such as

interlace or ovei'lap each other, so as to form an even-headed
tree, for nothing is so ugly as a standard tree with all the

branches on one side. In the autumn following (after the

head is formed), they may be planted where they are to re-

main ; but it is preferable to transplant them into lines

4 feet apart, cutting back the thick roots a little to induce
the fibres to be formed nearer the stem. Here thoy may
remain twelve months, when they wUl remove more fi'eely, or

they may be allowed to grow another season, when they
wiU have a much finer head and look more effective on the
lawn.

Planted singly on lawns they are very effective, not only

when in blossom, but their peculiar- foliage and habit are

attractive at any season, and their fruit render them pic-

tm-esque objects when even the gar-den has a dull, sombre
appeai-once. Planted singly or in groups in pajks they are
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highly ornamental, and in -woodland scenery and by rural

walks they are delightful. Thorns do test on rich and

rather stiff lop.ms, but do moderately well in almost all soils

and situations. In the smoky impivre atmosphere of lai'ge

towns they thrive better than most trees of moderate gi'owth,

they, with Limes and Elms, being almost the only trees that

do any good.

Thorns make handsome pot plants, either for forcing or

as dwarf bushes and pyramids for small gardens. Maiden
plants one year from the gTaft are selected for potting. The
roots are pruned so that they can be easily potted in 12-inch

pots. These should be well drained and iilled with a com-

post of one^-half turfy loam from a rich pasture, and one-

half leaf mould and cowdnng, weU rotted. After potting,

the pots are plunged in coal ashes in a simny but exposed

situation. In spring, for the potting must be done in the

autumn,, the top is taken off at the height of 1 foot and
copious waterings given in dry weather. When the shoots

have made six leaves they are stopped to that number, but

the leader is allowed to grow a foot before it is stopped, by
which time the side shoots will be pushing again, when
stopping the leader wiU throw increased vigour into the

side shoots, which must not, however, be stopped again the

same season. In August see that the roots are not pushing
through the hole of the pot into the soil ; if they are, cut

them close off to the pot. Keplunge, and water modera,tely

when the plants need it until the last week in September,

when no more water must be given ; then lift the pots out

of the ashes to make sure of the plants not rooting through

into the soil beneath. When the leaves begin to fall, pro-

vide some strong rich soil and cowdung one year old, and
with a compost of equal parts of each top-dress the plants.

Shake out; the old soil all round to at least 3 inches from
the side of the pot, leaving the centre undisturbed, and not

less than 6 inches in depth. Be careful not to injure any
root the thickness of a straw, and no more of the small

fibres than is done in taking away the soil. Refill the pot
with the prepared compost, and ram or press it very firmly.

Plunge the pots overhead in ashes to protect the roots from
frost, and prevent its mouldering the pots. In spring raise

the pots so that the rim may be a few inches above the
surface, and any shoots that are straggling in growth may
be cut back.

If all go well, at the commencement of the second season
the plants will be nice bushes, or rather cones of from 1 foot

to 1 foot 6 inches through at the bottom, and 2 feet in

height, with the shoots about 6 inches apart. If closer than
this they must be thinned, and the plants liberally supplied

with water. When growth commences and the shoots have
made four leaves stop the side shoots to that number,
letting the leader make eight leaves before it is stopjjed.

Stop the side branches at the second leaf when they shoot
again, and the leader the same, and if they offer to grow
again stop them at every leaf. This, with the precaution
not to let the plants root through into the soil, will tend to

further the formation of large leaves on short, stunted
growths, and these give flower-buds. Towards autumn
reduce the svipply of water, and so adopt the plan most
likely to secure the ripening of the wood, on which depends
the weU-flowerrug of the plants. If these are well set

with buds, and it is contemplated to force them early, they
must not be top-dressed, but if larger plants are desired, or

if not likely to flower, they must be top-dressed the same as
the year before. Some plants will flower at two years old,

but others require to be three years old before they are fur-

nished with flower-buds.

Bushes are formed in a similar manner, only there is no
leader, consequently their upper shoots are allowed less

lead than in the case of forming a cone or pyramid ; but
the remarks as- to stopping and top-dressing apply equally
to both forms.
The plants, for we can hardly call them trees, should be

allowed sis weeks rest at the least before forcing, but three
months is not too much. They -will flower all the stronger if

allowed a long rest, and the less they are excited the finer

is the blossom. A temperature of 40° for the first fortnight
is quite high enough ; afterwards they may be introduced
iato a house -with a minimum of 45°, -with a rise of 10° or
even 20° -with sun and abundance of air. The temperature
may be furtha- increased to 50? by night, in which heat

they -will expand their flowers. They will require syiiagsag-

moming and evening fi-om the time ' i their being iEfcr«v-

'duced into the forcing-house till the flowers open, aHd -water-

ing copiously with water of the same tempex-ature as that
of the house. The flowers wiU retain their beauty longer
in a rather cool and dry atmosphere than in the moist
warmth of the forcing-house. It usually takes about nine
weeks to have them in flower from the time of introducing:

them into the house, less or more according to the heat and
the season. Plants after forcing must be allowed a seasoja,

of rest; therefore, two sets of plants must be provided.

The sorts best adapted for forcing are Cratajgus oxyaosa-
tha rosea (Eose-flowered), C. oxyacantha punicep^ (Scarlet),

C. oxyacantha rosea flore pleno, G. oxyacantha fiore albo-

pleno, and C. oxyacantha rubra splendens flore pleno (Double
Scarlet). y^Mifuir-'i

IVTost of the following are very effective on stems of suffi-

cient height to allow of the grass under them being mown,
or as dwarfs in plantations. They may also be cvit so as to

form dwarf bushes on lawns or any figure desired. Tiey
must have a free access of sun and air to the stem if Qiej'

are expected to flower.

Cratcegus apiifolia[Pai'sley-leaved).

N. America.
C. Aronia. S. Europe.

*C. azarolus (Azarole). S. Europe.
C. Douglasii (Small purple-fruited).

*C. flava (Yellow pear-shaped fruit).

C. maroccana. Morocco.
C. nigra (Round black fruit). Hun-

gary.
*C. odoratispima (Sweet-scented).

Crimea.
C. orieiitaiis (Eastern). S. Europe.
*C. tanacetifolia (Tansj'-leaved)

.

Greece.
C. oxj-acantba (Ha-wthorn).
C. oxyacantha rosea (Rose-flowered)
C. oxyacantha laciniata (Cut-

leaved). Sicily.

C. oxyacantha eriocarpa (WooUy-
fruited), Britain.

C. oxyacantha aurea (Golden-
fruited). Hybrid.

C. oxyacantha multiples (Double-
white). Britain.

C. oxyacantha punicea (Scarlet-
flowered). Britain.

C. o.^yacantha punicea plena
(Double-scarlet). Britain.

C. ozyacantha pendula (Drooping).
Btitain.

C. oxyacantha regince (Queen
Mary's Thorn). Scotland.

C. oxyacantha fol. aureis (Yellow-
variegatedl. Scotland.

C. oxyacantha fol. argenteis (White-
variegated). Scotland.

C. oxyacantha prrecox (Early-flower-
ing Glastonbury). Scotland.

C. oxyacantha laciniata pendula
(Drooping cut-leaved). Scot-
land.

C. oxyacantha pendula fol. varie-
gatis (Variegaled-drooping.)

C. oxyacantha (Upright). Britain.

C. oxyacantha lucida (Shining-
leaved). Britain,

C. oxyacantha melanocarpa (Black-
fruited). Tauria.

CrattEffUB oxyacantha lencocarpa.
(Whi'.e-flowered). Britain.

C. oxyacantlia aurantiaca (Ovange-
fraite.1). Avrsbire.

C. crua-ga!li (Cookspur). North
America.

C. crus-galli splendens (Shining.

leaved). North America.

C. crus-gaili salicifoUa CWillow-
leaved). North America.

C. crus-gal'.i linearis (Linear--

leaved). North America.

C. ci-us-galli pyracanthifolia (Pyrs-
cantba-leaved). N. America.

C. cr-js-galli nana (Dwarf, 4 ft. in
height). North America,

(The above at'ain 1-5 ft. in height,

except C. cru~-galli, which attai)D&

30 ft.)

»C. coooinea (Large scar) et-fruited).

C. coccinea corallina. Prance,

C. coccinea indentata (IndentBd--

leaved). France.

C. coccinea neapolitana (ET&rgreea
Neapoliuinj. Naples.

C. coccinea maxima (Largest-leaTed

and fruited :. S. Eu rope.

C. glandulosa (Glandular). North.
America.

C. ^landulosa succulenta (Stocctq-

lent-fruited). Germany.
C. glandulosa minor (Small-fruilcfl)..

North America.
[C. coccinea and varieties liave largte

flowers and fruit; the plants are
free and vigorous gro-weir?., at-

taining 20 ft. in height.)

C. orientalis sanguinea (Blcod-co^

loured fruit). Crimea.
C. parvifolia (Small-leaved). 6 ft.

North America.
*C. parvifolia KrossulariDefo!Ja{Gl>oSE-

berry-leaved).

C. pyraeanthi (Evergreen Thorn).

S. Europe.
C. pyracanthacrenulata. S. Europe,
C. pvracantha erenulata fnictu albo.

S. Europe.

Those -with an asterisk prefixed prod-ace fruit modeirate!;^

weU-flavoured. C. azarolus, tanacetifolia, and odoratissiica,.

have fruit the size of Cherries. The ti-ees beai well as

standards, biit are only worthy of a place in the orchssrd oli

the score of curiosity.

The last three are highly ornamental pla:nts for coverilig-

rockeries and walls. They grow 10 feet high, have whit®
flowers in May or June, which are followed by numerous
coral-coloured fruit, very bright indeed, contrasting well
-with the dark green foliage. The white-fri-iited varie-ty is

also very handsome.—G. Abbey.

Death op Mb. Joseph Kiekb.—The name of Mr. Josepfe
Kirke has now almost passed away from the remembranoe
of the gardening community of the present day, except as
his name is associated -with some fruits to which he apj^Eed
it—as Kirke's Admirable, Kh-ke's Lord Nelson, "Krrke'S-

Golden Pippin Apples, and Kirke's Plum, &o. But there
are still some who knew him personally, and to -whom it

may be interesting to know that he died on th« 26th ulfc.

.
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iull of years, having attained the great age of ninety-six.

Mr. Borke succeeded his father as a nurseryman at Brompton,
where they occupied six or eight acres of ground devoted

• entirely to the cultivation of fruit trees. From this he
retired about eighteen years ago, and became an inmate of

Huggins' College at Northfleet untU the time of his death.
The ground he occupied now forms part of that on which
the Exhibition building of 1862 stands. In the early days
of the Horticultural Society Mr. Kirke was a great supporter
of that institution, and rendered its meetings interesting

by the large collections of Apples he was in the habit of

exhibiting.

SPRING TREATMENT OF SCARLET
GERANIUMS.

Me. Thomson's directions for Geranium cuttings in your
Journal of August 4, 1863, page 81, are so clear and concise
that I am siire many as well as myself would be extremely
glad if he would continue his detail, and direct tis as to the
treatment of the cuttings during the spring. He mentions
that they are wintered in pots, and "shaken out" in spring.
I should be veiy glad if he would give more pai'ticulars as

to whether they are potted oif, and in what month ? and if

so, how they are treated—whether put in heat, &o., till they
reach their final destination in the beds ? Also, when bed-
ding them out from pots, whether the baUs should be left

round them, or the roots shaken clean out ?

Is it too late to make cuttings now of the Golden Chain
and Variegated Geraniums ?—A Lady Gardener.
[The above inquiries afford another instance of the fact

that it is not possible to write about any gardening ques-
tion, however simple and well known to many, which may
Eot be interesting and instructive to some one. There are
many ways in which autumn-struck Geraniums are treated
in spring previoas to their being planted out. The way
which I practise now I find to produce young plants that
suffer very little or no check when planted out, and which are
mostly studded with flower-trusses both in bloom and bud,
and, consequently, make comparatively gay beds as soon as
planted.

About the middle of February the common Scarlets ai-e

shaken out of their cutting-pots and boxes, and potted
into pots 3-J inches wide, or what are known about London
as small 48's. The soil in which they are potted is made
up of about equal parts loam and leaf mould, not quite so
much leaf mould as loam ; three barrowfuls of the former
to four of the latter, with a sprinkling of sand, make an
excellent compost for this purpose. In potting them the
soil is pressed firmly into the pot. When potted they are
placed on the floors and trellises of Peach-houses, where
they get no more fire heat than is necessary to keep the
temperatm-e from faUiog below 35° in time of frost. They
are exposed to as much Ught as can possibly be admitted to
them through a very light structure. For a few days after
they are potted there is no front air put on, but a full supply
from top ventilation. In this position they are kept in a
moderately moist condition at the root. Over-watering at
first must be avoided. Up to planting-out time they receive
no further attention than that of watering and pinching the
terminal buds out of any of them that axe inclined to run
up without branching out nicely. I stand fifteen thousand
of these in one house all winter in then- cutting-pots, and
when potted off in February the same house receives eight
thousand of the Green-leaved and Zonale sections. The
variegated sorts are potted at the same time, but placed in
heat in vineries and Peach-houses to give them a start.
They are more tender than the others, and to make fine
plants of autumn cuttings it is necessai-y to give them a
start in heat. As soon as they have grown pretty freely in
heat they are turned into colder places, but still kept under
glass till planting-ont time. We begin to plant here in the se-
cond week oi May, and not later than the 15th. By this time
almost every plant has a truss of flower in fine haa-dy con-
dition, which is the most practical refutation of the croaking
about there being no bloom in our modern flower gardens
till July. Our Geranium-beds were really gay last June
from ijlants managed in the simple way described. I like
to keep those young Geraniums in their pots tUl planted
out in preference to turning them out of their pots into

beds of soil. In the latter case I have always found plenty
of strong flabby foliage at planting-time, but very few bloom-
buds or flowers as compared with those kept in pots.

"A Lady Gardener" will learn from the foregoing that
it is not necessary to put the hardier sorts into heat when
potted, pai-ticularly if the cuttings are large and stubby
when put in in August, as directed in the paper to which
she refers. The variegated varieties are much the better of
a little warmth for three weeks or a month after being
potted. If " A Lady Gardener " cannot command any
more heat than is afforded by a greenhouse, she should
place them in the warmest part of the house. If the soil is

nicely moist when they are potted they should not be
watered for a week after they are potted, and when watered
the foliage should be wetted as little as possible ; and it

would also be well when no extra warmth can be afforded them
not to pot-off tUl March.
Wlien planted the ball is kept entire, and the soil is fiimly

pressed around it. Care should be taken that the baU is in

a medium state as to moisture when it is placed in the
ground ; for if mealy dry it takes a deal of water to moisten
it when out of the pot, and the plants receive a check before
they take hold of the border.

One of the chief points to insure success is to see that
the plants are well exposed to light and air before they are
planted. If turned out from some shady corner where they
have had but little sun and air, they are sui-e to lose aU
their lai'ge leaves, and wOl be late in recovering the shock
they receive from bright sun and winds.

It is not yet too late to put in cuttings of Golden Chain
and other variegated sorts. They will make nice plants if

put in immediately, and pushed along for fourteen days
after they ai'e rooted and potted off. In making cuttings of
these avoid the liliputian-system. Large cuttmgs root far

more quickly, and, of coui'se, make better plants than the
mere tips of shoots that are so often put in.—D. Thomson.]

THINNING THE BLOSSOMS or PEACH TREES.
In the Number of your Journal dated March 29th, in the

ai'ticle " Doings of the Last Week," after directing the blos-

soms of the Peach tree to be thinned out, the writer adds,
" We have found this thinning of flowers not only easier than
thinning fruit, but also one of the best means of securing
fruit to thin." Now, as I have not before met with directions

to thin the flowers on fruit trees, I, and I am sure many of

your readers, and especially amateur gardeners like myself,

would feel much obliged by having more precise dii-ections

on the mode of and proper time for thinning. The direction

generally given is not to begin thinning tiU the fr'uit is

fully set. I have just thinned the flowers, which were very
thick, on several of my Peach trees ; but I did so with some
misgivings, and I shall feel greatly obliged by having my
doubts on this subject cleared up.

—

An Amateur.

[In general the mere setting of the fruit does not require

much of the vital energies of the jilant, and therefore the
mere thinning of the blossoms is a matter of less conse-

quence if the fruit is thinned sufficiently early afterwards.

The advice to thin the blossoms as given in the " Doings
of the Last Week " to which you refer, was based on two
facts. The fii'st is, that in the multiplicity of matters need-
ing attention the young fruit, when set very thickly, are apt to

remain too long unthinned, and therefore so much is taken
fi'om the fruit ultimately left, whilst there is more trouble

in taking off the fruit than removing a lot of the blossoms.

The second fact is, that when the wood is not thoroughly

ripened, or the top of the tree has been excited into action

before there was much action at the roots, there may be
a fine show of blossom on the shoots, and yet veiy few of

these set and swell kindly, because there was such a dimin-
ished reciprocal action between roots and branches—in other

words, there might be plenty of aroused power to set the

fi'uit of from four to six blossoms on a shoot when there

would not be power to set the fi'uit of two or three dozens

of blossoms ; and then the natural-selection principle might
so far faU, that in attempting to set and swell all the lot

there might be none set at all. This is chiefly likely to

happen with old trees, with tender kinds of Peaches, and
with trees against walls where the blossom is expanded
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by sun heat when there is hardly any root-action. The
throwing off the buds and blossoms prematurely, so far as

our obaervation extends, is owing to too great dryness at

the roots, too much moisture at the roots, too much mois-

ture at one time, especially if the liquid is warm enough to

excite vigorous action or cold enough to retard it, unripened

wood, the want of reciprocal action between roots and
branches, and giving the plant suddenly too much to do.

The Noblesse Peach trees I referred to were old trees. It

was supposed that the roots were deep and the soil rather wet.

The blossom every season was magnificent—quite a picture,

but year after year there was little fruit, the blooms falling

without setting. The thinning of the blooms was tried

—

fully two-thirds were removed. The most prominent blooms
were left, those more on the sides and back of the shoot

removed, and year after year there was a plentiful cx-op.

I recollect more than twenty years ago meeting with a gen-
tleman at the nursery of Messrs. Osborne at Pulham, and,

the subject accidentally coming up, he told me he regularly

thinned all the blooms of his Peach trees in-doors, and never
liad a failure. Before he did so whole trees used to drop
their blooms without setting. I have no reason to believe

that the advice in the " Doings " contained anything novel,

though it may not have come previously under our cor-

respondent's notice. I have counted the bloom-buds on
some shoots that in the length of a single foot contained from
twenty-four to thirty blooms, and on short stubby shoots

in pots the blooms were much thicker. The blooms on such
shoots are not by any means all equally well placed. Those
on the fronts of the shoots are generally the best, and the
fruit there will have the best position for light, &o. On
looking over siich blooms, and allowing the largest and
best-placed with the most prominent pistils and anthers to
remain, the half or even two-thirds might be removed, and
stiU fruit enough be left to thin. It would be well to err on
the safe side at first, and not take too many blooms away.
Of coui'se, when the blooms are thin on the shoots no thin-

ning must be resorted to. I believe that many of our shy-
setting Cherries and other fruits would be benefited by
such a thinning if we could assist them, instead of allowing
Nature to make the selection herself. I am much obliged
to " Amateuk" for his inquiry, and unless he overdo the
thing I have no fear of a moderate thinning. Old trees,

and young trees with unripened wood, often throw lots of
imperfect blossoms, and therefore he should make sure that
the stigma of the pistU is bold and prominent iu the flowers

he leaves. Such stigma and pistil always have the mini-
ature fruit (the germen) at the base. After a duU wet
autumn it is not uncommon to meet with flowers that
are destitute of these parts of fructification, and, of course,
they never can set fruit. In thinning, therefore, the eye
must be used.—E. P.]

STAGE FOE A GEEENHOTJSE.
-A COEBESPONDENT, whoso case doubtless resembles that of

many others, wi'ites as follows :

—

" A Lady wishes to know the best way of having a green-
house-stand made. The order is given to a country carpenter
who is inexperienced and requires instructions. The green-
house is a lean-to nearly fronting the south—^length 18 feet,

width 12 feet, height in front, 5 feet 10 inches, ditto at
back, 11 feet 5 inches, width of front shelf, 2 feet 2 inches,
height from floor, 2 feet 7 inches ; and it is proposed to have
a three-feet path next this shelf, which leaves about 7 feet
for the stand. What height should it be? to consist of
how many shelves, and the width of each, and how fax from
the floor should the first shelf be ?

"At the west end next the wall is a door leading to other
houses, therefore the path must continue to this door."
As the case is stated so clearly there can be no difficulty

in giving a reply, only one or two exceptions must be made
to the advice we give, and that is we are not certain what
description of plants the house is intended for, but presume
it to be for a mixed collection of greenhouse plants of all
sizes. Under this impression we would say. Let the first

shelf of the proposed stage be the same height as the front
shelf, which is 2 feet 7 inches, and let it be 10 inches wide.
The next shelf might have a rise of 6 inches, and be the

same in width ; and the third shelf the same both in width
and rise. The fourth shelf might be 12 inches wide, with
the same rise of 6 inches, so that there will be four shelves
with three rises, occupying a horizontal space of 3 feet
6 inches, which, taken fr-om the 7 feet allowed for stage,
leave 3 feet 6 inches for a top platform, which ought to rise

6 inches above the last shelf. The advantage of a good
broad top platform is to place large plants—as Azaleas,
Camellias, Cytisus, &c., on, as well as other plants of a like

character ; or even when smaller plants have to be arranged
thereon, the tallest being placed at the back, wiU sufficiently

overtop those in front of them. For instance : plants of
Salvia in autumn and winter become pretty tall, as likewise
do many Chrysanthemums ; and the house not being a lofty

one, we should prefer the arrangement here given, unless the
house be exclusively intended for small plants, like a stock-
house in a nursery, in which case the shelves might be
narrower and more of them ; but for a private grower, when
plants of various sizes are grown, the above will, in a
general way, be found better, more especially as we expect
creepers may be grown against the rafters, and the other
features of an ordinary greenhouse carried out.

With respect to the door being at one end and against
the back wall, it is easy to return the stage at the ends,
and, if necessary, you could return the front shelf also. If

you had not previously arranged your front shelf we would
have advised it to be only 2 feet instead of 2 feet 7 inches
high. Most plants are seen to more advantage under the
eye than on a level with it ; but many stages are quite as
high as the shelf you have made. If the space underneath
the stage be unsightly it may be shut-out from view in a
great measure by wooden latticework, or now and then a
trailing plant hanging over it will do much to hide it from
view ; but in many cases such places are turned to account
in winter for preserving roots of Dahlias, Salvia patens.

Fuchsias, and other plants, as every place under cover is

put in requisition at that time.
If "A Lady" who now asks our advice does not contem-

plate growing many large plants she can add another shelf,

say 12 inches wide, and stUl have some 2 feet 4 inches for

the top platform. This, however, must depend on what
she proposes to grow. In general we do not like a stage to
rise uniformly up to a narrow shelf at top unless it be for

small plants alone ; and where there are various-sized plants

grown it is easy in placing them to arrange the tallest at
the back so as to show a good face : whereas if the stage be
carried up to an apex the tall plants will appear overtopping
the shorter ones and look unpleasingly.

POSITION OF FLOW AJSTD EETUEN PIPES.
I HAVE a flow and return pipe putting up for my small

hothouse. They are to be one above the other extending

the whole length. Both pipes are about a yard above the

boiler at the point of starting. Now, when the flow-pipe

has attained the height of one yard above the boiler, I pre-

sume it may traverse the length of the hothouse on the

level, or at least with the slightest possible rise (say 2 inches

in 8 or 9 yards), then return underneath, and at last dip

perpendicularly to the bottom of the boiler. The party

erecting it says there must be a rise of at least 5 inches in

the 8 or 9 yards. I wanted to have the lower pipe made
the flow-pipe, and the water to rise from it into the upper

pipe, and return by it, and then dip down perpendicularly

to the boiler ; but I was considered a theorist. What say

you Mr. Editor ?—QuaiBO.

[Your pipes will do very well on the level, if you have an
open cistern or an air-pipe at the farthest end. But if any-

thing they will do better if in a length of 24 to 27 feet there

is a rise of from 2 to 3 inches. It is not absolutely neces-

sary. It is all right having both pipes a yard above the top

of the boiler.

You cannot by any means make the lower pipe the flow-

pipe, if that lower pipe is, as we understand you, connected

with the bottom of the boiler, just because the hottest water

wiU always be at the top of the boiler. As we understand

you, the flow-pipe on entering the house from the boiler is

a yard above it, and the other pipe comes underneath it,

and on coming near the boiler descends to its bottom. Such
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a pipe cannot be made fhe flow-pipe, that must come from

tlie top of the boiler. It is true you might take the lowest

pipe from the top of the boiler, and then make the higher

one the return, and let it drop to the bottom of the boiler

as you propose, and the lower pipe would then be the hottest

;

but we see no advantage in departing from the usual practice.

If your two pipes were on the same level, the heat in both
would be more uniform.]

EOYAL HOETICFLTITEAL SOCIETY.—Apeil 5th.

Whether it was from the miserable state of the weather,

or from the meeting not having been announced in the
gardening journals, that there was such a meagre attendance
to listen to Mr. William Paul's admirable lecture on the
Hyacinth, we leave the authorities at South Kensington to
determine ; but for our own part we do not think it is the
sort of treatment a gentleman like Mr. Paul is entitled to,

after he has given himself the trouble to prepare a lecture

for the benefit of the Society, that due publicity should not
be given to it. Even the "Proceedings," due on the 1st,

and which are kept up on the pretence of being the medium
of communication between the Council and the Fellows, did
not appeal- till the '7th, and then it was announcing a meet-
ing and a lecture that had taken place two days before !

Mr. Paul's lecture was an admii-able one, and was the
first of a series which it is intended shall be given diu'ing

the season at certain intervals on subjects connected with
liorticultui'e. He commenced by giving the botanical name
and alliance of the Hyacinth, its native country, and de-
scribing its botanical characters. He then proceeded to

give a very full account of its history from the time of its

introduction to this country in 1596 till the present time

;

exhibiting the gradual development of its florists' characters
from the loose scantily furnished sj)ike to the dense bottle-

brush head of flowers which it now presents. As exhibiting
the great change that has taken place in this respect, Mr.
Paul had provided large coloured drawings of the varieties

existing in the early part of the seventeenth centiuy, and
-which are described and figured by Parkinson in his " Para-
disi in Sole Paradisus Terrestris ;" and these gave a very
vivid idea of the progress that had been made thi'ough hor-
ticultural skill when contrasted with the finely grown living
specimens that decorated the room and the lecture-table.

Mr. Paul then entered into minute details on the cultiva-

tion of this popular iiower in the open ground, in pots, and
in glasses, and concluded by giving his ideas on the proper-
ties that a good Hyacinth ought to possess. As, of course,
the lecture will be published fii'st in the "Proceedings," we
shall defer giving further particulars iintil the Society has
had the benefit of its pubHeation.
The Assistant Secretary then read a paper from Mr.

Bateman, of Biddulph Grange, on the cultivation of Musa
Cavendishii, and specimens of the fi-uit received fi-om Mr.
Bateman were distributed among the audience. Mr. Bate-
man placed at the disposal of the CouncU a plant of
Dendrobium nobUe to be ballotted for at the meeting, and
on the numbers being called it was found that a young
lady—Miss NicoU, of Hyde Park Gai-dens—had become the
fortunate possessor.

THE EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SECOjND
SPEIN& SHOW.—Apeil 9.

On this occasion the day was remarkably fine, and so

was the Show. Azaleas constituted the jirineipal feature.

The early Tulips were gi'oiiped near them, and the brilliant

colours of the two contrasted admirably with the banks of
green turf and the foliage of the other plants. Altogether
this was the gayest floral and fashionable display which
has taken place this season.

In Azaleas Mr. Turner, of Slough, distanced all compe-
titors, his plants being magnificent pyramids of bloom, and
so skilfully trained that it was only on the closest inspection
that a stick could be discovered. The kinds were Criterion,

Coronata (a blaze of rosy purple bloom). Prince .Jerome,
Beauty of Beigate, lUustris Alba (white), and General
Williams (scarlet). Messrs. Lane, of Berkhampstead, wore

second, having, among others, a showy plant of Chelsoni

;

and Mr. BuU, of Chelsea, third.

Among Amateurs, Mr. Cross, gardener to Sir F. Gold-
smid, Bart., Eegent's Park, was first with very good ex-

amples of PeiTyana and Juliana, scarlet ; Lf.uise Margottin,
white; and Triumphans. Mr. Todman, gardener to K. Hud-
son, Esq., was second ; and Mr. Young, of Highgate, third.

In the Miscellaneous Class Jlr. Turner e.'chibited a well-

grown collection of eight, of which Queen Victoria, white
flaked with purple ; Sh- J. Outram, bright crimson scarlet

;

and Due de Nassau, rosy pui-ple, were the most remarkable.
Messrs. Lane had also a collection in the same class, and to
both exhibitors extra prizes were awarded.
Of New Kinds Mr. Turner had President, rosy salmon

;

President Claeys, pale salmon with white margin : and Per-
fection, rosy crimson spotted. Messrs. Lane had Eeine des
Blanches, white; Comte de Hainault, rosy salmon, much
spotted; and President Claeys. Messrs. F. & A. Smith
sent Flag of Truce, a beautiful semidouble white ; Prince
of Orange, glowing salmon scarlet; Prince Albert Victor,

semidouble red ; and Excelsior, dull violet crimson, the last-

named receiving a first-class certificate. From Mr. Bull
came Hortense Vervaene, delicate salmon spotted with
crimson ; and Alexander II., a good white.

Cinerarias were neither very numerous nor fine. The first

prize was taken lay Mr. James, gardener to W. Watson, Esq.,

Isleworth. Lord Elgin (ruby), Duke of Cam'oridge (crimson
self), and Perfection (white), were the most showy. Mr.
Mai'cham, of HanweU, was second. Kembrandt, a dark
crimson piu-ple with large eye, a seedling of Messrs. Smith,
of Dulwich, received a fii-st-class certificate : and A. Potts,

Esq., Hoole HaU, Cheshu-e, had also a certificate for Mag-
nifica, a very large bright crhnson fiower. Several other

seedHngs were shown, upon some of which remarks may be
offered hereafter.

Of AmaryUis only one collection was shown, and for it a
'

first prize was awarded to the exhibitor, Mr. Williams, of

HoUoway. For Begonias Mr. Cross received the first prize,

and Mr. Young the second.

Mixed collections of flowering and ornamental-foliaged

plants included Boi-onia pinnata, Eriostemons, one or two
Camellias, Azaleas, Maranta zebrina, Pandanus variegatus

and elegantissimus, Latania borbonica, Gleichenia sijeluncas,

and Dicksonia antai-ctica. Mr. Williams and Messrs. A.

Henderson & Co., who had the finest two collections, re-

ceived equal iirst prizes. Mr. Williams had in his col-

lection a fine plant of Vanda suavis, with a spike of a dozen

flowers. Croton longifolium aureum, from Messrs. Hender-
son, with longer leaves than the common sort, was beauti-

fuDy variegated with golden yellow. Mi'. Bull took the

second prize, and third prizes were awarded to Messx-s.

Cross, Young, and Treeu.
Early Tulips and Hyacinths were again exhibited in laa'ge

collections by Messrs. Cutbush and W. Paul, who stood

equal in the prize list for both. Pelargoniums, with but one

or two exceptions the same as shown at Kensington, came
from Mr. Turner, of Slough ; and of Eoses in pots, a score

of compactly-grown plants in splendid bloom fi'om Messrs.

Paul & Son. Hybrid Perpetuals John Hopper, Lord Clyde,

Senateur Vaisse, and Madame Boutin were especially re-

markable; and Noisette Celine Porestier was in splendid

condition ; whilst Virginal, from its peculiar and extremely

delicate coloirr, deserves a place in every collection. Several

boxes of cut blooms came from the same firm ; also, from

Mr. W. Paul, and both exhibitors well deserved the equal

prizes which were awarded to them. Lilies of the Valley

were again shown by Mr. Howard, and a plant of the Loquat

in fruit attracted some attention.

Among new plants there was very little that has not been
previously exhibited. A variety of the New Zealand Flax

called Phormium tenax variegatum, the foliage distinctly

striped with yellow, received a fii-st-olass certihcato. It came
from Mr. Williams, who also exhibited three of those cmious
and seldom-seen plants, the Sairacenias Drummondi, flava,

and purpurea; Erica profusa, a very fi-ee-flowering orna-

mental Heath ; Cypripedium Lowii, and other plants. Mi-.

Mr. Bidl also sent a collection, in which, besides plants re-

fen-ed to in previous reports, were Camellia Angelo Coohi,

white and crimson: and Lilac Dr. Lindley, a new continental

variety with large thyrses of almost white flowers. The latter
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received a second-class certificate. Genista Everestianum,

a free-flowering Broom, came from Messrs. Low, of Clapton

;

also. Erica Haldfordiana, a pretty rose-coloured kind, but not

sufBciently distinct. It received a second-class certificate.

HEATING BY A STO'^'E OE BY HOT WATEE.
I WBITB to ask your opinion respecting tlis stove used by

" M.," of Liverpool, described at page 172. It appears to

be very usefid and economical, and, I think, would be stUl

more so if a flue could be carried from it along the fr'ont of

a house instead of taking a pipe through the roof. What
I want to know is, WUl the above stove or the old-fashioned

flue be best for my purpose ? I have three of what should

be hothouses, but they are little better than cold houses.

I have consumed a lai-ge quantity of coals and coke this

winter, and aU to very little purpose, for I cannot obtain

heat enough.
My apparatus consists of a conical boiler, cast-iron pipes,

and a very large brick-and-cement hot-water cistern, but it

wiU not answer, and after trying it again and again I have
condemned it, and shall pull all to pieces in the summer
and build that which you may recommend, whether it be
the above stove or the old sort of flue.

I have three houses. No. 1 is 12 feet long and 8 wide

;

No. 2 is the same in size ; and No. 3 is 10 feet wide and 16

long. They are all lean-to's, on the ground level, and 6 feet

high at front, and nearly 10 feet high at the back. I want
a forcing temperature in No. 1, and also in No. 2, and to be
able to keep the frost out of No. 3. The backs of Nos. 1

and 2 are brick wall, and the back of No. 3 is boarded. I

want to heat all as economically as I can, and with one
fire if possible. I have any quantity of bricks by me, and
there is a chimney 30 feet high at the end of No. 3 house into

which I can turn the flue if it will be of any service, but the
flue must be about 40 feet long before it reaches the chimney,
as the stokehole or cellar is at the beginning of No. 1 house.
" M.," of Liverpool, does not say where such a bend of hot-

water pipe as he mentions can be obtained, nor whether a flue

would answer from such a stove.

—

An Aiiatetje Gakdenek.
[We are afraid that if you cannot succeed with your

conical boiler and hot-water pipes, you would not be more
likely to succeed with the simpler plan of " M.," of Liver-
pool. We think that your conical boiler ought to heat a
forty-feet range very completely, and the flue would also be
an assistance. There is no other plan by which you can so
easily heat the three divisions separately fr-om one furnace,
and that at the end of the range. We need not here specify

the various modes by which that may be done, as they have
been fr-equently alluded to, farther than to state that one
of the simplest would be to sink the boiler well and take a
flow and return pipe fr-om it to the farther end of the 40 feet.

If you did not wish this heat to go, unless when fi-osty,

lieyond the forcing part of 24 feet, yoii could have a semi-
cfrcular junction there, and a valve on the flow-pipe beyond.
Tou could also do the same with the first 12 feet if so dis-

posed. In each division, in proportion to the heat required,
you could have—say four pipes in No. 1, and three in No. 2.

If you took a flue right through less piping would be re-

quired. We rather incline to think, unless we knew posi-

tively to the contrary, that your want of heat is owing to
deficient piping, or to the bad setting of the boiler.

In taking the flue right through such a range of 40 feet

you would always have a little heat in the cool house, but
this you could neutralise by giving more afr. With a stout
flue alone passing round the ends and along the front of
such a range to the tall chimney, you could have heat enough
for moderate forcing ; but then you could not so easUy
manage with one chimney at the farther end from the
furnace to heat the three divisions separately and at will.

The flue and "the hot water combined wiU enable you to do
so with one furnace and with scarcely any waste of heat,
.and more especially as you have plenty of bricks at your
disposal. We incline to think you do not obtain from the
boiler what you ought to do. You would lately see answers
to correspondents who have failed fr-om bad setting, so that
the heat from the fuel ascended the chimney and warmed
the general afr of the neighbourhood.
Did you want a strong heat for one place alone, you

anight heat the first 24 feet by a flue going right round, and

going into a chimney over the furnace, and then you could

keep the frost out of the 16 feet by a small stove, with the

smoke-pipe going into the chimney, either simply as a stove

or with "M.'s" appendage of a hot-water pipe. Such a
bent pipe as he uses must either be made on purpose, or two
short pipes may be used joined together with a semiofrcular

elbow. In short there need be no difficulty.

You could do no good with a flue fr-om such a brick stove

as " M.'s " buUt inside of his house. Such stoves, as has fre-

quently been stated in " Doings of the Last Week," do not

act well with a horizontal smoke-pipe of any great length,

the less the better. Your high chimney would enable you
to have a longer horizontal pipe or flue fr-om yoiu- stove.

But to have a regular flue from such a stove, even with the

advantage of such a chimney, you would requfre to sink the

stove so that the top of it would be about level with the

bottom of your flue. As you have ah-eady a furnace, a
boiler, pipes, and bricks for a flue, we woiild sink the boiler

well, set it properly, take the flue along aU the houses to

the tall chimney, take a flow and return pipe all the way,

rather below than above the ground line of the houses, and
then take from these mains what extra pipes were wanted
for extra heat, and these to be on a higher level than the

main flow and return.

If you tell us what plan you decide on, and state what
you want, we viill be glad to help you if we can. Had your

furnace been in the middle or between the hot and the cold

houses matters would have been more simple. A good flue

would heat the forty-feet range nicely without more trouble

;

but then there would be a good deal of trouble in so heating

to different temperatures three separate divisions.]

THE DUCHESS OP BUGCLEIJCH GEAPE.
In a notice of this Grape fr-om the pen of Mr. Anderson, of

Oxenford Castle, which appears in the Journal of the 29th

of Mai-ch, he says—" The flavour partakes ofthat fine Grape,

Chasselas Musque, which is the parent crossed with Muscat."

In a notice of it in another Journal, it is represented as a

cross from the Royal Muscadine.
Both the statements are mistakes ; and as much confusion

exists as to the oi-igin and parentage of some of the new
Grapes sent out of late years, allow me space to say that

it was raised fr-om seed taken out of a Muscat berry, crossed

with Chasselas Musque.—W. Thomson, Dalkeith Park.

OBJECTIONS TO THE TWO-DAYS SHOW OE
THEEOYAL HOETICULTUEAX SOCIETY.

I ENCLOSE a cojiy of a petition sent to the Council of the
Royal Horticultural Society three weeks since, of which no
notice up to this time has been taken.

Should you have space in your Journal for its insertion,

it would greatly oblige the exhibitors.

—

Geo. Bakek, Stam-
ford Hill.

" To THE Council of the Royal Hokticultubal Societt
OP London.

"We, your petitioners, most humbly beg to inform you
that in consequence of the schedule of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society containing two days' exhibition consecutively,

we regret we cannot out of justice to our respective em-
ployers advise that thefr plants should be shown, oiu:

former experience having convinced us that the exposure on
the second day materially injures the plants, especially

Orchids and stove plants generally.
" That the time occupied by the second day takes us fr-om

our daily ji-arsiuts ; that the expense attendant on taking
our productions to and fr-om the exhibition, coupled with our
personal expenses, are double those of a one-day's show.

"We therefore pray that you will take these our grievances
(which are obvious to every practical exhibitor) into your
serious consideration, and rescind your second day's show.

"It having come to our knowledge that you purpose lighting

the conservatory with gas, we beg most respectfully to
inform you that plants after one day^s exposure in a dry hot
atmosphere would be decidedly iniured by the vapour from
gas.
" Geo. Bakeb, gardener to A Basset, Esq., Stamford Hill.
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J. Wheelee, gardener to J. Philpott, Esq., Stamford Hill-

C. Penny, gardener to H. H. Gibbs, Esq., St. Dunstan's;
Regent's Park.

J. Ceoss, gardener to Sii- F. Goldsmid, Bart., Eegent's,

Paik.
B. Peed, gardener to Mrs. Tredwell, Lower Norwood.
T. Page, gardener to W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham Common.
C Smith, gardener to A. Anderson, Esq., Norwood Grove.
J. Gkben, gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart.,Lower Cheam.
H. Chilman, gardener to Mrs. Smith, Ashtead House.
W. Kaile, gardener to Earl Lovelace, East Horsley Towers.
E. Baxendine, Guildford, Surrey.

J. WiGsiNS, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth.

J. Smith, gardener to Ms Grace the Duke of Northumber-
land,

W. Tatlor, gardener to J.Yatee, Esq., Lauderdale House,

Highgate.
W. Young, gardener to E. Barclay, Esq., West HiU House,

Highgate.
J. Weir, gardener to Mi-s. Hodgson, The Elms, Hampstead.
W. MiLFOKD, gardener to E. MeMorland,Esq., Haverstock

HiU.
J. Bailey, gardener to T. T. Drake, Esq., Shaideloes,

Amcrsham.
J. May, gardener to T. P. W. Butt, Esq., Arle Court, Chel-

tenham.
E. BuLiEN, gardener to A. Turner, Esq., Bow Bridge

House, Leicester.

W. May, gardener to J. Spode, Esq., Hawksyard Park,

Staffordshire."

WIDE VINERIES WITHOUT INSIDE POSTS.
The great rage among cultivators of the Grape under

glass at the present time is for wide houses, or long rafters,

with the greatest possible extent of cane.

A wide house with long rafters renders it necessary to
employ inside posts and braces to support the roof, which.

in houses of any pretensions, greatly mars the beauty of the

sti-uctui-e. A neat, convenient, and efficient method of sup-

porting long rafters without inside posts or braces is shown

in the following engravings.

In fi^. 1, we have an end view of a lean-to vinery, with

Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

inside border detached from the front wall, but resting upon
a concrete floor. The rafter may be 30 to 50 feet long if

desired, and can be perfectly supported, without inside posts
or braces, by means of a wire rope running over a central

wheel, as shown in fig. 2. In fig. 3 we have an enlarged
view of the wire rope, and means of tightening it should
th« rafter sink.

Inside posts are always unsightly, and much in the way,
and cross-braces of wood make a vineiy look more like a

bam than a hothouse. We now construct houses of any
width, without any sort of inside posts or braces. The
rafters are bolted together at the ridge Ijy concealed bolts,
and all danger of spreading or lifting is prevented by bands
of iron and bolts running from the rafters and plates into
the solid wall.

The wire ropes and wheels, employed to support the
rafters in the above design, will be entirely concealed from
view by the trellis and vinery.

—

{AmmcanGardeners' Monthly.)

CASUAL FAILURES OF LOBELIA SPECIOSA.
Assuredly it becomes us, as practical horticulturists,

when we hear of casual failures to suggest if possible a
remedy, and not to fly to the supposition that in consequence
of failures in some localities the plant, whatever it may be,
is to become inapplicable to the purposes for which it may
have been extensively used. I opposed the decided lan-

guage once used in connection with all yellow bedding Cal-
ceolarias, " They were quickly to disappear from amongst
US." I disagreed with that verdict, having stated in these
pages that the chief cause of the want of success lay in the
practice of stowing away cutting-pots crammed with roots
into the hottest comer or driest shelf in old flue-pits and

elsewhere, which practice destroyed their vigour and favoured
the production of a species of insect, which seemed ever
afterwards to consider these plants as its hereditai-y domain.
This view of the subject I have had the pleasure of seeing
generally upheld, and, as I suggested, a cooler system of

treatment practised. I have now to say that I see no cause
of alarm in reference to the pai-ticularlj' useful Lobelia

speciosa. As these notes have been suggested by Mr. Eob-
son's paper in a late Number, I will now give a short detail

of my own very successful practice vrith this plant.

I treat the Lobelia speciosa as an annual as much as

possible, as I have to secure its being very early in bloom.
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for I generally pull our bedded-out plants up in the second
week in August. The seed is saved from the most compact
and best-flowered plants of the past season, and is sown in

the early part of September. When sown the box is placed
at the back of the north wall ; and a bit of netting with
meshes sufficiently narrow to keep small birds away, held
by means of a few sticks loosely over it, is the only pro-
tection it has. Thus the seedlings come up strong and
healthy. They remain in this situation until after the first

slight frost, which, if it does not thaw too hastily, seems to
give them a greater hardiness, and enables them the better
to withstand the winter. The box is then placed near the
glass in the coolest end of a pit or greenhouse from which
frost is excluded, and where the seedlings can have abun-
dance of air. Here they remain the whole of the winter
and grow rapidly. I have omitted to say that the seedlings
should be properly thinned if too thick ; those thinned out
and transplanted will be equally useful with the others.

We struck our first batch in January, our second batch
in February, and we hope again before this is read to have
placed another lot in. In due time we pot the whole, both
young cuttings and the old topped-back seedlings, which
have by this process become strong bushy plants.
When bedding.out time comes we cannot tell the one

from the other, so thoroughly robust are the whole. Out
of two thousand which we planted out last year we only
lost four.

Without reference to our successful practice, does not
this treatment seem far more feasible and likely to lead to

success than the process mostly practised of striking hard
autumnal-flowering wood ?—W. Eablet, Digswell.

COISSTEUCTION OF VINEEIES.
As I was thinking the other day how I should build some

large hothouses for forcing Grapes, I visited, among others,
one in which the produce was very small. The proprietor
ascribed the deficiency to having forced the Vines too much
two years following; and then the following plan for a
vioery suggested itself to me.

It happens that the piece of ground I have slopes steeply.

I would have double walls both front and back, and Vines
planted between both, with sashes both back and front that
would slide in either of two grooves in each wall as re-

quired, so that I could force one side one year, and let the
other side rest. In this way I could begin to force one side in
November, to get the crop off before the other Vines would
be brought in. In this way the Vines of each side would
only be forced every second year. Would you please teU me
your opinion about it ?

Or, if the above way of forcing the Vines so early would
not do, would it not be a good plan to have the Vines
planted just the same, but only to let them come halfway

along the roof of the house, meeting in the middle ? In
this way the house would produce a heavy crop without
exhausting the Vines. In this latter plan I could begin to
force later, without being bound to have the first crop off

before the other could be brought in, as in the first plan.

—

A Novice.
[We think it is quite a mistake that Vines forced early

are unfit to be forced early again. We consider that they
are the best fitted for this purpose, because they wUl break
early naturally of their own accord. Of course such Vines
will sooner get exhausted by heavy crops than later ones,
but not so much as is generally imagined. For a novice,
however, your plan is very ingenious, and we have no doubt
that you would succeed, either by having a back and front
crop at the same time, or an early and late crop, as you
propose. We presume that the high border at the back of
the house is owing to the slope of the ground. If that back
faces the north, the roots there would be very cold, and
never feel the sun. We would much prefer planting such
Vines in a border inside of the house ; and, did we wish an
early and a late crop, we would make that the early one.
The whole of the Vines, except the stem, could go outside,
as you propose them. In the back border we do not see
what use you make of your double walls, with a space
between them. In the front you take the stems of the
Vines down through the opening to the border ; but you
could attain the same object with a single wall, and better
without a wall at all, by columns some 5 feet apart to
support a stout sill ; and in that you might have openings
for the plants if you required it—in fact you could plant
inside if you liked, and allow the roots to go out underneath
the sOl. In doing so we would raise the border outside to
the sUl, and the sun would have more power on it than a
level border. The double sashes are a good idea ; the Vines,
when at rest, could repose in the space between, and for

this the double wall yields a slight advantage.]

-,, ,
,..*.'''''" ^ Sashes to slide.

Ite sashes B slide m and out, so that when the Vines aie Inside, and
L°?>,'"°?

pnt them outside, yon have only to slide ont, from the end

nooTC
™^' ^ "' *' oaX^ie grooye, and pnt it in the inside

PLANTS SUFFERING FEOM A NEWLY
PAINTED FEAME.

Do you think it likely that the fumes fi'om a newly painted
frame could act injuriously upon young Cucumber and
Melon plants ? I have been much disappointed in a hotbed
upon which such a frame has been placed, and am utterly
at a loss otherwise to account for the total failure of every
plant that has been placed in it. In point of temperature
all seemed quite right—a moderate growing heat, good soil,

and eveiy possible care taken in the management ; but in
spite of aU means used nothing thrives. Pots of Cucumber
and Melon seeds plunged in the bed come up, and look well
for a day or two, and then hang their leaves, look wretched,
and, instead of growing, daily become worse and dwindle
away before the second leaves come. Good healthy plant-s

were set out in the bed, and fr'om the time of plant-
ing began to assume a sickly look. The young leaves,

instead of expanding, curl at the edges, turn brown
and flabby, and make no advance in growth from day
to day. In appearance it is very much like the effect

of cold air having been let in upon them, but such
has not been the case. In short, it is quite pl^iu that
the plants wiU never do any good.

It appears to me that the evil influence, whatever
it be, is above the sui-face, for on examining the roots
they seem healthy and the young fibres spreading.
The fi-ame was put on the bed when the paint on it

was scarcely dry ; and the weather being cold at the
time, the frame, of course, had to be kept rather
close.

—

Omicron.

[The delicate leaves of young Melon and Cucumber
plants no doubt suffer fr-om any impm-ities in the
atmosphere they are placed in, and, bad as our cor-

respondent's case may be, we have known a worse.

A gentleman who was erecting a quantity of timber
fencing had a tank fitted up for dipping, or rather

steeping, the posts and other fr'amework in hot

creosote. The lower ends of hop poles for about 3 feet or so

have been for many years dipped, or rather parboiled, in

this black preparation, and have been found to last much
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longer ; and the same is done in some cases with fence and
gate-posts. And the gentleman alluded to, noticing the

rapid decay of box frames when exposed to the various

changes of hot moist dung and the di-ying heat of summer,
had his box frame immersed in the tank with his other

timbers. The consequence was that plants of all kinds

refused to thrive for a time in his frame ; even weeds seemed
to dislike the coal-tar-like fumes emitted from it, and after

repeated failures the gardener asked my advice on the
matter. I suggested that, as the evil must have in a mea-
sure abated, if they immersed then- fi-ame in a pond for a

day or two, and, after allowing it to dry again, gave it a thin

coat of Umewash, it would most Hkely be sweeter, which
I understand was done with perfect success. Now, the
fumes or gases emitted by creosote are more lasting than
those of any oil paint that I am acquainted wdth, and I hope
that before this page meets the eye of oiu' ooiTespoudent
the evil he complains of will have ceased to exist ; but if

not, and he stiU. has reason to believe that the recently

painted woodwork is the cause of the plants not thi'ivuig,

I would say, Take the frame off some bright sunny day and
expose it fully to the sun, and afterwards give it a coat of
limewash and replace it again.
But it is quite possible some other agency may have been

at work as weU as the smell of paint. If the latter were
the only cause it could easUy be detected on opening the
frame at back : in fact gardeners, by inhaling a little of the
confined vapour of a Cucumber-frame, can tell better than
a chemist whether that vapour is of the kind relished by the
occupants. A long period of dull weather, however, so often
proves fatal to young Cucumber and Melon plants, that it

requires great care to carry them through the dark days
beginning with the new year. Perhaps the evil has ceased
with the increased sunshine. Though I have repeatedly
had the interior of plant-houses painted when occupied with
plants, I never perceived any serious injury to them fi'om
the causes you mention ; but, as I have observed. Melon
and Cucumber plants in the seed-leaf and in the dull days of
early spring are delicate, and I am quite wiUiug to believe
they may have suffered ; but the remedies prescribed above
will, it is hoped, remove the evU if it still exists.—J. E.]

CONCEETE.
^
I BELisvE that I have obtained reliable information rela-

tive to the materials and the proportions for making con-
crete to construct the walls of pits and other buildings.
The materials are fine sandy gravel washed or screened

pretty fine and good lime. The proportions ai-e tliree of
gravel and one of Eme.

I may add that it is by no means necessary to lay it all
on at once. Indeed, we find it better that the lower part of
the walls be allowed to get firm before any more is put upon
it.—J. Glasscock.

DESTEOYESTG GOOSEBEEET CATEEPILL-iE.
I CAN with confidence recommend the application of soft

soap and soda as a perfect cure for the above pest. My
gardener has used it for years, not only here, but also in
the west of England. The proportions mentioned in No. 157
are about the same as he uses.

It is very efficacious also for Apricots, Peaches, Cui'rants,
and Eoses—in fact, I know no caterpillar or aphis that can
stand against it. Care should be taken to sprinkle the
under portion of the leaves, as the caterpillar conceals itself
in the fold of the leaf.

One great advantage of the mixture is that it does not
affect the flavour of the fruit. Should any of your con-e-
3p(5ndents wish for further information I shall be happy to
give it to them.—E. Y. N., A LiivcolnsMre Sector.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

Ant person who applied liquid manui'e to his kitchen-
garden crops when they were in a growing state can have
no doubt of the great benefit that they derive from it. But

although such favourable results may reasonably be expected
by all who would give the subject a moment's consideration,
nevertheless it is sm-prising how very few adopt it. Suffice

it to say that all food for plants must be fluid, whether in
a liquid or gaseous state, and that when it is thus prepared
it is brought to the state in which vegetables can absorb
it : therefore there should always be a tank in the dungyard,
or framing-ground, into which to conduct all the drainings
of hotbeds, &c., or a large tub or barrel placed in a con-
venient situation ; a bushel of manure to 40 or 50 gallons
of water, horse, cow, sheep, pigeon, or any other such sort
of dung would be suitable for the purpose. After being
left to soak for twenty-four houi's, the dung should be
removed, and the liquid used in a clear state. Brussels
Sprouts, make an ample sowing of these, which are the
most useful green for a long winter ; it is, moreover, the
hardiest green we have, and produces, if sown in time, a
greater bulk than any other, unless it be the Thousand-
headed Cabbage. Broccoli, let a sowing of many of the sorts
be made during the week. Do not forget the Walcheren,
Somers's ParticularLate, and Snow's Winter "White. Carrots,

thin-out these and all advancing crops. This should always
be done in due time, and at twice : in the first instance,
leave double the number you intend to retain as a perma-
nent crop to meet accidents that young seedlings are liable

to, and thin them to the proper distance when such danger
is over. Cucumhsrs, sow the Eidge immediately in heat,
and throw grass mowings, leaves, manure, &o., into a heap
to ferment ready for making the ridge. Ihcarf Kidney
Beans, sow the dwai-f sorts on a warm sheltered border, also
a few Scarlet Eunners and Haricot Beans ; but these suc-

ceed so well transplanted that it is best to provide against
failures by sowing them in pots or boxes, and germinating
them under glass. "Wlien well up remove them to the open
ah', and cover at night if the weather is unfavourable, and
transplant the beginning of the second week in May. Onions,

thi-ow up some high beds, 9 inches above the level, in the
poorest part of the garden, and sow the Silver-skinned for

pickling. Sow very thickly, and tread the seed very firmly,

using scarcely any soil to cover them, rather shaking some
old wet litter over them to keep the seed damp. Scorsonera,

sow, and also Salsafy ; and get in successions oi Eed Beet,
Peas, Broad Beans, &o. Where Broccoli and Winter Greens
are coming off the ground shoidd be deeply trenched, the
stems chopped in pieces being laid at the bottom, and quick-
lime strewed over them.

FLOWEP. GAKDEN.
The cultivation of annuals for garden decoration has in

some degree given way to the more permanent class of
bedding-out greenhouse plants. Yet some of the former
will always find a place in many gardens, where they are
useful for filling up vacancies in borders of herbaceous
plants, bulbs, &c., and particularly for dressing up the
margin of shi-ubberies where the space between the line of

turf and shi-ubs may be occupied with them, so as to hide
the bad effects which bare soil always produces, and afford

a gay appearance through the summer, and this at a trifling

expense. The present is a favourable time for sowing, the
ground having previously been well dug and prepared.
No idea of the beauty of annuals can be formed by the
stunted patches we generally see, omng to the common
jiraotice of sowing the seed in a patch, and allowing, x'erhaps,

fifty or more plants to grow in a s^jace where only two or

three should have been aUowed to remain. The sorts to be
selected which continue a considerable time in flower, appro-
priating those of a dwarf habit neai' the walks, and placing
the taller-growing ones at a gi-eater distance. Every seeds-

man's list affords a selection. Stocks, of course, wUl always
be grown, and Chrysanthemum-fiowei'ed Asters which have
bright and distinct coloiu-s with erect flowers. Do not for-

get to make one or two sowings of Sweet Peas to keep up a
succession of bloom.

FRUIT GAKDEN.
Top-dress Easpbenles, and get them well staked. Cut

down the double-beaiing Easpberries. Cut away all suckers

but two, or at most three, fi-om a stool, and top-di-ess them.
These will never succeed unless they are kept very thin. In-

spect frequently grafted trees, remove all shoots below the

scion. Moisten the clay if cracked and dry. Look to last

yeai''s budded stocks, and seai'oh for caterpillars. The
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weather having become more genial to the opening bloom,

a portion of the protecting material should be removed from

Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot trees. Do this gradually that

the blooms may not suffer by a too sudden exposure. Where
spray or netting is used, and which could not conveniently

be removed daily, a part should at once be removed, only

keep it on hand in case a return to severe weather should

render its use agaiu necessary.

QKEENHOTJSE AXD CONSEEVATOBT.
With the increased cu-culation of air which mild weather

sanctions, there wiLL be a more evident necessity for increas-

ing the supply of water, to repair the loss which must ensiie

fi-om a rapid evaporation. During strong solar light the
paths of the houses may be damped, which will produce a
gentle moisture extremely grateful to exhausted plants,

many of which, having lately been shifted and made some
little growth, wiU. certainly suffer from any deficiency of

moisture. Let all Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, ic, be well

staked out. Give frequent attention to climbers in free

growth, regulating the young wood before it gets entangled.

At this busy season there is great danger of neglecting
winter-blooming plants, such as Epacrises, Daphnes, &c.

;

but if these are to be had in anything like perfection next
season, they must be properly cared for now. Show-houses
are generally kept too close and warm for Epacrises, Heaths,
and New Holland plants, and in that case they should be re-

moved to the greenhouse as soon as they are oiit of bloom,
affording them a rather damp and shady situation for a few
weeks. Attend to repotting such as have started after

being cut back, and keep them moist and rather close until

tflie roots get hold of the fresh soil.

STOVE.
Those plants recently potted will be in motion. Allow of

no diminution of bottom heat, and keep a moist warm at-

mosphere. Make cuttings as they can be obtained in a
young state of all the most useful plants, iu order to keep
i^p a succession of clean young stock.

PITS AXD PKAIIES.
iPot off cuttings as soon as sufdeiently rooted. Nothing is

more injurious to young plants than to allow them to re-

main crowded in their cutting-pots untU the roots become
matted together. Pot and prick-off seedling plants, or re-

move them to a cool pit to strengthen them. W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
EITCHEN GAKDEN.

Except sowing Tomatoes, pricking off Capsicums and
ChiUs, pricking out a little Celery, sowing more, pricking
off early Cauliflowers, watering and earthing-up those under
hand-lights, potting Dwarf Kidney Beans and sowing more
in succession, and part of a row in a cool orchard-house,
sowing Mustard and Cress and such herbs as Parsley out
of doors, and Basil, &c., in a little heat, the work has been
of a routine character and much the same as in previous
weeks. The linings round Cucumber-frames have been
banked up so as to maintain a minimum temperature of
about 65° at night. From making the bed wider than is

generally done, and banking up to the top of the frame, we
can regulate internal heat without giving too much bottom
heat.

On Tuesday we had a heavy snowfall, which continued
the whole day and most of the night, and this made the
ground greasy and unworkable. We prepared for frost on
Tuesday, but there was none to speak of. There has not
been a gleam of sun from Sunday to Thursday evening. We
find that from the frequent changes during the winter
Parsley has pretty well dwindled and rotted away out of
doors ; but a small row sown in the orchard-house in the
beginning of July, has given an abundant supply. Pre-
viously we used to fill some boxes and pots, to place in a
cool house under glass in winter, to be ready when the
weather was bad outside.

sbuit garden-.
On Tuesday afternoon, then snowing heavily, a rising

barometer made us afraid of a sharp frost, and, therefore,
we put laurel branches over Peach trees, Apricots, and even
forward Pears and Plums'. A Plum trellis bristling with

fruit-buds last week, we were saved all trouble about. We
do not believe that out of many thousands the birds left a,

dozen. Some trees against walls, and exposed, and the
bloom more forward, were untouched. These were slightly
covered. They were young trees growing vigorously, the
roots were cut in the end of September, and every twig and
spur has been covered with fruit-buds. A row of dwarfPear
trees that were pictures last season, and promised as well
for this, were protected with nets ; but last Sunday and
Monday the larger and smaller tomtits got under the nets^
and didn't they enjoy themselves, pretty well clearing the
trees of their buds ! Much against the grain, we were obliged
to pepper a lot of the pretty little rascals with dust shot.
But for the noise this is preferable to trapping and poison-
ing them, which means are often attended with lingering,
pain. We shall always remember a pretty young lady who,
shrinking with terror at the sight of a repulsive crawling.,

reptOe, cried out, " KOI it, but do not hurt it." There was
much of humane philosophy underlying the seeming con-
tradiction involved in the injunction. A rat or a colony of
them, but we think but one, had made itself a home too
near to oiir doorway, and nothing would induce him to quit
liis quarters. Having no desire to have him for a bedfellow,
a trap was set for him, and it caught by the legs a favourite
robin that had hopped about the door, and in-doors, and
been fed for many a winter. Poor thing ! it vexed us as
much almost as if we had had a finger crushed. At last the
rat was found trapped and dead, and it was so far satisfactory
to know that his death must have been almost instantaneous.
A favourite cat lost for a week at last came back a perfect
skeleton, and minus a foot and part of a leg. He was as
good a mouser as ever, but instead of catching with the
claws of the other foot, he used to give the mouse a stroke
with the stii.mp, and thus turned it over. Gamekeepers,
and gardeners too, should recollect that if they assume the
right to kill, they can have no right to torture. When some
favourite fruit tree is rendered fruitless for the season, how-
ever, our finer and more delicate feelings are very apt to
fall into abeyance as respects the wrong-doers.
Went over, thinned and regulated the wood in the earliest

Peach-house. Here there has been little need for thinning
ft-uit this season, and the crop will be thinner than usual. It
is but right we should let the readers know the reason. For
years the trees have borne heavily. Last season they were
attacked with the brown-beetle and fly, and our attempts to
destroy them we feai-, did no good to the buds. We gave the
house a smoking when the fruit had commenced to swell
fi'eely ; and we ought not to have done so, as we found that
some of the fruit when ripe were rather tainted. We were
mortified to find lots of flowers defective when in bloom this
spring. The above causes might help, but the chief cause
we believe to be taking the lights off too soon in order to
have them painted on the under side. The painter was very
anxious to have them off, and against our judgment we con-
sented. The wood should have had another month's ripen-
ing under glass. They wanted more ripening than the later
trees on the back wall of a lean-to orcharJ.-house, as these
latter had the full sun on them all the time of their growth,
whilst the trees in the Peach-house were considerably shaded
by shelves of Strawberries, until they came ripe in the open
air. This house is about 12 feet wide, 11 feet high at back,
and about 1 foot above the groiind in front. The trees cover
the back wall, and there is a trellis in front, 4 feet high at
back, and within 3i feet of the back wall. A shelf is sus-
pended over the path, another over the top of trellis, a third
farther down, and a foui'th at the front. When these shelves
are taken out before the fruit ripens, the trees receive then
plenty of light; but whilst the Strawberries are there, of
course they are considerably shaded. Notwithstanding these
drawbacks, taking the e^adence of many years as something
hke a test, we are persuaded that if we had kept the
glasses on a month longer after the fruit was gathered, and
given the trees plenty of heat and sun, we should have had
as much trouble in thinning flowers and fruit as in the case
of most of the trees in the orchard-house. It i,s very seldom
we remove the lights from this house at all. We mention
the thinness of the crop this season when compared with
the heavy crops ofmany previous years, just to impress the
idea that little matters are often of great consequence. But
for the painting, and to oblige, by taking off the sashes by
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degrees before all the fruit was gathered, the dry sun heat
would have made the twigs like oak branches for firmness,

which is the state we Uke to have them in. The thinner crop

will give a little more strength to the trees.

Thinned out lots of blooms, and truits just setting in the
orchard-house, and disbudded and shortened foreright shoots.

With all our thinnings of blossoms there will be more than
foul' times left that we shall finally retain even for a heavy
crop. Some of the shorter shoots were crowded with blossoms
like ropes of Onions or bottle-brushes. As yet we have seen
no trace of our brown-beetle enemy of last season, and hope
he has taken his departure for good. Every inch of these
houses as respects the floor, is covered with Strawberries,
Peas, fruit trees in pots, and plants requiring a little shelter.

We have read with much interest the articles by Mr. Abbey
and Mr. Rivers, &c., and if time would allow should like to

see the houses of the latter gentleman just now. There
can be no question, that the larger such houses the easier
they wUl be managed ; but there need be no difficulty even
with narrower houses, if one thing is thoroughly attended
to, and that is early av--givLnr;. With that given early, a
higher temperature fi-om sun than we should like to mention
will do little or no harm. Defer this air-giving until the sim
has made the enclosed place like an oven, and you may
expect scorching,

^
scalding, and burning of blossoms, and

falling of the fruit. Some years ago we saw a beautiful
house not more than 7 feet wide, the fruit was just set and
swelling, and everything looked so well. In a fortnight we
heard the trees were a wreck so far as the fruit was con-
cerned for that season. The gardener had to leave home,
and his generally attentive assistant forgot all about the
house untU eleven o'clock, after the sun had been beating on
it strongly for three houi-s and a half. He then gave all the
air he could under such circumstances. It would have been
better to have given only a little air at first, shaded the
house, and spiinkled the whole inside with tepid water.
Disbudded and regulated Vines in second division, or

rather thinned out the shoots. Young Vines planted to
help the old ones are coming away strong. Gave a coating
of sulphur to the pipes in second house, in order that the
strength of the sulphur may be pretty well gone before the
bunches open to bloom, as just when in bloom we deem
fumes of sulphur to be dangerous. Though a hai-dy Grape,
yet none is so sensitive, or more sensitive in this respect at
this time, than the Black Hamburgh ; and if, however young,
the berries are at all blotched they will never grow out of it,

though the ben-y may swell pretty well. Gave the wood in
the Pig-house a good thinning, and stopped the points of
most of the young shoots left for a second crop. When
Figs have been rather dry, and the fruit shows before they
are watered, they should bo watered gradually, or the fruit
will be apt to be thrown off. Give a thorough good soaking
at once, and very likely a lot of the young fruit will drop.
It would be safer to make holes, and water at three or four
times until all the soil was moistened. Pines should now
have a nice regular heat, and all potting should be proceeded
with, giving the plants as little check as possible. If the
roots ai-e at all in bad order they should be transfen-ed to a
smaller pot, be placed in a bottom heat of fi-om 80^ to 90°,
and kept rather close in a moist atmosphere, and then when
the pot is filled with fresh roots a larger shift may be given.
Fruit approaching ripeness should have a dry atmosphere
to impart flavoui-. Melons train and disbud, to prevent an
accumulation of small shoots and masses of leaves. Every
leaf that cannot be exposed to the light is one too many.
Do everything to avoid shading. The only times when shade
is likely to be essential are when a bright day comes after a
week of sunless weather. Early air-giving wUl ever help in
that case.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
The weather has been unsuitable for much out-of-door lawn

or flower-gardening work. Planted out lots of Calceolarias
and Geraniums in tui-f-pits, with cloth and hurdle coverings.
Was obliged to use litter and hay over those beds pretty
freely, as we di-eaded a severe frost after the snow, which,
however, did not come. Made cuttings of Petunias, Nas-
turtiums, Variegated Alyssum, Chrysanthemums, Helio-
tropes, &c., and put many of them on tiles and pans, to be
turned out temporarily as soon as they are struck. Cleared
out part of the Calceolaria-bed. Put about a foot of hot

leaves and dung in the bottom of it, 2 inches of rough leaf

mould on the top of it, and about 3 inches of a rough com-
post made of riddlings from beneath the potting-bench,

sifted burnt and chai'red heap, sifted old Mushroom-dung,
and ditto leaf mould, in about equal proportions, and com-
menced planting out in it young Verbena plants, giving them
fi-om 3 to 4 inches spaces. They will root and lift well when
we want them out of such material. Pricked-off in wet days
lots of Lobelias, Ageratums, dwarf Petunias, &c. Sowed
more of tender annuals, and before this is read shall have
sown Stocks, Asters, Marigolds, Zinnias, Coreopsis, &c.,

Nastui-tiums of kinds, &c.. Sweet Peas, &c., as there is a
pleasure even in variety, though some things be homely.
The finding places for all these is now the difficulty. Potted
numbers of Geraniums, Fuchsias, Centaurea candidissima,

&c., and placed them on stage in second vinery, whilst many
Begonias, Achimenes, and Oaladiums, were fresh potted and
placed on the stage in the fii-st vinery, the shade being just

the thing for these fine-foUaged plants. Potted also

Gloxinias, and brought pots of Gesnera zebrina and va.-

rieties out of a dry, dark, warmish place, where they could

have light and moisture, as they ai-e beginning to move.
Where the stock of Azaleas is large, it would be well to

place a portion in a house or shed with a north aspect, to

prolong the period of blooming. Camellias done flowering

should receive a help beneath the shade of Vines. Epacrises

done flowering should be pruned back, not cutting, however,

into the old wood. Boronias, Croweas, &c., should have the

warmest part of the greenhouse, and be carefully watered.

All the hardwooded pea-flowered shrubs, as Gompholobiums,
&c., require similar care, and plenty of air in mild weather,

but no keen di-aught when it is stormy and cold. Primulas

and Cinerarias should be sown for early autumn blooming.

Pansies and Violets may now be divided, and cuttings will

strike fi-eely at the north base of a wall with or without

hand-lights. The bright little yellow Viola lutea is weU
worth growing and propagating. Took up our old stools of

Cineraria maritima, and got some hundi-eds of suckers from
them about 2 inches in length, and placed them thickly in

heat to strike. In a few days we shall get lots more from

the same stools, and these make the neatest plants.—E. P.

COVENT GARDEN MAHKET.—Apeil 9.

The market continues well supplied, and business is slightly improved.

From abroad large consignments of Lettuce, Endive, Carrots, Artichokes,

&c., continue to arrive. Hothouse Grapes and Strawberries are sutBcient

for the demand ; but Pines are somewhat scarce. In Apples Nonpareil^

Winter Pearmain, and Golden Knob can be had good. Pears are now very

scarce. In Greens there is a good supply of Coleworts, and spring Cabbages

are very good. Brussels Sprouts and Savoys are now over.

FRUIT.

Apples ^ sieve

Apricots doz.

Figs dos.

Filberts & Nuts 100 lbs.

Grapes, Hothouse. ...lb.

Foreign

d.

to 4

Muscats
Lemons 100

Melons each

Asparagus bundle
Beans, Broad bush.

Kidney 100

Beet, Bed Joz.

Broccoli bundle
Brussels Sprouts J sieve

Cabbage doz.

Capsicums lOO

Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.

Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive score

Fennel bunch
Garlic and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle

Nectarines
Oranges 100 4
Peaches
Pears bush. 8

dessert ^sieve 6

Pine Apples ."....lb. 6

Pomegranates each
Strawberries oz.

Wabiuts bush. U

d. 9.

too

VEGETABLES.
d. s. d
to 14 Leeks bunch

Lettuce doz.

Mushrooms pottle

Mustd. & Cress, punnet
Onions ....bushel

pickling quart

Parsley J sieve

Parsnips doz.

Peas bush.
Potatoes sack

Badishea doz. bunches
Turnip

d. 8.

4 too
2

2

Rhubarb U

Savoys doz.

Sea-kale basket
Spinach sieve

Turnips bunch

TRiiDE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
Downie, Lau-d, & Laing, Stanstead Park, Forest HUl,

London, and 17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.—Do-

scriplAve Catalogue of Florists' Flowers, S^o.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Cape Goosebeukt (S. 0.).-It is Phyjalis edulis, a native of Peru and

Chili, but cultivated for its fruit at the Cape of Good Hope, and ther.ce

introduced to Australia and others of our colonies, where it is popularly

known as the " Cape GeoEeberry."

ScARBOKODOH LiLiEs (A!i:arnnid).-Vfe do not know them by that name.

If you send us one of the flowers in a box probably wo shall be able to

identify it.

GOANO AS A ViKE Manoee [S. .4.).—The best time to use guano on a

Vine-border, is when the Vines are growinc freely. It the roots are near

the surface, 2 ounces to a yard will be sufficient at one time. It the roots

are deep, 3 or 4 ounces may be used. Perhaps the most proRtable way is to

use it as a watering, stirring the surface at first, and throwing a little fresh

soil over after the watering, or at least raking the border, to keep the

ammonia in. From 1 to 2 ounces a-gallon, according to the nearness or

distance of tlie roots, would be enough. It is better to repeat the dose

instead of giving too much at once. When applied merely on the surface

by the hand, much of the virtues of the manure will go into the atmosphere.

Among growing crops this is of less importance; but the Vine-border

should not he cropped.

DiBLYTRA sPECTABiLis SEEDLINGS (F. F. TroUope).—We could not specify

instances of raisins seedlings of Dielytra, but we think yours well worth

looking after. They will do best in the cool conservatory. Do not give

them more heat by any means.

Paksv Soil—Clianthos Seed Sowing (Leighton, B.).—Rich garden soil

will grow Pansies very well. If you must make compost, use six parts of

fresh sandy loam, and one part rotten dung and leaf mould. Ion may
plant out the . seedlings now, near the wall, as you propose; and if the

weather is stormy, protect with a few twigs stuck in the ground. You may
sow the seeds of Clianthus Dampieri either with or without soaking them

previously. They are best put into small pots separately, and as soon as

the first root gets to the side of the pot, repot in a larger pot, and water only

as the roots occupy the soil.

Laegest Pea akd Longest Dwabe Kidney Bean (,A. J!.).—The largest-

podded Pea is the Tall Green Mammoth ; the Pea having the greatest

number of peas in the pod is the true Scimitar. The longest-podded Dwarf
Kidney Bean is the White Dutch.

Many Questions {A Subscriber).—We answer three out of your nine

questions. There are two white-flowered Kibes, niveum and sanguineum

album. Chopped tobacco will not kill the green fly unless it is converted

into smoke. Canna roots are the roots of some species of Canna. Whether
they are worth having depends upon whether they are in good condition

and what are your means of growing them, of which we know nothing.

Moving Yecoas—Gkeenhoose Ceeetees (JF. S. (7.).—The Yuccas may
be very safely moved. Preserve their roots as much as possible, and lilt

them with a ball of earth round them. Water well when planted. Now is

a good time to move them. Lophespermum scandens, Maurandya Bar-

clayana, M. kermesina, Ipomffia rubro-coerulea, Cobcea scandens, Calampelis

(Eccremocarpus) scabrawill suit your purpose, and give an interesting

variety in your greenhouse

.

Stbikino anb Gkaftino Roses (T. G.).—You are not likely to succeed in

striking Roses at this season of the year. The cuttings will look fresh, and
burst into bud, and then the great majority of them will go off. Such is

our espeiience. You will be as far forward by striking cuttings next

September and October, as by making the attempt now. At the season

named Koses strike like Gooseberry cuttings, managed jast in the same
way. The grafting, as you describe, is worth trying, and you may succeed

to a certain extent.

Consumption of Fdel nNHEE Boilers (J. Mackenzie).—We have no great

faith in the wonders that some boilers are stated to do. lu severe weather
there could be little waste in raising your houses 40"" or 50° above the

external atmosphere with the consumption of half a ton of coals or so a-

week. Grapes can only pay where there is a good market and coals cheap.

16s. 6rf. per ton is not out of the way. There can be little the matter with
the boiler when you can boil the water in the pipes so readily. We, how-
ever, disapprove of ever having the water so hot. When the heat is up,

the fire should be banked a little with cinders and ashes, and the damper
should be put in, leaving about a quarter of an inch for draught, and from
that to one-eighth of an inch in the ashpit-door, if closing altogether would
cause the fire to go out. The preventing the heat of your fuel going up the

, chimney is the only way by which you can save fuel. It will seldom be

necessary to raise the temperature 40° or 50° above the external air. If the

pipes do not give you heat enough unless the water in them is nearly boiling,

It will be cheaper to add more piping instead of heating the water so much.
As a rule the water should rarely go beyond from 170° to 1S0°. When you
raise it higher there will be sure to be waste of fuel in proportion. No
boiler ever yet tried will absorb all the heat from the fuel under it. The use
of a damper and a close ashpit-door enables us to economise as much as

possible. Very likely you might heat another house from a flue from your
furnace, without costing you more for fuel.

Planting ViNKEiEs {F. Grant).—For forcing-house we would plant the

following :— White : One Dutch Sweetwater, one Buckland Sweetwater,
one White Frontignan, one Muscat of Alexandria, one Bowood Muscat.
jblacli: One Muscat Hamburgh, one Victoria Hamburgh, two Black Ham-
bnrghs, one Trenthara Black. For greenhouse part :~WMte : One Muscat
of Alexandria, one Royal 'Muscadine, one Calabrian Kaisin in warmest part.

Black : Two filack Hamburghs, one Lady Downes". You may grow any-
thing in the pit of the forcing-house until the roof is pretty thick with
foliage. It would do -for forcing all sorts of things early; also for propa-
gating purposes. It would not do well for established Peaches on a trellis,

as, if your Vines were nearer than 5 feet apart, there would not be light

enough to ripen the wood. Tou might grow Peaches in pots, as the fruit

would be set before you wanted a high temperature for the Vines, and you
oould move them to the sunniest places, and might harden the wood out of

doors in autumn. Figs also would do well in pots.

Book on Vine Cultvee (.4 Recent Suhscriher).—If yon send a post-

office order for 55. 8d., with your address, directed to Mr. F. S. Angel, at this

office, you can have Mr. Thomson's hook on Vine culture, and the Number
of this Journal for January 19th, 1864, free by post. The other work, on
reconsideration, we think might mislead you on some points, especially as
to making the border.

Primula sinensis Sowing, *c. U rouni/ Begmner).-Vor fhmta to

flower early in winter sow in the middle of April, oreven earlier than that

;

while a second sowing may be made in the beginning of June. The best

compost is peat and sandy loam in equal quantities. It is usual to sow m
pans, and if the seedlings come up very thickly, thin them and pnck them

out into pans or boxes for a time; afterwards pot them off successively,

until, at last, the early-sown plants will occupy a 32- pot Observe to shade

the plants from the midday sun until the begmning of Sep ember, when

they may be gradually inured to it and benefit accordmgly. The l^ter-sown

plants will, of course, come in for a succession, but, with care, will flower

equally well with the first.

Vaeioos (F. H. a.).-We have seen no appearance of any Calceolarias

marked 4 and 5 respectively. We find three specimens marked 1, 2, 3, but

nothing about them in the letter. The first is Gnaphalium lanatum, tho

second Variegated Alyssum, and the third is so withered that we do not

know whe her it is a Ceraftium or a creeping plant, with whitish leaves.

You may sow the Cineraria seeds in a hotbed, if not too hot, but, as soon

as they are up, remove them to a cold pit or frame. Perhaps it would be

safer to sow in the last place at once, as, if you keep them too long m heat,

it will enfeeble them for the rest of their existence. Cinerarias do best kept

cool, but untouched by frost. Those sown as early as this should be pricked

off when they can be handled, potted separately m small pots a'terwards,

and then into larger, and placed in a shady place out of doors in summer,

and they will bloom early in autumn. Sandy loam and leaf mould will

grow them well. If you had read the accounts of such places as Trentham,

or even the " Doings of the Last Week," you would have seen that most

gardeners do something to their Peach trees after prunmg them, in the way

of washing, painting, &o. The lower part of your shoots bemg destitute of

fruit-buds must be owing to imperfect ripening of the wood, or the attacks

of insects last season. Of course you cannot have buds there now. Yon

must not syringe your trees whilst in bloom, either with clear water or

tobacco water. When the fruit is set you may do so
J

but ufe the tobacco

water not too strong. If there are insects, as fly, on the young shoots now,

vou may brash them over with tobacco water, but keeping it out ot the

centre of the flowers. You have allowed green fiy to get ahead among your

Verbenas, and no one or two smokings will clear them, because the smoke,

however effectual, will only kill those that are alive. A s you have plenty of

tobacco water, we would dip them in it-thus : make up a pail of water witH

it, not too strong-juBt weak enough not to injure the plants, and strong

enough to kill the insects when dipped into it, which you can ascertain by

trial—then take the pots or pans of plants or cuttings, pick off the deaa

leaves, and turn out any of the loose surface soil ; turn the pot upside down

in your hand, and draw the heads of the plants, right down to the SOU,

backward s and forwards through the prepared liquid in thetuhor pail
;
after-

wards lay all such pots down on their broadsides, in a clean place-say on

some litter, straw, or mats. Let them lie there for from six to twenty-four

hours ; then, with some clean water at the temperature ot about 125",

svringeeach pot thoroughly, turning the head up and down. V^hen the

plants are dry, pick off as much as you can of the surface soil, and replace

with fresh ; and then place them, if possible, in a mild bottom heat, say of

70° to 75°, and an atmospheric heat of 50°. to 55"
. If anything will recover

your plants, and furnish healthy heads for cuttings, the above plan will do

It. Even then it would be well to draw the cuttings through weak tobacco

'"lapaoeeia rosea Coltvre {Country Subscriber).-The following is the

extract from our No. 575, which you request. It was from the pen of the

late Mr. Beaton :—" The best Lapageria we have seen is the one we
described three or four years since in the Heath-house at the Pine-Apple

Place Nursery ; it was a planted-out plant. No doubt but some of onr best

plant-growers will do this plant in pots, but second-rate gardeners never

will • and a child might grow it in a border in any side or aspect in a cool

house. But for the first three or four years of good growth Lapageria may
be grown in a pot as well as in a border, as some extra heat can be thus

given it for two or three months in the spring, as we have reported from the

nurseries. Plants of Lapageria rosea, which are as hardy, if not more so,

than a Cape Heath, were reported by Mr. Beaton last spring as being in the

stove along with Alamandas in the Messrs. Fraser's Nursery, at Lea Bridge.

The plant referred to by our correspondent is still in active growth; a

young shoot just rising. There are some few fast-growing climbers, which.

If they were in this condition at the beginning ot October, ought to he fresli

potted even then, but they are few indeed. On the other hand, this Lapa-

geria, as compared with our hedge Bindweed, is an extremely slow grower ;

besides which, its roots are very different in their power and formation

from those of most other climbers, save such as are related to Smilax. In.

deed, Lapageria is a kind of extreme southern SarsapanUa, with the

flowers of the most gorgeous of the Peruvian Bomareas ; therefore, very

distinct in its natural habits from all ordinary climbers. The plant, there-

fore, should not be potted under any circumstances later than the middle

of August, nor be kept in artificial heat later than the middle or end

of September. In ordinary cases, however, this plant ought not to receive

artificial heat after the summer sets in warm enough to dispense with

fires in stoves and drawing-rooms. Keep ihe frost from it m winter, ana

at the end of February introduce it into stove heat, if there is a stove ;

and after 6 inches of fresh growth are made in heat, pot it afresh, if it re-

quire it, and keep it in this till the end of May, by which you will gain two

more months to the summer as it were. A north rafter in a conservatory-

house will suit it best ; but as to pole, pillar, trellis, or chains, they are all

the same to all climbers. As to the size of the pot or pan, that depends en-

tirely on the quantitv ot roots. One would need to be endowed with the

spirit of prophecy to be able to tell the size of a pot, pan, tub, box, vase, or

basket, for any plant without seeing it turned out of the pot it is in. Once

it is fairly in good growth, Lapageria rosea requires an enormous deal of

water— say four times more than a Passion-Flower."

Flower-bed IF. T. C.).— If, instead of mixing the Scarlet Geranium and

Cineraria marilima for a centre, you were to plant the former alone, anfl

then a ring of the latter, and, as you advise. Lobelia speciosa for an outer

edge, the effect would be excellent. If required, you might have yonr

Cineraria ring to consist of two or more lines of plants. The outer cage,

however, ought to be regulated by what it Is bounded with ; if that bo turf,

we would dispense with the Lobelia for that bed entirely, and allow the

Cineraria to become tho edge. You can have, free by post, the work,
" Window Gardening for the Many," by sending your address and ten

postage stamps to our office.

Silkworms {F. P.).—Ton may purchase either eggs or caterpillara in

Covent Garden Market.
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CuLTiTHE OF Gtmnograxima cBuvsoFKYT^Ui. (Vwlet).—It waiits all the
warmth that can be given it ; properly it is a stove Fern. It will not bear
damping too often or loo freely. It should have shade. The plaiji you
enclosed is Pimelea decussata.

.
DiMiHTTTiON OF SoiL {J. Ai7istiwrth).—T^Ci one can answer such a general

question as— •' If a field be gra^^ed for a hundred years, and no manure be
can-ied on, at the end of that time "will there be less soil in that field ?" The
nature of the soil, its elevation, surface slope, and many other circumstances
must be known before a guees could be njade, and then it would be but a
guess. All rli'nts absorb oxyg:en by their roots; seeds will not germinate,
ijor will fruit ripen, without it. You will find full inlormation on these and
relative subjects iu " The Science and Practice of Gardening," published at
onr office.

Cucumber, the Longest (G. W. F. P.)-—The Snake Cucumber, as it is

called, is the longest we know ; but it is more an elongated Gourd than a
Cucumber, and ia merely grown as a curiosity; but if you want one to grow
and exhibit, we would advise you to try one of the many kinds advertised
by respectable parties in our columns. The Manchester Prize is a good
Cucumber, as likewise is Telegraph, Victory of Bath, Champion, and many
others ; but, of late years, other qualities, as well as length, are taken into
account, and many Cucumbers, not remarkable for extreme length, possess
the other qualities in a greater degree.

Soil fok Potted Plants {F. T. CO.—Some little knowledge of the cha-
racter of soils ia required by those who mis and prepare them for potting

;

but we may fay that, in general, finely sifting any soil, except for, perhaps,
covering seeds or other special purposes, is seldom done. Such soils need
jiot necessarily become impervious to water if there be euflScient sand in
their composition. One thing, however, we must caution the inexperienced
against, and which ia, we fear, often disregarded—that is, never to move a
pot or pan that has been newly filled, and then deluge with water. A
mass of fine earth, thoroughly wetted, and then shaken in a pot, becomes
much like concrete, and possibly our correspondent's plants may have been
treated in this way. Pot in moderately-dry mould, and remove the plant
to its final resting-place before watering. Generally speaking coarse lumpy
mould for large plants, and fine for small ones, with, however, plenty of
drainage in both cases, is advisable.

Names of Plants [Broxmozith Parle),— 1^ Aristolochia sempervirens ;

2, Hypericum cegyptiacum ; 3, Goldfussia anisophylla ; 4, Adiantum capillue-
Yeneris. [C. i*.).— 1, not recognised; 2, Teucrium marura ; 3, Oxalis
camosa(?). The guttapercha keeps them fresh, but does not save specimens
from the post-oflice punch. (Orchidophilus).—Kot recognised from such a
specimen. (C. /'.).—It ia Lastrea decun-ens. Selaginella caisia succeeds
hest in a heated structure, but should no well iu a plant case in a warm
room. It likes shade. {Leighfou, £.).—Doronicum austriacum. {D. S.).
—The plant you found oa Cader Idris, at an elevation of 2000 feet, is

Saxifraga oppositifolia.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

POULTET FOOD.
The quality, quantity, and the nature of the food are

vexed questions. Where one dies of starvation a thousand
die of excess. One eats ravenously, and bolts his food from
craving hunger, looking in vain for more ; another looks dis-
contentedly at delicacies because he is overfed, and conse-
quently has no appetite. Nothing wOl come amiss to the
first, nothing will produce appetite in the other. It was
only a choice of evils that gave Oliver Twist courage to ask
for more. The attractions of the plateful outweighed the
dread of the flogging

; yet a very short time in luxui-y wordd
have destroyed the appetite and the health that was the
foundation of it.

Look at the difference in the condition of " nobody's dog,"
such an animal as is known in many neighboiu'hoods, liked
by all and fed by few, and the plethoric pet of Lady May
Fair. The first is always on the look-out ; he examines the
sawdust that is swept from the butcher's shop to search for
any scraps that may be among it ; if a bone be thrown into
the street he knows the rattle, it is music to him, and he
has it directly ; he has indistinct notions of property, and
pays little respect to the child caiTying bread and butter
carefully but temptingly along the street ; but he is in gi-and
health and splendid condition. The other animal is daily
washed and combed; it is fed on every luxui-y; its poor
stomach rejects chicken without sauce; fat and skin are
abominations not to be thought of; it makes fat and loses
Strength, muscle, and appetite. Then it must be coaxed,
delicacies must be discovered that can tempt it to eat, but
all is of no avaU ; health and utility are destroyed by over-
feeding, and by ministering to a pampered appetite. See
the leaden complexion and deadly look of the spoiled child
that will eat nothing but pastry, sweets, jams, and such
Kke, and compai-e it with the bi-ight eye and clear- skin of
one brought up on moderate quantities of wholesome food

:

no one can hesitate which to choose. Yet persons who see
the case clearly in dogs and children have no discretion
when chickens are in question.
As an example, one -writes to us, "The fowls are duU and

heavy ; they lay very badly ; they seem to care for nothing

;

they pick food about, but eat little. They have wheat,

barley, Indian corn, bread, meal, raw meat chopped fine

occasionaUy, the scraps from the kitchen, and the crumbs
from the table. They have food always by them, yet they
do not lay. 'What makes it more tii-esome is that a cottige

tenant of oui-'s close at hand is successful both in eggs and
chickens, though she labours under the disadvantages of

small space and scanty food."

They are all fowls aKke, but there the similitude ends.

They remind us of a scene we once mtnessed at an agricul-

tm-al show. £2 were oifered for the servant, being an
agricultm-al laboiurer, who lived longest -with one master.
Isaiah Cox, thirty-tlu-ee years -with the Eev. Dr. Primrose

—

he was a fat, ruddy, wholesome-looking man, of about fifty,

dressed in a black fi'ock coat, good cloth waistcoat, white
neckcloth, and black shorts. Lest he should be taken for

his mastei', the latter articles of dress were of velveteen,

and he farther disclaimed the clerical appearance by wearing
di-ab gaiters. Heuben Hanks had the second prize of ^£1

;

he had lived thirty-one years with the same master on the
same farm. "We could but contrast the two : the compla-
cent look of Isaiah, his fair rotundity telling of Sunday roast

beef; his full round calves, placing the buttons of his gaiters

in jeopardy ; and his face free fr-om any wrinkles or fun-ows

that looked at his master, who sat at the table, and said

plainly, " See what a treasure you have." Eeuben was very
different; he was younger than Isaiah, b\jt he looked older;

he stooped; his cheeks were thin; he wore very heavy
boots ; he had no calves to his legs. He was the very re-

verse of the other. " Are they both agi-icultnral labom-ers ?
"

asked we. "Yes," was the answer ;
" but one lives with a

good easy parson, who farms ten acres of his own ; the other

with a man who farms five hundred. That fat fellow has
two men imder him to do the work of one. He is fat, over-

fed, and lazy; a day's work would kUl him. That lean

fellow beside him is the best chap in the parish to work."

Oui- stoi-y is stUl the same—these men represent the
ladies' and the cottagers' fowls. Fancy the obese prize

labourer at work on a stiff cold clay, or pitching at harvest-

cart. He woiild lie do-wn and give up. He was incapable of

exertion. In truth he was overfed. His master, good easy

soul, liked to see all comfortable about him, and, honestly

trying to do good, he spoiled every person in his employ.

The same is done in poultry. Mai-y Searle has a cottage

about a mile fr-om the Hall. Her fowls run on the green

ojiposite, and down a lane at the side. How smart and firm,

and handsome they looked. The cock paced and strutted, and
lifted up his foot, curling it proudly and daintily, as though
the earth was not good enough for him to tread on ; and the

hens, what beautifully bright red combs, and what layers

they w-ere ! Mai-y always had eggs. When the children

from the Hall drove past in the can-iage they threw them
crumbs. The fowls learned to look for them, and when
they heai-d the wheels they would come fr-om all quai-ters.

Mamma was coaxed to buy them to be pets at the lodge.
" What a treat it will be for them," said the childi-en.

The fowls were bought and put at the lodge. AU the

scraps were saved. Four times evei-y day the children ran

to feed then- pets. Eveiy morning they went down to look

for eggs. It was very delightful to see the fowls coming
from the shrubbery to meet the children ; and it was jjleasing

to see each return with the eg^ that was to form part of the
breakfast. But after a fortnight the bu-ds cared little to

come. Then they ceased to lay, or layed but seldom. The
learned in such matters were consulted. They advised
change of food. Then the " wheat, barley, bread, Indian
corn, raw meat, and scraps " -n-ent to work, and the fowls got
fatter, lazier, and more listless every day ; while Mary
Searle's throve and laid as well as ever. Moderate feeding
is the secret of health. A very fat fowl squats about instead
of taking exercise. It ceases to be a jjleasure or useful,

and it does not take the trouble to seek that natm-al food
which is essential to health.

CLASSES FOR GAME HEKS AND PULLETS.
As the attention of amateurs has lately been called to

classes at shows, with their relative entries, may I offer a
plea for extending classes to Game hens and pullets ? These
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classes speak for themselves whenever they are met with.

At Birmingham, for instance, last year, they were not only

numerically strong, hut, as regai'ds quality, vain are the

hopes of a man who looks for better. At Darlington there

were twenty-six entries, and the silver cup was caiiied off

by a pair of Game puUets, beating their male rivals. At
Manchester also there was such competition that the first

prize was £S, an increase on the generality of classes of

above a third. I bring forward these facts to show that

they are quite as deserving of a place at our principal ex-

hibitions as Dorkings, and form as great, if not a greater,

attraction. I should like to see this taken up by the Agri-

cultural Hall and Crystal Palace Companies, and, as I sup-

pose they wUl shortly compile their schedules, let them
offer as a trial prizes of £2 and £1 to Game hens and
pullets of any variety, and I feel no hesitation in saying the

call win be attended with success, and will prove beneficial

both to the societies and to the poultry world at large.

—

Faibplay.

WIGTON EXHIBITION OF POULTEY AND
PIGEONS.

This Show was held in the Odd-FeUows' HaD, Wigton,
on the 5th inst., and following day. It is well known to

poultry amateurs that the present moment is, perhaps, the

most difficult time of any throughout the whole year for

caiTying out siiccessfuUy a show of this nature. The best
birds of oui- principal breeders are now busily engaged as

lireeding-stock, and however forward may be the locality,

310 chickens are, as yet, sufficiently matured for exhibition

JMuposes. These reasons combined, are, undoubtedly, cogent
ones for selecting an eai-lier or later date for holding such a
meeting. Truth, however, compels us to state, that the
Show at Wigton seemed to suffer but little from these causes,

whilst the entries of this year exceeded those of the preced-
ing by ^upwards of seventy pens. Yet another somewhat
unexpected feature was, that scarcely a single pen was un-
filled—a remarkable result, more particularly as regarded
the Pigeons, when we consider that most of these birds are
now nesting. The Show was beyond doubt a good one ; but
still another drawback to pecuniary success awaited the pro-
moters of the Wigton Show :—the day was throughout one of
the most comfortless imaginable, continuous rain, snow, and
sleet falling from daybreak to nightfall. StiU, as the room
was constantly well filled, the absence of fine weather was
less to be regretted.

In the Gwnie classes for Black-breasted and Brown Eeds
?/Er. Beldon took the first prize easily, Mr. Brough also ex-
hibiting some very good ^birds. The class for either White
or Piles was very indifferent, and it was in this class alone
that any prize was withheld throu-ghout the Show. The
©uckwing were good, and the class for a pair of Game
pullets (without any restriction of colour), was numerously
and well fiUed. The Honorary Secretary of the Wigton
Society here obtained the first prize with Black Keds ; the
secondplace being secured by Mr. Addison's very good pen
of Brown Eeds. The Black Spanish, for a Show held so far
north, were most creditable ; but the SorUngs were not so
good as might have been anticipated. Miss Aglionby took
feoth the Cochin prizes; the first prize with Partridge-
coloured, and second with Biiff ones. The Hamhurghs were
•a good display taken collectively ; but it must be always
borne in mind, that perfectly-formed rosy combs, firmly set
on the head, without any disposition to hang over to either
side, are imperatively necessary to success. Some beautiful
Eed Piles (Bantams), were shown, and were among the chief
excellencies of the Show. It wUl not be a matter of surprise
to most of our breeders of Game Cocks, to find that Mr.
James Fletcher, of Manchester, was the winner of both the
oups offered by the Wigton Committee, as premiums for the
best Game cock and Game cockerel respectively. A really
first-rate Blaok|Eed was the adult cup bird, and an equally
good Brown Eed cockerel secured the second cup to the
same exhibitor.

The Pigeons were, without any question; such as would
kave added to the renown of even our greatest shows, the
Cairiers, Powters, Almonds, Barbs, Jacks, and Fantails
heing excellent. Ib the class for other varieties of Pigeons

!

were shown some perfect specimens of Spots, Meeves, Eunts,

Blue Swallows, and Brunswicks.
The Committee were persevering and attentive, and thfe

Show was, consequently, a success.

Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, H. Beldon, Gilstead-

Bingley. Second, J. Brough, London Road, Carlisle. Commended, E.

Feavon, the Cottage, Hensingham.
Game (White and Pile) . -First, J. Todd, Waverbridge, Wigton. Second,

Tvithheld.

Game (Duckwing and other Greys, Blacks, and Bines).-First, J. Brough,

Carlisle. Second, J. Cowen, Oughterby;
Game (Any Colour).— First, A. Robinson, Wigton. Second, W. Addison,

Oulton. Highly Commended, W. Hastwell, CUfton Station ; H, Thompson,
Old Button, Milnthorpe. Commended, H. Beldon, Gibtead.

Spanish.—First, H. Beldon, Gilstead. Second, I. G. Park, Higton Hall,

Whitehaven. Highly Commended, J. Wilson, Lonsdale Terrace, St. Bees.

DoEKiNO.—First, J. Armstrong, Citadel Station, Carlisle. Second, P.

Nixon, Dalston. Commended, P. Nixon.
Cochin-China (Any variety).—First and Second, Miss Aglionby, the

Hollins (Buff and Partridge). '

Hambusgh (Golden-spangled).—First, H. Beldon, Gilstead. Second,

E. S. Goodhart, Dalston. Commended, Key. W. Gordon, the Manse, Rath-

well, by Annan; D. Tait, the Hollins.

Hameueoh (Silver-spangled).—First and Second, H. Beldon, Gilstead.

Commendeii, J. Hall, Wigton.
, „ „ ,^

Hambukok (Gold and Silver-peacilled).—First and Second, H. Beldon,

Gilstead. Commended, H. A. Clarke, Aspatria.

Ant othek Vaeiety.— First and Second, H. Beldon, Gilsteai, Bmgley.

Bantams (Game).—First, R. Thompson, Moresdale Hall, Kendal. Second,

Miss Aglionby, the Hollins. Highly Commended, Miss Aglionby ; H.
Beldon. Commended, Master J. BeU.

, „ „. , .

Bantams (Any other variety).— First, H. Beldon. Second, R. Pickering',

Carlisle. Commended, H. Beldon.

DtcKs (Aylesbury).- First, I. G. Park, Higton Hall, near Whitehaven.

Second, Miss Kerr, Red Hall. Highly Commended, Rev. A. F. Curwen,

Harrington Rectory ; J. P. Foster, Killhow. Commended, W. Barnes.

Ducks (Eouen).—First, M. H. Brisco, Crotton HalL Second, G. High-

field, Blencogo. Commended, H. A. Clarke, Aspatria.

Ducks (Any other vaneryl.-rirst, T. Manduell, Aikhead. Second, H.

Beldon.
PIGEONS.

Caeeiees —First, W. Towerson, Egrement (Blacks). Second, J. Rumford,

Sunderland. Highly Commended, H. Beldon ; K. Pickering, Carlisle.

Commended, W. T. Armstrong, Carlisle.
_ „ ,. ,

TuMBLEES —First, R. Thompson, Kendal. Second, R. Pickermg, Carhsle.

Highly Commended, 'H. Beldon. Commended, J. Rumford, Sunderland;

W. Towerson, Egremont ; H. Yardley, Birmingham ; W. T. Armstrong,

Carlisle

PoVtees —First, R. Pickering, Carlisle. Second, J. Rumford, Sunder-

land, Highly Commended, T. C. Taylor, Middlesborough. Commended,
H. Beldon ; W. T. Armstrong, Carlisle.

Fahtails.—First, T. C. Taylor, Middlesborough. Second, — Jobling,

Newcastle. Commended, H. Yardley, Market Hall, Birmingham.

Jacobins.— First, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, R. Pickermg,

Carlisle. Commended, H. Beldon ; J. Chambers, Middlesborough.

Ndns.—First, W. Johnston, Carlisle. Second, H. Beldon, Gilstead.

Baebs.—First, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, W. T. Armstrong,

Carlisle. Commended, H. Beldon ; T. C. Taylor. „ „ „ , „. ,.,

ToKBiTs.—First, E. Thompson, Kendal. Second, T. C. Taylor. Highly

Commended, W. Towerson, Egremont. ^ ^
OwL=; —Fir^t, R. Pickering, Carlisle. Second, W. Towerson, Egremont.

Highly Commended, — Jobling, Newcastle. Commended, B. Thompson,

Kendal. . , -, , - ,.

Ant othee Vaeiety.—First, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, — Job-

ling, Newcastle. Highly Commended, R. Pickering, Carlisle ; — Jobling,

Newcastle. Commended, H. Beldon, Gilstead ; M. Irwin.

EXTRA PRIZES.
Best Game Cock.— First and Second, J. Fletcher, Stoneclough, near

Manchester. Third, W. Boyes, Beverley, Yorkshire. Highly Commended,

J. Gaddes, Carlisle ;
— Adams, Beverley, Yorkshire. Cocftere!.—First, J.

Fletcher, Manchester. Second, J. Brough, Carlisle. Third, — Adams,

Beveilev Yorkshire. Highly Commended, W. Boyes, Yorkshire; J.

Brough, Carlible. Commended, J. Brough, Carlisle; J. P. Foster, KHUiow,

G. Studholme, Moorrow.
. j ,. -.r ti „

Hambdegh (Golden-spangled). —a Silver Cup presented jby Mr. HaU
E. S. Goodhart, Daiston.

Ml-. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, near Birmingham,

officiated as Judge.

ATHEETON AGEICULTUEAL ASSOCIATION-
The Show was held on the 31st ult., when the following

prizes were awarded for poult:^ :

—

Game Cock (Any variety).-First, W. Brierley, Middleton. Second, S.

Foulds, Atherton.
, ™ „., ...t, _j.

Game —First, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. Second, T. Ridgway, Atherton.

Highly Commended, C. W. Brierley ; W. GiUibrand, Tyldeslcy.
^ , „

SPANISH (Black).-First and Second, N. Cook. Highly Commended, N.

Cook ; J. Kilshaw, Atherton. , , . , ., j tT-

Cochin-China (Any colour) .—First, J. Elliott, W estleigh. Second, E.

Smith, Middleton. Highly Commended, J. Elliott; E. Smith, Middleton.

DoKKiKG.-First and Second, J. Fryer, Liverpool Road, St Helens (con-

sidered to he the best pen exhibited). Highly Commended, E. Sinith.

Middleton; P. Wood; S. Farrington. Commended, W. Huiton ; s. tax-

""hImoteoh (Golden-pencilled).—First, J. Haselden, Great Boy's CollieiT,

Tyldesley. Second, W. Horrohin, Atherton. Highly Commended, T.

Wrigley, jun., Tonge, near Middleton; H. Leigh, Willow's Cottage, Bed-

ford. Commended, C. W. Brierley, Middleton.

Hambuegh (Silver-pencilled).—First, E. Crompton, Over Huiton, Second

J. Piatt, Dean.
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Hausubor (Golden-spanEled) —First, N. Marlor, Denton. Second, G.
Whittaker, Harwich. Highly Commended, C. W. Brierley, Middleton ; P.
Unsworth, Lowton ; M. Kay, Wallauctiea. Horwicli.

Hambdboh (Silver-spangled).—FiTBt, M. Kay, Horwich Seconrl, J. Hasel-
den, Tyldesley. Highly Commended, N. Marlor, Denton. Commended J.
Easelden ; Mrs. Withington, Cnlclieth.

POLANDs (Any colour).— Fir6t and Second, S. FarrinRtoi.
Ant other Variety.—First, H. Lacy, H^bden Bridge, Yorkshire. Second,

N.Cook. Highly Commended, E. Smith. Commended, J. Elliot, Westleigh.
Bantams (Game).—First, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. Second, J. Croft,

Atherton. Highly Commended, E. Seddon, Atherton.
Bantams (Any other variety).— First. C. W. Brierley, Middleton. Second,

N. Marlor. Highly Commended, C. W. Brierley.

Ducks (Aylesbury).— First, E. Leech, Kochdale. Second, A. Bullough.
Docks (Rouen).—First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Se.ond, W. Gregory. Com-

mended, C. P. Ackers, Bickershaw.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, C. P. Ackers. Second, C. W. Brierley.

Highly Commended, J.Wakefield, Golborne ; C. W. Brierley,
Geesk (Any breed).— First, L, Wall. Westhoughton,
TcRKETs (Any colour).—Firet, C. W. Brierley. Second, E. Leech, Roch-

dale.

The Judge was Mr. R. Teebay, of Fulwood, near Preston.

THE WINTEE AND OPENING SPRING O F 1864.

AN INSTANCE OF EAELT BREEDING.

The close of the past season found my apiary, both as re-

gards population and provisions, everything that could be
desired. The greater number of my hives, especially such
as were not axtificiaiised, were densely populated. The
winter has been a comparatively mild and open one, and
the consumption of stores has consequently been above the
average. Prom the end of January the weather has been
very cold and ungenial, the month of March, especially,

"being exceedingly unpropitious for bees. So inclement has
been the opening spring, that it was so late as the 20th of
March before a single loaded bee was seen to enter any of
my hives. Vegetation is considerably behind this season,
and breeding much retarded.

My especial object in this communication is to record one
of the earliest instances of breeding which ever came under
my notice, and I beg to draw the particular attention of
minute scientific observers to the fact, in order to elicit

their experience in the matter. Strange as it may appear,
it occurred in a hive neither very populous nor very healthy.
The queen of this hive is a Ligurian one, and was artifi-

cially reared towards the close of last summer; but her
fecundation having been considerably retarded through ad-
verse circumstances, which I need not here relate, the
population at the close of the season, though numerous
enough, yet lacked a preponderance of that youthful ele-

ment which I consider so essential to a good keeping winter
stock. The intelligent apiarian will understand the force

of this remark by a consideration of the short-lived existence
of the honey bee, which I may here state I have been en-
abled thoroughly to test during my fii-st yeai''s experience
of the Ligurians. As the true knowledge of the longevity
of the bee is a matter of more importance to the bee-master
than is generally supposed, I shaD, perhaps, at a future
time make it the subject of a separate communication.

In addition to the above unfavourable condition as to
population, there was another which operated adversely on
the colony in question. It was domiciled in a glass hive.

Now it is, perhaps, familiar to most apiarians that a hive
either not very populous or one domiciled within glass walls,

is much more apt to become diseased by long confinement
than others more favom-ably cu-cumstanced. The reasons
of this I will not now farther explain than to say that they
are in some measure connected with a solution of that
theory first propounded by the Swiss apiarian, M. de GeHeu,
that an increase in the population of a hive does not pro-
duce an increase in the consumption of stores.

Throughout the early part of winter I noticed symptoms
of unhealthiness in this hive. The bees assumed a swollen
appearanc ', and the colony was even then being gradually
diminished by deaths and the desertion of such as were
much afflicted by the retention of their fccces. By the
middle of January I observed, through the glass panes, a
marked diminution in numbers. Being a fi-ame-hive I de-
termined to examine it, and to unite to it a few bees belong-
ing to a reserve queen kept over for spring contingencies.
Accordingly on the 18th January, I took the hive into a
warm room, and minutely examined every frame. The bees
were still more numerous than I anticipated, but it was

evident from the internal appearance of the hive that they
were much afflicted by dysentery. The queen I found most
lively—so much so, indeed, that she escaped out ofmy hands
and took wing to a distant corner of the room, and so com-
pletely eluded my search for her that I almost despaired of
recovering her alive. At length, observing a bee enter a
Kttle crevice beneath a press door, I opened it, and found
her majesty surrounded by a few faithful adherents that had
found her out or accompanied her into this curious retreat.

But what struck me as very remarkable in my examination
of this hive was, that a considerable portion of a comb wag
found filled with brood in aU stages—eggs, grubs, and
sealed larvae, and several young bees traversing the combs.
Having joined a few hundred common bees to the colony, I

replaced the hive in its old site.

From this it will be seen that the queen of this hive
actuaDy commenced egg-laying in the dead of winter, or so
eai'ly as Christmas. This, as I have already stated, is the
earliest instance which ever fell under my observation.
Most of our writers lay down the end of January or be-

ginning of February as the commencement of the breeding
season. WUdman says if the month of January be mild
the queen may be induced to lay. Bevan states, that in

similar circumstances breeding will sometimes commence
at the latter end of January or beginning of February.
Huish affirms that the ovarium of the queen is entirely

empty during the winter months, and the earliest period
that he ever knew of the appearance of an egg in it was
the 20th of January. Sir W. Jardine mentions February
as the time when the queen resumes egg-laying ; and,
indeed, most English authors, so far as my recollection

goes, give forth similar opinions. These opinions, though
no doubt mostly formed more from outward observation
than from internal examination of the combs, are, neverthe-
less, in accordance with the known facts of the case. This
is certainly the usual period, but earlier instances, similar

to the one now related by me, have been noticed by foreign
naturalists. The celebrated Huber—that prince of apia-

rians, whose sagacity of research, ,accm-acy of experiment,
and important discoveries, have placed him on the very
pinnacle of apiarian science—mentions, in his "Natural
History of the Bee," that he found brood of all stages in

certain hives in the month of Janiaary, when the thermo-
meter stood in the interior at about 93°. So, also, the
celebrated French natm-alist, M. de Reaumur, found brood
of all stages in some hives in the same month. Still these
must be considered as exceptional instances; and, for my
own part, I am not inclined to view such premature exhibi-

tions of breeding on the part of the queen as at all indica-

tive of future prosperity—indeed, I am disposed rather to

look upon everything of an abnormal character in the bee
community with an unfavourable eye. In the present case
I find that the hive in which this instance of early breeding
took place is not an exception to the general rule ; for it

has turned out to be, as I expected, the weakest in all my
apiary ; the bees having still further diminished, and not
one-thu-d the number of brood-filled cells can now be seen

as were found in it more than ten weeks ago.—J. Lowe.

OUE LETTER BOX.
Hens -with Snivelled Heads {K. Ii.).—Thz swelling; at the back of the

head would naturally expose the white of the eye by stretching back the skin.

The feeding is bad, being far too etimulalinp, and the broth they have to

drink is quite unnecessary, It is very likely that, in the heated state of
their bodies from over-fecdinp, the natural use made of the poll at this

time of year has caused a swelling that would not have appeared had they
been in ordinary healih and feeding. Give them less stimulating food, and
lees in auaotity.
Ego-eatinq Fowls (A, W. C.).—Nothing is more difllcult than to curD

fowls of eating etrgs when they have once taken to it; it amounts to a
disease. It is almost waste to allow SMch to sit ; but, if allowed at aU, they
should be permitted to steal their nests. The only thing that can be tried

is to put them on a nest filled with composition eggs. They peck till they
are tired, and, finding it useless, sometimes abandon the habit. We would
get rid of such birds at once.
DiARRHiEA IN A DoRKiNQ CocK {J. J". Sinclair).—The enlarged livor

proved where was the seat of the disease. The weight (1 lb. avoirdupois)

was enormous. It is impossible to Bay what the cause was. If it was to

the touch like butter, it was a fat llvor, and would arise from over-feeding

and want of exercise. If it was hard and stony, it was simply a diseased

liver, which must enfl in death, bat the cause of it is unknown. The use of

Indian corn exclusively as food is, we believe, conducive to disease ; the

want of a grass run equally so.

Dahlia Flowers amd Bkkf [IT. S. ^1.).—We are not aware that dahlia

flowers are iniurious to bees, we do not think they gather hoaey from them.
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their roots are not white and fuU of life, instead of black and
shrivelled.

Under ordinary circumstances I would recommend that
from the middle of November till the middle of February
the suckers now being treated of should be kept quiet, and
not encouraged to grow; and to rest them thus a tempe-
rature of 55° at night is preferable to 80°. The atmosphere
should be dry rather than otherwise, and little or no water
should be given at the root, as the soil in the pots will

generally be found to be regulated as to moisture by the
state of the tan or other plunging material, which is gene-
rally moist enough for the maintenance of Pine roots in a
healthy state, tinder ordinary circumstances this is the
winter treatment to be recommended as that which ivill

give plants in a strong and healthy condition in spring, and
that will most surely make the best fruiting stock by the
following autumn. But in cases where, fi'om scarcity of in-

termediate stock, it is desirable to considerably increase the
size of the plants and steal a march on time, they may be
kept gently on the move all winter by a temperature 5° or 8°

higher, with more moisture at the root and in the air. This
winter growth, however, can only be adopted with anything
like success when good light pits are at command, and where
every ray of sunshine can be had dui'ing the winter—say,
for instance, when strong fine suckers can be had in the
early part of August, and which it may be desirable from a
paucity of more advanced stock to push on for supplying
fruit in the winter of the nert year, then they may be grown
on all winter, and be rested in AprU and May previous to
their being started for winter fruit. But when such suckers
are not required till the following spring, they wOl make all

the finer plants by being rested in winter as I have described,
and the results wOl be all the more satisfactory.

{To be continued.) D. Thomson.

NOETH AMEEICAJN" TEEEESTEIAL OECHIDS.
{Concluded from pcige 265.)

Almost all the North American species delight in a com-
post of turfy loam (about 4 inches of the surface of a rich
and rather moist pasture laid in a heap in the sun and fre-

quently turned over for twelve months), one-third, sandy
but fibry peat one-third, and leaf mould (from oak or beech
leaves), partially decomposed another third, the whole to be
well mixed and chopped with a spade, sand being added if

the compost does not present unmistakeable evidence of its

presence.

The compost should be in nice working order when used
either for potting or placing in the beds for planting, so that
it will not bind when pressed owing to the wet, nor be so
dry that repeated waterings are necessary to moisten the
mass. The right condition is the mean of the two extremes.
The most suitable time for potting is just when the plants

are on the move, and this can only be determined by actual
observation, for it depends in a great measure on the
season and the species. In potting much of the old soil

should be carefully picked away ; and if the plants are too
large to be convenient, or if any increase is desired, it is

preferable to perform that operation then. This is effected
by cutting with a sharp knife the strings that connect the
young plants with the parent roots, taking care not to wound
any part of the tubers, for this is sure to cause diseased
roots. The less these plants are handled the better, for no
plants are so sensitive of distui-bance and show more marked
effects if their tender roots and fibres be injured. Bear in
mind that the larger a plant is the better cultivation is

shown. Division of the roots should, therefore, be only
practised for the purpose of increasing the stock. Clean
pots, inside and outside, should only be employed, and these
vary in size according to the size of the plants. If the
plants have increased in size a larger pot wiU be required,
but if no increase in size be perceptible, one of the same
size will do again. If, on the other hand, the plant has
decreased in size it should be placed in a pot no larger than
sufficient to contain it comfortably. None of the pots should
be larger than sufficient to hold the plants without cramping
the roots. The pots being drained to one-third of their depth
with crocks, the larger at the bottom and the smaller above,
place a thin layer of sphagnum or cocoa-nut fibre on the

crocks, then a couple of inches of the rougher parts of the
compost, and an inch or more of general compost on that.

The plant being introduced and sufficient soil added to bring
the crown to within half an inch of the level of the pot-rim,

place the compost round the ball, pressing it lightly, cover-
ing the crown half an inch with soil, but leaving a cavity
for watering pui-poses to the extent of half an inch at the
sides of the pot, or the centre elevated above the rim.

Water cannot thus rot the crown owing to the frequency of
the watering. Give a gentle watering and set them in the
frame, jjlunging the pots to the rim in the ashes, and at the
back or front as the size may determine.
Air wOl be necessai-y in all weathers except when the tem-

perature is below freezing ; ventOation must be afforded
these plants day and night alike, or they will soon become
sickly. The lights wiU be better drawn down by day, and
at night, too, in mUd weather, drawing them on only on
frosty nights and when heavy dashing rains occur. They
wUl, therefore, enjoy the refreshing influence of gentle
showers of rain, and the dews of night, and this combined
with fresh ail- is the grand secret in growing these rare
plants. Whenever it is necessary to put on the Ughts to
guai'd against heavy rain, they should be tUted back and
front to create a free circulation of air. At no time ought
the plants to become dry, for they do not owe their rest

to dryness, but decrease of temperatui-e. At rest they
should be kept moist, but less water must be given them
then than at any other period : in fact, none wUl be reqmred
if the pots be kept plunged as they ought to be. In the
early stages of growth they will need very careful watering,
but enough should be given to keep the soU moist, but not
wet, and under no cu-cumstances should they be aUowed to
become dry at the root after gro\vth has commenced. K
that occur growth is effected at the expense of the delicate
fibres, and weakened tubers and roots are the consequence.
When the plants are in fuU growth copious suppUes of
water wUl be necessary; but when this is past, and the
leaves do not increase in size, the watering wiU require to
be graduaUy diminished, and it should be discontinued
when the leaves turn yeUow.
During the period of rest the plants should be kept in as

uniform a temperature as possible. The lights should be
drawn off by day in mUd weather, and some mats or other
covering thrown over them in severe periods, the sides of
the frame being also protected by placing ashes against
them or some Utter. If it were possible to keep the plants in

a ceUar with a constant temperature a few degrees above the
freezing-point, I am certain that that would be the best
place for them for three months at the duUest period of the
year, for success in thefr cultivation depends on a complete
state of rest, and another corresponding period of free

gi'owth.

In borders these plants shoiUd be planted when in a state

of rest, a little before or when on the point of starting into
growth. They require pretty nearly the same attention as
to watering, &c., as those in pots. I wiU, therefore, bi-iefly

aUude to a few points in which the treatment differs. In
the first place they wiU not require so much attention as
regards watering, at the same time measui-es must be taken
to shield them from rains and severe frosts. To guard
against the former, stakes shoiUd be driven into the ground
at a distance of 6 inches fi-om the bed, on aU sides, and left

2 feet above the surface. These stakes are intended to
support a kind of span-roof, formed of laths, over which
some glazed calico can be spread when heavy rains occur,

and this wiU be found effectual for the pm-pose, and a
material protection in -winter against rain and snow. In
summer the cover wUl protect the plants from drenching
rains, and at the same time afford a free circulation of air

from aU points. Besides, when the j^hints are in flower this

covering placed over them wiU much prolong thefr beauty,
especially if a piece of tiffany be hung against the upright
side next the sun. Now, this protection is only for shielding

the plants from heavy rains, fr'om sun when flowering, and
in winter fr'om rains and snow ; at other times it shoiUd be
taken off, and the plants exposed to the fuU influence of the
atmosphere. The beds wUl need to be frequently stin'ed to

keep them free of moss ; water must be given when neoes-

saiy, but not in excess, so as to cause a sour condition of tlio

soU, and all weeds should be I'emoved by hand-picking.

/
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In autumn after the leaves liave decayed the beds should

be covered with 3 inches of dried leaves, some smaU stones

being placed on them to prevent the wind blowing them
away. This mulching assists in maintaining a uniform

temperature in the soU, and with the oiled calico frame is all

that is required to keep them dry and cool and yet prevent

them fi-om becoming frozen at the most precarious period of

their growth. The eaJico frame should be kept over the

bed when snow falls, and not be removed or the snow
brushed off it so long as the irost and snow continue.

In spring the leaves placed over the bed should be re-

moved before the plants start into growth, and the surface

pointed over carefully with a small fork, taking care not to

go so deep as to iniure the roots. If a little fresh soil were
added it would materially tend to invigorate the plants. At
the end of two years the bed will need renewing, and this is

the greatest drawback to growing these plants in beds, for

it is scarcely possible to move them without causing more
or less injury. It must, however, be done, and in order

to effect the removal safely the plants at one end should be
taken up for the space of a yard and placed in a basket,

covering them with mats to protect them from the au-. The
old soil should then be removed and some fresh put in its

place, taking up the plants as they rise in the old bed, and
replanting them in the new compost, and so on until the

whole of the soU is renewed and the bed replanted, those in

the baskets being planted at the opposite end of the bed.

These plants, being impatient of distui'banoe or fi'equent

shifting, should not be removed so long as they continue to

grow strongly, nor m.ust they be in any wise roughly handled.
In conclusion, I would out of a love for these and other

curioiis plants say a few words about a kind of disrespect

shown by the Eoyal Horticultural Society to those amateurs
who are well known to be the almost exclusive cultivators of

hardy Orchids. I allude to there being no prize offered for

such plants in the Society's schedules, whilst hundreds of

pounds are yearly lavished on exotic Orchids, chiefly such
as can only be grown by those possessed of great wealth,

and which are not half so difficult to cultivate as the terres-

trial species now under consideration. What should hinder
the Society giving a prize of ^610 for twenty hardy Orchids,

another JEIO for the best collection of rare and well-grown
alpine plants ? It would surely be as reasonable as spending
nearly ^650 on their epiphytal brethren—a sum which is

annually given to the same exhibitors for the same plants.

Were those in authority as anxious to give an impetus to
skilled cultivation as they are to throw money away in cul-

tivating a taste for the fine arts, they would more fully carry

out the objects of what should be the fii'st horticultural

society in Europe. The main object of such societies should
be to promote high cultivation in every sense of the word,
and to offer prizes for plants that are difiiculo to cultivate.

Prizes for such plants are only what are needed as a reward
for the perseverance and skill of a niimber of amateurs who
devote their leisure to cultivating them.
Our correspondent will find much valuable information on

the cultivation of hardy Orcliids in Vol. XSIV., pages 342,

359, 370, and 387, by an enthusiastic cultivator, whose views
are embodied in the "Orchid Manual," published at the
office of this Journal. It is only due to a previous grower
and writer to say that it is the best and only work on the
subject ever published. I may at some future time say a few
words on the cultivation of British Orchids. G-. Abbey.

the common kind. Both of these, being free growers, will be
valuable for shrubberies. Lastrea Standishii, too, wiU also

doubtless be much sought after, as it is a remarkably hand-
some species, with graceful, pea-green, much-divided fronds ;

and is, moreover, probably hardy, for it has withstood with-
out injury several degrees of frost. In addition to the
above many curious varieties of Maples, with leaves variously

cut and variegated, and several other objects of interest,

are to be offered.

Sale or Japanese Plants.—The agreement between Mr.
Fortune and Mr. Standish having nearly expired, Mr. Stevens
has been instructed to dispose of the remaining portion of

the valuable Japanese plants brought home by Mr. Fortune.
The sale is to take place on the 11th of May, and will doubt-
less excite much competition, as amongst the novelties to

be disposed of are Clematis Fortuni, with magnificent double
white flowers, and which was figured in the " Florist and
Pomologist" of December last; and Clematis Standishii,

with rich violet purple flowers. Among hardy evergreens
we understand that several of the highest merit are to be
offered, such as the male Aucuba, the variegated and green-
leaved varieties of the Holly-leaved Osmauthus ; two Skim-
mias, one of them with very sweet-scented flowers, and the
other with broad leaves and berries twice as large as those of

FLOWEES OF THE PAST SEASON.
HOLLYHOCKS.

Is there a place for the Hollyhock in the bedding-out
system ? I fear not : but I am sure there is in the gardens
or shrubberies of all those who desu-e effect, and who admire
large and gorgeous masses of bloom ; while there are, Mr.
Ghater doubtless can testify, numbers who own the soft

impeachment of unbounded affection and love for it. I re-

member that at the last autumn Show at the Crystal Palace
one enthusiastic amateur would be satisfied with nothing less

than a national exhibition of the flower. "If a national

exhibition of Tulips, and Auriculas, and such gimcracks,
why not of this noble and magnificent autumnal flower?"

What could I, a lover of one of these " gimcracks," say
against such a proposition ? and as it, amongst other flowers,

has received the cold shoulder from the Eoyal Horticultural

Society by the abolition of the September Exhibition, it is

not unlikely that some such notion may be carried out.

As for me, I have neither a geometric garden nor a shrub-
bery. I grow flowers for their own sake, am content to

admire them without "effect" and "contrasts" (all very
desirable and nice for those who have the capabilities, but
utterly beyond my poor efforts) ; and as, amongst other

things, I grow some few Hollyhocks, and these the newest
of those in growth, I have thought that amongst the flowers

of the past season they deserve a notice.

Although there are many raisers and growers of this

flower, yet it is to Mr. Chater, of Saffron Walden, Messrs.
Downie, Laird, & Laing, of Stanstead Park Nursery and
Edinburgh, to whom we now mainly look for new varieties

;

the former raiser especially devoting to them the experience
and skill which many years of successful cultivation have
given him ; and when one remembers what the Hollyhock
was and what it now is, we may well wonder at the rapid
improvement made in it. Flowers with stiff and large

guard petals, and a centre entirely filled with a half-circle

of densely packed petals without any pockets or gaps, and
of the most brilliant and delicate colours—glowing crimson,
black, pink, rose, yellow, white, orange, &c., and densely
packed in a spike sometimes 3 feet in length, form a floral

picture which few things can rival, fewer still exceed ; and
where there is the advantage of shelter from high winds
(for their height renders them liable to damage from these),

and a tolerably rich soil, they may be wjU grown. It so

happens that I have one little corner thus situated, and
I am conseqiiently enabled to do what " rude Boreas," who
presides over our locality, would inevitably hinder me from
doing, and grow from year to year some very tolerable

flowers. To those who would desire to grow them I would
recommend as good and cheap flowers the following :—

Sylvia, rose ; David PouMs, rose ; Beauty of Walden, car-

mine ; Eosy Gem, rosy carmine ; Augusta Bland, peach

;

Carnea, flesh ; Mont Blanc, white ; Candidissima ; Presi-

dent, scarlet salmon ; Warrior, crimson ; Walden Gem, crim-

son ; Illuminator, scarlet ; Black Knight, black ; Diamond,
apricot; Tellow Defiance, yellow; Premier, sslmon buff;

Miss Ashley, fawn ; Canary, yellow ; Miss Lizzie King,

yellow ; Agenora, mauve ; Purple Prince, purple ; Tyrian
Prince, rich crimson ; Loveliness, shaded grey ; and Ehea
Sylvia, shaded rose.

There are better flowers amongst the newer varieties, but
these are all reasonable in price and good in quality. And
now for the newer flowers.

MK. chateb's.
Couniess Eussell.—This is a largo and bold-looking flower

of medium height. A beautiful rosy peach, the spike full,

and in aU respects a fine flower.
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Euphrosyne.—Deep blush ; flower close and compact j the

Spike full. Medium growth.
Emblem.—French white, shaded at the base ; spike close

and compact. A tall-growing variety, but very striking.

Governor-General.—Bright cerise scarlet, with lai'ge flowers.

Of excellent shape and good habit ; in all respects excellent.

Glory of TTakien.—Large full flower, of a bright vermilion

scarlet, and having a very noble appearance on the plant.

Medium height.

Gein of Yellows.—A very fine yellow, without any pockets,

and bright in colour. One of the test, if not tie best,

yellow in cultivation.

Kespe-i-is.—A ciu'iously coloured flower, raai-bled and veined

rose shaded with purple. Very novtl in appeai-anoe and
very good in shape.

Imperator.—Large and bold salmon-coloured flower. Of
medium height, good habit, and altogether extra fine.

hicomparable.—A shaded cream ; spike close and compact,

and habit good. Of medium height.

Lady Paxton.—A delicate flesh-coloujed variety. Of excel-

lent substance ; centre entu-ely without pockets ; guard
petals good.
Ne Plus Ultra.—Bright rosy lilac. Beautiful shape and

excellent substance ; large and fuU.

Princeps.—Eosy purple, shaded with lilac. Quite novel,

and in every respect good. It is one of the tall-growing

varieties.

Dulcis.—Pure white, violet base. Avery fine flower; of

excellent form, habit, and substance.
Sose Celestial.—A very brilliant rosy carmine flower, with

beautiful centre and fine broad guard petal. Tall in growth
and efi'ective.

Royal Scarlet.—Intense crimson fcarlet. Exceedingly
bright, very effective in the spike, and altogether first-rate.

There were some others sent out by Mr. Cliatei-, but I

have not seen them ; , these 1 have, and from day to day
under my own eye, and I do not thmk that any of these

now named are second-rate flowers.

MESSES. DOWNIE, LAIED, & LAINH.

Alexander Shearer.-— A large briglit crimson of a deep
shade of colour. Flowers very compact, and the outline

good.
J. B. Ullett.-—A bright rosy crimson, of a lai-ge size ; spike

veiy fine.

Mrs. Balfour.—A shaded flower, crimson with salmon. A
bright flower, with fine spike.

Stanstead Rival.—A superb and highly finished flower. Of
large size, regular form, and excellent substance. AVith-

out doubt one of the finest Hollyhocks in growth.
I had not an opportunity of seeing any others from those

raisers whose flowers run so close a competition with Mr.
Chafer's; but I think that the kinds which I have named
are well worthy of growth and will adorn any eoUection.

It is hardly needful to say much on the subject of culti-

vation. They require well-trenched good soil, and during
the summer season will thrive well in even a very damp

I situation. Not so, however, in winter. They should, if

Buifered to remain in the ground, have a good deal of sand
placed round the crown ; but all good growers advise them
to be propagated every year in the same way as Dahlias.
They should be planted out in the present month at about
3 feet distance from one another, and in rows 4 feet apart.
Not more than three or four spikes should be allowed on a
plant; and the flowers on the spike should be thinned out,

and the top of the spike taken ofl' when it has attained the
height desired.—D., Deal.

ARTIFICIALLY IMPREGNATING THE VINE.
I DO not know whether gardeners in general pay sufficient

attention to artificially impregnating their Vines. Some
of the best varieties are uncertain, others are shy setters,

and will well repay any labour bestowed on them in this way.
My attention was first directed to the importance of this

subject about five and twenty years ago. I then lived in a
place near Edinburgh, where I had charge of the forcing-
houses. In one of the houses an unusually strong Vine of
the Black Morocco was then growing, which had, with the

others, been planted many years before. I was informed
that it had never produced a crop. Year after year it showed
fruit abundantly, setting only a very few berries in each
cluster. This suggested the question. Can nothing be done
to remedy this defect .'

The first year I had to do with these houses the fruit set

on this Vine as formerly, very imperfectly. The second
year it was agreed that an attempt should be made to im-
pregnate its blossoms, and this was gone about in the follow-

ing manner :—The Vines being in flower, about midday,
and while the sun was shining, a large newspaper was pio-
cm-ed, and two men employed to spread it out, and hold it

close beneath a cluster in full flower. A third party struck
the upper part of the fruit-stalk, by springing his finger
against it, thus causing it to discharge a cloud of pollen,

which fell on the paper beneath. This was repeated a
number of times with other bunches till a sufficient quan-
tity of pollen was secured. The paper was then held beneath
a bunch of the variety to be operated on, observing that it

also was in fuU flower. The poOen was then collected near
the centre of the paper, and by striking it sharply from be-
neath with the hand, a cloud of pollen was made to surroxmd
the cluster to be operated on. The process was repeated till

all the clusters on the Vine were impregnated.
The result was highly satisfactory, the ben-ies set as

fi-eely as Black Hamburghs, large bunches and berries being
produced.
The Vine having been so long unproductive, had accumu-

lated an unusuaUy large amount of nutritive matter, and
was thereby enabled to matirre a large crop of fine fruit.

This experiment impressed on me very strongly the great
advantage to be derived from impregnating all the varieties

of Grapes which set imperfectly, and which in my practice I
have often since verified.

Most gardeners are aware that even under very favour-
able conditions, Muscat of Alexandria, Canon Hall Muscat,
Muscat Hamburgh, Black Morocco, Black Damascus, and
other varieties, either occasionally or generally set their
fruit imperfectly. To guai'd against this, they should al-

ways be impregnated, the process as described above being
extremely simple, and occupying very little time. I never
have the slightest difficulty in getting any variety of Grape
to set abundantly, and make it a rule to impregnate all those
of which I have any doubt of their being free setters.

The importance of a high temperature—say from 70° to
75° at night, with a corresponding temperatm-e during the
day, is well understood. The atmosphere should also at this

period be kept somewhat di-ier than usual. To be successful

these conditions must always accompany artificial impregna-
tion.

—

Archibald Fowlek, Castle Kennedy, Stranra'^r, N.B.

OECHAED-HOUSES.
Owing to changing that dark place in the "north" for a

more salubrious and cleai'er atmosphere in the Principality,

my copy of The Journal of Horticulture did not reach
me as usual on the day of issue ; nor should I have learned
that my remarks on Orchard-houses had met with a some-
what severe handling at the hands of Mr. J. E. Pearson,
Chilwell, had not a friend dii'ected my attention to it as I jour-
neyed to what may in future be considered the place I write
from. However, the Number for March 29th is before me,
and at page 246 I find the communication in question, and
beg to reply to some of Mi'. Pearson's observations.

Mr. Pearson complains of correspondents not giving their

places of abode in addition to their names, and points to
me as an instance. I had no idea that there were many
readers of this Journal ignorant of my place of abode ; nor
do I see why Mr. Pearson should not know my place of
abode from the name any more than I should not acknow-
ledge Chilwell to be in Notts. Then my house wag radically
wrong. It was not wide enough, the sides too high, the
paths sunk, it was covered with old lights, and so on. Will
Mr. Pearson tell me where, in Mr. Eivers's " Orchard-House,"
it is that the author states the house should be built with
glass sides to nearly the gi-ound level, the house and paths
above instead of below the surface of cold wet soils, the
construction such as would enable me or others to kill aphis

before or after the blossoms expanded ? Does he not rccom-

I
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inend boarded sides to the roof, the paths to be sunk, and

say that the shrinking of the boards creates a delightful

atmosphere ? It is all very well to say that my house was

wrong, but is it not such a^ you recommended for growing

fruit trees in pots, and stated that by doing so I should be

successful ? I admitted that the house was covered with old

lights, and I stated that these lights were sufficient to afford

light and shelter when the house was heated for the pro-

duction of Peaches, Nectarines, and Vines, but the light

was not sufSoient when it was not heated.

I repeat that orchard-houses in the north are a complete

failure as regards Peaches and Nectarines, Vines and Pigs,

not only in houses constructed with glass sides, brick walls

2 feet above the surface, and a roof glazed with squares

20 inches by 15 inches, but in those of humbler pretensions,

and these were those we were to employ for the purpose of

growing Peaches, Nectarines, Vines, and Figs. Unheated
orchard-houses are not equal to heated walls in the northern

pai'ts of our island for the production of Peaches, Apricots,

Grapes, Pigs, and Nectarines. Good large Peaches and
Nectarines have been grown on walls in that north about

which Mr. Pearson is so Marmed ; and there are places now
in that smoky, cold, wet district that have nothing to rely

on to produce Peaches in September except their ordinary

garden walls, and from which fruit is anniially gathered

quite equal in size, if not superior, to any grown in orchard-

houses in the same localii}'.

It is asserted that fr-uit grown in orchard-houses is superior

in flavour to that grown on walls. This is a point diame-
trically opposed to the laws of vegetable physiology, and
altogether beyond my understanding. In the concluding

sentence of Mr. Pearson's first paragraph he says I am not

to mind whether a heated orchard-house is worthy of the

name or not. I do not see the propriety of this, for fr-om

time immemorial Peaches have been grown in houses by the
aid of artificial heat with a less pretentious name than
orchard-house to designate it. A heated house for the pro-

duction of Peaches is nothing more than a Peach-house.

An orchard-house is a glass structure devoted, unheated, to

the growth of various fruit trees, at least such is Mr. Eivers's

own description of it.

Mr. Pearson charges me with quoting unfairly from his

"Hints on Orchard-Houses." I never quoted from his work
at all ; but he wiU find, if he refer to a former communi-
cation of his in this Journal, that I gave his words verbatim

;

and as to the inference drawn from it, I hold that any one
recommending glass houses unheated in the place of walls

for the production of Peaches in the north knows nothing-

whatever of that which he is recommending. I have said,

and still say, that it is better to build a wall and cover that
wall with glass than to erect an orchard-house and be at
the expense of heating it. The house would be the more
expensive, it would take double the amount of labour, a,nd

the results would seldom be equal to those afforded by the
wall.

It seems that we are to have Pear trees trained to walls,

and Apples too, if I understand Mr. Pearson correctly, which
may be something new to those residing in " decent " neigh-
bourhoods ; but to those residing in the north it will be
something more noticeable because of the ignorance of those
propagating the idea than because there is anj'thing new
in it. It may be new to train them with one stem like a
Vine, and to get them on quince stocks to the top of a ten-
feet waU in, I suppose, as many months as it now takes
years. Time, however, will prove this to be a parallel case
with orchard-houses.
The question now is. Have orchard-houses answered the

purposes for which they were intended ? In the north they
have not. They were to be cheap yet efficient, and by their
aid we were to be enabled to grow fruits superior to those
grown on old-fashioned principles. The old barque has
been refitted. Instead of wood walls we have something
more substantial in the shape of bricks, or stone, and mortar.
There are to be front lights instead of a boarded side up to
the rafter ; instead of being nan-ow the house must be wide—in short, a good substantial house, equal to any used for
horticultural purposes. Further than this, we must heat it

if we expect a crop of fi-uit, and raise the borders in cold
wet districts. We are to build an expensive house and call
it an orchard-house. Might we not as well have kept to i

our old mode of doing business as adopt a principle diverging

into the same thing 'i It is something like deceiving people

to tell them that a cheap house with wood walls is all that

is necessary to produce certain fruits, and then turn upon
them when they fail and say, "You should have used more
of your own judgment, and adapted a special thing to

special circumstances without trusting to the dictation of

others." My friends, you provided tlae chart for our guid-

ance, but on that chart the rocks and breakers are not

pointed out. Experience has made them known to us, and
we offer you no thanks for telling us now what we have

found out ourselves without your assistance. G. Abbey.

FLOEISTS' FLOWEES AT THE EOYAL
BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.—Apeil 9th.

EosES.—I do not think that so good a group of pot Koscs
was ever shown so early as the 19th of April as those ex-

hibited by Messrs. Paul & Son, of Cheshunt. They were
well-sized plants, beautifully fresh, with some excellent

blooms on them, and to my mind infinitely preferable to

the great, long, gawky things, all poles and ties, which we
shall shortly see. Amongst them were Madame Julie Daran,

a fine Rose, full and good ; and John Hopper, glorious. I be-

lieve the merits of this flower will be better seen this year.

It was overworked this season, but every one was struck

with the magnificent character of the blooms on these plants.

Then there was another English Rose, for whose character

I am somewhat responsible—Lord Clyde: this was shown
very fine. Mam-ice Bernhardin was also excellent ; Madame
Boutin, very large, but somewhat dull in colour ; Senateur

Vaisse, as ever, excellent; while Celine Forestier was so

large and fine that it was impossible to conceive how it

ever could have been slightingly thought of. And then

Virginal, how chaste and blooming ! but the ditto of Mdlle.

Bonnaire. These, with Madame Charles AVood, formed the

cream of the lot.

Amongst the Cut Roses Mr. Wm. Paul had Baron Lassus

de St. Genies, a fine double crimson ; President Lincoln, a

flat Rose, but pretty ; Le Rhone, excellent ; Lord Macaulay,

very bright ; Mrs. Wm. Paul, good ; and Beauty of Wal-
tham, not distinguishable from Madame Charles Crapelet.

In Messrs. Pavil & Son's Due de Rohan was very good

;

Baron Adolphe de Rothschild was like its parent General

Jacqueminot ; Madame Alfred de Eougemont, no use

—

nothing more than a white Noisette ; John Hopper, excel-

lent; Rev. H. Dombrain, not in condition ; and Mdlle. Jenny
Vernet, a pretty delicate Tea, was well worth notice.

Cinerarias.—As far as pot plants are concerned the pro-

gress here was backward, while amongst the seedlings were

some honoured which hardly merited it ; but one of Messrs.

Smith, of Dulwich, named Rembrandt, of a novel mulberry
colour and of good shape, deserved all it got—a first-class

certificate.

Azaleas.—^Many of these were very fine, and amongst
seedlings one what boys call a "stunner." It was raised

by Mr. Ivery, of Dorking, and is called Fascination, one of

the margined sorts in the style of Etoile de Gand, &c., but
perfectly distinct—not a sport from another, but a distinct

seedling, and so likely to be constant : this deservedly had
a first-class certificate. Messrs. Smith's Flag of Truce
was admirable, as it always is; and so was Louise Von
Baden of Mr. Turner. The older kinds exhibited were very

fine, although I do not like the shape in which they are

shown.—D., DeoX.

FLOWEES MISCALLED FOECED AT THE
EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S

SECOND SPEING SHOW.

In your report of the above Show in No. 158, I perceive

that in the class for forced flowers such plants as Acacias

armata and Drummondi, Cytisus racemosus, Pimelea spec-

tabilis, and Cinerarias are included. Now it strikes me as

a misnomer to call these " forced flowers " on the 30th of

March, when the greater part of them can be had in flower

all the winter without any forcing. Even the Pimelea
spectabilis, which is strictly speaking a spring-flowering
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plant, can be liad in March without anything like forcing

;

and a neighboiu-ing garden here has now a large plant of

the A. Drummondi past flowering. As for the A. armata
and Cytisus racemosus, it is their winter-flowering habit
that makes them such general favourites.

No doubt this class was introduced for the piu'pose of
encouraging the forcing of flowers which could not otherwise
be had at that early season ; and as you very properly re-

mark, " when there are bo many plants offering resources "

for such a purpose, I cannot but think it a misajiplication

of the prize to give it to a group of plants containing such
as I have enumerated. I believe the presence of such would
have disqualified it at a Dublin exhibition.

I was surprised not to see the old Spiraja japonica, Wei-
gela rosea, Forsythia vhidissima, the PhUadelphus or Mock
Orange, all of which can easily be had by the 30th of March,
and would, I surmise, be more the style of plants expected
to be exhibited in such a class. I might also mention the
Spirfea Reevesii plena, and prunifolia plena, as excellent
forcers.—J. K., Arch Hall.

THE TWO-DAYS EXHIBITION and SCHEDULE
OF THE EOYAL HOETICULTUKAL SOCIETY.
Will you permit me through your valuable Journal'

to make known to the Koyal Horticultural Society, and
other London societies who may follow then- example of
holding a two-days exhibition, that the plan is highly disap-
proved of by exhibitors, more particularly by those who are
exhibitors of stove and orchidaceous plants, whose very
valuable productions must, in some instances, be nearly de-
stroyed ? A petition is in course of circulation amongst ex-
hibitors, to be signed by those who are determined to give
no support to a two-days exhibition, which I earnestly trust
may produce the desired effect—viz., a one-day exhibition.

I also wish to complain of the alterations made in the
schedule for 1864. To enter into the subject fully would,
I am sure, occupy too much space in your Joiu-nal, so I shall
confine myself at present to a few classes in the schedule
for the June Exhibition at South Kensington, in which I
am more particularly interested, and leave exhibitors of
Azaleas and other minor florists' flowers, to state their own
cases, they having great grievances. The following classes
are highly disapproved of by exhibitors on whom the Council
have mainly to depend for a glorious display, without which
the Society wiU soon fall to a secondary position. It is

generally admitted that to compile a schedule of prizes
properly, requires a committee of men particularly well in-
formed on the different subjects connected with the forma-
tion of such schedule. This has evidently not been the
case in the preparation of that of the Eoyal Horticultural
Society.

Class 1 is for a prize offered for twelve fine-foliage and
flowering plants by the President, and, no doubt, the best of
all the prizes offered, as it will recompense the Society for the
lack of exhibitions in other classes. There wOl be entries
innumerable from the great London establishments, and
some of our country friends living at a distance may think
this the only prize in the schedule likely to pay their ex-
penses.

Class 2 entirely excludes exhibitors living at a distance.
Classes 3, 4, and 5 may be viewed in th6 same light. A

nurseryman, say, from Manchestei-, has no prospect of being
able to pay his expenses, even if he could win the first prize
in any class.

Classes G, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 also exclude most ex-
hibitors, those living at a distance entirely. If we are to
have a national exhibition, let us have prizes offered which
wiU induce competition from the most distant counties,
as there are coUeotions of stove plants and Orchideaj, also
gardeners who have ambition in other than London districts.
This sub-division of Orchids into classes is the gi'eatest

mistake of all, and would seem to be done for the accommo-
dation of certain parties. For instancy : Class G is a prize
offered for jErides, Vandas, and Saccolabiums. Any pei'son
acquainted with the suV.>jpct could tell du-ectly '.vho would
win this prize. Class 7 is to consist of Cattleya and Laslia

—

ii. noble class, but short oi' variety to make a displav what
it ought to be—viz., varied. There would also be no diffi-

culty in naming the party who would win this prize. Class 8
is to consist of Oncidiums, MUtonias, and Odontoglossums.
This is a puzzler. What beautiful Oncids are there in
flower now ? Miltonias are out of the question altogether

;

the party who can flower a Miltonia in June deserves credit.

Perchance a beautiful stray Odontoglossum may preserve
some of its beauty to grace this class ; but this is quite a
cha.nce. Class 9 may invite some competition between two
or three parties who make an especial hobby of the Slipper-
plants. Classes 10, 11, and 12 hold out a poor prospect for

small exhibitors round London, and stUl worse for those
from a distance. Considering all this, and the poor un-
varied display these collections must produce, compared
with a well-arranged collection of varied Orchids, I cannot
but say it is a great mistake.

—

Egbert Bullen, Gardener-

to A. Turner, Esq., Bovi Bridge House, Leicester.

EOSES OiS" THE BEIAE.
Much has been written and said against standard Eoses

and with some show of reason. The grounds of objection are

numerous and worth consideration, but not sufficient to in-

duce an entire rejection of Eoses on the Briar ; such would
be disastrous in many respects, and further discussion on
this point will neither be uninteresting nor without its use.

I am ready to concede that standard Eoses are, under
many cu-cumstances, inelegant objects for a great pai-t of
the year, and where they can be grown on their own roots
or on the Manetti stock with advantage, either or both of

these forms should be preferred, because the unsightliness
complained of in the " inverted mop,'" as an eminent florist

has been pleased to term it, is to a great extent avoided and
more symmetrical jjlants reared ; and, further, better flowers

can, with proper treatment, be obtained from dwarf Eoses.
But there are kinds that can be grown so well on the Briar,

and uses to which it can be iyjplied, that to cast out un-
ceremoniously an old and tried friend would appear little

short of madness.
It is not to be understood that this article is intended

to be a defence of the standard Eose in toto. Like most
other things, the Briar as a stock for budding has been
misused, illused, and abused, and, of course, has its defects,

the main evil being that it has been applied for the propa-
gation of all kinds indiscriminately, and, therefore, the
failures have been frequent. I have used it here extensively

for some yeai's past—more, it is true, from necessity than
choice, Briars beiug somewhat plentiful in the neighbour-
hood, and not dilfieult to obtain ; yet I hesitate not a
moment to state my deliberate opinion, that where good
flowers and display are sought for, we shoidd grow Eoses on
their own roots and on the Manetti. It has been said that
standard Eoses are going out of fashion. It may be so

:

but judging from the numerous applications I liave for buds
every summer, I am inclined to think budding has become
a very fashionable employment.
But to return more du-ectly to the subject. It is not diffi-

cult to point out some of the most prominent instances

where the Briar may be serviceable. It is very usiial to

plant standard Eoses on and neai- the outsides of shrub-

beries, and among low-growing shrubs. In such places the

Briar is indispensable, and the unsightly stem is partially

or wholly concealed by the surrounding plants. The follow-

ing kinds are well adapted for such purposes, being all

vigorous and perfectly hardy in habit, and will bloom and
flourish for many yeai's ; they wiU likewise jn'oduco good
flowers if pruning be attended to at the proper season, and
if the soil be mulched and a little manure added occasionally.

Summer Roses, such as Gralliciis, Hybrid Chinas, etc.,

Madame Hardy, Madame Planticr, AdMe Prc'vost, Si'duis-

sante, Paul Perras, Cynthie, Blairii No. 2, Brennus, Ch<;ne-

dole. Coupe d'Hebe, Chai'les Lawson, Paul Eicaut, Kean,
Frederick II., Juno, Ohl, Boula de Nanteuil.

Hybrid Perpeiaals.—Baronne Prevost, Jules Mai'gottin,

Lord Englan, Alexandrine Bachmeteff, General Jacqueminot,
Pius IX., Souvenir de la Eeine d'Angleterre.

lirmrhnns.—Aoidalie, Madame Desprc?. Doctcur Borthct,

Sir J. Paxton.
The whole of the above may safely be attempted on the

Briar under all circumstances : and in jilaces where the soil
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13 damp and retentive most of them will Kve on the Briar,

when in any other form they would perish. It is not by any

means presumed that the list is complete. The names
given ai'e such as have been proved here, and, being; nearly

all of them good varieties, are recommended for the purpose

stated.

As I said in a former article, with the exception of a small

spot where most of the above are planted, the soil here is

very light, and what is more, fally exposed to the north and
north-east, and in many respects unfavourable for successful

Kose-culture ; yet the Rose being the great essential to my
horticultural pleasure, I am obliged to adopt means to

my end. Briars are at hand, and I have used them freely.

The result thus far amounts to this—they must be perfectly

straight, and with a good root when fii'st planted, and not

planted too deep ; the wood must bo sound and healthy,

and of not less than three-years growth. Pithy and green

stocks are worthless. If you bud them they wUl die oif
|

below the budded joint. They must never be budded too

high, 2 feet from the ground should be the maximvTm, the

lower down the better, excepting ahvays that the point of

union must not run the risk of being buried in the soil ; if

so, death will most probably be the consef|uence. To pre-

serve the plant in health and vigour, it must be highly

manured, in dry weather the soil frequently mulched and
watered (occasionally with manure water), and with Hybrid
Perpetuals and Bourbons, especially after their first crop of

bloom. If these simple directions are followed out Eoses
may be obtained on light soils upon the Briar—that is to

say, many really good and fine kinds.

I am of opinion that all the summer Roses are best on
the Briar not higher than 2 feet, although some—as Charles

Lawson, Coupe d'Hebe, Frederick II., Blairii No 2, and
Brennus, may be used for higher standards. I have not
tried any of them on the Manetti, but a few on their own
roots do not produce so fbie blooms as on the Briar.

Of Hybrid Perpetuals the most thriving are those before

mentioned, and the following:—Admiral Nelson, Madame
Boll, Mademoiselle Bonnaire, Baronne Hallez, Belle de
Bourg-la-Eeine, Cambaceres, Cecile de Chabrillant, Eugene
Appert, Cardinal Patrizzi, Triomphe des Beaux Arts, Anna
Alexieff, Comte de NanteuU, Lion des Combats, Madame
Charles Crapelet, Triomphe de 1' Exposition, Triomphe de
Paris, Due De Gazes, Senateur Vaisse, Pauline Lanzezeur,

La Ville de St. Denis, Gloire de Vitry, Madame Laffay,

Madame Masson, Empereur de Maroo, Madame Hector
Jacquin, Caroline de Sansal, Duchesse d'Orleans, Duchess of

Norfolk, La Fontaine.
I have many other kinds on trial, but refrain mentioning

them till proved. This is especially the case with the newer
varieties. I could also make out a much longer list of sorts

that will not thrive even after repeated trials ; hut as the

readers of this Journal do not look for negative information

it is useless to load a page with mere names.

—

Adolphus H.
Kent, Blechingley, Surrey.

FEEN-HOUSES AND GEEEN GLASS.
Being about to erect a Fern-house, I should like to hear

from some of your many correspondents what features such

a house ought to present, so as to have the most pleasing

appearance coupled with suitability to the requirements of

the plants intended to be grown there. I have seen several

Fern-houses, many of them differing widely from each other,

and some of them presented a really tasteful arrangement.

Perhaps as pretty a model of a house adapted to hardy and
half-hardy Ferns is that attached to the extensive esta-

blishment of Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, which I have known
ladies of acknowledged good taste pronounce a perfect gem ;

but there are other classes of Ferns not so accommodating
in their capabilities of enduring cold, and, consequently, a

more tropical temperature must be provided for them. This

class of Ferns, although in point of beauty presenting little

to admire over the more hardy class, nevertheless often

exhibit more gigantic and noble forms, and the term
" tree Fern " implies a larger growth than anything of a

like kind in the more hardy series. Tropical Ferns, there-

fore, often present features which stamp them with a degree

of importance which it is impossible to deny them, and a

house for their culture is one of the fashionable require-

ments of the day in places whore plant-growing is en-

couraged in all its departments. Now, it is in the construction

of such a house that I ask the contributors to The Journal
OF HoKTicuLTUEE to assist me with their advice, more

especially in one or two features which I have not observed

in any house of the kind I have ever visited. The principal

thing I thus publicly inquire about is shading, which is gene-

rally regarded as indispensable in Fern-growing, whether

under glass or out of doors ; but as it is the former I now
ask advice upon, I will go a step fm-ther and suggest a plan

bv which I think it may be dispensed with. Although I sus-

pect it will be retorted that it is easier to force fruits, &c.,

without sun than it is to grow Ferns without shading, I

nevertheless think the latter may be done in the way I

propose.
As Perns, I presume, in then- native habitats invariably

cither grow under the shade of large trees, or behind rocks,

or in some other way beyond the reach of the fiercest sun-

shine, it is certainly imperative to present an intervening

medium between the direct rays of light and heat and the

plants ; but cannot such a substance be sufficiently opaque

to meet the requirements of the case without further

artificial shading ? In other words can we not have the

glass roof of our Fern-house tinted green or some other

colour that will subdue the light so as to enable the plants

to endure it without injury ? I am well aware that highly

colom-ed glass, such as is sometimes met with in doors of

small suburban greenhouses and other places, is much to be

objected to as killing the coloiu-s of the plants flowering

inside ; but such an objection need not be made to a dull

subdued green tint, or any other of a similar kind. Has
any one ever tried this in a Fern-house ? I have myself

had the management of a greenhouse that was roofed with

glass tinted a rather deep green, and it answered its pui'pose

well in summer, the plants remaining longer in flower

than in any other way that I ever had them—quite as long

as if the house had been covered with canvass, while the

peculiar green shade cast on everything was, on the whole,

pleasing. Now, I ask. Would not this description of glass

suit Perns exactly? It is true it would be the same in

winter as in summer ; but would that not be an advantage

rather than otherwise ? and as the unsightly appearance of

canvass shading would be dispensed with, a great benefit

would result. I confess having a dislike to the tent-like

appearance which a hothouse presents when covered with

such shading material, and something of the kind is in-

dispensable in all sunny situations.

I think the subject of Fern-houses is but indifferently

understood. It is true the mode of growing Ferns in houses

erected especially for them is well accomplished, but are

such houses the best that can be made ? I should certainly

say not ; and has any one tried coloured glass ? if so, would

he be kind enough to report thereon ? What I want is a

house that will do its work without the unsightly and ex-

pensive shading alluded to, and I think such may be made. I

have said that I have grown Geraniums and other green-

house plants in a house that was glazed with glass strongly

tinted gTcen, and they did well. Why, therefore, should not

Ferns do well also ? I am of opinion they would ; but if

others have tried it and found it unsuitable, I am bound

to bow to their experience. However, let the matter be

fully investigated ; and if those who have not experienced

the effect produced by coloured glass would favour me with

their opinions, it would be equally acceptable and might lead

to a more thorough knowledge of the requirements of plants

of this important family. They are daily rising into higher

repute, and if we can make any improvement in the struc-

tures devoted to their culture, the gain will be on the side of

the public. Fern-houses are rising in all directions, and some

of them are assuming the dimensions of what were considered

good-sized conservatories twenty years ago, and these often

at places but little known to the reading part of the garden-

ing public. An example of this occm-red to me about a year

ago, when I accidentally came upon a noble Fern-house, in

which the best specimens of tropical Ferns I ever met with

were grown. It was some 60 feet or more long, and, perhaps,

half that width. Ai-tificial rockwork and water formed the

interior fittings, and nothing could exceed the health and

vigour of the plants. I forgot the name of the gentleman
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to whom it belonged, but it was near Chester-le-Street, in

the county of Durham. The house, a span-roofed one, was,

like most that I have seen, covered over with canvass. That

this expensive appendage can be done witliout I sincerely-

trust ; and in calling attention to the utOity of green-tinted

glass as a substitute for shading, I ask tlie opinion of all

interested in the subject, and more especially invite any
who may have had practical experience of its working to

come forward and give their opinions.—W. R. R.

THE COLD PIT.

Pebhaps there is no striicture in the garden that is reaUy
more useful than this, so that it is no wonder that now and
then the subject is treated on in the pages of The Journal
OP HoKTicuLTUBE, and the various opinions given by the

different writers are all in their way good. I, too, am anxious

to record the various forms in whicli cold pits .are made in

the ditl'erent localities which I have visited, as far as I can
recollect. At the same time, let it be understood that there

are probably numerous other forms of the cold pit which
may have equal claims to attention, but which may either not
have come under my notice, or have escaped my recollection

in the lapse of time. I may observe that by the term " cold

pit " are meant those structures which are destined to shelter

plants in cold weather, but which of themselves are not
heated in any artificial way. Cold pits, also, by a sort of

acknowledged equivocation of name, may either be above
the surface or below it, but are generally so restricted in

size as not to admit a person inside, or under the covering,

although this qualification is not strictly adhered to.

My first acquaintance with a cold pit calls to mind
very unpleasant memories of sore fingers and painful knees.

A square of perhaps lip-lf an acre in a nursery was divided

into beds of about 4 or 5 feet wide, a like width being allowed
for an alley or pathway. The beds wei'e excavated perpen-
dicularly, their sides bricked up, and a timber wall-plate

placed at top a few inches higher than the path ; the depth
of the pit, including the wall-plate, being some 18 inches or

more. Along the centre of this bed stakes, 4 or 5 feet apart,

were placed, and along the top of these stakes a sort of

ridge-pole was fixed, sufHciently high to form a sort of easy
span-roof, having the siilo wall-plates as eaves. It is easy
to perceive how quickly by this contrivance a sort of ridge-

shaped covering of mats could be made ; and in the case to

which I refer I may mention that in winter when it became
necessary to cover up the contents of the pit for a long time,

the old wooden hoops from sugar-casks, cut in two, were very
suitable, forming in fact a hooped-over bed. I may add
that the bottom of these beds was coal ashes in which pots
were ijlunged, more or less neatly as the skill of the work-
man enabled him to do it. These pits, I believe, were Ibrmed
at the end of the last century, and although the central row
of stakes, ridge-pole, &c., might want occasional renewing,
the main features of the jjit and its durable character would
be difficult to improve upon. I may add that the situation
though very cold was dry. Mats and such coverings were
used, but no glass.

Another good class of pit may be formed much in the
same way, but above ground ; but it is more common when
such pits are above the surface to have them what is called
"lean-to," and either glass or wooden shutters are in re-
quisition. One thing, however, seems necessary in this as in
all cold pits—that is, a timber wall-plate at back and front;
occasionally a cemented brick coping is met with, but it is

an exception rather than the rule, and is expensive without
being so good, and as cheapness is an important item,
homely structures are more frequently met with. Where,
however, stone of an easy working kind suitable for dry
walls abounds it is easy to form a useful good pit at very
little trouble ; and in some districts of Yorkshire such pits
are plentiful and good, the size and other features being
determined by the requirements of the case.

Some ye.ars ago I came upon a set of cold pits in the west
of England which were formed of materials abundant on
the spot, and yet the pits looked well. The pit, or rather
frame, for it was all above the surface, was formed of rough
pieces of larch and Scotch fir cut into lengths of a yard or
so, and placed touching each other all around the space

required for the pit. Their tops being level, a rail was nailed

on, which served as a w.all-plate, the other ends of the stakes

Ijeing set in the ground to the deijth of about a foot or less.

When I saw these pits they were filled with leaves, and
Potatoes and other crops were growing in them ; but they

were likewise available for all the other purposes to which a

cold pit is put, and their appearance was good. Where
greater closeness was required the interstices could be

stuifed with moss. The pieces of timber were from 4 to

6 or 7 inches in diameter, and had scarcely any dressing

;

occasionally, however, one or two placed with the thick end

upwards retained the uniformity of space and appearance.

Differing in some degree from the last-named, I have seen

the sides of cold pits formed of two rows of stakes of a

smaller kind, and the intervening space fiUed in with Heath,

and a board or plank placed at top. Straw might do, but it

is not so durable, and it is impossible to keep it dry ; Fern

or the stems of Asp.aragus are more durable than straw,

and more lasting still is Broom, but local circumstances will

point ovit the best materials that are available for this pvir-

pose, and of such there is a great diversity.

The carpentry work required in a frame of boai-ds entitles

it more to the claim of being called a box-frame than a cold

pit ; but there are many varieties of this, and boards and
slabs are used in all manner of ways in order to manufac-

ture pits or fi-ames adapted to the wants of plants, the amount
of labour in making one being on the whole less expensive

than might be expected.

I now come to the turf pit, which is a favourite with our

worthy friend Mr. Fish, and is not exceeded in usefulness or

in the healthy character of its occupants by any class of

mechanical structures, but as he has so often described it

further notice of it is needless. I maj', however, remark
that turf is often less plentiful than the other materials

above mentioned, and the abundance or otherwise of the

article must guide the operator what to use in forming his

cold pit.

Besides the turf pit there is the clay pit, which is much
in the same waj'. Lumps of roughly-prepared clay ai'e piled

upon each other to the requh-ed height, and on the top of

all a sort of wall-plate is pressed in ; the sides are pared

smooth with a sharp spade, and in some cases whitewashed.

Buildings of much greater pretensions than cold pits are

often made in this way ; even cottages, and not of the worst

class either, are not imusually so formed. For cold pits the

plan is highly to be recommended. I believe that in work-

ing up the clay some short straw is used, but not so much as

when the clay is used as a plaster, which is done in some
cases.

It is almost needless to say that there are many other

ways in wliich a cold pit may be formed, but enough has

been shown to prove that materials for the purpose exist

.almost everywhere. As the examples given .above refer to

such structures as are intended to last some years, I may
observe that many makeshift substitutes ai'e often brought
into use for the time being, as, for instance, to shelter a
quantity of low-growing plants prior to bedding-out. In
tliis case it is not unusual to see a row of large empty pots

placed along the back and liont ; and across them poles of

some kind are laid, and mats thrown over. Piles of loose

bricks are sometimes used instead of pots, or it may be
fagots are laid down for the sides ; or any other arrange-
ment that may be most handj', or which ingenuity may
suggest, can be adopted.

In giving a sort of list of cold pits 1 must confess my own
preference for brick and mortar, which in the end will not
be found an expensive afl'aii', and when its durability and
neatness is taken into consideration it has many advantages.
Two such pits we have here (Linton), each being 120 foet

long by (J feet wide inside ; they are built of four-and-a-lialf-

inch brickwork, with a roughly-sawn timber wall-plate fitted

to the inclination back and front, the back being about
28 inches, and the front about 15 inches high. Divisions of

brickwork about 20 foet apart afibrd opportunities for con-

necting the back and front wall-plates by cross-ties, and the
pit is much sheltei'ed by these partitions. There ai'e, how-
ever, no sliding rafters for lights ; for what glass is used ia

merely laid on, and the absence of rafters is a great advan-
tage for planting or doing anything inside. These pits are

in use with but little intermission the whole vcar. In winter
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Calceolaria cuttings occupy a part of the space, while Straw-

berry-pots for forcing, resting on loose bricks or something

of that land, also find shelter; and it is not unusual to

plant-out untried plants or such as are too small or tender

to bo trusted in the open ground, but which can be securely

protected he re. As each crop is removed another is i-eady.

After the Calceolarias ai-e gone a crop of ridge Cucumbers
is sometimes obtained, or it may be Celery plants are

pricked out to strengthen, and after the last of them are

gone, say early in August, it is time to put in cuttings of

Geraniums, wliieh, in their .turn, are taken up in the first

week in October, and soon 'afterwards Calceolarias are put
in again for the winter. Tliis routine is of course now and
tlien interrupted in small portions of the pit by other crops,

as, for instance, a small hotbed may be made up in a part

of it, and a batch of Pink cuttings, with double Rockets,

favourite Phloxes, and the like may occupy it some time;

and some seedling Pinuses, as well as struck plants, are in-

dulged at times with n. place in this general receptacle for

almost everything not sufficiently hardy to endure the cold

weather of the season of their probation.

Something ought also to be said about
the covering for such pits. In my case I

may observe that glass forms only a very
small portion indeed ; butwe have wooden
shutters of three-quarter-inch <leal which
answer very well for very severe weather

;

but when there is not sufficient of them,
and the glass is wanted elsewhere, a few
poles laid across, and mats thrown over
answer very well in late spring, or we
have sometimes merely covered v/ith

laurel boughs for a time ; but to keep out
winter snow something of the nature of

shutters or glass lights must be adopted,
or Mr. Fish's covered frame may be put
in requisition. Many things, in fact, may
act as substitutes for this purpose—as oil-

cloth, asphalte, and the many forms com-
prehended in the term "matting." To
guard against a late spring frost but
slight protection is required, but to bear
the weight of a winter's snow a more sub-
stantial article is wanted. Enough, how-
ever, has been said on this head, the pre-

sence of the material that will efi'cct the
object will of course determine its use in

the proper place. J. Eoeson.

exquisite tiling). Clematis azurea, the beautiful Anemone
thalictroiJes brought direct from its North American habitat,

and Epiniedium violaceum, surely the handsomest of the
Barrenworts ! On the table, too, was a pot of Saxifraga
oppositifolia, the larger variety, profusely covered with its

rich purple flowers, which reminded us that this floral gem
is now blushing in monster patches, in innumerable warm
nooks and crevices, •' on a hundred hills," even on our Yorli-

shire Ingleborough. We had forgotten a beautiful example
of Draba aizoides, direct from the Swiss Alps, where in far-

stretching golden masses it is making at this moment a
glorious sneen.

A CHEAP GATK.
The accompanying figures represent a gate invented and

patented by A. C. Teel, of Girard, Macoupin county, Illinois.

It is a very simple affair ; any person who can use a saw,
h immer, and nails can make one. Its cost, too, is compara-
tively trifling. We are iiiformed tliat it can be made hero
for 1 dollar .50 cents. Inch boards are used, put together
witli wrought nails, clinched.

TODMOEDE^^ BOTANICAL
SOCIETY.

Meeting, April 4th.

Mk. a. Stansfield, jun., read a paper
on cryptogamic emlryology, being the
first portion of a resume of M. Vaillant's

recently-published and hitherto untrans-
lated thesis: " De la Pecondation dans
les Cryptogames." M. Vaillant's work is

one of great interest to cryptogamic botanists, being some-
where about the "last word" on the subject of which it

treats. The laborious researches of the indefatigable Hof-
meister and others have lately thrown a flood of light on
this interesting thougli hitherto mysterious brancli of vege-
table physiology. It is purposed, at subsequent meetings,
to pursue the subject in a series of papers, of length sufli-

eiently moderate to allow of all necessary questions being
imt by members not familiar with this speciality.
The President laid before the meeting a list of all known

British Ferns, recently published in Edinburgh. The species
and varieties now number over 1200 ! The President ob-
served that little more than ten years ago the total number
of species and varieties did not exceed 100. What the
figures will be ten years hence is a matter little less than
terrible to contemplate.
We have omitted to remark on the specimens laid on the

Society's table, but some of them were really noticeable, as,

for instance, the crrrious and monstrous Scolopendrium, var.

sagittato-polycuspis, Polystichura Braunii, Iris reticulata (an

No. 2.

The figures herewith given represent the gate-posts as

framed into a piece of timber ; but for ordinary fann pur-

poses the posts may be set in the ground. Fig. 1 repre-

sents the gate as closed, and fg. 2 as opened. .4.t the

right hand there are two posts, set as shown in Jig. 2. It

will be noticed that they do not stand opposite each other.

At the other end of the gate there are also two posts, which

stand opposite each other. One post in this place, with

holes to receive two bars of the gate, would answer as well,

or better. At each end of the gate cleats are fastened to

the posts under the top bar of the gate, and also under the

second bar from the bottom. The gate slides on the cleats

on the right-hand posts. When it has been pushed back to

the centre batten it is easily swung round, so as to leave

the space between the posts clear, as shown in fig. 2.

Rollers might be used instead of cleats for the gate to

slide on.

—

{Boston Cultivator.)

E,HODODENDKON NuTTALLi.—There is now in bloom in

Mr. B. S. Williams' fine new show-honse at his Victoria Nur-
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aery, Uppei- Holloway, a magnificent plant of this beautiful

Kliododendron. It is, perhaps, the finest specimen in the

coimtry, being certainly not less than 10 feet high, and
lui-nished with numerous branches, on the extremities of

which are heads of its large beU-shaped flowers. Some of

these individual flowers we do not exaggerate when we say

they are 5 inches across. The great marvel is the small pot

it occupies ; for though of the dimensions of a good-sized

tree, the pot is only what is called a iSTo. 1.

CULTIA^ATION OF THE GLADIOLUS.
Havino had several years' experience in the cultivation of

the Gladiolus, I beg to oft'er a few remarks on the subject,

as for late summer and autumn decoration the flower is

very beautiful, and now that reaUy good varieties are to be
had at very reasonable prices, common sorts need not be
grown at all.

I wUl suppose you have obtained your bulbs by the begin-

ning of April. Get as many four and five-inch pots as bulbs
;

the larger pots for the stronger bulbs, and the smaller pots

for the less-sized bulbs. Fill them half fuU with the follow-

ing compost:—two-thirds good fibry loam, one-third tho-

roughly decayed manure mixed with a little sharp sand.

Place the bulbs in the centre of the pots, one in each, and
fill up with the compost. When all is finished give a gentle

watering with a fine rose. Take the pots to a fi'ame or

greenhouse where tliey can be kept near the glass and free

from frost. Keep them regularly moist, but not too wet.

By the middle of May yoru' plants will be strong and fit

to plant out into their summer quarters. I prefer planting
them in masses 18 inches tirom bulb to bulb, with Helio-

tropes to cover the ground beneath.
If the weather should prove dry and warm, a good soaking

of water occasionally will benefit them much. If the soil

where they are to be planted is not rich, it should have a
good coat of dung dug in before planting.

As soon as the flower-spikes show above the foliage, they
must have a strong stake put to each plant and be loosely

tied to prevent theu' being broken by the wind.
As soon as the foliage begins to decay (about the middle

of October), take up the bulbs with a little soil attached
to them, and place them in a cold frame with old tan, leaf

mould, or sand, between the rows, to di-y them oft' gradually.

Be sure never to hasten their drying, for therein is the
secret of fine bulbs and blooms.
When the old stalks part readily from the bulbs they

should be nicely cleaned and labelled, and put away in any
di'y jjlace tiU again wanted.
The finest lot of plants and blooms I ever saw in a private

garden was at High Legh Hall, Cheshire, under the manage-
ment of Mr. Harley, the gardener. His plants were from
.5 to 6 feet high, with ii-om thu-ty to thirty-six flowers on a
spike. The above directions are exactly the same as Mr.
Harley adopts with such great success.—J. Brookes, Chant'>ij

House, Somerset.

THE MYSTEEIES OF PLANT DISTRIBUTION.
Why certain species are to be found only on the moun-

tains, others in the plains, and a third by the seashore, may
be ranked among the marvels which ought to, but do not,

excite in us the least sui'prise. Those who have thought
deepest and pondered longest on the subject are always
those who are least inclined to attempt an explanation of
the mj'stery ; while others who never gave it a jiassing

thought are ready with an answer at once if a question such
as the following be proposed to them :—Why does it happen
that a certain plant is never seen growing elsewhere than at
an elevation of two or three thousand feet ? They wUl im-
mediately reply without the slightest hesitation, that it is

the nature of the plant to grow there and nowhere else

;

and they seem to think that this answer ought to be received
as perfectly satisfactory. It may be so to themselves ; to the
querist it is no answer at all, but merely a restating of his
question in difi'erent words. No doubt it is the nature of the
plant to grow there. But why this nature ? It is not in
every case from an inability to live elsewhere, for if removed
from their own chosen place of abode, many will flourish in

health and vigour under cii-cumstances the very antipodes

of those which siUTOunded them in their natural habitat.

Such determination to hold by then' favourite place of re-

sidence without any apparent necessity would almost make
one believe that plants are sentient beings, and that theii-

peculiar home is with them more a matter of choice than
necessity. An illustration of this may be readily furnished
by reference to the habits of AlchemiUa alpina, Saxiftaga
oppositifolia, and other species of the genus Saxifraga. These
are never found in their normal state unless at a consider-

able altitude on the mountains, and to find them anywhere
else in a state of natui-e would excite surjirise, as they never
descend from their elevated position of theii' ovm accord

;

yet they all bear transplanting well, and will flourish even
at the sea level, mthout any care being bestowed on them.
We have seen Saxifraga oppositifolia, that had been trans-

planted into a garden at Rowardennan, in beautiful flower

in the month of May, and in thi-ee hours afterwards we have
gathered it in the same condition ou the very crest of Ben
Lomond, gro\Wng within a few feet of a deep wreath of snow.
On the same mountain you will not find AlchemUla alpina

till you reach an elevation of neai-ly 2000 feet, when all at

once it appears in j^rofusion ; but you w'iU find it likewise

flourishing in Kelvingrove Park, in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of Glasgow, with a luxuriance equal, if not superior,

to what it displays on its native mountains. There are

others, again, that appear so enamoured of their freedom,
and so attached to their rugged but sublime home, that no
treatment yet discovered can reconcile them to then- loss of

independence. Amongst these may be numbered the beau-
tiful little Primula sootica, that abounds on the dreary up-
land moors of Sutherland, in the neighbourhood of Cape
Wrath. This beautiful little plant would no doubt be highly
prized by the cultivator, if it could only be induced to submit
to the restraints of cultivation ; but no sooner is it brought
within what we may term the amenities of civilised life,

than the little savage pines away and dies.

" And tlie loud whirlwind, and the tempest's roar,
But bind it to its native mountains more."

Primula auricula, its near relative, is much less independent
in its nature, and accommodates itself to circumstances
with the greatest facility. Every one knows how easy of

cultivation it is, and into how many beautiful varieties it

has diverged by skUfuUy diversified treatment, yet its na-
tive home is ou the Alps of Europe, near the confines of

everlasting snow. Why two plants so nearly related, and
inhabiting localities so closely resembling each other in their

natm-al features, should differ so essentially in their capa-
bility of adapting themselves to change of cu'cumstances,

is another of those marvels, to wliich in our present state

of knowledge, or rather ignorance, we can give no better

answer than the one formerly quoted—it is just their nature.

Who has wandered along the sea beach in the month of

June, and not been delighted with the flush of delicate pink
shed all around by the Sea Thrift (Armeria maritima),

that grows so abundantly along our shores, often in situa-

tions where it is overflown by the tide, and always where
it is [directly under the influence of the salt spray ? This
appears to be its naturally chosen habitation, as it entirely

disappears a few feet .above high-water mai'k, but, strange

to say, makes its appearance again on the tops of our highest

mountains—for instance, Ben Lawrs—a situation as remote
from the sea as can be pointed out within the bounds of

Scotland, while all the intervening space between that and
the seashore is, as far as it is concerned, a total blank. Like
other plants that grow in the immediate neighbourhood of

the sea, it contains a considerable amoimt of soda, a circum-

stance not to be wondered at, considering the immense
resei-voir of muriate of soda on the brink of which it lives.

But where does it find the soda on the mountain tops ? The
plants inhabiting the latter position contain nearly as much
of it as those that grow in situations where they are over-

flown by the tide twice in the twenty-four hours. Tlie

mountain specimens likemso differ in a few trifling particu-

lars from those that frequent the shore, such as a greater

degree of downiness pervading the whole plant; and this

slight difference has furnished that class of botanists, who
have been not inaptly called " hair-spUtters," vnth an excuse

for pronouncing it altogether an entirely different plant,

and raising it to the dignity of a species under the title of
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Armeria alpina. Here wo have a remarkable instance of a
plant naturally choosing, not one locality but two, and these

as widely apart g-eographioally and physically as can be
found within the bounds of our island : the one being at, or

even beneath, the level of the sea; the other the highest

peaks that our loftiest mountains afford. But although
these two positions are the only ones that it chooses for

itself, it appears to have no great repugnance to any other
upon compulsion. It will even condescend to flower if

planted in a miserable handful of earth on a window-sUl in

the most crowded parfe of our cities.

—

{West of Scotland

Horticultural Magazinf.)

[There are some other plants which seem to be very

exclusive, and we wiU quote an instance from what has been
thus stated in that excellent serial, now publishing, " Cham-
bers's EncyclopaBdia for the People."
"Kebouelen's Land Cabbage (Pringlea antiscorhxiUca),

the only known species of a very cui-ious genus of plants of

the natural order CnicifercB, and further interesting as being
found only in that most lonely of islands, Kerguelen's Land,
and as being extremely useful to the crews of whalers and
other vessels which have occasion to touch there. It has
a long, stout, perennial rootstock, and a boiled head of leaves

very similar to those of the common garden Cabbage. Capt.
Cook iii'st discovered this plant, and directed attention to

it. It is exceedingly abundant in all parts of Kerguelen's
Land, which produces only seventeen other flowering plants.

The rootstooks have the flavour of Horseradish. The dense
white heart of the cluster of leaves tastes like Mustard and
Cress, but. is coarser. The whole foliage aboiinds in a very
pungent, pale yellow, essential oil, which is confined in

vessels running parallel to the veins of the leaves. The
whole plant is used by voyagers, boiled either by itself, or

with beef, pork, &c., and its antiscorbutic properties make
it very important to them."
Now, this Cabbage of that solitary land grows there only

because the soil and the climate are especially suitable to

it ; but if a similar soil and climate are found, and the seed
of that Cabbage sown there, we have no doubt it would
there flourish equally well. The Kerguelen Cabbage has
not banished all other plants but the seventeen found in its

neighbourhood, but the neighbourhood is not suitable to

any others which have reached that island of boggy soil,

rainy climate, and low temperatures.]

WOEE FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Continue to trench into the soil all refuse vegetable

matter as advised in former calendars. It is much better

to do so at once than to lay it in heaps in the rubbish ground,
where it loses its most fertilising properties with the gases
which it evolves during decomposition. When it is trenched
into the ground the greater part of the gases wiU be re-

tained in the soil tiU again taken up in combination with
water by the roots of the plants, exemplifying the words of

the poet when he said

—

*' Organic forms with cheraic changes strivp,

Live but to die, and die but to revive.
Immortal matter braves tire transient storm,
Mounts from tlie wreck unclianging but in form."

And thus Cabbage stalks, &c., trenched into the soil last

year wiU be gathered this season as Peas, Beans or any
other vegetable whose roots come in contact with the ele-

ments of which they were composed. Asparagus, the young
plants will now be ready for planting in beds, which it is

hoped have been kept well prepared. Let the roots be care-

fully lifted with a strong fork, and after planting give a

good supply of water to settle the soil about them. Beet,

sow a full crop, of Eed if not already done. Broccoli, sow
Early Purple and Myatt's White Cape; also, Walohereu
Cauliflower for late-autumn use. Briissels Sprouts, prick out
the seedling plants of the earliest-sown of these and of

Savoys to get them stocky for final planting. CauUnoxoers,

draw the earth well up to the most forward, and give plentiiul

applications of liquid manure. Celery, continue to prick out.

This must always be kept well supplied with water, rapid
and continual growth being a very essential point in its

cultivation if it be required large. If the earliest-sown

plants get any great check from drought, the chances arc

ten to one but they run to seed. Dwarf Kidney Beans, sow
a full crop of the dwarf sorts, and also of Scarlet Runners,
if it be more convenient to sow in the open gi'ound instead
of transplanting, as recommended last week. In some soils

wireworm is very apt to attack the cotyledons during the

progress of germination ; as a remedy it is recommended,
where it can be obtained, to water the driUg after the Beans
are sown with a liquid composed of one gallon of ammoniacal
liquor from the gasworks, diluted with six or eight gallons

of water. Lettuces, repeat the sowings of all sorts, and thin

out and transplant those advancing as occasion may require.

Turnips, sow a good breadth. The ground for them would
be benefited by a dressing of wood ashes or charred refuse.

EL0V7ER GARDEN.
All Operations in the shrubbery should now be concluded

for the season. Finish, if not already done, the pruning of

those summer Roses which were left unpruned for the pur-

pose of retarding their bloom. Insects, especially the green
fly and rose-caterpDlar, will now be making their appear-

ance, the former to be destroyed ivithout delay by syringing

them with weak tobacco water, and the latter to be picked

off with the hand and destroyed. Let all beds for mass
flowers be prepai-ed while the weather is dry. Remember
that stagnation at the roots is one of the chief causes of

bad success with many tender mass flowers. Take advantage
of the present favourable weather for the destruction of

weeds, &c., and to get shrubbery and herbaceous borders

cleaned. Indeed, it will be advisable to run the Dutch hoe
over these, even if merely to stir the surface.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATOBY.
With fi'osty nights and scorching days there is still some

difiiculty in managing the plants in these houses. The
shading if not ah-eady on the conservatory, should be put on
forthwith, as, until we have more genial weather, it wiU be

found more advantageous to shade during the middle of the

day, than to admit strong omTents of dry air. Look well to

the plants in the borders, and if dry give them a good soak-

ing of weak maniu-e water, and let it be a soaking that will

percolate throughout the whole mass of soil, and not a mere
di-ibbling. Sprinkle the plants and borders both night and
morning, and use every endeavour to keep the atmosphere
saturated with moisture, so as to cause a deposition of dew
during the night. The newly-shifted plants in the green-

house are now beginning to feel the benefit of the fresh soil,

and if properly encouraged will grow rapidly. Do not, how-
ever, be in a hurry with them, as elongation is not growth,

but endeavour to get clean, short, stubby growth, and
strong foliage. Those plants which have taken good holrl of

the new soil, and which requu-e stopping to make them
bushy, should be stopped at once.

STOVE.

Attend to previous directions in giving liberal shifts to the

free-growing young stock, selecting healthy, fibrous soils,

applying occasionally to healthy plants clear tepid manure
water, frequently syring-ing, slightly shading for a few hours

in hot weather, taking the shading off early, shutting up
in the afternoon with sun heat, and raising a kindly humidity

by damping the floors, walls, &c.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Continue to pot-off rooted cuttings as soon as they are in

a fit state for the purpose. Those potted-off some time will

now be getting established in then- pots ; remove them from

the hotbed to the cold pits or frames, and plunge them in

sand or other light material. See that they do not suffer

for want of shading and water during hot, sunny days.

Give them every encouragement that they may grow rapidly,

and fr-equently attend to the stopping of the shoots to in-

duce a robust, bushy growth. Shut up early in the after-

noon, having previously given the plants, the walls, and
sides of the pits and ft-ames a good syringing with tepid

water. Cover up closely at night, and uncover early in the

morning. As little danger is now to be apprehended from

frosts, it win be well to remove all litter, fern, &c._, to its

proper place. Tender annuals that have been raised in heat

should be pricked out in light soil under glass in oi-der to

have them strong before beddiug-out time. All that can be

safely done until the nights shall have become warmer in the

way of hardening the stock preparatory to its being planted
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out, is to give as much air as the weather will permit, and

to place Calceolarias and the stronger Verbenas in turf-pits,

where they can be protected at night, and sheltered from

drying winds. ,
W. Keane.

DOmGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Sowed succession of Peas and Broad Beans, and a few

Dwarf Kidney Beans out of doors, and a lot under glass for

transplanting. WiU sow in boxes Scarlet Rvime^-s for trans-

planting, as they move well. Some people like the White
Dutch Runners, but we always think them tough .and de-

ficient in crispness and juiciness when comp.ared with good
Scarlet Runners. Our iirst knowledge of this fine vegetable

was obtained from seeing it carefully trained round the out-

side of the window belonging to a poor widow in Scotland,

and beautifvilly it looked with its masses of scarlet flowers.

At that time the working people there knew nothing of the

use of its green pods. A man who even grew and used a
few Lettuces was considered an epicure who was aping to

imitate genteel society. Hardly anything will yield a

greater amount of food from a small space of ground than
these Runners, whether staked, or stopped and forced to keep
near the ground. If the pods are kept clean picked off few

things would beat it as a row in a ribbon-border—say about
16 inches high and as much across. The best plan for the

cottager to obtain them early would be to sow after the

middle of April in a small bed thickly, protect with an old

cloth or a few branches, and then transplant into well-pre-

pared and aired soil after the middle of May. A few evergreen
twigs placed along the row will prevent the fi'ost injuring

them. Sowed a piece more Carrots, and a few rows of Beet.

Will wait until the end of the month to sow the main crop

of Beet, Salsafy, Scorzonera, &c. Sowed, also, a piece more
Onions, as the main crop is just peeping through the ground.
Sowed, also, a successiou of Turnips and Radishes ; gene-
rally we sow them together, the Turnips in rows 2 feet

apart, and then the Radishes in rows lietween, and they
ai-e gone by the time the leaves of the Turnips cover all the
ground.
Sowed the main crop of the Brassica family, as Brussels

Sprouts, Scotch Kale, Broccoli, &e. Snow's AVhite Broccoli,

if true, is still the best for late autumn and winter use.

To have it early in October and onwards, it is a good plan

to sow early in April under glass, priclc it out on a border,

and transplant vrhen established. It is one of the few
Broccolis that are as delicate as a Cauliflower. Put in a few

more Potatoes as ground could bo had for them. To get

ground where scarce Scotch Kah^ and Brussels Sprouts may
now be lilted and pl.nced thickly in a. shady place ; and tliis,

too, if attended with a good watering, will prolong tlieir

producing properties. We used to grow a good deal of the

Red and White Variegated Kales, and thought them very
nice, especially the pretty side shoots when from ,3 to

4 inches long ; but now we hear complaints that they boil

black. Sowed Silver-skinned Onions thickly for pickling on
a poor hard piece of grovmd, merely breaking the suriace an
inch or so with the point of a fork.

Gave a good watering with strong farmyard manure water
to Cabbages and Broccoli, and in these bright sunny days
it has made them push on so vigorously that you can almost
see them grow. This will be more observable if you keep
your eyes off them for a couple of days. Watered also

Cauliflower, but with manure water much weaker,—except
the forward ones under glasses still. Gave the most forward
their final earthing-up, and elevated the glasses to give them
room ; the glasses will be kept on at night a little longer. Un-
covered about one-half, and st\ick a iew twigs of laurel round
them at first; and these will come in after the others, so as

not to give us a great glut at once. Pricked-off a few more
seedlings in boxes, as we had not a convenient bed. Sowed
also a pinch more out of doors. AViU delay sov.'ing Ridge
Cucumbers, Vegetable Marrow, &c., for a week, because we
will not be able to find a pkace for them in a hurry, and the
plants are often much injured when kept long in pots witli-

out planting out. In warm places, vdiere no dung is used
for them, it is best to sow in the ground at once. Tliey
sow in rows about Biggleswade, just as most people would
do Peas, and, besides the thinning of the plants, little more

is done except to gather the firuit in large hampers for

market. Many things rather tender will do better thus
managed than when so^vn in. heat, coddled, and made tender
before going into the open air. In all such cases they should
be so protected as to be exposed fully by degi-ees.

Regulated Cucumbers, and potted-off for succession.

Cleared out the bottom of an old slight hotbed about ten
inches deep, and, as it is only about half decomposed, mixed
it up with a little fresh and some manure water to get it

to heat nicely, as we are very short of fermenting matter,
and we keep looking at only a small heap of leaves as if it

were miser's gold, not to be touched rudely. The slight

hotbed from which the above material was taken was made
in October, and from then to now served the purpose in-

tended : but if it had been made of well-ivrought sweetened
dung it would have served no purpose but manure now,
whilst we shall manage to have a good hot heap out of it.

We say nothing, however, against sweetening dung properly
before using it, as it is the safest plan ; but where the
material is scant the sweetening process greatly lessens the
bulk ; and if only half sweetened so as to heat strongly,

there need be little danger if there is a covering of &om
8 to 12 inches of sweet material, or stuff from an old hotbed,
or a covering of the same thickness, or even less, of soil.

These will absorb all the deleterious exhalations before they
can reach the enclosed atmosphere.

Peas, transplanted from turves, are growing with extra-

ordinary vigovu- ; but we do not expect to gather early out
of doors this season, vmless the bright weather continue.
Pods are making then- appearance in the orchard-house.
Put a lot more ashes over a fresh piece of Sea-l;alc, as but
little is gained by not cutting it when out of doors. If not
done too late, the crowns are sure to throw out plenty of

shoots to make buds for next season. Perhaps one of the most
economical modes for obtaining a large supply now, is to

cover the crowns with a foot of ashes, old tan, or dry earth,

and then place a few inches of litter over it, as old stubble,

&c. One of the neatest and cleanest modes would be
placing stout wooden boxes over the crowns. Of course
pots would do, either Sea-kale pots, or common garden pots
witli the holes filled up ; but, in the case of pots uncovered,
we liave known the produce inside siJoUed by a sharp frost

in the beginning of May; and these, if covered with litter,

would not bring the crop so soon to perfection as an un-
covered pot in sunny days. Under wooden boxes there

would be little danger from frost, but, if not stout, the
heat of the sun would cause them to crack at the joints, and
tlie Kale would be purple instead of white. We tried tlie

plants witli small oyster-t'".bs, but the sun opened the

seams, and we were obliged to cover them. What gives

least troulile in taking and removing will bo the best at

this season, when all Labour power is wanted ibr so many
jjurposes.

Jerusalem Ai-ti'-hokes should be planted if not ah-eady

done. Removed the little litter i'rom the stools of Globe
Artichokes, forked over the ground between them, and
removed some pieces to make a short fresh row. When
this is greatly jirized for a dish, it is always advisable to

plant a little bit every year, or every two years, as those

later planted generally jiroduce later ; and, for ourselves,

we never can have them too early or too late. In some
grounds, too, old stools become sickly and wear out. As
soon as the material is comatable, we will mulch them with

dung, and, when growing freely, give them a good soaking

with manure water, choosing a warm day for the operation.

TRUIT GARDEN.
Though somewhat late, we have set some labourers to

limewash some walls against which Cherries ai'e growing.

The trees had been unnailed and washed, and as fly was a
little troublesome last year, we thought it advisable to wash
the wall before the trees were fastened to it again, the
nailers following the washers. The wall was well scrubbed
first with old brooms and brushes. The white colour of the

lime was toned down by adding a little blueblaclc made into

a paste. We also use sulphur at tinn's. The fresher the

lime the better it will stand, and if the wall is a little damp
when the wash is applied, it will last better than if put on
it when perfectly drj-. Turned out a lot of forced Strmr-

bcrries and filled the shelves from i'rames, &c., which is a good
plnn for bringing them on at this seREon. Took up some
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hundreds of nice plants that had been pricked oiifc in a
border last summer. Potted them and plunged the pots in

a slight hotbed of leaves out of doors, with a few branches
stuck round. Here they will soon fill the pots with roots,

and may be moved to the houses after that. All our potted
ones have been housed, and these will come on in succession.

If we can obtain a little hot dung we will make up a slight

bed or two, use some nice soil, and fill with similar plants

to come in before those in the open aii'. This generally
answers better than placing lights over them on a sunny
border where they grow. If the weather is bright, the lights

thus placed over the plants, and moveable boards back and
front, will forward the crop some eight or ten days ; but in

dull weather the fi-uit will be forwarded very Uttle. Tiles

and slates placed along the rows will also forward them
several days. But a slight hotbed beneath brings them in

nicely if the plants are raised with large balls and planted
firmly, and a fair amount of aii- given. This plan of lifting

and planting, or potting, will do veiy well now, but let no
one suppose that such a plan would succeed with early Straw-
berries from February and onwards. In that case the jjlants

must be well established in pots, well ripened, and rested
before forcing. We mention this as a warning. From the
middle to the end of March and onwards, the lifting system
will do well, and fewer pots require to be kept filled with
Strawberry plants during the winter. Proceeded with work in

the fi'uit-houses much the same as last week, nipping, shoot-
removing, Grape-thinnina:, &e. On Wednesday we saw a
capital plan for protecting fruit trees by beech twigs with
the old leaves on, which we consider one of the best for

standing protection.

On Wednesday, we may say for the fii'st time since autumn,
we went out for a few hom-s to Berkhampstead. The Vines
in the lai-ge house at Mr. Lane's were merely showing their
buds, like large pin-heads, though the frost had been kept
out all the winter. The contemplated border inside had
not been made, but large banks of sawdust were placed
inside, and in these fine strong plants of Vines in pots were
plunged, though not a root had gone outside. Cherries,

Plums, Peaches, and some Pears in pots were in full bloom.
Trees in pots and Roses in pots are now grown dwarf, and
kept near the pot, instead of rising as pyramids.* Of
Azaleas we need not speak, as they were shown in London

;

the chief novelty, perhaps, was a small house with young
Vines planted-out and in pots, and both showing very strong.
At Sir. Cooper's, a chemist and colour manufacturer in

the town, and an enthusiastic amateur in fruit oultm'e, we
saw enough to tell us that many incitements to renewed
exertion among us professionals must come to us from men
connected with other professions. At the gai'dens of —
Curtis, Esq., under the charge of Mr. C4ibbins, we saw a fine

house of Cucumbers, Peaches, superb young Vines, and a fine

strain of Primula sinensis, &c. At Frithsden, the kitchen
garden of Earl Brownlow, at Ashridge, which was aU we
could glance at, we noticed splendid plants of Miisa Caven-
dishii, with leaves more than 2 feet across, growing on the
floor at the back of a Cucumber-house; very fine Grapes
and Peaches ; a house of young Vines, breaking with extra-
ordinary vigour—the roots here and at Mr. Curtis's, so far

as we recollect all inside, and a fine show of fruit on the waUs,
as the garden being surroimded by the common and the park
and having few trees near it, the birds scarcely ever give the
least trouble. The garden, however, being on the slope at
the bottom of a dell or glen, is subject to keen frosts, and
little will stand against the walls without being protected.
Mr. Sage, whose doings we hope some day to notice in de-
tail, uses various means for protection; but the favourite
one, when he can obtain them, is the branches or twigs of
beech with the last year's leaves on them. We noticed
-Ipricots under nets that were touched by the frost of Wed-
nesday morning ; but they and Plums were quite safe under
the beech. The twigs are fastened so as to hang down, and
stand out a good deal from the tree, the pieces so short that
the wind has little power over them. They broke the force
of winds, and yet allowed plenty of light and air to reach the
wall. In fact, the blooms were just enjoying a slight shade
from the bright sun. The branches hanging out also from
the wall gave a better protection from frost than if they had

Roses for the r/ay ShowB were pltinged in sawduat in a faonse, but no
file heat whatever.

been closer to it. We have seen beech used previously, but
we never saw it so neatly and efficiently applied. For this
pui-pose we consider the beech much superior to lam:els or
to spruce boughs ; and the mention of this may be of
more importance to our readers than oiu- own doings.

Plants of aU kinds much the same as in previous weeks.
Potting, planting-out, &o.—E.F.

COVENT GAEDEN MAEKET.-Apeii, 16.

The supply continues good. Hothouse Grapes are brought in cood quan-
tities, liut good Pines are still rather scarce. Krom abroad conaigaments of
Lettuce, Artichokes, Kadishes, Carrots, &c., continue to arrive. Foreign
Peas are now to be had at 15s. per half sieve, and new Potatoes from
Lisbon, Malta, and the West Indies, are bringing from 'id. totirf. per lb.

Cucumbers are plentiful and good. Spring Cabbages ara coming in in greater
quantity, whilst of Broccoli-sprouts, Turnip-tops, and other rough Greens
there is an abundance. Out-door-grown Asparagus has begun to make its

appearance, and is sold at from 10s. to I5s. per buudle,

FEtriT.

Apples
Apricots
Figs. . ..
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MANDAatrf Orange Sf.kdusos (J. Roberts)—Yom Mandarin Oranpes
from aeeii five years old, may perhaps bear in the course of three or four
years if confinefl to rather small pots, and thev may not bear for the next
seven years. You had better trraft theii with shoots from bearing treea of
the TanRerine or St. Michaol's, plunge them in bottom heat, and when
grafted, corer them with a hantJ-glass, ami pive them no air till the grafts
h.ave made young shoots from 5 to 6 inches in leogth.

Vines in Pots, Ti-anting Oct (T. Holdm),—It would be advisable to
keep the Vines in pots now in bloom until the fruit is ripe, and plant
Ihem in their final quarters immediately afterwards. If the Vines were
only just breaking, we wonld advise you to plant the Vines at once, and to
be content with a bunch or two this year, and encourage them to make as
much growh as possible ; you will then gain a year, and may obtain a good
crop ot fruit another season.

Various (£ffo-i:go).~l. Apricots, Peaches, and Fears are not propagated
from eyes like Vines, but by budding and ci'^ifting. 2. Etna, Leopard, The
Alliance, Victor Emmannel, Sunset, and Beautv of Limpsfield* are sis good
Calceolarias for pot culture. 3. Cuttings of Hybrid Roses can he struck now
if you have any forced plants juat done blooming. Ev inserting them in heat
they will snon root. 4. We know of no Lily with a hole through the middle.
S. We prefer keeping cuttings in the phade until well rooted, and then a shelf
near the glass is the best place for them.
Evergreen Lkwes Browned (A Co?istaJit Reader, 7)!ift/m).—We think

the leaves are browned with the fros% or it may be occasioned by an im-
mature condition of the foliage. We have no doubt your climate, from its
hunufliiy, is move suited for growth than maturation, and frost acting on
unripe wood turns the loaves brown as yours arc. With us many shrubs
that were cut down to the ground in 18G0, make gross growths in summer
which are not ripe in autumn, and the points of the shoots and the leaves
are severely injured with the frost this season, and have been annually siace
1860.

'

CaLLA (RicHARDIA) iETHIOPICA—AGAPANTHUS rMBELLATUS (H". Jf).—
1. Pot the Callaa in larger pots before putting them in the rank. 2. Place
them in the water fo that some of the leaves at least will be above the
surface. 3. You mny phmt them in the tank any time after the 29th of
May; but it is preferable to place the Agapanthus on the margin and notm the water, for it is only a sub-aquatic.

Pines and Melons in the Same House (A Ti/ro).~You may grow
these very well as you propose, by the aid of a tank heated by hot-water
pipes running through it. If the water in the tank just cover"the pipes it

is deen enough, or say 7 to 9 inches in depth. The tank shoulrl be covered
with slates, and i^oil put uron these to the depth of 10 inches or a foot, and
in It the Melons should be planted.

Vine Leaves Spotted (A. M. D.).—The leaves enclosed appear to us to
be spotted by syringing the Vines heavily in the morning, and the sun
shining powerfully on them whilst vret scorches tbem. In addititm to this
we think your glass is of bad quality, and that alone is sufficient to cause
tne spotted condition of the leaves.

Plants from Adstrai.ia '^Im Amateur's.— No. 1, Bossia^a cordifolia, is
an evergreen greenhouse shruii growing 1 or 2 feet high, and has yellow
flowers in June. It likes a compost of sandv peat two-thirds, loam one-
third, with a free admixture of silver sand. No. 2 is unknown to us.
No. 3, the Hakea, has white flowers with a tinge of rose in them.
It grows about 4 feet high, and is a gremhouse shrub requiring the treat-
ment of a Heath. No. 4, the Pultencpa, is a griDenhouse shrub, growing
2^feet high, and has yellow finwers in May. It requires the soil of No l".

No. 5, Ruh'ngia (not Rubingia) parviflora, is a greenhouse shrub growing
2 feet liieh, and has white flowers in early summer. It requires a
compost of sandy peat. No. G wr do not know; but we have no doubt that
it will succeed well if treated the same as the others, which require tlie
same treatment as Ericas.

Ertthrina CAiFRA (Jrf(?mV—It should he kept in a well-ventilated green-
house, and be syringed morning and evening to prevent attacks of the red
spider. It should be potted at once in turfy peat hulf, loam from rotted
turves half, with a liberal admixture of silver'sand, potting it into a 12-inch
pot, and providing perfect diainage. It will need cooious wate'in.-s up to
July, when it should be kept, drier at the root, but not so as to affe t the
foliage, and it should be kept in the full sua. It ought to flower in Aucust
or September, but if not continue to withho'd water, and give all the light
and air possible. This will favour the maturation of the wood, and on that
depends its future flowering.

Various (.4 i£.).—The longest-podded runner Kifiney Bean, is tha Tall
Dutch. The Scimetar U not the edible-podded Pea. The hook you mention
iS a nurseryman's catalogue.

Names of Orchids (C J:).— No. 1, Oncidium ampliatum, Lindl., the
small-flowered variety. The flower with the double lahellum is a very re-
markable and interesting monstrosity. It has also an extra sepal, so that
the two outer floral whorls are quaternary, instead of ternary as in the
normal form. Was the flower sent the only one upon the plant, or are
there more? If the latter, we shall be very thankful for additional speci-
mens

; and it would also be intore.-ting to know whit proportion the abnor-
mal flowers unon the plant bear to the normal. Will you favour us with
your addre.-s? No. 2, is, probably, Oncidium sphacelatum, rather than
altissimum, but it is impossible to decide with certainty without weeing the
plant, or a better specimen of it. The term "obsolete," applied to the
<:olumn-ears, is not to be taken in its strict sense. It merely means that ia
that particular section the ear^ are very much smaller than in the closely
allied one. A little latitude must always be allowed to such terms. No 3,
brides virens (?). No. 4, Dendrobium angulatum.

Name op Moss [Elmwood)—It is Hynnuni proliferum. It is a common
species, found both in highland and lowland distr'Cts, usually ou the cround,
but occasionally on walls, rocks, pailings, and trees in uamp and shady
situations.

Forcing Lilt of the Valley {P. 5. Jf ).—The Lily of the Valley is
miich iiifloenced by soil. The nurseryman would be the be^t aMe to tell
whether the roots were imported. If the forced plants are put out of
doors when done flowering, they will do no good for a year or two. If the
leaves are kept healthy and green after flowering, until they decay naturally,
the Pame pots will do pretty well again ; but, where the shade \n good, it is
as well to have fresh plants every year. They will do after a year's growth
with less care.

Vines not Starting Regularly (If. .4-1.—We have often very severe
weather in January, and the power to give 20° to 24° above the external
air is hardly sufficient. We would, therefore, either wiien or continue a
piece more of the flue, or we would commence forcing in February. If, as
you say, you lighted your first fire on the Dth of January, we can hardly
think that the buds would be half an inch long on the 2fith, with a nigfat

heat of 52". 45" would be enough for the first week, and from 45*" to 50*
the second r^nd third weeks. VVe think you must have had heat in the
hou=e before. The temperature at night, since the fruit showed, from 55*

to 6 i'^, would not cause the Vines to break irregularly, or prevent them
showing fruit. The quieter all these earlier processes are conducted, the
better will the Vines break. It is better to hurry them a little at a more ad-
vanced period, when the heat from the sun can be more freely used. Wo
should object to making your flue so very hot; the Vines will like a lower
temperature better in a cold night. It would be advisable to have more flue

space. We canaot say anything of the canes without knowing the
age of the Vines. Very likely the wood was not so well ripmed as those
canes that show so freely. Long canes are often the better for being
twisted a littla round, to make th^m break regularly. They will also break
more regularly if placed horizontally along the house, instead of being
trained up under the glass. Ia the latter case the buds at th'? point will

be apt to break first and strongest. Very sti'ong canes sometimes disap-
point, owing to imperfect ripening.

Variety ov the Potato {W. S. B.\—More than thirty years ago we
cultivated a variety like that you describe—" Late, round, medium size

;

fkm dark purple, almost black; inside a mingling of purple and white."
We ceased to cultivate it because it was neither prolific, nor superior in
quality. Its appearance, when cooked, was also against it. We never
heard that it had any name ; and no one. that wo can ascertain, cultivates it.

Young Pear Trees Blooming Ppofuselt [Agnes).—To avoid the conse-
quences from many of the flowers, perhaps, being liefective, we would let

the mo't of them remain. You may thin them a little if you make sure of
Ipaving the perfect flowers, as stated lately in ** Doings of the Last Week."
If not sure on that point, leave them alone, and when the fruit are sot and
swelling freely, leave from sis to twelve on each tree.

Sanvitaliv procumbens as an Eoging [W. TF.).—A"^ the season is

getting late, by all means sow the seed of this plant where it i^ to remain,
taking care, if the edging adjoins the turf, that slugs do not destroy it;

to prevent which sow a row of quicklime on each si^e of the seed line,

and cover the latter with sharp ftaud. It will not flower so early as Lobelia,

and some other plants, but will look well when it does come on.

Cinerarias for Se::d f W. JI''.).—Flowers good in form are of more con-
sequence than thobe good in colour ; but as you say the bees have been much
amongst them it cannot make much difference. We certainly would in all

cases give the preference to good form anl habit, and when the next batch
of seedlings was wanted, select those having good colour also. In g'cneral,

light-tipped flowers produce samething of a like kind; and the crimson and
purple self-coloured ones do so also, but it is not by any means universal,
neither is it often observed in saving sesTl. Must growers notice the first

opening flipwers of each plant, and when one of more than usual excellence
appears, the^laut is set aside, and put in another place to save seed from.

CnMN Border {J. E. T.).
—"We should have been glad to have known

whether your chain border is on grass or gravel. Whichever it is, your
proposed plan will tell well for the parallelograms. Centre Cijou, Purple
Iving round it, and edged all round with Cera>tium, or, perhaps bct'er, Varie-
gatt^d Alyssum. There will be enough of white in the Bijou leaf. The circles

between the obloncs would look well tilled with Cloth of Gold or Golden
Chain, and bordered with Lobcdia speciosi. If you took the flowers off

Liijou all the circles might each have a different dwarf Scar et Geranium,
a line of Aurea floribinida Calceolaria, and an edging of Lobelia.

Flower-garden Plan (F. H. R ).—Wc have no fault to find with your
arriingements. We presume the other four quarters are to be planted in a
similar manner. We just question whether it would not be as well to make
two cros^ pairs of your four quarters, and then plant them more massively
and simply. Thus, suffering 1 to be planted as proposed, and scroll 2 to be
pLmted as proposed, then we would make 3, 3, 4. 5, 5, G, 7 into two beds at
moat, or even one bed, cousistingot two colours like No. 2. Then 8,9, 9, 10
might be one bed of two colours, inste;id of being divided into three. If

the quarter cent were the whole garden the dividing of the separate scrolls

would be desirable ; but as there are four quarters we think the planting:

them in two pairs, and each quarter more massively and simply, would tell

better than cutting them up so much in rietad. In No. 2 the Variegated
Arab's would do better than tlie common White. In No. 10 the Heliotrope
would do better for a centre than the Sanonaria ; and that would do best for

the edging, and would contrast better with the purple in 3, 3. But now, if

without the dividing of the upper scroll Into three distinct bc'ls, we think
it would look better as one bed—say a nice row of yellow Calceolaria in the
centre, a row on eath side of scarlet Geranium, and a row all round of

Variegated Alyssum. In parts of deeoer buys a few plants of Purple
Jacobaaa may be used, a.'^ you propose, between the Calceolarias,

Flower-garden Planting (X. Jr. X.).—We prefer No. 1. though either

would look very well. The Peiilla would have to be pegged or shortened,
for the Yellow Prince of Orange Calceolaria is rather dwarf, unless your
Ageratum Is dwarf. In No. I we would prefer Manglesii for No. 4, and wo
would make S Perilla, and 9 yellow Calceolaria. In 5 we think that a scarlet

Verbena would be better than a lilac one.

Dkficif-nt Bottom Heat (C. P.).—You seem to be in much the same
predicament as to bottom heat as a correspondent a few weeks ago. Two
four-inch pipes in a chamber 2A feet wide, and 2 feet deep, and these pipes
quite hot, ought to heat the slate and all the earth, tfec, above it. We are
surprised that thouKh the pipes are hot the slate continues Cfdd. We can
fancy the slate becoming hot, and yet the piunging material being cool, from
the dryness of the tree leaves placed over the ."J Incho.s of rubble that covers

the slate. In such a case, a few small drain-tiles placed upright through
the ])lunging medium, fur pouring water do-wn on the slate, would give
plenty of heat upwards if the slate itself were warm. The pipes would tell all

the more on the slate, if instead of being ono on the top of another, the

two pipes had been placed on the same level, and only a few Indies from ttie

slate. The i-lates would be heated also more thoroughly, if a few small

oponingH, say 2 or 3 inches square, were made close to the bottom of the

chamber, as was shown a short time ago us existing in such chambers all

Berkhampstead.
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Blue "Wild Violet (Two Rcadci-s nnd Admirers).—ThQ wild Purple

Violet (Viola odorata) is fully scented ; tho white variety is also scented.

Tbey are both common all over England. Late in spring a pale blue Violet

blooms, -whioli is scentless ; but this ia a different species—Viola canina, or

Bog's Violet.

Improving a Parture Figld (/. (?.).—Mowing for hay each year is a bud
way to secure a good even turL It would be better to feed it off with sheep,

allow the seed-stems to ripen and shed their seed, and early in autuma to

give it a good dreeeing with compost in which a large quantity of good soil

forms a part. This by a bruahing-in duiinc winter will fill up many of the

nnevennesses and promote tho growth of the young Grasses sown in the

aatumn. If, however, you prefer having a crop of hay, sow eorae perennial

Grass seeds over the ground in September, and dress it as] above, rolling it

in the spring. If wet, drain in winter.

Three Climbers for a Greenhoosb {J. D. Z7.).—For growing in a pot

and to train against a rafter, the Rbyncospermum j3Rniinoides,,one of tue

Hardenbergias, asinophylia, or Glycine, with P;issiflora cocrulea racemosa.
would answer your purpose. There are many others, but those with a good-
looking foliage all the year are to be preferred. For a short raiter, Rorne of

the Acacias look very well, and the old Fuchsia Corallina is also good. The
best variety of Abutilon is also showy from below ; but if your rafter

exceeds 10 feet, measuring from the pot, try the first three mentioned in

preference to the last three.

Plants for Wardian Case {An Old Subsa'lhe?-).—As yoM object to

Alpines, we wontd try a Daphne odora, iwo «mall plants of yellow Cytisus,

two or three small Camellias, and an ediring for Chinese Priraulis. and
Musk for winter and spring; and for summer we would have several kinds
of Tuberous Gesnera, including the fine-leaved Zebrina for tlie centre, a

variety of Achitnenes round them, and n skirt of Achimeues coccinea for

a row all round. These roots could be kept all the winter, in a cupboard
near the kitchen fireplace, inearth or s-and ; and when they began to j-hoot

in the spring, in April or May, they could be pricked out in shallow pans
or in small pots, and placed out in rhe case wl.;eu the winter residents were
withdrawn. There need be no end of ways and means of filling such a case.

Bunches of Gbapes Eecomino Tendrils (A Consiayit Header). — No
doubt the rain running from the roo: of your vinery on to the border is bad
for the Vines, but the treatment you have given them atmospherically is

more likely to have been the immediate cause of your failure ;
40'^ to 50" is

far too low a temperature for Grapes at such a stage, and you have ag-
gravated the injurious tendencies of so low a temperature by using the
syringe twice a-day. You have just done the very opposite of what you
ought to haxe done with Vines having a tendency to whnt is cilled
" running." You should have raised the temperature to 65° or 7u° at night,

and instead of syringing twice a-day you should have kept the air dry, and
not 3 drop of moisture should have been applied to the Vines. A low tem-
perature and aamp is the very treatment 'o cause bunches to run out into

tendrils. You should purchase and ptudy some good work on the Vine,

Thomson's wil suit you. We may just say, that the want of a properly ripened
bud the previous season, is the primary cause of the tendency to produce
bunches that may be described as half bunches half tendrils. A fuller

treatment of the subject will appear in another column.

Name of Rhododendron {T. O. JI.),—It is E-hododendron niveum, a
Sikklm variety.

Names of Plants (J. W., y«n.).—1, a Brassavola certainly, perhaps
nodosa or tuberculata, hut we are not certain ; 2, Ptecis gerauiifolia

;

3, Asplenium flaccidum ; 4, Litobrochia denticulata.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

LONG CONTINUANCE OF SHOWS.
Allow me to trouble you witli a few remarks in reference

to tlie forthcoming Bath and West of England Poultry
Show, which is proposed to be held at Bristol, commencing
on the 13th day of June next, and ending on the evening
of the 17th, thus lasting five consecutive days. Now, the
poultry, including their transit to and from long distances,
if they are not negligently detained, as is too often the case,
will be at least eight days from their own yards, as they
must be penned on Saturday evening the llth, and cannot
be removed until the Saturday morniug- following.

This seems to me to be not only objectionable, but cruel,
and will most certainly cause many valuable birds to be
kept back, and very justly so; for what advantage is it if

we receive a prize of a couple of pounds, or, it may be, a cup
worth five pounds, if we get back a dead bii-d, or a sickly
unhealthy pen ot birds, instead of fine healthy pets that
gave us pleasure not only in looking upon them, but also in
contemplating the many proud triumphs we should have in
welcoming them back as winners ?

We aU know that close confinement in a room is very de-
trimental to the feathered tribe, and especially when pro-
longed, the birds possibly fed upon hard corn all the time,
with an insufficient supply of fresh water, and, it may be,
entirely without gravel, which latter is so necessary to the
healthy action of the digestive organs of birds. Some of us
know what a sickly state our bu-ds were in for some weeks
after the Manchester Show last Christmas, from the cause
complained of. It does not matter quite so much where
parties living near can go, or send a man to attend to their
favourites ; but it is of great importance to exhibitors from

a distance that shows should not be unduly prolonged, as

is the case with the one in question. I hope these remarks
wiU be responded to by some of our large and influential

exhibitors, and that a change may be effected in this parti-

cular in some of our forthcoming large shows.

—

Cochin-
China.

RELATIVE MERITS, PRIZES, AND ENTRIES.
I AM happy to see that at last our local shows are begin-

ning to improve their prize lists by making a class for that

often despised, yet not .always rejected, Brahma ; for al-

though at most local shows they are placed in the "All
variety class," yet as a rule they are at least awarded one or

more prizes. And now as to the paying part of the business,

to which all compilers of schedules should have an eye. Your
attention shall be directed more immediately to the late

Accrington Show, which was held on the 7th inst., and I

will endeavour to prove that, give Brahmas half a chance,

and they will remunerate you most abundantly.

No. Amount in

Breed. Prizes offered, ot entries, entry money

Game £A, 5 ... 16 ....£2 8

Dorking 2 12 6 ... 10 ... 1 10

Cochin-China 2 12 6 ... 8 ... 1 4

Black Spanish 2 12 6 ... 9 ... 1 7
BrahmaPootra 2 12 6 ... 15 ...2 5

Golden-penciUed Hamburgh 2 12 6 ... 22 ...3 6

SUver-pencUled do. 2 12 6 ... 14 ... 2 2

Golden-spangled do. 2 12 6 ... 13 ... 1 19

Sdver-spangled do. 2 12 6 ... 13 ... 1 19

Anyvariety 2 12 6 ... 13 ... 1 19 O
Gane Bantams 2 12 6 ... 10 ... 110 0-

Anyvariety do 2 12 6 ... 12 ... 1 16

You thus see by the above that Brahma Pootras stand

second where the same amount of prize money is offered.

Is not this proof sufiioient that they will pay their way ?

and what do the promoters of poultry shows want better?

As to their not being considered by some a distinct breed is

nonsense in the extreme, although Mr. Tegetmeier says

they are a cross between something, but cannot say exactly

what. Let me ask Mr. Tegetmeier or any other man which

is the identical breed that entered the ark with Noah?
What is applicable to Bi-ahmas applies to almost all other

breeds—therefore, for one year, at least, let compilers of

schedules give them a class ; if they do not pay, they need

not repeat the experiment.

A word in conclusion as to a very serious item to " exhibi-

tors in a smaU way "^viz., railway carriage. Now, I should

say, that all railways in the Immediate vicinity of a show,

ought to give exhibitors some little privileges in the amount
charged as carriage ; do they not reap a harvest rich enough

by the extra number of passengers brought by them to the

show ? The railway officials at Accringtorflevied black mail,

in the shape of sixpence per hamper, on any poor wight that

was caught with one under his arm leaving the train, large or

small, no matter how far or how short the distance brought.

I saw several poor cottagers who had come as passengers,

bringing with them their hampers, who were thus charged,

and on returning were not allowed to bring a hamper within

the station gates without paying another sixpence per hamper
return carriage. It is to be lamented that railway com-

panies wUl resort to such mean expedients in order to turn a

bright penny on such occasions.

The Accrington Committee will do weU to make some
arrangements with the Company another year, for if not I

am sure the Show wiU suffer.—A Yokkshibe Bbbedbk. of
Poultry.

ACCRINGTON POULTRY SHOW.—Apeil 7th.

Total entries of poultry, 258. There were some very fin©

birds exhibited, especially the single Game cock of Mr. James
Fletcher, Stoneclough. The attendance upon the ground
was astonishing; it is estimated that at four o'clock in the

afternoon there were about 10,000 people on the Show
ground. The want of catalogues was severely felt, as much
as 2s. being offered for them, when the real worth was only

6(J. The fault was not with the Committee of the Show,
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but with tlie printer, who could not get them ready in time.

The following is a list of the prizes awarded :

—

Game Cock.— First and Second, J. Fletcher, Stoneclougb. Third, J.
Sunderland, Halifax.
Game.—First and Second, J. Fletcher. Third, A. B. Dyas, JIadeley.
DoKKiNQ.— First and Third, J. Copple, Eccleaton. Second, bir St. G.

Gore, Hopton Hall.

CocHis-CniNA.— First, C. Kershaw. Ashton-tinder-Lvne. Second, F, 31.

Hindle, Haslingden. Third, C. SedgwicU, Kiddlesden Hall.
Spanish.— First, W. Cannan, Bradford. Second, AV. Harvev, Sheffield.

Third, J. Siddall, Halifax.

BsAHMA PoOTRA.—First and Second, H. Lacv, Ilebden Bridge. Third,
Vf. Harvey, Sheffield.

Hambuugh (Golden-pencilled).—First, S. Smith, Halifax. Second, J.

FieUiing, Newchurch. Third, E. Hindle.
Hamburgh (Silver-pencilled).—First. Messrs. Hindle & Picliles, Accring-

ton. Second, A. Nicholson, Sheffield. Third, Sir St. G. Gore, BarL, Hopton
Hall.
HAitErBaH (Golden-spangled).—First, N. Marlor, Benton. Second and

Third, J, Newton, Silsden.
Hajtbuugh (Silver-spangled).—First, T. D. Walker, HoTlakc. Second,

J. Fielding, Newchurch. Third, W. Smith. Woodside.
Ant other Variety.—First, W. Cannan, Bradford. Second, E. Leech,

Eochdale. Third, F. R. Pease, Darlington.
Game Bantam Cock.—First, G. Fielding, Accrington. Second, J. Short-

bose, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Third, G. Maples, jun., Wavertree.
Bantams.—First, Sir St. G. Gore. Second, C. W. Brierley, Sliddleton.

Third, J. Munn, Shawclough.
Bantams (Game)— First, W. Cannan, Bradford. Second, W. Brierlev,

Middleton. Third, R. M. Stark, Hull.
Tbekets.—First, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. Second, J. Cunningham,

Blacifburn.
Geese.—Prize. T. Houlker, Blackburn.
Ducks (Aylesbury).- First, Sir St. G. Gore, Hopton Hall. Second, E.

Leech, Rochdale.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, J. Munn. Shawclough. Second, E. Leech.
Docks (Any variety).—First, W. Moorhouse, Read, Whalley. Second,

C. P- Ackers, Bolton House, Wigan.
Oenamestal WATER-rowL,—First and Second, J. Jenn;son, Bell Vue,

Manchester.

Judges for Poultry : llr. E. Smith, Sliddletou; Mr. T. Dodds,
Watkinsou HaU, Halifax ; Mr. Sunderland, Burnley ; and
Mr. N. Grimshaw, Pendle Forest.

POULTRY AND THE POOE.
Perhaps this periodical does not often, in its printed form,

find its way into the homes of our country poor : they have^
alas

!
little money to spend, and are not quite scholars

enough as a rule to master its pages. Although the word
"cottage" is on its title-page, yet it belongs—flanked on
either side by the titles "Journal of Horticulture" and
"Country Gentleman"—to cottages of a higher caste than
those of our agi-icultm-al poor. But yet I fancy that some
of the contents of this periodical in a spoken form may not
seldom enter many a country cottage. These, as we all
know, are days when visiting the poor is so general. The
clergyman is a cottage visitor not only in times of sickness,
but he makes constantly recurring calls of land and neigh-
bourly inquiry as well as his more strictly professional \'isits.

Then there are the good ladies—mothers or their growing
daughters, and those helpers in all good works, single ladies
passed their girlhood.
Now I ask, Do not both clergymen and lady visitors oc-

casionally come short of conversation ?—do they not exhaust
the stock of talk ? I assure them I do. After the health
of all the family has been inquu'ed after, granny's rheuma-
tism—that long story—b'stened to, whether the children
now go regularly to school, how nicely the Wallflowers look—weU, what next ? I inquire after the live stock, fii-st and
foremost about the pig : still, that is a subject soon ex-
hausted. Now, I am sure no wellwislier to the poor likes
to see them have a hobby that does not pay. Cats !—well,
I would not banish one poor puss at any rate, though here
the keepers do ; for no sooner does the pet pussy grow to
cat age than she leaves mice "and such small deer" for
young rabbits, and poaches day after day (my cat broun-htm SIX one day). And when she thinks, good easy cat, fuU
surely " her gi-eatness is a-ripening," there comes a bano-,
a flash, and then she falls as many cats have fallen before
her. Dogs I approve not in cottages : the revenue is cheated,
the children's food eaten, and theu' owner generally does a
bit in the poaching line. I frown, then, on dogs. Then
there are cage birds. I object not—I have not the heart to
object—to a linnet or goldfinch, provided it was brou"-ht up
from the nest; neither do I object to rabbits, whiclf, with
industry and kept chiefly during the summer, may bo made
profitable. I knew a lad who owed his watch to his rabbits

;

but then he was no blunderer, had his wits about him, and
was very industrious in searching for food. Bowles the
poet—once, like myself, a Wiltshire rector—is reported to
have said that a row of flower-pots in the window and a
birdcage, were the best indicators of worthy cottagers there
residing. I cannot say as much for the owners of miserable-
looking magpies in rotten wicker cages—filthy the cage,
filthy the cottage, bad-looking the bird, worse the owner.
But cannot the poor, the very poor, keep anything besides

rabbits v/ith profit as well as pleasure I' I answer they can.

Next, what? WeU, poultry, under certain circumstances
and with certain limitations.

"Why not always ?" inquires somebody who has been
across the water to France for a fortnight, and noticed that
all cottagers there seem to keep fowls. WeU, the reason,
says a friend of mine who resided twelve years in the country
districts of France, that such troops of fowls are kept by
the humble country classes, is that the corn is so badly
dressed that you never get hold of a piece of straw without
finding several grains of corn in it ; so the fowls live because
of the rough dressing of the corn

—

they thresh it out.

Next, how and when may our cottagers keep poultry with
profit ? If there be a pond in the village and no valuable
grass land close to your cottage, my advice to a cottager is.

Get an old hen early in the spring—one not cared for as

being past frequent laying, and get also a sitting of Duck
eggs. Hurry the ducklings on with good and constantly
suppUed food ; and in nine or ten weeks sell, matching the
Ducks to the green peas : but do not keep Ducks save under
these circumstances.

Or, again. Having bought your old Dorking hen in Feb-
ruary, pen her up, put a nestful of known bad eggs in a
corner (the boy that coUects eggs at the farm will stand
your friend here)—the sight of these wiU soon make her
broody. When she has well taken to them put good eggs
under her : this must be in March at the latest, better in

February. Mix pepper with rice as part of your food for

your chicks. I saw a splendid troop of chickens the middle
of last March in Berkshire ; they were then six weeks old,

and brought up chiefly on peppered rice. Whether
" Who peppered the highest was surest to please"

I know not, but the fact I know, they being the property
of a lady with whom I was staying for some days.

Next, the cottager who wishes to profit may foUow one
or other of these two plans—seU the hen and chicks at a
month old, the latter at 6d. a-head; or keep the young
puUets (no cock is needed), and then the good wife wiU
have fresh eggs in the winter, always then bought readily

at the hall or rectory. Then, further, in the next spring
sell the hens, because it is in spring and summer that a
cottager gets into trouble with the farmer if he keep adult

fowls, while no one but a churl indeed wiU grudge the chicks

or puUets a run in the autumn or winter in their fields.

I have simply stated what I recommend and see foUowed
in my own parish. So, clerical brother or lady visitor, here
is a subject for you to talk about and go. Cottage Gar-
DENEK in hand, and read this paper (how honoured it wiU
be by the ladies' silver voices), or talk over its contents to

your thriftj', pet-loving, decent cottagers : the pet part of

the business will please the children, the profit their parents.

—WlLTi^lHIEE EeCTOE.

FOUL BEOOD, AND WHAT HAS BEEN
WEITTEK A50UT IT.

{Continued from page 274.)

Pre-eminent amongst the scientific and experimental
apiarians of America stands the Eev. L. L. Langstroth,

whose admu'able work on "The Hive and Honey Bee,"
bears witness to his extensive knowledge of the subject, as

weU as to his intimate acquaintance with the writings of

German author,s, whilst our transatlantic brethren ai'e in-

debted to him for the introduction of the German invention

of frame-hives, now in such almost universal use amongst
them. He says, " The disease called by the Germans '/otiJ

brood,' is of aU others the most fatal to bees. The sealed

brood die in the cells, and the stench from their decaying

bodies seems to paralyse the bees. There are two species of

foul brood, one of which the Germans caU the dry, and the
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other, tlie moist or foetid. The dry appears to be only partial

in its effects, and not contagious, the brood simply dying

and drying up in certain parts of the combs. In the moist

the brood, instead of drying up, decays and produces a noi-

some stench, which may be perceived at some distance from

the hive." Mr. Langstroth then goes on to describe the

German modes of treating foul brood, and adds the follow-

ing information in footnotes. "Dzierzon thinks that this

disease was produced in his apiary by feeding bees on
' American honey ' (honey fi-om the West India Islands). As
this honey does not ordinarily produce it, he probably used
some taken from colonies having the disease. Such honey
is always infectious. Mr. Quinby informs me that he has

lost as many as a hundred colonies in a year from this pes-

tilence. It has never made its appearance in my apiaries,

and I should regard its general dissemination through our

country as the greatest possible calamity to bee-keepers.

As Ai-istotle (" History ofAnimals," book is:.,chap. 40), speaks
of a disease which is accompanied by a disgusting smell of

the hive, there is reason to believe that foul brood was com-
mon more than two thousand years ago." Rather an ancient

date for a disease which has recently taken English apiarians

so much by surprise.

Foremost among the practical bee-keepers of the western
world, and at the time his work was written using only good
plain hives without frames, comb-bars, or any of the more
complicated contrivances of modern science, Mr. Quinby,
as has been already stated, appears to have been one of the
greatest sufferers from the ravages of foul brood. Considering
him, as I do, a good, honest, and painstaking observer, I

quote his observations at some length. He devotes a whole
chapter to the subject, under the heading of "Diseased
Brood," and says :

—"This, like many other chapters in this

work, is, probably, new, as I never saw one thus headed. A
few newspaper discussions are about aU that have yet ap-

peared on the subject I had kept bees but four

or five years when I discovered it in one of my best stocks

—

in fact, it was No. 1, in May and 1st June. It cast no swarm
during the summer ; and now instead of being crowded with
bees it contained but very few ; so few, that I did not at-

tempt to winter it. What was the matter? I had then
never dreamed of ascertaining the condition of a stock while
there were bees in the way, but was like the unskilfnl phy-
sician who is obliged to wait for the death of his patient that
he may dissect and discover the cause. I consigned what
few bees there were to the brimstone-pit. A post-mortem
examination revealed the following cu-cumstances :—Nine-
tenths of the breeding-cells were found to contain young
bees in the larva state stretched out at full length, sealed

over, dead, black, putrid, and emitting a disagreeable
stench." As to what caused the death of this brood just at

this stage of development, " not the least satisfaction could

be obtained. All the inquu-ies among the bee-keepers of my
acquaintance were met with profound ignorance. ' They had
never heard of it

!

' No work on bees that I consulted ever
^ mentioned it. As to remedies, I tried prvming-out all those
combs containing brood, leaving only svich as contained
honey, and let the bees construct new for breeding. It was
' no use,' these new combs were invariably filled with diseased
brood ! The only thing effectual was to drive out the bees
into an empty hive. In this way, when done in season, I

generally succeeded in rearing a healthy stock."

Subsequently, Mr. Quinby had so many cases of this kind
that he became alarmed, and made inquiry through an
agricultural paper as to its cause and for a remedy, offering
" a reward for one that would not faQ when thoroughly
tested." This appeal produced no efdcient remedy, but
various causes were suggested. One writer connected foul

brood with the potato disease (almost as whimsical an idea
as that of " Inquieek," who attributed the outbreak of the
disease in my apiary in 1863 to the introduction of Ligurians
in 1859 !), declaring that " since the potato rot commenced
he had lost one-fourth of his stocks annually by this disease.'

'

Another said that "dead bees and filth that accumulated
during winter when suffered to remain in the spring was
the cause." Several others declared that it arose from
chilled brood, but Mr. Quinby himself, after duly weighing
this suggestion, says :—" I have known the chrysalis in a
few stocks to be chUled and destroyed by a sudden turn of

,

cold weather, yet these were removed by the bees soon after, 1

and the stocks remained healthy. To me the cause assigned

appears inadequate to produce all the results with the larvae.

After close, patient observation of fifteen years, I have never

yet been whoUy satisfied that any one instance among my
bees was thus produced."

Dismissing, therefore, this hypothesis, our author proceeds

to liken foul brood to such diseases as smallpox, whooping-

cough, and measles among human beings, ascribing its ex-

istence to contagion in nineteen cases out of twenty. He
admits " that some cause or causes adequate to the effect

must have produced the first case
;

" but appears to have

failed in identifying it or them. After declai-ing that his

best and most populous stocks in spring are just as liable_ to

fou! brood, or even more so than smaller or weaker families,

he gives his reasons for the conviction that it is a contagious

disease, and that the virus is contained in the honey.* He
then points out how one stock that becomes defunct through

foul brood is plundered of its infected stores by others, and

as these die they are in their turn robbed by a stiU increas-

ing number of colonies, untU it becomes impossible to place

a limit to the mischief thus let loose on the bee-world.

I have transcribed so much of the experience and opinions

of Mr. Quinby, because they aa-e evidently those of a man of

strong common sense and great powers of observation, con-

tending nearly unaided with a great and almost unknown

difficulty, and are related in a plain, straightforward manner.

Quinby's " Mysteries of Bee-keeping," is a book which will

well repay an attentive perusal, and to any one interested

in the question (and what bee-keeper is not?) I^would

especially commend the chapter on " Diseased Brood."

It cannot fail to be remarked, that whilst Mr. Langstroth,

probably the most experimental apiarian in America, is able

to announce that foul brood " has never made its appear-

ance " in his apiaries, it has, nevertheless, ravaged those of

Mr. Quinby to a fearful extent, and that it made its first ap-

pearance at a time when he was emphatically an old-fashioned

bee-keeper, driving him in self-defence to become an ex-

perimental one. . .

My next and concluding paper wfll state the opmions en-

tertained on this subject by the apiarians of Germany.—

A Dbvonshibe Bee-keepee.
(To be continued.)

UNITING WEAK STOCKS.
Two hives of driven bees joined and put to work, to aU

appearance with every prospect of success, the first in July

last, have during the winter and spring dwindled away from

causes to me iinknown ; but certainly not from want, as I

supplied them Uberally. They woi-ked weU during harvest

in both hives.

No. 1, containing bees of three stocks in eight-leaf hive,

one glass side, nearly fuU of comb, plenty of honey. Ex-

amined April 9th, about half a pint of bees, a queen, but no

e^gs or brood of any kind. These are not working.

°No. 2, containing bees of two stocks in five frames, glass

sides, kept covered with flannel, in house, about quarter full

of comb. Opened and examined April 4th, not more than

one hundred or one hundi-ed and fifty bees, found queen

easily, a dozen or two of eggs apparently recently laid, a

little honey, few cells of pollen. Not working.

To make an attempt to save one hive by joining both is,

I think, the only way, destroying the barren queen, for I am
sure a careful letting alone in this case must result m the

loss of both. But this joinmg, simple as it may appear to

some, if not skilfully managed will not succeed, as I am
afraid if the fr-uitful queen is put at once to those strong in

stores, she and her subjects ai-e Ukely to suffer, as this

stock has been set on by its neighbours and plundered.

They fouo-ht and a great many were killed. I stopped up

the entrance, and so they gave up the pii-acy. Now, there

are none going in or out.

If some of your able apiarian correspondents would give

theu- advice on this matter it may serve many, none more

than

—

Bee-5'biend.

rSead Mr. Woodbury's article in pages 523 and 524 of

our last volume, and unite your bees in the manner therein

recommended. Use smoke and scented syrup, and if the

• This virus, Mr. Quinby asserts, may be destroyed by boiling the honey
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frames of the two hives, are not interchangeable, place the
fruitful queen with her bees on three or four combs in the
centre of the hive, and having removed the baiTen queen,
sweep her subjects from their combs with a feather pretty

equally into the empty space on either side. If properly

managed success is nearly certain at this season.]

EAEIY BEEEDING-.
I AM much obliged to Mr. Lowe for relating the circum-

stances under which early breeding occurred in the case of

the queen of a stock siiffering from dysentery. May it not

be that this disease induces a sort of feverish heat in the

hive, and that this abnormal state of things promotes egg-
laying ? Whatever be the cause, there is no doubt of the
fact which I have witnessed over and over again, that in a
colony afflicted with dysentery breeding continues through-
out the winter, and is not checked even when the most com-
plete ventilation has been resorted to, with the view of

mitigating the disease. Dui'ing the winter of 1862-3, I had
a very large and handsome Italian princess hatched at Christ-

mas in a hive thus circumstanced, from which I had removed
the original queen with the view of rescuing her from the
total destruction which impended over the entire colony.

Of course, her successor remained a virgin, and ultimately
perished with the remaining bees before winter was over.

But this feverish and unnatural state of affaii's, resiilting

only from disease, must not be confounded with early breed-
ing in a strong and healthy stockpossessed of a young and
vigorous queen. Accident made me acquainted with the
fact that on the 7th of January, 1S61, during one of the
severest frosts I ever remember, a large quantity of brood
in all stages existed in one ofmy strongest Ligiu-ian colonies,

and in this case it proved, as might have been expected, the
token of present, and the harbinger of future prosperity.

—A Devonshike Bee-keepeb.

experience in the multiplication of bees by means of artificial

processes ; and he believes, moreover, that no injury accrues

therefrom either to the stock or the swarm. Would he
favour the readers of the Journal with a detailed account

of the method he adopts in the formation of artificial swarms
both as respects apiaries consisting of ft'ame and common
straw hives ? The vrriter is desirous of knowing the method
of " A Devonshire Bee-keeper " (whicli he pronounces a
successful one), in order to compai'e it with that which he
himself occasionally adopts.

—

Philiscus.

WHAT IS THE BEST MODE OE MAKING
AETIFICIAL SWAEMS?

The signatory to this note is an apiarian of long standing,

who has made the subject of bee-husbandry one of mucli
study and reflection, and takes a deep interest in the various
communications of a theoretical and practical character on
apiculture that appear in your well-conducted and excellent

journal. The object of writing this note is for the purpose
of requesting your more distinguished apiarian contributors

to write an ai'ticle on artificial swarms, and to explain and
detail fully the process and manipulation adopted, and if

possible to state from experience the practical results. The
writer has had no small experience in the formation of arti-

ficial swarms himself; but the results of his processes and
experiments, though conducted with the utmost care and in

accordance with the nature and instincts (so far as prac-
ticable), of the bee, have not in general been so satisfactory

as he could have wished. On the contraiy, he believes that
the process of forming artificial swarms where universally

adopted, and not employed as subsidiary to natural swarm-
ing, as he believes it ought to be, is prejudicial to the
prosperity of an apiary, and in some cases will effect its

complete ruin. He is accordingly of opinion that natural
swarms, where they can be obtained with convenience and
little risk, are to be preferred, and that an apiary wiU not
flourish long unless the bees are so far left to nature and to
their own habits and instincts.

He is aware, however, that some distinguished apiarians

are of a different opinion. " A Devonshire Bee-eeepeb "

is one of these, and increases his stock of bees entii-ely by
the process of artificial swarms. Would Mr. Woodbury
write an article on the subject, giving the details of the
process he adopts and his method of procedure in the case

of apiaries consisting entfrely of bees located in common
straw hives ? Where the apiaries are composed of Huber
and vertical frame-hives the process of artificialisation can
be performed, it may be, with more success, with greater
facility, and with less iniury eventually perhaps to the bees

;

but the manipulation is more difficult in the case of straw
hives. Mr. Woodbury, the writer knows, has had much

OUH LETTER BOX.
Book aeoct Poultry {Herhcrta).— '* Tbe 'argest and best work " is now

out ot print. It is " Tlie Poultry Book," by Messrs. Johnson and Wingfisld.

You can ha-ve a copy frto by book post if you send a post-office order tor 255.

with your addruos.

WiNTEii Layers {A Subscriber, Ifefand).—There can be no doubt that

early pullets of any of ihe Cochin-China breeds are the best egg-producer3
in %vinter.

Black Eaktam (Black Bantam).— V/e have no doubt that the hen died

of a diseased liver, and that lim dis-.-ase wns the resiUt of ovcr-fepdiog.

Her liver was n f.it one, and althou;;li ^he wh-', perhape, but a skeleton in

frame, her inside was all fat. Fn-e purjiinp' in the early stages, and scanty
feeding were ihe cures, or rather the preventives.

Hens Picking-off iek Cock's Feathurs (IK. A.).—We have some fowls

that have shown the same piopt-nsity. They h:ive, however, their prefer-

ences, as tliey cut their favountt; and uttetly net.'ltet bin companion. He
has only his winij imd tail feathers left. He is now rubbed all over with
sulphur ointoiei.t and separated from the bens. This cannibal tuste is

generally the result of a sickly state of body, and is cured by a grass lun.

It is oply common to those fjwls that are in coi.rtncinenL

Heks Fi:.\TiiER-EATEns— Sws-:i.LiNCr (L. V. 72.).— Hens peck each other
from luck or j^reen food, and from havnit? been fed on raw niear, which is

unnatural imd a mistake. Do you really mean the rump 1 Sometimes the
hinder paits (or alulomcnj of a hen is almosc dr-ijigred on the Rround,
especially at this tiiue nf year, from dilfi ulty of laying. Oil internally

aclministered with a feather will remedy tnis, as it is only caused by fever

and consequent dryness of the egg-Bdfsage. If the swelling is u hard solid

mass kill ilis hen as soon as she has done laying.

Polish Cock's Chest Discoloured (A Suhscribeft Cliester).—If the dia-

coloraiion be th'^ result ot dirt, wa-hiaj; will cleanse it; but if it is a
gradual change from white to straw colour we knew no remedy. Such a
change is nut uncommon in Black Poland c^eks.

Sick Pigeon (Ahno?idt Bccchwood).— ! think you need not be in any
ti'ouble about your A:mond retching. It is not an uncommon occurrence,
and 1 have never known any h;irm uttend it. Yet, should it eontiaue, and
the Pigeon appear ill from it, you might try half a rhubarb pill occdsion-

ally ; but while ihe bird does not sutler in healih I th nk you had better

leave it to nw-ture.— B. P. B.

WnEEZiNfl Canary {R, Iv'., Derby).—Yomt Cnnary has caught cold.

Change Its food, (jive it hard-boiled » gtr, maw and canary seed, and water-
cress. SoLik a small piece of bread lu Itmon juice swectentd with sugar,
and pliice in the cage in a imn. Also place a piece of loaf sugar and
common cuttle tish between the wires of the cage.

Kabbits Ejected {Ide7}}).~The cause of the young Kabbitsheing thrown
out ot the nrst by their mother was, no tioubt, from there being too many
lor her to sucklo. Nme is too laige a nuuiber for a young doe at the tirst

litter, and probably she had been l;i^turbed by the young being looked at.

DisEASKD Pigeon (J. F. D., Dcicshunj).—'iliive you tried the following?

Give the Pigeon, of the illne-sof which youcomt-lain, aiiose uf casto; oil, and
then follow it by cod liver oil daily tor some time. If the bird is very weak
let her have as much bread as she will cat. The oils may be given mixed in

Hour or meal in the form of pUls. I should like to hear of your success.—

B. P. B.

Ukiting 'Bv.-es i J). B. Jtm.. Sedfordshir<').—\\fi bhovihXumto the qneen-
less ones to the othpr stock by driving, as described in pages 423 and 523 of

our la^t volume. If you cannot lUdiiaije this, you may do as you propose,

putting the queenles3 colony on the lop, and compelling the bees to work
thruu[;li the lower hive. Wo do not know where you can obtain a Ligurian

comb and queen.

UooF BuES {Rust icjis).—The bees, if suffered to rem..in, will probably

swarm, when they should bo hived in the usunl wiiy. They may be de-

stroyed by brimsione, or a practical apiarian could pur, both bees and combs
into a Irame-hive when the cottage is re-thatched. You must yourself de-

cide on what kind of hive will best suit you. If you menu to be scientific

and experimental, frame hives aie the best: if not, Payne's improved
cott.ice-hive is ch;ap and t;<'otl- You will liiul an extensive assortment of

all kinds at Messrs. Neighb:;ur & Son's, 149, PLC^^ent Street.

Tahpadlih.— JVor?/i BriloTi would be obliged by a recipe for the composi-

tiou with which a tarpaulin should be paintod.

LONDON MARKETS.—Ai'KiL 18.

POULTRY.
The supply of coofl poultry is vtry small, but the trade is unusually dull

for the time of year.
8, d. s. S, s. d.

Fowls 4 6 to 5 1 Pheasants

Smallcvdo 3 6„4 |
PiglTOns

Chickens 2 6 ,_

GOfliugE 6 6 I, 7

DucJlltllga 4 „ 4 6

Uibbits 1

rt'iiddo

Guinea Fowls 2

8 „
4 „ 1

8 „
6 „ 3

8. d.
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side, and to pass tlirougli the opposite v.-all into tlie green-

Louse on the othetj and to this end an iron handle was fised.

The sockets were formed of half-inch gas-piping, and so

fixed in the walls of the flue that the damper would not
shut witliin an inch, so that the sockets should be one inch

from the centre of the flue on opposite points. When fixed

the long end of.the damper was downwards ; shut or open
it was the same, and owing to its slanting position soot

could not lodge upon it and choke the opening left for the
smoke to escape by, bat the soot fell to the opposite side of

the flue, even when the damper was shut. The latter never
could be so far closed as to stop the di-aught completely,

and soot could not rest upon it and so close the flue and pre-

vent the passage of the smoke. I considered it worthy
of noting, especially as it was the handiwork of a person
with a small income devoting his leisure to horticultural

pursuits. He told me he disliked dampers fixed transversely
in flues, especially when they closed the whole of the flue

;

but even if they did not, soot sometimes fell down the chim-
ney and lodged upon the horizontal damper, completely
closing the opening left, and the result was a smoky flue

and a house unpleasant to the smell, and the eflFeot on the
plants was extremely injurious, if they were not killed

outright. His damper, on the contrary, was easily re-

gulated by the handle, and was an eiiieient and cleanly
apparatus not liable to get out of order.
To commence with lighting the fii-e. Before a fire is lighted

it should be known beyond doubt that the furnace is clean
and in good working order; that the furnace and ashpit

doors, together with the damper (if there is one), are in

proper order ; that the flue has been properly cleaned, and
examined to see that it is not full of cracks ; or if there be a
boiler, that all the fliies in connection with it have been
jDroperly cleaned and put in order. All repairs, whatever
they may be, should be done before the fire is put on, for it is

useless repairing anything after an accident, which could
by a little forethovight have been made unlikely, and it

costs less to keep anything m repair than to let it run to

ruin for want of a slight expenditure, and, perhaps, have to

replace it. N"ow, a fire shoidd be lighted bit by bit—that
is, very little fuel indeed should be put upon the quickly-
igniting materials at once, and they should be put on by
little and little until a good fire is made. When the fire is

first lighted the furnace-door should be shut, the ashpit-door
open, and the damper drawn out. Fresh additions of fuel

ahould be made as the other ignites, and be cai-efully at-

tended to, so as to obtain the greatest heat from the least

possible consirmption of fuel in the shortest time.
When the fire becomes large enovigh for raising the re-

quired heat, the ashpit-door should be partially closed, so
as to favour the slow combustion of the fuel by diminishing
the di'aught, and in order that the surface to be heated may
be raised to the proper temperatui-e slowly, for a sudden
change is inimical to vegetable life. V/hen the fire attains
sufficient heat for the purpose it is intended to serve, it

should be " made up "—that is, more fuel is put on if

necessary, or if sufficient be on the fire to serve a given
time—say six hours, it is only necessary to lessen the
draught, so that the necessary heat may be maintained with
the least consumption of fuel. There is no rule by which
this can be governed; but practice alone can teach what is

to be done. If, however, the draught be what it should be,
and the requii'ed temperatm'e is attained, the ashpit-door
should be closed almost completely, if not quite ; and if this
is not EuiScient to keep the fire in check, the damper must
be brought into requisition. Unless the ashpit-door fits

badly, and the draught is exceedingly strong, there will be
no necessity to employ a damper except on special occasions,
such as when the wind is strong and increases the draught
considerably ; then a damper is useful, otherwise I do not
acknowledge its utility. G. Abeet.

{To le continued.)

THE HOETICULTUEAL EXHIBITION AT
BEUSSELS.—Apeil 24th to Mat 6th.

Ip there are any of our readers—and we strongly suspect
there are many—who indulge the idea that we in England
suipass all the rest of the world in the way we get up our

horticultural exhibitions, let them at once banish it from
their minds, for it is a popular fallacy which is likely to
become as fixed as that other of our boyish days, that " one
Englishman is able to beat three Frenchmen at any time."
Now as, on the contrary, it takes a very good Enghshmaii
to beat one very good Frenchman, so it is as true that in
many points we come far short of our continental brethren
in the way in which we get up our horticultm-al exhibitions.

The strilcing feature of our great London exhibitions ia

colour : in this one at Brussels it is colour and foi'm com-
bined. With us the arrangement is stiff, formal, and mono-
tonous : here it is graceful, flowing, and picturesque. On
entering one of our exliibitions—take the Eoyal Horticul-
tural or the Crystal Palace as an example—the plants are
arranged in a series of parallelograms either stuck end to
end, or, for variety's sake, sometimes set at right angles to
each other, and mnning end to end in another direction.

Such an an-angement admits of no scope for varied outline

;

and the long monotonous lines of tables, or " stages " as
we call them, produce no more the effect desired than a
long avenue with a primly cut Yew hedge on either side of
it furnishes us with the landscape effects which are so
skilfully produ'^ed by the artistic planting of our parks and
pleasure grounds. The Eegent's Park exhibitions are not
so open to this objection ; but there is stiU remaining that
one of glaring coloirrs unsubdued by the neutral tints and
unbroken up by flowing outline, which is so striking in the
Exhibition at Brussels.

But so long as our plant-gi-owers and judges preserve
their present views as to beaiity of form so long will this
state of matters continue. So long as our Azaleas are to be
shaven close and even like the surface of a balloon, instead
of being encouraged to make a flowing, undulating, and
towering outline, and our Pelargoniums, Roses, Ericas,
and, in short, almost everything else, are to be reduced to
the same standard, so long must this stiff and formal state
of matters continue with us. Instead of encouraging the
natural habit of the plant, the object with us appears to be
to distort it as much as we can to our own artificial stan-
dard—a system which, in our opinion, might be greatly
modified, and might be rendered highly beneficial in im-
proving the effect of our horticultural exhibitions.

The Brussels Exhibition is held in a large erection situated
in the Place du Trcne, and covers a superficial area of
45,000 square feet. It is covered in by a ridge-and-furrow
roof, which is supported by planks about 12 feet high, and
the ridges of the roofs are about 5 or 6 feet higher. The
whole is enclosed on the sides and on the roof with canvass,

except one portion on the north, where the sides ai'e covered
with feather-edge boards.

On entering the enclosure in front we saw at once that
this was no ordinai-y " Flower Show," but a perfect Horti-

cidtural Exhibition, embracing all the branches of the art

;

for the first objects that caught our eye were some splendid

examples of fruit-tree training. They were living specimens
of several years' growth, and all in fuU bloom. These con-

sisted mainly of Pears and Plums, with a few Peaches,

planted in large tubs, and all, apparently, looking perfectly

thriving and as if they had never known any other condition.

There were also numerous exhibitions of boilers, edgings,

implements of horticulture, summer-houses, examples of

glazing, ic, all of which we shall enter more minutely into

when we come to treat specially on these subjects.

Proceeding to the entrance to the Exliibition one might
have fancied he was entering a semi-tropical region, so

dense and umbrageous were the Palms and the tree Ferns
that just obscured the blaze of the Azaleas beyond them,
and which were reflected in a series of lai-ge min-ors artfully

placed behind at various angles, so as to reproduce all within

their scope to just double the extent it really was.

As we entered the interior, immediately fronting us was a
magnificent specimen of Latania borbouica raised up on a
mass of ornamental roekwork, ornamented with patches of

moss. This at once arrested the eye and had the eflect of

breaking up the mass, so that the attention was not directed

to any paa'ticular object. The great hall is a sort of parallel-

ogram, lofty, spacious, and well-i>ropoi'tioncd, and the plants

are grouped in irregular masses, these masses rising from
the very floor in an undulating and broken outline to the

height of 10 or 12 feet, and one mass of colour, which, how-
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ever, was relieved by the Palms and Ferns witli which they
were flanked and surrounded. All along the walls were large

specimens of fine-foliaged plants, composed principally of

Palms, tree Ferns, Caladiums, Grevilleas, &c., interspersed

here and there with a fine specimen of a Camellia or Ehodo-
dendron, which has the effect of enlivening what would
otherwise have heen a dense mass of green ; but which, even
if the flowering plants had not been there, could not have
looked heavy, because of the gracefulness of the habits of

the plants chosen, the play of light that was admitted
through their foliage, and the consummate taste with which
they were arranged. Above the line to which vegetation
reached, the space was decorated with shields at certain
distances, draped with the national colours, and bearing
on their field the Belgian Lion, the ai-ms of the city of

Brusssls, and the monogram of Bang Leopold alternjitely.

The tropical department was partitioned off from the
body of the building like that at the Crystal Palace at
Sydenham, and was heated with hot water. Here the walls
were decorated with plans of parks and pleasure grounds
on a very large scale, paintings of flowers and fruits, and
designs for garden arcliitectiiral decoration. Many of these
plans possessed great merit, both in the design and execu-
tion of them ; but those that were most worthy of notice in
this respect were exhibited by M. L. L. Le Breton, of Paris,
who received the first prize. Among the other works of
this description that were exposed in this department were
Warner's " OrchidaceEe," the " Aunales de Pomologie," and a
work now publishing at Brussels, illustrative of the Fruits
and Flowers of Java. The effect of the whole was beautiful
and teUing in the extreme.
But let us now proceed to the examination of what pro-

perly forms the substance of the Show. In this we must
necessarOy fall far short of accomplishing the task before us,
for when we state that there are 155 classes, and that these
aa-enot arranged as at our shows consecutively, nor are the
Tarions exhibitions in each class kept together, but dis-
persed in aU dii-ections over the building, for the purpose
of producing an effect, it will be evident that the task of
furnishing a consecutive and complete report is next to
impossible; besides, the space to which it would extend
would be so great, that we shall confine ourselves merely to
a few observations on the leading classes.
Beginning with Class 1, which is for collections of seventy-

five plants in flower in fifty species or varieties, we have
some groups that told with considerable effect. They were
arranged in the angles and against the walls of the great
hall. The most attractive of these was exhibited by M. A.
Terschaffelt, of Ghent, the plants composing it were the best
grown and most tastefully aiTanged, and, besides, it con-
tained by far the most select and choice species. There
were large plants of Acacias such as Drummondi, Grevilleas,
Azaleas, Cytisus, Polygalas, Eriostemons, Ehododendrons,
Ericas, Chorozemas, Adeuandra, and many such plants as
we used to see in our exhibitions at home years ago, and
which we hope some day to see again when we become a
little more purely horticultural than we have been lately.
The prize for this was the great gold medal offered by the
Duke of Brabant, and was won by M. A. Verschaffelt.

Class 2 is for fifty species or varieties of plants in flower
in thirty species or varieties. The best of these, which re-
ceived the gold medal, v/as exhibited M. Van den Ouwelant,
of Laeken, and occupying a corner by the entrance to the
tropical department formed a segment of a circle 30 feet
round. It rose in a conical form, the apex being terminated
by a magnificent specimen of Hybrid Ehododendron grown
in a pyramidal shape. The sides were flanked with double
white Camellias 10 or 12 feet high. In the centre was
a Pomegranate in full bloom, a fine specimen of Cytisus,
a scarlet Ehododendron, and a white Azalea indica; the
mass being filled up with Azaleas, Grevilleas, Dracesnas,
Strelitzias, Deutzias, Eoses, tree Pesonias, &c. We cannot
possibly find time nor space to notice all -the collections in
this class, and will therefore proceed to notice the subjects
of interest from their novelty.

_
Class 5 was for collections of twelve new plants directly

introduced into Europe by the exhibitor, and which are not
found in commerce. Here we find M. Ambroise Verschaffelt,
of Ghent, M. Linden, of Brussels, and Mr. Veitch, of
Chelsea, entering the lists together. Mr. Veitch's coUeotion

was composed of a splendid new Maranta named Veitchii,

in memory of the late Mr. Veitch, from the circumstance of

its being one of the last plants introduced liy the house

before his death. The leaf is a foot to 15 inches long, and
8 to 9 inches wide, beautifully marked on the upper surface

with zones, having a vandyked outUue ; the centre is yel-

lowish green, foliating as it were from the midrib ; this is

encompassed with a zone of very dark bluish gi-een, that

again ly another of yellower green than the centre, then

the whole is margined with a broad band, vandyked on its

inner margin, of deep but bright green. No two of the

zones, nor the centre, have the same shade of colour ; and
these markings extend through the substance of the leaf to

the under surface, which is entirely of a purplish tinge, the

zone corresponding with the dart blue green one on the

upper svu-face being of a deep claret colour. Then there

was a beautiful specimen of that lovely Fern Leptopteris

superba from New Zealand, DraoEena Cooperii, Echiles sp.

nov., Eranthemum tuberculatum, Eetinospora Veitchii,

Eranthemum sp. nov., Pteris serrulata eristata, Maranta
striata, and Primiila cortusoides amceua. M. Linden had
a nice plant of Mappa fastuosa, Phi-ynium majesticum (a

plant which has a close resemblance to Maranta albo-linea-ta,

but rather a stronger grower), Maranta transparens, M. pic-

turata, Crescentia Liboniana, Philodendron amazonioum,

Cissus amazonica, MediniUa parasitica, Asplenium alatum,

Sphaerogyne cinnamomea (which is a pretty plant, covered

with light cinnamon-coloured tomentum), Ehopala elegans,

and a plant from Eio Negro, not yet named. In M. A. Ver-

schaffelt's collection there were some very remarkable and

interesting plants. A fine specimen of Cibotium regale, a
beautiful tree Pern between Schiedei and princeps. The
bases of the fronds and the upper part of the caudex are

covered with dense long silken hafrs, and the young fr-onds,

just before they uncoil, are enveloped in. a thick pod of this

same covering. AmorphophaUus nivosa is a very imique

plant, singular and elegant, with a great deal of what, when
applied to the human form, would be caEed a statuesque

appearance. It is an Arad with a tall tapering naked stem,

6 to 7 feet high, crowned on the summit by three leaves,

which radiate from the centre, and which are pinnated ; the

pinnse clothed v/ith decurrent pinnules. These leaves spread

out like an umbrella, in an horizontal direction. The stem is

8 inches in circumference at the base, and tapers upwards
like a billiard cue. It is beautifully variegated with dark

green and ashy grey bands, much in the way of Alocasia

zebrina. It is a fine thing, and wiU be valuable for planting

out in summer on those sub-tropical beds that arc now
becoming so common in our best establishments. Maranta
splendida is also a good thing, with a dark centre and
yellowish green zone. Then there were Amaranthus versi-

color, Dieffenbachia gigantea, D. spectabilis, Caladium Leo-

poldi, a lovely little Palm called' Eegelia (?) majestica,

Achyranthes Verschaffelti, Phrynium Van den Heckei, Dief-

fenbachia Baraquiniana, Caladium albo conspersum. The
first pri2?e for this was the gold medal, obtained by Mr.

Veitch; and the second, a silver gilt medal, fi-amed, was
gained by M. A. Verschaffelt.

Class 6 was for a coUeotion of plants introduced to Europe
not before 1863. The great object of attraction here was
the female Aucuba japonica faU of fruit, exhibited by
M. Verschaffelt, and with which many of our readers ai-e

familiar as being shown at some of our spring meetings by
Mr. Standish of Ascot. This received the gold medal. The
most remarkable plant in the collection exhibited by M. A.

Van Geert of Ghent was one of Kingia australis, with a

caudex about 15 inches high, and fnrnished with long leaves

that hung down gracefully over it, and extending below the

pot.

In Class 7 for six new plants directly introduced into

Europe by the exhibitor, Mr. Veitch had Primula cortusoides

alba, a fine specimen of Alocasia zebrina, Eranthemum
rubro-nervium. Camellia sesanqua fol. vai-., Hibiscus Cooperi,

and Pourretia pungens.
M. A. Verschaffelt sent Dieffenbachia grandis, Caladium

Due de Nassau, SmUax maculata macrophylla, Amaranthus
amcenus, Smilax lancifolia, and Caladium Eougierii ; but as

some misconception took place as regards the interpretation

of the wording of the schedule, neither of these was awarded
a prize.
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Class 8 consisted of three new plants "exhibited for the
first time in flower. Mr. Teitch was the only exhibitor, and
obtained the silver-gUt medal with Primula cortusoides
amcEna, Dracophyllmn sp. nov., and Phalfflnopsis Lobbii.

Class 9 was for an exotic plant in flower, newly intro-

duced into Europe. Mr. Veitch was here again, and showed
that singularly grotesque little plant Anthurium Schertzer-
ianum. M. Linden sent Grevillea pteridifolia ; and Dr. Von
Siebold took the silver-gilt medal with a beautiful new
double-blooming Japanese Cerasus ; Mr. Veitoh being second.

Class 11 was for seedlings; and foremost among these was
a hybrid Cattleya from Mr. Veitch's establishment, raised
by Mr. Dominy, and which M. Eeichenbach on the occasion
has named Brabantese, in compliment to the Duchess of
Brabant : this received the fii-st prize. Then there was
Ehododendron Countess of Haddington, exhibited by Mr.
Robert Parker, of Tooting. This is a pui-e hybrid between
Dalhousise and ciliatum, and possesses the habit of the latter
with the flower of the fonner, is perfectly hardy, and one ofthe
best hybrids that have yet been raised of the class. To this
the second prize was awarded. Then Mr. Veitch's Rhododen-
dron Princess Alice was diffusing its fragrance all around.

Passing on to the Orchids we found several fine collections

in good condition. The principal exliibitors were MM. Lin-
den, A. Verschaffelt, Beaucerne, and Mr. Veitch of Chelsea.
For the special gold medal offered by Her Royal Highness

the Duchess of Brabant, for the best collection of twenty-
five Orchids, the competition was very keen, the prize being
won by M. Linden, of Bnassels. The most remarkable plants
in this collection were two fine plants of Vanda suavis, and
no less than seven well-bloomed varieties of Vanda tricolor

;

the rare Vanda Cathcarti ; Cypripediimis Hookeri and Lowii,
with three fine flowers, hirsntissimum, and villosum ; Catt-
leyas Schilleriana, amethystina and Skinneri ; Phalsenopsis
amabilis ; Dendrobium Dalhousianum and densiflorum, the
latter having ten fine spikes of bloom ; brides Fieldingii, etc.

Next in order came M. Verschaffelt's collection, contain-
ing, amongst others, the beautiful Phalaenopsis Schiller-

iana, a fine plant of Odontoglossum hastilabeum, Den-
drobium infondibulum, and macrophyUuii giganteum, four
plants of Vanda suavis, Oncidium sarcodes, Chysis Lim-
minghi ; and, in addition to these, a beautiful assortment of
Cypripediums, comprising Veitchi, Hookeri, viUosum, bar-
batum, majus, and hirsntissimum.

In the Class for fifteen Orchids Mr. Veitch won the gold
medal with some beautiful specimens in good condition,
considering the distance they had so lately travelled. The
most remarkable were Odontoglossums Pescatorei and
DODvium, Cymbidium eburneum, with four good flowers, a
magnificient variety of Lselia purpurata ; Dendrobiums Dal-
housianum and densiflorum ; Cypripediums Lowii, barbatum
majus, and Hookeri ; Cattleya Skinneri, &c. The second-
prize collection was in very poor order. The silver-gilt medal
for the best specimen Orchid was also won by Mr. Veitch
with a beautiful plant of Cypripedium villosum.

Before leaving the Orchideous plants we must notice four
fine plants of Vandas suavis and tricolor, shown by M.
Canarnd d'Amal, an amateur of Malines. These plants
showed very good cultivation, each having two or three fine
spikes of bloom.
The prize offered for a collection of Nepenthes brought

but one exhibition, which was sent from London by Mr.
Veitch. It comprised very fine specimens of Hookeri, Raf-
flesiana, Dominiana, ampullacea, ampuUacea vittata, and
others. This class of plants is not generally grown on the
continent, and the curiously-shaped pitchers hanging from
the ends of each leaf attracted great attention.
To proceed any farther would be a hopeless task, for we

could not possibly in one or even half a dozen such reports
as we have now given exhaust the subject were we to treat
all the classes in this way. We shall merely specify what
formed by far the most effective part of the Exhibition, by
remarking that the Palms, the Cycads, and tree Ferns, the
species of Pandanus, Arads, the Dracaenas, Pincineotitias,
Agaves, and other fine-foliaged gigantic Lilacoae, and, in-
deed, whatever tended to give effect by their foliage, were
taken advantage of. These were contributed mainly by
M. A. Verschaffelt, M. Linden, MM. Bruylant freres of
Brussels, Madame Legrette d'Haus of Antwerp, M. Van
den Hecke de Lembeke, M. Van den Ouwelant, M. Vander-

maelen of Molenbeck-St-Jean, M. Van Geert of Ghent, and
M. J. Verschaffelt of Ghent.
We may again return to this subject, and notice some of

the most salient points in it, many of which must necessarily
be omitted in a report which has been got together in so

short a space of time. And here we must tender our thanks
to M. Linden, through whose kindness we have been enabled
to furnish any report at all ; for, on our arrival at the Ex-
hibition on Friday, we were expressly told that no person
whatever could be admitted to the building when the Jury
were going round ; that no tickets were permitted to any
but the Jury ; and that if we wanted a report we must make
it on Sunday. Such an arrangement would not suit us in

any way, and it was only by urgent representation on our
part and a condescension on that of the Council that we
succeeded. We hope that in future, if these exhibitions are

to be repeated, that the Council wiU see the advantage of

having as much publicity given to their Exhibition as pos-
sible, and that they wUl, as is the case with us in our Lon-
don exhibitions, allow members of the horticultural press
to be admitted not by favour but by courtesy at aU conve-
nient times, and that they shall not be compelled, as we
were, when once in the building to remain there fi'om seven
o'clock in the morning till four in the afternoon, in defiance
of all Nature's wants, or run the risk of being denied re-

admission. Let the Secretary in future be authorised to

issue a free pass for such members of the horticultural press
as may apply for them, and the Society will be neither the
poorer nor the less thought of for the concession.
AU the preliminaries of arrangement and judging being

completed on Saturday, the Exhibition was opened to the
public on Sunday. The King and the Royal Family arrived
at half past twelve. The King was conducted round by
M. Linden, the Duke of Brabant by M. Ambroise Verschaf-
felt, and the Count of Flanders by M. Funk. This did not
quite accord with our English ideas, which have been trained
to regard lords and baronets only as qualified for such
honours; nurserymenbeing accorded such a privilege merely
when they are fortunate enough to be a member of council,

and even then they must be content to take a subordinate
position in the retinue.

THE EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S
THIRD SPEING SHOW.—Apeil 20.

A DAT more bright and summer-like than that on which
this Show was held could not have been wished for or ex-

pected in the month of April ; and notwithstanding counter-

attractions elsewhere, the result was a large attendance of

visitors. Azaleas and Roses were the principal features on
this occasion, and the display which they made was most
brUliant and effective ; nor were other plants wanting, for

the miscellaneous collections of flowering plants and the

varied objects submitted to the Floral Committee were ftill

of interest.

Azaleas.—Mr. Turner was far in advance of all other

competitors, his plants being those large, dense pyi-amids of

bloom which he is in the habit of showing, and trained with

his usual skUl. One of his plants, Broughtoni, was most mag-
nificent. It was some 6 feet high, and being placed between
two splendid white-flowered jjlants, Mary and Fielderi, its

glowing colour was set off to the greatest advantage, and,

indeed, was dazzling to the eye. Trotteriana, violet rose,

and Gledstanesi, white, were also very fine ; the others were
Stanleyana, rosy scarlet ; Due de Nassau, with very large

purplish crimson flowers ; Rosalie, salmon ; and Standard
of Perfection, rose. Messrs. Lane, of Berkhampstead, who
were second, had Chelsoni, fine scarlet ; Whites—Louise
Margottin, Iveryana, and Magnificent ; Criterion, Lateritia,

Eulalie, and Murryana.
In the Amateurs' Class the first prize was taken by Mr.

Todman, gardener to R. Hudson, Esq., Clapham Common.
In the Open Class for six plants, Mr. Tiu-ncr again took

the first place with Holfordi, rosy purple, a splendid speci-

men ; Criterion ; Gem, scarlet, very fine ; Iveryana ; Model,

bright rose ; and Union, a fine mass of mixed rod and white

flowers. Messrs. Lane were second, with Juliana, Chel-

soni, fine ; Reine des Beiges, a fine red ; Iveryana and Louise

Maj'gottin, white; and Rosea albo-cin;ta, rose edged with

i
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white. The third-prize lot was from Messrs. Dobson, of

Isleworth, and it contained a small plant of WUliam Bull,

with very large and fine violet crimson flowers ; Eeine des

Doubles, bright rose, very attractive; and Souvenir de 1' Ex-

position, delicate Ulac blush with violet crimson spots.

In the Miscellaneous Class, Messrs. F. & A. Smith sent

baskets of Flag of Truce which is always fine ; Prince of

Orange, orange scarlet, fine form; and Clapham Beauty,

rosy pink. Messrs. Lane had an extra prize for a score of

Azaleas, among which were Eubens, with very large flowers

of a fine deep red, and several compact good specimens of

kinds already named.
EosES.—The great struggle was in the Nurserymen's

Class for nine in pots, and Mr. Turner was successful in

carrying off the first prize with plants the merit of which
was unquestionable ; they were not large but compact, with

splendid foliage and magnificent blooms. Hybrid Per-

petuals Victor Verdier, Charles Lawsou, Senateur Vaisse,

and Baronne Prevost; Boui-bon Souvenir deMalmaison ; and
Tea Comtesse de Ouvaroff, were particularly fine. Mr. W.
Paul was second, and Messrs. Paul & Sou third ; and extra

prizes were awarded to Mr. Francis, of Hertford, and Mr.
Treen.
New Eoses were shown in great force, and in one or other

of the different coUeotious almost every variety sent out in

the last two years was to be found in gi'eater or less per-

fection. The most extensive collection was that of Messrs.
Paul, to whom the first prize was awarded; Mr. Turner
taking second ; and Mr. W. Paul third ; the plants of the
two latter exhibitors, however, being the finest in growth.
Of Hybrid Perpetuals—Le Ehone, Madame William Paul,

Lord Macaulay, Baron Adolphe de Eothsohild, Pierre Netting,
Jean Goujon, Lord Clyde, and Lord Herbert were very fine.

Vainqueur de Goliath was very large and brilliant in colour

;

Deuil de Prince Albert on the contrary, though very distinct,

is scarcely pleasing to an English eye. Tea Alba Eosea,
was a pretty white with a pale rose centre; and Mdlle.
Adfele Jougaut, a good yellow. H.P. Murillo was large and
fiiU, and remarkable for the richness of its colour.

Of cut Eoses eight beautiful boxes came from Mr. W. Paul,
and six from Messrs. Paul & Son, to both of whom extra
prizes were given ; and Mr. Batley, of Eugby, had a similar
award for a single box. To lovers of the Eose these cut
blooms afforded a wide field for comparison and selection,

and before them the public lingered long.
Cinerarias though in good bloom were not remarkable.

Among those shown were good plants of Duke of Cambridge,
crimson self; Lord Elgin, ruby; Miss Smith, white, blue edge;
Miss Franklin, large white with rosy purple edge and dark
disk ; Perfection, white, rosy carmine edge, fine ; Eegulator,
blue self; Adam Bede ; and Queen Victoria. The first prize
was awarded to Mr. James, of Isleworth ; and the second to
Mr. Marcham, of HanweU, both in the class for six ; and in

^
that for four plants, Messrs. Dobson also exhibited a col-

lection not for competition, containing some very well-grown
plants.

AuBicuLAs AND POLYANTHUS.—For Auriculas, Mr. Turner,
of Slough, who was the only competitor in the Nurserymen's
Class, took the first prize with Ensign, a new Grey-edged
sort shown before the Floral Committee last year, and fine
examples of Union and Conqueror ; "White-edged—Maggie
Lauder, Fletcher's Mary Ann, and Taylor's Glory ; Green-
edged—General Neill, Sir H. Havelock, and Stretch's Alex-
ander; Selfs—OtheUo (very fine), Mrs. Sturrook, and
another. In the Amateur's Class for eight, two of a kind,
Mr. Potts, of Glengall Grove, Old Kent Eoad, was first; Mr.
James was second; and Mr. Butcher, CamberweU, third.
Among them were good examples of Syke's Complete,
Union, Countess of Wilton, Lord Tarborough (fine), May-
flower, Sims' Eliza, Lightbody's Meteor Flag, and Spalding's
Blackbird. In Alpines, Mr. 'Turner was the only competitor
and h«,i a first prize.

For Polyanthus, Mr. Turner had the first prize for Lady
Miln er, very perfect in lacing and outline ; Defiance, pretty
in colour but rather starry ; Santarara, large pips and finely
laced ; Warrior, Lady Abingdon, and Highland Mary. Mr.
Butcher was second.

Pansibs.—A few stands of these were shown. The best
came from Mr. Bragg, of Slough, who had a first and third
prize; and Mr. James, of Isleworth. Eev. H. Dombrain

(dark self). Beautiful Star, Attraction, Black Knight, and
Miss Carneggie, were a few of the best. Mr. Treen, of

Eugby, had also a stand. Mr. Bragg was the only exhibitor

of Fancy Pansies in pots.

Miscellaneous.—-The Miscellaneous Class, as usual, was
a very large one. Messrs. Veitch had a first prize for a col-

lection of flowering plants, in which were several fine

Azaleas, Eriostemons pulchellum, buxifolium, and neriifo-

Kum, the last two very large and fine plants ; and Boronia
tetranda. Mr. Bull received an extra prize for a collection,

in which were several of the newest Azaleas, the fine deep
red Eubens, Ehododendron Victoria Eegina, a leaf of the

remarkable Pogonia discolor, and a number of other scarce

plants. Mr. Williams, of HoUoway, had also an extra prize

for a similar collection, in which were the white-flowered

Ehododendron Edgworthii, Cypripedium Lowii, Dendrobium
iufundibulum, &c., and the same exhibitor sent what was
by far the most remarkable object in the Show, a plant

of Kingia or Xanthorrhoea australis, one of the Grass
Trees of Australia, and which was probably some centuries

old. The stem, which was almost black and resembling
that of a tree Fern, was surmounted by a head of Eush-
like foliage. This received, and weU deserved, a first-

olass certificate. Mr. Williams also had a collection of nine

AmarylHds, a race of plants of which he possesses a good
selection; also a spike of the magnificent white-flowered

Ehododendron Nuttalli, and other plants which will be
noticed in the report of the proceedings of the Floral Com-
mittee. Mr. Parker, of Tooting, received an extra prize for

some plants of his new Ehododendron Countess ofHadding-
ton, bearing a profusion of its rosy blush flowers 3i inches

in length. A like award was made to Mr. Turner, of Slough,

for forced Geraniums ; to Messrs. Dobson, for Pansies in

pots ; and to Mr. Bull, for a nicely-filled plant case. Mr.
Thompson, of Ipswich, sent Collinsia verna, an ornamental
early-flowering blue and white annual from the United
States ; Messrs. Wrench, of London Bridge, a large col-

lection of imported Hyacinth blooms ; and J. Bateman,
Esq., flowers of Thibaudia eUiptica, and Psamissia sar-

cantha, remarkable for their rare beauty, and wax-like ap-

pearance, the former a brilliant orange scarlet, the latter

vermilion and green. On the same table with these was
placed the epergne to be presented to Dr. Lindley by the

Council and FeUows, in recognition of his services to botany

and vegetable physiology, and to the Society, during a forty-

years connection with it.

Floral Committee, April 20.—The third spring Exhi-

bition took place on this day, and as far as flowers and
plants were concerned must be allowed to have been a great

success. The Floral Committee had many interesting plants

to examine, and among them some striking novelties.

From Messrs. E. G. Henderson, Wellington Eoad, came
Genista prostrata, a drooping sort producing numerous
bright yeUow flowers. This plant is well suited for hanging-

basket decoration—second-class certificate ; Azalea Souvenir

de Prince Albert, semi-double, badly-formed rose and white

flowers, thought a promising vai'iety in 1862, and then

received a second-class certificate ; also, a remarkably fine-

grown specimen of Calceolaria violacea, well covered with

flowers, but the naturally weedy appearance wiU always

prove an objection to this annual.

Messrs. Smith, Dulwich, sent Azalea BeUona,_ a very

smooth, semi-double flower, of soft reddish carmine tint,

a good addition to the semi-double class of Azaleas—second-

class certificate ; Azalea maculata, bright rosy scarlet fiower,

with a blotch of shaded brown spots on the upper petals.

Messrs. Veitch had Franciscea calycina, var. major, pro-

ducing much larger light blue flowers than any other

Franciscea, a very handsome free-flowering plant—first-class

certificate; Azalea Stella, a beautiful variety exhibited on

the 9th of March, but not then in a condition to be noticed

beyond the opinion that it would be a first-class flower. That
opinion has been verified, and at this Meeting a first-class

certificate was awarded it. From the same firm came Eho»
dodendron sestertianum, a large white flower which had
been noticed before ; TrichopUia crispa, one of the cool-house

Orchids, a very curious free-flowering species—^fltrst-claas

certificate ; TriohopOia coocinea superba, an older and well-

known plant; Primula cortusoides amoena, a very bright
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purplish rose with much larger flowers than other Primulas,
a pretty decorative plant—second-class certificate ; Dracaena
Cooperi, one of the most beautiful forms of Dracsena, with
drooping deep red variegated foliage. This variety is said

to be much hardier than many other varieties, and will be
most serviceable for table decorations—first-class certificate.

Mr. Williams, Holloway, sent Azalea splendidissima, a
white flower with duU red stripes and spots, flowers of bad
form and uncertain in the character of marking ; Dendro-
bium Dayanum, a recently imported Orchid, with rosy
purplish spikes of flowers, and very fine—fii-st-class certifi-

cate. A branch of that truly magnificent plant Ehododen-
dron Nnttalli, was also exhibited by Mr. WOliams, and not
having been brought under the notice of the Committee
before, was awarded a first-class certificate. This is the
finest Ehododendron ever seen, it has a very delicious and
powerful scent. He also sent Drimys lanceolata, with mottled
foliage not unlike an Aloe.
From Mr. BuU came Phalasnopsis Euoteri, with large

white flowers, much resembling P. graudiflora, but with
deeper and broader yellow markings on the lower lip. This
wiU probably make a valuable addition to the Fhalranopsis
family. Gymnostachyum Verschaffelti ; this plant has been
mistaken for Eranthemum rubrovenium which it somewhat
resembles, but upon close inspection is quite distinct, it is a
handsome-foliaged plant, and as such received a first-class

certificate. Azalea Eoi des Doubles, a beautiful bright rose,
small semi-double flower; this plant attracted much atten-
tion fi-om its brOliant colour, it is one of the best of the
double varieties—first-class certificate. Mr. BuU also had
Azalea Eoi des Blancs, a white flower with very firm petals,
but not equal in many respects to other white varieties;
Begonia longipOa, with palmate leaves and dull pink flowers

;

Azalea alba delicatissima, this plant had variegated foliage,
flowers small; Phlox Louis GeU, Petunia Narrator, Cala-
dium marmoratum, a bad specimen of the beautiful Strep-
tocarpus Saundersii, Dorstenia maculata, Ehododendron
Souvenir de Jean Byles, Anthurium leuconeurum. Begonia
Prima Donna, and Lomaria discolor.
Mr. Kinghorn exhibited Azalea ochroleuca, large white

semi-double flowers, but inferior to Flag of Truce ; Azalea
Meteor, bright scarlet showy vai'iety, with spotted upper
petals, second-class certificate. Mr. Ivery sent Azalea Gari-
baldi, rose, deeply spotted; Mr. Turner, Alpine Auricula
Shakspeare, a very darlc self, of good form, second-class
certificate; Auricida Prince Alfred, a dark chocolate self; also
Cineraria Herbert, bright blue flower. Mr. Wm. Thompson,
Ipswich, had several plants of a new annual Collinsia verna,
not equal to bicolor, but commended for its bright blue colom-.
Mr. Low, Clapton, had Boronia Drummondi alba. Genista

Everestiaua; Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, two seedling
Hybrid Perpetual Eoses from English seed—Hamlet, a
shaded rosy violet. Lord Canning, dark cerise. Both varie-
ties appeared thin and deficient in petals, but April is not
the month to judge of the merits of seedling Eoses ; they
will both make a better appearance in July.

BEAUTY OF WALTHAM EOSE. i

My friends often ask me what I have done to your re-
porter who rejoices in the pseudonym of "D., Deal." Verily
it would seem that it is his settled opinion that a good thing
cannot come out of Waltham Cross. To go back no further
than your Journal of last week, he writes—" Beauty of
Waltham, not distinguishable from Madame Charles Cra-
pelet." Now, if this be so, I must be very dishonest to send
out an old Eose under a new name ; but it is not so, and as
an old rosarian, I must tell "D., Deal," that if this is his
honest opinion, he, notwithstanding all his pretended know-
ledge of Eoses, is no authority in such matters. On the
other hand, if he knows better, the sooner he abandons such
a policy the more to his credit, and the better for the in-
terests of your Journal. A public writer must, if he has
ever acquired influence, soon lose it if he does not rigidly
•ihere to truth.
The Eose Beauty of Waltham has been shown over and

over again in the same stand as Madame Charles Crapelet.
It received first-class certificates as a new Eose from the
Eoyal Horticultural and Eoyal Botanic Societies of London.

It was pronounced the best Eose of the year both at the Ken-
sington and Stamford Eose Shows ; and more than four
thousand plants of it have been sold fx'om these nurseries
alone, pi-incipaUy to those who had seen it in flower. And
this Eose is now pronounced by "D., Deal" "not distin-

guishable " fr-om Madame Charles Crapelet. It is not the
report of the reijorter, but the medium through which it is con-
veyed that has induced me to trouble you on the subject.

The correct teaching, general fairness, and high honour of
your Journal, none can appreciate more fully than I.

—

William Paul, Waltham C'l-oss.

OB.JECTIOIS^S TO THE TWO-DAYS SHOW OF
THE EOYAL HOETICULTFEAL SOCIETY.
As a very humble exhibitor ia the trade, I am truly glad

to find the exhiljiting gardeners have so unanimously pro-
tested against the proceedings of the Council of the Eoyal
Horticultural Society in reference to the contemijlated two-
days show. The arguments adduced are so reasonable in
every sense, more particularly as to the injury caused to
plants by so long a period of exposm-e to an uncongenial
atmosphere, that I should think so really practical a body
as the Council of the Eoyal Horticultural Society should
he, would at once accede to the request, and rescind the
second day's show. But where are the trade in their pro-
testations ? They surely cannot find the second day's show
conducive to their interests. If they do, in my humble way
I am an exception ; but the existence of such exception I
have very good reason for doubtiug.

I leave argimient in more able and influential hands, trust-
ing to see some representative of the nui-serymen exhibitors
follow the examijle of Mr. G. Baker.—F. Ehodes, Sydenham.

[Since the foregoing was in type we are glad to see that
the Council have met the representation in a good spirit.

They reply they are sony that the arrangements are con-
sidered inimical to the interests of the memorialists, which
was certainly not intended ; that a large portion of the
second day's receipts have been set apart for the exhibi-

tors; that they are prepai-ed to make any necessary ar-

rangements for carefully preserving the plants ; that the
lighting by gas of the evening exliibition will not injure the
plants, the ventilation provided by the Society being ample.

If it be a question of expense, they would be prepared
to consider any proposal for converting the exhibitor's anti-

cipated share of the second day's receipts into a fixed sum,,

or to guarantee that such share should not be less than a
sum to be decided on ; and should it be desii-ed, the Secre-

taiy would be glad to see a deputation, to endeavour to
arrive at some satisfactory solution of this point.

The evening show will probably be the most attractive

part of the exhibition; but if after these explanations it is

desired only to show plants for one day, airangements will

be made by an-anging such plants apart, so that they may-
be removed at the close of the fii-st day's exhibition.

The Council will be glad to hear specifically from each
individual which of the difi'erent arrangements he has a pre-
ference for, in order that they may prepare accordingly.]

DEATH TO THE GOOSEBEEEY CATEEPILLAE-
A GAEDEN neai' us was infested with caterpillars, and

although the bushes were partly stripped the marauders
were destroyed by placing a piece of the common Furze in

each bush. Whether any smell came from the Furze which
the caterpillars did not relish I am unable to inform you,
but so simple an experiment is worth a trial.—G.

[This comes fi-om a correspondent well worthy of credit

;

and as we have had smiilar communications from other cor-

respondents, we join in saying the experiment is worth a
trial. We presume that the Furze employed is in bloom

;

and, if so, the perfume of the flowers, though grateful to

human nostrils, may be detestiible in the nostrils of the
caterpillar. We wish some of om- readers would try the
alleged remedy and inform us of the results.]

CuEATOBSHip OF Kew Gaedens.—Mr. Alexander Smith,
who for so many years had the management of these gardens
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under Sir W. Hooker, having at length retired, Mr. John
Smith, lately gardener to the Duke of Northumberland, at

Syou House, and who is well Icnown as one of our best and

most intelligent practical gardeners, has been appointed to

succeed Mm.

OECHAED-HOUSES.
It was not my intention to enter on this subject again,

but some remarks by " T. E." at page 261 seem to call for

a few observations, which I hope wiU. be taken in the spirit

in which they are tendered. I have no interests to -serve,

and have only a desire to arrive at a correct conclusion, and
may therefore claim to be impartial.

"T. E." commences by endeavouring to explain why
unheated orchard-houses are a failure as regards Peaches
and Nectai'ines in or near the large manufacturing towns of

Yorkshire. " It cannot be owing to the difference in lati-

tude, for in places much farther north Peaches and Nectarines
ripen in such houses freely and well," as at Seggieden, Perth,

N.B., &o. But let it be remembered that different degrees of

latitude are not suitable for the same plants, but each has
its own flora. " T. E." should bear in mind that elevation

exerts as great, if not greater, influence on the temperature
of any particular place ; and in speaking of latitude the
elevation above the sea level should be taken into consider-

ation. For instance : Bradford, on a mean, is 400 feet

above the sea level, and the mean temperature within the
town is 49.0°; but at Horton HaU, situated three-quarters

of a mile to the west, and at 496 feet above the sea level,

the mean annual temperature is 47.8°, and the rainfall is

1.50 inches greater than in the town itself. Leeds, which
is nearly in the same latitude as Bradford, but only some
87 feet above the sea level, has a mean temperature of

49.9, and 7.02 inches less rainfall than Bradford. It is cal-

culated that the temperature of the air decreases 1° for

every 100 feet of elevation, so that at Perth, although
several degrees farther north, the temperature may be
higher than at another place two hundred miles farther

.south, and at a greater elevation. Some parts of Perthshire
I know to b'i highly elevated. Ledard, where the Glasgow
Waterworks Company keep a rain-guage, is 1500 feet above
the sea level, but there are places in that beautiful county
that are not more than 60 feet above that level ; and if I re-

member rightly Perth and its vicinity are not at a high ele-

vation. Latitude, therefore, v/ithout taking into consideration
the elevation of a place, is no criterion to go by, but is liable

to lead to an incorrect conclusion. Hertfordshire with its

fruitful sod. has a mean temperature exceeding that ofLondon
on the cold wet clay ; and some parts even of the " sunny
south " are not equal in temperature to Nottingham, which
is about 100 feet above the sea level, and has a mean tem-
perature of 51°, whereas Hertfordshii'e has a mean tempe-
rature of 52.3°, and may be on an average 100 feet above
the sea. Taking into consideration the diversity of the
elevation of the surface of this country, it is not to be won-
dered that orchard-houses unheated are a success at one
place and a failure (" T. E." will pardon my employing the
expression) at another.

I think that I may now say it is acknowledged by the
promoter of orchard-houses that it is necessary to heat them
in highly elevated and cold situations, but at the same time
I must say that a heated house devoted to the growth of
the Peach and Nectarine is a Peach-house. An orchard-
house, on the other hand, is a cold house of cheap construc-
tion devoted to the cultivation of fruits hitherto grown in

the orchards and gardens of this country.
" T. E.'s " next endeavouring to find out the cause of

my failure hits the nail on the head with a vengeance. I
give him credit for knowing a great deal more about smoke
than those who reside in dwellings enveloped almost con-
tinuously in smoke. I have found that when the wind was
blowing from the west, taking the smoke fi-om us, the
sun's rays were not obstructed by the volumes of smoke
drifting over, for a thermometer in the sun's rays read
quite as high as one in the country ; but when the wind
blew from S.E. to N. (opposite the sun's course), a ther-

mometer in the sun read 10° lower than in the open non-
smoky country. We cannot attribute the difference to any
•greater intensity of the sun's rays in one situation than in

the other ; and any one not altogether sceptical will doubt
that large volumes of smoke obstructing man's vision of

objects at a distance, must admit that volumes of smoke
passing over hothouses must obstruct the sun's rays and
cause a sensible decrease in the solar heat passing through
the glass. This, then, may be one cause of failure in smoky
towns. The want of success is certainly not due to the

narrowness of the houses themselves, for although mine was
narrow and a failure, my brother gardeners were no more
successful with their large houses, for no fine Peaches were
grown in any of them ; and I therefore came to the con-

clusion that orchard-houses for the growth of the Peach
and Nectarine required artificial heat, not in smoky towns
only, but in cold districts generally. Many houses of this

kind have been heated during the past winter, and I have
no doubt that fine crops of fruit will be grown by the

same men who failed to do so when their houses were un-

heated.
NaiTOW houses, certainly, are not so good as wide ones

;

and I am glad to see "T. E." recommending large sub-

stantial houses in preference to those miserable glazed wood
sheds, which are no credit to the proprietor, nor can any
gardener take a pride in managing them. " T. E." says I

would do well to visit Nottingham, where I would see a

score of houses and be able to judge correctly. I have no
doubt that orchard-houses are a success there. I never

expressed an opinion of things I have not experienced, and
I do not think Nottingham is the place for me to go to in

order to ex[)ress an opinion as to whether orchard-houses

have succeeded or failed in the neighbourhood of Bradford.

If I saw a success at Nottingham I should never see a

prospect that perseverance at Bradford would be crowned
with' similar success. I have tried orchard-house cultivation

there, and seen it tried by a score of gardeners, some of

whom have had several silver cups for skill in the cultivation

of plants, and with one and all it was a failure.

"T. E." then wishes I could see his trees. Nothing would
afford me greater pleasure than to do so ; but nothing would
alter my decision—Orchard-houses for the cultivation of the

Peach and Nectarine must be heated in the cold districts

of the north.—G. Abbey.

STEAWBEEEY FOECING-HOUSE.
I HAVE an orchard-house heated by hot water, and I wish

to gi-ow a few early Strawberries in it. Its height at the

eaves is 5 feet. There are 20 inches of glass below the

eaves, then a i2-inch ventilator opening downwards, then
boards to the ground. Where should I place my shelf for

Strawberries ? If at the top of the ventilator they would
be near the glass above, and close to the side glass, but I
could give them no top an- : would that matter ? If placed

below the ventilator, the spring winds might blow too di-

rectly on them. It would be the least trouble to place them,

on the ground, but I suppose they woiild be too far from the

glass.—C. P.

[Your orchard-house with hot-water pipes in it is a mis-

nomer. It is a hothouse, and from the 1st of April there

is hardly a place in it in which Strawberries would not

succeed if fully exposed to light, and if air could pass easily

over them, especially when in bloom and coming into bloom.

Before that time it would be well to have a stage or shelves

suspended some 20 or 24 inches from the glass, and near

enough to the ventilators to secure a small current of air.

but this may be secured in any part of the house ; and gxeat

draughts may be prevented by netting the openings, or

giving only half an inch or an inch opening in cold stormy
weather. The an- wdl pass r-ight over the Strawberries.

Now it is of Jess moment where there is unobstructed light.

In a lean-to orchard-house, with a square of glass in front

and a wooden ventilator opening downwards beneath it, we
have now a row of pots, with the tops about level with the

bottom of the front glass. When in flower, the blooms wdl
have the benefit of the front glass and what air we like to

give them. These have not been long in, but last year in

the same place the plants did first-rate. Behind these, say
2 feet, is a row of Tom Thumb Peas, and some 15 inches

behind them is a row of Strawberries just coming strongly
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into bloom, and we have no doubt they will do well ; but if

the shade from the Peas growing fast should be too much,

we will elevate the pots a few inches. They now stand from

3 to 4 feet from the front, and fully as much from the slop-

ing glass of the lean-to roof. Behind them are rows of

fruit trees in pots ; we have no doubt they will do well. In
January and February, and even in March, we should have
liked them to be nearer this glass, say 18 inches from it.

The distance is less material now if there is unobstructed

light.]

FLOWEE-GAEDEN PLAN—EOSE FLOWEEING BUT KOT GEOWING.
" May "

which she
encloses a
proposes to

plan
plant

for her
it, and

garden
wOl be

with the way in
|

glad to have any
|

advice. She is doubtful whether the scroll-beds, averaging
2 feet, are wide enough to look well with two colours; and

if so, whether the edgings should go all

round the beds or on one side only P

As the garden is not made yet, any
suggestions about the design will be
acceptable; but space wiU not admit of

its being more than 80 feet in length and
40 in width. It is to be on a grass lawn
in front of a house.
"Mat" would also be glad to have

advice about a Eose, which flowers pro-

fusely, but will not grow. She does not
know the name. The cutting was taken
from a tree covering a wall of great ex-

tent. It looks like a Tea Eose. About
two years ago she planted the cutting

(then a year-and-a-half's growth) against

a south wall. It flowered constantly all

last summer and autumn, though the

flowers were frequently pinched off in

hopes of making it grow. This spring it

has been well pruned, but at the end of

every branch are three or four little

shoots, each with a flower-bud coming on
it. " Mat " would like much to know
what to do to make it grow, as her object

is to cover the wall, and she would
willingly sacrifice the flowers for this

year. The soil is light and rather sandy.

[We do not think we could improve
upon your pretty plan. You can have
one thick row along the centre of your
narrow beds, and the edging all round.

We would not make one-sided things of

them ; we would skii-t 11 with some little

thing, as Imperatrice Josephine Verbena;
and round 12 and 13 we wovdd skirt Ver-

bena pulchella or venosa; 9 and 10 we
would skirt with Golden Chain or Cloth

of Gold Geranium ; in 14 and 15 we would
place a few white Verbenas along with

the pui-ple.

Yoii had better take off the most of the

flower-buds fi-oni the Eose, and top-dress

the ground with a bushel of horse-drop-

pings or cow-manure that has laid in a

heap for a month previously, and during

the summer use maniu-e water freely.]

1, 2, Variepated Gcraninm ; orlire, I-olie'ia.

5, 4, Scarlet (leranium ; edge. Ccrastium.

6, 6, Scarlet Verbena ; edce. Variegated Alyssnm.

7, 8, Cineraria maritinin ; edge, Kose Verbena.

9, Geranium Diadematum.

[
10, Geranium ChriBtine,

I 11, Geraniiisn Uniqne.

j
12, 13, Centre Periila : ends, yellow Culceo-

lariu.

' 14, 15, Verbtna I'urple King.

GAEIBALDI AND THE
GAEDENEES.

There is no want of unity in this as-

sociation, for we have it in the General's

own words, that he "cultivates Cabbages
in Caprcra." Whether, after his ovation

in England, like Diocletian, he regrets

leaving their cultivation, we wDl not

pause to inquu'e, but will oidj express

our regret that our Eoyal Horticultural

Society has missed taking tho initiative,

and has not conferred upon the General

an Honorary Fellowship, as a token that

the gardeners of England, whom the

Society ought to represent, duly appre-
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ciate the man of Nature's own nobility, who is only the

warrior when needed, and who retires to the cultivation of

his field and his garden when the sword need no longer be
unsheathed.
However, our national Horticultiiral Society did not come

forward to honour Garibaldi, and an Association of much
lower pretensions has done what it could. On the 18th inst.,

at the Crystal Palace, after two very young children, fanci-

fully dressed, had presented to the hero of the day baskets
of fruits and flowers, the Central Horticultural Society of

London presented to him the following address ;

—

"To Genekal Gaeibaldi.
" Sir,—The members of the Central Horticultural Society

of London, an institution whose object is to promote the
knowledge, practice, and general interests of horticulture

and agrriculture, presume to offer you their sincere homage
and hearty welcome, esteeming you a noble example of all

that is good and great in war or in peace. They recognise in

you a feUow-labotirer in the field and in the garden, and
are proud of your consent to become an honorary member
of their Society. They will long cherish a recollection of

youi- visit to this country, and they feel an honest pride in

the enthusiasm of all ranks vieing with each other to show
their admiration of your devotion to the most holy of all

causes. Liberty and the Welfare of all Mankind.
" The members of the Central Horticultural Society beg

leave to present you with a few of the beauties which Nature
(subservient to the horticulturist's art), produces at this

early season, to beg your acceptance of so simple yet earnest
an offering, and to express their earnest prayer that you
may live to see the noble works contemplated by you carried

out, feeling convinced that they tend to the happiness of all

nations."

—

(Signed by G. Gokdon, President, and other Officials

of the Society.)

PLOW^EE-STALKS OF VINES FALLING OFF.
I AM in possession of a vinery the Vines of which were

planted about thirty years ago. They are Black Hamburghs,
and have borne excellent crops hitherto. Nothing material
has been done to the border since they were planted, beyond
top-dressings. The soil in which they are planted is of a
deep, hard, sandy nature. "We commenced forcing at the
beginning of January, and in time no Vines could have
broken stronger or more freely, showing one and, in some
instances, two bunches, on each shoot. But my expectations
have been blighted, for none of the bunches have set, the
stalks turning yellow and ultimately falling off. Can this

be owing to a cold border, or to its exhaustion .' If the
latter, why should they break so strongly and look so healthy
and vigorous ? The border, to the width of 10 feet from
the front, is covered with IJ foot of leaves and thatched with
straw. I may add that the Vines have received due attention
inside.—A Tvitelve-Tbaks Subscbibke.

[We wish our correspondent had referred to the treatment
as to atmospheric heat and moisture to which his Vines
have been subjected, as we suspect that his failm-e arises

more from a low, damp temperature than fr'om anything
connected with the border. Another correspondent has con-
sulted us about a failure of the same sort, and informs us
that he kept the temperature at from 45° to 50' at night,
and syringed the Vines twice a-day, which is enough to ruin
the crop on any Vines, however comfortably situated the
roots may be.

The yellow appearance and the ultimate decay of the
bunches in the present c«se is what might be expected from
like treatment, more particularly in a cold cloudy spring,
like the early part of the present one.
That there are other circumstances which predispose

bunches to " wireing " or running out into productions which
may be termed half bunches and half tendrils is beyond
doubt ; Vines, for instance, that are in a damp or over-rich
border, and the wood of which has not been well ripened in
the previous autumn, will make strong growths in the fol-

lowing spring, and show long sprawling bunches which,
unless treated to a high temperatiure and dry atmosphere,
will be most likely to run away into claspers.

A low temperature with moisture are just the circum-
stances that will aggravate the evil, which originates in

iU-ripened wood. When Vines are in this condition the

cultivator should keep a high temperature and a dry at-

mosphere directly the Vines show such a tendency, and
with such treatment a crop may be secured, which with the

opposite treatment would most surely either run to claspers

or damp off, as described by various correspondents.

We have one vinery under our own care at present, the

Vines of which could be made to run to claspers every year,

but which under the influence of heat and a dry au- produce

good Grapes.
Our correspondent may, perhaps, think that to raise th®

temperature now, is like locking the door when the steed is

stolen. It is not so, however, and we would advise that he
keep a night temperature of 70°, with an atmosphere rather

dry than otherwise, and maintain this state of things till

his Vines are thoroughly ripe. This will lay a good foun^

dation for strong compact bunches next year.

The fact that the Vines have hitherto borne good crops

leads us to assign his failure this year to a low temperature

and too much moisture, and the cold spring would accelerate

the failure.

We would not in the absence of more particulars advise

that the roots of Vines that have hitherto always done well

should be interfered with ; and with favourable inside treat-

ment we know of no reason why they should not still bear

good crops.

This has been a most trying spring for Vines that have

not been thoroughly well ripened last year, and we are not

surprised to hear, that with cool, damp treatment there are

many failures.]

POETEAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWEES, AND
FEUITS.

MiLTONiA Eegnelli (Reguell's MUtonia).

—

Nat. ord.,

OrchidaceEe. I/inn., Gynandria Monandria. Native of Minas
Geraes, Brazil. Bloomed in August ; flowers white, tinged

with purple.

—

[Bot. Mag., t. 5436.)

Eeidia gIiAucescens (Glaucesoent Keidia).— Nat. ord.,

EuphorbiaoeEB. Linn., Monoeoia Diandria. Stove plant, na-

tive of Java. Flowers numerous, greenish, red at base, re-

maining a long time ; habit graceful.

—

(Ibid., t. 5437.)

ViETjssiEUXiA FtJGAx (Fugaoious Vieussieuxia).

—

Nat. ord.,

Iridaceae. Linn., Triandria Monogynia. Native of the Cape
of Good Hope. Flowers in August. Colour pale lilac, with

orange spot at base of each petal.

—

(Ibid.,, t. 5438.)

ScuTELLAEiA CosTAEicANA (Costa Eica Scutellaria).

—

Nat. ord., Labiatse. lAnn., Didynamia Gymnospermia.
Native of Costa Eica. Scarlet flowers, large and numerous.
(IHd., t. 5439.)
EEAKTHEHtTM CEENULATITM Var. QEANDIPLOBTJM (LaXge-

flowered erenulated Eranthemum).

—

Nat. ord., Acanthaoe«.
Linn., Diandria Monogynia. A variety common in Ceylon

and India. Flowers bright pink. " Crenulatum is hardly

characteristic of the leaves."

—

(Ibid., t. 5440.)

Dendeobitjm luteolum (Pale Yellow Dendrobium).—
Nat. ord., Orohidaoese. Jjinn., Gynandria Monandria. Na-
tive of Moulmein. Introduced by Messrs. Low & Co.,

Clapton Nursery.

—

(Ibid., t. 5441.)

GoDETiA EOSEA ALBA var. ToM Thumb.—Hardy annual.

Introduced by Messrs. Carter, High Holborn.—(floral Mag.,

pi. 189.) t
Veebenas.—Introduced by Messrs. Low &, Co., Clapton

Nursery. Conspicua, rosy purple. Mrs. Nichols, blush white,

eye crimson-shaded. General Bazaine, crimson scarlet.

—

(Ibid., pi. 190.)

Dahlia.—Princess Alexandra, raised by Mr. C. J. Perry,

Cedars, Castle Bromwich, near Birmingham. Pearly white

florets, tipped with pale lavender.

—

(Ibid., pi. 191.)

Lycaste Skinneei.—^A variety of this Orchid. It is in

the possession of Messrs. Veitch, and not yet offered for

sale.—(IM., pi. 192.)

Lychnis sbnno.—"We are happy to introduce hei-e the

following remarks on this plant, with which we have been

favoured by its introducer, Mr. Fortune:

—

'Lychnis Senn*

(Siebold and Zuccar.), is one of the most common garden

plants in Japan. It is a favourite with farmers and cottagers,

and is very showy and handsome when in bloom. There

are thiee very distinct varieties ; one has red flowers.
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another has white ones, and the third has red flowers with
white stripes. The specimens which have bloomed in Eng-
land have given but a faint idea of the beauty of this plant;
they have been wanting in that depth and richness of colour
which they have at home. The striped variety is well
shown in the figure as it appeared when it flowered for the
first time in this country ; but in Japan the ground colour
is a deep red, while the stripes are of a pure white colour.
When the plants are more naturally and slowly grown the
old colours wUl probably return—that is, the red wiU be-
come deeper, and the stripes of a purer white and more
clearly defined. It blooms in the end of May and in June.
Senno is the name it is known by amongst the Japanese

:

and hence Siebold and Zuccarini have adopted this for the
specific name in their Flora Japonica. Kasmpfer and Thun-
berg both describe the plant, but, erroneously, refer it to
L. coro7iata, which is quite a difi'ereut thing." "—{Florist and
Pomologist, iii., 73.)

IvEW BOOKS.
Geass-sowing Season.

Laying Down Land to Permanent Pasture. By Martin
H. Stttton, F.E.H.S., Heading.

Little Book on Ch-asses. J. C. Wheeleb, Gloucester.

These two pamphlets, though having for their object
primarily to inform then- readers that Grass seeds are sup-
plied by the authors, yet deserve a notice for the very useful
information they contain.

Mr. Sutton's pamphlet is a reprint of a communication
made by the author to the Eoyal Agricultural Society, was
published in their Journal, and is a very able dissertation
on the formation of permanent pasturage, commencing with
the sowing of the seed, and giving all needful directions for
the after-management of the pasture.

Mr. Wheeler's "Little Book" also gives good informa-
tion relative to permanent pisturage, points out which are
bad Grasses, gives di-awings as well as descriptions of those
which are good, and remarks briefly on lawn Grasses.
Both the above publications are seasonable, and will be

useful to those about to sow Grasses either on then- farm or
garden.

FUMIGATION.
No less an authority than Mr. Barnes, of Camberwell. has

stated that after giving the various substitutes which have
been proposed for fumigation, for the purpose of stopping
the ravages of thrips on Azaleas, a fiir trial, he is satisfied
that nothing is so effective for the purpose as the old-
fashioned plan of using tobacco ; but the diEculty is, espe-
cially with amateurs, how best to do it. It requires some
considerable powers of endurance to remain in a house while
the process is going on, and the old fumigating bellows had
some disadvantages which made it less effective than it
should have been, mainly arising from the material of which
the cylinder containing' the tobacco was made, and which
frequently gave way under the influence of the heat. Messrs.
Barr & Sugden, of King Sti-eet, Covent Garden, have recently
brought oiTt an improved one, which we feel sure will
obviate all these difficulties and make " every man his own
famigator." The cylinder is one pieo9»of solid brass casting,
so that it cannot be acted upon by heat ; and, as it is sold
at a reasonable rate (10s. and 12s.), it is really a great boon.
"We have ourselves tried it and can testify to its efficiency.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN OAKDEN.

The drying easterly winds and the present clear warm
•weather have rendered it necessary to supply water to
recently-transplanted vegetables, and also to seedling crops
which are just making their appearance; it is, however,
sometimes better to allow the seeds to remain in a dormant
state until we have rain, as continued waterings bind the
surface of the soil into a hard crust, impenetrable to air and
extremely prejudicial to the germination of seeds. This may
he in some degree prevented by shading from the sun or by

covering the soil, so as to prevent evaporation as much as
possible : frequent waterings are not then necessary, and
the soil is kept in an open porous state, which is of the
utmost importance. When the nights are warm seeds and
herbaceous plants of all kinds should be watered in the even-
ing, 30 that the soil may gradually imbibe the water; but if

cold nights prevail, the early part of the morning is the
best time for its application. Asparagus, it is an eri'oneous
practice to cut the weak as well as the strong shoots until
cutting is altogether discontinued, it is weakening the roots
unnecessarily, and, therefore, should not be done. Broccoli,

as the present warm weather brings it forward so fast some
of it should be pulled up before it is fully gi'own, and laid in

a cool place so as to prolong the season. Cabbage, where the
soil is very hard between the autumn-planted it -noU greatly
benefit the plants to fork between them, and after rain they
should be again earthed-up. Cauliflowers, dig the soil sur-

rounding them with a fork, and afterwards give them a good
soaking with water, which must be repeated twice a-week
diu'ing dry weather. Dwarf Kidney Beans, make a good sow-
ing for succession ; a few should be sown in a pan at the
same time to fill up vacancies. Lettuce give a few of the
earliest plants a good supply of water to bring them for-

ward; some of the Cos may be tied up to form heads.
Radishes, sow both Long and Turnip-rooted kinds ; water
beds from which they are drawn for use.

ELOWEK garden.
Continue to regulate any of the more advanced herbaceous

plants, tying them up if they require it. Clematises or such
climbers to be frequently looked over, and nailed or tied as
they advance in growth. Hardy annuals coming up too
thickly to be thinned out, and transplanted if required.

Sow annuals amongst rockwork, and plant-out any rock

plants that have been kept in pots during mnter. Plant-out

Ferraria roots, that have not been potted, into borders,

and plant, also, in beds Gladiolus cardinalis, Ixias, Tri-

tonias, &c., sticking laurel branches amongst them as a pro-

tection for a few days ; if frost should occur a few mats to be
thrown over them. The present is unfavourable weather
for planting evergi'eens, owing to the jirevalence ofdry winds.

As it is more than probable that where much planting was
intended part of it may yet remain on hand, we may observe
that some kinds of evergreens may yet be safely removed,
taking the precautions to water them at first planting and
occasionally afterwards, to well mulch the surface, and to

damp the foliage over in the evenings of dry days. These
attentions, which are indispensable should dry weather con-

tinue, will enable late-planted evergi'eens to start, in most
cases, freely.

FRUIT garden.
The operation of disbudding Peach, JSTectarine, and other

wall trees should be proceeded with more or less, according

to the development of vegetation, and this will now be
rapid ; constant attention will be necessary in order that

the removal of shoots may be gradual. Strawberry planta-

tions will require abundance of water if dry weather con-

tinue, and a piece of ground should be prepai'ed for the

reception of plants as they are turned out from the forcing-

house.
GREENHOTTSE AND CONSERVATORY.

Gesnera oblongata and Euphorbia jacquiniroflora, both
being profuse bloomers and remaining long in beauty, should

be grown wherever winter flowers are valued ; they should

be afforded every necessary accommodation and attention

at the present season, in order to secure good specimens for

next winter. The conservatory plants are now making active

growth, and should be liberally supplied with water. Those
growing in jirepared borders to be frequently examined to

see that the roots are kept suificiently moist. Hybrid
Indian Ehododendrons and Chinese Azaleas will now be in

great beauty, and every care should be taken to preserve

the blooms from damp and drip, which materially injure

them. Primula sinensis, especially the double v.arieties, is

deserving of every attention, and should not be neglected at

the present time. Unless there is a good stock of young
plants of the double varieties on hand, the flowers should be
pricked-off the old plants as soon as they show any symp-
toms of weakness, shaking the exhausted soil from the
roots, and repotting in light fibry peat, well intermixed

with sand, keeping the plants well down in the pots, and
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placing them in a warm shady situation. If these showy
winter-flowering plants are not allowed to exhaust them-
selves by flowering, young roots will be freely emitted from

every branch; and when this is the case the plants should

be broken up and repotted separately, affording them a
rather warm and thoroughly moist atmosphere until they

become well established, when, with ordinary care, they will

grow'freely, and form fine specimens before winter.

STOVE.
Attend to the training of twiners as they advance in

growth, and do not allow these to get entangled before

giving them attention. Also attend to the stopping and
training of other plants, and afford fr-ee-groving subjects

plenty of pot room. Very little fire heat will now be suffi-

cient if the practice of shutting-up early in the afternoon is

adopted. Proceed with repotting OrcMds as they may re-

quire it.

PITS AND FBAMES.
Push forward late-propagated stock, and endeavour to

keep the whole growing on slowly. Do not allow the
bedding stock to stand in small pots exposed to bright
sunshine and dryiag winds. The plants should be exposed
to the weather as freely as circumstances will admit ; but
this should be done by degrees, and never to the extent of

browning the foliage and drying-up the tissues, and they
should never be allowed to suffer for want of water.

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Took a piece of Brussels Sprouts to the charring-heap,
and planted with Potatoes. The Scotch Curly Cabbaging
Kale is now throwing out numberless beautiful compact
shoots, far more compact than Cottagers' Kale, Garnishing
Kale, &e. It seems to come true enough fr-om seed. Our
two or three first crops, after the first seedlings, were kept
up by slipping off the side shoots and planting them firmly,

as stated in a late Number. The Cabbaging Kale should
take the place of all Scotch Curhes, tall or dwarf, the side

shoots are so much more compact. We think we mentioned
the other week, that the Variegated Kale had a bad name
for turning black, blue, &c., when cooked, and was of no
use but for garnishing ; but there is nothing like trying
things, and a dish of the White Variegated was everything
that could be wished—crisp, juicy, and tender, with the
white and green as conspicuously blended after boiling as
before it. For garnishing, the pretty little leaves, either of

the White or the Red varieties, set off Apples and Pears in

winter ; and the little leaves of the White lend a charm to
flue Strawberries now, whilst in odour they seem more
scentless than anything generally used for the purpose,
except it be Vine leaves ; and it is not always desirable to
meddle with them, for if we want a vigorous root-action we
must also secure a vigorous top growth. When we have
heard of, or witnessed disputes about Vine leaves, we often
think of the attitude taken by one of the grandees of gar-
dening in the last generation—men who, with the extreme
of enthusiasm for their art, asserted for themselves, and
obtained unhesitatingly from others, even from employers
and neighbouring gentry, the respect and the attention due
to a gentleman. A nobleman passing through his vineries
and expressing his approbation, added, " But how is it, Mr.
B., that the housekeeper has, ever and anon, those grievous
complaints about Vine leaves that have been ringing in the
ears of my lady for this month past, failure after failure being
traced to the want of Vine leaves, and to your pertinacity in
not sending her a quarter of the quantity which she re-
quires?" "My lord," replied Mr. B., "if it is required to
have so many Vine leaves, and it meets your approbation, I
would plant a piece of ground out of doors with Vines, and
cultivate them for leaves alone with as much pleasure as I
would cultivate a quarter of Cauliflower, or a quarter of
Gooseberries ; but these Vines under glass are all that I
have, and with these I should ,be more disappointed than
your lordship if there were a failure of the crop. I have re-
peatedly taken every leaf from them that I thought could
fee spared in order that there should be no semblance of a
complaint. Of course, if it were your wish, I could easily
•«t off a quarter or a half of the leaves you now see ; but

in doing so, I must also state my conviction that I should

have small hopes of sending good-coloured, high-flavoured

Grapes to your table this season, and less hopes of having

much except leaves for a crop next season." This settled

the question, and other Greens and curled Mallow leaves

had to do service for Vine leaves. In these advanced days of

progress and improvement, when good servants and good
masters part owing often to the want of a word of explana-

tion, we fi'equently regret that there is not more of the

willingness to obhge, accompanied with an unvarnished

statement of facts on the part of the servant, and a con-

descending courtesy on the part of the employer, that would
ever prompt to the patiently listening to details and ex-

planations before finally deciding, which, perhaps, more than

in the present marked the times of the past. The resolve

to make no explanations, the determination to listen to none
when made, are some of the chief caiises of short servitudes,

whilst, on the other hand, these short servitudes and their

accompanying annoyances and evils, turn gentlemen who
would be enthusiastic patrons into mere passive supporters.

Both sides are, no doubt, to blame ; but the moral we would

deduce is, that if employers wish to retain a faithful, in-

telligent servant, they must not be above looking on both

the sides of a Vine leaf or any other question, and the very

knowledge that they will do so will secure them fr-om the

infliction of having it often to do.

Sowed the main crops of Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts, Kale,

&c. Sowed succession of Turnips and Radishes, protecting

the seoondai'y crops fr-om birds, and thinning the iirst Turnips

under protection. Watered Cabbages from drainings of

the dunghill and house-sewage. The last does well oiit of

doors, but we dislike using it much under glass. Finally

earthed-up the Cabbages afterwards, as the winds are too

powerful for them without support. Watered BroceoU like-

wise. Staked Peas, regulated Cucumbers, and gave them
less protection at night after these warm days, as the ther-

mometer was above 70" in the morning, and that tends to

weaken the plants—fr-om 65° to 70° is quite enough at night

when the plants ai-e well established. Thinned Dwarf Kid-

ney Beans that were too thick in pots, staking and top-

dressing them at the same time. Planted out Lettuces,

some at the foot of a wall, and others on the north side of a

bank to come in later. In sowing Dwarf Kidney Beans and
Scarlet Runners out of doors, if there is nothing better at

hand a few coal ashes will tend to keep slugs, snails, and
wireworm from the seeds as they are vegetating.

The fine weather has brought on Asparagus out of doors.

Threw some stubble and a little earth over a piece of Sea-

Icale to blanch it. A little salt wiU do good to that left

exposed and growing. The latter may need a little thinning

of the shoots in a few weeks, and we will take it up to

force next season. Took out the greater part of what was
forced in the Mushroom-house, cutting it into lengths of

about 4 inches or so, and planting the crowns by themselves,

and the pieces of the roots without crowns by themselves.

Unlike forced Asparagus roots, these will make capital

forcers in the second year-. We find, however, that when
the roots taken up have been exposed to a good heat, their

lower part is apt to rot and die off. When plantations

are, therefore, made of such forced roots c^it up into pieces,

it is a good plan to cut up and place the roots in dry sand

or dry soil until the wounds begin to callus all over. If

a few are showing signs of decay they need not be planted.

Rhularh roots, forced, may also be divided and planted out

into deep rich soil, and in the second season they will

be in fine trim for forcing again. If seedlings are used for

that purpose the seeds should now be sown in shallow

drnis and covered with light soil. A few of these may
be forced the first winter, and all of them at aU well

treated -svill be very fine plants for the second winter. As-

paragus seeds should also be sown if not done, and Aspa-

ragus is best planted when the young shoots are about

3 inches long. The young seedlings of last or previous

years (but young ones are not the worst), should be care-

fully taken up and planted, and the fibres never allowed to

get dry. In stiff land the plants will do best in ridges,

with a good dressing on the surface of manure, charred

refuse, and burned clay, &c., well mulched in summer.
Beds in bearing may be sprinkled with salt, but it wiU teU

most when the gathering ceases and the plants are allowed
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to grow freely. The finer the stems in summer the better
the heads next season.

FKUIT GAKDEN.
Hoed and rough-raked Strawberry grounds, taking off some

of the roughest litter that had Iain between the rows aU the
winter, and will follow with a dressing of lime, and in a
week afterwards with a little soot, using the lime before an
expected shower, that it may be washed into the ground,
and kill snaUs, slugs, itc, or cause them to emigrate. Potted
a lot more Strawberry plants for succession. Disbudded and
thinned shoots and young fruit in orchard-houses. Cherries
and Plums in the later part have been lately a beautiful
picture. The sun and the wind have both been so powerful
in drying and parching of late, that in addition to sprinkling
the floor with water we wiU just spot the glass with whiten-
ing to-morrow—done by throwing water finely with the
syringe over the glass that has just been whitened. This
win break the force ofthe bright sun and render less watering
necessary, and the slightest shower wiU wash it aU off, as
in general weather there is no danger of too much aun heat.
The sun and the sweeps of wind together have lately been
quite enough for trees in bloom. Peaches set freely, and
with a good portion of leaves aa-e far less affected.
Planted out Melons in hot-water pits, and also on dung-

beds. The latter were made up of everything comatable
that would produce heat by fermentation. In the " Corn-
Mil Magazine " for April there is an amusing sketch of an
old gardener, who, in defiance of orders, would persist in
taking what "doong" he wanted from the farmyard without
ever asking leave from Mr. Joliffe the bailiff. Plenty would
be glad to ask for it with aU the et-ceteras of courteous
obligations and "thank you" into the bargain, and then run
a small chance of succeeding, the bailiff being quite as weU
aware of the value of manure, long or short, as the gardener
«an be. When people are content with vegetables grown
without any dung there is no great cause for trouble, but
it is more than mere annoyance when certain results are
desired and the means for producing these results are not
forthcoming. One thing is a satisfaction—that after this
period a little bottom heat will do better for Melons than a
very strong one, and much may be done by causing the
sun, if it shines pretty regularly, to do the most of the work.
In these frames, a little more than one-third in width is
supplied with earth for the Melons to grow in, chiefly rather
stiff loam. A slab goes at back and front, and on each side
lots of plants are placed to bring them on, and to be re-
moved as the Melons grow. Though the vines of the Melons
wiU fill the frame, the roots wiU chiefly be confined to the
apace between the slabs, and thus we get rid of extra vigour,
ajid little pruning is needed if our disbudding plan can be
carried out. This plan does away with all successive earth-
ing-up of Melon plants, by which the vines and leaves were
oft^n much injured. The soU being at first placed at some
16 or 18 inches fi'om the glass, there is no after-occasion for
moving or lifting the fi-ames to give the plants room, and
unless m extreme cases there is Uttle need for shading.
The plants in these frames will have earth some 18 to 24
inches deep, and from 24 to 28 inches in width—quite sufd-
cient to grow a heavy crop of Melons in a fi-ame 5 or 6 feet
wide. Much less labour is needed in every way by lessening
the root space, and there is less likelihood of the shoots
becommg gangrened and gouty at the collars of the plants.
Watered Figs ; if they become dry they should be tho-

roughly moistened gradually. Tied-up the Vines in the
late house, which kept us going to the middle of March.We wish they could have been kept back a little later, as
late as even tliose we saw last week at Mr. Lane's. We
presume Mr. Lane finished cutting in the beginnino- of
winter, but we kept on to the middle of March ; and'^the
fires necessary to keep the house di-y must have helped to
cause the Vines to start sooner. In another season we will
try more fully the plan of Mr. Thomson, of Dalkeith, and
stick the bunches with a piece of wood attached into beet-
root, &c. Those we stuck into turnips kept as well as
those hanging on the Vine, and we could have had the house
a few weeks sooner at liberty for other things. We are
getting bedding plants cleared out of it as quickly as we
can. Went over other vineries, regulating shoots, pulling a
dry hand slightly over bunches in bloom, and thinning
Grapes farther advanced. Took Strawben-y plants out of

the early houses, and set them in every place where light

and air could reach them. The sun is everything in their

favour, but the bright light and the sharp wind have ren-

dered the waterpaU no sinecure. After such days the fruit

should be gathered for table before watering.
OENAMEXTAL DEPAETMENT.

Pretty well finished pruning Laurels, shrubs, rtc. Turned
over beds not cropped. Must have all edgings of beds and
walks cut as soon as moisture comes, so as to stand well for

the season and make easy work for the shears. EoUed pre-

paratory to mowing. Damped paths and stages of plant-

houses. Shaded also from bright sun. Have done a small

stove with whitening, milk, and a little fiour; it stands
very firm. A skiff with whitening water is as good as any
whore only temporary shading is wanted, as a dry broom or

a little water will remove it. When put on with size, with
milk, or a little flour, or with driers, such as painters use, it

will stand for the season, and may look like ground glass,

and very neat. In places where only a slight shade is

wanted it may be put on very thinly. Cloth shades are no
doubt better, but they are very expensive, and if generally

used and neglected for a few hours the effects would be
serious. A thin shade from whitening would prevent danger,

and yet not keep out much light. For fine-foliaged stove

plants such a composition as any one of the above may be
put on pretty thickly, and be allowed to remain until the

end of September.
Proceeded with potting Fuchsias, Geraniums, and hard-

wooded plants. AU, especially the latter, require to be kept
in a closer, moister, shady place until growth is freely pro-

ceeding, and until that take place the plants must be fed

rather by moisture upon and round the foliage, instead of

deluging the roots. In potting small plants of Balsams.
Ac, watering the soil well is of less consequence ; but in the

case of all hardwooded plants especially, and other plants

generally, the safe rule is never to soak the new soil much
until it is occupied by fresh roots. Of course, such soil

should not be dry, and neither should it be marshy wet

;

only drain a pot well, and if you give even a good shift, the
soil will never become stagnant and marshy at the sides if

the roots have taken fair hold of it. The roots, in fact, will

make a sweet soil for themselves if they have a fair chance.

Place a plant from a six-inch pot into a twelve-inch one, water
heavily and regularly all over, and the soil at the sides will

run a chance of becoming a stagnant poisonous marsh to

the roots as they reach it. See that such a plant is well

watered before potting ; disentangle the roots when potting,

and water careftiUy only as far as the roots extend, and ere

long the whole will be occupied healthily. Even in common
things the waterer may easily be deceived. Some large

Fuchsias were potted some time ago ; the old balls were
dipped in tubs before potting, to secure thorough drenching.

For several sunny days lately the plants fiagged, and yet

the soU seemed moist enough, and when the pots were rung
with the knuckles, they emitted heavy dead sounds, and
stiU we considered that dryness was the cause. There were
several holes bored near the centre of the pot, and then a

good watering given, and there has been no more flagging,

even in the brightest sun. The water had passed too freely

to the sides of the pot amongst the new soU. When any-

thing of this kind is apprehended, the above system should

be followed, or the pot be set for half an hour overhead in a

tub of water. The tub would save many a valuable plant

that otherwise would be lost.

PITS.

A great deal of time has been taken in moving and shel-

tering bedding plants, as after filling all our turf or earth

pits, we are now filling our wide Celery-beds. To Calceo-

larias, &c., we would have given all this fine sun, but for its

drying them, so we have mostly allowed the calico, &c.,

to remain over them. We were obliged to water them with
a rose to-day, and then protect a little again, just to save
watering, especially in the middle of the day. We are just

preparing to take off the last lot of Verbena cuttings, and
are not quite decided whether to place them in tiles, pots,

&c., or prick them out into a bed under glass at once. The
last ^vill cause least trouble. They may now be so planted

about li inch apart, and will lift with nice balls, if there is

sandy leaf mould to plant them in. and a nice heat beneath
them.—E. F.
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COVENT GAEDEN MAEKET.—Apeii, 23.

All kinds of produce in aeason continue to be -well supplied, and trade is

rather bripk. Good Pines are somewhat scarce ; Hothouse Grapes are suffi-

cient for the demand; and a few good dessert Pears are still to be had.
Heavy consignments from abroad continue to arrive, and include Peas,

ICdney Beans, Artichokes, Lettuce, Carrots, and large quantities of Turnip
Radishes. Cut flowers principally consist of Rosea, Pelargoniums, Cine-
rarias, Azaleas, Hyacinths, Tulips, Violets, Mignonette, and Wallflowers in
abundance.
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Flotvee-oarden Plan IA Suffolk Suhscriberl.—We hove no doubt the
plantinpr will look very well. The two scrolls 1 and 2, on each side, may be
planted quite independently of the central eroup of nioR clumps, or so as
to combine as you have arranged it. Befrinnintr witli them you give the
key ni'te to cross plantinfj, and we think it would be bei^t to continue it.

Thus 6 and C you mske yellow Calceolarias differently birdere-l, we would
border bnth with blue Lobelia, and more especially as the Phlox is less to be
depended on. Then 4 and 7 we would plant alike, Ihoufjh there is no neces-
sity for using the same things. Tlie Heliotrope and the Verbena will do
well-, 11 and 9 we would plant with white and blue; 8 and 10 with blue
and scarlet, using the materials you propose for the two beds, but both the
same instead of ditferent. A broad band of Flower of the Day in 3, round
the Scarlet Geraniums in the centre, will enliven the whole group. Tour
main centre group is just one of those simplo arrangements that always
please when well planted.

Applying Liquid Maiture (A Young Amateur).—Ymir overflow-pipe
will take away most of the dear liquid and leave the tank full of the
thickcft manure water. This, as you rightly say, is loo powerful for vege-
tation if applied indiscriminately. 'When em'ployed for watering vegenibles
the liquid should be stirrcd-iip with a stick from the bottom, and, if
Tei7 thick and muddy, it should be diluted with three times its volume
of water This applied to fruit trees that need vigour, and between the
TOWS of kitchen-garden vegetables, twice weekly in summer, should assist
Ihem wonderfully. The liquid of the same strength is specially useful for
watering Roses and other shrubs outside ; in fact, at this strength yon may
safely apply it to all growing crops in the kitchen, fruit, or flower garden,
.taking care not to water ho;; plants, as Rhododentirons, <tc., with it For
flowering plants in the greenhouse it shnuld be diluted with six times its
TOlume of water, and be made equal to the femperalure of the house by
mixing or diluting with warm water. In this state it may be applied 'o
Puchsias, and all plants grown in loam, advant.igeously twice a-week, and for
strong-growing plants at every alternate watering.

Flowek-Gakden Plah (Suhscrihcr, Tulla).—^e never give direction'!
ior planting a garden we have never seen. All that we can do is to criticise
any planting that is proposed to be carried out.

Names of Plants {A Totmg Gardener, Trevalyn Gardens^.— \, Dipla-
zium polypodioides, or D. asperum if the stalk is prickly; 2, Pteris serru-
lata; 3, Kiphobohis pertusus; 4, Cheilanthes hirta (G. S. IT.).—Eiecia
Builsns, Linn., is the name of that little plant belonging to the Hepaticto,
or Liverwort family, which yon found in the pond of water near Gloucester!

POUITEY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHUOBTICLE

POULTRY SHOWS.
Mat 26th and 27th. "Woobbeidge, Sees., Messrs. Dallenger and "Whis-

Btock, Market Place.
JoNElst. Beveeley. &CS., Mr. H.Adams and Mr. J. Kemp, jun. Fa-

tries close May 21st.
JvNE 13th to 17th, 18G4. Eath and "West of England, at Bristol.
Steward, S. Pitman, Esq., Bishops Hall Manor, Taunton. Entries close
May 9th.

JtiLT 14th and 15th. Eastern Coukties. Sees,, Messrs. Eanson and
Simpson, Stowmarket. Entries close July 1st.

July lOtb, 20th, and illst. Newcastle-upon-Tyhe. Sees., Mr. 'William
Trotter, Bywell, and Mr. J. Shorthose, Shieldfteld Green, Newcastle-
upon-Tyne.

.^UGUST 22nd. 23rd, 21th, and 25th. Alexakdri Park. Poultry, Pigeons,
and Babbits. &c., Mr. William Houghton. Entries close July lOlih.

SOUTH AUSTEALIAN POULTRY SHOW.
Wheeeteb an Englishman sqiourns he introduces his

pastimes and improvements. We have Ijefore ue, whilst
no-w Tvriting, letters from Australia, Canada, and the Cape
of Good Hope, all asking for aid to olotain good specimens
of various breeds of fowls. The following report shows how
in the antipodes they are already rivaling " the old country."
The Show of the Central Agricultural and Horticultural

Society took place at Adelaide, on the 25th of February.
The poultry evinced the superiority of the present Show

over some preceding ones. Every class for which prizes had
been offered was represented, with the exception of Turkeys.
There was a good deal of competition in Geese and Ducks,
and some of those exhibited were really splendid-looking
birds. The same remark will apply to the Polish fowls, and
it win be seen that the Judges recommend a prize to be
awarded to a pen of this variety which had not been entered
to compete. The beauty of the Spanish fowls was much
admji-ed ; and a Gold Sebright Bantam cock and two pullets,
sent in by Mr. A. Scott, were deemed deserving of a prize!
The Judges, it will be seen, recommend classification in
fowls at future exhibitions, and that facilities should bo
afforded for showing them to better advantage.
There were some very fine Kabbits exhibited, some of them

being ticketed as high as 25s. a-pair.

Geese.—First, J. V. Kase. Second, J. Ind.
Bucks.—First, J. Reedle. Second, Nation Brothers.
Spanish.—First and Second, A. Pengelly.
Dorkings. —First, A. Loutit. Second, J. Reedie.
CocHiN-CniNA.— First and Second, Nation Brothers.
PoLiBH.-Flri-t. 'W. Pengelly. Second, A. Loutit. (D. Holbrook's pen,

not for competition, recommended for a prize.)

Any Bhef.d. — First, A. Loutit Second, T. Ivey. (A. Lontit recom-
mended for a prize. Game breed.)

Judges :—Messrs. H. Selway, C. Bechtel, and T. Mellor.

Judges' Report.—The Judges would recommend a prize for
a Game cock and hen exhibited in No. 7 pen ; also, that a
pen of young Polish fowls. White-crested Blacks, not en-
tered for competition, are worthy of a prize. A pen of
Sebright Bantams exhibited, but not for competition, are
worthy of special notice. There were some excellent Eabbits
exhibited, for which no prizes were offered. The Judges
recommend a larger number of pens being provided, anii

that all poultry should be classed at future exhibitions.

WHAEFDALE POULTET SHOW.
The poultry Show in connection with the Wharfdale Asso-

ciation took place at Otley, on the 15th inst.

The day was a very favourable one for an out-dooi- show,
and the visitors were numerous.
Twenty prizes were competed for, and the Show being

held in that part of Yorkshire which Hamhurghs may claim
as their home, it was exceedingl3- good in this respect.
The Spanish were of first-class quality, as were also Mr.
KeU's DorUngs; and Messrs. Beldon and Sunderland's pens of
Black and Brown-breasted Game Bantams produced such a
pen of Black as is seldom seen, and the Eouen and Ayles-
bury Ducks were exceedingly large and good in all respects.

An extraordinary pen of Golden Polands took first in the
Variety class, and the second went to a pretty pen of White-
crested Blacks.

A good number of sales were effected before the close of
the Show.

Spanish.—First and Second, Vf. Cannan, Bradford.
Dorkings.—First, T. E. Kell, 'Wetherby. Second, Miss E. Beldoa, Gil-

stead.

Hamborghs (Goldon-sp.angled).—First, \T. Cinnan. Second, E. Beldon.
Highly Commended, \V. Birdsall, Meanwood, Leeds. Commeiided, E.
Beldon.
Habieurghs (Silver-spangled).—First and Second, W. Cannan. Highly

Commended, K. Beldon.
Hamb! RGHs (Golden and Silver-pencilled).—First, E. Beldon. Second,

W. Cannan.
Game.—First, E. Beldon. Second, J. Sunderland, Coley Ilnll, Halifai.

Highly Commended, E. Beldon ; Miss M. Deighton, Hawksworth.
Bantams.- Fir-t, W. Caiman. Second, E. Beldon. Highly Commended,

I. Todd, Clifton, Otley.
Docks (Rouen).—Fir«t. W. Cannan. Second, W. Hindle, Burley, Otley.
Ducks (Aylesbury).- First, T. E. Kell. Second. E. Beldon.
Any othee Variety.—First, "W. Cannan. Second, E. Beldon,

Judges.—Mr. Thos. Dodd, Ovenden, Halifax ; and Mr. E.
Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds, York.

AETIFICIAL SWAEMS.
I HAVE much pleasure in responding to the appeal of

" Philiscus," in page 308, and describing those modes of
making artificial swarms which have proved sucoessfvd in
my own apiary.

I need not enter upon the vexed question as to the supe-
riority or inferiority of artificial swarms. My own opinion
is that all depends upon the skdl with which the oper.ation

is eifected. A natui-al swarm, if it consists of a fertile queen
and an equal number of bees, is quite as valuable as an
artificial one, and vice vers'i. The advantages in favour of

the latter are its freedom fi'om risk and uncertainty, and
the saving of many hundi-eds of v.aluable lives. Any one
examining the ground in front of a hive from wliich a natural
swarm has just issued, can scarcely fail to be moved with
pity as he views it covered with young bees, which the
excitement of swarming has induced to quit their home
before they can use their wings, and regret at this waste of
what may be justly termed the very life-blood of the com-
munity. For my own part I rai'ely see a natural swarm in
my apiary, and the appearance of one is always a cause of
anxiety as well as some little self-reproach for the careless-
ness which has permitted it ; whilst not unfrequontly has it

been the herald of actual and serious loss, not of the swarm
itself, but of its sovereign, since on no loss than three occa-
sions have I had to deplore the loss of valuable Italian

queens, owing to the oversight which has permitted natural
swarming to take place. I cannot, therefore, endorse " Phi-
Liscus's " opinion that the practice of artificial swarming
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-when properly managed is prejudicial to the prosperity of

an apiary ; but I feel assured we may readily " agi'ee to

differ " on this point, and leave its decision to the test of

experience.

As I am requested to frame my reply vrith especial re-

ference to the requirements of apiaries consisting entirely

of bees located in common straw hives, and wherein a com-
plete examination of their interior is necessarily out of the
question, I must commence by endorsing the conclusion of

Mir. Edwai-ds, that when the honey season has fairly set in,

when the population is overflowing, and drones have been
reared, a hive is always ready for the operation. In doing
this I write only according to the light of my own experience,

smd mean no offence to Mr. Lowe, who controverted Mr.
Edwards's assertion, and declared that a colony thus cir-

cumstanced may, because of the absence of certain other
conditions, be unfit to be operated upon artificially. As I

am ignorant of these conditions, and consider we ought all

to be ready to help one another, I hope Mr. Lowe wiU be
kind enough to enlighten me on this point in the same
spirit as I am now endeavourjag to reply to " Philisotjs."

The plan which I am about to describe originated, like

most modern improvements in apiarian science, in Germany,
whence it was introduced into America by Mr. Langstroth,
through whose work it first became known to me. It has
been thoroughly tested by that highly scientific and practical

apiarian, " B. & W.," as well as by myself, and is, I believe,

free from the risk and inconvenience attendant upon the
usual modes of forcing swarms from common hives.

It is, however, necessary to employ two stocks in the
operation, and both of these should be in the flourishing
condition above described. Selecting, therefore, the fore-

noon of a fine day, the whole of the inhabitants of one of
them should be driven with their queen into an empty hive.

When I say the whole, I mean with the exception of the few
stragglers and young bees which generally cling to the
deserted habitation. " Philiscus " evidently needs no in-

struction from me as to the best mode of driving bees ; but
any novice had better refer to my article on the subject in

page 423 of the last volume of Tee Jotonal of Hokticul-
TiTKE. This exodus having been effected the swarm is

formed, and the bees in their new and unfurnished domicile
should at once take the place of the old stock. I need not
say that, possessing its old queen and all the adult bees of
the parent hive, it wiU form a very strong swarm with every
element of prosperity that can exist in the case of a natural
one. But the original hive crammed with combs and brood
in all stages, must not be for one moment neglected or
allowed to run the risk of becoming chilled in the slightest

degree. It should at once take the place of the second
strong stock, which must be removed to a little distance, not
necessarily beyond the limits of the apiary, but so far as to
prevent absentees from readily discovering it ; and it is weU.
at the same time to disguise its outward appearance as
much as possible. With no desire to re^vive the celebrated
milt-pan and straw-hackle controversy, I think even our
Kenfr-ewshire ft-iend might with advantage temporarily
resort to the former in such a case, whilst " Up^wakds and
Onwaeds," might also momentarily check his impetuous
career in order to substitute the latter for his favourite
earthenware cover and stone effigy. In its new position
this stock wiU remain apparently dormant for a few days,
hut in about a fortnight wiU, probably, so far recover itself

as to admit of being again employed in a similar manner.
The bees returning to the old spot and missing their queen
vrill at first be in some confusion, but will ultimately settle

down to their task of forming royal cells to supply her place.
If it be desired to repeat the operation with other hives,

it -will be very advantageous to supply them -with sealed
royal cells. This may be done eight or nine days after the
primary operation, when they can be readily cut out of the
first hive by turning it up and dispersing its inhabitants by
aneans of a little smoke. As soon as the bees are expelled
from another hive, one of these ceDs may be inserted by the
exercise of a little ingenuity, either through a hole in the
top, or in some position at the edges of the combs fr'om the
bottom. It win speedily be fixed by the bees, but care must
be taken that it is not chilled or bruised in the slightest
degree during its transition.

This, then, is the best method with which I am acquainted

of making artificial swarms, whether from common or move-
able-comb-hives, but in the case of the latter it -will be
advisable somewhat to modify the course of proceedings.
Instead of driving the bees, the combs should be looked over
until the queen be discovered on one of them. This comb,
with its adhering bees and their queen, should be placed
in an empty hive, into which, also, many of the bees may
be shaken from the other combs, after which it should be
placed on the old stand. The remaining combs in the old
hive being brought together so as to leave the vacancy on
one side, it should take the place of another strong stock,

which must be removed to a new position in the manner
above described by—A Devonshire Bee-kebpee.

(To ie continued.)

APIAEIAJSr NOTES.
Foul Beood.—I have hitherto purposely avoided saying

anything about this much-vexed question, having had no
desire to add fuel to the fire ah-eady burning rather too

fiercely between some of our most worthy and respected
ooiTespondents. I must, however, express my pleasure at

the change which has taken place in the manner of conduct-

ing the discussion, and trust that the friendliness and ami-
cability, which ought always to prevail among bee-keepers,

will not again be put in perU.
It is with no desire to reopen the discussion that I no^w

give my own opinions on the matter at issue ; but as it is a
subject of vast importance to apiarians generally, it surely

is incumbent on all who can lay claim to some small amount
of experience in bee-keeping, to furnish the residts of their

observations, and add their testimony to the evidence oa
one side or the other, so that the real truth may at length
be made manifest.

I long ago arrived at the conviction that foul brood is a
disease, and I may say that my views on the subject are

almost entirely identical with those held and advanced by
Mr. Woodbury.
Fortunately the disease has never, at any rate of late

years, appeared in my apiary, so that my o^wn personal
acquaintance with it has been very limited. It may be
asked by what right do I lay claim to any experience, or ad-
vance any opinions, as to the question which has been so
warmly contested ? In reply to this, I may state that my
con^viotion that foul brood is a disease has been influenced,

partly by evidence of a negative character, and partly by
the positive evidence which has been fornished by a close

observation of Mr. Woodbury's apiary since he first dis-

covered what it was that so materially affected its prosperity.

To the positive evidence I need not allude, as Mr. Wood-
bury has already given that in the clearest manner possible.

I can endorse every word he has said as to the extent of the

e^vil, the experiments tried, and the remedies adopted for

its cure, and the way in which the disease has, in some in-

stances, reappeared after every care had been taken. I can
bear willing testimony to the indefatigable manner in which
he has laboured to eradicate the disease, and the almost in-

cessant labour, care, and anxiety which were devoted to the
attempt, at last, as we believe, to be crowned with complete
success. We must all hope this will prove to be thoroughly

and permanently the case, and that during this season his

apiary may be restored to its former state of prosperity.

But the negative evidence alone will go far to prove that

foul brood and chilled brood are not identical, and also that

the disease is not necessarily an adjunct of an experimental

apiary.

Perhaps I may claim to ha^ving been almost second only

to Mr. Woodbury in queen-rearing operations, forming arti-

ficial swarms, and various other manipulations incidental

to a thoroughly experimental apiary. How is it, therefore,

that I, living in the same town, and using my bees in the

same manner, have escaped the scourge which would have
almost annihilated his apiary but for his most indefatigable

exertions ? Simply because the disease was never first in-

troduced into my apiary by infected combs or honey, or first

established in any hive from any cause however originating.

During the last three or four seasons I have worked my
apiai-y on more completely scientific principles than ever

previously. Commencing with making artificial swarms by
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driving all the bees out of their respective hives, sometimes
leaving the brood completely unprotected for a considerable

time, I at length arrived at my present system of artificial

queen-rearing and swarm-making. This involves constant

supervision, a considerable amount of meddling, and conse-

quent exposure and interruption in the working economy of

Uie bees. For years I may have been considered a tolerably

successful bee-keeper, but never has my success been so

marked as since the time when I first adopted the more
scientific mode of bee-keeping. One hive only, out of twenty-

one, has succumbed to the trying winter, and that was a
late artificial swarm, made chiefiy of driven bees from cot-

tagers' hives, and lost entirely through my own carelessness.

After the bees had become, by starvation, greatly reduced
in numbers, I captured the queen, and united the survivors

to an adjoining stock.

As I have before intimated, my bees are kept in three

separate localities, the two outlying apiaries being at a dis-

tance of several miles apart. Frequently, in the course of

my manipulations, have I had to convey hives of brood de-

prived of their bees, or frames and combs of brood in all

stages, from one garden to the other ; and often have twenty-
four hours intervened before bees could be given to the de-

populated hives, or the combs transferred to the quarters to

which they were assigned. In fact, so little apprehension
has been felt of causing injury to the stocks by this mode of

procedure, that I have frequently put in brood-combs which
I knew contained chilled brood for the express purpose of

being cleaned-out by the bees. Out of many instances in

which brood-combs have been exposed for a considerable

time prior to insertion in the destined hives, I may mention
one case which in particular is brought to my remembrance.
Eather late in the autumn a young Ligurian queen, which
had been recently raised in a small artificial swarm, sud-

denly disappeared before she had commenced laying. Being
unwilling to lose this little swarm, I removed from the
original Ligurian liive a suitable brood-comb, and at the
same time a comb of honey for supplying another stock

with food. Before the operation could be completed I was
called away, leaving the combs on the ground. On my
return, being in a hurry, the comb containing the honey
was, by mistake, given to the artificial swarm, and the brood-

comb, which escaped my observation, was left resting on the

ground. Many hours afterwards this was discovered by my
man, who asked if I had purposely left it there, and said

that there was a grand attack on the contents by robbers.

Proceeding to the spot, I saw the error which had been com-
mitted. The honey had been carried off, and some of the

eggs and brood torn out. The honeycomb given to the

artificial swarm was removed, and the brood-comb substi-

tuted ; and the greater part of the brood was duly hatched
out. I would ask. If ordinary inspection and shifting of

brood-combs is likely to be attended with such evO conse-

quences, how is it that in an instance like the above no
disastrous results followed ? But the exposure to which
this comb was submitted was nothing to what I have fre-

quently been in the habit of giving to brood-combs before it

has been convenient to consign them to their intended hives.

Eemoved ii-om hives at a distance, brought into town, left

exposed until the following day, then fixed into frames, and
eventually transferred into boxes, I have never found any
ill effects. Some of the brood may have died, but it has
been removed by the bees.

In one instance I know that a quantity of dead brood was
given to a hive without injurious consequences. Two years
ago a gentleman called on me and asked advice respecting

a stock which he had been feeding, but which he said seemed
quite deserted by the bees towards evening, though many
were flying in and out during the day. As I expected, the
stock was dead, and the bees which still visited it were
robbers. There was a small quantity of brood on three

combs, this I carried home, fixed in frames, and gave to one
of my own stocks. None of the brood hatched out, it was
dead, but the following spring I noticed that it had been
effectually cleaned out by the bees, and I could trace those

combs during the following summer, as they were transferred

from one hive to another in the manipulations attendant on
artificial queen-rearing.

It is, therefore, quite evident to my mind, that scientific

bee-keeping wiU not in itself bring the evils of foul brood

upon the unhappy meddler j nor can foul brood and chilled
and abortive brood be synonymous terms. Should, how-
ever, this dire disease, fi'om what cause soever, once make
itself known in any hive, there is no doubt that the scientific

operator runs a very great risk of distributing it throughout
his entire apiary.

What the exact nature and cause of this disease may he
I will not attempt to determine. I think it very possible
that it may, under certain peculiar and mysterious circum-
stances, originate in chilled brood ; but what it is that
causes this transformation at present remains undiscovered.
If chUled and foul brood were identical, how is it that I have
escaped, while my fi-iend Mr. Woodbury has suffered so
terribly ? Our system of management has been much the
same. Had I not been a constant personal witness of the
ravages that this disease has effected in his once prosperous
apiary, I might have been almost as sceptical as some others
with respect to its being reaUy a disease to be so much and ,

deservedly dreaded.—S. Bevan Fox, Exeter.

Why Bees Wokk in the Dabk.—A lifetime might be spent
in investigating the mysteries hidden in a bee-hive, and still

hab" of the secrets would be undiscovered. The formation of
the cell has long been a celebrated problem for the mathe-
matician, whilst the changes which the honey undergoes
offer at least an equal interest to the chemist. Every one
knows what honey fresh from the comb is like. It is a clear

yellow syrup, without a trace of solid sugar in it. Upon
straining, however, it gradually assumes a crystalline appear-
ance—it candies, as the saying is, and ultimately becomes a
solid mass of sugar. It has not been suspected that this

change is due to a photographic action; that the same ^
agent which alters the molecular arrangement of the iodide '

of silver on the excited collodion plate, and determines the

formations of camphor iodide crystals in a bottle, causes

the syrup honey to assume a crystalline form. This, how-
ever, is the case. M. Scheibler has enclosed honey in stop-

pered flasks, some of which he kept in perfect darkness
whilst others have been exposed to the light. The invai-iable

result has been that the sunned portion rapidly crystallises,

whilst that part kept in the dark has remained perfectly

liquid. We now see why bees are so careful to work in

perfect darkness, and why they are so careful to obscure the
glass windows which are sometimes placed in their hives.

The existence ef their young depends on the Kquidity of the
saccharine food presented to them, and if light were allowed

access to this syrup it would seal up the cells, and in all

probability prove fatal to the inmates of the hive.

—

{Quar-

terly Journal of Science.)

Solvent fok Old Putty and Paint.—Soft soap ndx^d
with solution of potash or caustic soda, or pearlash and
slaked lime, mixed with sufficient water to form a paste.

Either of these laid on with an old brush or rag, and left

for some hours, will render the putty easily removable.

Omi LETTEE BOX.
TcEKBT Hf.ss Nesting Withol-t Latino (Conntnnt Subscriber).—If you

did not say your Turkeys were Wittched we should say they laid and ate their

eggs, and that is almost our opiniou now. It ia hardly possible to be as
cr.ifty as an egE-eater. There has been the same propensity in one of otir

pens of Silver rheasants, and we have waited and watched in vain so far as

saving the egg was concerned. We have prevented the eating of the egg,
but have not saved it from injury. Watch personally and patiently once or
twice.

AvKRAOF. Day's Food {M. Jf.).—Six fowls will eat four gallons of oorn
per week if they are from a poor run, or if they are low In conditioD.

Afterwards they will eat less. They eat less in warm weather than in cold.

They eat less corn when there is plenty of herbage about. If they have
household scraps they should have less corn. Under no circumetance*,
unli'88 there is waste, should the consumption exceed that wo have named.

Buff-coloured Bantams (Spring Chicken).—Th&j arc " Nankin" Ban-
tams, and are now scarce. The best epecimena of this btecd alwavs hAve
Mingle cembs.

OusEnvATORY-HtTK (J, C. F.., Hereford).—The "Woodbury unlcomb-hive,
which was described with illustration in page 160 of our fourth Volmne, is

the best observiitory-hive. Itis manufactured by Messrs. Neighbour & Sons,

149, Kegent Street, and 127, Holborn, whose advertisement appears in our
present Number,

Canarieb {/. B.^ Petergaie).— A work will be published at our oEcc vory

I Bhortty. Write to Mr. W. Walters, bird-fancier, Wiacheater.
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too mucli growth in all fruit trees. But our greatest drawback
is the continually cloudy state of the sky in summer: the tem-
perature then, though agreeable to the human body, is many
degrees too low for ripening delicate fruit trees. Many culti-

vators have abandoned out-door Peach training fi-om this

cause, joined to cold winds and spring blights ; so that we,
too, are gi'aduaUy coming to adopt orchard-houses. The
few cases of failur'e that I have witnessed arose from neglect.

There ai-e many other points of view from which this
interesting subject can be studied; but, in this instance, it

seemed a fair test of what can be done for an amateiu' to
compete, and profitably, with others in an open market. I
cannot allow that producing fruit for an employer demands
more skill or labour.—T. C. Bkehaut, Eichmond House,
irueriisey.

MAJVAGEMEKT OF FIEES.
(Concluded from page 310.)

It should be borne in mind that the loss air passes into
the fire after the requisite heat is obtained, the less liiel

will be consumed in maintaining the heat necessary, and the
less will cold air reduce the heat raised by the fuel. All air
should pass into the fui-nace through the ashpit-door, be-
neath the fii-e of com-se, so that it may be partially heated
before it enters the fire itself by coming in contact with
the heated grate-bars. On no consideration should the cold
air enter by the furnace-door, for then it reduces the heat
produced by the combustion of the fuel, wastes fully one-
half the heat raised, and tends to create a rapid combustion
of the fuel, the heat of which is almost lost by a current of
cold air coming in immediate contact with it, or passing
over it. The furnace-door, therefore, should at all times be
kept closed, except when opened for stokering purposes, for
to open it does not increase, but reduces the heat, or wastes
that which is raised, and causes rapid combustion to no
purpose. It is a common practice, I am aware, to open the
furnace-door when the heating siirface is heated sufficiently

;

but it is a practice contrary to the object of the door itself,

that being to prevent the heat raised by the combustion of
the fuel fr-om ascending the fine too rapidly, and to confine
the heat, and not allow it to diffuse itself into space not re-
quii-ed to be heated. The less draught a fire has after the
necessary heat is attained, the greater heat is obtained from
a small consumption of fuel, and this cannot be the case
unless all the heat raised is made to pass along the flue
slowly, for if the draught be great a greater per-centage
must necessarily be lost by the rapid journey along the flue
and quick exit at the chimney. There cannot be a doubt
that we have yet much to learn as to the economical con-
sumption of fuel, and much may be learnt, I think, by a
study of the construction of some of our steam-boiler fur-
naces, some of which consume but a small quantity of fuel,
and yet afford an astonishing amount of heat for the pro-
duction of steam. Such matters I leave for wiser heads
than mine.

After the fire has burnt a time, and needs attendance,
which it should have without its being allowed to go nearly
out, and the flue to become nearly cold, the grate-bars
should be cleared, and all dirt cleared ii-om the inside of
the fire before any more fuel is put on, varying the quan-
tity according to the condition of the fire. If it be low a
less quantity must be put on than if it were strong, and
more au' must be admitted by opening the ashpit-door or
damper, and the fire should be allowed to burn freely untU
sufSciently large again, when it ehould be made up, and the
draught regulated according to its condition and the state
of the temperatui-e within the house.
The purpose for which a fire is employed exercises a great

influence on the management ; but I will only treat of firing
for houses occasionally needing artificial heat, and those
requiring artificial heat almost continuously. The fii-st re-
lates to greenhouses, and other structures employed for
growing plants from temperate climates. In such structures
it is only necessary to use a fire to dry up damp, and prevent
the temperature becoming so low as to injure the occupants
of the structure. It is a common practice to light a fire in
greenhouses in the afternoon, to dry up damp during the
daU autumn months. Now, this is radically wrong. The
heat generated is damp owing to the flue, &.C., being damp.

and the heat radiated causes a more rapid evapjoration,

which instead of drying the atmosphere makes it really more
moist, and the result is, plants dripping wet in the morning.
All fires to dry up moisture should be lighted in the morn-
ing, and gradually worked on so that air may be given
during the day for the moisture to pass away. The fire,

therefore, should attain its greatest heat by noon, after
which it should be made up, and left to burn out slowly.
Greenhouses, and all structures of a like nature, need no fire

at night in mUd weather, for if a fire be emi^loyed then, the
temperature is greater by night than by day, and that is

contrary to the laws of Nature, and causes a sickly condition
of the plants. A few degrees of frost with a di-y atmosphere
are not half so injurious to vegetation as an artificial, warm,
moist atmosphere at night, when plants are inactive. It
is in reality stimulating them into growth when Natiu-e has
determined that they should rest. It is, or was, an old
saying amongst gardeners, "If you want insects fire hard;
but if you wish to keep your plants clean and healthy fire

no more than is really necessary." I have always found
that saying true, and I strongly urge those having the care

of plants to employ no more fire than is imperatively neces-
sai-y to effect their healthy development and maturation, to

economise fuel, to take care to give air early, so as to let in
natural heat, and to close early, thereby shutting in and
securing a good amount of the same.
For drj'ing up damp, and securing a free circulation of

air, fires, as before stated, should be lighted in the morning,
and when the heating surface is a little warmed air shovdd
be given at the top of the house, which will secure a circu-

lation quite adequate to dry up damp. The fire should be
kept steadily going until noon, or imtil two o'clock in the
afternoon, when it should be made up, the fui-nace and
ashpit-doors closed, and the damper thrust in, if necessaiy,
so that the Sxe may burn slowly, and yet consume all the
fuel in the furnace. It will thus be seen tha.t by lighting the
fire in the morning the heat increases with the light and
heat of the day, and like natiu-al heat, attains its highest
temperature in the small hoirrs of the afternoon, after

which the temperature remains stationary for a time, then
gradually declines like the light and heat of day.

Firing to keep out frost is another business belonging to

cool houses, ancl for this purpose the fii-es are lighted at all

times, but only when necessary. It is immaterial when,
only the fire should not be allowed to become too hot, for

an artificially hot ah- is of all things most iniurious to plants.

It requires a vigilant eye to know when to light a fire in

such structures as greenhouses ; but practice and a diligent

servant will seldom fail to detect the right time, and that is

when the external air attains a temperature likely to affect

the safety of the jilants in the greenhouse. Then he will

put on a gentle fire, and not go to bed until he see hia

charge in a fair way of being safe. It is no system to allow

the temperature of any structure to become reduced by cold

to a minimum and then put on a strong fii'c. It is false

economy, ami the effects of a strong fire ai'e injurious to

plants but recently exjjosed to too low a teraperatui'e.

Then as to fires employed for heating structures requiring

a regular or continuous artificial heat. These ai-e kept
almost continuously at work, and as there are many struc-

tures requiring heat regularly, I may remark more minutely
thereon. Given a structiu-e—say a stove, requiting heat
day and night, the first thing a gai-dener does in the
morning is to examine the temperature of the house, which
should be at its minimum. The fire is then attended to,

cleared of clinkers and ash, and fuel put on according to cu--

cumstances. If it be out it is lighted; if low a little fuel is

put on, and the damper is drawn out to increase the di-aught

;

or if large but little or no fuel is put on, though it may be
necessary to increase the draught and obtain a higher tem-
peratui-e in case the fire has not bm-nt properly during the
night, and the minimum temperature become too low. Whilst
the fire, or fires, are getting into order the ashes in the ash-

pit are cleared away, and a fresh supply of coal, if necessary,

brought in. The fires are then looked at again, and left

gently glowing until breakfast time, when they ai-o exi^eoted

to have wai-med the flue or hot-water pipes, whichever it may
be, and raised the temperature of the house 5° in winter and
10° in summer above the minimum tcmperatiu-e. The fii'es

are then made up so as to gain a little by noon, at which time
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the highest temperature of the day is attained, and the fires

are then made up, and the draught regulated so that the heat
may gradually sink untU nightfall. Before leaving work the

fires are again attended to, and more fuel is added and the
draught increased or diminished according as the fire is too

hot or too cold to maintain the proper temperature. If too

hot the draught is reduced to a minimum, and the fire is

smothered with ashes instead of fuel. About eight o'clock

or from that to ten o'clock the stoker takes a look upwards
(about the only one he does take), scans the face of the
skies, notes whether there is a probability of a frost or not,

and then shapes his coiu'se accordingly. If the weather is

frosty the state of the thermometer outside is taken, then
that within the houses is examined, he calculates according

to the state of the temperature of the house, the condition
of the fire, and the probable alterations in the condition of

the external air whether there will be a change before morn-
ing for a colder or higher temperatm-e. I need hardly say
he makes the fire up according to his judgment; if too low
he works it on to obtain the proper heat ; if too hot he leaves
it so that it will be considerably lower in temperature before

morning. G. Abbey.

HONOUE TO HOETICULTUEE.
We are happy to be able to announce that, on the distri-

bution of prizes at the Great Horticultural Exhibition at

Brussels, on Sunday last, by the King, Mr. James Veitch, of

Chelsea, was created a Knight of the Order of Leopold, in

consideration of his services to horticulture. When will he,

or any other person foUowiug the same pursuit, meet with
a similar recognition in this country ?

THE EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S THIED
SEEING SHOW.—April 30.

This was held in conjunction with the National Auricula
Society's Show, and that flower consequently was largely

represented ; but of other fiowers there was an excellent

display. The Eoses of themselves formed a lovely exhibition

^-one which certainly had never been surpassed, if indeed
equalled, at any previous spring Show ; whilst of Azaleas,

Pelargoniums, and Cinerarias there was no lack.

EosES.—First prizes were awarded to Messrs. Lane & Son
and Mr. Tm'ner, of Slough, for coUeetions of six in pots, the
plants of both being healthy and vigorous, and bearing
numerous magnificent blooms. Messrs. Lane's were Paul
Eicaut, Paul Perras, Duchess of Sutherland, Baronne Pro-
vost, Comte de Paris, and Souvenir d'un Ami; whilst of

Mr. Tm-ner's the most remarkable were Madame de Cam-
baceres, Paul Perras, Comtesse de ChabriUant, and Madame
C. Wood. In Mr. W. Paul's collection, which was placed
second, Lselia was remarkable for the immense size and
beauty of the blooms ; Madame BoU and Senateur Vaisse
were also fine ; in addition to which were a large plant of

Triomphe d'Amiens, Catherine GuiUot, and Souvenir d'un
Ami. Messrs. Paul & Son took a third prize for a collection,

in which Comte de Nanteuil, Charles Lawson, and Victor
Verdier were conspicuous. Mr. Turner had, in addition to his

six, a fine collection, for which he received an extra prize.

The only exhibitor in the Amateurs' Class was Mr. Cross,

gardener to Sh- F. Goldsmidt, Eegent's Park, who had a
first prize ; but the plants, though well grown, were not to

be compared to those of the great growers already cited.

Cut Eoses did not come up to what we have seen on
previous occasions. Among them were fine examples of

Lord Herbert, of which a small plant was also shown. Lord
Clyde, Mrs. W. Paul, Princess of Wales, Paul de la Meil-
leray, and Eev. H. Dombrain, which, as new kinds, at once
caught the eye. Of older varieties there was a host. Both
in the Class for- twenty-four cut blooms and in collections,

Mr. W. Paul was first, Messrs. Paul & Son second. Mr.
Treen, of Eugby, was also an exhibitor.

Pblarqonhhvis.—Mr. Turner was the only exhibitor in

the Nurserymen's Class, and received a first prize for fine

plants of Sir C. Campbell, Orion, Dr. Andre, Eugene Duval,
Canopus, and Phoebe. Among the Amateurs' the best six

came from Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., Isle-

worth, whose plants were excellent, both as regards growth
and bloom. They were Amazon, Madame Heine, Plene,

Madame Corbay, Eosabella, and Princess Mathilde. Mr.
Weir was second, Mr. Todman third.

Pansies. — Good stands of these came from Messrs.
Dobson & Son, James, Bragg, and Treen ; Mr. James taking-

the first prize, Mr. Bragg the second. The last-named
exhibitor had also a very good stand of thirty-six Fancies,

and eight pots of the same, for which he had an extra prize.

Messrs. Dobson & Son had also an extra prize for a similar

exhibition of the show kinds.

AuKicULAS.—Though well represented as regards numbers,
and though many remarkably fine trusses were sho%vn, these
were not so good as usual. Owing to the cold winds and
absence of sun, many of them were rough and not flat ; and
many of the northern growers were not able to show owing
to the lateness of the spring. Of the different Classes,

Page's Champion, Lancashire Hero, and Prince of Wales
were the best Green-edged ; of Gyey-edged, George Lightbody,
Eichard Headley, and Maria; of White-edged, Smiling Beauty,
Taylor's Glory, and Favourite ; of Selfs, Mrs. Smith, Metro-
politan, Mrs. Sturrock, Blackbird, and Pizzaro.

Of new kinds, the best were Campbell's Admiral Napier,
Turner's Buckstone, Eeid's Miss Giddings, Smith's Eichard
Cobden, and Jamieson's Mrs. Jamieson. These are promising
flowers, but require more proving.

In the Nurserymen's Class for six distinct kinds, Mr.
Turner had a first prize for Campbell's Admiral Napier, Eeid'o
Miss Giddings, Lightbody's Fair Maid, Violet very beau-
tiful, Spalding's Metro]5olitan, and Blackbird ; of which
kinds the trusses shown were splendid examples. From the
same exhibitor came also a fine collection of twenty-five,

for which an extra prize was awarded. Among Amateurs,
Mr. Potts, Old Kent Eoad, had the first prize, BIr. James
the second, and Mr. Butcher, Camberwell, the third. Messrs.
Hojjkinson, Paine, and Holland, had also good exhibitions.

In the National Auricula Society's Show Mr. H. Steward,
of York, took first prize in the Class for eight, with Conqueror
of Europe, Fletcher's Mary Ann, Beeston's Apollo, Light-
body's Meteor Flag, Smith's Waterloo, Traile's Mayflower
Countess of Dunmore, and Pizzaro. These were very fine,

as also were the eights of Mr. Turner, who was second; of
Mr. Pohlman, of Hull, third ; and of Mr. Headley, of Staple-

ford, fourth ; and nothing less could be expected from these
great florists.

In the Class for four distinct varieties Mr. Headley was
first, with Colonel Taylor, General Garibaldi, Napier, and-

Mrs. Sturrock. Mr. Pohlman was second, Mr. Turner third.

The first prize for the best Green-edge was taken by Mr.
Wilson, Halifax, with Page's Champion ; the second by Mr.
Turner, with Cheetham's Lancashire Hero; that for the
best Grey-edge by Mr. Douglas, York, with Countess of
Wilton ; the second by Mr. Headley. The first prize for the
best White-edge went to Mr. Turner, for Taylor's Incom-
parable; the second to Mr. Wilson, Halifax, for True Briton;
and in the Class for Selfs the same exhibitors held the same
relative positions with Metropolitan and Othello ; the prize

for the best of any kind going to Mr. Turner, for Buckstone,
which also received a first-class certificate.

New Plants.—There was a good show of these, mostly
the same as those exhibited at the last Show at Kensington,
and for particulars of which we must refer our readers to
the report in our last Number. Messrs. Veitch had first-

class certificates for Primula cortusoides amcena, Dracasna
Cooperi, their fine large-flowered variety of Franciscea caly-

oina, and for Clematis EeginEe, with splendid bluish lOac
flowers, a hybrid between lanuginosa and azurea grandi-
flora, raised by J. Anderson-Henry, Esq. They had also

their fine hybrid white-flowered Rhododendron Princess
Alice, and a hybrid Cattleya between Epidendrum auranti-

acum and C. Skinneri, the flowers partaking of the orange
colour of the former. Mr. Williams had first-class certifi-

cates forDendrobiumDayanum andDalhousianum superbum,
the latter with a magnificent spike of cream-coloured flowers

marked with two deep crimson blotches ; also for Rhododen-
dron NuttaUi and Xanthorrhiea austraUs. Aucuba japonica
mai'ginata, broadly and irregularly margined with light

green, wJiich wOl doubtless be yellow when the plant is in a
more advanced stage of growth, was shown both by Mr.
Williams and Mr. BuU ; but it cannot be judged of till the'

colour and marking be more fully developed.

Second-class certificates were awarded to Mr. Thompson
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Ipswich, for Collinsia verna, already noticed in these pages ;

to Mr. Turner for Cineraria Herbert, a very pleasing bright
blue-edged variety, v.'ith a clear white ring suiTounding a
dark disk ; to Mr. Bull for Astrocaryum ruexicanuni, an orna-

mental-foliaged plant, and for Geranium Eve, a pretty pale

pink ; and to Messrs. Fisher, Kolmes, & Co., for Berberis
Handsworthiensis. with linear yew-like foliage, and numij-

Tous small yellow flowers. Both Mr. Williams and Mr. Bull
received prizes for groups of new plants which have been
ali-eady noticed in previous reports.

Miscellaneous.—For a collection of mixed fine-foliaged

and flowering jjlants Mr. Williams had the first prize

;

Messrs. A. Henderson & Co. second ; Mr. Young, Highgate,
thii'd; Mr. Cross foui-th. Among them were fine plants of
Gleiohenia speluncas, Cyrabidium aloifolium, with numerous
fine spikes of bloom. Pandanuses, variegated Crotons,
Aphelexes, Boronias, Eriostemons, Azaleas, &c. Of Azaleas
Mr. Turner exhibited some magnificent plants, fcr which he
received a prize ; and Messrs. Lane and Dobsou & Sous had
also prizes for nice well-gro^vn plants. Awards were like-

wise made to Messrs. Dobson and Mr. James for Cinerarias

;

to Mr. Young for exotic Ferns ; to Mr. Turner for Bougain-
villaea speciosa ; to Mr. Cross for Begonias ; to Messrs. A.
Henderson & Co. for a collection of ornamental baskets,
pots, and vases, among which were several pretty designs
in porcelain, with and without sUvering, and iu which the
plants were contained in a separate inner casing of tinned
iron, m order to prevent the water drijiping into the
room ; and to Mr. Young for hanging-baskets, neatly filled

with Caladiunis of various kinds, with a Dracsena in the
centre.

FLOEAL CEITICISM.
Ip any one doubt whether the task of reporting on the

merits of the various productions of those gxowers who are
constantly adding to the list of our garden flowers and fruits

be an agreeable one, he has only to consider the manner in
which one who really speaks his honest opinion, as I have
endeavoured to do, has been treated by those who, from
their education and position, ought to know better—firstly

by Mr. Elvers, and now by Mr. Wm. Paul; but it does
somewhat astonish me that they should endeavour to impute
motives when they must be utterly ignorant of such being
those which influenced me, and refase to give me credit for
honesty of purpose, as is apparent in the very sharp letter
of Mr. Paul in your last week's issue, in which he endeavours
to fix me on the horns of a dilemma—either that I am an
ignoramus or else a knave. I hold it to be utterly useless
for any one who professes to be a teacher in public matters
of any kind to imagine that he can be of any service unless
he give his opinions without reference to whether he may
please this or that person. Such has been ever my wish

;

and were I to be asked to abandon it, I would rather lay
aside my pen on any subject on which I am in the habit of
writing. I know what it entails. I know that some are
"tetchy," others jealous, others so enamoured of their own
productions and theories that to attempt to please them
would be as useless as to endeavour to ladle out the sea.
But I do know that those for whose benefit I write appre-
ciate it ; and while I have said many things adverse to the
theories or productions of horticulturists, I am not conscious
of having imputed to them unworthy or dishonest motives.
And now with regard to this latest attack. Mr. Paul

accuses me of disparaging his Eose Beauty of Waltham, and
of habitually doing the same with regard to all his productions.
My answer to both these statements is that they are not true

;

and I will take the last first, as it contains the virus of the
whole letter ; nor will I meet it by counter assertions, but
by simply referring to what I have said.

Mr. Paul is an exhibitor, and a very successful one, in two
classes of flowers—the Hyacinth and the Eose ; and during
last year and this (it will hardly be necessary to go further
back), I have sent reports to you of the following shows at
which he has exhibited—the Eoyal Horticultural and the
Crystal Palace last year, and the Eoyal Horticultural and
the Botanic during the present spring.

In my report of the first spring show (Vol. IV., p. 106),
I said of Mr. Paul's twelve Hyacinths there were " Howard,

a salmon crimson, with stripes of deeper colour ; bells close,

and spike good. Grand Lilas, a fine and useful azui'e blue
flower. Queen of the Netherlands, a good pure white. Sol-

faterre, a brilliant orange scarlet; large beDs and spike.

Charles Dickens, a good greyish blue, with an excellent

spike." Speaking of the large collections of Hyacinths I
wrote, "In Mr. Paiil's, which were placed equal fii'st, there
were some fine tmsses," &c. This remark refers not merely
to the sorts but to the style of cultivation, as indicated by
the size of truss, &c.

In my report of the second spring show (Vol. IV., p. 219),
I wrote thus ;

" Mr. W. Paul occupied the place hitherto

held by Messrs. Cutbush & Son, who came second in the
three classes, Mr. Paul standing first. In the collection of

six new and distinct varieties Mr. Paul had some vei-y mag-
nificent blooms. Koh-i-noor being quite a model." " In the
class for 18's both Mr. Paul and Messrs. Cutbush had some
very fine trusses. Amongst the former were Haydn, very
large ; Koh-i-noor, a splendid spike ; Macaulay, very fine

;

Solfaterre, large and good, novel, too, in colour—a sort of

orange red." "Amongst the 100 varieties contributed by
each firm were some really magnificent blooms." " The
most favoured spot in the exhibition was, however, that
where the two boxes of Eoses exhibited by the Messrs. Paul
were placed ; and an opportunity was afforded of seeing
some of the new Eoses of last season, especially in the box of
Mr. Wm. Paul." May I ask. Does all this look like not
seeing anything good of Mr. Paul's productions ?

In my report of the Crystal Palace Show (Vol. IV., p. 393),
I find my report runs thus :

—" Eoses in pots were not, I
think, so fine as I have seen them, although some individual

plants were magnificent. My own taste rather inclines to

the smaller-sized plants than to those monstrously overgrown
specimens ; but taking them as generally admired, nothing

covM be finer than the plant of Souvenir d'un Ami or Charles
Lawson in Messrs. Lane's collection, or the Loilia of Mr.
Wm. Paul. So close was the contest here that the Judges
placed the two collections as equal firsts. In Eoses in eight-

inch pots Mr. Wm. Paul was second with .... Beauty of
Waltham, fine," &c. " In Cut Eoses, in Mr. Wm. Paxil's

collection I saw Monte Christo, Souvenir de Lady Eardley,

both good, Beauty of Waltham, and Amiral Gravina, a daik
and good flower."

In my report of the Eoyal Horticultui'al Society's first

show (Vol. IV. p. 411), a very brief one, I said, "The
Eoses of Messrs. Lane and Mr. Wm. Paul were again very
nearly matched, but the freshness and novelty of the latter's

gained for him the first place."

At the second great show I do not think Mi-. Paul exhi-

bited Cut Eoses—at least I do not see his name amongst
the Ust of prizes. He did, I believe, exhibit pot Eoses ; but
as I took no notes of any of them he cannot complain of my
pai-tiality there.

In the report of the Crystal Palace Show (Vol. IV., page
470-471), I merely gave the names of the Eoses in the
classes of cut flowers, and those only in the first and second
prizes. I find my notice of Beauty of Walthaiv. runs thus ;

—

" A fine Eose, but soon flies."

In my report of the National Eose Show (Vol. V., p. 7),

I again flnd myself recording the names of new Eoses ; and
amongst Mr. Wm. Paul's stand of new Eoses I mention,
" Beauty of Waltham, good." And again, " It was quite

too late for pot Eoses, but some creditable plants were
exhibited by BIr. Wm. Paul, Messrs. Turner, Paul & Son,

and Francis." " In the class for twelve blooms of any new
Eose Mr. Wm. Paul was first with Beauty of Waltham."

So end my reports for 1863 as fai' as Mr. Paul is con-

cerned, for at the autumnal shows, either at the Crystal
Palace or the Eoyal Hortioultm-al Society, he did not
exhibit. And I now leave it to any of your readers—nay,
I leave it to Mi-. William Paul himself, to point out any
attempt at underrating his productions, or not seeing any-
thing good out of Waltham Cross. Both in Hyacinths and
Roses I have given him praise, and that, I think, with no
sparing hand.
And now as to the charge about Beauty of Waltham and

Mr. Paul's indignant disclaimer of my criticism. I did not
state then, let me say, that Beauty of W^ltUam is not dis-

tinguishable from Madame Charles Crapelct, but that the

bloom tlien exhibited was undistinguishable from it. I was
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not giving a general description of Eoses, I was mei-ely

noticing the Eoses as then exhibited, foi- such a report at a
flower show only pretends to be ; and I maintain that the

bloom 3Ir. Paul exhibited that day could not by one rosarian

in fifty be distinguished from Madame Charles Crapelet;

but that is a very different thing from saying that it is

always so, or that Mr. Paul has been guilty of dishonesty in

sending out an old Eose under a new name. He is too

good a Kose-grower not to know that when Eoses are in

the same style that they very often do approach so closely

as to be undistinguishable. I have seen Madame Vidot
a,nd Mrs. Elvers in the same stand, but the labels might
have been changed over and no one the wiser ; and I have
.seen Triomphe d'Amiens with all the marking gone, and
like an indifferent General Jacqueminot. The opinion that
I have given of Beauty of Waltham all through I still hold
to. It is a " fine Kose " and a " good Eose," but its colour
soon flies in warm weather (and probably in heat) ; and
when it does so it is as like Madame Charles Crapelet as it

well can be. I have seen hundreds of blooms of it : this is

my honest opinion, and I know it coincides with that of

many successful growers.

Why, then, will Mr. Paul impute motives to me ? Why
iaot be a Uttle more charitable ? I have found fault with
the prodviotions of other raisers, but they do not write furious
letters. Thei-e was a Eose sent out by Mr. Standish which
I at one time thought well of, but it failed to keep up its

character, and I said so ; but I was not marked as a black
sheep therefore. In my reports of the flowers of last season
I have unhesitatingly condemned many of very pretentious
character, but I have not been abu.sed by the raisers.

—

D., Deal.

A GOSSIP ABOUT HOTBEDS.
We have received a number of definite inquiries and com-

plaints of failures, the inquiries having chiefly reference as to
how to make the most of a small quantity of fermenting
materials, and the faUnies being either from using these
materials in too rank a state, or expecting too much from a
very limited quantity, and especially at an early period of the
season. Our random gossip will, therefore, chiefly apply to
those readers who for fermenting material must chiefly de-
pend on the droppings and litter afforded by a horse, a cow.
and a pig, with perhaps the occasional purchase of a load
from persons in similar circumstances who do not wish to do
anything with the manure. We will take the cases some-
what at random.
"A" states "that by purchasing, in addition to his own

material, he put up a bed 2.V feet deep in the end of Fe-
bruary that it gave plenty of heat, and he planted out Cu-
cumbers in the beginning of March ; but the heat declined,
and damp, cold, and steam killed his plants." He would have
required at least a foot more of well-wrought dung to have
tept up a nice heat at that early period, and must either
have had more material to have added as linings, or have
made the bed some 18 inches larger all round than his
frame, and protected those sides from wind and weather
by a thatching of straw or evergreen branches. It is amazing
'the effect that such a protection, even if only a wattled
hurdle, has round the sides of such a bed in keeping the
heat in. When a hotbed is to be made at all early," and the
ground permits of it, it is a good plan to have a good part
of the hotbed sunk beneath the ground level. The fer-

menting material is thus not brought so much in contact
with the air ; and therefore, whilst the heat will not be so
strong it will last much longer, and then, the frame being
much lower, all work inside wiU be more easily performed.
Such a bed, fully half sunk and made as large as represented
above, will rarely want more in the way of heat until the
autumn than adding fresh litter round the sides of the box,
and thus securing, from the warm sides of the box, atmo-
spheric heat inside independently of the heat that rises from
the warm dung beneath the soil.

If "A" had been content with his amount of materials
to have planted oat in April, he would have been more suc-
•cessful. Even then, if his materials were not very good, he
would require a bed 3 feet in depth, unless he had some
means, as flues or open fagots, for sending heat from linings
through beneath the soil. It should not be forgotten.

however, that the linings take a great quantity of material
for the heat they give—that, in fact, one good load of hot
manure inside will do more in the way of heat than thr^e or

four applied as linings.
" B " " has a fau- amount of material and a brick pit, which

he uses for early work. He has commenced placing his fresh

manure round the outsides of the pit, and turning and work-
ing it there for hotbed frames ; but then several authorities

tell him he will get the rank steam inside, and that he wall

kill everything." And so he will if the rank steam come in.

But why should it do so if common prudence be exercised ?

If the wall is solid and secure in the joints, be it 4\ inches

or 9 inches, no steam can pass through, but the heat wiU,

and perhaps best from a 4.j-inch wall; and the sprinkling

of such a wall inside with clear water will give ofl' a vapour
that most plants delight in. In giving air, however, care

must be given to lift the sashes and tilt them up, and not
shove them down or pull them back. This is also necessary
in the case of frames ivith linings round them. We have
known a crop destroyed by shoving down a sash a few inches

over a front lining which was a little rank. Even a mat
hanging over is liable to produce the same result. When
such care is not exercised the linings ought to be as sweet

as the bed. There will be less danger for all things requir-

ing much heat fi-oni the fact that air will be wanted chiefly at

the top—^we might say solely at the top. There will be no
want of circulation of fresh air if the sashes are merely tilted

a little at the top ; the great point is to do it early enough.
All turning and moving of such rank linings should be

done when the sashes are shut. If covers are used for the

glass it would be as weU to do this turning work before the

covers were taken off. We know of no more economical

plan, where fermenting material is abundant, for preparing

manui-e for sweet hotbeds, as most of the heat given off is

brought into use, instead of passing all away into the general

atmosphere. When a pit and its linings are sunk, and the

linings are covered in with boarded flaps, scarcely any heat

will escape, as what rises will strike against the walls.

Unless the linings are wide there wiU, however, be more
trouble in working them than when mostly above the ground.

As to rankness, we may mention that we are glad to pack our

flrst mowings from the lawn round our frames, and the heat

such grass gives off is rank enough ; but with moderate care

as to air-giving, there need be no injury occasioned thereby.
" D " tells us, " Since giving less bottom heat and banking

up round my frames or pits I have escaped unhealthiness

and burning at the roots. But obtaining so much top heat,

I would wish to have more. Would you approve of large

slates, or plates of iron let into the walls of brick pits ? and
what would you say to light iron frames instead of wooden
ones ?" As to the pits, we approve of them, so long as the

slates and plates are covered outside. If uncovered they

would rob the inside of its heat much more than a brick

wall. Even the brick wall of a pit that is heated inside

loses much heat by the wall exposed. We have tried a layer

of straw against the exposed wall of such a pit, and during

winter and spring if you place your hand on the wall be-

neath the straw it is like putting it on a warming-pan.
The slate, and much more the iron, would radiate heat more
quickly than brick. We may mention that our walls are

9 inches thick, and if heat comes out through that thickness

it will also go in. As to the iron frames, there can be no
question as to the sending heat through them, and they

could be made moveable in pieces by bolts, &c. We never

have wrought such ; but we would, judging from analogy,

come to the conclusion that unless covered up outside, they

would part with heat fr-om the inside very freely. The ferment-

ing material would also be apt to rust them out. To guard
against this we would have them shallow—say 10 inches in

front and 16 or 18 at back, with a sill at bottom. The out-

sides we would tar well, and use only when well dried. The
inside we would paint of a dark lead colour, and when in use

we would paint again with much the same colour, made of

size water and soot or lampblack and sulphur. Did we wish

the greatest amount of heat and light inside we would make
the colour light ; but if at all light there would be danger of

scorching from the reflected rays of the sun during the day.

The dark colour would absorb the heat of these rays, and that

heat would be radiated, and also the heat from the Unings,

when most needed. We should certainly like to hear of
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sucli frames being used. When the outside could not he
covered with a lining it could be protected from the free
atmosphere with litter or straw tied neatly on.
As an evidence of the effect of little matters, we may

mention that during the first fi-ost this last winter an
amateur told us, that of two fr-ames standing on the top of
an old hotbed, and filled with similar plants, and with one
exception treated every way alike, the plants suffered much
in one and escaped in the other without injury. In the
one case the boards of the sides of the frame were ex-
posed ; in the other an inch of straw *as tied round them,
the ends hanging over the sides of the old bed. With iron
sides and unpi-otected not a plant would have escaped.
This fact reminds us of another. A number of loads of
Potatoes were stored in a small brick buUding. Care was
taken that au- should cu-culate through them to prevent
heating. The roof was tUed and somewhat open, and there-
fore some 16 inches of straw were placed over the Potatoes.
A very sharp frost came ; the door and the windows were
securely covered, but nothing was thought of the walls

;

but through them the frost entered, and all that was good
in the Potatoes was found only in the centre of the heap.
"E" "used to have very deep frames, but they were

unwieldy. He had them cut so as to have a bottom and a
top easily moved, as without this convenience of movement
he might as well have had a pit or a fixed frame ; but then he
found that steam penetrated between the joints. He then
tried shallow fr-ames 11 inches in front and 17 at back, and
Cucumbers and Melons did well in them at fii-st ; but then
the leaves came too near the glass, and the frames had to
be raised by supports at the corners, and then steam was
apt to find its way in aU round if the smallest cranny was
left." No doubt, but then the cranny should not be left.

The earth shoidd be firmed to the bottom of the frame all

round. It is best to avoid aU this lifting, and let the frame
stand steady whilst the crop remains, and this may easily
be managed. We have not a fi'ame deeper than the above

—

quite deep enough for many general purposes. Om-s are
not deep enough for Cucumbers and Melons, but the depth
is easily secured. We made a couple of beds the other day,-

which had served many purposes previously according to
the thickness of the bed, the fresh manure being placed at
the bottom and the older at the top. But these beds finally

might be 3 feet high at back and 2J feet in front, made all

over of rather open materials and well beaten. Then all

round the sides, so as to be 6 inches wider inside than the
bottom of the frame, a wall was built of the best and sweetest
material 16 or 18 inches higher than the main part of the
bed, so that the soil inside should be little or nothing higher
than the bottom of the frame. The six inches overhanging
is then beaten firmly, so as not to extend much, if at aU,
above the base of the fi-ame. We thus secure plenty of
heat outside and less in the centre of the frame. Allowing
2 J- feet wide for soil in the centre, the outsides may be filled

up -with sweet short dung at fii'st and removed afterwards.
If that space can be shut off with boards it will give quite
enough of soil for the plants ; and between these boards
and the sides of the frame we generally fill with sweet duno-
and cover over with soil, placing some stiff' loam or clay
close to the sides of the frame, and wetting it and beating
it firm. This kept rather damp wUl not crack ; and there will
be no trouble fr-om lifting the frame or danger fr-om steam

;

and there will be plenty of room for the foliage except at
the front, where the soil should be 2 or 3 inches below thp
bottom of the frame but joined to it, and a couple of inches
above it, by a short sloping bank of this firmed earth. The
little extra trouble at fii-st saves much labour afterwards.

" F " " has tried a plan recommended by us of only
slightly working his stable-manure before using it for beds,
and means to go back to the old plan of working and turn-
ing his heap some three or four times until it is a uniform
sweet dark mass, as such, he finds, gives a more uniform and
continuous heat than dung that has been less worked, which
latter is apt to dry up and cake when built into a bed." Well,
we advise every one to use the peculiar bridge that carries
him safest over the stream. If such material only slightly
fermented be used in a dry state it will be apt to cake, and
the extra air and want of moisture will arrest the heat that
can only be given off so long as decomposition is taking place,
and there is enough of matter for the oxygen to burn or de-

compose. We easily remedy this by making holes obliquely at

the sides of the frame, inside, and pouring water down. This
is best done by leaving small round drain-tiles standing nearly
upright, and the upper end plugged to prevent any noxious
steam escaping. These should be plugged again when water
is poured slowly down, a pailful or more to a light. This
will take down moisture and air likewise, which will cause
fresh bottom heat as long as there is any fuel left for oxygen
to burn. This is also a good plan for supplying moisture at

bottom when not wanted at top. However, we have no
fault to find with the thorough working and sweetening of
dung before using it for beds. Only we are short of material
and we want the heat that is given off whilst working.
Much of the dung we use in winter for Eadishes, Potatoes,

&c., comes in for the tops of beds for Cucumbers, Melons, &c.,

in spring and summer. Our dung is chiefly litter -with but
few droppings, and often the latter must be saved for Mush-
room-beds. However, we leave a few so as to make the
litter ferment with the assistance of watering, and if

manure water can be obtained from the drainage of a farm-
yard all the better. This is thrown together, well mixed,
and the heap covered with dry litter. When this has heated
eight days we frequently use it as it is. More generally we
give it one tui-n, taking off the litter outside, covering, and
then placing the top to the bottom, and the sides to the
centre, and mixing with it some tree leaves, which are
generally hot from lying in a heap. We do not mix these at
first because we do not wish to waste them by fermentation,
and after they have lain a short time in a heap they -will

always be sweet enough. We cover the heap over again so
that it shall heat equally, and in about a week in general
circumstances and if the weather is at all mild, it -will be fit

for the main bulk of a bed, whilst we give a surfacing of
leaves, or part of an old hotbed as a surfacing to keep down
any steam that might be injirrious. The heat we thus obtain
with this surfacing is generally sweet enough for anything.

" G " " has suffered much from unhealthy steam killing

his plants, and is much alarmed after reading such accounts
of inflammable gases in dung-bed frames." Well, we never
noticed anything of the kind but once, and then there was
an extra quantity of urine, blood, and hoof-parings among
the manure that had been fermented, insomuch that -we

did not at all like it. When covered over with earth we
do not, however, recollect of any bad effects having fol-

lowed. When dung is used pretty well sweetened in the
usual way, the drops of water condensed against the sash-

bars will always be a good test of healthy sweetness. If

clear as dewdrops there will be no danger. If tinged of any
colour there will be danger. If the tinge is but trilling—just
perceptible, a little air constantly at back wUl avert the
danger. A surfacing of from 9 inches to a foot of sweet
older material will avert aU danger. Hence, when satisfied

about the amount of heat, a surfacing of soil will also keep
down any noxious steams if thick enough and fii-m at the
surface. This fact lessens the necessity of wasting manure
by such frequent turnings before using.

" H " " obtains from two to three barrowloads of manure,
fairly mixed with litter, during the week—enough, he thinks,

to make a bed now and then, -n-ith a little help ; but all

being placed in a heap, it is always heating, and the centre

is quite rotten before he can use it for anything." Keep
this centre for surfacing, or the roughest of an old hotbed.

Do not throw your manure into a heap at all. If you have
a shed at liberty, spread it out there, a foot or 15 inches

thick. If not, do the same out of doors, and sprinkle the
surface with a little eai-th. This will keep in the gases and
arrest decomposition. When you have as nuich as you
think you -n-ill -n'ant for your bed, throw it nicely together

in a heap, mixing the litter and the di'oppings, and watering
when dry. Then you can use it according to onr rougher
way, or as recommended by our friend " F," and foUo-n- that
which suits you best.

It seems we h.avo forgotten to notice the dilemma of " C,"
who says, " I muster two or three barrowloads of manure a
-\veek, chiefly horse-droppings, and but little litter. I find, that

when made into a hotbed, the heat given off' is vei-y strong,

but it is not lasting; it soon burns itself out, or quite diy,

even after being much wasted in the preparation." Such
manure becomes too close ; it wants mixing with a treble

quantity of tree leaves, after the fii'St rankncss is gone, or
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litter of any kind, or stubble would do. Failing aU such, it

should be freely mixed with, layers of garden prunings

;

and, failing these, there should be a layer of dung and a
layer of faggots, with the ends covered, to prevent too much
air entering. Moisture and air are necessary to decomposi-
tion. Too much of either will arrest decay. What is

wanted is just enough of both to keep the fire slowly
burning, to give out continuous heat ; and our idea is that,

provided a heap is compressed enough to heat freely, the less

the heap is wasted before being made into a bed the more
fuel there is left to keep up the slow continuous combustion.
Once more for the present. "I" "wants to know how to

make the best of his two barrowloads of dung a-weefc, chiefly

horse-droppings, for assisting him with two or three frames,
rather small, for forwarding a few early vegetables, and
striking cuttings, sowing seeds, and forwarding plants for his

flower garden in spring." For a rather large bed, we must
refer to wliat we have said on preserving the manure before
it is wanted. He says he has suffered awfully from steam

;

that comes from either not using the dung sweet, or not cover-
ing it enough when rank. Much, however, may be done in for-

warding potted plants, striking cuttings, and sowing seeds
at this season, with a constant supply of two or three barrow-
loads a-week of such droppings. Throw that quantity into
a heap and cover with Utter. That will make a nice bed
for one light when it heats, if mixed with an equal quantity
of half-rotten stuff from an old hotbed, and covered over
with some 8 inches of the same. A fortnight wiU, there-
fore, give you enough for a two-light frame for such a
temporary purpose. If the heat then comes too strong the
pots can be raised. If you sowed the seeds, or planted the
cuttings in sandy soU, you would need only about 4 inches
of old hotbed stuff over youi- dung; but for much work
the use of pots will be best. You can then remove what
has been struck, rooted, &c., and commence afresh; and if

the heat has declined a little, then out with the pots,

move the sm-face sweet stuff again, and add a barrow-
load of hot droppings or so, mixing it a little with the old,

but not tossing it much about to let out the heat, re-

place the covering, and jilaee or plunge the pots, and if

they get too near the glass raise the frame. A bed thus
renewed inside every three weeks or a month will keep up
a nice heat almost continuously, and, as hinted already, one
baiTOwload inside will do as much good as ever so many
round the outsides of the frame. Of course, in the case of
manure chiefly litter Instead of droppings, there must be
double or treble the quantity used to produce the same
effect. Without the covering referred to, or one of sweet
hot tree leaves, it would be dangerous to use manure un-
sweetened for such a purpose. For all such temporary
forwarding purposes, it is best to have the hot manure
below the plants, and the moving of the matei-ial and a
little fresh addition will always renew the heat. In such
cases we like the hot material to be added without much
shaking about. For a large hotbed we do not care how
much there is of shaking and mingling.
"K" wishes to know "how large a bed should be for

sowing half-hardy annuals, to be covered with frames, hand-
lights, or calico, and sown on soil." Well, that depends on
the material. If containing a fair portion of droppings, we
would throw it together, water, and get it to a good heat.
We would then make a bed from 15 to 18 inches deep, not
shaking it too much to disperse the heat, cover with 2 or
3 inches of rotten leaves or dung, and 3 inches of sandy soil,

and sow directly, or at farthest in a day or two.
We think these oases wOl bring up most of the arrears on

this subject. If a few do not find their wants alluded to,
we shall be glad to help so far as our own practice will
«nable us to do so. Simply covering a hotbed with sweet
materials will prevent many an accident and disappoint-
ment.

"

E. Fish.

WINTEE DECOEATION OP THE FLOWEE
GAEDEIf.

_We this week give a design of the mode by which the
winter decoration of the fiower garden is effected at Linton
Park, as taken from a coloured plan furnished us by Mr.
Eobson, but the colours unfortunately we cannot introduce

in ovu: engraving. These were all simple and effective, the
groundwork being black. The white figures were white,
and those slightly shaded were red ; so that red, white,
and black formed the colours, to which might bo added, if

necessary, the green band of turf surrounding the whole.
Mr. Eobson has also forwarded us portions of a paper on

the winter decoration of the flower garden, as read by him
at a meeting of the Maidstone Gardeners' Mutual Improve-
ment Association—a body only formed last autumn, yet
numbering upwards of two hundi-ed members ; and at its

monthly and fortnightly meetings subjects of interest are
often ably discussed. The flemishing condition of the As-
sociation during the winter months culminated in an exhi-
bition of plants, fruits, and vegetables in the Corn Exchange,
Maidstone, on the 11th of March, on which occasion the room
(a large one), was tastefully decorated with evergreens, and
the show of plants highly creditable. The exhibition was
continued during the evening, when some medical gentle-
men and others connected with the town kindly exhibited a
valuable assortment of microscopes in a separate compart-
ment ; while in the body of the Hall papers on "The Har-
mony of Colour as applicable to Gardening," " The Wonders
of Vegetable Creation," " The Cedar of Lebanon," and
" The Winter Decoration of the Flower Garden," were read
and favourably received. There were about 1200 persons
present.
We now give a portion of Mr. Eobson's paper on " The

Winter Decoration of the Flower Garden."
The great advance which, in every department of the

industrial arts, has been made in decoration during the last
few years, ought to stimulate those who have the manage-
ment of that portion of the garden which, by its very name,
indicates it to belong to the highest grade of the ornamental
department—the flower garden; and those who have the
management of such gardens are not behind the rest of the
community in enterprise, skill, and the tact of perceiving
where their inventive powers can be brought to bear with
advantage on anything hkely to gratify the taste of em-
ployers or the public. Flower-garden decoration, therefore,
instead of following in the wake of other sciences of an
ornamental kind, has in most instances preceded them ; and
some of the best designs for household decoration, whether
in the way of waU papers, carpets, or the more costly pro-
ductions of the carver, are indebted to the florist for their
models ; whUst the inexhaustible variety of forms which
vegetation assumes gives scope for the many beautiful
pieces of embroidery which issue from the loom of the manu-
facturer, or perchance are worked by the fingers of some
fair one, whose dress at the same time may exhibit forms
and patterns taken from the same inexhaustible source. The
fiower garden and its collateral branches, though affording
so many good designs to the artist and manufactm'er, is of
itself also susceptible of innumerable changes and improve-
ments; and it becomes all those having the management of
such gardens to keep pace with the times, by the intro-
duction of such changes or improvements as will merit the
approbation of a public which has to a great extent become
fastidious.

Important the subject of flower gardening now is when
it is borne in mind that almost all dwellings of any conse-
quence in country places, and many also in towns, possess
flower gardens; and the adornment of these gardens re-
quires no little labour, and often the exercise of much taste
on the part of those concerned. If the garden should be
large, the due adjustment of its planting in the summer
has of late years become a work in which very considerable
taste may be displayed ; and in the case of pubhe gardens
any error or defect in this respect is sure to be visited by
pubhe condemnation—a oensm-e by no means to be despised,
the more so as the masses are at the present day pretty
conversant with the principles on which true taste is based.
It is, therefore, not to be wondered at that many of our
pubUc gardens exhibit good examples of "flower gardening
with much the same varieties of plants yeai- after year,
rather than make a wide departure in the way of novelties
being introduced into use. We meet more frequently with
fresh plants and fresh designs in private or smaller gardens,
where the danger of offending an unsparing public is not to
be feared ; or, now and then, the subordinate departments
of large gardens exhibit styles of gardening differing from
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that so often met with. But as my object does not aifect

the summer decoration of such gardens, I have merely
entered into these matters as an introduction to the more
iuqjortant subject I more especially call your attention to,

which is the Winter Decoration of the Flower Garden.
The winter decoration of the flower garden, especially when

such garden is placed in sight of the principal windows of

the mansion, has, for a long time, been a source of trial and
difficulty. The summer occupants of the beds being gene-
rally either tender or only half-hardy, succumb to the first

frost, and a desolate blank suddenly succeeds the floral

beauty of the autumn. To supply substitutes for such beds
has long taxed the skill and ingenuity of the best gardeners
of the day ; and although where there are means for the

extensive cultivation of plants suitable for clothing beds
with a respectable foliage during the cold and dull winter
months of November, December, January, and February, a
somewhat cheerful appearance maybe kept up, yet floral

beauty at that inclement season is entirely out of the ques-

tion. Neither can any very telling effect be produced by
any change in the disposal of .the plants that are adapted
for such winter display. In fact the number of plants that
present an agreeable appearance at that time, after under-
going the removal rendered necessary in November, is far

from being great ; but as my purpose is not particularly to

go into this matter, I will simply say that the best plant I

have been able to obtain in any large quantity is the
common Variegated Ai'abis, the light-coloured foliage, aided
by its compact habit and adaptability for transplantation
without injury at all seasons, give it the best place on the
list. The soil being invariably damp, and consequently
dark-coloured during winter, compact-growing light-coloured

foliaged plants are the best of all for telling effect. No
doubt a quantity of neat plants of Gold and Silver HoUies
would be equally good, perhaps better ; but in the absence
of these such plants as we possess must be used to the best
advantage. My purpose, however, is more especially to call

attention to a plan that does not require any plants what-
ever, but which is complete in itself in a very few days
after the first autumn frosts have destroyed the waning
beauty of the parterre. .

'

Taking this subject of the winter decoration of flower

gardens in the sense conveyed by its name, I by no means
assume the mode by which I would advise it being treated
in winter to be entirely original ; on the contrary, I believe

there are examples in this country upwards of a century
old, differing only from that which I now exhibit in their
being permanent, instead of being annual as mine is ; and,

doubtless, some of these permanent examples of this kind
of ornamentation present a more chaste and elegant design
than that now presented to you. I need hardly say that
such designs may be worked-out for winter decoration as
well as for permanency; but if of a temporary character
they have the advantage of giving every year an opportunity
for a change, and the endless variety of forms which may
be brought into use in such a space as the one here before
you, gives scope for a greater exercise of taste, which of

itself aifords a pure and intellectual pleasure, differing

widely from the tiresome monotony of always looking on
the same thing over and over again. And, as the season
comes round for effecting such a change, the task of design-
ing a pattern that differs from all

,

preceding ones, and,
perhaps, is expected to be some improvement on them, is

by no means an unsuitable employment for a lady ; in fact,

it is to ladies that we look alike for advice, assistance, "and
encouragement in such matters. ,

. . ,

As some description of the plan now before you may be
of service, I may observe that a walk 10 feet wide surrounds
the oval bed, and a margin of 3 feet of green turf separates
the walk from the bed. This bed was last summer, as in
former years, planted with Variegated and other Gera-
niums, PeriUa, &c., which continued tolerably attractive up
to the first week in November, when a sharp frost destroyed
them. The bed was at once trenched, and the ' remains of
the crop buried as evenly as possible to. prevent after-sinking
unequaJly. After being trenched it was at once trodden all

over firmly, and when required it was levelled, this treading
and smoothing being done before it became wet, for kneading
ground, as it is called, is a bad practice. After being well
trodden over and smoothed with the back of a shovel it was i

ready for mai-king out, which, I need hardly say, requires

some little knowledge of geometry to accomplish quickly

and con-ectly; but the work is not an arduous one. An
ordinary garden line stretched across the oval the short

way, and another the long way, and allowed to remain until

the job was finished, afforded base lines to measure from ; and
as the centre figure is in outline a circle, it was easUy drawn,

the outside being measured into the required number of

parts, for the fringe work. The remainder of the ground
was left for the foliage or embroidery. This was the most
difficult part of the work, but the position of the stems of

the foliage work being determined by measuring from the

parts akeady done, the fixing of the leaves was not difficult.

I ought, however, to have said that I had for guidance a

plan on paper on a smaller scale than the coloured one, and
the only tools used were a ten-foot measuring rod and an
old Dahlia stake, the latter to scratch out the figures, while

three men and two boys gave them the marked-out form by
laying uniformly-sized broken Kentish rag stones on the

lines thus marked-out. Each figure, and in fact each leaf,

was surrounded with a close line of these stones, which

gave a sort of beaded character to the whole, but which are

not shown in the coloured model, and they formed a very

important part of the whole. These stones were merely

picked as being medium-sized from a heap of Kentish rag

that had been broken for the roads; and when I say

that it took about three cartloads of them it may be under-

stood that the job was not small. Nevertheless it was .not

long in hand ; for although, as every one knows, November
days are short, and we could not do anything until the

dew was dispelled after 9 o'clock, I may say that we began
one morning at that time, and by the next day at noon had.

all the figuring and a part of the colouring done, and by;

the next day at noon the whole was finished, and it might
have been done sooner if particularly wanted.
As will be seen, only three colours are used, and these;

are coal ashes for black, either broken-up old plaster or shells

for white, and soft half-burnt red kiln bricks broken up for.

red. The ground being smooth, these substances are only

laid on about an inch thick, yet they answer every pur-'

pose. In mild winters worms are apt to partiaBy dis-

colour them, more especially in March;, but as we always'

remove the colouring matter then, and dig and prepare the]

bed for planting in May, it is of no consequence. In severe

weather the bed looks as well as at any time; a slight,

covering of snow, leaving the tops of the grey stones peeping

through lilce strings of beads, is far "from uninteresting.

But the great merit of the plan is that it affords a change'

every year, and gives scope for that interesting but endless

diversity of design which every one is ready to give an
opinion upon, and from which I admit I have learnt much.
It requires, however, to be seen to be fuUy appreciated;

and for beds on a large scale it certainly offers advantages

for displaying taste which no other plan possesses ; and, as

I have before observed, the same variety,, but in anothel-

form, may be introduced in the summer planting. It may
be as well to inquire whether many, of the flower gardens

we now see composed of a' number of small beds scattered

over a lawn could not be altered so as to make a good-sized

panel-bed, which might be sunk or not as desirable ; and
the pleasing task of contriving suitable designs for its

summer' planting and winter colouring might afford an
agreeable study for ladies, while to our own craft a new
field would be open for great improvement.

"FULL OF SCOEPIOKS IS MY MIND."
Maclcth,

Many like myself must be astonished at the constant,

never-ceasing waitings of amatem's. The one complains
that his stove wUl not act, it burns so much coal and .gives

no heat. Another says, that though every point has been,

attended to his Cucumbers or Melons wiU not gi-ow ! Now, I

am only an amateur. I have two gardeners, but all orders,

&c., are given by me. I take upon myself the entire manage-
ment of both flower garden and kitchen garden, and aU
goes well. I never yet had occasion to ask your advice,

always so kindly given. I never have to complain that my
Mushrooms wUl not break, that my Cucumbers come to
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nothing. I lay no claim to extraordinary sagacity, great
diligence, or exertion, but I do use my wits. I do look very
slmrply after minor details. I read all I can on gardening
that I know to be worth study, and when I can I get a lesson
from an old hand. The consequence is, that aU works easily
and nicely, the fires ai-e kept in, the plants look healthy, the
fruit is abundant, and there is no gi'umbling and whiuing.
This is, perhaps, a little severe, but I want to apply the
iron hot—the wound will heal the sooner.
The real state of the case is this :—There are two classes

of amateur gardeners : one is ever ready to save itself

trouble, as it thinks, by troubling the good-natui-ed Editors
of The Jofenal of Horticulture; the other strives for
itself, puts its shoidder to the wheel, and finally and sui-ely

thrives. I have known some of these would-be gardeners
who had not the remotest idea how to light a fire or attend
to it when Mghted, and who coiild not even describe a
hotbed. What they like is to take cuttings, sow seeds, and
talk a great deal about the depth of theii- learning. I should
consider it a positive disgrace to be everlastingly asking
questions of and detailing son-ows to the Editors.
Eor a garden to look nice and produce well, the owner or

one of the famOy must take an interest in the affairs of the
garden, and be ready with praise or blame as it is required.
Nothing gives the head gardener so much pleasure as to be
told " such a thing was delicious," by the master. Nothing
gives a man such a spur as to be told, " Mr. Blank gave us
better Grapes than yours." "N"o eye like the master's."
It is not that the men shirk then- wort, biit when the master
knows how work should be done the men feel that shuffling
will be found out and blame incurred; and, on the other
hand, hard work will have its reward in a kindly nod, or,

perhaps, something more palpable. This is, however, much
too long already. One word to well-meaning amateurs :

—

Make yourselves thoroughly acquainted with every depart-
ment of the science, and assuredly aU will work well.

—

Patelin.

[Very glad indeed are we that the majority of the lovers of
horticulture are not " Patelins," for if they were the Editors
of this Joui'nal, again quoting Shakspieare appropriately in
this time of Shaksperian furor, might truly say, " Othello's
oocupation's gone." Let no one hesitate from asking a
question, because if " Patelin " knew him or her the said
"Patelin" would cocker over them. "Patelin" never
shall know who asks the questions. We only wish we had
this same wholesale critic before us for examination pre-
paratory to his taking his degree as Doctor of Horticulture,
wouldn't we puzzle lum.]

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Nothing gives a more finished appearance to the kitchen
garden than clean weU-roUeiJ walks with neat edgings. If
these edgings are of Box, they require to be regularly clipped
during the growing season. Box-edging is, however, at all
times a gi'eat harbour for slugs and other vermin, and,
therefore, the preference is now generally given to edging-
tUes, or edgings of slate where they can be conveniently
procured. Half bricks are more easily procured, and when
laid down thus AAA they form a neat edging. Any of these
will last for a long time, and if well laid down in the first in-
stance no further trouble is required with them, and they
do not exhaust any portion of the soO. Beet, watch, and
also Carrots, Parsnips, and similar crops, and see that they
do not fall a prey to snails and slugs as soon as they ajjpear
above ground ; for, in consequence of this, it often happens
that the crops prove a failure, and the seedsman is blamed
for not supplying good seed. If there is any indication of
their appearance sow a quantity of soot and lime, mixed
together, over the crops attacked : the best time for doing
this is either at dusk in the evening or early in the morning.
Bnissels Sprouts, prick-out, and also Cabbages, Broccoli,
Celery, &c., as they become large enough to handle. Some
of the most forward of the early-sown Cauliflowers and C'fih-

bages vnll now be in a fit state for final transplanting,
which should be done the first favourable opportunity, and
if dry weather prevails let them be well supplied with water.
Dwarf Kidney Seans, sow full crops, and Scarlet Eunners, if

not done. Lettuce, keep up successional so^vings. Leeks,
transplant from the seed-bed as soon as they aa-e large enough
in rows 18 inches apart and 9 inches plant from plant. The
soil cannot be too rich. Peas, continue to earth-up, and
stick ; but previous to eai'thing-up let them be well thinned
out if too thick. They are generally sown thickly to insure
a crop, but if all come up, and are allowed to stand they will

grow, certainly, and bloom, and produce a number of small
pods, but after a gathering or two they are exhausted

;

whereas, if well thinned out, a greater weight of finer Peas
is gathered, and they will continue to grow and bloom so
as to produce a succession. Parsley, thin-out ; also Spinach,
Tui'nips, and all other advancing crops. Potatoes, where
they are above ground, as is now the case with all forward
sorts, have the ground between the rows forked up, which
wiU prove of great advantage to the crops.

FLOWER GARDEN.
As there is every appearance of a continuance of fine

weather a few of the most hardy kinds of bedding plants
might be turned out, such as woody Calceolarias, Salvia

fulgens. Scarlet Geraniums, a few Verbenas, &c., provided
there is a possibility of protecting them fr-om frosts, which
sometimes occur early in May. Keep grass lawns neatly
cut ; roll and sweep walks. Continue to stake plants in

borders, and bulbous p)lauts in beds as they advance in

growth. Go on thinning-out the annuals sown in the
borders ; they should never be allowed to smother each
other by being left too thick ; leave from three to six plants,

according to the habit of the plant. Self-sown annuals.
Forget-me-nots, and other useful little things, with Pansies,
may be transplanted with balls to fill up blanks. Continue
to attend to recently-transplanted evergreens with water,
let the soil about theii' roots be kept moist, but not to

saturation, and the plants be watered overhead on the
evenings of bright days, which will be of more service in re-

pairing the loss sustained from evaporation than water given
in excess to the soil while there is a deficiency of active

rootlets to absorb it. Where Roses are infested with grub,
which is very general this season, it will be necessary to go
over the plants frequently to destroy this pest. Green tly

is also sometimes troublesome, a good washing with the
garden engine on two or three successive evenings will

greatly contribute to get rid of these insects.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Persevere also in the destruction of insects in this depart-

ment, and use every means to prevent the young shoots
being injured, for if they sustain any check at tiie present
time they will not soon get over it, consequently the wood
wOl be made late, and unless the autumn should prove
favourable it will not be possible to riiien it well.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Where hardy shi'ubs are annually forced to decorate the

drawing-room or conservatory, it is not necessary to pot a
fresh stock each season, as a number of the deciduous

shrubs, as Eoses, Lilacs, Honeysuckles, &c., may, by proper
treatment, be made to bloom for several successive seasons.

Select, therefore, the most suitable plants when removed
from the houses, and give them some kind of temporary
shelter to gradually harden their foliage. Those cramped
for pot-room shift into a larger-sized pot, using rich turfy

loam. Towards the middle of the month plunge them in an
open situation that the wood may ripen eai'ly. These plants,

from having been previovisly forced, will bloom earlier than
tlie new stock, of which a portion each year should be
potted to replace such as become useless for further work.

Cut down and place in a cold fi-ame the choicest Cinerarias

for suckers, and put in a stock of Chrysanthemum cuttings

for autumn disjjlay. Azaleas as they go out of bloom to

have theii' seed-vessels picked oiF, and those that require

more pot-room to be shifted at once. Strong rich fibry peat
with plenty of silver sand is the best compost for these.

Any plant affected with red spider or green fly to be laid on
its side on a clean mat, giving it a good washing with the
syringe. This is preferable to the ordinary syringings, which
are apt to render the soil too wet, and in many cases fail to

accomplish the desired end.

STOVE.

Let the inmates here have plenty of light, warmth, and
moisture, and a moderate circulation of aii- whenever th«
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weather will allow, and attend regularly to stopping and
training as may be required, and do not allow young stock

to suffer for want of pot-room.

PITS and'peames.
Get bedding stock hardened-off as expeditiously as possible,

but in removing them from the pits and frames place them
where they can be covered at night in case of necessity, and
also take care that they are not injured by too siidden expo-

sure to bright sunshine. Be careful that the stock is free

from the green fly before removing it from under glass.

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEE.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

"Watered and earthed-up eai-ly Cauliflower, using sewage
water from the mansion—a new reservoir we dipped into

for the first time last season. Gave a little more to Cab-
bages hearting nicely, also to the later Broccoli, as the sun
has been very drying, and the winds parching. Gave also a
little to Globe Artichokes, and successions of Cauliflowers.

Planted a piecie of Dwarf Kidney Beans and Scai-let Runners.
Sometimes grub and wireworm attack the seed when swell-

ing freely. To keep them at bay, after the drills were drawn
threw a little bm'nt earth and lime along the rows. Planted
the Beans from 2 to 3 inches apart, and then covered over
again with a sprinkling of the lime and burnt earth mixture.
We find that Peas so treated with a surfacing of coal ashes,

were never touched by mice or birds whilst below the ground,
and not a seed seemed to be injured by other vermin.
The weather being dry, though much colder, allowed the

mowing to stand in abeyance, in order to get the Onions
well hoed, the succession crops of Peas well staked, and
ground prepared for sowing, to succeed those just peeping
through the soil. The sorts staked, or being staked, are
Dickson's Favourite, Ne Plus Ultra, Veitch's Perfection,
which wiU come in in turns after Sangster's No. 1, and the
latter we hope will succeed three crops of Tom Thumb, from
the earliest of which in the orchard-house we are now
gathering. Per earliness Dillistone's Early is the earliest

by some days of any we have met with, but it does not pro-
duce like Sangster's, or the old Frames, Warwicks, &o., all

of which are earlier than Dickson's Favourite, but the latter

is a good Pea, and a wonderful bearer. For some time we
have made it the fill-gap between the small early kinds
and the fine Marrowfats. After the Perfection, Jeye's Con-
queror, Champion of England, Knight's Dwarf, &o., come
in, the other kinds are of but little use. The naming of
each Pea when sown is useful, even as respects the staking,
as it enables us to procure the stakes suitable for each
variety. The chief objection to such tall growers as the
Conqueror, &c., is the height to which they grow and their
liability to be injured by T\rinds. For such, and Ne Plus
Ultra, we use the longest sticks well set in, and not close at
the top. Even then we ii-equently have to use poles and
strings to keep them up. Could that be thoroughly done, a
pair of steps used for gathering them carefully, the ground
well manured before sowing, well watered when the Peas
were podding, and not a pod left after it was fit for the
parlour table, we are convinced that the same row would
pretty well last out the season as to gathering. When the
plants suffer from drought, and a portion of the pods are
allowed to swell and get hard, the haulm soon begins to
turn yellow and decay. We are already getting short of
ground at Uberty, and just managed to clear three or four
spaces about a yard wide, by removing rows of Spinach and
winter Onions, &c., dunging the space moderately, or rather
well, and trenching two spits, and working the manure
mostly aU through it, so as to offer a good place for the
Peas to start in. The intermediate spaces will be dug as
the crops are removed. We have long been convinced that
the chief causes of mildew in the autumn, were poor, dry,
shallow, hungry soils. Abundance of nourishment is the
best antidote to the parasite.
Planted a piece of Asparagus with small plants of last

year's sowing. The ground had been well aired, and some-
what enriched, and the roots of the little plants were spread
out on ridges 2 feet apart, well firmed, covered over, leaving
the tops out, and a Uttle burned earth thrown over all. The
watering was given before the final covering, so as to leave

the surface open and loose. We turned out also the last oi

a Uttle bed that was slightly forced, but not enough to in-

jure the crowns. In planting Asparagus after it has thus
grown 3 inches or so, the great point is never to allow a
single fresh fibre to be dried up. Sowed the last of our
Asparagus seeds. We have still a little Celery out of doors,

which we wUl take up to obtain the room. A lot we took
up some two or more months ago, and placed close together
in a. shed, has kept beautifully and crisp, and the Onions are

coming nicely on in the ground it occupied.

EEUIT GAEDEN.
Regulated Cherry shoots on standards, so as to give all

the light and air possible to the blossoms, which ai'e very
thick on some trees. Hoed and cleared the ground among
Strawberry plants, leaving a nice open surface to keep
drought cut and let moisture in. WiU. throw a little lime
over the ground as soon as possible, to scatter slugs, wire-

worm, &c. Potted a lot more Strawberries, as we find we
wiU not have enough to keep up a good supply until they come
in from the open air. The plants used had been pricked

out in a border some 4 or 5 inches apart in the autumn.
We can choose only those with a good truss showing. We
cannot spare a frame, or we would have tiUed one or two
with something hot beneath them. We thus prepare these
fresh-potted plants for going under glass : We put some-
thing like a foot of short grass and leaves into a bed, a layer

of 9 inches of leaves over them, and in that plunge the pots.

The heat below will in a fortnight fill the pots with roots,

and then the heat wUl be gone, or nearly so. The plants

will fruit then wherever placed, provided they do not have
too much heat and receive plenty of air. We have one row
sotting nicely in an orchard-house, from 3 to 4 feet from the
front, and the same distance from the roof glass. The
bright sun lately was in their favour. Thinned and dis-

budded Peach trees, also thinned many of the fruit.

Watered Figs, and stopped the shoots when stubby;
thinned them out when too numerous and weak. The Uttle

Singleton is a sweet Fig, almost as good as the Marseilles,

but it is a shy bearer as respects the first crop. We beUeve
a good plan would be to dry it pretty well in winter, and
prune it weU in spring, and start it to make stout fresh

wood at once. That stout young wood from weU-ripened
older wood will generally show from every joint, and a crop
will thus be obtained better than by striving with the wood
of last year. We cannot say we have ever had anything
of the same difficulty with any other Fig as this Uttle white
one. The Brown Turkey, for instance, wUl yield you a fine

first crop, and then give you two or three more if you like

to begin soon enough and give heat enough. A gentleman
says, " I have some nice Fig plants in pots. The first crop
always drops—I began early in January. The second crop
is getting yeUow and faUing, so that I fear I shall have
none. The pots stand on boards, and are somewhat shaded
by Vines." To do weU Figs must have Uttle shade. They
wiU grow fast enough under it, but they will not continue
fruitful. This might be one of the causes of the evil, but
the standing on the shelf was most likely the more proxi-

mate cause. In such days as we had lately a sudden change
from moisture to dryness at the roots will shrivel up the
young fruit. A sudden change from dryness to extreme
moisture will throw off the young fruit. The soil must
never be dry, and it must never be marsh wet. Secure the
happy medium. With plants in pots you wOl do so best
by adopting one of two modes : Either set the pot in a pan
with a Uttle water in the bottom of it, or set the plant in

a bed of soil for half the depth of the pot. These will be
good preservatives against extremes, and with good light,

and a fair proportion of heat and air, there will be Uttle

danger of not having a crop. If the roots go a Uttle through.

the pot into the ground never mind : they wUl help to swell
the fruit aU the better ; and then in the autumn raising

the pot, and cutting off these roots, and watering the pot
well, win check and mature the wood growth. These
minutise attended to, good fruit may be obtained from small
plants and from small pots—say 8 inches in diameter.

Vines, Peaches, Melons, &c., much the same as last week.
For a couple of nights lately gave no fii-ing. Have been
obUged to fire during the day in these dull cold days with
northerly and easterly winds. As a matter of economy as
weU as utiUty, gave Vines in bloom a good heat when the
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sun was so brisk ; but even in the case of Muscats we begin,
and more than begin, to think that 70° or 75° at nig-ht is

not absohitely requii'ed—at any yate in the ease of mode-
rately early Grapes. "Where the fi'uit used to set thickly
enough the temperature at night generally ranges from
60° to 65°. When fairly set and swelling 60° has been the
average at night.

ORNAMENTAL DEPAKTMENT.
EoUed lawn, dug and forked over beds and borders, pre-

paratory to sowing annuals to bloom late. Made up Pink
and Carnation-beds, and fi'esh planted

; pointed over Eose-
beds ; protected Gladiolus a little, made preparations for
planting more. Tritonias, Ferrarias, Ixias, &c., should be
planted or potted. Amarj'llis hybrids when done blooming
should be put in a warm pit and encouraged to grow. As
soon as possible will fill a stage with Azaleas, where they
will be kept more from drip than on the central stage ; and
will remove the Camellias about done flowering to the vinery,
in a little shade. Less moisture will now be required in
the conservatory since the change of weather, and a less

amount of air so long as the wind continues in the north
and east. Potted lots of Euphorbia jacquiniaiflora and other
winter-flowering things ; also, Achimenes, Gesnera zebrina,
Caladiums, Begonias, &c., keeping them at present under
the shade of the Vines. Potted, also, succession of Fuchsias,
and lots of small Geraniums for bedding, &c.
The cliief work has been getting bedding plants out under

a little protection, pricking out thousands of Lobelias and
other small annuals, and putting in a few thousand cuttings
of Verbenas, which wiU be quite late enough ; but wiU, we
have no doubt, be nice plants in a month. They were thus
done :—A little litter and leaves had been thrown over a
Vine-border, on that frames with glass sashes were placed,
and underneath them, thanks to the mild heat, several suc-
cessions of plants have been forwarded a stage. All this
makes a little litter, but so long as the use is seen the un-
sightliness is nothing to us. In fact, for several years we have
never been quite passable as to neatness m these matters
until June. Well, we removed from these beds some
thousands of small bedding Geraniums in pots, and turned
them out of the pots into an earth-pit, washed the pots, and
filled them with other things ; but the space of the beds we
reserved for oui- cuttings. The heat of the bed was about
65°, the fermenting matter we mean, and that was not
enough for our purpose, a part was removed, a barrowload
of horse-droppings put inside each light, a couple of small
barrowloads of hot dung half sweetened, 6 inches of the
old leaves above it well trodden, 3 inches of half-rotten leaf
mould mixed with lime to kiU all worms, and then 3 inches of
sandy loam mth a little leaf mould rough-riddled ; the whole
trodden, levelled, covered with less than one-eighth ofan inch
of sand, beaten firmly with a spade, a flat board laid on for the
planter to kneel on, and the cuttings dibbled-in in rows
2 inches apart, and 1\ to IJ inch apart in the row. We find
some of our lads are betting as to the number of days they
wiU be striking. We say about six, and in three weeks they
will be nice, healthy, bushy plants. As the sun threatened
to be bright we whitened with a brush the under side of the
old sashes, so that the whitening might not be washed off,

and this will just give them a nice subdued light. If the sun
is very bright we will give a little shade outside for a few
hours in the middle of the day ; and if the sun is thus bright
and hot, we will slightly syringe them several times a-day
in preference to much shading. In fact, this skiff from the
syringe, and leaving from an eighth to a quarter of an inch
of air on at night at the top of the sash, wiU be the chief care
and attention they will require. After considering various
pros and cons, as to other modes, we decided that this would
occasion the least time and trouble. The plants from which
the cuttings were taken had been planted in a bed under
glass, and in a few days this glass may be moved to some-
thing else more tender. The roughish riddled soil, and the
leaf mould beneath causes such struck plants to lift well so
as to be planted without suffering from the removal.—E. F.

B. S. WiUiams, Paradise and Victoria Nurseries, Holloway.
-S2>Hng Catalogue of New, Choice, and Rare Plants.

W. DUlistone, Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.
-Catalogue of Choice Plants, Azaleas, Geraniums, Fiichsias, S(c.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—April 30.

Both the pupply and demand continue g:ood. Pin<*s are more plentiful.

Eng-lish Grapea are sufficient for the demand, but those of foreign growth
are nearlr over. Though a few dessert Pears are still to be hid they are
not wortii quoting. Dessert Apples may stitl be obtained. Orances are
becoming rather scarce. New Potatoes from Li'^bon and Malta are brinifing
from Gd. to 8rf. per pound. Of Lettuce, &c. from abroad, heavy conaijjn-

ments continue to anivc.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
John Scott, Merriott Nurseries, Crewkerne.

—

Descriptive
Catalogue of Bedding Plants.
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Shanking in Grapes ( ir. B., Beading).—There is no doubt that the

disease In your Grapes, vhlch appears to us shanking at an early stase, is

caused by ydnr deep, damp, tat, cold border, and the sooner you lilt and

replant the Vines in a properly constituted border the better. You will and

full information as to ihe proper time and manner of lifting, and recon-

structing borders, in back Numbers.

Amaryllis foumosissima and Vallota pcispdeea, &o. {Clericus).—Tha

former is a true Amaryllis and loses its leaves annually in autumn. It

starts into growth in April, and flowers abundantly with the heat of a warm
greenhouse, the flower-scapo appearing at the same tim; as the younc

leaves, and usually oarrvinj' two flowers, which are of a rich crimson scarlet.

The bulb ia medium-sized, with a neck to it similar to an Onion. Vallota

purpurea is an evergreen greenhouse bulb, and as such retains its leaves at

all seasons. The leaves are stouter, more elongated, the flowers are pro-

duced in autumn, moi-o than two from one scape, and are of a lively scarlet,

and in these points it differs widely from Amaryllis formosissima. We
• know ot no bulbs easier lo manage than the genus Amaryllis, and there is

an endless variety of its species. Then there are Babiana coccinea, B. pur-

purea, villosa, tubiflora, Ac, all greenhouse bulbs; Clivia nobllis, Imanto-

phyllum miniatum, Cvrtanthus of sorts, Brunavigias, Camassia escu-

lenta, Chlidanthus fragrans, Galaxia graminoa. Pancratium speciosum, and

Eticharis amazonica. These are a few that strike us at the moment, but

wc shall have something to say about bulbs generally shortly.

PniMOLAS {JEaton Clif].—We hope to be able to publish a few notes about

them next week.

Ferns I,J. Baijns).-Mv. Sims, Foot's Cray, Kent, Nurseryman, will be

able, probably, to give you the information you need.

PoEiT.T (Baker Boij).—Yoar rhymes are not admissible. We would not

check any one in his devotion to literature, and recommend you to con-

tinue to improve your stores of knowledge, but do not write verses.

Khyme and poetry are not identical.

FoKOED Strawbehries Failing (S. SmHh).-The fruit-stalks of your

frnifc seem to be dried up, and the small fruit scorched; and you say the

plants and fruit are also infested TVitli green fly, and you ask the cause.

Surely what you have sent is merely some miserable remains, and not any-

thing like a sample. We can hardly conceive how a crop, in bloom in

January, should so dwindle down to the third week in April. We should

have expected them all to be cleared off, and a fresh lot coming in, in that

time ; and more especiallv as the house has been kept about 60°, which is

quite enough at night, with, we presume, a good height above that, say

10" to 20°, in the bright sun. The fly is generally the result of a check of

some kind. If very bad the fruit-stalks will be shrivelled ; and, to do any

good, the fly must be smoked, or washed off—not when the plants are in-

fested, but as soon as the fly is seen. They generally show at the bud first,

and we have quickly cleand whole rows by going along them with thumb
and finger, and then washing with the syringe. Tour plants might also

have been injured by the bright sun, and from their being placed so close

to the glass. If 12 inches, instead of G, from the glass it would have been

better. On the shelves, close to the glas', we noticed signs of burning on

some fruit half swelled, during the very bright davs we lately had ; and as

the shelf could not be moved easily, we drew a brush, with thin whitening

•water, for about a foot over the glass, just to blunt the force of the rays a

little, and there was no more burning. The dwindling and drying-up of

the fruit-stalk, also its damping, and the berries damping, will sometimes

take place if the plants are placed in a still, rather shady portion of the

house, where there is a deflciencv of fresh air. At this season the plants

are safer from I to 3 feet from the' glass, provided there is no shade over

them. We sometimes meet with unreasonable grumblings from people, who
say they can obtain Strawberries early from their vinery, but that the next

crops are never so plentiful nor good. The first crop is obtained before

there is much shade from the Vines ; that accumulated shade hurts the

succeeding crops. To have both right a part of the house ought to be next

to clear of Vines. Kead " Doings of the Last Week," and try again.

Flower Garden Plan (B. 5.).—Tou have commenced on the balancing

system, and we see no reason why you should not carry it out. 5 and 6

will look very nice, and so will 4 and 7. We are just a little in doubt

whether ringing the beds with the Lobelia and the Cerastium would be

better than mixing them, or, in your words, dotting the Cerastium with

IjObelia Paxtoniana in the one bed, and speciosa in the other. Both will

be very nice ; but, if the dotting is resorted to, care must be taken that

the dotting character is preserved. 3 and 8—centered respectively with

Amarauthus melancholicus and Perilla, and filled with Aurea floribunda

Calceolaria—will look very nice ; but as there is a tendency in the Amaranthus
sometimes to seed prematurely, we would use three plants in the centre

instead of one. They may be pinched freely. 2 and 9 will also look very

well as pairs, the centre of one being Flower of the Day Geranium, and the

other Bijon ; but, instead of mixing the edgings with Lobelia and variegated

Arabis, we think it would be more telling to edge with the Arabis alone, and
put Lobelia Paxtoniana in the one bed, and speciosa in the other, between

the Arabis and the Geranium. No doubt your proposed plan of mixing will

look well, but it will require more trouble, and then, we think, be no im-
provement on the simpler plan, land 10 will also look very well. 1, Purple

King Verbena, dotted with Cineraria maritima, if the Cineraria is the same
height as the Verbena. Saponaria calabrica in 10, dotted with variegated

Alyssum, will also look rooderately well ; but a purple Verbena will suit

better, as the habit of the beautiful Saponaria is such that it ill brooks a

companion or a rival, and, on this account, does not answer well for edgings

or centres ; and, unless you trim a good deal, the Alyssum will be apt to be

smothered, and y»n must do this very nicely, or the Alyssum will seem to

peep through a hole. These beds would be improved by a thin skirting of

Cerastium all round. The Saponaria, if in bloom early, will scarcely last

beyond September, If sown now it will be a mass of bloom until cut down
by frost, if the soil is' at all retentive of moisture. It is one of those things

that the least cutting and forcing spoils. 1 1 you propose to fill in the c»ntre

with Heliotropes, and we would surround them with a bright scarlet

Verbena, of moderate growth. On the border, whatever it is planted with,

opposite No. 1, we would plant a patch similar to 11, and thus the

balance throughout would be maintained.

PEicKES ON Open Wall [Malcontent).—Hot knowing where you live,

nor any one particular about the condition of the trees, we cannot say what
was the cause of their failure. Most probably the young wood was not

well ripened last year. Obtaining Peaches from an open wall is a most
uncertain eyeut.

Pea Rizci,3 [J. IT.).—You had better write to Mr. Hawkins. His adver-

tisement oflfers to send full particulars post free.

Boiler to Heat a Small Fernery (An Exotie,-Fern Grower).—yfe

should have liked to know what you use the place for—8 feet beneath the

Fern-case in which you wisli to place your boiler. If there is a flreplaco in

it generally used, a small boiler at the side or behind it would be the besi.

If not, and you can take a pipe from the boiler into a chimney, one of the

smallest portable ones that have been noticed in our pages, as Riddle s,

would suit you, though of coursa von would lose a good deal of heat in the

Dlace where the boiler was fixed. One-inch lead pipes would do very well

for taking the heated water for 16 feet to the Fern-case. We think your

simplest plan would then be to have a small wooden tank below your case

covered with plate iron, and openings left tor the heat to get up. It not,

we would place two one-inch iron pipes below the earth and two all round

above, as it is better to have plenty of piping instead of making pipes over-

hot. The lead pipes from the boiler to the case should be placed in a tube

of wood, and covered with sawdust to prevent them losing heat. By far

the cheapest plan for you would be to have a small tank heated by a lamp

below it. A simpler plan still would be to have a wooden base as a tank

3 inches deep covered with iron or zinc, and openings left through the sou

to let the heat up, and fill this tank with hot water from the kitchen as

wanted. If you cannot tind a boiler small enough and portable, we would

have one made of sheet iron, say 18 inches deep, conical, 9 inches wide at

bottom inside and 6 at top, secured by a close-fitting lid, and li inch,

between the inside and outside for the water. Very likely you might heat;

the case much more easily from the place where you propose. It a kitchen

fireplace, a bent pipe in the flreplaoe would give you enough. Like you, a

great many people ask us which is the best boiler. All our practice leads

us to say that the best-managed boiler is the best. We can do this con-

scientiOBSly, after having had a good deal to do with them tor the last thirty

years If ever there is a doubt we advise giving the preference to the

most simple plin. If we can help you further nothing will give us greater

pleasure.

Books (S. B. fi.).—There are no such books as you inquire about.

Weeds on Gravel Walks {H. C.).—We are averse to using any powerftll

acids for destroying weeds on gravel walks, and we find nothing more

effectual than salt. If the white colour is disagreeable when put on m its

crystallised state it may be used as a strong solution either m cold, out,

better still, in hot water. Our plan is merely to scatter the salt on the

walks, not thickly, but just enough to give them a whitish powdering au

over, choosing a sunny dry day for the purpose. The longer the salt Ilea

before rain the more effectual will be its action. In the case of walks eagett

with Box, it is safest to make a slight trench with a hoe, or pick, 9 inches

from the Box, and put no salt nearer, but to weed that part. In pleasure

grounds we clean the edges of the walks, sweep them hard, throw on the

dusting of salt, and cover with a few fresh sittings, and that is all they get,

besides rolling, for the season.

Apricots Failiso (G. Adams).—vfe found nothing on the leaves, but

there are marks of their being eaten by a small caterpillar that rolls itselt

in the leaves, and which (especially in the egg state), remains in a dormant

state all the winter. You have no remedy except picking and squeezing

every part where the leaves are rolled up, and washing with clear Ume ana

sulphur water will help you. Next winter unnail the trees, wash them all

thoroughly with soap and water. Lime-wash the wall darkened a little with

soot, and then paint the trees with a creamy mixture of soft soap, sulpnur,

clay, Itoie, and, soot. A boy with nimble fingers would soon go over tue

trees.

Ridbon-border (Country Curate).—V!e would change 4 anl5, making

4 Tom Thumb, and 5 Bijou. You may put a Cineraria maritima every tenth

plant with the Perilla, hut we question if it would be an improvement,

especially if you take our recommendation and place Bijou next tlie

Perilla The distance of the plants from each other, as you say your plants

are large : the Perilla and Geranium rows may be 15 to 18 inches apart, and

from 12 to 18 inches plant from plant in the rows ; the Golden Chain, unless

large, should be as close as from 9 to 12 inches apart, the row of Lobelias

from it about 12 inches, and the plants 6 to 9 inches from plant to plant.

The Cerastium should be so thick as to make a mass-some 6 to 9 inches

wide. The Bijou will lighten up the Perilla. The flowers had better be

taken off, and perhaps it would be as well to remove the flowers of the

Golden Chain.

Oeanoe Thee Seedlings (S. A. <7.).-The answer we gave at page 304,

about the Tangerine seedlings, is applicable to your case.

ZiNO Labels (E. ^MffMsf).-Having two holes is a great improvement, as

they keep the label fixed in one position.

pomiformia
4, Erernia
name. May be rue ushc ui v^iauu^it. xaug......»». -, —jr „.,;,;„ ,nr
8, Cladonla rangiferina; 9, too imperfect; 10, Parmelia saxatihs. (ff.

Insorl.-Itisthe Cornfield Horse-tail, Equisetum arvense, very coinmon.

^rt?cuiarly in moist, poor, hungry soils. The Ea7;etac=iB are mcluded m
the class of Cryptograms, and, therefore, you would not find this species

among flowering plants.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

POULTRY SHOWS.
Mat 26th and 27th. Woobbeidoe, Sees., Messrs. Dallenger and Whia-

J.TlsuXfl^^: Sec.,m. H. Adam, and Mr. J. Kemp, juu. En-

Jn»"B2nd.'°NoLH' Hants (Basinostokb). Sec. Mr. Henry Down,.

Entries close May 11th. „,.„..,. RoT«<nT
JiiNi ISth tn 17th 1864. Bath and West op Enolanb, at BRISTOL,

s'w!rl S. pVtln. eW. Bishops HaU Manor, Taunton. Entries close

Ju^lmh!' TaORNE. Sec., Mr. Joseph Richardson. Entries elose June 4th.

July 14th and 15th. Eastern Codnties. Sees., Messrs. Ranson and

Simpson, Stowmarket. Entries close July Ist.
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JuXT 19th, 20th, and 21st. Netvcastle-tipon^-Ttne. Sees., Mr. William
Trotter, Bywell, and Blr. J. Shorthose, Shieldfleld Green, Newcaetle-
upon-Tyne.

August 22nd, 23rd, 24th, and 25th, AtEXANDUA Park. PouUry, Pipeone,
and Kabbits. Sec. Mr. William Hong-hton. Entries close July IGth.

August 27th. Halifax and Calder Yale. *Sfif., Mr. W. Irvine, Holm-
field, Ovenden, near Halifax.

TRIMMING GAME COCKS—EELATIYE
ENTRIES, &c.

I HAVE purposely been silent for several weeks that I

might allow Game-trim in ing breeders to state their own
case; and I must confess to some amount of pleasure when
I find that only one person has written openly supporting
the practice.

" Westmokeland " appeals to me, saying that it is a
great improvement ! If this is to be our guide, will " West-
mokeland " deny that it would improve Spanish, aye, and
other breeds ? Will " Westmoreland " deny that some
strains scarcely require it? Will you, dear Mj-. Editor,

either deny this ? and if, as I humbly think, you cannot,

will you then consider it legitimate to put artificially on a
bird a beauty he does not naturally possess to the disad-

vantage of competitors who do possess it ? This, after all,

is the honest, straightforward way of looking at the question.

Methinks that "Westmoreland," in Ms brief vindication

of the practice, has shown ample reason for its discontinu-

ance when he mentions the instance of an exhibitor at some
show, whose trimming propensities led him to believe that
that which was legitimate at the upper part of the neck
was equally legitimate and as improving at the lower
portion.

Dishonest exhibitors (and painted earlobes and painted
legs testify to their existence), will never stop at legitimate
trimming. For my own part, now that the cock-pit has
disappeared, I should prefer, and I think many would, to

see Game cocks undubbed.
I will gi'ant that the sight of two Game cocks, or indeed

other cocks, preparing for an exchange of incivilities, is a
splendid sight ; but where is the beauty after the first clash

of the combatants ? I must confess that I would much
sooner that my pets did not fight ; nor can I imagine that
any bird that had undergone a severe battle, especially if

vanquished, would stand much chance as a competitor in

the quieter arena of a show until he had moulted again.

I answer only for myself; but in reply to Mr. B. P. Brent,

I can only say I do not think Brahmas are Grey Shanghaes,
nor should I be disposed to exhibit them in such a class,

for I do not think them the same. The Dai-lington com-
piler, in quoting Mr. Tegetmeier, does not support the view,

for he says they are a mixture, either this or that, that
thing or the other thing, and this very doubtful sort of

information does not clear up the parentage ; whilst, as

suggested by "A Yorkshire Breeder of Poultry," this

applies to other breeds. Brahmas have certainly made way
against tolerably strong head-winds; they respond when
fairly invited. Then let their parentage alone, as we do with
other breeds.

My friend (for being interested in poultry makes him so,

although personally unknown), my fi-iend ihe comijiler may
hit me as hard as he joleases because I did not show birds

good enough to be first. Alas ! there can be but one first

!

I daresay I was fairly beaten. I did not grumble at posi-

tion—nay, I was content, especially when I noticed the
names of those who were behind me. But I maintain that
although he covers his retreat like a skUful general, yet
that it is a retreat from small prizes to a promise of larger

!

Well, that was my suggestion, and I am glad to see that
it is taken so kindly. If he and I are at issue about the
locality of the Bantam exhibitors at Darlington, the cata-

logue win show who is right. I fancied there were very
few from the southern counties.

I must leave the matter of my impartiality in the hands
of your readers. I frankly state that the reason why I

waded through catalogues, and made calculations, &c.,

founded on them, was the impression that my pets, Brahmas,
were unfairly treated at some of the leading shows, and
utterly ignored at many of the minor, that I thought I

might assist in altering this by analysing the entries. Has
it been "love's labour lost ?" I sometimes fancy so, espe-

cially when I look at the pretty blue schedule of the Bath
and West of England Meeting ; but still I hope on. I plead
guilty in this light to being partial to Brahmas, but in the
remarks I have appended to each analysis, I plead "not
guUty." The best proof of my impartiality must be the
lact that I have urged the lessening of the prizes to some
breeds that do not enter as they ought, yet in these breeds
I have been a successful exhibitor for years.

I may add to "B. P. B.," that the various analyses which
I have made do not bear out the proposal he makes, that
Spanish require a greater amount of piizes. Any of your
readers will see by this table, that in the seven shows which
have now been sifted, setting aside Malays and Polands,
which are both very far behind, Spanish have absolutely
made the lowest returns, Dorkings stand the highest, and
Brahmas come second. This is not " partiality," but facts
and figures.

It is plain, as I have in each analysis called the best
payer No. 1, that when the addition is completed, the lowest
amount in the aggregate has been the best returner of entry
money to the cofiers of the various shows. I leave the facts
to speak for themselves.

Breed.

1
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said I, " your premises will not suit Hamburghs. Mr. So-

and-so lias a large paddock ; and, indeed, your hens are too

old, I doubt if you will get an egg (it was November) until

the middle of next March." Again I was a true prophet

;

but, Cassandra-like, was not believed in untU too late. Week
after week no eggs, and then Hamburgh shared the fate of

the Game, and money was lost by both.

Now, in such circumstances, the only kinds of fowls to be
kept up without disappointment were Spanish or Cochins.

Should not these three cases of trouble be remembered—food,

not too much ; sort, adapted to the size of the yard, grass

run, &c. ; and age, none being kept longer than two years .'

—WiLTSHIBE EeOTOB.

EGG WITHIISr EGG^-HEIT INCUBATING ON
HEE BACK.

Some time back one of my Cochin hens laid an egg of

extraordinary size. I pierced a hole at each end, and blew
out the yolk, and, much to my surprise, I found there was
another perfect egg inside the shell, hard, and as perfect as

if the egg had been separately laid. I have made many
inquiries as to whether so extraordinary a circumstance can
be accounted for, but have not been able to meet with any
satisfactory solution of the question. Can you help me in

giving me some explanation of a circumstance which seems
to me oontrai-y to the laws of nature, as I have always sup-
posed the action of the air was necessary to harden the
shell of an egg ? The hen, after laying this extraordinary
Ggg, was irregular in her laying, and the eggs were generally
soft.

I shall also feel obliged by your informing me if you
have ever met with an instance of a hen sitting on her
liack. I found one of my Cochin puUets, a few days before
hatching, upon her back, with her legs in the air, as I

thought killed by a dog. I removed the hen to her proper
position, and found that she had placed herself into this

position, as I suppose, either for greater heat, or to prevent
her legs from injuring the eggs.

—

An Inquikee.

[Save in the case noted above and in that of " North
Bbiton"," we have never met with such an egg as you
mention, and it is more than curious we should hear of two
in a week. We cannot explain it.

The hen sitting on her back was in a fit, or suffering in
the brain. We have known such things often. If she were
taien from her eggs and turned out, it would be seen she
Tolled her head about, and, after staggering, she would
settle down on her back.]

ARTIFICIAL SWAEMS.
{Concluded from XMge 323.)

It may be objected that the mode of making artificial

swarms which I have described produces only one swarm
from two hives, whilst the natural rate of increase is much
more rapid, seeing that two swarms at least are usually
anticipated from every strong stock. Putting aside the
contingency, which, however, but too frequently occurs, in
which the bee-keeper is kept on the tenter-hooks of expec-
tation and unavailing watchfulness for weeks and even
months together, whUst enormous masses of bees hang in
enforced idleness under the floor-boards of their hives, into
which at last they gradually retreat at the approach of
winter—setting this aside, therefore, and saying nothing of
the numerous instances in which swarms either altogether
baffle the vigilance of their owner, or ultimately escape
after leading him a long and weary chase, I think we shall
find this mode of operating admits of a more rapid rate of
increase than at first sight appears, and that it may even in
this respect bear comparison with natm-al swarming, whilst
it far surpasses the latter in respect to certainty and the
strength and consequent value of the resulting swarms. In
the first place, no time is lost in waiting and anxious expec-
tation. As soon as a couple of stocks are ready they may be
•operated on ; and the one which is merely removed fi-om its

position will so speedily recover the injui-y, that it may, as
I have already stated, soon be again made use of in a

similar manner, or a swarm may be forced from it by the
aid of another stock. It must not be forgotten, also, that
such powerful swarms formed early in the season, become
at the end of a few weeks themselves capable of contribut-

ing their share in similar operations, so that if it be desired

merely to multiply the number of stocks in an apiary, that

end may be effected by the means I have pointed out, as

rapidly as, and with far more certainty than, by natural

swarming.
When the apiarian has the advantage of either bars or

frames, there is, however, another mode of proceeding
which is, I believe, entirely my own, and by means of which
I have been very successful in the formation of artificial

swarms, whilst it has the advantage, if it be deemed such,

of requiring only one strong stock to carry it into effect.

As before stated, the forenoon of a fine day when the bees
are in full work is the most favourable time for the opera-

tion, which should be performed upon the strongest stock ia

the apiary.* It should be commenced by slightly raising

the crown-board and puffing a little smoke under it, when
it mvist be replaced, and the hive moved a little to the right

or left of its usual position, which should be occupied by an
empty hive from which the crown-board and comb-bars or

frames have been removed. The crown-board of the fuU
hive may then be taken off and a side-comb carefully lifted

out, after its attachments have been severed from the back
and front of the hive by a bent knife.f Both sides of the
comb must be rigidly scrutinised, and any cluster of bees
gently dispersed with a feather untd it becomes evident

that the queen is not present, when it should be placed in

the empty hive. The same process must be repeated with
each successive comb until the queen be discovered, when
the comb on which her majesty is found must be placed in

an empty hive J (if a few clean worker-combs be added so

much the better), and this new hive containing the queen
should at once occupy the place of the old stock. The re-

maining combs in this latter having been brought together

so as to leave the vacancy on one side, § it should be shut up
in a dark and cool place (due provision being made for suffi-

cient ventilation) until dusk in the evening of the following

day, when it may be placed in the new position which it is

intended permanently to occupy. If other hives are to be
operated on, it should be done eight or nine days after the
first. By this time the bees remaining in the old stock will

have formed a number of royal cells. Leaving two or three

to insui-e the production of a yoimg queen, as many of the

others may be cut out as will supjjly the hives now to be
deprived of their sovereigns with a couple of royal cells for

each, and these will have the advantage of producing queens
eight or nine days eai-lier than would otherwise be the case,

thus reducing the interregnum to about a week or even less.

If queen cells are sufficiently numerous, their introduction

may be effected by simply exchanging a brood-comb in each
hive ; if they have to be cut out, a triangular bit of comb
with the apex downwards should be removed with them, and
inserted in a similarly-shaped hole cut in the centre of one
of the combs of the hive into which they are to be intro-

duced. As before stated, the greatest care is necessary to

avoid bruising the royal embryos, and the operation shotdd

be effected as rapidly as possible in the middle of a warm
day, as the slightest chill may prove fatal. For the same
reason, the centre of one of the middle combs is a better

position for royal cells than the allowing them to remain on
the edges of the combs, where they are usually placed by
the bees.

Nearly the same result may be attained with a very

strong stock in a common straw hive, by di'iving the whole
of the bees with their queen into an empty hive dviring the

middle of a fine day when they are in fall activity, and con-

veying them at once to a distance of not less than a mile

and a half. Their absence need only be temporary, as they

may be brought back to a new position in their old apiary

about three weeks afterwards. The bees which have re-

* The use of a hee-dress and stout glomes (those made of india-rubber for

the use of photographers are the bett), is of course advisable.

+ This knife is not required -when operating *.n Irame-liives.

t This comb should be carefully examined in order to ascertain that no

royal cells are attached to it. It any be found, the queen must be trans-

ferred to another comb, and the royal embryos returned to the hive.

i This side vacancy should always, if possible, be filled up with a spare

worker-comb.
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tamed to the parent stock will in the meantime have raised
another queen, and all will proceed as if a swarm had issued
naturally. Supernumerary royal cells may, of course, be
utilised by the exercise of a little ingenuity in the manner
described in page 323.

I feel assured that much which I have written is already
well known to so experienced an apiarian as " Philibctjb."

I have, however, thought it better, for the sake of those who
may not be so well informed, to enter pretty fully into the
subject, by describing what appear to me to be the best
modes of forming artificial swarms. I hope others among
the able contributors to The Jotjknal of Hobticitlttjke,
will favour us with the results of their esperieuoe in this
interesting and important branch of apiarian science, in
which case I feel assured that " Philiscus " will have every
reason to be satisfied with the information elicited by his
inquiry.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

AETIFICIAL COMBS.
Would some of your correspondents give me, through

your Jom-nal, the results of their experience of the impressed
waxen sheets for combs ? Bee books tell us a hive usually
contains about 1 lb. of wax, and that 1 lb. of wax is not made
from less than 20 lbs. of honey. According to this calcula-
tion, if we supply the wax the bees should give us 20 lbs.

more honey—perhaps rather too much to expect. But if

any apiarians have used the impressed sheets on a large
scale it wotdd be interesting to know what apparent gain
they have had in weight of honey. Would you also inform
me if it ever fails through the bees refusing to work on it ?

Ten days ago the bees were working very much on the box
trees ; does this shrub or the berberry yield much honey ?

—

A Young Apiarian.

[Our experience in the use of artificial combs amounts to
this—that bees when disposed to work in wax will form
.them into perfect combs, whilst at other times they neglect
them altogether, but we are quite unable to state what
amount of saving is effected by their use. Perhaps some of
our correspondents may be able to give the required infor-
mation, and, at the same time, reply to the query respecting
the honey-yielding properties of the box and berberry.]

CHILLED BEOOD AJSTD WAX-MOTH LAHV^E
EXPELLED BY BEES.

During the last week or ten days two of my old stocks,
one eight or ten years old, the other five or six, have been
very busy thi-owing out young bees of all ages, varying from
a perfectly-formed bee to a grub. The young bees are
perfectly white and appear to have been dead some time ; the
maggots are in part dead, but some are alive, and all appear
to me to be immensely large, some being as much as an inch
or more in length. The oldest stock throws out the most.
They are both very strong, weighing 38 lbs. and 34 lbs. re-

spectively, and work well in poUen and honey, the neighbour-
ing country being one mass of bloom with furze and fruit
trees, and abounding with large commons and woods. Can
toy of your readers inform me the reason, and if anything
can be done, as I am fearful of losing them ? I have several
other younger stocks all doing remarkably well, and have
not seen a single dead young bee thrown out from them yet.
I cannot find a similar instance mentioned in " Bevan," or
any other work on bees. I have enclosed three specimens
which were thi-own out this morning with about forty others
from one hive.—F. W.

[Of the three specimens which you enclose two are
young bees in different stages of development, %vhich have
probably been chilled by some sudden fall in tempera-
ture, whilst the third is a- living caterpOlar of the wax-
jnoth. If this latter pest cannot be got rid of owing to
the combs being fixtures, it wUl be well to permit the
stocks to swarm this summer and " take " them at the
end of the season, when their inhabitants may be expelled
by driving and added to theii- own swarms, which should
for this pm'pose be placed in close proximity to their parent
stocks.]

Placing a Swakm where the Parent Stock was.—Some
years ago I tried this experiment, but it did not come up
to my expectation, as the old stock was thrown back at
least a month or six weeks ; but if the old stock were re-

moved as far as a mile on the day of swai-ming, I make no
doubt it would always answer the purpose very well, and
with extremely populous hives would do pretty well with a
near removal.—H. W. Newman, Hillside, Cheltenham.

Making Stipeephosphate.—I procure the bones at from
50 to 80 cents per 100 lbs., throw them into a hogshead sunk
one-half its depth in the ground (or, what is much more

;

convenient, into a tight strong trough, somewhat similai- to
those formerly used for holding pomace when making cider),

I pour over them ten gallons of water, then empty one carboy

I

Chamber's best sulphuric acid; and in that proportion in-

I

crease until the bones ai-e all covered. As they dissolve and
j

sink down, add more bones, until the whole becomes a thick
pasty mass, which it will in the coui'se of two or three weeks.
Care must be taken to keep it covered tightly, and avoid

! letting the acid touch any part of the clothing, as it will

certaiily leave its maik. When wanted for use, have ready
alongside of the tub a bed of fine mould, dry muck, or plaster,

into which shovel or ladle the mass, turn over and mix until
sufficiently diy to handle pleasantly. Poiiltry-dung and
plaster are valuable additions. The result, from applications
of phosphate so manufactui-ed, has always been higlUy satis-

factory; one application to a field of rye was remarkable
in its effects. I have sometimes broken or chopped the
bones up with an old axe or hatchet.—Wm. P. Townsend.

OUR LETTEE BOX.
Gapes [E. M. W.].—This disease is really the result of small worms in

the windpipe. Shutting the chickens up in a box filled with the smoke of
tobacco, or the vapour ot spirit of turpentine, is said to kill the worms.
Day's Game Paste is also said to kill them.

BoFF-coLonaED Bantams.— G. Manning, Esq., Chapel Houae, Sprinp-
field, Essex, would like to communictite with "Spring Cbickek" about
this variety.

Indian Corn {J. R.).—lt is too fattening a food for hens. Over-fatness.
is the cause of more irregularities and di-^easea connected with the pro-
duction of eggs than any other. The summer months are those in which
chickens are the most easily raised j but for profit the earlier in the year
the better.

Various {Korth Briton).—Ih&ce is no reason why we should not know
more about ecgs, and we should if all would communicate then' experiences
as you have done. The two eggs in one diy are, in fact, two eggs in forty-

eight hours. The laying sixteen in eight days is a thing we have never met
with, and unnatural. We should doubt their being perfect eggs, and
should rather expect to find them half-shelled abortions. The egg within an
egg is a remarkable fact. Purge your cock with Ciistor oil, a table-spoon-
ful ; and then give stimulants as strong beer and such like. If he is wast-
ing, and you wish to show him in high condition, give him raw yolk of
new-laid egg^. Hens seldom give over laying except from extreme old age
—they rhen g^t very fat. If that ia her case it is hopeless, and we should
not advise you to keep a bird that had not laid for a year.

Book os Pigeons (A Yorkshircman).—'"lhQ Pigeon Book,'* by B. P.
Brent will suit you. Vou can have it free by post from our office for twenty
postage stamps. The charge for advertisements in this Journal is five lines
(about sixty words) Ss. Grf., and 6rf. for every additional line.

Transferring Bees {A Subscriber, Soyston),— Better let the stock
swarm, nnd expel the remaining bees by driving, and unite them to one of
the swarms, either at the end of the season or three weeks after the iaeue
of the first swarra.

Teaching Canaries (A Bird Fancier).—The kind of bird employed to
teach Canaries to sing depends upon the song of the bird that the fancier
wishes) the Canary to learn. Either tbe Skylark or the Nightingale, or a
good singing Canary is used, and the bird shut up with the one that has
the particular song required, out of hearing of any other. The Skylark
builds on the ground, and the Nightineale also, and generally at the foot of
a thick bush. The former lays a greenish white egg spotted with brown

;

and the Nightingale an olive brown egg.

LONDON MARKETS.-
POULTEY.

-May 2.

Good Poultrj' is very scarce, and prices are maintained.

Fowls
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Me. John Smith, Curator of the Eoyal Botanic Garden,
Kew, is about to have as his successor Mr. John Smith, at

soil, so that the plants when placed in them may be 2 cr
3 inches deeper in the soil than they were before. Being an
advocate for potting- most things firmly, and especially Pines,
the soU should be rammed fii-mly round the ball. Bo it

remembered, however, that the soil which has been recom-
mended is not a damp mixture of heavy loam and the excre-
ment of, perhaps, two or three different animals, but a light

tm-fy loam, thi'ough which water passes freely, and the
more fii-mly it is put into the pots the less water it holds

;

and this is just what is of great importance in the growth
of a succulent plant Uke the ]?ine. I never remember to have
seen really healthy Pines or fine fruit from a rich puttied
soil holding much water in suspension about the roots.
When the whole are shifted they should be plunged in

their growing quarters at once; and should there for the
time being be a scarcity of room for the desired number,
with the prospect of more room in the course of a few weeks
by getting rid of others that may be fruiting off, they may
be plunged rather thicker than is proper for them to make
their summer's growth ; but if at once they can have all the
space that is requii-ed aU the better, for there is nothing
more to be deprecated in Pine-growing than the overcrowd-
ing system. Two feet from centre to centre is little enough
for Queens to grow them into fine sturdy plants.

Particular attention must now be paid to the bottom heat.
From 85"? to 90° should not be exceeded. Should it rise
above 90° where the heat is derived from tan and leaves the
pots should be shaken from side to side, so as to leave an
opening round the sides of the pot for the heat to escape
by. Although there may not be absolute danger of burning
the roots while they have not reached the sides of the pot,
yet too much bottom heat causes an over-rapid growth at
so early a season, which, in the absence of sunshine and
longer days, is exceedingly undesirable. During the month
of March the atmospheric heat should, during cold weather,
range from 60° to 65° at night. For a few days after having
been shifted they should be kept rather close, and the at-
mosphere moist till they begin to lay hold of the fresh soU

;

then an- should be admitted on fine days when the heat
rises to 70°. There should be no attempt at immediate
grovrth at anything like a rapid pace. The plants wUl root
quickly and freely into the fresh soU from the increased
bottom heat and the healthy u-ritable state of the roots, if

they have been wintered properly, without much perceptible
top growth for some time. There wUl be no necessity for
water at the root for some time—not, certainly, till the early
part or middle of April, and even then water should not
be over-Uberally supplied. The experienced can tell by
the very appearance of the plants when they require water,
and the inexperienced should examine the soU occasionally,
and apply water when it becomes dry for a few inches from
the surface of the ball. At this stage it is, however, much
safer to err on the side of withholding water than to keep
the soil too wet while it is not occupied with roots. The
perspiratory organs of the Pine Apple are not very active at
any season, and as the plant partakes so much of a succulent
nature a moist atmosphiire wiU be a much safer way of pre-
venting injury fi-om drought early in the season than apply-
ing much water at the root.

We often find in the case of those who have had next to
no experience in Pine cultivation that young Pines after
they are shifted are kept sloppy and wet : I have taken the
soil out of the pots and squeezed the water out of it. There
is no more fatal course to pursue at any stage of their
growth, and more particularly when newly shifted. It not
tmii-equently happens that suckers after being shifted start
prematui-ely into growth. This evil may proceed from
many causes, but the most common cause is allowing them
to become potbound and dry before being shifted, in con-
junction with too high a temperature. It takes a nicely-
balanced combination of ciromnstances to grow reaUy fine,
healthy, and at the same time fruitful, plants ; and however
excellent the principal arrangement for Pine cultivation
may be, the evils referred to must be carefully avoided, or
disappointment wiU be the result. D. Thomson.

(.To be ccmtinued.)

present the gardener at Syou House. This, probably, for

some time will occasion trifling mistakes, and we have not
lessened that probability by calling the present John Smith
Alexander Smith in our Journal of April 26th : whereas
Alexander is his son. Mr. Smith, in consequence of his eye-
sight having become so much impaired through overwork
and the study of plants required by the duties of his situa-

tion, some time ago asked to be relieved of the active duties
of his curatorship ; and the Lords of the Treasury, acting
upon the strong recommendation of Sir W. Hooker and the
First Commissioner of Works (Mr. Cowper), have recently

granted him a handsome and satisfactory retiring allowance.
He was induced to take this course both in consideration of

the interests of the Garden and in deference to the advice
of Mr. Bowman, the celebrated surgeon and occulist, who,
about two years and a half ago, performed a successful

operation, which has had the anticipated effect of, in a great
measure, an'esting the disease. Heartily do we hope that
Mr. Smith may long be spared to enjoy his well-earned
pension, and the society of those with whom he has so long
co-operated. For this purpose no better dwelling-place
could be found than Kew, where he has already resided for

more than forty years, and where he would have the freest

opportunity of witnessing the progress of the Gai-dena
under his able successor.

CCTLTITRE OF THE CELOSIA OE COCKSCOMB
FAMILY.

OuK forefathers were noted for growing Cockscombs of
extraordinary size, and if we can place any reliance on the
descriptions given of these, we need not be sui^prised at
people sneering at the paltry specimens now seen on exhi-

bition-tables. Wliat should we think of a Cockscomb 2 feet

across now-a-days ? It is not possible to find them so large
now ; but whether we have come down from the large
coarse ilower, and brought our plants to such a stat« of
perfection as to warrant our terming them fine-bred, I

leave it for others to determine. Certain it is, however, that
well-grown Cockscombs are not so generally seen as they
ought to be, for a few such plants are not despicable objects

even amongst a choice collection.

Various offensive substances have been recommended by
old gardeners as essential for the successful cvJtivation of
these plants ; but since the adoption of the present system
of supplying nutriment to a plant in a liquid state, according
to its necessities, the old practice has been exploded, and
buUock's blood, sugar scum, night soU, and a host of other

matters, have long fallen into disuse. I am no advocate for

applying strong food to plants, and, consequently, I am not
about to recommend any compost containing such ingredients

as the above. On the contrary, I recommend a compost which
is the most suitable and usefiil of all things that come to the

potting-bench. It is turfy loam, from turves 2 inches thick,

taken from an old pasture in good heart, and wMeh have
lain in a heap for a twelvemonth in an open situation, and
been frequently turned over so as to be sweet and mellow.
A gardener with a good heap of this compost wiU always feel

equal to any task, and the smile on his face wOl tell that he
is not beholden to road sui-veyors for his supply of rotted

turf. This is all we want for the roots of Celosias of all

kinds to ramify in.

Let the seeds be sown thinly in April, in pots filled with
the finer particles of the compost—those which pass through
a half-inch riddle, and cover them lightly with fine soU.

After sowing place the pots in a Cucumber-frame, and keep
the soU moist by gently watering with water of the same
temperature as the frame until the plants appear. This
should range from 65" to 70° at night. 'WTien the plants

ai-e up bring the pots as near the glass as it is possible to

do without interfering with the moving up and doivn of the
lights : the plants cannot be too near the glass so long
as they do not actually touch it. Air must be admitted
freely so that they may grow strong, and they should never
be allowed to flag for want of water. When of sufficient

strength to be handled, they should be potted singly into

60-sized pots in the same compost as before, placed in the

frame near the glass, and be shaded for a few days until

established in the pots.. If due regard be paid to bedewing
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the plants overhead before olosinj,- the frame, and if kept

duly supplied with water, the pots will soon be full of roots ;

and when these become well matted round the inside of the

pot, the plants should be transferred into 32's, employing
the compost rather rougher than for the first potting, and
placing the plant three-quarters of an inch deeper in the

new pot than in the old. This will cover the stem to the

extent of three-quarters of an inch, and from this portion

fresh roots will be emitted. The plants must still be kept
near the glass, and have abundance of air daily, a moist
atmosphere, a gentle sprinkling of water overhead every
day, and a moderate supply of water at the roots. The
temperatm-e should be 60° to 60° by night, with a rise of

from 20'' to 25° by day, with sun and abundance of air ; but
a day temperature of 70° to 75^ in dull weather is more
suitable, for a high temperature in didl weather only causes

lanky growth, whereas we are seeking to obtain a strong,

sturdy, well-matured development, from the appearance of

the plant above the soil to the time of its showing for bloom.
By the time the pots are filled with roots the embryo

flower will have been formed, and if aU be right the plants

wiU have some goodly-sized leaves supported by a stout,

a'ound, not flat stem, not more than 6 inches high. All that

do not come up to this had better be sent to the rubbish-

lieap for they are worthless ; though they give a large head
of bloom, yet they will be leggy, and leggy Cockscombs are

certainly ugly and coarse. Plat-stemmed Cockscombs are

almost certain to give a double, divided, or open and un-
equal comb, and for this i-eason I advise their being dis-

carded at once. Having selected a number of the plants

that appear least disposed to be leggy, with fine foliage,

and crowns apparently evenly balanced, with the crown
higher in the centre of the flower, and not with flat tops, for

these invariably give "pointed " flowers, let them be potted
in nine-inch pots, using efiicient drainage and the com-
post in a rough state, simply chopping it with the spade.

In potting, the plants should be brought as low in the pot
as possible, so that the stems may be covered a few inches

with the compost ; the lowest leaves on the stem being re-

moved a few days prior to potting, so that the wounds may
be healed over by the time the plants are potted, for if

leaves are removed at potting the moisture of the soU not
unfrequently causes the stems to rot.

After potting the plants are placed near the glass in a
Cucumber-frame for a fortnight until the pots become filled

with roots, when they are removed to a frame or pit with a

temperature of not less than 60° at night, and 75° by day,

with a rise of 10° or 15° with sun and air. The grand point
now is, to allow the plants light on all sides, close proximity
to the glass, a moist but not stagnant atmosphere, and to

feed them slowly by judicious applications of manure water.

Those having the convenience of stoves with shelves near
the glass will have no diiiiculty in growing Cockscombs, or

a number of Cucumber or Melon-beds in succession will

answer well ; but in whatever place they may be the pots
should be turned round frequently, so that all sides may be,

each in its turn, presented to the greatest light in order to

keep the head evenly balanced and straight on its stem.
Sprinkling the plants overhead with water thi-ough a fine

rose at shutting-up, which should be done early to utilise as

much sun heat as possible, and admitting air early so that
the plants may not run to stem and leaf by a close confined
atmosphere, are essential to their growth. Endeavour in

every way to obtain a slow, well-fed development, for all we
want now with the stem and leaves is, the former to act as

a channel for the food, and the latter to properly assimilate

the food so that it may extend the size of the flower-head.
Liquid manure at a temperature of 90° should be given to

the plants at every alternate watering ; it should be weak
and made from cool manure, as that of cows or sheep.
Soot and sheep-droppings in equal quantities, dissolved or
mixed with six times theii' volume of rain water, make an
excellent liquid manure of the right strength for Cockscombs,
Balsams, and all plants requiring high feeding. It should
not, however, be given in too powerful doses at fii-st, but it

is preferable to commence with the liquid at half the above
strength, and gradually increase to the full strength in the
course of a fortnight. Pursuing this treatment we have now
to consider when to leave off applying the liquid, and this

is when the seed is fuUy formed, for the head is then as

large as it can be made, and the plants wUl retain their

beauty much longer if afterwards watered with soft water

alone, and removed to a greenhouse or conservatory when
in bloom.

It sometimes happens that the plants show bloom from
the axils of the leaves on the stem. These blooms should

be removed as they present themselves, for they only rob the

head and render the crown less ornamental. Occasionally

feather-like substances rise from the base of the flower, and
these with the feathery down-like inflorescence should be

taken off close with a pair of scissors, for though they are

the only agents necessary to the propagation of the kind,

yet they are bad points in a Cockscomb, and contribute to

the decrease of the head ; whereas their removal, on the

other hand, increases it. In my opinion a Cockscomb should

have a round stem, and this conspicuous above the soil, the

foliage sufficient to show off the comb to advantage and set

evenly on both sides, the comb curving downwards from the

centre equally on both sides, and describing the part of a

circle equal to the height of the plant above the pot. It

should, further, be of an equal width, free from irregulari-

ties and partings in the comb, and the points of the conib

curving inwards towards the stem of the plant. Suppose a

plant to be 1 foot high from the pot to the top of the comb,

the latter should present its extremities at equal distances

above the pot at opposite points, having precisely the same
appearance as the moon at the flrst quarter, describing

exactly the half of a circle. The colour of the flower is im-

material, only it must be bright and decidedly pure. Such

I believe to be perfection in Cockscombs ; but there are

some persons who object to them because of their extremely

stiff, formal character, and for such nothing is more likely

to please than the elegant and graceful pyramidal form of

Celosia pyramidalis. This is, indeed, a charming plant for

decorating the greenhouse, for vases in the drawing-room,

placing on dinner-tables, and for making bouquets in

autumn and winter.

Celosia pyramidalis, and its varieties, are some of the most
useful plants we have, and they do not require so much heat

as a Cockscomb. Any one with a Cucumber or hotbed-

frame of sufSoient heat to get the plants established in pots

will have no difficulty in gi-owing them perfectly, if a green-

house in addition be at command. The seed shoiUd be

sown in April, but May is not too late, in light, loamy soU,

and be placed in a gentle heat. When the plants are up
they must be placed near the glass, be kept duly sup-

plied with water, and have aii- on all favourable occasions .

It is essential to pot the plants singly in small pots im-

mediately they are large enough to handle, employing the

same compost as that recommended for Cockscombs, with

the addition of one-fourth leaf soil. Replace in the fr-ame,

and shade them for a few days until well established, and
be cautious not to allow them to suffer for want of water,

otherwise they not unfr-equently become stunted in habit,

and there is no hope of obtaining a fine head of bloom

from plants that do not show a stiff, strong, healthy foun-

dation. The plants should be kept near the glass, and if

the temperature be 55° by night (not lower), and 75° to

85° by day, with abundant ventilation, that is quite suffi-

cient heat for them. They will need potting into 24's, or

six-inch pots, placing them rather deeply in the pots so as

to cover the stem with fr-esh earth to the extent of a couple

of inches, the lowest leaves having been removed a day or

two prior to potting to allow of the wounds healing over.

The plants may then be placed on a shelf in a vinery, near

the glass, or in a light situation in a frame or warm green-

house ; but if a frame be at hand, that is the best place for

them, for their wants can be better attended to there than

in houses devoted to Vines, or those covered with creepers.

It is no use placing these plants under Vines, nor under

creepers in a greenhouse, for they require aU the light

possible to keep them dwarf, and the plants are just ugly

or ornamental according to the treatment to which they are

subjected. If grown under the shade of other plants, or at

a great distance from the glass, they are drawn, tall, ugly

examples of feathery Cockscombs, and never can be con-

sidered ornaments ; but when kept near the glass in a frame,

or in any Hght, warm house, they are just the reverse. In

whatever situation they are, they should be watered at

every alternate watering with weak liquid manure, have air
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daily, and a gentle sprinkling of water from a fine syringe

on the evenings of hot days. If large plants are desired,

some of the best plants may be potted in nine-inch pots,

and if they be fed with liquid manure after the pots become
filled with roots, they may be grown into handsome speci-

mens. When in bloom they should be watered with rain

water only, for liquid manure at this stage only tends to

hasten the decay of the roots, and with them the end of the

plant, whereas we are seeking to prolong the blooming.

—

(i. Abbey.

PLOEISTS' FLOWERS at THE EOYAL BOTAKIC
SOCIETY'S SHOW.—Apbil 30.

I THINK that the florists must be not a little prond to see

liow largely they contribute to these spring meetings, and
how little display there would be at these but for them.

Take away the Azaleas, Eoses, Auriculas, Geraniums, and
Cinerarias from the Exhibition of the 30th, and small indeed

would have been the residue. I think, moreover, they may
congratulate themselves that each year shows not only an
increasing appreciation of their productions, but also a vast

improvement in their cultivation; for, taking Eoses as an
example, I think one may safely say there never were such

plants exhibited at this season of the year as those which
obtaiued the prizes on that day, and indeed for any period

of the year the plants would be considered marvels of growth.

And then can Azalea-gi-owing ever go beyond its jpresent

excellence ? Azalea-showing I am sure can, for we must
agitate for an alteration in the style of plant. If a more
natural habit of growth be considered by the judges as

more suitable, there would be no difficulty in our great

growers falling into it ; but so long as they consider either

the cone or bell-shaped plant as the model, so long shall

we have these unsightly-formed though most wonderfully

grown and bloomed specimens brought forward. While I

do not believe that we can ever assimilate our shows to

the continental ones, yet we may learn fi'om them to be
contented with a more natural mode of growing oui- large

plants.
Azaleas have already been noted, but I would add a few

remarks. There was a small number of the variegated

varieties shown in small pots, includiug Variegata Superba,

Etoile de Gand, and Due d'Ai-emberg ; and as some have

asserted the similarity of these kinds, it was satisfactory to

find that they are quite distinct both in marking and colour.

Then there was a very excellent new seedling of Messrs.

Smith, of Dulwich, called Eosy Queen, which is likely to be

an acquisition, inasmuch as it is of the style of Murrayanum
—an old and ill-shaped flimsy flower, whose place may be

well supplied by the present new, well-formed, and stout

variety.

Atjeictjlas were not nearly so good as I have seen them,

the long prevalence of cold north-east winds having pre-

vented their proper development. They were orimpled in

many instances ; and those contributed by Mr. Turner were,

while of wonderful growth, yet overdone ; the character of

the flowers in many instances 'being quite lost by the excess

of stimulants, for there is no flower on which this tells more
than on the Auricula, and coarseness to my mind quite

destroys its peculiar charms. Mr. Potts, of Old Kent Eoad,
took fh'st place with Lightbody's Lord Lynedoeh and Sir

John Moore, green edges ; Headley's Stapleford Hero (grey),

Netherwood's Othello, and Spalding's Blackbu-d (selfs) ; and
Hepworth's True Briton (white). Amongst the flowers ex-

hibited by other growers were Smiling Beautj', good, but
neither decided grey nor white ; Headley's Eoyal Purple

;

Lightbody's Sir Wm. Peel, a good grey, but too pale in the

eye ; Oliver's Lovely Ann, an old and useful flower ; Smith's

Mrs. Smith, a bold and striking flower, although the paste

is somewhat stany. Mr. Turner's six were Eeid's Miss
Giddings, a new and appai-ently useful flower; Spalding's

Metropolitan, a very bright violet blue flower; Spalding's

Blackbird ; Lightbody's Fan- Maid, very fair indeed, as the

whole flower looked as if it were covered over with meal;
Lightbody's Admiral Napier, good ; and Moore's Violet, the

ground colour of which is one of the most rmique and beau-

tiful tints that we have in nature.

EosES.—As I have already said, those in pots were mag-
nificent, especially Messrs. Lane's and Mr. Turner's, which

were placed equal first. Messrs. Lane's were the largest and
finest plants ; but the style and finish of Mr. Turner's made
up for a little deficiency in size, and larger plants than
these we do not want. Why not cm-tail the size of the pots
here as well as in Pelargoniums ? The names have already

been given of the winning flowers ; but in a collection not

for competition Mi-. Turner had a beautiful jilant of Sou-
venir de Comte Cavour (Margottin), and Glou-e de Santenay,
very fine ; while Le Ehone, one of the new varieties of last

year, promises to be very fine—it is a globular flower of

brilliant colour. Nor must I omit a sm.nJl plant with one
bloom on it, but that a real beauty, of Mr. W. Paul's Lord
Herbert, of great substance, brilliancy of colour, and good
form.

In Cut Eoses there were some fine blooms shown, although
the character of flowers at this season is not always to be
depended on. Mi-. W. Paul, who was flrst, had Jean Goujon,
a large flower with a peculiar piu-plish tint in it ; President;

Bernard Palissy (1863), a large, flat, rose-coloured flower;

Victor Troiullard ; Ltelia, large ; Alba Eosa (Tea), very
good, and likely to be a favourite; V. Verdier, ragged;
Mrs. Wm. Paul, good; Louise de Savoie (Tea): Lord Her-
bert; Comtesse de ChabriUant; Vainqueur de Goliath, dark
and fine ; Madame WUlermoz ; Senateur Vaisse, rather

open ; Madame A. de Eougemont, better than I saw it

before, but still too much of the Noisette in it ; Alpaide de
Kotalier (18G3), large good Eose; Beauty of Waltham, con-

firming my opinion of it, and Princess of Wales, good.

Messrs. Paul & Son had, among theirs. Souvenir de Lady
Eardley, large, rather thin; Hamlet (Paul & Son), in the
style of Beauty of Waltham ; Amiral Lapeyrouse, promising

;

John Hopper, good; Paul de la Meijleray (1863); Lord
Clyde, not so good as usual; and Eev. H. Dombrain, bright

and good.
In looking round I saw a good bedding Geranium of

Messrs. F. &. A. Smith, called Excellent ; and a promising
one of Mr. Bull's, light pink, and dwai-f in habit, named
Eve.—D., Deal.

BEAUTY OP WAXTHAM EOSE AND INIADAME
C. CEAPELET.

Is " Beauty of Waltham not distinguishable from Madame
Chai-les Crapelet?" This is the question; and I have no
wish to widen the basis of the argument, unless in self-

defence I should be compelled to do so. If "D., Deal," is

right in his assertion, it follows—1, That I have grossly

deceived my friends and the public in recommending it as a

first-rate smd distinct Eose ; 2, That my stock of it, which

is considerable, is depreciated fifty per cent, the difference

in price between the two varieties. In a few weeks the

Beauty of Waltham wOl be blooming in many of our fore-

most English gai-dens, and I appeal to the public in fuU

confidence of a satisfactory verdict.

—

William Paul, Wal-

tham Cross.

There is an old proverb that the " proof of the pudding

is in the eating
; " in like manner the proof of the Eose is

in the growing. I am not surprised at Mr. Wm. Paul, in

your impression for April 26th, joining issue with "D.,

Deal," as to the identity of Beauty of Waltham -with

Madame C. Crapelet. If " D." had grown the two Eoses,

unless under conditions vei-y different from those which pre-

vail elsewhere, he would soon have discovered essential points

of difference between the two varieties.

In the fii-st place, the Beauty is hai-dy and hearty, which,

from my humble experiments, I cannot imagine Madame C.

Crapelet to be, having lost two or three plants on the Manetti,

the Eose perishing without apparent cause, the stock re-

maining alive. Again : the Beauty is constant (a charming

quality in a beauty), and the flowers generally good; -while

not more than one flower in three or four of Madame is in

chai-acter, particularly in autumn, when they are apt to be

especially loose and ycUow-eyed. Moreover the Beauty is a

freer bloomer than Madame ; and I hope to find from my
present little trials that it -will succeed in a town locality,

which I have not yet been able to induce Madame to do. I

also venture to think that Mr. Wm. Paul's Eose is deeper

in colour than the French.
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These views upon the two Eoses in question are not
opinions, but are grounded upon observations at not one
but several nurseries, as well as at the show tables. With-
out wishing to question such an authority as " D.," whose
papers I always peruse with interest, I would venture to
ask whether hasty assertions are not sometimes conveyed
therein ? For instance : twice in his analysis of New Eoses
for 1863-64, I find it stated that " Touvais has never given
us any good Eoses ;

" yet in Mr. Eivers's select list Madame
J. Daran and L'Eblouissante are placed. Fernet & Co. in
the same paper are said to be unknown on this side of the
Channel; yet Tainqueur de Goliath, described by Messrs.
W. Wood & Son in their catalogue as the best Eose of the
season, is of their raising ; and Deuil de Prince Albert is

incorrectly assigned to a wrong raiser. Want of accuracy
as to facts in a public writer (amateurs will blunder, of
course), is to be regretted, as it detracts from acknowledged
merits, and is apt to mislead those who look up to such as
an unquestionable authority.—W. D. Pkiok, Bomerton.

THE EOYAL BOTANIC GAEDENS, EEW.
It is long since any notice of the vast collections existing

at Kew has appeared in these columns, and the retirement of
Mr. Smith from the ouratorship, after a connection of forty-

four years with these gardens, called the fact to mind. StiU
it was less with the view of attempting anything like a
detailed account of the place than to see our old and valued
friend that we determined on a visit. We were fortunate in

finding him at home, and in excellent health and spirits,

and we gladly availed ourselves of his guidance to take a
run through the principal houses, and set down a few notes
of their contents.
The fii'st we entered was the Succulent-house, which is

a spacious span-roofed structure 200 feet long and 26 feet
wide, the rafters covered with Lapagerias, Passifloras,

Ipomseas, and Bignonias, whilst along the shelves at the
sides was ranged an immense collection of Mammillarias,
Crassulas, Echeverias, Sempervivums, Gasterias, Apioras,
Cereus, Opuntias, Ehipsalis, Echinocactus, Echinopsis, &c.,

aJl in the most perfect health. In the centre of the house a
large American Aloe, some 8 feet high, and 12 feet or so
across, was a striking object, and there were several others
of less dimensions, though still large. Several other inter-

esting species of the same genus were also noticeable, such
as Agave glaucescens, A. xylonacantha, with spines some-
what like pieces of wood shavings, and a fine plant of
A. Karatto, a scarce species. Then there were Furorcea
longffiva, a remarkable Bromeliaceous plant, growing in its

nativte country with a tall stem and a cluster of leaves at
top ; Dasylirions, with Tucca-like foliage ; Yuccas themselves
in great variety ; Euphorbias, one of which, canariensis, was
a very large plant ; Echinocactus Stainesii, 5 feet high, and
a host of kiadred plants. Among plants in flower were
Arthropodium cirrhatum, with pretty white flowers ; several
Cereuses, of which there were specimens varying in height
from 1 to 12 feet, Phyllocaotus phyllanthoides, and Cereus
crenatus, with very showy yellowish white blooms, which
offered a strong contrast to the vivid crimson and scarlet

blooms of C. Gordoniana and Jenkinsoni. The collection

in this house has been brought together within the last

twenty years, mainly through the exertions of Mr. Smith,
who takes much interest in this class of plants.

• The next house we came to was the Tropical Fernery,
140 feet long, where there is a valuable and rare collection

of the genera Triohomanes and Hymenophyllum in forty
square Wardian oases, which has only been brought together
within the last ten years ; and intermixed with these was a
good collection of Selaginellas. Among the rarest species
here were Vittarias zosterjefolia and lineata, Cyathea sinuata
from Ceylon, Hymenophyllum nitens, Trichomanes angus-
tatum, muscoides, and Banoroftii, not little plants but lai-ge

patches. The shelves at the sides were, in addition to the
above, filled with Adiantums, Blechnums, Lomarias, Gymno-
grammas, &e., whilst the centre stage was occupied with
fine examples of the different species of Neottopteris,
Acrostichum, Hemidictyon, Lastrea, Pteris, Goniopteris,
Angiopteris, Aspidium, Asplenium, Marattia, &c. ; and many
curious Drynaiias and Goniophlebiums. There were also two

remarkable plants of Stevensonia grandiflora, a very hand-
some broad-leaved Palm. Oleandras were here grown on wire
(Cylinders filled with turfy peat, in which way they may be
iiiade to attain any height, so as to fonn, as it were, the
trunk of a tree covered with Ferns. At the end of the
house were some fine Platyceriums and the rare Ophio-
glossum pendulum, with a ribbon-like frond 4 feet long.

In the Tree Fernery, a recent and comparatively small
structure, Cyathea arborea, some 18 feet high, was already
touching the roof, and there were also fine specimens of

C. muricata, and Hemiteleia horrida, and speciosa. The
plants were pictures of health and vigour ; but we felt dis-

appointed that the collection was not more numerous,
although quite large enough for the size of the house.
The Cool Fernery also presented a very lively aspect, and

contained a most extensive collection of Pteris, Lastreas,
Polystichums, Cheilanthes, Phymatodes, Todeas, a fine plant
of Neottopteris australasica, Trichomanes radicans, a frame
of Hymenophyllum tunbridgense, the Japanese Woodv/ardia
orientalis growing well, the rare Asplenium Selosii from the
Austrian Alps, and a multitude of other Ferns which suc-

ceed under cool treatment.
The Heath-house might well tempt one to linger in it for

a while, being gay with Chorozemas, Ericas, Epacrises, and
Tetratheeas .; but hurrying through it and the Show-house,
which was fiUed with Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Eriostemons,
Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, &c., there was only time to notice

in the latter Rhododendron Nuttalli with four trusses of

upwards of a score of its lavge fragrant white flowers, and
two large Gleichenias, dicarpa and flabellata.

A Palm-house, No. 19, was the next structure, and in it

were several very remarkable plants, such as Adenium
obesum, found on dry rocks near Aden, and having a swelled-

out club-like stem, which in the specimen here seen is pro-
bably of immense age ; and Bowenia speotabilis, discovered
by Allan Cunningham, in Queensland, and rediscovered by
Mr. Hill ; in this the leaves are like those of a Zamia, but
bipinnate instead of simply pinnate. Strangera j)aradoxa

is another curious Zamia, the veins being like those of a
Fern, and not running lengthwise as in a Zamia, from which
circumstance it was once erroneously supposed to be a Fern.
A plant of Corypha umbracuiifera afforded a striking instance
of the slowness with which the growth of some tropical giants
proceeds at fu'st. Itwas raised from seed in 1824, and although
every known means has been tried to hasten its growth, even
now, when forty years old, it is not more than 2^ feet high.
After a time it may be expected to take a start and grow
rapidly. In its native country, it may observed, that this

gigantic Fan Palm attains 100 feet in height with leaves
20 feet long. Among a numerous collection of Zamias, Car-
ludovicas, Cyclanthns, &c., we noticed a magnificent speci-

men of Alpinia nutans in flower ; also, fine plants of Heli-
conia bicolor and H. metaUica with immense leaves of a
bronzy green ; and Cereus MaodonaldiEe covering- a space of
8 feet by 12

In the Cool Orchid-house Lyoaste fulvescens, which, were
it not for the dun colour of its flowers, would be veiy
showy, some Bletias, Epidendrums, and Dendrobiums, were
in flower ; and of those not so were several species of Octo-
meria and Pleurothallis not often seen, as well abundance
of other Orchids better known. Passing into the Tropical
Orchid-house we found Sobralia macrantha, Cypripediums
barbatum and Hookeri, Calanthe veratrifoha, Phalaenopsis
grandiflora, Chysis Limminghi, and several Oncidiums in
bloom ; and in another division fine specimens of Vandas
and brides, the whole exhibiting a wonderful improvement
on the condition which they were in some years ago, when
by some change of men the collection had become much
deterioi-ated.

Quitting the Orchids, the next house entered was Stove
No. 15, in which a fine plant of Ehyncospermum jasmiuoides
running 20 feet along the roof was in full bloom ; besides
which, Stephanotis and Clerodendrons were trained in a
similar way. Here there was a good general collection of

Theophrastas, Clavijas, and other tropical broad-leaved
plants, a very old bushy j)lant of Brownea coccinea, with its

fine scarlet flowers, Medinilla magnifica also in fine bloom,
AUamanda neriifolia, also a few Cinchonas, of which succi-

rubra appeared the most vigorous ; but the number of plants
of the various species of this genus is now greatly diminished
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in consequence of the large quantities wMcii have been dis-

tributed to the colonies.

In the old Victoria-house, now No. 6, were a few young
plants of the Victoria regia, which has this year been very
generally a failure throughout the country. Pitcher-plants,

Marantas, Caladiums, &c. Of the other houses which we
visited, one was wholly devoted to Mesembryantheinums,
another was fiUed mth Cape bulbs, and a third was ex-

tremely gay with Begonias in bloom. Several long propa-
gating-houses contained a healthy stock of some thousands
of young stove and greenhouse plants, partly for the supply
of the gardens themselves, and partly for sending abroad,
and for exchange ; and lastly there was a great extent of

glass occupied with bedding stuff, of which also there was
a large quantity of strong sturdy plants turned-out under
hoops, and other means of temporary shelter, to harden-off,

prepai-atory to planting-out. Near these houses was the
herbaceous ground, with a general collection of such plants
arranged according to their natural orders, the beds neatly
forked over, and not a dead leaf to be seen.

Crossing the grass to the Palm Stove, on entering that
spacious structure we found that some important altera-

tions had been made. Formerly there were no central paths
in the wings, but such have been created, so that a better
view can be obtained of the gigantic specimens of tropical

vegetation growing in that part. The mode in which these
paths are marked out is well worthy of notice, the edgings
being formed of turf turned grass-side downwards, and
afterwards covered with sand. There is an important
advantage in this, for by keeping the sand moist a greater
amount of atmospheric moisture can be seovired, and with
that object in view the plan might be still further adopted
with advantage. liofty as the Palm-stove is, it has proved
not sufficiently so for the trees which are grown in it ; and
although the operation was defeiTed as long as possible, it

became at last a matter of necessity to out down one or two
which had grown through the roof, and others which had
become too large for the space. Two of these were Caryota
urens, the others Strelitzia augusta and Cocos plumosa.
These have been replaced by Acrocomia sclerocarpa, Bam-
busa gigantea, Astrocaryum rostratum, and Caryota urens ;

but it is evident that it will not be long before others will

have to share the same fate as those which have been thus
replaced. The large collection of BUlbergias, Ananas,
Vriesias, Ac, has also been repotted and re-arranged. We
found the Rose Apple (Jambosa vulgaris) in flower ; both it

and malaccensis have fruited here. Seaforthia elegans was
also bearing its lUac racemes of flowers. It did the same
last year, and seeded, and young plants have been raised.

Dracjena Draco (the Dragon's Blood) likewise flowered and
seeded last year for the first time, and young plants have
been obtained. The parent plant is now beginning to throw
out branches from its hitherto straight stem, these being
now about a foot long. A gigantic Sabal umbracuUfera,
which has been about seventy years at Kew, is also about
to flowei', and there is every prospect of Mnsa ensete doing
the same ; vittata flowered and fruited last year, but the
fruit was not edible. Phytelephas maorocarpa had still the
remains of its last year's flowers on it, previous to which it

had not flowered for seven or eight years. We may also

mention that Cocos plumosa has seeded, and that young
plants of it have been raised. Time would not allow of

more than a glance at these, and many other objects of

interest had to be passed over altogether for the same
reason.

In the Victoria-house the Nelumbiums are just making a

start, but the Victoria regia itself is not yet planted out.

Relative to the growth of this beautiful acmatic last season,

Mr. Walker, the intelligent foreman of the Palm and Victoria-

houses, kindly afforded us the following information :—It

was planted on April 2Sth, and then had six leaves a foot in

diameter ; leaves taken off from time of planting to end of

growth, 65 ; seeds saved, 162. The first flower was produced

on July 14th, the others as follows :—viz., July IGth, 18th,

22nd (two flowers), 25th, 2Gth (on the 26th consequently

there were two flowers, one in its first or white, and the

other in its seconder rosy, stage), 2Sth, 30th; Aug. 1st, 3rd,

6th, 8th, 10th, 12th, 14th, 17tli, 19th. 22nd, 24th, 26th, 20th,

31st; Sept. 2nd, 5th, 8th, 10th, 13th, 15th, 18th, 21st, 23rd,

26th, 28th ; Oct. lat, 5th, 8th,—in all thii-ty-seven flowers.

each lasting two nights. Of leaves, there were twenty-one
on July 22nd, twenty-six on the 26th, twenty-five on
Aug. 3rd, twenty-six on Aug. 8th, twenty-seven on the
10th (the greatest number at any one time), twenty-four on
Sept. 3rd, twenty-five on the 7th, and twenty-six on the 11th,

each leaf when fuU grown being 6 feet in diameter. The
Nymphseas, of which there were several in the tank, are
now grown in hampers instead of in jjans as formerly, and
this plan answers much better, as the roots can readily find

egress by the intervals in the basketwork.
The lateness of the hour unfortunately rendered it impos-

sible to visit stove No. 1, which contains a magnificent
collection ofAAroidece, both usefid and ornamental; nor the-

old orangery, now turned into a museum for specimens of

woods, of which there is a most extensive and interesting

collection.

Both in the houses and grounds everywhere the highest

order and keeping prevailed, and an Englishman could
proudly point to Kew as being in a condition worthy of what
it is, and we hope will ever remain—the gi'eatest scientific

garden in the world. Year by year- its sphere of usefulness

is extending, may it go on and prosper in the future as it

has done in the past.

OECHAED-HOUSES.
Having been on a journey I have been prevented fronr

sooner answering Mr. Abbey's letter at page 295 of your
Journal.

First let me s.ay I really had no idea where his "north"
was, and had some curiosity on the subject ; next, that

though I buOt my first orchard-house with wooden sides and
ends, and managed to grow fine crops in it every year, and
shall be able to show good fruit on the trees of this house
again this season, I never advocated the building of such

houses. My little book was written to persuade people to
build good houses, and convince them that however simple

any ciiltivation might be, a little knowledge was requisite

to insure success. I acknowledge I had really no idea a

thing so easy to me and my men, who had never before

grown a fruit tree in a pot, would have been difficult to any
gardener worthy of the name.
Though I should not build exactly the same style of house

in the cold " north " which has answered so well in sunny
Hertfordshire, it would be a very bad one indeed from which
I should not expect to get good Peaches ; and where failures,

occur it is generally, if not always, the man who is in fault.

There is an old saying, " Bad workmen complain of their

tools." To illustrate this I wiU mention a few cases.

The first formed the subject of a paper I sent to your
Journal last season in which an amateiu- who does not keep
a gardener produced in a small house, not very well built,.

2700 Peaches and Nectarines, and he tells me his prospects

are fiorst-rate for this summer. There is no artificial heat in

this gentleman's house. The second is the house at Burton,

also previously alluded to, managed by a lady, which has

always been full of fruit. Her husband wrote to me a few

days ago to say "He would rather give up his kitchen

garden than his orchard-house, for he could buy vegetables,

but could not purchase the pleasure he derived from his

beautiful fruit trees under glass." This house is also

unheated. Captain Hornby, of Knowsley Cottage, Prescot,

who has several lai'ge orchard-houses, some mth, and some
without, heat, not only showed me that he, or his gardener, or

I believe both, knew how to insure fruit, but the trees, both

ag.ainst the back walls of the houses and in pots, were all.

that could be desired. He gathered fi-om a Green Gage
110 dozen in 1862, and 105 dozen in 1863 ; from a Kirke's

Plum SO dozen in 1863 ; a Pond's SeedUng had 2S dozen in

1863, fom- fruit from which weighed 15 ozs. Place these facts

against the one I will next relate.

A gentleman, also Hving near Liverpool, who had a better

house than any of these, according to my ideas, had very

poor crops for two years in succession. He was persuaded

by his gardener to heat the house last year with hot water,

and has now less fruit than ever. This proves the man, not

the house, was in fault. Whenever gentlemen make up
theii- minds that they will have Peaches every year, gardeners

will be found able to produce them. I do not say an ooca-
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sional failui'e from some unforeseen cause will not happen to

the best gai-deuer in any kind of cultivation, hut the means
being provided, may we not say with Napoleon, " Success

is the test of merit?"
Mr. Abbey says it is contrarj to vegetable physiology to

say Peaches in an orchard-house can be superior to those

grown on walls, and that fruit on a lieated wall uncovered
.are always superior to orchard-house fruit. He may vmder-
stand vegetable physiology better than I, and, perhaps, will

be at the trouble to explain what he means. Are not

Peaches, like Vines, natives of hotter countries than
England ? Do the laws of vegetable physiology teach him
that Grapes are better from open walls, or without flavour

from glass houses ? However good Peaches may be in hot
countries, I never in England eat a Peach from a wall equal

to an orchard-house Peach : stDl less an Apricot. Then as

to heated walls, there are numbers of old flued walls in this

neighbourhood, but I never saw a fire in one of them ; and
when I believe heating an open wall an economical and
satisfactory method of consuming coal, I will try to make
myself comfortable out of doors on a cold night by sitting

with my back to a good bonfire.

My friend Mr. Eivors tried to make plain a beautiful and
interesting mode of cultui-e, and I tried to give a few addi-

tional hints, and we, it seems, are to be answerable for the

non-success of a man who required to be told not to sink a
house below the level in a cold wet soil, or build a house
with thin boards having nice ventilating spaces between
them in the cold " north."
Those who talk against growing fr'uit trees in pots and

tubs had better go to Liverpool, see Captain Hornby's beau-
tifully-kept garden, if they can gain permission, and then
go to Knowsley and ask to see Lord Derby's Cherry trees

loaded with fruit, return home as soon as they like, and try
to learn how to succeed in future, instead of attempting to

convince people that every one ought to be as incapable as

themselves.—J. E. Pearson, Chihvell, Notts.

Queen's birthday. We country Fellows are generally sup-
posed to be ignorant fellows, but this word sticks in the
throats of even West-enders, for we cannot get it explained
by any to v,rhom we have applied. Is it a word fi-om which
swagger is derived ? Does it come from the South Kensing-
ton M".seum ? Pray, Mr. Editor, do try and enlighten our
dark i . ids.—-A Young Man pkom the Country.

In answer to Mr. G. Abbey's remarks on tne failure of

orchard-houses near Bradford, lest amateurs so far north
should be misled and discouraged by the dictum of such
an authority, it seems desirable to state that within thirty

miles of Bradford in a north-westerly direction, within
cannon shot of famous Pendle, fine, well-ripened Peaches
and Nectarines are grown without difficulty in the simple
lean-to boarded houses made after Mr. Sivers's plan.

What the altitude is I am not at this moment prepared to

say, but as regards excessive quantity of rain and for cloudy
sunless weather, very few localities can compete with it.

It is necessary here to avoid the liberal air-giving which
Mr. Eivers recommends. Air should not, except from sheer
necessity, be given where there is danger of much loss of

heat. In windy weather the ventilators on the windy side

should be kept closed. As sun heat, which is by no means
plentiful, has to do the whole business of maturing the fruit

and ripening the wood, it must be hoarded with jealous care.

Plums alone would afford a sufficient plea for orchard-
houses in this neighbourhood. Jefferson's, Coe's Golden
Drop, and Eeine Claude de Bavay, such as could not be pro-
duced on the best walls, can be grown within our orchard-
houses.

Apricots are a failure, but not from the causes to which
Mr. Abbey attributes failure in Peaches and Nectarines.
We lack something in the management, and if any of your
correspondents who have experienced and overcome the
difficulties of growing them would give your readers the
benefit of their knowledge, it might prevent our abandoning
in despair the culture in the orchard-house of this most
delicious fruit.

—

PekdIjE.

[An amateur having much experience in the management
of orchard-houses has just undertaken to furnish us with
a series of timely notes, as well as to answer any relative
questions.]

The Eotai, Hobticultural Society's Exhibition on
THE Queen's Birthday.—I have been asked many times
what is the meaning of the word " swag," as used in oonueo-
tion with garlands, wreaths, &c., which we find advertised
for competition by the Royal Horticultui-al Society, on the

GAEIBALDI AMONG THE GARDENEES.
On the occasion of General Garibaldi's visit, Cliveden,

the residence of her Grace Harriet Duchess of Sutherland,
near Maidenhead, was again this season budiiing into full

bloom. Already, though the trees all round were leafless,

the parterres of this lovely spot were gay with floral beauty,
and seemed to smile as if in welcome to the great hero.
The apartments occupied by the General and hi.g suite con-
sisted of all the lower part of the east wing of the mansion,
looking on to what is called " The Duke's Garden." Here
there is a saloon of considerable dimensions, leading into a
conservatory, which, even in the dvdlest months of the year,
is always attractive, but which in tha.t memorable month of
April was positively teeming with " flowers of all hue ;"

and when lighted up with M. Madier's new majolica flower-
baskets, which are so formed as to combine a eandelabi-um
also, the effect was very beautiful. This was the General's
favourite retreat, and there in the evening he retired to
smoke a quiet cigar after the labours of the day. Under the-

windows of the sitting-room, and all round what formed
the bedi'oom, was a gay flower-border, consisting of Aubrietia,
Arabis, Anemone, Pansies, Oxlips, and Jonquils, with a
broad belt of Italian Wallflower. This last loaded the air

with its perfume, which was diffused all through the apart-
ments adjoining. All the beds in the Duke's garden were
more or less filled with bloom. The most conspicuous were
the white Pansy, with an edging of the beautiful blue SciUa
amcena. Others were of yellow Arabis, single TiJips, Ever-
green Candytuft, Virginian Stock, the double Cuckoo-flower
or Lady's Smock, red and white Daisies, &e.

Prom the top terrace in front of the mansion the great
flower garden, of which we last year gave a representation,
had already begun to develope its beauties, for even at that
early season it was sufficiently full of colour to be beautiful.
Most conspicuous were large beds of blue Myosotis studded
over with the white La Candeur Tulip, looking as ifjewelled,
in honour of the visit ; and there were other beds of the-

same studded with red Tulips, which were neither so rich
nor showy. The other beds were of Limnanthes Douglasi
and SHene pendula not yet in bloom, but sufficiently dotted
with Tulips to create an effect of colour. The centres of
the beds were afready gay with some of the early-flowering
scarlet Ehododendrons and yeUow Azaleas. The large
circle at the extreme end, too, was also gay, and told well
in the distance with its blue field relieved with masses of
the Purple Honesty pegged down, and making a bold effect.

But the greatest feature of the place was the ribbon-border
that runs from end to end in front of the under terrace,

from the great mass of colour which it exhibited, and which
was so fuU of bloom, and the colours so beautifully disposed,
as to extract from the usually undemonstrative hero the
exclamation, " Magnifique !

" The first row consisted of the
pink Daisy, then white Daisy, Cliveden Blue Pansy, Cliveden
Yellow, and Cliveden Purple ; mixed Virginian Stock, Gilia

tricolor, ColUnsia grandiflora. Dwarf Wallflower, and Purple
Honesty.

In borders, all about the grounds, by the sides of the-

walks, and covering the sloping shady banks, were masses,
of Cowslips, Oxlips, Blue Bells, and Violets, by the acre

;

in fact the whole place was gay with flowers, as if in

summer, while as yet the deciduous trees were bare.

The General planted some trees also as memorials of his

visit, and the way in which he performed the work would
have done credit to many a good professional.

We shall take an opportunity of recurring to these
Cliveden flower gardens, and particularly to the large one,

which will soon be in a full blaze.

Among the hundreds who visited the orchard-house at

Brook House, Isle of Wight, in the first week of last month,
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none were more delighted than General Garibaldi. " Italy !

Italy!" he exclaimed on entering, so charmed was he with
the hundreds of trees all in full bloom. Early every morning
during his stay he tooli his walk and his first cigar in it,

at the same time chatting in tlie most friendly way with
Mr. Gi"ay, the gardener, giving him a friendly sliake of the
hand, and the offer of a cigar to smoke with him.
He was quite astonished to see the trees in pots so full of

bloom ; this being quite new to liim.

Mr. Gray found that he was no novice in gardening, for

he told him that he had pruned his Vines before leaving
Oaprera.

The orchard-house at Brook is rather an imposing stmc-
tui-e ; it is 156 feet long and 24 feet wide. A border in the
centre, 5 feet wide, is planted with pyramids of Peaches,
Nectarines, and other fi'uit trees. A path on each side of
this border, upwards of 3 feet wide, goes round the house.
Two side borders are planted with bush trees, and among
them are trees in pots. The effect of this large assemblage
of fruit trees all in full bloom in a climate warm, dry, and
most agreeable, was enough to remind the General of his

dear native country.

FLOWEK-BEDS, PLANTING.
Deae Sir,—I say " Dear Sir." for you seem to be a very

old friend, and there is no shelf in my bookcase I more fre-

quently visit than the one with a long row of the neatly-
bound " Cottage Gardener and Jom-nal." That shelf is

associated with some of my happiest days—gardening days

;

and you have been my head-master in this school, though a
sorry pupil I am, and do you little credit I fear, when I re-

member it was so long ago as October, 184S, when you gave
me my first lesson. I hope, therefore, you wiU forgive my
troubling you with my plan for " spring bedding," which I

enclose, and also the request I have to make, that you will

kindly give me your opinion vijjon it.

I have just read Mr. Fleming's book on " Spring and
Winter Flower Gardening," and which bears on the title-

page the monogram of The Jouknal of Hoeticulttjke.
There is much valuable information in that book, which is

very much needed, for we must come to this spring bedding
if the present fashion ofsummer bedding continue. I wiU put
aside for the present the winter part of it, for winter is a
season of the year when persons seldom go into their gar-
dens, and the loss of flowers is consequently little felt. This
loss, however, is very much felt in spring, and if there are
no flowers then in the garden at home, one is sure to wander
into the lanes and woods—anywhere, indeed, to escape from
the bare, di'eary, ploughed-field aspect of the beds in the
garden, waiting for their summer tenants. Flowers are
never so much valued by us as in spring ; one Wallflower
then seems to give more pleasure than acres of blazing
colour in August.
Mr. Fleming gives a small plan in his book adapted from

the larger Drojjmore plan, suitable, he says, "for places
where there is no great amount of glass, if any, and where
the gentleman or lady takes a great auiount of interest,

&c." Now, this seemed to suit my case. I am my own
gardener, and so I carefuUy studied the plan, being anxious
to make ready for next spring, and to begin in time ; but
although Mr. Fleming's is, doubtless, a very simple plan for

a duke's gardener, I am quite out of my deptli in it. My
difficulty is twofold. First, Tulips and Hyacintlis are very
expensive, if they are to be planted in suflicient numbers
to make any show. In other respects nothing is easier than
to fill the beds with bulbs ; but the objection I name is

generally a very serious one. And, next, as to the annuals
mentioned. Now, I very much doubt whether annuals sown
in the August previous, and ever so carefully brought on,
will flower in the following spring early enough for the
purpose, at least in this latitude. \Vliat they have done at
Cliveden, on the sunny side of the Thames, I cannot tell

;

but for this climate I dare not trust to them,
I do not think I am very exacting in my requirements for

the spring bedders. Give me six weeks' bloom from tlie

middle of April up to the end of June, and I am satisfied;

because, as I said before, the loss of flowers is really felt

then, and there are sighs for the old herbaceous borders.

Any reasonable trouble would be more than repaid to me,
if I could secure a continuous bloom for these six weeks
from plants of suitable habit. In this neighboui-hood
(Derbyshh-e) we generally plant out our summer stock on
the 20th of May, but if the beds were jiretty then, and in

full bloom, there could be no objection to a delay of a fort-

night ; indeed, the 1st of June would be the safer date.
Last year we had 2° of ft-ost here on the 20th of May ; but
we are naturally weary of the ploughed-field, and impatient
to begin.

Scale ^th of an Inch to tue Foot.

LAW N

WALK

Circles a, b, k, v, i, j, bi, n, planted similarly—thus : centre of Cheiranthus
alpinus (3) ; ring- of Arubis, white (2) ; rine of red Daisies (1).

c, 1, Ccrastiuiu tomentosuni; 2, Aubrietiii puvpuren ; 3, Alyssiim eaxatilc,

peeped, mixed Mitli Anemoi.c A/ure Incoinp livable.

D, Match bed.

0, 1 ami 2 same, thoupU ribbon— viz., 1. Cerastium; 2, Aubrietia; 3, mixed
Anemones, from seed sown in the previous spring.

H, To match G.
K, 1, Cerastium ; 2, Aubrietia; 3, Arabis alpina Tariogata, mixed here and

there with Van Thol Tulips (scarlet), or single scarlet Anemones.

I have drawn my plan witli a view of making a simple and
inexpensive experiment to meet these requirements. I could
very easily have put on paper a much more imposing ai-ray,

but I have rather aimed at an eiisy, practical, and inex-
pensive plan. Will you kindly tell me whether you think it

will answer my expectations in this respect, and offer me
any suggestions upon it which may occur to you ? I ought
to tell you that the continuous edging of Cerastium tomen-
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tosum does double duty, because it is used this summer for

bedding, and will remain in its place for the spring edging,

and with a little trimming will look fresh and well this time

next year.

-1 c 1

Twenty acres of water here.

This subject is one which is, I feel sure, becoming in.

teresting to your readers—a further proof of the growing
love of gardening among us ; and I should rejoice to see some
further light thrown upon it, and some instructions given

in your Journal for the propagation and culture of plants

suitable for the purpose, and within the reach of those who
have neither more spaie time nor a longer purse than your
old but willing pupil—A Country Parson.

[We admire your plan very much, and have no doubt
that the simplicity and the comparative commonness of the

plants will be great recommendations. After all those

plants are the best—aye, and even the most beautiful

—

which the peasant's wife can rival the duchess in cultivat-

ing. The greatest blessings are those which can be and
are enjoyed by every living thing. We owe you and Mr.
Flemino' thanks for showing how much beauty and taste

may be combined with but little cost except the labour.

We feel very shy to say a word in criticism, but we would
venture to hint that simplicity, and economy too, might be
combined if all your edgings were of a whitish tint and
all were lasting for the season. Tour idea of so using the
Cerastium for the season through is good. With good trim-

ming the Cerastium might do for a couple of seasons ; but if

it showed any signs of raggedness it could be removed in

November, some of the soil at the sides changed, and a
double row planted with little bits, say 4 inches apart.

These would be nicely rooted and make neat plants by the

spring. A piece might be planted on a border to supply
young plants, if any in the rows or the beds should fail.

So far for the edgings to the long beds. We would do the

same with the circles by making the variegated white Arabis

the outside row instead of the Daisies. We have also another
reason for this. These eight cu'cles are to be planted in a
similar manner—thus: centre of Cheiranthus alpinus, ring

of white Arabis, and outside ring of red Daisies. Now, the
Cheiranthus is a sweet creamy yellow, and the white next
it will make both somewhat insipid to the eye, which would
be done away with by placing the red Daisy next the yellow,

and the white round the Daisy, and then again for summer
planting the edgings would be left undisturbed. The Varie-

gated Arabis is pretty hardy; small pieces planted in a
sandy border in-the end of autumn wiU be nicely rooted
before spring, especially if a few evergreen twigs are stuck
among them, or they may be rooted anywhere in a shady
place in summer after the flowering is over. This will

make better plants than dividing the roots.

These eight circles being planted alike, perhaps it would
be as well if the six long beds between them were also

planted alike; or, if variety were the object, each pair of

circles and each pair of long beds might be different. Sup-

pose the cii'clea were planted as proposed this year, and
that next year they were to be centred with Cheiranthus
alpinus and Cheu-anthus Marshalli alternately, or one of
each and yellow Violets or Heartsease alternately, and
ringed with purple and blue Heartsease alternately, whilst

the edging was the same, the beds would look very nice,

and the Violets would be almost as easily propagated as the

Cheiranthus or the Aubrietia. The simplicity of the eight

circles is somewhat departed from in the planting of the six

long beds, the two outside rows being the same, but the

centres different; and in that case the centres of A, b, c,

D, E, p, would run in a line of colour, like a ribbon, as well as

the outside rows. Except for departing from the charm of

simplicity in arrangement there can be no fault found with
the proposed planting. The simplest remedy would be to

have no yellow in these long beds, but to centre them with
your mixed and scarlet Anemones and Tulips on a ground-
work of pink Virginian Stock, which you could sow on the
ground late in autumn; and if you also sowed some in a
border that you could protect a little, you would have plenty
with which to make up all deficiencies. This we think would
look better than varying your planting, unless every pair

of beds were to be planted diiferently. The ribbon idea

would be better carried out when looked at from the terrace

if the centres of all the beds, as well as the edgings, were
similar in colour, and, more especially, if you made seven
lines instead of five. Thus, beginning at centre—blue,

yellow, purple, white : the blue being Nemophila insignis

or blue Heartsease ; and the purple, purple Heartsease or

Aubrietia ; but the turn of the circle would so far destroy

the unity that we would prefer your plan of an-angement.
We shall be glad to know what you finally decide upon for

the first year, and wUl be happy to give any help we can.

Annuals for early work, as those named—CoUinsia bieolor,

&c., do best when sown on a poor border that has just been
moved a little on the surface, and the seeds covered with
sandy soO, and some evergreen twigs stuck in to break the

force of the wind and protect from frost, and then lifted in

pieces and planted about February after the ground is nicely

mellowed and pulverised. Heartsease may be struck in a
shady place in summer with or without a hand-light ; but
the best way is to divide the plant so as to secure a bit of

root to each division, they will thus make nice plants before

winter. The Aubrietia will strike after flowering in a shady
border with or without a hand-light. The shoots of the
Alyssum saxatile strike best in light soil under a hand-Ught.
A shady border should be in readiness for removing aU these

plants to in summer when the summer planting is to be
proceeded with. The Anemone roots. Tulips, &c., may be
dried and kept in sand, or in a dryish place, until planting

time in the winter.

We consider, like you, that nothing is gained by turning
out bedding plants too early, if the plants do not become
stunted too much beforehand. We generally begin about
the 20th of May. We have begun much earlier, but we
generally gave ourselves extra trouble and obtained no
benefit. A friend of ours who turned out Calceolarias and
Verbenas last year on the 18th of April, was at great trouble

in protecting them, and good plants they were. We turned

out plants half the size on the 10th of June, and before the

month was over they were far a-head of the April-planted

ones. We hear every day of this gentleman and that lady

planting their scai-let Geraniums and yellow Calceolarias,

and are told we will be nowhere this season. One thing we
know—we have had fine plants made black by frost after

the 14th of May ; and though a few beds may be protected

easily, it is no joke to try and protect a whole flower garden.

The fact is, unless in warm spots, plant when you will, there

wiU be no very vigorous growth until the ground is heated

by the sun. We admire very much the picturesque outline

of the shrubbery at the sides of the lawn.—F.]

Female School of Art.— Her Eoyal Highness the

Princess of Wales has graciously consented to open the

fete and bazaar, which will be held, by permission, in the

Eoyal Horticultural Gardens, in aid of the building fund of

the Female School of Art, Queen's Square, on Thursday, the

23rd of June next.
,
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EOY.ii HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETyS FLORAL
COMMITTEE.—Mat 4th.

A POSTPONED meeting of the Committee was held this

day in the CouncU-room at South Kensington. An unusu-

ally limited number of plants were sent for osamination,

the cause of which we cannot explain, excepting that the

original day fixed for the meeting had been changed, and
sufficient notice might not have been given.

Mr. BuU sent a fine specimen ofAstrocavyummexicamim,
which when a small plant in 1SG2 received a label of com-

mendation—this very beautiful Pahu had greatly improved

in its general appearance, and from its distinct and hand-

some form was awarded a first-class certificate—also Ama-
ryllis Sparkler, a pretty smaU-flowering Amaryllis, with

bright orange scarlet flowers, but not of good form ; Pelar-

gonium Eve, a very promising bedding variety, with bright

pink flowers in compact trusses, the plant itself of compact
habit, and when seen in its proper season it will doubtless

prove worthy of special notice. Bedding plants cannot

fairly be judged at this season of the year, as the difference

of colour and habit between plants grown under glass and
those planted out in the open air may often mislead as to

the true merits of the plant. He also sent Mimulus Unique,

a very pretty and distinct variety, one of the crosses from

Mimulus cupreus. There appeared a distinct character

about this flower, which is a brownish orange minutely

spotted all over the sm-faee—second-class certificate. From
the same came also Pinus Albertiana, one of the handsomest
of Conifers, well known throughout the country.

Messrs. Smith, Dulwieh, sent ISTepeta (Glechoma) varie-

gata, with golden variegation. This appears to be the old

Glechoma hederaoea, or Ground Ivy, with a new name.
This plant had been often exhibited before.

Mr. Salter, Hammersmith, had Sedura Sieboldii varie-

gatum, a very interesting plant, having in the centre of

each leaf a creamy white mark surrounded with a bright

green margin. This will make a vei'y showy plant for

baskets or rockwork, and very distinct from any other

variegated plant—first-class certificate. Ranunculus repens

variegatus was also shown by Mr. Salter. This pleasing

form of the common Eanunoulus was much admired from
the extreme whiteness of the variegation. It wiU be found
most useful for rockwork, especially in dark or shady situ-

ations, where its bright foliage will be very conspicuous

—

second-class certificate. Geranium pratense foliis reticulatis

came from the same.
Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laiug, sent Pansy Mrs. H.

Dombrain, one of the Fancy division of Pansies, a laxge

rough-edged flower, with a creamy ground blotched with

very large deep pui-plish central spots—second-class cer-

tificate.

Mr. Turner sent Pelargonium Dirchess of Somerset, a
seedling of the Fancy varieties ; also a seedling Auricula

Eev. J. BramhaU, small flower and very starry ; Auricula

Buckstone, a very fine green-edged flower of first-rate quali-

ties—first-class certificate ; Am-icula Miss Giddings, a green-

edged rough flower ; Auricula Mrs. Jamieson, with very

dark black ring which cut through the green edging ; and
Auricula Earl of Shaftesbury.

From Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, & Co., came a seedling

Berberis named Handsworthiensis, a plant of dwarf habit

and very free-flowering—first-class certiflcate.

Mr. Parsons exhibited a few flowers of a seedling Tro-
paeolum ; flowers large and circular, bright orange ; one of

the Crystal Palace section of Tropoeolum : a very promising
variety should it prove free-flowering when planted out.

A few plants recently sent home by Mr. Weir were placed
on the table, but not in a condition for examination after

their long voyage.

STEIEING GERANroM CUTTINGS IN SPRING.
" Agnes " would feel obliged if Mr. Thomson would give

full directions for striking and managing Geranium cuttings
taken in spring from the plants preserved alive through the
winter. Also, if he would mention specially, when he speaks
ofgiving heat, whether it should be bottom heat or that of a
common vinery ; how far the parent plant can be cut down

without spoiling it ; and the treatment to bring it soon into

flowering when bedded out. She alludes specially to the Va-
riegated and Golden Chain kinds. How soon should the

autumn cuttings struck in the open air be brought under

glass ?

[To strike Geranium cuttings in spring, from plants that

have been preserved through the winter, with the greatest

possible success, the old ijlants should be jjut into a house
or pit where they can have .a temperature of 60° or 6.5°,

about the end of January or beginning of Feliruary, to make
a month's growth before the cuttings are taken. This is

much preferable to taking the cuttings from the old plants

while in a comparatively dormant state—first, because root-

action is excited, and the old stools break more freely and
strongly than if the cuttings were removed while in a

dormant state ; and second, Iiecause the cuttings root more
freely after having made a fresh growth chan when put in

when in a less fresh and growing condition. The early pai-t

of March is a good time to put in cuttings in spring. Well-

drained cutting-pans, boxes, or eight-inch pots filled up
with equal parts sand, loam, and leaf mould sifted through a

quarter-inch sieve, are excellent materials for striking Gera-

niums in spring. When the cuttings are put in a watering

should be given sufficient to wet the soil through and
through, so that it may not be necessary to water fi-equently.

The best place for striking them is in a temperature of 05"

to 70° near the glass, and shaded only when the sun is very

bright in the middle of the day. Bottom heat is not indis-

pensable, although such sorts as Golden Chain and all the

variegated section root sooner with a little than -n-ithout it.

They do very well in a vinery or anj' structm-e where there is

a heat of 65". When rooted they should be potted off singly

into tliree-inch pots, and kept in heat till the roots reach

the sides of the pot at least, then they should be tiu-ned

into cold frames where they can have the protection of

glass, and by the middle of May almcist all Geraniums make
fine plants in this way from spring cuttings. We do not
approve of cutting down the old plants too closely ; a few

leaves should be left to each branch or Umb after the cutting

is taken from it. They should be kept in heat tUl they

break into fr'esh growth, and when the growths are an inch

or two long they should then be put into a lower tempera-
ture. Golden Chain and all the variegated sorts succeed

very well in this way, and the gorgeously marked Mrs.

Pollock and Sunset are as ft-ee as any, and more fr'ee thaji

many of the strongest-gTOwing sorts. When any new and
scarce sorts are to be multiplied with the greatest possible

rapidity it is best not to plant them out in the borders but

to plunge them, say in sis-inch pots. They can then be
lifted in autumn without a check, and forced and propagated

fr'Om all winter and spring; whereas if planted out and
lifted they sustain a check, and do not yield so many cut-

tings. The autumn-struck euttiags are put under glass

about the middle of September, or before there is danger
fr-om frost and cold rains. When housed a light place and
abundance of air should be given them.—D. T.]

PIT FOR STRAWBERRY FORCING.
I PURPOSE building a pit for forcing Sti-awbeiTies from

about the beginning of February. A common brick flue

will pass along the front, across the far end, and return

along the back, rising a little all the way, and the furnace

considerably lower than the bottom of the flue.

I wish to know whether it would be the best for the

success of the Sti'awberries to place the pots on an open
treUis or platform aU over the pit aboixt 6 inches or so

above the top of the flue, or if it would be better to place

rubble about and over the flue, making a nice even sur-

face of gravel all over the pit for the pots to stand upon
close to the glass—i. e., so near that the tallest leaves when
full grown will not quite touch it. This latter plan woidd save

the expense of a wooden platform, and be very convenient

for the pots to stand upon ; but the question is. Would it

afford sufficient top heat in cold weather, especially at the

end farthest from the furnace ? and then how troublesome

to get at the flues to repair or clean them.

The former plan of the wooden platform of open work
would permit the heat to come up fi-eely between the pots
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and play among the foliage, as Mr. McEwen speaks of its

being so beneficial. When the Strawberries are placed on a
shelf at the upper part of the back of a Pine-stove, a little

air being constantly admitted at top, there would be plenty
of moisture from beneath the platform, arising from the
water passing underneath from watering and syringing, and
when in blossom and ripening the place would be drier by
withholding syringing and being more cai-eful in watering.
The pit is to be a narrow one, so that a person pushing
down the lights wiU have fuU command of the plants without
pushing up from the bottom ; also to get at those in fr-ont.

I am not confined for the length of the pit, but I wish it

to be just so long that a moderate fire will heat it pro-
perly, so that the Strawberries will have sufficient heat
at the extreme end, farthest from the furnace.

—

Clekictjs,

Northamptonshire

.

[Such a pit as you propose may be from 30 to 40 feet in

length, 6 feet wide, from 5 to 5 J-
feet in height at back,

and 2 to 2J feet in front. Such a pit may be most easily

attended to fr-om the front, except the back rows. A less

height of pit would do if the flue were sunt a little, and the
pit could also be sunk from 12 to 18 inches if there is

nothing in front to shade it. All things considered, we
would decidedly recommend a sloping moveable wooden
stage, the shelves to be about 16 or 18 inches from the
glass. This should be made in pieces to suit one or two
lights, so as to be moved easily. A stay along the back
wall would receive the back, or a brick ledge an inch wide
might be left jutting out at the requisite height. The
same may be done in the front wall, or the stage could rest

on a brick placed over the flue. The shelves, 7 inches wide
and pitched in summer, would last a long time. The floor

of gravel would not do so well for early forcing ; and you
would not have heat enough in the atmosphere of the house
unless you threw some kind of a chamber over the flue,

however rough, with means for letting the heat up. Even
then the plan would not answer so weU as a stage with air

above and below. The expense of such a chamber would
be something, and if the gravel floor is made you could use
the pit for nothing but low things. Generally clergymen
lite to make the very most of such a little building. With
the stage, you could fill with low things in winter; you
could remove the stage and place taller plants in the pit.

In summer you could remove the stage, and have a first-

rate place for Melons or Cucumbers and ever so many other
purposes. In putting in the plants of Strawberries in

January and February we would clean the pots, remove a
good portion of the old decayed and spotted leaves, fr-esh-

dress the surface, place the pots on the shelves, and water
very carefully until the flower-trusses appear. Then the
pots may be set in saucers, but the water must never stand
in them above the third of an inch. We prefer a thin layer
of moss that has been scalded with hot Ume water, or a
thin turf cut to the size and placed in a barrel and steeped
in hot lime water before using. This in both cases is to
destroy slugs. As soon as the truss shows you may use
weak manure water of different kinds. Commence with a
heat of 45°, rising gradually to 55°, and from that to 60°

with fire heat until the fruit is swelling, when a little more
may be given. At all times, but especially when in bloom,
a current of air should pass over them. In bright sun
allow 10° to 15° more, with air given early.]

GEOWING- POTATOES AND GEEENS
CON.JOINTLT.

I AM only too glad to have it in my power to reply to Mr.
Bevan Fox's inquiries, and I trust what I write may prove
useful to him. I owe him compensation for hours of pleasant
reading, and for many ideas gained from time to time from
his apicultural essays in this Journal.
Mr. Fox inquires, firstly, "When the trenches between

the rows of Potatoes are to be occupied by plants of the
Broccoli or Cabbage tribe ?

"

There is a capital sort ofBrussels Sprouts called the Eose-
berry, which I find very appropriate to be grown in the
trenches between the rows of Potatoes. The plants ought
to be now ready to prick out fr-om the seed-bed. I do this

in rows across the garden wherever space offers, and place
the plants at 6 inches apart. In about three weets they
wiU have become strong and sturdy, when I transplant
them into the trenches at 1 foot 6 inches ft'om each other.

Some epicures think this variety too coarse, on account ofthe
French-Walnut size which they attain, but for the parlour
table some of smaller size can always be singled out; so

for general use and flavour commend me to them. The
mere points of their crowns cut off in October are simply
delicious. We have been well furnished with a continual

supply of sprouts of this variety since that time, and dating

from this 25th of April, we shall be furnished with Greens
from them a week longer. What plants of them that re-

mained in the trenches at the middle of March, were forked

lip and laid in by their heels, in order that the ground might
be made to undergo its tUlage for Potatoes and Sprouts
again. Turner's Eclipse Cabbage, Grange's Cauliflower,

or Walcheren Broccoli, can be grown very easily between
the medium tall sorts of Potatoes, such as Daintree's Seed-

ling, and the sooner robust plants of these are planted out

in the trenches at 2 feet 6 inches apart the better. Eai-ly

Turnips should be sown in rows on the site whence the

Potatoes are taken up, or Swedes or Yellow Bullock Turnips
may be transplanted then and there. The latter is a hardy,

well-flavoured Turnip, having a cream-like colour, not so ob-

jectionable in appearance on the dining-table as a Swede,
and both may be tui-ned to excellent account by being boiled

for the pig.

Mr. Fox wiU not have to complain of the 42-iuch distance

between the rows if his ground is in tolerable heart. I am
a great advocate for pure air, and I allow it to circulate

very fi-eely amongst all kinds of vegetable and animal life

under my charge.
As a chief means to the end, I will next give precedence

to Mr. Fox's questions as to the matter of " seed." Experi-

mentally I am led to conclude that Potatoes reared from.

whole " sets " produce a greater bulk of crop, and are more
able to contend agaiust disease than those raised fr-om the
seed which is cut. I always take especial care that the seed
which I plant has been grown upon a light soil of a different

nature from my own, which may be termed an artificially-

made, dark-coloured, gravelly loam, and that the tubers are

the progeny fi'om undiseased stools. Coupled with this, I

choose middling-sized sets at taking-up time, and since I
have been particular in attending to this, I have never ex-

perienced anything approaching to a failure of crop. A
medium-sized Potato may be termed scarcely ripe when-

taken from the soil, which is a great recommendation to it

for seed. My seed may be said to undergo a perpetual pre-

paration for planting, although giving comparatively little

trouble, for as soon as it is taken out of the ground it is

laid in the sun for a day or two, to become slightly greened,,

and it is then disposed of in single layers upon shallow

wooden trays, secure from damp and frost, in an under-

ground cellar, having a temperature ranging about 40°. Its.

dimensions are 9 feet by 18, and it has a fair twilight

admitted to it through a glazed aperture, measui-ing,

3 feet by 1.

I take especial care that the first shoots which spring

from the sets are not maimed or bruised, and, agreeably

to the size of the set, I allow two or thi-ee shoots to grow.

If an excess of these form, they are rubbed off in their

infancy, and I foUow up this disbudding process, when, by
planting time, the proper number of shoots which were
allowed to remain have become robust, sturdy, and strongly

attached to the tubers, plainly pointing out the advantage-

gained over the old enervating " spurting " and cutting

method. Nothing is here lost to the Potato: whatever
nourishment has gone out of it remains stored up in the

hearty young shoots, and the seed is delivered to the soil

with all its powers about it, with incipient leaves ready to

expand and compete for the light of day, and to begin

to exercise their powers immediately. It should be known
that each succeeding series of shoots, consequent on dis-

budding, is weaker than its predecessor, and that, when
this is done three or four times, the leaf-buds are destroyed..

Who, th^n, can wonder at the great loss to the crop through
the destruction even of the fu-st shoot ? But, as I stated

above, it is not the loss of the sprout alone, but with it

goes a quantity of food intended by nature to nourish the
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buds in the act of germination, or until they can cater for
themselves. Besides, it is pretty well understood that the
upper end of the Potato bears the shoots which bring the
heaviest produce, and this end generally buds first, and the
consequence is that, instead of two or three original stems,
we have in their place a host of sprouts of secondary power

;

and the result will happen that, instead of a superior pro-
duce, there will arrive an inferior sample. But under the
system of carefully protecting two or three iirst shoots these
are sui-e to become the monopolisers, and the result mostly
happens that the weaker sprouts wUl not be able to make
growth at all, and the consequence wOl be a superior weight
of an even quality not only for market and personal eating,
but for the pig also, which I fancy will prefer and thrive
better on a good sample of Potatoes than on bad small
ones.

Now, as regards the "best mode of keeping and storing
Potatoes." I remember once reading about a man who made
a wager that he would get a hundred receipts for the tooth-
ache within an hour. He took his stand upon London Bridge
and began distorting his face and uttering piercing cries,
and truly receipts poured in upon him from all sides. He won
easily. So with oiu- Potatoes. I could go on giving Mr.
Fos receipts for storing them, such as they have been
related to me, and such as I have read of, almost to infinity,
and aU according to their detailers, " the best." But I will
simply confine myself to three plans which I have practised
according to cu-cumstances during thirty years. The first
I was under the necessity of adopting for part of our crop
in Shropshii-e, previous to 1845, where I cultivated the
Potato on a larger scale than I do now—viz., fix on a di-y
and rather sloping situation, mark out a parallelogram
having a breadth of 4 feet for its base, and when storing
the tubers, which should be in a di-y state, nan-ow them
gradually to an apex. Make a trench around them by
digging out sufficient soil to form a layer over the Potatoes
quite 6 inches thick, and finish the mound off by thatching
it with straw or Fern-fronds to prevent danger from wet or
frosts. Allow the eaves of the thatch to hang down into the
trenches in order to caiTy the drip water well away and
leave the tubers high and dry. Never place the straw next
to the Potatoes, as it would be apt to rot them and impart
a musty flavour. I do not approve of the pitting system,
however, though I know for want of convenience numliers of
people must adopt it ; but I can confidently say I lost more
tubers through that off-hand system before the advent of the
disease than I have ever done since, disease included. When
a substantial shed or other small outhouse is at command,
such an one as Mr. Pox says he has, sufficiently closed in to
keep out all frosts and wet, and to be made dark at pleasui-e,
decidedly give that place a preference, and use dry sand
or iinely-sifted cinder-ashes, either of these, placing it an
inch or two in thickness, alternately with layers of the tubers

;

and when this is done aU I can say is, one may depend upon
having sound, first-rate Potatoes to sell or otherwise tiU
late in the spring ; the result will well repay the extra care
and labour.

—

Upwahds and Onwards.

(To he continued.)

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Now that most of the seeds of weeds lying near the sm--
face of the soil have germinated, every part of the garden
should have a deep hoeing in dry weather ; the cleanliness
of the garden for the season will depend in a great measiu-e
on a complete destruction of all seedling weeds at this time.
Broccoli—the Cape—and Cauliflower may stUl be sown for a
late supply, but there must be no delay. Continue to plant
out Cmdifloiuers and Cahhages from the nursery-beds as they
become large enough, and keep the earth well sth'red about
those advancing. Look out for slugs, they are very nume-
rous this season ; the frequent application of quicklime is the
most effectual plan for their destruction. Celery, attend well
to advancing crops ; stir the siu-face of the soil in which it

is pricked out, and give occasional waterings with liquid
manure. Cucimibers, towards the end of the week get a
ridge prepared for turning out these, and also "Vegetable

Marrows, under hand-glasses. There is no better way than
the usual one of throwing out a trench 3.1 feet wide, and
filling it with fermenting materials, such as leaves, dung,
and short grass, and returning the soU ; but if this is not
of a light natm-e there had better be some prepared light

compost laid where the glasses are placed. Capsicums, these,

as also Chilis, BasU, and Tomatoes, should now be under-
going the process of hardening previous to planting out.
Dwarf Kidney Beans, about half those that have been for-

warded in heat may now be transplanted in light rich soil,

and means must be at hand to cover them up at night
whenever there is any appearance of frost. The other half

may be kept in a cold frame or other shallow place till about
the 20th of the month, after which we may consider the
danger fi'om frost over. Peas, attend to former directions

respecting these, which are growing unusually strong and \,

healthy this season, and will requfre some attention in keep- ,

ing the sui-face soil well loosened to maintain them in a fi'ee-

growing state. Radishes, sow every ten days. A few of the
earliest should be left to seed for pods for pickling.

FLOWER GARDEN.

Now that a change has taken place in the weather, every
exertion shoidd be made in filling up the flower-garden beds
and clumps, intended for the summer and autumn display,

with all possible dispatch; premising that the plants in-

tended for each bed have been previously determined on and
hardened-off, no great difficulty wUl be felt in fiUing up the

beds. If it is wished to have an early display of flowers the
plants wUl requfre to be planted more thickly than when a
late display is required. To judge from the modern ar-

rangement in planting flower gai-dens, the principal object

is to produce a sti'iking effect by employing plants only of

a decided colour, jjrincipaUy red, blue, yellow, and white.

"When the colours are well contrasted this plan is very
effective, particularly when viewed fi'om a distance, and in

situations where the beds are not numerous, and where
there is a considerable breadth of either grass or gravel to

overpower. But a repetition, however brUUant, is seldom
so pleasing on a close examination as where variety, both
in form and colour, has been caUed in, and where the grada-

tions into which the primary colours run have been arranged
in accordance with the rules (which I endeavoured to ex-

plain in The Journal op Horticulture last year) govern-

ing their distribution. There is now no want of colour to

effect this, as nearly every class of beddiug-out plants pre-

sents sufficient variety for this purpose. See that the stan-

dard Eoses are properly secured against high winds, and the

caterpUlar and green fly. Those which were budded last

season to be again gone over, and aU the buds and suckers

which proceed fi-om the stock destroyed. The inserted buds
which have made shoots to be stopped back to three joints

to cause them to take a firmer hold of the stock and to

increase the size of the head. From those which are in-

tended for budding upon this season rub off aU the buds
with the exception of those weU-placed at the top of the

stock.

PKUIT GARDEN.

The prolonged duration of fine sunshiny weather has

produced a marvellous and delightful change in the face of

nature. The healthy and vigorous development assumed
by vegetation under these circumstances, combined with

the fine autumn of last year, may reasonably induce us to

hope for abundant crops of aU sorts of fruits, more especially

as we never recollect to have seen fi'uit blossom in such a

bold, healthy, and promising condition. The moderate dis-

budding of Peaches, Apricots, &c., or rather thinning the

shoots, must still be persevered in; but they must now be
removed with a sharp knife, and not broken off, as the shoots

are acquiring consistency. Some of the strongest shoots

intended to remain to be tacked-in. Stop the strongest

shoots of Vines at a joint beyond the ft-nit. and commence
naUing-in. Apricots being generally used for tai-ts, to be

left until they are large enough for that purpose.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

Liberal shifts will now be required for gi'owing specimens

of choice things. The Pelargoniums wiU now be sho'RT.ng

bloom. As soon as this occurs, unless of gi-oss habit, a little
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weak and clear manure water may he given. Such may
also be applied to the Azaleas making their wood, also to

the Camellias. Get a reserve stock of Pelargoniums, Calceo-

larias, Heliotropes, Verbenas, Salvias, &o., potted-oif in

three-inch pots, and kept by themselves ; such will serve to

keep up a continual gaiety through the latter part of the
summer and autumn. Fuchsias for late blooming raiist not

be kept too warm, but should be placed in a moist shady
house, where they will grow much more fi-eely than in a
high temperature. As New Holland plants go out of bloom
pick-off their seed-pods, cut back the shoots, and arrange
them in the form most favourable to secure compact growth,
place them in an airy part of the greenhouse until they
fairly start into growth. When the buds have fairly started

will be the proper time for shifting such as require more pot
room; to be then kept rather close for a fortnight to en-

courage a free root-action and the healthy development of

the buds.

STOVE.
As regards the inmates of this house thorough cleanliness,

free ventilation, plenty of atmospheric moistiu-e, and slight

shading in bright sunshine, are at present the chief requi-

sites. Have an eye to the propagation of stock for succes-
sion or winter flowering in due time. Take care to secure
cuttings of Brugmansias, Clerodendrons, Erythrinas, Poin-
settias, Eranthnmums, and of those useful winter-flowering
plants Euphorbia jaoquiniseflora and Gesnera bulbosa. Aohi-
menes should now be placed where more air can be given

;

stake-out neatly as the shoots advance. Gloxinias requu'e
a partially-shaded situation and moist heat. Gesneras may
be treated in the same way, with the addition of more light.

No means should be neglected to encourage a fine growth
at this period in Orchids in order to get their pseudo-bulbs
firm, well novirished, and well ripened betimes. Centra-
denias now exhausted with flowering should be shaken out
of their pots and repotted. Fibrous loam and fibrous heath
soU, with coarse sand, make an excellent compost for them.

"W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

The dripping weather of the week has left little to do in

this department, beyond sowing Broad Beans in the begin-
ning of the week. Of these we will make only two more
sowings, as they do little good when planted or sown late.

Have any of our readers tried these Beans, when young,
cut up and boiled like Dwarf Kidney Beans ? If not, there
is what some consider a great luxury in store for them.
When so used, the beans inside should not be larger than
peas. Pricked out Cauliflower, Celery, &c. ; and hunted for

slugs among young plants. Went over most of the walks
in the kitchen garden, weeding, hoeing, and preparing for

soon rolling them down, and keeping them smooth and nice
for the season. To help this, wUl cut out the alleys in
the fruit-borders, so as to make them nice and straight,

and then give them a thin covering of sawdvist, that the
alleys may be used by the workmen instead of the walks.
A scraper at each corner is very useful for keeping walks
nice and clean. Two things are very annoying to a gardener
who likes to see his walks in good order. The first is seeing
lumps of earth on the gravel, carelessly brought out of the
quarters on the boots of the workmen ; the other is seeing
a soft place marked as if a dozen people had been dancing
over it. Walks, when carefolly kept, should be studiously
used as walks ; and in that case it would be money saved
to give an extra sum to the labourers, so as to dispense with
nails in their boots. In damp weather every nail mark is

apt to show, even when a plain sole would leave no impression
whatever. We shall never forget seeing one of the greatest
gardeners of the age almost mad about his gravel. A large
square of gravel was in front of the entrance to the mansion

;

only a small part was ever used by horses or carriages.
Whenever used, the marks were taken out the last thing at
night or the first thing in the morning. The whole piece
had been beautifully cleaned and levelled, and, after a heavy
shower, had been well rolled, so that it was almost as smooth
and as shining as a polished mahogany table. Some visitors

came on horseback, unattended by grooms, and some in-door
servants were called to hold the horses. Tired of the un-

exciting occupation, they resolved to mount and exercise the

horses ; and, instead of doing this on the caniage road, or

even in the park, they must, not from any evil purpose, but

from sheer thoughtlessness, have their hard trot and gallop

on this fine-rolied gravel, leaving a torn-up mass behind

them, which could not have been worse if a hundred wild

horses from an American prairie had stampeded over it at

fuU gallop. Of course a proprietor may ride or drive, or

have a carriage chair over his own walks, as he must pay

for putting them right again, but no other person ought to

take such a liberty without previous permission. If walks

are very weedy, the centres may be salted, but in a kitchen

garden'it is not safe to go near the Box edging ; and if the

edgings are of ornamental tiles, or stone, it would scarcely

be more safe, as the salt, in time, wUl rise through such

edgings, and crumble them to a certamty. We have more

than once seen the stone balustrading of gravel terraces

crumbling and wasting, because salt had been used freely

to keep the gravel without a weed. We may also mention,

though salt water is pretty good, and soda better,_ for

cleaning stone pavement or flooring from green deposit or

mildewed-like surface, that if used at all fi-eely the stones

will get soft and wear away in films, and, in close weather,

they will yield an efflorescence of the salt on their surface.

There are few things so safe for cleansing as plenty of

manual labour.
, r v •

The general work being of a routine nature, the chief busi-

ness has been making up a hotbed for a couple of two-light

frames for Cucumbers. The plants in the first four lights

have done and are doing beautifully ; but we must not say

much, for they did well last year until the middle of July,

after which we had less or more of disease all the autumn

in Cucumbers, Vegetable Marrows, and aU that tribe, except

Melons ; and as it is best always to confess failure, we found

we were powerless in subduing the disease except by fresh

soil and frequent planting. But about the bed just named

there could scarcely be more unpromising materials. These

were the remains of a bed for a two-Ught box, used for

late Melons last autumn, and for the earliest Radishes,

and a sprinkling of Lettuces afterwards, a couple of good

loads of long dry litter from the stables from which the

droppings had been shaken for Mushrooms, a little half-

worked dung, and a few of last winter's tree leaves. The

old bed was first cleared out and all the very rotten removed,

leaving a nice little piece of half-decayed material. With
such substances, instead of waiting and working, we hawe

made the bed at once, thus—dry litter and wet grass, and

old hotbed stuff alternately, say 3 inches of each, in suc-

cessive layers, until a depth of 2 feet was attained. We
were certain that the grass would make aU heat, and that

the moisture from it and the half-decayed matter would

be quite sufficient to set the dry litter fermenting freely.

Over this we placed 6 inches of half-wrought dung and

leaves, and then 6 inches of sweet leaves, leaving the trench

in the centre for the soU. Previous experience enables us

to say that we have no doubt of such a bed giving a fair

and lasting heat for what is requu-ed. Of course the steam

from the green grass would make havoc of the plants if it

came in contact with them, but it must not do so. With

short grass in a heap we never feel at a loss for a little

bottom heat provided the grass is buried far enough down

and the heat must pass through a foot of some sweet and

healthy substance. Had we worked the Httle material we
could command in the usual way, we would not have had

anything like enough for two lights instead of four._ Such

grass is also useful for packing round frames, especially if

there is some litter above it ; but care must be taken that

no steam from such lining pass inside the box. On this

account we would rather have shallow frames than deeper

ones with .ioints in the wood. Pulled some laurel boughs

through old hurdles, and set them against the bed made, to

prevent the wind acting too freely upon it. We are thus

minute to suit gardeners with little means ; and for their

encouragement we would say in conclusion that they are

likely to be more successful with a simple hotbed than if

they had heat from a flue or a hot-water pipe. Easy as it

seems, more practice is necessary for managing such heating-

than the old plan of hotbeds.
FKTTIT GAEDEN.

Planted out more Strawberry plants from pots y/htm. the
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ground was dry enough. All such pots are wanted at this
season as soon as they are empty. Found that the Straw-
berry plants, taken up and potted as mentioned lately, and
plunged in a bed cf tree leaves out of doors, have now filled

the pot with fine fresh roots, whilst the large trusses are
swelling but not yet opening their blooms. These now may
go to any place that we can spare for them. We have
managed to get rid of half the upper shelf in the Peach-
house, which will let more light to the back wall. In a week
or so the other half will be gathered, and that, besides the
additional light to the trees, vrill enable us to attend to the
three shelves that will then be left without the assistance
of a ladder. As soon as we can do so, we wUl nest thin,
and then remove altogether the shelf that gives the next
greatest shade; but that will not be just yet. Many
schemes must be resorted to to keep up a constant daily
supply after the vineries become too dark to be suitable.
We may here allude to several matters. First, owing to
getting runners late last season, our plants, with single
plants in a pot, have done best when grown in 40-sized
pots. Second, where time can be given, it is best to re-
move the smaller fruit, and even the blossoms, after six or
seven are set and swelling. Where Strawberry ices are
used, the thinning is of less consequence, as the smaller
ones would do for that purpose. Thu-d, even under the best
treatment it is not often that every plant will come up to
your expectations. We recollect, some time ago, a gentle-
man being astonished at our reply when, on looking at a fine
row of seventy plants in fuB fruit, he said, " Of coiu-se every
pot you put on that shelf has succeeded in this admirable
manner; not a bad one among them." We replied, "Oh
no, as far as we recollect, some five or six per cent, of
that shelf were weeded out, because they were not worth
keeping." Aspu-ing beginners may as well know that the
most experienced ai-e yet very far from perfection. They
should have more courage to persevere, when they know the
most practised have theb failures. The gentleman re-
plied, ' WeU, in my little house I have a few plants almost,
if not quite, as good as youi-s ; but then they are mixed
with those that have little or nothing, and that spoils their
appearance." " Exactly so ; but why keep them ? Plants of
the same age, the same sort, and the same kind, will throw
up their trusses about the same time. If they show no
signs of doing so, it is waste space, waste time and labour
to keep them for nothing." This leads us. lastly, to notice
a rather singular characteristic in the young gardener which
has come under oui- observation for a good number of years,
as respects these pots of forced Strawberries ; and that is

extreme reluctance to move a useless pot out of its place
when once it has been set there. Even the playfully
threatening to launch a pot, like a bullet, at their heads,
win not quite conquer the seeming hope and anticipation
that the flowerless plant may become covered with "bloom
if it only have a little more time. We can honestly say
that we have had rows in which every pot fiist placed was
good ; but these were exceptions rather than the rule. The
earlier the forcing, the greater the per-oeutage of failures
we generally make allowance for.

We find our orchard-house will give us a great help with
Strawberries, keeping up the connection between the forcing-
houses and the open air.

The duU days gave vis an opportunity of pruning and
tying in the Peach-house, disbudding and stopping, and
thinning in the orchard-house, regulating late Vines, thin-
ning Grapes in second vinery, &c. Very small Grapes make
good tarts, especially if a few Gooseberries go with them.
They should be used when the size of duck shot ; when as
large as peas, or larger, they need too much sugar. Peaches
less than Walnuts, as well as Apricots, also make nice tarts

;

but win any one tell us what young Nectarines from the size
of horse beans, and onwards, are good for? Eegidated,
stopped, and watered Figs, and uncovered the Fig trees
out of doors.

OKNAHENTAL DEP.4RTMENT.
Chiefly mowing when fair above. The grass has been

made use of, as ali-eady detailed. A portion was also put
round the box of Verbena cuttings referred to last week, as
from there being no sun there has been less heat than we
expected. They are, however, looking well, and though not
by any means all rooted, we find a good many of the tiny

bits have made roots in the seven days. In wet days the
chief work was pot-washing, tally-making, stick-pointing,
and potting, and pricking off young plants. We shall a3
soon as fair turn out a great number of plants into Celery
trenches, that we may get the pots and the room for things
more tender.—K. F.

COVENT GAEDEN MAEKET.—May 7.

The market is now very well supplied, and trade in very brisk. Pines
are sufficient tor the demand, and EnRiiah Grapes plentiful. Of forced
Strawberriee there ia a fair supply, and of very good quality. Good forced
Peaches have began to make iheir appearance ; also a few May Duke
Cheriies from the continent. Peara are now over, and pood dessert Apples
very ecarce. Large importations continue to arrive from the continent^
and inclufle Lettuce and other salading:, Afeparafrus, Peas, and Potatoes.
Spring Cabbages are now plentiful, notwithstanding that large quantities
are aeot off to the great towns in the north.
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Aphis Destrotino {Wyesidc).'-Vfe do not know of a more efficacious

remedy for the attacks of aphis than filling- the house with tobacco smoke,
but there is little gained by employing it unless the hou=e be densely filled

with it : we never found it fail when the amoke could be confined about the

plant. If you fill your house with tobacco smoke when the trees are quite

dry, so that you cannot see the trees within the house, and syringe them
«ttrly in the morning with Laurel water, made by bruising a Urge handful

of Laurel leaves and placing them for twenty-four hours in 3 gallons of

rain water, you will find this answer your purpose. We do not know of a

better remedy than this, nor are we acquainted with Mr. Kivers' method of

freeing his large houses of this plague. We think he would gladly answer
any inquiriee. Rubbing the leaves infested with aphis, and crushing the

insects between the finger and thumb is certainly a good remedy. A house
may be kept pretty clear by this process, but it is tedious, and the trees

require to be well washed with a syringe after each operation to clear the

leaves of the filth.

HoTA iMPEEiALis ( TT. F".).— It IS most decidedly a sfove plant, but may
be placed in a warm greenhouse during the winter if kept dry at that

season. Your plants should now be stai-ting into growth, and ought to do
well in your vinery at a temperature of 70° ; but we fear from your de-

scription of them that they are dead. If you have a house with a little

bottom heat and a place to plunge the pots in, the plants if aliva would
soon grow j if they did not, yon might safely throw them away.

CeRAoTIUM T0ME^T0SDM AND C. BlEBEESTEINI CULTUHE (Ttiem).— "We
have not experienced any difficulty in raising these plants from seed, and
all we do is to sow in pans filled with light soil, and cover the seeds lightly

Tvith fine soil. The pans are then set in a cold frame, which is kept moist

and close until the plants appear, when air is abundantly admitted, and
they are watered lighily until they gain strength. When sufficiently strong
they are pricked out in any light in the open garden, and beyond a watering
or two after pricking out do not require any further attention. The great

difficulty we experience with these plants is to keep them within reasonable
limits, for they extend so much in light soils as to be weeds. Get a plant or

two and grow them in a light soil in the open garden, divide the roots into

as many plants as possible in the following April, and in a year or two you
will have enough to plant an acre. We think the seed you have sown has
not been good, or it may have been buried too deeply in the soil and kept
too wet, whereas the Cei'astium is a rock plant or alpine.

DiELYTEA cucuLLAEiA, &c. (A. iJ).—Mr. Abbey informs us that he has
bloomed this plant, and found no difficuliy in doing so. The plants grew in

an open eituation in an herbaceous border, the soil being composed of sandy
peat, the border being originally intended for hardy Heaths. A little loam
was added to it, and in this the herbaceous plaLts were grown, and amongst
tbem the plant in question. It, with the other plants, received no attention

beyond that of weeding in summer, and lorkiug the border neatly over in

spring. Early in autumn the border was covered with an inch or two of

the previous year's leave?, which were partially decomposed, and yet

afforded a sort of protection to the crowns of the plants. This was neaily

forked into the border the April following. The plant produced its peculiai'-

shaped flowers in June, and increased very last, but this did not interfere

with its blooming freely. The plant grew so fast that it was found necessaiy
to divide it, and some of the pieces were planted on a rockery close by in

light loamy soil, and thtse flowered equally well with that in the border. He
mentions a peculiarity about the border which may be the key of the
whole afi'air. The site of the border was originally a sunk fence, and this

was filled in with the debris of some old buildings, and on this -was placed
the sandy peat a foot deep, to which a little turfy loam was afterwards
added. The plants were therefore kept free from stagnant water at the
root, and the well-drained condition of the border kept it warmer in winter,
and for this reason plants of doubtful hardiness were planted in it.

North American Ctpripediums (Jrfem).— They should be taken up
from their native habitats when at rest, with a little of the old soil about
4hem, and they travel beat in a box tightly packed in sawdust. The soil

about the roots (if any) should be dry, and the sawdust dry also, or the
roots are apt to decay owing to the moisture. Moss when dry is also a good
material to pack them in, and so is chaff, the main point being to pack them
so that the roots will not move about in the boxes and so get bruised, or

they are certain to decay. A white variety of Viola canina or Dog Violet is

certainly uncommon. We have had ihem very pale—closely approaching
Tvliite when grown under the shade of trees in poor light soil, but we never
heard of a pure white variety before. Wejpvesume the flower is inodorous.
If scented, it will be, we should imagine, a pretty little acquisition; in any
case it "Will be desirable on account of its novelty. The painting of chalk
and milk recommended for shading, will not injure your plants if it be
washed off into a tank ; but any doubts on this head may be removed by
putting the paint on inside the house on the glass.

Amaranthus MELAHCnoLicus RUBER CuLTUBE (A lorff/].—Tour strong
seedlings should be potted singly into CO-eized pots in a compost of light turty
loam two-thirds, leaf mould one-third, with a liberal admixture of sharp
sand. They should then be gently watered and placed in a vinery at work,
or any house or structure with a gentle heat. They will require to be kept
rather close for a few days until they become rooted, when air should be
admitted on all favourable occasions, and water given as may be necessary.

Care should be taken not to let them suffer from the want of water, other-
"wiee the lower leaves turn yellow or fall, and the plants are then wgly.
A wet condition of the soil on the other hand is equally baneful, and is due
to too copious waterings or :in imperfect drainage. As the plants advance
in growth they should be potted into 32-sized pots, and placed in a frame or
warm situation in the greenhouse, and near the glass, so that the colour of
the leaves may be brought out. In either situation they should be kept
moderately supplied with water, and be shut up early ; if in a frame, pre-
viously bedew them oveihead, thereby afforoing a nice atmosphere in

which no plant with which we are acquainted will not delight. ' If this

treatment be persevered in they will be fine plants by the beginning of June,
when some of the best should be shifted into iB-sized pots and be removed
feo the greenhouse, where they require abundance of light and copious
watering, but in other respects no more attention than is accorded to green-
house annuals in general, 'f hose remaining in the frame should be gradually
hardened off, and may then be employed lor decorating the flower garden.
Their chance of thriving will be better if they are planted out when the
temperature of the ground has considerably increased, than if they were
planted out earlier in the season.

Gasdemer's Cottages {J. W. G'.).—We cannot provide plans for these.

There are many works on the subject, from which a choice might be made*

Ft.ower Garden Plan (C JT. 7".).—The successful *' Patkmn," page 334,

can know hut little of the pleasure of anawerinz inquiries when he thinks
they must be so troublesome; and must have also forgotten that the works
from which he derives his information would hare heen much lens satisfac-

tory but for the many inquiries which are made from time to time. We
think, however, it is perfectly fair that correaponc'ents, editors, and.

coadjutorei should divide the matter fairly between them. In other words,
whilst the latter do their best to meet the wishes of their correspondents,

these correspondents should not ask for the time and labour in looking out
for dates, Ac, which they can accomplish thtmfelves, and should so manage
it as to lessen the trouble involved as much as possible. For example, our
correspondent, '*C. H. J.," gives us a sheet of note paper—the first page
closely filled with the generalities of a flower garden, and the fourth page
as closely filled with the proposed planting of some twenty-seven beds of

that flower garden. The inside, or the second and third pages of the sheet,

are occupied with a very rough sketch, in pencil, of that flower garden,
wliich seems divided into something like four quarters, two of these

quarters being on gravel and two on grass. Now, every time we turn over
the leaf, to note what a certain bed is filled "with, we are apt to forget what
another bed near it was filled with; and, therefore, thoroughly to see our-
selves the proposed system of planting, so as to be able to give an un-
biased opinion of praise or the reverse, we would r&quire to write over
again for ourselves the whole of the fourth page, so as to keep it before us
whilst analyi-ing the plans on the third and the fourth pages. Now, this

our correspondent should have done for us. Besides having a fountain in

the centre, and cross and transverse walks, the four divisions of the garden
seem to have nothing in common ; for, though two divisions are on grass^

and two on gravel, there is little or no sameness in the laying out of the
quarters. Under such circumstances, the simplest mode of planting would be
to make each quarter a distinct parterre in itself, and the side borders might
either contrast or pair with the border or the other quarter, with the dividing

walk between them. We presume that this has been the idea of "C. H. J.,"

and we think it is very successfully carried out. The difficulty of doing it

in any other way will at rnce be seen, if you divide a square piece of paper
into four squares, and then make the design in each quarter as different as

poseible from all the rest. We have often admired the inveutive and artistic

genius of our friend Mr. Kobson, and perhaps never more so than when
looking at the beautiful tracery at page 332. We could fancy how we would
plant such a figure, and what we would choose as the ground colour. We
could fancy taking two transverse lines through it, and yet the unity of

the plan and the uniformity of the planting be untouched ; but only take
two transverse lines + through that oval, and make the plan of each
quarter as different as possible from the other three, and then, we think, it

would puzzle even Mr, Kobson to please himself in the planting of it for

summer. Of course the plan at 332 is better fitted for mere colouring in

winter, than for planting in summer ; but its uniform beauty has supplied
us with an argument why our correspondent will not easily satisfy himself

with his arrangements, when his four distinct divisions come to be looked.

at as a whole. Just to show that, notwithstanding the difficulty, we
have really examined his proposed arrangements, we shall take the first

quarter, which has a border next the dividing walk, proposed to be filled

with Purple King and edged with Cerastiura, which will look
well. This quarter is on grass; Besides the border there are 2 4-

flve clumps, one in the centre, and four round it ; the centre, 1,

to be filled with Tom Thumb, edged with Lobelia (blue)

;

1

2 and 3, Flower of the Day, edged with Perilla ; 4 and 5,

Christine, edged with Brilliant. Now, we have no objection 5 3
whatever to find with this arrangement; but as the ground-
work is green grass, something bright or white will tell best next to it.

The Lobelia for the centre bed will be too low for the Perilla, unless the
latter be well cut, and also for the Geraniums. With the same materials,

what would yen think of the following ?— I, Tom Thumb, with broad band
of Flower of the Day; 2, 3, Perilla and Christine; 4, 5, Purple King
Verbena and Brilliani Geranium. A little yellow would lighten up the
figure ; and two or three plants of different shades might go in the centre

of these four beds. There might be no end to the combinations. The
Lobelia might be more freely u?ed in the quarter above, on gravel. The
only fault we find with that, is that there is no match bed to 11, though
seemingly plenty of room for it ; and in border 13 (5 feet wide), you seem,

to have seven rows, whilst of such strong-growing things five rows ought
to be sufficient. On the whole, considering your difficulties, we think yoa
are making the most of your materials.

Books foe a Gardener's Library {A Suhscriber).—The books for a
gardener's library in a gentleman's establishment should contain " Mcin-
tosh's Book of the Garden," *' Thompson's Gardeners' Assistant," *'The
Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary,'* " Loudon's Encjclopsedia of Plants,'*

"Johnson's Science and Practice of Gaidenins," and *' Hogg's Vegetable
Kingdom ;" " The Journal of HoRxicnLTuKB" in weekly Numbers, '* The
Florist and Pomologist" monthly, and *'The Gardeners' Year Book"
annually.

L.411GE3T Welltngtonia GioANTEA.—Could you, or any of your corre-

spondents, inform me of the size, height, and circumference of the largest

Wellingtonia gijjsntea at present growing iu England, and who is the pos-

sessor of it?— W. Bill.— TThis is rather a wide question; but any one
knowing where a fine specimen is growing, will oblige us by furnitihing the
relative particulars wished tor]

Insects (A 5u6sm&fr).—The grubs ^vhich have destroyed your Straw-
berry-bed are the larvaj of the common Daddy long-legs, Tipula olemcea.
Watering the earth round the roots of the plants with gas-tar water, or a
decoction of quassia, may be serviceable by driving the grubs away, but the

best remedy is to kill all the flies when they appear in the winged state.—W.
Peach-house Buili>ing (A Constaiit Subscriber).—Yomt proposed ar-

rangemenis will do very well, only an eight-inch smoke-funrel will be
better than a sis-inch. You will have heat enoughVo commence forcing in

January or February. We would use your pure loam and no dung for the

borders; you can give what strength you want by top-dressings and
manure-waterings. For thrips, smoke with tobacco, syringe well, and
keep a moist atmosphere. You must present the smoke cool, and very
hkely you mav have frequently to repeat the dose. If the plants are small,

wash each leaf with a sponge and soap water. Much obliged for confirming

the efficacy of Furze in preventing caterpillars on Gooseberry trees.

Gas Tar on Hot-water Pipes C-H". /•.).—We know of no other means
but scraping off the tar. Coal tar is the worst application for such a

parpoae.
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Pelabconii'Ms Blooming Phematurelt {A Lady Oarfie7ier). — 'We
should think that they have heen over-potted, and in rather rich soil. Give
the succession lot no moi e wuter than thej- absolutely require.

DisEABED CucuMDEits (N.). — 1, The white spots of roildcw may bo
cured by dust;ng^ the places with fine flowers of sulphur from a pepper-box,
washing the walls with sulphur nnd lime, with a little soot, to prevent
its being too white, and piving more air and a drieraimosphere. If the spot
is brownifh, it is the t=pot disease, and as your plants are young, the best
thing; would be to get rid of them and plant afresh. 2, Such appearances
as the young Cucumbers without stalks, are frequently caused by too
much and too little beat at the mots. If the hot-Tivater tank is covered
with iron or slate, there should be G inches of rough rubble at least between
the cover and the soil. Over-heating and over-drying roots under such cir-
cumstances often does great mischief. It is a good plan to have simple
contrivances for throwing moisture among the rubble on the tank-cover.
If there is no speedy change, we would certainly remove the plauts and
use fresh, "(vith fresh soil, after thoroughly cleaning the house.

Flower-bed Planting iALady SubsetHer).— Of the plane, we consider
1 and 2 prefemble to No. 3 In \\ if the eight rays were filled with Perilla,
we would make the central circle a strong-growing yellow Calceolaria.
The eight beds might then be filled with a plain-leafed and a white varie-
gated-leaved Geranium, in alternate beds, with the edging as decided on.
Supposing you put Fuchsias in the centre, then we would alternate the beds
"With yellow and white-leaved Geraniums, and run a ring of Lobelia inside
of the Cerastium. ^Ye like No. 2 best, but that is a mere matter of indi-
vidual taste. The same remarks will apply to the arrangement. It -would
be as well if the Lobelia angles went right up to the circle. The plants
there must be Ftrong, so as to be as high as the Geranium. Purple King
Verbena would be bttter for height, and comein as well with the Geraniums.
Tou might the.n spot the Cerastium-border with blue. In fig. 4, Defiance
Verbena is too strong to be nest the Cerastium. AVe would substitute
Purple King: thus— Cerastium, Purple King, Defiance, Mrs. Holford,
pink Verbena, &c.

Flowee Garden Plan {R. H. D.).—We do not think your group will
look well. 2, 3, 4, 5, being figures of an artistic shape, will not agree with
a plain oval for a centre, as 1. "VVe would much rather have a figure in the
centre, the same as the other four. Then, as a whole, if you make the
centre scarlet, find the other four figures, some of one and others of two
colours, the centre will rob the otheiv, and there -will be a
want of unity in the arrangement. Thus, if you had one 2 3
colour to each bed we would propose—1, White ; 2, Scarlet ; '

3, Blue; 4, Purple: 5, Yellow. Did we decide on two 1
colours, and cross planting, we would fill 1 with centre of
Scarlet Geraniums, as you propose, and a broadi.sh band of ,

white— as Verbena. Variegated Alyssura, or Cineraria mari- T ?
tima, tfec. 2 and 5 we would centre with lilac, or greyish
Verbenas or Heliotropes, and surround with scarlet Verbentis. 3 and 4 we
would centre with yellow Calceolaria, and surround with Purple King
Verbena. The last, or the edging and crossing plan, would perhaps be the
best.

Melon-house (An Aberdeenshire Sttbscriber).-—The pitch of the roof
{30"), will do very -well. We presume the house stands north rnd south,
at least that would be best. We would not bring the soil so high acainst
the side walls as i-hown in the plan, and then more room will be left for
the plants. Some sm:ill ventilators in the wall there would also be of nee
in warm days in summer. Tour idea of bringing ventilating pipes over
the flue is a good one. But we see no means tou have of heating the at-
mosphere of the house escept through the bed of soil. We would prefer
upright pipes in connection with the surface of the flue, or rather a few
inches above it, or else slides in the passiige to let out top heat when
necessary. By heating entirely through the soil there is danger of the
toots being scorched, whilst the atmospheric tfmperature is too lo^w. By
keeping the stones moist at the side> of the flue, not over it, the atmo-
sphere of the house as respects moisture may be regulated at pleasure.
When, however, heat is admitted from such a flue into the atmosphere of
the house, the flue ought to be good and secure, and for early Cucumbers
and Melons, it should at least for half its length be brick on bed, with stout
covers at top. We think, also, that instead of having one side for Cucum-
bers and the other for Melons, you had better divide the house, and thus
have a whole department for each.

ScAEEOEorGH LiLT.~The V?Jlota purpurea, often called the Yorkshire
Lily, is probably the plant intended by the inquirer at page 287. It is, I
believe, by no means uncon mon in the East Riding of Yorkshire ; and it is
said to have been first introduced there from a vessel wrecked off the coast.
--W. D. Paine, Seir/afc. 1 beg to inform *' Awartllid" that tlie Scar-
borough Lily is the Vallota. Ituas grown in great quantitiesin that part of
Yorkshire

; ard I harnly know any one that has visited that charming place
who has not brought one home with him. I had nine from there at first.
I found it was V. minor; but V. major, which I believe is the same as
Amaryllis purpurea major, is by far the better.—Jackson Gillbanks,
Cumberland.

Books (JT. J". ).—"Flower Gardening for the Many," and "Florists'
Flowers for the Many," can be bad from our ofiRce, free by post, for ten
postage stamps. They contain probably what you require.

Indices (A Gardener).—Yon can have them from our office by sending
your address and three postage stamps.

Names of Oechids [W, H. .ff.1.—The whitish-flowered Dendrobe with
the lip tinned with yellow, is D. Pierardi, Roxb. The other Orcliid is not
a Dendrobe at all, but Cattleya Sklnneri.Bateman. {F. C.).—We are much
obliged for the information about the Oncidlum, and hope that it will pro-
duce similar flowers at some future time. Dendrobium fuscatum is certainly
not in general cultivation. It is a Himalayan species discovered by General
Cathcart, and also by Drs. Hooker and Thomsoa.
Names of Plants {A Tovng Gardener).^!, The Burning Bush, also

called the Artillery Plant or Pistol Plant Its botanical name is Pilea alli-

trichoides (see Vol. XX. of Thk Journal of Horticulture, page 383).
2, Nephrolepis exaltata; 3, Phlfbodiuni percussura (?) ; 4, Phlebodiura
Billardieri. (/. J. S.).— \, Edwardtiia chrysophylla; 2, Muscari race-
mosum; 3, Leucojum mfitivum. iJ, H. <S.).—A species of Crinum, but
the specimen is not sufficient to determine which, ( A Subscriber,
J. -4.). — Wretched specimens; some quite unexambaable. 1, Arabia
albida; 2, Iberis sempervlrens ; 4, Pterls hastata; 6, Athyrium Fibx-

fffimina depauperatum. {IT. T. KA.— \, no leaves; 2, Epimcdium alpinnm ;

3, Mercurialis perennis; 4, Luzula campestris. {Min). — A seedling of

Lastrea dilatata.

POTJLTilY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHEOKICLE.

EGGS.
An egg is in itself a wonderful thing. "We have often

thouglit of it. Take that of the Goldfinch or the Humming
Bird, or the Carolina Duck, or the Impeyan Pheasant. The
little thing contains the beautiful yellow wing and crimson
velvet head of the first ; the magnificent plumage of the

second ; the varied hues and stripes of the third ; the inde-

scribable shades of the last. Its organisation is so perfect,

and the principle of life within it so strong, that with proper

precaution and painstaking it may travel thousands of miles

without injury, and hatch in another quarter of the globe.

But there are curious things connected with them, such as

we read of in " An Inquikek's " letter last week.
Some years since when everything that happened was

supposed to be connected with the end of the world, the eggs
laid in certain places had inscriptions, bidding people pre-

pare. We have heard of a poultry maid who had long

scorned a shepherd, " not because she disliked him, but
because she had not made up her mind." She gave in at

once when the egg took part in the affair. Two days in

succession she found them bearing the inscription, " Crule

gal. Marree Tummas."
Eggs play a far more important part abroad than they do

here, and those that are sold at Easter show how easQy they
take colour. We believe anything in the way of decoration

is possible with a new laid egg. At the moment of being
laid its shape may be altered, and it will take any colour or

inscription.

Eggs have their eccentricities. Some years ago a large

egg was called a double one, declai-ed useless, and looked
upon with dislike ; but it has been proved siich will at times
produce two chickens. Not only have these results appeared
in England, but the same is recorded in Prance, and two
good, sound birds, have appeared fi'om within the same
shell. We would, however, advise oiu' readers to eschew
the seeking after mai-vels, and to content themselves with
ordinary eggs and chicks. Eggs were not beneath the
notice of the learned of old. They studied them closely,

they endeavoured to detect the sex of the produce by the
shape of the egg. Thus the pointed was to produce a cock

;

the round a pullet. We have tried it and it failed ; we
have allowed others to select eggs, and they failed. The
inmate of a lunatic asylum was so far sane, he was allowed

to conduct visitors over the establishment. He descanted
ably and with much feeling on the different weaknesses of

those they saw. He pitied and laughed at them. Arrived
at the outer gate, the visitor would thank him and say he
would be happy to see him at any time. " Stay, sir," sadd

the Cicerone, "all these people I have shown to you are

insane, but I really am the Virgin Mai-y, and if I left these

walls the effect would be to upset all the religions in the
world." So, we tell our readers, Columella is wi-ong ; Game-
breeders are wrong ; those who look to the shape of the egg
are wrong ; but we, we can tell how to select cocks :—Set
the early eggs, and you will have nearly aU cocks. We were
told it years ago ; we have tried it every year with the same
result. We set eggs of thi'ee different breeds to come out
on the 4th of Januaiy, so they did. Be it known we did not
want all cocks ; the result is, we have a fine lot of chickens,

all cocks but one. We cannot explain these things, we
only notice and record them as sLagular and interesting

facts in connection with eggs. We are sure that fi'om a
pullet's eggs you will have twice as many cocks as from
an equal number laid by a hen ; and li'onj hens and puUets
both, the earlier eggs will produce more cooks than later

ones.

Good eggs are often condemned as bad when there is no
fault in them, but they are spoiled by being kept too dry.

Every egg that is to produce a chicken should be wetted for

days with cold water, otherwise the inner lining becomes
as hai'd as india-rubber, and however strong the chicken
may be, it cannot emerge from its prison.

It may be taken for grajited that the fresher the eggs aie
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that ai'e put imder the hen, the stronger the chickens will

be that aa'e produced.

Eour days before eggs hatch they should be tested in warm
water. It is most amusing. Take a paU and fill it with quite

warm water ; take the eggs and put them in it, they wiU
float. In less than five minutes an egg will move, then
another, then another, till all the good ones are in motion.

The bad ones do not move ; but the good when they feel

the warmth of the water move vigorously and dance about
the surface, performing all sorts of evolutions and figures,

bobbing about and ducking like a light cork float attacked
by an energetic minnow, or a very small gudgeon. So
ludicrous are the movements of these shell-bound prisoners,

that it is hard to believe they are not aware of what they
are doing, and when one elbows himself into the centre, and
the others out, we almost Hsten for the complacent chuckle
that should foUow the exploit.

We fancy we are discoursing on eggs without much
method in what we say. We were led to the subject by
the extraordinary occurrences noted in our columns, of two
eggs produced at different places and times, each having
a shelled egg within another. We tried to erplain it

scientifically and we could not : it was useless to look for

the natural causes of an unnatural occurrence, so we were
led to a wandering paper on eggs. All the most beau-
tifiil cups and vases of antiquity are modelled from the
egg. Many most elaboiate cornices and mouldings owe
the beauty of their outline to the same faultless shape.
We have spent many an hour iu the shade on a hot day,

with a lump of clay and some eggs. Put on a top, then
a foot, then two handles, and you have a vase; piit one
handle and a spovit, and you have a classic beaker ; so on,

&c. We have passed the morning in this way till we have
been summoned to dinner. There had been tribiilation

about that meal. That lazy butcher boy had not called,

he never did when he was wanted ; there, it was no great
loss, for the last mutton was so hard no one could eat it

;

and the weather was so hot, it was impossible to keep
anything from day to day ; so there was only an omelette.
Only an omelette ! what so nice in hot weather ?

Let your pan be scrupulously clean. Cut some fat bacon
into very small pieces, and fry them till there is enough
liquid to moisten and cover the bottom of the pan. Have
your eggs ready in a basin well beaten up

; pour them into
the pan; turn the edges up with a fork that it may not
spread unduly, and thereby become dry and thin. Be care-
ful it does not burn. As soon as the under side is rich, deep,
golden colour, and the upper part shows the action of heat,
turn it for a minute or two, and then eat it. For our own
parts, having done so, we can paraphrase Sydney Smith :

—

*' And then, thQugh ven'son '8 dear, and mutton tough,
Chickens and Ducks are not quite old enougil.
Of om'lette full, the epicure may say,

* Fate cannot harm me. I have dined to-day.'
"

THE BEST MODE OF MAKING AETIFICIAL
SWAEMS.

" Philisctts " requests the opinions of apiairians on the
above interesting subject, and appeals more particularly to
the kind ofBces of Mr. Woodbury, than whom there is, pro-
bably, no one more competent to give advice and instruction
on this, as well as most other departments of apicultural
economy. At first, therefore, it seemed as if it would be a
work of supererogation in me to write anything on this
question. But on farther consideration, having had con-
siderable experience during the last few years, I have de-
cided on jotting down my views, even at the risk of a re-
petition of Mr. Woodbury's remarks on the same subject.
Being so situated that business occupations require my

close attendance- at home during the daytime, and my
apiaries (three in number) being situated at a distance of
some miles apart, I find the practice of keeping up the re-
quired number of stocks by the formation of artificial swarms,
to the exclusion, or at any rate, attempted exclusion, of
matural swarms, is an immense advantage, if not an almost
imperative necessity. This will be easily understood from
the fact that five natural swarms were totally lost to me
last season. These issued from hives which had been duly

supplied with super accommodation, of which the bees had
largely availed themselves prior to swarming.
But the formation of artificial swarms can be easily

effected before business hours in the morning. A great
amount of anxiety is consequently removed from the mind.
There is not the same fear on a burning hot day, of, at any
moment, some messenger from one or other of the outlying

apiaries rushing in out of breath to notify the issue of a
swarm from some hive that has been exhibiting symptoms
of such an intention for a week or two past. I would not
now be subjected to such an annoyance without having taken
means to prevent it. If swarms are requu-ed, they are made
at my own convenience ; ifthey issue naturally, it is against
my wiU, from stocks that have been supplied with supers, or

other extra room, with the hope of preventing swarming
altogether.

When I state that out of twenty-five stocks which com«
prised my collective apiaries in the autumn of last year,

there were seventeen stocks artificially formed, it may be
considered that I do not speak without good reason for pre-

feri'ing this mode of keeping up or increasing the numerical
strength of my apiary. The greater proportion of these

artificial swarms were founded in the summers of 1861 and
1862. Last year, as swarms were not much wanted but few
were made. For the last three or four years I have wintered
from nineteen to twenty-one stocks ; and as in that period

only one stock has been lost during the winter, and having
no desire for a larger number, there was little necessity last

season for many swarms, and there will be but little in the

present. But, as a few young stocks are always useful for

supplying any deficiency that may occur, or substituting in

the place of any worn-out colonies, some wfll be raised for

that purpose only. Therefore, it wiU be seen that the greater

part of the strength of my apiary is devoted to the obtaining

of honey, and the chief featm-es of my mode of management
consist in keeping up a certain number of colonies in the
highest and fittest condition for this pui-pose.

To prove that artificial swai-ms will answer in both a
honey and a money point of view, the attention of " Phi-
Liscus " is drawn to the afready published account of the
last year's doings of some of the best hives in my apiary

;

but as he may not have seen that, I now give a short report

of some of the best artificially-formed stocks of which it

consisted.

No. 3. Artificial swarm, 1861. Filled a super of 25 lbs.

;

fine honey.
No. 5. Artificial stock of 1861, having a young queen

raised in 1862. Threw off a large swarm, no honey.
No. 6. Artificial, 1861. Swarmed, and gave 10 lbs. of

honey in a super.

No. 8. Artificial, 1861. Young queen raised in 1862. Grave

two swarms.
No. 10. Artificial, 1861. Ligurian queen of same yeax.

Filled a splendid super of 54'lbs., nett, besides combs re-

moved fr'om the stock for an artificial swarm.
No. 14. Artificial, 1861. Ligurian queen, 1862. Honey

of the primest quality taken in a super of 50 lbs., nett weight.

No. 19. Artificial, 1862. An ai'tificial swarm made, and
queens raised from this stock last year.

No. 20. Artificial, 1862. Formed with one of Mr. Wood-
bury's rejected Ligurian queens placed at the head. FOled
a large super chiefly with brood, and a few poimds of honey,

and then swarmed.
No. 21. Artificial, 1862. Dark queen from Ligurian brood.

Honey taken, 35 lbs., besides about lOlbs. from the stock-box.

The above is a rough sketoh of what was effected by the

best of my artificial stocks last year ; and it is worthy of

note, that my strongest hives at present are those that then

afforded me the most honey. Baring said this much to prove

that the system of artificial swarming may be adopted with

success, it is now time to advert to the last query in the letter

of " Philisctjs," as to the best manner in which it may be

carried out. There are admirable du-ections to be found in

the work of Mr. L. L. Langstroth, and to him am I chiefly

indebted for the general principles of the practice which I

now adopt, aided in no small degree by Mr. Woodbury's
extensive experience.

In the year 1861, my apiary comprised a large proportion

of common straw hives, with which hitherto I had been weU
satisfled, as affording every requisite for obtaining large sup-
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plies of good honey, chiefly in glass supers. Meeting with
Langstroth's book, the applicability of, and many advantages
attached to, the proper carrying out of the bar-and-irame
system very forcibly took possession ofmy mind. Immediately
I had made a large nnmber of hives on this principle ; but
with considerable modification of the directions given by
Langstroth. Being anxious to stock as many of these as

possible the first season, I had a two-fold object in view in

the plan of working the straw hives, which was satisfactorily

carried out. First, I desired to obtain the best and largest

swarms from them; second, I proposed transfei-rLng the
combs and contents of each straw stock into the frame-hives.
The first hive was driven for a swarm on the 23rd of May.
The plan adopted is as follows :—We wiU suppose it is

desired to operate on three straw stocks. A, b, and c. If

possible, commence ten days before it is intended to force

an artifical swarm by raising in a nucleus box a few royal
cells, which should, by the time they are required, be pro-
perly sealed over. Choose a fine day when the bees are out
well. Drive every bee out of A, first placing an empty decoy-
hive on its stand to amuse the returning foragers. Put the
new swarm in the old position, adding to it the bees col-

lected in the decoy-hive. Then take one or two of the royal
cells, and carefully fix among the combs of the old stock,

either by cutting out a small piece in one of the brood-
combs, or in any way that may seem best to the operator.
Having done this remove populous hive c to another part of
the garden, and place the driven stock a, containing plenty
of brood and the added royal cells in c"s position. The bees
returning home will after a bit settle quietly in A, and with
the hatching-out of the brood will soon make it very popu-
lous. In about ten days drive b in the same manner. Insert
royal cells, or put in the young queen, now most probably at
large, in the nucleus, and stand e in the place of a, which
must be removed to another part of the garden. Soon after

this c will have become fuU of bees. This, then, may be
driven and put in e's place. Thus far the hives are exactly
doubled in number. If more are required the changes can
foe rung in the same manner ; but this would satisfy any
apiarian who desired his colonies to be in the best working
condition. It is by no means necessary that royal cells

should be given to the driven stocks, but it saves a very
considerable amount of time at the most important period
of the season.

The foregoing is the system which was adopted by me in
1861 and subsequently. Having doubled my straw stocks
they speedUy became so populous that I was enabled to

drive them a second time. The combs were carefully cut
out, inserted in the frames of the Langstroth-boxes, the
bees returned, and a number of strong and successful

colonies established.

But to carry out the artificial system of multiplying hives
in the most satisfactory manner, recourse must be had to
bar and frame-boxes. The bars and frames must of course
foe all made exactly similar in their dimensions ; the boxes
may vary so as to be capable of containing from three up to
ten frames. The smaller ones are to be used as nuclei for

the raising of young queens. The method which seems to
have afforded me the most satisfactory results, is what
may be styled the gradual building-up system, and is prac-
tised as follows. A nucleus is formed by removing a suit-

able brood-comb with the clustering bees from any strong
stock. This and two frames of empty comb are inserted in
a nucleus-box and carried ofi' at once to a distance of a mile
and a half, where the bees may be set at liberty ; or, if des-
tined to remain in the same garden, they must be confined
to their quarters in a dark room for thirty-six hours. Royal
cells will by this time, most probably, be in the coiirse of
formation, and the bees wOl remain tolerably quiet. When
the young queen is hatched, then may commence the build-
ing-up of this nucleus into a fuD-sized colony. One or more
combs of brood in an advanced stage may be taken fi-om

any stock, shaking off the bees, and substituting empty
combs for those removed. These are generally almost di-

rectly filled by the queen with eggs, and a great stimulant
to breeding it proves. As the brood hatches out in the
nucleus, additional sealed brood-combs may be given, shift-

ing the entire stock into more capacious boxes, say of seven
or eight frames. By this means, in the course of a few
weeks a very fair colony of bees is established.

Another plan which has proved equally successful, is to
find the queen, remove the comb with her and the bees, with
another in addition. One at least of these combs should be
of brood whose time for emerging from the cells has nearly
arrived. These are placed in the small box, and either con-
fined or carried off as the case may require. It is also
advisable to give one or more empty combs to the nucleus,
so that the laying of the queen may not be checked. As in
the former case, the hive may be strengthened by an occa-
sional addition of a brood-comb from any hive in the apiary.
If this plan is adopted, care must be taken to insure—1st,

that a number of bees be removed with the queen, sufficient

to cover well two full-sized brood-combs ; 2nd, that suitable
empty worker-combs be provided. If these two requisites
are not attended to, the breeding of the queen will be mate-
rially lessened ; and as these changes are effected at a
time when the queens are in the full height of their egg-
laying, if theu- fecundity is seriously checked from either of

these two causes, I believe they never quite recover their
full breeding powers. At any rate this has occurred in

more than one instance in my experience. 3rd, It is also

necessary that the parent stock, from which the queen and
her attendants have been removed, should have a population
large enough to cover the brood left in the hive. If not,

there is danger of a portion of that brood becoming chilled.

But a sufficiency for all purposes can hardly fail to be
insured, provided the hive was originally in a fit condition

to be thus operated on. It is usually the case, where this

latter plan of raising artificial swarms is adopted, that a
large number of royal cells is the resvilt. The superfluity

may be made available should further increase of stocks be
required, or the opportunity taken for removing old or poor-
breeding queens from other colonies, and substituting royal

cells. The young and vigorous queens which are then
placed at the head of such as these, wOl very quickly alter

the state of affairs, if done early enough in the season.

It is obvious that, to insure success in these several
operations, drones should be plentiful in or near the apiary,

and that none but populous hives be selected for division.

If a stock is not strong enough to throw off a natural
swarm, how can it be expected to thrive if an artificial

swarm is forced from it ?

Where a very large multiplication of swarms is desired

for scientific pui-poses, or the increase of a particular species

or breed (as the Ligurian), a somewhat different course
of procedure has to be carried out. In this my friend

Mr. Woodbury can best enlighten "Philiscus" and other
readers of the Joui-nal.—S. Bevan Fox, Exeter:

OUE LETTER BOX.
Old Poultry (A jVot'icc).—You will do little good with, old poultry. It

is possible the Ducks when well fatted and fasted, and kept ai long as may
bb consiBtently with goodness, may eat tolerably well, but nothing will

make old fowls tender. You must send them to the house two or three at

a time as they are wanted for soup and stock-pot purposes. It is useless

t© attempt to send them for table purposes.

White Bantam Cock (J. C.,Jun.).—The bird submitted to our inspec-

tian is certainly a very indifferent speciraCH.

Black-crested White Polands (TT. Horsepool).—Althouj:3;h there arc
no prizes offered, yet you would be sure to have an extra one anywhere If

you can show such bij-ds. They have long been desiderata. We do not
know where they can be had.

Ducks DrsoanKRED (CooA/n).—Your Ducks are out of condition. Sbnt
them np in a pigstye or such place, feed them on oats, and give them plenty
•f gravel in the water with thecals.

Turkey Sitting Withodt L\ting (J. C. Perrt/^.—'We should be dis-

posed to think ?he laid and ate her egfrs. It ia hard to fancy a hen broody
if she has never laid any. A damaged hen, ono disqualified for laying,

becomes a hen cock -a mule—an anomaly; but she nover sita, as she
assumes, so far as she can, the properties of the cock. A castrated cock
would do exactly as you describe the hen to do.

Small Doves (T, C. ff.).—These, received from Barbadoes, are probably
either the Chamocpeliu passerina or C. Talplcoti. They are about the siee

of larks; are chiefly found upon the ground, near underwood, pretering
that near farmyards in South America. They are easily kept and bred in

an aviary.

Rabbits (H. W. J.).— We do not know to whom you can apply, but we
have no doubt an advertisement In our columns will iinswer your purposes.

Teansferrino Beer (.f. fi.).—You had better let the liivo swarm, and
place the swarm by the side of the old stock. If a sectmd swarm issue,

place it on the other side. Three weeks after the issue of the first swarm
expel the bees from the old slock by driving, and unite thera to the second
swarm in the miinner described in pai,'0 59 of the fifth edition of "Bee-
keeping for the Many." If no second swarm issue, add tho boes to tho
first Bwarm.
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by amatem-s fm-nishing notes as to the period when their

orchard-house trees came into bloom this year, the differ-

ence between the period in this and preceding years, the
present length or diameter of the fruit, &c. By such means
the difference of "ripening power" might be discovered,

and useful comparisons between the northern, midland, and
southern counties be made. Many appai-ent errors might
be rectified, and confidence obtained. Such communications
might be tabled out and added to this article without much
labour to myself Of their value there can be no doubt,
as is apparent in Professor Ansted's work on the Channel
Islands, where the difference between the period of ripening
similar fruits in my house and in those of Mr. Elvers served
to characterise ovir climate.—T. C. Bbehattt, Richmond Souse,
Guernsey.

OULTIVATIOISr OF THE PINE APPLE.
(Continmedfrom page 342.)

Strcc^EssioN Plants.—In piu'suing the treatment of early-
ahifted succession stoot, and presuming that the middle
-of April has an-ived, and that the plants with increased
temperature both at top and bottom have commenced to
grow, I would fii-st remark, that one of the most desirable
points connected with this fruit is to maintain the proper
temperatm-e with as little fii-e heat as possible. The night
temperature by the end of the month should range at 70°, and
with a proportionate amoimt of atmospheric moisture the
plants wiU commence to grow freely. The increase of light
and solar heat wOl render a less amount of fire heat neces-
sary, and, as a general rule, the state of the weather admits
of a more liberal supply of air being given. This will enable
the cultivator to push forward his early plants without the
danger of drawing them, which would be the case at an
earlier period of the season. In order to keep up the tem-
perature with as little fire heat as possible, air should be
given early in the morning, almost as soon as the sun strikes
the glass, and I would recommend that the shutting-up
should take place at an earlier hour than is usual in
•order to have the maximum temperature while there is yet
a strong light, and to husband the natural heat of the sun
as much as possible. The steaming-tn-oughs should be filled
up every day when the pits are shut up, and at the same
time the paths and walls damped with the syringe. With-
out a moist atmosphere the growth wiU be deficient in
broadness, textur-e, and that dark hue which indicates that
aU is going on well. I have never found any means of
giving a fine dark gi-een to the foKage of Pines equal to the
evaporation of guano water from the steaming-troughs. I
am not an advocate for heavily syringing young growing
Pines, and much prefer that the moisture should be sup-
plied by evaporation. On the aftei-noons of very hot days
they may occasionally have a gentle dewing over through
a very fine rose. Eegular heavy syiingings have a tendency
to keep the soU in a puddled state, as the leaves conduct
all the water that falls on them into the pit, and they have,
moreover, a tendency to produce soft unfi-uitful growth.
With increased air, light, and heat, and the very mode-

Tate syringings recommended, the state ofthe soil as to mois-
•tui-e must be carefully and constantly watched. An equable
and he.ilthy amount of moisture must be maintained. Just
sufficient water should be given to keep up an active and
healthy state of growth. No amount of attention- should
be considered too much to prevent the soil from becoming
dust-dry on the one hand, or over-wet on the other, other'-
AVise a check may be the result, and an amount of mis-
chief that no after-management can retrieve. It is a great
mistake to suppose that a check is more likely to arise from
^ants being kept too di-y than from the opposite extreme.A puddled soppy state of the soil is one of the greatest errors
that can be committed in Pine-growing, and it is just one
of those that beginners are most apt to fall into.
When bottom heat depends on leaves and tan it not un-

"frequently occurs, although the heat may be just right in
March and April, that the hotter sun of May causes an in-
creased bottom temperature just at a time when the young
roots are reaching the sides of the pots and are most sus-
ceptible of being burned. The safest way is to have a ther-

• laometer in the plunging material, and as so on as it exceeds

90° to take steps at once which will secure the safety of the
roots. To shake the pot from side to side will let the heat
escape, and after the heat falls the tan can be pressed to
the sides of the pots again. From 85° to 90° is sufB<»ant
heat for the Pine, and anything over that is not safe.

By the middle of May they wiU be growing freely, and
moisture and air will require to be increased in proportion
to the progress they are making, otherwise they wiU make
a drawn growth. The house should be steamed or damped
the first thing in the morning as weU as at shutting-up
time. A little an- should be given at 7 a.m., and gradually
increased tiU, at eleven o'clock, there is an amount which
creates a free circulation about the plants. Air should be
given at the back or highest part of the pit, but never at
the front, as currents of dry air are too much for the tissues
of the plant, and rob the pit of moisture to a great extent.

.Although very much opposed to shading Pines in a general
way, it is necessary, however, should the weather become
very bright and scorching, as is not unfrequently the case
in May, to shade for a few hours in the middle of the day
with some thin material—such as tiff&ny or hexag^on netting;
but if aU is going on right at th* root and a moist atmo-
sphere is steadOy kept up, there seldom occurs much ne-
cessity for shading, and it is much better done without if

possible. It is, however, very undesirable that Pines should
become browned and wiry, and sKght shade and more fre-

quent gentle dewing at shutting-up time should be resorted

to as preventives as soon as signs of it appear. I find the
true Smooth-leaved Cayenne more impatient of bright sun,

in the early part of the season particularly, than Queens
and others, and to grow it to pei&ction it should never be
allowed to become much browned.
The temperature should now be carefully regulated, and

fire heat applied in the evening just in time to prevent the
heat from sinking below 75° at 10 p.m., and 70° at 6 a.m. ;

and when the morning gives evident signs of a bright day
the fires should be damped down the first thing, and be kept
as low as possible all day. There is nothing more injurious

than to have hot pipes, a hot sun, and a maximum supply
of air, and such a combination of circumstances wUl give a
check to Pines as soon as anything.
With increased light, air, and the progress the plants wUl

now be making, more water at the root will be required,

and the water should always be at a temperature of 85°, and
coloured with guano every time it is given. It often occurs

at this season that the centre leaves stick closely to each

other for a longer time than is good for them, and they i

should be separated either with the hand or a slight touch ?

with a stick where they cannot be otherwise reached.

In favoured localities and with fine summer weather after

the longest day, the temperature can be kept up sufficiently

high without the aid of fire heat, more particularly where
bottom heat is derived from tan and leaves. In a close pit

or house there wiU be no difficulty, by shutting up early in

the afternoon, of so husbanding the heat that it wiD range

from 70° to 75°, and when such can be accomplished without

fire heat so much the better- in all respects. These remarks

are not universally applicable, for thei-e are many localities

in which the climate Tenders necessarymore or- less &e heat

all the summer.
Should any of the plants thi-ow up suckers from the axils

of the lower leaves they should be removed at once. The
best way of doing this is to have a pair of long ii'on pincers

with which they can be easily twisted out. Aiother way of

doing away with them is to drUl the hearts out of them with

a chisel-pointed piece of wood, but the former mode is the

better. Where much syringing is practised suckei-s, fre-

quently, will show themselves in abundance, in Queens plar-

ticularly, and this is one of the many evils resulting from

too much of the syringe.

As the stock of which I am now speak-ing is that in-

tended to Start into fruit for the early supply for the next

season, the plants should have well filled their pots with

roots and mtide a stocky well-matured gi-owth by the middle

of August, otherwise there -wiU be no hope of their starting

in time for ripening their fi-uit in May and .Tune. If grown

on the shady wet-at-the-root system they will not be in a fit

state for the pui-pose now named; and even with the best

of management to induce them to stai-t without first making
a growth in spring, it is necessary that they should complete
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their growth early under the influence of plenty of light

and ail-, otherwise they will make a fresh growth when

the temperature is raised with the object of starting them,

instead of coming up at once into fruit. True, those which

make a growth first always throw the finest fi-uit, but where

aa early summer supply of fruit is required, it must be had

£som plants that stai-t without making a growth.
_
In pixj-

perly preparing plants for this there are two evils to be

guarded against : the one is that of having them too early

in autumn over-much pot-bound, and kept growing too late

—in that case the fruit comes up slowly in winter a hardened

fcnob about the size of a thimble and worthless ;—and the

other is a watery, immatured growth which nothing that

can be applied will start early.

Tbwards the beginning of September water must be most
judiciously appUed—no more than is needed to keep the

plants from suffering either from aridity of atmosphere or

dryness of soil. Towards the end of September they must
be in a complete state of rest. The temperature at night

should range about 60" by the middle of October, after

which time no. more water at the root will be required for

the winter, and the bottom heat should decline to 70° or 75°,

just enough to keep the roots healthy, and much less is

enough for that purpose than has been long imagined. In

the next two months the temperature at night must not

eKceed 60°; the atmosphere should be dry, and air given

moderately on all favourable occasions. Dm-ing severe

frosts the heat is as safe at a few degrees below 60° as

above it. D. Thomson.

CULTUEE OP CHINESE PEIMULAS.
The Chinese Primula (Primula sinensis), is not only an

autumn, winter, and spring ornament to the mansion, the
dinner-table, the conservatory, and the. greenhouse, but,

more than this, it is of easy cultivation, and thrives equally
well in the humblest cottage window as in the best position
in the palace gardens. Under these circumstances it cannot
be expected that I should have anything new to oifer as to
its cultivation ; but, from a letter lately received, it appears
that there are some of your readers unacquainted with the
modes of cultivation usually practised, and to these I now
address myself.

This plant is raised from seed, as is well known, not
because it is an annual or even biennial (every way a
perennial, it may be increased by division of the root), but
because stronger plants and better varieties result. It is of
great importance to sow seed that will produce fine large
heads of bloom, and fringed, individually large, rich-coloured
flowers, and round withal, so that they wiU bear examina-
tion even by a florist's eye. Any nurseryman can supply
seed of first-class quality, if told that a good article only is

wanted, One-half the seeds sold of this flower are not worth
sowing, and it is vexatious to spend time, labour, and money
on plants which must ultimately go to the rubbish-heap.
Better pay a little, more for a good article than purchase
cheap seed.

Eor flowering in autumn the seed should be sovra in
March. A seed-pan is best for the purpose. It should be
well, drained, and the rougher parts of the compost placed
evenly over the draiwge,. so that the latter and the rough
compost may occupy one-half the depth of the pot. The
compost I prefer is turfy Ught loam two-thirds, and one-
third, leaf soil from leaves well rotted, with one-sixth of
s2yer sand. With this compost, passed through a half-inch
riddle, the pan is filled to within half an inch of the rim,.
aud when the surface is, levelled the seed is sown thinly
over it and lightly covered with fine soil. A gentle watering
is then gjven, and the pan is placed, in a frame with a tem-
perature of from- 60° to 75°. The soil is kept regulai-ly
moist until the plants are up, when they are placed near
the glass so as not to become drawn up weak, and watered
moderately as their necessities determine. In this state
they remain until furnished with two pair of leaves besides
the seed-leaves, when they are potted singly into 60-sized
pots in the same comppst as that in which the seed is sown,
caire being taken- to yjft them with some earth, so that they
nifty not suffer from the; potting more than can be helped.
Th«y are kept in the frame for ten, days, or a fortnight after

potting, and are not allowed to suffer from want of a little

shade from bright sun, or water at the root, but none iBi

given, overhead. At the end of that period they will have,

filled the pots with roots, and be ready for shifting into

48's ; they are potted in these, and afterwards kept in th&
frame a week longer. They are then removed to a warm,

part of the greenhouse, and after becoming hardened they-

are placed in a cold frame on coal ashes to prevent worms-,

finding their way into the pots. Here they are well sup-

plied with water at the root, and the inside of the frame-

kept moist and cool by sprinkUng the ashes and all avail-

able surface with water twice daily, and a gentle bedewing-

overhead from a fine rose will contribute to their vigour in,,

hot dry weather, if the water be tepid (75° to 80°), and,

applied in the evening.
By midsummer the plants wiU be strong, and will needl

potting into 24-sized or six-inch pots ; and now must be de-

termined how many plants will be required for decorating

the dinner-table, or for filling small vases in the house..

Select a number of strong bushy plants and transplant-

thorn into 24's, employing a compost of turfy light loam,

leaf mould from a wood, or that from oak or beech leaves,

in equal proportions, with about one-sixth of silver sand
intermixed. In potting, the pot may have a large crock or

oyster shell placed over the hole, and half an inch of bruised

or half-inch bones placed upon it. A little rough compost
being placed, on the bones, and a little, very little, soil laid

on that, the plant is placed in the pot, and it should be
potted so that it wOl be 1 inch below the rim of the pot,

placing the soil carefully round the baU and pressing it

gently down. After potting give a gentle watering and'

place in the frame, having reversed the latter so that it slope

to the north, and not to the south as is usually the case.

Plants which it is desired to grow large for conservatory or

greenhouse decoration should be potted into 24's, employ-

ing the same compost, to which add a 24-sized pot full of
h^-inoh bones to every six plants, mixing the bones with
the compost. The pots should be weU drained, and having-

been gently watered placed in the fr-ame with those prer-

viously potted. In the frame they should be well supplied

with water, but none should be given until the soil gives

unmistakeable evidence of watering being necessary, theHi

enough should be given to run through the pot. The frame:

is kept close for a fortnight, after which air is fr-eely ad-

mitted, and the lights drawn up at 9 a.m., and kept over

the plants by day and when heavy rains occur, at the same?

time admitting air back and fr-ont by tilting the lights there..

The lights are to be taken off by night, except in rainy

weather, when they must be kept over the plants, so thati,

these may receive the refreshing dews. Should the plants;

throw up. bloom-stems these must be removed, for they have-

a tendency to stop growth, and it is that we are seeking tOc

encourage.
By the middle of August the pots will be full of rootss,.

and we can, if there is any likelihood of a scarcity of bloom-

in September, place a number unpotted in a frame exposed
directiy to the south, and when they begin throwing up fou

flowering water them at every alternate watering with liquid

manure made very weak by dilution with soft or rain water, ,

These, if properly attended to with water, wiU flower finely

by the middle of September. Presuming, however, that,

those potted for the decoration of the house are not wanted',

to bloom before October, we top-dress these with a compost
of sheep-droppings and leaves which have lain in a heap t»
rot for twelve months. The inch cavity left is filled with:

this, having previously removed as much of the old surface
soil as can be done without injuring the roots. The plants;

arer kept moderately watered as their wants determine, and
towards the end of September they are taken to, the potting-

bench for the last time, the top-dressing is removed to the-

extent of an inch in depth, and its place supplied with fresh.

When this has been done the surface of the pot is covered
with small white pebbles, quartz, or sandstone, and these-

materially improve the appearance, and are at once supports--

for ihe neck of the plant, and a means of preventing its,

damping-off at the collar. This done, the plants are placed
in a light, airy situation in the greenhouse, and wUl flower

finely in, a short time, and be immeasurably superior ta
those which are never potted nor cared for beyond a shift

on,ce or so after sowing, and drawn up weakly and, poor in a
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shady unsuitable position in heated houses. When in flower

no plant can rival these ; and by the system above described
we obtain the same result, or nearly so, as if we employed
larger pots, which are too cumbersome for house decoration
generally.

Those intended to ornament the greenhouse in autumn
and winter should be transferred by the middle of August
into pots varjing in size with the plants. The strongest
may be potted in 12's, and the next strongest in 18's, using
the same compost as at the midsummer potting, with this

difference—a thii'd of the compost employed for top-dressing
those in six-inch pots is added to it, and an inch of half-inch
bones is placed at the bottom of the pot in the place of
crocks, only one good-sized crook being employed for drain-
age. When potted they are placed in the frame, and kept
there properly attended to as regards water, abundance of
air and light being admitted, and protection afforded from
heavy rains. All early blooms are nipped off; and in the
last week of September the pots are surfaced with small
pieces of white stone, and placed on a shelf near the glass
in the greenhouse, where the plants are carefully watered,
and allowed to go to flower ; they will bloom finely in the
dark duK days of autumn and winter.

I have occasionally selected a few of the autumn-flowering
plants that were extra vigorous, and which appeared not
disposed to bloom, given them a shift into a larger pot, and
placed them in a slight hotbed to get the pots full of roots,
when the plants were transferred to theii- situation in the
greenhouse; and by this system I have obtained extra-sized
plants with larger flowers and in greater profusion. In the
dull winter months these plants should be carefully watered—rather sparingly, as, when over-watered, they damp-off' at
the surface of the soil.

For blooming in spring the seed should be sown early
in June, and be set in a Cucumber-frame or any place
having a gentle heat. When fairly up the plants are trans-
ferred to the greenhouse. Peach-house, or some such light
well-ventilated structure, for they are apt to become di-awn,
and are liable to damp-off if kept in a confined atmosphere at
that period of the year and at that stage of growth. When
furnished with a rough leaf or two they may be potted into
60-sized pots, or be pricked out into seed-pans to gain
strength. I prefer placing them in pots, for it is scarcely
possible to take them out of a seed-pan for potting without
doing serious injui-y to the roots. When fairly established
in pots they are best kept in a cold frame, and they should
be in 48-pots by the beginning of September. Early in
October they will require their final shift for the season, and
should be put into six-inch pots, efficient drainage being
provided, and the surface of the soil covered with small
pieces of quartz. The compost I employ for spring-flowering
plants differs slightly fi-om that used for those intended for
autumn bloom, and it should consist of turfy loam, leaf
mould, and sandy peat in equal parts, with about one-fourth
of silver sand, though river sand when clean will do quite
as well. This compost contains less stimulating matter,
and does not create so much humus in the soil; and as
these plants are liable to damp-off, I give it the preference
as the demands of the plants are not so great, and under
no circumstances can they be grown so fine in winter to
flower iu spring, as during summer to flower in autumn.
During winter they should be kept near the glass in the
greenhouse, and be watered sparingly, and only when neces-
sary, and all early flower-stems nipped off as they appear.
Such plants flower well in March and April, and if placed
in coal ashes out-doors after blooming (June), they will
flower again well in autumn.
The double varieties are very pretty objects, but not half

so fine in habit though more profuse-blooming, nor so
generally useful as the single varieties. They are increased
by cuttings, which are the side divisions of the plants.
These, taken oil with a sharp knife immediately below the
lowest leaves, and inserted singly in small pots in peat and
sand, placing them in a frame on a gentle hotbed (75°), and
keeping closely shaded, soon root. The plants or plant-like
cuttings are best taken just when the old plants have done
blooming and are beginning to grow. All the double varie-
ties requu-e is an annual potting, the period at which this is
done varying according as the plants are grown for bloom-
ing in autumn or in spring. If grown for spring bloom

they should be potted in June, and be kept in a cold frame
on an east border, and all flower-stems nipped off as fast

as they appear. If large plants are desired another shift

may be given in September, placing them in a gentle heat
to cause free root-action, and removing them in a fortnight to
the shelf of a greenhouse. They should be sparingly supplied
with water in winter, care being taken to keep all bloom-
stems removed, for these plants are more prone to flower
than grow, and will soon flower themselves into mere pyg-
mies. After January they should be allowed to go to flower

;

and if due care has been taken to prevent their fiowering
they will bloom most profusely in March and April, for the
nutriment which would have been otherwise expended on
flowers will go to the production of fresh growths.

If they are required to bloom in autumn and winter the
plants are potted in April, and kept in a cold frame through
the summer, all bloom-stems being removed until August,
and every encouragement to growth given—as shade from
bright sun, and a moist condition of the atmosphere round
the plants, but not water on the leaves. In potting, sandy
peat and turfy loam in equal parts, with a fi'ee admisture of
silver sand is the most suitable compost, and this with free

drainage and proper regard to admitting air on all favour-

able occasions, will do all that is necessary to keep these
" miffy " plants in good order. Eich compost is not good
for them, for they are far from being so strong in constitu-

tion as the single varieties from seed.—G. Abbey.

BEAUTY OF WAXTHAM EOSE AND MADAME
C. CEAPELET.

The readers of The Jouknal of Hoeticulture will now
see how much credit is due to Mr. Wm. Paul's assertions.

He made two distinct charges against me, one of a general,

the other of a particular character. I proved that those
charges were not true ; but instead of even saying that he
was mistaken, he reiterates a statement which I have shown
that I never made. He must excuse me for saying I shall

not again trouble him with regard to any observations, how-
ever hostile, that he may make. Theletters which I have
received from perfect strangers expressive of their entire

confidence in my judgment as to florists' flowers, are a suf-

ficient proof to me that my course is a right one.

With regard to the observations of Mr. Prior, I would
remind him that I do not maintain the identity of Beauty
of Waltham and Madame Charles Crapelet, but their great

similarity (in this I have since found I am borne out by
Mr. Kivers in his catalogue for 1863), and their some-
times being undistinguishable the one from the other; and
I am not shaken in that opinion by Mr. Prior's observa-

tions. I quite agree with him that there is a difference in

the growth of the two, but I have never found any difficulty

iu growing Madame Charles Crapelet (I do grow both, and
I dare say under different conditions to Mi-. Prior as far as

purity of air, &c., is concerned) ; nor can I complain of its

inconstancy or of its want of fi-eedom in blooming. Mr.
Prior, too, passes on from a particular to a more general

charge, and thinks I am sometimes inaccurate. It may be
so ; but it is from want of judgment if it be so, not from
want of desu'e to be correct. But I do not quite see that

he has been successful in fastening that charge upon me
in his present letter, or do I misunderstand him ? Does
he regard Mr. Eivers's catalogue as the ultimate court of

appeal as to the qualities of Eoses ? for if so, I think he
will see that Mi-. Eivers's opinion as to new Eoses is some-
times wrong, and that by his own confession. For example :

I find that in his catalogue for 1862 the following Eoses, which
are in his list No. 1 as those which are distinct and good,

are in his list of 1863 placed in his lowest list. No. 4 :

—

Monsieur Dunant, Eobert Fortune, Triomphe d'Aleniion,

and Vainqueur de Solferino, although ho described Eobert
Fortune as one that would probably prove a remai-kable Eose

;

while Jean Bart, described in 1862 as one " with shell-like

petals, lasting and beautiful," is in 1863 consigned to list

No. 3. Mr. Eivers stands deservedly high as aEose-grower,

and his judgments generally are correct, but ho is not in-

fallible, and in new Eoses one may very well be mistaken

;

and therefore, although L'Eblouissante andMadame J. Daran
are in Ust No. 1 this year, I am not sure that they will
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remain so. My own judgment is that they are not first-

rate Eoses. I find Margottln, whom I regard as the Rivers

of Prance, does not admit the latter into his catalogue.

Then with regard to Vainqueur de GoUath, let me remind

Ml-. Prior that it is yet an untried Rose, It came out m
the autumn of 1862, and when I wrote those words it was

not in the hands of Rose-growers generally ; and even if it

were I have always maintained that it is not until the

second year that we can form anything like an accurate

judgment, so worked are the plants. It may he the best

'Rose of the season, and no one esteems Mr. AVood more

than I do ; but he, too, may be wrong, for I recollect that

he pronounced Reine des Violettes the best dark Rose of

the year, when it came out ; it does not hold much of a place

now. As to Deuil de Prince Albert, I ascribed it to Ducher,

I believe, the author of a French list, but I may have been

in error.

I do not thus in answering Mr. Prior mean for a moment

to say that my judgments may not be incorrect ; but they

are not, I can assure him. hasty, although it may well

happen that sometimes errors will creep in, especially when

to write about flowers is neither the sole nor the main object

of one's life ; but let him rest assured that it wiU never be

mv object to lead any one astray. I wish to be no blind

^liiide. It is not a matter of business with me to pra,ise or

dispraise. I aspire only to be somewhat of a guide in rny

own especial department to many who are glad to obtain

information.—D., Deal.

Those whose knowledge of Roses has been derived fi-om

growing plants will, of course, laugh at the notion that

Beauty of Waltham cannot be distinguished from Madame
C. Crapelet. I have grown both (the latter I have a dozen

plants of), and I have no hesitation in saying that they are

perfectly distinct. Tastes differ, but I much prefer the

Beauty to Madame.
I think -'D.'s" erperience of Roses must have been

chiefly confined to cut blooms, as I recoUeot he insisted

when Comtesse 0. ChabriUant came out that that flower

could not be distinguished from "William Griffiths, a state-

ment which greatly amused me at the time, but which I

afterwards accounted for by " D.'s " subsequent statement

as to the sort of soil which his garden is composed of.

"D." evidently loves flowers, and no doubt is a reliable

guide as to many kinds, but I have great doubt whether

he is a safe authority with regard to Roses.—P.

My good friend, "D.," of Deal, is not the only one who
has declared his belief that " these two Dromios are one in

semblance." The Pope of Rosicrucians speaks from the

Vatican (Rose HUl, Sawbridgeworth) and says (see his

enoyolioal letter, or catalogue for 1863 and 1864), " Beauty
of Waltham, light rosy crimson, much like Madame C.

Crapelet;" and Mr. Cant, of Colchester, describes the two
varieties as " scarcely distinguishable " from each other.

Mr. WiUiam Paul, on the other hand, a very accurate painter

of Rose portraits, as his catalogue proves, maintains a dis-

tinct individuality ; and my own recollection, as a censor at

some of our principal Rose shows last summer, induces a

similar belief.

Let both sides have a month's armistice, and then we
shall have the two beauties before us, and can finally re-

solve the doubt. I fancy that the Rose-grower will find

that he " could be happy," like Captain Macheath, " with

either," without wishing the removal of " t' other dear

charmer " from his garden.—S. R. H.

COTTON-PLANT IN" THIS COUNTEY.
Can you give instances of the Cotton-plant having been

successfully cultivated from seed, in greenhouses, in this

country ? If so, was it the perennial Tree Cotton (Gossypium
arboreum), or the annual Sea-Island Cotton (G. herbaceum) ?

I tried to raise plants from some seeds fi-om Jamaica last year,

which I believe to have been G. herbaceum, but was not
successful, the young seedlings damping off while in the
aeed-leaf. I am this year trying some Egyptian seed. If

any of your contributors or readers have had any experience

in the culture of this plant they would greatly oblige by

communicating it.—Eaton Cliff, lAverpool.

QUESTIONS ON HOTHOUSE BUILDING.
{In answer to Correspondents.)

1. No. Iron is not preferable to wood, exclusive of dura-

bility. When there was a heavy duty on glass, and small

squares were used for cheapness, iron was an object, as per-

mitting of more Ught from the roof than wood. This is of less

consequence now, when large squares of glass can be ob-

tained at from 2d. per foot and upwards according to quality.

An iron roof wants much more careful glazing than wood, as

if glazed at all tight there is apt to be cracking both by the

expansion and contraction of the ii-on, more especially if the

latter is attended with previous wet or condensed moisture.

Under such circumstances we have listened to the sound of

one pane of glass cracking after another, and felt powerless

to prevent it, unless we could have thrown a shade over the

house. Such roofs are also more expensive to keep than

wood, as if the paint wears off rusting wiU proceed with

great rapidity, and that rust, mixed with condensed moisture,

is pretty sure to spot and kill the leaves of the plants on

which it falls. "Where lightness, eSiciency, economy, and the

moving of sashes are to be combined, we would recommend

iron columns and rafters, and wooden sashes. Copper would

be better than cast ii-ou, but much more expensive. When-
ever metal is used not only for main supports, but also for

sash-bars, the glazing must never be tight.

2. Circular roofs, or more or less curvilinear, have this

decided advantage, that they admit more direct rays of

light during the day than any other plan. Mere lean-to or

span-roofed houses receive these rays most directly at certain

periods of the day and seasons of the year, according to the

slope of the roof, a steep roof being best for spring and late

autumn, and a flatter roof for summer. A circular or cur-

vilinear roof cannot be so easily made of wood as of iron

cast at once into the necessary shape. One objection as

respects economy is, that the more rounded the roof and

the larger the squares of glass used, the more the necessity

for having glass made suitably bent on purpose. It would

also be necessary to keep a stock of such in reserve in case

of breakage. This would be less likely if strong ghiss

were used—say from 20 to 27 ozs. All theory and appear-

ance are in favour of these roofs. In practice we cannot

say that we have found them greatly superior to the com-

mon sloping roof. As buildings of ornament they are cer-

tainly superior.

In a late volume, two years ago, there was a description,

with an engraving, of a mode adopted by Mr. Cranston, archi-

tect, 1, Temple Row West, Birmingham, which by making

the roof consist of a number of sloping planes according to

width and height gave most of the advantages of the circular

roof, with the convenience and economy of flxed roofs and

the using of wood and straight glass. Mr. Cranston's

method also supplies the means of giving air, more or less

regularly all over the house. About the same time a de-

scriptive section and photograph appeared of some new

houses put up by Mr. Niven, of Drumcondra, near Dublin,

in which the roof was also thrown into several planes of ghiss,

the roof being all fixed and straight glass used. These roofs,

neat as they are, would most likely not please an artistic

eye so well as a fine sweeping curvilinear one ; but there can

be little question as to their combining many of the advan-

tages of that form, and stm less, of the greater economy in

erection and possible repairs afterwards, as almost any

labom-er at a pinch can put in a square of straight glass

when an accident occurs. For elegance and other advan-

tages, then, we prefer the circular roof. For practical utility

we question if a Ught sloping roof has been much surpassed.

For getting out of the common track and combining some-

thing of the elegance and a good many of the advantages

of the circular form, with first and ultimate economy, we
would advise our correspondent to study these sections before

building, or deciding for himself by a personal investigation

of the houses.

3. In common lean-to houses nothing suits better than

shelves sloping one above the other for setting plants on
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and growing them. Such shelves would also answer well
enough under a curvilinear roof where utility was the main
object. But the more artistic the roof, and the more
ornament and display wanted inside, the more unsuitable
would such shelves appear. The form would depend on the
space and the width. The table form in general would be
best, whether made of wood, spars of wood, flags of slate or
stone. In the case of either of the latter a small ledge
should go round, so that a little moisture might lie on the
slates when desk-able. The worst thing to use is metal of
any kind, it is so easily heated and so easily cooled. Of
course, the supports may be of iron. One of the neatest
table-stages in a span-roofed house we ever saw was at Mr.
Bewley's, near Dublin, and we mention it because Mr.
Bewley is so deservedly famed for allowing his horticultural
and botanical treasures to be seen by respectable visitors.

This table-stage was made of wood, well pitched and
covered with small, clean-washed pebbles or shingle, and
the plants seemed to stand so nice and cool upon them. A
rim of about 1| inch went all round the table, and the
boards round the sides were boldly curved into Vandykes,
and painted, we think, with dark green, relieved by broadish
sweeping lines of bright yeUow. The vandyked boards pre-
vented you seeing much of the pebbled iioor beneath the
stage, and as far as we recollect there was a skirt of Helvetian
moss on the ground, close to the pathway.

4. For a very ornamental house, close to a mansion and
communicating with it, we would recommend hard-burned
tUes of various patterns. Hard as they are, howevei-, they
are scarcely suitable for workmen going much on them
with nails or tackets in their shoes. The next best are
flagstone and slate ; and the most common, hard flooring
tiles either of a red or a whitish colour. In houses where
there is no stage or table, and the plants stand on the floor,

then it should be all floored. In such a case, however,
there should be some consistency between the flooring and
that in which the plants at least seem to grow. In a show
place not a great distance from DublLu we once noticed an
elegant conservatory floored, as far as we recollect, with the
finest marble, and a number of flimsy wire stands placed
here and there, ornamented with plants in the common red
pots. Such stands and pots were sa.dly out of place where
nothing but the richest marble and china vessels or vases
would have been in character. The more artistic the house,
the richer the flooring, the more beautiful ought stands and
vessels to be. For a number of years we had a house in
which all the plants stood in beautiful vases of different
sizes—not a common pot was seen. If we could hardly get
rid of the sight of a rim now and then we painted and
sanded it to make it look like stone. We grieved when the
style was stopped, as there was such harmony between the
house, the position, the plants, and the vases.

In a large house a better effect wOl be produced by a
number of tables or stages of different sizes and shapes, in-
stead of one principal table occupying the centre of the
house. In either case, where one or several tables or stages
are used, we would be inclined to confine the flooring to the
pathways, or the spaces between the stages. In that case
the neatest boundary would be a rim an inch or two above
the pathway, ornamental or plain. The simplest mode
would be to have the pathway l.V to 2 inches higher than
the beds beneath the stages. We advise this arrangement
not so much on account of saving something in flooring as
for saving in cleaning, for, whether tile, slate, or stone
is beneath the stage, it is sure to become gi-een and dirty-
looking. A clean-raked bed of earth would look much
better. That bed would do for growing creepers for the
rafters, and the interior of the bed might be concealed by a
Une of Ferns and Mosses planted near the sides. Both of
these latter objects could be gained were the bed covered
for 2 or 3 inches with clean-washed small pebbles, or gravel
clean and of uniform size. Vei-y neat pathway's might also
be made of fine gravel edged with atone or tiles; but this
woiild not answer near a mansion. For vineries and forcing-
houses nothing is neater than flags or slate for paths. If
well raised above the ground they are easily kept clean. For
practical utQity nothing beats a wooden sparred trellis.

5. There is no objection whatever to your collecting the
rain water into a metal tank 9 feet by 5 feet, amd 5 feet
deepi and having it beneath the stage or stand of the con-

servatory, to be supplied with a force pump. If at all

scarce of water, we would rather have two of that size than'
one,, or a tank considerably lai-ger. Of coui-se, you will have
an overflow from it when fuU. In building we would secure
another object ; we would have a hot-water pipe to go
through the tank in winter and spring, in order to have
warm water at all times—at least, a little heated, and at
these seasons, when the tank was nearly full, we would turn
the rainfall into the ovei-flow-pipe at once, after securing as-

much as would keep the water in the tank iresh and sweet.
Your tank will not take half the water from a hundred-feet
range if that is moderately wide and lofty ; and with a small
tank, if you depended wholly on it, you might find a de-
ficiency when the water was most needed.

6. Here we must stop. We cannot recommend a builder.
We have no doubt there are good tradesmen in Dublin- We
fuUy believe that those who advertise in our columns would
do the work well. It is best carefully to consider what yoa
would wish to have done, and the mode of doing it, and then
obtain a general outline of the expense. Unpleasantnessea;
sometimes occur when they ought not, when the plan decided
on is departed from. All such deviations must be paid for.

It is best every way to employ one tradesman to do and
finish the whole—that is, to take the whole job. It would
be wrong in us to mention one in preference to another ; and
you may judge also of the difficulty when we sstate, that
though we know some eminent builders, we have that good
opinion of them all, that we should have trouble in fixing pre-

ferentially on one to do a lai-ge job for oui'selves. But for

coming in our way, and the principle and novelty of the
designs being so applicable to your inquiry, we might not
even have alluded to Messrs. Niven and Cranston so pro-
minently.—E. Fish.

GROWING POTATOES AND GEEENS
CONJOINTLY.

{Coiicludedfrom page 352.)

The way m which I have managed to preserve my Po-
tatoes exceedingly well during the last sixteen years, is as.

follows :—I do not store them tiU after they have undergone
a preparatory sorting course, which means, as soon as the-

Potatoes are lifted, keep them not more than 2 feet thick in

a dry sheltered place, and covered over with some dry litter,

for it is necessary that the light should be excluded fi-om.

them in some way. Continue sorting them over every few
days till diseased ones cease to appear, which wOl, probably,

be in about a month or six weeks. I have found that those
which are beginning to become rotten generaUy do so in that

space of time, and those that are then unspotted can be de-

pended upon for store. I then place them away in a dark
cellar, nest to and having a temperature similar to the one
ah-eady quoted, minus the sand or ashes, in trays formed of

old doors having slabs about 9 inches in depth nailed to

their ends and sides. The tubers are thus kept immediately
under my eye to scrutinise them at any time, and to enable

me to "spurt" them at any opportunity, which I never
neglect doing, or the consequence would be, that as with other

folk who keep them in confused masses, they would become
heated, forced into germination, and produce lanky, pre-

mature shoots to the length of one's arm ; in fact, as Mr.
Fox observes, "a great proportion of them become soapy
and disagreeable." It is but a short time ago that I sent

Mr. Daintree a portion of my growth of his Seedling pre-

served in the trays. I grew them, of course, on tlie ridge-

and-trench plan, and I wanted his judgment between them
and some of his own gro\vu on the flat, or in the common:
way, and I will now quote the passage from his letter in

answer to my request :—" Thanks for your splendid speci-

mens ofmy SeedHng, which only came to h.ond on Saturday
afternoon. I never ate such; and the skins, where are they?
That ridge system of yours is no myth, and must be adopted
when once tided."

I cannot feel quite satisfied with my reply to Mr. Fox's-

qiiestioDB unless I explain to him the ratioiiale of my culti-

vation of the soil in connection with the above rotation.

Formerly I used to introduce fresh dung as each trench

was formed, and dug it in with a spade ; but now I merely
fork up the bottoms of the trenches with a narrow three-
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tined fork which I had made at the blacksmith's for the

purpose ; for the rector three years ago caused an extra

large tank to be made, and I have now a constant supply

of liquid manure (house-sewage), which I use bountifully

to the Cabbageworts in the trenches, and, in fact, to all

growing crops, to the Roses, and to all the fruit trees when
swelling off their fruit, and the effect is surprising. What
a lucky affair that was of Mr. Fish'e pouncing upon the

liquid-manure receptacle last year ! "When I read of it I

felt quite glad it was a want of water that impelled him to

unearth the tank, because I fancied he previously used to

write rather dubiously when treating on liquid manure.
There can be no doubt now about his opinion on the subject.

I fancy also that Mr. Kobson does not enter into the

cloaca application quite heartUy. At any rate here we
have a perfect set of soft-water tanks (we had an extra

one holding upwards of 1000 gallons made last autumn),
which catch almost all the rain water that falls on the roofs

•of the house and outbuildings. For drinking and cooking
the water is filtered, and the whole after being used for

household purposes is caught again by the liquid-manure
tanks, water-closets included, to be from thence pumped out
ty a Warner's pump, and distributed wherever it is wanted
in the garden, through the agency of one of Head's gal-

vanised water-barrows, made to run upon three wheels, and
the watering-can. The whole thing is marvellous ; and
yet within a stone's throw almost, at a new police station

erected here but the other day, a sewer was made to carry

the sewage into the river ! When I consider that the
sewage of the town mostly goes the same way, I am thank-
ful that the inhabitants of this house are now no more
under the necessity of drinking the water from that polluted

stream. As I should be charged 6s. for a cartload of littery

dung I can contemplate my manure-tanks with complacency,
and with confidence recommend the plan to others.

I know not whether Mr. Mechi was before me or no in

this liquid-manure matter. It is thirty years since I caused
our first tank to be made in a cow-house in the vicinity of

Ludlow.
Allow me just to mention here that the voided fffical

matters of animals must be used -with more caution than
human excreta. Slightly dUuted the latter may be applied
to vegetation almost -with impunity, but the former should
have the addition of four or five times their bulk of soil

or water, as they are of a much hotter nature. Well, the
sediment irom our tanks is emptied once a-year and mixed
with road-scrapings, in a large opening dug out in a back
yard for the purpose ; and I have this spring, for the first

time, added what I call my muck-pie—that is, the refuse

irom the gardens, and all the sweepings that collect from
time to time about a small house and grounds in the country
and are tossed into the mixen. I need never despair about
my land becoming exhausted of humus, as the above wUl be
wheeled into the garden in the autumn, and the site where-
on it is to be applied, now occupied with Potatoes and the
Cabbageworts, will be then thoroughly trenched, and the
mixture well worked into the body of the soU. Once in three
jr^ars is sufficient for this application.

It is best systematically, for economical working, to divide
-one's Potato ground into three. The ground is bastard or

lalf-trenohed, as soon as convenient, when the Cabbageworts
aire cleared away, and then I cause mortar rubbish, if near
«,t hsmd, to be spread over the soil on the compartment
which was thorough-trenched the autumn before last; and
^quicklime from the kiln, at the rate of seventy bushels per
aere, to be slacked upon and spread over the soil, and imme-
diately worked into the surface of the third division, or that
which was thorough-trenched two autumns back, about the
•middle of March, to let loose the gases from stubborn
-organic matters, which, without being subjected to the
action of the lime, would remain there in an inactive state
perhaps for years. When trenching do not obliterate the
pieces of stout stakes, but allow them to continue to point
out where the rows of Potatoes were last yeax, in order that
the tubers may be made to occupy the sites of the trenches
where the Cabbageworts grew. That wUl prove a change
•of soil to the uttermost that we are enabled to give, besides
preventing the operator ha-ving to mark out the ground
over again. Now plant at the first favourable dry time;

. sand should the soil, from very recent trenching, prove loose.

when forming the ridges, in lieu of finishing them off at
once (when a superincumbent weight of earth might cause
a troublesome displacement of their sides), cast part of the
crumbs from the trenches upon them, and bury the sets

merely 3 inches or so. In a fortnight or so, when the ground
has settled, shovel out the remainder of the soil from the
trenches, and the ridges may then " rest and be thankful,"

though the mind of the worker must at once think about
how the trenches are to be occupied, as I previously ex-

plained.

I have yet another tangent to fly oif at relative to the
prosperity of their future occupants. About a month ago I

received a box from the office of this Journal containing a
disinfecting powder. When the box ai-rived I thought
to myself "Ah! some more Potatoes." On wrenching off

the lid I said " It is a disinfectant," but on taking the bag
out of the box I saw the outlines of an orchard-house
penoUled on the piece of deal which formed its bottom,
and it struck me as being very like the fine new one I saw
being erected when I last visited the nurseries at Sawbridge-
worth. Then I imagined it might have come from Mr.
Elvers, who had thus kindly treated me to a bag of powder
for the destruction of the aphis family. I happened to have
a Calceolaria infested with the green fly, and I at once
suited the action to the thought by giving the foliage a good
dusting over. The pests evidently did not like it, but I

saw by next morning that they were mostly proof against it,

so on the day after I set myself to work with it at the tanks.

I was enabled to give it a fair trial, for up to that time I

had applied none of the powder I keep by me for the purpose
of fixing the ammonia, and it was also the first time I

had disturbed the tanks this spring. The gases issued very

strongly, as I purposely routed the liquid about, to make
the worst of it. I began upon the tank which catches aU
the dish-washings and waste water from the scullery, when
the following sentence in a shrill treble distinctly smote
upon my ear, "Ah, that nasty tank!" I do believe I have
educated the noses in this house tOl they have become quite

spoilt. Even so, because our housekeeper has latterly de-

clared that the disinfecting powder I have used so long
and satisfactorily to myself, smelt so strongly of tar that

the odour made its way up the drain from the tank into

the kitchen and constantly gave her a headache, I am
very thankful to say that the new powder I have received

from some person unknown has made peace between me
and the women, and what greater thing can I say in its

favour? I will say, however, that the composition is the

best of its kind I ever used. It is equal to the deodorisation

of the strongest ammoniaoal issue whatever. The rate I

applied it was about two ounces to a gallon of liquid, by
stirring a quantity of it at once into the whole body of the

sewage. If I had qualified the powder, in the same way one
does with soot or lime, in a certain quantity of water in a
tub, and applied it dissolved in that form to the sewage,

and allowed twenty-four hours to elapse before emptying the

tank, no doubt it would have been the proper way ; but I

was too impatient for that. It kOled the effluvia almost

entirely in a very short space of time, and what scent it has

of its own is as sweet as a nut. Had I attempted to empty
the tanks without the application I should have run the

hazard of being indicted for a nuisance. The disinfectant

applied -srith a large dredging-box to recent f^cal matters

prevents all unpleasant smeU directly. I trust I shall soon

learn whence it came and where it is to be had; and
I shall be glad to find out if it possesses as a part consti-

tuent phosphate of lime, as that when applied to house

sewage is an addition which enhances its value immensely.

Allow me now to conclude by stating how happy I am to

learn that Mr. Bevan Fox is giving the ridge-and-trench

plan a trial, forming his parallels and working in his trenches

on account of the Potato. I can assure him it is a step in

the right direction, and much more likely to benefit the human
race than those other trenches and parallels we are so sorry

to read about on the other side of the water. It is a great

many years since I began to beleaguer these pages on the

subject; and twelve years ago I rushed pen in hand against

some of our greatest horticultural authorities, who were
foreboding the disappearance of the Potato ft-om off the face

of the earth ; and I quote a passage from the article I then
wrote, expressing that I intended to persevere in its cul-
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tivation—a determination I have now no cause to regret,

and one in forming whicli I cannot say I have erred :

—

" Nov. 1852.—Notwithstanding the general failure of the
Potato crop this year, what I have formerly urged relative

to its culture I still maintain. Perseverance in its cause
must be insisted on ; and in defiance of all that grim fore-

boders may sing or say against it, I for one intend to plant
Potatoes. Let men say all that they can possibly say in
foretelling its certain destruction. I reply. We do not live

in the times when wiseacres are prophets. What though
we ai'e tossed at sea in this matter, without a compass to
guide us ! I, for one, at least will make an attempt to steer.

Failing in this, I can at least pull a rope ; and so long as
the vessel continues to float I wiU not be the person to
encourage despair. Until she evidently does become a
wi-eck and all hope is cut off, then, and not tiU then, wUl
I cast myself ft'om her." And two years after I penned
that I began siege operations in this corporate borough

;

and in my enthusiasm I was prompted to deliver a lectui-e

on the Potato in the Town Hall. I believe the subject fell

dead ; albeit I gave it for the benefit of a young literary

institute here that I then, along with a few others, felt

peculiarly interested in firmly establishing. I was gratified

to learn, however, that a young curate said he " did not see
what good a lecture on growing Potatoes could do." And
again—merely forearming me for the way that the cat was
going to jump—a hirsute Bombastes-Fuiioso-Sir-John-Fal-
stafl'-rolled-into-one sort of a man, gave it as his opinion
that he " knew how to eat a Potato, and that was suffi-

cient for him!" The former, I am happy to say, since
then is married, and has a living and a famOy, so in all

probabOity his ideas have become modified; but as to the
latter, I can well believe his instincts remain the same up to
this very day.

I have this year thirty-four sorts of Potatoes growing in

the garden, including the new variety from Huntingdon-
shire, an "early Potato " from Scotland, a new Eegent from
Berkshire, and thirteen seedlings which never saw the out-
side of these premises.

I hope Ma-. Fox will let us know the result of his enter-

prise ; for the more private experiences of the sort are laid

open to the public, so miich the more easily are people
enabled to take stock of ideas for their personal benefit.

And if I were to fill a whole Journal of Hoeticulttjke
with an article advocating the cause of the Potato I should
not consider I was doing an unwise or unnecessary act ; for

surely pointing out every exertion and precaution that can
be made is no mean employment in a writer striving to
impress upon his countrymen the necessity of employing
every means in their power for the preservation of this

necessary esculent which a bountiful Providence has pre-

sented to us for food.

—

Upwards and Onwakds.

FUEZE OBNOXIOUS TO CATERPILLAES.
It may be interesting to your readers to learn that I have

tried this as a remedy, or rather preventive, to the Goose-
berry caterpillai'. I was recommended to try it at the
instance of my employer, who said it was a certain remedy.
Just as the Gooseberry bushes were in flower, or a little

prior, when Furze was in flower, a goodly-sized branch was
placed in the centre of each Gooseberry bush, and as near
to the bottom as possible. The whole of the bushes were
free from the caterpillar that season. In the following
season there was no flower on the Furze in the neighbour-
hood, therefore a green branch only was placed in the
bushes, and the ravages of the caterpillar were not pre-
vented, though the bushes were not so much affected as

those without the Furze bushes.
On naming this to those recommending the remedy, I

was told that the Furze was most efficacious when in flower

;

but that the green branch itself was not relished by the
caterpillar, and so mitigated the evil to a certain extent.

I give this as I found it, and think it not unworthy of a
more severe trial.—G. A.

Influence of Flowers.—During the raid of General
QuantreU in Kansas, and the sacking and ravaging of Law-
rence, the Confederate force came to the residence of George

Ford, whose neat house was surrounded with flowers. The
soldiers appealed to their leader to spare the place " as it

was too pretty to burn ;

" he assented, and the house was
spared, being almost the only building left.

—

{Boston Cul-
tivator.)

A VEEY USEFUL GLASS STRUCTURE.
In your Journal of April 19th, page 297, one of your cor-

respondents asks for suggestions as to shading Perns from
hot sun, if green or other coloured glass be not employed.
1 effect this object by placing mine (not exotics) on a plat-
form 2 feet from the ground on the imder part of my flower-
stand; the lowest shelf for the flower-pots being again
2 feet 7 inches higher than the Fern plant-stand.
There are four shelves for plants, each about 10 inches

wide, except the top one, which is 2 feet wide. Of course,
they become gradually shorter as they rise to the central or
top one. The shelves, as well as the lower portion for

Ferns, are made of strong deal laths instead of boards.
Besides the water usually required by Ferns, they of
necessity receive additional water when the plants above
are watered ; but for my common Ferns this is rather a
benefit than otherwise.
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more than fifteen millions and a quarter of persons. There
can be little doubt but that with the increased facilities of

reaching the Palace, the numbers during the coming ten
years will greatly exceed those of its first decennial existence.

CULTURE OF THE EIG TEEE.
Noticing in The Jouknal op HoKTictrLTUKE under the

heading " Doings of the Last Week," by " E. P.," a short note

on the culture of Eig trees in pots, I am reminded to bring

under the notice of the readers of the Journal a subject

which I have for some time thought of; but before doing

so allow me to say the management of Fig trees planted

out and of Pig trees in pots appears to me to be identical,

except in the necessity of frequently watering potted trees.

Neglecting this for a few days only, the whole crop will be

destroyed.
I have under my care some trees planted out on open

walls, and others under glass. Three large Fig trees are

covered in and trained to a wall facing the south-east, the

front lights being 5 feet from the trees and 9 feet high. Two
of them are Brown Naples, and they every season produce
a quantity of fine fruit ; and the third (a branch of which I

forwarded to you by a friend last Friday), grows in the same
house, and, as you will perceive, fruited. Year after year it

shows the same, but on attaining a little' larger growth than
at present the fruits turn yellow and drop off, and not one
arrives at the state of perfection attained by those produced
on the other trees. The three are treated exactly alike,

being watered with manure water two or three times at this

season when they are bursting into Lud, and syringed every
day.

Fourteen or sixteen years ago, I am informed, this tree

was planted in a vinery and trained up the back wall, where
it received the benefit of fire heat and the same treatment
as the Vines. There it did not bear, and in consequence it

was removed to an open wall ; but for the last three years it

has been under glass without fire heat, as above stated, and
stm no fruit fit for table is gathered from it. I am ignorant
of the cause, and should be very glad of the opinion of your-
self or any of your readers as to what it is.

—

Thos. Newman,
Tory Sill, Siitinglourne.

[Pig trees in pots and others planted out are so far

identical when both are under glass, no artificial heat
given, and only one crop taken. In either case short stumpy
wood well ripened is the chief point to be aimed at, and no
stopping, except of the leading shoot as it swells in spring.
Under glass and with heat, where several crops ai-e taken at
least double stopping is desirable. Out of doors summer
stopping on the whole is unadvisable, as it would give
either a forest of shoots or cause the fruit to show in the
end of the summer only to fall in winter. Prom summer-
made shoots we can get a good crop under glass, especially
if assisted with a little heat. Out of doors such crops do not
come to anything north of London. T^e saw a wall nicely
covered with young fr-uit in August from summer shoots,
but not one came to anything. Some kinds of Figs with
all the care possible are inferior in fertility to others. If
your tree suffers from overluxuriance the remedies for keep-
ing the fruit on are ringing or root-pruning. "We some time
ago reported finding part of a tree extra fruitful, short wood,
short joints, &c., whilst the rest of the tree was vigorous
and next to barren. On examination we found that mice
had nibbled the bark from the fruitful branches. See
" Doings of the Last Week."]

NEW BOOK.
Window Gardens for the People. By the Rev. S. Hadden

Paekes. London : S. W. Partridge, 9, Paternoster Row.
The first idea which will occur to many after a perusal of

this book, will be that the author is evidently of opinion
that the establishment of flower shows for the poor will
remove nearly aU. the evils which at present seem to be
inseparably connected with the crowded habitations of the
poor of London and other large towns. We own to some
such feeling ourselves j but may honestly add that we have
for some tinie past entertained the same opinion, and the

perusal of Mr. Parkes's book has only strengthened a con
viotion which was already pretty firmly rooted.

Three years have elapsed since we first drew attention to,

and unhesitatingly expressed our approval of, the scheme
which was fii'st started in Bloomsbury for establishing flower
shows for the poor; and now we have before us the whole
history of their establishment, and the experiences of the
gentleman who originated and has been mainly instrumental
in carrying them out.

At the risk of being thought by some of our friends to
be a little extravagant in our ideas, we do not hesitate to
express our opinion that they will ere long be found one of

the most powerful agencies yet brought into play for the
amelioration of the condition of the working classes, for we
believe that both directly and indirectly they are capable
of effecting an incalculable amount of good. We cannot,
therefore, content ourselves with dismissing this subject
and the book which treats on it with one of those short
stereotyped sentences which seem to be written only for

the purpose of being inserted in advertisements. Did we
attach less importance to the subject we might bo content
with saying, "This is a most readable little book, and we
strongly recommend it to every one who has to superintend
a parish or a district."

We feel sure that none of our readers wUl complain if we
devote some small portion of our space to the consideration
of the objects and effects of this modern institution of flower

shows for the poor, any single one of which is calculated to
do more real good than all the exhibitions held under the
auspices of our great societies. It is certainly true that the
majority of people in the upper classes have a strong natural
liking for plants and flowers, and we cannot suppose that
the poor are differently constituted from other people. We
cannot but think that one great reason why the efforts of
so many benevolent people are attended with so little

success is because they proceed on exactly the contrary
principle, and in all their dealings with the poor act as S
they belonged to a different order of beings.

We think that the poor are in many respects rather like

children as compared with the upper classes, for they often
have the same fine sensitive feelings and the same affections

and inclinations, and, if these be only carefully and delicately

brought out and encouraged, they will become as strong in
the poor as in ourselves, and will exercise the same influence
for good. The last few years have shown most clearly that
the working classes have a great taste for music, and it is

daily becoming equally clear that a large proportion of
them have a natural affection for plants and flowers ; and
in the little volume before us we not only find strong
instances of their interest in plants, but also hon- best it

may be encouraged and turned to good account. One poor
woman, speaking of her Geranium, says, " I did not believe
that I should ever care for anything again in this world
as I have cared for that Geranium. Indeed, I've got almost
to love it as if it could speak." In another case a poor man,
who never left his room and shunned all society, was in the
first instance induced to come oat for the purpose of bring-
ing his plant to the flower show, where it won a prize, and
has since without solicitation been a regular attendant at

the Sunday evening service held in the neighbourhood.
Many similar instances might be adduced, all tending to
show that the influences exerted by the love of plants are
of the most various kinds.
We have not space to touch even briefly upon the details

of the system on which the flower shows for the working
classes of Bloomsbury are conducted, but they wUl be found
at length in Mr. Parkes's book, together with the reasons
which suggested their adoption. We do not suppose that
the system has as yet been by any means brought to per-
fection; but the main difficulty is not so much to make
great improvements each year as to keep up the interest of

the class for which the shows are intended.
In order that as few as possible may be discouraged by

failure, we think some pains should be taken to instruct
the poor in a few of the simplest rules which have to be
observed in the treatment of their plants. At ficrst the
prizes should be more numerous than valuable, in order
that as many as possible may be encouraged to persevere

;

and we have little doubt that in a short time the induce-
ment of prizes will no longer be required, but a few window
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plants Tvill become a necessary piece of furniture in every
poor man's room, and will in many instances be looked
upon as members of the family.
Tbe number of these shows is largely on the increase,

and we hope that in a few years there mil be at least one
every year in each poor Iiondon paa-ish ; but before the
experiment is made for the first time in any parish we
strongly recommend that Mr. Parkes's book should be care-

fully studied, as it fully sets out the difficulties which have
to be encountered, the way in which they may best be met,
and the good which will in all probability follow.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The April meeting of the Entomological Society was very

fully attended, the proceedings possessing unusual interest.
The chair was occupied by F. Pascoe, Esq., F.L.S., Presi-
dent of the Society. Donations irom the Natui-al History
Societies of Munich, Brunn, Stettin, &c., to the library,
were announced, including also the eighth volume of Mr.
Stainton's beautiful illustrated work on the " Natural His-
"tory of the Microlepidoptera." A new part of the Society's
"Transactions" was announced as ready for distribution
•among the members.

Mr. F. Smith made a further communication on the sup-
posed luminous powers of the Fulgora candelaria. It was
stated that the insect was known in China under the names
of the Star of Eve and the Stai- of Confucius ; and Sir J.
Barrow had also affirmed that the insect possessed luminous
powers. On the other hand, Mr. Bates stated that, during
iis long residence in the Amazon Valley, he had had repeated
"Opportunities of obsendng and keeping alive the Fulgora
laternaria, the species reported to be luminous by Madame
^erian, and that the natives had no rumour or tradition of
its emitting a light.

Mr. Newman exhibited, on the part of Mr. Butler, a
series of insects preserved in amber and gum anime (similai-
to those described by Mr. Hope in the "Transactions" of
the Society), and made some observations on the species
exhibited.

Mr. Pascoe exhibited a box containing forty new species
of Australian Lougicorn Beetles, additional to those de-
scribed in his memoirs read to the Society at previous
jneetings. He also made some remarks on the peculiar
structure of the abdominal segments in various species, as
affording specific and sexual indications.

Mr. A. E. Wallace exhibited a magnificent series of Butter-
flies belonging to the genus PapUio, captiured by himself
in the islands of the Eastern Archipelago, and remarkable
as exhibiting various instances of dimorphism, trimorphism,
and even polymorphism, in the females of species, the males
-of which were known only under one form. Thus, whilst
the male of P. Pammon is a black insect, with white spots
on the wings, the females are either quite like it in colour
and markings, or they are parti-coloured, forming the so-
-called species P. Polytes of Linnaeus, of which no parti-
coloured male is known. In P. Ormenus there were exhi-
bited three different forms of the female, without any con-
necting link between them; and it was stated that the
males paired with the different forms of the female, and that
-the brood in each case assumed the different forms, and was
not confined to the form of the female parent. "The
phenomena exhibited by these insects might be paralleled
ly supposing the discovery of an island inhabited by white
men, and black, red, and yellow women, and in which the
lunion of these varied parents produced chUdren which
alwa,ys resembled one or other of the above forms, no inter-
mediate forms ever occurring—the boys being always white,
but the girls black, red, or yellow, without any necessary
connection with the colour of their mother ; so that, for
instance, a black girl might be the offspring of a white
father, and either a black, red, or yellow mother."

Professor Westwood exhibited a splendid Butterfly from
Coram, recently forwarded to the Museum of Oxford, from
the Leyden Museum, which he was induced to regard as a
large local variety of Papilio Peranthus, but which Mr. Wal-
lace considered to be a distinct species. He also exhibited a
new species of Walking-leaf insect from the Feejee Islands,
aad read the description of a gigantic Phasmidon, under

the name of Heteropteryx Hopei, of which a unique speci-

men is preserved in the Oxford Museum, having formed part

of the Bell collection, acqxiired and presented to the Museum
by Mr. Hope shortly before his death.

The Eev. Hamlet Clark read some entomological extracts

from letters recently received fi-om Mr. John Gray, who is

engaged in collecting insects at the Cape de Verd Islands
and St. Vincent's.

Mr. Douglas Timmins sent some notes on the insects

observed in the neighbourhood of Cannes duiing the past
winter months.

General Sir J. B. Hearsey exhibited a volume of drawings
of the transformations of Indian Butterflies and Moths,
made by one of the members of his family.

Mr. S. Stevens exhibited a collection of Lepidoptera and
Orthoptera, sent by Mr. Diggles from Moreton Bay, Queens-
land.

Mr. D. Sharp exhibited Stenus Kiesenwetteri, one of the
Eove Beetles, new to this country.

Mr. F. Smith read a memoir on the hexagonal construction

of the cells of Wasps and Bee,?, in opposition to the theory

of Mr. G. E. Waterhouse, who had read an elaborate paper
on that subject at a recent meeting of the Society.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
EITCHEN GAitDEN.

HoED amongst Peas, Beans, Potatoes, Cauliflower, Cab-
bages, &c. Earthed-up forward Cauliflower, and covered
over the ground with short grass to prevent evaporation.

Scattered ashes and lime over beds of seedlings. Hoed
between Carrots, which are as yet not large enough for

thinning. Find that early September-sown Onions are now
useful for many purposes, though too strong for bulbing
nicely. Those sown in the end of September are bulbing

weU, but the transplanted ones we always fancy do best.

Of our early Beet not a plant is left above ground. We
were served three times the same way last year by the
bii'ds, and so in self-defence we have sown a lot under pro-

tection and mean to transplant. Until last year the birds

never troubled them, but now no sooner does half an inch
appear above gi'ound than it is nipped off for a salad, and
nothing seems sufficient to stop them. We dare say they
have found the little red seedlings very sweet, and the
young progeny are instructed in what is good for them. We
planted the other day a nice edging of a fine, dark Spinach,

the colour very much like Beet when young. A single

thread stretched along has pretty well saved them—only a
few of the plants had been pulled up and left lying, as they
had discovered the mistake in time, if they thought the

plants were Beet. Had we not seen sparrows and other birds

at the Beet, we should not have known who were the depre-

dators, as they do not leave a vestige of the plant above
ground. It is fortunate that Beet transplants well, and
after the plants are 2 or 3 inches high nothing will meddle
with them.
Planted out Lettuces for succession. Where there is

plenty of ground it is best to sow where the Lettuces perfect

themselves ; but where there is scai'city of ground the best

plan is to make a small seed-bed and transplant. Those in

the orchard-house were valuable this spring. Eegulated
Cucumbers, thinning out the vines, and shortening the

shoots by pinching the ends, and wUl plant a bed with struck

cuttings in a day or two. The rains have done great good to

all crops, and will do much to secure a good hay crop, which
must have been deficient if the dry weather had continued

much longer. Took up a piece of Potatoes under protection

that we might plant a lot of Dwarf Kidney Beans started

into stout plants in boxes. These will precede a row sown
in the orchard-house. Sowed succession Turnips and
Eadishes. It is best to sow often and but little at a time.

A sweet Turnip 21 inches across is always crisper and sweeter

than one of 5 or G inches.

FKUIT OAEDEN.
Eun the hoe again through the Strmohcmj-rows that no

young weed should be left, and scattered the ground thinly

with lime to keep all slugs and worms at a distance. If

there is any chimney-sweeping we will follow in a week with
1 a sprinkling of soot, and then cover slightly with straw or
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Ktter to keep the fruit dean and moist. Took out Straw-

beiTy plants done bearing, and put about the last row in-

doors. These were taken up about three weeks ago, potted

singly in 40-sized pots, and plunged out of doors in a heap
of leaves that gave a gentle bottom heat. The trusses are

now opening their blooms, and the pots are crammed with fine

fresh roots, and the ball as firm with them as a piece of cheese.

These can hardly help doing well. We have a fine show in

32-sized pots now, but, on the whole, during the season the

40-sized pots have produced most plentifully according to

their size. We mention this chiefly for the benefit of those

in cold places, who prefer the runners of this year for forcing

early next season. Farther north, when large pots are used,

either the plants are forced two years, or the late small

runners of 1864. are planted out thickly, and are potted in

1865 and forced in 1866. For all early work much of the
success will depend on having the pots full of roots early in

autumn, and it is easier filling a 40-sized pot than a 32 or

a 24., as some gardeners use.

We must disbud a few Peach trees out of doors as soon as

possible, as the little shoots are crowding each other j but
we will not overdo it at once, as these leaves shelter the
young fruit, and we may yet have frosts pretty sharp.

Eemoved the last of the covering from some Fig trees out of

doors. One, from a little neglect, will not have so much fruit

as usual, and the two others, like those of one of our corre-

spondents this week, wiU have a good supply. We noticed
a little peculiarity in these two trees worth mentioning.
To save covering, the outside branches were unnailed and
fastened loosely over the central ones, which remained nailed

as they stood last summer. A little straw was stuck among
the branches, and that was kept in its place by thin spruce
branches tied on. The covering was not thick enough to

prevent the wind and air passing pretty fr-eely among the
branches, but quite suiBcient to prevent injury from any
common frost, and if it had come very severe we could have
put a little more covering on. The trees seem all right;

but here is the fact worth chronicling—the branches that
remained nailed to the wall are much more forward than
those fastened over them. The crisp young fruit on the
first are as large as peas—some of them as large as ahorse
bean, whilst the young fr-uit on the other branches are just
peeping at the joints, not much larger than pin-heads, and
some not so large. With the exception of one set of

branches being close to the wall, and the other 2 or 3 inches

from, it, there was no difference as to the protection, &c.

The shoots on these trees are beginning to show the neces-
sity of root-pruning, or root-curbing, as they are getting
longer than we like to see them; and when that is the
case fruit is sure to show in the autumn near the base,

and it will drop in winter, or at least be of little use next
season. When these shoots of last season are allowed to

run on now from their terminal buds, there is the risk that a
good many of the fr-uit well back on the shoot will never
come to anything, but will drop long before they swell
much. To lessen vigour, and throw back the natural sap of

the plant to benefit the fruit at this critical stage, we have,
for many years, nipped across, or cut across the terminal
bud of the shoot when it is, say, three-quarters of an inch
long. This arrests, for a little, mere growing,, and the
young finit receive a greater amount of help to start them.
The nipped bud wiU soon push again, and frequently give
three shoots instead of one, and these will require thinning-
out, retaining only the best. In luxuriant trees we have seen
heavy crops obtained by ringing the stems, taking out
about one-eighth to one-quarter of an inch. We liked best
to do this when the frait were a little larger than beans.
In such ringed shoots all the fruit we have seen came to
maturity ; and on the extra-luxuriant unringed shoots most
of them would drop at the second sweUing. In all such
cases of too great luxuriance, root-pruning and confining
the roots to little space are the best and most efficient

remedies.
Watered Figs, planted in a shallow bed in-doors, now

swelling freely. There is so much drainage and a hard
bottom below that there is little risk of overwatering at this

season, if the plants have not become too dry. These Fig
trees generally bear most abundantly with little trouble.

In their caae we remove the fruit that we do not mean to
swell—^that is, those no bigger than large pin-heads, in No-

vember, nip the points of the shoots early in the spring, and
stop the young shoots in summer for the second crop.jjj^^uw

Thinned and tied wood in orchard-house, and thinned a
great many of the fruit. Eemoved the Peas in pots to the
bottom of a wall, as they are getting too forward for our
wants. We have others planted" out to succeed them.
Thinned Grapes, which is just now a serious task, choosing
for the work mornings and evenings and some of these dull

days. In very sunny days such work is slow murder. The
young man who goes to such work late and early of his own.
accord ought never to be refused the fuU complement of time
for visiting places or seeing his fe-iends when time is less'

valuable. Eegulated and pegged down the shoots of late;

Melons. We could not find room for very early ones this

season. We find that few people wiU venture on Melons.
We have been told repeatedly,, " The fruit looks nice, andi

smells nice ; but, then, we would rather have something wc
can eat." A Fig, too, is a most luscious fr-uit, but it is only,

worth growing where there are Fig-eaters. In the generaL
run of company we should suppose that those who are partial'

to Figs will be something lie one in a dozen. We have
omitted one thing about pruning and pinching Fig-tree

shoots, and that is that all who have tender skin should
use gloves. This season we have escaped pretty well. Last
year we happened to draw the back of our hand over our.

brow, and brow and the back of the right hand got inflamed:

and unpleasant as if spread over with the nettle brash. The
juice is very acrid. It will also disfigure clothes where, iih,

drops.
OENAMBNTAL DEPABTMENT.

A good many Hollyhocks, old stools, notwithstanding alF

our care, have bid us farewell, though, the roots are ail

sound enough. Properly speaking the Hollyhock is a bien-

nial, and something like three or four years may be theic

general duration, though we have known some stools foir

ten years, and then throwing fine spikes every season. By-
thinning some of the old stools, and planting seedlings and
cuttings of last season, we have made all regular and trim,

and would like to give them what we cannot afford—a good
dressing of rotten dung and a manure-watering a fortnight

hence. Thinned also all the extra shoots. Those from
4 to 8 inches long wUl make fine plants next season if firmly

planted in a border in rows a foot apart and 4 inches in the
row. Seed, may also be now sown, but if of fine sorts it

is best to sow under the protection of glass and then trans-

plant in a similar manner. These, -with a few evergreen
branches among them in winter will stand well and will

flower next season. Attended to herbaceous plants as we
could. The principal work, however, has been fresh edging
with the iron all flower-beds and borders, so that they may be
clipped easily all the summer, digging and turning ovei: the
beds, and preparing for planting, and actually planting a,

few things, as we wanted the pots they stood in to forward
other plants that were rather backward. All bedding stuff

that is large enough is now fuUy exposed. Some we are
stOl driving along, such as the Verbenas lately put in,

and which, though tiny bits, are doing well and growing-

fast. The weather is so dull and warm -withal, that we
expect to have a good many thousands out before this is-

read. To do so we -wiU tiu-n out the hardiest first, and
when beds and borders are to have something in them more
tender than others we wiU delay these for a fortnight or
more. For instance : we wiU not turn out the Amaranthue
melanchoUcus ruber nor the Centaurea candidissima just yet..

As a general rule we plant thickly : it is easier to thin than
to make up athin bed. There is, certainly, .as Mr. Eeane says,

no great difficulty in filling the beds when you have decided
on what is to go into them, and have the where-withal for

the purpose ; but there is difficulty in getting such numbers'
of plants in good order, and also in deciding how to make
the most of them, and yet change the cropping and, to a»

certain extent, the appearance every year. Gardening thirty?

years ago was a sinecure in many respects compared witbt

what it is now.—E. F.

TEADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
J. Stewart & Sons, 21, Netherg^te, Dundee, and Fort

Nurseries, Broughty Perry.

—

Catcdogue of Dahlias, Holhf~
hocks, Cinerarias, Fuchsias, and Bedding Plants.
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E. Gr. Henderson & Son, 'vVeilington Road. St John's Wood,
London.— Spi'ing List of Plants, with three plates.

Carter & Co., 237, 238. and 261, High Holbom. London.—
The Gardener s and Farmer s Vade-Mecum. Part III. Plants.

COVENT GAEDEN MARKET.—Mat 14.

Supplies are abandu *. and the demand brisk. English Grapes and Pines

are very good, and qu\ e oufflcient for the demand. Forced Strawberries

are easier. Peaches are tJicellent for the season. All kinds of vegetables

are plentiful; and as honr.e-erGwn Lettuce and other salads are coming in

more abundantly, there is a corresponding: decline in imports from abroad.

Cut flowers niainly consist of Orchids, Heaths, Pelargoniums. Roses, Violets,

and Mignonette.

FRtriT.

Apples ^ sieve 2 6 to 4
Apricots doz. " "

Figs dos. 12
Filberts & Nuts 100 lbs.

Goosebrs. Green ^ sieve 6

Grapes, Hothouse. ...lb. 8

Foreign 2

Muscats

s. d. s. d

20

10

U
4

p. d. 8. d
Nectarines OtoO
Oranges 100 8 14

Peaches doz. 30 40
Pears bush.

des''ert doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Pomegranates each
Strawberries oz.

Lemons . ..100 4 10 Walnuts bush. 14 20

VEGETABLES.

Asparagus bundle
Beans, Broad bush.

Kidney 100

Beet, Red doz.

Broccoli bundle
Cabbage doz.

Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch

New
Cauliflower doz.

Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive score
Fennel bunch
Garlic and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle

s. d. 8.

4 to 3

1

3

1 6

Leeks bunch
Lettuce do^.
Mushrooms pottle

Mustd. & Cress, punnet
Onions bushol

pickling quart
Parsley ^ sieve

Parsnips doz.

Peas quart
Potatoes flack

Ptadishee doz. bunches
Turnip

Rhubarb
Sea-kftle basket
Spinach sieve
Turnios bunch

New

d. 3.

4 too

3

6

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*^* We request that no one will write privately to the de-

partmental writers of the " Journal of Horticulture,
Cottage Gardener, and Country Gi-entleman." By so
doing they are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and
expense. All conimunieations should therefore be ad-
dressed solely to The Editors of the Journal of Horticul-

ture, 4'c., 171, Fleet Street, London, B.C.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until nest

week.
Books {/. T. fforinj?).—Consult Mr. Fleming's " Spring and Winter

Flower Gardening; " it gives all the information you require. You can
have it free by post from our office for thirty-two postage fitamns. (G.
ifey^jD?'/.':).— Sowerby's -work on Gras'^es, published, we bereve, by Pamplin,
Frith Street, Soho Square, will probably suit you.

Advertisements for Gardeners (0. 0.).—"We charge for each 2s. 6rf.

Scotch Kale (H^.).—Mr. Fish is not certain whether the Scotch Cab-
baging Kale ih the name he had with it at first. He used to grow the Tall
and the Dwarf Scotch Borecole, and beautiful Curlies thev are—quite a<i

hardy, and more beautiful than the Cottager's Kale and other praised
novelties. Inhabit, the Cabbaging Kale is between the Tall and the Dwarf as
respect? height. In winter there is less difference between them, but in spring
the heads and th9 side shoots an* much closer and more compict Even
now, the second week of May, -when Brussels Sprouts, Cottagers' Kale, (fee,

Iiave all bolted, these cabbaeinir ones are very good, and come in for the
hall in turns with Broccoli, Cabbage, Spinach. '&c. In Messrs. Carter's list,

there is one named the New-headed—which may be the same. The
Feathered, v;e presume, is identical with a pretty dwarf Curly that stands
the winter well, and is very late in giving sprouts. It yields much less
than the old Scotch Curled Corccole-^, that used to be called German Greens.
Buda Kale, or Asparagus Kale, is very nice in spring, when it throws out
it« many young shoots that are nearly as sweet as Asparagus ; but this is
sown early enough in June, as, if planted out early, the shoots will be
made in the beginning of winder, and the frost will kill them, when strong
plants that have not thrown out the side shoots would stand uninjured.

Vines Mildewrd [A Nero SwJscn'Sf'?*).—The predisposing cause to mildew
in Vines is insufficiently ripened wond. The summer of 1861 was cold and
wet, and doubtless the wood of your Vines was indifferently ripened. Among
the accelerating causes may be mentioned principally, a low temnerature,
an over-moist border, a crowded state of the wood and foliage. Your best
course to follow this year will be to see thit there is no stagnant moisture
about the roots, to train the shoots thinly, and protect the border from
soaking rains. Should the malady again appear dust the first indications of
it with flowers of sulphur, and paint the wall with sulphur mixed in water ;

and if you could protect with canvass in cold damp nights it would ba bene-
ficial. Cold and damp, without a full play of air and light about the foliage,
are very favourable to mildew.

SIanuue [C. E.).—If you send four penny postage stamps to our offtce,

and direct "Manures for the Many " to be sent to your address, you will in

that find more directions than we could afford space for in an answer.

Forced Vines (Grnpe Vine).—We do not think you have any reason to

be 80 alarmed. You have done quite right to stop steaming the house, and
a little sulphur on the hot-water pipes or flues will act as a check on the
mildew, only you must be cautious not to let the pipes or flues become too

hot, or the sulphur fumes will kill the Vine foliage and destroy your crop.

By all means cease syringing the Vines after the Grapes cliange colour, and
give air freely early in the morning, shutting up early in the afternoon, and
if you could leave a little air on at night, even if you have to keep a briske
fire, that would materially assist their colouring well. We would advise

you 10 keep the covering oa the border until the Grapes are thoroughly
ripe, and then the border should be protected from heavy rains if the
Grapes are expected to hang for any length of time.

Peas and Beans Destroyed by Bketles {Ler).—We have grown Peas
and Beans for many years, and never knew them devoured by beetles such,

as you describe, so that we do not know what beetle it is, and canno^,
tUerefore, name a remedy. Send us a specimen in a pill bos. We know of
no better early-hearting Cabbage than the true Knfield Market.

Pelargoniums from Seed (P^rio). — Seed sown now, or during next
month, ought to give plants that will flower well another year. The seed
should be sown now, and the seedlings grown on, pricking out or potting'

them when large enough, pursuing this treatment ao as to have them strong

before winter. A shilling packet of seed may give you some good flowers,

but we very much question whether many of them will be equal to existing

varieties. It is very rare indeed that flowers of good form and substance
can be had even by professed Pelargonium-growers from seed of their own
saving : but we do not wish to be understood to say you need not expect
fine flowers from purchased seed. We have had fine kinds from seed at

times, but at others we have found them very indifferent.

Sowing Calampelis scabra {Idem).—The seed should be sown in a
compost of loam and leaf mould, and be placed in a hotbed to get it up»
after which the Toung plants should be hardened off, and then potted off

into small pots, and grown on in a frame until they become sufficiently

large to plant out. If you sprinkle guano round the pots of Cinerarias you
will find a?its will not remain long in the frame, or, it they really have taken
up their abode in the pots, you may dislodge tiiem by placing the pots in a
bucket of lime water ; or watering the plants with guano water, 2 ounces to

the gallon of rain water, will prove equally efficacious.

TriLips in Flower-beds (IT. S. ^.).—The mode of culture you pursue is

the cause of the flowers coming poorer year after year. You do quite right

to grow them in pots plunged in the beds, for this enables you to move them
in order to fill the beds with bedding plants, without taking up the bulbs

before the growth has been completed, which weakens the bulbs, and we are

not quite certain whether those grown in pots and plunged in the beds are

not also weakened if taken up before the leaves turn yellow, especially if

the roots penetrate much through the pots into the soil. We advise you to

allow the bulbs to remain in the beds as long as possible, and when you
move them to replunge the pots in an open, dry, sunny situation, for by
placing them in a shady spot you prevent the thorough ripening of the

bulbs, on which depends next year's flowering. When the leaves are quite

yellow take up the bulbs, and store them away in a cool dry shed. In Sep-
tember toey should be potted in a compost of turfy loam half, leaf mould
one-fourth, and well-rotted manure one-fourth, with a sprinkling of sharp
sand intermixed. The bulbs should then be plunged in an open situation

in the garden, and in their final quarters as early as circumstances will

permit. We do not know of any method adapted to your case that will

enable you to make them bloom so finely year after year as they do the first

year or two after they are received from Holland.

Rhododeneron Dalhousiandm Blooms Spotted (K. T.)—The deficiency

of colour in the bloom of your plant may be owing to some deficiency in

the compost, imperfect drainage, or too little pot room. The blooms pro-

bably are spotted by syringing them when expanded, or by a close confined

atmosphere. Want of shade, or exposure to too much light and heat, we
consider, cause the early falling of the flowers. We advise you to repot in

some good sandy peat, providing efficient drainage, and to give the plant no
more heat than is absolutely necessary for it, or to place it in the coldest

part of the conserv'atory. When in flower the shadiest part of the conser-

vatory is most suitable, and this with a dry atmosphere will prevent spot,

besides prolonging the beauty of the flowers. At other times the plant

cannot have too much light.

Vines Sligutlt Mildewed [An Old Subscriber),— T>vis\. the Vines
thoroughly with flowers of sulphur, and let it remain on the leaves. Also
ventilate more freely, and keep the air of the house rather less moist.

Fernery {T. C.).—We incline to believe that the Ferns become brown
and die owing to the gas stove being inside the fernery, which renders the

air too dry for them. For heating a fernery we much prefer hot water,

either in pipes or a tank. Perhaps a vessel of water on the stove, the

evaporation of which would mitigate its drying tendency, might be remedial.

Are your Ferns properly shaded?

Heating Greenhouse from Sitting-room Yitl^{A Lady Gardener).—
Unlet^s you keep a good fire in the room during cold nights you will not
have heat enough for the greenhouse. It would be better if the air-pipes

were close to the front wall and one in each corner at the front, as this will

promote the circulation of the heated air. If these pipes are kept moist
the air will be moist enough.

Flower-bed Planting {Calcaria).—It will much depend whether your
bed is to be seon from both sides or only in front If the latter, the planting

will do with small plants. If to be looked at from both sides, three rows
will answer better, and our plan would be to have a centre line of one
colour, and a band all round. When many colours are wanted in such a
narrow bed, it is best to throw the bed into a parterre of small beds In the

planting, making some neutral tint the connecting link. Your circle will

no doubt look well planted with Christine in the centre, banded with Madame
Vaucher, and edged with Cloth of Gold; but, perhaps, the last-named will

be apt to make Madame Vaucher look washy and mean. Were we to plant,

we would prefer Cloth of Gold for the second band, and Madame outside.

Or if the plants of Madame are strong place that in the centre, then Chrifl-

tine, followed by Cloth of Gold.

Geranium Mas. Pollock (7! iSamj^iOfi).—It ia a good bedder, and endure*
the sunshine well.
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Wkebs on Walks (Inquirer).—See " Doin^a of the Laat Week " lately.

Nothing is safer than .salt, but kept a foot from the Box. If you do not

mind the appearance the simplest plan is to sow it on a aunny day 30 as

just to whiten the soil. The dews -will melt it^by degrees.

Plants to Grow ik Old Oak Stumps (/(?cm).—The Canar>'-creeper, Trn-

peeolum canariense, will be very effective allowing it to flaunt at will.

LophospermumB, Maurandyas, Cobceas, &c,, would also do, but you would
require pood plants of them. Any of rhe Nasturtium and Convolvulus

tribe might also be sown now and do -well. The rougher the pollard, and
the more natural, these creepers grow the belter. In placing such old

stumps "in a prominent place,'* much judgment is required, or there may
be as much inconsistency as there would be in placing a rustic porcli at the

entrance of a Grecian mansion.

TttANSPLANTER {G. Tr^j/f).—We havc seen the tool you mention, but do

not know the maker's name, and are quite sure that it is not to be preferred

to a good garden trowel for the purpose.

Kr-w Gardens {A7i Amateur Florist).—Any one is admitted into the

houses at Kew Gardens which we noticed.

Large Wellingtonia gigantfa.—I havea Wellingtoniagigantea 14 feet

high and about 1 1 feet in diameter at bottom, with thick foliage close to the
grass.—C. Woodlands, Hed Hill,

Flower-bed Planting (/. O. S. iee).—Your object seems to be to have
a white edging for the five beds, to suit the white edging of the border on
the other side of the walk, and we can find no fault with it. In another
year you might contrast the edgings of these five beds with blue, yellow,
and purple, all of which would contrast with the border edging.

Glass for Vinery {An J.mf!fe?irJ.—Nothing answers better than 31-oz,
sheet glass, of good quality. 16-oz. glass answers perfectly, and is about
l^rf. per foot less in price, but is more liable to breakage from frost and
hailstorms. Taking all things into consideration, we prefer, for horti-

cultural purposes, 21-07. TghX'^s of good quality, but would employ Hartley's
rough plate if it could be afforded. It is the best glass for any purpose
whatever, and would be more extensively employed if its price could be
reduced. The difference between good and bad glass amounts to this— the
latter is worthless, and the former does not scorch the leave9,'or obstruct the
solar heat and light, from the impurities which are ever present in glass of
bad quality. We think you will be able to manage a vinery 60 feet long by
15 feet. Such a house would give you employment for about an hour and a
half in the morning iu syringing, firing, &c., and the same in the evening;
and would require an hour's attention for giving and taking off air during
the day. We may just give you a hint. The distance you name, 2^ feet, is

too little to allow from Vine to Vine. They should not be less than 3 feet
apart, and 4 feet if you expect to grow plants under them. We know
amateurs who manage vineries 100 feet long by 18, and do most of the work
before and after business hours. Without a knowledge of the time you
could devote to your vinery we cannot speak more decidedly.

Seeds from Australia [Lex).—No one could tell the species from the
seeds. The three probably are of a Dolichos, and the more numerous seeds
of an Acacia.

Stand FOR Ferns {E. J/.).—We know of nothing more suitable and
substantial than that you name—viz., galvanised iron wire. You may have
it made in any desired shape, only it should hold a tair amount of earth
(9 inches), and if the bottom and fides be covered with moss to hold the
soil in its place until the roots take hold, you may safely plant the Ferns in
it. They look much better planted out than grown in pots.

Laterals on Peach Trees—Vines Injured by Guano-water [A Cotu
stant Header).—Pach. them back to the last leaf or fir.st from which they
proceed, and so on if they break again from the lateral. We cannot imagine
how your Vines could be injured by the ammonia generated by watering
your plants with guano-water four or five times a-week ; but you may have
syringed the Vines themselves with guano-water at the rate of 2 to 3 ounces
of guano to a gallon of water, which is much too strong for the foliage. If
this is not the cause of the leaves being spotted we think it must be a de-
ficiency of air in the early part of the day ; or the spots may be attributed
to the scorching qualities of the glass. It is just possible you may have
syringed thera rather late some morning, and the sun unexpectedly shone
forth on ihe leaves when covered with pearly drops of water. The sun
suddenly drying up the moisture would cause the leaves to decay where
the water stood. We think you apply the guano-water in too powerful
doses to your Fuchsias and Pelargoniums. 2 ounces of guano to a gallon of
water is quite strong enough, and this should not be applied oftener than
twice a-week.

Compost for Balsams and Cockscombs—Pimeleas Done Flowering
(Another Constant JSearfe?-).—Turfy loam from rotted turves three-fourihs,
and one-fourth cow or sheep manure one year old. If manure water be at
hand the manure may be omitted. Pimeleas done flowering should be
rested for a short time, a fortnight;or three weeks, by placing them in a cool,

well ventilated, and light situation in the greenhouse. After this cut them
back to within an inch or so of the old wood, always securing a nice-shaped
plant, and cutting out shoots that cross each other. When the shoots have
grown an inch or so repot the plants if they need it, being careful not to
destroy many of the delicate fibres, and to secure good drainage.

Melon Culture (Jrfe?;;).—Melons in houses should be syringed lightly at
ahntfcing-iip time, or a little afterwards, and every available surface syringed
in the morning to keep up a moderately moist atmosphere until the fruit

attain its full size, when syringing overhead should be discontinued, and a
drier atmosphere secured by gradually reducing the sprinkling of the house.
The temperature should not be allowed to fall below 65' at night at any
stage of growth, and if that can be secured without employing much fire

heat at that time, a little air at night will be all the better for the plants.
Names of Plants {R. Noxon).—\^ a very dark Wallflower; 2, Anemone

nemorosa, or common Wood Anemone. [6. Z>.).— 1, Erica pellucida

;

2, Maranta bicolor ; 3, Bossisea linophylla ; 4, a crushed Oncidium. ( Y. Z.).—1, Pteris aerralata
; 12, Adiantum cuneatum ; 3, A. capillua-Veneris in-

clsum. ; 4, Acrophorus hlapidus ; 5, Aphelesis humilis. The Orange blossoms
were decayed, c^. Pearson),--!^ Berberis japonica; 2. jSpiraaa laevigata,

{A Lady at Winchester).—!, too joung to recognise; 2, Lastrea dilatata,

perhaps the var. coUina, but too young ; 3, Lastrea Filix-mas ; 4, Asplenium
tiichomanes ; 5, Polypodium vulgare ; 6, Oxalis, nor recognisable. [L. N.).

—Plants not numbered ! Potamogeton crispum and Anacharis alainastrum.

(F. C.).—The specimens enclosed are of the Hornbeam (Carplnos betulus),

and the King-leaved Sallow (Salix annularis).

POTJLTIIY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

POULTRY SHOWS.
Mat 26th and 27th. Wookbkidoe. Sees., Messrs. Dallenger and Wliia-

stock, Market Place. , „ . „
JoNElst. Bevkrley. 5ec3,, Mr. H.Adams and Mr. J. Kemp, jun. En-

tries close May 2l3t. . tx t.

June 2Qd. Noeth Hants (BAsisasioKE). Sec, Mr. Henry Downs.

Entries close May llth.

June lath to 17th, ISGl. Bath and West of Enoland, at Beisioi..

Steward, S. Pitman, Esq., Bishops Hall Manor, Taunton. Entries close

May I9th. . , , ^.i

JcNElSth. Thorne. Sec, Mr. Joseph Richardson. Entries close June 4th.

Jolt 14th and 15th. Eastern Counties. Sees., Messrs. Uanson ana

Simpson, Stowmarket. Entries close July Ist.

Jor,Y 19tb, 20th, Slst and 22nd. Newcastle-opon-Ttne. Sees., air. wm.
Trotter, Bywell, and Mr. J. Shorthose, Shieldfield Green, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne.
AooDST 17th. Cottinghaji. Sec., Mr. Joseph Bnttaln.

Auodst 22od, 23rd, 2.1th, and 25th. Alexandra Park. Poultry, Pigeons,

and Rabbits. Sec., Mr. William Houghton. Entries close July 10th.

AnousT 27th. Halifax and Caloee Yale. Sec., Mr. W. Iryine, Holm-

field, Ovenden, near Halifax.

POULTRY SHOWS, JUDGES, AND
EXHIBITORS.

" A chiel's amang ye takin' notes.

An' faith he'll prent them."

All my life long I have been a lover of beasts, and aU

cattle, worms, and feathered fowls—in fact, of all that has

animal or vegetable life ; but it was not until about this

time last year that I became a breeder of poultry and a

reader of your Journal. From both I have derived pleasure,

and in different senses profit also.

In November last I first ventured to write in youi-

Poultry Chronicle, being moved to do so by a communication

which appeared in your paper from " An Exhibitob in a

Small Wat," of which class I am one. My contributions

to your Journal excited some attention from your corre-

spondents, but none of their communications gave me
more satisfaction than a notice from the " Wiltshibk

Kectoe," who endorsed the remarks of "Egomet," as

" Meipsum." Gladly would I see the rivalry of poultry

exhibitors, and the decisions of judges, carried on in that

spirit of fairness and brotherly love which always pervades

the communications of your reverend correspondent. Ex-

perience has shown us that another spirit too often prompts

us aU. Scarcely had I attempted to assure "An ExHrBiTOB

IN A Small Wat" that his gi-oans were somewhat without

cause, and that a remedy was in his own hands, when I was

involved in a hot discussion of a matter where unfairness

and Dositive dishonesty on one side or the other existed.

I me't the question fearlessly, and was ably supported by

others. The result may have been .
unsatisfactory in its

extent, but knavery was placarded, and honest men were

We are now entering on another eventful season of

poultry shows, where unfairness, knavery, and disappomt-

ment will have the opportunity of raising Ul blood. What
is to protect us fi-om knavery ? Who is to satisfy disappoint-

ment ? There are no rules in poultry matters as there are

of the Marylebone, the Jockey Club, and even of the prize

ring. An appeal to The Jotjknal op Hoetictjltuke, the

Field, or even to Bell's Ufe, would not be recognised. Poultry

exhibitors are at the mercy of the various opimons and

tastes of honest judges, the dodges of dishonest ones, and

the grumblings of unsuccessful exhibitors. A Poultry Club,

at least as far as I have been made acquamted with ".has

not solved the difficulty, although this is the only method

by which uniformity and satisfaction can be attained. _Ot

this and a plan for working out the scheme I hope to write

to you at another time. In the meantime it is better to

consider what can be done under existing circumstances.

A suggestion from one of your correspondents in your

Number of January 13th, 1863, is worthy of repetition He
says, "Why should not each show publish in the catalogue

of prizes the particular points of the fowls in each class re-

quisite to enable them to take a prize ? " This would avoid

aU difficulties as to qualification, and prevent the appearance

of unfairness -mth honest judges, because the exhibitor

would know what was expected of him, and could strain to

reach that mark, or decline the competition altogether. It
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judges were not honest, and past experience has shown us
that they are not all bo, then I would recommend the plan
which I proposed last year, and from which I did not shrink
when it was necessary to use it—namely, that of ventilating
thoroughly the suspected fraud, a plan which wiU not be
found to be without its beneficial effects, and in support
of which I am as ready now as I was then to be foremost at
the cost of much trouble, and notwithstanding, an aversion
to disputes.

With regard to the various opinions and tastes of honest
judges, who can tell, for instance, how he is to exhibit Game
fowls with any certainty of success, unless a notice be put
forward by each show of what will be required? What pro-
tection can be obtained against dishonest judges and ex-
hibitors, except by a combination of honest men, and the
publication of facts which shall make the names of the
offenders stink in the nostrils of the world, and cause the
right-thinking to avoid those shows where dishonesty and
unfafrnesa are tolerated ?

I will hope that the suggestion as to what will be re-
quired in shows will be adopted, and that the other sug-
gestion will not be needed ; but let us be ready, and deter-
mined vigorously to put it into execution if wanted. It is

better that poiiltry shows should be broken up altogether
than that knavery should be tolerated. It is better that
poultry-keeping should sink into the promiscuous breeding
of cocks and hens for food, than that it should be a source
ofdissention.

—

Egomet.

EOOES.
The young rooks in the trees close by are beginning to

be very noisy in their nests (I write on the 4th of May), so
that soon these birds of the sable plume will have their
annual attention paid to them by the sportsman. He will

soon " pop " the disagi-eeable question, " Come down and be
plucked," in a loud and most unpleasing manner, and will

have the negative fi-om all the Master and Miss Eooks who
can by any means " get off." But putting the sportsman's
love of rooks out of the question, it being a brief and mer-
cenary love, yet everybody blessed with high trees likes

rooks to build in them, and no bird throughout a large
portion of the year is more interesting to the naturalist.
For instance, what lover of birds has not listened with
delight to the rooks cracking their wings above him in the
bright clear atmosphere—an infallible sign, say the country
folks here, that the weather will not continue fine for long.
The gathering together of the rooks above their trees late
in the evening is another pleasing sight; "the rooks
saying their prayers," as a little girl remarked to Gilbert
White.
But I am wandering from my purpose. Let me give

the history of two rookeries, one at this present time al-
most deserted, the other crowded with birds. In regaid
to the former there has been every care bestowed for years
to avoid frightening the birds : not a young rook was killed,
not even a gun pointed at them, yet this rookery has become
thinner, and now there is scarcely a nest, to the great
sorrow of the gentleman who resides near. As to the other
rookery, the plan adopted for many years was to kUl a
certain number, not very many, but stiU the rooks did not
greatly increase. After a while a new proprietor came, and
a much larger number of young rooks were killed, to the
great horror of the old inhabitants around, who feared that
their feathered friends would be exterminated. But, lo

!

tlie rookery became ftJler and fuller, as if, at any rate, all
the young rooks spared remained. What I want to know is

whether this a common occurrence. I find there is a strong
belief among some, that if you do not shoot the rooks at all,

they, as if fearing they will be overcrowded, migrate, and
the more you shoot the ftdler will be yoiu- rookery. Can
any lover of rooks who has long watched their habits, throw
any light upon this subject ? Have my two cases any others
that reBCmble them ?

—

Wiltshire Eecxob.

or money, to the best pen of chickens and adult birds- of
the above breed. Subscriptions must be sent in on or be-
fore the 1st of July next to Mr. J. B. Lythall, Temple Street,,

Binningham. When it is taken into consideration that this

variety of domestic poultry is one of the most hardy and
remunerative of the many breeds exhibited, we cannot doubt
but that this additional inducement to competition will

insure a great increase in the number of entries. We un-
derstand that a sale of fifty birds of the above variety, the
stock of the late Mr. Statham, is to take place at Bingley
Hall on the 24th inst.

COMPAEATIVE ENTRIES.
In my remarks in No. 162, I see in the little table some

en'ors have crept in, possibly they were my own. They doi

not affect the value of the table. Under Islington, No. 3 is-

omitted, and under Halifax, No. 6.

The only effect of these errors is to make Game, Cochin,
Bantams, and Spanish one less in the aggregate, and Ham-
burghs two less. Their position is the same, except that
Hamburghs are now one point better than Cochins, the
breeds standing thus :—Dorkings 21, Brahmas 25, Game 27,

Hamburgh 28, Cochin 29, Bantams 31, and Spanish 33.

—

T. B. A. Z.

A SWAEM WITHOUT DEONES.
One of the hives referred to in No. 162, has this day (May

6th;, sent out a very large swarm. There do not seem to
be a dozen bees left in the old stock ; but what puzzles me
most is, that there is not a single drone in my whole apiary,

nor have any of my neighbours any at present. Was I
right in hiving it in a fresh hive, or should I have returned;
it?—F. W.
[Tou have done quite right. There is in all probability

plenty of di-one-brood in an advanced stage in the old hive.

If not, the young queen wiU still have no difficulty in find-

ing a mate, since it has been proved that two mUes distance,

and probably even more, is no obstacle in such a case.]

Burp Cochins.—A few amateurs propose to raise, by a
subscription of .£1 Is. each, a fund, to be awarded to sub-
scribers' birds only, at the next Birmingham Show, in cups

MODE OF DEIVUTG BEES.
I OBSEEVED a description of "A Devonshire Bbb^

keepeb's" method of driving bees in the last volume of.

The Journal of Horticulture, page 423, and I see that
he again refers to the same article by way of recommen-
dation in his instructions to " Philiscus," upon artificial

swarming, in your impression of April 26.

Surmising, therefore, that he may not have seen the open
method of diiving, which according to my ideas is far pre-

ferable to the plan recommended by him, and which I have:

now practised for many years in preference to the covered,

and closed-up system as described by your correspondent,
I now bog to offer him and your apiarian readers a descrip-

tion of the plan, hoping they wOl put it in practice ; and I feel

confident that they will ever afterwards do as I have done

—

leave off the wrappings-up, and enjoy a rich treat by having
under their eyes the whole process of " a bee-flitting," tije

tractable, contented, and happy manner with, which the bees-

leave their well-stored habitation for an empty one ; and all'

that, with the freedom of taking wing and flying away, cannot,

fail to prove a source of pleasure and interest to the operatoB.

Those who may not have seen this practised may think

the plan a rather bold and daring one, and that in attempt-
ing to force them into an empty hive open, the bees would
either take flight and give battle to the operator, or otheil*

wise fly back to their place in the apiary. Such is, however,
very far from being the case ; indeed, such is the peaceable
manner in which they succumb to this sudden surprise, that
I never use anything to cover my face and hands except"-

ing my pocket-handkerchief and gloves. These are again
removed as soon as the bees have filled themselves with
honey and commenced their exit towards the top of th*
empty hive. This uncoveiing of the face enables me more
perfectly to get a sight of the queen in her transit thitlier^

and this I seldom fail in doing. It is a fact, pi'obably not
known even by many clever apiarians, that all the bees
before leaving the hive, either in case of driving or swarm-
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ing, fill themselves -witli honey—an instinct of nature
agamst a rainy day. It is this circumstance which gives

them so happy and contented a disposition, and which
enables the operator to push and poke them about without
resistance. It is, indeed, the freedom which may be used with
them in this happy state that gives the principal advantage
to open diiving over the covered system, as they can be imme-
diately put right when they have gone wrong. In the latter

:plau they are apt to cluster round the tops of the combs and
thie edge of the hive, so that no amount of beating will force

^em up, and there is, consequently, a good deal of after-

vork to do, and, moreover, if they do not go freely away
&t their first march they have always a tendency to get
"down amongst the combs afterwards and prove troublesome
to get clean out.
A clear fine day, when the bees are principally abroad,

I need hardly say, is the best time for the operation

;

although I have frequently done it on the open plan both
morning and evening, and
made as good work of it.

Provide, in commencing
operations, one board and
two empty hives, two short

sticks for beating the sides

of the hive, and two forked

sticks to push into the
ground for supporting the

hive iatended for the bees.

This must be done at a
sharp elevation from the

edge of the hive containing

the bees (see fig. 1). Put
these sticks and one hive at

the spot where the bees are

to be driven ; scoop out a place for the head of the full

hive, if the place is not suitable three brickbats will do to

steady the hive while beating. Proceed next to the apiary
with the other hive and board, cover the face and hands,
then lift up the hive and board from the apiary, setting
it on the ground in front, while the empty hive and board
is substituted in its stead. Next remove the hive from
the board, tm-ning it bottom upwards. In this position
tafiten with it to the place where the hive and sticks were
left, set it down on the spot selected, and give the sides

a .few sharp strokes with the hands. This will set all

tie bees in the hive to work filling themselves, except-
ing a few which will rise and fly oif to their place in the
apiary. Dm-ing the interim of feeding make ready the hive
to :_receive them by adjusting it on the edge of the hive
•which contains the bees, and supporting it at the back by
the_ two forked sticks, keeping "its crown at a sharp ele-

vation (see figs. 2 and 3). This done, use the short sticks and

FIG. X

l/V
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FIC. 3

go on beating, when the bees wiH soon rise. Care must be
taben at this stage to keep the empty hive at the side they
make the first rush to, which is easily done by turning round
the fall hive, and, at the same time, keeping the upper one
steady by the other hand. It is at this stage of the pro-

ceedings that I take off the covering from the face, so as to

get a sight 'of the queen in going to her new residence.

Any of the bees that rise at the commencement will, by this

iime, have gone all back to their places. There is now
nothing more to contend with than in placing a natural
swarm into an empty hive, and all will seem as happy and

well disposed. In the rapid rush upwards they are apt to

get over the edge and round the sides of the hives ; but
if a strong feather or small twig be drawn over them a few
times, they will soon make their way up. The same should
be applied between the combs if they are inclined to linger,

as the quicker the work is performed the more perfectly it

will be done. When all is right remove the bees in their

new hive to their former place in the apiary, turning the

substitute-hive bottom upwards in the front, when they
will soon rise and be all together again.—J. W. G-. C.

FIXING COMBS IN BOX-HIVES.
Will you informme which is the best and most expeditious

way of fixing empty combs in a hive ; and also what would
be most proper for fall combs, if any difference, I having
box-hives, and not frame-hives, in my apiary ? Having
several empty combs I am anxious to let my bees fill them,
but cannot get the combs to adhere to the roof of the

boxes.—T. S.

[Empty combs are readily affixed to bars by means of

melted wax, and fuU ones may be suspended by wires, as

described in page 18 of the fifth edition of " Bee-keeping

for the Many " (in which, however, the printer has inverted

the woodcut) ; but we know of no method of doing this

with simple box-hives. Might it not be worth while to add
bars to your boxes ?]

BEES ACCEPTING A FOKEIGN SOVEEEIGN.
Last year I recommenced bee-keeping with one healthy

stock which I brought from a distance of eight mUes. All

went well until the middle of April, when my attention was
attracted by a great uproar in the interior of the hive as

when about to swarm, the bees at the same time running in

and out in the greatest state of excitement.

This was repeated a few days afterwards, and from
that time all working operations ceased. Notwithstanding
the beautiful weather of last summer not a bee could be
seen going either in or out until about three o'clock in

the afternoon, and then not one in three minutes on the

average.
From past experience I gave them up as lost, considering

them to have slaughtered their queen, and to be unprovided
with a substitute.

Some time, however, in July, 1 read in your Journal that

our apiarian friend, Mr. Woodbury, would, on application,

supply the deficiency, and, thanks to that gentleman, my
letter met with a" ready response in the shape of a queen,

surrounded by a dozen or so of her faithful subjects, being

sent by rail a distance of upwards of eighty miles. These
I introduced into their new abode on, I believe, the night of

the 25th of July, and from that time all has gone on well

with the exception of my having had to feed them through
the winter (the operation having been performed too late to

admit of thefr laying up a sufficient store). This I did by
supplying them with a plate of honey at intervals of about

three weeks or a month, and they consumed in all about

five pints. The colony is now in fuU vigour, and Uttle, if

anything, inferior to two others standing near.

As the above facts may be useful to others of your readers,

I send them for insertion, and am—A Coenish Bee-keepee,

AETIFICIAL SWAEMS.
I HATE much pleasure in corroborating what has been

advanced by your esteemed correspondent "ADevonshiee
Bee-keepee" upon the advantages of artificial swarms,

and can affirm that my swarms thus raised have far out-

stripped those of my neighbours which have come off natu-

rally. My attention was first directed to the subject on
account of the delay and uncertainty experienced in natural

swarming.
I purchased my first stock in February, 1856, and the

season though late proved very favourable. In the middle

of June the bees began to cluster outside, and I, a novice,

daily expected a swarm. It was not, however, befbre the
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5th of July that it ultimately came off, after losiBg three
weeks of most splendid weather. The following year the
same stock bogan to cluster out early in June, and after
waiting a week I resolved to try my hand at making an
artificial swarm.

In the first instance I adopted the plan recommended by
Dr. Bevan, in "The Honey Bee;" and having placed a
comb fuU of brood and eggs in an empty hive, put it on
the stance of the refractory stock, removing the latter to a
new situation. This attempt proved a faUure; the bees
reared the brood, and then left the hive en masse, without
having constructed a single royal cell. The old stock mean-
whOe again began to cluster out, so I resolved to attempt
driving, and this my first operation of the kind proved per-
fectly successful; and I made a ride, from which I have never
deviated, to at once drive any stock kept for swarming as
soon as ever they begin to cluster outside the hive. I found
the stock had made no preparation for swarming, and a
fiiend had five strong stocks which persisted in hanging out
during the whole summer without swarming, and proved
lighter in the autumn than stocks which had sent out one or
two swarms.

I do not remember a single failure in attempting to raise
ai'tificial swarms since the one ah-eady alluded to, and, with
a little practice, do not see how Langstroth's plan, so ably
advocated and successfully adopted by your valuable corre-
spondent " B. & W.," can fail of success. If the stock from
which the swarm has been forced is left to itself, after it has
been placed on the stand of another stock, a strong swarm
will probably issue forth under one of the young queens in
from fourteen to sixteen days, and possibly a second swarm in
two or three days afterwards, but the latter had better be
returned to the parent hive, unless the proprietor wishes to
raise young queens.—J. E. B., Wolverhampton.

FOUL BROOD, AND WHAT HAS BEEN
WEITTEN ABOUT IT.

(Continued from page 307.)

Since last writing on this subject, I have succeeded in
pm-chasing a copy of the French translation of Schirach's
wort on bees, written in 1770. This distinguished apiarian
was pastor of Little Bautzen, in Upper Lusatia ; and there
can be no doubt that if we had access to his treatise in the
language in which it was originally written, we should find
the disease therein named, "faul-brut," as it is called by
German apiarians of the present day, which name the
French translator has rendered "fmix couvain," whilst we
approach more nearly to it in sound, if not in sense, by the
appellation of " foul brood."
He says, "Foul brood is exceedingly dangerous. It is

one of the most fatal maladies to bees, a true pest when the
disease has attained a certain stage." He considers that it

may arise either from the bees giving the brood unsuitable
food, or from the queen depositing her eggs in a reversed
position, so that the young bees, being unable to extricate
themselves from their prison, die and putrefy. '•' Sometimes,
also, the cold kOls the young brood, and occasions putre-
faction; but it is then, properly speaking, an accident, and
not a disease." His remedy for foul brood consists of cut-
ting out all the combs, and compelling the bees to fast for
two days, after which they may be furnished with other
combs, and fed either with honey and water spiced with
nutmeg and saffron, or sugar and water flavoured with the
same condiments, or we may give them simply '

' a cup of
Spanish wine."

This, then, appeal's to be the origin of the crude ideas
which English apiarian writers have entertained on the
subject. Here we find the first mention of the whimsical
notion of young bees being placed with " their heads where
their tails should be," and the suggestion of feeding adult
bees on "port wine," which if they would accept it appears
to me very likely to reduce the elders ofthe hive to a similar
condition. Coupled, however, with these preposterous ideas
we have the foundation of the mode of treatment recom-
mended by the first German apiarians of the present day.
Next in importance to Schirach's revelation of the extra-

ordinary power possessed by bees of raising a queen or

mother-bee from a worker egg comes Dzierzon's discovery
of the wonderful fact of parthenogenesis in the honey bee,
or, in other words, the power possessed by virgin queens of
laying eggs which will hatch into drones.

Like his great predecessor in the path of apiarian inves-
tigation and discovery, Dzierzon, by far the most distin-
guished apiai-ian of this the nineteenth centm-y, is also a
country clergyman, being pfarrer or pastor of the village of
Carlsmarkt, in Upper Silesia. He commenced bee-keeping
in the common way with twelve colonies, in 1835, and after
various mishaps which taught him the defects of the common
hives, and the old mode of management, his .stock was so
reduced, that in 1838 he had virtually to begin anew. At
this period he contrived his improved hive in its ruder form,
which gave him the command over all the combs, and he
began to experiment on the theory which observation and
study had enabled him to devise. Thenceforward his progress
was as rapid as his success was complete and triumphant.
Though he met with frequent reverses, about 70 colonies
having been stolen from him, 60 destroyed by fire, and 24 by
a flood, yet in 1846 his stock had increased to 360 colonies,
and he realised from them that year 6000 lbs. ofhoney, besides
several hundredweight of wax. At the same time most of
the cultivators in his vicinity who pm-sued the common
method had fewer hives than they had when he commenced.
In the year 1848, that fatal pestilence foul brood prevailed
among his bees, and destroyed nearly all his colonies before
it could be subdued, only about ten having escaped the
malady which attacked alike the old stocks and his artificial
swarms. He estimated his entire loss that year at over
500 colonies. Nevertheless, he succeeded so well in multi-
plying by artificial swarms the few that remained healthy,
that in the fall of 1851 his stock consisted of nearly 400
colonies. He must, therefore, have multiplied his stock
more than thi-ee-fold each year. His first Italian colony was
obtained from Mira, near Venice, late in February, 1853.

—

A Devonshire Bee-keepek.
{To be continued.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
EoLp {Black Bantam).—There is no roup without di3chai'e:e from the

nostrils, and in that malady the swelling is generally around the eye and
soft to the touch. It the malady you describe is what we iraagiae it to be,
you will find on pulling the eyelid down and squeezing: it gently that a
yellow cheesy substance will come out whole. Ascertain that none remains,
and wash freely and often with cold water and vinegar in equal part?.

Chickens De.id in the Shell (/r/e»;l.—If, when the time of a hen is

up, you find dead chickens in the shell fully formed, the cause \s, that the
eggs have been too dry and the chickens could not get out, but i( the
chicken is only barely formed, the natural opinion will be that the hen sat
badly. That which commenced life would hare brought it to perfection if

it had been continued. It is no injury to moisten eggs.

Cochin-china Cock [C. i?.).—We can hai-dly think it is a cage of leg-
weakness. We presume he is an adult bird. As yon say one lee is decidedly
ewollen, we should be disposed to think there 'is the seat of the mischief,
and that it is to rest that leg he constantly siis down. Feed on oatmeal
mixed with new milk. You must watch and give castor oil when necessary.
Let him have green food, heavy sods of growing grass. If you think him
worth it. give him raw yolks of eggs. If the foot swells, and the thigh
wastes, there is little hope of recovery.

Various (^5scz).—"When an egg is non-productive, for want of impreg-
nation, it never emits any smell if broken. We have seen them perfectly
clear after five weeks. In the offensive egg the germ has existed, and has
been partially developed, and organised substances are more prone to
offensive putrefaction. We know of no cure for egg-eiting hens, except to
give them hard-composition eggs to peck at. This sometimes cures them,
as they tire of attempting to break them. Dorkings will somwtimes come
lour-cfawed, and are, nevertheless, pure; but if Brahmas have five claws
they are unquestionably cross-bred.

Pigeon Disease [J. F. />., Dewshury).~l beg to inform your correspon-
dent that I have very little practical knowledge of the disease he mentions,
of which his cock Owl Pigeon died; but if the case had been mine I might
have tried something like the following:—a purge of jalap, infinitesimal
doaes of tartar emetic to act or» the mucous membrane, and a solution of
chloride of lime to counteract the putrid discharges.—B. P. Brest.

Food for Young Swans {J. Higg'tns).—Meal is the best thing to feed
cygnets upon, and the way in which they prefer it is in a vessel about
7 inches deep, the bottom covered with a sod of grass, then a little fine
gravel, and then oatmeal, the whole covered with water. A lettuce or two
added to it will be an improvement. As they get older oats maybe sub-
stituted for meal and put in a deeper veeseL

Observatory-hivk ( fi. N.^ Oxon).—An observatory-hive mi^ht dowbtlesB
be constructed on the plan you describe, but the mechanical dithculties to

be overcome would, we believe, render it complex and expensive, and we
doubt its being so convenient as the hive with moveable combs invented by
Mr. Woodbury. Inch shutters might do in warm weatJier, but you must
bear in mind that the difficulty of guarding against changes of temperature
is the weak point in all hives of this description.
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tliey'were going to discuss legal points they should frame
them properly, and take them to some coui't of law and
have them decided.'

"A verbal protest was then mnde.
"Balloting papers sent herewith, mai'ked D* and E,f were

then handed in for the purpose of being put in the ballot

jai-s by some of the dissentient Fellows.
" Paper ' D ' it will be seen follows the form given in the

Appendix 3 to the 59th bye-law.
"No form of balloting paper in the case of resignations

is provided for by the Bye-laws. But by these papers as

handed in, the distinction between resignations and re-

movals is brought clearly before the meeting, as should be
done both by the spirit and letter of the Bye-laws and Cliarter.

" During a discussion whicli took place before the ballot,

a question was put to the Chairman by the same Fellow
who had put the former question—Whether a Fellow could
be proposed and seconded at the meeting as a candidate in

the place of any of the members nominated by the Council ?

To which the Chairman answered. That that would inva-
lidate the ballot.

'• This -closed the discussion, and the ballot proceeded.
" Accompanying this case is a printed report of i'^he pro-

ceedings of the annual meeting contained in The Jouenal
OF HOETICTJLTUKE AND COTTAGE GaRDENEK, to which
counsels' attention is drawn (marked F). This report is

from a shorthand writer's notes, but owing to the confusion
in the meeting it is not sufficiently full.

"The Chairman having ruled as above-stated no nomi-
nation of a member was made b.v any individual Fellow, but
some Fellows (as they were entitled to), struck out two of
the names on the list prepared by the Council, and inserted
two others in theii' place.

"On the announcement of the result of the ballot by the
scrutineers, the names on the balloting list prepared by the
Council were declared to be elected.

"The meeting was adjourned.
" It is a feet that the accompanying lists D and E were,

on being handed in by the dissentient Fellows, allowed by
the Council and counted in the nvimber of votes in the ballot

jars by the scrutineers, and notice was immediately after the
election given to the Secretary to preserve all the lists used
on the day of meeting.

" 1st. It is considered that the Council's list is bad, as
treating resignations as identical with removals.

"2ndly . That it is an illegal and unconstitutional departui-e

fi'om the form provided by Appendix 3 to the 59th bye-law.
" 3rdly. That it is an 'irregular" and 'void' list under

62nd bye-law.
" And that a systematic, violent, and unconstitutional

attempt to deprive the body of Fellov/s of their freedom of

choice has been adopted by the Council.
" Counsels' opinion is requested

—

"As to whether the proceedings adopted by the Council
at the annual meeting render the election of the
members in the Council's list irregular and null?"

" We are of opinion that the course adopted by th.e Council
was iiTegular and a violation of the terms of the Charter and
Bye-laws, and that a Mandamus will lie to compel the Coun-
cil to proceed to a fresh election.

" RoBT. Lush.
" James Edward Davis.

" The Temple, 23r(l April, 1804."

[copy corkebpondekce.]
eotal horticultural SOniETV.

" 27, King; Stiver, Cheflpaifie. London, E C,
"26th April, 1864.

"To ANDREW MUKRAY. Esu.,
" Assistant Secretary, Royal Hoiliculiurul Society, South Kensington,

"Sir,— T am fiirected by the Fellows of the Society wUo, throtiErh one of
their number, prote-ted in writing a;;ainst the illepal conduct pu-sued at
the annual meeting on the 9Ih February last, to forward the oiitjinal

• Three members of the present Council to be removed frnm the said
Council at the election on the 9ih of February— Sir 0. W. Dilkt, Mr. J,
Clutton, Mr. John Lee. Three nifmherH to he elected in room of the
above^Earl Grosvenor, Sir Jo.seph Paxton, Major Trevor C'arli.

t Names of persons rceommeuded to sn[iplv the places of resijninc
members of the Oouveil at this election— Mr. Batenian, Mr. T. Rivers, Mr.
R. Fortune, Mr. W. Paul, Mr. C. F.dmonds. In place of—Earl Ducie, Jlr.
J. Veitch, Mr. R, Cooper. Dr. Li.nrt1"i , Mr Fleming.

opinion of Mr. Lush, Q.C., and Mr. Davis, for the consideration of the
Council.
" You will be so cood as to inform the Council that no steps will be taken

in pursuance of this opinion, and the opinion it-elt will ntit be made public
before Mond ly nrxt, that the Council may have lime to decide on the
eonrse they sh-uld adopt in order to satisfy the legiiini ite riKhts and wishes
of the horfieultur,il portion of the Fellows of the Hoeieiy. The continued
absence of ciuinsel on the circuits has preveiited Ihis Joint opinion being
written earlier, tlioUKh the papers have been some weeks before them. The
former opinion of Mr. Davis, mentioned in the protect sent soon after
tlth February, entirely coincides with the joint opinion of himself and Mr,
Lush.
* You have theoritrina'. ballotinclistsreferrcd to as C 1'. and F. in the case,
" I will tlianli you to favour nie with the final decifion ot the Council by

Monday morning next.—lam. Sir, your obedient servant,

"JOHN KYNASTON, JUN."

" Aeeount-int's Department, Royal Horticu'tural Society.

'•South Ktnsinf-lon, W., 2Tth April, 1804.
" Sir,—As the Assistant Secretary with the chief members of our Council

are now absent in lieUium. it will be quite imijossible (or an answer to ha
sent to your letter of the 2Gth by Mond ly next, as named therein.

'*
1 expect them to return in the course of a week or ten days, when I

will lay your letter and enclosure before them without, deliy.— I am, Sir,

your oliedient servant, " JA.MES RICHARDS, Accountant.
" JtdlnKynaston, jun., Esq."

" 27, King Street, Cheap-ide. London, E.G.
• 2nd May, 1864.

"Sir,— I have submitted your Ir^tter of 27lli Aiiril to my clients, and
they have instructed me to say that in so important a matter they think
every member oi the Co mc'l oucht to ll ive the opportunity of being pre-
sent. They will therelore refrain from taking any pruccedings until Satur-
dav ne.xt.

"They request mc to desire you to acquaint the Assistant Secretary of
the nature of the ease and opinion, if you have not already done so, in order
that there mav ' e no delay in laying the same before the Cooneil.—I am,
Sir, yo"r obedient servant. "JOHN KYNASTON', JuN.

''To .Iam£s Richards, Fsq., Royal Horticultural Society, South Ken-
sington."

" Royal Horlieultural Socifty. South Kensington.
" Mav 5, 1864.

"To JOHN KYNASTON, KsQ.. JuK.
"27. King Street, Cheapside.

"Sm,— I have laid your letter of the 2Cth Aoril and 2nd of May, and the
ease and opinion which accoir;panied them, before the Council; and am
directed in reply to inform you that the Solicitors of the Society are Messrs.
Tatham & Proctor, 3G, Lincoln's Inn Fields, and that the^ will receive
servicp of anv action your clients may think proper to bring against them.
— I am. Sir, your most obedient.
"I return ihecase and opinion." " ANDW. MORRAY.
It would appear, then, that the whole proceedings in the

opinion of these eminent counsel are simply illegal, and
notwithstanding this opinion, the Council mean to set the
Society at defiance. How men of honour can accept such
a position is for them to explain ; but the fact of their

doing so is an indication of what the Society may in future

expect of a Council so constituted. It is gratifying to know
that this is not the opinion of all nor even of a majority of

the Council, but that the decision has been tolerated upon
the dictation of two or three, who, we believe, ai-e the vei-y

members illegally on the Council, and who seem to attain

their objects by that bluster and arrogance which gentlemen
do not care to place themselves in antt^gonism with, and, con-

sequently,these two or three .are allowed to have their way.
What course the horticultural party will now take we do

not know, but we should advise them to remain content
with the advantage the.y have gained. They have placed the
Council, or rather the Council have placed themselves, in

anything but an enviable position ; and as they will main-
tain that position at any cost out of the already-crippled

funds of the Society, we are of opinion that it will be con-

sulting the interests of the Society not to cause any useless

expenditure of its funds ; for, seeing the Council do not
intend to retire honourably from a position they hold ille-

gally, it will be no satisfaction to obtain tlu-'ir removal at a
cost which will only tend to bring the Society more rapidly

to its fall.

THE EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
May 21st.

A MOKE magnificent display of flowering plants than that
which was made on this occasion it would be difiicult to con-

ceive : the plants were immense, and the blaze of colour

which met the e.ye was almost overpowering. Indeed, had
the da.y been as bright as those we have had lately instead

of cloudy and threatening rain, this preponderance of coloiu-

would have been more felt ; it was, too, a fault which one
could well look over in a show in early summer, when the
eye is not wearied by masses of colour out of doors, and
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gladly seeks rest in green sward, leafy shrvibs, and umbra-

geous trees. StDl a greater proportion of foliage would

have been an improvement; so, too, would it liave been de-

sirable that there had been less of art and more of nature

in the specimens shown. They were grand examples of skill

in cultivation, and of skill in training; but that mode of

training was in almost every instance so stiff, so formal, and

so smooth as to give an idea of constraint. This is an evil

not peculiar to the particular show of which we write, but

to all our metropolitan exhibitions. It has gone on increas-

ing, and increasing, and it is time that a change should be

inaugurated in v/hich there will be less of sticks and tying-

in and more of the natural growth of the plant.

Stove and Greenhodse Plants.—Collections of sixteen

came fi-om Mr. May, gardener to J. Spode, Esq., Hawkes-

yard Pari;:, Rugeley, Mr. Peed, and Mr. Wheeler, who had

respectively first, second, and third prizes. In Mr. May's

collection were fine examples of Acrophyllum venosum,

Ixora crocata, Epacris miniata splendens, a very good Gom-
pholobium polymorplium, a fine Leschenaultia biloba major,

Eriostemons, Aphelexis purpurea superba, Chorozema vsria

nana, with fine orange and crimson flowers. Mr. Peed had

nice plants of Leptodactylon californicum, Aphelexes, Aden-

andra speciosa, Tetratheca ericsefolia, and a large Erica

Cavendi.=!hii. Mr. Wheeler had Medinilla magnifica very

fine. Mr. Baxendine was also an exhibitor.

For collections of ten, prizes were taken by Mr. J. Eraser,

of Lea Bridge; Mr. Rhodes, Sydenham; Messrs. Lee,

Hamersmith; and Jackson & Sons, Kingston; and in the

Amateurs' Class by Mr. Green, gardener to Sb E. Antrobus,

Cheam ; Mr. Chilman, and Mr. Kaile. Leschenaultia biloba

major and Medinilla magnifica from Mr. Eraser were very

fine ; he had, also, a good Stephanotis floribunda, Epacris

grandiflora rubra very lai-ge, Adenandra fragrans, Erioste-

mons, an Erica, and Azalea. In Messrs. Jackson's collection

the beautiful white and scarlet-flowered Clerodendron

Thomscni, and Medinilla magnifica were conspicuous ; there

were, also, Labichea heterophylla, and a very fine Erica tri-

color Wilsoni. Mr. Rhodes had some excellent specimens,

among which Chorozema cordata splendens, Hedaroma tulipi-

ferum, and Erica tortuloeflora were noticeable. In Messrs.

Lee's lot, Acrophyllum venosum was decidedly the finest

example sliown of that plant.

Mr. Green exhibited a very fine Stephanotis, fine specimen
Azaleas, Rhododendron Gibsoni, Hedaroma fuchsioides, and
a very good Erica depressa. From Mr. Chilman came a

very large Ei-ica Cavendishii, and very good specimens of

Hedaroma tulipiferum, Chorozema cooeinea, Acrophyllum
venosum, Aphelexis, and Leschenaultia ; and from Mr. Kaile

a very good Tremandra ericajfolia. Erica depressa, and
Pimelea spectabilis.

In sixes, Mr. Page, Streatliam, had a large Hedaroma
and a very fine Pimelea decussata; Mr. Penny, St. Dun-
stan's. Regents' Park, Statice profusa, the heads of small

purplish lilac flowers looking very well ; and Mr. Kemp, gar-

dener to Lord Lovaine, Albury Park, AUamanda neriifolia,

and a good Stephanotis.
For mixed collections of flowering and fine-foliaged plants,

prizes were awarded to Messrs. Lee, Williams, A. Henderson
and Co., and Young, the last two being equal third. Messrs.
Lee's Cordyline indivisa, Alocasia Lowii, and Cibotinm prin-

oeps, were remarkably fine ; and noticeable among the other
plants were Pandanus elegautissimus, Oreopanax daetyli-

folium, and Neottopteris australasica. Lselia purpurata, from
Mr. Williams, had five spikes of its magnificent flowers

;

and from the same exhibitor came Alocasia metaUica, Cordy-
Une indivisa, Gleichenia speluncee, and Cycas revoluta, all

of which were very fine specimens. Messrs. A. Henderson
had Crotous angustifolia and variegata, a Cyanophyllum,
with immense leaves, Alocasia macrcrhiza variegata, Diefi'en-

baohia maculata, Pandanuses, Caladiura Belleymei, much
diversified with white, Medinilla magnifica, and Oxylobium
arboreseens, witli small lanceolate dark green leaves and
yellow flowers. In Mr. Young's fifteen were Caladium bieolor

splendens, and Chantini, the foliage of both being very
pretty ; in the former as if powdered with a bright carmine,
in the latter vermilion and white on an emerald green
ground. Begonia parvifolia, with white flowers, and a
variegated Hoya carnosa, were also noticeable.

Obchids.—Of these there was a fine bank. In twenties

the prizes were taken by Mr. Baker, gardener to A. Basset,
Esq., Stamford Hill, and Mr. Milford, gardener to E. McMor-
land, Esq., Haverstock Hill. In the collection of the former
were the rare Odontoglossum gloriosum, remarkable for its

rich colour; Anguloa Clowesii, with nine fine flowers; the
fine orange red Saccolabinm retusum, with ten spikes

;

Cypripedium villosum ; the fine variegated Phalaenopsis

Schilleriana, with a spike of its pink flowers ; also the
older and better-known amabilis and grandiflora, Oncidium
criapum and Dendrobium nobile pendulum, very fine. From
Mr. Milford came those splendid Lailias, purpurata and
Schilleriana. Cypripedium villosum with twenty blooms,
Hookeri with finely variegated foliage, Odontoglossum
PhaliEUopsis and najvium, the latter with nine fine spikes of

its shred-like flowers, white and yellov.^, spotted with crim-

son, Chysis Limminghi, Vandas tricolor and suavis with fine

spikes, Cattleyas, and PhrJianopsis. Mr. BuUen, gardener
to A. Turner, Esq., Leicester, contributed Phaius Wallichi
fine, several showy Deudi'obiums, among which nobile was
remarkably fine, Gypripediums Hookeri and barbatum ni-

grum, and Odontoglossum Pesoatorei, bearing its beautiful

v/hite, crimson, and yellow flowers.

For collections of twelve, prizes were awarded to Mr.
Penny, Regent's Park ; Page, Streatham ; and Peed, Nor-
wood, in the order in whieli they are named ; and for sixes,

to Mr. Williams, Messrs. Jackson, and Mr. Rhodes, among
nurserymen; and to Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck,
Esq., Isleworth, Mr. Green, Mr. Chilman, and Mr. Wheeler.
In the above collections we noticed Chysis bractescens,

Gypripediums barbatum sujierbum, hirsutissimum, bar-

batum giganteum, and villosnm ; fine examples of Vandas
insiguis, suavis, and tricolor ; Dendrobiums nobile, den-

siflorum, Dalhousianum, Dayanum, Paxtoni; Oncidiums
phymatocliilum, ampliatum ma.jus, with two very fine

spikes, sphaeelatum, and sarcodes ; Saccolabiums retusum
and the beautiful rosy lilac Lobbi ; .35rides, Laelias, Cattleyas,

and Phaljenopses.

We must defer our remarks on the other objects exhibited

until next week, but we cannot do so without notiemg the

magnificent Azaleas of Messrs. Veitch and Turner, which
were glorious masses of bloom. The plants of the former
were trained as pyramids, and from 6 to 7 feet high, with
scarcely a leaf to be seen.

{To he continued.)

EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
Floeal Committee, May 17th, 1864.—Many very inter-

esting plants were brought before the Committee this day,

and the certificates awarded were very numerous.
Messrs. Carter exhibited a basket of cut specimens of

Ornithogalum thyrsoides, not a new plant, though not in

general cultivation. Its noble handsome clusters of white
flowers with a shaded centre formed a very interesting

object, and as a decorative plant it wiU be most useful.

The flowers were produced from imported roots—a special

certificate was awarded.
Mr. AVilliams, Paradise Nursery, Holloway, sent a very

curious variety of the Aloe, Agave schidigera. The cha-

racter of this plant was remarkable from the delicate white
cuticle, which appeared as if torn from the thick leaves,

both on the edges and surface. This gave the plant an
appearance of variegation—first-class certifi-cate. Dieffen-

baohia Baraquiniau.a, a very singular plant, the base and,

footstalks of the leaves being pure white—this is a new
plant, and considered valuable among fine-foliaged plants.

—a second-class certificate was awarded, but it will doubt-
less prove a first-class plant. Dieffenbachia grandis, differing

from the other plant from its mottled markings of the foot-

stalks and base of the leaves—this will also be useful to

collectors of fine-foliaged plants—second-class certificate..

AmaryDis Excellent, a deep crimson medium-sized flower.

Amaryllis Neptune, one of the striped varieties. Aucuba
japoniea elegans (? latimacvilata), a Japanese plant which
had been exhibited and noticed before. The plant was
too small to form a correct opinion of its merits. Cattleya
species from Brazil ; Coleus marmoratus, a new hardy bed-
ding plant, with light green foliage maa-ked with reddish
brown sDots. This is supposed to be a useful variety for

bedding purposes—second-class certificate.
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Mr. Bull sent Dieffenbachia Baraqiuniana and Dieffen-
bachia gracilis ; also Coleus marmoratus, Gynerium argen-
teum variegatum, a beautiful variegated form of the Pampas
Grass—first-class certificate ; Lilac Dr. Lindley ; Pelargo-
nium Clipper. This promises to be one of the finest of the
scai-let section. The plant had been evidently cut very
close for propagation. The trusses were small, but the
bright scarlet petals and perfect-formed flowers of great
substance claim for it great merit. Tliis will not, probably,
be used as a bedding-out variety, but under careful treat-
ment it cannot but be admired—fii-st-class certificate.
Calceolaria Temple de Versailles ; Aucuba japonica foliis

marginatis—this is known also as Aucuba limbata, one of
the handsomest of the Japan varieties, and quite hardy

—

fii'st-class certificate ; Gleichenia hecistophylla, a very beau-
tiful Fern—first-class certificate; Euonymus japonicus var.
latifoha ; albo-variegata, too tender for out-door planting.

Messrs. Veiteh, Chelsea, Acer species nova, Japan, one
of the most elegant of the family. The green leaves are
finely cut and palmate. The plant was grown as a dwarf
standard, and formed a very pretty specimen—first-class cer-
tificate. Ehaphiolepis ovata, a very beautiful evergreen,
with dark ovate leaves of great substance, producing spikes
of white flowers with pink stamens. This as a hardy-flow-
ering shrub is of great value, and will doubtless be sought
after by aU lovers of evergreen shrubs—first-class certificate.
Camellia sasanqua, fol. vav. ; Camellia japonica fol. var.
Should this plant prove hardy in our changeable climate it
wUl be very useful : the white variegation is very distinct.
GenetylHs sp. nov. from New South Wales, resembling
G. tuKpifera, a promising variety—first-class certificate.
Cypripedium Pearcii from Peru, an entirely new form of
Cypripedium ; fiowers greenish white, deeply spotted on
the slipper ; the nan-ow side petals veined with green. This
is. probably an undescribed species. The foliage was very
remarkable, being grass-like, also the manner in which its
offsets were produced—second-class.

Ml'. Smith sent plants of a seedling Tropaeolum named
Pet, and a Mimulus, Purity, both far behind others in cul-
tivation.

J. Bird, Esq., Hammersmith, sent four flowers of tree
Picotees and Carnations.

Messrs. Lee, Hammersmith, sent Ehododendron Carnarvo-
nianum, very much like Ehododendron azaloides. Cordy-
line Banksii, this was a most charming specimen, its
foliage most graceful, the plant throwing up a long branch-
ing spike of small delicate white flowers. As a decorative
plant for the conservatory or greenhouse there cannot be
ene more graceful or elegant—first-class certificate.
Mr. Parsons brought two small plants of his seedling

Ti-opEeolum Mars, the bright scarlet circular flowers of which
we noticed at the last meeting. He has kindly left them for
trial at the Society's Gardens at Chiswick.

Mr. Eyles sent four plants recently received from Mr.
Weil-, the Society's collector, Piperomia arifoUa, with mottled
foliage, was awarded a second-class certificate. Physurus,
new sp.. very distinct and promising; three plants of an
Anthurium ; also, a Dieffenbachia.

After the meeting broke up an excellent and interesting
paper on Perns was read before the Fellows of the Societv
by Mr. T. Moore.

BEAUTY OF A¥ALTPIAjM AND MADAME
C. CEAPELET EOSES.

I AM not surprised to find that "D., Deal," wishes to get
rid of this business. But he has made a statement which,
if true, seriously compromises me with the public, and I
think that I have a right to demand that he should either
ivithdraw or substantiate it. " D., Deal." wrote. " Beauty
of Waltham not distinguishable from Madame Charles
Crapelet." These are his words, neither more nor less.
(See JouKNAL OP Hoeticultuee, page 29.i.) My reply was.
" It is not so." (Page 314.) " D., Deal," rejoined (page 328),
endeavouring to qualify that opinion, but not retracting it

;

and, again (page 344), " Beauty of Waltham, confirming my
opinion of it." It is a pity that ho had not the moral
courage or manliness to retract so damaging an assertion.
But, no!

In the Journal of last week (page 362), he says he has
proved so and so. This is " cool." " D., Deal," evidently
mistakes assertion for proof. He has, as yet, proved nothing,
although he has asserted a great deal. But I very much
over-estimate the mental calibre of the readers of The
Journal of Hobticultuke if they are misled thus. Mr.
Prior (page 344) has quoted the old proverb " The proof of
the i^udding is in the eating," sagaciously adding " In like
manner the proof of the Eose is in the growing." Well,
we have not long to wait. The Eoses will soon be in bloom,
and will themselves prove what credit is due to the asser-
tions of " D., Deal."—William Paul, Waltham Cross, N.

[Here the controversy had better conclude for the present.
Let Mr. Paul and other Eose-growers exhibit the two flowers
side by side, and let the public judge for themselves.

—

Eds.]

ME. MUEEAY'S EEASON WHY.
In the last Number of the " Proceedings " of the Eoyal

Horticultural Society, I see a con-espondent under the
signature " P.," has written to Mr. Murray, at South Ken-
sington Gardens, to ask him why he should call the tent
that is now being erected there " a mast tent ; " and Mr.
Murray replies, " I call the tent a mast tent in order to
mark its special character. Tents are supported by poles

—

this one is so big that poles wo'n't do, and we had to get
masts ; and those masts so much out of the common way
(being iron), that it seemed to me doubly legitimate to invite
attention to the masts as a speciality."

Now-, sir, is not a pole a pole whether it be a maypole
GO feet or a tent-pole 6 feet high ? Ai-e not masts part of
the iurniture of ships only, and are not masts as well as tent
poles made of wood ? What sort of logic, then, is this of Mr.
Mui'ray's, which calls a tent-support a mast because it is

made of iron ?—J. Dennes.

OJT THE CEITICxVL JUDGMENT OF NEW
EOSES.

I FEAB your readers will have had more than enough of

this little controversy about what my excellent fiuend,
" S. E. H.," calls the "two Dromios;" but I think, before

the controversy quite closes, I may be permitted to say a
few words on the general aspect of the subject, especially as
" P." has touched on another point which strongly bears on
the subject, and has entu-ely mistaken the position I have
maintained all through.

I have always said, and do still say, that it is a most
difficult matter to decide on the merits of new French Eoses,

and that until they have been grown over here for two
seasons we are not able to come to a just decision. Either

they improve or they deteriorate ; and so worked are the

plants, so forced and cut about, that they have really no
chance until that time has elapsed. Thus the French Eoses,

which came out in the autumn of 1862 wiU not be fairly

known until this summer, when they are in everybody's

hands. There are some so unmistakeably good that we at

once set them down as Al, others so inferior that we at

once discard them ; but in the meantime the public want to

know what they are like. We see them in the stands ot

"growers for sale," and give our judgment according to

what they are there; and so far fi-om an error or two in

judgment being a proof that one is no guide, I do not think

that I should have the slightest .difficulty in proving that

there is no Eose-grower in England who is a safe guide if

failure in judgment on new Eoses makes one an unsafe one,

as all have been mistaken. Does not my worthy friend,

"S. E. H.," wlio is -par excellence the champion of the Eose
queen, remember writing me a note once " in re Jean Bap-
tiste Guillot," and questioning my condemnation of it as a
hard buUety thing ? Yet now it is not even in the "Eose
Pope's " list—not even in No. 4 ; and every catalogue that

I have ever seen has been misleading in this respect, that

the compDer's judgment of new Eoses is frequently at fault.

Take, for example, " P.'s " statement about my disparage-

ment of Comtesse Cecile de Chabrillant. When I gave that

opinion of it it was quite a new Eose. I had then only
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seen it as a cut bloom, and that in the stands of one or two
nurserymen ; but when it had been generally distributed
then its real character came out, or else it manifestly im-
proved. It may not be uninteresting to say that Marest,
the raiser of it, himself fell into the same error ; for he told
Ml-. Standish and myself that he only made £50 of it, and
that had ho thought it so good as it really was, he might
have made ^£200.

Then there is another Rose which in the same way im-
proved—Duchess of Norfolk. It was raised by Margottin,
but he did not think it worth sending out, and gave it to
his friend Mr. Wood, of Maresfield, saying it might become
better here. It did so improve, and, as we know, is often
now to be seen in our winning stands.
Take an example on the other side of the question. Madame

Turtado was unanimously pronounced one of the best Roses
ever shown ; but in a few years, owing to its delicate habit,
it will hardly be, I fancy, in many rosaries. " P." says persons
who grow Roses may well laugh at what I said about the
two " Dromios." Mr. Rivers and Mr. Cant sui-ely "grow"
Roses, and they have said stronger things of Beauty of
Waltham than I have done ; for whereas I only pronounced
of it in certain conditions that it was undistinguishable from
Madame Charles Crapelet, they afBrm that under all condi-
tions the similarity exists.

What, then, I endeavour to do with regard to new Roses
is this. Seeing the anxiety there is to arrive at some know-
ledg-e of them, I have taken the lists as they have come
over to us from France, and given a guess as to what the
varieties may prove to be from either ray knowledge of what
the raisers have done and their character as sound judges and
honest tradesmen, or from what information I have been
able to glean during my periodical visits to Paris. When
the plants come over and blooms are exhibited by our lead-
ing nurserymen in the stands for new Roses, I then give
™y judgment as to what I see there ; for as the Secretary
of the Floral Committee wisely said the other day, "judg-
ment must be given on what appears before one, not on the
representations of what it might be under other conditions :"

and hence if a Rose be out of character it must bear the
brunt of its inconstancy. When I have had a fair oppor-
tunity, either fi-om growing them myself or from seeing
them more generally grown, I then pronounce what in my
judgment they are. In this, as I say, I may be wrong ; but
the opinions are not recklessly given. I think, without
much self conceit I may say that those who know me will,

to use " P.'s " expression, rather smile at his assertion that
I do not know much about Roses. I might fill column.=! of
The Journal of Hoktictjltuke with the letters which I
have received on this subject of debate expressing the very
contrary opinion, but I forbear ; and am now willing, as my
£iend " S. R. H." suggests, to leave the matter until the
blooming season ; and I believe that if this hot weather
continues, we shaU see many a bloom of both these Roses
undistinguishable from one another.

I should wish to correct a paragraph in my communication
of last week, which reads thus (my bad wi-iting being in
fault) :

" As to Deuil de Prince Albert, I ascribed it to
Ducher, I believe, the author of a French list." This should
have been "on the authority of a French list."—D., Deal.

MUSSETT'S HOT-WATEE APPAEATUS.
EED SPIDER—BEiNS V. GOOSEBEEET CATEEPILLAE.

I OFTEN see inquiries in your Journal regarding boUei's
to heat a small house. Such an apparatus I am in great
wantof myself, and could I learn anything practical of the
working of "Mussett's portable hot-water apparatus," I fancy
that would suit me exactly, as we should be glad to have it

ca,rried in the autumn into the vinery, as in our moist
climate (Cornwall) we lose a great quantity of Grapes every
year from their dampiug-off. Could any of your correspon-
dents inform me as to the working of this apparatus ?

From ourown experience we can speak of getting rid
of the red spider effectually, by syringing with water
of the temperature of the house for five or six consecutive
evenings.

For several years we have successfully kept off the Goose-

berry caterpillar, by planting the Broad Bean between the
bushes. This year it has in a degree failed, though we have
less of the pest than our neighbours who have not had
recourse to the Beans planted soon after Christmas. We
have now tried, from your recommendation, the Gorse
blossom : if with success you shall hear.—S. C.

THE NUESEEIES OP ME. B. S. WILLIAMS,
HOLLOWAY.

It should be understood that an increasing trade has
necessitated Mr. Williams to extend his premises. To do
so, however, he was obliged to choose an additional site at

least a mile away from the original home, or " Paradise
Nurseries." This he has named the " Victoria Nurseries ;

"

and here, in good keeping with the name, he has built a
right regal conservatory, wliich is to be set apart for the
exhibition and more successful growth of large specimens
of greenhouse and decorative plants generally. It already
contains some fine specimens of Palms, tree Ferns, Camellias,

Azaleas, Cordylines, &c. Conspicuous amongst these has
been the magnificent-flowered Rhododendron Nuttalli,

whicli has already been noticed in these pages, and is likely

to 1)6 the parent of other Rhododendrons equally beautiful

and distinct, as there are already discernible upon it a
number of seed-pods, which show unmistakeable signs of

successful impregnation.
I think the mode of shading adopted here, and which

works well, is worthy of note. In so extensive a structure

the width of the sashes is unusually large, it may be some
7 or 8 feet. Inside the house, at the very top of the sashes,

and touching the centre woodwork, is placed the roller with
tlie canvass, the roller being attached to the rafters skirting

each sash by proper appliances in which it revolves. The
lath or drawing end of the blind has a rope attached within
reach from the interior side walk, and when the shading is

to be let down the rope is drawn, and the blind is seen to

run down, having attached to each end a harder piece of

wood, r/hich works in properly constructed grooves placed

against the sides of the rafters. Then, by drawing another
rope it re-asoends those grooves and becomes folded, and
is at all times in the dry. The house, it would appear,

ranges nearly north and south, thus a shading would seem
to be only necessary upon one—namely, the east side. A
feature in this house is the width of the walks, the main
or central one especially. They are all skirted by as simple

an edging as possible of iron, let into the composition of

which the walks are made.
In other houses attached to the "Victoria Nurseries," was

a very extensive and healthy stock of the new Grape which
Mr. Williams is preparing to send out, the Royal Vineyard,
about which I think there cannot be two opinions as to its

being a late white Grape of first-class merit. It is con-

spicuous as being exceedingly thin-skinned, firm-fleshed, of

excellent flavour, with good keeping- properties. In form it

approaches the nearest to the Muscat of Alexandria. The
leaf is very distinct from that of any other Vine I know,
being covered almost entirely with a woolly substance. I
also perceived a good stock of the new Pine named Charlotte

Rothschild, Beck's new Geraniums, some eighteen sorts,

new Aohimenes, &c., &c.
Turning to the home, or Paradise Nurseries, amongst the

most conspicuous and meritorious features I noted a supe-
rior collection of exotic Perns. Of Gleichenias there is a
fine collection of specimens ; G. hecistophylla being, perhaps,
the finest-growing of the whole, 10 feet by 6 wide. The
mode of propagating this is interesting. A row of small
pots is placed securely around the pan in which the parent
plant is growing. Into these, when filled with soil, the more
advanced creeping rhizomes are pegged down, where they
readily root, and soon form independent plants. G. speluncae,

a fine and more compact kind, is 4 feet through ; G. mioro-
phylla, 5 feet by 3. Perhaps no plants, from their extreme
gracefulness, are better adapted than these Gleichenias, and
especially dicarpa, to place by the side of those masses of
colour which form so prominent a feature at our metropolitan
shows, and from which the eye would gratefully turn to these
Ferns for relief.

The Pandanus reflesus has a peculiarity exclusively its
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own. The leaves not only reflex, but have also the singu-
larity of twisting themselves, as they rest upon the pot,
back around the main stem, all lying recurved in one direc-
tion. It will be interesting when the main stem has risen
so that the leaves do not rest upon the pot, to note whether
the plant will, under these circumstances, still retain this
marked peculiarity.

The olive green, shining-foliaged Cyeas revoluta grows
here most luxuriantly. Plants of it are pushing up no less
than a score of young leaves each. It thus fully bears out its

original character, as one of our most noble and striking fine-

foliaged plants. Cycas circinalis, though a kindred plant,
is in its more prominent features very distinct. Its leaves
are in colour very milky, whilst each leaflet upon its singular
winged leaf is possessed of two strong determined-looking
prickles, very characteristic in appearance of a stag's antlers.
I also noticed some noble specimens of Cyathea dealbata,
the under part of the frond being more or less silvered

;

Cyathea Smithii, a very distinct beautiful species ; Lomaria
cycadifolia, a very handsome species, likely to prove sufii-

oiently hardy for the greenhouse ; the stem of this, as com-
pared with its height, is very thick, whilst the Lomaria-like
leaves, are but a small tuft overspreading the crown. Lomaria
L'Herminieri, is a very distinct smaller kind, with deep red
young fronds continually pushing forth ; and the extremely
graceful Todea pellucida, when good specimens have once
been produced, will prove one of the most desired amongst
Ferns.
The Orchidaceous plants (old acquaintances), and of which

I was prepared to see a good collection, surpassed my expec-
tations. Of Vandas, including six or seven distinct vax-ie-

ties of tricolox-, Saccolabiums, iErides, not omitting the
Foxbrush variety, there is an excellent stock grownin, as
compared with some establishments, a very moderate tem-
perature, especially for this season of the year, and presenting
no trace of the leaf-destroying spot.

In bloom were a very superior variety of Dendrobium
Dayanum, which in some respects resembles anosmum ; a
very superior variety, also with large flowers, of Dendrobium
Dalhousianum. The wings, &c., are a pale yellow, slightly
tinged througliout with purple ; the lip, large and full, ladle-
like in form, is most distintly uiarked with the richest
chocolate, inclining rather to purple. Dendrobium maci'o-
phyllum is also worthy of notice, being richly marked, and
having the lip more elongated and pointed than the latter,

and densely covered with a soft woolly substance.
Amongsi: Cypripediums there is a variety in bloom dis-

tinguishable apart from barbatum nigrum ; it is darker,
and the lip or slipper is very much narrower. In all proba-
bility its colour will render it the moat desirable represen-
tative of the species. I noticed also in full bloom a fine

specimen pot of Cypripedium barbatum, there were at least
thirty blooms expanded upon it. The pretty little Phalje-
nopsis roseum was here in flower, having a pointed lip of a
rosy mauve colour. Cypripedium Hookeri is, I believe, the
most distinctly marked in the leaf of any ; the leaves are
beautifuUy and unevenly blotched all over with a good white
upon a light olive-green surface ; the flowers of this are
curious also. I noticed in flower what seemed to be a
distinct Cattleya, an imported bit, which has a very richly-

coloured lip of the richest lake, with beautifuUy-pencilled
veins, the lip decidedly cut. In habit the plant mostly
favours the species Leopoldi. Here is also the best speci-

men of the old Goodyera discolor it has been my fortune
to see, it covers very evenly and nicely the surface of a
No. 8-pot.

I also remarked a thriving young plant of the DraciEna
grandis. It is a great advance upon picta. The leaves are

much wider, of greater substance, and more erect ; the habit
is compact, and the colouring all that can be desired. An
Alocasia metallica, in a No. 2-pot, was in the most vigorous
health. It had some twenty leaves averaging 18 inches
long, and possessed the peculiarity, not often observable,

of having the extremity of the larger leaves elongated and
of even width throughout some 2 inches in length. Two
other stately plants belonging to this class are conspicuous :

they have each a bolder and more erect 'petiole, which in

A. zebrina is beautifully sti'iped, or what possibly an artist

would call marbled with very pleasing effect. A. niacrorhiza

variegata has very distinctly variegated foliage. The leaves

of each of these, as with Lowii, vary in form from metallica,
being arrow-head shaped. Sphserogyue latifoha is another
of those majestic, bold-foliaged plants in the way of the now
well-known CyanophyUum maguificum. Like the latter, it

has the very distinctly-marked triple midrib; the leaf, stem,
and stalk ai-e tinged more or less with red, and very hirsute,
though, as the name implies, its leaf is not in form so elon-
gated and tapering as in Cyanopihyllum magnificum, neither
has it that very dark glossy foliage chai-acteristic of the
latter.

Among variegated plants, not omitting even the AnjEc-
tochiluses, which it resembles both in form and manner of
growth, and especially when grown under a glass, the
Bertolinia marmorea is a perfect gem, and essentially a
lady's plant. As such it v.'iil, doubtless, soon become better
known, especially as, though a stove plant, it has the merit
of being a pretty free grower.

Pitcher-plants are here well represented. I perceived no
less than three or four distinct varieties of the Sarracenia
Drummondi form, independent of the Nepenthes. Two
plants of Drummondi were still conspicuous, with their most
singular flowers. There were also variolaris. flava, and rubra,

each having colour at the upper mouth of the pitcher-like

leaves, characteristic of their different names.
Calamus Verschaffelti is another strange and startling

jolant. As the name imphes, it was introduced originally

by M. Verschafi'elt, of Ghent, who exhibited a plant of it at

the exhibition lately held at Brussels. The leafstalks of

this plant are thickly set all over with needle-like thorns,

varying from 2 to 3 inches in length. The leaves them-
selves are in form bi-piunate, each leaflet resembling closely

in form, colour, &c., that upon some species of the Bamboo.
Aralia Sieboldi is another plant well represented here. It

has a thick-set tropical look, and one main stem. The
leaves of the current season's growth remain erect, whilst

those of last season droop and hang down closely around
the main stem. They are in addition beautifullj' variegated.

Mr. WQliams has become, deservedly, one of the best-

known cultivators of the Amaiyllis, as he has constantly for

a number of j'cars kept strictly to their advancement as a
tribe. Amongst those which he produced himself, I may
name Hawkensiana, Unique, and Williamsi, as being an ad-

vance upon many older varieties, though, and as Sir. Wil-
liams justly remarks, the Ackermani strain is not yet beaten.

Much remains to be done with tliis very beautiful class of

plants. Perhaps, however, the most assured step to success

would be first to weed out from amongst a few such as those

which I have named, very many older varieties which have
nothing to recommend them, being so deficient in eoloui',

whence arises the idea that they are a dull-looking class of

plants. I have myself had to deal thus with some eighty-

two varieties—a collection probably not again to be got to-

gether, being composed of those older varieties alone.

I cannot conclude without noticing two new variegated

plants likely to be of use for bedding-out, and which I found

amongst the hardwooded greenhouse plants, of which there

is here an extensive variety. These are Mimulus cupreus

variegatus, a very distinct variegated form of the well-known

cupreus ; and Polemonium variegatum, this being distinct

from any variegated form we yet have in use for bedding, and
if it can once be brought to stand the sun it will prove a

decided acquisition. The form of the leaf is not unlike that

of the Clianthus, though if anything the leaves are more
graceful, the individual leaflets being narrower. I must
not close these fev.- notes without acknowledging the great

courtesy ofthe proprietor ofthese nurseries, and his energetic

foreman, Mr. Burton.-

—

William Earley.

BiEMiNGHAM EoSE Show.—The third annual Eose Show,
at Birmingham, will be held, as heretofore, in the Town
Hall. The days fixed are Thm-sday and Friday, July 7th

and 8th.

Lakgest Wellingtonia gigantea.—W. Bill is obb'ged

by the insertion of his inquiry relative to the largest Wel-

lingtonia gigantea growing in England. W. Bill is anxious

to know if there is a larger specimen of this species in

England than the one under his care, which is a perfect
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specimen, considerably more than 13 feet high, 10 feet

10 Inches through, and 4 feet 4 inches in girth of stem.

[One at Fairhxwn, near Sevenoaks, Kent, is stated by Mr.

Kobson to bo 17 feet 11 inches high, with a girth of stem near

the ground of upwards of 4 feet.]

ORCHAED-HOUSES.
Mil. Pearson, at page 346 of The Jouknal of Hokti-

CTJLTUBE, admits tliat he commenced the cultivation of fruit

trees in pots with an orcliard-house having wooden sides

and ends, and managed to obtain fine crops in it every year,

and states lie wUl be able to show good fruit on the trees in

this house the present year. Though fine crops were grown
in this house, built after Mr. Rivers's original plan, yet it

seems he was not satisfied with obtaining "fine" and "good"
crops, for he tells us he wrote a book " to persuade people to

build good houses, and convince them a little knowledge was
requisite to insure success." His "Hints on Orchard-Houses"
I knew were written a^jropos of this, and as this is one of

the points I contend for, his admitting the fact shows us to

hold the same opinion on the subject; but in the next
paragraph he contradicts himself, and takes up other ground.
He would not build the same style of house in the cold north
as that which has answered so well in sunny Hertfordshire.

He was at the trouble of writing a book which had for its

express object to persuade people to build better houses
than those first originated ; but he now tells us " it would
be a bad house indeed from which he should not expect to

get good Peaches ; and where failures occur it is generally,

if not always, the man who is in fault." In his first reply,

page 246, to my first letter he ascribes my failure to the
house, now to the man. " Bad workmen complain of their

tools," says Mr. Pearson, quoting an old saying. This
is exactly the cap that fits his own head, for he ridicules

himself by complaining of his old house, or for writing his

book to persuade jieople that such houses are not the proper
description to succeed with ; and the cultivation of the trees,

so easy to him and his men, who had never before grown
a fruit tree in a pot, seems to have induced Mr. Pearson
to write his little book to convince people that " a little

knowledge was requisite to insure success." " Hints on
Orchaa-d-Houses " do not exhibit any trace of being written
by one who had never before grown a fruit tree in a pot,

but appear to be the brief condensed notes and argument of

one conversant with the subject written upon. I have Mr.
Pearson's "Hints," and Mr. Eivers's "Orchard-House," and
they do not disagree with each other, nor I with them,
though I peruse them frequently.

Mr. Pearson, in illustrating his argument, takes us to an
unheated orchard-house—the wherealDouts of which is left to

the imagination—managed by an amateur. It is a small
house, and not very well built ; but 2700 Peaches and Necta-
rines were produced in it. I am much pleased at this, for it

seems other persons have been equally foolish in building
objectionable houses, and have obtained "first-rate pro-
spects " after a few years' experience with such houses, and
the produce is almost incredible at the beginning for a house
of small dimensions. Surely the 2700 Peaches and Necta-
rines were not produced in one year by the trees of a small
house ! It would take thirty-seven trees, presuming each
to carry six dozen fruits, and one tree more with two dozen
upon it; and these trees certainly would not occupy less

than a square yard, or 38 square yards, equal to a house
23 feet by 15, or nearly, without allowing for jjaths. But
what Peach tree in a pot, occupying a square yard, produces
six dozen full-sized Peaches ? and where shall we find them
with that number upon them? If three dozen only were
borne by each tree, which is quite ample for the ordinary-
sized trees we see in orchard-houses, we have a house 46 feet

by 15, and this produce even beats that from Peach trees

trained to trellises in houses. It would take 2700 feet of
covered trellises to produce the quantity named, or a Peach-
trellis 225 feet long and 12 wide. This is really wonderful
for a small house, and I should like to know whether it was
the produce of one year or a series.

I have a set-off against Mr. Pearson's case of non-success
through the fault of the man at Liverpool. It was in
smoky Bradford, within a mile of my own place of abode.
A gentleman built a house 70 feet by 18 feet, and had at

the time a gardener of no mean abilities, but though well
up in the regular modes of fruit-tree culture, he did not
know nor profess to know much about fruit cultivation in
pots, in mixed collections as orchard-houses are. I was
asked to furnish a list of the choicest Plums, Apples, Pears,
Peaches, Nectarines, Cherries, and Apricots, which I did,

assisted or in concert with my friend, and to these the
gentleman added a few Vines. Mr. Eivers furnished the
trees. The gardener obtained Mr. Eivers's " Orchard-House,"
and went to work. All went on flourishingly for a time, and
I believe nothing was wrong with the trees themselves ; but
the gentleman going into a neighbour's vinery saw some
seven Peach trees cari-ying on an average three dozen very
fine Peaches, some of which measured 8 inches round, for I

measured them, and left the place chagrined at his own
failure and his neighbour's success. He used harsh words
to his gardener, and told him it was through his incom-
petency that he had no Peaches in his orchard-house, whilst
his neighbour over the way had a good crop. The gardener
said it was owing to the trees he had seen being grown in a
heated house, whilst his were grown in an unheated orchard-
house. The result was the gardener was dismissed, and
another came in his stead, who was a professed pot-tree cul-

tivator, bu.t he, too, failed. This gardener, and he is an un-
pretending clever man, ought according to the precedent laid

down in the former case, and advocated by Mr. Pearson, to

have been dismissed for incompetency like the first, but he
was not. The house has been divided by a partition of glass

into two compartments, t'ne one heated for the production
of Peaches and Nectarines, and the other unheated for

Plums, Peai-s, &o. I could give more cases of this kind
where gardeners have been dismissed and subjected to con-

siderable inconvenience, through their inability to make an
unheated orchard-house produce Peaches and Nectarines
equal to the representations of enthusiastic cultivators and
authors practising in another part of the country. I think
these facts will bear comparison with the case Mr. Pearson
relates of the house and gardener at Liverpool, for it seems
he has to travel over a large extent of country before he can
find a case suited to his views. The house named above
is one of the best I have seen, and a model of what an
orchard-house should be—high, light, and substantially built

with brick walls and glass ends.

I think it avails Mr. Pearson very little to say, " When-
ever gentlemen make up then- minds they will have Peaches
every year, gardeners will be found able to produce them."
I do not suppose he means that there were no gardeners that

could grow Peaches every year before the introduction of

orchard-houses ; but, let him mean what he may, I know this

much, that at nineteen out of every twenty gardens in this

country Peaches are gi'owu to t'ne satisfaction of the joro-

prietors without the aid of orchard-houses. *<\

Then, as to orchard-house fruit being superior in flavour

to that grown on walls, I have only to repeat I do not under-

stand such an assertion, and should like an explanation of

the cause of this superiority in flavour. What I mean by
its being opposed to the laws of vegt table physiology is,

tliat light being the great agent in the maturation of fruits

and seeds, anything that diminishes that light must detract

from the flavour of the fruit. I know that fruit of all kinds

lose their flavour in sunless weather and rainy periods, and
that this circumstance is due to the light and heat of the

sun being obstructed by the clouds, and if this occurs out-

doors why should it not apply to fruit under glass ? All

horticulturists agree in recommending a diminished tem-
perature in sunless weather, thereby showing that heat is

injurious without light. Physiologists tells us light is ne-

cessary for vegetable existence, growth, and maturation, and
all men agree in considering light contributes more to the

flavour of fruit than any other agent. When I find fruit

grown in a dark house inferior in flavour to that grown in

one much lighter, is it not perplexing to learn that fruit

grown in an orchard-house under glass obstructing much
light and sun heat is superior in flavour to that grown out-

side in a climate warm enough to insure ripening, and where
the fruit receives the sun's light and heat undiminished .' I

suppose home-grown Oranges are finer-fiavoured than the

best St. Michaels ; our Grapes richer than they could be
grown in the native country of the Vine ; the Pig, Peach, &o.,

better when gi'own under glass than in the full sun ; Straw-
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berries richer-flavoured if forced or grown in an orchard-

house; and even Apples never eaten in perfection unless

from trees under glass. When I find Mushrooms grown in

the dark catacombs of Paris equal to those grown naturally

in our pastures, and when I can find no fruit on the sunny

side of a tree equal to those on the north, then will I admit

that fruit is improved in flavour by being ripened under a

glass roof, which reflects or wastes a considerable portion of

the sun's light and heat. If Mr. Pearson can prove artificial

heat with a diminished light better suited for vegetation

than the light and heat of the sun, or will be at the trouble

to enlighten my darkness, I should be obliged to him, for

neither Lindley nor Johnson, my authorities in matters of

this kind, furnish the information.
" Pendle " next enters the field, and he comes forward

with the statement that in a lean-to orchard-house not

thirty miles from Bradford, he grows fine, well-ripened

Peaches and Nectarines without difllculty. The situation is

within cannon shot of famous Pendle, which certainly is

about as dreary a place as can be desired, even by those

who subsist on herbs. We are not told whether it is some
sunny spot on the southern side of that mountain, or situ-

ated at the foot to the east, west, or north. He does not

know the altitude of the place, but for excessive rain and
cloudy weather few places equal it, and j'et we are left

in io-norance of the rainfall, and the calculated amount of

cloud is not given ; alas ! left to grope again in the dark.

We learn that the fruit trees thrive well with air-giving

through sheer necessity. Plums, it seems, cannot be grown
•on walls well, and yet Peaches can be grown fine and well-

ilavoured in unheated orchard-houses ! Apricots, it is ad-

mitted, are a failure ; and though " Pendle " does not know
why, yet he says it is not from the causes to which I attri-

bute failiare in Peaches and Nectarines. I suppose "Pendle"

is not aware that within twenty miles of him Apricots are

grown on a heated wall, and that two thousand fine, weU-
lipened fruit have been gathered from one tree in a season,

and these not small Bredas, but full-sized Moorparks.
Within the same cii'cle I think " Pendle " would hear of

an amateur placing his orchard-house trees in the hands of

a nurseryman for sale, and though he gave 5s. each for them,
they were sold for 2s. 6d., and I bought some of them for a
trifle more off the nurserpnan. This aniatem- had grown
these trees for five years, and he told the nurseryman he had
not had so many fruits as there were trees in the house.
They were Peach and Nectarine trees. The house is now a.

heated vinery.

I can readOy comprehend the high estimation in which
amateurs hold orchard-houses. They are to them a source

of interest and pleasure, and if a few fruits are grown in

them they make as much to do about it as if they were sup-

plying a whole city. Most people set a high estimate on
their own doings, but it is another question what other

people think of them. It is very nice to partake of fruit

of your own growing, and to hear people sound your praises

on a high note; but how would you feel if asked to supply
Mr. So-and-So's table daDy with Peaches from your orchai-d-

house ? Why he would, aided by his friends, eat them all

in a day, unless you grew more in one house than I have
seen in a score of such houses all put together. I now put
it to your readers to decide as to whether the points I

contended for have been refuted by my opponents or not

—

viz. :—1st. Orchard-houses for the production of Peaches and
Nectarines in the north must be heated. 2nd. That an un-
heated wall covered with glass is preferable to an unheated
orchard-house. When Mr. Pearson gives me anything to

reply to on these points, I am prepared to follow him.

—

G. Abbey.

THE LEEOY ^N^UESEEIES-COEDOJs" TEAINIFG.

On the 18th of April last I visited the extensive fruit

nurseries of M. Leroy at Angers, which, as probably manj' of

your readers know, are among the fii-st in Prance ; indeed,

the country round Angers seems especially fitted by soil

and climate for the growth of Peaches, Pears, and most of

the ordinary fruits : it may be called the garden of Prance,

and the neighbourhood abounds beyond most others in es-

tablishments of high character. M. Leroy employs several

hundred hands, and his nurseries extend over several hun-
dred acres. A pupil of M. DubreuU, one of the gi-eatest

living French authorities on arboriculture, has the super-

intendence of the pruning and training operations. The
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soil is a rich loamy clay, and the climate is so far in advance

ofEngland that on the day I was there many of the pyramid

Pear trees, of which there is a magnificent collection, had
set their fruit.

Many trees were grown with a high single stem or cordon

vertical, and some en vase. Great pains had been taken, by
means of small sticks and ties, to keep the branches in the

proper du-ection, and sufficiently clear of each other to admit
abundance of light and air. On the walls the Pear trees,

as well as the Peach trees, were trained upon splines in the

favourite French mode, called cordon oUique, as indicated in

/sr-1-
I was very much pleased with the rows of dwarf Apple

trees grafted on the French Pomme de Paradis stock, which
differs from our Paradise stock in being smaller and more
tender; indeed, Mr. Kivers tells us that he found it very

difficult to preserve these stocks in our colder climate.

These Apples are grown as follows :—A galvanised wire is

drawn tight in a horizontal direction on supports about

2J feet high, placed about 12 feet apart; the Apple trees

. y.JC-K

Fig. 2.

are planted about 4 feet apart, and only the leading shoot

is allowed to grow. This is bent down and fastened along

the wire. When the first Apple tree reaches the next this

horizontal leader is gi-afted on the bend of the latter, and so

on through the whole series, so that the sap flows equally

along the vessels of all the trees in the same row. Above are

diagrams showing a row of trees tlius trained, fig. 2, and the

mode of grafting by approach, fig. 3.

The favourite table Grape at Angers seems to be the
Chasselas de Fontainbleau or Eoyal Muscadine, and I was
surpi-ised to find that the Black Hamburgh, which is con-

founded with the Frankenthal, does not seem very highly

prized. There is no glass, except for Melons ; I believe

even the Muscats are ripened on walls in warm aspects in

the open air. The Magnolias in this establishment are very
fine, rising with a clear stem to about 7 feet, and then ter-

minated by a beautiful well-shaped head. I saw, too, quite a
hedge of crimson Camellias about G feet high, fuU of flowers.

Here, as elsewhere in France, the regular training of fruit

trees and Vines on walls is brought to a high degree of per-

fection, and X think we have much to learn of our neigh-

bours in this particular.—Jas. C. Babnham, Norwich.

THE HOETICULTUEAL CONGEESS AT BEUSSELS.
April 24.—After the ceremony of opening the Great Horti-

cultural Exhibition by tlie King was over, and which we
reported on the 26th ult., there took place in the afternoon
of the same day the inauguration of the Congress of Horti-
culture. The object of this Congress was to assemble from
all parts of Europe men who are eminent in horticulture and
in botany to discuss subjects that are of common interest

relating to these pursuits ; and perhaps even with the more
special object of bringing together those persons who have
hitherto known each other only by reputation.
The Congress met at three o'clock on the 24th of April at

the Palais Ducal, in which a splendid haU was placed at their

disposal, and there for three days did a more or less nume-
rous assemblage meet to discuss the subjects set down in the
schedule. Uniortunately M. Edouard Morren, Professor of
Botany at Liege, who was to act as secretary, was taken ill,

and to this unfortunate circumstance was to be attributed
what was by many considered, and which we ourselves are
unwillingly compelled to designate, a failure of the project.

The chair was taken by M. De Cannart d'Hamale, a senator
of Belgium, who was elected President ; and the Vice-Pre-
sident was M. Van den Hecke do Lembeke. Altogether
there were 175 members present, 13 of whom were fi'om

England, 17 irom Germany, 95 from Belgium, 1 from Spain,
30 ti-om France, 12 from Holland, 2 from Italy, 5 from liussia,

1 from Switzerland.
The President, in proceeding to open the meeting, said,

" The Federation of the horticultural societies of Belgium,
strengthened by the support of the Government, has seized
with eagerness the call that has been made to it by the
Koyal Society of Flora to unite, in one constellation of lumi-
naries, men for whom study is agreeable and presents a use-
ful relaxation. The CongTess numbers about live hundred
members, among whom figure so many distinguished men

who have consecrated their studies and their labour to the
profit of science. We hail with honour the presence among
us of savants of aU countries, illustrious representatives of

foreign horticulture. Thanks should be rendered to these
excellent and devoted men who consecrate themselves to

progress—thanks, above all, to the botanists who have so

willingly raised the <?cfai of the Congress by associating

themselves with works which bear happy fruits, and which
germinate in all soils, particularly our own, which is the
native country of Flora. Already the circle of horticultural

science is considerably extended, and the period approaches
when the art of gardening will rest on bases essentially

scientific. In fact, all the sciences expand, but that which
dominates above all others is botany. It is on the facts

that it establishes that the seience of horticulture is based.

In our days it is necessary to know the pi-inciples that govern
the life of plants and the law upon which they are distri-

buted in all regions of the globe. Let us be grateful, then,

to those distinguished botanists who, notwithstanding the
fatigues of the journey, have not feared to come and asso-

ciate themselves in our labours. Henceforth the bond wOl
be intimate and indestructible. In the name of the federal

societies of Belgium C wisli to address you from the bottom
of my heart the welcome to you all, horticulturists and
botanists, who have come to guide and enlighten the Con-
gress with the torch of science."

After a desultory consultation, in which several members
took part, it was arranged that the representatives should
meet at Vauxhall in the evening.

April 25.—The Congress met this morning at ten o'clock.

M. Pire, the Secretary, read the analysis of a paper read
before the meeting by BI. Bastin on the necessity of esta-

blishing a uniform nomenclatui'e for vegetables. The author
of the paper proposed to establish that nomenclature in the
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Latin langnage, so that it might be rendered universal. He
inclined to the necessity of establishing generic denomina-
tions, which should be rendered in the adjective form to
express varieties. After a debate, in which many members
took part, the proposition was refen'ed to a committee con-
sisting of MM. HuUe, Rodigas, father and son, de Selys
Longchamps, Planchon, Pynaert, and Count de Lambertye,
who afterwards reported that the scheme was impracticable
and undesu-able.

The meeting then proceeded to the consideration of the
first question in the programme—" AccUmatation, Naturali-
sation, and Domestication of Plants." M. Cordier, Vice-
President of the Botanical Society of France, suggested
some considerations on the possibility and utility of accli-

matising some species of Agaricus. M. Planchon protested
against the term " acclimatisation." In his opinion that
meant change of temperature. M. Von Siebold was of the
same opinion as M. Planchon, and cited as an illustration the
introduction of certain plants fi-om Japan, and ivhich have
been acclimated here only because they have found con-
ditions of cirlture advantageous to them. M. Lecoeq asked
M. Cordier if he knew of certain means for the cultivation
of Mushrooms ; he himself had made the attempt, which did
not tend to good results. M. Cordier said he did not know
of any certain means, and indicated the systems followed in
England, in Italy, and in the Landes.
M. Planchon contended against thermometric means as

the expression of temperature in its relation with vegetation.
M. Hoffman, of Giessen, enlaa-ged upon the benefits of ther-
mometric means. M. Eegel treated of the sense which is

given to the term " acclimatation." He could not ridicule the
ideas developed on this point by M. Planchon. M. Planchon
admitted partially the observations made by the preceding
speaker. He recognised that there is acclimatation by se-
lection, and acclimatation by adoption. Baron Hiigel ridi-

culed the observations expressed by M. Eegel. M. Schneider,
of Berlin propounded his astrometeorologieal theory on the
influence of the stars on vegetation. M.Baltet, of Troyes,
read a paper on frnit-production, in relation to the double
objects of the culture and the commerce of fruits. This
closed the second sitting of the Conference.
A second meeting commenced at three o'clock. The Minis-

ters of Home and Foreign Affairs, and the Governor of
Brabant were present. Mter the preliminary formalities
had been gone through, M. B. Diimortier announced to the
Congress, that the Cercle aHistique et Utieraire, of Brussels,
had opened its rooms for the use of the Congress.
M. Santo Garavoglio, Professor of Botany, and Director of

the Botanical Garden at Pavia (Italy), made some observa-
tions on the vegetation of the north of Italy, and upon the
culture of Mushrooms. He also reported the various obser-
vations that he had made in the north of Italy, and espe-
cially in the town of Carlotta, on Lake Como, where his
attention was especially directed to Conifers.
M. Pee, Professor of Botany at Strasbourg, (Bas Ehin),

read a work relative to acclimatisation and naturalisa-
tion.

The meeting then proceeded to the consideration of the
second question in the programme, which wa'i hybridising,
crossing, and artificial fertilisation in general ; the'characters
of hybrids, their barrenness, their polymorphism

; preser-
vation of poUen, &c.
M. Wesmael, Assistant Secretary, read a letter from M. Bel-

homme, containing some details relative to the preservation
of pollen. This communication drew some critical remarks
from M. Foe. He did not imderstand how, as the writer of
the letter asserted, pollen could be preserved so long, and
yet its vitality be ascertained. For his part he had operated
with pollen which could pass for being completely dried up,
and with good results. He thought that the pollen not
only acted by the more or less normal development of the
pollen-tubes, but that it could act without it; it is the same
with flowers which have no stigma. Numerous other con-
siderations must also be taken into account.
No one desired to speak on the third and fourth questions

in the programme, which were—.3, Theory of variation from
species, and the original type of varieties and races ; theories
of Van Mons, Vilmorin, and others ; reform in the nomeur
clature of varieties. 4, On vegetable dynamics, and the
periodical phenomena of vegetation ; influence of tempera-

ture on the germination, foliation, flowering, and fructifica-

tion of vegetables ; forced and unseasonable flowering.
With regard to the fifth question—The food of plants, the

action of the atmosphere, the influence of nitrates, .ammonia,
and the phosphates ; theory of manures, composts, &c., M.
Pynaert, Professor, School of Gentbrugge, read a long work
on the preparation, composition, and the action and use of
peat earth.

The Assembly then proceeded to the sixth question—Floral
ffistheties, points of excellence in single and double flowers,

and harmony of colours.

M. Koch, Professor of the University of Berlin, and
Editor of the Wochenschrift, gave, in German, his theory
of " Beauty in NatiU'e."

7th Question.—Colora.tion of plants. On variegation, and
the dimorphism of which it is the consequence. Is varie-

gation perpetuated by seed and continued by grafting?
M. Von Siebold stated the observations he had made

during his stay of twelve years in Jajjan, whence we have
received more variegated plants than from any other country.
He described the couniry geographically and meteoro-
logically, and took the fact of its northern latitude as a
basis for his argument that variegation is a disease. As
proof of this opinion, he stated that in the tropics green
and variegated plants of the one kind are never found in
the same place. In Siberia there are no variegated plants.

Variegation is an affection which belongs to the leaves of

jjlauts transported from their natural climate. "I wiU
show you," he said, " a work containing eight hundi-ed
variegated plants from Japan alone. Whence this great
number ? It arises from a simple fact, that in Japan horti-

culture is a thousand years old, while with us it is centenary,
which explains why our normal forms have become so little

variegated." The speaker then alluded to the large number
of Japanese plants which he had introduced. He might say
that he had even himself made three that were variegated.
Each of these sprung fi-om plants that were originally

green, but which by some accident had become variegated.
This, along with others, was the case with Sedum Sieboldi

medio-variegatum, which has been sent out by the trade,

and has been supposed to be a variety from Japau, although
in reality this is not exactly the case. " This Sedum," he
said, "does not come from Japan, since, to teU the truth, I

have made it." There is, besides, another fact, that variega-
tion is not directly produced by disease of the seeds, but by
tha,t of the plant while exposed to sun and afr. To sum up,

the mother plants are healthy and green, the striped plants

are suffering from chlorosis. " These are," said M. Siebold,

"the observations I have made m my travels, and I shall

continue to apply them with success in the manufacture of

variegated flowers " [laughter aud applause!.

The theory of M. Von. Siebold occasioned an animated
discussion, in which many members took part. Among
others were, MM. Planchon, Reichenbach, Regel, Baron
Hiigel, Hoffmann, Rodigas, Andre, Kolle, B. Dumortier, &o.

The Assembly rose at 5 o'clock.

A'pnl 26ih.—The meeting opened at ten o'clock, when the
President read a letter from Count Vander Straten Ponthoz,
expressing His Majesty's satisfaction at the success of the

exhibition, his hopes that th.e Congress would be also suc-

cessful, and his regret that he could not be present at its

sittings.

M. Bommer addressed the Congress upon the introduction

of hardy plants.

M. Bossin made some additional remarks on the nomen-
clature of vegetables.

M. Fritsch gave in a note on the dynamics of vegetables.

Dr. Van de Corput sent a note on the utility of squares
and public gai-dens.

A debate again took place on variegated plants, in which
Hiigel, and MM. Von Siebold, Rodigas, Planchon, and
Andre, took paxt.

M. Bommer was of opinion that there is a distinction to

be made between variegated leaves and coloured leaves. He
then drew attention to the utility of V.accinium amoeniun,
which produces excellent fruit, and is at the same time an
ornamental plant, and to Urtica nivea, the fibres of which
are used to weave a fine Chinese cambric. This plant has
endured two winters in the Botanic Garden at Brussels.

M. B. Dumortier spoke of the desirability of introducing
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new fruits. He aeked M. Von SieboH if it were not possible

to introduce the famous sky-blue Grape, of which so much
had been said.

M. Von Siebold replied that he had received twelve Vines

of the kind alluded to. When he left Yeddo on the 17th of

May, 1863, they were in a promising condition. He had
promised to send a box of cuttings to the SocictS Royale de

Flore, on his return to Japan. He was convinced that

Belgian horticulturists would turn them to advantage.
M. Planchon thought that Urtica nivea was not the plant

fi'om which the Japanese obtained the fibre for their fine

cambric, in his opinion it is the Boahmeria utilis of Blume.
M. Kobb gave a long dissertation (in German) on the

introduction of plants among the ancients.

M. Entz Ferenez, Director of the National Nursery, at

Buda (Hungary), gave a history of horticulture in Hungary.
M. Hednielsky, Doctor of Sciences, and Professor of the

Imperial Horticultural Society of Moscow, made some re-

marks on the history of horticulture in Russia.
M. Depuydt, Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Mons,

spoke of the necessity of giving a uniform signification to

the words " hothouse," " greenhouse," " conservatory," <tc.

He then entered into some matters connected with the
geography of plants.

M. Eodigas, junr., insisted upon the necessity of knowing
the degree of dampness necessary for the different sorts of

hotbeds indicated by M. Depuydt.
M. "Wesmael directed attention to the defective manner

in which the catalogues of horticulturists are drawn up.

M. Eodigas presented the report of the Commission nomi-
nated the previous day to take into consideration the pro-

position of M. Bassin, to establish a uniform nomenclature
for vegetables. The Commission whilst admitting the desi-

rability of such a uniformity, rejected the proposition, as

they did not consider it could be carried out by the Congress.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

Dndeb the system ofcultivation which we have constantly
recommended—viz., that ofcontinual surface-stirring, weeds
will never make their appearance amongst growing crops;
but there are some parts of the garden, such as those
quarters where there are Gooseberries, Currants, and Easp-
berries, which are apt to be neglected. Tlie hoe should be
kept constantly at work among these whenever the sun is

powerful enough to wither the weeds as fast as they are cut
up. Beet, the first sowing must now be thinned out, and if

there are any vacancies the thinnings may be successfully
transplanted, if they are carefully lifted, a long dibble used,
and the root placed perfectly straight in the hole. With
such favourable weather as we have had there ought now to
be a good breadth of Cauliflowers and Cabbages. Keep the
earth well moved amongst them, and water them when
needful. Cauliflowers in a forward state must still be sup-
plied with liquid manure. Celery, a few trenches should
now be got ready for the earliest crop. Give the rows a
good width, but the Celery should never be earthed-up until
it has nearly attained a size fit for use, and, therefore, the
intervening spaces may be cropped with Lettuces, early
dwarf Cabbages, and Cauliflowers, all of which would come
off before the final earthing. Carrots, where young ones are
continually in request another sowing may now be made,
and advancing crops of the same must be kept well surface-
stirred and thinned-out from 4 to 6 inches, as very large
Carrots are seldom reqijired. Cucumbers, the ridge recom-
mended for them will now be in a proper state to receive the
plants; let them be planted without delay, and shade the
glasses for a fev/ days. At the same time a few glasses may
be sown with seeds of Vegetable Marrows and Cucumbers
for succession, and for Gherkins, for the latter purpose. On
warm soils seeds sown in open borders will suffice ; but on
colder soils it is better to forward them in pots, and have a
sloping bank thrown up facing the south, plant them near
the top, and train the bines downwards, stopping tiiem occa-
sionally. Peas, stop the early sorts as soon as the first

blossoms are well set. Parsnips, they require to be thinned
to 9 inches, or more if the ground is rich. Tomatoes, plant
out in light compost under a south wall, also Chilies, Cap-

sicums, and Basils, in doing which, if they are at all pot-

bound, let the roots be gently loosened and spread out.

FLOVeEE QAEDEN.

All climbing plants should now receive particular attention

in placing the shoots in regular order, and in nailing or

tying them to walls or trellises. Standard Eoses that had

been budded last summer should be gone over again, and

all buds and suckers of the stock removed, and the inserted

buds that have made shoots to be stopped back to three

ioints to lay the foundation of a bushy head. Any stocks

intended for budding this season to be looked over, and

where there are sbc or eight well-placed buds or shoots on

the stalk to be retained for the purpose of budding upon.

This manner of grbwing standards is now becoming general,

and to our thinking is a great improvement upon the

lumpish, mop-headed appearance of standard Eoses, that

always look so naked and unsightly in the stem, and so apt

to be broken by high winds. Many of the coniferous trees

of modern introduction are well worthy of a place on the

lawn or pleasure grounds. If it were in contemplation to

add such a noble feature of interest to the home grounds,

we would advise, from some experience on the subject, this

as the most favourable season for planting them on slightly

raised mounds of loamy soil, to be watered and staked after

planting. Do not tie up the leading shoots of the Deodar

Cedar, and other such naturally drooping shoots, for if you

do they will die.

FRUIT GARDEN.
During the process of nailing-in the shoots of Peaches,

Nectarines, and Apricots, examine if there are any nails so

placed as to be likely to injure the swelling fruit, and remove

it. Vines will now require constant attention in stopping

and nailing-in.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEKVATOBY.

As summer weather has set in, a good number of plants

in the conservatory, such as Diosmas, Myrtles, and other

plants which have done blooming, may be removed to the

reserve garden, and, being out back and repotted, will, if

properly attended to, make fine plants for the autumn.

These old things are very valuable when cut flowers are

required for di-awing-room decoration. Plants from the

greenhouse and stove will now be very plentiful to decorate

the conservatory; but trust more to good plants set thinly

for producing a satisfactory effect than to a crowd of com-

paratively inferior productions. Give air both night and
day, and'damp every available part of the house twice or

thrice a-day. Fuchsias should now be growing rapidly, and

Pelargoniums and Calceolarias all in bloom; supply them
liberally with weak manure water. Discretion is to be used

in the application of liquid manure. It may be given once

or twice a-week, in accordance with the state of the weather

or the healthy and luxm-iant growth of the plants, from

which is to be "inferred that plants in a sickly state, or such

as have been newly potted, will not require it ; indeed, to

such plants it would be a positive injury. It is best to com-

mence with the liquid manure weak, and to increase its

strength with the strength of the plants and increasing

temperature of the summer's sun. Go over the creepers

frequently, so as to direct their growth and to prevent their

getting into confusion, which, without attention, will soon

be the case.

STOVE.

The plants here wiU now be growing freely, and will

requii-e frequent attention as to stopping, training, &c.

Keep them properly supplied with pot-room, and afford them
all the sunshine that they will bear without scorching, with

a moist atmosphere, admitting air freely on mild days ; also

afford them sufficient space for the perfect development of

their foliage. Afford the Orchids in growth a thorough moist

atmosphere, giving them a good steaming every bright after-

noon by syringing and shutting up early. Admit air in

moderate quantities on mild soft days, but carefully avoid

currents of drying winds.

PITS AND FBAMES.
Persevere in airing, watering, stopping, and keeping down.

insects, and attend diligently to maintain a brisk heat to

Cockscombs, Balsams, &c. These requu-e to be shifted into

larger-sized pots, placed near the glass, with sufficient air to

prevent them being di-awn. W. Keane.
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DOmOS OF THE LAST WEEE.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

In all departments carried on inucli the same work as was
mentioned in last and previous weeks. Last week we spoke
of being prepared for &-ost, and that we have known them
pretty sharp at this time in May. Could we have foreseen
the weather we should have much altered our work in many
respects. For a week we have had the weather of the dog
days. On Thursday morning at 9 o'clock a.m., a thenno-
raeter hung on the north side of a wall was between 79°
and 80°, a wonderful temperature in May. We hope there
will be a change before long, and if not, we would advise all

readers to do, what we should like to do ourselves—that is,

give Peas, Cauliflower, and Strawberries a good soaking- of
manui-e water. We have only managed as j-et to do this
with our Cauhflou-er which is coming in nicely, at least the
part that was protected with hand-lights. Our ground being
stiff holds the water very well. This season we put our
Cauliflowers two glasses deep on a narrow, steep, sloping
border. This has been thro\vn up artificially for a number
of years : the south side ibrwarding all sorts of vege-
tables, and the north side retarding them, and answering
admirably in summer for Turnips, Lettuces, &c. In eartb-
ing-up the Cauliflower a trench is cut out across the border
between the rows of two lights, and this trench comes in
well for early Celery, as the large leaves of the Cauliflower
partly shade it. When we can manage it, we like to put a
foot of hot dung in the bottom of the trench, and 9 to
12 inches of rotten dung and soil on the top to plant in. In
cold soils a little of this bottom heat does marvels. Short
grass would give this heat as well as anything, but for very
quick-rooting things there is rather too much nitrogenous
matter to suit the roots, and when thus buried it takes a
considerable time to become sweet. Where the grass from
a small lawn cannot be used for such purposes, it becomes a
most useful agent wheu taken to the ruiUsh-heap, mixed
with the rougher materials, and covered thinly with soil to
arrest the escape of ammonia. By this means, and throwing
all slops and soapsuds, &c., over it. a most valuable heap is

formed that will prove of great service in securing sweet,
crisp vegetables. Just now we have pulled up the stems of
Broccoli from which the heads are cut, and will leave them
a few days lying, not because we think the plan the best,
but because we thus lighten the weight in taking them
off—a matter of importance now when it is an object to avoid
one useless step being taken. These stumps we sometimes
char and sometimes burn, but no more profitable way for
bringing them to a good account exists than packing them
firmly in the rubbish-heap, mixing them with short grass,
and covering over with eai-th. The grass will furnish heat
enough to decompose the hard stems thoroughly and well,
so that in cutting down such a heap in autumn and winter,
much as you would take slices of a large cheese, not a bit of
the old stump will be seen, but it has left some valuable
properties behind it. Many of our readers who bother them-
selves, lessen the money in their pockets, and get into end-
less trouble fi-om the imprudent use of artificial manures,
might be safer and more successful gardeners from looking
after their rubbish-heap. Well managed it becomes a mine
of fertility.

Covered the ground about the early Cauliflower with grass
and litter, to keep the drouglit out. The Peas in pots, re-
moved to the bottom of a wall, are still bearing pretty well,
and have furnished somewhat hard peas for soups. The Tom
Thumbs, sown in the orchard-house, are now in full bearing

;

and when thus sown at once the pods are ahvays much
larger, and, we think, the peas more juicy, than when grown
in pots ; but the pot system beats tlie sowing for earliness,
and also admits of their moving about, according as a place
can be found for them. The Peas transplanted, or rather
laid in rows from turves, are a perfect blaze of bloom, and
young pods setting; whilst the earliest spring-sown Peas,
out of doors, are not at all full in bloom as yet. As a general
rule, we found that Peas sown in November were generally
some seven or ten days behind those sown under protection
in the beginning of March, and transplanted, and the
trouble of guarding the Peas from excessive frosts and
vermin during the winter is avoided. Last week we
stopped our first Broad Beans in full bloom, to cause them

to set and swell freely. Sowed also Beans, Peas, Turnips,
and Radishes. The bed for Cucumbers, made chiefly of dry
litter and short grass, as described the other week, has
yielded a nice mild continuous heat, in which the plants are
doing well. Gave Capsicums, Chilis, Tomatoes, &c., another
pot ; for we can hardly expect this hot weather to continue,

or we might plant out of doors at once. We have had
Tomatoes all blackened as far on in June as we are yet in

May. It will, however, take a great deal of cold weather to
extract the heat the ground has obtained from the sun
during the past week.

FBUIT 6AKDEN.
Sirawberi-y plants, in full bloom, are now calling out for

the water-pail. Those in pots, even when set on, and half

packed in moss, have required watering mostly twice a-day.

But for the bright sun so much watering would injure the
flavour. Set a good many of the pots, with fruit about
ripe, out of doors, where we could protect them a little, if

necessary, by stretching a cloth over them. Here, in such
weather, they will require less attention, and be better

flavoured, than if kept under glass ; and the plants, if

neglected as to watering in-doors, are apt to be infested

with red spider, and soon wUl communicate the pest to

other things. If ever you see a trace of the little imp on a
Strawberry leaf in-doors, the sooner the plant is removed
carefully the better. A quick eye will often save much
trouble and annoyance in this way. Some seasons we have
had a little green fly on the Strawberry plants that were
forced. We said the other week we had not seen one this

season ; but, going along the orchard-house last week,
though the plants were a good distance from us, we saw
there was something singular with some of the footstalks of

the fruit, ami, on examining them, found little colonies of

green fly. We could find none on the leaves, nor on any
other part of the plants. A couple of fingers and thumb
soon went over all the leafstalks, making very short work
of the insects that were touched ; and a good syi-inging with
clear soot water has sent every trace of them adrift. We
mention this summary mode of dealing with such pests,

because not seldom such work could be all done in the time
required for arranging all the paraphernalia of smoking,
washing, &c. We have known gallons of stinking tobacco

water used for killing insects, and pretty well killing the
shoots as well, when the whole affair might have been more
efficiently managed from the free use of the fingers and
thumb—those invaluable pieces of mechanism—and a liberal

application of the syringe for removing all the filth of the

dead remains of the insects, which, we own, are about as

poisonous to the plants as tobacco water itself.

In the eai'ly forcing of Strawberries green fly is apt to

show if at all clustered in the centre of the expanding bud,

and a little nibbling will soon make short work of them if

taken in time. No Strawberries will be worth gathering if

ever the fly or the spider get ahead, and after the second

free swelling of the berries no water overhead should be

used except the cleanest. We were just late enough in the

use of the clear soot water in the case mentioned above.

We think it .also right to state, that the sulphur lime water

we ha.ve several times referred to as so valuable for syring-

ing, does not answer for Strawben-ies after the fruit begins

to swell freely. It seems to harden them too much and thus

arrest the free swelling.

If fumigating with tobacco must be resorted to, two things

are essential to success—fu-st, the leaves of the jilants must
be dry ; and secondly, the smoke must reach the plants and
leaves cool. The fumigators of Epps and otliers are useful

in this respect, as their construction insures cool smoke.

They ai-e thus most valuable for careful amateurs. They
are too fine for common labourers. We think we had a

couple of them some time ago, and they were of little use

to us n.s the machinery was soon put out of order. In using

pans, kettles, or pots, a thick covering of damj) moss, or

long grass, Ac, is essential to secure the smoke rising cool.

We notice that the very hot we.ather has brought green flies

on some of the Cucumber leaves, and a fi>w bruised laurel

leaves have been shut up in the friimos and pits. The Cu-

cumbers will stand a stronger dose of these bruised leaves

than Melons will, just as the smoking that will not injure

one plant, will kill outright one more tender. Wliero nicety

and economy are to be combined, it is ^lseiill to have a small
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sinoking-box in which, the infested plants may be placed.

The smaller the place the greater care is necessary not to

give too strong a dose. The economy of the thing will be

seen when we state, that one quarter of an ounce of tobacco

ivill be as effectual in a small box as a pound or more in a

large house. It is safer to repeat the dose than to give too

much at a time, and if it is deemed proper to smoke at all,

it should be done whenever the fly shows itself. If the leaves

are plastered aU over, smoking is pretty well toil and trouble

in vain.

We know not exactly how it came to pass, but several

cases have come under our observation in which houses of

plants were next to permanently injured by fumigating the

house after the plants had been well syringed. As a matter
of economy it is well to cover pits and frames with some wet
material whilst smoking is going on. Where that cannot be
done, as in large lofty houses, it is a good plan to syringe or

engine the outside of the glass roof all over, as the water
fills the laps of the glass and keeps the air in. Once more.
One of our lads is very careful not to shake or move a plant
more than can be helped when it is to be smoked. He says,

what is very true, that if a few insects fall on the ground
they wiU pretty well escape the smoke and Kve to fight for

the life of the plant another day. Even after smoking
syringing should not be resorted to until pretty sure that
every fly is kiUed. A little shading will be necessary next
day, as the smoke always does a little to injure and stupefy
the plants. A rather close moist atmosphere will also act
in favour of the plants and to the disfavour of the insects.

The chief causes of mischief in smoking plants by beginners
are too large doses, and presenting the smoke hot. It is

better to give several weaker doses than to injure a favourite
plant. It is better still to avoid all risk by using when
practicable the finger and thumb. We have known young
ladies sigh and sigh again over the woe-begone appearance
of some favourite plant, identified with many memories of
the loved though atjsent, when a little water, a sponge, and
a pail would, to the poor plants, be worth more than thou-
sands of unavailing regrets.

The varied and frequent application rather than one or
two strong doses we likewise advocate in the case of liquid

'}nanure, whatever be its composition. We have been apply-
ing farmyard liquid manure to Figs, to Peaches, Nectarines,
Cherries, &c., in pots. It was so strong that we would
rather have demurred giving it to Cauliflower. In its full

strength we should have expected it would have thrown the
fruit from our trees in pots. Doubly and trebly diluted it

answered admirably, and the very sight of the leaves told

you they liked it. In no other respect, except as to being
careful as to strength, would we say a word against liquid

manure. It is not often that house sewage is too strong
for the ranker vegetables, such as Cabbages, but it is chiefly

viseful for growing crops. Some time ago we gave a water-
ing with house sewage to a quarter of Cabbages, and we
could almost conclude we saw them growing, the leaves

getting a very dark tinge. We believe that by looking after

siToh resoiu-ces our cottagers might pretty well double their

crops. We are glad the matter is so prominently alluded

to by " Upwards and Onwakds " at page 3G5. In our case

the difficulty is the getting enough of it. We should like to

soak the Sti'awberry ground with it to-moiTOw; and just as

it is the ground will soon take away all the effluvium, and
the Strawberries will be as fine as if they had been moistened
by the pearly drops of dew. Of course, in all such waterings,

the foliage must not be watered if the liquid is at all strong.
VINES, EAREEN.

Attended to Grape-thinning, &e., as we could get at them.
Thinned Peaches, &c. vSome years ago we gave an outline

of the different modes of growing and pruning Vines,
according to the circumstances and position of the roots.

The gist of the article amounted to this :—Where the Vines
were in good oi-der, and the roots near the surface, it

mattered litile how the Viues were pruned—there would be
sure to be fruit. In that case spur-pruning would be the

best and easiest managed every way. Wlien the Vines
were very luxuriant, and the roots deep, spur-pruning would
require more care in disbudding, and more artificial heat

thoroughly to harden the wood. In latoish houses, where
the roots had got into a deep rich border, and the leaves

were lajge and the wood luxuriant, and but little fire was

used for extra hardening the wood, then the rod system
would be better than the spur system, because a Vine would
ripen a few shoots for the following year sooner than a
great many. Of course we are taking no notice just now of

remedying this evil by root-lifting, draining, &c.; but merely

making the best of the unpleasant circumstances without

any new board of works or workers. Last year, and again

not long ago, we met with instances in confirmation of

these ideas. Last year we were asked to look at some
houses of Vines that were strong and luxuriant, but almost

entirely barren. The borders had a good slope, and, we
understood, were well made, but deep. Little firing was
given to the Vines. We advised selecting a couple of shoots

for the width of the house, giving them as much light as

possible, and, as they grew, cutting out the baiTen spurs,

and depend for fruit on these young shoots instead of spurs

—in fact treat the Vine shoots like a Raspberry. Singular

enough, in the last house we entered, there was a fair crop,

but every bunch was on shoots of last season's growth, that

had been left at the winter pruning from 3 to 8 feet long,

some longer than that ; and almost every bud had thrown

out its fi-uitful shoots, whilst scarcely a bunch was produced

on the shoots close spurred-in. This house came in to

clinch the propriety of the advice given as to the other

Vines. Lately we saw the same houses, and, as the advice

was not followed, the same state of things may be seen now,

with this exception, that many of the old stems spurred-in

showed little signs of breaking at all, and those that broke

regularly were next to barren, as last year the house with a

fair crop had the bunches on long shoots of last season.

We mention these Vines as an instance that, in the same

unfavourable circumstances, a difference of treatment, as to

growing and pruning, may make a great difference as to

results.—R. F.

COVENT GAUDEN MAREET.-Mat 21.

There is a Kood supply of all kinds of fruit and veeetablea in season, and

the demand is also good. Foreisn impoi-tatious are rathe i- heavy. English

Grapes and Pines are sufficiently plentiful, and MuscaLs have begun to

come in. Strawberries ard abundant; and giod des>ert .\pples and Pears

are now over. Spring Cauliflowers are hrinaing from Ss. to 12s. per dozen.

Enslish Peas 121. per half sieve. Cut flowers are nearly the same as last

week.
FEUIT.
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Mildew on Peaches and Nectarines {J J".).—The fruit enclosed was
spotted with mildew. Duet flowers of sulphur nver the trees, and be
particular to let it rench every part affected. You must let the sulphur
remain on for a week, kcepinc up ihti moisture of the atmosphere by
sprinkling the paths, walls, &c , with water morninp and evening. After
this syringe the irecB as usual ; hut if the mildew is not quite gone continue
to dust the infected parts with sulphur until the mildew disappear*.

Mildew on Roses f7?(/&?/).—Dust the infected parts with flowers of
sulphur, and wash it off with a decoction of elder lefives made by pourin^r
a gallon of boiling water on a large handful of th'-m. covering the vessel

until cool, then apply the liquor with a syringe. In future apply sulphur
whenever a trace of the enemy prescn's itself, and thus prevent :^uch

desperate cases as yours appe;irs to be. We would pot the f-eedling Fuchsia,
employing turfy loam two-third-^, leaf mould one-thirci. with a free admix-
ture of sand. Grow on in the creenhouse, and keep moderately Mipplied
with water, placing it in a light airy situation. It ought to flower with this

treatment before autamn.
TROp.EOLrM Azi'KEUM CuLTi'RE 'jl/. 2).).—Sow the sccd when fully ripe

in light turfy loam and lea' mould in equal parts, vriLli a free admixture of
silver sand. Provide perfect drainage in the pot, fill it to within half an
inch of the rim with the compost, and then sov/ the seeds, roverirg lichtly
with fine soil. Give a gentle watering, and place in a mild hotbed (75°).

Be careful to keep the soil always moist, but not wet, so as to sodden the
soil, and when the plants appear ndmit »ir freelv, and keep near the glass.
When the plants are sufficiently large to handle pot them singly in small
pots, and keep them in the frame until well established. Afterwards
remove to a light, airy situation in the pr.'enhonse, an'l keep well supplied
with wa'er, yet never watering until the soil be dry, thpn give enough to
wet it through. Continue this treatment until the foliage begins to turn
yellow, then gi-adually rpduce the waterin'-s. and keep the plants dry when
at rest, or for three n'ontlis. In future years pot the plants in August, or
whenever they show signs of growth, varying the size of the pots with the
size of the bulbs.

Crocuses, Taking up f^. i^.).—There is no necessity to take them up
unless you wish it ; then they must not he taken up until the fohage begins
to decfty. We should leave thtm where they are, deferring taking them \\\i

until I he autumn, und not then unless the clumps were too larce; even then we
would plant them again the same day. It would be too late to sow ^lignonette
when the Crocuses were taken np : but ii" you sow t-he seed now, and cover
it lightly with soil, putting it in between the Crocusei^, tlie seed will
germinate none the worse for being shaded with the Crocutes ; and by the
time fhe foliage of the Crocus turns yellow, which is the time to cut it off
to the ground, the Mignonette will be ivady to ti'.ke their place. If you
prefer taking them up you rin easily sow the Mignonette seed in pots now,
and plant it in the [ilace nf the Crocuses when they are removed.

Strawberries Unfruitful (O. F. B . Scahlhig).—\Vsi should very much
like to see a Strawberry three weeks earlier than others, sind, if this proves
continuous, we will thank you for a few runners if you have any to spare,
and tbe fruit keeps its early ch.irncter. We would plant some of the prefent
year's runners when rea-ly, ptill keeping th? old ^ed. and from one or the
other we think you will obtain fruit, another yea^-. As your other Straw-
berries promise well, we do not. think it necesssry to trouble you with any
particulars, e-pecially as we do not know a v^uiety called " French Pine,"
which requires some peculiar soil and situation.

Tritoni\ aurea Frosted (Bulb) — Plac the pots in a little heat, and
the bulbs win soon sUrt into growth if they have any dormant c-esupon
them; but if they do not ihey are dead, and maybe thrown away after
being in a house kept at G0° by night, or in a hotbed for six weeks', if no
signs of growth are presented at that time.

Pear Leaves Blighteu (W. Armstrong and C. J, If.).— The leaves of
both your specimens are blistered in conaequence, wc tliink, of the roots
getting into a bid subsoil. Such appca'anre'^ are generally presented by
the leaves when the roots are deep in tbe soil, and beyond the reach of
atmospheric air. We know nf no remedy heyond taking away all the old
soil down to the roots, cutting off those roots that strike down perpendicu-
larly, and then covering them with some moderately rich and latlier heavy
loam, but not deeper than 9 inches, nor Ies> than 6 inches. Pears uve most
subject to rust on thy leaves and fruit when they grow in light soil over
gravel.

Back NuMBKRS [S. R., BromIeij).~-Yo\i can have tho three Numbers free
by post if you enclose twelve postage stamps with your direction.

Prize Essays of the Royal AGiti>^ur.TURAL Socirty {Tnsma7jia).~li
you write to Mr. Kidgway, Bookseller, Piccadilly, and give him a London
reference, he will probably be able to obtain them.

Spots ox Vine Leaves (.1 Constat) t Iteadpr, Clnpham Common).—They
are caused by a Fuccinia, one of the parasitical fungi. "We do not think it

will injure the crop ; but to check it dust the under fiide of the leaves with
flowers of sulphur, admit more air, and have ihe a'r less da'np, Deepening
the surface soil of the border 6 inches was unwise. We should prefer taking
off 6 inches, k-.-eping the border from getiing wet and cold in winter by
some covering, and tempting tlie roots to the surface by a little manure
laid on the border, and mulching in summer. Let there be no diggiag or
forking.

Pelaeroniums Bloo:mikg Indifferently (A Ladg Gardener).—The
plants evidently have become drawn and weak owing to a want of suffi-

cient light and air during the winter, or irum being kept too warm, and too
far from the glasi^ at that 'cason. The residi is a deliciency of sturdy
growth, and on thi.i depend their blooininp: qualities. To prevent iliis

defect in future, cut the plants down in AugU'*t, and keep them in a cold
frame until the young thoots are an inch lung. exposir;g them to the full

influence of the atmosphere on all occasior s e.xcept when heavy rains
occur, then the lights must be put on. Pot the plants when the growth
named is made, replacing: them in the irame, and keep it clo-e lor a few days
to favour root-action, afterwards giving all the air possible by taking off

the lights, replacing them only to protect the phints from heavy rains. The
last week in September remove them to w dry, lieht, airy situiition, and near
to the glass in the g^eenhou^e. Here they will need but little watering,
but abundance of air and more heai than is necessary to keep them gently
moving through the winter. They will nteil potting into their blooming-
pots by December if w»ntcd to liloom in Mny, i n 1 not later thiin February
if for a June display. With this treatment we think you will be be'ier satis-

fied another year.

Preserving Specimens op Animals [H. 5.).—The details are too long
for our columns. Vou can buy the " Taxidermist," which ^tcb full direc-

tions, for a shilling.

Beetles on Roses {An Old Sailor, hut Yo'ing Onrdcner).—The beetles
which destroy the bark of the scions probably are small weevils. They
come out of their hiding-places at night to feed. Spread a sheet, or other
white cloth, beneath the trees after dark, shake the trees, and your lanthorn
will enable you to gather up the fallen, which we leave to be disposed of as
discretion dictates.

Heating dy Gas {IT. W. J/.l.— In our No. 58S, at p. 210, you will find a
drawing and description of such an apparatus as you require. Instead of
a t;ink we would recommend you to have a three-inch pipe round your
house.

FoucED Hyacinths, &c. {H. A . Bai/swater),—Place the pots outside in

a f-unny situation, and give them hut little water after this, only enough to
prevent rhe leaves flagging. If you have a herder we should plant the
bulljs out in it and leave tbem there. They bloom moderately well out-
doors the second season, but are not worth house-room the second year in

pots. If you keep them in pots take up the bulbs when the leaves are
yellow and withered, removing the offsets, storing them away on a shelf

in a cool dry pi ce. They nrjiiy then be planted in borders in September,
or, if you think proper, in pots as before.

AuuTtiETiA AND CnEip.ANTKUs SOWING (C. i^.).—The first is not to be
depended on fioin seed, and we should, therefore, procure u few plants and
divifie them into as many as poss-ible. planting in an open situation about
G inches apart. Keeping them well watered and .shaded for a few days
until wi 1) rooted, then remove the shade, and they will need no more at-

tention beyond an occasional watering in dry weather and weeding. The
Cheiranthi 3 seed should be sown now in an open situation, and the seedlings

when sufficiently large should be transplanted into bed- to gain strength and
become llu^hy. They should, therefore, h-i planted 6 inches apart in rows,
and the same between the rows. When the bedding plants arc removed in

autumn, the Aubriotia. Cheiranihus, and Heartsease should be taken up with
balN of earth, tbe former so near logether ih it they will cover the bed, or
with 4 inches srace between the plants from foliage to foliage. The Cheir-
anttius shoulc be placed about 9 inches to 1 foot apart according to the

size of the plants, planting them quincunx; the Heartsease 6 inches, if

sma 1 plants, and froai 9 inches to 1 foot according to their size ; but so near
as to cover the bed or beds.

Winter Cuccmbehs {J. B. C((irkson).—1f your seed of Lord Kenyon's
Favourite was true, we think ^our failure is aicributable to something more
than the kind. It U one of the best winter kinds. Monro's Prolific, or

Sion House Improved, is u prolific winter variety ; and, if something large

and handsome be desired, there is Kirklees Hall Defiance. Reynold's
Winter Cucumber is a rem:irkablv proHfic kind, and a good user, but not
very recnlar in shape. Any nurseryman th'it advertises in our columns can
upply seeds. We never recommend dealers. The seed should he so^vnin the

beginning of September, so as to get them planted out and strong before

dark weather sets in.

Pear Blioht (X.).—Wash the trees every other night wiih water, and
twice a-week with so ipsufi.s. omitting the water on the nights when the

soapsuds are used. It is hest applied with a garden engine, throwing it against

the trees furcibly. This wia mitigate the evil to a certain extent ; but the

best remedy is to paint the trees in winter, and w:ish the wall with a com-
position made by dis.<iolving S ozs. of Gi-hurst compound in a gallon of

water, appUing it with n brush, so as to reiich every hole or crevice, at a

temperature of IbO*^. Paint the trees and walls in winter with a peck of

quickhme, and a like quantity of snot, forming it into the consistency of

paint with a sulRciency of urine. The 'trees should be syringed with the

soapsuds and water immediately after the bloom is set.

Weeds on Gravel M''alks (Jc^em). — We know of nothing better for

destroying weeds than salt. This, htrewed on the walks in dry weather,

so as to resemble a sprinkling of snow, will ki.l them, and prevent others

growing for a time. We do not know a weed called JiKrct ; send us a

t-pecimew.

Indian Coiin ( Bonchuj-ch^.—We have no doubt you could ripen Cobbctt's

Ind an Corn, or Maize, in the Isle of Wight. Yuu could obtain it from
any large a;;ricuUural seedsman in London. It ought to have been sown at

the end ot April.

Beetles in Vinebv t^f.J. ^/.).—They are Weevils, Curcnliosukalus; and
there is no other mode we know of g' ttmg lid nf them than by searching for

them at night. Spreading a sheet under the trees au J shaking them usually

brings down all the insects

Pri'ning Koses i.v Pots {Statham).—Yo\i should not prune your Roses

till they have ripened iheir wood and shed their leaves. All the cutting

that should be performed now is to remove the decayed blooms and seed-

podd, should they have formed any, and lo thin-out weak and superfluous

shoots. Dust with sulphur to cure mildew, and keep your plants well aired

and exposed to light, and nee that the drainage is in good order.

Names of Pi^ants (P. O-ou'/ey).—Staphvlea pinnata. (-1. JS.).— Arbutus
andrachne. Native of the Levant. It, is propagated by seed and budding
in this country. {A I'ounf/ tfarrfcnfir).— !, Davallia, insufficient—perhaps
polvantha ; 2. Nephrolepis luberosa ; 3. quite insufticient ; 4, Pteris longi-

folia; 5, Platyloaia falcatum ; G. Il^opeltis stigmatica; 7, Pleopeltis squamu-
bisa. iJ. T C.).—The silvery-leaved tree is Eiroagnus argentea. Mr.
Hancock is tlie maker of wove h' 3*, and it may be had double or treble. We
do nut know the price. To pres-er^e it friim chaflSng on gravel it is wound
on a reel, However, we use vulcani-e;l india-rubber tubing, which is

perfecily flexible and does not leak.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHEONICLE.

A LITTLE MORE ABOUT EGGS.
Deak Mr. Editor, or, upon second thoughts, ought I

not to address you in the plural, as editors and eniperore

apeak of themselves as " we ? " besides you own in print each
week that there are two of you. Still one hand only is visible
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in that capita] ai'ticle (May 10), entitled " Eggs ;

" perhaps
one of you is taking- his Whitsuntide holiday.

We had, indeed, a dispute aboiit the receipt for the ome-
lette. My wife said, "It was written by Mrs. Editor, of

course it was ; for no gentleman knows anything about
cooking." I said, " No, the style is the same." This was
tolerably decisive, savetliat the governess was heard to say,

"Fiddlesticks about style," but this was hardly audible.

Then how did you learn to make the omelette. Several

suggestions were made. " It was jiart of a curtain lecture."

"Impossible," said I; "for they are always forgotten."

"Well, then, the cook came in at breakfast-time and ex-

plained the whole affair." " Perhaps he went into the kitchen
and saw it done." "Perhaps he did it." "Spoilt one at

least," said my wife. "I think Mrs. Editor told him three
times on the doorstep before he left home for 171, Fleet
Street." " Nonsense ; it came out of Miss Acton," said my
mother-in-law. "No, that I am sure it did not." Long
this ovarian dispute had lasted, when at length we settled

it that Mrs. Editor wrote it out, and Mr. Editor turned it

into his own English. " But then," said the governess, the
last to give up, " How badly they manage the butcher boy

;

they ought to punish him as we do here, by making him
take the indifferent-looking meat back again."

We, Mr. Editor, have also a butcher boy, a beefy-looking

yoiTth
; you see beef in his over-ruddy cheeks and in his

horrid red hands. He gives the gate an impudent swing,

and whistles—yes, actually whistles as he passes my study-

window; and is never civil but once a-year, that is when he
asks for his Christmas-box. Now, we make this youth take

the coarse legs of mutton back again, and that beats him,
for he has to come again all the way from .

But I have wandered far from my pvirpose, which was two-

fold—to tell you the pleasure your article gave us at Hilltop

Eectory. I read it alone first, then summoned the whole
family, and read it aloud in my best manner amid great

applause. "Crule gal, Marree Tumnias," was pronounced
excellent by a lady critic, aged six. Well, we thank you
heartily ; poultry shews are out, and editorial articles are in,

the more of them the better. But I would also add an
additional word on eggs. Deities came out of eggs, if we
believe Nigidius, who says, "There was found an egg of

huge bigness, which, being rolled about, was cast upon the

earth, and, after a few days, Venus, the goddess of Syria,

was hatched therefrom, and hence the Syrian gods are

called by Ai-nobius "the offspring of eggs." Macrobiua
resembles the world to an egg. By Hesiod and other Greek
writers mention is made, saith Grotius, of a chaos signified

by some under the name of an egg. Aristophanes in his

play called the " Birds," teUs us

—

'* There was no earth, nor air, nor hpaven, t.ill duskv night
By the T^'ind's power on the %Tide bosom of Erebus brought forth an egg."

And according to this good gentleman, " mankind, and sea,

and earth, and the blessed abodes of the immortal gods," all

sprang from an egg.
Now, here is a mass of learning for the " Poultry Chro-

nicle." Let none despise that wondi-ous thing an egg. If

eggs have a little come down since those days, still we have
a proverb to show their truthfidness ; for we say " As true

as eggs are eggs." Then, collections of eggs, the beautiful

little things, tiny golden wrens', pale blue redstarts', many-
speekled finches' eggs, rich brown eggs of the raptores, and
that egg of eggs, that bit of pure porcelain the kingfisher's.

By the way, this very morning- I tried some soon-to-be-

hatched eggs in a bucket of very warm water, according to

your directions. Down went the addled ones to the bottom
;

those with dead clucks in stayed at the top, but were quite

stationary, while the good ones soon began moving.

"Each walked (danced) the water like a th=ng of life."

Merry little grigs every one.

You speak, Mr. Editor, of the shape of eggs, how pleasant
it is to the eye. I have a friend who rejoices in a drawing-
room chimney ornament, an egg-shaped vase ; on one side,

the proper side to be seen by company, is a prettily-painted

bunch of flowers, on the other nothing but the egg of one
uniform blue colour. He always turns the bunch of flowers to

the wall, the better to enjoy the pretty oval shape unbroken.
"A late vei-y successful landscape painter," says Mr.

Weigall, used to remark, " I know nothing about the draw-

ing of animals, what is the use of it ? An egg is my model,

and I find it quite sufiicient for the purpose. If I want to

introduce a sheep or goat, I put the narrow end first, and

put horns where required, and it does for a goat or a cow.

If it be a dog 1 put the thick end foremost, add a long tail

and there you have it. I am a landscape painter, and only

want to use animals as spots of colour in the make-iip of a

picture."

And, now, to conclude this rambling egg eclogue. May
you and I, and all our readers never have aught but pleasant

associations with eggs. May the dainty dears be pure buff

or pure white, fresh if eaten, and may we never with the

top of tlie egg decapitate a chick. May the omelette, by

whomsoever made, be always excellent, and if required of a

nestful of eggs, may each produce its chicken.—Wiltshire
Eectok, Eilliop Rectory.

WHAT IS BONA FIDE PROPEETY P

This would seem to be a question not difficult to answer,

yet " bona fide property " is, in the poultry world, a matter

of very doubtful signification. Last year it was a cause of

much difiiculty, and in its present u.nsatisfactory state in

poultry matters it will cause much discussion.

The greater number of poultry shows abeady advertised

either directly or indirectly require that birds exhibited

should be howl fide the property of the exhibitor; and yet so

loosely is this regarded, that I have lately had an offer to

exhibit another man's bird and a request for the loan of a

bird, and this from quarters of high repute in the poultry

world. I am far from making any charge of dishonourable

and unworthy motives, but I give the instances to show

what men well versed in exhibitions and bh-ds are ready to

do. I, of course, civilly declined the offer.

Either the rule with regai-d to a hon&fide propertym birds

exhibited should be abolished or it should be rigidly observed.

If it is to be abolished I do not care to exhibit again, nor do

I think any one but a dealer would. In that case exhibiting

becomes simply an advertisement, and such a one as many

dealers I could mention would be ashamed to use. It would

be an advertisement under false pretences, for birds and

eggs might be sold at exorbitant prices from yards which

had never seen and never -n'ould see the prize bird.

In the case of a honafide purchase for exhibition there are

reasons for prize-taking which, though shorn of the honour-

due to a breeder of prize birds, are quite justifiable;—the

purchaser may wish to test the merits of his purchase
;
he

may desire to sell the jiroduce of the birds.

A receipt written on a sheet of note-paper, which was

folded, sealed, and passed through the post-office without

an envelope, would afford in the post.mark a guarantee of

the period of purchase, and also of the repurchase of the

birds should they pass back again into the hands of the

seller. Of course birds might be passed off as those bred

at home that were really hired or borrowed ; but a little

close inquiry and observation would soon lead to detection

as they became recognised by experienced and conscientious

judges, and by those exhibitors who would take the trouble

to observe and make known any suspicious cases.

If the names of dishonest exhibitors are posted, and if

shows carry out their thi-eat of exclusion, the numbers of

those who exhibit other persons' birds in their own name

will become fewer, and the pleasure and the profit of honest

exhibitors will be enhanced.

Both committees of shows and judges, to whom 1 wiU add

exhibitors, would do well in the coming season not to at-

tempt, nor to sanction, any unfair deaUngs ; and I exhort

all to co-operate in making known suspicious cases, that the

competition of poultry exhibitions may be worthy of the

ladies and of the clergy who contend in ft-iendly rivalry with

the laity of high and low degree. We want none of the

dodges of the turf or the ring, and we do not wish to be

thought sporting characters because we enter a Game cock

for a cup or a sweepstakes.

—

Egomet.

Eably Hiving.—Three sksps of bees threw off top swarms

in this neighbourhood on May 13th, at MiUbrae, AUoway

;

at Doonside ; and at Laigh Corton, Ayrshire.—Glasgow Dmly

Mail.
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AETIFICIAL SWAEMS.
The mode Mr. Woodbury adopts of making artificial

swai-ms in the case of common straw hives, as communi-
cated in his reply, is extremely simple and of easy perform-
ance, and may be practised by a mere tyro in bee-busbandry.
The beauty of a thiufj often lies in its simplicity; but I

question much whether driving the whole bees—queen,
drones, and workers—into an emjrty hive, can justly be
called a swai'm in the common acceptation of the word. It is,

in fact, an entire exodus—a thorough and complete eviction.

I make no cavil, however, with this part of the process. I

am somewhat averse from employing a second stock-hive
in the process, and removing it to a new site in order to
supplement the desolated hive. I should be disposed to
view this part of the plan as tampering with the hive, not
using it fairly, and risking its prosperity at least, if not its

very existence. I had occasion a few years ago to remove
a very strong hive from my attic window (to which it had
migrated the preceding season and taken possession of a
glass hive fuU of empty combs), to my garden some hundred
yards distant, for the purpose of rendering its swarming
more convenient, and the result was extremely prejudicial
to the hive. It remained doggedly inactive for several days.
The bees continued to leave the hive, but did not return.
It then set to work and exterminated every drone in the
hive ; laa'vse, pupae, and full-grown drones strewing the
ground with thousands of dead carcases. Eventually I re-

moved it to its original site in the attic window, and in the
course of a short time it so far regained its pristine vigour,
though too late to swarm. Mr. Woodbury, however, has
proof from experience that the second hive is not materially
injured by his process, and we are bound to believe him.
The process I adopt in the formation of artificial swarms

is also extremely simple. It can be performed at any period
of the day, and by a mere novice in the art of bee-husbandry.
I only partially drive the bees into an empty hive—about
three-fourths, leaving about one-fourth to hatch out and
nurse the young brood. Supposing the stock to contain
twenty or twenty-five thousand, I drive about fifteen or
twenty thousand, leaving five or six thousand to the stock-
hive. The queen generally moves into the empty liive at
an eai'ly part of the process. If the operation is performed
in the forenoon of a bright and mild day the whole hive
may be driven, as a sufficient number of bees will be abroad
in the fields wherewith to supply the old hive. I then place
the artificial swarm about 2 feet to the right of the original

site, and the stock about 3 feet to the left of the same
position. It is advisable to shut up the stock-hive for the
next day or two, removing it to a dark and cool situation,

and affordiu g it abundance of ventilation. The best method,
however, is to convey at once the young swarm away to
the distance of a mile and a half or two mUes, and plant the
stock-hive on its original site. The beauty of this plan
consists in the cu'cumstance that you require but one stock-
hive, and you do no injury to any other hive. An observant
and skilful apiarian has a good guess as to the time when
a hive will swarm, and the greater certainty he attains in

such knowledge the more correctly will he know the proper
period for making an artificial swarm. It is of the utmost
importance that the old hive have royal eeUs sealed, or in
process of being sealed, when an artificial swarm may be
made, as the operation will be then most successful. I have
had instances where, v/hen this was not the case, the old
hive faded to rear a queen, and of course went to ruin.

This may arise from the stock hp.ving no eggs or larvaj

from which to rear a queen, or from the bees not becoming
sensible of the loss of their queen untU too late. In making
artificial swarms it is of great moment, too. to have a sujiply

of supernumerary queens. I have to thank Mr. Woodbury
for his account of Ins mode of making artiiicial swarms, and
to state that I intend to adopt his plan with at least one
liive in my apiary in order to test its efficiency.

In conclusion I may be permitted to st.ite, that to me the
natural swarming of bees in all the preliminary preparations,

and in all tlie excitement counpcted with the actual rush from
the hive, with the swarm in the air and on the bush, possesses

an indescribable interest, in comparison wit'i which all artifi-

cial plans and processes are tame and insipid.

—

Philiscus.

[" Philiscus " has doubtless perceived ere this that my

friend Mr. S. B. Fox stated, in page 357, that he had tested

and approved of the mode of making artificial swarms re-

commended by me in page 323. I need not remind the
readers of The Journal of Hokticulture that Mr. Pox
is one of the most able apiarians of the day, and that a plan
which is endorsed by him and by " B. & W." can scarcely

fail to be good. Whenever an artificial swarm is to be
formed I always exjjel the whole of the bees. Setting aside

the great difficulty of arriving at even an approximate esti-

mate of the proportion of bees remaining in a partially

driven hive, it is but seldom that the queen is seen to quit

her original domicile ; and therefore the only means of

being certain on this essential point is to drive the whole,
since I have often known her nearly the last to depart. It

is, of course, a great advantage to have royal cells in pro-

gress, but in their absence the risk of faUure with perfectly

healthy stocks and at the proper season may be deemed
infinitesimal. Its repeated recurrence in an apiary would,
in point of fact, appear to me to argue the existence of foul

brood in some of its stages. " Philiscus " has not, how-
ever, divined the difficulty hinted at by Mr. Lowe, which,
he states, is not dependant on the want of royal cells, but
" because of the absence of certain other conditions." -4s

I said before, I hope Mr. Lowe wUl be kind enough to en-

lighten us on this point.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.]

Quantity of Pork a Bushel of Corn will Make.—.A.t

the meeting of the Farmers' Club of t)ie American Institute

on the 1st of March, a communication was received from a
man in Illinois, giving an account of some experiments made
by him to ascertain the quantity of pork which could be pro-

duced from a bushel of corn, fed in different states. As young
pigs require food other than corn, he took for experiments
swine more than four months old. He says that, with hogs in

clean comfortable pens, supplied with plenty of dry straw

—

50 lbs. of cnrn, Tvliole and raw, will make 10 lbs, of pork,
50 ,, (io. ground ,, ,, 15 ,, .,

50 ,, do. ground and fermented ,, 17 ,, ,,

50 ,, do. cooked and fermented ,, 21 „ ,,—{Caimda Farmer.)

OUR LETTEK BOX.
Variods fG;ci7).—We believe Mr Baily supplies e.jgs of all descriptions

for sittinsr. It is trettintc late for Turkeys' ec^'s. The bonk he has published

is thai which \t» i.it!e profesfes it to be : it i^* a work on fowls only.

SiNGLE-co'-iuEii Pencilled Hamuurghs [li'ilton -?-c?/).—It is not certain

that your birds are of inferior sTauis, but you would do well, if you couUl,

to Ket rid of the offender. It is often the case that the sinRle-combcl
bird is very superior in colour or in maikiii^, and that induces amateurs to

keep buch. and to breed from them, in the hope of perpetuatini: only the

poi)d points. The same is true of the Sebrirrht; Bantam. The attempt is

never nioro than partially euccGPsful, and every now and then the sincle

comb shows itself, os in your instance. Wo have little doubt that the

breeder wi-uld recollect 'he origin. Imwever loufr it may ho ngo.

Breeding Spanish Fowls ( TJ'. J/.).— If we desired to breed perfect

Spanish fowls, we should not allow any other breed to run with them. It

does not in any way affect the cock ; but we have known pporls In Spanish

chickens from the presence of coloured hens. This wtmld also be an answer
to ) our second questioo. You can only succeed when all is in your favour.

It is, therefore, unwise to incur even an imaginary risk. Ilaviuj said that»

wp now give our own opinion—that there would be no mischief : we do not

be'ieve B;nitamscan interfere with Cochins.

Beks kear Wolvkrhamptos.— Sevei.il hives h^ve swarmed during Ihe

last few days, which is eiirli<=r tbai\ I ever renicniher in this district. One
of my hives swarmed Afay ISth.— J. E. B. [The " grub " you enclosed is

an immature young: boe.j

Death of a Liguhian Stock— Premature r>Ro>E ExruLsioM (A South

Lnwanhiii; Bfckcfpet-).—I'he tleraifc nf th-; queen was the evident Cfluse

of the loss of your Licurian stock ; but this .iccident proves nothing- either

for or a^'ainst the value of the new species, rremature drone expulsion

argnes some check ( probably but temporary) in the prosperity of the hivo.

We have known wet weather in June cause the destruction of every drone

in ail apinrv.
.Artificial Swarms (T. S . Pt^ckham) —We very much dovibt the success

of Ihe pn posed phin. Nutt's coUateral-hiveH are so ill adapted for this

purpose th;it wo should prefer natural swarminjr, OT, if conpelled to resort

to arlllici.il means, should operate by driving, as in the case of common
btraw hive".

SwAicMiNo IN SuuTiEY. — The fiwnrminff scnson commenced early in

Surrey; on the 1st of May a swarm beintf tn'«en on Ktn;,'ston ITlll. In a

neinhboujinp garden there was i-nc on tlie 7th, and f-ince that time they

have heeu numerous ; whde the lovely summer weather we are now enjoy-

ing, adui d to most luxuu.mt vegetation, gives every piomieo of a tino honey
seaj^on, and much ple.i.-:urb to the api rian.— A.

GiiOVES inn Apiarians (.f. Il.).—\'(m need no*; trouble yourself anont

pro'-uunff photojirapher'*' indiambber gloves. Any leiiiher gloves, with the

cnft',. of the co^t tied clos-c over them at the wvi.-t, will protect you from the

ttings of the bees.

Gold Fish CiiAMiiNO Colour.—"M. G." would ho obltgod by being

infiji nied what is tho cause of gold ti><h turning black about the head and
fin-, and also if there is any cure for it '.
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the species were generally found. It is really remarkable
what an amount of ill-usage a plant is subjected to before
its natvu-al requii-ements ai-e discovered. To say a plant is
found in China, for instance, is givnng ns a very extensive
range of country to investigate. It may be a native of the
hills, lusui'iating on the verge of perpetual snow, or situated
a little lower down, enjoying in summer the cold waterings
of the melting snow above, or a native of the valleys with
their tropical climate ; to say nothing of geogi-aphical dis-
tance from north to south, with the collateral influences
produced by propinquity to the sea or to rivers, to lakes or
to mountains, of most of which we are left ignorant, and so
have to grope our way in the dark. The conditions of soO,
situation, cHmate, &c., are all points requu-ed to be known,
and then cultivation is an easy matter. Many plants now
cultivated in greenhouses were, even in my memory, gi'own
in stoves, and many plants formerly grown in the green-
house are as hardy as a Dock, and this through the in-
attention of collectors to the situation iu which the plants
were found. It is only to mere chance that we owe our
discovery of the mode of cultivating many plants.
Even so also with our native plants. Considering the way

in which they are abused by inattention to the conditions of
their natural requii-ements it is really wonderful how they
are enabled to exist at aE under cultivation. There is
scarcely a lover of plants but is anxious to bring some plant
away with him or her from the places visited. The plant
itself may attract attention on account of its being in flower,
and because it is a lovely thing it must be taken to serve as
a reminder of the visit. Do those persons know anything of
the habit of the plant ? Is the soil, the understratum or
subsoil, considered? the situation—shaded, exposed, shel-
tered, wet, or dry—noted ? the temperature of the locality
known, and the species, general time of growth and rest as-
certained, with a view to successful cultivation in an artificial
climate ? Seldom indeed are these things considered. I
have received Orchises in full bloom with a baU of earth, but
without the bulbs in it. Ferns taken or plucked from the rock
without one morsel of root to them, and lovely alpine plants
literally stubbed so as to be dead before they came to hand.
Persons desirous of cultivating wild plants wiU do well

to mark the species when in bloom, to note minutely where
the best specimens gi-ow, also the soil and situation, and
the conditions ol shade, shelter, moistui-e, and other pecu-
liarities of the locality, and then depute some person to
send the specimen to its new domicile when inactive or
when on the point of starting into growth. By the time
the plant is received a suitable situation, soil, &c., wOl
have been provided, and by perusing works on the subject,
which with the knowledge gained by a personal inspection
of the situation the plants naturally grow in, the cultivator
wUl be enabled to commence asking questions of Nature on
the arrival of the plant, to which she never responds falsely.
The species, be it what it may, grows with a luxuriance equal
if not superior to what it did in its native habitat, and Mr.
A becomes noted for its cultivation. " It grows well with
him," says Mr. B, "but I cannot get it to live, or only for a
few months, and then it dwindles away and dies. What can
be the reason ? " The one has studied the subject, the other's
knowledge is superficial ; the one knows fully what he is
about, but the other imagines and reaps accordingly.
But my object in this communication was to tell those

having a liking for those lovely alpine Primroses of oiu- own
and other lands, that they need not give up their cultivation
in despair, for Primula sootica and others I shall enumerate
may be seen luxiu-iating amongst a number of others in
the extensive collection of alpine plants at the nurseries of
Messrs. Backhouse, York ; and of A. Stansfield & Sons (the
elder of whom is very kind and communicative, in addition
to being one of the best botanists in the kingdom, and Pre-
sident of the Todmorden Botanical Society), Todmorden,
Lancashire, and other nurseries which do not strOce me at
the moment. In the smoky atmosphere of Bradiord, York-
slm-e, I grew it myself for six years, having in the first
instance received it in a pot from a nurseryman, and
judgiug from its strength it evidently was in fine health.
This was the first plant I received in a growing state, and
though told it was diflacult to cultivate, I planted it out in a
patch of Primula farinosa, which I had from the limestone
meadows of Craven, forming a nice bed on an east border

some 5 feet by 3, and containing over thi-ee hundred plants,

flowering finely in the beginning of June each year.

Now for a hint or two on alpine Primroses, but P. scotica

in particiJar. They all delight in a cool, moist, but well-

drained soil, and a situation exposed from all points. Growl-

ing in pastures, they require the shelter which is afforded
by the thick short grass having a mossy bottom. Most
thrive best in yellow or hazel loam which is retentive of
moisture and yet contains a quantity of silicious matter;
but any strong loam will do if an equal quantity of cocoa-
nut dust be incorporated with it. It is immaterial whether
they are planted out or grown in pots. If in the latter,

use good di-ainage to fully one-thu-d of the depth of the pot

;

but if grown in beds, place some rubble at the bottom of the
bed, and then cover with soil to the depth of a foot. A six-

inch pot is large enough for a good specimen. The parings
of a field, the soil of which is of a proper description,

taken off 3 inches thick, chopped with a spade, and put in

whilst fresh, and slightly trodden down, answer perfectly.

If an east border can be had, and it is fully exposed, a
better site could not be had ; but if not, a northern aspect
must be selected in preference to a southern one ; for we
are not seeking shelter fr-om cold, but fi'om the bui'ning rays
of the sun. If the plants are grown in pots they can easUy
be accommodated in a fi-ame as their necessities requii-e.

Thus, in February and March the frame should be on a south
border, in April and May on an eastern one, and in June
and July on one with a north aspect, and the remainder of

the year it should have an east or west aspect, preference

being given to the former. From the first appeai'ance of

growth the fi'ame should be tilted on bricks at each comer,
and the lights need not be employed, except to save the
plants from being deluged with rain and snow, and the
flowers from being dashed. In winter the pots shoixld be
protected from frost with cocoa-nut fibre or some such ma-
terial, or ashes, and the lights should be di-awn over them.
Kepotting is best done in Mai-ch, placing the plants so that
they may be slightly elevated in the pots, for they do not
like to be buried or planted deep. It is not necessary to
pot them every year, but a top-di-essing of fresh soil, after

removing some of the old, will do every other yeai', instead

of j)otting ; but should a plant look at all sickly pot it im-
mediately, removing as much of the old soil as practicable

without injuring the roots, and if it is very wet and soddea
remove it all, and pot again iu sweet comi^ost. For potting

purposes the compost is best a year old, but for beds I Uke
it fresh from the pastui'e. Water will be needed rather
sparingly in spring, increasing the quantity as the plants

advance in growth, giving copious supplies when they are

in flower, and then reducing the quantity with the progress

made towards a state of rest. When at rest it is only

necessai'y to keep the soO just moist. G. Abbey.
(To be contimied.)

Edinbuegh Botanic Garden.—This garden is about to

receive an extensive addition by the incorporation with it

of the Experimental Garden adjoining it to the south. The
Experimental Garden was established by the Caledonian
Horticultural Society, but was assisted by a Government
gTant of ^£200 fr-om 1833 to 1858. In 1857 the Society find-

ing itself in difficulties memorialised the Board of Works to

take the lease off thefr hands, and in 1858 these difficulties

were increased by the withdrawal of the grant. After re-

peated delays the CouncO of the Society have received an
offer of .£1000 fr-om the Board for surrender of the lease, and
for the large hall, winter garden, and gai-dener's house, on
condition of the Society paying the arrears of rent due to the
office of Woods, which have accumulated to nearly ^£850.

At a meeting of the Society, held on Thursday, it was re-

solved to accept the offer. Sfr W. G. Craig, who presided,

expressed his confidence that the Board of Works would use

the additional grounds in such a way as to confer a gi-eat

boon on horticultural science. The great herbai-ium in the

Botanic Garden, second only to that of Kew, was almost

destroyed for want of accommodation, but in the great hall

of the Experimental Gaa-den would be admfrably exhibited

for study and consultation. The winter gai-den, when filled

with the half-hardy plants of the Botanic Gar-den, would be
one of the most beautiful resorts for the public during the
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winter ; and a great part of the new ground would be set

apart as an arboretum, which would be of great importance

to proprietors of land and to the numerous students of

botany in Edinburgh University, which was the greatest

medical school of the kingdom. Although the arrangement
was not an altogether favourable one for the Society, it was
one which would be of great benefit to the public, and would
render the Botanic Garden of Edinburgh one of the best

equipped establishments of the kind in the world.—(Times.)

CEYSTAL PALACE SHOW.—Mat 28th.

Coming so soon after the Eoyal Botanic Show, as might
be expected, a large proportion of the plants exhibited had
already appeared there ; and it is almost superfluous to add
that the display was both extensive and fine, though scarcely

equal to that of the same season last year.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants were both numerous and
fine. Among them we remai'ked fine specimens of Pleroma
elegans, Allamanda cathartica, AcrophyUum venosum, Ste-

phanotis floribunda, Lesohenaultia, Aphelexes, Vincas, Pul-

tenjEa Paxtoni (a fine bush covered with yellow and red
flowers), Chorozema cordata, and Ixoras.

In collections of iifteen, Mr. Whitbread, gardener to 11.

CoUyer, Esq., Dartford, took the first prize ; Mr. Peed the

second ; Mr. Eraser, Lea Bridge, the third ; and Mr. May,
Hawkesyard Park, the fourth. In twelves, Mr. Green was
first; Mr. Whitbread second; and Mr. Kaile, third. In
eights, Mr. Carson was first; Mr. Chilman second; and
Messrs. Lee, third.

Orchids made an extensive and fine display. Oncidium
Lanoeanum, Cypripedium Stonei, the new hybrid Cattleya
Dominiana, Ceratopetalum punctatum, and Cypripedium
caudatum, with its long tail-like appendages, were a few of

the most remarkable of those not already noticed as being
at the Eegent's Park. For sixteen, Mr. Baker, gardener to

A. Basset, Esq., was first; Mr. Page, and Mr. BuUen,
Leicester, equal second; Mr. Milford, gardener to E.
McMorland, Esq., thu-d; and Mr. Wooley, Cheshuut, the
fourth. The first prize for ten was taken by Mr. Penny,
Eegent's Park; the second by Mr. Milford; the third by
Mr. Baker; and the fourth by Mr. Wilson, gardener to

W. Marshall, Esq., Enfield. In sixes, Mr. Penny was first

;

Mr. Whitbread, second ; and Mr. Milford, third.

Heaths were not numerous, but some of the specimens
were very fine. In collections of six, Mr. Peed was first;

Mr. Ehodes, Sydenham Park Nursery, second ; Mr. Chilman,
third; Mr. Page, Streatham, and Messrs. Jackson & Son,

fourth.

Azaleas made a good display, the most remarkable being
Mr. Turner's large plants, which distanced all competitors.

In tens, Mr. Turner, Slough, was fii-st ; Mr. Page, second

;

and Mr. Peed, third. In sixes, Messrs. Penny, Fraser, and
Page, were the principal prizetakers.

In Eoses in pots, Mr. W. Paul took the first prize for a
fine collection of ten, in which we noticed La Eeine, Paul
Perras, Charles Lawson, and Souvenir d'un Ami. Messrs.
Lane were second. For ten plants in pots not exceeding
8 inches in diameter Mr. Turner took the first prize with
healthy vigorous plants in splendid bloom. Among them
Victor Verdier was noticeable for its brilliancy and fresh-

ness ; Juno, La Eeine, Charles Lawson, and Catherine
Guillot, were also very fine. Messrs. Paul & Sou were
second ; Mr. W. Paul, third ; and Messrs. Lane, fourth. Of
cut blooms, numerous fine boxes were exhibited in the Mis-
cellaneous Class by Messrs. Paul & Son, and Mr. W. Paul.

Pelargoniums consisted of nearly the same kinds as shown
at the Eegent's Park, and the plants were equally remark-
able for their size and profusion of bloom ; in fact, most of

them were the same plants. Mr. Bailey, of Shardeloes, had
the first prize, and Mr. Fraser the second ; and in Fancies,
Mr. Fraser and Mr. Turner were equal first, the former also

taking the third prize.

Calceolarias, nearly the same as shown at the Eegents'
Park, came from Messrs. Dobson & Son, who received a first

and a second prize. Of other objects, Messrs. Hooper & Co.,

Covent Garden, sent a collection of Iiias ; Mr. Turner,
Bougainvillaeas and Fuchsias ; Messrs. Ivery & Son, an
extensive and interesting collection of British Perns j Mr.

WiUiams, Mr. Bull, and Mr. Fraser, new and rare plants.

Some seedling Azaleas, Pelargoniums, etc., were also shown,
which may be the subject of comment here after.

Fruit.—Of this there was a small but good display. A,

few good Pines were shown, among which we observed
a Smooth-leaved Cayenne from Mr. Wallis, Astle Park,
Cheshire; and a Queen and Black Antigua from Mr. A.
Henderson, Treutham, for which prizes were awarded.
Among Grapes, several excellent dishes of Black Ham-

burghs were exhibited : those from Mr. Meredith of Vine
Cottage, Garston, which took the first prize, were splendid

;

Ml-. A. Henderson's, which received the second prize, were
also very fine. Prizes were also awarded to Mr. Fetch,
Mr. Wallis, and Mr. HiU, Keele Hall, who had three fine

bunches, weighing 8-1 lbs., but not sufficiently coloured.

Some very fine baskets were also shown. Mr. Meredith had
a first prize for a splendid basket of ISJ lbs., in which the
berries were very large and beautifully coloured. Mr. HiU,
Keele Hall, was second ; Mr. Clement, East Barnet, third.

Muscats were not sufficiently coloured. Mr. Horwood had
both the first and second prizes, Mr. Embery being third.

Aboat two dozen Melons were shown, which as far as

appearance v.'ent were very satisfactory. The best Green-
fleshed was a hybrid Cashmere from Mr. Meredith ; and Mr.
Enstone was fii'st in Soarlet-fleshed.

Peaches were very good for the season. Grosse Mignonne,
from Mr. Joyce, was very large and fine, and was awarded a
first prize ; the second and third going to Mr. Taylor, East
Barnet, and Mr. Turner, Slough, for the same kind.

Nectarines were also in good condition. Mr. Evans, gar-

dener to C. Newdegate, Esq., M.P., and Mr. A. Henderson
had second prizes ; the former for Elruge, and the latter for

Violette Hative.
In Figs, of which several very good dishes were shown, Mr.

Cross, The Grange. Alresford, was first with Brown Tui-key
and Mr. Dawson, Broadlands, second with the same kind.

A few good dishes of Cherries were shown, Circassian
from Mr. A. Henderson, taking the iirst prize, and Elton
from the same, the second.

Strawberries were very fine, Mr. E. Smith, of Twicken-
ham, was first in single dislies, with Sir Charles Napier, and
in three dishes with the same kind. Empress Eugenie, and
British Queen, the berries in all of remarkable size. Mr.
Budd, of Cobham Hall, was second. Mr. Smith had also

some very good plants in pots bearing well. Lastly, Mr.
Mortimore, gardener to A. Smee, Esq., Carshalton, had an
extra prize for White Juneating Apples and Citron des
Carmes Pears, but it was not stated where they were grown

THE EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S
FLOEAL FETE.—Mat 24th.

If plenty of glass and a quantity of fading flowers con-
stitute a Floral Pete, then this was one. But it would be
unfair not to add that there were additional attractions,

which, as the advertisement set forth, were " Cascades and
Fountains, also, Minton's Majolica Fountain from the Ex-
hibition of 1862 ; Mast Tent for Ehododendi-on Show ; New
Orchard-houses ; Military Bands. Hours 12 to 7. Admis-

.

sion Is." This is such an admirable example of the travelling

showman's style that we have preserved it.

Then the arrangements for the admission of visitors, what
were they ? There was nothing to indicate the whereabouts
of the Show, and people had to hunt all over the grounds to

find it—even having found it, they might pass through it

without knowing that it was a show, for of such it did not
deserve the name.

In consequence of the low charge for admission) much to

the annoyance of the Fellows, flocks of nursemaids and
chUdreu were admitted—certainly with the effect of swelling

the numbers, but not of increasing the comfort of the
company, for whose delectation three volunteer bands per-

formed ; the more refined music of the Guards being reserved
for larger and more aristocratic gatherings.
The only plants shown for the decoration of halls and

churches came fi'om Mr. Bull. Among these were a fine

Ehopala corcovadensis, and a Dracaena aus trails, each about
17 feet high ; Alsophila excelsa, 8 feet across ; Dracaena
rubra, with two of its long racemes of violet flowers ; Nor-
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folk Island Pines ; Latania borbonica, Musas, DracEenas,
Stadmannia australis, &c. For these a £?> prize was awarded.
For the decoration of churches the only exhibition came from
the same exhibitor. It consisted of Seaforthia elegans,
Chamterops Fortuni and Palmetto, and various other Palms,
Araucaria Cooki, Dracaenas, &c.
Plant cases came from Messrs. Barr & Sugden. These

were in a variety of forms, round and oblong, covered with
beU-glasses, and with upright sides and cui'vilinear tops.
They were very tastefully filled ; one, in particular, called
the Alexandra plant case, containing an imitation rockwork,
planted with Ferns, Begonias, Bertolinia marmorea, &c.
Another, containing Campylobotrys refulgens, and Sonerila
margaritacea, also looked very well. In some, too, were
shells suspended from the roof. Mr. Bull had some very
pretty vases of alabaster paste, with classic designs, and
flowers and fruit on the sides, and which looked very well,
fiUed, as they were, with lively green Fern fronds.
Of dinner-table decorations the best came from the Vis-

countess Holmesdale, and consisted of three glass stands
branching from near the base, and reuniting in a bouquet
holder at the top, the interval between them forming an
ellipse. These were neatly filled with Adiantums, Yellow
Banksian Eoses, Scarlet Geraniums, Stephanotis, Deutzia
gracilis, and Grasses. With the exception of Miss Wiut's
design none of the others were to om- taste. Miss Wiut's
consisted of a basket supported by thi-ee twisted glass
pillars, and the materials used were Ivy, Perns, Geraniums,
Eoses, Forget-me-nots, and Azaleas. Mr. Eobson had a
design for a table oi-nament, but the glass stand had a heavy
appearance

; Lady Hume Campbell, a plateau of flowers for
the centre of the dinner table, the sides of gilt wicker-
work, with a tin inside for holding wet sand. Miss Alice
Sutherland, Coombe, sent a design for a Christmas screen
for the chancel of a church. It was simple and effective^
being formed of wfres crossing each other in a transverse
direction, so as to form lozenges or diaper work; HoUy
leaves and berries being placed at the intersections. A
similar design for Easter, in which Cinerarias, Wallflowers,
and Geraniums were used, also came fi'om the same exhibitor.
Mrs. Stoddart exhibited artificial flowers beautifully executed
in rice paper.
From Messrs. Dobson & Peai-oe, 19, St. James' Street,

came an extensive assortment of flower-glasses, and stands
for dinner-table and drawing-room decoration, and among
others what was called the Holmesdale stand, being the
same as that used by Lady Holmesdale in her table decora-
tion. Messrs. Banting, St. James' Street, had March's
crystal jardinieres, now well known for their great beauty;
Mr. Helbronner, 265, Eegent Street, flower-baskets, and a
flower-tray, having an inner casing for wet sand in which
cut flowers may be stuck, and the stem hollow to act as a
receptacle for waste water; Messrs. Naylor & Co., 7, Prince's
Street, Cavendish Square, glass stands for table decorations,
and some very ornamental flower-glasses and vases ; Messrs.
Claudefc & Houghton, 89, High Holborn, plant and Fern
cases and ground glass flower-glasses ; and the Coalbrookdale
Company, garden chaii-s, fountains, and vases. As prizes
and honourable mentions were awarded to almost all the
exhibitors it is needless to particularise the recipients.
We may add that the new entrances, absurdly called

orchard-houses, are now finished. They are span-roofed
houses, about 200 feet long, and 12 feet high, with a walk
passing down the centre. On each side of this walk orchard-
house trees are to be planted and grown in pots, whilst on
the roof eUmbers are to be trained.
The orchard-house entrance from Prince Albert's Eoad

was erected by Mr. Ormson, of Stanley Bridge, Chelsea

;

and that from the Exhibition Eoad by Messrs. Smith & Co.^
of South Street, Grosvenor Square.

I CAsiE to town on Tuesday last purposely to see the
great attraction that the Council had prepared for the
Fellows of the Eoyal Horticultural, and with the expec-
tation of having my ideas greatly enlarged on tho metro-
politan modes of making bouquets, decorating dinner-tables,
and the floral adorning of churches. I am no great ad-
vocate for tho last of these, but stQl I thought I might see
something that would have, at least, gratified the senses if
it did not excite the religious feeling. To say that I was

disappointed would be to use a term infijiitely short of the
feeling it is intended to express. I had come a great way,
and disgust rather than disappointment is the more correct
term to make use of to express the feeling that the whole
affair created. The bouquets, of which there were not more
than half a dozen, appeared to have come from Covent Gar-
den, where visitors to London may see them in greater pro-
fusion and variety any day of the year. The dinner-table
decorations were a poor attempt at what I had seen more
fuDy can-ied out at previous exhibitions of tho Society, and
were altogether a complete failure, besides then- being few
in number and meagre in design. The chui'ch decorations
must have excited a smUe from all country visitors to see
such poor imitations of what we are so much accustomed
to find at aU our village-school festivals. The " Easter
Cross " of 18 inches high, made of white Pinks tied over a
fi'amework of wood, was not a very great eflTort at " deco-
ration," and far less so was the emblem of the Holy Trinity,
composed of three incorporated cii'cles made severally of
red Pelargoniums, Gueldres Eoses, and Laburnum flowers,

stitched first on brown paper, and that tacked on a piece of
boai-d ! As to the " swags," I looked for them in vain, and
when I inquired after them nobody seemed to understand
what I was talking about.

Had it not been for the counter of glass ornaments sent
by Dobson & Pearoe, and which I was told were ornamented
with flowers sent from Chiswick Garden, and the Fern
cases of Messrs. Barr & Sugden, which you may see any day
at their shop in King Street when you go to look at the
bouquets in Covent Garden, there would have been but a
sad exhibition. It was sad enough as it was.—J. E. M.

THE EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
May 21st.

(Concluded from page 377.)

Azaleas.—The magnificently-bloomed specimens from
Messrs. Veitch and Mr. Turner, of Slough, have been already
noticed. The towering pyramids with which Messrs. Veitch
took the first prize in the Nurserymen's Class for eight,
were perfection in their style of growth. They consisted of
Extranei and Trotteriana, violet rose ; Chelsoni and Perry-
ana, orange scarlet; Criterion; Carnea superba; Magnifica,
and Iveryana, white. Mr. Turner, who was second, had
plants which, though not so large as Messrs. Veitch' s, were
also of great size and in splendid bloom. The kinds were

—

Pei-ryana ; Glory of SunninghiU ; Mun-ayana, rose ; Optima,
dark orange scarlet ; Arborea purpui'ea ; Alba magna ; and
Variegata. Excellent plants were also shown in the same
class by Mr. Fraser and Mr. Ehodes.

In sixes, Messrs. Veitch were again first with plants nearly
if not quite equal to those already referred to, and which
being placed along with Mr. Turner's fine collection of six

in the centre of the large tent, were conspicuous from every
point of view. They consisted of Herberti, white ; Criterion ;

Broughtoni ; Standard of Perfection, bright rose ; Barclay-
ana, white flaked with violet rose ; and Trotteriana ; while
Mr. Turner's, which took the second prize, were Criterion,

Empress Eugenie, Gem, Gledstauesi, Perryana, and Con-
queror. Prizes were also awarded to Messrs. Lane and
Fraser.

In the Amateurs' Class for eight, Mr. Carson, gardener
to W. E. G. Farmer, Esq., Nonsuch Pai-k, was first with the
yellow Sinensis, of which we have never seen a finer speci-

men ; Broughtoni, also very fine ; Eubra plena ; Formosa

;

Murrayana; Triumphant, and others. Mr.MeUuish, gardener
to J. Chaifin, Esq., Grosvenor, Bath, was second ; and Mr.
Page thii-d. In sixes, fine exhibitions came from Mr. Green
and Mr. Penny.
Cape Heaths were as fine as usual, but exhibited no

novelty. Several fine plants of the ventricosa varieties were
shown, and among the others we noticed fine specimens of

Alberti major, buft'; Spenceri, tortulajflora, and eximia

superba. Messrs. Jackson, Mr. Ehodes, and Mr. Baxendine
took prizes for collections of ten; Mr. Peed and Mi-. Page
for eights ; Messrs. Chilman, May, and Wheeler for sixes.

Eoses in pots were remarkably fine, pai-ticulai-ly those

from Mr. W. Paul, who took the tirst prize for ten. These
were in splendid condition, the plants more especially notice-
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able being Louise Odier, Goneral Jacqueminot, Comtesse
de Chabrillant, Charles Lawson, Baronne Prevost, Coupe
d'Hebe; Teas President, Souvenir d'un Ami, and Souvenir

d'Elise Vardon.
Messrs. Lane, who were second, had finely-bloomed speci-

mens of Madame Willermoz, Souvenir d'un Ami, Jules

Margottin, Chai-les Lawson, and Chenedole. Messrs. Paul
and Son, who ran Messrs. Lane very closely, were placed

third. Glorre de Dijon, Paul Eicaut, Madame de St. Joseph,

Madame Julie Daran, and Niphetos, were conspicuous in

this collection. In the Amateurs' Class, Mr. Terry had a
first prize; Mr. Cross a third, for exhibitions a long way
behind those above noticed. Cut blooms were shown in

great perfection by Mr. W. Paul and Messrs. Paul & Son,

the former having eight, and the latter eleven boxes.

Pelargoniums.—Plants of extraordinary size and beauty
were shown by Mr. Eraser, of Lea Bridge, and Mr. Turner,

of Slough, in the Nurserymen's Class; and by Mr. Bailey, of

Shardeloes, in that for Amateurs, some being not less than
4 feet across, whilst the Fancies were upwards of a yard,

and this, withal, in eight-inch pots. Messrs. Eraser took the

first prize in twelves with Empress Eugenie, Beadsman,
Festus, Leviathan, Osu'is, Desdemona, Sanspareil, Etna,
Pailrest of the Pair, Sir Colin Campbell, Eose Celestial, and
Peacock. Mr. Turner, besides kinds above named, had
GuOlaume Severyns, Nestor, Viola, Lord Clyde, and Bertie,

richly spotted rose. In tens, Mr. Bailey was first with
splendid plants of Etna, very glowing scarlet and maroon

;

Sir C. Campbell ; Rose Celestial ; The Belle, very beautiful,

white and cai-mine ; Monarch, Lord Clyde, Ai-iel, Sanspareil,

and Floribunda. Mr. Nye was second with some excellent

plants, and Mr. Weir fourth.

The Fancies were, as usual, very beautiful, both in the
Nurserymen's and Amateurs' Classes. In the former Mr.
Turner and Mr. Eraser stood first and second ; in the latter

Mr. Bailey and Mr. Weir had fii-st and third prizes. Among
the varieties shown were Acme, Lady Craven, EUen Beck,
Eoi des Fantaisies, Delicatum, Modestum, Clara Novello,

Crystal Beauty, Clemanthe, Crimson Pet, and Carminatum.
New Plants were shown in considerable number, but the

most of those which were remarkable having been sub-
mitted to the Floral Committee on the 17th inst., to save
repetition we will refer our readers to the report of that
meeting at pages 377 and 378. Ornithogalum thyrsoides.

Agave sohidigera, Eaphiolepis ovata, Coleus marmoratus,
Dieffenbachias Baoraquiniana and grandis, and Cordyline
Banksii, were again exhibited ; also, Draoiena Cooperi,

Messrs. Veitch's new Genethyllis and variegated-leaved
Camellia, Mr. BuU's variegated Pampas Grass, and several

varieties of Aucuba, with leaves variegated in different ways.
One called limbata or aureo-marginata, was very handsome,
having broad, well-defined marking. Messrs. E. G. Hen-
derson & Co., Wellington Nursery, had first-class certificates

for Sedum Sieboldi medio-variegatum, the leaves having a
yellow centre ; for Aubrietia Hendersoni, a handsome rock
plant of dwai'f, compact, free-flowering habit, with violet

purple flowers ; and for a pretty variegated Saxifrage, having
tlie leaves rose-coloured, with a small green centre. A
pretty variegated Acer, the leaves much cut, yellow, red,

and green, also attracted attention. Stuartia grandiflora, a
hardy Japanese shrub with large white flowers and yellow
centre, came from Mr. Standish ; and a new double scarlet

Thorn from Messrs. Paul & Son, with very double and bright
red blossoms, appeared to be a desirable variety. In addition

to the above, Pitcairnea tabulaeformis from Mr. Bull, with
leaves lying flat on the soil in the pot, and orange flowers,

came from Mr. Bull ; also, Massonia cannjefolia, with a white
spadix and spathe. Anthurium Soherzerianum, with its

beautiful bright red spathe ; and the striped New Zealand
Flax, were also shown.
Among seedlings, Mr. Noble, of Bagshot, had Rhodo-

dendron The Queen, having large trusses of white flowers,

and decidedly of great merit, apart from which it is said to
possess the desirable properties of hardiness and lateness.

Among seedling Pelargoniums, Reubens, from Mr. Nye, a
brilliant scarlet, shaded with violet crimson at the eye, was
very striking, and received a first-class certificate ; and a
similar award was made for Edgar (Turner), John Hoyle
(Hoyle), Cicero, from Mr. Nye, and Commander from Mr.
Wiggins.

Miscellaneous.—Several stands of Pansiea in good con-

dition were shown by Messrs. Downie; Hooper; Watson,
Dunse ; Hawse, Slough ; Wyness, and James. Seedling Cal-

ceolarias came from Messrs. Dobson & Sons : among them
we noticed Incomparable, a brilliant crimson scarlet, and
Prince of Wales, buff spotted with crimson. Also, from Mr.

James, Isleworth, who had among others. Conqueror, a good

crimson scarlet on a yellow ground; Cluster, very large,

crimson spotted on buff ground; and Mr. Eyles, clear

yellow. Mr. Williams contributed a fine collection of Agaves,

Yuccas, DraciJenas, and Oordylines; Mr. Young some fine

pans of Lycopods, and a small collection of exotic Ferns

;

Mr. Eraser, Lea Bridge, a group of new Azaleas ; Messrs.

Lane & Sons, cut Rhododendrons; Treen, Verbenas; Mr.

Bull, new and rare plants; Mr. Turner, BougainviUaa

;

Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., plant baskets, &c. ; and Messrs.

Barr & Sugden, neatly-filled plant cases of various forms.

For most of the above objects awards were made to the ex-

hibitors. Messrs. Backhouse, of York, sent a terra-cotta

basket of alpine plants, which were originally arranged

among moss and stones to imitate rockwork, but unfor-

tunately the whole got mixed together, owing to rough

treatment in carriage, and some of the plants were much,

damaged, and had to be removed. Among those left were

Gentiana bavarioa, a lovely deep blue, and for which a cer-

tificate was awarded ; Myosotis alpicola, an alpine Forget-

me-not; Primula farinosa, a very fine plant with pink

fiowers ; the free-flowering orange and lilac Linaria alpina,

and Goodyera pubescens, a hardy North American Orchid.

We may just add that Mr. John Waterer's show of

American plants gave promise of being very fine, and that

in another week they will probably be in perfection.

FUEZE VERSUS GOOSEBEEEY CATEEPILLAES.
Fob the last three years my garden has been greatly

infested with caterpillars. Ten days ago I inserted pieces

of Furze in the centre of the usually-attacked Gooseberry

bushes, in the hope that they would prevent or cure, but

they have done neither. Eggs have been laid in abundance.

Hundreds have been hatched, and numerous leaves very-

near to the Furze have been perforated by the larvte.

One particular has, however, attracted my attention

—

that is, two-thirds of the caterpillar eggs have proved abor-

tive, and changed from a pure clean white to a dirty brown.

Has the Furze influenced the eggs ? I think not ; but I

believe the east winds and the frosty nights have done so to

a very great extent.—R. S.

HAEMONY OF COLOUE AS APPLICABLE TO
FLOWEE GAEBENING.

The following paper on the above subject by Mr. Critten-

den, an artist by profession, but at the same time an ardent

admirer of horticulture, and a very able and efacient mem-
ber of the Maidstone Gardeners' Mutual Improvement As-

sociation, was read by him at a public meeting of that body,

held on the 11th of March at the Com Exchange, Maidstone,

before an audience of upwards of a thousand people, the

Mayor of the town presiding. ^ . .

After a few introductory observations, Mr. Crittenden

said:

—

" Harmony of colour is too great a subject to be thoroughly

discussed in all its theories and intricacies in so short a

paper as I propose to inflict upon you this evening. There

are many reasons why I should not dive into abstruse theo-

ries—such as want of time, their non-applicability to garden

decoration, and, not the least of them, my own inability to

grasp so vast a subject in all its scientific bearings and de-

tails : therefore those of our friends who are not gardeners

will, I trust, pardon me if I only treat of that part of the

subject which may, perhaps, be instructive and useful to

those who are bearing this in mind, that the primary object

of this Association is mutual improvement and instruction.

If it be said I am not a gardener, and cannot, therefore,

impart to those who are any instruction in the art of grow-

ing either Cauliflowers or Calceolarias, and that I scarcely

know one from the other, I own to the soft impeachment.
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and plead guilty. But gai'deuing, like everything else,

cannot stand still, and to the ai't of raising and cultivat-

ing flowers ought to be added—I say it again—ought to

be added a knowledge of theii' best and most hai-monious
arrangement as to colour. If, therefore, I can in my small
way only assist you to acquire a portion of that knowledge,
I trust I shall have established a claim, if not to be a gar-

dener, at least a gardener's fi-iend, and in that capacity I

beg to offer a few remarks about colour-. I wish to state,

also, at the outset that I shall avoid technicalities as much
as possible, and say what I have to say in a popular rather
than a scientific manner. Of com'se a gardener's concern
with a knowledge of colours will be brought more into play
in the bedding-out of his plants than in any other way,
though it will be found to be of use to him in the conserva-
tory or greenhouse. I hope you do not expect that I am
going to teach you harmony of colour all at once to-night in
one lesson. I only hope to be able to get in the thin end
of the wedge, and to send you home with a few cuttings from
the tree of colour, which you will carefully plant deep in

your craniums ; and as it is a hai-dy plant, and grows fast

when it has once taken root, and assumes many varieties,

I hope when we next meet on such an occasion as this that
I may be thrown aside like an old Geranium, and youi- next
year's cuttings may be taken from those now about to be
planted, so that you may be able not only to keep tip and
improve your own stock of knowledge of colour but give to
your neighbour's. A gardener's palette is very different from
a painter's palette of colours : hence, perhaps, my inability
may be shown in trying to deal with it in a practical way

;

but I trust you all understand that there are many practical
difficulties with which I must leave you to deal yoiu-selves.
If a painter wishes, in painting a picture, to make a purple
he takes blue and mixes a portion of red with it to his fancy
or requirements. If he wants a particular tint of any de-
scription he can get it by mixing ; but if a gardener requires
to plant a bed with orange flowers he would be thought to
be rather a-head in his knowledge of colour if he took a
couple of dozen scarlet Geraniums and a half-dozen Sun-
flowers and smashed them up together for his orange : there-
fore you will see if his range of colour is not a veiy limited
one, it is certainly an arbitrary one ; and though, now and
then, a new colour appears, he is bothered with the size and
habit of the plant, and does not see clearly how to form a
nice bed with Dahlias and Verbenas. All this only goes to
show that the gardener's colours are not like the painter's,
but are beset with arbitrary conditions.

" Hayter says, ' It is worthy of consideration that inas-
much as a gamut is not any distinct tune of itself, so a
chi'omatic display of the formation of colom-s is not any
distinguishable picture. Yet so perfectly do each develope
that systematical order by which natui'e has determined
harmony, that without them painting [planting], with regard
to colours, as well as music with regard to sounds, would
remain to all as they still do to all those who are unac-
quainted with them.' Luckily the gardener is not called
upon to paint pictures, either landscape or portrait, but he
is called upon to display his plants and flowers to the best
advantage, and in conformity with the natural laws of har-
mony and contrast of colour. The comparison between
music, or sound, and colour, which I have just quoted from
Hayter, might be carried still farther. A composer will
wi-ite his music in keys, B flat or sharp, as the case may
be. So can a gardener or a painter arrange his colours in a
cold, cool, neutral, warm, or fiery key. It is said some
persons have an ear for music. I believe it ; some appreciate
sweet sounds more than others. But it may equally be said
that some have an eye for colour. Then, as there are natural
laws of harmony, does it not behove the gardener, though
I do not believe there is one who has not a good eye for
colour, to become acquainted with those laws, so that he
may not bewilder the optics of those that have ? Harmo-
nious contrast of colour does not by any means involve the
necessity of strong opposition of light and dark colours,
though this may occasionally occur. The contrast of white
and black is of course the strongest that we can get, and
represents the extreme of contrast without reference to
colour, but only as to lightness and darkness. As neither
black nor white are colours their use infringes no law of
hai-mony of colour, and they are only to be viewed as con-

trasts of light and dark ; but the proper and harmonious
contrast of any particular colour with another is its opposite ;

or, as it is tei-med, its complementary colour—a method of

ascertaining which I wUl explain to you in as simple a
manner as I can. Do not forget that black, white, and their

mixtures neutral, can always be used without ofl'ence to

harmonious propriety with any colour whatever, always
recollecting then- service in contrast is only as to lightness

and darkness. They pay no compliments to any one colour
more than another, neither do they quarrel with any colour,

but uphold the doctrine of non-intervention, and have con-
cluded a treaty of peace -with aU.

" I will now explain the origin of colour in a slight way,
the number of primary, secondary, and tertiary colours,

then- harmonious contrasts, &c. ; but if any gardener should
say to me. We have not a true blue, or. We want a pure
white or black, and have not got them, I can only say
to them. Approximate as nearly as you can with the arbi-

trary conditions you are hampered with. We aU know,
that however good the colour of the blossom, its general
appearance is modified, to a very great extent, by the
foliage when "^aewed in bulk. This will simply prevent
yoiu- making the coloui-s of your beds pure scai-let, pure
blue, or yellow, but will not alter the laws of harmony
of colour, which apply to secondary, tertiary, and aU shades
of colours alike. It would be altogether beyond my pur-
pose to-night to go into a scientific analysis of the division

of the rays of light as exempUfied by the spectrum, and
also by the rainbow. Ton aU know that if a ray ot Ught
be intercepted and divided by a cut glass prism, aU the
beautiful colours of the rainbow can be thrown on a screen
or a sheet of paper. Now, no one wUl attempt to deny
that these ai-e the true natural colours of which light is

composed ; and if we base our calculations on these, and
succeed in proving an assertion that the division of light

wUl produce aU the natural colours, we need not go much
further to find a foundation on which to buUd our laws of

colour. I think Sir Isaac Newton's rainbow gives seven
colours—red, orange, yeUow, green, blue, dai'k blue, violet.

But these for our purpose are better reduced to thi'ee only

;

for it is clearly proved that there are in reality but three
colours, the others being produced by the mixture of the one
overlapping the other—as for instance, the yeUow blending
with the red on one side gives orange, and with the blue on
the other side gives green, and so on.

"To start, then, we wUl boldly make the assertion at once
and say there are but three colours—blue, red, and yeUow.
It is important that you should remember this, and I wiU,
therefore, repeat, that there are but three primai-y or original

natural colours—namely, blue, red, and yeUow.
"Neither of these three colours can be produced by

any mixture whatever of other colour's, and yet they—that

is, blue, red, and yeUow, contain the sole properties of pro-

ducing aU other coloiu's whatsoever by mixtures entirely

among themselves, without the aid of a fourth. Now, this

is a gTeat fact ; and in order to prove and iUustrate in a
homely way without going to the optician, that these three

primary colours contain all the coloured properties of a

divided, analj'sed, broken up, or, plainly speaking, a smashed
ray of light, we have only to coUect the fragments together
in the proper proportion to bring them to Ught again, and
thus prove om- position, as we did at school oui- multipU-

cation by division. The component pai'ts are 8, 5, and 3

;

8 of blue, 5 red, and 3 of yellow. Take a circle of card and
colour it thus—half blue, and the remaining half five parts

red and thi-ee yellow, put it on a pivot, and with great

rapidity ofmotion it wUl lose its coloiu-, and the white of the

card only be left. This is only a rough experiment, but it is

suificient to demonstrate our position.
" We gardeners now want a few plain rules for hai'mony

of contrasts, for which pvu'pose we wiU just go thi-ough the
colours and find out where they are friendly, and how and
why they quarrel, and agree. And, fii-st, we wiU talce the

three primary colours and find the proper and harmonious
contrast to each of them ; and that wiU give us the three

secondary colours, whose harmonious contrasts wUl be found
in the same way ; and that will give us the three tertiary

colours or tints, and the same rule will hold good ad infini-

tum. Blue, red, and yeUow. Take blue fii-st, its comple-

mentary or contrast is orange, which is a combination of the
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other two, red and yellow. Take red, its complementary
colour or contrast is green, which is a combination of the
remaining two, blue and yellow. Tate yellow, its comple-
mentary or contrast is purple, which is a combination of the
two left— namely, of red and blue. Now, this is simple,

and is easily remembered, and ought to be well remembered,
because the same rvile applies through the secondary colours,

and so on. You have three primary coloiu-s, and the colour
that harmonises with and delights to show either of them
off to the best advantage is the colour produced by the mix-
ture of the remaining two.

" We have now come to the secondary colours produced
by the mixture of any two primaries, and they are, as yoii

see, orange, green, and purple. It would be but a repetition

of what I have said before, to show how each of these
secondary coloui's would provide a complementary contrast

to a still lower scale of colours formed by the remaining two
combined ; but, perhaps, I had better say that the three
tertiary colovirs would stand thus—orange and green would
make olive, whose foil or opposite would be purple ; purple
and orange would make brown, whose contrast would be
green ; green and purple would make slate, whose opposite
in the secondaries would be orauge. It would be absolutely
impossible in this short paper to enumerate the infinite

vai'iety of shades of colours, and the colours best adapted to

act as harmonious contrasts to them. The rule I have laid

down for your guidance is simple and clear. I have given
you the first nine most distinct varieties of colour in three
grades of three each, the mixtures of any two of the first

forming the second, and of the second the third, and they
stand thus

—

"Primaries.—Blue, red, and yellow.
" Secondaries.—Orange, green, and purple.
" Ta-tiaries.—Slate, brown, and olive.
" Now, all that I have said is assuming the blue, red, and

yellow to be pure and true, and the pure and true primary
is that part of the coloured spectrum that is the centre of
its colour, for it becomes modified, as I have shown you, by
approaching the next colour in the rainbow or spectrum

:

thus, the red changes from scarlet to orange as it approaches
the yellow, and from scarlet to crimson as it approaches the
blue. The same with the blue; it changes from blue to
purple or violet as it approaches the red, and green as it

approaches the yellow, and so on. Thus under "the simple
denomination of red, for instance, may be included every-
thing from the end of orange to the end of crimson. Then
there is light red and dark red, and included must be the
pink and rose colour, which are simply mixtures of the va-
rieties of reds, with white more or less, and not with colour.
The true red is that nice point between scarlet and crimson,
for the scarlet is a red leaning to the yellow, and the crimson
is a red leaning to the blue. What I have said of the red
may also be said of the blue and the yellow. So, besides
what I stated of the mixtures of the primaries proper, we
have the infinite variety of colours, shades, and tints of the
mixtures of the modifications of these primary colours ; and
if any of you know how many thousand changes may be rung
upon a peal of eight bells, you may begin to have a faint
notion of how infinite' must be the possibility of changing
these varieties of tints.

" But the rule of harmony for contrast that I have laid
down for the primary colours is modified as easily to suit
all cases as possible. Orange complements blue, and yellow
complements purple. So a modification of this rule would
be this—the deeper the blue the paler the yellow, and
so on with the other colours. I do not see how I can
make it more simple than this. In fact, perhaps I have
said too much, and made it appear more complicated
than it is by going into these modifications of positive

colour ; but one word more, and then it will be clear, I think.

All departure from the true red, blue, or yellow, in either

colour, must lean to one or other of the others, and in that
case its own true contrast must also lean to the contrast of
the colour it favours. But you cannot expect in gardening
to be able to do what an artist can with paints. I only
wish to give you a rule to go by that you may foUow as

well as conditions will allow you ; and that is a very great
deal, for an approach to the true harmony of contrast in

your arrangement of bedding plants is as much as you can
expect in some cases.

" I will now inqviire what is discord, since we have been
so harmonious. Ked and orange, that is discord ; red and
purple, not much better ; yellow and orange, queer ; yellow
and green, bad, but not the worst ; blue and purple, great

discord, perhaps not to be wondered at ; blue and green,

this is dreadful. Now, in this list, I have taken the three

primaries with secondaries. Theoretically one is as bad
as the other, though some, I think, are more calculated

than others to make work for the Opthalmio Institution.

Fancy a lady's blue bonnet with green ribbons—it makes
one blink to think of it. Now, I gave you a rule of harmony
for the primaries. Now for the rule of discord. Why does

not blue contrast well with green ? because blixe is a com-
ponent part of green. This rule, then, is the converse of

the other for harmony of contrast, and proves both cases.

Therefore it resolves itself into this,, that the proper com-
plementary or contrasting coloiir to any primary or other

colour, has none of that primary or other colour in its com-
position. I might say the same thing over again, re-

peatedly, in other words, but it would only occupy valuable

time. Harmony of colour is a most delightful study, and
beyond its pecviliar application to the gardener's calling or

craft, it leads us into a higher path, and opens to our view
an endless series of those wondrous beauties of Nature
created by the Great Architect of the universe, who has

given us light, the source of colour, and endowed us with

vision. What further inducement need we, then, to enter

upon the study of a subject of which the further pursuit only

reveals more wonders, imparts more knowledge, and at every

step gives us greater cause for thankfulness ?
"

POETEAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWEES, AND
FEUITS.

Alstkcemekia Caldasii (Caldas's Alstrcemeria).

—

Nat. ord.i

AmaryllidacesB. Linn., Hexandria Monogynia. Native of the

Andes near Quito. Probably hardy if bulbs are planted

deep. Imported by Messrs. Teitch. Flowers orange, spotted
with crimson.

—

(Botanical Wlag., t. 5442.)

Waitzia coetmbosa (Corymbose Waitzia).

—

Nat. ord.,

CompositEe. Linn., Syngenesia superflua. A very beatitiful

native of Swan Kiver, raised by Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich.

Probably an annual. Produced in open ground three

coloured fiowers—white, rose, and yellow—the disk in all

being deep yellow. Probably a valuable bedding-out plant.

—(lUd., t. 5443.)

Dendbobiitm bakbattt.lum (Bearded-lipped Dendrobium).
— Nat. ord., Orchidaceae. Linn., Gynandria Monandria.
Native of Moulmein, introduced by Messrs. Low, Clapton
Nursery. Bloomed in January. Flowers white, tinged with
purple at the base. Should be grown on a block of wood,
and requires a decided season of rest.

—

{Ibid., t. 5444.)

EcHiNocACTUs scopA (Broom Bohinooactus).

—

Nat. ord.,

Cactacefe. Linn., Icosandria Polygynia. Native of Brazil.

When full grown more than a foot high, and quite club-

shaped. Flowers lemon-coloured, with purple radiating

centre.

—

{Ibid., t. 5445.)

Dendkobiuh infundibulum (Funnel-lipped Dendrobium).
— Nat. ord., Orchidacefe. Linn., Gynandria Monandria.
Native of Moulmein mountains, at an elevation of 5000
feet. Imported by Messrs. Low, and called D. moulmeinense.
Flowers white, with lip yellow-blotched.

—

(Ibid., t. 5446.)

Azalea Fokget-me-not (Ivory's).—Raised by Mr. Ivery,

of Dorking. Flowers purplish crimson. — {Floral Mag.,
pi., 193.)

Hyacinth Robert Fortune.—Exhibited by Messrs. Cut-
bush, Highgate. Colour quite new, and difBcult to describe

;

dark puce in centre of each segment, softening to nearly
white at the edges.

—

{Ibid., pi. 194.)

Italian Verbenas.—Originated by Messrs. Carvagnini,

at Brescia. Their pectiliarity is having the corolla striped

and splashed irregularly. Pallamcini di Brescia, white,

splashed with crimson. Conte Bernhm'dino Lecchi, white,

striped with purplish crimson. Caroline Cavagnini, white,

striped with deep rose.

—

{Ibid., pi. 195.)

Camellia Conte de Gomer.—Raised in Italy, by Conte
Bernbardino Lecchi, a well-known horticulturist of Brescia.

Beautiful rose colour, striped broadly, and dotted with dark
crimson.

—

{Ibid., pi. 196.)
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BoMABEA MTTLTiFLORA (Many-flowered Bomarea).

—

Nat.

ord., Amaryllidaceae. Linn., Hexandria MonogyBia. " It is

scarcely possible to conceive a more beautiful object than

this, with its clusters of richly-coloured blossoms (orange.

spotted and tinged with crimson), grxcefully hanging from

its climbing stems." Introduced from the Quito Andes (?)

by Messrs. Veitch, who state that it may be treated as a

greenhouse perennial.

—

(Florist and Pomologisi, iii., 97.)

There has recently been published by M. E. Siebeck,

Superintendent of the Public Gardens at Vienna, a work on

this subject, and the plans and descriptions are so useful

that a translation of the work, and the whole adapted to

PICTTJEESQUE GAEDEN PLANS.*
our requirements in England, has been re-issued by Mr.
Newton. We recommend it to such of our readers as need
suggestions in arranging their gardens and grounds.

The volume is formed of twenty-four coloured folding
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plates of a large size, and the best idea we can give of its

utility is to publish a reduced copy of one of the plates

with some of the references. We can only give some of the

references, because in the large original drawings they are

very numerous, and detail the kinds of trees and shrubs

planted in the places referred to.

In this plan the ornamental ground is bounded on two
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sides by the kitchen garden ; and the house (a) is situated

so as to be out of view, or nearly so, of the latter, the princi-

pal prospect being on the garden side.

> Picturesque Oardcn Plans. A FraMcallOuidc In the Laying-out,

Ornamentation, and Arrangement of Villa Gardens, Ton-n Squares, and

Open Spaces from a Quarter of an Acre to Four Acres. By R. Sibbuck.

&c. Adapted, &c., by J. Nbwton, F.R.H.S. Twenty-four Coloured Plates,

London : R, Hardwickc.
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BEAUTY OF WALTHAM EOSE.
Although you have wisely said that this controversy had

better cease, yet, as I have been appealed to by Mr. W. Paul,

I must claim a few lines in reply. The case is this—Mr.
Paul, in order to give piquancy to my statement about his

Eose, asserted firstly that I never could praise anything of

his ; and secondly that I had pronounced his Eose undistin-

guishable from Madame C. Crapelet, and asks me to retract

becausel have explained mymeaning. Ihave nothing to retract.

In answer to his first assertion I gave a long list of

extracts from my reports of last year, to show that I did
praise his productions, and to that, occupying three-fourths

of my letter, he never gave one word of reply. As to the
second, if he argues " a partimlare ad universale " I cannot
help it. I maintained that on the 9th and 30th of April the
blooms then exhibited were undistinguishable from Madame
C. Crapelet, and I say so stiU. He separated my words from
their context, on which principle one may be made to say
anything. As to those who have gone much further than I

did, I must leave Mr. Paul to settle his account with them.
—D., Deal.

[Here the controversy must cease. Let the Eoses be
exhibited side by side, and then every one will judge for

themselves.]

ME. WAENEE'S OECHIDS.
The other day we had the pleasure of visiting Mr. Eobert

Warner at Broomfield, near Chelmsford, and of seeing his
magnificent collection of Orchids, which we believe is one of

the richest and most valuable in this country. On entering
that which is appropriately called the Vanda-house we were
struck with the number and beauty of the plants. Here
were forty-nine great plants of Vanda suavis and tricolor

with their varieties, some of them 5 or 6 feet high, and in
some instances three plants in enormous pots. Only a few
of these of course are now in bloom ; but still there were
one or two very beautiful plants of what Mr. Warner calls

his own variety, which is finely marked. Besides these
Vandas we counted no less than 43 specimens of brides;
65 of Phalsenopsis, among which are many plants of ama-
bilis, Schilleriana, and grandiflora ; 50 Coelogyne cristata,

all in fine health ; and besides these there were upwards of
100 JSrides and Saccolabiums hanging from the rafters of
the house. Here we also observed a splendid specimen of
Dendrobium fimbriatum oculatum, and the lovely Phalse-

nopsis intermedia Portii, which is somewhat in the way of
roseum. In the great Cattleya-house, 53 feet long, were
numerous fine plants of Cattleya elegans, Leopoldi, and
Wameri, LEeUa gigantea, purpurata, crispa superba, and
Lawrenciana.
But the greatest treat of all was " the Show-house ;" and

here Mr. Warner had concentrated such a blaze of beauty
as would of itself have constituted a flower show. When
we state that besides the other plants in bloom there were
thirty-one great specimens of Cattleya Mossise of unusual
brilliancy of colour, it will give some idea of the eifect.

This variety of Cattleya Mossise that Mr. Warner grows is :

peculiar to himself, and we believe it was obtained from a
large importation of this species that Mr. Warner introduced
himself some years ago. In colour it far exceeds in richness
and brilUancy any other variety we have seen; and what
adds stUl more to the interest is, that there are scarcely
two of them alike in their shades and markings. Besides
these there were large specimens of the following :—Phalee-
nopsis amabiUs and grandiflora ; Onoidium papUio and
sphaoelatum majus ; Dendrobium chrysotoxum just coming
into bloom, a large and handsome specimen; Dendrobium
tortile, a pretty and interesting plant with twisted sepals
and petals, and a fine specimen ; Lselia purpurata, with ten
spikes, and bearing thirty flowers, each 8 inches across

;

Odontoglossum citrosraum, showing seven spikes of bloom
upon it ; Anguloa Euckeri with three fine spikes ; and a fine
large specimen of Trichopilia tortUis. But these are only
the most prominent subjects, for there were others innumer-
able which lost their attractions among their more showy
neighbours, and but for which they would themselves have
made a very creditable appearance.
We then entered the " cool Orchid-house ;" and when we

state that this is a vinery with a capital crop of Black Ham-
burghs overhead, as yet as green as buUaces, and not more
than half their size, gradually undergoing the developing
process till the season of maturity arrives, and with no other
heat than the sun afl'ords, our readers will be alile to form
an opinion as to Mr. Warner's notion of a cool Orchid-house.
In fact, the house never has any artificial heat at all, except
in winter, and then only enough to keep out frost ; the tem-
perature never being allowed to sink below 40°. For five

years Mr. Warner has followed this system with the most
perfect success in the cultivation of Lycastes, Odontoglos-
sums, Pleiones, Ccelogynes, Arpophyllums, Anguloas, Cy-
pripediums, and for the last three years he has had a finer

show of bloom than can be seen anywhere else. As a proof

of the luxuriance with which they grow in this way we mea-
sured leaves of Lycaste Skinneri upwards of a yard long,

and on one plant of the same species there had been no less

than thirty blooms. A plant of Odontoglossum nsevium
had been completely broken up, and Mr. Warner was fearful

he should have lost it entirely, but every portion of it has
recovered in this vinery, and is now making pseudo-bulbs.

After such success for so many years as Mr. Warner has
been following this practice we must regard him as the

pioneer of cool-Orchid-growing, and we must acknowledge the

result of his system of cultivation under Vines is an evidence

of the soundness of his views on this subject. Mr. Warner
strongly objects to growing these plants in pits with a
northern aspect ; " for," as he justly observes, " what is the
use of growing them so when they will do far better in a
vinery where you can always see and admire them ? " These
should be called " vinery-Orchids."

At the extremity of the range of houses is a captivat-

ing little fernery, with an aquarium in the centre, and
here are some fine specimens of such plants as Dick-
sonia antarctica, a noble plant of Adiantum cuneatum, and
numerous others, all creating a beaiitiful effect, and as if

enticing you to be seated on the adjoining large couch there

to sit and ruminate on their beauties.

STEAWBEEEY PLANTS GOING BLIND.
Could you assign any reason for my Strawberry plants

having gone blind this year ? My stock consists of Trollope's

Victoria. I took runners as usual last summer, put them in

small pots, potted them in due time into 32-sized pots, kept
them well watered until about November ; then, instead of

keeping them covered up out of doors as usual, I put them
on a dry bottom in an old vinery. They had no water dm-ing

the winter, and the house was never closed night or day
untU the plants were taken out about the 20th of February.

They were then placed on shelves in greenhouses, and
watered when necessary. No fire was used except to keep
out frost. They grew very gradually, and were healthy

and strong; but, to my sorrow, I find I have not two dozen
fi-uiting plants out of six hundred.—J. E. S.

[Tours is certainly a bad case. We have no doubt that if

fruit-buds were formed they suffered from frost and dryness

in winter. Tou would find suitable notes some time ago in
" Doings of the Last Week."]

SUMMEE PEUNING EEFIT TEEES.
Mt gardener and I differ as to the object of summer-

pinching or finger-pruning, and as to the time when it should

be performed, and I appeal to you for information on these

points. My theory is, that by preventing the formation of

leaves, and so checking the vigour of a fruit tree, the ten-

dency to form wood in place of fruit-buds is diminished;

and accordingly that pinching should be commenced as soon

as the young shoots show four or five developed leaves, and
should be continued as long as such shoots are produced.

My gardener, on the other hand, says that the secondai-y

shoots which are produced from the tei-minal bud after

pinching are of no use, that fruit-buds are formed only on

the primary shoot, and that the object of summer pruning

is to concentrate the sap at the ripening period in the lower

buds, and prevent its waste in that part of the shoot which

must at all events be removed at the winter pruning. He
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therefore breaks oif the upper part of the shoot towards the
close of summer ; and if any secondai-y shoot should then
start it does not ripen, and is pruned off with other dead
snags in winter.

My impression is that Mr. Rivers's practice accords with
my theory; but if so, I should like to know whether se-

condary or tertiary shoots become fruit-bearers with him.
Is it possible that these may ripen in Hertfordshire and yet
not do so in the north of Scotland ? If this is the case it

would account for the difference between my gardener's
practice and my theory.

—

Monticola.

[" Monticola " and his gardener ai-e both right accord-

ing to circumstances. For instance, here is a Peach or a
CheiTy tree in a pot which we wish to be compact-headed,
and we nip the shoots as " Monticola " proposes, and
keep on nipping, satisiied if the first and some of the second-
ary shoots are fruitful next season. Here are similar trees
on walls, young and vigorovis, out of doors, and which we
wish to fill the wall soon. We would stop them little until
after Midsummer. In such trees as the Peach and the
Morello Cherry out of doors, that bear freely on last year's
wood, we would stop an extra strong shoot as early as
" Monticola," to get several bearing twigs instead of one
too vigorous to bear at aU ; but were we to do this generally
when a tree was vigorous, we should expect the most of the
buds below to break into wood shoots, and therefore wq
would have to depend on secondary shoots instead of primary
ones for fruit, whilst we would rather depend on the latter.

If a tree is of very moderate growth and is all pinched
in, there is more Kkelihood that the point-buds wUl start
into, and the buds farther back will be matured into fi-uit-

buds. The stopping system is chiefly applicable to small
standards or pyramidal trees, or to those on trellises. For
instance, take an Apple or a Pear in the orchard, and we
wiU find that generally the young shoots of 1864 will not
bear until the year 1866. The wood-buds of this season
wiU form fruit-buds in 1863, and produce in 1866. But now
here is an Apple tree that we wish to get as much as we
can from in little room as a low standard, bush, or pyramid.
Left to itself, it ^vill follow the above rule. Stop the shoots
as the gardener proposes at the end of the summer, and
you will do something to ripen the back part of the shoots,
but not enough to cause fruit-buds to form there. Nip out
the points of these shoots now, when 6 or more inches long,
and though two or three of the shoots that start wiU be
useless and may be cut back in the winter pruning, the
effect of the early stopping wiU be to mature many of the
buds behind into fruit-buds for 1865. If stopped too soon
these buds would be started into late summer shoots and
Betard fruitfalness.]

LIPAHIS LCESELII.
On accidentally taking up The Journal of Hoktioul-

TITEE for October 27th, 1863, my attention was caught by
the following passage in the report of the Todmorden
Botanical Society :—" From C. J. Ashfield, Esq., of Preston,
announcing his discovery in the fens of Norfolk of the very
rare British flowering plant Liparis Loeselii." In one fen
certainly, Eoydon, it grows in considerable abundance, and
numbers of plants have been sent thence to diff'erent col-
lections. It also, I beHeve, gi-ows at Horsford, but I never
sought for it there. If I recollect rightly. Withering, on the
authority of Woodward, gives Biu-ston as a locality. In this
he was probably mistaken, as there is no suitable locality
for it there ; and his mistake is easily accounted for, as many
plants were collected for him by a friend who was then
curate of Roydon and Burston. Its occurrence, therefore,
in the fens of Norfolk is no novelty.

I take it that this plant may be almost considered as a
link between teiTCstrial and epiphytal Orchids, as, though
it grows on the ground, its roots do not run into it, but
spread through the cushion of wet moss which covers the
peaty soil.

—

Duckwing.

degrees of frost, which in some parts has done great damage
to the Potato crops ; and in some places the young shoots
of Rhododendrons have suffered severely.

NEW BOOK.
Our House and Garden : What we see, and Tf7iaf we do }U)i

see in them. By Cuthbekt W. Johnson, F.R.S. London:
Ridgway.

This is one of a class of books always popular—it tells

the " why " of what is hourly occui'ing at oui- homes, and,
moreover,

" Finds tongues in trees, books in the running brooks,
Sermons in stones, and good in everything."

It combines also utility with its science, and gives " modem
instances," as well as " wise saws." Take for example this

quotation :

—

'• There are many advantages from the use of rain water for domestic
purposes. This is felt even at the wash-hand Btaud, less soap is needed,
the cleansing is more rapid, the softness of the skin is preserved. Still

greater benents attend its use for other domestic purposes, such as in tea-

making, brewing, and in \va^hlng clothes. On this lajt head I'rol'essor

Clark observed ;—' The inhabitants of London are probably not aware so

much as visitors from the country are, of the mount of destruction to

clothes in cousequciice of the hardness of the water, and the use of soda in
ordtr to get rid uf the hardness, I reiuember an occasion, which 1 may
mention, where the amount of wear and tear was Drought out m a very
conspicuous manner. Two young men, brothers, m Glasgow, were put into

counting-houses— one in London and the other in Glasgow. They had
each a similar assortment of sltirts given to them. Some time after, when
the brother in London came back on a visit to Glasgow, the lady of the
house pointed out, to the wonder of her female friends, the ditfereuce there
wus in the wear of the shirts of the two brothers, that had been given at

the same time ; those that had undergone the Lunaon washing were so

much more worn than the others which had been washed at Glasgow. Yet
I can state from esperience, that linen gets soiled from the atmosphere
rather more readily in Glasgow than in London. The hardness of the
Glasgow water was about 4°, and th .t of Londoa about 12^.'

" i rom the result of various inquiries, instituted by the Borrd of Health,
it appeared that, for every 100 gallons of water used for washing, 2 ounces
of white curd soap are needed for every degree of hardness iu tbe water ;

that 100 gallons of water, of 5"^ of hardness tor containing five grains per
gallon of the salts of iime) require 10 ounces of soap, and with 15" of
hardness, 30 ounces.
"As we learn from the results of these inquiries that every person uses,

with hard wa'er, on an average, about 1-1 lljs. uf =o,ip duriug tue year for

washing and domestic use, co=ting about 66., so the use of soft water, or
even of 5^ of hardness, leiluces the cost to about 2s. per annum.* And, as

the Board of Health remarked lung since— ' The extra cost incurred by the
use of hard wati-r shown by the chemist is denioustrated in domestic
practice.' A lady recently come to reside in London has fouud the follow-

ing difference in the quantities of &o.ip and soda required to wash the

clothes of the same household. In the country rain water was used ; iu
London the watei- Iroin the Chelsea Water Works is used ;

—
COMPARATIVE COST.

Material and
Labour.

Soap
Soda
Labour, say

Country, with soft water.

J lb. at 6d. = S

[ „ lid. = 03

5

5 3f

Town, with water from
Chelsea Water Works.

IJ lbs. at 6d. = 9

l.t ., IW. = 1}
10

10 lOJ

The Weathee.—Notwithstanding the late intense heat
we have lately experienced, there were on the morning of
this day week, in the vicinity of London, no less than six

"The difference does not, however, end with the additional cost in material

and labour, inasmuch as the hard uater requires twice the time, which is

probably the greatest tax and inconvenience, as the whole house is disturbed

during the process ; but beyond this there is the additional wear and de-

terioration upon all clothes, especially those of a tine texture, such aa

muslins and canibrics. The destruction of these is doubled by hard water ;

so that if live shillings represent ihe cost ot washing a certain amount of

clothes with sott or rain water, four times this sum, or £1 sterling, will be

the cost of Uting hard water, such as the Chelsea Works supply—namely

:

16^ of hardness, according to Dr. Clark's soap test."

The author does not confine his notes to what is observable

under the roof-tree, but extends them to things out of doors.

Our example from this portion of the work must be brief.

"The Gravel Walk.
" We leave the threshold of our dwelling—wo are on the gravel walk^

is there anything here to inquire about ? Our fiist footstep in our garden
is on gravel. What is gravel?—Why does it liittd .'— What is it commonly
composed of? Its binding properties are owing to the proence of some
clay mixed with oxide of iion, and ihese set wheu exposed to the atmo-
sphere ; and again, the binding properties of gravel arc considerably in-

tiuenced by the shape of the dints or pebbles which it contains. When
these arc round, or little boulders, they have little or no hold of each other

;

they are easily displaced by our walking upon them, or by the action of

alternate wet and drought, or frost. The be-t garden-walk gravels, such

as those of Kensington and other places, hav> iheir flints of an angular

• As the averaRC cost of washing per head in the metropolis is calculated

to be about 50s. ye irly, It would seem that, in a population of 2,000,000 of

persons, at least £500,000 per annum is spent amongst the washerwomen I
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shape. We are, most of us, aware of the infinite variety of grarels -wliieh

are to be met with in most parts of England, all varying in composition."

The quotations we have given are evidence that this

volume combines two qualities which merit success—useful-

ness and clearness ; and our readers will not reprove us if

our commendation induces them to 'become its purchasers.

A WOKD TO AMATEUES.
I BEG permission to offer a few remarks on the subject so

agreeably commented upon by " Patelin."

In the first place, I greatly admire his cleverness, as set

forth by his own words : he says he is " only an amateur."

Now, I happen to belong to the more practical class of gar-

deners, and, like him, never yet had occasion to ask your

advice on any subject whatever; but, were I to find myself

in any difficulty, I should not hesitate for a moment about

asking a question.

I know there are many gentlemen, who, like "Patelin,"
take a great interest in gardening, and who look very sliarply

after the poor gardeners. In many such instances the gar-

dener is not permitted to do anything without his master's

orders. Now, this is all vei-y well when a master under-

stands the work better than his gardener, but this is seldom
if ever the case. More frequently the master does not

know one-half the work his garden requires ; and in conse-

quence of this the gardener, who sees three days' work where
his master sees only one, is continviaUy at his wit's end to

keep all going on smoothly, and is frequently obliged to

neglect work which he knows ought to be done, but for

which he is not allowed time by his master. If he were left

to manage according to his own better judgment and ex-

perience, he would be able to do his work much more com-
fortably to himself, with greater satisfaction to his master,

and withoixt losing somvTch time in ex|)laininghow he would
like to do such and such things for the best.

Many amateurs on turning their attention to gardening,

commence where they ought to finish—that is, by inter-

fering with, and giving orders about things they do not

understand. Now, were I an amateur, I would first of all

leaa?n to use the spade, hoe, rake, &c., and when able to dig,

plant Potatoes, or cast out a Celery trench, I should know
how such operations ought to be done, and not till then
would I consider myself qualified to superintend that de-

scription of work.
A man may read all his life, but that will not make him a

gardener. Moreover, there are plans of operation recom-
mended in some of the best works on horticulture, which are

unsuited to particular localities and the requirements of

some particular famiUes, &c. Thus amateurs are very fre-

quently led astray, not from any fault in the books, and,

probably, not from any want of sagacity in themselves, but
simply because they have not had any experience in the
business, while a good gardener is never thus misled, but
recognises the best mode of jDrocedure at once, as to him it

is aU travelled ground.
It certainly is advisable for an amateur to make himself

thoroughly acquainted with every department of the science,

as " Patelin " recommends, although I have some doubts

as to whether he himself has yet attained that dizzy height

on the great horticultural tree.

Another word and I have done. Let it not be forgotten

that the situation of a working gardener frequently involves

great responsibility, and requires a considerable amount of

skiU and practical knowledge. He is too often overworked,

and is sometimes not remarkably well paid for all his trouble,

BO that he can very well do without being continually inter-

fered with and tantalised by a meddlesome and misguided,

although well-meaning master.

—

Tkistbam Shandt.

The Eed Locust Tree.—We have been favoured by M.
Deoaisne, of the Museum of Natural History at Paris, with

some flowers of a red variety of Eobinia pseud-acacia, which
was raised by M. VillevieiUe, a nm-seryman at Manorque
(Basses Alpes).' Judging from the few flowers that M.
Decaisne has sent us, and for which we take this oppor-

tunity of thanking him, it wiU prove a very valuable ac-

quisition among our ornamental trees. The old white

variety is of itself a great beauty when in fuU bloom, but

a red variety will be more beautiful still ; and as M. Deoaisne

also informs us that it is as fragrant as its parent, it will be

eagerly sought after by all lovers of flowering trees.

HOW TO CUT A CABBAGE.
Such a very simple matter as the above may seem hardly

worth notice ; but as, like many other things, there are two

ways of doing it, it is as well to know the right way. And

first, the ordinary, and wrong way is this : The left hand is

put under the large lower leaves, the Cabbage pressed a

little on one side, and a straight cut made across the stalk,

thus removing the whole Cabbage ; the short stump is then

slit downward, crosswise, which touch of art finishes the

operation. The right way is this: Press the left hand

between the hearted part of the Cabbage and the large

lower leaves, so as to give room for the use of the knife, and

then make a clean, slightly slanting cut close under the

hearted part, thus removing the Cabbage, but leaving as

long a stump as possible. Then out off the large leaves, half

an inch or an inch from the stump, and you have finished.

By the first way you only leave stump enough for one or

two sprouts to grow from, while the needless spUt lets m the

rain, and induces rottenness. By the second you get the

same amount of Cabbage, and leave stump enough for four

or five or half-a-dozen good sprouts to grow from ; while the

clean, slanting cut, without the split, sheds off the ram, and

saves the stump much longer from rotting.

I am aware that the practice of growing Cabbage sprouts

at all is condemned by some ; but as it is very generaUy

done, I write the above lines that others may profit by the

wrinkle.—C. L.

—

{Irish Farmer's Gazette.)

[We assent to all "C. L.'s" dii-eotions except that which

bids us " cut off the large leaves." Without intending a

pun, we say. Leave them, and do not remove them until the

sprouts are of some size.

Let no one sneer at this matter as "trivial," but let evei-y

one bear in remembrance that whatever has to be done

should be done in the best way. We would snub any one

who laughed at the man for saying, " Soda in the water in

which Cabbages are boiling is like Hammersmith."]

PEOPAGATION OF UTEICULAEIA.
In compliance with your request, I proceed to put upon

paper my observations on the propagation of Utrioularia

major and minor by means of detached buds. If we place

at this season a plant of either species to fioat in an

aquarium, we perceive that it consists of a mass of roots

suspended in the water by its well-known curious bladders ;

from this grow a number of thread-like stalks, set roundat

intervals of three-quarters of an inch or thereabouts with

whorls of linear leaves, giving to the plant a certain simi-

lai-ity to Tremandra verticiUata ; the spaces between the

whorls nearest to the base having arrived at their fuU develop-

ment, and those more distant gradually diminishing as they

approach the loose terminal growing bud. As the number

advances the growth becomes more sluggish, and the space

between the whorls shorter, while the leaves of the terminal

bud are much smaller and more closely knit together. In

the autumn the leaves die off from the stalk, and the termi-

nal bud, losing its outer leaves, is left at the extremity of

the stalk, a little green ball about the size of No. 3 shot,

looking like a miniature Brussels Sprout. About October

the stalk itself decays, leaving the close compact bud to

float fi-eely in the water, ready to be can-ied to a new home
by the winter's floods.

In the spring the process is reversed, the almost obsolete

stalk which has been concealed in the globular floating bud

elongates, the leaves gi-ow larger, the whorls detach them-

selves fr'om one another as the portion of stalk between

them grows. From them the new roots descend, and the

plants gradually assume their summer appearance.

I have seen the process ia both species, major and minor.

Is this mode of propagation common ? It seems allied to

the formation of buds or bulbs in the flower-head or aadls of

the leaves in some sorts of Onion and Lily.
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No one seeing for the fii'sfc time these little green balls

floating in an aquarium would suspect their nature.

—

Duck-
wing.

[Although our correspondent adopts this " shadow of a
name," he is a clergyman and naturalist.]

SIKKIM AND OTHEE, INDIAN
BHODODENDEONS.

When the Sikkim Ehododendrons were first introduced

into this country, with glowing descriptions of the magni-
tude of some, and the beauty of all, as seen in their native

habitats, great interest was created amongst the lovers of

hardy ornamental plants, which led to fi'ee discussion as to

their probable adaptation to our climate. Many were of

opinion that they might succeed to some extent in the
southern counties of England, and possibly in some of the
warmer districts of Ireland; but that elsewhere in these

islands they could not be expected to thrive. This was the
impression not so much on account of the severity of our
winters, as the want of warmth in our comparatively cold and
ungenial summers to ripen their wood and mature their

flower-buds. It was argued that the late spring frosts on
the one hand would injure many of their tender shoots, and
that on the other hand, the cold summers would leave the

growths that might escape um-ipe, and, consequently, with-

out flower-buds.

Experience, the best guide in these matters, has shown
that some of the species at least, if they do not grow with
the vigour they are represented to do in their native country,

ai'e hardy even in Scotland, and flower freelj'. Others are

less so, and are liable to suffer occasionally from late spring

frosts. Very probably this defect will be greatly modified as

they increase in age and size, as is the case with many
species of the rarer Coniferse, such as the Pieea cephalonica,

P. Webbiana, &c. ; also by surrounding those species which
start eai'ly into growth with Spruce Fir or other branches,

so as to partially shade them .about the period they are

bursting their buds and coming into leaf, leaving the pro-

tection undisturbed till all chance of frost for the season is

past. In some localities the middle of June will be found
early enough to remove the protection.

The following species start early into growth, and are

greatly benefited by some such protection as I have indi-

cated above ; at least, for a few years after being planted,

when it is possible they may outgrow that tendency from
being less excitable, and fi-om the habit of coming later into

growth—Ehododendron Wightii, WaUichii, Aoklandii, ro-

bustum ; and somewhat later*, E. campanulatum, campylo-
carpum, cinnamomeum, lancifolium, argenteum, barbatum,
and many others.

Sometimes when I have small plants of Sikkim, Himalayan
or other Indian Ehododendrons, of which I have any doubt
as to theu' being injured by late spring frosts (for after all

this is the great difficulty we have to contend with), I have
them planted amongst larger and taller plants, so as par-

tially to shade them, particularly on the south side, taking
especial care that the space is not confined, .always allowing
plenty of room for light and air freely to pass around them.
The Ehododendron delights in a little shade, and in this

position the plants make rapid growth, scarcely ever suffer-

ing from late spring frosts, being thoroughly shaded from
the morning sun. Grown here in this way Ehododendron
Thomson! is double the size that it is when planted in

a warm and sheltered situation, but fully exposed to the
sun's rays. In the former case a fiower-bud has never
formed; in the latter, about sixty trusses of magnificent
flowers have this season been produced, forming for some
weeks past an object of great interest in the American
ground. The same plant flowered last year, but not so

abundantly.
Ehododendron barbatum is just going out of flower.

The bloom somewhat resembles that of E. Thomsoni, but is

much smaller, and less striking for a decorative plant. Some
Indian seedlings are at present in flower, or just passing
out of it. A milk white one is in bloom just now, with cam-
panulate flowers as large as those of Thomsoni, far surpass-
ing for decorative effect any of the old white varieties in cul-

tivation, and, when used for cut flowers, as a light-coloured

variety it has no equal. These Indian varieties when raised
from seed appear to sport as much as the old varieties,

showing this tendency largely in the foliage as weU as the
flowers.

Soil and treatment such as is generally given to the finer

sorts of Ehododendrons, seem applicable to the varieties

from Sikkim, the Himalayan mountains, and other elevated
districts of India. Grow them when young in slightly

shaded and warm situations, and when old enough and
large enough to flower, remove them to the full blaze of

the sun, always selecting a well-sheltered and warm situation.—Archibald Fowler, Castle Kennedy, Stranraer.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Trench-up every spare piece of the garden for the first

plantation of winter stuff; let the trenching bo 2 feet deep
in the first instance, after which give a coat of manure, and
dig it in, when the ground will be ready for planting with
Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts, Buda Kale, and such like. Plant
the former 2 feet apart each way, if fine heads are desired

;

the other two will do well with a few inches less space. After
the plants are put in attend to their protection from slugs :

for doing which the simplest means is to place a ring of hot
lime round each plant. Asparagus, give this good soakings
of liquid manure, keep the surface of the beds free from
weeds, and well pulverised by frequent hoeings between the
rows. No plant pays better for good management than
Aspai-agus, and none is more sensible of neglect. Broad
Beans, make another sowing of Longpod if they are much
in I'equest, and take off the tops of those in blossom. Broc-

coli, make another sowing of Miller's Dwarf White Eussian,
this will come into bearing in the end of April and
beginning of May. Jerusalem Kale, sow, and also the Old
English Colewort, both are very useful for planting after

Potatoes. Peas, sow, also, in smaller quantities for succes-

sion ; the north side of a sloping bank is well adapted for

them, being naturally cooler and more retentive of mois-
ture. Keep the surface well loosened amongst the Peas
just coming up, and earth-up and stake others as they
become ready. Scarlet Eumiers, sow, and Dwarf Kidney
Beans for succession, and transplant those that have been
forwarded, if not already done. Sea-lcale, thin-out the buds,
so as not to allow them to crowd each other, and water
once or twice in the season with a weak solution of salt and
water, which will benefit the plants, and dislodge snails and
other vermin. Two ounces of salt to a gallon of water will

be sufficient. Spinach, keep up a succession. Tm-nips, sow
another good breadth, and thin-out those advancing. Prick-

out Cape Broccoli and late Cauliflowers, and keep all seed-

ling crops of this kind well dusted with lime to save them
from the slugs.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Peach and Nectarine trees affected with green fly and

curled or blistered leaves, should be well syringed with
strong lime water from a garden engine. Continue to nail

in the young shoots of all kinds of fi-uit trees as they
become sufficiently advanced, and keep the finger and thumb
at work amongst the superfluous ones. Give the Straw-
berry-beds a flnal stirring, and have some available material

at hand for laying upon them to prevent the fruit from
getting dirty ; wheat straw is often used for the purpose.

FLOWER GARDEN.
The Verbenas and Petunias turned out into the beds

should have their shoots pegged-down. Many plants are

lost through want of attention to this practice. Plant out

the Dahlias that have been grown in pots into the flower-

borders, fill up the holes with some good comi^ost, and finish

with staking each plant. As the shrubbery will soon pre-

sent a gay appearance, activity and attention must be the

order of the day in this quarter, that the deciduous and
evergreen flowering shrubs may appear to the best advan-
tage. The PiEonies, Phloxes, Delphiniums, Lysimachias,

and other tall herbaceous plants, must bo properly staked.

Keep the hoe and rake unceasingly at work till all weeds
are removed. Eoll, mow, and clip the edgings of gr.oss lawns

once every ten days, and use the daisy rake at intervals.
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Do not neglect to stir the ground after heavy rains, thin out

annuals, stake plants in borders as they grow, remove all

decayed leaves and flower-stems, and everything offensive to

the eye. Continue to destroy insects on Koses.

GKEENHOUSE AND CONSBKVATOBT.
CamelHas should now be placed in a little warmth to

make wood and set their flower-buds. Be careful never to

allow them to suffer for want of water. Keep up a gentle

moisture by occasional syringings. Azaleas as they go out

of flower may also be similarly treated. Indeed, all kinds of

greenhouse plants are benefited by being kept rather close

and warm when making their wood. Rhododendron ar-

boreum and its varieties should be fully exposed to sun

under glass if you wish to have perfect foliage and abun-

dance of flower-buds. Partial shading is the ruin of these

plants, both as regards the foliage and the forming of their

flower-buds. Keep the conservatory shaded and cool to

prolong the flowering of aU plants brought there, and none
should be permitted to remain after the bloom begins to fade.

Keep the borders slightly moist, which will assist in prolong-

ing the bloom. Very young stock of Ericas, Epacrises, and
small fancy New Holland plants will be best in a pit or

frame, placing the lights to the north. Attend to the

plants for autumn and early-winter decoration—such as

.Tapan Lilies, Chi-ysanthemums, scarlet Salvias, tree Carna-

tions, and things of that sort. Give them plenty of pot

room, good rich compost, a moist atmosphere, and plenty of

space for the proper development of their branches and
leaves. Go over twiners frequently, and regulate their

growth before the shoots get entangled, but avoid keeping
them tied too closely, for they are never seen to advantage
unless they are allowed to hang in a natural and graceful

manner. After the bedding-out is accomplished a reserved
stock should be immediately taken in hand, and should
receive high cultivation in order to fill up blanks the mo-
ment they occur, either in the houses or the borders. The
best Verbenas, Fuchsias, Calceolarias (especially the shrubby
kinds). Petunias, Phlox Drummondi, &c., will be found most
useful things, and too many can be scarcely provided. These
may be plunged by themselves in a sheltered situation. Get
some young Thunbergias put into their final pots for trellis-

ing. These are useful things and keep up a late display.

STOVE.
Continue to stimulate the plants, repot any that may

again require it. Attend to the training and stopping of

such as are making rapid growth, S3rringing every afternoon,

and letting everything be kept clean and in perfect order.

As the weather still continues changeable, take especial

care that the young shoots do not become checked or injured

by cold draughts, or scorched by sudden bursts of sun. Every
attention should now be paid to keeping down insects among
the Orchids, nothing short of extermination should ever
satisfy the zealous cultivator. Some of the free-growing
kinds of Orchids will be benefited by increased pot-room,
and those on blocks of wood and in wire baskets may have
a little additional moss supplied over the roots.

W. KuANE.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

MtrcH the same as in previous weeks. The work was

chiefly confined to hoeing and forking amongst vegetables.

Except in rare cases, such as preparing for small seeds, rakes

should never be seen in a kitchen garden; and we have

long banished them from the flower garden except for two

purposes, namely, common wooden rakes for collecting the

bulk of the grass after mowing; and the heads of small

iron-toothed rakes, using the iron of the head only for run-

ning round the sides of flower-beds, and slightly pressing

down the soil close to the edging. The teeth reversed just

touch the soil a little. This gives enough of a flnished ap-

peaxance, and is done nearly as fast as a man can walk

round. But for^ birds scratching this would prevent the

lawn or walks being scattered with nodules of earth. Some
time ago we saw men raking as smooth as the surface of

a mahogany table, the spaces between rows of Cauliflowers,

Onions, and Strawberries. We would prefer the surface

being left porous and open. After such fine raking the first

heavy rain that came would leave a hard, battered, scaly

surface, which would keep out all ameliorating influences

pretty well as successfully as a coating of sealing-wax.

Sowed Turnips and Radishes on a north bank—the former

chiefly American Bed-topped, the sweetest of all white-

fleshed Turnips ; and though some of the yellows, as the

Maltese, are very fine, it is of little use speaking about

them, as there is such a prejudice in favour of the white-

fleshed kinds. For the cottager who looks to nourishing

properties we would recommend first a pmch of the Early

Stone or SnowbaU, then American Bed-top, foUowed by

Maltese and Swedes. Watered CauUflowers and early i-eas

with sewage water.
FKXJIT GAEDEN.

As we expected, we had a heavy rain and an alarming

thunderstorm on the night of Friday week, which did good

service to the Strawberries and other crops. The sun, how-

ever, soon evaporated a portion of the valuable moisture, and

we followed as we could get at them with sewage water

and manure water from drainings from the farmyard, ihe

appearance of Strawberry plants turned out of forcing-pots

last season is magnificent. Plants so turned out and now

bearing the second year are very fair, but nothing like those

aUuded to above. Some Queens of the second year that

had no litter on the ground in winter are very poor—m tact,

were intended to be dug down in spring and the ground

used for other crops. Some rows beneath Apple trees, simi-

larly treated, that wiU soon be giving their thmi crop wiU

furnish a good supply for preserving purposes, but wiU be

of Uttle use for the table as compai-ed with those now bear-

ing out of doors for the first time. Where extraordinary

results are expected from these turned-out forced plants

only one crop should be taken. Of course we count as

nothing the useful gatherings such plants afford the hist

autumn after being turned out. We perceive no runners

coming as yet. We have now got aU the Strawberries from

the forcing-house, except the front of the Peach-house and

the cool orchard-house. For many years we had a sort ot

breathing time for several weeks in May, and therefore the

aim was to have plenty of Strawberries before the first week

in May and again plenty by the 1st of June. This season

it was desirable to have a continuous supply m May, and

therefore we raised and potted some hundreds ot nice young

plants We would have also planted some on a shght hot-

bed, but we exhausted the supply. Even with this we

begin to see that if the weather should be cold we may have

a few days' interval between those under glass and those

in the open air ; and to prevent that, if possible, we have

set hand-lights over good rows on a sloping bank, and some

old sashes over others on the flat; and if the weather be

sunny such contrivances will forward them a week, but it

dull it will not forward them much. Having some long

narrow old sashes at liberty, we made a curate's vinery of

them by setting them against each other hipped root fashion,

so as to take in two rows of Strawberries. With such move-

able sashes it is easy to make a Strawberry-house.

Proceeded with disbudding and stopping the shoots of

fruit trees, thinning fruit, thinning Grapes, pinching and

thinning Fig-tree shoots. Have pretty well cleared all tne

houses of flowering plants, and our pits of Dwarf Kidney

Beans in pots in full bearing, plunging the pots m earth-

pits, from which the bedding plants have been taken, and

givino' them protection. Strawberry-pots with fruit about

?ipe have also been set in similar places, and the additional

light they thus receive gives the fruit a better flavour.

Some had glass over them, others were exposed dui-ingthe

day, with a cloth or mat thrown over them at night, a few

sticks keeping the covering from the plants. When far on

in May lofty shelves of Strawberries stand m hot forcmg-

houses, the accidental omission to water a smgle pot ma,y

bring a visit of the red spider. Whenever a single leaf is

seen to be affected the plant should be as carefully removed

as if you had found some great rarity in natural history.

The shaking of a leaf may leave a fine progeny of red unps

to annoy you. These, to be sure, are very trifling matters,

and though, if we try at aU we try to be simple, complaints

still come that we do not dwell enough on the simple

matters. This reminds us of getting into great
_

trouble

last year from a friend scorching his best Strawbemes, and,

as he persisted in saying, by acting acoordmg to our advice.
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Like a correspondent this week, he had put out his plants
in patches of fours, intending to thin them as they grew
larger, and being on a nice border, he was anxious to bring
in a part before the others. Having at liberty eighteen
20-inches-square glass hand-lights with moveable tops, we
advised setting them over as many patches, and to shut the
top close by three or four o'clock in the afternoon. It

seems we omitted to tell him to partially open for air by
breakfast-time at latest; and the glasses remaining close

through some sunny days the fine serrated edges of the
leaves were scorched, and the young fruit was burned so
hard that it never swelled afterwards.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
A great deal has been done in pruning, potting, &c.,

greenhouse plants ; but the chief work has been finishing
cutting the edges of the walks in the pleasm-e ground, and
planting out lots of bedding plants. Where there is much
bedding out to do a man is more j)repared to go to bed
than to wi-ite about the work being done. Luckily our men
ai-e as anxious about it being done as ourselves, or we should
find a difficulty in getting through with it, and keeping
other departments from faUing into arrears, for we must
never forget that, in the majority of cases, pleasing the eye
with masses of flowers will be poor compensation for the
want of vegetables and fi-uit. The whole, or nearly all the
cropping is changed, and, if anything, though some of the
larger beds are chained, curved, and quartered, the planting
is as simple as possible. Most of the principal parts near
to, and in sight of the mansion, are finished. The two
square groups below the terrace will be chiefly frQed with
Verbenas. The texTace border, from 600 to 700 feet long,
and 5 in width, though having Cerastium on each side, will
this season slope to the ten-ace lawn and mansion, and is

otherwise planted with fom- rows. The farthest-off and
tallest row is Salvia fulgens, which, in the same place years
ago, we have had a dense hedge of scarlet 3A to 4 feet'high
up to the end of November. The second row is tail Age-
ratum mexicanum. The third row is Aurantia multiflora
Calceolai-ia; and the fourth row, next the broad band of
Cerastium, Tom Thumb Geranium. The Salvias and Age-
ratums, strong plants, are 15 inches apart. The Calceo-
larias, fine plants, are 12 inches apart, and Tom Thumb
10 inches. None of these had ever been in a pot, but were
lifted from earth-pits. Our large ribbon-border some
340 feet long is thus planted with eight rows, commencing
at grass verge—Geranium BrOliant ; 2, dwarf Ageratum

;

3, Prince of Orange Calceolaria ; 4, Stella Geranium : 5, Am-
plexicaulis Calceolaria ; 6, to be Perilla, not yet planted, but
coming on in pots ; 7, white single Chinese Daisy or Chry-
santhemum; 8, Trentham Eose Geranium, strong plants
struck last autumn, and turned out of 32-sized pots. The
opposite border is double, facuig the walk on one side and
the lawn on the other, and has fifteen rows. The centre
row which runs in a line with the chains, to be covered with
Coboea and Eccremocarpus, consists of Scarlet Defiance Gera-
nium, to balance Trentham Eose on the opposite side. The
other planting on both sides is similai-. These are planted
so as to make banks of massive, distinct lines of colour, and
so as to need little or no attention in the way of regulating
heights. Defiance and Trentham Eose are large plants from
pots, the latter having had the assistance of a little bottom
heat for a fortnight under glass, which improved them amaz-
ingly. The Brilliant and Stella are good plants, showing
bloom, struck from small cuttings in the autumn, placed
about an inch apart in moveable wooden boxes ; early in
March they were potted singly in small 60' s, and kejit in
one of the houses until rooted, when they were turned out
of the pots into an earth-bed, and these have made nice
roots and heads. The Calceolarias were placed as cuttings
in a pot in October, kept there all the winter, and turned
out into earth-pits about the middle of March.
We have done these borders in waved lines, and in par-

teiTe style; but we have put them in straight lines this
year for two reasons—first, to save time in jjlanting, and
chiefly in future training ; and secondly, because eight-tenths
of the visitors who gave an opinion preferred these massive
straight lines to any more artistic arrangement. A lady has
been at great trouble in cutting out sharp-pointed stars on
her lawn. No planting wiU make these stars so effective as
old-fashioned circles.

The warm weather led us to begin a little earlier than
usual, as the ground was getting so nice and warm. The
heat in the ground has generally determined the season of
planting. We do not think we have suff'ered in anything
from the fi-ost of last Tuesday morning, unless in the case
of the Amaranthus melancholicus ruber. We had previously
made up our mind that we would not plant out this until
about the 10th of June, but the nice plants and the hot
weather beguiled us, and many of the larger leaves are
whitened and blotched, even though protected with laurel
twigs. Unless this increased heat in the ground is obtained
little is gained by early planting . Much more depends ou
getting the ground well turned and aired. We have seen
plants inserted among bulbs, &c., in the end of April and
the beginning of May, and we have seen similar plants
taken to well-turned beds in the beginning of June, and they
beat the early plants hoUow before a month had elapsed.
With two more observations we will finish this week. We

had a little disadvantage in planting in such hot weather,
as most of our plants came out of beds instead of pots, and
therefore were more liable to flag. We gave them, however,
but a little water each. We knew that the more water given
the cooler would the roots be and the cooler the soil about
them from evapoi'ation. To prevent the strong action of the
sun on the foliage some boys, who were taught the knack,
were kept gently dewing them fi'om the syringe or engine
several times a-day. Any moistvu-e that escaped on the
sui'face sou was soon raised as a wai'm vapour about tbe
leaves, and did much to arrest flagging. We do not like

to say how many yards a single potful of water would thus
dew or sprinkle. The finest-pierced rose of a syringe could
not put on water so fine as may be done by regulating the
discharge by the thumb from the nozzle of a garden engine.

Some, no doubt, would dread doing this, and the sun shining
so powerfully. Well, we never found out the bad effects, and
we have seen a good many bright natui-al sunny showers.
It always struck us that plants seemed to luxuriate in such
natural showers.
The second observation is, that we often act wrong when

we are pretty well convinced we are doing wrong. The de-
lightful rains of Friday week moistened our dry beds, but
we did not think them much too wet for planting on the
Satui-day, more especially as boards were used for planting,
and we were anxious to take advantage of the moisture
thus beneficently sent. Some of the beds planted on Satur-
day had better been left untU. Monday, jaresenting now a
sodden, caky appearance, instead of the kind open texture
of the other beds planted before and subsequently, and con-

firming what we have often alluded to—the impropriety of

moving ground at all stiff when wet. It will hardly get right

again dui'ing the season. A little piece in the kitchen gar-

den was dug rather wet, and now it hangs together like bird-

lime. The air will not enter it freely, and the water will not
pass through it readily, but remains suspended in it like a
sponge. Ground by the side of it turned up when dry is

as friable, open, and healthy as need be. Working out in

all weathers and circumstances is anything but economy,
did we overlook the health of the operator. On beds raised

as baskets t'ne planting was done well. On a few other

beds rather freshly turned over the planting would have
been better deferred for a day or two, untU the surface was
nice and dry.—E. F.

COVENT GAEDEN MAEKET.-Mat 28.

The Market continnes to be well supplied; and beitvy consignments of
Carrots, Endive, Artichokes, Kidnny Beans, and Cherries are kept up from
France. Hothouse fruitn are sufficient for the demand. Forced Straw-
berries are gettine; over, but a few out-door-^rown ones have made their

appearance. New Potatoes are both pood and plentiful. Cut flowers are

in brisk demand. Thcf mainly consist of Roses, Pelargoniums, Orchids,
Azaleas, Ehododendrons, Cinerarias, and Heaths.

Apples J Bieve
Apricots doz.

Cherries 1J>.
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VEGETABLES.

Asparagus bundle 3
Beans, Broad bush.

Kidney 100 2

Beet, Red doz. 1
Broccoli bundle 2
Oabbag-e doz, 1
Carrots bunch

New 1
CauliflowHV doz. 4
Celery bundle 1

Cacurabers each
Endive score I

Fennel bunch
Garlic and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle I

Leeks bunch

d. B.

to6 Lettuce doz.

Mushrooms pottle

Mustd. & Cress, punnet
Onions tmshcl

pickling' quart
Parsley h sieve

Parsnips doz.

Peas quart
Potaroes sack

New lb.

Radishes doz. bunches
Turnip

Rhubarb
Sea-kale basket
Spinach sieve

Turnips bunch
New

s d. s. d
1 to 2

2
2 4

ID

8

2

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*^* We request that no one will write privately to tlie de-

partmental wi'iters of the " Journal of Horticultm-e,

Cottage Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so

doing they are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and
expense. All communications should therefore be ad-

dressed solely to The Editors of the Journal of Rorticul-

ture, Sfc 171, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those

on Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them
on separate communications. Also never to send more
than two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Thinning Coe's Golden Dkop Plum (JF- Sumner).—Tlaey should not
be left closer than from 6 to 9 inches from each other.

House Sewage, &c. {T. C. _F.).—In "Manures for the Many," which
you can have at our office for 4*/., you will find full directions for its ap-
plication. Having no particulars we cannot say why your fruit trees are
failing. The roots, perhaps, have descended into an ungenial subsoil.

Packing Stra-wberries, &c. {An Old Siihscriber\.—Fold a leaf around
each berry, and pliice in single layers In the box—that is, have a fulse

bottom between each two layers, and so propped tliat it does not press on
the layer beneath. The Strawberries will then travel a great distance if

picked dry, not over-ripe, and unbruised- Write to Messrs. Neighbour,
Italian Warehousemen, 149, Regent Street, and ask. them about the disposal

of the katsup.

Apricot Trees Dying {Henry G^.).—The roots of the specimens sent had
long ceased to supply any siip to the branches. They seemed as if the soil

in the house was kept too dry ; but not knowing' the treatment we cannot
be positive. If it is as we guess, then give more water, and cover the sur-

face for 2 feet around each stem, and an inch deep, with cocoa-nut fibre

refuse.

Insects on Vine Leaves {^. S.).—We think your leaves are holed by a
small caterpillar, or Cynips. You must take a candle and hunt for them at
night. A sheet spread below them will catch them as they fall when you
shake the plant.

Plunging Geraniums (S, ^.).—You are quite right as to plunging pots
of Geraniums between the Rose plants. The Geraniums will bloom better,

and injure the Ropes less. The Harry Moore system of Scarlet Geranium
growing consists chiefly in keeping the plants year after year in the same
pots and boxes, merely giving a little top-dressing every year. They will

want much le.=s pruning than those planted out in pots in the ground. The
same system, however, may be pursued with them by taking up the plants
early in autumn, and shortening any very vigorous shoots. The advantages
of this system aie, giving a great amount of bloom, and but little growth,
and avoiding the trouble of frequent shifting. We would not fresh-pot the
plants you turn out. The more full of roots the I'Ots are the better ; a little

soot and lime put below the pots will keep the worms from them. If a few
should come, lime water will settle them. You will have to water these pots
in dry weather.

Perilla nankinensis Management {X. i?.).—Perilla dees not like
pinching when very young, but as soon as the side shoots breat freely you
may pinch and cut with perfect safety. Yon may thus have the plant 24 or
€ inches high, an^i both will be equally aice if the pinching and cutting are
concealed. It also bears pegging, or tying down. Plenty of twiggy shoots
should appear in any case, as the wrinkled small leaves are the rrettiest.

Spring^Bulbs Followed by Bedding Plants (^^nes).—The first week
in June will do for bedding plants if they are kept growing and not
stunted and starved till then. By that time all the Anemones, Tulips, &c.,
may be taken up with some earth attached and placed on a moist border
with leaf mould between them, and when the foliage is quite gone store the
Jbulbs in the usual way in a cool dry place.

SxitAWBERRT PLANTS FAILING {A. M. S.).—We hav.c no doubt that you
have over-manured your Strawberry plants, and used the same ground
too long. We would advise afresh plantation-in fresh ground. Our Straw-
berries are generally fine, but a few are going off a little as you mention, only
we know the reason. They were turned out. of forced pots in 1862, bore
immensely in 1863, and had no protection on the ground in winter. These
being Queens felt the frost. Those turned out last year with litter between
the rows in winter have now each of them armfule of bloom.

Orcuahd-hoube Trees' LE^VK3 Injured—Sizes op Pots (C. P.).—Some
of the holes seem made by a little Cynips and for these you must watch at

night. The little brown spots seem more like being burned by small nodules

In the glass, and these should be looked for and daubed with putty or

paint. They may also be made hydrops on the loaveH and a bright sua
shining on them. We find no trace of insects. Why smoke the house if there

are no Inaecta \ Tobacco smoke will injure the flavour of the (ruit after they

are swelling to ripening. Tobacco wa'er will make thiMn dirty and dis-

coloured. We think clean water would be best, and if containing a little

soot in clear solution it would be better thim tobacco water; but we see

no need for either. Clean water is safest. The following are the diameters
of Louifon sizes of pots in inches :

—

Thumbs 60 L.60 54 48 40 32 26 24 16 12 8 6 4 3 2 1

t\ H 4J 4:/ 5^ 6 G^ 7 8 9 10,^11113^15 16417^19

Flower-garden Plan (5. M. C.i.—Flower beds well filled, place them
how you will, will look well, and no doubt yours will be very nice. As to

thearrangement of the plan, we can say nothing better than refer you to many
plans of gardens previously given. With the plan adopted we think you
have made the very best. Your sloping bi)rder. which you have divided by
Perillas into six beds of a similar size, and all, we presume, planted alike,

will, no doubt, look well ; but it strikes ut^ it would have been more impos-

ing if the lines had been carried on throushDut without being cut up by the

cross lines of Perilla. We think, also, a yellow Calceolaria would improve
that border; and if Perilla were used for the lines we would thus plant

—

Dahlia, dwarf. Scarlet Geranium, strong. Bijou, Perilla, Yellow Calceolaria,

Purple King Verbena, and then as you pr;)pose, only we do not know Lady
Jersey Geranium. We think the other beds will look very well.

Borders for Late Vineries (P. P.).—For a late vinery 13 feet wide we
would prefer having all the border inside. If made outside have it as wide

as the house. The soil should be from 18 to 24 inches deep, with a foot of

rubble below it over good drain ige. As your fresh loam is light, we would
use chiefly cow-manure, fre«h and drv, in the proportion of one load to

twelve or fourteen, one load of rough brick rubbish, and one bushel of

rough broken bones. If the soil is very sandy and poor, give two bushels

of bones, if not too new. Tlie great thing is to have the border rather

open. There will be no difficulty as to richness from top-dressings and
manure-waterings.

Proparatinu Geraniums {M. ^.).—Keep them in nots in the greenhouse
and grow them on. The plants will grow more, and you will be able to

obtain more cuttings from them than if thry were planted out, especially

the kind you name, which is somewhat tender. Liberal treatment is the

promoter of a supply of cuttings. You may plant them out in your green-
house if you have a place near the glass and not shaded.

Ehododendron Grafting \.An hisli Subscriber) .—Tha proper time to

graft these is when the stocks are beginning to grow in the latter part of
May or beginning of June. Clematis azurea grandiflora is increased by
layers, and may be raised from seed. Lastrea opaca is probably hardy in

Ireland, but we have not proved it to be so in England. It would be safer

to grow it in a greenhtmse until you have a stock, and then liy a plant or two.
It is very distinct from Lastrea (Pycnopteris) Sieboldi, which is what you
perhaps mean.

Fatldre of Melons f W. TF".).—We are sorry to hear of your misfortunes
but recommend you not to despair. You may yet obtain a crop this year,
for we have a bed to prepare and plant yet, and we shall have a crop in

September. We advise you to thin out the branches if thick, so that they
will be 9 inches clear of each other—that is, if they are still showing fruit

;

but if not, cut out the old vines and train some young ones irom the centre
of the plants, distributing them 9 inches apart over the surface, and atop-
pmg them at about 6 inches fvom the stem of the plant if they are not
sufficient to cover the space, so as to induce thn requisite number of
vines. When these have advanced to within 9 inches of the sides of the
frame, take the point out of each, which will induce laterals, and on
these appear the female blooms. When in bloom impregnate each flower,

and when the corolla closes shorten the laterals to one joint above the
fruit. Then as to watering : m;ike holes in your dry bed, so that water
will not run off the surface without wetting the soil, and thus bring it into

a moi?t condition. After this, whilst the plants are growing, water twice
a-week, and when the flowers are nearly ready for blooming give a good
soaking with tepid water, and no more until the fruit is set and .swelling,

then give water as before until the fruit begins to ripen, after which little

or no water is necessary. The main point in getting the fruit to set is to

have the bottom heat brisk at the time of flowering.

Ltcopods (B. B,).—We purpose publishing some notes on these next
week.

Monster Apple Blossoms (W, Brown).—They are very large and very
double, some of the stamens and the pistil? being transformed to petals. If

the spur producing them were used as a scion, it is probable than an orna-

mental tree might be obtained. The stock had no influence in causing such
a metamorphosis.

Cucumbers
( 7F. C).—If by "creepers" of Cucumbers you mean their

tendrils, it is perfectly immaterial whether they are nipped off or allowed
to remain.

Truffles.—A correspondent " C. £,," wishes to be informed what are
Potatoe Truffles (as a substitute for Perigords), and the way to grow them.

Ferns (A Constant Header).—We never recommended Ferns to be grown
in cocoa nuts ! We have often recommended the dust fronr. the fibre of the
husks of cocoa nuts to be used in the compost in which Ferna are grown.

Various (W. W.).—C\it off all the fiower-stems of the Sea-kale as soon
as they appear. Strawberries may be watered at all times of the growing
sea'^on if the water is poured only between the rows ? You may syringe the
Grapes until they begin to change colour. How is it possible for us to tell

you where you can obtain turf near Cheltenham 1 You had better sow the
mound and banks with a mixture of Grass seeds. The following will suit

—

Crested Dog's Tail (Cynosuruii cristatus), Hardish Fescue (Festuca durius-
cula), Evergreen Meadow Grass (Poa nemoralis sempervirens), and Suck-
ling (Trifolium minus).

Names of Plants ( Loughhorough).~lt is Luzula campestris, and though
not the best of herbage for a lawn, yet if this is kept well mown, and a little

leaf mould sifted over it every spring, the Grasses will keep the Luzula
without bounds. It is one of the plants which may be said to blend the
Rush and Grass genera together. [B, .ff.).—Your salt marsh plant is one of
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the Arrow-Grapses, Triglochin maritininin. f F^rno).—Sweet-scented Wood-
roof, Aeperula odorata. {J. />.).— 1, Potentilla alba; 2, Arenaria balearica;

3, Dryas octopetala. (T- 5.)-— 1. 2, and 3, varieties of Polycala vulgaris;

4, no flower, perhnps a Cypripedium. (/. M.).—All the specimens were
nouch crushed. 1, one of the Braesavolas; 2, not known; 3, Lycaste Bar-
Tinq'tonioe ; 4, apparently Gomeza recurva.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOITSEHGLD CHRONICLE.

"WE MUST DRAW A LINE SOMEWHERE."
The Crystal Palace can have mountebanks, swings,

hobby-horses, or wild beasts, but cocks and hens were
" de trap." " That horrid crowing !" " Those odious cocks

!"

One declares it is a desecration of the'* Palace to mate a
farmyard of it, quite as bad as a Noah's Ark. Now the
dear delicious Saturday concerts, which cost nobody knows
how much, and which are so exclusive, and confined almost
to the season ticket-holders ; or, better still, Blondin on the
high rope, and the dread lest he should fall. And another
says she knows he must fall some day, and that compels
her to go whenever he performs. There was fascination
about it ; she should scream, she should faint, but she must
see him when he fell. It made her sweetly giddy to see
him, as a friend said, with only a rope between him and
eternity ; but the crowing of the cooks spoiled it—^just like
the eternal chatter and noise of the children while she was
reading "East Lynue." She would never rest till poultry
shows were done away with, and the Palace became more
select.

Well, well, " we must draw a line somewhere," and we
will not have them at the Crystal Palace. It is a terrible
thing to be common, but all common things are not alike
neglected by all people. What fiUs Bingley Hall with
half the nobility of England, with members of the learned
professions, and the very dlite of society? Poultry, pigs,
sheep, and oxen. But it is certain the first is the most
attractive. It has built a hall, paid off debts, and dis-
tributed thousands of pounds.

Poultry is a boon to many. It affords amusement to
invalids who are incapable of very active exertion. It is a
pleasing pursuit for ladies, for professional men, and for

children. It is humanising, healthy, and instructive. There
is, however, in the heart of every one the desire to excel
and the thirst for competition. Happy the pursijits in which
it can be indulged without objections even irom the most
fastidious. This is one of them.
The presiding genius of the late poultry exhibitions of

the Crystal Palace, finding his occupation gone there, has
pitched on another locality—the Alexandra Park, Hornsey.
We confess we are not acquainted with the spot, but we
think Mr. Houghton's name will be a guarantee that every-

thing will be done that can be accomplished by activity

and anxiety, coupled with the experience of many years.

We are informed that in some respects the new show will

have great advantages over that formerly held at the Crystal
Palace. Every one is aware of the wretched arrangements
on the railway. The delay in delivering the birds at the
Palace was lamentable. While the Judges were at work
there were constant arrivals. The same disagreeables at-

tended their departure. The line is essentially one from
London Bridge to the Crystal Palace, and the transit
through London often occupied more time than that from
the metropolis to the north. Senders of valuable birds were
compelled to have people in charge to take them from
London Bridge to King's Cross, Euston, or Paddington, as

might be. Passengers were no better off on an ordinarily

fall day : the price of a seat in the evening was two fights,

a torn coat, and a half-crown bribe ; lucky if with all this

your first-class return crot you into a third-class carriage.
AU these annoyances will be obviated by having to do with
the best-appointed of all railways, the Great Northern.
There will be direct communication with a great part of
England. The directors will bring and return the poultry
(if unsold) free of charge.
We alluded to the experience Mr. Houghton has had in

these matters. We have proof of it in some alterations he
has made in the prize sheet, and which we will refer to. He
has supplied that which has been asked for by Brahma ex-
hibitors—he has given prizes for two classes, light and
dark. He has also given an extra class for foreign Eabbits.

We most heartily wish the undertaking success. We
go with those who go with all classes, and our sympathies
are with those who enable the schoolboy to show a Kabbit,
and the artisan a Pigeon. Hundreds can show a pen of

poultry who can enter into no other competition. The good
that is done to a place like the Crystal Palace, or the Alex-
andra Park, is not to be meted by the increased attendance
on the show days only (although that is remunerating), but
by the fact that the pleasures of thousands become asso-

ciated with the place, and the interest that attaches itself

to the locality where a prize has been taken leads to many
after-visits.

Places of public amusement that are open all the year can
only be supported by the body of the people, and they must
be propitiated by indulgence in their tastes and hobbies,

when they are as harmless and amusing as a Poultry,

Pigeon, and Kabbit Show.

EULES FOE POULTEY JITDGING.

I BEG to thank " Egomet " for his kind remarks about my
humble self. I own it is very agreeable to a man who means
well to have his good intentions allowed. I now wish to

say a few words concerning this fact, that there exists no
code of laws by which the merits of poultry are decided.

Let me put aside all thought of dishonest judges, if such
exist, and speak only of what wiU apply to honest men.
Let us suppose a few cases. Mr. A's idea of perfection in

a Game fowl differs from lilr. B's ; Mr. C prefers Turkeys
of one kind, Mr. D those of another ; Mr. B likes such a
look provided Bantams are not too coarse ; Mr. F abhors

coarseness of all things, " Only avoid that," says he. Now,
suppose these good gentlemen act as judges, one at one
show, another at another, and so on, and tlie same exhibi-

tors send to all the shows. The end is utter perplexity ; a
first here, none there, " commended " at this show, passed
over at that, and so on. I have heard an exhibitor remark,
" I do not know whether I shall take any prizes at this show,
they depend upon who is the judge. Mr. A likes my sort

of Ijirds, but if Mr. B is judge I shall not have a chance."

In this case let me add, that the judges and the exhibitors

were wholly unknown to each other.

I think what we need in the poultry world is a set of

rules for all shows, and less left to individual fancy. With
rules in hand or head let each judge decide, and with rules

in hand let each breeder select his birds for exhibition, then
on each side perfection-point would be known.

Next. Where are we to get the rules ? Those given at

the end of Mr. BaUy's book are not full enough. Why should

not the Editors of this Journal publish a code ? They, when
issued, would, perhaps, lead to a discussion, but even if so,

each succeeding edition would, as in rules of cricket, be an
improvement on its predecessor.

In the "Poultry Book" issued at the oifice of The
JoTJENAL OP Horticulture, there are some points in each

kind of fowl, &o., noticed. Here, then, is a beginning to

start from. A twopenny pamphlet might contain all that

would be needed, and be in every breeder's hands. I think

these rules once issued would in time be accepted, gladly by
judges I am sure ; and then there would be no need, in the

words of "Egomet," "of each show publishing in its cata-

logue the particular points of the fowls in each class re-

quisite to enable them to take a prize." This, then, is my
suggestion. We want to know on all points what the

standard should be in order to work up to that standard,

and, too, the judges' standard should be ours.

—

Wiltshire
Eectob.

WOODBEIDGE POULTEY EXHIBITION.
Although the meeting just closed constituted only the

third annual show of the " Suffolk Poultry Society," it was
carried out not only in a manner reflecting the highest

credit on the management, but such as many other commit-

tees might follow as a model for their especial guidance.

The poultry exhibited wei-e treated as well as the most
anxious owner could desire, and quiet and comfort through-

out the whole of them seemed the universal order of the day.

It is also a matter of congratulation—as this is one of the
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first, if not the very first sliow of the present season—that

with one slight exception every pen was shown in fii'st-rate

health and spirits, and even in this one case not so ailing

as to justify their removal. We hail this as good news to

all intending exhibitors of the coming season, for the com-

petition at Woodbridge last week not only embraced birds

fi-om most of the English counties, but even Scotland was
weU represented also.

It is well known to poultry-breeders that the latter end
of May is invariably an inopportune time of year to show
Spanish fowls to advantage, and so it proved at Woodbridge,
condition being of necessity wanting. The three prize pens
of birds were nevertheless very superior, though the class

generally was defective.

In Dorkings any colour was admissible, consequently a
very capital class—in fact, the best class in the Show—em-
braced dark Dorkings, Silver Greys, White Dorkings, and
even the now almost extinct Cuckoo Dorking. As is invari-

ably the case where all are good of their respective kinds,

the Coloured Dorkings maintained supremacy, not with-

out many commendations and high commendations being
conferred, however, on the varieties that thus competed to

so manifest a disadvantage. Mrs. Fergussou Blair, of Inoh-

martine, Scotland, gained the principal honour in this class

with fowls very creditably exhibited.

The Buff Cochin class was veiy sparely filled, but the

winning birds were really good. The same remark applies

equally to the class for IPartridge. coloured Cochins, though
this class proved far more extensive.

In the class for the White or Pile Gavie fowls, the latter

colour took all the prizes, the White ones being rarely able

to succeed in such competition ; Mr. S. Matthew, of Stow-
maiket, Suffolk, taking the lead not only in this but again
in the Black or Brown Eeds, and also in the Duckwings. It

was this gentleman's excellent pen of Black Eeds that ob-

tained the Society's sOver cvip (in lieu of a first prize), for

the best pen of any kind of Game fowls exhibited; Mr.
Fletcher, of Stoneclough, Manchester, with a first-rate pen
of Brown Reds running in very closely. One of the best
cocks in the Show was exhibited in this class (pen 39), but
with a hen so utterly worthless, that a good chance (if en-

tered in the single Game cock class) was entirely thrown
away.
The good folks at Woodbridge seem quite disposed to eu-

covirage the Brahma class, and they as certainly did succeed
in drawing together such a competition as can but rarely

be met with, and such as it wiUbe some time before we find

again.

The Baniburgh classes were good, but these varieties

always show to disadvantage just prior to moulting ; and we
may here digress to say, that with the solitary exception of

a pen of White Dorking chickens, every pen of fowls through-
out the whole collection were adults. It is generally sup-
posed that with the ever-changing temperature this spring,

the early chickens have, under the pressure of outward cir-

cumstances, given the go-bye to their owners (one by one)
long since ; consequently the show of January and February
hatches at our few next shows will doubtlessly be more select

than at one time anticipated. Chickens most undoubtedly
bear even severe if constant cold, far better than sudden
atmospherical changes.
The "Any variety" class was of great merit, a pen of

wonderfully good White Cochins standing first, Indian Game
second, and La Fleche third. Not only were these pens of

unusual excellence, but the competition also embraced perfect

Silk fowls, Creve Cceurs, Eumpless, and Malays. This class

proved one of the gems of the Show. The sweepstakes for

Single Cocks brought a very Umited entry, as is now the
almost universal rule, except at our largest meetings.
The white Aylesbury Duck class was the best of any of the

Ducks, Mrs. Seamons taking her customary place of heading
the list, in fact sweeping all the prizes.

Mrs. Blair, of Inchmartine, showed some marvellously
good specimens of both Geese and Turkeys. They were perfect
giants in their way ; but a little more attention to matching
the Geese for feather would be advisable.

In Pigeons all varieties competed for two general prizes
;

the first prize falling to a good pen of Black Mottled Short-
faced Tumblers, and the second to Blue Powters.
The Abbey Grounds, at Woodbridge, are very suitable

indeed for the purposes of holding such a meeting, and we
are glad to hear the Show was well attended throughout.

Spanish.—First, A. R. Postatis, Brentwood, Esses. Second, F. Crook,
Forest Hill, London. Third, J. H. CutT, Cattle Market, London.
DoEKiNQ (Coloured or White).— First, Mrs. E. F. Blair, Balthayock, N.B.

(Coloured). Second, W. Syon, Debach, SufTolli. Third, H. Psyne, Stow-
mariiet. Highly Commended, J. FroBt, Parham, Suffolk ; S. Alexander,
Woodbridge (white). Commended, H. Payne; H. Lingwood, Necdham
Market.
Cochim-China (Buff).—First, Mrs. E. F. Blair, Balthayock, N.B. Second,

H. Lingwood, Needham Market.
Cochin-China (Partridge).—First, W. Bowly, Siddineton House, near

Cirencester. Second, J. Wright, Woodbridge. Third, Mrs. E. F. Blair,

Balthayock, N.B.
Game (White and Piles, Black and Brassy-winged). -First, S. Matthew,

Stowmarket (Piles). Second and Third, Rev. F. Watson, Messing, Essex
(Game Piles). Commended, S. Matthew (Piles).

Game (Black-breasted and oth. r Reds).- First and Third. S. Matthew,
Stowmarket (Duckwing). Second, J. Fletcher, Stoneclough, near Man-
chester (Duckwing). Commended, S. Matthew.
Game (Duckwing and other Greys and Blues).— First and Second, S. Mat-

thew, Stowmarket Third, R. Goodwyn, Woodbridge. Highly Commended,
R. Goodwyn. Commended, E. Pettitt, Colchester, Eesex ; J. J. Hazell,

Bromley. Essex.
Beabma Pootka.—First, Mrs. E. F. Blair, Balthayock, N.B. Second,

R. White, Broom Hall Park, Suffolk. Hishly Comraeuded, J. Hinton,

llinton, near Bath; J. Pares, Chertsey, Surrey. Commended, J. Wright;
Mrs. M. Seamons, Hartwell, Aylesbury, Bucks.
Hamburgh (Golden-spangled and Galden-penciUed).—First, Mrs. Patti-

soN, Mai Jon, Essex (Golden-spangled). Second, Rev. T. L. Fellowes,

Norfolk. Commended, J. W. Knigbt, Suffolk ; Key. T. L. Fellowes.

Hamburgh (Silver-spangled and Silver-pencilled).—First, Rev. T. L.

Fellowes (Silver-.spangled). Second, Mrs. Pattiaon, Maldon. Essex. Com-
mended, Mrs. E. F. Blair, Inchture.

Ant Vauiety.—First and Third, Mrs. E. F. Blair, Inchture. Second, P.

Cotlior, Salisbury (Phea-ant Malay). HiL'hly Commended, Mrs. E. F.

Blair ; S. Catt, Ipswich ; Mrs. Holland, Suffolk. Commended. W. Syson,

Suffolk.

Dor.KisG Cocks.—Prize, J. Frost, Suffolk. Highly Commended, H.
Lingwood, Suffolk.

Game Cocks.— Prize, E. Pettit. Commended, S, Matthew.
C'ochik-China Cocks.—Prize, Mrs. E. F. Blair, Inchture. Commended,

W. bowsing. Woodbridge.
Bantam Cocks.—Pri/.e, Highly Commended, and Commended, G. ^lan-

ninir, Eesex. Highly Commended, J. Wright. Commended, C. Wood,
Suffolk
Game Bantams.—First, R. Goodwin, Woodbridge. Second, R. W. Allen,

Woortbridge. Highly Commended, R. Goodwin. Commended, H. Payne,

Suffolk.
SWF.EP3TAKES.

Game Cock.—First and Second, S. Matthew, Suffolk.

Dorking Cock.— Prize, H. Payne,
Cochin-China Cock.—Prize and Commended, G. Manning, Essex.

Bantams (Any variety).—First and Commended, T. Newson, Suffolk.

Second, H. Girling, Melton, Suffslk.

Ducks (White Aylesbuiy).—First and Second, Mrs. M. Seamons, Ayles-

bury.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, Mrs. E. F. Blair. Second, J. F. Wigg, Wood-

bridge.
Geese.—First and Second, Mrs. E. F. Blair, Inchture.

Turkeys.-First, Mrs. E. F. Blair. Second,.C. Capon, Suffolk. Highly
Commended, R. Garrett, Saxmundbam.
Pigeons (Any variety).—First, H. Bunce, Walworth. Second, A. G.

Alexander.

The Judge was Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Eden Cottage,

Sparkbrook, near Birmingham.

DEIVING BEES AND PEEVENTING THEIE
SWAEMING.

Being on a visit to a lady on the 13th of May, I found

she had a stock of bees in an old common beU-shaped straw

hive. They were very strong, and hanging-out in large

numbers. She did not want any swai-ms, but wished the

bees put into one of my improved bar-frame hives. About
the middle of the day, when large numbers of the bees were

out collecting food, having placed an empty straw hive

bottom upwards in a bucket, I lifted the stock upon it, and
placed the bar-frame hive on the floor-board from which
we had removed the stock. I removed the cluster of bees

and placed them upon the floor-board, and then tied a cloth

round where the two hives joined, and having carried them
,

a few yards to a chair, I turned the stock-hive to the bottom

and placed it upon my knees. We beat the hive at the

bottom for about five minutes until we heard the bees had
gone up. The stock-hive being placed in the bucket, I

untied the cloth and found the bees had all gone up into

the empty hive except about a score. I then carried the

bees to the bar-frame hive, and having removed the cover, I

struck the straw hive a smart blow or two, when the bees

all fell out upon the bars, and soon ran down between, and
I replaced the cover. We then proceeded to cut out the

combs, and found them filled with brood and eggs in all
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stages of development. We fastened tbem into my improved
bai'-frames, and found my wedge-shaped frames a very great
improvement in fastening the combs. When we had done
half of the combs we put them into the hive, and then cut
the remainder out and placed them in the frames, and these
into the bar-frame hive. When I cut the last comb out I

found the queen surrounded by the score of bees that were
left in the stock-hive. I caught her and placed her on the
alighting-board, and she soon ran into the box. This shows
that great care should be used in cutting out the combs lest

the queen be left, and so get injured. In this case the bee.s

had all gone up into the empty hive except about a score
and the queen ; but she generally is nearly the first to go
up. I removed the royal cells and part of the drone brood,
and the next day we placed a large bar-frame super on the
stock, when they soon commenced to work ; and the pro-
bability is, that no swarm will issue from it this year, and
my fidend will be able to take nearly four times the quantity
of honey from them that she would have done had she
allowed them to swarm, besides getting rid of an old straw
hive.

—

Wm. CAiJK.

CONVEESIOl^ OP BAH-HIVES INTO
FEAME-HIT^S.

Will you oblige me by saying if boxes -with bars, which
I call Taylor's, being 8i inches deep including the bars,
and llj inches square, would possess room sufficient to be
worked on his plan if I were to attach fi-ames to these bars ?

I have an excellent bee-house just adapted to hold nineteen
of these boxes, and I could not make them larger without
deranging the whole. I could make them a little deeper if

that were necessary. My fii-st swarm was on Satui-day the
7th.

—

Edwabd Fairbeothee.

[If you deepen your boxes to 12 inches inside, and put
eight frames in each at equal distances apart, they wUl form
useful fr-ame-hives. The top, bottom, and sides of each
fr-ame, should be three-eighths of an inch fi-om the crown
and floor-boards as well as fr'om the sides of the box.]

LIGURIAN BEES IN AUSTRALIA.
In the second annual report of the Acclimatisation Society

of Victoria we find it stated that " As a contribution of very
particular interest to the cottager, the introduction of the
Ligurian bee may be adduced—that insect being, probably,

from its industrious and wonderfully prolific properties, the
most valuable in the world. This bee is multiplying with
almost incredible rapidity, and will soon be accessible to all

classes." It will be remembered that several colonies of

Italian bees were successfully transmitted to Australia by
me in the autumn of 1862. These were consigned to the
Victoria Acclimatisation Society, and I need hardly say that
the above assurance of their weU-doing and rapid dissemi-

nation throughout the colony has been perused with much
satisfaction by—A Devonshike Bee-keepeil

BEE-GLO"\'ES.
With all due deference to editorial opinions, I must dis-

sent from the reply to " P. H." in page 390 with regard to

the efficiency of leather gloves for apiai-ian purposes. If

thin and flexible, they are really no protection whatever

;

if thick, they render their wearer Kable to all kinds of acci-

dents by depriving him of the free use of his hands ; whilst

in either case they cause the death of niunbers of unfortu-
nate bees by leaving thefr stings in them. Although I now
always operate in my ovm apiary with uncovered hands,
I can speak fi-om past experience as to the great superiority
of photographers' indiarubber gloves. Not only are they
sufficiently flexible to permit the apiarian to manipulate
with freedom, but they spare the lives of his bees, which
fi-om some unexplained cause rarely attempt to sting them.
These gloves are, I believe, sold at most indiarubber ware-
houses ; if not, they may be obtained from Messrs. Neigh-
bour & Sons, 149, Regent Street.—A Devgnseobe Bee-
KEEPEE.

[With all due deference to "A Devonshire Bee-keepee,"
we can only reply that we never used anything but kid
gloves, and never were stung thi-ough them during our
apiarian manipulations.]

PEEVENTION OF SWAEMING.
Last summer a swarm of bees was given to me in a

common straw hive, with a hole in the top. I did not put
on a cap, nor take any honey. The bees seem now, as far

as I can judge, strong and healthy. I want to prevent them
swarming as I am away from home all day, and my garden
being small I am fearful of losing the swarm.
In the recent articles on artificial swarms in The Jouenal

OP Hoeticultuee I do not find what quite suits my case,
the instructions being generally applicable to those who have
more than one stock of bees, who have not common straw
hives, or who can convey the hive with a driven swarm in
it a mile or more away from the old hive.

I have been told that by placing an empty hive close to a
full one, opening a communication between them, and stop-
ing up the entrance of the old hive, so as to compel the bees
to go in and out through the new hive, a colony will take
possession of the latter when then- old quarters become too
crowded, and the two hives may afterwards be separated.
This seems only natural to one who, like myself, knows
nothing about bees; but before trying this, or any other
plan, I should be much obliged if you would furnish me with
a little advice in the matter. I am a complete novice in bee-
keeping, and should not know the queen bee or a royal cell
if I saw them.—S. E., Hampton Court.

[The plan you contemplate is the one described in page 80
of the last edition of " Taylor's Bee-keeper's Manual." The
two hives should be placed side by side, the added hive and
its entrance being put exactly in the place of the old one.
Swarming may probably be prevented in this way, but in
this case the stock will remain one colony, and on removing
one of the hives in the autumn the queen and brood will
most likely be found in the new apartment, so that the
harvest will consist of dark honey deposited in discoloured
combs. No means that can be adopted -will at aU times
prevent the issue of a swarm.]

BEES ACCEPTING A FOEEIGN SOVEEEIGN.
The letter under the above heading, which appeai-ed in

page 373, has produced so many applications for Ligurian
queens, that I must beg permission to explain that the
queen in question was one of the ordinary species, and that
the attempt to supply Ligurian queens has long been aban-
doned by—A Devonshiee Bee-keepee.

OUE LETTEE BOX.
He:j with Sore Back (Cocki/i).—No application to the wonnd is neces-

sary. Remove the heo for a time fro^n associition with the cock, and the
feathers will come again.
Grass foe Poultbt {T. 3f.)-—Graze your land wltli sheep by all means.

It is every way better for the fowls. There will be crass enough till next
November to harbour insects ; and fowls do not require high grass, as it is

injurious rather than otherwise in wet weather.
Corns in Cocbin-China Fowls {Cochin- China).—We know no special

reapon why they should be so affected, unless the floormg of their house is

n hard one. If it is, remove it. Sand or earth frequently stirred is the
only fit flooring for poultry-houses. AU heavy birds are very liable to have
corns when they get old.

Bullfinch Moulting Depectitely (TT. Barlow).—Yqmt bird has not
had a sufficient change of food. Nothing but hcmpseed is terrible regimen.
Wc would recommend you to give it canary and rape seed with a little hemp
and lin seed ; also, a bath every warm day. If it will rot take it give it one
throxiijh a small watering-pot. Continue tbia for two or three months.
We doubt if it will moult its feathers before autumn ; keep it In a warm
corner. Are you sure that there are no lice in the joints of the cage, as
they do not annoy the bird until night time 1

LONDON MAEKETS.—Mat 30.

POULTRY.
Tr.idc li:is mucTi improvetl, and the supply is below the averaf^e. Prices

are maintained, but we doubt whether there will not soon be a reduction.

s. d. 3. d.
Fowls 3 6 to 4

Smaller do 3 0„3 6
Chickens 2 „ 2 C
Goslings 6 „ 6 6

Ducklings 3 C „ 4

s. d. 8, d.

Pheasants ,,

Guinoa Fowls „
R.ibbits 1 4 „ 1 5
\Vild do 8 „ 9
Pigeons 8 „ 9
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A little fine soilijlaced between the divisions, after planting,
may be employed Tvitli advantage ; but in no case should
they be covered more than lialf an inch.
The plants of the respective kinds being potted, place

them in their proper siuations, giving a good -n-atering, and
shading from strong light, wliich is as common a cause of the
plants flagging as bright sun. Dryness of the atmosphere
being the bane of these plants at any time, it must be guarded
against at this jjeriod, and a moist atmosphere insured by
syringing the plants lightly morning and evening with water
of the temperatm-e of the house; and every available surface
should be sprinkled with water tmce daily—in fact, where
Ferns and Lycopods are grown a moist atmosphere is at all

times essential to their well-being. If convenience be at
band, it would materially assist the plants if they were placed
for ten days or a fortnight after potting in a hoiise with a tem-
peratm-e, and corresponding moisture, a few degrees above
that necessary for each when established. "Whilst the plants
are making new roots or becoming established, the sprink-
ling overhead will be sufficient to keep them moist at the
root ; but when they begin growing water must be given
copiously, it being next to impossible to overdo it ; for, with
good drainage and a porous soil, these plants would almost
endure a stream of water running over them.
Wien established and beginning to grow more light and

air should be admitted ; but in giving the former it must
not be admitted so as to dry the atmosphere much, or the
plants wOl flag or become stunted in growth, and if the
light is too powerfid they become browned in the foliage and
the growth is poor. About half the air given to green-
iouse plants in general suits these, and after March when-
ever the sun shines a shading of tiffany should be employed
over the plants &-om 8 a.m. until 5 p.ii. From September
to March they will bear the light of the sun without becom-
ing browned ; but v.-hOst light browns the foliage, too little

light causes a weak unnatural growth, and is as carefully to
be guarded against as too strong a light. It is the extreme
of the two that is to be avoided, and any person with a
little eqjerience will soon understand how and when to
shade, or admit more light and air.

These pjants should be kept well supplied with water, but
it is not necessary to water them so long as the soil remains
moist, for nothing is gained by treating them as aquatics,
but the soil becoming sour and sodden wiU sooner or later
cause a sickly condition of the roots, and the leaves are not
long ere they show unmistakeable evidence of bad health.
In summer, fi-om March to October, they should be sprinkled
overhead twice daily—very gently at night, to imitate the
falling dew, and in the morning to supply the moisture
necessary to keep them moist during the day. In winter
it is only necessary to syringe the plants in the morning,
and not then if the house is moist, and the soil in a healthy
moist condition ; but if fire heat be employed to keep up
the required temperature, the plants if in a greenhouse
should be sprinkled overhead in the morning, or if in a
stove twice daily, for dryness from fire heat is more in-
jurious to these plants than anything I know of. In
autumn a little fresh soU may advantageously be placed
between the stems of the plants, which will much invigorate
them; but it should be done so that no trace of such an
operation may be seen.
The most suitable situation is a fernery, but where this

is not at hand some of these plants may be grown very well,
in the greenhouse, in the shadiest part ; and the stove varie-
ties do well in summer ixnder the shade of Vines, and may
be wintered in a stove or wai'm greenhouse with the ther-
mometer seldom below 45°.

_
Though I have given the essentials necessary for the cul-

tivation of these ornaments when it is desired to have them
very fine, yet those having a shady place in a stove or
greenhouse may succeed tolerably well, whether the plants
are grown in pots or pans, or planted out in rockwork,
or, otherwise, associated with Ferns in baskets. They will,

indeed, grow almost anywhere, and they have charms which
no other plants possess wherever placed, yet they must not
be expected to do so weU in such situations as if they were
grown in places more suitable for them. For siu-facing
some of them are reaUy indispensable, and for making some-
thing very beautiful of what is otherwise very ugh', we have
one specially adapted for the purpose. I allude to the ugly

waUs of some ferneries that are out of all character with
the appearance of such houses. To make such ornamental
provide some strong galvanised wire netting, inch-mesh,
and fasten this at the lowest point of the house with
tenter hooks galvanised. The upper edge should also be
made fast with the same description of hooks, but only
driven so as to allow the netting to be 1 inch from the
wall requu-ed to be covered. There will thus be a cavity
between the netting and the wall an inch wide, which is to
be filled tightly with peat and sphagnum in equal parts,
and to prevent the wire bulging out more hooks must be
driven into the wall to keep it in its place. The netting
may be carried to any height, and be made to fit into corners
by fastening more netting on with small copper wire.
When the interval between the netting and the wall has
been filled with compost we have to force some fresh,

sphagnum between the meshes, and it should be done so
that the wire may be covered, and the whole present an
even surface of moss—a moss wall, of course it will be
when finished.

We next make holes with the finger between every third
mesh of the netting, and introduce a small piece of Sela-
ginella denticulata into each, and fill the hole or cavity left

with a little sphagnum. The plants or divisions axe planted
in straight lines 3 inches from the bottom, and the same
distance from plant to plant in the rows, and a like distance
from row to row, arranging them in quincunx fashion. We
have now provided for a siurface of the loveliest green,
and wiU improve the same by dotting a few Ferns up and ,

down it, and some stiff yet graceful-habited Lycopods.
The Ferns most suitable are such kinds as Pleopeltis stig-

matica, P. nuda (Fortuni), P. pustulata ; Pteris serrulata,

P. scaberula ; Platycerium alcicorne ; Kiphobolus rupestris ;

Nephrolepis exaltata ; and Cyrtogonium flageUiferum. The
last-named bears small plants along the fronds, and a large
one at the rat-tail points of the fronds which root in the
moss, themselves again producing fi-onds of a like nature,
and soon covering a wall when once well established, and
this renders it one of the most curious Ferns in cultivation.

There are, indeed, so many Ferns suitable for such situations
which have either creeping stems or will thrive in a small
quantity of soil, that any one with a little judgment will

not fail to find subjects. I may, however, further note,

that a Stenochlsena scandens or two planted at the foot of
the wall, and a plant of Selaginella Isevigata (but it re-

quires a stove), will soon commence ascending, and are

really beautiful ; and if a plant of Goniophlebium be placed
at the top, about 1 foot from the glass, its sj^lendid wavy
fi'onds wlU droop to the extent of 6 to 10 feet ; and thus, with
the carpet of Selaginella denticulata, various branching
Lycopods and Ferns peeping from its surface in all dii'ections,

we have one of the handsomest things conceivable. Then
for covering iron tie-rods in span-roofed houses, or for sur-

facing out-of-the-way jjlaces anywhere, forming margins to

walks in glass houses, no other plant adapts itself so well

to circumstances as Selaginella denticulata. To hide a rod
of iron first cover it with sphagnum and make it fast

with copper wire, then wreath it with pieces of the plant

named, fastening them with matting. If something extra be
desired fasten a few plants of the KUlarney FUmy Pern (Tri-

chomaues radicans), upon it, and if these be kept sprinkled

with water twice or thrice daily so as to keep them con-

tinually moist, and the wall also in hke manner syringed

morning and evening, or watered always from the top down-
wards so as to keep it and them in a thoroughly moist
condition, we have a little ornamentation in addition to that,

generally seen in ferneries.

The majority of Lycopods are suitable for a greenhouse tem-
perature; but as such structures are ventilated too much,
and are neither shaded sufficiently nor kept moist enough
for them, it sometimes occurs that the plants become
stunted in habit, and browned for want of shade. Those
having a vinery will find the extra heat, shade of the Vines,

and copious syringiugs admii'ably adapted for the greenhouse
kinds generally, and if they be kept there until the Grapes
change colour they will be in fine condition according to

the attention bestowed, and for the sake of themselves

must then be removed to theu- proper quarters. The stove

kinds do weU in a vinery in summer, and may be wintered

safely in a temperature of 45° to 50°, otherwise they do not
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do well without stove teat. Many kinds are lost under cul-

tivation by inattention to providing the proper temperature
for each, and to obviate this I append a list of a few distinct

species. Those marked with an asterisk do weU in Wardian
cases ; Gt signifies that the kinds require the protection of

a greenhouse ; whilst S ai'e stove ; and the sign f indicates

those that do well in unheated ferneries or are almost if

not quite hardy. The figures indicate the height in feet

of each, unless of prostrate habit or otherwise not easily

determined.

Section I.

—

Lustrous metallic hlue-shaded foliage,

•Selaginella uncinata (coesia of cariiens), long wiry stems, nearly prostrate,

much branched, and clustering; leaves ii^iit blue. A handsome kind,

li foot (G.).

S. IflBvigata, a magnificent climber (S.).

S* ineequalifolia, erect stems, supporting medium-sized variable fronds; not
uniike an Arbor Vitte foliage, but of a blue colour. 1 to U foot tS.).

Section II.

—

Green and succulent in texture, erect in habit,

the branches close and compact, roots being emitted from
them which become plants.

Selaginella formosa, thick close habit, forming a handsome massive specimen.
1 foot (G.).

S. stolonifera, the type of the group. Fronds small, nearly heart-shaped,
much branched, and sprending. 1 foot (G.).

S. flexuosa (dichotouja), fronds sm^U and much branched ; the points being
pale it has a spangled aspect. 1 foot (G.).

S. microphylla, dense hiibit, but slender; pretty, and very distinct. 6 to

9 inches (S.).

S. Martensi, erect close habit, little, if anything, different from S. stolonifera.

8. Paappigiana, branches broad, close, and curving down to the soil ; dry
though succulent-looking-texture ; colour grass green, 'ihis kind is

difficult to keep in winter, and should be frequently potted, as it is im-
patient of a soddened suil. 3 inches (S.).

S. serpens, light green, handsome; habit dense and compact. 9 inches (S.).

Section III.

—

Prostrate, green fronds, of succulent texture,

and humble growth.
*Selaginel]a jamaicensis (mutabilis), prostrate, fast-spreading stems, with

small leaves. This is remarkable for the various colours it assumes : in

the morning it is bright green, at night A\.hitish or yellown-h at tlie

points of the branches, and green in other parts, giving it the
appearance at dusk of phosphoresence (^.}.

*S. densa, forms a pigmy patch of crowded slender stems and small loaves

CG.).
S. hrasiliensis, leaves thickly set ; long, slender, iviry stems ; close and

prostrate habit ; little differing from S. denticulata. 3 inches (G.).

*tS. deniiculata, everybody's favourite ; it will grow in all soils and tem-
peratures; almost, it ni t quite, hardy. 6 inches (G.).

*+S. helvetica, simply a less form of tae preceding, in comparison to which
it is but a pigmy (G.).

•S. Burghalli, prostrate, pendant, branching stems, light green leaves, "With

white tips, and flat ; veiy pretty (G. ).

*S. apus (apodal), a gem, of moss-like haOit, very dense (G.).

*S. delicalifi^iraa, and so It is— delicate and ple.:Sing. An exquisite pigmy
(S.).

S. increscentifolia, an annual The soil should be left undisturbed, and it

reappears the following summer. Curious and pretty (S.J

Section IV.—Creeping wiry stems, erect stalks. Fern-like fronds,

and of dry texture.

Selaginella Lyalli, fem-like, distinct, and handsome. IJ foot (S.).

*S. viticulosa, wide, triant'Uiar, drooping, plumy fronds, rising plentifully

from underground stems. 6 inches (S.;.

•S. flabellata (plumosa), handsome, Ironds triangular and drooping. 9 inches
(S.).

*tS. Willdenovi, much-divided triangular fronds, on long wiry stems. A
fine, spreading, drooping kind. Ih foot (G.j.

*S. erythropus (umbrusa), close compact habit, triangular and elegantly-
divided wide greeu Ironds ; fine. 1 foot Itj.).

*S. dichrous, nearly relatea to S. erythropus at first sight, yet very distinct

from it. Fronds overlapping, appearing undivided. Very beautilul.

1 foot IS.).

S. africana, four-inch wide, triangular, much-divided fronds, having a
blue metallicluotre. 1 foot (S.). {In haiiit this belongs to this group,
otherwise its proper place is Sec. I.)

Section V.

—

Brown or red-tinted.
Selaginella rubricaulis, leaves suiall, habit close and compact, stems and

branches lich coral red, ooints of the branches whitish, divisions bright
green; fine. 6 inches (S.).

S. rigida, rich brown purple in summer, changing to a variegated state in
winter; tine. lloot{S.;.

S. Galeotli (Schotti), straggling spare h;.bit, stems brown, leaves green,
prostrate-growing. 1^ loot (G.).

Section TI.—Fronds rising from a crown or centre.
Selaginella lepidophylla, a small handsome kind; fronds bright green,

radiating horiEontally from the centre, growing profu-ely anu close. It
is seldom seen in good condition, and then it is not more than 6 inches
in diameter tS.).

*S. cuspidata {circinalis), small, long, much-branched fronds, forming a
bird-nest. It gets out of cliaracter in heat. 9 inches (G.).

*S. elongata (cordifolial, a dwarfer form of the precediug, but very elegant.
6 inches (G.).

S. paradox:!, nearly prostrate in habit, deep green fronds, the points
minutely branched and clustered, which gives the plant a viviparous
appearance ; fine. 6 inches {S.).

G. Aeeet.

THE EOYAL HOETICULTHRAL SOCIETY'S
SHOW.—June 1st and 2nd.

This Show was much the same as its predecessors at the
Regent's Park and the Crystal Palace, both as regards the
plants exhibited and the extent of tlie display. Being held
partly in the conservatoi-y and jiartly in the two adjoining

arcades, the fronts of which had recently been glazed to

adapt them for the purpose, it did not appear so extensive

as it really was ; whilst from being thus cut up into three

or, rather, four portions, its eifect as a whole was inferior to

that of the shows already referred to. Notwithstanding
that the day was fine and that their Eoyal Highnesses the
Princess of "Wales and Prince Arthur visited the Exhibition

between one and two o'clock, the gardens were by no means
overcrowded with visitors.

Stove axd Greenhouse Plants.—Among these a fine

collection of fine-foliaged and flowering plants came from
Messrs. Veitch in competition for the Duke of Buccleuch's

prize, which they took. It contained a gigantic Dicksonia
antarctica in the centre, flanked on each side by Croton
variegata and piota ; Ixora amboinensis ; Pandanus reflexus,

with its beautiful deep greeu reflesed foliage ; Alocasia ma-
crorhiza variegata, with its conspicuously splashed leaves ;

AUamanda cathartica, with very large flowers for that spe-

cies ; Latania borbonica, Dipladenia orassinoda, and others.

The prize offered by the CouncU for the second best ooUeetiou

of the same kind was taken by Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith,
with Alocasia Lowii, Theophrasta imperialis, Cordyline in-

divisa, a very fine Ixora coeciuea, and other plants, most, if

not all, of which liave been noticed as having appeared at

previous exhibitions.

Among the plants in flower were fine examples of Ixoras,

Pimeleas, Dracophyllmn gracile, Hedaromas, Stephanotis

floribunda, Pleroma elegans, Ehyncospermura jasminoides,

Aphelexes,- Ericas, and Epaerises. Eor twelve, Mr. May,
gardener to J. Spode, Esq., Hawkesyard Park, took the

first prize ; Mr. Peed, and Mr. Morse, gardener to T. Canning,
Esq., Westbury-on-Prynn, Bristol, second prizes ; Mr. Green,
gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., the third.

In the Nurserymen's Class for twelve, Mr. Praser, Lea
Bridge, was the only competitor and took the first prize.

He had among others a large plant of Prostanthera lasi-

anthos in fine bloom, fine specimens of Pho3nocoma proli-

I'era and Boronia serrulata, and an immense Bpaeris grandi-

flora rubra.

In collections of six, Mr. Chilman, Ashtead House, was
iirst ; Mr. A. Ingram, gardener to J. u . Blandy, Esq., Eead-
ing, second ; and Mr. Page third. In the Nurserymen's
Class for the same number, Mr. Ehodes, of Sydenham Park
Nursery, had the first prize, as he also had at the Crystal

Palace in the corresponding class. Messrs. Jackson were se-

cond, again showing their beautiful Clerodendron Thomsoni.
Azaleas.—For nine plants Mr. Tiu-ner, of Slough, was

first. These were immense jjlants, nearly 6 feet high, and
densely covered with bloom. The kinds were Juliana, Sir C.

.

Napier, Criterion, Chelsoni, Gledstanesi, tind Gledstanesi for-

mosa, Arborea purpurea, of dazzling brightness. Gem and
Perryana. Messrs. Veitch's plants, which took the second
prize, were also without exception very fine; Empress
Eugenie, a beautifitl bright rose, was particularly remark-
able. The other kinds were Iveryana, Magnificent, Stanley-

ana, Juliana, Extranei, Ardens, Eosea superba, and Perfeota

elegans. The Amateurs' collections were generally m-uch
inferior to those of Messrs. Turner and Veitch. For nine
kinds 3Ir. Morse was first, Mr. Carson second, and Mr. A.
Ingram thu'd. In the Open Class for sis, Mr. Turner was
first, and Mr. Penny, Eegent's Park, second. For three

new kinds sent out in 1863 and 1863, Mr. Turner had a
first prize for Elegantissima, white, flaked with red ; Charles
Enke, rose, edged with white ; and Advance, rosy lilac,

dark crimson blotch. Mr. Turner also took the prize for the
best three in six-inch pots ; and for the limited space the
plants had to grow in these were marvellous plants, both
as regards their size and profusion of bloom. Dachesse
Adelaide de Nassau, violet crimson, was especially fine; the
other two were President and Flower of the Day.
Cape Heaths made but a limited display, and the kinds

were the same as on previous occasions. Mr. Ehodes was
first, and Mr. Peed second, with fine bushy specimens.
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Okchids were placed in the conservatory, and, being ex-
tensively shown, had an excellent effect, though, fi-om being
to a gi-eat extent arranged according to their genera, there
was not that variety which mixed collections present. In
the Class for brides, Yandas, and Saccolabiums, six kinds,
Mr. Baker, Stamford Hill, took the fii-st prize, with Vanda
tricolor and snavis, two fine plants ; the beautiful .Strides

crispum, with five spikes ; Saccolabiums retusum and curvi-
folium, and JSrides virens. Mr. Penny was second, with
Vanda suavis and Roxburgh!, JErides Wameri, Pieldingii,
aifine roseum, and Saccolabium guttatum. Mr. Milford was
thh-d with Yauda suavis Veitchii, Vanda tricolor, fine, and
the beautiful jErides Lindleyana, &c. ; and the same exhi-
bitor took a first prize for Cattleyas and Laslias, with Mossise,
very fine ; lohata ; the hybrid Dominiana, and Laelia pur-
purata and cinnabarina.

For Cypripediums and TJropediums Mr. Penny was first,

with the new Cypripediums Stonei, Lowii, and Hookeri, the
latter remarkable for its beautifully variegated foliage. Mr.
Milford was second, and Mr. Baker third. In the Amateurs'
Miscellaneous Class, for nine kinds, the prizes were taken
by Messrs. Milford, Baker, Penny, and Wilson of Enfield

;

and in the corresponding class for nurserymen, by Mr.
Williams, Messrs. Jackson, and Mr. WooUey, in the order in
which they are named. Among these exhibitions we remarked
fine examples of Vanda tricolor ; Dendrobium nobilc, macro-
phyllum giganteum, and Dayanum ; Anguloa Clowesii

;

Cypripedluni villosum, with nineteen blooms ; caudatum,
with ten very f.ne flowers, the tail-like appendages of which
were nearly 2 feet long; the Foxbrush iErides, with a spike
20 inches long ; La^lias, Cattleyas, Phaljenopses, &c. In the
Miscellaneous Class for six, Mr. Page was fu-st; Mr. Penny,
second, Dendrobium primulinum, from the latter, with
flowers springing from every joint, had a pretty, though
somewhat formal, appearance.
PiTOHEK-PLAXTS.—Prizes were offered for Sarracenias by

Lady Dorothy Nevill, and the result was that a few of these
remarkable plants were exhibited. The fii-st prize was taken
by Mr. Baines, gardener to H. NichoUs, Esq., Bowden, with
flava, variolaris, and purpurea, the latter having large
purple-veined pitchers; the second and third by Mr. J.

Veitch and Mr. Williams with the same kinds. For three
Pitcher-plants, not being Sarracenias, Mr. Veitch had a
first prize, the kinds being one of Mr. Dominy's hybrids.
Nepenthes RafSesiana, and an unnamed species with small
pitchers.

Miscellaneous.—-In this class, usually so large, there
were few exhibitions, most of the objects with which it is

swelled being in-ovided for elsewhere. By far the most
interesting contribution was a beautiful basket of Alpine
plants arranged among rockwork, sent by Messrs. Back-
house, of York. Many cf them were very rare as well
as very beautiful, and the whole must have delighted
the eyes of the lovers of these pretty but seldom-seen
plants. Among them we remarked Gentiana verna, Cypri-
pedium_ calceolus, Goodyera pubescens, Ophrys apifera.
Myosotis alpiua, Dianthus alpinus, Saxifraga Hirculus, and
Primula denticulata, Ac. For these Messrs. Backhouse had
a second prize, and a similar award was made to them for a
group of North American Osninndas. Messrs. BaiT & Sugden
took the first prize for plant cases of diiierent forms, and
variously filled. One case, filled with Cacti, attracted much
attention on account of the novelty of these plants bein"
employed in this way. Messrs. Ivery & Son had also a
prize for a collection of fifty British Perns. Asplenium
lanceolatum microdon, a very handsome and scarce variety

;

Blechnum spicant imbrioatum : Athyrium Filix-fcemina plu-
mosum, with beautifully divided fronds ; the rare Lastrea
Nowelliana, Osmunda regalis cristata, Polystichum angulare
sub-tripinnatum, and cristatum, were a few of the most re-
markable. Prizes were also offered to ladies for single
plants grown in a drawing-room, and strange to say the
only exhibitor was Mrs. Dombrain, of Deal, v,'ho sent a nice
healthy plant of Adiantum cuneatum, in a wire basket. It
had been growing in a living-room where both gas and fire

were used since last August. Further details respecting its
treatment will be found at page 195 of our present volume.
Although three prizes were offered for the best-arranged
group for decorating a small conservatory or greenhouse,
only one competitor came forward—namely, Mr. Turner, of

Slough, but his arrangement was of such merit that a first

prize was awarded.
Florists' flowers, floral decorations, and Floral Committee

subjects will be noticed in separate reports.
The Ajiekican Show of Messrs. Waterer & Godfrey filling

an immense tent 350 feet long, by 150 feet wide, was a blaze
of bloom. A standard Eoseum elegans could not be less
than 8 feet in diameter, in fact it was a tree. Of new kinds
we remai-ked Mrs. W. Bovill, a fine, bright, rosy crimson

;

Beauty of Surrey, crimson, distinct dark spots ; Old Port,
mulberry crimson; Lady H. Crossley, rose; and Mrs. Jolm
Clutton, a beautiful pure white, of fine form.

FLOKISTS FLOWERS.

Coming immediately after the Royal Botanic and Crystal
Palace Exhibitions, it must necessarily happen that many
of the flowers, sent as they are by the same exhibitors,

should be the same as those at the former Shows ; yet,
although in some classes exhibiting a great faUing-off, there
can be no doubt as to the general excellence of the Exhi-
bition. There was enough there to suit all classes of ama-
teur's and aU lovers of flowers, and marvels of growth and
beauty many of them were ; but I only repeat that which
I believe Imndreds expressed—that the Exhibition owed
everything to the plants and nothing to their arrangement.
Improvements have indeed taken place : the bare walls of
the arcades have been distempered with a warm shade, and
the front openings have been glazed, thus securing a free-

dom from cold winds. But with all this there was only a
side light, and this is as bad for flowers as for pictures

;

and the bare stages without any green baize covering were
a great eyesore, and certainly did not tend to set off the
Pelargoniums, Roses, &c., with which I have more specially

to do.

Most notable was the absence of amateurs amongst Pelar-

gonium-growers. Where were Mr. Nye and Mr. Bailey?
Where those splendid plants exhibited at the Botanic ? and
was the second-rate coUeetion of Mr. Wiggins all that the
amateurs of Pelargoniums in the neighboru'hood of London
could do ? Or was it the two-days exhibition which fright-

ened them ? Or is there a screw loose somewhere ?

In the Nurserymen's Class there were but two exhibitors

—Mr. Fraser and Mr. Turner ; the latter coming down from
his high pedestal and being second in both Classes, but
bearing his defeat without imputation on the Judges, as is

too often the case, and acknowledging the fault was with
himself. Mr. Eraser's twelve of large-flowering sorts were
Osuis, Sanspareil (two splendid plants), Bacchus andPizarro,
Empress Eugenie, Rose Celestial (fine), Viola, Candidate,

Lord Clyde (somewhat thin of flower), Mr. Marnock, Dcsde-
mona, and Etna. Mr. Turner's were Fairest of the Fail',

Rose Celestial, Symmetry, Lucifer (very bright and beauti-

ful), Prince of Prussia, Nestor, Lilacina, Beadsman, Lady
Canning, Etna, Desdemona, and Candidate (very fine).

In Fancies Mr. Fraser was also fu'st with fine plants of

Reliance, Dehcatum, Multiflora, Hebe, Clara NoveUo, and
Cloth of SUver. Mr. Turner was second with Lady Craven,
Ellen Beck, Mrs. Reynolds Hole, Edith, Clemanthe, and
Cloth of Silver.

In Amateurs Mr. Wiggins was, as I have said, the only

exhibitor; and the only noticeable plant in his collection

was James Lodge.
Roses in pots were weU shown ; and as I have said before,

the plants exhibited by Mr. Wm. Paul and Messrs. Lane are

great improvements on the overgrown monsters of former

years. They were bushes, and in some instances very

beautiful ones. Mr. Wm. Paul's were La Reine, Madame
WiUermoz, Anna de Diesbach (with some very large paeony-

looking flowers), Charles Duval, Juno, Lo?lia (very large

and beautiful). Lord Raglan (in fine condition), Oriflamme

de St. Louis, Niphetos, Bougere, Madame Domage, and
Triomphe des Beaux Arts (the only ineffective plant in the

collection). Messrs. Lane's were Jules Margottiu. Charles

Lawson (very fine and beautiful). Coupe d'Hobe, Triomphe
d'Elise, Paul Perras, Paul Ricaut (very fine), Madame
Damaizin, Louise Peyronney, General Jacqueminot (very

fine), and Baronne Prevost.

Of Roses in small pots there were some real beauties.

Mr. Turner was first with Victor Verdier, Senateur Vaisse,
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La Heine, Prince Camille de Eohan (very dark and curious).

Beauty of Waltham (with some fine flowers), and Louise

Odier. Messrs. Paul & Sou were second with Souvenir de

la Keine de I'Angleterre, General Jacqueminot, Cardinal

Patrizzi, Professor Koch, Lord Eaglan, and Anna de Dies-

bach. Both of these collections were excellent; the plants

symmetrical, foliage bright, and flowers good.

In six Teas Messrs. Paul & Son were the only exhibitors.

Their set comprised President, Marquise de Foucault, Homer,
Niphetos, Julie Mansais, and Souvenir d'un Ami—aU very

pretty, but too little variety of colour to make a pleasing

group.
The only collection in pots from amateurs came from Mr.

T. Terry, and contained moderate plants of Charles Lawson,

Chenedole, Sj'lph. Devouiensis, Paul Perras, and Paul Eicaut.

Of Cut Eoses, twelve boxes shown by Mr. Turner, and I

believe the firstfruits of the open air, contained some very

magnificent blooms of well-known varieties. Madame Pur-

tado. Grand Prince Noir, Baronne Hallez, Le Eh6ne, Prince

Camille de Eohan, Turenne, Lord Eaglan, Francois La-

charme, John Hopper, Madame Villermoz, Madame Place,

Abd-el-Kader, Eugene Appert, Mademoiselle Bonnaii-e, Anna
Alexieif, Victor Verdier, Senateur Vaisse, and others were

in great perfection. Messrs. Paul & Son had also a large

collection, but they looked pale alongside of their more
brilliant out-of-door companions.
In seedling Pelargoniums I noticed John Hoyle, described

in the account of the Crystal Palace Show ; British Sailor,

ditto ; Mary Hoyle, soft rose colour, dark spot, and white

throat; Pretty Mary, dark cherry, white throat, a little

rough ; Profusion, purplish rose, very free bloomer ; Sunny
Memories, smooth, with white throat; Leonidas, second-

rate ; Violetta, washy ; Exhibitor, a very free bloomer, and
a capital market plant.

In Fancies there was xlnn Page, bright cherry, and very

good ; also Blair Athol, rough ; Juliet, rough ; Silver Mantle,

rather too light and rough.
Of the three best Pelargoniums of last year Mr. Turner

was first with Aristides, Diadem, and Philo, all good plants.

In Zonale Pelargoniums there was nothing in any way
remarkable. Mr. Bull's Eve promised well as before, and all

were pretty, but not better than those now out ; and the

marked absence of Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Sou made a

great blank in this now very popular class.

Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing exhibited some fine

Pansies, both Show and Fancies. The box of the former

contained Lord Clyde, Miss E. Cochrane (a smooth and
beautiful pure white ground flower). Chancellor, Prince of

Prussia, Isa Craig, Mr. T. Scott, Mr. J. Martin, Invincible,

Francis Low (good). Princess of Wales, Miss Carnegie,

Attraction, Eeine Blanche, Eclat, Lavinia, Cherub, Tele-

gram, Serena, Mary Lamb, Alexander McNab, C. W. E.

Eamsay, and Alice Downie. Mr. Hooper also exhibited

some good flowers.

TABLE DECOBATIONS.

The entries for the prizes offered by Sir Wentworth Dilke

were numerous, and exhibited every variety of taste, from
the purest to the most vulgar. How any one could have
got up some of the abominations, called decorations, I cannot
conceive, when we have seen what has been done in former

years. The exclusion of bu'ds, beasts, and fishes, tended
greatly to the purity of taste, and set the exhibitors on a more
legitimate way of filling their stands. The first prize was, I

think, most deservedly given to Mrs. Worthington Bliss, of

S6, Eecleston Square, for a stand of three, in which most
thorough artistic taste was exhibited, combined with a

genuine appreciation of colour. The centre consisted of a
tall glass with arms, from which hung small glass baskets.

The bottom plateau had Eoses all round, with some bunches
of Grapes in the centre, and a bloom of the white Arum,
while dotted over the stand were LDies of the Valley and
Adiautums, &c. The base of the side stands was surrounded
with alternate bunches of Corn-Flowers and yellow Azaleas,

with some red Cherries in the centre, thus completing the
primary colours on a green base. I am quite sure that an
artist's eye had something to do with t-his. The second
prize was given to Miss March. It seems heresy to question
this lady's taste ; but considering the time of year for which
tiese decorations are most needed, that the season is during

the bright and sunny months, I would venture to say that I

thought it too dark and heavy for the object in view. Had
it been for autumn, it would have been more in accordance

with the season. The dark Begonia leaves were somewhat

out of keeping ; something lighter would have set off the

Grapes better. Miss Wint, of 8, Gloucester TeiTace, South

Kensington, was third. Her stand consisted of glass stands,

with three glass cornucopias, in which flowers were placed.

Eoses decorated the base, and Fern leaves were laid all

round, as in Miss March's original plan. Lady Ilolraesdale's

group was highly commended. Some of us thought it

ought to have had a higher position. The centre was a glass

plateau, with three glass vases, and three glass shells on it.

These had Geraniums, Ferns, &c., placed in them, and fnait

and flowers were intermixed. The side ones had no fruit.

Mrs. James Cutbush's was also in excellent taste, there

being for the top of the stand branches arranged with four

pendants, and the arrangement of the flowers was excellent.

Lady Emily Peel's was also commended, but I thought the

white lace was a sad violation of good taste. It is im-

possible to give any correct notion of these decorations

without a more detailed description, than it would be pos-

sible to give in a short report. There was considerable de-

parture from the original design of Miss March, which set

everybody into that groove, and, perhaps, if the prizes are

continued something more novel still may be thought of.

It is evident from even those set up that good taste is not

universal.—D., Deal.

Florai, Committee, June 1.—The florists' flowers and

new and rare plants exhibited were more numerous than

usual, and occupied much of the time of the Sub-committees

appointed to examine them. Among the florists' flowers

seedling Pelargoniums prevailed, which, though numerous,

presented but little novelty and improvement. The Scarlet

Pelargonium section was numerously represented : among
them were some very nice flowers, but not equal to many
well-known varieties in cultivation. Had they made their

appearance four or five years ago, they would have doubtless

been highly appreciated. The imported French and Belgian

varieties are now so beautiful both in form and their varied

shades of colour, that it requires something specially good

to beat them, and we fear we have already far too many
flowers of the same or nearly the same shades of colour.

Mr. BuU sent several seedling Scarlet Pelargoniums, as

Glitter, Umpu-e, Fanny, Eve, Snowflake, and Vivid. This

last was worthy of its name as to colour, but one of those

delicate-petalled flowers which scorch when exposed to the

sun. It might be as well to change the name of this seed-

ling, as there is ah-eady an old and excellent variety under

the same name.
Messrs. Downip, Laird, & Laing, sent seedling Pelargo-

niums which seem rather to have receded than advanced in

their properties and quality. They were Novelty, Princess

Alice, Harry (not equal to Eoi de Feu), Julia, Helen, Countess

Eussel, LUac, Model, Emma, and Peter Barr. The last was
remarkable for its dark spots on dull pinkish petals; not

eftective nor useful. When we have noticed the extraordi-

nary strong growth of these seedlings we can say no more
for them.

Mr. Hill, Harrow Eoad, had a seedling Verbena, Miss

Lee, but there was nothing to commend this seedling, not

even its unnatural growth as a standard; also. Fuchsia

Flower of the Day, known as Aucubeefolia.

From Mr. Halley, Blackheath, came seedling Scarlet Pelar-

gonium Enamel, of the Zonale division, too much like but

not equal to Blackheath Beauty; Pi-incess of Wales,_ a

variegated seedling, foliage nicely zoned, with clear white

edge like Fontainbleau and many others.

Mr. AUen, Hammersmith, sent Azalea The Baron, a white,

thin, badly-formed flower; and Mr. J. "Woods, Esher, Scarlet

Pelargonium Comtesse de Paris, a rosy salmon flower, not

new nor equal to many others.

From Mr. C. Southey, Clapham, came Petunia multiflora,

light crimson purple with white stripes—no other merit

than freedom in producing its flowers ; and from Mr. Hol-

land, Spring Grove, Petunia Striata purpurea, a pretty and

promising flower ; the plants were small, and not in con-

dition to display its merits. It is desirable this plant should

be seen better grown. Scarlet Pelargonium seedlings, Fanny
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Alice Peake, Eoseum, Eosalie, none of them equal to otiers

in tliis section, were also exliiliited by Mr. Holland.

Mr. Groom, Ipswi'ch, sent Scarlet Pelargoniums Sir Fitzroy

Kelly, a pretty light scarlet flower, but not distinct from

others ; Miss Martin ; and BriUiant, a bright scarlet loose-

petalled flower.

Mr. Turner, Slough, had Fancy Pelaigonium Mrs. Dorling,

dark rosy carmine upper petals, lower petals white, slightly

tinted with carmine ; good truss. It received a second-class

certificate. Also, Ai-cadia, Juliet, Blair Athol (flowers dark

ruby red ; the plant had passed its prime, the flowers were

fading; this seedling has some merits). Silver Mantle. Ann
Page, from the same, was a very distinct and pleasing variety,

the best we should say of its class; medium-sized flower,

upper petals bright rosy caa-mine, lower petals lightly shaded.

A tirst-class certificate was awarded for it.

Mr. G. Hoyle, Beading, exhibited several seedling Pelar-

goniums of his well-known and beautiful strain, but it was
difficult among these good flowers to find any equal to some
of his older varieties either in colour or form. Among them
we noticed Mary Hoyle ; Violetta, not equal to Viola ; Ex-
hibitor, a free-flowering variety, upper petals deep rose with
dark blotch, white throat, pale pinkish under petals. This
was commended. British Sailor much resembled Diadem
in colour, but was of darker shade and not equal to Diadem
in form, but it may some day be seen in better condition.

For this a second-class certificate was awarded. Also, to

Profusion, upper petals soft rosy carmine with dark blotch,

clear white throat, good form, lower petals pale rose. Sunny
Memories, another of Mr. Hoyle's seedlings, had the upper
petals orange scarlet with deep maroon blotch, clear white
throat, pale tinted lower petals. A second-class certificate

was awarded. Mr. Hoyle sent in addition, Leonidas, a
spotted variety, upper and lower petals orange scarlet

;

Flourish, dark orange scarlet, veined white throat ; and
John Hoyle. This was the best of all the seedlings of the
day, upper petals dark maroon, clear white centre, lower
petals rosy scarlet shaded and veined, fine form, and very
efieetive. It had a first-class certificate.

From Ml'. Morris Young, Milford Nursery, came Ehodo-
dendron Princess of Wales, a purplish shaded flower, centre
of the flowers white and spotted, novel in colour and general
appearance—second-class certificate.

From Messrs. Veitoh came Azalea Vesuvius, one of the
most beautiful of its class ; form excellent, colour bright
orange scarlet, upper petals shaded with violet and spotted.

The effect of the blending of these two colours was very
pleasing—first-class certificate.

Among the new plants, many of which had received awards
from the Floral Committee, but have now made their public
appearance, we noticed from Messrs. Veitch, Drosera sp.,

with curiously elongated hah-y fly-traps—second-class cer-

tificate ; Eranthemum species, already noticed in the Journal
—second-class certificate ; Lastrea Standishii, a Fern of

great excellence—first-class certificate ; Prumnopitys elegans,
a Conifer—a first-class certificate; Aucuba longifolia, long
narrow green leaf—fii-st-class certificate ; Stephensonia
grandiflora—first-class certificate ; Maranta striata—second-
class certificate ; DracEena robusta—commendation.
From Messrs. Jackson, Kingston, came Stangeria paradoxa

fo3mina—second-class certificate ; from Mr. WiUiams, Hol-
loway, Gymnostachium Vorschaffeltii—first-class certificate ;

Lastrea Standishi—first-class certificate ; Phalffinopsis gran-
diflora aurea, with bright yeUow lips—first-class certificate ;

San-acenia rubra—first-class certificate; Phormium tenax
variegatum—fii'st-class certificate; Cypripedium Hookeri

—

second-class certificate. Mr. Bull sent ImantophyUum stri-

atum pictum, light orange flowers, shaded with yellow, a
very beautiful plant—first-class certificate ; Dracosna Ehren-
bergii—commendation; and Cyoas Euminiana—fiist-olass

certificate. Mr. Ivery had Athyrium Filix-fcemina Jieldii

variety—second-class certificate. Messrs. Cai-ter exhibited
a basket of their handsome Ornithogalum thyrsoides, which
was much admii-ed.

The Weathek.—On the morning of the 30th ult. the
thermometer fell to 7° below the freezing-point, and again
next morning to 4"^ below freezing. The result was that
many things which had withstood the frost in previous weeks

were severely injm-ed. We noticed a field of Potatoes, ten
acres in extent, completely blackened, with the exception of

a portion lying on a slope to the south-west ; and Scarlet

Euuners and Dwai-f Kidney Beans were much injured, and,
in some cases, would do no more good. A letter from Dum-
friesshire, dated June 1st, says, " We have had very intense

frost last night and the night previous. The Potatoes are

entirely destroyed." Mr. William Thomson, of Dalkeith
Park, N.B., saj's, " We had a most severe fi'ost here on the
morning of Tuesday last, which has cut down om' Potatoes
and done waU fruit a great deal of damage."

FLOEISTS' FLOWEES AT THE CEYSTAL
PALACE SHOW.

Whatever misgivings may have worried the minds of the
officials relative to the arrangements and prospects of the
Show under the change of management, they were found
to be, if they existed, quite groundless. Never have the
comfort, convenience, and advantage of the exhibitors been
better cared for ; and when I say that the Crystal Palace
Show was never better arranged, it will be at once seen by
all who frequent it and know the excellence of its manage-
ment how much credit is due to Mr. Wilkinson, who has
taken on himself the arduous post so long and ably filled by
Mr. Houghton ; and I feel sure he must have felt gratified

by the opinion so freely and gratefully expressed on this

point. The company, too, was brOliant in the extreme;
and notwithstanding that the volunteer review in Hyde
Park took place on the same day, there was no diminution
in the numbers of visitors as compared with foi-mer years.

The other features of the Show having been dealt with
by other hands, I must confine myself to florists' flowers;

and while the Exhibition was confessedly rich in stove

and greenhouse plants and Orchids, it was not equally

so in florists' flowers. The absence of Mi-. Charles Turner
in Pelargoniums (he only exhibiting in one class—Fancies),

the entire absence of Tulips and Cinerarias, occasioned by
the hot sunny weather, as also of Verbenas, made a great

blank, which was hardly compensated for by the excellence

of the Eoses and Pansies.

Of Eoses in ten distinct kinds in pots, no limit being
placed on size, two collections were staged, one by Mr. Wm.
Paul and the other by Messrs. Lane. There was no com-
parison between the two; and I was glad to find that the
huge unwieldy plants formerly exhibited have given place in

the collections of both exhibitors to plants of a more shapely
character, and the eye was not, consequently, offended by
a forest of sticks as formerly. Mr. Wm. Paul's collection,

which was deservedly first, contained several fine plants of

Tea Eoses.
Eoses in ten-inch pots were contributed by Messrs. Turner,

Wm. Paul, Paul & Son, and Lane ; and these plants are to

my mind the size in which the gi-eater number of visitors

wish to see pot Eoses. Anything more beautiful than Mr.
Turner's collection, which obtained the fii'st prize, could

not possibly be conceived. They were Souvenir de Comte
Cavour, dark crimson, and extremely beautiful ; Piince

CamOle de Eohan, very dark and peculiar in its shade of

colour ; Charles Lawson ; President, with some exquisite

blooms on it; Victor Verdier, most charming; Beauty of

Waltham, with two or three excellent flowers on it ; Gloire

de Dijon, the only defective plant in the set; Catherine

C-ruillot, very good; Juno, amarvelof beauty with six blooms,

each of which was exactly in tune ; and La Eeine. I do
not think higher commendation can be bestowed on this

collection than to say that there was not a plant in it from

which blooms might not have been cut fit for any stand.

Messrs. Paul & Son were second ivith General Jacquemi-

not, Cardinal Patrizzi, Madame Julie Daran, Senateur Vaisse,

Madame Elvers, Niphetos, Belle de Boui-g-la-Eeiue, Tri-

omphe de Lyon, and Marquise de Foucault. Mr. Wm. Paul

was third, and Messrs. Lane fourth.

Cut Eoses were exhibited in the Miscellaneous Class.

Messrs. Paul & Son obtained the first prize. There were in

theii- collection some very fine blooms of such well-known

flowers as Madame Charles Wood, Prince Camillo de Eohan,

Vu'ginal, Alphonse Damaizin, Madame Falcot, Geant des

BataiHes, Celine Forestier, Oriflamme de St. Louis, Gloire do
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Dijon, Fran(;ois Lacliarme, Viscomtesse de Cazes, &c. ; but
I did not notice anything of the new Eoses. Mr. Wm.
Paul's coUeotion also contained some very fine blooms.
Pelargoniums were not so numerous, nor, in my opinion,

so good in quality as I have seen them, although some were
mai'vels of bloom and growth.
In the Class for ton Mr. Bailey, of Shardeloes, was fii'st

with Glow-worm, Monarch, Etna, Lady Taunton, Sanspareil,

Guillaume Severyns, Sir Colin Campbell, Desdemona, Lord
Clyde, and Spotted Gem. Mr. Fraser was second with Des-
demona, Mr. Marnock, Eose Celestial, Fairest of the Fair,

Saracen, Sanspareil, Viola, Leviathan, Lord Clyde, and
Beadsman.

In the Class for six for amateurs only, Mr. Bailey was
first with Ai-iel, Eose Celestial, Mulberry, Leviathan, Lady
Canning, and Flora.

In the Class for six Fancies a tie was run by Mr. Turner
and Mr. Fraser, whose collections were placed equal. Mr.
Turner's contained Evening Star; Modestum and Ellen

Beet, these two plants were perfect gems; Lady Craven,

Delicatum, and Eoi des Fantasies. Mr. Fraser's were Acme,
Eoi deg Fantaisies, Delicatum, Lady Craven, Celestial, and
Cloth of Silver. Two more beautiful collections of this class

of flowers could hardly be imagined.

Of Seedling Pelargoniums there was not a large display.

They came from Mr. Hoyle of Beading, and Mr. Wiggins,
gardener to AY. Beck, Esq., Worton Cottage, Isleworth. The
best wei-e John Hopper, a fine painted flower of good sub-

stance and high colour, and of large size ; British Sailor,

in the style of that fine flower Diadem, and as like it as

possible ; High Admiral, a large thick-petaUed flower of a
rosy colour ; and Naomi, a soft Mrs. Hoyle style of flower,

large and good.
Amongst a number of new Pelargoniums sent out by

Messrs. Barr & Sugden, and raised by their " Sardinian
correspondent," was a flower of striking appearance—Peter
Barr, a soft peach blush ground, with very dark and well-

defined spots in all the petals : this obtained an extra prize.

There was also Novelty, a curiously veined fiower, of good
shape, which will, I doubt not, be a favourite stage flower.

I cannot pass by a very beautiful Zonale Geranium exhi-

bited by Messrs. F. & A. Smith, of Dulwich, in the style of

Fran9ois Desbois, but certainly the very best of its class.

Some fine plants of Herbaceous Calceolaria were exhibited
by Messrs. Dobson & Son, of Isleworth, raised from their

seed, which is now so well known and so widely distributed.

They were, many of them, very beautiful and omrious in

their marking, and brilliant in colour.

Pansies did not strike me as being very good, and this

will be easOy accounted for by the long dry weather that we
have had. The best were contributed by Messrs. Downie,
Laii'd, & Laing, who also sent a box of curiously marked
Pamcy Pansies.

Tulips, as I have said, were not there, the bloom this

year having lasted a very short time.—D., Deal.

MY OECHAED-HOTJSE.—Wo. 2.

DiTEiNG the past fortnight the extreme heat has been
very favoiu-able for the orchard-house. It came just as the
trees, pushing rapidly into their first vegetation, have made
their spring shoots—those valuable shoots on which mainly
depends next year's crop. I say mainly, for second growths
made, possibly, early in June, though often capable of being
ripened sufiBcieutly to bear next season, should not be relied

Ttpon for the regular crop. Therefore the present time is a
very important one for the orchard-house, and every exer-
tion must be made to profit by it. Every warm breath of
air must be caught and stored up, and the roots of the trees
must also receive their due attention. Always supposing,
then, that last autumn we have duly renewed the exhausted
top son of the pots and borders with rich matter, not too
fresh, and mingled with some calcareous substance (which is

of the highest necessity for Peach trees as well as for Vines),
that top soil will now, by the influence of cold and evapora-
tion, have become a friable black loam suitable for our pur-

" pose. The pots standing perfectly level, let the earth be
gathered up round the stem of the tree into a slight mound,
somewhat higher than the margin of the pot. At about

6 inches from the stem let there be a gentle depression, so
that the soil may rise again near the edge of the pots. The
object is to keep the rush of water immediately from either
the stem of the tree or the sides of the pot. Neither of these
places is the proper one for the water to reach at fli'st. If
it be dii-ected with force to the centre it will not be of much
use to the roots near the edges ; and it is not to be imagined
that any servant to whom this apparently unimportant
work is generally confided, wOl, in the hm-ry of his task,
reason on the subject. If, on the other hand, by the slope
of the soil, the rush of water be directed chiefly to the edges,
this plan wastes a very large portion of that water which
the trees are so very thirsty for just now. There should
also be about an inch left all round the pot to prevent any
loss of moisture. These apparently minute details become
of great importance where, as must sometimes occur, the
cisterns or tanks fail. A large house, fiUed with full-grown
trees, requires far more water than is at first sight expected.
Indeed this part of the system becomes somewhat formidable
to the amateur, requiring expensive apparatus for watering,
and also for the frequent copious syringings of the foliage.

^
It is, therefore, with the view of suggesting a cheap and

simple mode, which I have adopted for several seasons, that
attention is now called to this point. There are many
exceUeut apparatus in use, and where the slope of the
ground allows a good flow of water, then a hose or two will
enable us to keep the trees well supplied, and there is no
simpler way than this one. But where this cannot be
adopted for some reason or other, I should suggest to
amateurs a trial of the following mode.
Down the centre of the potted trees runs a gutter about

6 inches broad and as many deep. This gutter, which is of
wood (and when neatly painted is not unsightly nor con-
spicuous), runs, at a perfect level, just about 3 inches above
the top of the rims of the pots. At every 2 feet cuts have
been neatly made in the main gutter about an inch deep
and broad. In these cuts are nailed pieces of lead 3 inches
long, and to these, and communicating with each pot, are
placed other slighter gutters. These last are of several
different lengths, and removeable for convenience at the
autumn top-dressing, &o. My orchard-house is long, and
faces two sides of a squai-e, so that the gutters of the
southern part are worked by pumping water into them,
while those of the eastern end are worked by simply turning
on the water of a tank. Thus both modes are in daily use,
and they answer perfectly. So many minutes' flow consti-
tiites a hogshead of water. There is no risk of these
gutters getting out of order, though in changing heavy-
potted trees I have often seen them rested on the main
gutter. They might, perhaps, be better made of zinc or
iron, provided that the lateral gutters were moveable.

I merely suggest this plan, and, doubtless, some amateur
would kindly furnish an improvement on it. At any rate,
120 large trees can and have been well watered by a mere
child in five minutes.
While on the subject, it is astonishing what a quantity o

water a large weU-fruited Peach tree will absorb on a hot
day

: some large ones in pots will take two gallons during a
very hot day. And as to Apricots, I can only say that the
leaves droop unless kept just now quite moist. This very
deUcate tree is impatient of the confined air of an orchard-
house, and should have peculiar attention paid to its position,
with respect to free cii-culation of air and moisture at the
roots. As to syringing Apricots, except to wash oif dusty
particles, it is not needed. I commence watering my trees
before they show bloom, gradually increase the supply till

the first colours, then diminish rapidly, unless the autumn
be very warm or the trees unhealthy. Very little diuing the
winter is required.

I am no advocate for plunging pots to save watering.
Such a plan seems to show that the orchard-house trees are
not considered worth the trouble. As an aid to watering,
syringing strongly the under sides of the leaves is of great
value. Candidly speaking, I know no other way of keeping
down that " atra," or rather " rubra cura," the red spider.
It seems as if the shock of the water smaa-tly applied shook
the insects off. The other day a syringing of Gishurst com-
pound, of 2 ozs. to the gallon of water, was applied to one
or two trees. On examining the leaves with a microscope
afterwards, about half of the spiders were found dead, but-
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tlie other half were as lively as ever, probably not reached

by this odorous compound. But an unexpected result

followed : nearly every Peach became stained with black,

and finally di-opped off. This had not occurred last year,

and the same solution applied to a bunch of hothouse
Grapes, uncoloured, did not hurt them in the least. Sulphur
I find powerless, and have no faith except in steady syring-
ing.

—

Thomas C. Bkehaut, Richmond House, Guernsey.

CLIVEDEISr.

No part of the Thames is more beautiful than that be-

tween Maidenhead and Cookham, and of that part nowhere

is the scene so pictm-esque as at Cliveden. Elsewhere the

rivers banks are generally flat and tame—here a peep may
be caught of a pretty cottage nestling among trees—there

of a close-shaven lawn stretching down to the water ; but at

Cliveden Nature becomes grand. You pass by the side of a

Hll with old Yews and Scotch Firs densely clothing its steep

face to a height of some 300 feet, and presenting a scene so

wild and beautiful,

that one might fancy
that the foot of man
had never trodden
there. But if such
an illusion existed it

would be soon dis-

pelled by a glimpse
caught here and
there of the elegant
mansion built by
Barry, the original

one erected by the
dissolute favourite,

Villiers, Duke of
Buckingham, having
been destroyed by
fire, and another,

raised in its stead,

having shared the
same fate. Strange
tales are told of the
doings here in by-

gone days, of in-

trigues of court and
intrigues of love, and
of a fetal duel fought
on the lawn. On tra-

ditions such as these
the oarsman may
pause and think
whilst he admires the
scene ; but romantic
as it is, he does not
see all the beauties

of the place. Below
on the river he sees

Natiire wild and
grand, but above in

the grounds it is Na-
ture subjected to art,

fair and in perpetual
bloom.
About thi-ee week s

ago we made a jour-
ney down to Clive-

den on purpose to

see the flower gar-
dens, which we were
told were then in the height of their spring bloom, and
we made a few notes of the materials used, and the arrange-

ment, which may prove of interest to our readers. And
here we may observe that Mr. John Fleming has been the

first to bring prominently forward the winter and spring

planting of flower-beds, and that he has not confined himself

to theorising on the subject, but he has practically carried

out the system, and with the most happy results. How
these results are attained he has fully shown in his ex-

cellent work on " Spring and Winter Flower Gardening,"
which all would do well to consult who are desirous of

having their flower-beds gay at seasons when the majority
of flower gardens are little better than bare ground.

Section.—Scale, one-sixteenth of an inch to the foot.

A, Grn.io, -with Cedrus deodara in the centre,

B, Beds of PanBies:

—

1, Cliveden Ycllnw. \

2, Cliveden Park Purple. I

3, Cliveden Blue. 1 Repeated all

4, Jiagpie.
(

round.
5, Cliveden White.
6, Jlixed Belgian. /

Entering by the avenue leading to the north or principal
entrance to the mansion we passed between hedges of Lam-els
and Ehododendrons, and, as we approached nearer, through a
glade of Ehododendi-ons, with many Lilacs and Thorns in fine

bloom ; and intermixed with these were beds of early-flower-

ing Azaleas, which are lifted to make room for Cannas and
large-leaved tropical plants in summer. By the sides of the
walks among the Laurels, &c., were the remains of numerous
beds of Primroses and Polyanthuses of various colours,

which, we were told,

had early in the sea-

son been in magni-
ficent bloom. We
then entered a broad
avenue of lofty Lime
trees, planted so as
to shut out the view
on either side, and
between which and
the gravel there was
a breadth of 15 yards
of close-mown grass.

In a direct line with
this avenue, and in

front of the main
entrance to the man-
sion, was a very
striking cu'cle repre-

sented in the accom-
panying figure, the
wavy band of Ceras-
tium being conspi-

cuous evenwhen seen
a long way off.

The Pansies were
put in in autumn,
had flowered aU the
winter, and when we
saw them the divi-

sions which they
occupied were still

covered with bloom.
The whole formed an
appropriate termina-
tion to the avenue,
and had a very good
effect.

We next entered
what is called the
Duke's garden. This
is situated on the

east side of the man-
sion, and contains

about forty beds va-

riously filled with

the different Pansies

employed at this

place, Yellow Auri-

cula, Polyanthus, Evergreen Candytuft, Yellow Alyssum,

Gilia tricolor, mixed Belgian Pansies, Eed Daisy, Tulips,

Cardamine pratense flore pleno with an edging of blue

Scillas, Saxifraga granulata (very pretty), Virginian Stock,

and Cheiranthus Marshalli. Many of these beds had been

filled twice—fii'st with bulbs, and as these went off an-

nuals were introduced to form the display which we saw.

They wUl next be followed by bedding plants. In front

of the conservatory and along the wing was a border

having a broad edging of Aubrietia purpurea, then Vii--

ginian Stock and mixed French Pansies, and behind these

Polyanthus, SciUa, Jonquil, Narcissus, and Italian Wall-

flower.

c. Grass.
i>, Ivy slope kept close.

E, Grass.
G, Gravel drive.

The wavy band hetween the beds of Pa^^sies

is Cerastium tomentosum.
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Ascending some steps Mr. Fleming led us on to the

teiTace on tlie south side of the mansion, and there lay-

before us the most beautiful flower garden in England—one

in which simplicity of design and artistic colouring were

combined, whUe the Thames fai- beyond came in like a sUvery

ribbon in the background. Of this garden a coloured plan

was given in No. 70, July, 1862, and it forms, moreover, the

frontispiece of Mr. Fleming's book, so its outline at least

must be tolerably familiar to our readers ; but without see-

ing it no adequate idea can be formed of its beauty. The
whole extent occupied by this part of the flower garden is

about five acres.

The beds are edged with evergreen Privet and common
Spruce, and those in the centre are filled with Ghent Azaleas

and Ehododendrons alternately. At the sides, all rovmd the

garden, are white and scarlet Thorns, and Lilacs white and
red to harmonise with the Azaleas and Ehododendrons in

the beds. The inner circles all the way down were filled with
Honesty in the centi-e. Blue Myosotis, Pansies, and Ceras-

tium as an edging-. Taking the beds, eight in number, on
each side—namely, four inside and four outside, their plant-

ing was— 1 (inside). Blue Myosotis and White Tulips;

2 (outside), Limnanthes Douglasii and Anemones ; 3, Eed
Silene and mixed Tulips ; 4, White Silene and Eex Eubro-
rum Tulip ; 5, Pink Silene and Yellow Eose Tulip ; 6, Blue
Myosotis and mixed Tulips; V, Limnanthes Douglasii and
Narcissus poeticus ; 8, Blue Myosotis and late dark Tulips.

The beds on both sides correspond.
• The circle at the end is divided into four beds, each con-

sisting of four subdivisions, |sepai-ated by Honesty pegged
down. They were planted as follows :—1, Lasthenia oalifor-

nica ; 2, Pink Silene ; 3, White Myosotis ; 4,'Blue Myosotis.

Eeturning towards the mansion, and passing two baskets
prettily filled with White Candytuft, and Yellow Alyssum
hanging down to the ground. Blue Pansies, Anemones, and
Tulips, we again reached the terrace wall, which is covered
with Eoses, Clematis, &o. In front of this, facing the south,

are wavy borders on each side of the steps. These are

60 yards long, following the curves, and 6 wide, and are

raised above the level of the walk. The outline of one ot

these ribbons is represented in the annexed woodcut, the
planting being—1, Pink Daisy ; 2, White Daisy ; 3, Cliveden
Blue Pansy ; 4, Cliveden Yellow Pansy ; 5, Cliveden Dark
Purple Pansy ; 6, Vu-giuian Stock and Limnanthes Douglasii

mixed ; 7, Italian Wallflower and Queen Stocks. The half

circles next the wall are filled with Eed and White Honesty.
The edging to these ribbons is Ivy kept close to the slope.

The small beds in the bends of the ribbon were filled with
mixed Anemones, Tulips, Hyacinths, &c., and edged with
Cerastium ; and in summer they are occupied by standard
Orange trees. These ribbon-borders have an excellent effect

when in bloom, and there is not that formality about them
which straight rows of plants would give in the same
space.

Leaving the flower-garden, Mr. Fleming took us by a
romantic path along the face of the hill, which forms so

picturesque a feature from the river. There, from amidst
old Yews, probably tlaree hundred years old, their gaunt
roots running down the sides of the hiU, fine views are

obtained of the surrounding country. Descending to the

edge of the water, passing along a level jjiece of grass, and
again ascending, we regained the pleasure-ground on the
west side of the house. Here, winding on the grass amidst
a group of Evergreen Oaks, is a ribbon 2 feet wide and

WALK..

o o o
upwards of 300 yards in length, with bows and ties where
the space permits. In the interior a chain is formed by
White Daisies, the intervals in the centre being filled, the

first with Dark Pansies, the second with White Myosotis,

the third with Blue Pansies, the fourth with Pink Silene,

and the fifth with YeUow Pansies, and the same series is

repeated to the end. Between the chain and the grass

Pink Daisies are planted. There is miich difficulty in

getting this ribbon perfect, as the portions exposed to the

drip from the trees are apt to go off.

In lookinfr through some of the houses we noticed in wall-

'Vj

cases similar to those in use at Trentham, fine crops ofFigs
in 13-inch pots. Peaches loaded with fruit swelling for

ripening, and splendid Black Hamburgh Grapes, the bunches
and berries large, fine, and black as sloes. In a late vinery
we were informed that the last bunches had been cut on the
15th ofMarch. Cherries, also, were here, showing good crops

Mr. Fleming's practice being to take up the trees and intro-

duce them into these houses as requu-ed, and he thus ob-

tains excellent crops. In another case not heated, being in

fact a kind of orchard-house, were good crops of Apricots

and Plums.

ME. SALTER'S NEW DOUBLE PYEETHRUMS.
Last year we called attention to the new and beautiful

race of double Pyrethrums raised by Mr. Salter, of Ham-
mersmith ; and on visiting his nursery the other day we
found he had addedmany fme varieties to his stock. Among
dark kinds we noticed Fulgens plenissima, a deep rosy

crimson, which when fully out would be about 3^ inches

across ; Maxima plena, a beautiful deep rose ; Michael Buch-

ner, rosy lilac ; Prince of Wales, carmine, very fine ; Eev.

Mr. Dis, peach, very fuU; Floribunda plena, pink, white

centre ; Eose Perfection, carmine shading off to pale rose,

very pretty; Imbrioata plena, fine rosy crimson; Eosea

alba, white tipped with rose; and Iveryana, a large and
very fine peach-coloured variety. Among light varieties the

best we saw were Carnea plena, flesh, very double ; Brides-
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maid ; Candida plena, pure white ; Madame Billiard, blnsh
white ; and Princess Ale:sandra, pure white, very fine. Many
of the single varieties are also very ornamental ; Kleinholtz,
a very rich deep crimson with a yellow centi'e, vras particu-
larly noticeable ; and Tom Pouce, deep rose, being very
dwarf and ii'ee-flowering, seemed well adapted for bedding.
In addition to the above there were large gi-oups of seed-
lings, amounting to some thousands we believe, which at
the date of our visit were just opening. The Pseonies, of
which there is a large and fine collection, vrill also soon be
in full bloom. 'nfeci

In the greenhouse we remarked Lord Palmerston, Cybister,
and numerous other new Geraniums in full bloom. For the
growth of these Mr. Salter remarked that he found river
sand much better than silver sand. Mr. Salter also has an
immense niamber of variegated plants, most of them hardy,
many of which are very curious and ornamental—in fact,

he seems to have discovered M. Ton Siebold's secret of
' making " variegated plants.

A LITTLE-EKOWN FEIEND OF THE
GAKDENEE.

Perhaps there are some of your readers who are not
aware of a small mollusk called Testacellns haliotideus. It
lives on earth worms. It is about 2^- inches in length when
stretched oat, is of an ash grey colour, very much like a
common slug, but has a small shell on the tip of the taU. It
frequents lawns, and is very useful, and should be spared.
The small shell is a good mark to disting-uish it from the
common slug. I opened one of them and found a whole
worm about 3 inches in length.—P. M., Putney Heath.

[In the " Penny Cyclopedia," vol. sxlv., article " Testa-
ceUus," a good description and illusti'ation of this genus of
testaceous moUusks is published.]

Iv^OTES ON A FEW EOSES.
I DO not know how it may be with the rest of your nu-

merous readers, but when I get the current Number of your
Journal I always first turn to the index to see whether there
is anything about Eoses. I have obtained so much infor-
mation and so many "wrinkles" from the valuable papers
of your very clever contributors, that I think it is only fair
that I should give any scrap of information which is at all
likely to be of use to your Eose-growing readers.
With regard, then, to blooming Isabella Gray. Believing

that the reason why this Eose is so shy a bloomer arises
from the fact that its wood is generally imperfectly ripened,
I last spring (1863) cut down close a pot plant of this variety,
and then encouraged the rapid growth in a forcing-pit of
three or four strong shoots. When these had attained a
length of from 4 to 5 feet, I placed the plant, with the
shoots carefully tied up, full in the sun, and then kept it
short of water almost to starvation-point. The result was,
the wood became quite hard and brown, and when I intro-
duced the plant into the forcing-pit this spring, almost every
eye which broke produced a flower-bud. Many of these, it
IS true, dropped before expanding, but I attribute that to the
plants having been shifted too late, and to the pot being
then placed in too hot and dry a position. Nevertheless, I
had some splendid blooms.
With regard to La Boule d'Or, I have two plants worked

on Mauetti, each stock about 5 inches out of the gi-ound

—

both plants in the same-sized pot, in the same sort of soil,
and about the same size—yet the one always opens its beau-
tiful flowers perfectly, whilst the other seldom opens a
flower at all. I have had some blooms on the fii'st-mentioned
plant edged with pink almost like a Cai-nation. Sometimes
they are remarkably fine. I had one bloom in partioulai-
that almost rivalled that notable specimen which Mr. Hedge
exhibited at the Eose show last year, a bloom which I cannot
think has ever been equalled in this variety.
With regard to General Washington, though it grows

vigorously enough with me on the Briar, yet from eight or
nine strong plants I last year scarcely got a bloom worth
looking at—they almost all split and died " hard." Thinking
that the General might feel more at home on his own legs.

I struck several cuttings in the autumn to tiy the experi-
ment. I have reason to hope that it will succeed, as the
very first bloom opened as well and freely as Senateur
Vaisse. Talking of these two Eoses, and aproxoos of the
late discussion, I may state that I had last season one
bloom of the General so like the Senator, that I am certain
not one critic out of a hundi-ed could have told the difference.
There was no mistake about the matter ; the foliage tallied,
and the other split buds attested the fact.

Again, Le Ehone bloomed with me last autumn as a bright,
clear, vivid scarlet crimson Eose. Now, a bloom on the
same plant just expanding is a rich deep scarlet crimson,
with dark maroon markings ; in fact, it is so like Louis XIV.
in his usual garb, that I do not believe any man in England
could tell the difference except from the stouter footstalk
to the fiower. I believe Le Ehone will prove a very great
acquisition, and that it will quite supersede Louis.
To those who force Eoses I would confidently recommend

John Hopper on his own roots. He strikes as freely as a
Tea Eose, and is of a healthy medium growth. I struck
about two dozen last summer, and having cut them down to
three or four eyes in the winter (the wood was well ripened),
placed them in the forcing-pit in January. The result was,
that I had thi-ee or foiu' beautiful Eoses on each plant.
They were mostly a vivid carmine in the centre, like that
grand Eose Victor Verdier, shading off to lighter rose on
the outer petals. I never was more pleased with any Eose
than with this. I find, too, that on the Briai- out of doors
it is growing with a vigour which surpasses anything that
i budded last year. But I must stop this rambling commu-
nication.—P.

BEDDING PLAiN'TS WITHOUT AETIFICIAl
HEAT.

I BO not think that the most enthusiastic rosarian, or the
lover of any other particular flower, can be indifferent to the
gorgeous display effected by masses of scarlet Geraniums,
the rich yeUow of the Calceolaria, and the brilliant colours
of the Verbenas. Many are satisfied with a glance at them
without taking particular interest in their culture, or de-
siring to have them in their own gardens on account of the
trouble of raising them ; nor should they, in my opinion, be
brought into contrast with such a flower as the Eose. We
must attribute, too, the general and increasing admu-ation
bestowed upon the Eose, not only to its own intrinsic beauty
and the additions of new and beautiful varieties constantly
being made, but also to the fact that many of the best of
them can be kept out of doors all the year round—the Eose
is, therefore, one of the people's flowers ; the Geranium can
never become such to the same degree.

I am an advocate for popular gardening to the fullest

extent, and sympathise with the owner of the little modest-
looking plant in the cottage window as strongly as I admire
the magnificent Orchid and Azalea in the stove and con-
servatory of a more wealthy neighbour.
The gay beds in front of the di-awing-room window are

attractive in the extreme. A desire may be indulged in to
have something like them. Is it jjossible ? It is, and if

any one doubts the possibility of raising and preserving
bedding plants thi-ough the winter without artificial heat
those doubts may be set at rest. By bedding plants I do
not mean to intimate all such, but the most conspicuous and
most general kinds—viz.. Verbenas, Calceolarias, Geraniums,
scarlet Lobelias, and Gazania splendens. Now, these are no
pai-ticular hobby of mine. I admu-e them as flowers, and
because of their display I desire to fill a few beds with them
on a small lawn adjoining the house, where, on account of
exposm-e and inadaptibility of sod, Eoses will not grow.
The readers of The Journal of Horticultuke have had

at various times ample information fi-om the practical de-
partmental writers how and when to propagate, when to

pot and repot—in fact, fuU jjarticulars, from the cutting to

the perfect plant placed in the bed, and how to keep them
in perfection when there. Such information is, of course,
needful in the present state of floriculture, and no one can
appreciate more than I do the ability and intelligence of

the eminent horticultm-ists whose names are familiar to the
readers of this Journal; but while so cai-efully instructing
the uninitiated how to raise the requu'ed plants, it seems
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to me to be generally implied that the same or similar means

are at the disposal of the reader as of the informant. That

is far from being the case, judging from the oisinions of the

majority of the amateur horticultural readers it has been

my lot to meet with. Nor must the supposition arise that

if aU the conditions of potting and repotting and housing

be not fulfilled parties neglecting must, or had better, go

without the plants ; and, again, it must not be supposed to

be possible to raise and keep through the winter without

the aid of artificial heat plants in so fine a condition and
form as those raised by the means usually adopted and
approved.
My case is simply this : I have some eight or ten small

beds, with a naiTOw border on the lawn adjoining the house,

which I wish to fiU with plants affording a good floral dis-

play during the summer months. I know of nothing better

than scarlet Geraniums, yellow Calceolarias, and Verbenas
in variety. To effect my object properly I ought to foUow

certain approved modes for propagating and keeping these

plants till the time arrives for putting them in the beds._ I

have not the means of following the prescribed plan, being

not only entirely without apparatus for fvirnishing artificial

heat and in-door shelter, but the situation is an eminence

400 feet above the sea level, and winter when it does come
is felt severely. These beds requu-e about 400 or 450 plants

to fill them properly, and the border about 100 more. To
buy is out of the question ; but tor the last three years I

have managed to fill them.
From the 7th to the 20 th of May I have planted out

35 scarlet Geraniums, 64 Calceolaria Aurea floribunda,

12 C. amplexicaulis, 8 Gazania splendens (all I propagated),

12 scarlet Lobelias, 32 Purple King Verbenas, 50 Lord Eag-
lan ditto, 60 Defiance ditto, 24 of a white variety (the name
of which I do not know—indeed, I am careless altogether

about the endless nomenclature of this class of plants),

20 Geant des BataUles, 20 of a light pink or rather blush

variety, the name not known to me, 30 Coronet, 30 Impera-
trice Elizabeth for edging, and a sort of hodge-podge con-

sisting of 100 plants of different varieties of Verbenas, &c.

The winter of 1860-61 was a most severe trial for this

class of plants without further protection than I have, the

loss in consequence was great—probably 75 per cent, of the

number propagated. Last year, owing to the previous mild
winter, the keeping of the plants was a comparatively easy

matter. If we assume last winter as an average of English

winters the bill of fare given above is a tolerably good one,

the total loss being about 12 or 15 per cent, of the total

number propagated. They are thus far doing well, and I

have a prospect of having my beds well furnished with

flowers for the remainder of the season. They appear, to

have taken root, and are in good health; but, as may be
readily inferred, smaller than those usually turned out by
gardeners.
When I began penning these notes I intended to state

the manner of propagation and keeping, obviously the chief

part of the information; but having already exceeded the
liinits I anticipated, and time also forbidding fui'ther scrib-

bling at this moment, I am compelled to stop. Should the

Editors deem the foregoing worth insertion, it is to be
understood that what remains unwritten will follow at the
first opportunity.

—

Adolpeus H. Kent, Bletchingley, Surrey.

[That we do consider it worth insertion now needs no
assurance from us, and we shall be very much obliged by
full particulars of the mode adopted for wintering the stock
of plants.]

HEATING BY GAS.
As many communications have lately appeared in your

columns as to the best mode of heating small houses, &c.,

the following hint may, perhaps, be acceptable to some of

your correspondents, especially to amateurs, who, like myself
have experienced the great inconvenience of having to give

unremitting attention to their fires during a long and severe

winter. A fciend of mine has recently put up a frame—say,

20 feet by 8 feet, divided into compartments for the various

purposes to which such a structure is applicable, and heated
by a small boiler (containing some three or four gallons of

water), and three-inch hot-water pipes.

I suggested heating it by gas supplied to a Bunsen's

burner, a contrivance weU known to chemists as admirably

adapted to insure the perfect combustion of the gas, and,

consequently, the maximum of heat.

The result is very satisfactory, any reasonable degi'ee

of heat being obtainable from one small burner, aU trouble

of stoking being obviated, and the heat being perfectly

manageable with the least possible trouble.

I am about to substitute iron pipes and a similar burner

in a small house here, and shall, I expect, get a still more

economical result, as a vast deal of heat is wasted in the

hot-water apparatus. 1 am certain that one small burner

of this size will keep a house of small dimensions at any

temperatm-e which may be desired, either that of a cool

o-reenhouse or a stove, at a far less cost than can be done by

the application of gas in any other way. I shall be happy

to "ive any of your correspondents fui-ther information as

to Bunsen's burner.—A. W. W.
[We shall be obliged not only by a drawing of Bunsen's

burner, but also of your fi-iend's hot-water-heated frame and

apparatus. You will also further oblige us by particulars,

and the results of your own mode of heating.]

THE rmST BANKSIAN EOSE SEED.
A SHOKT time since your valuable Journal had an inter-

esting article on Mr. Ward's experience respecting the

raising of new Eoses from seed in this country. This

brought very vividly to my mind my first early attempt at

Eose-growing when a lad, which I would here record for

your juvenile readers.

On the front of my father's house in Essex grew an
immense Banksian Eose tree, which, early in spring, literally

perfumed the dwelling with its delicious violet-Uke scent.

My father had told me the Banksian Eose was never known
to produce seed in this country. One day, I believe in the

spring of the year 1828, on walking past this tree my atten-

tion was arrested by the peculiar sound of a fly in disti-ess,

entrapped by a large spider : immediately up the Banksian

Eose 1 climbed, without regard to nails or shreds, and set

the captive free. In scrambling- down I observed hanging

on the spider's web a little dried calyx with three plump
seeds projecting from it, quite unlike the seed-vessel of a

Eose.
I seized my prize and ran to my father, whose spectacles

were immediately in requisition, and he pronounced it a
veritable Banksian seed. No time was lost in transferring it

to a pot of earth in the hothouse, and after a few weeks of

anxious watching I had the delight of seeing two charming
little Eose plaoits appear. My young readers will imagine

the interest with which I watched them grow, and when
strong enough my brother planted and trained them against

the end of a greenhouse wall. About four years afterwards I

had the pleasure of seeing one of them flower, the sweetest

little semi-double white Banksian -. to my mind far prettier

and sweeter than the parent.

Thus I was rewarded for this, perhaps the smallest act

of kindness that could be shown ; and it was, doubtless, this

little incident which first gave me a true love for the culti-

vation of Eoses—a love wMch has followed me through life.

And so it is on looking back we often see how slender was
the thread which first directed our life's pursuit—unseen at

the time, and called accidental, but undoubtedly guided by
a Mighty and AU-wise Hand.

—

Henkt Curtis, The Devon

Bosery, Torquay.

FAIEY EINGS ON A LAWN.
Can you inform me whether there is any cure known for

"Fairy Eings" on a lawn.? Ton are aware that they are

caused by a fungus which grows in a circle, rendering the

grass very green for a time, but exhausting the ground,

disfiguring and eventually destroying the tiu-f.— C. A.

Sainthill.

["Fairy Eings " are caused by more than one species of

fungus. Dr. WoUaston says

—

" The broadest rings that I have seen were those of the

common Mushroom (Ag. campestris) ; the narrowest are the

most frequent, and are those of the Champignon (Ag. or-
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cades of Dr. Withering). The Mushroom accordingly makes
circles of lai-gest diameter, but those of the Champignon
are most regular. There are, however, as many as three
other fungi that exhibit the same mode of extension, and
produce the same effect upon the herbage. These are the
Ag. terreus, Ag. procerus, and the Lycoperdon bovista, the
last of which is far- more common than the two last men-
tioned Agaiios.
" There is one circumstance that may frequently be ob-

served respecting these circles, which can satisfactorily be
accounted for. Whenever two adjacent circles are found
to interfere, they not only do not cross each other, but
both circles are invariably obliterated between the points
of contact ; at least in more than twenty cases, I have seen
no one instance to the contrary. The exhaustion occasioned
by each obstructs the progress of the other, and both are
starved."

We have found watering the rings with a solution of
common salt, 4 ounces to the gallon, destroyed the fungus.
It makes the grass brown for a time, but it soon recovers
its verdui-e.]

ME. WiLBJ^EE'S VINEEY OECHIDS.
Wb have received a communication from Mr. Eobert

Warner caUing our attention to an error in our report on his
Orchids that appears in our last Number. We there stated
that Mr. Warner had practised his cool system by growino-
Orchids in a viueiy under Vines for three years : whereas we
find that it is mne years since he first commenced the prac-
tice. " I have had a fine show of bloom for five years, not
three as in yom- notice. Odontoglossum gi-ande has beenm the same house for eight years." We must, therefore,
regard Mr. Warner as far in advance of all others in the
cool treatment of Orchids. He further states, " The cost of
growing has been comparatively nil, as they are under Vines,
the fruit of which is worth all the labour and fuel expended
on the Vines and Orchids."

DAHLIA FLOWEES VAEYI^NtG IN COLOUE.
A LADY who lives in Cheshire all the year round, and takes

great interest m her garden, managing it entirely herself
purchased four Dahlias, pui'ple, white, sulphur, and yellow.
All flowered true the first year; second year there was no
purple, though all the roots were alive ; thii-d year three
were yellow, and one tipped with white, all being still the
same roots, and planted each year in the same place, with
no variation of soil, beyond the annual manurino- of the
ground.
A constant subscriber wiU be much obliged if she can be

told how this IS to be accounted for.—H. A. D.
[We have had so many similar complaints, that we shaU

be obbged by some who grow Dahlias extensively informinc--
us whether they have observed the same phenomenon, and
if so, to what they attribute the ohano-e.]

IS GISHUEST COMPOUND POISONOUS.'
I SHOULD be obliged by being informed if Gishm-st com-

pound administered at this season, the strength of 2 oz. to
a gaUon of water, would poison the fruit of Gooseberries,
Apples, Currants, and wall trees. I am led to this inquiry
by observing that a hedge sparrow fell dead after eating the
green fly ofl' a Eose tree watered with a weaker dilution of
the compound, about 1 oz. to a gallon.—E. A.
[We do not think that Gishurst compound would render

the fruit deleterious. At aU events, after it has been em-
ployed, and has effected the purpose for which it was ap-
phed, it might be washed off by water apphed by the
syi-mge. Have any of our readers had any experience on
this point ?]

Prunus teiloba.—I enclose fruit of this most beautiful
hardy spring-flowering tree. They appear to be Almonds
rather than Plums. If they are woolly-coated Plums they

add another curious feature to Chinese productions, but I

really forget if it was received from Cliina or Japan.

—

Pkunus.

BEDDING-OUT AT THE CEYSTAL PALACE.
I WENT to the Crystal Palace the other day with the

principal object of seeing what progress had been made
with bedding-out. The principle of the manager of the
garden department seems to be upwards and onwards, and
I look forward to the etf'ects of the bedding-out this yeai-

very sanguinely. I would, however, suggest that to the
majority of visitors it would be a great advantage that
the names of the plants were legibly printed. The same
applies to many of the rarer shrubs, &c., in the grounds.
I should have wished to know what kind of Verbena, Cal-
ceolaria, Lobelia, &c., was being planted out, but I had no
means of ascertaining, and so judging of the effect that
WiU be produced by colour, as 1 did not choose to disturb
the gardeners, who were as busy as bees.

Can you iuform me what is the name of a Tew growing in
the Crystal Palace grounds, the young shoots of which are
of a golden j'ellow ? It forms a most effective shrub.

—

De
Foix.

[The Yew is Taxus baccata elegautissima, a variety of

the common species.]

OECHAED-HOUSES IN THE NOETH.
The controversy going on in your columns respecting

orchard-house cultivation has much interested me. Any
facts bearing upon the question may be useful. A few
months ago I had an orchard-house erected, a good substan-
tial structure, 32 feet by 1(3, thoroughly ventUated through
and through, semi-spanned root^ with a nine-feet wall at the
back.
The situation is one of the bleakest in the North Eiding

of Yorkshire, 240 feet above the sea level, and a rainfall the
lowest in the kingdom. The Peach and Nectarine ti-ees

were supplied by Mr. Smith, of Worcester. They have
bloomed well, set their fi-uit admh'ably, have requii'ed fre-

quent thinning, and promise at the present to bring an
abundance of fruit to maturity. The house is not heated,
and following Mr. Eivers's suggestions the windows have
been open from early morning to nine o'clock at night. The
ventUation is I believe perfect, and the trees have had no
lack of liesh bracing air. Many of them have now from
forty to fifty finely swelling fruits. Vi'hat amount of success
may be due to the well-ripened wood of Mi'. Smith's trees I
do not know, but so far the house is a picture of fruitfulness

and health. I have no gardener. My wife has managed the
trees. We have had a succession of pests—caterpillars,

aphides of all colours and kinds ; but plenty of syringing
with cold water, and a liberal supply of fresh ail-, with an
occasional " Gishm'st w.ash," or a sprinkling of sulphur,

have sufficed to rid us entirely.—A Young Ajiateue.

[We shall be glad to be informed not only how the fruit

ripens this year, but whether it sets weU next spring.]

PLANT-EXCHANGES.
When The Cottage Gardener was young, there were,

if my memory does not deceive me, several attempts made
to establish friendly plant-exchanges amongst its readers.

Will you facilitate one more such attempt ? 1 am an admu-er
of the Bromeliacex', stove plants often of stately port, with
highly ornamental foliage, frequently striped or bar-red in

contrasted colours, in general producing noble spikes of

gorgeous blossom. These qualities make them desirable;

but they are for the most part somewhat high priced. On
the other hand, they ai-e generally easy to grow and quick
of increase by offsets, which will bear hundling and the
delays of travelling before planting with impunity. Thus
this order seems very well adapted lor friendly exchange

;

and if any of your correspondents who possess examples
would like to communicate with one who likewise has a few
species, with this view, would you, Messrs. Editors, kindly

allow the first reply to be addressed, under cover to your
office, to

—

Bkomelia ?
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GOOSEBEEEY CATEEPILL^iES DESTKOYED
BY FURZE BLOOM.

You expressed a wish that some of your subscribers would
try the Furze bush for destroying the Gooseberry caterpOlar,

and let you know the result.

My Goosebei-ry trees were attacked by caterpillars in

such numbers that I feared the foliage would soon be all

devoured. I directed my man to place a sprig of Furze in

bloom in the centre of each Gooseberry tree—the result was
that in a week the caterpillars were all dead. Many crept

to the end of the branch they were on, and in a few days
were shrivelled up and dead.
Thanking your correspondent for the infonnation.

—

Peaks Banton, Vicar of Duston, Northampton.

WOEE FOE THE WEEE.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

Now is a good time to carry on a vigorous crusade against
weeds. The hoe ought never to be at rest in a well-ordered
kitchen garden till these pests are all destroyed. Embrace
the present opportunity afforded by the ground being moist
for thinning Beet, Carrots, Onions, Parsnips, and succession
crops of Turnips ; and as it is presumed they are all sown
in di'ills. let the hoe be run through between the drills

—

not merely skimming the surface of the soil, but moving it

an inch or two in depth. This, while it roots out the weeds,
at the same time checks rapid evaporation and pulverises
the ground. Carrot, make a small sowing of the Early
Horn. Celery, give that recently-planted copious waterings
once or twice weekly. The method frequently pui-sued of
giving plants in the open ground a small drop of water
every evening or morning cannot be too much deprecated :

such sprinklings cake the ground and lower the temperature
of the soil without any oorresjionding beneiit to the plants.
Red Beet, make a small sowing. When sown early on rich
soil it becomes too large and coarse, and does not retain its

colour in boiling, nor look so well in salad as that which is

smaller of the same variety. Scarlet Runners, stake, after

drawing a little earth to them with a hoe : where it is

intended to keep them dwarf and not to stake them, let the
leaders be pinched off. By constant attention of this stop-
ping of the leaders as they advance above three or four
joints in height tliey will be induced to bear weU. This
mode of culture should only be resorted to where stakes
cannot easily be procured.

PETJIT GAKDEN.
In the summer management of Apple trees on walls or

espaliers, it will be now necessary to go over them carefully

to pinch off or to cut out all foreright, ill-placed, or super-
fluous shoots, and wherever there is a vacant space the
next strongest shoot to be now cut back to a few eyes, from
which shoots will spring during the season to fill up.
Apricots to be treated in a similar manner, taking care to
retain a sufficient supply of well-placed side -shoots with a
good leader to each branch. The summer regulation to be
commenced early that the superfluous shoots may be re-

moved with the finger and thumb ; but if through any neg-
lect or oversight they are too firm for that operation, they
must be removed with the knife. As the Morello Cherry
bears principally on the shoots of the last year, therefore it

is necessai-y to have a supply of last year's shoots on all

branches from the bottom to the top of the tree for next
year's bearing, and to cut out the old wood to make room.
The engine employed daily wOl assist in effecting the de-
struction of insects.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Plant out Dahhas. Although they are easily cultivated

and will grow almost in any soil, nevertheless they require
a compost of equal parts of loam and rich vegetable earth,

with good drainage, to bloom them to perfection. Plant
4 feet apart, four shoots to be allowed from each root,

train to stakes, keep watered and well mulched during the
summer. We do not often advise about the general routine
of flower-garden operations, as we suppose that whoever
has grass will not neglect to keej^ it in neat order by fre-

quent mowings, sweepings, and rollings, and the edges

trimmed neatly, the gi-avel walks free from weeds, swept and
rolled, and the edgings of Box clipped close and even; for

whatever the expense and labour may have been to furnish
the garden with all that is beautiful, the effect is spoiled if

order and neatness do not exist. The rambling and irregular

growth of shrubs to be jjruned, and evergreens may now be
layered. The thinning of the shoots and flowers of many
herbaceous and other plants, such as Dahlias, Phloxes, Del-
phiniums, Hollyhocks, &c., is recommended to increase the
size of the flowers. Cuttings of Eoses grown under glass

will root freely in any light sandy soil under a hand-glass.

Put in Pink pipings. Tlie most successful mode is to pre-

pare a border on the north side of a waU or fence, to dig it

over one spit deep, to rake the surface fine, and to cover it

about 4 inches deep with about a bari'owful of light, sandy
soil ; then water with a fine-rose watering-pot. Instead of

cutting the piping it is pulled out at a joint, and being
held between the finger and thumb it is pushed into the soil,

not a blade of the grass to be cut, nor a knife to be used in

the operation. By such a mode a dozen pipings can be
pulled out of the main stem and inserted in the soil in a
shorter space of time than it will take to prepare one piping

on the old system of cutting-off and trimming the grass. In
a month or five weeks they will be struck and fit to plant

out in beds in showery wetaher. Pipings of Carnations and
Picotees will strike freely if treated in a similar manner.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Hardenbergias, Kennedyas, &o., may be slightly cut back

after blooming to induce a new growth. Water should now
be given liberally to plants in the open borders of the con-

servatory, excepting, perhaps, plants very recently planted.

The stock of Balsams and other annuals grown for filling

the vacant places in the greenhouses, &c., should be en-

couraged by frequent sliifts. Keep them in bottom heat
and near the glass ;

pick off the early-formed bloom-buds, as

the plants should attain a considerable size before being
allowed to bloom. Kalosanths, continue to train neatly and
water with liquid maniue occasionally. Specimen Scarlet

Geraniums should likewise have liberal encouragement to

grow them on. Common and Fancy Pelargoniums for late

blooming will thrive better in a somewhat shady situa-

tion. Fumigate whenever gji-een fly appears, as if suffered

to get numerous it soon disfigures the plants. Fuchsias, if

not in their blooming.pots, should be potted forthwith.

Train in the desired form, and pinch back weak and strag-

gling shoots. The glass must be taken entirely off Japan
Lilies, Gladioli, &c., unless very early blooms are desired.

The principal part of the greenhouse plants may now be
safely transferred to an out-of-door situation. Select if

possible shady situations open to the east and protected

from high winds. Take care that the plants stand on a
bottom carefully prepared to exclude worms from getting

into the pots. W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Spinach is an excellent vegetable in summer; and, if we
have said little about it, it is because it is so usual to keep

sowing on from March to August and September, choosing

such open spaces as will be found between rows of Peas,

and sowing a row or two as soon as the previous sowing is

above ground. When such sowings begin to run, we never

trouble ourselves by removing them, but merely cut them
up, and leave them to shade the Pea ground for a little.

For such summer work we prefer, as the tenderest, the

Bound Spinach ; for winter, to be sown in autumn, we prefer

the Prickly-seeded or Flanders Spinach. We have still some

of the Winter Spinach left. We have the other day puUed

up the last of the Cabbaging Kale, as Cabbages were coming

in in abundance. The last Broccoli was also pulled up and

removed, except one row that has refused to form heads,

from being planted rather late. We are very doubtful if

they will form heads if kept over the next winter. What
say our practical friends on the subject? We once kept

a few such plants, and they grew like trees, but they yielded

us about as much profit as a forest tree would do in a garden.

We have not a bit of spare ground for winter stuff as yet.
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but win prick out a large bed, and then they can be moved
at any time. We will innd a little room for some between
some rows of Potatoes, where the distance is fully 2 feet

fi'om row to row. A few Peas could be <rathered from the
Sangster's turned oiit in turves, after being sown under
protection. We are having a regular supply irom the cool

orchard-house. We have not heard of gatherings in this

neighbourhood fi'om mere out-of-door sowing. We shall

not get a good dish out of doors until a day or so before
this is in print. Merely having Peas, and a dish worth
looking at, are very different things. A most worthy old
clergyman, now deceased, and who, years ago, lived in a
very warm sheltered place, used to run us very hard with
out-door Peas, generally beating us by two or three days.
The last encounter we had, it so happened that we expected
to get a good dish in two days, and he told us he had Peas
the day before ; and that, " but for the Peas getting old, and
wounding our keen susceptibilities, he would help us to a
few." " Oh, thanks," we replied, " we shall be greatly
delighted ; for even if a little old they will do admirably for
soups." The Peas never came our way ; and a little gentle
inquiry brought out, from the aiiiste of the kitchen, that the
fine dish of Peas consisted of a nice little nodule in the
centre of a teaspoon ! This was our last encounter. The
good man sometimes used to shake his cane at us, and say,
" Tou had no business to use your inquisitive bump on my
housekeeper." There can be no question that, in many
places, the first dish of Peas is of greater importance than
a fine flower-bed. We have seen an old general go round,
day after day, and examine the Bi-oad Beans until they
were about as large as peas inside. He was the first who
told us that the pods, before the beans inside were as
large as that, when cooked whole, or cut up as Dwai-f Kidney
Beans are, was a dish fit for an emperor epicure. We
have not as yet the beans inside of the pod large enough.
We mention this as a sort of test of the climate. We have
no doubt that, farther south, they are much more forward.
Those we have most forward were planted out, when 3 inches
high, at the foot of a wall. The second crop was stoppied
a fortnight ago; and the third crop wDl have the tops
nipped off some of the rows in a few days. Staked-up Peas,
and prepared ground for another sowing, putting short
grass on the surface, trenching it down two spits, and then
cutting out narrow trenches about 9 inches deep, putting a
good layer of mushroom dung, and forking over again a foot
deep, and then sowing. Late Peas require more nourish-
ment and moisture in dry autumns than early ones, and in
most places they are quite as much valued. Crops sown
now, on shallow poor soil, are so sure to be mUdewed in the
autumn, that the Peas can have little flavour.

Will only cut a bit of Asj^aragus now and then for soups.
Have salted the beds a little, the salt will wash in by degrees.
Kemoved the stubble and pots from the last of the Sea-kale.
A few plants had suffered from the confinement, but none
of this part wUl be forced early next season. A good bundle
came in handy several times as a change at the servants'
hall table ; but we learn that though it was appreciated it

was not esteemed nearly so much as the flowering-heads of
the Sea-kale, which now want removing, and which make
a beautiful, tender dish, though too often wasted. The
same may be said of Leeks, now beginning to throw up their
flower-stem. How healthy and nice a dish of large Leeks !

Change is always desirable, and however pleasant it may be
to find a irseful manurial rubbish-heap accumulating, it is

worse than carelessness and indifference to place there what
is fit for human food. Took the opportunity after the rains
of Tuesday to thin out the Onions, laying them thickly in
by the heels for use for salads, and some we wUl prick-out
thinly on a sandj' surface, to cause them to button. Thinned
also Carrots, Parsnips, and planted-out Beet, some under
glass, having failed to keep a single plant sown in the open
air, the bnds whisking the seedlings off as soon as they
were above ground. They used to do the same with Prince's
Feather and Love-lies-bleeding; but a thread along the
rows tied to little sticks, the thread black too, has saved
them ; but the thread was of no use in keeping them from
the Beet. Cleared some of our- Celery-trench beds of bed-
ding plants, from which they lifted nicely, and planted them
with Celery plants four rows in each trench, the plants
being about a foot apart, quite enough for the White In-

comparable. If we can manage it we wUl put a slight hot-
bed iinder a two-light box, cover with some rotten dung,

i

and then fine soU, and fiU it with nice Celery plants from
4 to 6 inches apart. These grow rapidly, and earthed-up
with coal ashes come in very useful for soups and stews,
and are preferable to the gi'een plants, which must in early
summer be used instead.

We cannot always accomplish what we would wish to get
at, and it is often amazing how many things are put off

from day to day, because something else more pressing de-
mands attention. A little of this is a capital thing for
keeping us up to the mark in continued anicious activity.

Whoever else may have quiet times of it in a gentleman's
establishment, it is rare that there is much repose for the
gardener. Much may be done by carefiilly-considered sys-

tematic action, so that there shall be no waste of time, no
doing and undoing ; no two steps when one would do ; no
pulling up and scything weeds, when the dash of a Dutch
hoe at an early period would unable a man to do more in the
way of clearing off weeds in a day, than when large and
seeding he could accomj)lish in a fortnight. But of all

morbid, depressing things for driving everything like active
energy out of a man, we know of nothing worse than being
placed over a large garden and with such insirlficient labour
power, and that labour help so uncertain, that there cannot
be a hope entertained of mastering the work, from the 1st of
January to the last of December. In all such circum-
stances proprietors would act wisely in throwing a piai't of

their gardens into fallow or field crops. A small space well

kept is far more satisfactory than acres which conjure up
no ideas but jjoverty and neglect. A man will do great
things so long as he has the hope of surmounting difficulties,

but when this hope dies he succumbs to the feelings of the
impossible, and his actions insensibly will become a counter-
part of his mind. As the matter has thus dropped inci-

dentally from our pen, and as from correspondence this

labour question is becoming an engrossing one, we would
suggest two rules for the efficient management of gardens
that require much labour help.

The first is. let the men allotted to the garden be kept to
that work. Of course we do not mean that a man or men
should not go from the garden in the case of an emergency,
such as at times getting in hay or corn before an antici-

pated storm ; but what we mean is that there should be no
systematic plan of taking the men from the garden for every~

thing that is wanted about a demesne; or that, if there
should be certain outside work to be done at certain times,

the gardener should have a clear understanding of it, so as
to regulate his work accordingly. Without this, if men are
taken for this, and for that, and for everything, so that the
superintendent can never depend on his help, it is ahsolutely

impossitlc that there can be mutual satisfaction between em-
ployers and employed. Just fancy a man with, nominally,
five or six assistants ; but in the months of May and June he
finds he has rarely more than two, and often only one. In
order to get forward he may toU pretty well from sunrise to
sunset for a time. But will he continue to do so ? Can it

be expected he should do so ? If worth his salt he will try
and shift his quarters.

The second rule is, let proprietors and employers never
interfere with the assistants of the gardener, such as taking
them from the work he has appointed, and setting them to

work they may fancy wants doing more. Such divided com-
mand v,'ill soon destroy alike discipline and responsibility

—

not but that the employer has the right to employ as he
pleases the men on his property. We question not the right,

but the propriety for his own interests of using it, unless,

indeed, he is head gardener. To our great advantage many
ladies and gentlemen enter with great zest into some de-

partment of gardening, and have a pleasure either in doing
the necessary work themselves or seeing it done by a work-
man of their own choice. This is all right enough and de-

sirable ; but if the machinery of management is to go right,

in all such cases there ought to be a man appointed to the
work with whom it is understood the gardener is to have
little or nothing to do, or in every case the gardener should
be asked for the necessai-y help, instead of exercising the
right of taking men indiscriminately from the work .assigned

them. Of course we look at the matter fi-om a gaa-doning

point of view; but we are also sure that in what we have
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said we have also studied the employer's interests. We are

also certain that if these two rules were clearly acted out

there would be fewer unsatisfactory gardens and fewer short

senritudes. No intelligent respectable man, unless tied in

a jjeculiar way, wiU long- stand such fretting annoyances,

which interfere with all his plans of management.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Much the same as in i^revious weeks. The wet of last Tues-

day gave us an opportunity of going over the orchard-house,

thinning- and tying shoots, thinning the fruit very much,
and nipping the points of shoots of trees in pots. On nice

little plants of Peaches and Nectarines in pots we have left

from a dozen to two dozen fruit to swell. On close scrutiny

we found a few twigs infested with the brown beetle, but
only a few, so we hope to get over this annoyance of last

year. Of course such twigs were carefully removed, or if

much wanted the insects were crushed in an instant, and
the twigs washed, as their remains are nearly as bad as

themselves to the health of the shoots. Thinned Grapes,

attended to Melons, &.O.

OKNAMEKTAL GARDENING.
The great wort of the week has been bedding, and we

hope this week will see about the last of it. In another
season, if spared to do it, we wUl much lessen our flower

ground ; if by no other means, grassing some of it with turf.

With om- thousands of Stocks, we have run rather short, and
have used scrolls and other devices in a group, which several

good judges have said will be very jjretty, without knowing
that the prompting cause was the concealment of the
scarcity of plants. Eor this purpose the parterring or

lozenging of a clump or border enables a person to work in

somewhat systematically endless varieties of things, though
individually few in number. Much has also been done in

shifting fine-foUaged plants, as Coleus, Galadiums, &c., into

large pots, Scarlet Geraniums, lic, to come in for the con-

servatory. If the latter receive a little bottom heat, they
will grow rapidly and with great robustness. We mentioned
some time ago the raising of a low house used for stove

plants. Perns, &o., and Figs in one division, and chiefly that
in the first division there might be the ability given of

walking ro'and it, instead of going to the end or the middle,

and coming back again. We did the floor with common
paving tiles, and the damj) made them green and slimy, and
it was troublesome, and like washing a blackamore white
to attempt to keep them clean. Ovu- young man has hit

upon an expedient, and carried it out, so that the floor

will look well, at least for a time. We are careful in getting

what sand we can from the highway, that has been washed
by a storm of rain. This washed through a fine sieve left

a lot of small black stones and flints. These he has used for

the centre of the pathway. The siftings we use for the
pleasure-ground walks, being of a whitish colour from chalk.

These washed in a similar manner gave whitish little shingles

for seeds. The stones are put three quarters of an inch thick

above the tiles, and look very neat, and seem more appro-
priate for a cool, moist house than any fine flooring. We
know how to keep the shingle from getting green. We think

it worth mentioning among those little matters that cost

little and yet yield a degree of gratification.—K. P.

COVEjSTT GAEDE:sr MAKKET.—June 4.

The demand is brisk, but in consequence of the late cold -n-eather the

supply is not more than equal to the requirements of purchasers. Pine

Apples, Grapes, and Strawberries are sufficient for the demand. Arrivals,

fi'om ab;'oad continue heavy, and include Artichokes, Tomatoes, Cherries,

and Peas. Flowers chiefly consist of Orchids, Heaths, Pelargoniums, Cal-

c eolarias. Cinerarias, Heaths, Azaleas, and Eoses.

Apples ^ sieve
Apricots doz.

Cherries lb. 1

Figs do3, 12

Pilberts & Nuts 100 lbs.

Goosebrs. Green ^ sieve 2

Grapes, Hotuouse— lb. 6

Muscats 10
Lemons 100 4

s. d.

Ot

1

R.
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Hedtchium in GnEENHorsF (5. E ).— The Hedychium should be repotted
if necesBary, but the plant blooms all the better for bcinff kept rather pot-
"bound. Free tjrowth and the thorough ripeninp of the growth made, are
necessary to insure bloominfr. The plant should be pUiced in the warmest
and lightest situation in the full sun, and be kept well supplied with water
ijntil the shoots attain their full size or they cease growing, whenle^s water
should be Eiven—in fact, no mote than to prevent the leaves flucffing.

The old, yellow, or dead and useless shoots should be removed at once,
and every encouragement given the plants to get the ehoots strong and
well ripened, without which there is little prospect of the plant blooming.
The plants should be well watered whilst they are in bloom. They should
he kept rather dry during the winter. They require moderate pot room,
but it is better to have them rather under thnn over potted. If you sow
the seed of Trop:Eohim Jarrjitti immediately it is ripe, in a compost of sandy
peat half, light loam and leaf mould, equal quantities, the other half, with
a liberal qu mtity of silver sand intermixed, providing abundant drainage,
and covering the seeds lightly with compost, you will find the seeds, if good,
will come up freely if pUced in a gentle hotbed, 70°to75'' ; or ihey will germi-
nate, but more slowly, if the seed-pot be kept in the greenhouse. They
require gentle watering until the plants gain strength, -when they should be
potted singly into small pots, and after they become established they re-
quire the same treatment as old niants.
Shrubby Calceolarias M»((7rcw/-'.— It is now high time but not too late

to procure seed for sowing to obtain good plants for blooming early next
year. The seeds of half-shrubby Calceolarias are not more difficult to raise
than the herbaceous. We prefer ttie herbaceous, many of which have a
half-shrubby habit, little differing from the so-called h.Uf-shrubby, which
are a class of plants quite undesirable, for neither plants nor blooms are
anything remarkable.
Gkhen Fly on Wall Trees [B. M. K. Admirnl).—We fear you have

not applied the tobacco water strong enough, otherwise it destroys this
pest. We advise you to try again, employing one gallon of tobacco water
of the shops diluted with five gallons of rain water, and apply this with a
fine-rosed syringe so as to thoroughly wet every part, doing this in the
evening after a hot or dry day, and when the air is calm. The following
night syringe the trers with soapsuds if at hand, or forcibly with water,
and do this every other night for a week. If the pest still remain, which
we_ question, repeat the application of tobacco water, and continue the
syringings every other night, discontinuing syringing with soapsuds after
the middle of June for Currants, and after June for other fruit trees. The
trees may be syringed with water with the garden engine until the fruit
changes for ripening, after which it must be discontinued. If tobacco
water cannot be had it may be made by pouring half a gallon of water on
every ounce of the strongest shag tobanco.
pHiLonENDRON Fruit.—A Correspondent says, "' The Philodendron pcrti-

cum that was figured in the Journal some time ago is now in fruit at J, N.
Clarke's, Trowbridge, Wilts. It is a stove plant. Wanted to know if it is
scarce, and whether the fruit is eatable ? " We do not know a species so
called. Our figure was of P. Simsii. We are quite surr, however, th;it the
fruit is not eatable. The whole natural order to which :t belongs is more
or less poisonous.
Bones for Hanurk lA Seven-years Snhscriher.)—Write to the London

Manure Company. Bishopsgate Street, stating exactly what vou require.
Names of Plants {J. ii'mit?i).—lt is impossit.le to name the varieties of

Begonias from fragments of their leaves, they are t )0 numerous and too
similar. The following, however, appear to be some of yours. 1 and 5
forma of B. xanthin.^

; 2, B. Rex ; 4, B. Griffithii. The Ferns are. I, Adi-
antum cuneatura

; 2, Asplenium bulbifevam. {Thrcc-yenrs Suhscrihcr).—
1, Ulmns montana: 2, flowers fallen ; 3, Geranium phasum ; 4, Meconopsis
cambnca. {R. J. 6".).—], Clematis Fortuni, but a poor flower; 2, Poly-
stichum angiitare

; 3. Ceterach officinarum. What is the history of the
Clematis? {K. ^.).—The tree is the Flowering Ash, Ornus europa^a, com-
monly called Fraxinus ornus.

POULTRY, BEE. and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

BEVERLEY SHOW OF POULTRY, PIGEONS,
AND CANARIES.

For many years past the town of Beverley has enjoyed a
reputation for one of the best annual meetings of its Poultry
Society of any local show in the kingdom; and certainly
the Exhibition on the 1st ranked quite as highly as any of
those preceding it. No effort that can be made to promote
its success is ever neglected by the Committee of manage-
ment ; and the townsmen of Beverley show, also, every
possible inclination to support it by all the means in their
power. This year has, pecuniarily considered, been a most
successful meeting, the weather being as fine as could be
desired, and that, too, without the excessive amount of heat
that at this season so frequently accompanies it.

The grounds most kindly placed at the Committee's dis-
posal, immediately adjoining the Assembly Kooms, for hold-
ing a Floricultural Fete in connection with the poultry, by
Charles Eeynard, Esq., added no doubt to the attraction in
a very material manner. It was, perhaps, the most numer-
ously attended of any show that has yet taken place. We
hear that the worthy proprietor of these grounds permitted
a gi-and display of fij-eworks to take place in the evening.
The neat little town of Beverley bespoke a general holiday,

flags, evergreens, and bannerets being quite the order of the
day. The Assembly Eooms are excellent for the display of
every pen of poultry exhibited to an equal advantage as to
light, &c., whilst the best of ventilation is carried out.

Qui' readers will hardly be sui-prised to find the name of

one of the most reputed Game-breeders here holding the
highest position. We allude to Mr. Hany Adams, of great
Game note, not only in this neighbourhood, but at most of

our principal shows. Reference to the appended prize list

will best bespeak the excellence of this gentleman's stock;
but we cannot forbear mentioning the simple fact that the
disposal of the Society's silver medal, given to the best pen
in the leading Game classes, was quite a sinecure to the
Judges, for having won all the first prizes in each of such
classes, together with not a few of the inferior ones to boot,
of com'se Mr. Adams distanced all competitors.
Although the classes of Game fowls throughout were so

very good, it is pleasing to note the almost total absence of

even .a single indifferent bird, consequently there were no
drawbacks, and all visitors were jjlaced in a position to

examine, at leisure, one of the best collections of Game
fowls brought together for many years. The Spanish and
DorHngs were classes of the greatest merit, the pairs ot

single hens in each of these varieties being especially com-
mendable. The Cochins were very good, but as is always
the case about this time of year, almost every hen was in-

domitably broody. In every variety. Buffs, "Whites, or

Partridge-coloured Cochins, tjiere was an excellent display.

In Hamburghs, the Spangled varieties took a decided lead,

and left little room for improvement, though of Pencilled we
have seen much better in times past. The Polish class was
one of the best in the Show. Bantams showed well and nu-
merously in almost every variety, the Black ones, perhaps,
being the highest perfection. It is now too late in the
season for Sebrights or Game Bantams to show to ad-
vantage.
The Aylesbury, Buenos Ayrean, and common Wild Ducks,

were well shown.
At Beverley Show, the Pigeons are always a chief feature,

and this year a capital competition ensued, every class

being far better than those we customarily meet with. We
noticed particularly some exceedingly good Carriers, Fantails

whose carriage was perfection itself. Barbs remarkably well

bred, some capital Owls, and a great variety of Toy Pigeons.
The Canaries and other small birds were not without ad-

mirers, and this compartment of the Show was constantly
well filled with visitors.

GA>tK (Black-bi-e.isted or other Rpd).— First and Medal, TT. Adamp,
Beverley. Second, H. Beldon, Bradford. Third. Sir St. G. Gore, Birt.,

Hoptoti Hall, Wirksworth, Derbyshire. Commended, T. Robinson, Poplar
Grove, Ulverston.
Game (Pucltwinc and other Greysl.— First and Second, II. Adams. Third,

W. Boyes, Beverley. Commended, l:. Robson, Beverley.
Gamk (Any other variety}.— Firat and Second, H. Adams. Third, W.

Taylor, Sheffield.

8PANISU —First, W. Cannan, Bradford. Second, H. Bcldon, Bradford.
Third, W. Harvey, Sheffield. Conuuended, H. S. Branfort, Sunderland.
Dorking.— First, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Hopton Hull. Second, M. Hunter,

Green Hamraerton Hall. Third, Ilev. J. F. Newton, Kirby-in-Clcvcland.
Hifihly Co:nmended, Rev. J. F. Newton.
Cochin ;Bulf, Lemon, and Cinnamon).— First. E. Yardley, "VVisewood,

ShefHekl. Second. T. H. Earlier, HovinKham. Third, C. T. Bishop, Lenton.
Cochin (Any other variety).—First, E. Smith. Middleton. Second, W.

Dawson, Ilopton, Mirfield. Third, K. White, Sheffield, Commended, C.
Kershaw, Ashton-under-Lyne.
Hamhuruh (Golden-pencilledl.— First, T. Birch, Sheffield. Second, H.

Piclilej*, jun., Earby. Third, J. E. Powers, Biggleswade. Commended,
W. Cannan, Br.idford ; S. Smith, Northowram.
Hamburgh (Silver-pencilled).— First, E. Yardlev. Second, A. Nicholson,

Walkley. Third, W, Cannan.
Hamburgh (Golden-spangledl.—Fira% Sir St, G. Gore, Bart., Ilopton

Hall. Second, W. Cannan. Bradfoid. Third, H. Beldon. Bradford. Highly
Commended, W. Cannan, Bradford. Commended, H. Carter, Uppertlionf.
Hamburgh (Silver-sfiancled). —First W. Cannan, Bradford. Second,

F. R. Pease, Darlington. Third. H. Beldon, Bradford. Hinhlv Coninicnded,
T. Davis, Newport; Sir St. G. Gore, Bart Commended, W, Cannan, Brad-
ford.

PoLAKDS —First, H. Carter, Upperthong. Second, F. R. Pea=e, Darling-
ton. Third, ir. Beldon, Bradford. Highly Commended, J. Heath, Nant-
wich. Commenued. H. Beldon, Bradford.
Ant otuer VAUiErv or Farmyard Cross.— First, H. Lacy, Lacy House,

Hehden Bridge. Second, F. R. Pease, Darlington, Third, E. Smith,
Middleton. Cornmended, W. Cannan, Bradford.
BiNTAMs.—First, R. 1\I. Stark, Hull. Second, Sir St G. Gore, Bart.,

Hopton Hall. Third, Master T. Bielby, Beverley. Highly Commended, \V.
Wood, Walkley, Sheffield.

Bantams (Any other variety).— First, 11. Beldon, Bradford. Second, W.
Cannan, Bradford Third, E. Smith, iUiddleton. Hi.-hlv Commended, W.
Cannan, Bradford ; K. 51, Stark, Hull. Commended, \\. Cannan, Bradford ;

J. R. Jossop, Hull.

SINGLE COCKS,
Spanish,—First, H. A. Hudson, Ouseclitfe, York. Second, R. M. Stark,

Hull. Commended, W. Cannan, Bradford.
DoHKiNG,— First, Ruv. J. F. Newton, Kirby-in-Cleveland. Second, W.

Watson, Bishop Burton.
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Cochin-China.—First, R. White. Sheffield. SecoDd. E. Smith, Middloton.

HIchlv Coirmended, W. Harvey, Slieffleld. Commended, H. Beldon.

Ham'buroh (Gold or Silver-iiencilled).—First, S. Smith, Nortliowram.
Second, \V. Harvey, Sheffield. Highly Commended, W. Cannan, Bradford;
H. Pickles, Earbv, near Skiptnn.
HiMBcEGH (Gold or Silvcv-spangled). — First, H. Beldon, Bradford.

Second, S. Campling:, Cottinfiliani.

Bantam (Any variety).— First, R. M. Stark, Hull. Second, C. W.
"Wilson, High Park, Oxenholmc. Highly Commended, J. CrossUnd, Wake-
field. Commended, W. 11. Wordsworth, Chesterfield.
Game fBlack-breasted and other Reds).— First, H. M. Julian, Hull.

Second, J. A. Aykroyd, Bradford. Third, W. Boyes, Beverley. Highly
Commended, F. Sales, Crowle ; II. Adams, Beverley. Commended, Sir

St. G. Gore, Bart. ; II. Adams.
Game ( Duckwine and other Greys).—First and Second, H. Adams. Third,

J. A. Avkroyd. Highly Commended, A. AUsop, Baslew. Commended, Sir

St. G. Gore, Bart.
Game (Anv other variety).—First, W. Taylor,' Sheffield. Second and

Third, H, Adams.
SIKGLE HENS.

Game (Black-breasted or other Reds).— First, H. Adams, Beverley.
Second, J. A. Aykroyd, Bradford. Highly Commended, W. Boyes, Beverley

;

H. Adams, Beverley.
GA5IE (Dnckwinc or other Grey ).—First and Second, H. Adams, Beverley.

Commended, W. Taylor, Sheffield.
Game (Any other variety).—First, H.M. Julian.lHulI. Second, H. Adams,

Beverley. Commended, H. Adams.

PAIRS OF HEN'S.
Spanish.-First. ,T. Holmes, Hotham. Second, S. Rohson, Brotherton,

Yorkshire. Highly Commended, W. Cannan, Bradford; R. M. Stark.
BonKiNG.—First, F. Key, Beverley. Second, Rev. J. F. Newton, Kii by-

in-Cleveland. Highly Commended, E. Smith, Middleton ; F. Key.
CocaiN-CHiNA.— First, T. H. Barker, Hovingham. Second, U. "White,

Sheffltld. Commended, W. Cannan, Bradford; E. Smith, Middleton.

Ducks (Aylesbnry).—First, 0. A. Young, Driffield. Second, Sir St. G.
Gore, Bart., Hopton Hall.

Di'CKS (Rouen).—First, W. Cannan, Bradford. Second, 0. A. Young,
Driffield.

Ducks (Any other variety).—First and Second, J. R. Jessop, Hull. Cod^-
mended, W. Cannan, Bradford.

PIGEONS.
CAnaiEEs.-First, H. Beldnn, Bradford. Second, H. Yardley, Market

Hall, Birmingham Third, G. Pashby, Hull. Highly Commended, H.
Y'ardley.

PowTERS.— First, ^V. Taylor, Sheffield. Second, H. Brown, Walkley,
Sheffield. Third, H. Beldon, Bradford. Highly Commended, S. Bobson,
Brotherton.
TuMBT.EiiS (Any variety).— First, H. B'-ldon, Bradford. Second, H.

Yardley, Birmingham. Third, G. R. Potts, Sunderland. Highly Com-
mended, F. Else, Rayswafer, Londan. Commended, T. Statters, Hull.
Barbs.— First, H. Yardley, Birminsham. Second, W. Massev, Gedney,

near "Wisbeaeh. Third, G. Kobson, Hull. Highly Commended, H. Beldon,
Bradford. Commended, ,T. Firlh, Dewsbury ; H. Yardley, Birmingham,
Jacobins- First. H. Beldon, Bradtord Second and Third, Mrs. Ellring-

ton, Woiidmansey. Highly Commended, T. EUrington, Woodmansey

;

M. E. Jiibling, Ban-as Bridge, Newcastle.
Trumpeters.—First, Master H. Key, Beverley. Second, Ma^ter J. Key,

Beverley. Third, S. Rohson, Brotherton. Highly Commended, H. Beldon,
Bradford; W. Y'oung. Howden.
Owi.s.— First, H. Beldon, Bradford. Second, F. Else, Bayswater. Third,

H. Yardley, Birmingham.
TURBiTS.— First, b'. Else, Bayswater. Second, .T. R. Jessop, Hull. Third,

Master T. Key, Beverley. Highly Commended, SI. E. Jobling, Barras
Bridge; K. Y'ardley, Birtningham. Commended, G. R. Potts, Sunderland.
Fa NTAiLS.— First. T. Ellnngton, Woodmansey. Second, T. C. Taylor,

Middlesborough. Third, J. R. Jessop. Hull.
Any other Variety.— First, H. Y'ardley, Birmingham. Second, B.

Leason, Driffield. Third, G. Rohson. Hull. Highly Commended, H. Beldon,
Bradford ; .M. K. Jobling, Barras Bridge; J. K. Trenam, Helmsley.
Selling Class.— First sind Second, B. Leason, Driffield. Highly Com-

mended, H. Yardley, Birniineham. Commended, T. Statters, Hull ; H.
Beldon, Bradford ; Master B. Key, Beverley.

and a correspondent, "F. K., Beverley," inquires "if there
are auoh Nuns?" In answer to this question, Mr. Brent
says :

—" I beg to rejily that Nuns, like all other Toys, are
Pigeons of feather only, and, if their marking is altered the
variety is lost. Nuns are white Pigeons, with hoods, and
dark veils; and according to the colour of the head are
they designated—Black-headed, Blue, Dun, Red, or Tellow-
headed Nuns. They generally have the flight and tail
coloured like the face, though some have white flights, and
others are all white except the face only ; but if the colour
is reversed they are not Nuns. The Pigeons here mentioned,
with white head, tail and flight, and black body, must be
some variety of Capuchin, Monk, or Priest. Some of these
are white-headed only; others have head and tail white;
while many have head, tail, and flights white, the body
being black, or some other colour.

" These Toys are but little esteemed in this country, but
are common enough in G-erinany. Some are bred with
white wing-bars or spangled shoulders; some are clean-
footed, while others are booted; some are smooth-headed,
others are hooded, and a few have moustachios like Trum-
peters. ' P. K.,' if ambitious, may easily breed the variety
between Baldhead Tumblers and Jacobin Pigeons, but they
are not woith the trouble ; and the prize offered is probably
nothing more than a whim of W. A. Summer, jun., Esq.,
and not likely to be repeated.—B. P. Bkent."

Canaries.— Be7f7irtrt.—First, J. Holmes, Beverley. Highly Commended,
R. Jameson, W(iod Lane. Commended, L. F. Charlton, Market Place ; Miss
A. Ripprn. Minster Moor Gate ; J. Holmes. Jl/rtp-^-prf.— First, R. Jameson.
Second. I\lr«. Pottage, Fleming Gate. Highly Commended, Jlrs. W. Robson,
Mill Lane ; J. Pearson, Walker Gate; Mrs. W. G. Drewry. Beverley, Coai-
mended. Miss S. A. Simpson, Tickton. Avy other Variehj. — First, -J.

Campey, Well Lane. Second, l\liss J. Campey. Highly Commended, Miss
J. A. McCoy ; Mrs. T. Dunning. Commended, Mrs. J. Pearson ; W. G.
Drewry. No^t nf Young. — First, E. Campey. Second, Mrs. Rippon.
jj/w^es.— FirsL. W. Catnpev. Second, J. Widdall. Highly Commended,
Miss A. Brigbam. Redcips,—Fir^t, Mrs. Campey. Second, J. Holmes,
Highly Commended, G. Coates. Commended, Miss Johnson ; J. Armstrong,
Bevei-ley.

The Judges of Poultry were Mr. Thos. Challoner, of Barl-
borough, near Chesterfield; and Mr. Edward Hewitt, of
Sparkbrook, Birmingham. Pigeons were judged by W. W.
Boulton, Esq., of Beverley ; and Fergus Ferguson, Esq., of
Walkington. Mr. J. Smith, of Hull, officiated as the arbi-

trator for Ca'/mnes, and other small'birds.

A HEN PHEASANT ASSUMING- A COCK'S
PLUMAGE.

Thebe is now at Sutton HiU, near Shiifnal, Salop, a hen
Pheasant acquiring the plumage of a male of the same
species. She does not seem so Hvely as the other birds, nor

.

has she laid this season, although she did so freely last

season. Do you consider the above at all curious, as it is

the first instance of the kind that I have known ? . Thinking
that some of your correspondents may have met with some-
thing of the kind before, I am induced to send the above for

publication.—C. D.

[Old hens of the Dorking breed of fowls we have known
gradually become of masculine plumage. We shall be ob-
liged by information how near the hen Pheasant's plumage
approaches to that of a cock Pheasant.]

. NUN PIGEONS.
Among other special prizes oifered at Cottingham Show

August 17th, is one given by W. A. Summers, jun.. Esq,,
ibr " Nuns with white head, flight and tail, and black body;"

AETIFICIAL SWAEMS.
" Philiscus " objects to the employment of a second stock,

and its removal to a new site for the purpose of obtaining a
suiEcient popul.%tion to carry on the hive from which all the
bees have been expelled, on the ground that it is liable to
become almost denuded of bees, which will leave it for their
old locality. I confess that in the course of my praotice^a
few instances of this character have occurred to me. Bees
occasionally leave a stock, under such circumstances, to,

what might be thought, an alarming extent. But with a
careful bee-master no real injury from this cause need occur.
When this excessive depopulation is obseived, it is only on
the following day, when the bees are working bristly, to
remove the driven stock, confine the bees, and put it in a
cool dark place for twenty-four hours, returning the de-
populated hive to its old stand. If the weather is dull and
the bees not working very briskly, I merely transpose the
stocks without confinement. I wish my swarms to be as
large as possible, therefore all the bees are driven out. It

is impossible to tell how large a proportion of the popula-
tion is expelled, if any are left ; and the presence of the
queen in such cu'cumstances must be generally a doubtful
matter. If a large number of bees join the driven stock
they may again be expelled in a fortnight, provided sealed
royal cells had been inserted at the time of the first expul-
sion, or in about three weeks if left to raise queens for

themselves. If it is feared that excessive desertion will

attend the removal of a strong stock, I see no reason why
the bees should not be at once confined, and the hive taken
within-doors for twenty-four hours. Then being removed
to a new stand, but a very few bees wUl leave it. A suffi-

cient population no doubt will be obtained for the driven
stock from the bees which are returning from the fields at
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the time of removal, witli the addition of a few which will

unite with them after the liberation of the prisoners.

Perhaps a few extracts from my note-took for 18G1 will

net be without interest.

April 21st.—No. 10, an excessively weak stock, which it

was desired to strengthen. No. 9, a flat straw hive with

octagon super, left on aU the winter as the stock-hive had
no stored food. Both super and stock contained a good

deal of brood. Expelled the bees from the super, which was
placed under No. 10. Transposed Nos. 9 and 10.

April 23rd.—No. 9, much impoverished by the double

deprivation of brood and bees. The two hives restored to

their respective positions.

April 28th.—No. 9, working briskly.

July 16th.—No. 9, a super taken with 201b3. (nett) of honey.

May 7th.—Eemoved No. 16 to a distance of nearly a mile.

Put No. 10 on its stand. Gain in bees but small.

May 17th.—No. 6, straw hive. Drove all the bees, a vei-y

fine swarm, hived in a Langstroth-box. Cut out combs of

No. 6, crammed with brood and honey, fitted in frames, and
united the bees, frames and queen, of the very weak hive

No. 10 to them.
May 18th.—Took out a comb of brood from No. 6, inserted

in a nucleus-box, and put in the j)lace of No. 12, removed a few

yards off. Enoiigh but not too many bees joined the nucleus,

which raised royal cells, &c. (No. 12 was still populous
enough to require a super to be given on the 25th.)

May 23rd.—No. 16, drove all the bees, a fair-sized swarm.
Driven stock put in place of No. 13, removed about 20 yards.

In the evening four royal cells were fastened among the

combs. (This became a remarkably good stock. The swarm
No. 3 filled its large ten-frame box very quickly.)

May 2Sth.—Had a Liguriau queen presented me by Mr.
Woodbury. Drove all the bees out of No. 12—a good swarm.
Confined queen in a small box, which was inserted among
the combs of old hive. This was placed on stand of No. 13,

which was removed for No. 16 only five days previously.

May 28th.—No. 16, driven on the 23rd, is extremely popu-

lous. (Super put on June 16th).

June 19th.—No. 13.—Drove all the bees. Good swarm
(notwithstanding two previous removals), put in place of

No. 12 (driven on May 28th).

June 20th.—No. 12, appears to have lost most of its bees.

Eestored the balance of population by retransposition of

the hives.

June 27.—Transposed Nos. 6 and 10 to strengthen No. 10.

June 28th.-—No. 6, considerably depopulated. Many of

the bees joined No. 11 instead of No. 10 as desired. (No. 6

quickly became populous as the young bees emerged from

the cells. No. 11 iiUed two supers, 25 lbs.)

July 2nd.—No. 15, swarm driven from No. 13, has filled

its box with combs, brood, and sealed honey.

July 9th.—No. 3, artificial swarm cbiven from No. 16,

nearly fuU. Two beautiful frames of sealed honey removed
from the sides.

The foregoing extracts fi-om my note-book have been
selected as being likely to give a fair idea of my practice.
" PhUjISCITs " wiU see that cases are mentioned in which
what he states he fears may occur, actually did so, but the

evils were easUy rectified. In other instances all the mani-
pulations were attended with complete success. I can enter

into sympathy with " Philiscus," in his enthusiasm re-

specting the excitement and interest attendant on the issue

of natural swarms ; but as I am situated it is a pleasure

with which I never indulge myself unless a swarm comes off

in spite of every exertion to prevent it. But to me there is

something intensely interesting in the manipulation of arti-

ficial swai-ms, and the feeling that the operator has of being

able to do pretty much what he wills with these little

creatures. Certainly there is infinitely more of continued

interest accompanying the management of bees on these

more scientific principles, which I would not exchange for

the shorter interest and excitement accompanying the issue

of natm-al swarms.—S. Bevan Fox, Exeter.

perience of bee-keeping, I have never before known bees to
gain weight so quickly as in the hot days of lust month.
Some of my strongest hives increased theu- weight by from
20 to 30 lbs. in about nine days ; and I know of one hive
that gained 40 lbs. weight in the same time. Since then we
have had cold weather, and they have done little. We have
a few swarms here, not many, but most of mine only require
a few warm days to bring them out—in fact, I gave room to
most, or I might have had swarms in May."

AUTIFICIAL COMBS.
Messes. Neigheour So Sons, 149, Eegent Street, and 127,

Holborn, have submitted to me some specimens of artificial

combs, with which they are now prepared to supply their

customers. Whilst they are in every respect equal to those
imported by me from Germany in 1S62, they have the ad-
vantage of being expressly manufactured of a shape and
s'ze to suit the Woodbury-hives. Immediately on receiving

them in the evening of the 29th ult., I placed one in a strong
Ligurian and one in a common stock. On examining them
this morning (2nd June), I found the Ligurians had worked
one-half of theirs into beautiful comb, which the queen had
already filled with eggs. The black bees had also partially M
fabricated their sheet of embossed wax into comb, but had I
not made so much progress as their Italian brethren, nor
had their queen yet deposited eggs in the cells. It must be
borne in mind that the weather during the past week has
been so chiUy as entii'ely to put a stop to comb-building
under ordinary circumstances. Had the temperature been
wai-mer, I have no doubt that both combs woirld have been
completed before this.—A Devo'Shiee Bee-e^sepee.

EAELY HOXEY.

BEES IN YOEKSHIEE.
A CORRESPONDENT writing from the neighbourhood of

Leeds, under date cf the 2nd instant, says—" In aU my ex-

To-DAY (June Ist), I lifted off the finest super of honey it

has ever been my lot to obtain so early in the season. The
hive was supered early in May Avith an octagonal glass box
13.V inches in diameter by 7 inches in depth. By the ISth of

May this super was so nearly filled that I ordered my car-

penter to make a second glass box corresponding in size and
depth. In the meantime the super was lifted temporarily

on a wooden octagon eke of 3 inches in depth. The bees
rapidly continued the combs down into the space thus
given. To-day (June 1st) I proceeded to take off the super
fbr the purpose of removing the temporary eke, and raising

it on the new and deeper octagon glass box. The whole of

the combs were attached to the adapter, and filled with
honey, a very small part, and that in the eke, being un-
sealed. The nett weight of honey in the super is nearly

40 lbs. Perhaps I ought to be contented with this, and alter

removing the super either replace it with another or force

a swarm. But I am anxious to obtain a very lai-ge and
ornamental glass box of honeycombs, so after detaching the

eke the original super was lifted on the new box, the 3 inches

of exposed combs depending so far down into it. The com-
bined octagons now form a single box of neai-ly 15 inches in

depth, and I have little doubt will be easily filled by the

bees, provided they do not swarm. This same stock gave

me 50 lbs. of honey in supers last year.

Thanks to a few puli's of tobacco-smoke I was enabled to

remove and reverse this heaA-y super crammed witli bees,

cut through the combs attached to the sides of the wooden
eke, remove that, and restore all to the proper position

with hardly any annoyance from a single irate bee. A few

more ofmy stocks are working pretty well in supers, but only

one other is doing anything nearly api^roaohing to the fore-

going.—S. Bevan Fox, Exeter.

OUH LETTEE BOX.
Imitators of the Nightingale LV/ir7(^».v').V''.— Of the Uircis niMifoned

in v(.ur note, ibe Linnet Mule, Goltlfinoh Miile.tu.rt C.inarT, I -'iK-uKl tfiinlt,

would be the mo.'^t likclv to Iciirn the Ni(fluink!;ile"s fonp. lint ihe> i> U"*' l»e

placed in hearing of tiie Xipbtingale Mliik- quite j-f-unfr, imJ crtjit caic U
necessary not to let Ihem lienr aHV other bmls, or tbej will not sintj ihe

move difficult uotes.—B. 1*. Uuent.
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tave little to say further than that it ought to be hardy,

and capable of withstanding as far as possible the hot dry

-weather of the dog-days. Some growers prefer the early

sorts for this purpose, but they are certainly not all well

fitted for it ; neither are the vei-y tall Marrow class, which

rarely fill their large pods. For general purposes I have

found the Champion of England and British Queen pretty

good, and others of similar gi'owth. In Peas late in the

season, as in the case of early ones, the quality of the Pea
as a table favourite must not be too strictly inquired into,

as some of the varieties most popular at table in the best

part of the season are by no means the best for late work.

There is another condition I would advise the inexperienced

not to forget, and that is, not to overtop them with states

;

too great a quantity of stakes deprives them of much of the

night dews, which are so beneficial to their growth and so

detrimental to insect life. Another condition which I fear

c-annot be enforced, as T find it difficult to comply with my-
self, and that is. not to plant or grow other crops between
the Peas, but to give them all the advantage of a good
circulation of air, frequent stirring of the soil, and the other

conditions noticed above. Though in seasons like 1859 it

may be difficult to preserve a healthy growth in Peas so

late in the season in the dry soils of some districts, there

are others in which it may be secured, and even under
adverse circumstances much may be done in ordinary years

to prolong the bearing of the Pea. J. Eobson.

CULTIYATION OF THE PINE APPLE.
{Coniimi.edfrmn xiage 361.)

To start Pines into frait at any given time, and more
especially in early spring, it is necessary, to do so satis-

factorily, that they should have a period of rest previous to

their being subjected to the treatment required to start

them. Plants that have completed their growth, and well

filled their pots with roots in autumn, with the view of sup-

plying ripe fi-uit in the follo^ring May and June must have
ten or twelve weeks rest before attempting to start them.
The conditions necessary to insure almost a cessation of

growth, and at the same time to continue the plants in a

state of thorough health, I need scarcely say are few and
simple. They are a comparatively low temperature, and a

dry atmosphere, with a proportionately dry state of the soil

in which they grow.
From the middle or end of October onwards to the be-

ginning of January, it rarely occurs that Pines are the

better of a drop of water at the roots, providing that the

plunging material is kept in a medium state of moisture,

and that the bottom heat is not too high. The night tem-
perature during the months of November and December
should range as steadily at 5.5° at night as possible during
cold weather ; with very mild weather it may safely range a

few degrees higher. The bottC'm heat should be propor-

tionately low, just enough to maintain the roots in a white,

healthy condition, without exciting them to action, and a
temperature ranging from 70° to 75" is suificient for this.

When with sun heat dm-ing the day, which may occur with
clear fi'osty weather, the temperature exceeds 65°, air should
be given, and, in fact, a little should be admitted on all

favourable opportunities for a few hours every day. When
it is necessary to fire sharply during cold, frosty nights, in

order to maintain the desired temperature, the fires should
be checked the tu-st thing in the morning, especially if, as is

usual, a cold night is succeeded by a sunny day. Where it

can be so arranged that coverings can be used over the glass

at night, in order to husband the heat and maintain the
proper degree with less fire heat, the atmosphere can be
kept in a condition much more congenial to the Pine than
when more fire heat is necessary. For although a damp
atmosphere, which would lead to an accumulation of mois-
ture and drip on the leaves and into the centres of the
plants, is by all means to be avoided, yet a parching atmo-
sphere produced by highly-heated pipes is very prejudicial,

and cannot be properly counteracted during the winter
months by the application of moisture to the pipes without
producing the opposite evil. When, however, it may become
necessary to applj- moisture to counteract the too drying
effects of hard firing, it is safest to sprinkle the paths, from

which the moisture will find its way more gradually into the
atmosphere, and is not, therefore, so likely to accumulate
and di-op into the centre of the plant, causing spotted leaves,

and not unfrequently deformed fruit. This is more parti-

cularly applicable to pineries and pits with flat roofs from
which moisture is more likely to drip.

Treatment the reverse of what has been recommended—

a

high temperature and more water at the root and in the air

—will end in causing the plants to grow all winter, and
from the want of light and air they will become drawn and
weakly, in fact worthless ; or probably manj* of them may
start at the dead of winter, when they wiU not bloom nor
set properly, and will either way be useless. An instance of

such treatment once came under my notice, when the whole
winter, instead of a low temperature, 75° of heat was kept
up with moisture in abundance ; and the consequence was,

that when the time that they should have started arrived,

they were tall, tender, and only fit for the waste heap.

Eipe Pines being required by the early part of June, it will

be necessary to set a batch of Queens in motion in Januaiy,

to succeed those that are generaUy termed winter and
spring fruiters, and which consist of Cayennes and Jamaicas.

Presuming that the bottom heat is derived from leaves and
tan, it wUl be necessary to add some fresh material to in-

crease the bottom heat to from 85" to 90'^. But in doing
this particular attention must be paid to the state of the

bed, as overmuch bottom heat at this stage would prove
fatal to anything like success. The roots of the plants

being principally at the bottom and round the sides of the

pot, they are particularly liable to suffer fr'om too much
heat, and great caution is necessary ; should there be any
doubt about the heating of the bed after it is prepared,

it will be safer to stand the pots on the surface of the tan

tm it be certain that the heat wUl not rise above that already

named. Those who have the superior appHances of hot-

water pipes or tanks for the supply of bottom heat, wiU be
spared the trouble and risk of a fermenting-bed, and can

regulate the heat to a degree.

In selecting the plants for starting at this early season,

those only which have matured their growth early in autumn,
and have their pots full of healthy roots should be taken,

because it is those plants which start into fruit without
making a fresh gi-owth that can be started and ripened very

early in the summer. Plants that ai-e not so forward in

this respect, inalce fii'st a fresh growth and then start into

fruit, and always show larger and finer fmit than the former,

to which they make a succession by starting in March and
April.

In arranging and plunging the plants, a few of the bottom
leaves shoiild be stripped off' round their collars, and if the

soil be low in the pots a top-dressing of loam firmly pressed

to the stems and round the sides of the pots should be

applied. The plants being kept di-y through the winter, they

will require to be watered twice in order to properly moisten

the ball, as loam once dry is not very easily moistened

thoroughly. The atmospheric heat should be raised to G5°

by night, with a rise of 10° by day when there is sun.

Moisture must also be increased in due proportion by keep-

ing the paths well sprinkled, but avoid much evaporation

from hot' pipes for the first month. A little air should be

given in the early part of the day, shutting up eai-ly in the

afternoon to husband sun heat, when such can be had.

As the season advances the heat should be increased 5°

moie, with at the same time an increased amount ofmoisture.

The plants should be examined occasionally, and watered

just sufficiently tokeei:>the soil in a medium state of moistiure.

If allowed to get over-dry the embryo fruit -n-ill becorae

stunted, while on the other hand, an excess of moisture will

be equally fatal to healthy root-action.

The principal part of the plants should show fruit before

the end of February. The centres of the plants will be

observed to open-up by degrees, and on examination the

young fruit will bo seen em.erging from the centre. When-
ever this is observed the plants, if dry at the roots, should

have a good watering with weak raimure water sufficient to

thorouglily moisten the whole ball.

Throughout the month of March, supposing the plants to

bo all in fruit, the night temperature should not range under

7U", nor over 75" when the weather is not more than usually

cold. Atmospheric moisture should now be freely given aa
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soon as they are all out of flower, and on fine afternoons a
sprinkling overhead with tepid water will much refresh and
invigorate the plants. Early shutting-up with a high sun
heat must now be practised, presuming that the fruit is re-

quired to be ripe as soon as possible. When April arrives with

its longer and generally brighter days but with chilly nights,

I would not advise an advance on the temperature directed

for March, only let the forcing be done as much as possible

by day with sun heat. They should be shut up by two o'clock

with abundance of moisture in the atmosphere, and the heat

may be allowed to run up to 90°, or even more for an hour
or two. The fires, which should be low through the day,

should be quickened in sufficient time to prevent the heat

from falling below 70° by 10 p.m. The fruit will soon begin
to swell rapidly, and careful attention must be given to

the plants in the matter of moistiure at the roots, and they
should have the water coloured every time with good
Peruvian guano, wMch I prefer to anything else that I have
tried for the Pine.

The plants should be gone over and the suckers reduced
to two on each plant, and all suckers and gills which appear
on the stems or under the base of the fruit should be re-

moved immediately they are observed. The month of May
generally brings comparatively warm and sunny weather,
and vegetation gets into full play, and I am not sure but
what May is one of the best, if not the best month in all

the year for swelling Pines. It is not generally so hot
and scorching as the succeeding three months, less air is

necessary, the pineries can be shut up earlier, so that
less evaporation goes on, and the swelling fruit can have a
longer period of sun heat and moisture in the afternoon
than when summer is farther advanced, and when it is not
safe to damp and shut up before four o'clock. Advantage
should, therefore, be taken of this, and the house should be
shut up early in the afternoon, at the same time sprinkling

the plants with tepid water and filling up the evaporating-
troughs. But syringing must not be carried to excess, or

the result will be an undue growth of crowns and suckers.

Some say that suckers rob the fruit, and that larger fi'uit

can be had by removing them all before the fruit is matured.
I have not found that such is the case, and apart from the
absolute need of strong suckers, I consider the theory not
generally correct. The extra foliage of the suckers only
causes an extra root-action; so that, especially when the
suckers are not on the stems of the fruit, the latter are not
likely to suffer fi'om one or two on each plant.

When the fruit begins to change colour it is necessary in

order to insure fine fiavour, to admit an increased amount
of air and to decrease the moi-sture both in the aii' and soil.

This, however, must not be done abruptly but gradually,
and as soon as the fruit shows the least signs of turning
yeUow at the base. The soU when the fruit is fully ripe

should be quite dry.

It is a good plan to remove the suckers before this change
of atmosphere and decrease of moisture at the root is com-
menced, otherwise they are likely to receive a check which
stunts their growth. I do not approve of drying half the
life out of suckers after they are potted, but have found
that the finest plants are always obtained from the suckers
that are potted in a fresh and growing condition.

D. Thomson.
(To ie continued.)

Peaks.—The enormous crop of Pears which set freely this

spring bade fair to injure the trees ; but Nature has stepped
in to thin them, for in every cluster of fr-uit are several that,

like those enclosed, are swelling more rapidly and look more
fafr and promising than others. On cutting them open the
core is found full of small grubs. In a week or two the fruit

thus affected will drop, and leave on many trees a poor crop,
for these promising Pears on many trees can be counted by
thousands. A word or two as to when the insect deposited
its eggs, and what it is wiU oblige.

—

Sdbsceibeb.

[The Pears are infested by the minute yellow larvae of
Sciara Pyri, usually called the Pear Midge. It is described
in detail in KoUar's "Treatise on Insects," translated by
Miss Loudon. AU the dropped Pears should be burnt, or in
some other way destroyed.]

THE EOYAL BOTAJSriC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
JXJITE 11th.

EvEEYBODY looks for a fine show at the Regent's Park,

and rarely, indeed, is it that any one is disappointed. That
of Saturday last was no exception to the general rule : the
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, the Orchids, the Pelargo-

niums, the Heaths were aU fine ; the fr-uit was excellent ; Qie
American plants of Mr. John Waterer a glorious spectacle ;

and in addition to all this, the day was fine without being so

hot as to render locomotion unpleasant even in the show-tent,

so it cannot be wondered that the company should be
numbered by thousands.
Stove and Geeenhotjse Plants, as regards the kinds

exhibited, were much the same as at previous shows, and
some were hardly so good after the service they had seen.

The finest collections of sixteen came from Mr. Whitbread,
of Dartford ; and Mr. May, of Hawkesyard Park. The former
had the beautiful Pleroma elegans, a very fine Stephanotis,

Allamandas grandiflora and cathartica, the bright blue Les^
chenaultia bUoba major. Actus graciUima covered with its

yellow and red flowers, Ixora coccinea (very fine), the showy
Dillwynia rudis sanguinea, and an immense Erica Caven-
dishM. Mr. May had among others tv/o fine Ixoras, a very
large Pimelea in fine bloom, Ehyncospermum jasminoides,

the white Dracophyllum gracile, and Dipladenia crassinoda.

Mr. Peed was third, Mr. Wheeler fourth.

For collections of ten, in the Nursei-ymen's Class, Mr.
Eraser, Lea Bridge, was first, Mr. Rhodes second, Messrs.

Lee third, and Mr. Cutbush, Barnot, fourth; and in the
Amateurs' Class Mr. Chilman and Mr. Green were first and
second. For a collection of six Mr. Page had a first prize.

Among the plants of these exhibitors Gompholobium poly-

morphum splendens was noticeable by its numerous scarlet

blooms ; AUamanda grandiflora, with its large clear yellow

flowers ; Prostanthera lasianthos, covered with bloom ; Hoya
bella ; Erica obbata ; Hedaroma tulipiferum and fuchsioides,

veiy iine ; and Phcenoooma prolifera, a large bush.

Collections of fine-foliaged plants came fr-om Messrs. Lee,

A. Henderson & Co., and Williams, who had prizes in the

order in which they are named. Prom Messrs. Lee came
fine specimens of the Bird's-nest Neottopteiis australasica,

Cyathea Smithi, Pandanus utUis and elegantissimus, and
Cordyline indivisa ; fr-om Messrs. Henderson a very large

and fine plant of Pandanus utilis, Anthm-ium leuconeurum,
the singular zebra-stemmed Alocasia zebrina, the large

splashed-leaved Alocasia macrorhiza variegata ; and from
Mr. Williams Alocasia metaUica (very fine), the fine broad-
leaved CyanophyUum-like Sphasrogyne latifolia, the new
Agave schidigera, Cycas revoluta and Cyathea dealbata,

both very large plants.

Ferns.—Mr. Williams and Mi-. BuU each contributed

remarkably fine specimens of exotic Ferns. From Mr.
WiUiams, who had the first prize, came handsome plants of

Gleichenias semivestita, speluncae, and dichotoma, Todea
africana, a noble plant of Cibotium princeps, Cyathea
Smithi, Dicksonia antarctica, a very pretty plant of Adian-
tum cuneitum, and some others. Mr. BuU sent Dicksonias

culcita, antarctica, and squarrosa, Cyathea dealbata, Marattia
elegans, Lomaria cycadifolia, Bleohnum brasiliense, Todea
austrahs, &c. These, too, were fine specimens. Mr. Young,
of Highgate, took the third prize.

Of hardy British Ferns Messrs. Ivery contributed two
collections, one of twelve, for which they had a prize, and
another of upwards of fifty, comprising many very rare

vai-ieties.

Oeohids were extensively shown, but looked scarcely so
fe-esh as on the last occasion. Laelias, Cattleyas, Tandas,
Phalseuopses, Dendrobiums, Cypripediums, brides, and
Saecolabiums, were well represented. Of iErides Lobbi,
Larpent«, and crispum, there were several fine examples.
Cypripedium villosum, and the varieties of barbatum, were
shown in fine condition ; and we noticed two or thi-ee plants
of Stonei and Hookeri, the rare Odontoglossum Phalssnopsis,

two fine pots of Orchis foliosa, and Dendrobium Parishii,

fi-ora Mr. Wilhams. Mr. Baker and Mr. Milford were first

and second for collections of twenty, Mr. Peed taking a
fourth prize. Messrs. Penny, Page, and Green, were the
prizetakers for collections of twelve ; and Mr. Williams,

Messrs. Jackson, Mr. Wooley, and Mr. Rhodes, in the Nursery-
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men's class for six. In the corresponding class for Amateurs
Mr. Fairbairn, gardener to the Duke of Northumberland,
Syon, -was first ; Mr. Wilson, Enfield, second ; and Mr. Wig-
gins, Isleworth, third.

Heaths are a class of plants which have gone out of
fashion of late years, but any one seeing the fine specimens
exhibited at our metropolitan shows must agi'ee that they
deserve a gi-eater share of popularity. Numerous plants of
the ventrieosa and tricolor varieties were exhibited, also

Candoleana, obbata, floribunda, nobUis, Bergiana and Mas-
soni, &c. For ten Mr. Ehodes was first, Messrs. Jackson
second ; for eight Mr. Peed first. Mi'. Page second ; for sis
Mr. Chilman first, Mr. Wheeler second.
AZALEAS were much inferior to those at the previous show

;

those of Mr. Tumor, however, were still fine, especially his
large plants of Criterion, Juliana, and Gledstanesi. Mr.
Turner was fii'st, Mr. Fraser second, Mr. Ehodes thii-d. In
the Amateurs' Class, of Mr. Whitbread's, who had the first

prize, the most noticeable were Extranei (fine). Striata for-

mosissima (a fine white, in the specimen shown very little

striped), Chelsoni, and Gledstanesi formosa. Mr. Carson,
who was second, had very good plants of Apollo, Modesta,
Iveryana, and Optima. Mr. Cross was third.
Fuchsias.—Mr. CanneU, gardener to J. Watson, Esq.,

took the fh-st prize with Sir E. Peel, Madame Cornehssen in
fine bloom. Lord Elcho, Fair Oriana, and Prince Alfred.
Ml-. Cross, who was second, had large plants, but not autfi-

ciently covered with bloom, of Comet, Bo-peep, Victor
Emmanuel, Eose of Castille, Fair Oriana, and Queen of Han-
over. Ml'. "Young was third.

Pelakgoniums.—In the Amateurs' Class Mr. Bailey, of
Shardeloes, was again triumphant, with immense plants in
splendid bloom. They were James Lodge, Spotted Gem,
Patroness, Guillaume Severyns, Lord Clyde, Glowworm,
Sanspareil, Desdemona, Nestor, and Flora. Mr. Nye, who
was second, had also excellent specimens, one, Sanspareil,
being particularly remarkable for its great size and profu-
sion of bloom. Mr. Wiggins, who was third, had also very
good plants. The only exhibitor in the Nurserymen's Class
was Mr. Fraser, who, in addition to kinds already named,
had Bacchus, Eose Celestial, Eoseleaf, Fairest of the Fair,
Excelsior, Prince of Prussia, and Madame Furtado. Coming
from such a well-known exhibitor, it is almost unnecessary
to say that the plants were first-rate. For Fancies, first

prizes were awarded to Mr. Eraser and Mr. Bailey, the
former being again the only exhibitor in the Nurserymen's
class ; Mr. Cox, gardener to Captaui Cahill, and Mr. Donald
Leyton, were second and third. DeUcatum, from Mr.
Fraser, was a beautiful mass of bloom. Ai-abella Goddard,
Clemanthe, Lady Craven, Crystal Beauty, Princess Royal,
Eoi des Fantaisies, and others in the two fu-st-prize collec-
tions v/ere all that could be desu'ed.
To the other objects exhibited we shall return next week,

but the opportunity of noticing Mr. J. Waterer's American
plants must not be lost, as they are now at their best.
They occapy an area of about 100 yards across each way,
and are arranged so as to contrast theii' colours, and produce
an excellent effect from difi'erent points of view. The scene,
when viewed fi'om the high end of the tent, is such as no
one who has not seen the magnificent display of former
years can form the faintest conception of. Of new kinds
Joseph Whitworth is a very fine dai'k rosy purple, and with
excellent foliage ; Annihilator is a magnificent rosy scarlet,
•with large trusses. Mrs. John Penn, salmon pink, edged
with crimson ; Lady Emily Peel, rosy crimson, with black
spots ; Princess Mary of Cambridge, rosy purple, vrith almost
white centre, are also fine. To these may be added Eaphael,
Mrs. T. Brassey, Duchess of r-'./ Borland, and Mrs. Fitz-
gerald, the last very bright in col^L.r, which ai'e likewise new
varieties of great merit. Of older varieties there is an abun-
dance, and most of them are in great perfection, and some
of the plants are of very large size. Altogether the Show
reflects much credit on Mr. John Waterer, from whose
nursery alone the whole of the plants have been taken.

of the hole, so that the end of the post will not come to the
ground ; then set your post in, top end down, fill in several
inches of the mortar, then several inches of coars e gravel

;

pound it down, then more mortar and more gravel, and so
OH untQ the cement is raised above ground several inches
around the post. Slant it away from the post in every
dii'ection, so as to turn ofi' the water ; char the bottom of
the post, before inserting, and fill the interstice between the
post and cement with coal tar. Only mix enough mortar
for one hole at a time.

FUEZE vEESus GOOSEBEERY CATEEPILLAES.
Having tested the insertion of Furze in full blossom in

the centre of my Gooseberry bushes as a remedy for cater-
pillars, and found it completely fail, I next applied the wash
recommended at page 246 of the Journal. The proportions
of soap, soda, and water used were the same as given. All
I can say is that the prescription may have mitigated but
has by no means cured the evil. The caterpillars dislike

the wash, but it does not kUl them ; and one result attending
its application has been to injure a great many of the leaves,

giving them the appearance which potato leaves present
when fii'st aff'ected by the blight. Both a syringe and water-
pot were used, and the time chosen for the operation was
during brilliant sunshine about midday. Two hours after-

wards rain and thunder followed.—E. S.

[It is curious to note how the evidence varies on this

alleged remedy. In our Number last week a clerical corre-

spondent states that the Furze was quite effectual. This
subject deserves elucidation. Can it be that the odour of

the blossom of the Furze is only fatal to the catei-pUlars

whilst they are very young ?]

How TO SET Gate Posts.—The Ohio Farmer gives the
foUowing directions on this subject :—Take equal quantities
of water lime, and quick lime, and mix with sand as usual

;

put 2 or 3 inches of mortar and coai'se gravel in the bottom

DISTRIBUTION OP PLANTS IN GENEEAL,
and alpine primulas in pabticulab.

(Concluded,from page 392.)

In beds alpine Primulas require very little care, but do not
like that exposure to the sun which they too often receive in
mixed borders; and the hoe and rake should not be con-
tinually used near them. A little moss placed round them
after dry weather sets in will be beneficial, and if a tuft of

grass spring up neai- them they very soon incline towards
it. I have them in beds, on an east border, and they get
no sun after eleven o'clock, but all the light and fresh air pos-
sible. The beds are 4 feet wide with two-feet alleys between
them, and are raised a little in the middle. We plant in

spring, the strongest growers nearest the alleys, and the
smaDest on the ridge, the bed itself being formed into

terraces : that next the alley is 1 foot wide, the next the
same width, but 6 inches higher, and then a centre one.
Thus there are five terraces, on each of which there is a row
of plants exactly in the centre, p.nd at such distances that
the plants may stand clear of each other. The terraces
should incline towards the centre of the bed, and the side

be made sloping between the terraces. In dry weather the
plants will require watering about twice a-week, and when
the leaves have risen so as to admit of an inch of moss being
placed around the plants do so, covering the whole of the
surface, and if it be done nicely you will have some charming
things rising, as it were, fi'om a terraced bed of green velvet.

Before putting on the surfacing of moss it is v/ell to give a
good watering, and one every week after the moss is put on
in dry weather is all that is needed, for the moss keeps the
soil moist and the roots cool. When the flowering is past
no water is needed, and no attention beyond removing
decayed leaves and puUing up weeds.

In autumn the moss should be removed, and a little fresh

soU placed around the plants, but not so as to come above
the collar, for if buried too deep they are apt to damp oif,

and to prevent this I have found a little shai'p sand placed

round the neck of each very efl'ectual. This surfacing of

soil is rendered necessary by the crowns of the plants being
higher from an additional year's gi'owth, for the crowns get
higher every yeai', and would, were no soil placed round
them, grow nearly out of the ground. Most persons who
grow Auriculas and double Primroses in borders will have
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Boticed this—the plants getting higher evei-y year, and in a
year or two appearing as if standing on a hillock, with the
roots exposed. These plants natui'ally grow in meadows,
and their roots ai'e not then exposed, for the moss and decayed
herbage annually form a deposit of vegetable matter by
which the roots are protected in winter, and through which
the new roots can penetrate freely in the spiing. Primula
farinosa and some others occasionally throw themselves out
of the soil in winter when not top-dressed in autumn. The
best of all autumn dressings is covering the bed with half an
inch of cocoa-nut dust, pressing it tightly round the plants,
and spreading stems of Pern over the surface, not so as to

cover the plants and deprive them of air and light, but to
give a sort of shelter like that afforded by decayed herbage.
In March the Eern should be removed, and about half an
inch of fresh compost placed evenly over the bed, and this

neatly forked over, but not so deeply as to iniure the roots,

will mix the cocoa-nut dust with the old surface soil and
new compost, and the plants are not long before they show
how much they like it. In May the bed is again covered
with moss, and even if there were no plants in the bed the
mossy terraces would look well ; and when the plants rise

above the moss with beautiful silveiy, mealy, or shining
bright green leaves, the appearance is charming. When in
bloom a shading of tiffany or some such material, will ma-
terially prolong its duration, and contribute to the vigour of
the plants. With this, and the moss kept moist, they will

continue in bloom six weeks or more.
Although the above treatment is such as I would advise,

yet where there are rookeries, with nice nooks and corners
situated to the east and near the foot, these plants may be
grown well. The openings should be filled with a sufBciency
of the compost named ; and the plants being put in they
will need watering in dry weather, keeping clear of weeds
and the encroachments of their neighbours, and a surfacing
of fresh soil early every spring.
Another good way of growing these plants is to form a

bed 4 feet wide, and to cover the bottom with rubble to a
depth of 6 inches. A row of bricks on edge is then placed
all round the bed, then some more bricks are placed length-
wise across—one at each of the joints between the bricks
placed round the bed, which will require thi-ee-quarters of a
brick at each corner to make them fit properly. This done
we have some openings resembling a rectangle open at one
end, and these are to be filled with compost, and the space
within the bed raised level with the brick by placing some
rubble on that below it. It is better to defer putting in the
compost until all the openings are prepared, a.nd to fill in the
space with rubble level with the bricks, leaving the rectan-
gular spaces to be filled in when the whole is completed.
After the first row of openings has been made by the bricks
arranged along the bed, and then across it, place more bricks
lengthwise along the bed, with their ends resting on the cross
bricks at each end, and standing them on these, so that the
edge of the bricks will be even with the ends of the cross
bricks at that end towards the inside of the bed. This row,
Hbe the first, runs all round the bed, and does not differ

from it, only the first is placed on the rubble, the second on
the cross bx-icks. We now place the cross bricks as with the
first row, then add more rubble, bringing up the middle of
the bed level with the bricks, then more bricks again, then
rvibble, and so on till a terrace is formed at top, which is to
be divided by pieces of bricks to correspond with the other
openiags in the terraces below them. We have now several
terraces divided by the cross bricks into square openings
which are to be fiUed with compost, and a plant placed in
each. In this way every plant stands by itself, and so can
be specially accommodated with the soil most suitable for

the kind, and can be afforded different treatment from its

neighbour. Moreover, the terraced bed is really ornamental
if neatly constructed, and stagnant water cannot by any
means lodge there. In short, it is just the right thing for
plants that like a free exposure to the atmosphere and a moist
soil but free from stagnant water. Drainage is afforded by
the rubble, and the bricks being porous hold about a pint of
water each, and this prevents the soil from becoming sud-
denly dry ; and it materially assists in keeping the bricks
cool if they are sprinkled with water on the evenings of hot
days. In this way a small space is made to hold a great
number of plants, any one of which can be treated indepen-

dently of its neighbour. Such a bed is very useful for afford-
ing a supply of Parsley in winter and early spring.

I cannot conclude without mentioning a few of the kinds
most worthy of cultivation.

Primula suaveolens, a sweef-ecenled, yellow-fioweriog kind, from Italy,
blooming from March to May. 6 inches.

P. brevistyla, a pretty yellow-flowering French ppecips, with short styles,
as its name implies, flowerin'.,' from May to July, 3 inches.

P. calTcina, a cha'-ming pink-dowering sp'^cies. from Switzerland the
flowers appearing in June and Jil>. (Requires a compost of peat and
loam.) 3 inches.

P. ciliata, pretty rosy purple flowere, appearing in April and May, Switzer-
land, 3 inches.

P. nivalis, flowers purple, in April and May, Pahuria, 6 inches.
P. villosd, flowers purple, showing in April and May, Switzerland, 3 inches.

(Peat and l^am are most suitable for it.)

P. altaica, pretty deep rose-flowering variety, blooming in June and July,
Altai Moutitains, 3 inches. (Peat and loam.)

P. finmarchici (P. norvegica), lovely violet-tiowering species, froto Norway,
April to June, 3 inches. (Peat and loam.)

P. decora, a comt-ly kind indeed, having pink flowers from .\pril to June

;

rather tender and impatient of stagnant water. 3 inches. (Peat and
loam,)

P. nivea ( K. nivalis of some), from Switzerland, flowers pure white, Siberia,
6 inches. (Sandy peat)°

P. amcena, flowers phrasing purple, in M^y, Caucasus.
P. margmat I, the leaves edgc-d with silver. It has pint flowers in May,

and is fiom Switzerland, growing 4 inches high. There is a variety of
this, P. marginata mijoi, much finer, if it be possible, with larger
flowers.

P. viscosa, purple-flowering, Piedmont, 3 inches.
P. latifolia, witii blood red flowers, 4 inches. tPeat and loaTi.)

P. camiolica, a cnrious-flowering purple species, bloauiing in April, Car-
nioln, 3 inches.

P. deniiculata, purple-flowering; very pretty on account of its toothed
leaves. It flowers in June.

P. longifiora, a fine species of the P. farinosa breed, with bright rose
flowers in June and July.

P. longifolia. deep rose flowers, appearing in May ; rather tender, from the
Levant, 6 inches.

P. farinosa, a lovely gem, flowers deep pink, in June, Britain.

P. scotica, charming, flowers between a red and purple. It blooms in June
and July. From the atpine heaths of Scotland. Requires free expo-
sure, but protection from the burning rays of the sun.

P. minima, plants 1 to 2 inches high, producing very large rose flowers in
May. It is from the South of Europe, and is rather tenJer. There
IS a purple-flowering variety of this— vii., P. minima angustifolia, or
P. truncata of some.

In addition to the above there are a number of others, and
amongst new or rare ones may be named : P. pubescens (?)
with large Auricula-like heads of deep purplish rose colour

;

P. pui'pru'ea, from the Himalayan mountains; P. sikkim-
ensis; P. Fortuni, fi'om China; P. Stuartiana, and many
others well worth looking after. There are also some decent
alpine Auriculas—as Sir Colin Campbell, Comet, Dazzle,
Conspicua, Brutus, and Delight—which, with a number of
seedlings to be had at a cheap rate, may be added to the
Ust; and a few of the named Auriculas are really handsome
amongst a collection of Primulas, and I think indispensable.
—G. Aeeey.

HUMEA ELEGAFS AND BOUVAEDIA
LONGIFLOEA CULTUEE. H

Unless very large specimens of Humea elegans be th&-
object of our correspondent, "J. L.," the end of May is the
proper time to sow the seed. For the largest possible
specimens it should be sown six weeks earlier. Presuming
the former to be what will suit your case, the seed should
be sown about the 24th of May in a pan or pot well drained.
The soil should consist of equal parts of loam and leaf
mould with enough of silver sand to make it sparkle. Sow
on an even surface, and the seed being small cover very
lightly with finely-sifted soU, water through a fine rose, and
place in heat till the seedlings appear above ground. A
Cucumber or Melon-frame where the pot or pan can be
shaded will answer very well. When the seedlings are well
up remove it to a cooler place, such as a cold frame or pit,

and when the young plants can be handled prick them off

into a box or pan according to the number required. When
they meet in the pan they should be potted-off into three-
inch pots, preserving a little ball to each plant. The soil

for potting them oif should consist of equal parts of rather
light loam and thoroughly decomposed cowdung, and a
little sand. When potted they should be returned to the
cold frame and shaded for a few days. After this they
should be gradually hardened-off till placed in the open air.

Here they must be well supplied with water, and when the
roots reach the bottom of the pots be shifted into six or.
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seven-inch pots, using the same compost and growing them
on hardily as already directed. They must be kept in a
regiJarly moist state at the root, for if subjected to severe
droughts they will become rusty and lose some of theu-
bottom leaves. They may remain in the open air till there
is danger from frost, when they should be placed in their
winter quarters in any eool dry place from which frost is

excluded. Early in March they will require a shift into
ten-inch pots, using the last-named compost. Light, aii-,

and a cool temperature are indispensable in order to grow
them into sturdy plants. Water must be fi-eely given after
they take ; and an occasional watering of weak dung water
will give them a fine dark green colour. In ten-inch pots
they -will make nice plants, large enough for ordinary piu'-

poses : but when large plants for any particular purpose
are the object, then they wiU require, about the middle
of May, a shift into larger pots. We grow quantities of
them for back rows to flower-borders, and for that pur-
pose they are never put into anything larger than eight-
inch pots, and are planted out when 3 feet or more in height
about the end of May, and in that way make fine plants.
The Bouvardia does not require more than an ordinary

amount of water, and, of course, will suffer from any excess.
See that it is well di-ained. Loam, leaf mould, and a little
peat, the former in proportions equal to the two latter, wOl
do well for it.— D. T.

FAIELAWK".
Among the many seats of the nobility and gentry around

the pleasant little town of Sevenoaks not the least im-
portant is Fairlawn, the resi^iience of J. Eidgway, Esq., a
gentleman ardently devoted to almost every branch of
horticulture, but more especiaUy to the cultivation of shrubs
and trees, both indigenous and foreign, as weU as of the
many improved varieties which owe their existence to the
skill and perseverance of cultivators who, like Mr. Kidgway,
find a pleasure in waiting year after year to prove the merits
of plants they have been instrumental in raising.
Although many other departments of gardening are

equally well attended to at Fairlawn, the success of Mr.
Eidgwa/s enterprise in planting out of doors classes of
plants but rarely met with, has been so great that I need
hardly offer any apology for making some of the features of
the place known to the general reader before giving a few
notes of the many interesting plants to be met with there.
The pleasant and commodious mansion of Fairlawn stands

near the base of the southern slope of one of the many
eminences by which the western part of the county of
Kent is diversified. A considerable tract of tolerably level
country spreads out to the south of it, over which the
mansion is still sufficiently elevated to have a commanding
view ; while the high ground to the north is so well clothed
with timber as to give all the shelter required. In front, as
well as to the right and left, the undulations of the ground
are of that easy and agreeable kind which unites the often
discordant requirements of the farmer and landscape gar-
dener. Judging from the appearance of the trees, hedges,
pasture fields, and other kinds of vegetation that receive no
particular artificial assistance, the soil would seem to be
good, although, probably, much of the success here attained
may be due to climatic influences, since a similar description
of soil elsewhere would not be held in much estimation by
farmei's or others who assume to be judges of such matters.
However, results always teU the most cori'ect tale, and the
many descriptions of plants which here prosper so weU
prove that their wants are supplied by the soil common to
the neighbourhood; and where that has been insufficient
for the purpose, importations of a more suitable kind have
been liberally made. The natural soil seems to contain
much that is necessary for the growth of the class of plants
vaguely designated American plants, although in its com-
position it is so nicely balanced as not to have such an
undue proportion of these elements as to prevent other
things requiring a soil of an opposite character doing well
also. In other words, it may be designated a somewhat
loose stony soil, resting on a gravel more favourable to the
loots of trees than that substance usually is.

The approach to the mansion is from the north-west, and

I believe also from an opposite direction, the park and
grounds being agreeably diversified both ways. The kitchen
garden is on a sort of raised teiTace to the north of the
house ; while to the north of that another terrace of some
three or four acres presented a good example of a cultivated
orchard of mixed fruit trees, which no doubt consist of choice
kinds. A large plot to the east of the mansion is occupied
by a shrubbery, with some slopes and landings of turf de-
scending to the south and terminating in the fine level base,
which probably may have given the name to the place ; for

it would be difficult to look upon a lawn more fair than this.

It is an oblong of about an acre, with a very slight inclina-

tion one way, but looking perfectly level. Excepting that a
chain of flower-beds, edged with Box, and paths rendered
cheerful with coloured gi'avels, extend along the north side

of it next the mansion, the oblong presents an unbroken
and uniform level, most tempting for the many games now
so fashionable on the lawn. The shrubbery and kitchen
garden running in a line on their eastern boundary, Mr.
Kidgway has formed on that side the fine Ehododendron-
border which I shall next endeavour to describe.

The series of slopes and terraces which give the kitchen
garden and lawn a level appearance are here formed into an
inclined plane falling uniformly to the south for a distance of
250 yards or more, there being a straight walk of that length
some 10 or 12 feet broad, margined with grass verges of 2 feet
wide. On each side of this walk are borders from 20 to
30 feet wide, planted with choice Ehododendrons and similar
plants, all being in the most robust health. The strongest
growers were put at the back, and still further back were
the best varieties of Holly, some Berberries, and other
shrubs. When I mentiou that such plants as Berberis Dar-
winii had attained the height of 10 or 12 feet, and would have
been much more than that through had they not been cut-in
to make room for others, I need hardly say that the whole
were in excellent health. Even that difficult and generally
shabby plant, Berberis japonica, had attained upwards of
4 feet in height, and was more healthy-looking than I had
even seen it ; while in the front were scores of Indian Azaleas
in excellent health, and some had assumed a prostrate habit,
and were rooting into the ground like the Cotoueaster, so
as to afford abundance of plants, all being of the most luxu-
riant green. Accompanying these were several Camellias

—

one, the old Double White, was 5 feet high and nearly as
much through, and had furnished a great quantity of blos-

som. The deciduous Azaleas and the various species of
Andromeda were equally stm-dy.
The Ehododendkons were unquestionably the most at-

tractive feature ; and in giving a list of a few that were in

flower at the time of my visit, I must apologise for the limited
number by saying that it was in April, somewhat before the
hybrids in most repute come into flower ; and although the
promising condition of others not expanded might warrant
my saying much in their favour, I wUl confine my remarks
to those I saw.

Cinnmnomeiim (hybrid).—Fine white flowers in a large
truss, very conspicuous. The plant, being 6 feet or more
high, was an attractive object a long way off, even amongst
others also claiming attention; and whatever may be the
merit of other light-coloured kinds flowering at a later period,

this will be difficult to beat at the time it is in perfection.

The habit of the plant and its freedom of growth and flower-

ing are alilie good.

Album rMdtifloi-um.—Though not so wliite as the above,
this is a good light kind, and deserves a place. It also

seems to flower freely, and unlike some of the hybrids which
only flower well in alternate years, it seems to do so every
season. A large plant of it was very sho«ry, and looked
well.

Jackmanii.—This is also light-coloured, differing mate-
rially in the marking from the last-named. It is also good.

Favourite.—This is of the scarlet or cruuson class, and
amongst such ranks high, but it belongs to a section that
has so many representatives that I am not prepared to say
it is the best. On the contrary, I have seen Alarm in fine

condition at another period ; but at the time I saw them
it was not in flower, and Favourite deserved its name.

Medora.—Eesembhng the last, and by some thought to

be superior ; the habit of the plant being somewhat dif-

ferent ; it may also be pronounced good.
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Vestitum. roseum.—This is one of the rosy scarlet class,

approaching the tint which is fashionably called Solferino,

or that of a healthy flower of the old double Candytuft. It

is certainly a very desirable variety of the hardy hybi-id class.

Campanulatum superbum.—This differs so much in habit

and appearance from the ordinary hybrids, that Mr. Kidgway
thinks it not unlikely that one of its parents may have been
of the Sikkim class. Whether this be so or not, it is a higlily

desirable variety, the flower being a fine white, and having
more substance than is usually met with in the ordinary

hybrids from older species. It is certainly useful in the
smallest as well as the largest collection.

Lends Philippe.—This is certainly the finest of the hybrid
class of the crimson-scarlet hue ; and the large fine plant

at Fail-lawn was studded all over with the half-bursting

buds that revealed the rich treat of gorgeous colouring that
was forthcoming. By the kindness of Mr. Eidgway I have
been since favoured with blooms of this and other varieties

;

and can only say, that in its colour nothing more could be
wished for, unless, perhaps, it be the substance possessed

by a species that will be mentioned hereafter. I would by
all means advise those about to form a collection to include
this in the list.

In naming the above hybrids I by no means assert that
they are the best of their respective classes, but they with
some others being in flower at the time I saw them, I can
speak of theii- merits with every confidence. Hybrid varieties,

as every one knows, bloom at various times, and I believe a
greater number would have been out ten days after my visit

than at the time. I was, nevertheless, well repaid by a
sight of a splendid species in full flower, which belongs to

a section which Mr. Eidgway was amongst the first to try
out of doors—the Sikkim kinds. These are unquestion-
ably destined to impart a distinct feature to our out-door
Ehododendrons at no distant period, and those who live to
see the results of hybridising now going on in that way,
will witness a class of ornamental shrubs differing widely
fi'om the old E. pontieum of bygone days, the difference
being alike perceptible in the foliage and habit of growth as
in the flower. It is, however, needless to speculate on this

;

suffice it to say, that no one goes more ardently into this

matter than the energetic proprietor of Fairlawn, and seed-
lings of vai'ious sizes, conditions, and appearances, carefully
labelled and duly attended to, were to be met with in sundry
odd corners. A considerable breadth of those more advanced
in size occupied a plot in the kitchen garden, and will, I have
no doubt, produce something valuable in due time, more
especially as I expect much of the character of some of the
Sikkim class will be exhibited by them. I believe Mr.
Eidgway has been very successful in flowering specimens of
this class; one or two, which were in flower when I was
there, showed peculiarities much wanted in the hybrids
heretofore regarded as the most imposing of our out-door
Ehododendrons. The first in the list in point of excellence,

and, perhaps, the most conspicuous of all hardy Ehododen-
drons, is the one described below.

T7ioOTSomi.—Those who have not had the good fortune
to see this splendid Sikkim variety, or rather species, in
flower, can have but a faint idea of the glossy carmine hue
of its blooms. Nor is that its only good property, for the
individual flowers possess more substance than is met with
in any of the older class of hybrids ; in fact, they are in
texture of a leathery substance resembling in firmness some
of the Stanhopeas, and contrasting strongly with the flimsy
texture of the older kinds. This peculiarity will doubtless
enable the plant to maintain its blooms longer in per-
fection than most others, which is a great point ; and the
Sflossy varnishing may no doubt contribute to the same
result, as it certainly renders them conspicuous amongst
others that are also beautiful. Individually the flowers are
larger than those of the ordinary hybrids, and the plant
in point of habit seems aU that is desirable. The foliage
is about three-fourths the size of the leaves of the common
laurel, and, like the flower, fleshy and flrm, though, perhaps,
not so thick as in some other species from the same region.
The plant at Fairlawn had stood out several winters unpro-
tected, and, when I saw it, had about fifty trusses of finely

formed flowers. It was about 4 feet through, and, perhaps,
34 feet high ; it was certainly the most striking plant in the
Ehododendron-border.

Wallichi.—This is also a Sikkim species, but of a pale

colour, and the substance of the flowers being thin compared

with the last described, it is far from being so valuable ; its

foliage is, however, good, and being quite hardy it is possible

it may become the progenitor of a race having flowers of a

firmer texture.

Fitlgens is also a Sikkim species, but not being in flower

when I was at Fairlawn, I cannot do more than record its

hardiness. Like the above and the following species it was

planted in the border promiscuously amongst other kinds.

Wightii.—This, I believe, had not flowered, but had stood

out two or three winters.

Eobustum.— I omitted to take any note of this, further

than than it was amongst the out-door ones.

JTm^/itii.—This not being in flower I could only judge of

its capabilities of resisting cold.

Edgworthi.—This was expected to become very fine in a

few years, but it had not been long enough out-doors to

attain the size of some of the others. There seems, how-

ever, to be every reason to believe it hardy.

Of the Ehododendrons which had not been tried out of

doors, the most magnificent one pointed out to me was
Dalhousianum, a creamy white, of large size, and in sub-

stance resembling stiff leather. In its way it leaves little

to wish for excepting that it were more hardy. Fancy a

number of flowers clustered together, each almost as large

as those of Datura arborea, of a white free from any staiji

or greenness, and yielding a most delicious odour. It is

easy to imagine the delight of those who for the first time

saw this noble plant expand its blooms, and it will ever con-

tinue to be a favourite if its flowering qualities be as

great as its merits in other ways. I should much like to

hear of any one having succeeded in wintering it out of

doors, and flowering it in perfection there. If this be found

impracticable, I hope at least to hear of it being the pro-

genitor of a class of hybrids partaking of its qualities as a

flower, with the hardier habit of some other kind.

Gifisomi.—This I omitted to take further note of than that

it, also, was kept under glass. 3. Eoeson.

{To be contlrmeA.)

TEEES AND SHEFBS IN MANUFACTURING
TOWNS.

1. "What evergreen shrubs and forest trees has smoke in

our manufacturing towns the most effect on ?

2. What trees do the best in a smoky town ?

3. What trees wiU smoke kUl, and how long will it take

to do so ?

4. Will the effects of smoke be perceived sooner on newly

planted trees than on those that have been growing many
years ?

5. Will the effluvia from gas-manufactories have an in-

jurious effect on vegetation, and how is it perceived?

—

L. H. S.

[1. Smoke has the most effect on the whole tribe of

Coniferaj, such as Pines, Firs, Capressus, Arbor Vitae, Juni-

pers, Yews, &c., which contain resinous juices ; for the

smoke adheres to their leaves and closes their respiratory

organs. Oaks generally do very indifferently ; and the same

remark applies to the common Ash, the Black, Ontario, and

Balsam Poplars. Common Laurels we could never get to

grow in towns.
2. We have grown the following trees and shrubs in one

of the largest manufacturing towns in England, and think

we are justified in recommending them as the best for such

situations:—Limes and Elms (we had the latter 60 feet

high), which are the two best forest trees. Sycamore does

weU until August, when the leaves are apt to fall. Lom-
bardy, Abele, and White Poplars thrive moderately, espe-

cially if the soil is moist ; and so do WiUows if the soU is

suitable for them. The Beech, common and purple or cop-

per-leaved, holds second rank weU. The Tulip Tree, Ailan-

thus glandulosa. Mountain Ash, Birch, Plane (Platanus

oocidentalis), also succeed; and Peai- trees, though seldom

yielding fruit, are useful and handsome when in bloom, and

so are Apple trees. Thorns, of which we have cultivated

more than thirty sorts, bear smoke well, and when grown

as standards are fine objects on a lawn. Syringas and Lilacs
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were fine irith us ; and so were Guelder Eose, Fly Honey-
suckle, Cornelian Cherry, Bii-d Chen-y, Wild Cherry (fine),

Snowben-y, Dogwood, Siberian Crab, and Azaleas. Eibes
were very fine, blooming splendidly. Of evergreens the
Rhododendron is pre-eminent, and is indeed the Laurel of
towns. Hollies do moderately, Aucubas well ; Berberis
Darwinii and aqtiifolium, white and yellow Portugal Broom,
and Pernettya mucronata did fairly. Besides the above,
we found that the following succeeded :—Pieonia Moutan,
Laurustinus, Genista tinctoria, Forsythia viridissima, Me-
zereon, Deutzias, Corchorus japonicus, Elders, Pyi-us ja-
ponica, Salisburiaadiantifolia, Spiraea, Vacciniiun buxifolium,
Kalmia glauea and latifoUa, hardy Heaths, Andromeda
floribunda, Weigela rosea, Tineas, Prunus of sorts, and the
double-blossomed French Cherries, Privet, Horse Chestnut,
and Cut-leaved Walnut. The only Pinus that throve was
Pinus austriaca. Of weeping trees the Elm is the best ; and
Lime, with Birch, Beech, and Laburnum did moderately.

3. Smoke will kill almost everything in time, but its

effects ai-e most speedy on all the Coniferas as stated before,
on Poplars, especially the Black and Ontario, Box, and
common and Portugal Laurels. These are killed by smoke
in a few years, depending much on circumstances—generally
in five yeai-s, or by that time they are such miserable objects
that they cannot be longer tolerated.

4. The effects of smoke are soonest perceivable on trees
that have been growing a number of years. Young trees
are more vigorous, and so make stronger gi-owths in a
shorter time than old, and this much earlier in the season,
and so are able to withstand smoke better. Though young
trees gi-ow for a year or two without any marked effects
from smoke, yet the early fall of the leaf caused by the pores
of the leaves becoming closed, or nearly so, with smoke and
dust, hinders the ripening of the wood ; the points of the
shoots die back in consequence, the plant or tree yeai'ly
presents a number of dead twigs, and gradually dies.

5. The effluvia from gas are death to vegetation. It is
attempting an impossibility to try to make trees grow near
gasworks, especially if effluvia offensive to man be emitted.
Trees and slu-ubs suffering from gas have the leaves browned
at the ends, and they become smaller each year ; the branches
are continually dying off, especially at the points, and spray
shoots spring from their trunks.]

GEAFTING MASTIC.
In Dubreuil's "Training and Pi-uning Fruit Trees," trans-

lated by Wardle, mention is made of a mastic for grafting,
made by M. L'Homrae Lefort, Abbeville, near Paris, which
is applied in a liquid state without heat. Can you tell me
where this is to be procured ?—A Constant Subscribee.
[We applied for information to the Rev. T. Brehaut, and

he replies—"I am happy to be able to send you my old
master, Dubreuil's, capital mastic for grafting.

In 100 parts weight.
Black pitch 28 parts.
Burgundy pitch 28 „
Yellow wax 16 ,^

Soot 14
Yellow ochre

] 14 "^

100
Heat gently. Apply with a brush.

" The cold mastic is the invention of M. L'Homme Lefort,
of AbbevOle, near Paris ; but it is a patent article, and I
cannot say anything of its composition. But he can get it

from the inventor, or even from M. Andre Leroy, of Ano-ers,
whose clerk understands English."]

GTSHUEST COMPOUND.
The strongest ingredient in Gishm-st compound is sulphur

in a soluble, and, therefore, active form. This may be taken
as a sufficient answer to its supposed poisonous qualities.
I have often liberally anointed my own trees, and in so
doing considerably sprinkled my hands without discomfort,
except fi-om the smell. I had fully hoped this last spring to
have submitted to you a compound free from smell, but
before doing so severely tested it on my own trees ; but
though in appearance and in freedom from smell it was aU

that could be wished, it proved much less efficacious against
both mildew and red spider than the old-fashioned Gishurst.
Does your able correspondent, Mr. Brehaut, grow Ame-

rican Apples in his orchard-houses ? I do, and have several
times had the trees attacked furiously by red spider: in
each form, large and small, there was a complete colony of
the pest. By applying Gishurst worked into a lather by
rubbing a wetted painter's brush in the box, we, in each case,
entirely got rid of the enemy.
How beautiful and good the orchard-house Cherries are

this year ! Ours had the blossom well thinned.—G. W.,
Gishurst Cottage.

LAUGE WELLIJST4T0NIAS.
In answer to your correspondent who asks what the

dimensions of the largest WelUngtonias in England are, I
send the following extract from one of your contemporaries,
published in March, 1859 :

—

Height. Breadth. Girth of Stem,
ft. in. ft. in, ft. in.

Veitch's Nursery, Exeter 9 (i ... 6 ... 1 3
Ditto ditto 8 ... C 6 ... 1 7

Uffculme Vicarage, Devon 7 10 ... 6 ... 1 4
Tortworth Court 7 9 ... 6 1 ... 1
Hillersden House, Devon 7 8 ... 7 ... 1
CoDKlelon, Cheshire 7 6 ... 6 ... 1

V/aterer's Nursery, Bagshot 7 5 ... 5 10 ...

Fairlawn Park. Tunbridge 7 ... 6 5 ... 1 34
Acton Green, Middlesex 6 9 ... 4 9 ... 1
Basing Park 6 lOJ ... 5 2 ...

Backhouse's Nursery, York 5 9 ... 5 ...

The above were dimensions taken in September, 1858.
Mr. Veitch, of Chelsea, writing in February, 1863, informs

me that the dimensions of the two largest Wellingtonias at
Exeter (probably the same as those mentioned above), were
at that time as follows :

—

No. 1. Height, 19 feet 9 inches ; width from tip to tip,

10 feet 10 inches ; girth of stem, 3 feet j previous year's
growth between 2i and 3 feet.

No. 2. Height, 18 feet; width, 12 feet 4 inches; girth of
stem, 3 feet 8 inches.

In March of the present year another contemporary says
that a tree in MJr. Waterer's nursery, Bagshot (perhaps the
tree above mentioned), is now 18 feet 6 inches high ; diameter
of branches, 14 feet ; circumference of stem, 3 feet 8 inches.

Two years ago the leader was broken by the wind, had this

not happened the tree would have been quite 18 inches
higher.

The tree at Fairlawn, the height of which is given in yonr
paper last week, was planted in 1856, being then 10} inches
high. In February, 1863, it was 16 feet high. Another tree
at Fairlawn grew 37 inches in 1859.

Mr. J. Duncan informs me that the tree at Basing Park,
struck from a cutting, was 14 feet 3 inches high in Februaiy,
1863.

A tree at Highnam Court, near Gloucester, was 15 inches
high when planted in 1855. In November, 1862, it was
12 feet high.—(Proceedings E. H. Soc, July, 1863, p. 306.)

Owners of fine specimens of Conifers should send the
dimensions for publication.—Chakles Palmek, Manchester.

As you referred to the Wellingtonia here (Fairlawn,
Tonbridge), it may interest some of your readers to know
the exact amount of growth in each year. Ten inches and
a quarter when planted, April 5th, 1856 ; 1 foot 11 inches,

Christmas, 1856 ; 4 feet 10 inches, ditto, 1857 ; 7 feet 1 inch,

ditto, 1858; 9 feet 8 inches, ditto, 1859; 11 feet 9 inches,

ditto, 1860 ; 14 feet, ditto, 1861 ; 16 feet 3 inches, ditto, 1862.

It is now 18 feet high ; the diameter of the branches is

12 feet 6 inches ; and the circumference of the stem
4 feet 9 inches. My second best Wellingtonia is 14 feet

2 inches high ; diameter of branches 10 feet 9 inches ; and
girth of stem, 2 feet 11 inches.—J. Ridgwat.

CUT AND UNCUT POTATOES.
A FEW years ago I tried several experiments to determine

whether whole or cut Potatoes would yield the best. I had
planted whole Potatoes, but many said that cut Potatoes are
better. My experiments satisfied me that whole Potatoes
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axe best in all cases. I give the result of one experiment.

The variety used was Jackson White.
The Potatoes were carefully selected and weighed when

planted, the produce dug when ripe, and weighed. The
manure was spread on ; plaster applied in the hill, 3 bushels

to the acre. A few rows of each kind were planted through

the piece, and the calculation made for an acre of each kind.

One acre planted with large uncut Potatoes, 58 bushels to

the acre, yielded at the rate of 377 bushels to the acre

;

one acre planted with middling-sized Potatoes, 29 bushels

to the acre, 333 bushels. One acre planted with cut Pota-

toes, 29 bushels to the acre, yielded 249 bushels. One acre

planted with small whole Potatoes, 9 bushels to the acre,

yielded 244 bushels.—N. B. K. Lowell.—(Boston Cultivator.)

GAEBENING AT BEISBANE.
I HAVE a small garden in front of my house, and the

Brisbane Eiver in front of that, a road passing along the

bank. In this garden, of about IJ acre, I have planted

out about eighty standard and ten espalier trees, each tree

being a different sort of fruit. It is simply an experimental

garden. I could have at least treble the fruit from the same
space occupied as an orchard. There are also 500 or 600

Grape Vines on espaliers in rows between the trees on the

side of a schistose hill. Some of these are grafted sorts,

worked on the Isabella stock, which grows as strongly as

anything could possibly do here.

To give you an idea of its vigour, after pruning I have
cut up some of the Isabella canes into about 18-inch lengths,

and pushed them into the ground as marks to show where I

had grafted some stocks underground with small scions, and
withm seven months these sticks have ripened one or two
bunches of Grapes. Of course, the bunches were small.

Some of the sorts I grafted on this stock were Snow's
Muscat Hamburgh, the Frontignans, White Muscat of

Alexandria, Malaga Muscatel, Santa Paula, Belas Blanco,

Blanquette, Trentham Black, Golden Cornichon, and West's
St. Peter's ; and I shall, if spared, graft this season on the

same sort of stock as an experiment, Champion Hamburgh,
Mill Hill Hamburgh, Lady Dowue's, Marchioness of Hast-
ings, Barbarossa, and Trebbiauo.

I cannot this season give you any reliable results from
this grafting as to quality, quantity, &c., of fruit, and as to

growth of scions, but will do so as soon as I can. I should
like to try the same sort on two or three different stocks

to see the various results ; but I am afraid I shall not have
room enough. I should like to get the old Syrian to try it

as a stock as well as for fruit.

I have seven different sorts of Apples fruited, one Chinese
Pear, several sorts of Oranges, Guavas, Loquats, Grapes,

&c. The Plums and Cherries blossom but do not keep
their fruit. Some of the Plums will set their fruit and
grow to the size of a pea, and then it turns yellow and
drops. I was thinking of trying to rear some in pots on
Mr. Eivers's plan. The English Peaches also grow rank
enough to wood but not to fruit, while the Chinese Peaches
acquire a permanent weeping-willow fashion of growth from
the weight of their produce.

Besides the above-mentioned garden I have another of

small extent, of good alluvial soil, on the banks of a small
creek at the other end of my allotment of land. This is

devoted almost entirely to the Musas (Plantains). I have
about two hundred stools all in fruit. The sorts are—Musa
maculata, Dacca, Cavendishii, textilis, and four other edible

sorts of which I never heard the names. We call them
Green Dacca, Sugar, South Sea Island, and Tahitian.
Working men here can, as a rule, if they choose soon

have a home of their own, where, with a little " umpie " or

house to begin with, they may by the labour of their spai'e

hours " sit under their own Vine and Fig tree," and may
have their little plots of ground fuU of Bananas, Grapes,
and Pine Apples. These three grow with scarcely any
trouble and produce abundantly, as also do the early Peaches
and Mandarin Oranges. This is no romance but matter of fact.

One thing has- operated very strongly against fruit-grow-
ing here, and that is the difficulty—nay, almost impossi-
bility, of getting finiit trees true to name from the" nursery-
men in the colonies ; not that it is at all times their fault.

for they are in many cases compelled to trust in a great
measure to thefr men, who are so continually changing their

places that they do not take such pains to keep the various
sorts distinct as they should. If I am fortunate, I shall

not only endeavour to bring out new sorts, but also all the
old reliable kinds of fruit.—J. C.

P.S.—On looking over the foregoing I see that I have
omitted to state the rapid growth of scions grafted on the
Isabella Vine. Within four months after the starting of

the buds on the scion the scions have swelled to quite
4 inches in circumference, and filled a treUis 6 feet high and
10 feet long. They do not get more than three months
rest in our mild winter, sometimes not that. We have
frosts at night occasionally from the end of May to the
middle of August, but as a rule they are only light hoar
frosts. Of course, we have exceptional seasons, such as last
winter (June to August, 1863), which was very mild ; whilst
during the previous one (1862), we had two or three such
sharp frosts as to kUl some Guavas, Passiflora ligularis, &c.,

to the ground.
In four seasons out of the fifteen years I have been in the

colony we have had severe hailstorms in October, which are
most disastrous, cutting the young shoots of the Vine and
knocking off the fr-uit to such an extent that the ground
presents the appearance of a green carpet, and the Vines
themselves look as if some person had been pruning them
with a reaping-hook, so that it is not all fair weather ; yet
the Vines put out fresh shoots carrying new bunches, and in
a week or two, unless a repetition of the dose is experienced,
the disaster is in a fair way of being repaired.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
The Entomological Society's meeting on the 2nd May

was presided over by P. P. Pascoe, Esq., P.L.S., when a
variety of donations from the Eoyal and Linnaean Societies,

and the Natural History Societies of Geneva, Stettin, Munich,
&c., were announced, and thanks ordered to be given for the
same.
A specimen of a British Moth, Hydrilla palustris (of which

a unique specimen captured by Mr. Downing, the Secretary
of the Society, was only previously known), was exhibited

by Mr. Soholfield, taken in Guy Pen, Cambridgeshire, on the
29th of May, 1862.

Captain Cox exhibited a series of drawings of the cater-

pillars of British Lepidoptera executed by MJrs. Cox, and
explained his systematic classification of these creatures,

formed on their size, colour, form, and clothing, or the
character of the spines with which they are armed. Also
a number of living specimens of the caterpillar of a Moth,
probably Aglossa pinguinalis, which infested a large bin of

bran in his stable to such an extent as to render the bran
nearly useless, forming cylindrical burrows of sUk in the
material.

Mr. A. E. Wallace exhibited a series of species of Butter-
flies of the genera PapUio, Eronia, and Picris, captured by
himselfin Celebes, an island of great geographical peculiarity,

lying in the very heart of the Eastern Archipelago, with the
view of showing the variations of form produced by change
in the geographical distribution of the individuals. Not
only were the specimens of certain species larger in Celebes
and Amboyna than those taken in the East Indies, but the
latter were furnished with larger tails to the hind wings,
which appendages were smaller in the island specimens,
and became obsolete or were only represented by a tooth in

those of New Holland and New Guinea. But it was in the
form of the fore wings that the modification of form was"
most remarkable ia the Celebes insects ; since out of sixteen

species of the genus Papilio found there, aH, with the excep-

tion of a single species, had the fore wings much more falcate

in form, the fore margin being more strongly united and
the extremity of the wing more pointed. Mr. Wallace en-
deavoured to explain this modification of form by supposing
that the insects had been subject to external conditions

dissimilar to those to which the Indian individuals had been
accustomed, and that some physical change had occurred

in Celebes but not in the adjacent islands. He was inclined

to think that this peculiar form of wings allowed more rapid

flight and gave greater faclLty in twisting or turning sud-
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denly, which would thus enable the insects more easily to

escape from their enemies and pursuers, the birds. He then
applied the Darwinian theory to these facts, and insisted

that thus the arched-'winged individuals would have the
best chance of surviving, the less favoured forms would be
gradually killed off ; the offspring of the survivors would for

the most part resemble, and some few would excel, their

parents in the possession of the advantageous shape ; and
"natural selection" through successive generations would
lead to the gradual and regular increase of the peculiarity.

Professor Westwood opposed these views, contending from
ajialogy with our English insects that the peculiar form of

wings in question did not indicate any corresponding in-

creased powers of flight ; whereas such increased powers
would necessarily be manifested did they exist in the in-

creased size of the wiug-muscles, and of the thorax to which
they are attached, in illustration of which he exidbited

a bos of Butterflies containing nine of the rarest species of

the genus Charaxes, the thorax and wing-muscles of which
were very large, and the flight of these insects extremely
strong. Amongst the species exliibited were several fine

species, unique in this country, brought from the Zambesi
by the Rev. H. Rowley, belonging to the Oxford Museum.

Mr. Newman and several other entomologists present also

objected to Mr. Wallace's assumptions and arguments.
Captain Hutton communicated an important paper " On

the Reversion and Restoration of the Silkworm." The

author has been engaged for several years past in India
in making experiments on the common Silkworm, Bombyi
Mori, with the view of restoring the worms to a healthy
constitution and renovated condition, considering that the
immense losses to which they are subject by muscadine and
other diseases in the great silk establishments in France
and Italy (which has necessitated the introduction of other
species of Silkworms in order to supply their place), have
been caused by constant interbreeding, want of sufficient

light and ventilation, too high a temperature, and inducing
debilitation and degeneracy in the stock. This was testified

by the very pale colour of the worms—a character, however,
which was in the highest request by the silk-breeders, who
invariably rejected the dark grey or blackish brindled worms
—the " ve/s tigres " or " vers zehris " of the French, which
according to Captain Hutton was the normal and more
healthy condition of the larvae, proving an attempt on the
part of Nature to revert to the original coloui's and charac-
teristics of the species. The author then explained the
steps he had taken to raise a stock of these healthy dark-
coloured worms, and advised the silk-grower gradually to

extirpate from his stock his present sickly pale-coloured
individuals. The paper, as will be perceived, has a high
value, not only in a practical point of view, but also in a
physiological one, as controverting some of the Darwinian
theories, and showing that Nature will, where possible, re-

vert to the original condition of species.

A TEELLIS WITH GEAPE VINES
The Vines are planted 3 feet apart, in the same way as

for other modes of training, and but one cane allowed to

grow the first year. In the fall the Vines are cut off to about
4 feet, and laid down and covered with earth—i or 5 inches

deep is usually sufficient. The next spring remove the earth
and straighten up the Vine. Build the trellis in the same
manner as for low-trained Vines with two arms—that is.

TEAINED AT AN ANGLE OF 4.5".

4 feet high, and 3 feet between the bars. The woodcut
shows the system in the progressive stages. The Vine on
the left shows the one strong cane at full length ; the next,

the Vine after it has been pruned, and the single upright
bearing cane ; the third Vine is as it appears complete at

the end of the thfrd year ; the fourth Vine (d) shows the
same pruned and laid down ready for covering.

If "ood strong Vines are planted the system can be

brought to completion the thu-d season; but strong and

vigorous canes must be obtained in all cases before com-

mencing the training. The Vines are trained at an angle of

45°, and the bearing canes being perpendicular, they conse-

quently make the same angle with the Vine that the Vine

does with the ground.

This is the highest or greatest angle to which Vines can

be carried without giving the upper shoots on the arms so

much advantage over the lower ones, that there wiU be no

certainty of the lower ones pushing into growth without

bending or otherwise distorting the canes.

We win suppose that at the end of the first season we

have a Vine as shown at the left of the engraving. It is

then laid into position as seen : we then cut it off at the

point where it crosses the perpendicular wire, leaving it an

inch or two beyond it, so that it can be securely tied. The
cane when cut off wiU be about i\ feet long. It may now be

laid down by the side of the trellis and covered with earth.

In the spring take up the Vine and tie it to the treUis

;

and to be sure of getting the correct angle let the point

where the cane crosses the lower bar, and the point where
it is tied to the upright wire, be both equal distances from
the base of the wire. The Vine should be made as straight

as possible, so that the sap shall not be checked in its flow.

If it is not disposed to be straight a lath should be naile<I

on, reaching, at the proper angle, from the lower to the

upper bar, and the Vine tied to it. When the buds start

select five or six for the upright canes, the same as when
the ai-ms are trained horizontally.

The first upright may start a few inches below the lower

bar, as shown in the engraving, or the bar may be placed

6 inches above the ground, provided that the soil about the

base of the Vine be covered with mulching to keep the fruit

clean. Each of the uprights will produce fruit ; but unless

the Vine is very strong a portion of it should bo removed.

The flow of the sap will sometimes cause the upper shoots

to grow a little faster than the lower ones ; if so, pinch off

the ends as soon as the fifth leaf is formed on them, and
leave the lower canes until they have eight or nine leaves.

The growth of the canes will usually be very regular when
the Vines are laid in straight, and at the angle named.
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At the end of the second year the bearing canes should

be pruned to two buds : the cross lines at 6, in the cut, show
the point where to cut off.

As the Vines are to be protected, there is no necessity for

leaving an extra bud to be cut off in spring, as recommended
for unprotected Vines. In localities where it is necessary to

protect Vines, the warm weather usually comes on so rapidly

after it commences that it would not do to prune the Vines
after they are uncovered.
The next season two canes are produced from the two

buds, and in the fall the cane which starts from the upper
bud of the two is removed, cutting through the spur as

previously shown, and the other cane out back to two buds

;

the cross line at c, in the engraving, shows the point at

which it should be removed. tJpon the right hand of the
figure, and over the Vine that is laid down, the treUis is

shown as it appears with all the perpendicular wires (e).

—

{Boston Cultivator.)

OBTAINING SUPEEIOR PANSIES.
In order to insure good blooms of Heartsease is it neces-

sary to have young plants every year ? and when is the best
time to take cuttings of them for early spring flowering ?—
A YouNa Gaedener.

[Young Pansy plants are most to be depended on for iine

blooms. Cuttings may be taken off in August for flue

plants next season, and struck in sandy soil in a shady
place. Old plants divided into little bits now, will also

make fine flowering plants early next spring, lifting them
with good balls in the winter or spring.]

FLAVOUR OF FEUIT UNDER GLASS.
Mb. Abbey has undertaken a very difficult task, when he

attempts to prove that those who have succeeded in growing
as fine fi;uit under glass as others upon walls, ought not to
have done so "for physiological reasons." One fact is held
to be worth all the d priori reasons that the cleverest heads
can adduce ; and facts it seems are, unfortunately for Mr.
Abbey's argument, against it. Of these let others speak.
But his physiological reasons are, as a little reflection will

show, so palpably based upon an error, and one of some im-
portance in the culture of fruit trees, that they ought not
to pass unnoticed.
Orchard-house fruit is said to be inferior in flavour, because

it has not so much light or so much heat as that on a tree
grown against a wall. I am surprised that a gardener of
eminence should observe so slightly. Mr. Abbey does not
seem to have realised that a wall casts a shadow. Has he
never reflected, on seeing the shoots of his wall trees spring-
ing forth at au angle from the wall, why it is that they take
this oblique direction, instead of growing upwards without
swerving, as shoots do in orchard-houses and everywhere
else?

He must often have noticed the pallid hue on one side of
the Apricot he has plucked from the wall. Has it never
occurred to him that this sickly colour is owing to something
besides the absence of that sunshine which embrowns and
enriches the other side ? If he had, he would have learnt
that a wall casts a very considerable shadow even on its

sunny side, though there is no outline to define it. We
cannot cease to wonder at the statement. What ! a tree sur-
rounded by glass on all sides does not enjoy so much light
as one shut off by a wall from half the vault of heaven

!

Does Mr. Abbey imagine that light proceeds only in direct
rays from the sun—that there is no refraction ? If it were
so, the Morello Cherries on his east wall would be in dark-
ness after midday. But whatever the store of light be that
falls on those Cherries on the east wall, flavours, and ripens
them, of so much is the Apricot tree growing on the west
side of the same wall deprived by the bricks that intervene.

So much for a tree against a wall having more light than
one grown under glass. As to the other "physiological
reason" that "the heat is intercepted by the glass," 1 can
only say for myself that I would much rather be outside
than inside a glass house on the broUing days we have had
this May ; and Mr. Abbey in the hurry of his argument
has quite forgotten that he would too.

It will be of service to the science of orchard-house culture

to have all its failures advanced against it ; but it will re-

quire weapons with much more pith and substance in them
than Ml'. Abbey wields in his last paper, I will not say to
demolish it, but to touch it.

—

Wteside.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

If former directions have been carried out, this depart-
ment wQl now present many agreeable features. Continual
hoeing, forking, and surface-stirring, together with a favour-
able season, have told well upon the crops, which are abun-
dant and vigorous. All these operations must be diligently

persevered in. The advantages derivable therefrom are mani-
fold : weeds are extirpated, slugs disturbed and destroyed,
moisture retained at a time when it is most needed, and a
healthy action kept up between the roots and the atmo-
sphere, which last wiU be the principal cause of the success
which follows these operations. Trenching vacant ground
must be prosecuted where required, and if manure is wanted
on the ground about to be planted it is best to lay it on the
top after it is trenched, and then fork it in. Let all green
refuse be removed from every part, and either dug in or
taken to a charheap. Keep all the advancing crops in a
vigorous growing state by timely applications of water in

dry weather. Watering should never be done by driblets,

here a little and there a little, but every crop thoroughly
soaked ; the practice of giving little drops every day cannot
be too much avoided. A thorough watering once a-week will

do more good than the same amount of water distributed
through each day. Plant-out the forwardest Brussels Sprouts,
Green Savoys, and Buda Kale ; if the weather keep dry
the holes had better be puddled. Plant, also. Cauliflowers
for succession. Beans, Broad, a sowing of Early Mazagan in
an exposed situation, made now, wiU be useful by-and-by.
Beet, Bed, thin-out to the proper distance at once, as also
Parsnips, Scorzonera, and Salsafy. Carrots, continue the
gradual thiiming, as also Onions as they may be required
for use. Cucumbers, those on ridges and banks to have plenty
of water, and liquid manure occasionally. Dwarf Kidney
Beans, a few more of a dwarf sort may be sown for a suc-
cession. Peas, sow Knight's Marrow and Early Frame for
succession. These are beneflted by a slight soaking in water
previous to sowing, and also by pouring water upon them
after they are laid in the drills, but not after they are
covered. Advancing crops will be benefited by applications
of liquid manure, not too strong, twice a-week. See that
the ground is kept stirred about them. Scarlet Bunners to
have the earth weU loosened about them, a little earth drawn
up to the stems, and then staked at once. Salading of all

sorts is now in great request ; look well to successional sow-
ings, and see that they all have copious suppKes of water to
induce crispness and coolness.

PEUIT GAEDEN.
The recent hot weather has brought out the insect tribe

in abundance, and they must be met with timely remedies.
Fruit trees on walls will be benefited by a powerful syring-

ing; whether infested by insects or not, this always does
good. Thin-out the young wood on wall trees to the exact
quantity required for bearing next year, and nail or other-
wise lay it in oai-efully, taking especial care that the tender
shoots are not bruised, you wOl thus avoid one fertile source
of canker. Pinch off the points of the young shoots of Pig
trees when they have made five or six joints. By this means
you will secure more stocky and fruitful wood for the next
crop than if left to grow on. Where practicable the Straw-
beiTy ground should be thoroughly soaked with water, with-
out which the fruit wUl be small.

FLOWEE GAEDEN.
During the continuance of the present di-y weather fre»

quent waterings must be given, not only to the recently
transplanted trees and shrubs, but likewise to the bedded
plants, annuals, &o. Mulching where practicable should be
adopted, as well as damping the foliage of newly-planted
things every evening. Peg down those plants required to

cover the ground as they advance, and loosen the surface of
the beds and borders, which should afterwards be neatly
raked over. Carnations, Pieotees, and herbaceous plants.
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with the taller-growing bedding plants, should be staked and
tied up to prevent injury from wind. Hollyhocks, Phloxes,
Delphiniums, Asters, &c., if not already done should have
the shoots thinned out before being tied up, to prevent an
appearance of overcrowding as well as to improve the size

of the flowers. Wben showery weather occurs let the Box-
edgings be clipped. London Pride, Thrift, Daisies, &c., used
for edgings should each j'ear, or once in two years, be taken
up, divided, and replanted when the blooming is over.
Eoses now i-equtre watching to prevent the ravages of the
Eose-maggot, a daily look over is the only preventive.
Wash with the engine to dislodge the green fly. Water
freely and mulch the surface around the roots. Pinks wOl
now require attention, the pods of those which have a
tendency to burst should have a small ligature passed around
them. Continue to propagate Pansies, and mark all seed-
lings having good or singular properties. Mulch Dahlias to
prevent evaporation. This will save much watering and be
at the same time very serviceable to the young plants.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATOKT.
The principal part of the greenhouse plants may now be

safely transferred to an out-of-door situation. Select, if

possible, a shady situation, or at least one where they would
be protected from the midday sun. At the same time it is

no less necessary that the roots should have a simOar pro-
tection, for nothing can be more injurious to the greater
number of plants than erposing the pots in which they
grow to the force of a broiling sun, for the least inattention
to watering is likely to prove fatal to the plants, more par-
ticularly to hardwooded kinds. Out of doors they may be
plunged in ashes or have the space between the pots filled

with moss ; and those plants in the house which have their
pots most exposed should have them inserted in one a size
larger, fi lling the space between the two with moss, sawdust,
&c. This will prevent excessive evaporation thi-ough the
sides of the pot from the soil containing the roots, and will

save many plants from being lost during very hot weather.

STOVE.
The plants in this house should be closely watched, par-

ticularly those with large soft leaves, to guard against the
red spider, which the present dry weather is encouraging.
Syringe frequently to keep them in check. Achimenes,
Gesneras, Gloxinias, &c., as they begin to show for bloom
should be removed to more airy quarters, keeping them;
however, partially shaded for a thne, but afterwards they
may be exposed to a larger share of light. Achimenes must
be carefully attended to with water while growing.

PITS AND FKAMES.
Hardwooded plants in these structures will now enjoy a

more moderate temperature than they possibly could obtain
in houses, especially in pits turned to the north, which will

prove a good place for some of the tribes in very hot weather.
Let regular waterings be applied. W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Peas out of doors now in abundance, and plants very
strong and blooming freely, which we attribute to a soaking
of sewage water given a fortnight ago. But for having
plenty in the orchard-house we would have had less vigour
in these early out-door Peas and earlier gatherings, from
stopping the points of aU the shoots and keeping the roots
rather dry, until a great many pods were set. Peas are
induced to swell early, just like Beans, by nipping out the
points of the shoots when a number of blooms have opened
on each. In the case of the Pea, however, that is not the
plan for getting heavy continuous crops. In fact with no
stopping, close picking—that is, never allowing pods to
remain with Peas more than half swelled to ripening, and
plenty of watering. Peas sown on well trenched rich ground
wiU continue a long time in bearing. One pod on a shoot
left to ripen will exhaust the energies of the plant more
than half a dozen pods carefully nipped off when the Peas
inside are not half swelled, but in that soft pulpy state in
which they are now generally required at gentlemen's tables.
This reminds us that there is a little art in gathering Peas.
Some gatherers in thefr roughness in pulling off the pods
leave desolation, in the shape of broken and rootless stems.

behind them. Those who have stout nails may nip the stalk

of the pod between the nails of the thumb and finger ; but
by far the simplest and best way is to use the point of a
sharp knife for cutting the stem of the pod. This is the
quickest mode of gathering, and never hurts the stem of

the Pea. The same rule as above of close gathering applies

more to Dwarf Kidney Beans and Scarlet SMnners than
even to Peas. We sow in successions necessarily, because
we are apt to neglect the close gathering, never allowing a
pod to seed. But for this, one sowing might do for the
season, a matter of importance to those with little ground,
to whom the buying of a few seeds is no object. We have
frequently gathered from plants of Dwarf Kidney Beans in

March and AprU, planted them out of doors in May, at first

with a little protection, and then fully exposed, and, close-

gathered, the same plants continued to produce freely until

cut down by frost in the end of October. During the
summer the plants had several good waterings with manure
water, and were top-dressed once or twice with rotten dung.
A deal of trouble, you say, for a very little benefit. Well,

perhaps too much trouble for those who have thefr quarters

in fallow for winter crops, and who scarcely know how to

fill their acres of ground ; but still a matter of some import-
ance to those who can only appropriate some dozen or

twenty square yards to any one thing.

We have often admfred the fine crops of Dwarf Kidney
Beans and Scarlet Kunners in the little gardens of artisans

and mechanics in London and the immediate suburbs, and
more especially the earUness with which they got fine dishes

of Eunners ft-om sowing them thickly in pots and boxes
inside of the windows of thefr homes and thefr workshops,
and then transplanting them about the beginning of May.
At that time the temperature of London is considerably in

advance of the surrounding country, from the gas and the

fires being kept on, even in the sitting-rooms. When younger
and travelling about a little more, even if half asleep on the
top of a coach, we used to know when we were near London,
in winter and spring, by the increase of the temperature.
Then these Beans are just the things for summer crops in

town gardens, as the increased temperature they do not
mind, if they can obtain moisture to supply the evaporation

from the foliage, and they flourish best at a season when
London and our great towns are freest from the smoke and
the blacks, as people are glad to dispense with all fires in

their houses, except the kitchen one, and the gas itself is

reduced to a minimum. Oh ! the happy hours we have
passed, and the pleasurable advantages we have gained in

some of these gardens some 20 yards long, and not half

as much in width, with thefr superb Ehubarb, the little plot

of flowers that furnished a bouquet for the parlour ; the

nice bed of Cabbages, planted early in spring because the

soot was too much for them in winter, planted thickly, too,

about a foot apart, cut on the .slope, and the young growth
encouraged by aU the slops of the house, so as to yield

a good supply up to the middle of November; and then

these fine Eunners twining each round its separate thread,

and these threads connected at top with a stronger cord

reaching from the second-floor window to the boundary
wall. Some may smile at the word advantages, but a veteran

will not do so. We do not deny that we have learned much
in the gardens of a noble duke, or of an honoiu'able gentle-

man, and some of the lessons we have learned ourselves we
have tried to make of general advantage to others. If ever

a complaint has reached us as to describing places and thefr

contents, it has been to the effect that we can see clearly

enough at home, but that when we go from home we use a

magnifying glass for aU that is beautiful, and shut oui' eyes

to all that is defective or under the mark. WeU, we hope
we shall not live to have our eye dim and closed to the per-

ceptions of the beautiftU and the commendable. We hope
never to know the day when we shall go roimd a place and
see nothing to admfre. It is diiScult to know what some
people give themselves the trouble of visiting places for,

except getting a deeper incrustation of self-importance and
self-esteem. Visiting gardens and shows we value most of

all, because it always shatters our self-esteem.

WeU,we value the privilege of seeing a large, well-managed
garden, but we must say we have rarely gone into the smallest

garden without learning something. We did learn much
from the artisan gai-dener friends of the metropolis and other
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towns, and chiefly as to making the most of small pieces of

ground. Some of these have now left us ; others ai'e mostly

scattered, some in Van Dieman's Land, others in Australia,

some in Canada, and otheis in America. In almost every

case they carried their gardening tastes with them. One
pitched his tent outside of Melbourne, grew vegetables, and
made money by wheeling them into the town and selling

them. In their case now, the making the very most of a
little piece of ground is of less importance, as where they
have gone ground is much more easily obtained than the
labour power to work it. As an act of gi-atitude for favours

received, however, we would wish to say something for the
benefit of their successors, gleaned from the experience of

our old friends, and that is, in almost every case they lost

valuable produce by not picking their Beans and Scarlet

Runners close enough. They used to boast of the quarts
of seeds of Runners they had saved—seeds which were of

little or no use to them, as a quart would pretty well furnish

them with aU they needed, and would not cost them much to

purchase, whilst for every quart of seed saved they lost

nearly a bushel of succulent pods as nourishing food. The
saving of seed,' in such circumstances of little room, is often

the reverse of a gain.

General work very much of a routine character. Sowing
Turnips and Radishes, Spinach, Lettuces, and Cauliflower
for a late crop; pricking out lots of winter stuff; watering
Lettuces, watering and slightly shading Turnips ; sowing
Peas and Dwarf Kidney Beans ; and sowing Salsafy and
Scorzonera, and a piece of Carrots, which somehow generally
yield nice young roots in the autumn, which for many pur-
poses answer better than the larger roots from seeds sown in

April or earlier. Watered the early Cauliflower, now pro-
ducing as fast as it can be used, with sewage water ; and to
save watering earthed-up the second and third crops, and
covered the ground several inches thick with short grass
from the mowing machine. We have no Cauliflower now,
except the two last plantings, that is not protected by a
covering of gi-ass or of litter over the ground, and this keeps
plenty of moisture about the roots to supply the evaporation
from the foliage in these warm days. The Lettuces planted
now are placed on the nortli side of a raised bank, or in
shady places, to prevent the necessity of much watering.
For the same purpose successions of Turnips are placed on

the north side of svich a bank, by sowing only a few yards
at a time, and the sowing now to succeed the previous one
as soon as the seedlings appear boldly. We rarely want
young Turnips all the summer, and as rarely have any too
old for use to remove. There is no comparison as to quality
between Turnips 2 and 3 inches in diameter, and those 6 or
more inches across. The larger Turnips ai-e no advantage
even to the cottager, as they take so mvich more room. It
is better to thin them more sparingly, use them younger,
and sow oftener. We have tasted Peaches and fine-looking
Melons that were insipid when compared with such a young
Turnip. The only secrets for their rich sweetness, are dee]5
stirred ground, rich sweet manure, and help from the water
pail in dry weather.
We have sorrowfully noticed the disappointment, especially

at country shows, when huge old Turnips from cottagers
were passed over, and the prize given to a neat little bunch,
the Turnips individually not half the size. The fact was the
judges not only knew which were best, but they also knew
that more produce of the smaller-sized ones could be obtained
from the same piece of ground. When produce is shown for
size, of course that is a different affair, and size will carry the
day ; but in all other cases quality will be considered before
mere bulk. Thus at some of our country shows, some cot-
tagers are sadly pvxt out because their great lumping Pota-
toes with numerous deepset eyes are passed over, and an
oval broad Potato, with scarcely an eye discernible takes
the place of honour. The judges know two things—fiarst,

that the quality of the latter is likely to be the best ; and,
secondly, that in paring or prepai-ing for cooking there will be
little or no waste, which there always is in deep-eyed lump-
ing Potatoes. The best thing with all such is to cook them
carefully with their jackets on—ah ! but the " carefully !

"

how few can turn out a real cooked Potato without a bit of
waste at the outsides, and without a bone at the centre.
Water for all gi'owing vegetables in summer is important,

and evei-y kind of slops from the lionise is valuable if not

presented to the vegetables too strong or too fresh. A place

to ferment in is therefore valuable. How often have we
seen a bed of Cabbages starving for want of liquid noiirish-

ment, and yet gallons and barrels of soapsuds polluting the

sides of the highways. We trust the days are nearly gone
when the steaming midden and the filtlay puddle must be
crossed before you could enter a cottage homestead. Dirt

is a grand thing in its right place ; but such matters should

be at the farthest point from the cottage, and eai-th or other

means should be used to keep away aU noxious exhalations.

iw A keen mechanic amateur has lately been telling us how
he means to secure not only the slops, but all the water
spareable from his cottage for his garden. He has some
brickbats too old to use for building, and with these he has
bottomed and sided a hole that will hold from a dozen to

eighteen pots or pails of water ; and to make it watertight

he proposes cementing all round the bricks. We fear that

the cement will cost more than he contemplates ; and then

we hope the place will hold water better than we expect it

will, as we have some experience of what a single crack will

do. Many cannot get brickbats, and yet if clay is handy
they may soon make a waterproof receptacle with puddled

clay, and then prevent its cracking by turfing it over. A
very cheap water-holding receptacle is thus formed : Dig
out a hole, say Si to 4 feet deep ; make it 3 feet square at

the bottom and 5 feet square at the top, so as to give a

good slope for the sides, which with the bottom and the

sides are to be beaten smooth. Then carry home some six

or eight gallons of tar fi-om the nearest gasworks, which

you may obtain for a penny a-gaUon. Plaster the sides and
the bottom all over; and then throw over it, and beat it

slightly in, a little fine gravel or road-drift. This at first

wifl taint the water, but if made in the autumn it -wiil

be sweet enough for anything before spring. A wattled

hurdle or anything of that sort laid across the mouth, espe-

cially for the first winter, will prevent aU cracking. In

fact, such easy-made waterproof walls will pretty well stand

as much frost as a cemented brick tank. In either case,

if full of water there would be little danger of a crack.

This is the cheapest and readiest plan we know of for making

a hold-water receptacle for watering vegetables.

An old barrel sunk in the ground is also useful for such

a water-receptacle. In fact they are what we use for dif-

ferent manure waters. Some time ago we wished to have

a tank buUt in different divisions for this purpose. How-
ever, it ended in the wishing. Not to be beaten, we collected

some old barrels that had been used for various out-door

purposes for a quarter of a century, and through most of

which you could' see daylight between every stave. They
seemed fitted for nothing but a bonfire. These were first

thrown into a pond for the staves to swell ; then a large deep

trench was dug out, so as to hold four of these old barrels

in a row close to a tank. We did nothing in the way of

tarrino- the insides, as we did not like to taint the water, or

to wait until the smell of the tar went off; but we packed

the clay and stiff soU about the sides, and allowed tar to

trickle down an inch or more in width all round the barrels

and finally covered the ground aU round the tops of the

barrels with a thin coating of tar and a thin coating of

gravel; it is now as hard as metal almost. We believe

when the staves are thoroughly decayed, which they wiU

not be just yet, as the barrels are nearly always kept fuU,

and that preserves them, that then the surrounding soU. will

keep the water as weU as it does now. On filling the

barrels we lost a little water for the first week, but none

since. In these we brew soot, lime, sheepdung, cowdung,

and other varieties of liquid manure ; but they answer no

better for a cottager than a tar-sided pit or hole. The
barrels above ground were of no use except for fuel. They
are easier covered over than a large hole.

FKTJIT GAKDEN.

Much the same as last week. Had nice gatherings of

Cherries from the orchard-house. Looked after caterpUlars

and black fly on Cherries out of doors. Used for the latter

a little quassia water, wideh we like because it leaves no filth

behind it. It may be used very strong, and yet be as clear

as pure water. Out of doors we have finished putting some
short grass round aU our trees, not because we like it best,

but because being rather hard driven one harrowing would

do, instead of two for short litter or straw. We should like
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to give them another soaking with sewage water, or the
liquid manm-e from the farm. The latter is the stuff, when
there has not been much rain to make it poor.

OBKAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Here out of doors we suffered a little by the frost of Satur-

day the 4th inst. What rather surprised us, few things
planted out in beds suffered, whUst strong plants in vases
of Geraniums, and some 3i feet above the ground, suffered
very much, the stems being blackened and the leaves
whitened. We shall let them remain and see if they will

break again, as it is no joke to plant such things twice. We
presume theii- solitariness had something to do with the
calamity that thus befel them. Almost everything in beds
is doing well, except the Amaranthus melancholicus ruber,
which in many places, though partially protected, is con-
siderably injured, but yet not so much so as not to recover.
We think we deserve this : it is more our fault than the
fault of the plant, as last season we resolved not to plant
it out this season untU the middle of June ; but the warm
days of May made us give up our wise intentions. Several
days have been taken up in securing by twigs the plants
turned out and growing, as without such security we might
expect the contents of beds to be careering through the
park. But with such twigs amongst them the strongest
wind seems to have little power over them. The only thing
else besides the Amaranthus, and the large Scarlet Gera-
niums in vases that suffered from the frost in the beginning of
the month, were the first large leaves of Dwarf Kidney Beans
in the kitchen garden, and there seemed to be a few spots on
the Potato leaves. Most of the plants in the flower garden
are now growing freely. The weather being uncertain, we
are unwilling to give them much water at the root, as that
would only cool the soil. We prefer, when necessary, giving
only a little, and following soon after with the Dutch hoe,
so as to leave a rough dry surface. This is not so essential
with Geraniums, for which as yet the ground cannot be too
hot ; but it is of importance in the case of Calceolarias and
Verbenas, which do not like too much warmth in the soil.

We have been engaged making up deficiencies in beds and
masses of Verlenas and Calceolarias, and as for them moisture
at the bottom is more important than vastly increased heat,
we have cleaned the beds with the hoe, watered them all

over, and then covered with a slight dressing of dry riddled
old Mushroom-dung, and on that pegged down the shoots of
the Verbenas, using as pegs pieces about 7 inches long of
Larch twigs, bent or cracked in the middle. We will follow
with Calceolarias, twigging them up, and then giving a little

of this top-dressing to keep the roots cool. The virtues of
this surfacing, what little is left, will also be washed in by
the rains. To this late striking, and hardy treatment before
planting-out, we attribute the fact that our Calceolarias
generally do well. In very hot days, when the plants seemed
to droop a little, we gave them a dash from the garden
engine over-head, knowing the roots had moisture enough
about them. Pot plants as in previous weeks.

Near the end of last week's gossip, the word " seeds

"

should be "sides." The sentence should be, "These washed
in a similar manner gave whitish little shingles for sides."
The paths are formed of black shingle in the centre, and
white shingle on each side of it, both placed above the old
tile flooring. Such shingle holds and parts gradually with
moisture for a long time.—E. F.

COVENT GAEDEN MAEKET.-Jitne 11.

The supply of all kinds of produce both home and foreisn ii very ffood
and the demand is brisk. Con'^iffnmenti from France now include Pluina
and Apricots, in addition to Artichokes, Tomatoes, Pens, Ac French
Cherriee, however, are frettinc; over, but their place will be t tken in a. day
or two by those of Ent^lish growth. Pines and hothouse Grapes ara plentiful
and very irood, Peachc" andNe-'tarines arc Bufflcient for tlie demand, and
of good Melons there ia oho a f;iir supply. Aa Peas have come in Aapara-
^s is now much cheaper.

FRUIT.
B. d.

Apples ^ sieve ot
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb. I

Fiffs doz. 12
Filberts .fc Nuts 100 lbs.

Gnosebrs. Green ^ sieve 2
Grapes, Hothouse. ...lb. 6

Muscats 8
iiemons lOO 4
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Stovk and Grfrmhourk Plants (./. C^/i,V'/>n^.—Flowering etove plants—
Clerodendi-on M^ishilH. Cyriof^erds reflexum. Dipladenia splendens, Rnnde-

letia speciosa mnjor, Vinca ocellatn, and Ixora coccinea superba. Varic-

trated or fine-foliapfed stove plants— Pandanns elegrantiaflimus, Sanseviera

javanicft, DiMCicna terrainalis. Croton plcta, C. angustifolia, and Alooaaia

metallica. FInwerinff greenhouse plants—Crowea salitina, Erythrina crista-

galli. KHlncanthcs coccint-a supeirba, Leschenanltia formosa, Phconocoma
prolifera Barnc-iii, and Statice brasaiotpfolio. Variegated or fine-foUaered

plants—Yncca tilameiito«avarie£fata. Adelaster alb'veni^, Lnmatiaferrueinea,
Pincenecticia elauca, Cnrdvl'ne indivina, and Yucca fi'ifera. Ferns —
Adiantum cuneaiuin, Cheilunthea lendi^er^, Pteris acaberula, Drynaria
bullata, Thamnoptpris australasica, and GymnoEramma Wetenhalliana.
Lycopod*—S°l»cinella Marten^i, atroviridis, LyalU, umbrosa, Wildenovi,
and ccesi.i. We Imve piven you the names of more than you requested, in

order that you m-iy select such as you think most likely to suit you on
inspection, or that may be obtainableof the size you require.

SowiKo THOp;EOT.Tjir TRicoT.OR AND T. Jarra.tti (A Subscriber).—Sow
the seed when rij"^ in equal parts of sandy peat and lifrht loam, provldintr

ffood drainage. Cover lightly with fine soil, water sparinely, but keep the

soil moderately mo^st, and place in a mild hotbed (75'' to 80°). When fairly

up remove to the creenhouse, and place in a lisht airy situation. The
seedlings will need but little water, yet they muT have it when necessary,
or they will ro premnturrly to rest. Whenever, therefore, the soil appears
to need water pive ennuch to run throufrh the pot, and let tfif. soil become
dry before any is acain piven. When the seedlinpa are sufficiently larp:e to
handle pot them sintrlv in small pots, and prow on until the foliase begins
to turn yellow, tlieu gradually withhold water, and treat them afterwards
like established plants.

Striking DouBt.R Petunia Cuttings
(
Durham).—Take from 3 to 4 inches

of the points of the erowinc shoots, cut them transversely immediately
below the lowest l^nf or joint, remove the two lowest leaves, and insert
round the* edpres of a put, and up to the lowest leaf left, so that they stand
clear of each other. Th« pot should be well drained and filled with a com-
port of loim and leaf mould, with an equal quantity of silver sand added.
Give a ijentle waterinej and place in a Cucumber-frame or hotbed, keeping
them moist, but not wet, and shaded from sun. They will root in about
twenty-one days.

Wild Flowers op Great Britain (J, C. j1.).—The fault is either with
your bookseller or his London agent. All the back Numbers can be had
from our office. It may be worth your whilo to send us your address,

Maranta—DRAC.T3VA—Selaginklla. Lraves Brcome Brown (TF. 21.

Michael).—The leaves enc'osed appear to have been browned by syringing
them heavily in the evenine, which causes water to drip off the points of
the leaves, or to rest upon them until the sun gets powerful in the morning
and scorches them. On the Draooena leaves we noticed marks of thrins
having been there, and we therefore recommpnil you to fi'l the house with
tobacco smoke, employinir the strongest shag tobacco some calm night when
the foliage is dry. Shade the next day and keep the house moist. To
prevent the riiscolorfition of the leaves in future make a siks of milk and
lirae, and with this paint the inside of the glass, nutting it on in the begin-
insr of May and washing it off in September, which will prevent the sun
killing the Selaginellas, and browning the leaves of the others. Keep the
atmospliere at all limes moist; but do not seek to secure this by heavy
ayringings at any time, a sentle bedewing of every available surface, as
walls, paths, flues, Ac. being far preferable. This bedewing should take
place twiae daily, and this with a gentle syringing overhead with water of
the same temperature as the house in the evening in, summer, but so early
that the plants will get dry before dark, will keep them in health.

Book [A Young Gardener and Subscriber).^As vou have already the
"Cottage Gardener'sDictionary," and " Thompson's Gardener's Assistant,*'

and your employer wishes to eive you *'a good useful book on plants," we
ecommend Loudon's " EnGTclopa?dia of Plants," it contains descriptions
and drawings of the chiff species in each genus. (J. L. C).—The *' Garden
Manual," which you can have free by post from our office for twenty
postage stamps, will give you all the infonnation which you require.

Cc^'servatort on a North Aspect (.An Old Counfry Subscriber).—The
pUce is unsuitable for plants to grow in, though it would do very well for

them when in bloom ; but you must have some other house to which you
can remove them after flowering, in order to make and perfect their
growth. For our part we should delight in having such a house not for a
conservatory, but a fernery, in which Fern=; would flourish and be interest-

ing at all seasons. You could have hardy Ferns of the better kinds which
would do without fire h-^at, and need only a glass roof, or greenhouse Fe-ns,
which would only require fire heat in seveie weather. Or you might devote
the house to fine-foliaged and variegated plants, the majority of which,
hswever, require n stove temperature, which is undesirable near drawing-
rooms. Wo do !jOt wish to discourage your taste for flowering plants,

but \vc feel bound to s ay, if you decide on having them they will not flower
suiEciently to please you.

pKACHEs Mildewed (S. S.).—The fruit is stained and cracked by the
mildew fungus. It is too late to apply any remedy now, but next year
whilst the trees are in blo-som we recommend flowers of sulphur to he applied
plentifully about the border of the house, and as soon as the fruit is set to
du3t the sulphur thoroaghly ever the whole tree. Letting it remain on for

a week and then syringe. Repeating the treatment if any symptom of mil-
dew is detected. To check the propagation of the fungus wc should now
dust the borders with sulphur, and paint the stems and branches with it

made into a cream with a little soft soap and clay.

jM'arket-gardrning [G. r.).—The work you mention can be had free by
post from our office if you enclose nineteen pennypostage stamps with your
direction.

ORCHARD-nousu FAR NoRTH (BHtiJc Bofiny)

.

—We have no fear that the
orchard-house will not succeed. One cause of failure, when no artificial

heat is used, is allowing the plantsto become too forward early in the year.
The great thing in such a cold exposed place is to retard the opening of the
blossom. For h lean-to 8 feet high at the hack, and 12 feet in width, we
should not like the front to be more than from 2i to 3 feet. If yon raise the
wall to 9 feet, then the front may range from 3^ to 4 feet. You will have
ample ventilation according to your plan ; but we would prefer glass at the
top to boards so wide as 18 inches. We find we can do pretty well with not
much more than half of your proposed ventilation. For a house 30 feet

long the openings above the two doorways will be a great safety-valve.

However, it is well to err on the safe side.

CucuMDERs (J. Mackenzie, M.D.),—We see nothing wrong with your
house or management, except that you have no means of heating the soil.

We think this is th'i key to your failures. If you could place one row of

piping now pmployed for top heat 2 feet below the surface of the border,

and cover them witli rubble inches deep, and then place 1 foot of soil

upon the rubble, and a three-inch dressing of short littery mnnure when
the plants commence fruiting, we think your fiilurea would all disappear,

if the plants were duly attended to, and thrips and red spider kept down.
Two four-inch pipes are sufficient for top heat unless the house excseds

9 feet wide, when two all round are requisite. If, however. Cucumbers are

not needed in winter, then two rows of pipes for top heat will do very well

for a house 12 feet widp. Try this and you will succeed in future if the

other points in their cultivation are attended to. As you have Vinos in the

same house you will only need a pipe on one side for Imftom heat for the

Cucumbers, whilst the roots of the ViuRS would be confined in the border

opposite. Another year commence the Vines with a temperature of 45*' for

a fortnight, afterwards let it be 50° at night, and give air at 'Qo, iind shut up
early, continuing the temperature until the Vines are fairly in leaf, then

augment the temperature to 55' by night, giving air whenever the tempera-
ture rises to 75°. Wnen the Vines are in fiower let the temperature be 60°

at night, giving air at 75*^ as before, syringing the Vines tvice daily with

soft water of the same temperature as the houss. and pursue this treatment

until the Grapes change colour, then discontinue the syringing, and if the

Cucumbers perish owing to the dry heat let them, for it is better to make
sure of the Grapes than to have them spoiled for the sake of the Cucum-
bers. The latter will not do in the house until the heat averages 60" by
night. We think the Vines are brought on too quickly, and that this causes

the leaves to wdrt. We may just add, that it would be much better to do

awav with either the Vine^ or Cucumbers. We should say the latter; you
could easily build a small pit for them, and then devote your house to

Vines alone, or to Cucumbers as you think proper.

Various
(
T. D. t?.).—Phlo3 Dnimmondi usually grows 1 to IJ foot high,

and the ravs are varioua—ro*p, white with rose eye, shaded purple, &c.

Pinch the laterals hack to the lowest leaf next the main shoot; but what
reason have you to stop the shoots at this early season ? We presume the

Peach trees are trained to walls, and, if so, they ought not to have been

stopped ; but if they are in pots or trained as standard, bush, or pyramid
trees, then they should be stopped at the fourth leaf, and at every leaf after

that. Mulching the trees now would be useful, especially if a good water-

ing were given before the mulching was put on. Cut the Pear shoots back

now to four eyes or leaves, and when they push again pinch them back to

one leaf. We should think you leave the Peach tree shoots too long at the

winter pruning, and that we think is the cause of your having fruit at the

extremities of the shoots only. Train a shoot from the base of each spur,

and in winter prune awav the long useless fruit-shoot of this year, and train

the young shoot in its i>lace, shortening it ia winter to 9 inches, cutting

always at or a little above a wood bud.

Vine Leaves Scorched [A Constant Header).—We think the scalded

appearance of the leaf enclosed is attributable to applying sulphur to the

hot-water pines whUst they were too hot. The reasen of its affecting the

Muscat of Alexandrit moxt may be due to its leaves being younger and

more tender than the others. If you could bear the hand on the pipei for

a length of lime without causing pain, no harm would result from applying

the sulphur wet. We know of no remedy for scorched leaves, except to

leave them as they are and to encourage tlie laterals, and when these have

grown considerably stop them to the last leaf of each, at the same time

'etaining tne scorched leaves if there be a bit of green anywhere upon

them, but if completely burnt they are useless and may be removed. The
Grapes may yet ripen if you encourage the laterals and retain the scorched

leaves ; never heed appearances in emergencies like this.

Geraniums from Eyes (/(?em).—Every eye with a leaf may be made into

a plant, whereas with a cutting it is necessary to have two eyes or joints.

Propagating from leaves is inserting the footstalk of the leaf in soil, and
pegging the leaf on the surface of the pot. Now is the time to do this sort

of work, hut there are very few plants that can be propagated in this way.

Roses with Green Centrrs {A. E. iV.).—We know of no other cure for

this than moving the trees in November, and planting them again in fresh

compost, removing a quantity of the old. We think it is occasioned by the

roots being fed to excess with manure. Try moving them next November,

prune the roots a little, replant in some strong rich turfy loam, and mulch
round the trees with a little half-decayed manure. Avoid planting them
deep, do not cover the main roots with more than 6 inches of soil.

Treatment of Seedling Cyclamens {E. T.).—Turn then^i out of the

pots, and plant them out with the balls entire in a warm situation in the

garden, and let them remain there until the last week in August or begin-

ning of September. Then take them up, and pot each separately in small

pots, double the diameter of the corms, in a compost of light turfy loam

and leaf mould In equal parts, with a free admixture of silver sand.

Provide good drainage, and pot so that the corms will have the crown

elevated above the surface of the soil, or the corm itself be half inserted

in the soil and hilf above it. Water gently, and place on a light airy shelf

in the greenhouse, water moderately during the winter. Continue this

process lor a year or two, increasing the size of tlie pots as the corms

increase in diameter, and they wiU bloom about the third year from the

seed.

Pelargonidms is a Window [T. ii!.).—The best thing you can do with

your Pelargoniums in a window is to water them with clean water until

the pot is crammed with roots and the flower-buds show, and then use weak
manure water. Perhaps the safest for you to use would be superphosphate

of lime. Small prepared cans of this and other manures may be obtained

from our office at 3s. 6rf. each. Two ouncf s to a gallon of water will be

strong enough. An easy way of applying it is to take as much as would he

on a sixpence and scatter it over a t^ix-inch pot. Pour the water on it from

a rose. In a week y»u may repeat the dose. A first-rate homely manure
water is tMus made : Half a peck of soot beat up into a thick paste, then

mixed with half a pound of lime, and all mingled with twenty gallons of

water. In a day or two it will he as clear and bright as brandy. On the

next mixing in the same vessel half the quantity will do. Giving rich

nourishment before you h:ive plenty of buds will encourage leaves rather

than flower-trusses.

Potato {James Jackson).—U is decidedly wrong to call It "a bulb." In

correct botanical language it is " a tuber"—that is, a fleshy knob connected

by a fibre to the stem of the plant.
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ToDNG CuctTMBEBs WrTHEKiNG {H. TT. TT.)-—Wc caDDOt be Bure of the

cause. Most probably thr roots have (le*--cended to the horBedang and arc

too warm. Try what boring some holes in the bed and pouring cold water
into them will do. If the one T'lant does 80 well take cnttingp from it, and
when they are struck plant them where the faulty plant now is.

FLOWEn-oAEBEN PLANTING ( ff . 6allmcat/).—The great thing in such
groups is to satisfy yourself. "We can hardly advise, as you do not tell us
whether you have other plants or not. Youi* centre bed you propose lo

plant with three or four flowers, and this is how we would do it— centre,
Perilla; second ling. Yellow Ciilceolaria; third, Scarlet Geranium ; fourth.

Lobelia. If the Scarlet Geraniums were stront^. and the Calceolaria'* dwarf,

"we would put the Geraniumf in the centre, then Perilla, then the yellow,

followed by the blue. The other six beds are planted each with a separate

flower, as Asters, Stocks, Petunias, Verbenas, Tom Thumb Nasturtiums, and
Gazania, and no doubt the beds will look well. We would prefer pairing
the beds, as Asters with Stocks round, and the Tropxolum with Gazania
round it.

Selection of Peas (South Hants),—What you say of tall Peas is very
true, they do require trouble in staking, <tec ; but then, if sown a good
distance apart, what crops such kinds as Ne Plus Ultra, British Queen,
Glory ot England, and Knight's Tall Marrow do produce \ Then ground
alters the habit of Peas so much. Vt itch's Perlection, a rather tall Pea in

many places, seldom gets above 3^ feet with us ; and, though a grand Pea,
has never produced with us very abundantly. "We have Songster's pod-
ding freely, not quite 3 feet high ; and we have the ?ame kind, the first, crop,

a mass of pods, and from b\ to G feet in heicht, and by no means stopped in

growth yet. We have not tiied Eug(5nie ; but Advencsr, we think, will sup-
port your criterion of a good Pea, and 3 feet in heiglit. We have no doubt
that Knight'H Dwarf Marrows, white and green, though old Peas, are good
ones, and will suit your purpose; and so will Hair's Dwarf Mammoth, a

splendid Pea when well nourished. Harrison's Perfection is alpo a good
sfnrdy Pea. In fact, unless much superior, the adding of novelties only
confuses; and many years ago we proved that a number, some fine kinds of
early Peas, might have come out of the same sack of seeds.

Fruit OF THE Ptrus japonica.—"X Constant Reader*^ vii^h&s Xo know
if this fruit can be rendered a pleasant eatable. He says he has been told
that it makes a good pickle.

Oechaed-houses in the North.— *'_ff. .?." wishes to know the age of
the trees so productive in an orchard-house as mentioned by "A Young
Amateur," at page 420.

Names of Insects {Rusticus).—Yc>\ir Peach leaves are curled by the
attacks of Aphis persiciE and the effect of the weather ; but the former
have been nearly destroyed by the macgot-like larvjE of the aphis-feeding
flies (Syrphus sp.), several of which were in the box {G. i^.).—The Vine
leaves and stem are evidently gnawed by the "Weevil Otiorhynchus notatus.
Search for them with a light after dark. The insects on ihe Picea nobilte
and Nordmanniana are the Aphis Pini cr Piniphila.—W.
Names of Plants {Rohert).—1, not recognised ; 2, CLiytona sibiriea

probably, but greatly crushed; 3, Polygala vulgaris; 4, Orobus vemus.
{J. R. Jf.).— 1, Polygala Dalmaisiana ; 2. Abutilon striatum, or one of its

varieties. (R'. JV'.). — 1, Hemerocalli^ flava; 2, Geranium sanguineum.
(6. S.).—All but 6 are forma of Cystopteris fragilis ; 6, not recognised in

its immature state; 3 and 5, appear to be C. f. dentata. iA Lady).— Vie do
not recognise from the leaf sent of your Adelaide plant. Send us a flower as
"Well as a leaf. {R. Spencer).—Aclsea spicita. {M. 5.).—There are no
Dumbers to your plants. They are—Phalangium Liliago, Cheiranthus
ochroleucus, and Poiemonium cceruleura. The other looks like a Ceiastium,
but ifl not determinable. {S. 5).—Euonytuus europxus.

pable, let me mention that last year there were at Birming-
ham in all forty-seven pens of Polish fowl and thirty-four of
Brahmas, althoug-h the money offered to the latter (^13) was
just one-third of that offered to the former (^£39). Again,
for Malay and Creve Coeur fowls, which last year mustered
together sixteen pens less than the Brahmas, is offered this

yeai' the sum of =£20, or <£4 10s. more than, is given to the
latter.

These facts speak for themselves, and point unmistateably
to the division of the Brahma class into Lights and Darks

—

an act ofjustice long delayed, but more than ever necessary
now.

In conclusion, without reminding the Birmingham ma-
nagers of the painful discussions which followed their last

Show, and which, from what I have since heard from poultry
breeders, I know to have alienated the affection of many
fi'om the so-called "Mother of shows"—without raking up
the ashes of the past, I would only ask, Has Birmingham
any popularity to spare ? Can she afford to halt, to cling

blindly to the past, while other shows are advancing ? Is

she alone to refuse to listen to the just claims of rising

varieties ? Will she, in short, with all her old glories as the
mother of shows, allow it to be said of her youngest daughter,
Alexandra Park

—

" matre pulchra filia pulchrior?

"

—Brahma Pootra.

POULTRY, BEE. and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

BEAHMA POOTEA PEIZES AT BIEMIJ^GHAM.
When an injustice demands redress, men of the nineteenth

centiuy seek sympathy and help from the press, and we of

the poultry irorld naturally appeal in such a case to the
powerful aid of your columns. Let me, then, oaU your
attention to the very remarkable schedule of prizes issued

by the Birmingham ofiicials for then- forthcoming show of

poultry. The proverb, so familiar to us through the genius
of a living writer, " It is never too late to mend," was in no
case more applicable than it is to a timely change in the
Birmingham prize list. Your readers wUl, doubtless, remem-
ber the able ai-guments, supported by a carefiil analysis of

our leading shows, by which your coiTespondent "Y.B. A. Z."

and others proved the necessity for meeting the just and
growing claims of the Brahma fowl to additional classes and
prizes at any future shows.

Mr. Houghton, the able Secretary of the Alexandi'a Park
Show, has shown his appreciation of what is just and right,

by giving separate classes to Dark and Light Brahmas ; and
Mr. Jennison, the public-spirited manager of the Manchester
Show, has given encouragement to hope that he will do the
same.
What will be thought by your readers of the claims of

Birmingham to take the lead of English poultry shows,
when, in contrast to the good sense of the gentleman I have
named, the Birmingham officials propose to offer to Brahma
Pootra fowls, of all ages and colours, only ^615 10s. , divided
into eight prizes ? On the other hand, they give to Polish
fowls £iO 10s., divided into twenty-one prizes !

To make the want of wisdom of this proceeding more pal-

KOETH H^yS'TS AGEICULTCTEAL SOCIETY'S
POITLTEY SHOW.

This was held at Basiagstoke on the 4th instant. The
following prizes were awarded :—
Dorking.— First, Sirs. Pettatt, Micheliever. Second, J. K. Fowler,

Aylesbury. Commended, Miss M. A. Terry, Diunraer; Mrs. Pettatt;

C. Cook, New Shoreham, Sussex ; A. F. 31. Druee, Enrghclere, Rpadinu.
Cochin.— First, F. Pittis, jim.. Newport, Isle of Wight. Second, J. K.

Fo-wler. Commended, P.ev, J. De la S. Simmonds, Chilcomb Rectory,
Wincliester.
Game.—First, G. W. Ranwell, Portsea. Second, W. Pares, Ockbrook,

Derby.
Poland. — First, Mrs. Pettatt. Second, T. P. Edwards, Lyndhnrst.

Highly Commended, T. P. Edwards.
Spanish.—First, Rev. J. De la S. Simmonds, "Winchester. Second, J. K.

Fowler.
Hambl'rghs.—First, JIi-s. Pettatt. Second, F. Pittis, jun. Hif?hly Com-

mended, Mrs. Pettat; J. Hunter. Commended, Jlrs. Frederick, Shawford
HOUSM.
BitAHMA PooTRA — First, Mrs. M. Seamons. Hartwell. Second, J. Fares,

Chertsey. Highly Commended, J. Hinton, Hintnii, Bath.
Vauikty Class.— First and Second, Mrs. Pettat. Commended, Mrs.

Frederick ; J. K. Fowler.
Ducks —First and Highly Commended, Mrs. M. Seamons. Second, M.

Dennett, Basingstoke.
Turkeys.— Fiist, Captain R. P. Warren, B.i3iDg:stolie. Second, S. H.

Terry, Basingstoke.

JnDGE : Mr. J. Baily, Moimt Street, Grosvenor Square,
London.

DISEASES OF FOWLS-EOUP OE SWELLED
HEAD.

The diseases and fatal maladies of fowls are difficiilt to

trace to their cause, and still more difficult to cure by appli-

cation of any remedy : and of all diseases, real or presumed,
to which our domestic fowls are subjected, the most frequent

is the roup or swelled head. There is no disease to which
poultry are subject from which we suffer more than from
the roup or swelled head, which we consider one and the
same. It is a very common and troublesome disease, and
often proves fatal. All fowls .ire peciiLiarly liable to it. It

generally originates in changes of weather and variations

of temperatiu'e ; and when the malady becomes confirmed,

with running at the nostrils, and other well-known symp-
toms, they ai'e termed roupy. It affects fowls of all ages,

and is either acute or chronic, beginning sometimes suddenly
and sometimes gradually, as the result of neglected colds,

stormj' weather, or damp lodgings. The symptoms of fowls

are identical with those so familiar in the hum.an subject

—

viz., a watery or sticky discharge from the nostrils, and a
slight swelling of the eyelids. In most cases the face is

swollen at the sides, and the disease has the appearance, or

seems to run on to true roup.

The most prominent symptoms, however, of roup are at
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tirst identical with those of severe catarrh, as difficult and
noisy breathing, a cough, a kind of rattling in the throat,

beginning with what is termed gapes. There is consider-

able discharge of fcetid matter from the nostrils, not unlike

the glanders in horses ; at first thin and limpid, but it soon

loses its transparent character, becoming more or less

opaque, and of a very peculiar and offensive odour; froth

appears in the inner corner of the eye, the lids swell, and
in some cases the eyeball is entii-ely concealed ; the nostrils

are closed by the discharge drying around them, and the

eyelids are agglutinated together; the diseased secretion

accumulating within the sides of the face frequently swells

it to an extreme degree ; and the bird, unable to see or feed,

suffers fi'om great depression and sinks rapidly.

As secondary symptoms, the appetite is aU but gone,

except for di'ink ; the crop feels hard to the touch, and the

feathers are staring, ruffled, and without a healthy gloss.

The fowl sits moping and wasting in comers, always appar-

ently in great pain. In this stage of the disease it is

supposed to be infectious ; and whether so or not, it is

certainly proper, for cleanliness' sake if nothing else, to

separate the diseased from the healthy ones to prevent the

disorder from spreading through the yard.

As fowls habitually breathe through the nose, the mouth
being kept closed, it follows that there is, even in the early

stages, some difficulty of breathing, and a distension of the

loose skin below the under jaw may often be noticed. The
frothy matter appearing at the corner of the eyes results

from the same cause—the air stopped in its passage through
the nose, passes up the tear-duct, and produces the appear-

ance of bubbles.
With respect to the communication of this disease, our

experience proves that it is exceedingly contagious. It is,

we are inclined to think, frequently communicated by fowls

drinking out of the same vessel, as the discharge from the

nostrils of the sick birds contaminates the water as it

drinks.
Treatment.—In general we should say kill a fowl at once,

unless it is valuable, as the risk of its contaminating the

whole yard is great. At all events, let it be removed fi-om

the yard at once. Combined with every remedy, cleanliness

is indispensable as the first, the last, without which all others

are vain, and more than vain, as they may be pernicious by
feeding, instead of starving, the disease.

Warm dry lodging and nutritious food are the first essen-

tials to recovery ; in addition, the frequent removal of the
dried discharge from and around the eyes and nose, by
bathing the nostrils with warm Castile soapsuds as often as

necessary, and the swollen eyes with warm milk and water.

In the way of internal medicine we find that nearly equal
numbers recover under various modes of treatment. For all

putrid affections take finely pulverised fr-esh burnt charcoal
and new yeast, of each three parts ; pulverised sulphur two
parts ; floua- one part ; water, quantity sufBcient, mix well
and make into boluses the size of a hazel nut, and give one
three times a-day. Cleanliness is no less necessary than
warmth, and it will sometimes be desirable to bathe the
eyes and nostrils with warm milk and water or suds, as

convenient.
" When fowls are infected with roup," says Dr. Bennett,

" they ought to be kept warm, and have plenty of water and
scalded bran, or other light food." When chronic change of

food and air is advisable, Richardson gives the following
formula:—"Powdered gentian and ginger each one part,

Epsom salts one and a half, and flowers of sulphur one-half
part, to be made up with butter, and given every morning."
Mr. Giles, who is excellent authority, having had more

than forty years' practice among the feathered tribes,

says :
—"My method with the roiip, or swelled head—by the

way is caused by a cold—is as follows : As soon as discovered,
if in warm weather, remove the infected ones to some well-
ventilated apartment, or yard; if in winter, to some warm
place ; then give a dessert-spoonful of castor oil ; wash then-
heads with warm Castile soapsuds, and let them remain
tantil next morning fasting. Scald for them Indian meal,
adding 2^ ozs. of Epsom salts for ten hens, or in proportion
for a less or larger number ; give it warm, and repeat the
dose in a day or two, if they do not recover."
"But facts are better than words," says Boswell, and

we have the following case: A cock, about four or five

months old, apparently turned out by some one to die, came
astray, and was in the last stage of roup. The discharge

from his mouth and nostrils was very considerable, and
extremely pungent and foetid, while his eyes appeared to be

affected with inflammation. The roup, it may be stated, was
quite prevalent at the time, and a very fine cock had perished

in a corner hard by, of cold and hunger, from not being able

to eat. The roupy cock was placed by the fireside, his mouth
and nostrils washed with warm water and soap, which caused

him to expectorate and sneeze off a quantity of the offensive

obstructing matter. His eyes were washed with warm mUk
and water, and the head gently rubbed with a dry cloth. As

he could not see to eat, he was put into a coop with a warm
bed of hay to squat on. Some hours afterwards his head was
again washed, and as there was much intermittent fever,

though the cold stage prevailed, a stimiilant plan was adopted.

Long pellets were formed of barley meal, flour, mustard, and
grated ginger, with which he was crammed several times

a-day, his head bathed, and warmth attended to. He had
milkwarm water, sweetened with molasses, to drink, for the

purpose of counteracting the too heating qualities of the

stimulants. The fireside always seemed to invigorate him;
yet he stUl breathed with difficulty, and gasped, and had a

rattling in his throat. In three days the stimxilants, warmth,

and cleanliness improved him so much that he began to see

a little, and in a week his sight was nearly perfect. A little

mustard was stOl given him in his water, and then some
fiowers of sulphur. He had also a pinch of calomel in some
dough. He was gradually brought so as to season him to

the cold, and in a month was in high health and spirits.

Having moulted late, he caught a cold on the first frost, and
suffered a relapse, having cough, gaping, ruffled feathers,

and aguish shaking. Warm lodging and occasionally a

lounge by the fireside proved a speedy remedy without me-
dicine.

—

[Covmtry Gentleman, American.)

EGGS HATCHED AFTER BEING CHILLED.
AcciDBNTALLT my eye has fallen on your Joiu-nal of last

year, page 482, "Eggs Sat upon and then Chilled," and you

may like the following :—Referring to the inquiry at page

482 of June 30 last year, " Eggs Sat upon and then Chilled,"

I have just had a brood of Duck's eggs hatched by a hen.

After one hen had sat on them nine or ten days, she forsook

them, which, having observed, I took them up and kept

them some hours in a warm flannel before the fire tiU I

could procure another hen, which has now brought out the

young ones. The eggs had become almost cold before I

perceived they were forsaken.—V. C.

AJN" ARTIFICIAL SWARM DESERTING ITS

HIVE.
Last week I made my first attempt at creating an arti-

ficial swarm; and though I was quite successful in some
respects the consequences have not been at all satisfactory,

and I should feel much obliged if any of your readers would
tell me what mistake I have made. On the 12th ult. I

drove a swarm out of a hive, which I will call A, into one pf

Neighbour's cottage-hives, which I will call B. I put Bin
place of A, and A in place of another strong stock which

I wOl call C. The swarm in B, which was very large, ap-

peared to rest and work well untU the 14th, when they aU
rose out of the hive and showed every symptom of swarming,

but finally returned, and hung outside the hive all the rest

of the day and night following. On the 15th out they aU
came and settled on a hedge. I hived them into the same
hive, and put glasses over them, and gave them air under-

neath. On the 14th I also repeated exactly the same ope-

ration with three hives, which I will call D, E, and F.
About two hours after I had done so, and soon after the

swarm in B had taken its first flight and returned, I found

a queen and about twenty of her subjects on a clod of earth

near my hives. Thinking I might have lost her in my
operation that morning, I put her to the mouth of E, where
she entered, and no fighting followed. But what appears

to me the woi-st consequence of my driving is, that the

stocks C and P, which I removed, are extremely weakened
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by the loss of all the workers which were out at the time, and
the bees in F are killing the drones as fast as they can. I
should feel much obliged if any one would tell me whether
I may expect C and F to swarm at aU this season without
driving, and also what I ought to do in the event of my
driven swarms leaving their new abodes again.—T. H. L.

[The only mistake which you appear to have made was in
giving the derelict queen to E, whereas in all probability
she belonged to the vagi-ant swarm which had deserted B.
This mistake is, however, serious enough, ajid, supposing
the bees to remain in their hive, should be remedied without
delay, either by supplying them with a sealed royal cell,
or, better stiU, another fertile queen, or by adding a small
swarm. Although we have never found it so, your narrative
shows that artificial, like natural swarms, may occasionally
take a dislike to and desert the hive in which they are
placed. In aU such cases we indulge their whim by hiving
them in another hive, and keep a sharp look-out for the
queen, which is liable to fall to the ground and be lost
during these en-atic vagaries. This is very likely to be the
case when an artificial swai'm quits its hive, since the queen,
having been taken unawares, is generally too full of eggs
to fly with facility, whilst her loss is in-emediable by the
bees themselves. A natm-al swarm in such a case would
probably return to the parent hive, and depart again in a
few days under a young queen ; bvit an artificial swarm has
no such resource, owing to theu- original dwelling being
placed beyond their ken and abandoned to the possession of
strangers. The removed stocks wiU rapidly recover their
strength, but it is impossible to say whether they will or
will not swarm naturally. The one which has killed its
drones is less likely to do so than the others.]

ARTIFICIAL SWAEMING.
I HAVE been waiting for a leisure moment to add my mite

of mformation to what has been written in your columns on
the subject of artificial swarming, although nothing need be
added to Mj-. Woodbury's and Mr. Fox's exposition of the
art; stiU, as the multitude of witnesses establishes a fact
beyond controversy, it will not come amiss if I bear my tes-
timony anew to the excellence of Langstroth's plan. "Phi-
LiscTjs," in his recent communication, shows that some risk
of failure attends the use of the "second stock-hive," and
he instances a case of removal of a hive which was attended
with disastrous consequences. Such, however, are very
rare exceptions, if I may judge by my own experience. They
vriU, however, be likely to happen when the stock to be
removed has little sealed brood, or where the great majority
of the bees are strong on the wing—as, for instance, in a
hive which had recently swarmed, and before the young
queen's brood has approached maturity ; but where there is

plenty of sealed brood and young bees coming out of their
ceUs every day there is no risk of injury, and no hive should
be used for the purpose which is not in this condition. Let
" Philiscus " only try Mr. AVoodbuiy's plan with proper
precautions, and he wUl not cai-e to adopt any other.

It will sometimes happen that the apiarian is spared the
trouble of driving out his swarm, as in two out of three
cases of artificial swarms which I have made this year on
Langstroth's plan. In these instances the hives selected
out of which to make swarms had a small super over them,
into which the bees had worked comb and the queen had
ascended to breed. Fortiinately in each case the queen
was caught in the super ; so all that had to be done was to
remove the lower box fuU of brood, and substitute an empty
box in its place. The box of brood containing the majority
of the bees was put aside under a hush in the garden for
twenty-four hours, by the end of which time it was almost
empty of bees, which had left it one by one to rejoin their
queen. Nothing remained, therefore, but to remove the
" second stock-hive," and put the box of brood in its place.
Mr. Lowe will object to this plan as endangering the young
brood. I can assure him from long experience that there
is nothing to be afraid of; a mass of brood in a strong hive
does not get so easily chilled. Of course in cold weather
the box should be well covered up.

I_ have hitherto been very successful this year witli my
various bee operations. At the beginning of the season.

and even so late as the beginning of May, matters looked
unpromising, as will be gathered from the following descrip-
tion of my apiary.

BEE-HOUSE.

No queen, bees dwind-
ling away.

Fairly stronp. Hybrid
Italian from Mr.
Woodbnryin 1S61.

Verv weak even on the
18th of .Vay. Pure
Italian queen bred
by me late in 1863.

E.
Weak in April. F-njr-

lish bees. Now
strong.

UNDER COVER.

Tery Btronp. Pure
Italian queen had
from Mr. Woodbury
in 18G2.

p.

Weak in April. Pure
Italian queen bred
by me in 1363. Now
very strong.

Very weak early in May. Pure Itahan bred by me in 18C3. Now strong.

GARDEN.
H. I.

Very weak in enrf of April. English Improved straw hive. English bees,
queen bred by me in 1863. Now Very strong,
strong.

All is changed now, and prosperity reigns in my apiary
once more. Out of C I drove the whole population on the
6th of May into a box three parts full of clean empty comb.
After some hours' delay D was removed to A's place, and
C shifted to D's stand. Swarm C set to work vigorously,
and filled everything with honey and brood by the 18th, on
which day the Italian queen was seen in the super laying
eggs. As above stated, another artificial swarm was made
out of C by substituting an empty box for that under the
super. This, being full of brood, was made to change places
with E, which in its turn was put in place of B. As to B,
finding that it had a breeding queen—one of my pure
Italians bred late last year, and that some of her offspring
were well marked, I was loth to destroy her. I therefore
made a swarm, if it may be so called, out of I by simply
removing I to another stand (now K), and putting B in its

place. This was done on the 19th, so far as I can judge
with perfect success, as this swai-m equally vnth all the
other bees are working well. Piping was heard in D (late C)
on the 21st, and a fine swai-m issued from it on the 23rd.
This of course, as also the hive from which it issued, has a
pure Italian queen. The swarm was hived into one of my
Tasmanian-boxes, and is located on the stand lettered L.
My apiary, therefore, within foiu' weeks of almost despaii-,

may be described as follows :

—

Hybrid Italian queen
1361. Very rich and
strong.

p.
Young pure Italian

queen 1864. Well-
peopled and rich in

honey.

BEE-HOUSE.
B.

English queen. Hive
increasing In popu-
lation and rich in
honey.

E.

Three royal cells visi-

ble, sealed up. Pure
Italians. Strong in

numbers, and rich in
honey.

UNDER COVER.

Pure Italian queen.
Very promisiniT and
active. Twice
swarmed this year.

F.

Very rich and strong.
Pure Italian queen
1863. Working id

super.

Doing well. Pure Italian queen 18G3.

GARDEN.

English queen 1863. Strong. Breed-
ing fast.

English bees.

Doing well.

—B. & W.

Artificial swarm.

Active and promising. Pure Italian

qaeen 18G3.

Pure Italian 1864. Swarmed May
23rd. Tttsmanian-hive.

DO YOUNG QUEENS BKEED DEONES

?

Will Mr. Woodbury, or some other of your correspondents,
favour the readers of The Jouknal of Hokticulture with
his views and experience regarding young queens proving
the prolific mothers of both drones and workers before being
more than three or four months old ?

In the year 1861 all my hives threw top swarms before
the end of June. On the 5th of July following, at half-past

8 A.M., hive A threw a fourth cast, and about an hour
afterwards hive B threw a second cast. These two casts

were united, and made an excellent swarm, its prosperity

being augmented on unfavourable days by a liberal supply
of left-over-season honey.
On the 7th of August I expelled the bees from the hive.
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which was a common straw one, and found in it drone and
worker brood in all stages, many of the drones, according

to the entry in my note-book, being "nearly perfected in

the cells."

I had then, as I believed, and as I believe stiU, strong

presumptive proof of the statement that second casts, as

well as first casts, will, under favourable circumstances,

throw virgin swarms.
At page 116 of Dr. Bevan's work, first edition, it is said:

"Boso, the French Consul in Carolina, has stated that he
had eleven swarms in one season from a single stock ; and
that each of those swarms, during the same season, threw off

the same nximber of secondai-y ones." In the " Naturalists'

Library," page 75, when speaking of Huber, the writer says

:

" He asserts that, before a queen commences her great
laying of male eggs, she must be eleven months old; but
he acknowledges that a queen hatched in spring will,

perhaps, lay fifty or sixty eggs of drones in whole during
the course of the ensuing summer. We know this to be
true from our own experience ; and also, as the usual conse-
quence of this appearance of male eggs, that the bees com-
mence building royal cells—the queen lays in them, and
swarming takes place How are we to
explain the fact of two or three score of these male eggs
making their appearance befoffe the mother bee is six weeks
old?"

I may add that, although I have only adduced one instance
in proof of the capability of a young queen laying the eggs
of drones and workers within six weeks of her birth, it is

not because I do not know of more.
I have observed, on various occasions the union of two or

three after-casts exhibit the same phenomena, but I never
saw swarijs result. In a favourable season an overflowing
population, I am persuaded, is all that is needed to enable
and induce casts, whether second or third, to give off

swarms ; but I shall be glad to hear what others have to
say.—E. S.

TEANSFEEEIKG BEES.
I HAVB some common straw liives from which I wish to

transfer the bees to box-hives, some time before the end of
the season. I have box-hives fall of comb ready for them.
When would be the best time to drive them so as to sacri-

fice the smallest amount of brood and leave them time to lay
in sufficient honey for their winter consumption?

—

Loose
Box.

[Tenant your boxes at once with artificial swarms from
your common hives in the manner recommended by Mr.
Woodbury, in page 323. Three weeks after this operation
drive all the bees from the old hives and unite them to the
swarms. No brood wUl then be sacrificed.]

FOUL BEOOD, AND WHAT HAS BEEN
WEITTEN ABOUT IT.

{Concluded froin page 374.)

It will be perceived from the brief sketch* given in
No. 364 of the apiarian career of " The Silesian Bee-friend,"
as Dzierzon delights to call himself, that he has had no small
experience of foul brood. I need, therefore, make no apology
for inserting at length his description of, and mode of treat
ing, this terrible disease :

—

" Beyond all comp.irison and incontestably the greatest
misfortune that can afflict the bee-keeper is foul brood,
which, as its name implies, does not affect adult bees but
only the brood, which dies and putrefies partly in the larva
and partly, also, in the nymphoid stage. The worst of this
malady is, that not only is the diseased brood lost, but the
brood-ceils become infected and unfit for further breeding.
Not only does the evil extend within the same hive to a
larger and larger number of cells, but by infection also to
a larger and larger number of stocks in the same apiary,
and in its vicinity if effectual measures are not immediately
adopted for its removal. Even the hives themselves become
for a long time (although not for ever), unfit for use owing

» From Mr. Langstroih's work on the Hive and Honey Bee.

to the morbid matter by which they are contaminated. It
is an infallible sign of foul brood when, in isolated cells

amongst healthy brood, some dead larvse or nymphs are
found which have collapsed and changed into a gelatinous or
viscous substance, and afterwards dried into a grey, brown,
or black crust at the bottom, or on the lower sides of the
ceDs. If the major part of the cells be in this state, in-
fection must have occurred some time ago, and the evil has
already made great progress. Should the combs be fixtures

the disease may be known by the unpleasant smell, similar
to that of putrid meat or glue, which issues from the
entrance: a foul-breeding stock generally ventilating very
much. As the bees try to remove single larvae which have
not yet wholly putrefied, these will sometimes be found on
the floor-board of a diseased stock. The bees also endeavour
partially to remove the black cmst which forms from the
foul matter, and, therefore, dark particles, or, perhaps, entire
linings are found on the floor-board, and these when rubbed
between the fingers emit the same unpleasant smell. When
other stocks are industriously comb-building in spring, foul-

breeding stocks make no attempt to do so, or if they do, it

is only when they remain tolerably strong and unusually
good pasture occurs. If the combs are examined the brood
is nowhere found regularly sealed, but stands more or less

singly. If a piece of brood-comb is cut or broken off, and
matter such as is above described be found therein, it is

convincing evidence of the presence of foul brood.
" This disease is of two kinds, one mild and curable, the

other pestilential and incurable ; both, however, are in-

fectious. The curable type manifests itself in this manner
—most die in the unsealed stage, whilst the larvae are curled

up at the bottom of the cells : these putrefy and dry into a
grey crust which is easily loosened. The brood which sur-

vives until it is sealed mostly comes to perfection, and it is

only as an exception that one meets with some isolated

sealed cells which contain foul brood.
" Quite different is it with virulent foul brood. In this

case the larvas generally survive until they have extended
themselves, have been sealed, and have begun to change
into nymphs. The foul matter, therefore, is not found at
the bottom, but on the lower side of the cell. It is of a
brownish colour, clammy and viscous, and, owing to the
warmth of the hive and a smaU opening made in the sunken
cell-cover, it soon dries into a firm black crust, which the
bees are not able to remove, and which is only got rid of, if

the stock be strong, by completely gnawing down the pol-
luted cells and making new ones.

" This dangerous disease is readily introduced by infected
honey either given to the bees or brought by them from
foul-breeding stocks. If this takes place at a time when
brood exists in the hive the disease is pretty certain to
break out, although not perhaps immediately. It is only in
the autumn, when breeding has ceased, that we may, in

case of need, use honey fi-om diseased stocks for breeding,*
without, however, inserting the combs, since the morbid
matter would but too readily inoculate the stock if such
combs were allowed to remain in it until the spring.
Although we have instances in which one colony in a twin
stockf has been foul-breeding to a degree, whilst the other
remained perfectly healthy, it is certain that the disease

may be communicated from one hive to another by mere
contiguity. Even the apiarian himself may readily transmit
it when operating on a healthy stock, without having
thoroughly cleansed his hands after hav-ing been similarly

employed on a foul-breeding one. As a means of avoiding
this evil we shall find the advantage of two distinct apiaries,

since we cannot more surely withdraw healthy stocks from
the danger of infection than by removing them and keeping
them at a distance from the diseased ones.

" The treatment of diseased stocks must vary according
to the virulence of the malady, and the season at which it

manifests itself or happens to be discovered. The curable
type, which may appear spontaneously in certain conditions
of pasturage, especially when the bees gather from the
bilberry and pine trees, sometimes also disappears of itself.

The bee-keeper, however, must not rely upon this. It may,

* Here I venture entirely to differ from my distinfiuished contemporary,
beinff strongly of opinioti tliat under no circumstances whatever should
such boriey be p:iven to bees,

r A twin stocli i.« a double hive inhabited by two distinct colonies of bees.
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on the other hand, spread more and more, until the stocks
are destroyed. In order immediately to put a stop to the
mischief, the queen should be removed as soon as a few foul
cells are perceived. In spring and early summer she may
be advantageously employed in making an artificial swarm.
If workers from healthy hives are added to her we may be
certain of forming a healthy colony ; but if workers from
her own or other foul-breeding stocks were given to her we
shoidd be compelled to put the swarm in an intermediate-
hive or a sieve, and keep it there from twenty-four to forty-

eight hours before introducing it to its pennanent domicile,
within which, also, the queen must be confined for a few
days in a queen-cage, until the bees have consumed and
used for comb-building aU the honey which they took with
them from the parent hive.

"As no breeding takes place in a stock deprived of its

queen, and no brood can therefore die and putrefy until a
young queen has been reared, become impregnated, and
commenced egg-laying, the bees, when tolerably strong, will
have had time entirely to clear the brood-nest. They may
be assisted in this by shortening the combs uutU they are
able completely to cover them. The new generation will
then usually prosper, and the stock be found to be cured.
This end will be obtained with greater certainty if all the
combs be cut out as soon as the brood has hatched, and the
whole stock of bees be then driven into a new hive.

" If we can advantageously make use of the young queen,
the risk of the reappearance of the disease may be more
certainly obviated by removing her when she has become
fertile and pretty well filled the brood nest with eggs.
Altogether we cannot make a more profitable use of foul-
breeding stocks than by employing them to raise fertile
queens to make artificial swarms with, or to assist queenless
stocks. It must, however, be remembered that they do not
always succeed in rearing a young queen from the brood of
their original sovereign, since all the royal cells may easily
become foul, and they must then be assisted either by in-
serting a healthy queen-cell from another stock, or by giving
them a young queen. In this way diseased stocks ma,y
produce a greater profit than equally strong healthy ones.
They rear several queens in the course of the summer, and
may also collect some pounds of honey. The bee-keeper
who has foul brood in his apiary will be able to make good
use of the queens, as he must set to work to make young
colonies, in order to be able in the autumn to destroy every
stock that is not perfectly healthy, since it would be foolish
to winter colonies of which even the slightest suspicion is

entertained, when hundreds and thousands of healthy stocks
axe destroyed by brimstone in the autumn for the sake of
their honey. It would be especially inexcusable to winter
a stock which suffers from virulent foul brood (as is unfor-
tunately often the case in countries where klotz-hives* are
kept), merely because the stock was formerly a good one.
Even in spring such a stock should be immediately destroyed,
but in such a manner that other bees do not taste of its
honey, since in this way they may easily carry home the
disease. Burn the hive out with straw, so that other bees
may not become infected by licking up the honey which
remains, or gnawing off the propolis and conveying it to
their own hives. Even after having done this, the infected
dwelling is not yet fit for use ; it must be exposed to the air
for two years if one would be secure against the reappear-
ance of the disease. Although it may be possible, we have
as yet no certain proof that fumigation with brimstone
destroys the morbid matter, as is asserted by Hiibler. Even
boiling a hive in a large brewer's copper has proved ineffec-
tual, since after drying, when a swarm of bees was hived
in it, foul brood again appeared. The evil being, therefore,
of so obstinate a character, we may readily know what to
think of the remedies prescribed in many bee-books. By
such means the mOd, but never the virulent form of foul
brood, might at most be cured. Where the latter exists,
the only question is as to how the owner of the diseased
stock may get rid of the disease with the least possible loss.
First, we may in this ease also make use of the queen,
which, if the whole stock is not at once destroyed, should
be removed as soon as possible. If, however, the bees de-
prived cf their queen should have removed all impurity

• KloU-liiTeB are formed out of the hollow tmnkB of trees.

before a young queen has hatched and become impregnated,

we must not think we have obtained a healthy stock. The
evil would soon reappear, and worse than before, because

the poisonous matter has probably so much the more per-

meated the food which has in the meantime been stored up
for the brood. We must hasten, therefore, to remove the

queen as soon as she has become fertile, and after a time

again insert a royal cell, or cut out all the combs, and use

the honey for any purpose but feeding bees.
" If we desire to restore the stock to health, it must be

subjected to similar treatment to that already described, but

for a longer time. After it has been kept confined during

two or three days in a well-ventilated box or hive, it may he

allowed to enter a new hive, within which the queen must
stiU be confined for some time in a queen-cage, partly to

delay breeding, and partly to prevent the bees deserting the

hive, which such a stock is very prone to do. It is, however,

not advisable to insert a brood-comb or even empty combs,

because the bees must not deposit the food which they

may stiU possess in the cells, but convert the whole of it

into wax as far as possible. Nothwithstanding all this, the

stock may eventually desert the hive, or foul brood may re-

appear, so that all the time and trouble devoted to its cure

may be lost. Better, therefore, make short work of it.

Take the contents of the diseased hives and make as much
money of them as possible, and with it buy healthy stocks.

As it is easier to avoid the disease than to get rid of it after

it has broken out, be cautious in buying foreign honey,

especially for spring feeding. Instead of buying American
honey, or honey in casks, rather use sugar or malt syrup

entirely for feeding. Sugar-candy is at all events the best,

grape sugar the cheapest, substitute for honey after bad
years."

The subject of foul brood in all its phases having been
thus completely exhausted by the most eminent apiarian of

the age, it would be presumption in me to do more than
state that the correctness of his reasoning, and the con-

clusions at which he has arrived, have been fuUy demon-
strated by the experience of—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

BEES FED OJT UNBOILED SYRUP.
It appears to me that in many cases foul brood is pro-

duced by feeding bees with honey which has been taken
from diseased hives. Permit me to state that I have now
an erceUent stock fr-om which I last year took about 16 lbs.

of honey (by super-hiving), which in September, 1863, was
given to me as not worth burning, and I do not think the
hive then contained a sin^-le pound of honey. I, however, fed

the bees plentifully on moist sugar dissolved in cold water,
letting the water absorb as much as possible of the sugar
and the surplus fall to the bottom, leaving a clear thick

substance very similar in appearance to good fresh-drained

honey. This I gave the bees in shallow djshes covered with
thin sheets of perforated cork. The result is as stated at

the commencement of my letter.

—

South Devon.

The Female Bird acquiring tee Cook Bird's Plumage.
—The circumstance of an old female bird assuming the
plumage of the cock bu-d is not a rare occurrence. I have
known a Peahen acquire the plumage of the Peacock less

the taO, a Duck that of the drake, a hen Bantam that of the
cook. I have never heard or known an instance of the male
bird acquiring that of the female.

—

G. G.

OUR LETTER BOX.
PoDLTRv KsFPtNO (A. B.).'—lf jou enclose sevPii penny postage Mamps

with your direction you can huve '* The Poultry Book " free by post from
our office. You will And in il all you require.

Berp afteh Hiyiko (F. L.).—The small cluptn* of hers on Ihc rrooDd
contained the queen, and was probably joined afterw.ird« f>y thf- llttlf lot in
the small hive. The proper couree would hnrv bet-n to have ar once placed
this liliputlrtH colony in ihe old BtockN place, rfmo^inc xhv UitL-r to a new
Bituatioa This, however, roust not nnw be done, lest the yuuofr queen in

taking her wedding- fliphtw should return to the nccustonied Knot. «nd hv put
to death, hut a email swiirm shduld be iulded as soon jis possible. The accund
Bwarm Tvill^piobubly be unusually Urge.
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the finest hair, they are just in the position for yielding Mush-
rooms, and also for saving in a dry place for years. A good
place for obtaining this spawTi is a mill-track, under cover,

where the mill is driven by horses. The droppings of the
horses are thus generallj' scattered, and become caked by
the horses' feet, and we have often thus found large cakes of

beautiful spawn. Another plan for easily getting spawn is

to place two or three bushels of droppings from a horse fed

on dry food in a dry place, and so loosely piled that they do
not heat much, for that would destroy the spores and spawn.
Often in about thi'ee weeks or a month spawn will be found
running through the little heap.

So likely is this to be the case, that we have had good
Mushroom-beds without any aa'tificial spa\vning whatever.
A layer of littery horse-di'oppings some 5 inches thick, and
drj' rather than wet, was spread over a hard bottom, and
beaten, and a little common soil sprinkled over it. In eight
days 3 inches more was added, and thus we went on until

we had 15 inches deep, when we covered with 1
' inch of soil,

and beat well. This bed never was hotter than 80°. and it

became a mass of spawn throughout, and produced abun-
dantly. To make sure in culture, however, we generally
make up a bed to give the suitable rich receptacle, and then
spawn it all over the surface with spawn artificially made,
produced at first from natural sources, but now a common
subject of commerce.
Last season we detailed the whole process of making it.

"We will shortly describe one mode. Obtain two parts of

horse-droppings rather fresh, one part of cowdung in the
same state, and half a part of road-scrapings or other loam.
Work aU up together with as little water as may be, so as

to leave the mass like tough dough. Then use a mould,
say 9 inches long, 2 inches deep, and 4 or 6 inches wide,

and make the heap into so many bricks, and lay them
down to dry, making two round holes in each brick, but not
quite through. Turn the bricks several times until they
are pretty dry, and then insert a little bit of spawn which
you have proved into each of these holes fii'mly, and cover
with a piece of moist cowdung. Then make a slight hotbed,
and build these spawned bricks over it in an open manner,
like a pigeon-holed wall, and cover all over with litter. Care
must be taken that the heat inside is rarely above from
85° to 90° Pahr. The spawn will soon begin to run in the
bricks, and must be fi-equently examined to see that it does
not run too much. When the bricks are permeated all

through then remove them carefully to a dry any place,

where they will keep good for years, and be always ready
for spawning a bed. In using this spawn we generally put
a piece about the size of a walnut to every 8 inches square.

When a quick return is wanted we place the pieces thicker;

but if thicker and the return quicker, the Mushrooms come
too thick and are soon over. In making beds we use almost
any material that will give richness and a little heat, often

stubble and dry litter made sweet and reduced by partial

decomposition ; but the best of all are horse-droppings and
the other droppings mentioned, when rather in a di-y state

so as not to heat violently.

We forgot to say that in making spawn we do not mind
letting tlie materials have a good heat before mixing them,
as that destroys all spawn and spores of spurious Fungi,
but does not incapacitate the heap, when blended as recom-
mended, fi-om receiving and propagating the right spawn.
The places in which to grow Mushrooms are endless, and

the modes of doing so are innumerable, being varied accord-
ing to circumstances. The circumstances under which they
flourish best naturally will give the key note to the science
of management. In the extreme heat of summer it is rarely
we can gather Mushrooms in the field. They are most
abundant in the autumn months, when the temperature
ranges from 55° to 65°, and when the gi-ound may be at 70°

or upwards at a few inches from the surface. This teaches
us that the spawn when running will enjoy a temperature
which tlie top of the Mushroom will not long endure.
We thus in artificial culture give a little more heat to the

bed than we give to the atmosphere of the house. Even
under these conditions in very dry weather the Mushrooms
will scarcely show, but will long remain of a very small size.

If a warm rain comes they will grow as if by macic. The
fact is, they liad grown a little before, but the influences

were against them. If the rain Continues long they will

produce abundantly for a short time, but then the spawn
will speedily exhaust itself.

From these facts we may deduce the following rules for

culture :—
1st. The spawn must be kept dry, but not thoroughly

desiccated. If damp should get at it so as to encourage the
small threads to run, and produce Mushrooms on the brick,

the chances are that the brick, or piece of spawn, will do little

good in the bed.

2nd. The bed should be chiefly formed of rich sweet
material, as the droppings referred to. It should be beaten
firmly, watched, and spawned when the temperature is about
80°. The bed, after the spawn has run, may range from 60°

to 70" and even 75°. If lower there will not be enough
impetus to production. If much above 80°, and especially
when from 90° to 100°, the spawn is destroyed. Most begin-
ners are unsuccessful at first from over-heat. Then the
materials should be somewhat dry rather than wet. The
spawn dislikes to run in a very wet medium, and soon
exhausts itself. The material shovild not be veiy dry, or

the Mushrooms will be poor. A moist atmosphere is their

delight ; this is obtained out of doors by a moist covering
of the beds, and in-doors by keeping fioors and walls, &.C.,

moist. The top temperature is best when it ranges from
55° to 60° ; a few degrees more may be given when gather-
ings are wanted in a hurry.

3rd. On these premises the most difficult time for pro-
ducing plenty of Mushrooms is during the months of June
and July. At most other times we may leave well alone, or

add to the natural heat. Then in general we must try and
diminish it by gi-owing in cellars, in thatched roofed sheds,
or in double-roofed houses to moderate the heat. We gene-
rally grow Mushrooms under a shed in summer, and in a
close house facing the north in winter, and where we can use
artificial heat.

These minutife as to heat and the matei-ial considered, it

matters little about the size of beds, whether 3.1 or 4 feet

across and 1 foot or 3 feet in thickness, further than this,

that the larger the bed the longer it shoidd bear. To keep up
a regular succession we prefer small beds. One of the best
beds we ever had out of doors was thus improvised : A trench
was dug out a foot deep, filled with rough horse-droppings
and litter partly dried and well trodden, which made it

about 10 inches thick. There being no chance of overheat-
ing, it was spawned, covered with 2 inches of garden soil,

well beaten, and a little hay sprinkled over it, and a straw-

hurdle so propped over it as to keep out the fierceness of
the July sun and heavy rains. In six weeks it yielded an
abundant supply. The best bed we had out of doors in
autumn, winter, and spring was thus formed : A space
4 feet wide was marked out for the bed, which was made
of about one part of dung mellowed and sweet enough
for a hotbed ; and the other three parts consisted of old
dryish material from the linings of beds. These were well

blended, broken, and shaken, and built in the shape of a
hipped roof. When well beaten at the sides it was 3i feet

wide at bottom and 3A feet in height perpendicularly to tlie

top of the ridge. The dryness and oldness of most of the
materials prevented anything like violent heating. We
felt the trial-sticks stuck in the bed everyday; and when
as hot as new milk and rather on the decline, we spawned
it regularly all over, inserting pieces about the size of wal-

nuts, 8 inches apart and about 1 inch below the sloping

sides, and beat the sides again all over. We watched several

days, and found the heat very steady. We then covered
the ridged mound all over with about 1} inch of rather
stiff soil, obtained by taking the lower spit of the garden.
This was kneaded well to the bed, levelled aU over, watered,
and then beaten smooth with a clean spade. The trial of the
sticks for several days showed that the heat was declining

;

in fact, the covering of earth kept out the air and its oxygen,
and prevented farther decomposition. A little litter was
therefore thrown over the bed to prevent its being lowered
in temperature too much. In eight days tlie temperatiu-e

rose above 80°, telling us that the spawn was at work ; and
we reduced the covering a little, and only added to it and
secured with mats and hurdles as the weather got colder.

We never had better gatherings ; but wo daresay in cold

weather at Christmas there was IS to 24 inches of litter

over it, and a covering of snow besides. There is less
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trouble in winter in growing in sheds and houses. Our
beds in sheds in summer are flattish, about 16 inches deep.

In beds or on shelves in winter they are about 12 inches deep

;

and as soon as one bit is spawned and earthed we commence
getting the manure for another, and rarely miss a crop.

We have grown in all places—floors of houses, boxes,

pots, &c., but in every case the above are the essentials to

success. The chief general errors are using material too

wet or too dry, too cold or too hot, especially the latter;

and employing spawn that from being damp or overheated

at first has lost its powers. When the spawn is permeated
by white lines as large as good sewing-thread it is rather

far gone. We like to see the lines fine and slender as gos-

samer down. We have had spawn sent us at 6s. per bushel

just worth its weight as manure—not a Mushroom would
ever have come from it. It was new, too, it was afterwards

explained. We procured some three-year-old quite up to the
mark, but which the possessor had for two years considered
useless. Generally, however, our great firms send it out
first-rate. If they did not do so gardeners would aU have
to make their own, and for a small quantity there is just

as much nicety required as for waggon-loads, and that would
be an evil in these division-of-labour days. Generally, how-
ever, we like to save a lot of our own making.
Our good friend will now perceive that, however simple

Mushroom-growing is, it does require a little more atten-

tion than pitching out cofiee grounds and watering Poplar
boai-ds !—E. F.]

CHEEEIES IWDEE, GLASS.
I COMMENCED gathering Cherries fully ripe on May 27th.

The variety, the Early Purple Guigne, is the finest early
Cherry knowji—old, but not at all common. They are now
(June 10), very large, black, dead ripe, and most rich and
delicious. The trees from which I have gathered these fruit

are some of them growing in the ground and some in pots.

They are equally good. The former are grafted on the
Mahaleb stock, which is the best stock for trees under glass,

as they do not grow so vigorously as those grafted on the
common stock. A few days after the ripening of the Early
Purple Guigne the Belle d'Orleans, a remarkably sweet
Cherry, but not so piquant as the Guigne, commenced to

ripen ; and now the Empress Eugenie, a sort of early Duke,
giving very large fruit not quite so sweet as the May Duke,
are ripe, as are the Knight's Early Black and Werder's
Early Black. May Dukes and Archdukes are fast ripen-

ing. These wiU be followed by the Bigarreaus, early and
late ; and then oome the very late sorts, such as the Eival,

Late Guigne, and Late Duke, keeping up a succession of
ripe Cherries till the end of August and even later. I may
be peculiar in my taste ; but I confess that, although at
this moment I have ripe Peaches, Grapes, and Pigs, I find

more pleasure in my Cherry-houses, and more satisfaction

in eating Cherries "ripe and rich," than I do in other kinds
of fruit. I never visit these houses without wishing that
every good garden, whether north or south, could have one.
Without them here a ripe Cheny would never come to the
dessert ; for the bii-ds are so rapacious, that no sooner does
a Cherry commence to colour than it is stripped fr-om the
tree. Nets are but of little avail unless double or triple,

for they tear them open with their claws. This is one reason
why I have resorted to Cherry-houses for ripe Cherries.
Another, still more powerful, is the uncertainty of our ripen-
ing weather ; so that often a fine crop of Cherries is entirely

destroyed by a heavy storm of rain, which washes out all

their richness.

Cherries may be grown in large and lofty houses, either
planted in the borders and cultivated as pyramids, or hall-

standards, their shoots pinched-in ; but I confess to liking
a Cherry-house pure and simple, so that I can always carry
the key in my pocket, and go in for a Cherry feast every
morning if I please.

When cultivated with other orchard-house trees the early
sorts of Cherries-ripen long before other kinds of fruit, and
are so very tempting that fingers cannot be kept off; so I

devote two houses, each 20 feet by 14, to Cherries only,
opening the ventilators for the summer as soon as the early
Cherries commence to ripen, and covering the apertiu-es

with double netting, which remains on till the last Cherries

are gathered.
The most eligible kind of house for Cheri-y-cultui'e for

moderate-sized families is the span-roofed, 5 feet high at

the sides and 10 feet to the ridge, and say 20, 30, or 40 feet

long at pleasvu-e. If it is merely for culture and not for

ornament its sides may be of three-quarter-inch boards,

with a shutter 1 foot wide on hinges opening downwards,

3 feet from the ground. This is all the ventilation re-

quired.

All the varieties of the Duke class, if grafted on the Ma-
haleb, may be planted in the borders and grown as pyramids,

then- young shoots regularly pinched-in to three leaves all

the summer ; but the vigorous-growing varieties of the

Guigne and Bigarreau class should be grown in thirteen or

fifteen-inch pots, and pinched-in as directed above. They
soon form vigorous and most fruitful trees, beautiful when
in blossom, and more beautifid when covered with ripe fruit

fr-om head to foot as mine are now. If trees of the last-

mentioned class are planted out they form large trees, and
are most difficult to keep under control, as they are generally

grafted on the common Cherry-stock. By-and-by this will

be remedied, for by double-grafting the Bigarreau Cherries

on sorts that succeed well on the Mahaleb, a more compact

and fi-uitfal tree is formed. This method of fruit-tree cul-

ture is at present in its infancy ; but it is likely to be most
beneficial when fully understood by fruit-tree cultivators,

who, by the way, are not particularly prompt in adopting a
new idea, at least as far as my experience has gone.

One feels regret that Mr. Abbey has given us rather a

low idea of the capabilities of the gardeners in his neigh-

bourhood. They ought to be able to conquer all the diffi-

culties of the position. By ripening good Grapes in January

with the aid of fire heat only, Mr. Thomson has taught us

to look doubtfully on our present laws of vegetable physi-

ology, as far as regards the influence of light in ripening

fr-uit. Why then should not the Bradford gardeners supply

the tables of their employers with all oiu- popular fruits in

abundance ? They have cheap glass and cheap coals, why then,

should they not by the aid of Cherry-houses, with a small,

amount of artificial heat, produce ripe Cherries abundantly

in May and June ? I hope to hear ere long that Mr. Abbey
has taken the matter seriously in hand, and that complaints

of not being able to grow abundance of fruit in a cloudy

smoky atmosphere, will be things of the past. A gardener

is not worth his salt unless he can, to a certain extent,

conquer a difficulty, and that of a cloudy smoky atmosphere

ought to yield to artificial heat and skUl.

I have a strong hope that Mr. Abbey, in lieu of writing

fr'om home about the failures in fruit-culture at home, wiU
visit, say, Nottingham and its neighbourhood towards the

end of the present summer, or Liverpool, or some other

place in the north where orchard-houses flourish. If he
visit the first-named place, and it is not a long journey from
Bradford, I am sure my fr-iend Mr. Pearson wQl show him
not only his own houses but those of his neighbours. Mr.
Abbey can then and there go into the calculations as to the

number of fruit that can be grown in a given space.

A few weeks since I was much struck with the abundance
of fruit on some Peach and Nectarine trees in the house of a

,

fr-iend in Sussex. These trees are bushes and half-standards

planted in the borders, the house heated by four-inch hot-

water pipes, so as to ripen the fruit in June.

The gardener, who has the privilege of sending the surplus

fruit to market, gave me the following account of the pro-

duce of a few of the trees last season (1863). I ought to

mention that they are planted fr-om G to 7 and 8 feet apart.

One dwarf bush of the Eoyal George Peach gave thirteen

dozen of fine fr-uit. These made in Coveut Garden Market
from 8s. to 9s. per dozen, or say ^5 4s. the tree, though its

branches are about 3 feet in diameter. A standard tree of

the same kind of Peach gave fifteen dozen, making the same
price per dozen, or ^£6 for the tree. A dwarf bush of the

Violette Hative Nectarine gave twelve dozen of fruit, which
made the same price, or M 16s. the tree. Many others were
pointed out to me that had produced large numbers of fr-uit,

but I think it unnecessary to bm-den your pages with too

many detaOs. I may, however, mention that a considerable

sum of money was realised by the fruit of this house ; and
I ought also LO mention, that unless Peaches and Nectarines
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are taken to Covent Garden Market wMle the London season
is in full blow, they are scarcely worth the trouble of gather-
ing and sending.

—

Thos. Eivbks.

MY OECHAED-HOUSE.—No. 3.

Tee high temj)erature of May has been followed by a
remarkably cold June, during which period orchard-houses
have been most useful, chiefly in raising the average night
heat. Out of doors many Peach trees show signs of distress.

Intense heat with a deficiency of moisture in the soil, fol-

lowed abruptly by unusually cold nights, wiU prejudice this
year's crop more or less. All this we escape who put our
faith in the shelter of glass. Nor can the advocates of heated
walls find much to praise at such times. The trees not
being at rest but, on the contrai-y, in extreme vigour from
the stimulating May sun, must suffer in their foliage.
LookLug over my orchard-house trees I remark a case in
point. We had a fine midseason Peach tree occupying one
of our best walls, which, for many successive years, had,
abcut this time, been so mildewed and blistered that it had
been t\vice cut down. Last season it was condemned, and
dug up a mere stump, hardly any roots and fewer branches
remaining. It was planted in the house as an experiment,
and this year every leaf is perfectly healthy, and it bears
for the fh-st time for, perhaps, ten years. What woidd this
very tree have looked like after the abrupt changes of tem-
perature of the last three weeks ?

Of late the top ventilators have been open all night when
not too rainy or windy, and this seems to have done good.
The fiont ventilators are, of course, stiU closed diuring the
night, but opened veiy early in the morning. We do not
open everything at one time, and we find apertures to lee-
ward of the prevailing winds very serviceable.

This fortnightly manual of orchard-house work being dis-
cussed ; a certain number of questions from correspondents
having been sent in containing matters of such importance
as the formation of fi'uit-spurs, the absence of sufficient
foliage among these, the proijer pruning during this season
of the secondary summer shoots, and such like, it will be
necessai-y to go somewhat farther back to answer them.
To take the Peach fii-st, because it is the standai-d of excel-
lence, and the test of all orchard-houses—it is one of the
finest of fruits, and one of the easiest to cultivate under
glass. Not to enlarge or confuse, let us suppose that the
earlier stages of growth have been passed through fairly,

and the tree brought into bearing. This will meet the case
sapposed by " J. W." The buds nearest the base of any of
the branches wUl naturally have transformed themselves,
without artificial aid, into a group of fruit-buds with a leaf-
bud, at least, among them. These are termed in Prance
houquets, and the teiin expresses well then- appearance.
They are easily recognised, are very short, and close to the
branch, and generally at the lower side. Being thus situated
the sap does not greatly accumulate at these points, but
passes vigorously upwards, forming triple buds and gross
wood shoots whenever intercepted. As whatever shoots are
placed at the under portions of branches receive a much less
amount of stimulating influence than those gi'owing on the
Tipper parts, it is easy to understand that a natural fruit-
spur like those described above should, after beai-ing once,
easily dry up. If to this tendency to disappear be added
any further cause for weakness whole portions of branches,
of potted trees especially, might become bare in one or two
seasons. Any attack of the numerous insects which infest
the Peach would, by destroying the solitary leaves among
the blossoms, hasten the ruin. It would be suiEcient to
smoke the trees, especially when in bloom, with hot tobacco
smoke only once to destroy all future chance of fruit from
these weak spurs.

One great cause of faOure is allowing the extremities of
the branches to become too strong, and thereby attract too
much sap into these parts ; and this is, I think, the prevalent
defect of amateur' pruning. As these natural fruit-spurs are
most valuable, and produce the finest fruits, besides being
models to us who practise close summer pruning, it is very
necessary to restrain any rampant luxm-iance of growth
upwards.

There are other reasons for the loss of these fruit-spurs,

such as neglect of watei-ing, which is sure to tell on them,
forgetting to reBe\r the tojj soil when exhausted, taking too
heavy a crop from the trees during the fii'st years, &c. ; but
overcrowding the trees is one of the usual causes. If the
trees in piots be badly grown—that is, without allowing
ample space for the sun heat and air to circulate within and
around them, and if a certain number of trees are placed in
these conditions, then these fi'uit-spiu-s, having by nature
very few leaves, growing natui-aUy in shaded portions, and
at the under sides of branches, receiving less sap thereby,
must easily perish and di-y up.

It is not so easy to understand want of foliage on the
other classes of shoots which grow on the Peach. Generally
one hears of disbudding—that is, removing superfluous
shoots and leaves; and sometimes in the orchard-house we
cut away leaves to allow specimen fr-uits to have more of
the sun.

Having disposed of these, let us briefly consider other
kinds of shoots : ior though, under the present style of
priming to thi-ee or four leaves, we have no need to think
too much about what the shoot is, yet, for the benefit of
others, I shall go through all of them. Ifmy amateur friends
will only look closely they will soon see what class of shoot
they operate upon. Buds placed higher up in the " mother
branches " receive more sap, but not so much as the rest
near the extremities. A pleasant class to prune is that
which, about 6 or S inches long, has fi'uit-buds neatly placed
along it, and two or three convenient tiny wood-buds at the
base. This class I always pinch to four well-developed and
well-ooloui-ed leaves in the summer pruning, so that it has
no time to reach 8 inches, which it would do under the old
system. Pinched-in it only makes 3 or 4 inches of a first-

rate bearing shoot. It will not grow very much more, being
near the main stem ; but the second growths (which the
extreme bud only will make) wiU, after growing 1;o four good-
sized but not so well colom-ed leaves, be pinched in to two
leaves. This class of shoot is not likely to make third
growths, and, at the winter pruning, there will appear at
least two groups of triple buds to cut down to ; for the
second group is not needed now.
Under glass it should be an object to multiply the number

of shoots, because we ai'e not obliged, as in out-door pnming,
to cut away forerights, or shoots growing awkwardly behind
the branches : therefore, on the original shoot, which is now
become a short spur, we have obtained two or three or even
four- shoots, so that after selecting which of these are to
bear next yeai', and leaving them long enough for this, the
others are cut down closely to one or two eyes near- to the
spur to furnish new wood in succession. In the case of the
class of shoots I am speaking of you will get a choice of triple

buds to cut down to having plenty of foliage among them.
It may be well to mention that, out of doors, these shoots

should be only pinched-in once when well grown and sturdy,

and not before midsummer generally, and cut down to

4 inches above a triple bud in the winter. But I must not
go too much beyond orchard-house work, and shall reserve

the other classes of Peach shoots for another paper, as also

answers to questions on summer laterals, or a>itici;pcs as the
French call them.
In answer to " E. A.," the most valuable early Peach is

Early York. My largest eai-ly Peach is Crawford's Early.

The earliest Peach fr-om Montreuil in the Pai'is mai'ket is

Early Giosse Mignonne ; but Early York and Canary were
ripe with me one fortnight in advance of Montreuil. Indeed,

I saw last year in Paris no Peaches whatever on the 30th of

July but Algerian. These were fine and good, but not nu-
merous. I went over M. Lepere's gardens, and none had
been sent to market by liim ; while in my own orchard-

house fine Peaches had been ripe fr-om the 15th of July, and
would have competed with any from Algiers.—T. Collings
Bbehaut, Richmond House, Guernsey.

CLEMATIS FOKTUNEI.
I THAKK you for yoiu- reijly to my inquiry in the notice to

correspondents. No. 1(J7, and regret that I cannot answer
more correctly the cpestion you ask about the Clematis

Portunei. It is growing on one of the columns of a colon-

nade, in an exposed aituation, erected about five years ago.
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and may have been planted at that time with many other

climbing plants ; but I cannot find it in the list of the plants

supplied to me then, nor do I remember having ordered a
plant of the name from any nui-seryman since. Three or

four years ago, however, I received some plants direct from
China, and I beUeve two or thi-ee were planted against the

colonnade. This, therefore, may bo one of them. It

bloomed for the first time last year, and the flower then was
better than the one I sent you, being perfectly globular.

Will you further oblige me by stating in your next Number
in what work I can find a description of the Clematis For-

tunei ?—E. J. G-., The Mount, Bislwxystolce, near Wincliester.

[This is iu answer to a request we made when naming
the specimen of the Clematis sent to us, and affords only

one of probably vei-y many instances of new plants un-
knowingly introduced by private individuals. A coloured

drawing and description are iu vol. ii., page 169, of the
" Florist and Pomolcgist."]

THE EOTAL HOETICTJLTIIRiili SOCIETY'S
FLOEAL COMMITTEE.

This meeting was held at South Kensington on the 14th
inst. There was an unusually large, and magnificent display

of flowers.

Mr. Turner kindly sent a fine collection ofhis Pelargoniums
to illustrate a lecture to be given on that day on this popu-
lar flower by W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.

Mr. Bull, Chelsea, sent several specimens for examination,
consisting of Echeveria pulverulenta, a well-known plant;
Pelargonium Achilles of the Scarlet section, of an unusually
intense bright orange scarlet colour, but deficient in form
of flower—second-class certificate ; Pleione Schilleriana,

a beautiful little Orchid, with deHoately mottled greenish
white flowers-—fii-st-elass certificate ; Dracaena spectabilis

;

Imantophyllum striatum pictum, which had received a first-

class certificate at the last meeting ; and a very beautiful

collection of seedling Scarlet Pelargoniums exhibited iu a
basket of moss.

Mr. HaUy, Blackheath, sent Pelargonium Venus, very
bright orange scarlet, with a fine white centre, zonate
foliage, flower of excellent form—first-class certificate ; and
Pelargonium Sirius, variegated foliage ; a very good variety,

but not differing from many known kinds.

From Mr. Wescott, Dulwich House, came Gloxinia Carlotta
Patti, of no remarkable quality ; and from Messrs. E. G.
Henderson, Wellington Road, six new varieties of their

superb variegated seedling Scarlet Pelargoniums. They
were all equally good, but scarcely better than Mrs. Pollock,

and but little differing in the foliage, although they are said

to be of stronger and better habit. One called Capt. Meade,
with highly-coloured zonate foliage, of dwarf habit, had a
first-class certificate. Capt. Peploe, Mrs. J. Maxwell Hutton,
Benyon de Beauvoir, Mrs. Longfield, Mrs. Dumaresque,
Stella Variegata, with yellow variegations. There are several

sports of this Nosegay, but this appeared distinct from its

yellow variegation. Mrs. Dumaresque and Mrs. Longfield,

much resembled Mrs. Milford in the colour of the foliage

and dark reddish brown zones.

Messrs. Henderson were awarded a special certificate for

their valuable and interesting collection, which contained,

besides the seedlings sent for examination, specimens of

Sunset, Mrs. Pollock, Italia Unita, and Lucy Grieve ; Phlox
Louise Grelli, a very pretty variety of Phlox Eadowitzki,
with bright carmine stripes.

Mr. Booth, Ball's Pond, exhibited Pelargonium Phoenix
Variegatum, flowers resembling Phoenis:—an inferior show
variety, having its foliage so cupped and crumpled as

to represent a blighted form of the foliage of the Scarlet

section. There was nothing to recommend it but its miser-
able deformity.

Mr. Tm-ner, Slough, exhibited several very beautiful

seedling Pelargoniums. Among the Fancy varieties. Silver

Mantle, pale rose shaded with lighter rose, good truss, ex-

ceUeut, compact, dwarf, and robust habit, had a second-

class certificate; Dreadnought was dark rosy purple, thin

truss, flowers rough ; Blair Athol, a darker shade of Dread-
nought, truss thin, flowers wanting in smoothness ; Edgar,

dark maroon, white eye, the darkest shade of colour in this
section, flowers smooth and circular, medium truss—this

received a second-class certificate. Mrs. Dorling received a
second-class certificate at the last meeting. The Eover,
light mulberry crimson with light eye, smooth petals, of
excellent form, and good habit, was awarded a fiist-class

certificate. In the Show varieties, Mr. Turner had Leonidas,
a crimson-scarlet spotted variety; Publicola, dark iipper

petals, light eye, lower rosy carmine, white eye, flower rather
rough—second-class certificate; British Sailor, awarded a
second-class certificate at the last meeting ; Profusion,

ditto; and John Hoyle, the seedling Pelargonium of the
yeai', which had a first-class certificate at the last Meeting.
Mary Hoyle, also from Mr. Turner, was a very fine and
beautiful flower of the softest shade of salmon rose, good
truss, fine substance and size, upper petals deeply blotched
with maroon, clear white centre, altogether a most striking
flower though a little deficient in form—a second-class cer-

tificate was awarded for this. The Hitih Admiral from the
same exhibitor was similar to British Sailor, but inferior

both in colour and form. A special certificate was awarded
Mr. Tm-ner for his magnificent collection of Pelargoniuma.
From the Eev. E. H. Charsley, Ofiley Eoad, Oxford, came

Verbena Una. One truss only was sent ; it is a promising
variety, and was requested to be seen again. Three trusses

or specimens are requned of all cut flowers for examination.
Mr. Smith, Hornsey Eoad, sent Pelargonium Glory, light

orange scarlet, zonate foliage, flower of great substance and
good form ; to be seen again. Mr. Smith had Pelargoniums
Eoi d'ltalie and Herald of Spring for comparison with his

seedling; the colour of Glory is decidedly brighter than
either of these. It is very desirable that Mr. Smith's ex-

ample should be followed by other exhibitors. It would save
the Committee much trouble, and give greater satisfaction

to exhibitors, if plants of older and known sorts were sent

to compare with what are supposed to be new and improve-
ments.
The novelties in seedlings, and the numerous imported va-

rieties of the Scarlet section of Pelargoniums introduced last

season, encourage the expectation that the prizes offered on
the 6th of July next will induce a great competition. We
have reason to hope that most of the growers of this beauti-

ful flower wOl bring collections, and there wiU be little doubt
of the success of this new feature in our great esliibitions.

The public will have the opportunity of judging for them-
selves of the beauty and value of this class of plants, which,
with care and little attention will render the gi-eenhouse

and conservatory gay from the present time until November.
Many of the delicate-coloured flowers never display their

beauty when planted out of doors ; the slightest protection

is all that is I'equired, and we feel certain that no one will

be disappointed if he gives them the simple yet necessary
attention tbey require.

THE EOTAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
June 11th.

{Concluded from page 430.)

EosES.'—The only collections of Eoses in pots came from
Mr. W. Paul, who had a first prize, and Mr. Terry. Caroline

de Sansal, Paul Perras, Laelia, La Eeine, Coupe d'Hebe, and
Baronne Prevost were fine plants and in very good bloom.
Of cut blooms Mr. Turner, Messrs. Paul & Son, and Mr.
Mitchell, of PUtdown Nurseries, contributed splendid boxes,

both in the Class for three trusses of twenty-five varieties

and in that for single blooms, and in each they received

prizes in the order in which they are named. In the Ama-
teurs' Class, Mr. ExaU, gardener to J. HoUingworth, Esq.,

Maidstone, was fii-st with an excellent collection ; Mr. Morris,

Caversham Park, Eeading, second; and Mr. Terry, third.

Messrs. Paul & Son also had a box of Lord Clyde, the rich,

red, fuU blooms of which were thus seen to great advantage.
MiscELLANEOTJS.—Messrs. Dobson & Son exhibited several

very showy varieties of herbaceous Calceolarias ; Mr. Hooper*,

Bath, Pinks and Pansies, the latter being also shown by
Messrs. Downie, Fergie, and House. From Mr. Salter and
Messrs. Paul came stands of Pceonies, large and very showy

;

fi-om Mr. Young, Caladiums ; and from Mr. Williams. Ama-
ryllises. Plant cases and window baskets were shown by
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Messrs. Barr i Sugfden, and neatly-filled hanging-baskets
by Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., and Young.
New plants vreie exhibited in considerable numbers, most

of them, however, have been already frequently noticed in

these columns in other rej^orts. Messrs. Jackson, of Kings-
ton, sent a female plant of Strangeria paradoxa, and a
beautiful variety of ioiaictochilus petola with very distinct

but delicate golden reticulations on a bright green ground.
From Mr. Findlay, of the Manchester Botanic Garden, came
a variety of Alocasia, with leaves about 20 inches long and
not much less across, but inferior to metalliea. Messrs.
Veitoh sent Lilium auratum, the lai-ge flowers of which per-

fumed the ah' to a great distance; the East Indian Kiemp-
feria Eoseccana nith a single white flower rising from be-
tween two orbiculate leaves, dark brown variegated with
whitish green ; Cattleya Wagneri with wliite flowers ; Dra-
CEena Cooperi, and Eranthemum tuberculatum. Mr.Williams
had Dendrobium Parishii, Imantophyllum borbonioum, Dra-
cajna Ehrenbergi, and a flne variety of Cattleya amethysto-
glossa. Mr. Bidl contributed Caladium Van dcu Heekei, a
variegatedPolygonatum, Ehododendrontubulatum with white
flowers, Pleione SchiUeriana, and othernew plants. From Mi'.

Watson, St. Albans, came a flowering jilaut of Astelia bivit-

tata and Gleichenia Cunningharai. Lastly, there were nu-
merous seedlings, of which Pelargoniums The Rover, from
Mr. Turner; The Eival, Duke of Cambridge, and Sensation
from Messrs. Dobson & Sons ; The Clown from Mr. AVindsor,
and Fairy from Mr. Holland, had first-class certificates.

Messrs. Smith, of Dulwich, sent some large-flowering seed-
ling Lobelias, several of which had certificates. Mr. W. Paul
had his splendid new Eose Princess of Tv'ales, for which he
had a first-class certificate ; and a like award was made to
Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing for Pansies John M'Nab
and Nethercote.

FKUIT.
The show of Fruit, though not extensive, was very good

as regards quality. A score of Pines were shown. Mr. Bailey,
of Shardeloes, had a first prize for a Providence of 7^ lbs.

;

Mr. Smith, gardener to J. Walker, Esq., Calderstone, Liver-
pool, a second for one of 7 lbs. Of Queens, Mr. Floud, Aber-
dare, sent two fine fruit, the weights of which were not
stated, one of which took the first prize ; and Mr. F. Chitty,
Uplands, Birmingham, was second with a good fruit of the
same kind. From Mr. Taylor, gardener to M. Ingram, Esq.,
Temple Newsaui, Leeds, came a Smooth-leaved Cayeime
of 4J lbs. ; from Mr. Young, of Highgate, one of the same
kind from a crown grown without bottom heat, and the plant
one year and eight mouths old. Mr. Floud sent a large
Prickly Cayenne, but it was unripe.
Of Grapes about forty-eight dishes were shown. Black

Hambvu-ghs, of course, predominating, and almost without
exception the bunches were well grown and of good size,

and the berries large and w-eU coloured. For this variety
Mr. Hill, Keele Hall, toot the first prize with three very fine
bunches weighing 9 lbs. 3 ozs. ; Mr. Meredith was second
with large bunches. Very good bunches were also contri-
buted by Messrs. PoweU, Miller, Fetch, Henderson, McKay,
Wallis, and others. Mr. Hill, and Mr. Meads, gardener
to E. Currie, Esq., Faruborough, each sent bunches of Black
Prince, and of such even merit that it was impossible to
decide which exhibition was the better. Mr. HUl's three
bunches weighed 8 lbs. 10 ozs., Mr. Meads' 8i lbs. ; in both
cases they were of nearly equal size, and the berrries were
equally well coloured. The only way of getting over the
difficulty was awarding equal first prizes to both exhibitors,
which was done. Mr. Pottle had a second piize, and Mr.
Allport, Doddingtou Park, a third for the same kind. Of
White Grapes, nineteen dishes were shown. Mr. Hill exhi-
bited Baekland Sweetwater, the three bunches being per-
fectly ripe and weighing 5 lbs. Mr. Hill was first for Musca-
dines ; Ml'. M. Henderson second ; and Mr. Young third with
good bunches of Buckland Sweetwater from ll-inch pots.
Mr. Meads, and Mr. Drewitt, Denbies, had good Chas-
selas MusquL' and not cracked. With Muscats, Mr. Turner
was first, the bunches and berries large, but wanting that
fine amber colour which characterises the perfect ripening
of this variety. Mr. Clements also sent large bunches but
green. Mr. Meads exhibited Trentham Black in good con-
dition

; and Mr. Miller, gardener to Lord Craven, had fine
bunches of Cxolden Hamburgh.

Of Melons there was a good show, both in the Green and
Scarlet-fleshed classes. Golden Perfection and Scarlet Gem
were the principal kinds, but there were also numerous
hybrids. In Green-fleshed Mr. Meredith was first with
Hybrid Cashmere, Mr. Bailey second. Mi'. Euffett third. In
Scarlet-fleshed Mr. Simmonds, Mickleham, was first.

In Peaches Mr. Allen, Hopwood Park, Lancashh'e, was
first with Eoyal George fine ; Mr. Petch second, with
Barrington ; and Mr. Eutfett, gardener to Lord Palmerston,
had tliii'd for Galande highly coloured ; Eoyal George, from
Mr. Lynn, Hedsor, was likewise well coloured. The other
exhibitions in this class chiefly consisted of Eoyal George
and were very good, as also were the Nectarines. These
principally consisted of Elruge. Mr. AUen, gardener to
J. B. Glegg, Esq., Withington HaU, was first, Mr. Lynn
second.
Of Cherries, some vei'y good dishes were shown. Mr.

Henderson, Trentham, had excellent Black Tartarian, for

which he had a first prize ; and Mr. Beck was second with
Black Eagle. Elton, from Mr. Enstone, was first ia the
White class ; and Mr. Lynn had a third prize for Belle de
Choisy, remarkable for its transparent skin, showing the
mottled amber flesh beneath.

In Strawben'ies Mi'. Smith, Twickenham, was, as usual,
first, with Sir Charles Napier and British Queen very large

;

Mr. Pottle was second with the latter kind and Eifleman.
Mr. Turner exliibited Sir Joseph Paxton, a promising seed-
ling resembling President in appearance, and said to be
almost equal to Keens' Seedling in earUness. Some very
good White Marseilles Figs came from Mr. Pottle ; Lee's
Perpetual from Mr. Euffett ; and small miscellaneous collec-

tions from Messrs. Pottle, Masters, and Petoh.

APHIS-EILLING.
Till very recently Mr. Fish has forgotten to name the

best of all Aphis-kiUers, and even now ho only alludes to it

as " quassia water." When I have been reading his various
remedies for Aphis-killing—such as tobacco water, fumiga-
tion, &c., I have always "mentally ejaculated," as the lady
novelists used to write—Why does he not use quassia and soft

soap ? The receipt for making this most useful of compounds
has made its appearance more than once in your columns,
but a good thing cannot be too well known. Boil 4 ozs. of

quassia chips in a gallon of soft water for ten minutes, and
while ooobng dissolve in it 4 ozs. soft soap, use it with a
brush or syringe, or by dipping the shoots in it. This is

the best summer Aphis-kdler known, and rarely fails to kill

all that come in contact with it, besides which it is not
offensive like nasty tobacco water or tobacco smoke. After
all our killers. Aphides are odd little fellows—sometimes
almost invulnerable, at other times easily destroyed. Last
season the Blue Plum Aphis was most abundant here, and
yielded up his life only after a hard quassia fight. The tribe

was very numerous, and cost me 1 cwt. of quassia chips in

decoctions before it gave way. The Cherry Aphis, on the
contrary, gave way without difficulty, and, although often

difficult to destroy, his life was so embittered that he quitted
it. The Peach Aphis—its summer green-coated enemy

—

not the brown Aphis of winter—is easily kUled by the quassia

compound, as are also the Eose Aphis, the green Aphis of

the Apple and Crab, and, in short, aU that I have met with.

I am, however, much interested in Aphis warfai'e, from
observing how in different seasons they differ in strength
and tenacity of life. About three years since the Blue Plum
Aphis defied all Ms enemies ; the strongest Gishurst, the most
powerful tobacco water were applied in vain. He sucked
and lived, and sucked again till the shoots were dry and
sapless. One of my Aphis-executioners has just told me
that the Black Cherry Aphis is hard to kill this season; he
says that the large, fat, black fellows kick up their heels

when the shoot is merely dipped, and stand on their heads
for a short time till the liquid runs oil' thorn, they then
settle down to their sucking work with their minds sUghtly
embittered ; and that although the young ones die at once,

the corpulent ones increase and multiply rapidly. It is only

with the brush that they can be dislodged. Without doubt
the quassia decoction is pai'ticulai-ly well adapted for a sum-
mer dressing for all the species of Aphis but one, and that
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one of the most pernicious, the Aphis lanigera, or the

WooUj' Apple Aphis ; for this the Gishurst 8 or 10 ozs. to

the gallon of soft water is the only sure cui"e, using a brush
in ajjplying it and avoidintr the leaves. For a dressing

for old trees or old walls in December it is invaluable, and
entirely does away with the necessity of using those offensive

ugly paints of clay, soot, sulphur, and urine so often re-

commended, as it kills eggs, and grubs, and all other plagues
in embryo. If the cultivator wishes to give the bark of his

trees a clean and healthy appearance in winter, the least

offensive paint and the most efEcacious is one made with
two-thirds of unslaked or freshly slaked lime and one-third

soot : every shoot and bnd may be covered witli this lead-

coloured paint, wliich is soon washed off by the heavy rains

of winter, leaving the bark beautifully clean and bright.

Ml'. Fish often alludes to a " small brown beetle " which
infests his trees in winter. Some weeks since I sent you a
shoot of a Peach tree covered with them. You pronounced
them to be the " winter form of the Aphis persiote." I am
inclined to doubt this, for this brown aphis which seems to

delight in sucking the bare shoots of Peach trees under glass

in the autumn and winter months, if allowed to remain on
the trees during the summer never changes its form. It is

most certainly an Aphis and not a beetle, and is easily killed

with the quassia compound.—T. E.

FAIELAWN.
{Concludedfrom jyarje 433.)

The Ehododendrons already named are only a small part of

the collection of this charming tribe of plants at Fairlawn,
and are only given as an example of what were in flower at

one time. Rhododendrons, however, were not the only plants
cultivated there, for in the border more especially set apart
for them were some good specimens of Camellias ; one a
Double White, and another a Double Eed, had been both
gay with flowers, while the often much-neglected Daphne
cneorum was well represented. Along the front some other
popular plants were also allowed a place, the princij)al,

however, being Ehododendrons. In other parts of the
grounds choice shrubs and Pinuses were scattered about in

various directions, and near the mansion a fine plant of

Desfontainia spinosa was pointed out to me. It was up-
wards of 3 feet high, proportionately bushy, had flowered
well for some years, and seemed in excellent health. As a
companion to it was Skimmia japonica, broader but, perhaps,
not so high, and in point of health and beauty equally good.
In another place was Prunus triloba in beautiful flower,

and an Oak was pointed out to me under the name of

Quercus bambusoefolia which was said to have leaves up-
wards of 10 inches long, but being deciduous I did not see
them fully developed.
Having taken a cursory view of some of the plants in

the dressed ground, I next proceeded to some subordinate
shrubberies, where, amongst others, were fine plants of
Benthamia fragifera as large as Lilacs, and apparently doing
as well. The hedge to the shrubbery also deserves atten-
tion, being composed of Madura aurantiaca, or what is

called the Osage Orange, a plant formidable enough in
spines ; and in summer its dense green foliage looks well,

but it is questionable whether it will ever be so far accli-

matised as to ripen the tips of its shoots, which, like

those of Fuchsias, die back each year. Not having time to
fexamine all, I proceeded to the park, where, scattered about
in various directions, were some magnificent specimens of
Pinus fully exposed to the winds in all directions, and only
fenced in from the cattle in the ordinary way. Amongst
others so placed I noticed the following as being remarkable

:

Cv/pressus Lawsoniana.—Nine feet high, dense and bushy,
a fine object; and when it flowers in spring, I am told that
after the scales of the buds are thrown off the inflorescence is

of a pretty reddish brown, adding considerably to its beauty.
Picea Nordmanniana.—Ui5wards of 9 feet high, its foliage

presenting that height and breadth which renders this
species so remarkable, besides being so gracefully incurved.
As this species has not been long known in England, I
should think this must be one of the finest specimens of it

in this country, and by its healthy appearance it is evidently
destised t:0 become one of our most ornamental trees.

Cupressus Lohhii.—This graceful Fern-lUce tree is certainly

not so much planted as it deserves to be, as few trees

promise to produce an effect sooner than it does. I omitted
to take the dimensions of the one at Fairlawn ; but I find

that one we have at Linton has grown 9 ieet in two years.

Cednis deodara robusta.—A specimen of this, about 9 feet

high and proportionately bushy, presented that long and
deep green foliage which distinguishes it from the parent
variety, and, so far as appearance goes, the name seems
very appro^jriate, for it does look the pictvxre of a sturdy
robust grower. There were many fine specimens of Deodars,
differing in various ways from each other, and some ap-

proaching this one in character.
WeUinytonia gigantea.—Planted in the park with an open

iron fence around it. This tree is 17 feet 11 inches high, of

as close and symmetrical form as could be desired, being
feathered to the ground, and, in fact, a perfect cone in

shape ; and, to show its sturdiness, I understand the cir-

cumference of the bole near the ground was upwards of

4 feet. The situation was rather exposed to high winds ;

nevertheless, it appeared highly probable that this fine tree

would brave it all and go on prospering, and, judging from
its present appearance, there seems no reason to question

the belief of those who predict that it will one day overtop

all our indigenous as well as imported trees.

Having extended this article beyond the proper limits, I

must omit the many other fine plants to which my attention

was drawn ; but while in the park Mr. Dean, the intelligent

gardener, pointed out an Ash tree that was said to produce
Mistletoe. Some other interesting specimens also deserved
notice, amongst which I must not omit mentioning a fine

plantation of the common Tew, which some former proprietor

of Fairlawn had planted many years ago as a wilderness.

This plantation of several acres formed the terminus to the

Ehododendron-border at its northern end ; and to show how
well the ground was adapted to the growth of the tree, there

were comparatively few which had not stems as straight

as Spruce Firs for 30 or 40 feet. I do not recollect of ever

seeing so many trees presenting a condition so distinct

fi'om that in which the Yew is usually found. The boles,

however, instead of being circular, were irregularly fluted or

grooved, showing the true character of the Tew. They were
in excellent health, a fringe or beard of green twigs covering

the boles fi-om bottom to top, the latter spreading out in the

usual way when there was room for it to do so.

Through the kindness of Mr. Dean I also had a look into

the glass structures, but had little time to note down much
of what I saw there. In the conservatory near the house
was a fine plant of Cantna dependens, 6 feet or more high,

and in full flower. Brachycome Dmmmondi was also good

;

and at the end of a plant-house that was not in any way
heated, was a fine specimen of Solfaterre Eose, blooming
richly, and showing that however weU this class of Eoses
may be made to succeed out of doors, they are nevertheless

much superior when grown under glass. A double-flowering

Peach was also pointed out to me as having been very fine,

while some good plants of Camellias, Acacias, Azaleas, &e.,

gave the whole a gay appearance, reflecting great credit on
Mr. Dean, to whom, as well as to his employer, I was in-

debted for one of the pleasantest visits I ever paid. Although
I have of necessity omitted much that ought to have been
noticed, I fear I can oidy offer an apology for doing so;

and to the general reader I can confidently say, that a visit

to Fail-lawn to see the Ehododendrons and other shrubs and
trees of interest, will well repay the little trouble of a
journey.—J. Eobson.

NEW FEO]N^TIGjN'A:S" g-kapes.
Amongj the French there are a great many forms of what

they call Muscat Grapes, but which are known by us as

Frontignans—that is, those varieties having round berries

in contradistinction to those that are oval, like the White
and Black Muscats of Alexandria. Many of those varieties

of Frontignan are scarcely distinguishable from the sorts

with which we have been long familiar, and many of them
are so much inferior as to be scarcely worthy of notice ; but
there are some that are decided improvements, and im-
provements of so great excellence as to force them on our

notice.
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We have received from Mi: Eivers, of Sawbridgeworth,
three varieties that appear to us to call for special remark
as possessing properties of this kind. They have been im-
ported from abroad, and as they have only now fruited for

the first time in this country we take the earliest opportu-
nity of making our readei's acquainted with them.
Eaklt Smtkna Feoktignan.—This variety is evidently

a form of the White Frontignan, which ripens as early as
the Koyal Muscadine. The bunch and ben-ies are not so
large as those of the old White Frontignan ; but the bunches
are well set, about 6 or 7 inches long, not shouldered, cylin-

drical. Berries about the size of those of Eoyal Muscadine,
of a iine rich amber colour when fully ripe, and sometimes
dotted over with minute rose-coloured dots. The flesh is

melting, very juicy, and with a fine brisk muscat flavour
in which is a distinct trace of orange-flower-water aroma.
This is a sort weU worth cultivating, and it may possibly
succeed out of doors. As it does not belong to the Chasselas
Musque class it shows no trace of cracking in the berries.

Salomon's Frontignaji is about a fortnight later in
ripening than the Early Smyrna, and it also is a form of the
White Frontignan, and therefore not liable to the same
objection as the Chasselas Musque is subject to. The bunch
is of good size, being from 8 to 9 inches long, tapering,
beautifully symmetrical, and not shouldered. The berries
are the size of those of well-gi-own White Frontignan, round,
and regular in their size. The flesh is firm and crackling,
like that of the White Muscat of Alexandria, of a delicious
sprightly muscat flavour.

Pkimavis FKONTiftNAN.—Tliis belongs to the Chasselas
Musque race, and differs from its type in being if anything
a little earlier. It has hitherto been regarded as synony-
mous with that variety, and wiU require to be further proved
before a sufficiently correct judgment can be formed of it.

CHOICE OP GKAPES.
So much difference of opinion is expressed about the new

Vines lately brought into notice, that the remai-k is often
made, " It is not safe to plant any but the old and proved
varieties." It really is a great responsibility to recommend
an assortment of Vines for a new house, and the subject
cannot bo too much discussed, nor too carefully considered.

After all, much depends on individual taste, and I will

give my ideas on the subject, hoping to elicit the opinion of
others.

I consider good Vines as of two classes—those which have
a vei-y decided flavour, and those which are merely sweet.
Of the latter class the Black Hamburgh is, without question,
the best; so much so, that I would plant nearly half the
Vines in an ordinary house with this variety, and for the
same reason I would discard nearly all the merely sweet
White Grapes.

If any person observes the selection of Grapes made at
the dessert table, it will be found that those who like sweet
Grapes generally choose the Black Hambm-ghs, and those
who prefer a more decided flavour take White Grapes, .and if

they are not Mxiscats or Frontignans the persons so choosing
are disappointed.
The only White Grapes I would plant for my own eating

would be Muscat of Alexandria or one of its varieties, the
White Frontignan, and, if the situation were dry, the
Chasselas Musque, and, perhaps, the Eoyal Muscadine as a
very early and hardy Grape.
Of Black Grapes other than Black Hamburgh, I would

plant Muscat Hamburgh—in my opinion the finest-flavoured
Grape in cultivation. I have heard it called a tender kind—that is, a bad setter and liable to shank, but if grafted on
the Black Hamburgh it sets as woU as the variety on which
it is grafted, and all tendency to shank is removed, besides
which the bunches and berries are greatly enlarged. I think
it has only one fault—it wOl not hang long after being ripe
without losing its peculiar flavour, and then becoming
merely a sweet Grape ; but for some time after it is ripe it

is most delicious, being as juicy as the Black Hamburgh
with a decidedly Muscat flavour.

For variety I should like one Purple Constautia for its

peculiar flavour, which resembles the Frontignan with just
a taste of the Black Cuia-ant; one Treutham Black, a

thin-skinned, early, and delicious Grape which will not keep
long after it is ripe ; one Grizzly Frontignan, a general
favourite but apt to shank ; and several Lady Downe's
Seedling and Black Alicante, the best of the late-keeping
Black Grapes.
For an ordinary vinery containing—say, thirty Vines, I

would select 11 Black Hamburghs, 4 Muscats to be planted
at the warmest end of the house, 3 Muscat Hamburghs,
2 White Frontignans, 1 Grizzly Frontignan, 1 Purple Con-
stautia, 3 Lady Downe's, 1 Chasselas Musque, 1 Trentham
Black, 2 Black Alicante, and 1 Eoyal Muscadine.
Of course, other kinds have then- admii-ers, but these

would be my choice. For a late house, where Muscats aie
the principal kinds intended to be grown, and where a
strong heat will be required, I believe Barbarossa is one of
the best Black Grapes both as to quality and keeping ; but
to have it in perfection it requh-es quite as much heat or
more than the Muscat of Alexandiia, and, as generally
grown, it is hardly eatable. It is, therefore, scarcely to
be recommended for an ordinary vinery, though its noble
bunches render it a favourite with many.
Then, as to Trebbiano, White Ivice, Old Tokay, White

Portugal, and such kinds, they always remind me of a.

saying I once heard :
" Oh, they are capital sorts to give

away." Golden Hamburgh and Ingram's Prolific Muscat
ai'e such bad growers that even if better Grapes they would
soon go out of cultivation.

As to the varieties of Mviscat of Alexandria, I believe

that with the exception of the Canon Hall Muscat, it really

signifies very little which variety is planted, not that they
are identical, but that no one could identify the bunches if

five or six kinds were mixed on a dish, and that it would
take a vei-y clever man to name with certainty most of the
varieties of Muscat if the name of any plant were lost.

—

J. E. Peaeson, Chilwell.

A PLEA FOE WILD PLA]?rTS.

I AM glad to see that notice is taken by many of your
readers of the more rare or remarkable of our British plants,

not that I by any means advise that publicity be given t»
the whereabouts of exceedingly rare species, so as to incite

the avarice and cupidity of some persons, but to show to
the admu-ers of such things that more localities than one
exist where such and such plants are to be had. Latterly I
have been soiTy to observe that most of the interest taken
in home plants has centered on Ferns, not that I object to
their claim to all the attention they get, but I should like a
share to be bestowed on other British plants. There are
several native plants far from common, and some of them,
as the British Orchids, may doubtless present us with varie-

ties in form if they be closely looked into the same as Ferns
do, and varieties of the latter are often dignified with terms
giving them all the importance of distinct species. What
can be more pretty than our ordinary Meadow Orcliis ? while
0. maculata is also showy as a plant, the leaf far excelling

that of any Begonia our hothouses contain. Then the ex-

ceedingly rare Cypripedium calceolus is second to none of

its genus for beauty, while amongst plants not generallj

met with is the lowly Linnffia borealis.

I believe, also, that one of the Irises is common enough;
and in some districts the pretty Saxifraga oppositifolia is

found, but I never was fortunate enough to come across it.

There is, however, one of our most beautifid marsh plants,

not by any means well known amongst gardeners—Menyan-
thes trifoliata, the beautiful fringed flowers of which would
adorn and give importance to any exotic ; while in its neigh-

bourhood may possibly be found Parnassia palustris, Drosera
rotundifolia, Narthecium ossifragum, a Hydi'ocotyle, Coma-
rum palustre, and some other jilants.

I remember travelling several miles to obtain the Meny-
anthes in flower, and did not regret the journey ; for, with
the exception of the white Water Lily, I am not acquainted
with any British plant so pretty. My purpose is not to
extend the list of interesting native plants, but to call the

attention of young gardeners to them ; and tliough the above
is a meagre list of but a few of the v/orthies om' country

possesses, they may form a nucleus to which may be added
what more our enterprising explorers may record. To the
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young student, I may add, there is no more health-secm-ing

occupation than a good long ramble after wild plants, and
to be rewarded with the discovery of a plant not previously

known to the searcher is an intellectual enjoyment not to be
Undervalued.

—

W. K. K.

POETEAITS OP PLANTS, FLOWEES, AND
FETJITS.

.fflcHMEA DiSTicHANTHA (Two-rowed-flowercd Jilchmea).

—Nat. ord., Bromeliaoese. Linn., Hexandria Monogynia.
Native of St. Paul, South Brazil. Flowers scarlet and
pm-ple.—(Boi. Mag., t. 5447.)
Tkighiniuu Manglesii (Mr. Mangles's Tricliinium).

—

Nat. ord., Amai'anthaceae. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia.
Native of Swan River, imported by Mr. Thompson, Ipswich.
Flowers lilac. " At present treated as a greenhouse plant,

but probably may be grown as a summer annual, as many
Australian and South African plants."— (iTiiti., t. 5448.)

Cattleta Lindletana (Dr. Lindley's Cattleya).

—

Nat.

ord., OrchidaceEB. Linn., Gynandria Monandria. Native of

Bahia. Flowered in September. Flowers white, tinged,
spotted, and lined with rose-colour.

—

{Ibid., t. 5449.)
Thieaudia sabcantha (Fleshy-flowered Thibaudia).

—

Nat. ord., Vacciniese. Linn., Decandria Monogynia. "A
most charming Vaociniaceous plant." Native of New
Grenada. Imported by Mr. Bateman. Flowers scarlet and

- gi-een.—(I6mJ., t. 5450.)

Dendeoeium Farmeei var, axtkeo-elava (Mr. Farmer's
Golden-yeUow Dendi-obium).

—

Nat. ord., Orchidaoese. Linn.,

Gynandria Monandria. Native of Moulmein.

—

(Ibid., t. 5451.)

Desmodium Skinneei var. albo-lineata (Mr. Skinner's
White-lined Desmodium).

—

Nat. ord., Leguminosse. Linn.,

Diadelphia Decandria. Native of Guatemala. A pretty
stove climber. Flowers purple. Leaves white line down
the centre.

—

(Ibid., t. 5452.)

Tulips, Eakly.—Exhibited by Messrs. Cutbush & Son.
Proserpine, rich rose ; Keizerh-oon, yellow and red. Eoi Pepin,

white, flated with crimson.

—

(Floral Mag., pi. 197.)

EosE Madame Victor Verdisr.—Sent out by M. Eugene
Verdier, fils ahi4, of Paris. Very great depth in shape,
though of dark crimson, very usual.

—

(Ihid., pi. 198.)

LapageEiIA alba.—Introduced by Messrs. Veitch, from
their collector in Chili, Mr. Pearce. Differs only from
X. rosea in the colour of its flowers, which are ivory-white.

—

{IHd., pi. 199.)

CiJSTEBAEiAs.—^Raised by Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Dulwich.
Flower of the Day, violet ; Rembrandt, mulberry ; Eliza,

crimson, and broad white band.

—

(Ibid., pi. 200.)

Pelaegoniuih Diadem.—" One of the best and most cha-

racteristic of the flowers of 1863." Eaised by Mr. Hoyle,
Reading. Lower petals rosy purple ; upper petals dark
maroon, with rosy purple edge. It is in the possession of

Mr. Turner, Slough.

—

(Florist and Pomologist, iii., 121.)

frosty nights which, I understand, hava been prevalent in

the counties to tho north and east of our own ?—II. Jewel,
M.D., St. Austell, CornivaU.

FUEZE TEEsus GOOSEBEEEY CATEEPILLAES.
Will you inquire of Mr. Peaks Banton whether he is

certain that no other material besides the Furze was used
by his man for the destruction of the caterpillars in his

garden ?

The Furze in full bloom, once renewed, has lain in the
centre of my Gooseberry bushes for the last six or eight

weeks, and with that and other appliances I have not yet

been able to get rid of the caterpillars. I have seen the
young larvae eating with perfect impunity the leaves of the

Gooseberry branches on which the Furze was resting.

—

E. Sanbeks, The Manse, Twndergath.

Hating had ample opportunity of testing the efficacy, or

otherwise, of the above, I beg to record its total failure.

I placed a bunch of blooming Furze in each of my Goose-
berry trees, both attacked and unattacked with caterpillars,

and have now to use my crop in the green state, there being
no leaves left to protect the fruit.

Query.—May not the destruction of caterpillars in the
garden of the Vicar of Duston be attributed to the cold and

I HAVE tried Furze for the Gooseberry caterpillar, and find

it has no effect whatever, either in preventing or destroy-

ing them. It is, moreover, no novelty here. I am credibly

informed that the Broom and Furze have been used upwards
of fifty years ago, but to no effect. I have just been trying
the solution of soft soap and soda, and find it an effectual

remedy.—A Lanaekshibe Bee-eeepee.

CLIMATE AFFECTED BY THE DESTETJCTION
OF TEEES.

The idea is often advanced that our seasons have changed.
The weather is not now as it was forty or fifty years ago,
when good Peaches were grown in all parts of our country
except in portions of some of our most northern States; and
south of New York they attained the highest state of per-
fection. But within the last fifteen or twenty years, in some
sections where they once fiourished they cannot now be grown
at all ; and even further south, where trees were often met
with in perfect health thirty or forty years old, now the crop
is extremely uncertain, and the trees scarcely survive ten
years. The sam.e influences that have so seriously affected

the Peach have also proved injurious to other fruits, and
even farm crops have in some degree suffered from the same
cause. The question then arises—What has caused these
meteorological changes ? Undoubtedly it may be traced to
the general removal of the native forests over a wide extent
of our country. In early times thousands of acres of timber
were destroyed in the process of clearing land for agricul-

tural purposes. In later years a more thorough clearing
has been caused by the great demand arising for fuel to supply
the numerous railroads that traverse the country in every
du'eetion. The widespread clearing of the timber has not
only affected the temperature of the atmosphere, but it is

the direct cause of the sudden changes that mart the
seasons in later years. Nor is the effect confined to the colder
portions of the year. Summer showers are less frequent,

and many of the mountain streams are either dried up or
much reduced in size. No general remedy can be devised
for these changes ; yet in many localities means may be em-
ployed for the partial protection of orchards, gardens, and
dwellings from the effects of the severest winter winds.
This may be done, where the nature of the surroundings
will admit, by planting belts or groves of trees on the most
exposed sides of the homestead. These may be often

rendered both ornamental and useful.

—

(Albany Country
Gentleman.)

DO BEES PEEY UPON FEDIT ?

At a recent meeting of the Cincinnati (Ohio) Horticul-
tural Society this subject was debated at some length with
regard to Grapes, some denouncing the unfortmate bees,

wishing them exterminated within a circuit of ten miles of
the city, and talking of getting up an "indignation meet-
ing," to see what could be done in the way of compeUing
their removal from the neighbourhood ; whilst others defended
them on the ground that hive bees never made the first

attack, and that it was only after the fruit had been punc-
tured by wasps or other insects that bees came and sucked
the sweet juice from the openings thus made. We believe

the latter to be the true state of the case. In England it

is only in very bad honey seasons that bees wid meddle
with fi'uit. During all our experience we never but once
saw fruit juice stored in honeycombs, and this only in a.

few cells of a single hive.

Sandeingham Gaedens.—We hear that the erection and
heating of the extensive ranges of houses in the gardens at
Sandringham, the property of H.E.H. the Prince of Wales,
has been entrusted to Mr. James Gray, the eminent horti-

cultural builder, of Danvers Street, Chelsea.
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DEOPMOEE.
"Within an easy walk of Cliveden is Dropmore, the seat

of Lady Grenville, which has lon<j been celebrated fox- its

flower garden and extensive pinetum. The grounds alto-

o-ether extend over GOO acres, about 50 of which are occupied

by lawns, flower gardens, and shrubberies ; and with the

very limited amount of labour which Mr. Frost, the able

and very intelligent gardener, has at command, the excellent

keeping of the whole is marvellous. Although the situation

.

is not so commanding as that of Cliveden, yet from some
parts of the grounds fine views can be obtained—especially

from an artificial mound, which commands views, over a

wooded country, of Windsor Castle and Forest, Surrey, and

the Hampshire hiUs ; whilst at its base is a valley planted

with Ehododendrons, Azaleas, and Kalmias, beyond which

are dense masses of trees.

The chief feature in spring is the bulb garden in front of

the house, represented beneath, which when in full bloom

is most gorgeous. Here bedding Tulips are largely employed

and with great success ; and contrary to the erperience of

most o-ardeners, they are not thrown aside after the bloom

is over, but are preserved from year to year, and sometimes

afibrd a second bloom better than the first. It must be

remembered, however, that the beds are well prepared by

trenching and manuring, that the leaves are allowed to die

down before the bulbs are taken up ; and that when taken

up they are thoroughly dried and ripened before being

stored away. This year the beds were planted as follows :

—

Some idea may
be formed of the

immense number
of bulbs annually

planted in this

garden from the

tact, that each of

the circles 2 and
3 contained no
less than two
thousand bulbs :

and the effect of

the whole when
in the height of

bloom can be more
easily imagined
than described.

A flower garden
in fr'ont of the
aviary, consisting

chiefly of rectan-

gular beds having
the corners cut
out in segments
of a circle, was
also gay with
Double Eed, Ocu-
lus Solis, and
other Tulips.

Passing through the rockery, planted with hardy Ferns and
Alpines, and turning into a walk bordered with Azaleas, wliich

would soon be in bloom, we entered a flower garden, the
beds in which were being prepared for bedding plants.

Mr. Frost's practice with these is to plant out early in May,
and protect the more tender ones with laurel boughs stuck
in the beds. Behind these beds were scolloped borders
filled with herbaceous plants, Poeonies, and Roses, edged
with Crocuses and Dogs' -tooth Violets.

In the intervals between the beds along the sides of the
walks were porcelain and artificial stone vases, v/hich in

summer are filled with Scarlet Geraniums, &c. A square
adjoining this garden was a gorgeous mass of Ghent Azaleas
of various colours.

In another part of the ground, on a lawn amid stately

trees, were some round beds planted with standard Fuchsias
with stems 8 or 10 feet high ; and some of them, Mr. Frost
considers, wiU have heads from G to >8 feet in diameter by
the end of the season. They are wintered in a greenhouse,
and planted out in spring in the beds, which ai'e previously
fiUed with a depth of from 3 to 4 feet of prepared soil. This
part of the grounds is known as "The Beeches;" and in

1, Jonquils.

2, Ooulua Solie Tulip.

3, Double Red Tulip.

4, 5, 5!ixecl Tulips.

6, 7, Mixed Hyiicinth".

8, 9, 10, 11, Hcibaceoui
12, Clal-imond Tulip.

13, Goldfinch Tulip.

14, Golden Prince Tulip,

15, Narcissus poeticus

IG. " '' ""
" ~

J7,

IS,

19,

20,

21,

plants.

Due Van Thol Tulip.

Larsre Yellow Tulip.

Red Tournesol.
Jonquils.

i\Iixed Hyacinths.
Oculus Solis Xulip.

summer, -vvhen the Fuchsias and bedding plants are in bloom,
it must be delightful to view the flowers from the shaded
spots beneath tlie trees. These, however, must cause some
trouble to Mr. Frost in keeping the grass and beds in the
excellent order which they presented. Several rustic baskets
of various designs, not overloaded with ornament, as is too
often the case, but of simple designs and common materials,
are also met with here and there among the trees, and in
summer ai'e filled -vnth. bedding plants. At the extremity
of this portion of the ground are beds of Primroses in front
of shrubs and under trees, and they afford in spring a
splendid bloom of various colours from white to purple.
The pinetum at Dropmore fh-st commenced in the end of

the last centui-y, is very extensive, and is noted for the
remarkably fine specimens which it contains. Being of irre-

gular outline, and additions being constantly made to the
collection, it is difficult to estimate how much ground it

actually occupies. The extent of what may be strictly
regarded as the pinetum is about 5 acres ; but connecting
this with other parts of the ground are belts and planta-
tions, as well as single specimens by the sides of walks and
drives. One of these, called The Cedar Drive, is alone some
COO yards in length, winding between fine Cedars of Lebanon,
averaging 65 feet high. These were planted about sixty-
years ago.

The large Araucaria imbricata, probably the noblest speci-
men anywhere to be met with in Europe, is now 45 feet

high and perfect
in every branch.
An Abies Doug-
lasii, 89 feet high,

was likewise a
magnificent ob-

ject. Of the other
Conifers, the fol-

lowing ai-e the
heights of some
of the tallest

—

viz., Cedrus Li-

bani, 68 feet, C.

deodara., 49 feet

10 inches ; Abies
Morinda, 30 feet

8 inches, A. Pin-
sapo, 25 ft. 2 ins.,

Abies Menziesii,

36 feet 8 inches ;

Pieeacephalonica,

30 feet 8 inches,

P. Nordnianniana,
19 feet 9 inches;

Pinus Larieio,
63 feet 6 inches,

P.Cembra. 44feet
9 inches, P. Lam-
bertiana, 31 feet

6 inches, P. excelsa, 58 feet 8 inches, P. ponderosa, 56 feet

7 inches ; Wellingtonia gigantea, 13 feet high, with a stem
3 feet in circumference at the base. Tins tree was planted

in made soil, of which no less then fifty loads were required'

to fill the hole, the natural ground being very gravelly and
bad.

In other parts of the gi-ounds similar precautions are

taken by Mr. Frost, the gravel lying fi-om 6 to S inches from
the surface ; and were it not for the care which is taken
with the older specimens in keeping the roots near the sm--

face and in good soil, many of them would soon die off.

There are many "or things at Dropmore w-orthy of

notice, but which our iuisty visit did not permit of our see-

ing, and we can only add that no one could be more kind
and willing to communicate information than JIi-. Frost.

[The noble owner of Dropmore—the last of the Pitts—is

now no more. Through life she had been an enthusiastic

lover of horticulture, and her last appearance in public was
in connection with her favourite pursuit. " On Monday last,"

the 13th instant, says the Times, " there died a lady whose
life h.ad been so prolonged, and whose cai-eer had been so

much associated with long bygone events that, though

32, Mixed Tulips.

23, Jonquils.

24, 2.5, Mi.xod Single Tulips.

26, Single I'urple Tulips.

27, 4-Seasons Kose.=.

25, Mixed Hvacintll.

29, Oculus Polls Tulip.

30, Violet Purple Tulip.

31, adjoining 1. but by an error of the engraver
marked Hi, d^nolhera niacrocarpa.

32, Double Copper-coloured Tulips.

23, Double Hed Tulips,

34, Sincle Van Thol Tulips.

35, Double Van Thol Tulips.

3C, Double Yellow Tulip.

87, Mixed Tulips.
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cheerful and actiTe, in the full enjoyment of all her faculties,

and -with a keen interest in passing events, her existence

seemed almost an anachronism. Anne G-renville, only

daughter of the first Lord Camelford, and sister and co-heii-

of that half-mad son of whom we read in the memoirs of

Lady Hester Stanhope, born in London in 1773, and milliTied

twenty years later to Lord GrenviUe, died also 'in London

—

ninety-two years afterwards—last Monday.p Her last ap-

Ijearance in public was at the Botanic Society's jExhibitionj

on Saturday the 11th, when she seemed to be in her accus-

tomed health and spirits. She was taken ill the same night,
^

and only survived till Monday."]

CONSTEUCTION OP A VINEEY.

Section.

A, A drain.
B, Erolten stones for drainage, 1 foot deep, reslirg on

concrete.
c, Vine-border, showing roots, 2^ feet deep.

D, Opening ligiits, 2 feet of an opening
E, Path.
F, Hot-water pipes, flow and return.

G, Ground level.

ir

-Ji
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the capping on the top is raised in much the same manner
for top ventilation.

For Muscats it will be well to have three rows of pipes
along each side instead of two, as shown in the plan.
The wii-es to which the Viues are trained should not be

nearer the "lass than 16 inches.—D. T.

"WOEE FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Kow is a good time to apply salt to Asparagus and Sea-
kale-beds, about a pound to a square yard is sufficient. It

is of little use to laj' it on after the plants have done gi-ow-
ing, particularly when the soil is at all inclined to be cold
and stiff. Stimulants applied now will enable the roots to
lay up a good store of organised matter for another season,
and, therefore, in addition to salt, occasional applications of
liquid manm-e should be supplied if possible. The eifect of I

such treatment will be perceived in the autumn by the
plants retaining their green colour much longer than others
not so treated, and in the spring by increased size and pro-
ductiveness, evidently showing that the longer the functions
of the plant can be preserved by the application of stimu-
lants, the greater the amount of matter stored up for the
ensuing season. Celerxj, the trenches for the main crops
should now be prepared. For this pm-pose the spaces be-
tween the rows of Peas are very suitable ; the shade from the
Peas will be very useful to the Celery in its earliest stages,
and they will be entirely removed by the time they are
likely to be injm-ious. The planting out of Broccoli, Winter
Greens, Kales, Cabbages, Cauliflowers, and Cape BroccoU
must be vigorously prosecuted, and every vacant space
should now be well filled up. Let liquid manure be in con-
tinual request. Ihiiarf Kidney Beans, another sowing may
be got ia for succession, and advancing crops both of these
and Scarlet Eunners should be well thinned out. Keep the
SOU about them well forked-up and pulverised. Experience
goes far to prove that the fork is much the best instrument
that can be used amongst all wide-apart crops. Lettuce, con-
tinue to make occasional sowings of the White Silesian for
stewing, and the Paris Cos, Bath Cos, and Green Cos for
salads. Peas, continue to top them and also Broad Beans
as they advance, and keep them well gathered as they be-
come fit for the table. Make another sowing of Peas. The
Early Frame is the best sort for this and the next sowing,
after which time there is but little chance of then- coming
to perfection. Tomatoes, see that they are well thinned out
and nailed to the walls. Tiirnips, keep them thinned out
and watered when needful.

FLOWEE GAKDBN.
Ifet order and neatness prevail here. Be most diligent in

attention to small things, remembering that much depends
on the minute details being well looked after. In most
places there are vistas, which show some object in the dis-
tance, or openings through which glimpses of the suiTound-
mg country can be obtained ; such are at tliis season of the
year easily obstructed by luxuriant branches ; therefore, at-
tention should be paid to the regulation of these, not by an
indiscriminate and formal topping, but by skilful manipu-
lations, that Nature may be predominant in the scene. See
that a goodly number of Pansies are put in. Eanunculuses,
Tulips, Hyacinths, &c., should now be taken up, and after
they are dried stored away in some dry room. Get the beds
prepared as speedily as possible.

FKUIT GAEDEN.
Strawberries will now require timely applications of water

according to the state of the weather, and the fruit must be
protected from birds. The naDing-in of the young wood of
wall trees must be continually followed up. The breastwood
of Peai's should now be broken off within a few joints of the
base, carefully retaining the leaves. Now is the best time
to thin out the young canes of Kaspben-ies. Pinch out the
tops of the young shoots of Pigs, and thin the fruit if too
thick. As soon as the Grapes on the open walls are set they
should be well thinned, it amply repays the extra trouble.

GEEENHOUSE AND CONSEEVATOET.
Many of the popular beauties here being at this period of

a somewhat ephemeral character, means must be constantly

resorted to in order to insure a continual succession of gaiety
until the frost sets in, when the gap wUl be fiUed by Chinese
Chrysanthemums, the Camellia, the Chinese Primrose, and
several other midwinter flowers. The latter, of course, ccn-
stitute a division of business by themselves, and lead the
way to the forced flowers of returning spring. Those who
keep a sharp eye on such matters will always take care to
have a sm-plus stock on hand after the massing is completed.
Such stock should be most ample—not less but more than
is wanted, in order to provide against gaps in the flower
garden, and to siipply the various in-door demands. Every-
thing remaining in store-pots of the spring propagation
should be potted-oflf forthwith, and placed on or plimged
in ashes in a sheltered spot—sheltered I mean fr'om the
winds. Balsams, Cockscombs, and other tender annuals for

succession should receive their last shift before they become
potbound ; and plenty of the Achimenes family should be
potted-off, some in large masses. A lot of the best scarlet
Pelargoniums shotild be selected for flowering next vrinter.

These should be grown rapidly and frequently stopped.
Towards Aiigust they will become rather potbound : they
must not, however, be shifted, but merely hai'dened in a
very exposed situation nntU the end of September, in
order to get them stui'dy and very short-jointed. A light
and warm shelf near the glass will thus make them objects
of great interest all the ensuing winter. Many of the
Chinese Azaleas, indeed most of them, are now quite out of
bloom. Place them, as formerly .directed, in a close place,

and promote their growth by all possible means. Those
that require shifting should have it without delay. The
foliage of Azaleas frequently drops ofi' for want of mois-
ture at this season; syringe them in the afternoons. E«-
move all the young plants of Heaths into pits or frames

:

if they face the north they will want but little shading.
Place the plants on the bottom of coal ashes, and supply
them liberally with water. As many of the specimens which
flower freely are apt to go off without giN'ing warning, pay
particular attention in wateiing that the ball is quite moist
through. This tribe of plants suffers more at this season
for want of an abundant supply of water than fr'om all other
causes combined. Many of them from long confinement
under glass, succeeded by hot and dry weather, suffer ex-

tensively fi-om mildew. When this is perceived sulphur the
wall, and place them in the open air under a wall, or, better,

behind a hedge in a north aspect. In a few days the sulphur
may be syringed ofl", fii-st laying the pot on its side, and then.

plying the syringe in all dii'ections.

STOVE.
This will now be a good time to increase many of the

valuable sorts of stove plants, they being now in a free-

growing state ; take off short and rather firm shoots, plant
them in sand in bottom heat under a hand-glass, and most
of them wUl root in a few days. Frequent syringings, ac-

companied with moist floors and other surfaces, wiU be
needful with the ordinary stock. With regard to Orchids
some little moderation is necessary, especially when the
weather takes a sudden change fr-om a sunny to a cloudy
condition. Some of the Orchids will now require a little

assistance in the way of topping-up, and a watchful eye
must be kept as to insects.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Hardwooded plants in these structures wiU now enjoy a

more moderate temperature than they possibly could obtain
in houses, especially in pits turned to the north, which will

prove a good place for some of the tribes in very hot weather.

Let regular waterings be appUed. W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Thanks to the compositors and printers who read so well
our rambling notes, written at this season in great haste,

that there are so few errors needing future correction. The
transposition of a single word, page 422, near the bottom of
the first column, has brought us several letters, some of
inquiry, others fuU of bantering raUlery which we can enjoy
as weU as anybody in its right place. The expression as
printed is, "Planted out Beet, some under glass." The
word " some " should be " sown," and that will clear np all
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the mysteiy. The Beet planted separately 6 inches apart in

the row and 12 inches from row to row, is doing well. It is

the Piue-Apple kind ; if a lai-ger sort we would have given
more room. Huge Beet is very well at a show, but we find

most cooks and butlers prefer it when not more than from
1^ to IJ inch in diameter. Before our last notice was read,

we had gathered nice Broad Beans, and now our supply
consists of these Broad Beans, Peas, Dwarf Kidney Beans,
Mushrooms, Potatoes, Cauliflowers, Spinach, Turnips, Onions,
Cabbage, &c.

The chief work in the kitchen garden has been staking
Peas and Scarlet Kunners, sowing successions of Turnips,
Lettuces, Cauliflower, &c., watering Cauliflower, and after

forking and hoeing by the sides of rows of Cauliflower and
Peas, covering over the ground with short grass to keep the
moisture in, and watering wherever we could spare the
liquid, and where the appearance of the leaves under a
bright sun told that a watering would be desirable. This
summer watering will always be reduced to the lowest
minimum if deep stirring before planting or sowing, and
surface-stirring afterwards, are attended to. In fact, the
scuffling the surface with a hoe is just the next best thing
for keeping moisture in, to covering the siu-face with mats,
litter, or short grass. We object a little to the latter, be-
cause after a shower or two it becomes as close and nearly
as impervious to air as a covering of stout felt ; and a heavy
shower instead of going regularly through it, is apt to run
along it as if on a duck's back until it finds an opening to
get through. Most advantages have some little disadvan-
tage. The advantage of thus surfacing the ground where
crops are growing, and there is but little water to give them,
is no slight one, and the disadvantage may be easily counter-
balanced by forking over the surface-covering or mulching.
"We have iad some fine refreshing thunder showers during

the week, a great help to luxuriant vegetables like Peas,
Cauliflowers, and such fruits as Strawberries ; but still there
was a necessity for watering many things, as on pulling up
the stumps of cut Cauliflowers we found the roots dry.
These little matters just become the mileposts, as it were,
to our journey of action. The thoughtful man notices, and
draws his practical inference. The haphazard man notices
too, but draws no practical inference. We were long ago
somewhat staggered at noticing that when fine early Celery
had bolted, the roots and the soil about it were almost as
dry as they could be, without being roasted over a fii'e.

This led us to think of the natural habits of the Celery, and
to a course of culture by which the roots would not get
dried up, and which prevented the throwing-up of the flower-
stem. For years we have scarcely had a single run head of
early Celery. The simple plan has frequently been referred
to, it chiefly consists in securing moistiu'e at the roots to
fully compensate for evaporation from the large foliage.

WATERING.

The whole question of watering is, as yet, but dimly un-
derstood, and many a pailful is put on that is much worse
than wasted material and wasted time. Our friend, Mr.
Eobson, hit one nail right on the head last week, when in
speaking about late Peas, he advised watering them in dull
weather when rain was falling, or expected to fall. He
knew right well, that if water was put on in a bright, hot,
sunny day, a good part would soon pass into the atmosphere
again, at the expense, too, of greatly cooling the ground
round the roots, for evaporation of moisture always cools the
body from which the vapour comes. After some of the
showers lately, the vapour visibly rose from the ground, re-
minding us of the steam from the boilers in a wash-house.
We have many times been next to sneered at by would-be-

wise people, but who in reality have not enough of wisdom
to know that they are very ignorant, because we have been
at the water-cart in a dull day, or even when a little rain
was falling. We gave a good drop of sewage water to our
Cauliflower and some Strawberries, before the thunder
showers came, and we find that even yet we have not
enough to swell-ofi' the heavy crops. The plants received
the fuU benefit-of such a watering because it permeated the
ground round the roots, instead of being raised by bright
sun at once into the atmosphere. In such a dull or drizzlmg
day, too, the ground is not cooled by evaporation as wet
ground is cooled by a fierce sun. In the one case the

ground resembles a bottle of wine brought out of a good
cellar, and which is right as to temperature to unsophis-

ticated tastes. In the other case, the ground resembles a
bottle of wine with a worsted stocking drawn over it, set in

the sun, and the stocking kept moist. Continue the process

and you may almost freeze the wine. Experiments with
thermometers in the ground showed much the same results,

so that the practice of watering on a dull day is not so much
deduced fi-om theory, as the theory itself is based on prac-

tical experiment, and that is the only theory worth talking

about.
We have also had the laugh raised against us for watering

on a hot sunny day, and we confess in tliis case with much
more force, more especially when the critics could see the
watering, but might not know that our getting the water
might wholly depend on having it then or not having it at all.

We would water a plant at any time and at any hour rather

than allow it to die for the want of it ; and when forced to
anything like a general watering in a hot sunny day, we
would take the precautions that the roots should have as

much of the moisture and the air as little of it as possible.

For this purpose we would stir the surface-soil about the
plant that the liquid might enter fi-eely ; and then as
soon as convenient stir it again, and cause some of the dry
soil to cover the moist, so as to arrest evaporation and the
coldness produced by it. Thus done there is not so much
wrong in watering in a warm sunny day, but the labour in

doing it properly and so as to make the best use of the
water is increased.

It may be well to add two or three notes as to watering.

Pu-st, as to the things that chiefly need watering in gardens.

We have ft'equently alluded to the mode of watering tender
plants and things in pots ; here we confine ourselves to

things tolerably hardy and growing in the open garden.
And the first line of demarcation we draw is this, that water-
ing is chiefly needed for all things that are planted out.

Most crops that are sown are injured oftener than they
are benefited by continuous drizzling waterings. Who
would think of watering a Wheat field in a wai'm summer ?

Many a watering is given to Onion and Carrot beds in
cottage gardens to the injury of the crop. Knowing this

well, and being short of water, we would sow Cauliflower,

Lettuces, &c., in then- places at once ; but as we are also

short of ground we generally transplant, and thus need
repeated waterings. Deep-stirred good ground wiU gene-
rally bring to perfection any annual crop without mixch
help from the waterpail. It is true we fi-equently help our
Peas a little ; but they would need less if, in addition to
good culture, we did not less or more rob and stifle them
with necessary crops between them. For instance : we are
now mulching the Peas with strong Spinach beginning to
run, but that Spinach so far robbed the Peas and deprived
them of a due amount of air. With plenty of room, deep
stirring, and sufficient moisture to the seeds and soil when
sown, we may rest pretty well independent of the water-
pail. When we exhaust the ground by severe cropping
we must then keep up the balance by watering. It is true
there is a great drfferenoe in this respect as to soils heavy
and light ; but the first we can keep open, and the second
we can compress, and stiU keep the moisture in by a loose
surface fr-equently stirred.

Then, second, as to the mode, when watering is wanted.
Here there is only one great rule for plants in general

—

Give
enough of water to reach every root, and give no more watering
^lntil it is required. The continuous drizz;le system ruins
thousands of pot plants, and is just as injurious if per-
severed in to vegetables and flower-beds. A good soaking
when wanted, and stfrring the surface afterwards to keep the
moisture in, or at least to render evaporation of moisture very
gradual, would be worth a score of these continuous every-day
or every-evening shower-baths. Of course we make an excep-
tion as respects newly-planted things where the mere refresh-

ing of the foliage will often be of more importance than
deluging the soil with water. Of that we shall speak pre-
sently. We are now treating of plants that would be the
better of watering, and the mode of administering it ; and we
want to save the labour, and the disappointment too, of many
of our amateur friends by telling them candidly that muchaf
thefr fr-equent sprinkling overhead of the euMnary and flower
plants in their beds is worse than labour thrown away. We
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hare fi'equently noticed plants taken fi'om the same plaee

and planted under similar cireumstanees, and in one case they
n-ould be as thriving as thriving could be, and in the other
case they would be miserable-looking, the crust of the eirth
being pretty well as hard as pavement, and produced by
the great labour of almost continuous surface-waterings.
Let us try in a word to eirplain the cause. Sow a seed

or get a plant established in well-stu-red soil, and however
dry the surface, the more powerful the sun the greater will

be the amount of moisture raised from thousands of yards
beneath the roots of the plants, the roots having the benefit

of that moistm-e as it passes them and is discharged into

the atmosphere to form part of the future showers that will

refresh the earth, and which will generally come in dull
weather. This would form one reason against frequent in-

discriminate rose-sprinklings as being so far not called for ;

but they are not only useless for established plants, bat they
are worse than useless, because actually injurious, and from
two causes. First, by mere surface-sprinklings surface
rootlets are encouraged, which are burned up and withered
as the surface moisture that encouraged them is dried up

;

and secondly, these surface-sprinklings confine the evapora-
tion to the surface, and thus break the connecting link of
the capillary action which wovtM have brought moisture to
the roots from greater deptlis. The spririkling does not
reach the body of the roots, and it stops the rising even of
vapour from depths beneath them, so that the roots are
deprived of moisture both from above and beneath, and they
fall into much the same state as many a row of early-earthed
Celery does when done after the general approved fashion,
the stems running, and the earth about the roots being as
dry as if it had been baked in an oven.

Thirdly, the watering of tender things turned ov\t of
doors must be regulated by other considerations so long as
cold forms an element to be guarded against. Here one of
the first elements of success is having the ground warm,
and great drencliings, unless with water considerably heated,
and the surface stu-red and rendered dry, will ever cool the
soil by evaporation. In such cases the less water the plants
have at the roots, so long as they have enough to keep them
growing, the better will it be for them, and the faster they
will grow. We have seen bedding plants flooded at an early
period, which we should not think of doing had we ever so
much water at command. A very little at the roots, that
had been well wai-med by the sun's rays, would be better
in such circumstances than a great quantity, because the
greater the quantity the more "the ground would be cooled
by evaporation. Hence a cold rain in the end of May, or
the beginning of June, in such circumstances is only a little

better than a severe fr-ost, and is to be guarded against
accordingly. Hence, also, when plants are damp enough at
the roots, and yet the leaves flag under a powerful sun, it is

often better to moisten the foliage by a slight sprinkling to
arrest evaporation, instead of deluging the roots or soaking
the sm-face soil. Even if the sun shines this sprinkling of
the foliage will do no harm, and it wonderfully refreshes the
foliage, and is quite a different thing from watering the
surface of the ground. The little that" may fall on the sur-
face of the ground from such a damping of the foliage is

quickly raised about the plants in the shape of a refreSiing
vapour, a very different effect being produced from what
takes place when a bed is sprinkled over regularly fr-om
one-eighth to half an inch deep. We know that fre-
quently more good is done in this way by a few pailfuls
of water from a syringe or garden engine, than fr-om many
given at the roots when they cannot appropriate it. In such
cases of transplanting, or repotting, sudden changes from
duU to bright days demand more in the way of evaporation
fi'om the foliage than the roots, though moist enough, can
at once supply ; and the arresting or modifying 'of the
evaporation, either by sprinkling the foliage, or, better still,
where practicable, shading for a time, gives the plants a
better chance, in all respects, than deluging the roots with
cold water.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Here let us note, that the word " trees " in the third line

fr-om the bottom of the second column, page 439, should be
" Strawben-ies." All will then be clear, and the short grass
between them will appear appropriate. In general, we prefer
litter or straw to this grass, but we v,-ished to save a second

wheeling. The czi-s used was not very short, and did
better on that account. When very short it is apt to stick

to the Strawberries, and to become mouldy in wet weather.
Clean straw, perhaps, is the best, but it costs something.
For gener.al purposes well-shaken litter fr-om a stable
answers aflmirably if put on im time, so that some showers
may wash away all taint before the Strawberries ripen. Tan
is good used in a similar way. Some mode should be em-
ployed to keep the fruit clean. Last year in a fine garden
with plenty of litter at command, we noticed a nice dish of
Strawberries drying, all of which had been carefully washed
fr-om earth before they could be sent to table. Were we a
lady or gentleman, we would insist in addition to this care
of keeping the fi-uit clean, that the Strawberries should be
nipped over by the stalk with clean hands, the berry never
touched, and the fruit sent to table in the basket in which
they were gathered, or simply turned out at once on a plate,

and sent without mauling them about by the fingers. We
have seen many a beautiful artistically piled-up dish of Straw-
ben-ies, and we know pretty well the process by which the
piling is accomplished. Were we more partial to fruit than
we are, we would sooner go without than partake of berries

from su.oh a dish. Slates and tUes close to the rows we
have frequently used, chiefly for promoting earliness. In
very hot weather the berries were apt to be scorched, or to
get ripe on one side before the other was fully matured.
When none of these modes are comeatable for the cottager
or the amateur, the fr-uit may be kept clean by stout little

sticks being placed a yard apart on each side of the row,
and a string run along them to keep the fruit-trusses up,
or slightly bent over the string. If Strawberries are worth
growing they are worth keeping fi-ee from grit. Who would
eat them if they knew they had been covered with earth,

and then washed in a paU before they were sent to table ?

For some of the reasons stated, there is no wonder that
fastidious persons would rather pick for themselves. This
is one of the advantages that the cottager, the amateur, and
the possessor of a small garden may ever possess. The pro-

prietors of large gardens and their friends can scarcely use
the same freedom, unless with the knowledge of, and in the
places appointed by the gardener. The breaking of this

rule has led to much unnecessary unpleasantness. The
gardener wishes liis best to go to tabte, but this is next to
impossible, where anything like liberty hall, as to fr-uit, is

the common practice among visitors and chOdreu. It will

insensibly lower a felt responsibility in the case of the super-
intendent, and a feeling of honoiu- and honesty among the
assistants. When we once made a complaint on this subject

there were some indignant statements, that they had never
been interfered with in any garden before. In all such cases

if the gardener said or looked nothing, we know pretty well

what he thought. What sort of a managed house would it

be, when each and every one could go at any time, and all

times, to the larder, and cut and carve as they liked, or

make as free during the day in the pantry with the wines
and liquors intended for the dinner-table ? Much the same
effect would be produced in a large garden. Wherever there

is responsibility, there must in the same ratio be the power
to regulate and .arrange, or responsibility will soon expire

for -want of sustenance.

OP.NAMENTAL DEPAKTMENT.

Among lots of work with beds, proceeded with finishing

our wallcs farthest fr-om the house in the pleasure grounds.

These walks have not been broken for many years. Eyei-y

year after cutting the edges they get a good sweep, chiefly

to remove any dark fine incrustation from the surface. Wo
then sprinkle them slightly over with salt, thi-ow on a

slight sprinkling of fine siftings from gravel, I5ull the back

of a rake over it firmly, and roll it "down. This rolling

prevents the smaller particles being washed down in ahea-Ty

rain, so as to leave a rough sm-face. It also secures the salt

from being washed away. It becomes blended with the old

surface and the new sprinkling after the first rain. The
walks are swept over with a light broom, which causes the

slight sprinkling of siftings to be placed more regularly, so as

to give the whole a fresh appeai-anoe. The roUer follows the

broom, and the w.alks then are generally fii-m and smooth

for the season. We know of no other plan so economical.

—E. F.
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COVENT GAEDEN" MAEKET.—June 18.

The supply is lieavy, quiility good, prices moderate, and trade brisk.

Joflportations from abroad are kept up. an 1 now include Brussels and Moor-
parU Apricots, and Plums. Peaches, Nccturines, and hothouse Grapes, are

suflHcient for tlie demand ; Stra'wberries plentiful and good.

Apples
Apricots
Cherries
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Heating by Dung (Amaraiithus).~A pit is the nsual and best mode cf
applying the heat so obtained. If you send seven penny postage stampe to
our office, wiih your direclion, and order " Heating," by Mr. Fish, a nmnuHl
-will be sent you free by post, vhich contains pluns aod directions for making
sacta pits.

Vinery (A Suhscrihcr).~'We see nothing wronff with your plan ; and as
it is intended to force the Vines ynnr border could not be better than inside
the house. It is niuch better to have the roots inpide than in an outside
border. Your proposed mode of training one Vine tip and another down,
and planting them in the centre of the house, is the same as that recom-
mended by Sanders in his book on the Vine, and no doubt will enable you
to obtain speedier results, or a full crop in a shorter time than if the Vines
were planted in front, and you had only one instead of two Vines to
depend upon ; otherwise we prefer planting the Vines in front and training
only one Vine up e;.ch rafter. By all means have one horse solely devoted
to Muscats, as your results will be much more satisfactory than if they were
grown all ng with harcier kinds. Your other arrangements are good.

Amehican Blight (J7. J. B.).~A mixture of equal parts linseed oil and
spirit of turpentine, worked thoroughly with a brush into the patches where
these insects appear on the Apple trees, will vanquish them if persisted
with.

Flavour of Fruit under Glass {An Amateur).—Ihej will make them-
selves inielhgibie.

House Sewage (Bert),—As it is solely excrementitious it should be
mixed with at least seven measures of water to one me;iBure of the sewage.
FoT Cabbages and other large-leaved kitchen-garden crops four measures to
one would be enough.

Botanical Work (A Yoimg Gardener).~B.ogfC^ "Vegetable Kingdom"
will suit you. It can be had free by post from our office for 5$. M. The
caterpillars probably had gone into the earth to change to the chrysalis
state.

Name of Lettcce {If.).—It is the White Cabbage Lettuce.

Names of Plants [A Lady S^ibscriber).—}, Pteris tremula; 2, Asplenium
hulbiferum • 3, Pteris longifolia. (IV. 5u/^o70.— Polystichum capeui^e.
Lastrea opaca, we think, was sent out either in 1863 or at the close ot 1862.
(I!, fie?/).— Habroihamnus fasciculatus. (John W.Bo}jd).—\^ Athyrium
Filis-fcEmina ; 2, Lastrea dilatata coUina ; 3, DooJia media.

POUITRY, BEE, and HOTJSEHOLD CHROlSriCLE.

DOEKING CHICKENS DYING.
How true tBe saying, "We cannot all do all things !

" I
hope I am not so proud as to fancy myself capable of doing
everything; hut I did flatter myself I could rear poultry.
This year, however, I have had a pretty good lesson to the
contrary, my iaability showing itself, not in the matter of
bringing poultry to perfection, but of simply keeping Dork-
ing chickens alive. Having been usually very successful in
raising poultry, and being a great admirer of the Dorking
fowl (let his friends write him up, as rearers of other
poulti-y seem to me to try to depreciate the Dorking breed

;

I can say there is none to compare to it). At the last Bir-
mingham Show I bought a handsome Dorking cock to
change and improve my breed. When the spring of this
year came, and my hens were sitting, I was, of course, full
of hope. The chickens of my new bird were to do wonders,
and win half the prizes in England. Well, my first hatch
took place on the 8th of March, and a good one for the
time of year. Nice early birds these, thought I to myself.
How yell they wOl look at the Birmingham Show with
first prize over their heads. (And mind you I am not a
novice.) What care was taken of them I wOl leave my
readers to imagine. What hopes they raised I wOl not
venture to express. However, these hopes were all doomed
to be disappointed. The chickens and aU succeeding broods
did well, very well, until they were about ten days or a
fortnight old; they then ceased growing, wings drooped,
their piteous chirp began, and in a few days they were all
dead. Since that first hatch fifty-three chickens, save four,
have gone the way of their brothers, and after all my care
and trouble I have only, as I said, four chickens alive, and
these small and poor for their age. I have tried every
means I could think offer saving their lives, have put their
coops on gravel, on earth, on boards, on stones, have moved
them weU away fi-om the other poultry, and fed them on
bread, rice, potatoes, barleymeal, and wheat, but aU to no
purpose, die they determined to, and a die they made of it.

Can you, or any of the many readers of your Joiu-nal, tell
me what to do in order to stop the plague, for so I call it ?

The ground, I daresay, I shall be advised is tainted ; if so
what is the remedy ? My poultry have a boundless range,'
and can go for miles if they so please, stiU they are very
fond of hanging about home and seeing what scraps may be
picked up. Last year I kOled ninety odd of fowls and Ducks,
buying the Ducks' eggs, and sitting my own eggs from nine
hens, so that you see I am not a new, nor altogether un-

skilful rearer of poultry, especially of the Dorking fowl ; at
least, in years past.—A. K. C.

[Very many of our readers will sympathise vnXh this cor-

respondent, and some of them we hope will send us the
results of their experience. Even the details of failiu-es will

be acceptable, for they are instructive warnings.]

BATH AND WEST of ENGLAND AGEICULTHEIAL
SOCIETY'S POULTET EXHIBITION.

The Bath and West of England Society's has now for a
number of years in succession ranked among the first of

our out-of-door poultry exhibitions, and it gives us great
pleasure to announce to those of oxa readers who were
unable to attend last week's Meeting, that not only did the
entries on that occasion exceed those of last year by at least

fifty pens, but also that the quality of both the poultry and
Pigeons was fully sustained.

The aiTangements, under two large tents, of this exten-
sive Show were so perfect as to well merit the good opinions
of all those who take an interest in such meetings, and to
encourage our first-class breeders to consign with increased
confidence their best specimens in years to come. The
fact was, that everything that could be done was done to
render effective and successful the poultry division of the
Bath and West of England Society's Show. For several days
preceding that announced for the opening of this Exhibition
to public view the weather proved most unpromising, the
rain falling in almost continuous showers, and the barometer
being gravely watched by many in anxious hope to herald
to other friends equally anxious the first signs of amend-
ment, and up to quite late on Sunday evening all parties

evidently hoped against conviction. Happily, however, better
luck was in store than anticipated. The early morn of the
opening day, Monday, was as bright and clear as the most
ardent well-wisher could desire, a briUiant sunshine ensued,
and faces gloomy enough the previous evening now bespoke
only confidence and pleasm-e. The grounds selected by the
Committee, on Clifton Downs, were of that character that
not a symptom of the previous heavy rains was visible, the
site is one of the most pictui'esque character, and every-
thing passed off most satisfactorily. Under so happy and so
unexpected a change we believe the Show of this year will

have been the most numerously attended of any attached to
this long-established Society. A principal reason of the
public interest alw.iys excited among pordtry-breeders by
the Meeting of the Bath and West of England Poultry Show,
is the liberal prizes offered by the Society, and, perhaps,
even still more so, as at this Show the custom is to exliibit

for the first time the early products of our principal i^oultry-

yards. At this Meeting, consequently, breeders anxiously
look forward to the amount of competition they are likely

to have to contend with throughout the season, and really

good and early chickens exhibited under the protection of
only moderate prices rarely return unsold, thus rendering
them not only remunerative to those parties who originally

bred them, but as frequently a legitimate source of abundant
profit to those who made this early investment.
We naturally expected a fu-st-rate display of Spamsh fowls,

and were not disappointed. The old bii'ds were well shown
considering the time of year ; but it was the chickens of

this variety that formed one of the most commendable
features of the whole Show. Five most excellent and early

pens of chickens constituted this class, and not a single pen
among them passed without high commendation.
The Dorkings, whether Colom-ed or White, were first-rate

ones. Viscountess Holmesdale exhibiting strongly from hor
ladyship's renowned stock of Coloured most successfully,

not only taking most of the principal general prizes, but,

also, having the silver cup for the best cock of any variety
in the single sweepstakes cock classes, awarded to the grand
old rosey-combed Grey that took premier position at Bir-
mingham last season. If it so happens that this gigantic
specimen moults kindly, and appearances favour strongly
the supposition, the coming season will, doubtless, add many
more to his already long list of triumijhs. We must in
justice spealc in terms of the highest approval of the display
of White Dorkings, pai'ticularly the chickens. We cannot
advise too strongly, however, to breeders the necessity of
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paying a little more attention to avoiding iiTegular and
deformed combs.

Cochins were excellent, both old and yoimg ones, the
Partridge-coloured especially so ; and here a long familiar

name again turns up sucoessfiilly—the Rev. G. F. Hodsou
exhibiting specimens of so gi-eat merit that competition was
confined to very narrow limits. White Cochins were also

nnmerous and unusually good, and reference to the appended
prize list will convince our readers that the competition here

was all that could be desired.

To most visitors the Qame classes have unusual attractions,

and certainly it appears as though Mr. Fletcher of Stone-

clough had studiously reserved all his forces to insure a
triumph on this occasion, for to recount this gentleman's
successes is very closely to reproduce the prize list itself so

fer as the Game classes are concerned, we consequently must
refer our readers to the list for information on this head.

It must not be supposed that the classes were small, or that
first-rate birds were rai-ities, the reverse being evident even
at a glance ; but the great secret of success iu these classes

of Ml'. Fletcher's yard is the wonderful condition in which
Ms pens are invariably sent to the show-yard. We much
question whether any Game-exhibitor ever before took so

wholesale an amount of prizes at once as did this gentleman
on this occasion.

Hamburghs of every variety, and Pokmds also, were exceed-

ingly well shown, but space prevents our entering into

peculiarities.

It is long since so good an Any-other-variety class came
before the public, and a most varied one it also proved to be.

The Brahmas here had then- only opening, and for both
quality and numbers they would alone have formed a very
heavy class. It occurred to many that it would be prudent
in future years to substitute a Brahma class in the lieu of

the present one for Malays, of which there were but three
entries. Many other excellent breeds were also shown in this

extra class ; but we were sorry to find deception resorted to

by an exhibitor of White Spanish, the consequence being a
disqualified card, stating, as a reason, " The cock's tail made
up." This general reparation of the cock's tail was inge-
niously conceived, but manipulated in a bungling manner.
The annoyance on discovery, and consequent public expo-

sure, shovdd be entertained in all its bearings prior to running
so great a risk, and certainly the guilty ones when discovered

have only themselves to blame for their most unenviable
position.

We must now draw a very brief attention to the Cup pen
of Grey Game Bantams, bu-ds of extraordinary merit, and
also to as good Black Bantams as could be well desired.

The more useful classes of TurTzeys, Geese, and Ducks, were
also first-rate throughout, and were evidently one of the
most popular portions of this excellent show.

Spanish.—First, J. R. Rodbard, Wrington. Second, Viscountess Holmes"
dale, Linton Park. Third, F. Crool:, Forest Hill. Highly Corair.ended,

Mrs. Hargreaves, Reading ; Mrs. GrenviUe, Glastonbury. Commended, R.
Tovey, Highworth.

Dorkings (Coloured).—First and Third, Viscountess Holmesdale, Lintnn
Park. Second, J. K. Fowler- Highly Commended, Mrs. Fookes, Bland-
ford. Commended, C. Smith ; F. Hillersdon.
DoKKiNGS (White).— First, J. Clift, Surrey. Second and Third, Rev.

G. F. Hodson. Highly Commended, 'T. P. Edwards, Hants. Commended,
Mrs. Fookes, Blandford.
Cochin-China (Coloured).—First, Rev. G. F. Hodson. Second, C. T.

Bishop, Nottingham. Third, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Highly Com-
mended, J. Stephens, Walsall ; W. Bowly; Mrs. Fookes; T. Stretch, Lan-
cashire. Commended, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury.
Cochin-China (White).—First, Mrs. Hargreaves, Reading. Second,

E. Chase. Third, G. Lamb, Wolverhampton. Highly Commended, F. W.
Zuxhorst, Dublin ; W. Dawson, Yorkshire.
Game (White and Piles).—First and Third, J. Fletcher, Manchester.

Second, S. Matthew. Commended, Rev. G. S. Cruwys, Tiverton.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).— First, and Cup, and Second, J.

Fletcher, Manchester. Third, H. Adney, Devon. Highly Commended, H.
Beldon ; J. B. Chune. Commended, R. Cozens; T. Burgess, Salop.
Game (Duckwings and other Greys and Blues).—First, J. Fletcher.

Second, J. B. Chune, Coalbrookdale. Third, M. Billing. Highly Com-
mended, W. T. iLverard, Leicester ; R. Goodwyn ; S. Matthew.
Malavs.—First and Third, J. J. Fox, Devizes. Second, Rev. A. G.

Brooke, Salop.
Hambubghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, H. Beldon, Yorkshire, Second,

T. H. A^ihtOD, Tamivorth. Third, J. E. Powers. Highly Commended,
Kev. R. Roy, Worcester. Commended, H. Pickles, jun.
Hambubghs (>ilver-penciUed).—First. E. Yeardley, Sheffield. Second,

Viscountess Holmesdale. Third, A, Nicholson, Sheffield. Highly Com-
mended, H. Beldon.
Hambueobs {Golden-spangled}.—First, T. Davies, Birmingham. Second,

N. Marlor, Manchester. Third, H. Beldon, Torksbire.
Hambdeghs (Silver-spangled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, Rev. H.

Dudley, Gloucester. Third, T. Davies. Commended, G. Whitcombe ;

J. Logan, Mon. ; C. Pease, Darlington.
POLANDS (Black with white crests).—First and Highly Commended, T. P.

Edwards, Lyndhurst. Second, H. Beldon, Yorkffhire.

FoLANBB (Gold and Silver).—First, H. Reldon. Second, C. Pease, Dar-
lington. Highly Commended, J. Hinton, Bath.
Anv Othkr Vaeikty.—First, .1. Hintoii, Bath. Second, P. P. Cother

(Phtasant Malays). Third, C. Pease, Dulington. Extra Third, E. H.
Nicholas. Highly Commended, E. Pigeon, Dpvon (Brahmas) ; Mrs. Har-
greaves (Brahmas): H. Beldon, Yorkshire; H. Lenortb, Barnstaple; W.
Dawson, Yorkshire. Commended, E. Pigeon ; Mrs. Hargreaves, Reading.

Spanish Chickens.— Fir.it, H. Lane, Bristol. Second, J. R. Rodbard,
Wrington. Highly Commended, D. Parsley, Bristol ; Rev. T. R. Brownrlgg.

DoKKiNQ Chickens.-First, Rev. G. F. Hod"on. Second, Miss Wilcox,

Briijtol. Highly Commended, Mr.^. Grenville, Glastonbury.

Game Chickens. -First, T. Evfrard, Leicester. Second. H. Adney,
Devon. Commended, J. Fletcher, Manchester; W J. Pope.

Cochin-China Chickens.—First, Rev, G. F. Hodson. Second, R. Chase,

Birmingham. Highly Commended, M. Bowly, Cirenccstsr ; Viscountess

Holmesdale, Linton Park, Kent ; G. Lamb, Wolverhampton. Commended,
H. Bates, Birmingham.

SWEEPSTAKES.
Game.—First, J. Fletcher, Manchester. Second, S. Malthew, Stowmarket.

Third, M. Billing, jun., Birmingham. Highly Commended, J. Fletcher;

Rev. G. S. Cruwys ; J. E. Rodbard, Wrington. Commen'lec!, J. B. Chune.
Spanish.—First, Second, and Third, J. E. Rodbard, Wrington.

DoHKiNG—First and Silver Cop for the best cock of any variety in the

sweepstakes for Single Cocks, Viscountess Ho)mesdale, Linton Park, Kent
Second, Rev. M. Amphlett, Evesham. Third, H. Lingwood, Needham
Market, Suffolk. Commended, C. Smith, Salisbury.

Cochih-China—First and Highly Commended, J. Stephens, WalsilL

Second, H. Bates, Birmingham. Third, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury.

Game Bantams.—First, H. Bates. Second, S. Lang, jun., Bristol Third,

Hon. F. Dutton, North Leach.

Bantams (Gold-laced).— First, Rev. G. F. Hodson. Second, Rev. G. S.

Crawys, Tiverton. Highly Commended, E. Jones, Clifton. Commended,
Viscountess Holmesdale.
Bantams (Silver-laced).—First. Rev. G. S. Crawys, Tiverton. Second,

E. Chase, Birminuham. Highly Commended, E. Jones, Clifton.

Bantams (Black or White).—First, T. Davies. Second, Miss Charlton.

Highly Commended, Eev. P. W. Storey, Daventry. Commended, Key.

G. S. Crawys, Tiverton.

Bantams (Any varietv).—First and Silver Cup for best pen of Bantams,

W. S. Forrest, Kent. ' Second, .Mrs. Fookes, Blandford. Highly Com-
mended, J. Gray, Somerset. Commended, S. Lang, Bristol; E. Pigeon,

Devon; Hon. F. Dutton.
Docks (Aylesbury).-First and Second, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury.

Docks (Rouen).— Fii-st, Cup, Second, and Highly Commended, J. E.

Rodbard. Wrington.
, j, „ j

Di'CKS (Any variety).—First, T. H. D. Bayley, Biggleswade. Second,

J. K. Fowler. „ ^ , „
Geese.—First, J. K. Fowler. Second, J. Logan. Commended, Mrs.

Herbert, Worcester.
TuKKRYS. -First. J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Second, J. Edwards. Highly

Commended, Miss Milward, Bristol. Commended, Mrs. Grenville, Glaston-

bury ; Eev. J. Warren, Devon,
Guinea Fowls.—First, Miss S. H. Northcote, Exeter. Second, H. Adney,

Devon.

Among the Pigeon amateurs every possible efibrt was
strained to win the silver cup liberally offered by the Com-
mittee to the most successful winner of iirst and second

Pigeon prizes, independent of the money awards. The very

keenest competition we have seen for many years past

ensued, scarcely a class being otherwise than a show in itself.

Mr. Peter Eden, of Salford, was ultimately and most merito-

riously, after careful deliberation, declared the successful

one. This gentleman's birds were excellently shown, and
many exhibitors of Pigeons seemed so thoroughly taken by

surprise as to scarcely beliffve the evidence of even their own
eyesight when examining the Owls, Short-faced Tumblers,

Almonds, and several other varieties he exhibited. Mr.

Stevens, of Barnstaple, was the nearest competitor with

birds of extraordinary merit.

Our attention was attracted to a good deal of passing

merriment going on among visitors at the tailpiece of the

Pigeon show by the exhibition of a " Pigeon fancier," rather

than a Pigeon, catalogued as a " WUd Hawk." It proved

to be a Buzzard; and though its presence caused much at-

tention among the visitors, its wild and untired efforts to

be an absentee proved the pleasure of the thing was all on

one side.

Carkiees.—First, P. Eden, Salferd. Second, J. Smith, WalsaU. Highly

Commended, F. G. Stevens, Barnstaple. (A very goo'l class.)

Almond Tdmelees —First and second, P. Eden, Salford.

Tomblees (Anv variety).—First and Second, P. Eden, Salford. Highly

Commended, H. Yardlev, Birmingham. Commended, F. Else.

Po-wiEES (Variety).— First, E. Pigeon, Devon. Second, P. Eden. Highly

Commended, F. G. Stevens, Barnstaple ; K. Fulton, Deptford. (A Tery

good class.)

Rdhts—First, F. 6. Stevens. Second, E. Pigeon.

Jacobins.—First, C. Bulpin, Bridgwater. Second, F. G. Stevens.

Fantails.—First, F. Else. Bayswatcr. Second, H. Tardley. Highly

Commended, A. Pintoleite, Manchester; H. Yardley.

Owls.—First and Second, P. Eden. Highly Commended, F. G. StevenE,

Barnstaple; H. Yardley. (A very good class.)
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Tedmpkters,—Firpt and Second, F. G. Stevens, Barnstaple. Highly
Commended. C. Buluin. Bridswater.
Barbs.—First and Highly Commended, F. G. Stevens. Second. P. Eden.
TcRBiTS.— First, F, G. Stevens, Barnstaple. Second. H. Yard'.ev, Bir-

mingham. Highly Commended, F. Pigeon, Devon ; F. Key, Yorkshire.
(A very good claas.l

Npns.—First. F. Key, Beverley. Second. C. Bulpin.
I)R4G0NS.—First, F. G. Stevens, Barnstaple. Second, H. Yardley, Bir-

mingham. Highlv Commended, F. G. Stevens; M. K. Jobling.
Archangels.— First. H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, F. G. Stevens.
Ant New and Distinct Variety.—First and Second. H. Yardley, Bir-

mingham. Highly Commended, A. Heath, Commended, E. Pigeon; 0.
Bulpin. (A very good class.)

The Silver Cup for Pigeons to Mr. Eden, of Cross Lane, Salford.

Charles Ballanee, Esq., of Mount Terrace, Taunton, and
Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Sparkbrook, Birmingham, were the
arbitrators of poultry ; Harrison Weir, Esq., of Peckham,
London, officiating among the Pigeons.

THOENE EXHIBITION OF POULTEY AND
PIGEONS.

Although the simvdtaneous holding of the Bath and West
of England Society's Show most probably was this year a
drawback to the number of entries that were made for the
Thorne Meeting, we announce with pleasure that more pens
were exhibited at the latter show than on previous occasions

;

and that for quality in the classes generally, throughout the
whole affair, even the most fastidious amateur could scarcely
wish for better.

The grounds of Makiu Dm-ham, Esq., on which the Show
takes place, as stated on the catalogue issued by the Thorne
Committee, are " beautiful

; " and the strenuous exertions of
the Committee to make them subservient to the purposes of
a show-yard stand beyond exception. Now on this point it

is really one of those matters that to see is to believe ; for

without doing so not one in a thousand of our readers could
imagine the amount of labour voluntarily rendered by the
promoters of this Show to make each division not only effec-

tive for the pur)50ses to which it is assigned, but also to add
elegance and beauty to the whole. With attractions so

great—the Thorne Pah- to boot, and bands to enliven—

a

company filling the grounds to repletion is always to be
depended on.

This day is always kept as a happy festival by the residents
of Thorne ; country cousins throng the households of most of

the principal inhabitants, and all the joys attendant on
annual re-union and friendship abound on every hand. Nor
do the good effects of the Show manifest themselves exclu-

sively within the precincts of the show-grounds. A general
spirit of emulation seems, on the contrary, to pervade all

classes to make due provision for this annual meeting. For
weeks and months beforehand, painting, papering, and so
forth, add much to the business of some classes, irrespec-

tive of the greatly increased amount of general retail trade
throughout the town during the actual show-day. These
good effects are not unseen by the inhabitants of Thorne,
and consequently few, if any, withhold the helping hand to
forward the success of the undertaking.
The Society possesses, most luckily for itself, and to the

great pleasure of all connected with it, a really model Secre-
tary in Mr. Joseph Eichardson. Its members and the inhabi-
tants generally all seem well aware of this fact, and, acting on
the good old-fashioned principle of rewarding merit where
merit is so justly due, subsequently to last year's meeting
a subscription was entered into as an acknowledgment of
this gentleman's services. About d£180 was the result col-

lected; and at the Show this year, under a tent provided
expressly for the purpose, was displayed one of the hand-
somest and best-earned testimonials it has ever as yet been
our privilege to view in connection with poultry-oultm'e. A
tea-tray bearing an appropriate inscription, and weighing
over 80 ozs., is a principal feature ; a silver teapot, a coffee-

pot, sugar-basin, teapot-stand, and cream-ewer are among
the et-ceteras, all being of sterling silver. We will merely
add our hearty hope that the Thorne Committee may yet for
many long years enjoy the supervision of then- excellent
Secretary, and that in time yet to come, this valued sjjon-
taneous gift may urge its then possessors to hold on in the
same good rules of action and straightforwardness as theu-
predecessor.
In the general adornment of the grounds, grottoes and

ferneries seem to be quite the order of the day. These alone

ai-e quite worthy the trouble of a visit. But as our subject is

chiefly as to the poultry and Pigeons we must digress no
farther.

The Spanish classes were very good, biit moulting (.as ex-

pected), had temporarily robbed them of much of their

attractions to those visitors not well versed in the peculiar

traits of character for which Spanish fowls are most notice-

able.

In Cochin-China fowls the Partridge-coloured ones left

behind all competition, and proved such as would be most
welcome to even our largest poultry shows.
In Dorldngs the Show at Thorne was deficient, and to add

to the shortcoming, decidedly the best pen contained a hen
that in transit had been so severely injured as to be unable
to stand. Now, speaking of this useful breed, we may just
call attention to a brood of White Dorking chickens, simply
exhibited as extra stock, but worthily highly commended by
the Judge. They were all one batch of about a week or

nine days old, and compi-ised eighteen very hearty and ap-

parently very purely bred chickens. When agitated by the
first sudden playing of the band, the poor old hen seemed
scarcely able to keep all her large family in order, but on
the restoration of quietude herself and youngsters were
evidently an object of general interest.

It was supposed (but most en'oneously as it proved), that

all the great guns in the Game classes would be domiciled

at the Bath and West of England Show, to the prejudice of

then- classes at Thorne. On the contrary, the attainment
of the Thorne Game fowls' silver cups was the most closely

disijuted of any in the Exhibition ; and when it is known
that Messrs. Adams, Hepworth, Julian, Eobinson, Fletcher,

Sunderland, Helliwell, Boys, ChaUoner, and a few others of

lUce stamp, had all striven to secure these trophies to the

utmost, it wOl be obvious that so keen a competition is seen

but once in many years. The result was, the prizes were very
widely sown—so much so, that none of the competitors could

obtain much mastery. There were, consequently, no whole-
sale sweeps, but the interest of the Show was proportion-

ately increased. Mr. James Fletcher took the cup for the
best pair of Game fowls, any colour (Brown Eeds). pressed

so closely by Blessrs. ChaUoner and Julian, that the appoint-

ment of a second prize was a truly difficult one, each of the
latter gentlemen rejoicing in the exliibition of as good pens
of Black Eeds as could be well wished for. It was a neck-,

and-neck race, as may be supposed by Mr. Julian's pen
receiving at the hands of the Judge the unusual distinction

of very high commendation. Mr. ChaUoner took precedence
in the Single Game Cock Class with a most splendid and
highly-conditioned cock (a Brown Eed), thus securing that

sUver cup, but not without being closely pressed by a whole
host of cocks, whose merits at most of our shows would lead

to certain success.

The thu-d silver cup given to Game Bantams of any coloiu*

was closely competed for by Mr. Crossland and Mr. Maples,

whose bu-ds even at a glance tlirew out any, however dis-

tantly, approaching competition. Both pens were Black-

breasted Eeds, and such as amateurs of only a few years

past would have considered quite unattainable. Both were
gems, but the extraordinary diminutiveness of Mr. Cross-

land's pen drew the balance favourably. This pen shown in

the very high condition they now ai'e, is certainly one of

the greatest triumphs of Game-Bantam breeding we ever

met with.

The Poki.nds were a good class, all colours competing to-

gether. In this class we regTetted to find a disquaUfied

card affixed to a pen of Black Polands, on the grounds of

"the cock's tail being dyed, and a hen's legs colom'ed." It

is qriite necessary in these days, when amateurs know so welT

and so universally that such malpractices are strictly for-

bidden by general rule, and consequently inadmissible, that

disqualification and exposure should ensue wherever disco-

very takes place. It is, no doubt, true they may sometimes

pass muster, as did this selfsame pen of bu-ds so recently as

the Beverley Show, when thus got up so carefiiUy to meet
the characteristics required. At Thorne these Polands. un-

fortunately for theii- success, stood out in fuU sunshine, and
the deception was visible at a fii'st glance ; at Beverley a

somewhat confused Ught from the back of the pen placed

these fowls out of the reach of discovery unless they had
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been taken from the pen, -whicli with Poland fowls is not
eustomary. It would be well if owners, prior to resorting

to these deceptive practices, would really well weigh the
consequences in case of discovery against the Ul-gotten
gains resulting from an occasional want of exposure and
detection. We need scarcely say the name of Mr. Carter,

of Upperthong, revelled in the most notoriety of any ama-
teur in the catalogue, and jibes and jests were consequently
general. Among others, a facetious old gentleman of Thorne
observed, " The certain way to put down such trickery would
be, if a corner of such newspapers as are considered the
oracles of the poultry world could be devoted, under the
general heading of 'Painters and Decorators,' to the inser-

tion of names and with brief particulars in all such cases.

Public ridicule," he continued, " would prove a far greater
restraint than all other appliances put together, however
systematically ai-ranged and justly demanded."
This Show contained one of the best general collections of

Bed Caps ever made public. They are the especial favourites
of this locality ; and to those parties who keep fowls simply
for the production of eggs, none certainly can exceed them,
as they lay at most seasons, and severity of weather seems
scarcely to affect them at all.

A most singular feature of the Show was, that although an
especial class for Aylesbury Ducks was given, it did not pro-
duce a single entry. To fill one of the pens devoted to this
class a pair of excellent Chinese Silver Pheasants were sent,

but, of course, they could only secure the attention of
visitors as extra stock.

Although the weather the evening before the meeting was
doleful enough, when taken in connection with an out-of-
door show, the morning broke finely, and the day proved
good till about one ; a very severe shower then did a pal-

pable injury to the receipts at the doors, but on its cessation
the grounds were again well filled with a highly respectable
company, so much so that the admittance money amounted
to vipwards of £14:1 in the ore day.

SrAsrsH.—First, J. Siiiaall, Halifax. Second, W. Cannan, Bradford
Commended, J. Holmes, Hotham ; Jli-ssrs. Burch & Boulter, Sheffield.
Cochin-China.—First, E. Smith, Middletnn, near Manchester. Second,

J. WriKht, Woodbridffe. Commended, \V. Mussey. Gedney.
Dorking.—First, M. Durham, Thome. Second, C. Addy, Epworth. Com-

mended, C. Addy ; E. Smith, Middleton.
Game CWhite iind Piles).—First and HipWy Commended, H. Adams,

Beverley. Second, J. Sunderland, jun., Halifax.
Game (Black-breasted and other Beds).—First., J. Sunderland, jun. Second,

J. Hepworth, Bearswood Green. Commended, ^lessrs. Sale.; & Bentley,
Crowle ; W. Pickering, Crowle ; H. Adams, Beverley ; J. Hodgkinson, Hull

;

G. Helliwell, Walkley.
Gamk (DuckwinRS and other Greys and Blnesl.—First and Second, H.

Adams, Beverley. Highly Commended, Slaster G. Cocking, Crowle ; G.
fielliwel), Walkley.
Game (Any breed). — Silver Cup and First, J. Fletcher, Manchester.

Second, C. Chaloner, Worksop. Very Highly Commended, H. M. Julian,
Beverley. Highly Commended. W. J. Cope, Barneley ; J. Holme, Knowsley

;

iH. Adams, Beverley ; J. Robinson, Ulverston. Commended, H. Hewitt,
Almholme; H. Adams; J. T. Stoker, Darrington.
Game (.Single Cock, Any breed).— Silver Cup and First, C. Chaloner,

Worksop. Second, — Boys, Beverley. Highly Commended. Messrs. Sales
and Bentley, Crowle; H. Adams, Beverley; J. Sunderland, jun.; H. M.
Julian, Beverley. Commended, G. Helliwell, Walklev.
Poland (Any variety).—First, W. Cannan, Bradford, Second, W. Sil-

vester, Sheffield.

Hjmbuhohb (Silver-spansled).— First, W. Cannan. Second, H. Pancroft,
Sheffield. Highly Commended, H. Carter, Upperthong. Commended, G.
Scott, Hall.

HiMBnRoHs(Golden-spangled).—First, Messrs. Burcb&Eoulton, Sheffield.
Second, W. Cannan. Commended, G. Holmes, Great Driffield.
Hamburohs (Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Pickles, jun.. Early. Second,

G. Holmes, Great Driffield. Hiijhly Commended, W. Cannan.
Hamburohs (Golden-pencilled).— First, S Srcith, Northowrara, Halifax.

Second and Highly Commended, Messrs. Froggatt & Harrop, Walkley.
.Hi^!lly Commended, W. Cannan.

Farmyard Cross.— First. W. Cannan (Blackl. Second, F. Smith, Mid-
'dleton (Sultans). Highly Commended, C. Marsdin, jun, Thorne ; H. Lacy,
Hebden Bridge ; Messrs. Froggatt & Horrop. Commended, C. Addy, Ep-
.'Worth ; J. Wright., Woodbridge.

Game Bantams (Any breed).— Silver Cup, J. Crossland, jun., Wakefield.
Second, G. Maples, jun., Wavertree, Liverpool. Highly Commended, Hon.
F. C. H. Hawke. Womersley Park; G. Maples, jun. Commended, R. M.
Stark, Hull; W. Wood, Walkley.
Bantams (.Silver or Golden-laced).—First, W; Cannan, Bradford. Second,

E. Smith, Middleton. Highly Commended, E. M. Stark. Commended, W.
Cann in ; W. M,a«scv, Gedney.
Bantams (Black, White, or Any-coloured).—First, G. Helliwell, Walkley.

'Second and Highly Commended, W. Cannan (Black).
Cock (Any breed).— First, W. Cannan. Second, R. M. Stark. Highly

Commended, Hon. W. Eden. Cantley ; G. Helliwell ; G. Drinkell, Burton
' Staiher ; E. Smith, Middleton (Cochin) ;

— Bailey, Sheffield. Commended,
•Hon. F. C. H. Hawke.

:

Two Kens (Any brred),— First, Messrs. Sales &; Bentlev, Crowle. Second,
' -Mossr.s. BurcU & Boulter, Sheffield. Hiahly Commended, Hon. W. Eden

;,W. Barton. Donoaster; J. Holmes, Hotham; W. Cannan; W. Massey,:

Gedney. Commended, J. Gibson, Hatfleld ; R. M. Stark ; W. Meens,
Doncaster.
Chickens (Any pure breed).- First, W. Cannan. Second, G. Helliwell.

EXTRA STOCK.
Hen and Chickens (White Dorkings).—Highly Commended, M. Durham

Thorne.
Guinea Fowls.-First, H. Merkin, Driffield. Second and Highly Com-

mended, Hon. F. C. H. Hawke.
Turrets,— First, W. Cmnan. Second. R. J. Bentley, Finninglcy Park.

Highly Commended, Hon. F. C. H. Hawke ; U. J. Bentley. Commended,— Brown, Scawsby Hall.
Geese.- First, Hon. F. C. H. Hawke. Second, Miss Norwood, Fox Gate.

Giis.— First and Second, Hon. F. C. H. Hawke. Highly Commended, E. T.
Whaley.
Docks (Any breed).—First, W. Cannan. Second, Mrs. Ledger, Bentley

Highly Commended, J. Byrom, llazlehead.

The classes of Pigeons were scarcely so extensively filled

as on former occasions, but thoitgh deficient in numbers, the
quality was excellent. We much regretted to notice a pen
of the best white Powters we have seen for a long time,

were shown so excessively " roupy," that the hen, at least,

ought not to have been admitted into the show pens at all.

In common justice to others, proprietors of si'.ch birds should
not send them to exhibitions, for it is impossible to suggest
any disease as being ultimately more fatal, or more speedily
infectious.

Carriers.—W. Young, Howden. Second, W. Massey, Gedney, Highly
Commended, H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Croppers.-H Brown, Walkley. Second, T. C. Taylor, Middlesborough.
Tumblkrs.—Fir?t, R. Gravil, Thorne. Second, Mrs. I\t. Crown, Scawby

Hall. Highly Commended and Commended, G.J. Lowther, Doncaster. Com-
mended, H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Jacobins.—First, T. Eilrington, Woodmansev. Second. I. T. Stoker,

Darrtngton. Highly Commended. H. Yardley. Birmingham.
Nuns.—First, 1. C. Taylor, Middlesborough. Second, H, Snu^hall. Gedney
TRUMPETEns.—First, F. Key, Beverley. Second, W. Young, Howden.

Commended, C. Addy, Epworth.
Turbits.— First, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, H. Snushall, Gedney

Commended, E. Holding, Beverley ; H. Brown, Walkley.
Fantails.—First, I. C. Taylor. Middlesborough. Second, T. Eilrington,

Woodmansey. Commended, F. Key, Beverley ; C. Addy.
Owls.—First, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, C. Addy, Epworth.
Barbs.— First, W. Maesey. Second, F. Key. Highly Commended, H

Y'ardley.

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook,
officiated as sole Judge.

CHILLED EGGS.
Allow me to drop a word or two to my brother poultry-

keepers on a small scale by way of encouragement. I have
had a hen serve me the most capricious tricks with a sitting

of eggs I ever knew. On the 10th of May I had a hen
brought me wanting to sit, so I put her on some common
eggs, and twenty-four hours afterwards put some Silver-

pencilled Hambm-ghs' under and some Dorkings' eggs. She
took to them very fairly, and sat till Sunday, when I gave
her a chance of an extended run, an opportunity she em-
braced by being off from eight till two, six hours. Having
caught her, I kept her on the whole of that week, and on
Sunday again she was off for six hours. Well, I gave up
all hopes of my birds. I turned her off, and tried for two
days to break her from sitting. However, I put another
hen on the eggs, to settle her, on the Monday, May 23rd.

Determining to destroy the whole sitting, on the 23th I com-
menced breaking them, and found a live bird in the first.

That stopped me, so I tried the wild bu-d again, and she
took to, them for a few hours, and left them for another part
of the hayloft for more than twelve hours. Determined to

give them a trial I sent them away, eight of them, to a
friend who had some more sitting hens than myself, and
three days after the time was up I got six good strong birds

out of my eight eggs, the two that missed were Dorkings. I

have never met with such a case, nor have any of my povdtry

friends.

—

Bebt.

TEOUBLES OF A POTTLTKY-YAHD.
"A Farmer's Wife" will be extremely obliged by advice

how to treat her young Turkeys. A more healthy flock, to

all appearance, from one to two months old, it would, she

believes, be impossible to find. Still she has had three or

four droop and die ; they have seemed as well as ever, pei--

haps, when turned out in the morning, and by midday htive
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looked very dull, and in a few more hours have been dead.

Will you tell her what to give them ?

She has, also, some very fine Aylesbury Ducks, hatched
last June from eggs purchased from one of the most fortunate

exhibitors. Her stock consists of six Ducks and two Drakes,

and she has only had about forty eggs from them. There is

an odd Goose goes in the same house, would she eat the

eggs ?

[The transition from health to sickness and death is so

rapid, that it can only be attributed to the operation of

something the birds pick up and eat. When the weather is

as changeable as it has been of late. Turkeys feel it more
than any other poultry, and stimulants are the only treat-

ment for them. We have always found ale the best and the
easiest to administer, because they eat bread readily that

has been soaked in it. It is very bad for them to be out on
damp grass, or very early in the morning when there is frost.

They follow each other closely, and we have had mornings cold

and frosty enough of late to kiU the sickly bii'ds of a brood.
Meal, made of oats and peas or beans, ground together, and
mixed with milk, is very good food for them ; and if onion
tops are chopped with it, so much the better. When a
Turkey is drooping, nothing but stimulants will save it.

We should think it likely the Goose ate the Ducks' eggs.

It is a bad plan to allow Ducks and Geese to roost together.]

PIGEONS DISEASED.
A COEEESPONDENT, " Paevo," Complains of a swelling on

the joint of a Pigeon's wing. I believe it arises from a blow,
though it may also be partly constitutional ; and it is gene-
rally stated that hens wUl not breed when so aifeoted. I

have cured them by means of a seaton, thus—take a sharp
needle with double cotton and pass it through the skin over
the joint, tie the ends, making a loop, keep the wound open
by moving the thread every day until the sore discharges,
after which the swelling will subside, then the thread may
be cut and drawn out, and all will heal well. I have some-
times put the thread through both above and below the
joint. The object is to cause it to discharge ; perhaps a
little blister ointment might hasten the cure.

I had a young hen Air Tumbler strangely affected last

year. She was a first-rate tumbler. One day I noticed she
reftised to rise with the flight ; next day she seemed unable
to use her wings ; she wasted away and was long 01, and I
could do nothing for her. After some considerable time the
disease went to the head, the eyes swelled and discharged,
as also the nostrils, but with it she gradually improved in

bodily health, and regained the use of her wings, but her
eyes were weak for months. I bathed them frequently with
lotion. She is now well, though the eyelids are rather dis-

torted, but she has not yet laid, and though she flies well
she does not tumble so much as formerly. Can any one give
me any information respecting this disease ?

I have had much experience in Pigeon-keeping, and have
generally enjoyed immunity from diseases, but since I have
been here (Dallington, Sussex), several diseases have ap-
peared among my Pigeons that I cannot account for. Two
years ago aU the young Pigeons of one breed pined away
and died as in a decline. I never saw the disease before,
and after losing a great many, I saved two by cod liver oil.

This year some of my old birds are dying off, and I cannot
account for the attack, nor yet cure the disease ; it seems to
be a diarrhoea that takes them off in two or three days.
Can any one assist me to a remedy ?—B. P. Bebnt.

SUPEEESTG SWAEMS.
I NOTICED in your Journal a short time ago a recommend-

ation to put on a super directly a swarm was hived, the
swarm first filUng the super with comb, and the queen de-
positing her eggs in the same, which were all hatched out
in the space of three weeks or so ; and then the super was
filled with honey, which after a short time might be removed.
Supposing I put a super on a swarm three weeks after it is

hived, in what time might I eipect it to be full, the weather
being fine and the time it was put on June 8th ?

—

Dtjmplinq.

[The recommendation to which you refer was not made

in o\ir columns, nor have we ever tried it, but it may be a
good one for all that; and as it is described by you with
sufficient correctness, we hope some of our readers will sub-
mit it to the test of experiment and acquaint us with the
result. The probable time occupied by a swarm in fiUing

a super depends upon too many unknown and uncertain
contingencies—the size of the super itself, the strength o£
the swarm, and the fecundity of its queen, the nature of the
locality, the character of the coming season, &o.—to admit
of a satisfactory reply.]

OUE. LETTEE BOX.
Bfvbrlet Show [A71 Sye-witness).—We are quite ftnre that the judg-ments

were honestly given ; and we should have implicit confidence in the
decisions of the Judges who made the awards. There was an oversiL;ht,

and a prize {riven to a pen of Po!a ids which had been dyed, but the right
exposure of thf fraud was made at the Thome Eshibition, as will be seen
in our columns to-day,
PoDLTRY ir: Cellabs {/. ilf. ).—Either Cochins, ^.r Brahma?, or Spanish

fowls would do in a cellar if perfectly dry, airy, nnd light; bat they would
not do flo well as they would if they had sun. Chickens could not be reared
in a cellar.

Hen Become Blind {Old Sulscriher).—We cannot think the excf*ssive

laying would produce blindness, but the system may have been weakened
by it.

RiiARiNG Pe.\-fowls (Suhscriber).— Pea-chicks must be kept dry and
tolerably warm. They should be fed on ground oats mixed with milk,
bruised hempseed, chopped egg-, and cooked meat chopped fine. They
should have beer to drink at first, and bread and beer is good food for

them. The hen t^hould be shut up for sis or seven weeks, and the chicks
should not run about in the morning till the grass is Iry. Barleymeal and
leek or onion tops choppei and mixed make good food.
Ceows and Pt,ATS Destroyers of Chickkns i Idem).— Tiooks do not kill

and eat chickens, Crows do, and if they have once ".aken to a brood they
Will kill all unless they are themselves killed. We know to our cnst how
difficult it i?. to get rid of rats. We have found ferrets the rao^t effectual

method of killing them. Thfy may be very mwch stopped if their holes as
fast as they muke them are filled with large loose gravel stones, and sm'iU
heiips of the same put over them. Wlien they move one, another falls in its

place. If the plan of getting rid of them for 25. Qd. is anything like one
advertised at 55. it involves a fortnight's labour, considerable espsnes, and
spoiling half the doors and wainscoats of a house.
Roupy Bantam (J. F. 7'.).— Put the Bantam cock somewhere by himself.

Give a dose of a tablespoonful of castor oil, and feed two houra afterwards
with stale bread steeped in stron? old ale. Wash the montli, eves, and
nostrils with cold water and vinegar. If he continues so weak, you must
feed entirely on bread and ale, except when varied with some chooped egg.
Paint Poisonous for Poultry (Suh-icriber).—Paint is deadly when taken

intern;iUy by poultry. The only treatment we know of is castor oil given
freely, and an adult Turkey would take two tablespoonfula. We have
kno«u Turkeys lay as many as forty eggs without sitting.

Crowing an Annoyance [A Constant Reader),—WedonofccoT^sideryonr
nelghbnur could prosecute you crioimally, nor is it clear that he ha^ i legal
reraefiy ; but as the crowing of your Brahma Pootra annoys your neighbour,
would it not be well to remove the poultry-house to a distance ?

CniTTEPRAT (ff. ff.).— It is an old local name for the Silver-pencilled
Hamburgh. It is probably a corruption of the Anglo-Sa^on— CTce/t, a
chicken, -ind prcete, ornamented—r^fering to its pencilled feafhers.

Turtle Doves' Eqqs Unproductive (5. P.).—It is not uncommon for

addled eggs to dry up in warm weather, which arises fro'n the evaporation
that takes place through the shell during incubation. I conclude "S P."
means the Collared Turtle Doves, commonly kept in cages, and not the Wild
on I ve Turtle Doves, the summer visitants to our woods. But why the eggs
are :inproductive it i-* impossible for me to divine without knowing more
p'-irticulars. I fan only suggest a remedy by asking a few questions—as,

Are the hens properly mated? otherwise the eggs cannot be fertile, though
two hens will sometimes pair and lay. Are the Doves too nearly relited?

or are the cocks old and cripp ed % Lastly, have thuv proper food, materiaU
for nesting, and convenieit places for incub;ition 1 or are the coeks too fat?

Any one of these circumstances may render the f'ggs t;«eleB3.— B. P. Brent.
Pigeon with Dise\sed Eyes {A, if ),—It is almost impossibl-. from

your account, to say wliat is the matter with yonr Pigeon's eyes. Has it

been pecked 1 You can trv bathng the eyes with warm water, and anoint
them with some salve, as Turner's cerate.

Carrier Pigeons not Fredino their Young [R. K. F,).—This most
likely proceeds from the old birds being too highly fed. A good plan would
be to keep a few pairs of Dragons, or other good feeding Pigeons, as nurses.

Destroying Rats {Ide)n).~-YoT the destruction of rats I would call

attention to Mr. Brails foril's wire traps, which I have heard highly spoken
of. When the present colony has been captured let oil be mode secure

against fresh arrivals.—B. P. Beent.
Bee Parasite {A Lanarkshire See-&ee;jer).—What you send is a part of

the skin of an Acarus, but of what species we are nnable to determine.

We should be obliged by your sending us a bee, either hving or dead, with

these parasites adhering to it.

LONDON MAEE:ETS.—JiTHE 20.

POTTLTKY.
There has been a pood demand for poultry the last month, and althongli

the supply has steadily Inorcased, yet it has not heon equal to the average

of previous seasons. Prices have been consequently maintained.
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day occiUTence where liuge hand-bouquets form portions of

ladies' ball equipments ; and what compensation do they offer

for the discomfort ? The odour of the flowers may be urged in

their favour ; but very often such bouquets are made more
for appearance than for the scent, in fact, that of some
flowers so used is disagreeable rather than otherwise. That
they are of gay colours is also urged as a recommendation,
but so also are very often the di-esses of the fair ones who
carry them ; and it rai'ely happens indeed that any regard is

paid to the contrast between the dress and the bouquet, so

long as the latter is formed of rare and costly flowers.

In thus complaining of bouquets as they are formed at

the present time, I by no means find fault with them on all

occasions. A neat bouquet, not too large and unwieldly,

may be a fitting, perhaps necessary, accompaniment to a lady

in a carriage or when going to a levee ; but for a ball, could

not a few sprigs be neatly fastened to some prominent por-

tion of a lady's di-ess, so as not to inconvenience the wearer ?

The little knot in a gentleman's button-hole affords a very

good example, and looks well ; and that ladies should go
somewhat further is excusable enough, but the excess so

often run into is inexcusable, as the discordant elements the

bouquets are composed of, and the highly artificial form they
assume, give them aU the appearance of being made of some
of the various compositions that imitations are so cleverly

carried out in. Assuming flowers to be real, would not a

tithe of those now used in the making of a fashionable bouquet
effect the same object ? and would not the effect be better ?

Much more might be said against the use of flowers for

purposes to which they are so inconginiously applied ; and
beautiful as they are in most cases, I would warn their

greatest admirers not to use them in too great numbers in

places where they are not wanted, or where the conditions

of other things seem to call for something else instead ; for

by so doing they disgust rather than please the discrimi-

nating eye of true taste, and instead of extending the
patronage of floral display they diminish it ; for, as be-

fore said, ornament too profusely applied ceases to deservfe

the name. Let the best friends of Flora, therefore, beware
that in introducing flowers everywhere they do not sacrifice

good tase. By a judicious disposal of a less quantity they
alike cultivate a higher and purer taste, and perpetuate the

love of floriculture.—W. K. E.

EOTAL HOETICTJLTUEAL SOCIETY.
The follies which have been perpetrated at the Kensing-

ton Garden during the past week are so palpable, so offensive

to good taste, and so totally incompatible with the objects

for which the gardens of the Society were founded, that no
vituperation with which such mountebankery could be cas-

tigated would be in excess of what all the horticultural

Fellows feel. We are in no degree surprised at such follies,

and we have warned our readers more than once what might
be expected from the present management.

CULTIVATION OV THE PINE APPLE.
{Continued froin page 429.)

When a greater number of fruit begins to ripen at any
given time than is necessary to supply the demand, it is in

many instances desirable that a portion of them should be
retarded to form a succession of fruit in good condition.

This is easily effected by removing them to a cooler situa-

tion as soon as they begin to colour. I have frequently
placed them in a vinery where the Grapes have ripened, and
where fii'e heat has been left off and a free circulation of air

allowed. In such a place they ripen gradually, and I find

Pines so ripened generally excellent in flavour. The cool

di'y atmosphere of the vinery and the shade of the Vines
axe good retarding conditions; and where a compartment
cannot be spared for the purpose, this is as good a way of

retarding Pine Apples as any that I have tried. Fi-uit may
be cut before they are quite ripe, and, laid in a dry fruit-

room, they will keep for weeks ; but probably the better way
ia not to detach the fruit from the plant, but to remove plant
and fruit to some cool shady place. These observations, of

coursej apply to summer fi-uit.

When the fruit is aU cut from a pit or houseful of plants
the suckers should be carefully attended to. The dry con-
dition of soU and atmosphere which is necessary to good
flavour in the fruit is not favourable to the well-being of
the suckers : consequently I have frequently removed and
potted the suckers immediately the fruit began to colour,
and when more air and a dry condition became necessary
for its quality. Sometimes, however, the suckers are but
small by the time the fruit is ripe, and in such cases it is

advisable to leave them tUl the fruit is cut. Then the soU
should have a good watering, and the moisture in the
atmosphere be increased till the suckers have made further
growth.
The practice of allowing suckers to lie in a cool dry place,

and detached from the parent plant, with the object of dry-
ing them, is one for which I never could understand a good
reason, and I cannot perceive what good end is gained by it.

On the contrary, in my opinion the practice is injurious to
the progress of the young plants, and is, consequently, at-

tended, to say the least of it, with a loss of time.
Where a regular supply of fruit has to be kept up nearly

all the year round fi-om a limited number of plants it is not
advisable to pot too many suckers at any one time. The
best way to keep up a supply is to pot smaller quantities at

more frequent intervals. It is, however, desirable to pot
the greatest number about the month of August, when all

the early batch of fruit is generally cut. In this case it is

best not to select all the suckers of the strongest character,

but rather to have about equal proportions of two sizes.

These can be so managed and arranged as to give a supply
of ripe fruit in the case of Queens from June to October of
their fruiting year.

These remarks and those of my preceding paper have re-

ference to summer and early autumn-fruiting Queens. For
winter and spring Pines I always endeavour to start a
quantity at two different times from the middle of July
till the middle of September. For this purpose the best
sorts are the true variety of the Smooth-leaved Cayenne
and the Black Jamaica. The former is a noble Pine, being
unsurpassed for appearance and long keeping after it is ripe,

and it is juicy and well-flavoured. The latter is a more
highly flavoured Pine, but not so sure a starter, nor nearly
so handsome.
To have sets of these in a fit state to start at the periods

named, the earliest of the two should be shifted into their

fruiting-pots in the previous summer, kept growing till the
end of October, and afterwards kept compai'atively cool till

the middle of April ; then by increased top and bottom heat,
with moisture in proportion, they vriU start into fruit in

July. In cases where the plants are forward a portion of
this lot wUl start in May without making a growth ; but
where there are plenty of other summer varieties it is not
desirable that they should, for theii- fruit is never so fine as

that yielded by those which first make a growth and then
show fruit. To have a succession to these for late winter
and early spring fi-uit, those that have been wintered in

eight-inch pots and shifted in March come in the best. For
this purpose, especially, I have never found any Pine equal

to the Smooth-leaved Cayenne, and from plants of it so

managed we have here had very fine fruit in the spring

months as well as throughout the winter. Those expected

to start late for spring fruit should now (June the 13th) be
growing fi'cely, and when they have well filled their pots

there is little fear of getting them to start after being kept

a little more freely aired and cool for a few weeks.

There is nothing peculiar in the treatment needed fos

these varieties. They probably require more moisture at

the root than is good for the different varieties of the Queen.
The Cayenne is also more impatient of bright sun early in

the season than any variety I know, and especially so in

cases where the plants have been kupt growing late in

autumn. Kather than allow tlie foUage to become browned
shade should be applied in early summer ; with a moist at-

mosphere and shade the browning can easily be done away
with when it may occur.

There is a spurious variety of Cayenne which has been

identified with the true, and in consequence the latter has

in some instances been condemned. The two are very much
alike in fruit, but have this great distinction, that the one

commences to rot as soon as ripe, and is in other respects
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worthless, while the other can be kept six weeks after it is

quite ripe, and is juicy and rich. The best variety is broader
and more recurved in leaf than the other, has always a few
spines at the points and base of the leaves, and will not
produce one sucker for six that the spurious variety does.

It is not my intention to balance the merits of the plant-
ing-out and the pot-systems. Doubtless both have their

recommendations, and can be caa-ried out with success, even
with very commonplace appliances. Although I have given a
good deal of attention to the planting-out system I have
not adopted it—not that I suppose that as fine fruit is not
to be regularly produced by it, facts prove otherwise ; but
with the accommodation at command, I have never been able
to see how I could so fully and regularly keep up a supply
of Pines as when they are in pots, and, as a consequence,
available at all times for being moved, and removed either
to force forward or retard fruit, as the case may demand.
Neither do I conceive it necessary or desirable to have finer

fruit than eleven-inch pots can be made to produce. It is

not the size of pot nor the unlimited range that the open
bed allows, that are the principal points of good Pine-
culture.

There is, however, a simplicity about the best system of
open-bed cultivation which induces me to give a short out-
line of the very best practice on that system. The sucker-
pits are prepared by putting about 2 feet of Oak leaves
(where fermenting materials are used for bottom heat) into
them, and treading these as fii-mly as possible, and over the
leaves is placed about 4 inches of fresh loam. The suckers
are then planted in rows pretty close together, at the same
time so as not to be crowded. This applies to the lot of
suckers put in in August. They are then sprinkled overhead
and kept close, and at a temperature of 70° to 80°; they are
shaded during hot sunshine, and sprinkled overhead two
or three times a-week till they are rooted, when they are
exposed to light and more air—in short, treated in other
respects the same as potted plants. Sufficient water is given
at the root after they are rooted just to moisten the soil

about their roots. By the following March the roots wiU
have run nearly all over the bed, and then they are trans-
planted into the succession-pits, where a foot of loam is pro-
vided for them. In transplanting them they are lifted with
their roots as entire as possible. They are planted about
2 feet apart each way, and when the operation is completed
they get a good watering to settle the soU about them. In
the month of August they are ready to be moved into their
fruiting quarters, when careful transplanting must be
carried out.

This system can, of course, be modified by any one con-
versant with the nature and wants of the Pine Apple, and is

an admirable method, especially where immense quantities
of plants are grown. But it is my opinion that for rapid and
certain fruiting, and under many circumstances, as where a
regular supply is required from a small amount of accom-
modation, the comparatively small-pot system is the best.

D. Tkomson.

help wishing that every suburban garden with a southern
aspect, however small, had one of these ground vineries in
it. No syringing, no watering is required. The Vines lying
on the slates on the earth have, I imagine, the advajatage of
constant radiation of moisture from the earth : hence their
immunity from that Vine pest the red spider.

The cares attendant on these structures are thinning the
fruit and stopping the shoots, the latter fortnightly through
the summer.
Any of your readers interested in Vine-culture—and who

is not ?—is most welcome to view my ground vineries.

—

Thos. Eitees.

MY GEOUND VINEEIES.
I HAVE four of these most interesting structures now in

fall work ; they are each 14 feet long, in two seven-feet
lengths, placed on bricks, and paved with slates, exactly as
given in your figure in No. 28. In one there is a Trentham
Black, in the others two Black Hamburghs and a Buckland
Sweetwater. On the four Vines are now two hundred bunches
of bloom, and their fr-uit set, I shall, of course, remove more
than half of these. What gratifies me more than anything
is the vigour and health of these Vines, every spur shows
from one to three bunches, and every leaf and shoot is perfect.
The Vines are planted at the north-east end of each vinery.

The ground was trenched 2 feet in depth, and manure well
mixed with the soil. No other preparation was made ; but it

must be confessed that the soil is highly favourable—a cal-
careous sandy loam, very deep. The Trentham Black has
made such a vigorous shoot that it has run into its neigh-
bour, and is 21 feet long. I can now see that a vigorous-
growing Vine may be made to occupy four lengths—28 feet,

or even more, so that the produce of one Vine may be,
as Dominie Samson would have said, prodigious.
When I look at my productive healthy Vines I cannot

THE AXEXAJSfDRA PAEK HOETICULTUEAIi
SHOV^.

This took place on the 22nd and 23rd inst. ; and the dis-

play, as was to be expected from d£700 being offered in prizes,

was varied, extensive, and good. The floral portion of the
Exhibition was held in four large tents communicating with
each other, and in these turf banks were raised to serve as

stages, after the manner adopted at the Eegent's Park. In
one respect the Show differed fr-om other great London
shows, and that was the arrangem.ent of the plants. These
instead of being kept together according to their classes,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants along with Stove and Green-
house Plants, Ferns along with Ferns, Eoses along with
Eoses, were arranged to produce an effect. The intermix-

ture of the flowering with the ornamental-foliaged plants

took away that monotonous appearance which generally

exists when each class of plants is shown by itself. This
was a feature peculiar to the Show, and which, though it

considerably increased the labours of the Judges and re-

porters, was well worthy of the attention of those having
the arrangement of hoitieultural exhibitions. There can
be no doubt that the brilliant colours of the splendid speci-

men plants which are brought to our great shows, would be
shown off to greater advantage if there were a judicious in-

termixture of foliage ; while, on the other hand, the plants

of which the principal attribute is the ornamental character

of their foliage, would be lighted up by the brUliaat hues of

their neighbours. This mode of arrangement was, we believe,

principally cai-ried out by Mi-. Williams, of HoUoway; and
though the limited amount of time which elapsed between
the arrival of the plants and that of the Judges did not
permit of his making it so perfect as he wished, still it was
an improvement for which he deserves great credit.

Stove and Geeenhouse Plants.—Many of the leading
exhibitors of these did not make their appearance, and the

specimen plants of several of those who did had lost some-
what of their beauty ; still they made a good display. Un-
fortunately there were only three classes—namely, one for

twelves from amateurs, another for eights from nurserymen,
and a third for collections effectively arranged. Thus many
who would have been competitors were, doubtless, shut out.

The plants exhibited were little different as regards kinds
from those noticed in previous reports. Allamandas were
represented by cathartica, grandiflora, and Schotti,with their

showy yellow flowers in good condition ; of Ixoras, Pimeleas,

Phcenocomas, Aphelexes, and Ericas there were several very
good plants. Mr. Eraser had a very fine plant of Dipladenia
crassinoda, a red-fiowered twiner, which is seen less fre-

quently than it deserves. From Mr. Ehodes came Hoya
Paxtoni, with very pretty wax-lite rose and white flowers, but
from not being placed at a sufficient height above the eye
their beauty was lost. Dracophyllum gracile, from Mr.
Williams, was very fine, the pure white of the flowers con-
trasting very well with the pure green of the foliage. The
violet purple Statice profusa from the same, was also very-

ornamental. Prizes were awarded as follows :—For twelves,

Mr. ChUman, fiist ; Mr. Peed, second ; Mr. Baines, Bowden,
third. For eights, Mr. Eraser, first ; Messrs. Lee, second

;

Mr. Williams, third ; Mr. Cutbush, Barnet, fourth. For sixes

Mr. Baines, first ; Mr. Chilman, second. For the most effec-

tively-arranged collection, Mr. Williams, first; Messrs. A.
Henderson, second ; Messrs. Lee, third.

FiNE-EOLiAGED PLANTS made an extensive and fine display,

the specimens exhibited being mostly large, and in excellent

condition. Among the most noticeable were Alocasia me-
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tallica, Latania borbonica, Gleiohenia hecistophylla, Dracaena
indivisa, and Yucca quadrieolor, from Mr. Williams. Messrs.

Lee again exhibited their fine plants of Neottopteris aus-

tralasica, Cordyline indivisa, Khopala corcovadense, and
Oreopanax dactylifolium. Anthurium lenconeurum, the

large-leaved variegated Alocasia macrorhiza, Cyathea Smithi,

and Alalia Sieboldi, were a few of the finest of those from
Messrs. A. Henderson. Mr. "Williams had the first prize

;

Messrs. Lee the second; Messrs. A. Henderson the third.

In the Amateurs' Class, a splendid Gleichenia speluncaj,

5 feet across, was shown by Mr. Baines, gardener to H.
Micholl, Esq., Bowden, Cheshire; also a very large plant of

Croton longifolinm, a fin« Theophrasta imperialls, and
Rhopala. Musa Cavendishii came from Mr. Donald, Leyton,

and being ornamental, from its broad foliage, as well as

useful for its fruit, might be more grown than it is. The
crimson, white, and lucid green Caladium Wightii was also

shown by the same exhibitor. A fine plant of Blechnum
brasUiense and two very good Caladiums came fi-om Mr.
Toung, Highgate ; and Mr. Taylor, gardener to J. Yates,

Esq., of the same place, exhibited a neat plant of Cissus

discolor, a large Rhopala., Cycas revoluta, and Encephalartos
latifrons. Mr. Baines was first ; Mr. Taylor, second ; Mr.
Donald, third ; and Mr. Young, fourth.

Fekns.—Remarkable among these were the tree Ferns
from Mr. Williams and Messrs. Lee, which were placed in a
-circular tent among the flowering plants to take away the
flatness which woidd othenvise have been apparent, and
their wide-spreading- graceful fronds had an excellent effect.

They consisted of Alsophila australis, Cyatheas serra and
australis, and Dicksonia antarctioa, from Mr. Williams, and
a similar collection from Messrs. Lee. From Mr. Williams
came a collection of twelve exotic Ferns, among which were
fine plants of Cibotinm princeps and Schiedei, Cyathea
gi'andis and Todea afiicana. Good collections were lite-

wise shown by Messrs. Young, Taylor, and Holland. Of
Lycopods, some excellent pans were sent by Mr. Young

;

and of hardy British Ferns, Mr. Williams exhibited a col-

lection of thirty distinct forms. The prizes awarded were

—

For tree Ferns, Mr. Williams, first ; Messrs. Lee, second.

For twelve exotic kinds, Mr. Williams, first ; Mr. Woolley,
second ; Messrs. A. Henderson, third. For ten, Mr. Young,
first ; Mr. Taylor, second ; Mr. Holland, third. For hardy
British Ferns, Mr. Williams first. For Lycopods, Mr.
Young first.

Oechids though not very numerous were in tolerable

condition, but not so fresh as at previous shows. Some
good examples of Lselia purpurata, Cattleyas Mossise and
superba, Vandas, .aCrides Fieldingi, Cypripedium barbatum
and varieties, also Hookeri, Orchis foliosa, and the showy
SobraUa macrantha, were shown. Maxillaria tenuifolia was
bearing a profusion of its red and yellowish flowers, and
there was also Cirrhfea fusco-lutea with dingy yellowish

green flowers, from Mr. Woolley. For fifteen, Mr. Wilson,
Enfield, was first ; Mr. Peed, second ; Mr. Baines, third. For
eight, Mr. WiUiams, first ; Mr. Woolley, second ; Mr. Rhodes,
third. For six, Mj. WooUey, fii'st ; Mr. Wheeler, second

;

111-. Chihnan, thu-d.

Heaths and Azaleas.—Of the former some very good
plants were exhibited, such as Ventricosa magnifica and
Bothwelliana, Aitonia turgida, obbata, CandoUeana, Savil-

leana, &c. For ten Mr. Rhodes had the prize. For eight

Mr. Peed was first ; Mr. Wheeler, second ; Mr. Chilman, third.

For six, Mr. Wheeler, first; Mr. Cutbush, second ; Mi-. Rhodes,
third. From Azaleas it was too late to expect much, but Mr.
Turner and Mr. Peed had still some good plants. In the
Amateurs' Class Mr. Peed was fii-st, Mr. Penny second.

Miscellaneous and New Plants.— Hanging-baskets
variously filled Avere sent by Messrs. A. Henderson, Wil-
liams, Earley, and Cutbush

;
garden vases of terra cotta

hj Messrs. Henderson; of artificial stone by Messrs. Cut-
bush and Mr. Williams. Messrs. Barr & Sugden again ex-

hibited then- plant-cases, which have already received com-
mendatory notice in previous reports, also i-ustic window-
boxes. New plants were the same as seen at previous
shows. Certificates were awai'dcd to Messrs. Yeitch for

Gymnogramma Pearcii, their new Lomaria, Dracsena Cooperi,

and Lilium auratum ; to Mr. Eraser for Dracaena stricta ; to
]yir. Williams for AnijectochOus petola superba, Zamia Leh-
manni, Cattleya amethystoglossa, Lamatophyllum borbon-

ieum, Agave Schidigera, his fine variegated New Zealand
Flax, Phakenopsis grandiflora aurea, Sphserogyne latifolia,

Lomaria zamaifolia, and Yucca albo-spica ; and to Mr. Towns-
hend, Homsey, for three varieties of Clematis lanuginosa.

From Mr. Baines, of Bowden, came very fine examples of

Ansectochilus Lowii and xanthophyllus, the curious Dionsea
muscipula or Venus's Flytrap, and fine plants of Sarracenias

purpurea, flava, and variolaris. Mr. Pindlay, of the Man-
chester Botanic Garden, again exhibited his large-leaved

Alocasia ; it looked much better than when seen at the
Regent's Park, and was awarded a certificate.

The show of Fruit, though much less extensive than -was

expected from the number of entries which were made, was
nevertheless very good. The first prize for a eoUeetion was
taken by Mr. A. Henderson, of Trentham, with two Pines, a
Melon, Figs. Royal George Peaches, Violette Hdtive Nec-
tarines, and Bigarreau de HoUande CheiTies ; Mr. Dawson,
gardener to Earl Cowper, Panshanger, was second 5 Mr.
Turner, Slough, third.

Pines.—Though but few were shown these were generally

very good. For four fruits, two of a sort, Mr. Young, gar-

dener to Crawshay Bailey, Esq., Cyfarthfa Castle, took the

fii'st prize with two large Providence and two fine Queens;
Mr. Penny was second in the same class with Ripley, and
Moscow Queen, very well ripened; and Mr. A. Henderson
thu-d, with Smooth-leaved Cayenne and Eipley Queen. In

the class for Providence, Mr. Young was first with a large and
fine fruit ; and Mr. Smith, Calderstone, second with one
weighing 8^- lbs. In Queens, Mr. Young was first -with a
fine fruit;' Mr. Grant, second; and Mr. Eochford, Page
Green, third. We may here call attention to the fact, that

with hardly an exception the weight of the fruit exhibited

was not, as it ought to have been, stated ; and thus a guide

is not afforded as to the merits of the productions as com-
pared -with those of previous years. This fault is not peculiar

to the Alexandra Park Show, but exists to a greater or less

extent at all.

Grapes..—The great attraction of the fruit show was the

Grapes, and especially the Black Hamburghs from Mr,
Meredith, and the Black Prince from Mr. HUl. For three

dishes of distinct varieties, Mr. Meredith was first with

Trentham Black, Black Hamburgh, and Victoria Hamburgh,
and these, it is almost unnecessary to say, were remarkably

fine. Mr. Embery was second ; and Mr. A. Fowler, Castle

Kennedy, third, "with Golden Hamburgh, Wilmot's Dutch
Hamburgh, and Champion Hamburgh, also very fine. In

Black Hamburghs 3Ir. Meredith was again first with

bunches such as he usually exhibits, and that is the best

praise ; Mr. Hyde, Waltham Cross, and Mr. Sawkins, were

equal second ; their bunches being also very fine, as, indeed,

were most of those exhibited, and particularly those from

Mr. Fowler and Mr. Turner. For Black Prince, Mr. HiU
had the first prize in the Any variety class. Some excellent

boxes of Black Hamburghs were likewise shown by Messrs.

Meredith, Woolley, Henderson, and Eochford ; and Pope's

Hamburgh by Mr. Fowler. In Muscats, Mr. Turner was

first, and Mr. Hayes, Oak HiU, second, with fine bunches.

Of other white kinds, some fine bunches of Golden Ham-
burghs came fi-om Mr. Fowler, Buckland Sweetwater from

Mr. Hfll, and good Chasselas Musque fi-om Mr. Bland,

Hendon. For the best-flavoured black Grape of any kind,

Messrs. Meredith, Weir, and Walhs, were respectively first,

second, and third with Black Hamburghs. In addition

to the above, the new Duchess of Bucoleuch was sho-wn by

Mr. W. Thomson ; the bunch, 1 lb. in weight, had been pro-

duced by a pot Vine started in January, and was considered

by the judges to have afineFrontignan flavour. Collections

of Grapes, -svith pai-ticulars of cultivation, were exhibited by
Mr. A. Henderson, who was first, and Mr. Meredith who was
second, with seventeen kinds ; also by Messrs. Lane. Mr.

Henderson's were Golden Hamburgh, West St. Peter's,

Chavoush, Bucldand Sweetwater, Frankenthal. Muscat and

Victoria Hamburgh, Pope's Hamburgh, Mill Hill Ham-
bm-gh, Chaptal, Black Prince, Muscat HAtif de Saumur,

Royal Muscadine, and Foster's Seedling. Mr. Meredith

had of kinds not already named, Black Hamburgh, Muscat

of Alexandria, Bowood Muscat, Amber Cluster, White Fron-

,
tignan, Purple Constantia, Trentham Black, Lady Downe's,
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and Dutch Hamburgh. It may be interesting to know how
Mr. Meredith succeeds in producing such fine black Grapes,
we therefore subjoin the mode oftreatment which he adopted
with those shown in tliis collection. The Black Hamburghs
were " cut fi-om a Vine planted in June, 1857, whilst the

Vines were in a growing state. The bottom of the border
is concreted ; on this there is about 1 foot of rubble, and on
the top of the rubble and concrete is placed the composition
for transplanting in, which consists of brown turfy loam
three parts, and bone dust, oyster shells, and brick rubbish
one part, all well mixed together. The depth of the border
is from 2 feet 6 inches to 2 feet 9 inches, and the width 16 feet.

All the Black Hamburgh varieties were grown in a span-
roofed house, and started at Christmas. They were kept at

a temperatm-e of 50^ at night, and 55° to 60° in the day,

with a little air on the top-lights, and at the end of the first

month I allowed the temperature to rise both day and
night 5° higher in sunny weather. The temperature was
allowed to rise in the daytime to from 65° to 90°, taking
care to have plenty of moisture in the atmosphere. At the
end of the second month the house was kept at from 65" to
70° at night, and from 75° to 90° in the day, with air accord-
ing to circumstances."
Peaches and Nectabines were generally of large size

and well ripened. In the class for Peaches, two dishes, Mr.
Ford was fii-st with Violette Hative and Early Newington

;

Mr. AUen, Withington HaU, second with Noblesse and
Bellegarde; Mr. Sage, Ashridge, thii'd with Royal George
and Violette Hative, Mr. HiU taking an equal thu-d. All of

the above were fine. In single dishes, Mr. Ford was first

with Early Newington ; Mr. Brown, Fawsley Park, second
with Noblesse ; and Mr. McLeUan, Bamet, third with Royal
George. Some very good examples of the above kinds were
also shown by other exhibitors. Of Nectarines, the principal

kinds shown were Elruge and Violette Hative. For two
dishes, Mr. Allen was first, Mr. Masters second, Mr. Dawson
and Mr. Hill third. In single dishes, Mr. Brown, Fawsley,
was first with finely-coloured Violette Hative.
Miscellaneous.—Melonswere rather numerous. In Green-

fieshed kinds, Mr. Sawkins was first with Marquis of Ailsa

;

Mr. Meredith second with his Hybrid Cashmere. Windsor
Prize from Mr. Martin was first in the Scarlet-fleshed class.

Of Cherries, Elton, May Duke, and Black Tartarian were
shown in good condition, the last-named, from Mr. Hender-
son, being very fine. In Strawberries, Empress Eugenie,
Sir C. Napier, and Admiral Dundas fr-om Mr. KaUe, were
first; Marguerite, Oscar, and President from Mr. Turner,
second. Some good dishes of Brown Turkey Figs were also

shown. Apples in good preservation by Mr. Earley, Rabley
Cucumber by Mr. Monro, Orchard-house trees by Mr. Eraser
and Messrs. Lane, the latter also having Vines in pots loaded
with fine bunches.

PLOBISTS PLOTVEES.
HoTWiTHsrANDiNG- that the Brighton Show was held on

the same day, and that Rugby had held her first great
gathering in honour of the queen of flowers the day before,

there was a goodly muster of florists and a goodly display of

their productions. Pelargoniums, although not numerous,
were in good condition ; and cut Roses were very fine, af-

fording a proof of what I believe to be the fact, that the
Rose this season is in admirable condition, the flowers being
most of them true to character, as was naturally to be ex-

pected at this advanced season. Pot Roses were past their

prime; while in other florist's flowers, such as Pinks, Car-
nations, and Pausies, some very creditable stands were
staged. Nothing could have been more liberal than the
scale of prizes ; and notwithstanding that the ground is

quite new, I have very little doubt that ultimately the
Alexandra Park Show wiU be one of the most popular of

our metropolitan shows.
The cut Roses exhibited by Messrs. Paul & Son, W. Paul,

and Turner were very fine indeed, and their freshness and
beauty attracted many admirers. In the Class for' fifty

single blooms Messrs. Paul & Son were first with a stand
which contained -some wonderfully fine examples of the fol-

lowing among others :—La Brfllante, Vicomte Vigier, Tri-

omphe de Rennes (very fine), Francois Laoharme, Alphonse
Damaizin, Baron GoneUa (a wonderful bloom), Devoniensis
(very fine), Madame Valembourg, Madame Vidot, Lord Clyde

(very fine), Narcisse, Souvenir d'un Ami, Comtesse de Cha-
brillant, and Hamlet. In Mr. C. Turner's, which was-,
second, were Souvenir de Comte Cavour (very fine), Maurice
Bornhardin (excellent). Souvenir de la Malmaison, Cloth
of Gold (fine), Bax-on de Rothscliild (good), Niphetos, Celine
Forestier, and Olivier Delhomme. Mr. Wm. Paul was third,

and had good blooms of Triomphe de Caen, Triomphe
d'Amiens, Catherine Guillot, Virginal, Le Rhone, Maurice
Bemhardin, Madame Furtado, Beauty of Waltham, &c.

In the Class of 24''s, three trusses of each variety, Messrs.
Paid & Son were again first with Madame Knorr, Lord
Clyde (most excellent), Gloire de Dijon, John Hoj^per (very
fine), Madame Boutin (open at the eye), Mdlle. Bonnaire,
Caroline de Sansal, Baron Adolphe de Rothschild, La VUle
de St. Denis, Celine Forestier, Catherine GuiUot, Prince
CamUle de Rohan (very dark), Madame CaiUat (very fine),

Maurice Bernhardin, Souvenir de Berangei-, Olivier Del-
homme, Triomphe de Rennes (very fine), and Amiral Gra-
vina. Mr. Wm. Paul was second. His flowers were Caroline -

de Sansal, Oderic Vital, Turenne, Senateur Vaisse, Madame
Hector Jacquin, Duo de Rohan (very fine), Duchesso d'Or-
leans, Madame BoU, Le Rhone, Catherine Guillot, Comte
de Nanteuil, Marechal VaiUant (good), Gloire de Vitry,

Charles Lefebvre (excellent). Virginal, La BriUante, Victor
Verdier, General Jacqueminot, and Beauty of Waltham.
Mr. Turner was thu-d, and amongst his blooms were good
examples of Vicomte Vigier, Louis XIV., Francois Laeharme,
Madame Bravy, and Souvenir de Comte Cavour.
The Amateurs' Roses looked, generally speaking, poor

after the above brflliant specimens, but contained some fine

blooms. There is but little use in detailing the lists of names.
I would, therefore, only mention those flowers which strike
me as good. In the Rev. V. Knox Child's, who took first

prize, were good flowers of Cloth of Gold, Paul Ricaut, Gloire
de Dijon, Anna de Diesbach, Senateur Vaisse, and Souvenir
de la Malmaison. Mr. Sawkins, gardener to G. Brassey,
Esq., was second. His best flowers were Senateur Vaisse,
Louis XIV., Prince Camille de Rohan, Madame Vidot, John
Hopper, and Madame Crapelet. Mr. Mofl;at was third.

Senateur Vaisse, Anna de Diesbach, Louise de Savoie, and
Celine Forestier were his best flowers.

Mr. Corp, of Salisbury, was first in 18's. The most notice-
able of his fiowers were Senateur Vaisse, MdUe. Bonnaire,
Celine Forestier, Charles Lefebvre, Madame Knorr, Charles
Lawsou, and La Brillante. Mr. A. Moffat was second with
Senateur Vaisse, Isabella Gray (good), Celine Forestier,
Gloire de Dijon, and Comtesse de Chabrillant.
Roses in pots were shown by Mr. W. Paul amongst Nur-

serymen, and Mr. Terry amongst Amateurs. Mr. Paul's
consisted of Juno, Homer, Paul Ricaut, Souvenir d'un Ami,
LiElia, Jides Margottin, Comtesse de Barbantanne, Lord
Raglan, Paul Perras, Madame Damaizin, Marquise de Fon-
cauld, and Madame Willermoz, and were good considering
the advanced season.

Messrs. Paul & Son had a collection of 18 new Roses ia
pots ; amongst them Le Rhone, Alba Rosea, Baron de Roths-
child, Alfred de Rougemont, Paul Delameilleray were good,
but I hope to see more of these in the boxes of new Roses;
at the Crystal Palace.

The exhibition of Pelargoniums was small, only one
exhibitor showing in each Class— Mr. Eraser in large,

varieties and Fancies; and Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W.
Beck, Esq., amongst Amatem-s. Mr. Eraser's comprised
good plants of Mer Polaire (a French variety), Rosa Bou-
heur, LiUie, Sir C. Campbell, Lord Clyde, Norma, Fairest
of the Fair, Osiris, and Sanspared. Mr. Wiggins had Levi-
athan, Mira, Lord Clyde (a good plant), Rembrandt, and
Lady Taunton.
Mr. Eraser's Fancies were Musjid, Celestial, Delicatum,.

Sarah Turner, Madame Eougiere, Cloth of Silver, Hebe, and-
TJndine.

Several good stands of Pinks were shown, Mr. Turner's-,

however, far exceeding in size and beauty any of the othersi

exhibited. These were the Rev. George Jeans, Lizzie, Ber-
tram, Dr. Maclean, Device, ExceUeut, Mrs. Norman, Eleho,-
Blondin, Beauty of Bath, Pioturata, &c. These flowers.

^tere marvels of cultivation, and were greatly admired. Mr.,
Hooper, of Bath, was second.
Mr. Turner had also a fine stand of Carnations, amongsfc

tpem Favourite, Flora's Garland, (a fine old flower, still
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imsnrpassed), Mayor of Nottingham, Eose of Spain, Eose of

Castille, Miss Eaton, Squire Town, &c.

Several stands of Pansies were also exhibited, the best
being that of Messrs. Downie, Laird, &. Laing, which con-
tained some splendid blooms. Amongst them were Blai-y

Lamb, Countess of Eosslyn, Ladybiirn Beauty, Lady Lucy
Dundas, Prince of Wales, Le Eoi, Eclat, Wm. Spier, Cherub.
Nothing could have been smoother and more beautiful in

terture than these were. Mr. Hooper, of Bath, was second.
Amongst the objects of interest were some varieties of

Verbenas hybridised with Verbena venosa, raised by Mr.
Wills, gardener, Tarporley, which are the forerunners of a
new race, more hardy and enduring than those we now
have.

In Table Decorations there were not many competitors.
Mrs. James Cutbush was fii'st. Her centre piece was per-
fect : it consisted of a glass dish with rod, and a small dish
at top with four pendants. The bottom dish contained
Grapes in the centre, White Water Lilies all round, and an
outside border of bright Eoses ; a Pine Apple was in the
centre of the top, and Maiden-hair Perns intersper.'sed

amongst the flowers. The side stages were not so effective

;

but I thint that the same excellent taste which arranged
the first could be well able to get rid of the poverty of the
side stands. Miss Williams was second with a nice set of
Miss March's stands ; and Mr. Hill, of Highgate, third.
In Hanging Baskets Mr. Cutbush was first, Mr. A. Hen-

derson, of Pine-Apple Place, second, and Mr. WilUams, of
HoUoway, third. These were all tastefully arranged with
Pnchsias, Caladiums, Calceolarias, Geraniums, and other
ornamental plants. In Thi-ee Vases Mr. Cutbush was again
first, and Mr. Williams second. Both were well ai-ranged,
and reflected credit on the taste of the exhibitors ; in fact
a great impulse has been given to decorative art in all ways ;

and there is no reason why, with all the powers at our com-
mand, we should not equal our neighbours across the water.
—B., Deal.

was first ; Mr. E. B. Postans, Brentwood, second ; Sir. Brown,
Elmdon Hall, thii-d ; Mr. Wright, Twickenham, fourth.

Class 10 was for the best collection of new Eoses of 1862
and 1863. Here Mr. W. Paul was first ; Mr. Keynes, second j

and Messrs. Paul & Son, third.

Class 11 was thirty trusses in a vase or ornamental stand
for table decoration. Mr. Ingle, gardener to C. Eound, Esq.,
Colchester, was first; Mr. Hedge, second; Mr. G. Marlow,
Cromwell House, Mortlake, third.

For Eoses in pots, Mr. W. Paul had the first prize for
those in pots exceeding 8 inches in diameter, and second
prize for a collection in eight-inch pots ; Messrs. Paul & Son
being first, and Mr. Tui-ner third.

CRYSTAL PALACE EOSE SHOW.—June 25.

Subjoined is a list of the principal prizes awarded, and a
full report of the E.^hibitiou will be given in our next issue.
Classes 1 to 6 inclusive were for growers for sale, and in
these the competition was very close. The Amateurs' Classes
•were not so well filled as we have seen in previous years as
regards numbers.
In Class 1, ninety-six varieties, one truss of each, Messrs.

Paul i Sou were first; Mr. Mitchell, Piltdown Nurseries,
Maresfield, second ; Mr. W. Paul, thii-d ; Mr. Cant, Colches-
ter, fourth ; and Mr. Keynes, Salisbury, fifth.

In Class 2, forty-eight varieties, three trusses of each, Mr.
Cant was fii-st

: Mr. Tumor, second ; Messrs. Paul & Son
thii-d ; Mr. W. Paul, fourth ; and Mr. Keynes, fifth.

In Class 3, twenty-four varieties, three trusses of each,
Mr. Tui-ner was first; Messrs. Paul & Son, second; Mr. J.
Fraser, Lea Bridge, third; Mr. Keynes, fourth: and Mr
Cant, fifth.

In Glass 4, one truss of twenty-four varieties, Mr. Keynes
was first ; Mr. Turner, second ; Mr. Stacey, Great Dunmow,
third; Mr. Walker, Thame, fourth ; and Mr. Clarke, Brixton
Hill, fifth.

In Class 5, twelve varieties, one truss of each, Mr. Keynes
•was first; Mr. Turner, second; Mr. Walker, thii'd- Mr
Gosling, foiu-th; and Ml-. Stacey, fifth.

'

In Class 6, thirty-six varieties, one ti'uss of each, Mr.
Hedge, Eeed Hall, Colchester, was first ; Mr. Ingle, gardener
to C. Eound, Esq., Colchester, second ; Mi-. A. Moffatt, gar-
dener to Viscount Maynard, Dunmow, third ; Mr. Worthinn--
ton, Cavershani Priory, Eeading, fourth ; and Mr. ExeU,
gardener to J. Hollingworth, Esq., Maidstone, fifth.

'

In Class 7, twenty-four varieties, one truss of each, Mr.
Hedge was fii-st ; Mr. Evans, gardener to C. Newdegate, Esq.j
M.P., Nuneaton, second; Mr. Moffatt, thii-d; Mr. Mould'
Marlborough, fourth ; and Mr. Exell, fifth.

In CUiss 8, eighteen varieties, one truss of each, Mr.
Hedge was first ; Mi-. Plester, second ; the Eev. H. Dombrain
Deal, thii-d ; the Eev. V. Child, Little Easton, fourth ; and
Mr. Marcham, Hanwell, fifth.

In Class 9, twelve varieties, one truss of each, Mr. Hedge

OECHAED-HOUSES.
I HAVE neglected answering Mr. Abbey's letter of May

24th, because he appeared to doubt ray statement that
2709 Peaches and Nectarines were produced in an unheated
orchard-house, the whereabouts of this house being left,

he says, to the imagination. Now, if he will refer to your
last year's volume, he will see the name and address was
given, and the fact stated that a chess club was invited by
the owner to a Peach feast. This account was written when
most of the fi-uit was on the trees. Before answering Mr.
Abbey's letter I was anxious to see the gentleman and ask
his permission to give the size of the house, and also if I

were right as to the number. Well, for Mr. Abbey's satis-

faction, I have to state that the house is at Lenton near
Nottingham, the owner is M. Brown, Esq., that the house is

55 feet by 15, and that the number was correctly given.

Though I was not amongst the number of gentlemen who
took the trouble to count them I did help to eat them, and
never saw or tasted better. Mr. Brown kindly permits me
to say he will be most happy to let Mr. Abbey see for him-
self this year, and hopes to show him as good a crop.

I reaUy do not tliink it necessary to say much in reply to

the rest of the letter, but I may say I never had to refer a
failure to bad tools ; men who have made good work with
inferior tools are not precluded from getting better. My
first house was 60 feet by 20, and it gave me the ambition
to build one 90 feet by 30. I only wish it were twice as
large. " My ' Hints ' do not exhibit any traces of being written

by one who had never grown a tree in a pot." This is com-
plimentary, but not to the point. My remark was that when
"our house was first erected, we had no man on the grounds
who had ever grown a fruit tree in a pot, and yet we had a
good crop of Peaches and Nectarines the first yeai-." The
" Hints " were -wi-itten after some years of success.

With regard to the physiological argument it is quite

beyond my comprehension. " Light is the great agent in

the maturation of fi-uit." " Glass diminishes light." "Heat
is to be diminished in sunless weather "

—

ergo. Peaches
cannot be so good in a glass house as out of doors. I cannot
see the application of this, for it would appear to me to point

rather to the conclusion that artificial heat ought not to be
given to plants under glass. We do not build orchard-
houses to increase the light but to retain the heat (very

rarely sufiicient to ripen Peaches on open walls), and also to
protect the trees in winter and spring.

Well, after all, we ought to rejoice that Mr. Abbey has
made one step in advance. We are now asked to assent to
the proposition that an unheated wall covered with glass is

better than an unheated orchard-house—in other words, that
a lean-to orchard-house is better than a span-roofed orchard-

house, which, if the latter be one such as Mr. Abbey built

with boarded sides and sunk paths, I have great pleasure in

admitting, but this is a very different affair from his advocacy
of uncovered heated walls.

There is an old saying that
•* A man convinceii against hKs will

Is of the same opinion still,"

which, like a great many old sayings, is only partially true.

A man beaten in an argument may, perhaps, not admit it,

but when the subject is next discussed he wUl probably
change his ground if not his side. We have got Mr. Abbey
to covering his Peaches irith glass, though according to hia

argument they must be bad, the light being diminished, and
if he puts artificial heat into such a house he will only make
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matters worse ; but let us liope for the best, and trust Ms
Peach trees will not be so ungrateful.

In conclusion, if he Will pay me a visit he shall taste how
glass has injured my fruit by its deleterious shade.—J. R.
Peakson, Chilwell.

PEINCESS OF WALES STEAWBEfiEY.
Last year I sent you a box of the fruit of my seedling

Strawberry Princess of Wales, which was damaged in the

transit ; I now send a few fruit of it packed in leaves trusting

they will arrive safely, and I should be obliged for your
opinion in The Journal of Hobticulttjke. It is much
earlier than any other variety. Last year I gathered fi-om

the open border on the 22nd of May, this year on the 24th of

May.—B. W. Knight.

[Judging from the fruit received, this is a variety of large

size, and cockscomb shape very much corrugated. The
colour is bright red uniformly all over, there being no gi-een

points ; the seeds are pretty deeply imbedded. The flesh is

solid, tinged with orange red, very tender and juicy, the

juice having a rich sprightly pine flavour. It appears to

belong to the British Queen race, though higher in colour

than that variety. Perhaps a not incorrect description

might be to say it is between British Queen and Sir Charles

Napier.
It is a remarkable coincidence that at the same time we

received the fruit of Princess of Wales from Mr. Knight, we
also received from Messrs. James Carter & Co. specimens of

a sort raised by Mr. John S. Hedderly, of Swinton, Notting-
hamshire, which is so similar as not to be distinguishable.

Mr. Hedderly also sent a scape full of fruit, and from that
we may judge that his is a most abundant bearer. He
further states that his produces a second and a later crop,

so late that it would require protection to ripen it. These
two should be grown together to ascertain wherein they
really do differ.—H.]

NOTES FEOM PAEIS, 1864.

BOSES.

The thunderstorm that burst over Paris on Monday the

13th inst. considerably deranged my plans and wishes with
regard to reporting on Roses. I had planned that day for

my visit to BourgJa-Eeiue ; but when I saw the rain literally

coming down in sheets of water, I felt that not only for that

day was my journey at an end, but that even if it cleared

up the Roses would be considerably damaged, and there is

no place so conveniently situated as my excellent friend

M. Margottin's for seeing Roses near Paris. M. Charles
Verdier's nurseries are at Vitry, M. Eugene Verdier's at

Brie, M. Leveque's outside of Paris somewhere, but Mar-
gottin's jou can easily reach in a quarter of an hour- by
train; besides, I regard him as the best Rose-grower and
the best judge of Roses that I have met with in Prance.
I know nothing of the Lyons men ; but Guillot and La-
charme ought to be men worth knowing, as they have given
us some notable flowers, and without at aU depreciating
those that I do know Roses have been Margottin's almost-
sole study for these thirty or forty years. He knows their

history, their parentage, the year of their birth, and speaks
of them as one to whom they are not merely acquaintances
l)ut intimates.

Probably the first question which the lover of Roses would
put is. Is there anything new of great merit ? As far as
the Paris growers are concerned I should say there are some
good Roses, but I am not sui'e that there is anything of
transcendant merit. Margottin has one to send out, and
perhaps two, but this is uncertain ; Charles Verdier, two of
his own raising ; Leveque, two ; and Eugene Verdier, six

:

but of this more anon. I saw also some of the Roses of
last season in good condition. There is not that diiference
in time of bloom in Paris and the south of England that
I imagined ; at least this has to be noted, that in nurseries
where the bloom is mostly from young stock, and the plants
have been cut back very much, the bloom is considerably
later than in older plants. The roseries at St. Germain in
the fine old Palace grovinds, which are very extensive, were

in full bloom and presented a gi-and appearance ; so were

the Roses in the Tuileries and other public gardens ; so

were the older plants in M. E. Verdier's Paris garden; but
in Margottin's, where they were nearly all young and
vigorous plants, the bloom was not much more forward

than in my own garden. But this year the weather was so

much cooler than usual, that on dining with an English

friend on the 11th we had a fire in the drawing-room in the

evening, so that in ordinary seasons they would have been
in full bloom. I should say, however, than from the 15th

to the 20th of June is about the best time to see Roses in

Paris.

There is another fact which I have ascertained by my
visits—namely, that we are much better able to arrive at

the merits of new Roses—I mean those of the previous

season—in England than they are in Prance, and so all the

growers whom I have met with said. The many prizes

which are offered for new Roses, and the more entei-prising

character of our large growers for sale, together with their

greater amount of means, which allows of their having
plants without continually cutting from them for stock,

enables them to do this. A French Rose-grower obtains a

few of each new variety, and his main object is to propagate.

Hence they are continually cut—cut for grafting, cut for

budding, cut for plants on their own roots,_ and thus no
fair opportunity of judging of their merits is given. An
English Rose-grower for sale, on the other hand, keeps one

or more of his imported plants for the purpose of growing

blooms for the stands of new Roses for which prizes are

offered. Of this I am perfectly certain, as, indeed, all the

best growers stated to me, that we cannot untU the second

season judge of Roses here. How many persons, like myself,

were disappointed in John Hopper last year; but this year

what a Rose it is ! I have a bloom now before me out of

my own garden which measures 4 inches across, full, and
beautiful in colour, and splendidly built up—in fact a perfect

gem ; and it is a great comfort to me who have reconi-

mended this as the best English Rose raised since Devoni-

ensis, that it is as highly thought of across the water as it

is here, both the Verdiers and Margottin speaking of it in

the highest terms.
I am glad to say that the conviction is forcing itself upon

French growers that we are overdone with Roses of the

Jacqueminot race, and that what is wanted is more of

novelty. Formerly, before the advent of the General, Roses

of the crimson and red shade were few in number; but
since his introduction, and the fact of his seeding so freely,

we have been inundated with them. And it may well be

asked whether we can get anything to beat that magnificent

Rose Charles Lefebvre. I am tolerably certain I have not

seen any of last year that wiU do so, and nothing of the

forthcoming Roses will, I fancy. While on this point I may
mention having seen at Leveque's some very fine blooms
of a Rose let out by him last year— Madame Derreulz

DouviUe, which is, I think an acquisition. It is a tender

Rose, with an inclination on the edge of the petals to a

lighter shade approaching white. It is of a good shade of

colour, and has novelty to recommend it.

As these few notes are written towards the close of the

week, and I can therefore only claim a small space, I must
defer some further remarks on " Rose lore " until next

week,—D., Deal.

ToDMOBDEN BoTANicAL SOCIETY. — Monthly meeting,

Monday, June 6th—the President, Mr. Stansfield, in the

chair. Mr. T. W. Stott, of Todmorden, was elected a member.
The table was strewed with quite a multitude of specimens

of the rarer plants in fiower at this season, as well exotic as

British. Amongst the latter was the interesting Fly Orchis

(Ophrys muscifera), recently collected by the President and
Vice-President while on the Ingleton excm-sion. The same
journey yielded the beautiful and much-prized British Orchid

Cypripedium calceolus, so seldom found wild in this part of

Yorkshire, and other interesting flowering plants peculiar to

the limestone. Among Perns, several good varieties of the

Hart's-tongue Fern were met with, including Scolopendrium
vulgare, vars. fissum, Malcomsoni, multifidum, and vaiiabile.

Hypnum giganteum and several other notable cryptogams
were likewise found. Mr. NoweU gave a highly interesting
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account of the late excursion, not by any means confining
himself to a bare record of " finds," but dwelling in humorous
language on the incidents and accidents (often amusing)
attending the journey. Visits to out-of-the-way nooks, where
the " old ways " prevail, are refreshing enough. Mr. Nowell
spoke of gathering Hypnum giganteum remarkably fine.

Work voted in :
" The Naturalist," a Yorkshire periodical

recently established, and published at Huddersfield fort-
nightly.

CULTIYATION OF THE MELON".
Probably more has been written on the culture of the

Melon than on that of any other fruit, and yet no two
persons recommend or follow the same system. Abercrombie,
in the last century, goes into the cultivation of the Melon on
dung hotbeds with a minuteness that certainly is fatiguing,
and others since his time have laboured much to elucidate
the subject ; yet there still remains much information to be
wished for as to the culture of this fruit by those who do not
follow gardening as a profession, and who have not, therefore,
had the benefit of regular instruction by those who have
grown the Melon all theii' lives. There are some, however,
such as " Patelin," who need no instruction, and are able
of themselves to do mthout the assistance of others. It is

not to enlighten these, nor because I have anything specific

to recommend, that I at present undertake to put on paper
a few notes on the cultivation of this delicious and highly-
perfumed fruit, but because I hope that the subject will
prove interesting to the readers of this Joiu-nal generally,
and useful to many who have not had opportunities of ob-
taining a practical knowledge of Melon culture.

_
Melons were formerly in greater repute than at the present

time, and it was not uncommon to see more than one market
gardener near London with three or four hundred lights of
Melons. Now, however, but few are grown for the market,
except it be early in the season, the chief supply of this
fruit being imported ; but such fi-uit is in no wise equal to
that grown at home, the flavour being little better than
that of a Gourd—in fact, I consider the large yellow Goui'd (of
which I once had one 117 lbs. in weight, and 8 feet 1 inch in
circumference), kept in a Pine-stove or other dry warm place,
cut and eaten like a Melon, quite equal to the very best of
the imported Melons, or those huge pumpkin-like insipid
kinds of our own growth.
The Melon came originally to this country from the West

Indies (Jamaica), and was cultivated here as long since as
1570. It is an annual trailer, or rather climber if supports
are provided for the tendrils to cling to. It is raised, also,
occasionally from cuttings, and such plants come into bear-
ing much earlier than those raised from seed, but like all
true annuals it cannot be perpetuated by cuttings from year
to year-, for every time cuttings are taken the plants raised
are weaker, and gradually die out. I have tried this mode
of treatment, and have succeeded in keeping the plants
over the winter, but the result obtained was most unsatis-
factory

; had I succeeded, my intention was to obtain fruit
much earlier than it can be had from seed, and to keep the
stock of a particular kind pm-e. This I have found next to
impossible to do from seed, as fi-om the seed of a Melon I
have had fruit no more like the original than a Kidney Bean
resembles a Windsor Broad Bean. The only kinds that I
have found come true to name, and these not always, are the
old Egyptian, the Beechwood, and the Early Cantaloupe.
Most of the others, though true to name when first received,'
had the flowers so impregnated by insects with the pollen
of other kinds that scarcely a seed in a whole Melon pro-
duced a plant yielding fr-uit the same as the parent, or it
may be that plants much eioss-bred are liable to sport,' even
though not impregnated with the pollen of another 'kind.
Those who wish to keep the stock of any kind pure for a
length of time must take cai-e to prevent cross-impregnation
being effected by natural agents, and protect the flo^wer by
enclosing it in a thin gauze bag, and set the bloom artificially
I am not quite certain that this care will keep the kind true •

m fact, I know it will not do so for a lengthened jjcriod.
Of the many different modes of cultivating Melons on

dung hotbeds in fi-ames or pits, in pits with tanks for
bottom heat, and hot-water pipes for top heat, and in houses
with top and bottom heat supplied through hot-water pipes.

I propose to treat separately, and as the first-named is the
oldest, and most generally adopted system even at the
present time, I wUl take it first.

MELONS IN' FRAMES.
Dung-heated Bed—Bed foe Seedlings.—^Where dung is

at hand, appearances not studied, or the Melon-ground
separated by a hedge from the remainder of th6 garden, I
am confident that there is no better mode of supplying the
heat than an ordinary dung-bed. Stable-manure, fresh, if

possible, or such as is not old and done fermenting, should
be in readiness a fortnight before it is wanted for making
the hotbed, and it should be turned over every foui- days for

a fortnight, shaking it each time and mixing it well together,
putting the outside inside, and sprinkling it with water where
it is heated too much or dry. If it is very strawy, watering or
wetting it with liquid manure containing a large per-centage
of urine will much improve the heating qualities of the dung.
This having been done three or four times the materials
will be equally mixed throughout, and be in a fit state for

pUiug up to form a hotbed. Having marked out a space
1 foot wider all round than the fi-ame, put a thin layer of
the hot dung on the place, shaking it well and evenly over
the area, and beat it down with the fork, but do not tread it,

for that is apt to make the heat rise unevenly. Continue to
place layer upon layer in the same manner, doing it neatly,
and keeping the sides perpendicular and firm untU the re-

quii-ed height has been reached. This height depends on the
time of year ; if the bed is for a one-light box to raise plants
for planting cut it should be 3 feet 6 inches high for sowings
in February, 3 feet for those in March, and 2 feet 6 inches
for those later in the season. For beds to receive the plants
sown in February the height should be 45 feet, in April

4 feet, and afterwards 3 J feet. These beds should be pre-
pared in the same way as that for raising the plants, and
the time to commence preparing the dung for the fruiting-

beds is when the seed is sown ; and if turned over frequently
for a fortnight and then formed into a bed, it wUl be in

proper order to receive the plants by the time they are ready
for planting out, or a month after sowing, more or less

according to the weather. When the bed is made put on
the frame and lights, and thrust a stick into the bed from
the outside, far enough in to reach the centre; in about
a week or so draw this out, and ascertain the condition of
the bed as regards heat by tightly clasping the end of the
stick in the left hand, and if the heat be not more than the
hand can bear place a couple of inches of soil over the bed
inside the frame ; as this is only to prevent too much heat
and steam rising it is immaterial what kind it be, only
it should be in a moderately di-y condition. If, on the other
hand, the heat is greater than the hand can bear, and the
steam within the bed strong, draw down the lights a little

to allow the steam to pass off, and defer sowing the seed or
placing soil on the bed untU such time as the heat is reduced
to the proper pitch, which may readily be ascertained by
daily examination of the proof or watch stick. If this be
considered an undesirable mode of testing the heat, a surer
and more cleanly method is to have a thermometer with the
bulb 1 foot below the surface, and when this reads from 90?
to 100° there is no danger, and the seeds may safely be sown
and placed in the frame, plunging the pots to one-half their

depth at first, but when the heat declines to 85° or 90° they
may be plunged to the rim.

Sowing.—The soil in which the seeds are sown may consist

of any rich, strong loam. Three or four seeds should be
placed round a 60-sized pot, covered lightly with soil, especi-

ally if the seed is old, and afterwards kept moist with water
of the same temperature as the frame. The time of sowing
depends on wh.at time the fruit is wanted to be ripe. If seed-

be sown in February, fruit may be expected in the latter

part of May. or from that to the middle of June ; if in March,,
the fruit will be ripe in July .and beginning of August ; if in
AprO, fr-uit may be expected in the end of August .and be-
ginning of September; and if in May, in September and the
beginning of October, supposing in each case the seed ta
be sown in the beginning of the month. The age of the
seed also exerts a great influence on the time of ripening'^

growth, and fruitfulness of the plants. New seed produces;
the strongest plants, but for general purposes it is prefer-
able to BOW seed two or three yeai-s old. For very early
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-sowings I like old seed ; but, generally speaking, I prefer

the seed three yeai-s old, as the plants come strong; and
though they do not fruit so soon as those from older seed,

yet they are more capable of enduring hardships, and gene-

rally make a good growth before they show fruit, which is

desirable to insure this being fine.

Seedlings.—The seeds being sown, we will say, in the

first week in February, three in a small pot, either in a
Cucumber-frame already at work, or in a one-light box pro-

vided on purpose, and having a bottom heat of from 85° to

90°, and a top heat of from 75'^ to 85° when the seed is sown,
the seedlings will be up in a week. Water should be given
very sparingly, as the moist heat and steam of the bed is

almost enough for them at this early stage ; but should the
soil become di'y, a little tepid water must be supplied them
in the middle of the day, so that the opening of the frame
may not expose the plants to cold air. During sunshine a
little fresh air should be admitted by tUting the back of the
lights, but not so as to reduce the temperature within the
frame, nor must air be left on too long. It should be given
early with the ascending sun, and the frame shut up with
sufficient sun heat to maintain the temperature at a maxi-
mum for a considerable part of the afternoon. At all times
advantage should be taken of a fine day and mild weather
to admit fi-esh air, even if it be but for an hour, for strong,
healthy, short-jointed plants are thus insured ; whilst a close,

moist atmosphere causes unhealthy growth and long-jointed
plants, which never aiford fruit of any value.

Maintaining the Heat.—"When the night temperature
falls below 70°, a covering of mats should be placed over the
frame, one thickness at first, but two or more after the heat
is reduced considerably, varying in thickness according to
the mildness or severity of the weather. On mild nights
without frost one mat, on frosty nights two mats, and on
severe frosty nights three mats, will in most cases be suffi-

cient covering. The bed should be lined after it has been
made a week by placing some hot dung round the sides of
the fr'ame ; and this lining should be covered with some long
strawy litter, so that heavy rains will be to a certain extent
kept out, and a uniform heat maintained. The lining will

need renewing every week or ten days during the early part
of the year, but later in the season every ten days or a fort-

night win be sufficient. Care must be taken after applying
the linings not to allow the covering material to hang over or
upon them, for the heat if at all rank will in that case pass
into the frame, and destroy the plants. It is also important
to put on the covering in such a way that it cannot be blown
off, and in the afternoon before the heat is much reduced, so
as to maintain a brisk growing heat during the night, and to
remove it in the morning by eight o'clock, earlier or later,

according to the time of year and the weather. In duU but
mild weather the covering should be put on rather later,

and taken off sooner ; but in cold weather it should be put
on soon, and taken off late in the morning, for the greater
amount of light wiU elaborate the juices of the plants, whilst
in dull weather a longer continuance of a diminished light is

required for the assimilation of the food absorbed.
Eepotting the Seedlings.— Due care being taken in

keeping up the proper temperature by renewing the linings
when necessary, and having the plants strong and short
jointed, by keeping them near the glass and duly supplied
with water and fr-esh air, they should be potted when
showing their rough leaves into 48' s, placing them as low as
possible in the pot, so that the stems may be buried deeper
in the soil than they were before, and that new roots may
be emitted fr-om them freely, adding materially to the
iealth and vigour of the plants. When these have made
two rough leaves pinch out the hearts and transfer the
plants into 24' s, potting them both at this and the previous
potting with their balls entire, which does not check the
plants half so much as the usual practice of sowing thickly
in a pot, and then potting the plants two or three in a pot.
Bed fob Fkuiting.'—By the time the plants are ready

for stopping, a quantity of dung properly moistened and re-
peatedly turned over and mixed, should be in readiness, in
order to make up a bed for a two-light or three-light fr-ame.
The bed should be made of the height, size, &o., already
named, and it wiU be ready in about ten days to receive the
plants. At the time it is made the lights and frame should
"be put on ; and after the frame has been on a week the heat

should be ascertained, and if there is no sign of the dung
heating too violently, the frame should be taken off, and the
surface levelled by adding some fresh, yet sweetened dung.
This done replace the frame, and put a brick under each
corner ; and at this pei-iod of the year the frame should be bo
placed that the lights may slope rapidly towards the south,
that as many of the sun's rays as possible may pass into the
frame, owing to the glass being nearly at right angles with
the direct rays of the sun. If flat a large proportion of the
sun's rays would be reflected, and di-ip, so baneful to the
Melon at any time, would be considerably increased. Later
in the season the*inclination of the glass to the south is not
of so much importance, an angle of 45° being the proper
pitch after April, whilst 35° is preferable earlier in the season.
About ten days or a fortnight after the bod is made it wUl

be in proper order for soiling ; but as dung does not at aU
times heat alike, it is well to have an eye to the proving-
stick, and by drawing this out daily and putting the hand
to it, the heat may be determined. The proper heat is when
the hand can clasp the stick comfortably, or when the heat
is under 120°; but without some experience this mode of
ascertaining the temperature is very unsatisfactory, and it

is much better to employ a thermometer. If the readings of
a thermometer with its bulb 1 foot within the bed are from
90° to 100°, the soil may safely be put on. It should not
be deeper than 3 inches on the bed, nor less than 2 inches,

and in the centre of each light half a barrowful of compost
should be placed. This should be in a moderately dry con-
dition, yet moist enough for the healthy ramification of

roots through it. These mounds should be in the form of a
cone with the top hollowed like the crater of a volcano, and
twenty-four hours after they are made they will be ready to

receive the plants. Bat to guard against accident before

planting, light a caudle, jilace it inside the frame, and cover
up the frame with mats, and if the candle burn untd con-
sumed, the plants wiU not suffer from the vapour; but if it

bm-n but a short time they wdl soon perish in an atmosphere
so surcharged with obnoxious gases. Placing a candle in a
frame without covering the lights is no test at all, for the
laps of the glass admit sufficient air for combustion ; and
though the plants might exist in the frame whilst it re-

mained uncovered, yet immediately the lights were covered
they would make no progress, even if they existed, until the
atmosphere became more sweet.— G. Abbey.

(To be continued.)

SKELETONISIKG LEAVES.
I AM glad to find some one besides myself wishing for in-

formation about skeleton leaves, and I have no doubt we
shall obtain some through the medium of your Joiu'nal. I

have written to several publishers to try to obtain a work
on the art, but could not meet with one.

The most perfect group of skeleton leaves I have seen
was done in the following manner :—The leaves when the
fibres are strongest must be put in rain water and exposed
to the sun and air until they putrefy and the fleshy part
will come from the fibres. The vessel must be filled up as the
water evaporates. When the leaves are putrefied lay them
on a white plate filled with clean water, then take off the
green part. I did mine with a small brush such as house-
painters use, but it must be used very gently or it will break
the fibres. When they are perfectly clean they are ready
for bleaching, which I think is the most difficult part. They
must be put in chloride of lime and water and left in until
they are as white as ivory, when they are so tender that
you can scarcely touch them. When they are sufficiently

bleached they must be removed from the chloride of lime
and water and well washed in pure water. This must be
very well done or the lime wUl not be removed and they will

look as if they have been whitewiished, and will turn yellow
in a very little time. I find the easiest way of removing them
out of the lime water is by floating them on a piece of stifl'

note paper. I do not know the proper quantity of chloride
of lime to put to the water. I put a tablespoonful of the
powder, not the liquid, to a pint of water, but I do not
think that is right. This method is a very slow one and
requires a very large amount of patience, and I hope some
one can inform me of a more expeditious mode.
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The leaves of any hardwooded plant or tree will skeletonise

except those which contain tannin—such as the Oak, which
wUl not putrefy, and prevents all others it is put with from
doing so. Ferns are prepared for bleaching by ironing
them with a " warm " iron until all the sap is taken from
them ; they must be placed between two pieces of paper.

—

Nil Despeeandtjm,

HEATING BY GAS.

1"
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our show gardens ? None deny the force and beauty of colour

in bedding plants ; but why should they, dog-in-the-manger-
like, banish entirely plants, many of them certainly more
beautiful than themselves ?

There are difficulties, I allow, in the management and
arrangement of such mixed flower-borders ; difficulties in

arranging for seasons, habits, heights, and colours ; but
surely such provisions are a part of the legitimate functions

of the intelligent gardener. There are numbers of herba-

ceous plants whose graceful and striking foliage and flowers

are just what is required to break and distribute masses of

colour, give an agreeable relief to the eye, and be sufficiently

attractive to rewai'd a close inspection. No one dreams of

lingering for a moment over beds of scarlet and yellow

—

the (literally) imposing view of the flower gardens of great
establishments to be gazed at only from the drawing-room
or the terrace.

I may, if agreeable, trouble you with some further remarks
on form and colour. Tour obedient servant, as may be
observed from his crude observations, is an amateur, but
not of sensation gardens.—T. W., Harrow.

COLLETIA BICTONIENSIS.
This singular Cactus-looking shrub, which is really Col-

letia cruciata, seems not to be much known, neither am I

aware that it has ever flowered. Its foliage is exceedingly
scanty; but its odd-looking stems, when cut in section

form a perfect cross, and are at right angles and in line

with each other all over the plant. The stems are also

armed at intervals with short sharp spines, which, with the
rigidity of the plant in other respects, must make it a for-

midable object in its native country, where it attains a
tolerable size. Here it seems perfectly hardy, but its

growth is slow. A plant we had some yeaxs]Jprior to the

severe winter of 1860-61 remained unprotected every winter,

but having occasion to remove it in the autumn before that
memorable frost we lost it. Can any of your readers give
me any further information about it ? I may add that we
have since obtained another plant, which has been out for

the last two years without sustaining injury. Has it any
affinity to the Coniferse tribe ? as a shoot from near the base
of the plant has all the appearance of a Juniper, but there
is no bulge to indicate it has ever been worked; and yet
the Furze-like appearance of this shoot differs so much
from other portions of the plant that I can hardly bring
myself to the belief that it is part of it. If any of your
readers have had any experience with it I should feel obliged

by their reporting upon it.—W. R. R.

RAISING BEDDING PLANTS WITHOUT
AETIFICIAL HEAT.

Many gardeners and professional horticulturists will

doubtless smile when they read this article, and flnd in it

how uncouth and rough are the means employed in what
to them is a matter of more careful consideration—namely,
propagating and keeping a few hundred bedding plants for

the summer flower garden. What is about to be stated
has no pretensions to novelty or originality; the keeping
the stock through the winter is simply the application of a
known fact to a purpose. Plants endure a low temperature
much better when in a dry than in a moist or damp situation

:

hence it often happens that shrubs and even trees con-
sidered to be hardy, are killed by our winters if they are
placed where damp generates, while others of the same
species remain perfectly uninjured if planted in a well-di'ained

soO. This principle is general : in countries near the tropics

where rain seldom falls, or only falls at certain periods, it is

known that the temperature dtu-ing the dry season will

sometimes fall (caused by the absence of clouds to counteract
the rapid radiation) as low as 33° or 34° in the night without
any visible effect on vegetation.

Without entering into any discussion on the acclimatisa-

tion of plants, I may state my belief that some plants
naturally requiring a more even temperature than our vari-

able climate aff'ords, do, in the course of time, become to
some extent inured to it with the aid of slight protection in

severe weather. The Verbena is an instance of this ; some,
of the varieties I have here have not had any artificial heat
applied to their propagation or preservation for several years.

They appear to be able to bear more neglect and to endure
greater hardships than others, or even the same kinds dif-

ferently treated. I am strengthened in this assertion by
the opinion of one of the most intelligent of our gardeners
in this neighbourhood.
One of the most important items to an amateur horti-

culturist is time, if he has to do Ms own work himself, other-
wise, strictly speaking, he would scarcely be an amateur ; if

that is limited his case at best is a difficult one—such, how.-

ever, is mine.
My mode of proceedure with regard to bedding plants is

this :

—

I begin to propagate as soon as the plants can furnish
cuttings without being disfigured by mutilation, this can be
done from the middle of July. Beginning with Geraniums,
I put from eight to ten cuttings in a six-inch pot, filled with
the usual compost, give them a sufficient watering, place
the pot on a tUe or piece of board, to prevent the ingress of
worms, and cover them with an empty pot of the same size.

The covering of the cuttings is an essential point, no other
accommodation being at hand, and they being obliged to
remain out of doors ; it is also more efficacious than putting
them in the frame, which has a battened bottom, and which
therefore renders the striking in pots a necessity. If this

be done soon enough, while the season is warm, the rooting
of the cuttings is a certainty, and long before winter comes
on the new plants wiU be well established. I proceed in
like manner with Verbenas, excepting that I use five-inch

pots, not that they are better, nor, perhaps, so good, but
because I have many of them at hand. I put from seven to

nine cuttings in a pot, being careful to select such as are not
likely to have bloom on them ; they strike very readily, and
become well rooted during the autumn. Calceolarias and
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Gazania splendens treated in tlie same way will also prove
very tractable. As soon as it is apparent that the cuttings
are taking root the covering pots are removed in the evening,
provided the weather is not indicative of heavy rain, and
replaced in the morning, otherwise the force of the sun
would be too great for the young plants. This covering and
uncovering is continued as long as may be considered
necessary, and tOl the plants will bear complete exposure
day and night. Last summer I also used four-inch pots for
Verbenas, putting four cuttings in a pot. Of fifty pots of
them I had thirty-six with all four in good health when put
out, ten had three, and the other four two.
The stock is left out of doors fully exposed in aU weathers,

and watered when necessary till the middle or end of
October, when the pots are placed in a brick frame. This
frame has its sides only a single brick in thickness, but I
find it useful to bank it up all round with coal ashes. The
bottom is also covered with ashes firmly beaten down, and
then battened about 3 inches above the surface of the
ground. After the plants are housed in this frame they
have to put up with a deal of neglect till the spring, the
shortness of the days rendering it impossible for me to
bestow the attention they require. Unless the weather
during the latter part of autumn and early winter is mild,
with days of sunshine, they do not receive a drop of water
for months—that is, till the return of spring makes it neces-
sary. Once or twice during that time the surface of the
soil is stirred with the blade of a blunt knife, decayed
leaves picked off, and every day when there is no frost or
ram the lights which cover the frame are removed, leaving
tiae plants as fuUy exposed as possible ; but they are care-
niUy closed in case of wet or fog, the greatest antagonist.
In severe weather the lights of the frame are covered with
Eussian mats, doubling them according to the severity of
the frost. This is the trying time for the Geraniums. It
would be better for them to be removed into the house if
circumstances permitted ; but to bring them into a warm
close room to be presently replaced in a cold frame is more
destructive than letting them remain.

It would, probably, be much better if the plants could
be potted singly in small pots in March. They would then
be m better condition to bed out in May, and afford a
fuller display of flowers earlier in the summer. Should
these hints be followed by any of your readers, it will be
decidedly better for them to do so. As I am situated it is
impossible for want of time, nor do I require the bloom to
make any effectual show till the end of July, about which
tune the fii-st bloom of the Eoses has gone off. As it is
they remain in the pots ft-om the moment of propagation
tJl finally planted out, and a rough time they have of it.

Let them be kept dry and not exposed to the severest
weather—the covering of the glass lights and mats will do—
and they live and afterwards flourish.
Of the kinds mentioned in page 419, Verbenas Defiance,

Lord Eaglan, the white and blush varieties, Geant des
BataiUes, and Coronet are the hardiest, with the pretty
atiuped kind called Imperatrice Elizaheth. Those varieties
with conspicuous eyes I have had but little to do with,
thmkmg them not so effective for massing. Purple King is
more difficult to manage ; damp weather will make havoc
among the stock, however dry one may succeed in keeping
the pots. I therefore put in about half as many more
cuttings as I want plants. From fifty cuttings put in last
August, I have had thirty-two plants to form a bed this
summer—enough for the size. I intend to try Foxhunter,
Lord Craven, and Boule de Neige. Dundas and Ariosto
succeed tolerably ; Mrs. Holford, General Simpson, Fu-efly,
and Lord Elgin, are too tender, they may in time get
hardened. Of Calceolarias, Aurea floi-ibunda is first-rate,
and win bear more neglect than any plant of the kind that
I am

_
acquainted with. Amplexicaulis is also good. Of

Geraniums, Tom Thumb and Zampa are among the easiest
to manage. I tried some of the variegated sorts some few
years ago, but failed. They ought to have further trial, but
I have no plants to cut from at present.
The frosts at the end of May, and on the morning of the

1st of June, had no effect on the plants mentioned in the
former article ; and since writing that they are fast pushing
into bloom, and in a few weeks will affoi-d the display sought
for.—ADOLPHtrs H. Kent, Blechingley, Surrey.

THE EDUSTBTJEGH BOTANICAL SOCIETY.
TWENTT-EIGHTH SESSION—EIGHTH MEETING.

The Society met on Thursday, 12th May, at the Eoyal
Botanic Garden—Professor Balfour, President, in the chair.

The following communications were read :

—

I. Notice of Botanical Siecursions in Autwmn,18G3. By Pro-
fessor Balfour.—Professor Balfour gave an account of an
excursion to Clova with a party of eighteen in August, 1863,
and enumerated the chief plants gathered, illustrating the
communication by specimens both in a living and a dried
state. He also gave an account of excursions last autumn
to Ben Lawers, Meal Ghyrdy, Benean, Stuckachrone, and
Ben VoirUch, and noticed the pi-incipal plants collected. On
Benean he found Lraba rnpestris.

II. Notice of the Principal Plants Growing in the Botanic
Garden, Brisbane, Queensland. Communicated by Mr. John
Sadler.—The chief plants refeiTed to in this communication,
as being successfully cultivated in the Botanic Garden,
Brisbane, were—Araucaria Bidwilli, Orange, Mango, Bou-
gainvillaea spectabOis, Thnnbergia laurifolia, T. Harrisi,
Azalea, Camellia, StrawbeiTy Tree of Ireland (Arbutus
imedo), Francisoea, English Oak (Quercus robur), HoUy
(Ilex aquifoUum), Bamboo, Ohve, Fig, Magnolia, Eice-paper
plant, Eoses, Cacti, Banana, Logwood, Jaca, Teak, Tamarind,
Cinnamon, Privet, Sugar Cane, Coffee, Tea, Tobacco, Ginger,
Cinchona caUsaya, Cotton, Paraguay Tea, Allspice, Arrow-
root, Indigo, Gamboge, American Sarsaparilla. In connection
with the garden there is a good botanical library and museum.

III. Letter from Mr. J. M'Kay, dated Madras, 2Sth January,
1864, to Mr. 'M'Nah.—Mr. M'Kay gave an account of his
journey from Southampton to Madras, noting particularly

what he saw in Ceylon, and concludes :
—" On the 14th of

January I went to the top of the highest hill in southern
India, called Dodabetta Peak. It is 8500 feet above the
level of the sea. There are a small Strawberry and a large
scarlet Ehododendron growing plentifully on the very top of

the peak."
rV. Notice of the First Horticultural Show at Petcrmaritz-

hurg. Natal. By Mr. G. M. Lowe.—The city of Petermaritz-
burg was taken by surprise when it was announced that a
horticultural show would take place for the first time on the
21st of January. From one o'clock to five the room was
crowded. In fruit, the first prizes for Pears, Apples, Peaches,
&c., and an extra one for Grapes, were taken by Mr. Pistorius.

Mr. M'Ken gained the first prize for Pine Apples, one of
which (a large Queen Pine), was exceedingly fine ; he also

exhibited some specimens of tropical produce, such as the
Mango, Allspice Tree, Cinnamon, &c. A sprig from the
Mocha Coffee Tree, covered with berries, attracted a good
share of notice, while the perfume from a Musk Melon lying
near was of the most tempting nature. Some very fine

Oranges and Lemons, grown in the city, were exhibited.

Some Easpberries were also shown. The President showed
some most tempting-looking Nectarines, and Mr. Holliday
exhibited Apples and Pears produced on the same tree.

In Vegetables, the show certainly did credit to all parties,

and proved most satisfactorOy the capability of the soil of

equalling the productions of oiu' native land in most varieties

of those table luxuries. Cornwall itself could not have
shown a finer lot of Potatoes than the basket of Comish
Kidneys, for which Mr. Bale obtained a special prize ; while

the Cabbages, Carrots, and round Potatoes left nothing but
cheapness to be desired. Dr. Mann showed some very fine

Tomatoes and vegetables.

In Flowers, the show was deficient, probably owing to the

shortness of the notice given of the intended exhibition.

The Dahlias were a principal feature in the flower depart-

ment, and the Fuchsias and double Balsams were very good.

At the close of the Exhibition a sale took place, when the

Grapes fetched something like 4s. per lb.. Pears Is. 3d. each.

The following is a list of the principal fruits, flowers, and
vegetables :

—

Fkuits.— Grapes, Apples, Pears, Nectai-ines, Peaches,
Bananas and Plautain.s:, Pine Apples, Easpborries, Mangoes,
Custard Apple, Eose Apple, Melon, Water Melon, Apricots,

Oranges, and Lemons.
FiowEKS.—Fuchsias, Balsams, Hydrangeas, Dahlias, Ver-

benas, Phlox Drummondi, Petunias, miscellaneous plants,

and wild flowers.
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Vegetables.—Ehubarb, Peas, Beet, Cucumbers, Cab-

bages, Potatoes, Carrots, French Beans, Onions, Vegetable
Marrow, Gourds, Eadishes, Celery, Tomatoes, Dolichos

sinensis, fibre and spice plants. Coffee, fruit of Zamia, and
Latakia Tobacco.

V. Notice of a Neio Tanety of Aihyrium Filix-fcnmina. By
Mr. John Sadler.—Mr. Sadler exhibited a living plant of a

remarkably beautiful variety of the common Lady Fern
(Athyrium FiKx-fcemina), which had been collected by Mr.
James Cosh, in 1862, by a roadside in Stirlingshire. In the

spring of last year, Mr. S. had sown spores taken from the

plant, some of which had germinated, but as yet exhibited

none of their parent's peculiarity. A specimen had been
transmitted to Mr. Moore, Chelsea Botanic Garden, who pro-

nounced it an undescribed variety, and as the queen amongst
Lady Ferns, and proposed it should be called Victoria. The
fronds are from 10 to 18 inches in length, and crested at the

apex. The pinnie are also crested, but instead of being
single, as in all the other varieties, they leave the rachis in

pairs, and at such an ajigle that each alternate pair overlap

each other, so as to give a beautiful plaited appearance to

the whole frond. The author was indebted to Mr. John
Dawson and Mr. Paterson for specimens of the plant.

VT. Notice of Additions to the Cryptogainic Flora of Edin-
hurgh. By Mr. J. Sadler.—These additions were as follow :

—

Jungermannia hyalina, J. raparia, J. cordifolia, J. pilacea,

J. setiformis, J. lurcata var. sruginosa, Tortula aloides,

Grrimmia orbicularis var.

—

{Scottish Gardener.)

JOHN POWELL STEAWBEEEY.
We have received from Mr. Powell, of the Eoyal Gardens

at Frogmore, a box of a seedling Strawberry raised by Mr.
Ingram, which, from its symmetry, distinctive character,

colour, and general good properties, must become a standard
variety. The fruit is large, long ovate, in shape not unlike

Myatt's Eleanor, and not varying in any way towards a
cockscomb shape. The seeds are small, and very slightly if

at all embedded. The skin is bright red, somewhat between
a Sir Charles Napier and Keens' Seedliug, and coloured

equally all over. It has a long, but not slender, glossy

neck, which is quite covered with the segments of the calyx.

Tie flesh is solid and firm, pale-coloured, very juicy, and
with a sprightly, sweet, and pine-flavoured juice. It is a
first-rate Strawberry.

GOOSEBEEET CATEEPILLAH.
Some time back one of your correspondents recommended

Broad Beans to be planted near the Gooseberry bushes
to prevent the caterpillar's ravages. As it was to be done
without expense, I had three Beans planted with each bush.
We have been annoyed by this pest yearly, this year we are

without one of them. I do not mean to say they have been
the preventive, but state the fact for the benefit or informa-
tion of your readers.—W. S.

. I OBSERVE in your last two issues letters relating to yellow
Furze bushes as a remedy for the caterpillars on Gooseberry
trees. AUow me to name another remedy which has been
tried by myself and others, and found completely successful.

Tate 1 lb. of crushed or powdered alum to four gallons of

water. Syringe the trees well on the first appearance of

the grub two or three times.—H. J. BtnstTNT.

FUEZE V. GOOSEBEEEY CATEEPILLAES-
WHITE BEET.

I AM sorry I cannot give any more information to your
correspondents, or any solution of the apparent enigma
respecting the Furze in Gooseberry bushes. I merely tried

the remedy at your request, and gave the result as required.

The caterpfllars- have again appeared, and the Furze has

been again applied, but, as it was almost out of bloom, with

btit partial success.

Would yon kindly teU me how to manage the laxge White

Beet, so as to grow it for " Chards?" I have sown sonie,

and the plants are about G inches high. Does it require

blanching or tying-vip in any way ?—P. B.

[The evidence relative to the efficacy of the Furze is con-

tradictory, but preponderates against its being remedial.

We fear that where the caterpillars disappeared, leaving

dried skins on the leaves after the Furze was introduced,

they had only cast their skins and descended into the earth

to change into their chrysalis form.

Have the White Beet supplied jjlentifully with water and

liquid manure. The leafstalks are aU the more tender if

earthed-up like Celery.]

WOEE FOE THE V^EEK.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

Broccoli, let there be no delay in getting out a good breadth

of White and Purple Cape, also Cai\lillower and Grange's

Early White Broccoli, which, if true, is invaluable in the

autumn. Trenoh-up and fill with these kinds of crops every

space as the early crops go off; not one vacant space or

corner should now" be left unoropped. Cucumbers, see that

these and Vegetable Marrows do not want for liquid manure

and water. Pog-down the bines as they advance, and attend

to stopping. Break-down the leaves over the most forward

Cauliflowers, and keep up a good supply of stimulants.

Dwaif Kidney Beans, thin, earth-up, and stop advancing

crops, and sow the latest successional crop. EncKi-e, a fuU

sowing may now be got in for the main crop ; and if any

were sown in May they had better be thinned out, and the

thinnings transplanted. Early sowing of Endive is not re-

commended, because the varieties of Lettuces are much
superior for every purpose for which Endive can be required

at this season. The Small Green-curled is the hardiest for

winter use ; but for the autumn crop the Large Green-curled

is a splendid Endive planted in very rich soil at 2 feet apart.

This sort will not bear severe frost, nor does it keep in store

so well as the Small Green-curled, and, therefore, for aU late

purposes the latter should only be sown. The large-leaved

Batavian Endive is also a useful variety. Where Chicory is in

request for salads, now is the proper time to sow it.
^

Serbs,.

take the first opportunity as soon as the various kinds are

sufSciently advanced to out a portion for drying ; the best

time is as soon as the blossoms are expanded, becau.se tiey

then contain most of their aromatic principles. They must

be cut perfectly dry, and dried quickly in the shade._ Lettuce,

tie-up for blanching, and make successional sowings; the

same of Eadishes, and other salads. Spinach, keep up the

sowings of this. Scarlet Runners, make the last sowing, and

give those advancing a little assistance in training them up

the stakes. Persevere in hoeing and forking up the surface,

of the soil in every department.

FKUIT GARDEN.
The season being what may be considered a very growing

one, there is the g:reater necessity for diligence in keep-

ing all young wood properly nailed to the walls to guard

against the effects of high winds. Gooseberries and Currants,

trained against north walls should have the leaders nailed

in, and aU the side offshoots spuiTed down to within a few

joints of the base. Peaches and Nectarines, and, indeed,

wall trees in general, will be greatly benefited by occasional

strong syringings, whether infested with aphides or not,

because, independent of washing away all filth, which of

itself is a good thing, it distm-bs and routs out woodlice,

earwigs, and other vermin, which are sure to congregate

amongst the shreds and at the back of the shoots, and which,

if left undisturbed, will commit sad ravages by-and-by.

Strawberries are now abundantly repaying those who have

bestowed a reasonable amount of care in their cultivation,,

without which no good results can ever accrue. Let them be
well gathered as they become ripe, as if left on they retard

the swelling and ripening of those remaining. Continue the

thinning of Grapes, and keep the growth judiciously stopped.

FLOWEE GARDEN.
Advantage should be taken of the present showery weather

to fiU up all the empty beds ; also to plant-out Geraniums

Asters, Ten-week Stocks, Marigolds, and other annuals to,

fiH-up all the empty spaces in the flower-bordeirs. Continu*
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to peg-down all the plants that require it. Support and
regulate the shoots of climbers. Stake and tie-vip all tall-

growing plants. Prick-out biennials into nursery-beds. Now
that the bedding-stock is fairly cleared off and growing freely

in its summer quarters, there will be more space and time
to attend to the propagation of favourite hardy plants ; and
no time should be lost in getting in a good supply of cut-
tings of such things as it may be thought desii'able to in-

crease, for the projjagation of the bedding-out stock next
season will soon require attention. Tulips should now be
taken out of the ground ; when allowed to remain too long
it acts prejudicially on them. Auriculas will often at this
season of the year be attacked with the aphis or green fly,

remove them with a camel-hair brush, keep the plants in
the shade, and occasionally water them. Disbud those sorts
of Carnations and Picotees that generally produce small
flowers to one bud, if the variety is of strong habit two buds
may be left for blooming.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEEVATORT.
The Camellias and Azaleas for early flowering will have

set their buds, and should be removed to a sheltered shady
situation out of doors, for if kept in heat they v/iU be apt to
make a second growth, which must be avoided. Give every
possible attention to plants for autumn and early winter
flowering, as Lilium lancifolium, Chrysanthemums, Salvia
aplendens. Globe Amaranths, tree Carnations, Scarlet Gera-
niums, Cinerarias, Gesneras, Begonias, Euphorbias, &c.
Let these have plenty of pot room, good rich compost, a
moist atmosphere, and plenty of space for the perfect de-
velopment of then- foliage, regulating the temperature ac-
cording to the nature of the plant, and they wUl make very
rapid progress ; but we have nothing that surpasses the
Epacris, the winter-blooming Ericas, and the Cytisuses, and
these should not be overlooked in the crowd of suitables.
Many of the showy specimens of superior stove plants should
be removed to these structures at this period, provided they
are coming into blossom. The large Clerodendrons, Ixoras,
Stephanotis, Pergularias, Gardenias, Plumbagos, Jasminums,
Erythrinas, &c., are of this class. These, when highly cul-
tivated, begin at this season to press on their weaker neigh-
bour's ; and their beauty will, moreover, be longer presei-ved
if they are slightly retarded. A greater depth of colour also
will be ijroduced in a moderate temperature. Look well
to the training of trellis climbers whether in pots or out,
and frequently stop the points of growing young stock.
Encourage backward plants of Orchids with plenty of heat
and moisture while that can be done safely. See that the
plants on blocks and in baskets are properly supplied with
moisture at the roots. To prevent any mistake in this
matter carefully examine every plant at least once a-week,
and immerse any found to be dry in tepid water until the
material about the roots shall have become well soaked.
Such stove plants as may have been removed to these
houses while in bloom should be placed in heat again as
soon as then- beauty is over, in order to permit the young-
wood to get ripened before the short days set in. Where
stove and greenhouse plants afford suitable cuttings propa-
gation may still be pursued, as, generally speaking, it can
be practised with greater success in the early than the latter
part of the year. It should be remembered that the propa-
gation of most plants is facilitated by the employment of
bottom heat. It wiU be necessary fi-equently to look over
greenhouse plants plunged out of doors, and check the havoc
of worms and the robbery of weeds, and to attend to then-
security from high winds. W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN OAKDEN.

Veky much the same as last week. Sowing Peas, chiefly
Advancer and Knight's Dwarf Marrow, and will follow with
earlier kinds, as Dickson's Favourite. Preparing beds for
CaXery, and in planting put some branches across to mode-
rate the force of the sun's rays. Yeai-s ago we cultivated
more Celery than we do now, and then we followed rather a
miiform plan of having early Potatoes, Lettuce, Celery, and
Peas on the same gi-ound. The trenches were dug out in
•winter—say 4 feet wide,and from four to five-feet-widc spaces
between them. If dung with a Httle heat was put in the

wide trench, we used it for the second early Potatoes with a
little protection, and Lettuces among them, or a bed for

themselves alone. Then having dug the intervals between
the trenches, and thrown the soil some 15 inches out of the
trenches upon them, we sowed a row of Peas for the second
and thu'd crops on the top of the ridges, and these were
staked and coming into bearing before the Celery was planted
out, and thus gave it the shade it so much desiderates, the
sun shining fully on it only for a short time each day. "We
never obtained first-class Peas and first-rate Celery by a
more economical process, the Lettuces, Potatoes, &c., being
removed fi-om the ti-enches before the Celery was fit to go
out. We have not followed this plan much of late, because
independently of our earth-pits, we have used all our Celery-
trenches or most of them for bedding plants, and with such
limited space between the trenches the Peas would have
been in our way in giving and removing protection. The
branches across the bed are, however, but a poor substitute
for Peas. We have heard surprise erpressed, that Peas
on the top of a ridge should do so well, but the depth of
stirred soil which secured moisture and also made sure that
there should never be too much of it, were the only secrets

of success. In elevating- flower-beds into cones, we have
uniformly found that when the plants took freely they
needed no more water than plants on the level, provided
the soil was previously deeply stirred. We are often surprised

that the bed-system of gi-owing Celery—that is, having
tliree to four and five rows instead of one is not more followed

in small gardens. In a commercial establishment where
Celery was largely in demand, every day from autumn to
spring, and where the smallness of the garden was a ground
of grumbling complaint, the single lines of Celery were from
5 to 6 feet apart. On the bed-system from three to four

rows could have been had instead of one, and the labour of

earthing-up would be also diminished, and more especially

if a dwarf kind were used. It is rarely that more than
12 inches of Celery ever go to table, and hence we see little

use in banking-up strong-growing kinds until the plants

are from 3i to 4 feet in height. The most bulky Celery

is also anything but the sweetest, and the larger it is in

diameter it is all the worse to keep. We used to pi-ide

ourselves in growing it very large in diameter of plant, but
we found it was a ruinous system, as when water penetrated
into the heart it could not escape again, bvit became tainted

and produced decay there. Middle-sized crisp Celery is

now our aim. Hoeing, stirring, and weed-destroying were
our principal work, except placing some short grass round
the frames of Cucumbers to keep the heat uniform, and
pricking out more winter stuff, as we have not a spare yard

to plant as yet, but must wait until early Peas and Potatoes

are removed. The rains are causing the Peas to bear pro-

fusely.

TRUIT GARDEN.
To explain one reason why so many of our fi-iends com-

plain of their Strawberries being failures, we may mention

that we have a few rows that bloomed well, but are now
scantily supplied with fruit. The plants are rising their

fourth year, contrary to our general custom, which is to re-

move them earlier ; but the chief cause of the comparative

failure is, that they had not moistm-e enough when in bloom.

Other beds that did have moisture enough ai-e producing in

armfuls. A few pailfuls of water on a little piece of Straw-

berries in a small garden, when the weather is very dry,

when they come into bloom, often makes all the difference

between a heavy crop and little or no crop. The mulching

afterwards also keeps the roots cool and moist. With all

these attentions, however, a correspondent tells us that for

six years, and after three plantings in that time, he has

scarcely had any fruit from that fruitful kind, the Keens'

Seedling. It comes out, however, that he used his own
runners, which under the ch-oumstances was imprudent, as

when Strawberry plants are barren they are apt to transmit

that property to then- runners. In aU small gardens, there-

fore, it would be wise to mark all barren plants, and take no
runners from them. We have marked barren plants of such

late kinds as the Elton, and for three years had no gather,

ings from them, though the plants on each side were prolific

enough. But for the time it would take in getting and pre-

paring plants, a good many experiments would lead us to

prefer the second runner instead of the first, as having a
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decided tendency to be the most fruitful, whilst the first has

as decided a tendency to be the most vigorous and luxuriant

plant. Perhaps we should state the matter more correctly

by saying the second plant on the runner.
Planted-out a good many Strawberries, as we could get at

them, from pots in which they had been grown under glass.

Nipped the shoots of Pears, Apples, Plums, &o., out of doors.

Protected Strawberries and Raspberries with nets. Went
over Peaches andNectarines on walls. Gave another thinning
to fruit in orchai'd-house, leaving a good many more than
one to a foot, and picked fruit in Peach-house and Fig-

house to prevent them falling, as they will keep better for

use when not dead ripe when pulled, especially Peaches. In
general. Figs should be used as gathered. Gave a final

watering to back of Peach-house, and a good soaking with
manure water to the back of the orchard-house, where the

fruit, thickly set, are swelling fast. Cherries in pots have
been pictures, and have come in vei-y useful. Perhaps the
most useful is the Empress Eugenie, superior in flavour,

size, and eai-hness to the May Dukes. Plums are also a
heavy crop in pots coming on, and we fear that we ought to

have thinned them more. The Nectarines and Peaches in

pots we have thinned liberally, and have had little trouble
with insects of any kind as yet. Kept thinning at late

Grapes ; and where the Grapes are ripe and ripening, will

get every plant out into late houses as soon as possible,

where the damp will do no harm, but rather be of an ad-

vantage. In forward houses we leave a little air on all

night, especially at the top. When growing and swelling
we give but little air, even at the top, but that little is

given early, so that there shall be no confinsd moist air in

the house. We have as yet scarcely given a bit of front air.

So much for the necessity of circulation. We have no fear

of a vitiated atmosphere, with the sun shining on the glass,

and a little air on to prevent the vapour being turned into

scorching steam. We like the sun to do the heating work
instead of the coal-heap, and an extra rise of 10° from sun,
with a little air on early, will do good instead of harm. It

is the high night temperatiu'e that weakens. As far as we
recollect, oui- vineries last year did not have a sash or ven-
tilator opened in fi:ont until autumn, to keep the ripe fruit.

But for a long time there was a little air at top night
and day, and that little was increased in very warm days.

Very likely we would give more air, especially at night, were
we near a coal pit. There can be no question, however, that
we have as much waste from using fuel to do what the sun
would often do. In looking over the accounts last year of a
well-known public establishment, nothing surprised us so

much as the fuel and manure bill. They were not in separate
items, but we could hardly think the latter could be in any-
thing like proportion to the former, as the place altogether is

not large. The united bill for fuel and manure cost as much
as some largish private establishments cost altogether. Of
course, coals vary much in price, and they are generally about
the highest in the metropolis. In the coal districts good coals

can be obtained for less than half what we have to pay for

them, and a fire always burning is there of less consequence.
We feel obliged to Mr. Eivers for mentioning the mode of

making quassia water last week. We have alluded to it

more times than seems to have met his eye ; but we are
indebted to him for our attention being first directed to-

ward it. We have used it several times this season, and
with good effect, but mostly in a clear liquid form and with-
out anything in it, and thus it is more cleanly than when
mixed with soap, &c. There is also a great deal of truth in

what Mr. Eivers says about different insects being easily

Trilled at one time, and taking much more trouble at other
times. We have proved this over and over again, and hence
arises the necessity of caution as to the strength of the
destructive agency used, as in this respect plants are very
like insects, as what will not hurt them at one time wiU seri-

ously injure them at another. Plants that have previously

been partially shaded will not stand the same amount of

smoking and washing that plants wUl do when exposed pre-

viously to sunlight and air. With all this, however, there
are facts about the greater dif&culty of destroying insects

at one time than at another time by using the same means
for which we cannot account. AU these point to the neces-

sity of getting rid of the first insects that appear. When
generation after generation have deposited their myriads of

eggs, or brought forth their myriads of viviparous young,
the task is next to hopeless, and if you succeed the plant
must be greatly injured. The brown beetle aphis, to which
Mr. Eivers alludes, beats all that we have met with for

fecundity. Take a fat fellow in summer, and squeeze it

gently, and it will emit as many or more young ones in a
string than you could count on a large rope of onions. This
did trouble us a good deal last yeai-; but in the orchard-

houses we have seen little of it this season, and if a bit

was seen it was attacked at once. In smoking or washing
it is best not to use too strong doses at first. As frequently

stated, a man would often correct the evil with the "fingers

and a syringe in the time he was getting some destructive

agency ready. We think as a clean wash or liquid for dip-

ping infested shoots in, quassia liquid wUl be likely to be
much in demand, will that demand increase or lower the

price ? At present it is rather expensive when purchased in

small quantities at country chemists. What may its price

be when sold wholesale—that is, by the pound or cwt. ? It

is supposed to be the wood of the Quassia amara, a strong-

growing tropical tree, all of which is bitter, and, it is com-
monly said, used largely instead of Hops. Some authors,

however, say that the chips of other bitter woods are used
instead of the Quassia. The Quassia chips we have obtained

have a very bitter taste, and they may be boiled over and
over again before the bitter virtues are extracted. As a
wash it is the cleanest thing we have met with, as, if you
put nothing else in, the liquid wOl be clear as the crystal

spring. We may here state, in answer to some inquiries,

that the best shag tobacco is the best manufacture of to-

bacco to use for smoking to kill insects. Several of our

large commercial establishments use nothing else. Tobacco
paper is generally so unequal in its strength that it demands
much more care in using it.

OBNAMENTAL DEPAKTMENT.
Eemoved a good portion of the Pelargoniums from the

conservatory, and, to save time in moving, and also because

we had little room elsewhere, clustered the Azaleas and
Camellias at one end where we can keep closer and moister

to encourage growth. The rest of the house will be fiUed

chiefly with Fuchsias and Azaleas, and more air given, to

be followed by fine-foliaged plants. We would have moved
some of the Azaleas and Camellias beneath our Vines, but
there is little room, and the roof is so covered, there would
not be enough of light. In wet days and hours proceeded

with potting greenhouse and stove plants, and pricking-off

Cinerarias and Primulas for the winter. The forwardest of

the latter have been potted separately. We will also repot

a few of the best and smallest of last year's plants. A
month ago we had scarcely an empty pot of any kind. Now
we have worked for several wet days in washing them up,

and putting them away clean. Layering Strawberry runners,

&c. A few days more when wet we can devote to getting

twigs ready for the fiower garden, as all the plants are not

yet°secured, and the wind has broken a few heavy-headed

Calceolarias. We have got almost everything out except a

row of Dahlias, and for that we want a dry day, so as not to

make a mess. After showers weeded chickweed, &c., from

flower-beds, as it is no use cutting it, and we have a good
stock of it this season. We presume the seeds came in sandy

soil from the sides of the highway. The beds are now filling

fast, and will soon be very nice.

Our chief work, however, has been mowing the lawn
farthest from the house. We always mow round the sides

of the walks to prevent seeds from the grass falling upon
them. In general we cut all our enclosed pleasure ground

before the seeds of the grasses get near the ripening, and
this helps to secure walks free from weeds. But it is

generally the middle of June before we get all our pleasure-

ground grass mown, and though we keep it pretty well

afterwards we are not so particular with it as with the

ground close to ribbon-borders and flower-beds. We were

fortunate in getting the most of it dried and into a little

stack in a couple of days. But for the bits of wood and
Laurel and other leaves this hay would be valuable for any-

thing. We value it chiefly as a store of protecting material

in autumn, winter, and spring. A good aimful of this nice

soft hay has often been nearly as valuable as its weight in

silver, and it is so handy to have it beside you and to use it

when and how you like.
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Here we may aJlude to a Kttle matter, but wMcli is still of

importance. In mating such grass into hay and taking it

off, no common rakes would take it clean enough. The
weather was so dry that it was no use attempting to sweep

up the remains. Other work was gone on with until we
shoiild have a heavy dew or a little rain. There was rain

on Wednesday, and so all the strength possible was employed

on Thursday morning to sweep up the leavings, first taking

in the width of two swathes with the long-handled broom,

and brushing up the alleys thus made with the short biroh

brooms or common brooms. If this sweeping was not done

we should lose much more than the time taken in doing so,

as even if we rolled, the bits of dried grass that would be

left without sweeping would soon take the edge off the

sharpest scythe and help to clog up the knives of the

mowing-machine. From this cause we have often seen

men more distressed at the second mowing than at the first.

Mere raking will not do for grass that is to be kept as a

lawn.
Another thing we may mention. The lawn kept short

near the mansion suffered somewhat this season from the

great heat in May. There are brownish spots even now, and
tufts of grass too soft for the mowing-machine to manage
nicely. Instead of using the machine we will let it alone

for eight days, and then give a slight touch over with the

scythe so as not to touch the bottom at all, after which

we hope the machine will do its work well. We noticed

several places neai- the house where a series of parallelo-

grams some 20 inches by 12 were quite parched up, and
narrow green spaces between these squares. We puzzled our

brains to account for this singular phenomenon, until we re-

collected that carpenters had been employed in removing
the outside windows from the mansion, the windows being
double in winter. They had laid the sashes flat on the grass

before removing them, and the wonderful heat in May had
burned up the grass below the glass, and the green spaces

were the parts shaded by the sash-bars. There was and
could be no intention of doing any hai-m, and the marks are

already wearing out through the warm rains ; but many an
evil and many a misfortune occurs, not from anything like

purpose or design, but merely from the want of any thinking

at ail about the matter.

What is said above of the fine silky grass which the

mowing machine will not bite freely, will apply to two or

three complaints, and a skiff with the scythe will make all

right. Other complaints are the result of a lawn with deep
moss. In that case the lawn must be consolidated by rolling,

or the knives of the machine must be a little elevated to

catch the grass above the moss. We are now beginning to

have the prospect of mastering our work, instead of being
mastered by it.—E. F.

COVENT GAEDEN MAKKET.—June 25.

The supply and demand continue very good, especially as regards Pines,

Grapes, Cherries, and Strawberries. Peas are also abundant.

\pple8 4 sieve

Apricots doz. 1

Cherries lb. 1

Figs doz. 12

Filberts & Nuts 100 lbs.

Goosebrs. Green i sieve 2

Grapes, Hothouse. ...lb. 6

Muscats 8

Lemons 100 4

d. s.

too Melons eacli 4
Nectarines 10

Oranijes 100 10

d. s.

OtolO

Peaches doz.

Pears bush.
dessert doz.

Pine Apples lb.

Strawberries ...punnet
I Walnuts bush.

VEQETABLES.

Aaparagns bundle 3

BeansBroad ^ sieve 3

Kidney 100 1

Beet, Red doz. 1
Broccoli bundle
Cabbage doz.
Carrots bunch

Now
Cauliflower doz. 2
Celery bundle 1
Cucumbers each
Endive score 1

Fennel bunch
Garlic and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle I

Leeks bunch

d.

to6 Lettuce score

Mushrooms pottle 1

Mustd. & Cress, punnet
Onions ...bushol 7

pickliu^ quart
Parsley 4 sieve 1

Parsnips doz.

Peas quart
Potatoes sack 8

New lb.

Kadishes doz. bunches
Turnip

Rhubarb
Sea^kale basket
.Spinach sieve 1

Turnips bunch

d. 8.

9to 1

2

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*^* We request that no one will write privately to the de-

partmental writers of the " Journal of Horticultvire,

Cottage Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so

doing they are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and
expense. All communications should therefore be ad-

dressed solely to Tlie Editors of the Journal of HortieuX-

tnre, <^'c., 171, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

We also request that Correspondents wOl not mis up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those

on Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them

on separate communications. Also never to send more

than two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain tmanswered until next

week.

Asphalt GAnnra walk froSi/).—We cannot estimate the cost. The

follQwins is the mode of making snch walks :—" Take two parts of very dry

lime-rubbish, and one part coal ashes, also very dry, and both sifted nne.

In a dry place, on a dry day, mi.-; them, and leave a hole in the middle or

the heap, as bricklayers do when making mortar. Into this pour boiling-hot

coal-tar ; mix, and, when as stiff as mortar, put it 3 inches thick where the

walk is to be. The ground should be dry, and beaten smooth. Sprinkle

over it coarse sand ; when cold, pass a light roller over it, and in a few days

the walk will be solid and waterproof.'*

Book on Gaedexing [Zela Jo(aV—You can have "The Garden Manual''

for Is. M., and " Manures for the Many " for id., free by post, if you aentt

postage stamps to those amounts with your direction to our office.

MiLBP.w ON Roses (.A Constant iJcarfer).—Having no information as to

your soil, culture, or the nature of the fungus, we can only reply that most

probably your best remedy will be to manure the soil liberally, mulch over

the roots, and water abundantly every evening during dry weather.

MussET's Heatikg Apparatus {A. F. Tr.).-Not having had any experi-

ence in using this apparatus we cannot teiitifyasto its merits. We will insert

any reports that may be sent to us from those who have tried it.

FaniT Trees Imported from France ( CarJonl.—There is no reason that

we know of why fruit tret s grafted in France, and imported to this country,

should not thrive as well as trees grafted here.

Orchard-hocses IN THE NoRTB—In reply to "E.S.,"we beg to state

thai the trees of the orchard-house of the " Yoosg Amateor " are two and

some three Tears old from the bud. He has now thinned the fruits to about

a dozen or fifteen on each tree. " A Toung Amateur" has had May Duke

Cherries ripe in perfection above a week in the same house.

Ivv-LEAVED Geraniums (}lrs. CTiiien;).—One is the "Golden-edged,"

another the 'Silver-edged," and the others are named according to ttt«

colour of their flowers—"P-nk Ivy-leaved," and so on.

MiLBEWED Grapes (H. M. IF.).—Fill asoup plate withflowersof sulphnr.

Plunge every bunch into the sulphur ; rub the berries thoroughly but gently

between the fingers, and leave on the sulphur which adheres to them for a

week, then syringe. If mildew reappears repeat the treatment. Once

a-week will be quite often enough to apply the guano water to the Fuchsias

and Geraniums. Cut the young shoots of the fruit trees back to five leaves

each.

Melon Culture (C. P.).—1, Leave only one fruit on a shoot. 2, Cut out

all small wiry shoots that interfere with air and light getting at the reniain-

ing shoots bearing fruit, but retain a growing shoot above the fruit, and keep

the lateral shoots well stopped back. Do not on any account allow the

young shoots to interfere with the large leaves, but cut Ihem out or shorten

back, as necessary. 3, Three fruits are ample on one plant. If you take

more they will be small

Vines Newlt Planted, and Peaches and Nectarines under thb«

( W. TF.).—We think your Vines have not gond root-hold yet, but that they

will improve shortly. Keep them well syringed, and the atmosphere of the

house moist. You may grow a few Peaches and Nectarines in pots if the

Vines are not nearer to one another than i feet. If you wish to grow theitt

on a trellis the Vines ought not to be ne.arer than 6 feet. If nearer, in

either case, it is useless attempting to grow Peaches under the Vines.
_
Figs

would do much better. In any way plants would do well ; but without

knowing which you would prefer, we can only hazard a reply as to what
would suit you best. Peaches would not do to force the same as Vines in.

the same house, you would, therefore, be most pleased with plants. "You

could have Csmellias, Azaleas, Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, Calceolarias,—say

half a dozen of each of the two former sorts, one dozen of the two last

—

and Coionilla glauca, Cytisus racemosus, Chorozema cordata splendent

Clerodendron Bungei, Clivoa nobilis. Cyclamens of sorts, Prirauliuf, Ery-

thrlna crista-galli, Hibbertia dentaU, Hovea Celsi, Hydrangea japonica

variegatu, Indigofera decora, JlnnochiBtum ensiferum, Nerinm splendens,

Polygala Dalmaisiana, Statice brassicasfolia, Swainsonia galegifolia, Tre-

mamir.i eiicoi.ies, and Khododendron jnsminiflorum, most of which would

do well put outside in July, and taken in ag<iin in September. In summer
you could make your house gay with annuals— as Balsams, Thunbergias,

Amnranthus melancholieus ruber, Coleus Verschaffelti, Gloxinias, .\chi-

menes, and variegated Begonias, which will all beoutof tho way or dormant

in winter, and so making way for the winter-flowering plants.

Verbena and Calceolaria Leaves Injured (T. E. (7.).—Examine the

beds after dark with a lantern, and you will most likely find your enemy
at work. The leaves appear to be eaten by some vermin, which must
Infest the place in great numbers. Snails and slugs will eat them, so will

caterpillars and earwigs. Cabbage leaves laid on the beds and examined in

the morning will enable you to catch the former, and when caught, sweep
thom off the leaves into a flower-pot. and sprinkle a little salt over them.
Caterpillars can only be removed by hand-picking. Earwigs may be trapped

by cutting some Broad Bean stalks'into lengths of .1 or G inches, and placlnc

them horizontally on different parts of the beds. They should be examined
J every other day, or daily, and the earwigs blown out and destroyed.
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Geraniuh Cuttings (^j7H(?s).— All nf the Geraniums employed for bed-
ding out will strilte freely in the open ground, the middle of July and begin-

ning of August bein^ a good time to put in the cuttings. We know of no
better mode of groTving bedding Geraniums than to pot now, one or more
Of the best plants of a sort, In a compost of rich turfy loam, with a free

&dmi:itur6 of sand, providing good drainage, and giving a moderate shift,

say from a six-inch into a nine-inch pot. Place in a shady yet light situation,

and by the middle of July pinch out the points of those shoots growing
irregularly, in order to form a bushy plant. In the beginning of August
place the pots on boards or coal ashes in a sheltered situation, yet exposed to

the sun, keeping the plants well supplied with water, and lightly sprinkled

overhead with soft water. By the last week in September the plants will be
coming generally into flower, and should then be removed to the greenhouse,
where they will flower the greater pait of the winter. Our correspondent
says she has fine beds of James Odier and Pescatore Pelargoniums, continu-
ing in bloom until November.

Shrue for Hedge (X. I'. .Z".).—As you wish for some rapid-growing
shrub, you cannot have anything better than Evergreen Privet. After taking
away the Laarels dig the ground at least a spit deep, removing at the same
time the old stumps and roots of the Laurels. A dressing of manure will

help the plants, If worked into the soil. Dig out a trench, and put in the
plants any time in mild weather from October to March, placing them 6 inches
.asunder, and 1 foot at least from the wall, though 2 feet would be better.

Water the plants well if a dry spring follow the planting, so as to give them
a good start, and in July cut the hedge down to 1 foot, which will cause
Bide shoots, trimming off the sides all irregular shoots at the same time, so
as to make the hedge about 1 foot wide at bottom and tapering upwards.
Go over the hedge again in the autumn, clipping off all loose straggling
shoots, and pointing the ground neatly over, working in a dressing of any
kind of vegetable refuse. The second year you will clip the hedge again in
July gaining a foot in height this time ; or, if you are very anxious about
covering or hiding the wall, let the hedge grow to the required height
"without cutting off the top, only trimming the sides. When the hedge is of
_the required height it will need trimming in July with the shears, making
it any height and width desired.

Feeks tn Cocoi-NnT Shells (.A Consionf JJeoderj.—Niphoboluspertusus,
Drynaria Fortuni, Aoiantum capillus-Veneris, Pleopeltis stigniatica, tJrynaria
pustulata, Microlepia novae-zealauditB, Lomaria alpina, Adiantum setulosum,
Davallia decora, D. pentaphylla, Asplenium flabellifolium, and Pleopeltis

lycopodioides. We do not know of any Ferns that will endure the dry at-

mosphere of drawing-rooms, such places being very unsuitable for them.

TbLlps—Cerastiums (A Subscriber).—The Tulips taken up, will bloom
every year ; there is no occasion for resting them. Our Cerastium Bieber-
steini stood the last winter, as well as C. tomentosnm. Both make the
neatest edgings when planted every year.

Plahts for VERA^DAH Hanging-easkets (Welknow).—For your baskets
we "Would use Linaria cymbalaria, Saxifraga sarmentosa, hardy ; Hibbertia
grossulcriasfolia; Maurandya, three or four colours; Lophospermum scan-
aensand Hendersonii; Tropeeolum of kinds. These, grown in pots, may be
flet in the basket, and stuffed round with moss, and then pretty well allowed
to dangle and festoon as they like. They will want a ^ood deal of watering,
"Whitjh should be done in the evening, if the basket has no means of pre-
venting drip. The Manrandyas, and the Tropasolums or Nasturtiums, will
perhaps cost the least irouole. Get the plants established before you sus-
pend them.

FLOWER-GAUbBN PLANTING (JVety Foreit).—We think your proposed plan
"wiU look very well, and be nicely balanced. For Bijou and Alma, we would
use Lobelia speciosa ; for Village Maid and Stella, I'axtoniensis. The tazza
might be of mi.xed colours, so as to give a neutral tint. White Ivy-leaved
<3eraniums, with an edging hanging down of the Verbena pulchella, would
answer very well. The Verbenas would require to be large plants before
they were put out, so as to cover the rim of the tazza.

Name of Rose {A Megulanr Subscriber^ Sheffield).—We cannot identify it

/by the specimen sent.

Name of Plant (P. S.).—Selaginella WilldenovL

POULTRY, BEE. and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

NOETH HAJSTTS POULTEY SHOW.
We are behind "witli o"ur report of this very pleasant Show,

which supplies a "want in our south-"western district, and
which, we thint, is destined to become a great success. It

seems to us to possess all the elements that have achieved
the prosperity and reno"ffn of the Bath and West of Eng-
land, Northamptonshire, and some others. There is to us a
great charm in an agricultural meeting ; there is freedom,
aud apparently an absence of care. It is a holiday for aU,

and every inhabitant of the village shares in the triumph
of the ox, the horse, the sheep, or the fo"wls, that take the
prize. Every one is beginning to find there is business in

going there. Bach succeeding year brings its addition.

Steam machinery, hydropults, choice seeds, Indian-rubber
piping, all the rival ploughs. These added to a military

band, and favoured by "weather that left nothing to desire,

made the grounds in "which the Show -was held a promenade.
The Committee not only looks "well on paper, but it is com-
posed of men -who "work lustily in their several departments

;

and Mr. Do"wnes is just "what a Secretary should be.
The competing pens came from aU parts, and "we "were

glad to see the prizes were SGa"ttered about. The Dorkings
ibrmed a highly meritorious class. Mrs. Pettat's and Mj.
I'owler's birds were excellent. Prizes seem to haunt certain

localities in certain classes for a, time. Thus in our southern
shows the Cochin classes have been to the Isle ofWight, and
they so went in this case. We are told Mr. Pittis's pen had
before taken prizes at Birmingham. We need hardly say
the Polands were good, but Mrs. Pettat was hard run by Mr.
Edwards, who took second prize. The Game were very good,
and the prize birds deserved their honours. The cook in

the second-prize pen had rather too much taU. Mr. Fowler
could only "take second in Spanish. There was but one class

for Hamburghs. It was an excellent one. Mrs. Pettat's

Silver-spangled were nearly perfect, and Mr. Pittis's Golden-
pencilled were worthy competitors. The Brahma Pootras

were very good, and Mrs. Seamons's birds wotUd be a credit

to any show. The prize for Aylesburys went to the same
lady. There were excellent Game Bantams, and the usual
oddities in the extra class. It was a good, pleasant, and
well-conducted Show, and bids fair to become a large one.

DEATH OF DOEKESTG CHICKENS.
I NOTICE the waU of " A. K. C." in your last Number, on

the death of his Dorking chickens, and I have now to add
my plaint to his. In May last I bought a sitting of eggs
from the agent of Lady Holmesdale. Five birds were
hatched ; fine, healthy fellows. They throve well till about
a month old, and then began to droop, and die they would.

At the same time I had thirty to forty young birds of the

same age, also Dorkings, treated precisely in the same
way, and on the same ground, all of which are healthy and
doing well. In fact, I have lost fewer young birds this year

than usual. The only way I can account for it is, that I

fear the parent birds are too tenderly raised, being intended
for exhibition.

—

Loose Bos.

HEN ACQUIEING A COCK'S PLUMAGE.
Some time since you had some remarks on the change of

plumage in a fowl—viz., a hen assuming partly the feather

of the cock. I thiiik I can give the information that was
required as to the cause of the change. It arises from
injury sustained in the egg-passages, and if such a bird be
killeii the whole of the intestines wiU be found covered with.

yolk. I have opened many such with the late Mr. Tarrel.

The change is very common among Pheasants, and arises

always from "the same cause.

A capon loses comb, gUls, and sickle feathers, and if the
operation be well performed, he directly assumes all the
habits of a broody hen. Nothing pleases him so much as to

be entrusted "with a nest of eggs. Nearly all the chickens
in Italy are hatched and reared by capons. When a poularde
is made—which is done by removing the ovary—^her comb,
gills, and hackles grow at once ; the first becomes erect

;

she crows ; a semi-saddle grows, and she assumes all the
habits of the cook.

DIAEEHGEA IN PIGEONS.
Ha"Vi:n& profited by the experiences of Mr. B. P. Brent,

I think it right, as far as it lies in my power, to return

the benefit. I have watched in "our Journal," for some
time past, expecting to see some poor unfortunate, who
like myself, would be glad of any one's experience to help

him out of his difficulty, but I little expected to find such

a one to be " B. P. B." In the beginning of the season I

lost one of my best birds of the complaint named by Mr.
Brent. Soon after I noticed another bird going the same
way, then I thought it was time to call in the doctor. I

went to several fanciers, and they told me they had lost

birds by the same means, but knew of no remedy. So I set

to work myself, and at last hit on a plan which has -with me
proved effectual; even after birds have been so exhausted as

to be unaWe to eat, I have cm-ed them. The bird when
affected mopes about, its feathers aU roughened up, and
voids nothing but slime. I take the invalid, put him in a

separate pen, and give him the hardest tick beans I can get,

and every day cram him "with four or five pieces of old

mortar. After the first day the dung will have a much
harder appearance, and the bird will gradually get stronger
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Wlien the excrement assumes the healthy look of that which
all birds in good health void, I turn him loose with the

others, taking care to throw plenty of rice into the loft. I

find 1 lb. of rice thrown into the birds now and then a good
preventive of diarrhoea, a complaint which I find all birds in

confinement subject to.

Living in a crowded neighbourhood, and having a great
many birds, I find it best to keep them confined ; but I have
an hospital outside in which I put my invalids to recruit

their health, and I find it a very good plan. I think if

" B. P. B." tries mj treatment he will find it effectual, and
I should be glad to hear of his success.

—

Carriek Cock.
P.S.—I forgot to say that should the bird be too weak to

feed itself, I cram it with a few beans at the time mixed
with old mortar.

THOUGHTS AT BATH and WEST of ENGLAND
POULTRY SHOW.

A POULTRY show is a capital thing, especially if you can
see it ; but that must have been a puzzle for many visitors.

It was, in fact, a moving mass through the tents. I do not
often get the chance of a peep, and after the " Malay "

storm that followed my " Dottings at Devizes," long since,

I tread somewhat tremulously.
Spanish headed the list. These birds are, in many cases,

now becoming blind, from the warty character of the white
on the face. Instead of being a moderately smooth face, it

has become a warty, puckered, coarse mass, which in several
birds threatens to close the eyes. I noticed this chiefly in
the single cock birds. No longer a Spanish breeder, I
simply as an amateur regret that the character of face
which the chickens have, with the bright intelligent eye, is

not more retained in the adults. Some of these birds, I
imagine, can only feed when looking round the corner.
Some of the chickens of this breed were very forward and
very promising.

It is hardly to be supposed that Dorkings can get much
larger. There were some sjilendid birds. I especially
noticed the single cock bird, and he was rose-combed.
Game formed a sight in themselves. Many birds, I should

fancy, lost all chance, from the bad dubbing. In this respect
Mr. Fletcher's birds were a picture. I should say the
pincers had been used freely in many of the cock birds
throaghout these classes, and I will not deny that they
looked the better for it. That, however, does not alter my
opinion as to the justice.

Of Cochins there was a good show, and especially a large
entry of Whites. Blacks appear to have passed away.
Hamburgh s entered largely, and some very coarse combs

were amongst them.
Polands and Malays were poor in numbers but good in

quality. I think there was a White-crested Black cock there,
which without trimming had no black feathers in his top-
knot. Some of the hens were lovely.
In " Any other variety," half the entries (and I think, ex-

cepting the Game Reds, it was the largest class), was made
up of Brahmas, without exception all dark birds. They
headed the prize list, and I trust that so large an entry in
this class will induce the Committee to offer another year
the same liberal prizes to a separate class of Brahmas as
they do to the other larger breeds. I am certain it would
pay. As it was, the entries exceeded many of the entries in
the regular classes, although there was the tolerable cer-
tainty that but one of the three prizes would go to Brahmas.
Many of the other pens were deservedly highly commended,
yet I think that the matching of the combs in several pens
was somewhat too leniently treated by the judges. This is
an oft-repeated tale, and it is time exhibitors fully under-
Btood it. Some La Fleche fowls were highly commended.
They might almost terrify some small children. This pen
was not in the best condition. A case of disqualification
occurred in this class. In a pen of White Spanish, which I
fancy have often appeared in the prize Ust, the cock's tail
was said to be made. I would not take on myself to decide
whether this was the fact or not. I am disposed to take the
lenient view, and to suppose that the sickle feathers, being
weak, had been tied about 4 inches from their insertion with
cotton. It was evident to aU, and this makes me take the

lenient view. I noticed several commended and highly
commended pens in this class that had tapes tied round one
leg, and wondered whether on that account they ought not
rather to have been disqualified. Knowing the owner of one,

I am quite certain in his case it was not intended as a hint
to judges. There was a beautiful pen of Black Hamburghs
in this class unnoticed. I thought them very handsome.
The classes for chickens had some promising birds that

wUl be heard of again—to mt, the pen of Spanish, and that
of Partridge Cochins.

Cannot the Committee afford to add another class to the
chicken for " Any other vaiiety ?

"

The Bantams were numerous, and some of them very
good birds. I specially fancied the winning pen of Blacks,
and a single Duokwing Game cock was everything that
could be desired. Entries of Turkeys, Geese, and Ducks
were scarce. Guinea Fowl mustered only three pens, al-

though liberal prizes were offered. I heard to-day in a farm-
yard where I was looking at some chicks of this breed, that
in this case the parents had not paired. There was one
cock to three hens, and only one unfertile egg.
The class for Malays, as I have already noticed, was but

thinly represented, one reason being that Mr. C. Ballance,
the breeder, par excellence, in the western counties, was one
of the Judges. I could not help wishing that some of his

birds had been there, " not for competition
;
" but a five

days' actual show, and one day if not two before in pens
and baskets is a trying ordeal.

The pens were roomy and good, and, as usual, I thought
the birds too cai'efully attended to in the eating way. The
proper method of giving water is not to allow the vessel to
be ever under the feet ofthe inmates, it ought to be fastened
some inches from the floor.

I saw only one thing besides in the arrangements which
I did not like. There were a few empty, " not sent," pens.
On the floor of these pens in several cases I noticed a hand-
ful or more of peas. Instantly it flashed across me. Were
these placed there in anticipation of the occupants ? Was
this to be their first meal ? If so it is a great mistake, and one
which exhibitors would do well to represent to Committees.
The first meal after a journey should be moderate and soft.

It would also be a good plan in shows having the objection-

able duration of the Bath and West of England, to strew
the floors of the pens now and then with some small gravel.
—T. B. A. Z.

Poultry Cltjb's Show.—We hear from good authority that
it is purposed to hold a Poultry Exhibition at the Islington

Agricultural Hall vei-y shortly, under the auspices of the
Poultry Club. We believe that the prizes will be high, and
the date, as at present suggested, will be the 1st, 3rd, 4th,

and 5th of next October. The Club will appoint the Judges.
Among the Judges we rejoice to heai- will be Mr. Hewitt ; and
as we know that he has consistently refused to be bound by
the Poultry Club's rules, we conclude that the Club has found
that the application of such rules is an impossibility. It is

much more easy to make rules than to apply them without
exception. The Judge must have his own discretion un-
fettered, and this being admitted, rules for judging are in-

operative; they only say. Decide as we direct, unless you
choose to decide otherwise.

ARTIFICIAL SWAEMS.
On May 13th I had a swarm, and on. the 25lh I drove a

swarm from the same hive. Many bees were left behind,
but as the queen was seen with the driven bees the old hive
was placed upon an unoccupied stand. On the 16th ofJune I
again drove the same hive, neither seeing the queen nor
quite expelling all the bees. This time I transposed, and
as far as I canjudge with success to the driven stock. Can
I be sure that a queen had been raised in the twenty-two
days between the two drivings, and can I expect the old
hive will have brood fi'om which to i-ear a queen ? The last
swarm seems very quiet and very numerous, and the bees
in the old stock are working well. The transposed stock
seems to have received a great shook, but being the swarm
of the 13th of May, and young bees having been seen, it

wUl, I hope, soon recover, though they have thrown out
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nmny yotmg bees apparently just issued from the comb.

—

A Village Doctor.

[These operations appear to us a series of mistakes. It is

only by sheer good luck that they can succeed, whilst the

risk of failure is very great. The young queen which you
saw on the 25th might or might not have been impregnated,

but in either case would certainly have demolished every

royal cell. If a vii-gin she will probably return to the old

spot the first fine day, and leave the swarm to gradual ex-

tinction. If impregnated she is not likely to have com-
menced egg-laying, and then the same fate must await the

old stock unless furnished with a queen or the means of

raising one. The issue of after-swarms is best left to Nature.]

YOUNG- QUEENS.
Mt first batch of Italian princesses was fecundated on

Monday the 20th June. It was a glorious day, and I cer-

tainly never witnessed such a scene. The air was literally

darkened by my Ligurian drones, which kept up a louder
roar than that which ordinarily accompanies the issue of a
swarm. During the afternoon I found the evidence of im-
pregnation in five queens, one of which was rigidly impri-
soned by her subjects until the evening, when the excitement
continuing led me to fear a fatal result. I, therefore, took
her from them, and, placing her in a queen-cage, returned
her to the hive. When released the next morning, how-
ever, I had the pleasure of finding her well received. Two
more were rendered fertile, and, I believe, on the same day,
leaving but two in the apiary, who were " Ower young
to marry yet."—A Devonshire Bee-keepee.

ARTIFICIAL SWAEMS.
Mt present design in writing is to state the plan which I

have adopted this year in making an artificial swarm, and to

ask a question or two relative to the Course which I have
adopted.
During the warm weather in May, two of my stocks were

in such a state that I daily expected them to swarm. The
bees were extremely crowded, and hung out of the hives in

large clusters ; drones also were numerous. It happened
that on certain days it was extremely inconvenient to me to

be constantly on the watch for a swarm to issue. It hap-
pened also that a neighbour had her bees swarm in her
absence, and the swarm was lost. These considerations in-

duced me to try my hand at making an artificial swarm on
the plan lately described by "A Devonshire Bee-keeper."
And here I cannot but express my surprise at the difficulty

which some persons (occasionally correspondents in your
Journal), say that they find in accomplishing the feat of
driving. For myself I can only say that I attempted it for

the first time in my life last autumn, and succeeded without
the slightest difficulty. Certainly I for one would never
think of resorting to such means as fumigation for obtaining
their honey in the season. But to proceed. I drove the
greater part of the bees into a common straw hive, and then
transferred them to a Woodbury bar-and-frame-hive ; I let

this hive stand where the old hive had been, and put the old
hive in the place of a stock that seemed almost ready for

swarming, and this latter I moved to a new position. In
short, I endeavoured to follow the "Devonshire Eee-
keepbb's" directions in aU particulars, except that I did
not drive into the Woodbury-hive the whole of the bees fi-om

the old stock. I have since been rather afraid that I did
not drive enough, as in a few days the old stock sent out a
large after-swarm which I secured safely.

My second attempt was made last week. The hive which
in the former experiment I had moved from its original
position had gone on well, and I thought that a swarm
might issue any day. It happened that the hive was of a
small size, and not in good condition. My desire, therefore,
was to expel all the bees, and get the brood hatched by
the inmates of some other hive. I therefore proceeded as
follows :—Discreetly and warily, and not without some mis-
givings as to how far the bees would themselves approve of
the operation, I inverted the hive, placed another over it,

and drummed for a few minutes, according to the directions

for driving. AU proceeded most satisfactorily, and on
making an inspection I fovind that very few bees remained
in their old habitation. This hive, however, I found to be
full of brood in all stages. Having, therefore, placed the
new-made swarm on the spot which the bees composing it

had occupied in their old hive, it occurred to me that it

would give additional strength to the new colony in the
Woodbury-hive if I could induce them to hatch the brood
remaining in the driven hive. I therefore opened the hole
in the crown-board, and placed the hive with its combs at
the top, at the same time stopping-up the entrance of this

upper hive. Large masses of bees ascended into this hive,

and seemed to almost fill it. I suppose, before long, they
will hatch the brood out, and so strengthen themselves.
When this is done I intend to take this hive away.
Now I should esteem it a great favour if you would inform

me whether my operations, so far as I have described them,
are likely to prove successful, and specially whether the
Woodbury-hive bees are likely to hatch out the brood in the
hive over them, and then to leave it.

I should like to ask one other question. I have one of

Neighbour's cottage-hives extremely full of bees, and though
they occupy three glass supers, they crowd about the
entrance as if they could not find room inside. I should
think they were going to swarm, as they have done in

former years, were it not for the circumstance that they
have lately been killing drones in large numbers. Can you
give an idea as to what this slaughter of the drones at the

present season is attributable ? and say whether it is a sign

that no swarm from the hive is to be expected this year ? I

have no desire for this hive to swarm, but for the last two
or three years it has done so in spite of all precautions to

prevent it.

—

Jonas Jackson.

[As we ai"e indebted to you for a hearty laugh at the

"auld warld" superstitions, which it has pleased you to

advocate, we have much pleasure in giving the required

information. .,

Tour operations thus far have evidently been perfectly suc-

cessful. Entire failure would, of course, have resulted from
not driving the whole of the bees had the queen remained
behind ; but as she was good enough to join in the partial

exodus, there is nothing now to be regretted. The after-

swarm was caused by the existence of royal cells in an ad-
vanced stage, and might have issued even if the hive had not
only been comparatively depopulated, but also deprived of

half its combs. The bees of the Woodbury-hive will certainly

hatch out all the brood which has been consigned to their pro-

tection; but the query as to their leaving the upper hive

tends to re-open the "super-posing" question which was
debated at length in our pages some three years ago, and
on which our opinion was controverted by one of our ablest

and most esteemed correspondents. We believe, however,

that the queen will ultimately adopt the lower hive as the
breeding place, leaving the upper one filled with honey;
but when this may take place it is difficult to say.

Drone-kUling shows that the prosperity of the colony has
received a check, owing doubtless to the late unfavourable

weather. This check may prove but temporary, and the bees

swarm after all, whilst on the other hand the swarming ten-

dency may not be again developed this year.

In conclusion, we need not warn you sedulously to guard
your bees from the baneful effects of the " evil eye

;

" whilst,

on the other hand, even if your apiary should come to grief,

we hope not to hear of your being " in trouble " through
attempting to "draw blood" from, or to "swim," some
harmless but antiquated crone whom in your wisdom you
may conclude to have "overlooked" them.]

BEES IN SUFFOLK.
Mt case has been nearly like to that of "T. H. L." I

drove a swarm into one of Neighbour's improved cottage-

hives, and the same day the bees deserted it. I captured
them and put them into a straw hive with a flat top, and
they do well. Yesterday I supered them, and to-day (17th

June), the super is full of bees at work. For three years I
have had no success with Neighbour's improved cottage-

hives. In the glasses, though covered with flannel or

green baize, the bees begin to work and then leave off. The
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lower hoop swells by the wet and will no more fit the bottom
board. After three years of trial I much prefer a straw

hive with a flat top and a good hole for a super or for bottle-

feeding-. I prefer a straw super with a glass on one side

and a wooden top.

I have one of Neighbour's observatory-hives in my study,

and it has done well. The first year I took two glasses of

honey, and to make room for the increasing stock I raised

the glass hive on a hexagon of wood with glass windows.
The observatoi-y-hive with the hexagon below is full of

bees and combs. Towards the end of May I put on a
glass super, and when this was nearly filled I lifted it and
placed one of Paine's straw supers between this and the
observatory. On Monday, the 13th, I took off the straw
super fuU of honey, and I placed another in its stead, and in

this the bees are hard at work.
A Woodbuiy straw bar-jframe hive into which I put three

very small swarms last year has succeeded. It has thrown
off two good swarms and also nearly fiUed the bos-super
with white combs and honey.

—

Cavendish.

[We should try a fuU-sized super on the improved cottage-
hives instead of small glasses.]

DO TOUJSTG QUEENS BEEED DEONES ?

I EEADiLT respond to the request preferred by "E. S.," in

page 444, by recording my views and the result of my expe-
rience with regard to queen bees proving prolific mothers of
both drones and workers during the season in which they
come into existence.

It may certainly be laid down as a general rule, that queens
hatched during the current year do not breed many, even if

they breed any, drones ; and this not because they are in-

capable of so doing, but by reason, so to speak, of a certain
inaptitude or unwillingness on their part to lay male eggs
during the first few months of then' life. I am well aware
that this unreadiness or reluctance may be overcome, as in

the instances to which " K. S." refers, by a combination of
favourable circumstances leading to such a state of prosperity
within the hive as to almost irresistibly impel the colony to
make preparations for swarming; but it undoubtedly re-

quires a much greater amount of this gentle but efficient

pressure of prosperity to induce a very young queen to take
the preliminary step of laying drone eggs than would be
required in the case of a more experienced matron.

I first became acquainted with this fact by completely
feUing in the attempt to induce a young Italian queen to
produce drones of that species of which at the time I stood
so much in need, although I resorted to aU the usual expe-
dients to attain the desired end. I might have spared my-
self the trouble; and found afterwards that others were
much better infoi-med on this point than I was at that time.

_
Dzierzon states that young and fertile queens do not in

his district either lay drone eggs or lead off swarms, although
they do both in the neighbom-hood of the Liineburg heath,
where the pasture is prolonged later into autumn.
The Baron von Berlepsch, who ranks second only to

Dzierzon among the bee-keepers of Germany, also says, " I
have never found—1st, That bees with a queen of the cur-
rent year made many drone-combs ; 2nd, That a queen of
the current year laid many drone eggs ; 3rd, That a queen
of the current year led off a swarm." It was by pushing
these observations to their logical extreme that, so late
in the year as the 23rd of August, he succeeded in pro-
ducing those drone eggs by means of which that distin-
guished natm-alist Von Siebold, who visited him for the
purpose, was enabled to demonstrate the fact of partheno-
genesis in the honey bee by proving beyond all doubt that
worker eggs are fecundated eggs, whilst those that wiU pro-
duce drones remain unfecundated. The grand secret of
his success lay in selecting a very old queen : liberal feeding
and inserting drone-combs in the brood-nest did the rest,
and in two days a comb containing newly-laid drone eggs
was placed on the naturalist's table.

I need not more than casually refer to what Huber has
written on this subject. Distinguished naturalist and ac-
curate and untiring observer though he was, he yet faUed
to obtain a complete insight into the true theory of repro-
duction in the honey bee. Believing aa he did that the

eggs in the ovaries of the queen " occupy a situation corre-

sponding to the principles that regulate her laying—the
eggs of workers first and those of drones behind them," he
lays it down as an axiom that " she lays the eggs of workers
only during the first eleven months," although, as Dr>
Dunbar says, he acknowledges that " a queen hatched in

spring will perhaps lay fifty or sixty eggs of drones in whole
during the course of the ensuing summer."
We, however, who in these later days have the advantage

of being familiar with Dzierzon's great discovery of parthe-

nogenesis, which, as has been said by the esteemed corre-

spondent to whose inquiries I am now replying, so com-
pletely "explains the unexplainable," can have little diffi-

culty in understanding why a recently-fecundated queen
with an overflowing spermatheca may not readUy be disposed

to exercise her power of withholding from her eggs a portion

of the contents of her teeming receptacle ; whilst on the

other hand an almost superannuated queen with a nearly

exhausted spermatheca may readily lay unfecundated or

drone eggs on very slight provocation.

Those rare cases yet remain to be considered in which
young and perfectly fertile queens commence by laying

drone eggs. Two such instances have come under my own
observation. In the first, the queen laid worker and drone

eggs promiscuously in worker cells, which when sealed over

presented a singularly irregular appearance. In the second

some hundreds of drone eggs only were methodically de-

posited in worker cells : these were nursed to maturity and
then expelled by the bees. In both oases this abnormal
drone-production soon came to an end, and the queens after^

wards fulfilled their functions with perfect regularity.

Having thus afforded all the information in my power in,

reply to "E. S.," I hope that others among the able apiarian

correspondents of The Jotjenal op Hokticultuee wiU
favour us with the results of their experience on this inter-

esting point in the natural history of the honey bee.—

A

Devonshike Bee-keeper.

EXTEAOEDINAEY LIGUEIAN SWAEMS.
In 1862 I was fortunate enough to obtain a Ligurian

stock from "A Devonshiee Bee-keepee," through Messrs.
Neighbour & Son. Last year it threw a very strong swarm,
though rather late ; yet in the autumn it weighed 42 lbs.

nett.

This year the cast of 1863 gave a swarm, on May 18th, of

the great weight of 8 lbs. Yesterday I weighed the swarm,
and found it 22 lbs. in weight ; and, to my astonishment, I
wns awakened this morning (Monday, June 20th), at 7.45, by
tlie sound of bees swarming. It turned out to be this swarm,
of May last, casting a vii-gin swarm, weight over 5 lbs. Per-
haps such an instance of the prolific character of the Italian

bee may be worth recording in your pages.

I attribute the great weight of the May swarm to my
having put a super on the stock-hive, after they had been
hanging out some days. They set to work in it eagerly,

but three days afterwards they swarmed, and it has been
ever since deserted.—A Noethumeekland Bee-keepeb,
Sheepwash.

[A prime swarm weighing 8 lbs., and a maiden swarm of

5 lbs., so far surpass anything of the kind we have ever met
with, that we should be glad to know if they are equally

unparaUeUed in the experience of our con-espondents. It

may not be unnecessary to add that the swarms were weighed
with so much care, as to preclude the possibility of mistake,

whilst the veracity of " A NoETHtmBBBLAND Bee-keeper "

is beyond suspicion.]

OUE LETTEEBOX.
Exchange of Fowls ( W. 5.).—Such an exchanfre as you mention would

be a fair one, if yon met witli a person wishinp to excbansfo Sebright
Bantams for Dorkings. The Rev. J. G. A. Baker's strain is u very c^od
one. If the Sebrights were very good you would perhaps bo expected to

give a trifle beside the Dorkings. We advise yoii to advertise.

Namr op Bird {Pio iVono).—The bird you have wo should say Is not a
Cirdinal, but the Pope Grosbeak, which is a closely allied species and very
similar in size and colour of the Cardinal, but has no crest.

Second Swarms {A. TV., i)flj7i«^?o«),—These should be left to nature
and not forced by driving.
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